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THE

POPULAR EDUCATOR,

INTRODUCTION.

AT no period in the history of our country was it less

< 'SBiuy to ofl'er an apology for introducing a national

work on Education than at the .present time. So keen is

tin- competitive spirit of the age, that the advantage of

knowledge in the struggle for advancement is apparent
to all. The mighty power of steam applied to railways

and vessels has developed national and international com-

munication to a degree not dreamt of at the commence-

ment of the century. Telegraphy presents to our view

the daily contemporaneous history of the world ; and the

Press, relieved from those shackles which impeded its

action and fettered its influence, has become a powerful
medium for the communication of thought between the

leading minds of the age. In the political condition of our

own country a change has been wrought, the consequences
ofwhich the boldest prophet avows his inability to predict,

but which all parties agree will bo fraught with good or

evil, according to the degree in which the new recipients

of power may be possessed of the knowledge to use that

power aright. . The necessity of Education, therefore,

\vhich was fiercely combated when this work first saw
the light, is now universally admitted, and the mode
and the system alone remain to be discussed. This truth

was fully recognised by no one more than the late Earl of

Derby, the illustrious chief of the Conservative party, and
he was pleased to accept the dedication of this work to

himself. Gratifying as is this complimentary recognition
of the services which the original edition of the POPULAR
EDUCATOR has rendered in the promotion of National Edu-

cation, we feel that the basis ofour present claim upon the

co-operation of all the friends of that great movement con-

sists in this that our system has been tested, its efficiency
lias leen$>roved, whilst a sale of 750,000 copies has testi-

fied, on the part of those for whom it was designed, their

appreciation of the work and their estimate of its value.

But some twenty years have elapsed since the POPULAR
EDUCATOR first issued from the press, and during that

period considerable advances have been made in many of

the departments of knowledge. To perfect the work in

accordance with all the discoveries up to the present
day, wo have found it necessary to introduce many new
subjects, and to re-model many of our old lessons, and
we shall spare no expense in making these changes as

complete as possible. To amuse, to instruct, to elevate,
will be our constant endeavour. To render the work-
man more perfect in his vocation, the soldier and sailor

better fitted for the higher positions of his profession,
the naturalist more conversant with the beauties of

Nature, the politician further acquainted with tho im-

VOL. I.

portant events in the history of his country, and to

place at the command of tho student for .1 Ser-

vice or University Examinations all the branches of

education necessary for his advancement, no effort

will bo wanting. Our ambition is to place in

English Homo an Educational Encyclopaedia, invaluable

as a manual of gtudy and a work of reference, -which,

whilst simple, progressive, and interesting in its style,
shall be powerful for the improvement and the advance'
ment of its students.

In the three great departments of knowledge which
this Work will embrace History, Science, and Lan-

guages the end of such instruction, viz., its practical

application to the affairs of life, will be kept steadily in

view. Science will be taught not merely as abstract

truth or an interesting intellectual exercise, but aa

embodying in all its branches those principles, a know-

ledge of which will explain the various phenomena of

the world, and enable us to avail ourselves more

intelligently, and therefore more successfully, of all the

varied material with which Nature has supplied us.

Instruction in Languages whether living or dead

will be so conveyed as to enable the student not only to

understand a given set of books in any particular tongue,
but to make him master of the language itself by
gradual and easy, but yet real and tangible stages.
The Historic Sketches, by means of which we shall

teach History, will, we hope, render that study no longer
a mere record of battles, an obituary of kings, a mighty
chaos of incident ; but will illustrate how each nation has

discharged its functions in the world's history how each

epoch has played its part in the drama of a nation's life.

A reference to our list of contents will show that under
various heads will bo included every branch of study
which can possibly be useful in the varied walks of life.

The great aim and object of this Work is to enable

the people to educ.ite themselves. We have only to ask

them to realise the magnitude and grandeur of tho work
in which they will be engaged if they determine to do
so. Obstacles will bo overcome by united resolution.

Every difficulty surmounted will be additional strength
for further victories. A good education is tho best

legacy wo can leave to our children. It is the best

investment we can make for ourselves. Tho educated

man in every walk of life carries with him his own

capital a capital unaffected by monetary crisis an
investment whose interest is not regulated by tho

success of speculation a legacy which none can dispute,
and of which none can deprive.



THE POPULAK EDUCATOn.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. I.

IN commencing these Lessons in French, instead of beginning
with a long chapter exclusively devoted to the pronunciation of

words, and the variations which are caused in the sounds of

vowels and consonants by changes in their relative position, we
have thoxight it best to enter at once into the construction

of the language, and endeavour, without unnecessary delay, in

as plain a manner as possible, to make our readers familiar with

its various idioms and peculiarities. The Section on French

pronunciation will be divided into several portions, one of

wlu'ch will be given at the commencement of each lesson in

French, until the subject is exhausted.

SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION.
I. THE FRENCH ALPHABET.

1. A tolerable pronunciation of any spoken language may be

acquired by imitating the sounds of that language, as uttered by
a living teacher. But the reading and ivritvng of any language
cannot thus be learnt. The pupil must bring into requisi-

tion something else besides his imitative powers, if he would

thoroughly comprehend any language. The alphabet of the

language to be learnt must be exhibited and examined, and
then mastered.

2. An alphabet is a collection of different characters called

letters, each of which represents its own peculiar sound. These
letters differ from each other in nanw, form, si.re, and sound.

Used as vehicles of thought, they must not only be familiar

to the eye, but their use, both singly and combined, must be
understood.

3. Two objects are to be before the student whilst perusing
these preliminary lessons on French pronunciation, namely :

First. The acquisition of the correct pronunciation of the
various sounds of the letters of the French alphabet.

Second. To learn how to combine and use these sounds,
in order to read the French language easily, intelligibly, and
profitably.

4. The first object will be accomplished by the aid of analogous
English sounds ; that is, every sound represented by a letter or
combination of letters of the French alphabet, will be unfolded,
analysed, and defined, as far as possible, by means of analogous
sounds of a letter or combination of letters of the English
alphabet.

5. The second object will be accomplished by learning a few
Irief and simple rules, illustrated and enforced by appropriate
examples.

G. Diligent attention, patient labour, and a determination to

succeed, will enable the learner to overcome every obstacle, and
thus make him master of a language, not only exceedingly
difficult for foreigners to acquire, but beautiful in itself, and
co-existent with the triumphs of civilisation.

7. The student's attention is next directed to the French
alphabet. While the English alphabet contains twenty-six
letters, in the French alphabet there are only twenty-five. It
lias no letter which corresponds to the English iv, though it is

occasionally found in French books. It is used only in foreign
words, and then pronounced like the English v.

8. The French alphabet is divided into vowels and consonants.
9. THE VOWELS. The vowels are six in number, namely:

10. THE CONSONANTS. The remaining letters of the alpha-
bet, nineteen in number, are called consonants, namely :

-

b c d f g li j k 1 innpqrstvxz.
11. THE COMPOUND VOWELS. There are seven compound

vowels, namely :

They are thus called because, being united together, each
vowel loses its own simple sound, and helps to form another
new sound. They form but one syllable, and are consequently
pronounced by one emission of the voice.

12. THE DIPHTHONGS. There are six diphthongs, namely:
ia ie io ua ue ui.

They are thus called because, though pronounced as one

syllable, the sound of both vowels is distinctly heard.

The following ten combinations of three successive vowels are

also called diphthongs, namely :

uoi

These diphthongs are thus divided into syllables :

i-ai i-au i-ea

u-ei

on- a

u-io

ou-e oii-i

u-eu.

They must, however, be pronounced quickly, and as one syllable.

Sometimes, also, we find four successive vowels in the samo

word, namely:

ouai in the word jou-ai,
oueu
ouee

jou-eur,
bou-ee.

The first example ouai, is composed of two compound vowels,
viz. : ou and ai.

The second example oueu, is also composed of two compound
vowels, viz. : ou and eu.

In the last example ouee, the final e is silent, and the three

vowels are thus divided, viz. : ou and e.

13. THE VOWEL Y. The vowel y is frequently found com-
bined with other vowels, but in such combinations it is never
used as a diphthong. Its use in combination is peculiar, and
will be fully explained hereafter.

14. THE NASAL VOWEL SOUNDS. There are certain sounds
called nasal vowel sounds, produced by the combination of the

vowels with the consonants TO and n, namely :

am
an

nil

in

oin

oil

urn
1,11

ym
yn.

These sounds will be explained hereafter.

15. THE NASAL DIPHTHONGAL SOUNDS.- There an' nlD
certain sounds called nasal diphthongal sounds, produced by
the combination of nasal vowel sounds with a vowel, not nasal,

before them, namely:

inn uin

These sounds will also be explained hereafter.

16. THE LIQUIDS. The following combinations of the con-

sonants are called liquids, namely:

11 gn.

The sounds of the&o liquids are very common in the French

language, and will be explained hereafter.

SECTION II. THE ARTICLE.

1. In French the article [ 13 (2)]* has, in the singular, a
distinct form for each gender, as :

Le fils, the son. La fille, the daughter, the girl.

Le frore, the brother. La sceur, the sister.

2. Before a word commencing with a vowel or an h mute, the

final e or a of the article le or la is cut off, and replaced by an

apostrophe, leaving the article apparently the same for both

gonder.4 [ le! (7)], as :

L'a'ieul [l(e) aleul], the grandfather.

L'a'ieule [l(a) aieule], th grandmother.
L'hote [l(e) hoto], the landlord.

L'hotesse P(a) hotesse], the landlady.

3. There are in French only two genders, the masculine and
the feminine [ 4]. Every noun, whether denoting an animate
or inanimate object, belongs to one of these two genders.

MASC. L'homme, the man, FEM. La femme, the woman.
Le livre, the book. La table, the table.

L'arbre, the tree. La plume, the pun.
Le lion, the lion. La lionne, the lioness.

4. AVOIK, TO HAVE, IN THE PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE.

SING. J'ai, I have.

Tu as [ 33 (1) (2)]Thcm host.

II a, He has.

Elle a, She has.

Affirmatively.
PLUB. Nous avoiis,

Vous avez,
Us ont, m.,
Elles ont, f.,

We have.

You have.

They have.

They have.

* References thus [ 13 (2)] refer to Sections in Part II. of these

Lessons, but by references in Roman numerals, thus, [Sect. I. 30] the

Isarncr is directed to Sections iu Part I., the portion of our " Lessons
in French " which we are now commencing.
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Al-jo?
Ajj-tur1

A-t-il ?

A-t-elloP

/,.(.. ..;..' .' .

;

E

J/ua tar
H(U aha f

I'LUU. AVOIM-UOUI ?

A -. . root f

'

IIa v c t

llart you f

II

Hart II* jf

i if tin- ]iro!i,,i;n ., in elided, when that pronoun comes
.1 vowel or an h muto, and r< phi. <-.! l.y an apostrophe, M

. I have, asabovo [ 140],
i vo sentences, when th.- th-.! |.,r ..,. mjjularof

nil-t \vitli ii vowel, uuil is immi-.liiit.-lv I.,;!,,

ill.'d .;i rlumic [Soot. J l.i-
],]iu-..,| t,o-

be V.T'II au.l tli.- i.nuinun, uiul joined by two hyphen*, as:

A-t-il P Hotter
|

A-t-elleP Hat the?

RSUM OF EXAMPLES.
viuude, vous avoz lo Tlio father lieu the meat, yon have tin
I'.MIl.

1,'hoiiim.' H l,< jaiu. 1'iMifiuit a lo The -man h<u (/., l.,v,i.I, (/,. , /n'M )..u

s-l, ft uous uvous lo i' the salt, and tea have (h pepper.

VOCABULARY.
Avoine, f., ii.if.-i. Madame, Afadum. Qui, who.
l:l<*- '" ''

'

Mademoiselle, ifiat. Sel, m., suit.

i:.'iu-ln'r. in., butcher. Meuuier, in., miller. Settlement, only.
at-, r, in., laker. Monsieur, Mr., Sir. Table, f.,

' 'ln-v:il, in., horte. Nou, wo. Tli. .

Kt - '""' Oui, yet. Viaud.-. f .

Pain, m., bread. Yin, m.,n re, M., /.,-,.f/ltT. Plume, f., . Viuaiurc, ui., vinegar.
I, 111., (lOttfc.

N'oti- iin.l remember that the noun livn.-, Look, is masciilinp. l.nt
m* livro, (i pound (in weight), and livro, u j.iucc of iiu>iu-y niuiv;i-

l.-ui to a fruic, are feiniume.

ExERcrsi: I .

To be translated into English.
1. Qiii n lo pain? 2. Lo boulanger a le pain. 3. A-t-il la

farine f t. Oui, Monsieur, il a la farine. 5. Avons-nous la
\ iande ? (>. Oui, Monsieur, voua avoz la viando ot le pain.
7. Lo inounier a la farine. 8. Le boulun^. r a la furino et le
1.1,

:
. 9. Avons-noua lo livre ot la plume? 10. Oui, Mademoi-

selle, vous avoz lo livre et la plume. 11. Le boncher a la
viande. 12. Le mounior a la viando et j'ai lo cafe. 13. Avez-
voua 1'cau et le sel ? 14. Oui, Monsieur, nous avons 1'eau, le
srl. ot

1'avoine.^
15. Avons-nous lo 11 u- : 1C. Xon, Monsieur,

la lillo a lo the, le viuaigro, et le sel. 17. Ai-jo lo viu? 18.

Nn, Madame, vous avez seulement le vinaigro et la viando.
11*. Avez-voua la table? 20. Oui, Madame, j'ui la table.

EXERCISE 2.

To be translated into French.

1. Have yon the wheat? 2. Yes, Sir, I have the wheat.
3. Who has the meat ? 4. The butcher has the meat and the
salt. 5. Has he the oats? C. No, Madam, tho horse has the
oats. 7. Have we the wheat ? 8. You have tin- wlu-at and tho
floor. 9. Who has tho salt ? 10. I have the suit and the meat.
11. Have we the vinegar, the tea, and the coffee? 12. No,
Sir, the brother has tho vinegar. 13. Who has the horse?
1 1. The baker has the .horse. 15. Have we the book and the
1" n :- 16. No, Miss, the girl has the pen, and tho miller has
Hi.- book. 17. Have you the table, Sir? 18. No, Sir, I have
only the book. 19. Who has the table? 20. Wo have the
table, the pen, and the book.

SECTION III.-THE ARTICLE (Continued).
1. The article le, with the preposition de preceding, must be

contracted into du, when it comes before a word in the mascu-
ij-Tilar, commencing with a consonant or an h aspirated

[ 13 (8) (9)], as :

Du frere, of the brother. I ])u i Imteau, of the cattle.
Du heros, of the hen.

\
Du chemin, of the way.

2. Before feminine words, and before masculine words com-
menoing with a vowel or an h mute, the article ia not blended
with the preposition, as :

D-l.i .liime, t., of the lady. I De 1'amie. f., of the femaU friend.Do 1 argent, in., of the money. |
De 1'honneur, m., of the honour.

3. In French, tho name of the possessor follows the name of
the object possessed [ 76 (10)], as :

La maison du nuMecin, The phytician't home.
L'arbre .]ti jardin. The tree of the garden.
La lettre do la sueur, The sitter't letter.

4. Tho name of the material of which an object is eempoasd
* the name of the object; the two wurd* beta*

owmeotod by the preposition de [ 76 (11)], M :

L'luiLIt do drap, Tk* Mh ca+t.
La robe de Mi*. Tin tdk sVM.

^ La ntODtr* <
. Tk gold *~tff%J

KisUMC OF EXAXI'LKM.
Le UllUur a 1'babit ds drap du 7h tofler JMJ (fe rftlrirrfaa'i

nUdsda,
You. aves la lettre ds la wear du

A-t-il lo hvro Jo la dame ?

Ton kawt the lalur'e MUr'. Ulttr

(IbUbrs/asslifcrt/feMMl

m., filter.Argout,

money.
Bu, m., ttot

Hois, ill., vood.

Cbapeau, m., /.u (.

Center.

T, in., that-

maker.

Colon, m., cotton.

VOCABULAKT.

Conteaa, m., lmi/.
..... liathtr.

Dame, f.. U4y.
Drap, m., dutk.

. hay.

Habit, m., coat.

.'

Rob. f.dr...

.-> ..-. (
.

8oie. f.. tt.

- . .'..'
TaUleur, to., UJar.Monti*, f..

Or, m., fold.

EXKBCISK 3.

To be translated into Englidi.
1. Avez-votw la montre d'or? 2. Oui,

d'or et lo chapcau de soie. 3. Monaieor, ares-rooa 1*
Hvn- da tailk-ur? 4. Non, MonHiear, j'ai lo lirre do nx-decis.
5. Ont-ils le pain du boulan- ,,nt lo pain du *%*-
(,'er t-t la furino tin mnmfa r. 7. Avez-voun le porte-crayon

>t? 8. Oui, Monsieur, noun avons lo porte-crayon
d'argent. 9. Avons-nons 1 avoine du choral? 10. Vooa ares
1'avoine et lo foin du choral. 11. Qui a 1'habit do drap du
charpentier ? 12. Le cordonuk-r a ! cliapean de aoie da toil-

leur. 13. Le tailk-ur a le soulier de cuir du oordonnier.
14. Avez-vous la table de b Oui, Monaieur, j'ai la
table do bois du charpentier. 16. Ont-il* le coutean d'argent?
IT. 11s ont le couteau d'argent 18. Le frero du medecin a It,

montro d'argent. 19. La soeur du cordonuier a la rob* de
soi.-. 120. A-t-ello le soulier de cui: , Madame, die a
le soulier do satin. 22. Avons-nous lo baa de li ? 23. NOB,
Monsieur, vous u\vz L- bas do soio du tailluur. 24. Qui a le ban
do cotou ? 25. Lo mc'decin a lo baa de cotou, 26. La '<r^*
lo soulier do satin do la sceur du boulauger.

EXERCISE 4.

To be translated into French.

1. Have you tho tailor's book? 2. No, Sir, I hare the

physician's watch. 3. Who has tho gold watch ? 4. The lady
has the gold watch and the silver pencil-ca*o. 5. Have you
tho tailor's shoo ? 6. I have the tailor's cloth shoe. 7. Hare
we the wooden table P 8. Yes, Sir, you hare the wooden tahlo
9. Have they tho silver knife ? 10. They have the direr knife.

11. Tho lady has the silver knife and tho gold peneil-oaw.
12. Has she the satin dress? 13. Tho physician's sister has
the satin dress. 14. Who has the wood? 15. The carpenter'*
brother has tho wood. 16. Have yon the woollen stockings?
17. No, Sir, I have the cotton stockings. 18. Who haa the
baker's bread ? 19. We have the baker's bread and the mil-

ler's flour. 20. Have we the horse's hay? 21. Yon hare the
horse's oats. 22. Have we the tailor's sflk hat ? S3. Yea,
Sir, you have tho tailor's silk hat and the sh .vuiakor's leather
shoe. 24. Have you the cloth shoe of the physician's auter?
25. No, Madam, I have the lady's silk dross.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY.!.
EARLY NOTIONS; THE GEOGRAPHY OF THE SCRIPTU&Ea
THE term Geography is derived from two Greek words, yn, the
earth, and ypa<fnj, a description (pronounced ght and jrru'.jA*),

and simply means a description of tht arih't ntrfact ; it U there-
fore rightly applied to that science which treat* of the natural
outline and extent, the political division and constitution, the
civil and social condition, and the industrial wealth and popula-
tion of tho various countries, kingdoms, and states which hare
appeared, or which now exist on the face of the globe. Geogra-
phy includes also the description of th* form of the earth, iti
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motions, its place in the solar system, the great circles supposed

to be drawn on its surface, and its position in the heavens by

which it is surrounded on all sides; the diversified nature of

its surface, as seen in its mountains, valleys, plains, rivers, seas,

aid oceans, and in the constitution and phenomena of the

atmosphere by which it is enveloped, as in a swaddling band ;

and the different races of animals, including ma" and the

various kinds of vegetable and mineral productions which are

distributed over its surface.

It will be sufficient for our purpose, in this first lesson, to

state generally that the form or shape of the earth is that of a

globe or ball, and that the height of the highest mountains on

its surface is so small in comparison with the size of the earth,

and interfere so little with its rotundity, or roundness, that this

height has about the same proportion to the diameter of the

earth, which the thickness of common writing-paper has to the

diameter of a twelve-inch terrestrial globe. The ancients had

possessing all those antiquated notions in science, particularly

in geography and astronomy, which the uninstructed tribes of

Asia, Australasia, and Polynesia possess at the present day.

"The Hebrews," says an eminent writer,
"
obviously never

attempted to form any scientific theory respecting the structure

of the earth. The natural impression which represents it as a

flat surface, with the heaven as a firmament or curtain spread

over it, is found to bo iiniversally prevalent. Beneath was

conceived to be a deep pit, the abode of darkness and the

I shadow of death. In one place we find the grand image of the

I earth being hung upon nothing ; but elsewhere the pillars of the

earth are repeatedly mentioned ; and sometimes the pillars of

heaven. In short, it is evident that every writer caught the

idea impressed on his senses and imagination by the view of

these grand objects, without endeavouring to arrange them into

any regular system." We have quoted this passage as a

specimen of the loose style of writing and thinking regarding

Rtriisrs or TYRE.

no such knowledge of the earth as we now possess ; and though
some of the most intellectual of the philosophers of Greece, such

as the famous Pythagoras, are supposed to have reached the

notion of its globular form, it was buried under a cloud of errors

and extravagances.
To the most extended view which the human eye can take of

any part of the surface of the earth, even from the highest
eminence found on that surface, it appears to be one vast and
illimitable plain, diversified by hill and dale, land and water,
mountain and valley. The heavens appear to be a luminous
dome above the head of the observer, bespangled with stars at

night, and they seem to rest on the surface of the earth at an
immense and immeasurable distance. He feels as if he would
be afraid to travel so far, either on land or sea, as to reach the
limit which he supposes must ultimately be found to this

surface, lest he fall over into an interminable abyss ; and he

supposes that the phenomena of the heavens are confined to the

upper and visible concave which he beholds, while his imagina-
tion dooms all beneath his feet to death and everlasting oblivion.

Such were the limited notions which prevailed at an early period
in the history of the world ; and it is one great proof of the

antiquity and authenticity of the sacred Scriptures, that they
describe men as they really were in ancient times, and as

the science of the sacred Scriptures.
"

The style of these

writings, in the places above referred to, is highly poetical ; and

who, we would ask, expects to find didactic theories in a poem ?

The poet seizes the phenomena of nature as they appear to the

eye, and enlarges, magnifies, or arranges them at pleasure ;
he

is not tied to rules, nor confined to the language of the

schools. To do so, would destroy his poetry, and reduce his

imagination to an automaton. The book of Job, in which these

grand expressions are found, is the oldest book in the world.

It was written long before the time of Moses ; and though found

in the Hebrew language, it was evidently not written by a

Hebrew. It is curious, however, that the writer of this book

should have lighted upon such a striking fact, as that the earth

hangs upon nothing ! Had this been found in a Chinese or a
Hindoo book, possessing such claims to antiquity as the Hebrew

book, it would have been lauded to the skies as a proof of

superior knowledge, and would have been held as an infallible

proof that the Chinese or the Hindoos, ages ago, were actually

acquainted with the facts of modern science.

The same writer looks to Phoenicia for the origin of geogra-

phical knowledge ; and there can be no doubt that, being some
of the earliest merchants and traders both by sea and land, the

Phoanicians must have been among the first nations of the world
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who acquire 1 ice, and of tin- <

it lifii .-,.!. 1 tint tin) truth chapter of

iw of the earth at

an party period, and tluit it agree* in uowo i.trikinjr particulars

with the rei-ords of
]

[ '\'\ re, M ii rodotoi did liai.vlon, ..

eye of an intolli^" rod probable
Unit lie held inten-our-n \\ith l!io best-informed men iu thut

ohool of commoroo and navigation. Tho geographical
boundaries tn which hn alliiilcs an- e,m -nl'Ted as place.;

I limits of their knowledge vi/..,Tar.-hMi,< >phir, the Islet*,

Slirlia and I'nliin, tho 1,'ivrr, Gog and Magog, und tlin North.

deemed, with very gn-at probability, to have been

the nai ! S'ripturc for Africa, It .-.ppi-ar- to havo

belonged originally to a great African city, call. 1 i

.mil well known from its rivalry to Komo ; it was
in! to tho whole continent of which that

city might bo considered tho metropolis ; but especially to that

division of it, now known by the namo of Northern Africa, ex-

of Egypt and tho countries adjacent to tin- Arabian Gulf.

This division was called by tho Itomaiis Africa, I'ropria, that is,

Africa Proper, and included Carthago; and Jerome calls a

voyage to Tarshish an " African voyage." This also solves a

ditliculty which has been found in tho Scriptural accounts of

two different voyages to Taivhisli ; tho one up tho Mediter-

ranean Sea, from the Strait of Gibraltar, bringing iron, silver,

lead, and tin, tho produce of Spain and Britain (Ezck. xxvii.

12); and the other, up tho Eed Sea, or Arabian Gulf, from tho

Strait of Bab-ol-mandeb, bringing gold and silver, ivory, and apes,
and peacocks, tho produce of Central Africa (1 Kings x. 22).

<>i'ln>; as being connected with Tarshish and Sheba in the

voyages of Solomon's ships for gold and other produce, is rightly
considered as a part of Africa, which indeed appears highly pro-
liable from tho similarity of the name. The eastern coast is

tho quarter to which all tho indications seem evidently to point.
In the voyage to Tarsliish by tho Red Sea, the name of Ophir
is also mentioned, and in ono case tho latter is substituted for

the former (2 Chron. ix. 10). But we have seen that Tarslii. li

is a name for one part of Africa ; now, Ophir is a name for

another part of tho .same continent. As gold is the produce of

Ophir, wo must look to that part where it is to bo found. This,
for tho sake of consistency in the history of the voyage, can

only be Sofala, whore abundance of gold is said to exist, and
whence it could easily be brought in ships through tho Bed Sea
to Sheba in Arabia ; from tho Strait of Bab-el-mandeb it could

either be carried overland through this country to Jerusalem,
or it could be transported up the gulf to tho place now called

Suez, whence it could readily bo brought into the palace of

Solomon the king.
The Isles, the isles of tho Gentiles, tho isles of the sea, tho

isles of Chittim and of Elishah, all point out the islands which
abound in the Mediterranean, which is called "the sea" and
" tho groat sea" in Scripture. These are acknowledged to be

Sicily and the other islands belonging to Italy and Spain ; the

islands of Greece, a country almost wholly insular and penin-
sular; and tho islands of Cyprus and Crete (Candia), with
various other smaller islands scattered through the Archipelago,
and lying on tho west of Asia Minor.

Arabia Felix, or Arabia the Happy, is considered to bo the

country anciently called Sheba or Sabcea. Its trade was in gold
and incense; and it was carried on by caravans which came
from the coast, where they had been imported from Ophir. The
"
companies of Sheba "

are mentioned in Job a fact which
shows tho antiquity of its commerce ; and tho " multitude of

its camels" are spoken of in Isaiah another fact which shows
its value and long continuance. The commerce of Dedan rivalled

that of Sheba. It came up the Persian Gulf from the Strait of

Ormuz. The imports were ivory and ebony, and "
precious

clothes" for chariots. These were tho commodities of India,
and they were carried across the desert of Arabia, or Arabia

Deserta, into Petra, tho capital of Arabia Petram, or Arabia ihc

which consisted chiefly of the ancient country of Idumea,
or Edom. The inhabitants of Dcdan were only tho merchants
who brought the produce of India to the capital of Edom, as a
dep6t for the supply of tho countries lying to tho north and the
west of it, and

"
tho travelling companies of Dcdanim "

might
consist of native Hindoo or Asiatic traders, whoso home was on
the deep.

Tho /liver meant tho great river, the river Kupbratea. Oa
iU bank* utood the mighty capital* of Awyria and Babylon,

to flourished tho nu>t renowned empire* of antiquity.
Hero al*o wan supposed to have been the seat of Paradise, or
tho garden of Kdun. Tim* mil!. t'.-

j,-

" Seek nut fur Parndwe, with curium eye.
In Avutic clime*, where Tigris' wave.
Mixed with Kui>liratc in tumultuous Jojr,

Doth the brood j.luina of Babylonia lave.

"Tin gone with all it charms, and, like a dream,
Like Babylon iUelf, ft swept away ;

Bestow one tear upon the mournful them*.
Hut let it not thy gentle heart dismay.
For know, wherever love and virtue gold*,
They lead us to a state of heavenly peace;
'Where bliss, unknown to guilt and name, preside,
And pleasure* unalloyed each hour increase."

Along tho countries situated between tho Euphrates and the

Tigris, and on both aides of these river*, Ezekiel mentions a
number of cities, an Haran, Canned, Eden, Asabur, etc., from
which great caravans proceeded to Tyro with cloths and other
valuable commodities. Those appear to have been brought
overland across the countries of Asia, and probably by :

caravans from Hind' -Lin and tho borders of China, tho native

country of talk.

Tho Xorlli, and Gog and Magog, described by Ezekiel, hare
been considered as denoting tho Scythian hordes of warriors
\vlio invaded the south, and carried away

"
silver and gold and

a great spoil." But the passages in which tho Xorth is men-
tioned are, with more reason, supposed to refer to the high
table-lands in.tho interior and the north of Asia Minor, Phrygia,
Galatia, Cappadocia, and Paphlagonia. The imports from these

regions were "
vessels of brass and persons of men." These

countries are famous for their produce in copper, iron, and steel

to this day ; and their trade in slaves for the supply of harems
is equally notorious. Horses and mules nre also mentioned as

brought from the same quarter ; and thin trade also hats been
found a branch of the traffic carried on in tho upland tracts

of Paphlagonia. Tims we havo given a succinct view of the

ancient geography recognised in the Scriptr

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. I.

INTRODUCTION.
IN commencing a series of lessons in English, it appears de-
sirable to let tho readers of tho POPULAR EDUCATOR know
what they may expect. Briefly, then, we intend to exhibit tho
facts of the language and tho productions of the language.
Tho facts of. the language, if systematically presented, will

involve its laws ; and on the other hand, the productions of
the language, historical ly treated, will comprise its literature.

In this way, tho facts and the productions proposed for

our consideration will obviously lead the careful student to
a knowledge of the language. Nor without a study of both
the facts and tho productions can any such knowledge be
acquired. A knowledge of any language implies a familiarity
with its literature, a id a familiarity with the facts or laws
of its construction. ..t is not possible to have one without the

other, any more than it is to know the principles of Grecian
art without having studied its masterpieces. Apart from the
literature of a language, we cannot know its grammar ; apart
from tho grammar of a language, we cannot know its literature.

The literature of a language is the organic life, whose laws

grammar has to learn and expound. The grammar of a language
is merely a systematic exposition of the laws obeenred in the

composition of its literature. Hence it is that an acquaintance
with the literature of a language should precede the study of

its grammar. Indeed, the productions of a language are earlier

than its grammar. Men pronounced sentences, delivered

speeches, composed and sang poems, long before they had any
idea of tho rules of which grammar ia made np. The thought

was first ; then came the utterance, and out of many utterances

at last grew the science of grammar. Grammar has no other

function than to deduce and set forth the laws of a language,

which have been already observed by some great writer or great

writers. The criticism which in Greece gave birth to gramro*"
was long posterior to Homer.
The knowledge of the grammar of a language, then, does not

involve a knowledge of the language itself. Still lees are th
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two identical. Grammar is only ono branch of the tree. Im-

portant as grammar is, it is scarcely the most important of the

branches which combine to form the knowledge of a language.

Grammar is only a means to an end. It is a pathway to the

temple. The temple itself is the treasure of great thoughts

which constitutes the literature, and which we have termed the

productions of a language. It is for this treasure that a lan-

guage is worth the labour of study ; and in regard to literary

treasures, no language will repay attention more fully than the

English.
From what has been said, it is also clear that the grammar

of a language is to be learnt in its literature. Grammar is no

arbitrary thing.
' Its rules are not inventions. Its forms are

not optional. They are both merely general statements of facts

facts ascertained by the careful perusal of what we term

classical authors ; that is, authors of high and universal repute.

The office of grammar is t make a systematic report of the

usages observed in writing by the great minds of a nation.

Hence grammar is a science of imitation. The grammarian,
like the sculptor, takes a model, and having studied its parts
and qualities, endeavours to reproduce the whole. Authority,
in consequence, is the great principle recognised in grammar.
The authority of such men as Macaulay, Mackintosh, Addison,

Dryden, Shakespeare, is, in grammar, paramount and supreme.
What they do we must follow, and we must follow it because
it is their practice. Their words, their forms of speech, their

constructions must be ours. They are our masters, wo their

scholars. They give laws, we obey the laws they give. Scarcely
less than implicit and unqualified ought the obedience to be ;

for grammar merely declares what is customary, and what is

customary in a language is known by what is customary among
its best writers.

Let it bo observed that it is the English language that we are

about to study. tConsequently it is the qualities and the laws
of that language that it will be our business to ascertain. If

we were studying Sanscrit or Hebrew, then the qualities and the
|

laws of the Sanscrit and the Hebrew would be the object of our

search. Disregarding them, we are equally to disregard the quali- i

ties and the laws of the Latin. The best of Latin grammars
would bo a very bad English grammar, and a usage in Latin is

no authority for the introduction into English of a similar usage.
The principles now set forth determine the mode of our pro-

ceeding. We have no intention to copy forms and rules from the

writings of former grammarians, or to arbitrarily devise forms

and rules. We shall rather take the language as it is, and inquire
into its qualities and laws. Beginning with the simplest enun-

ciations of thought, we shall .^d the student to analyse them,
and from such analysis to deduce for himself the fundamental
facts and principles of the English tongue. This process must
be gone through three times : first, in regard to the forms of

the language or its grammar ; secondly, u regard to the pro-
ductions of the language or its literature : and thirdly, as an

j

appendage to the last, in regard to the origr. and progress of the
j

language or its history. If the reader attentively accompany
j

us over this extended field, he will posse js a full as well as
j

accurate acquaintance with the English lang aage.

Language is the expression of thought by means of articulate

sounds, as painting is the expression of th ught by means of

form and colour. The relations which subsist between our

thoughts, when carefully analysed and set forth systematically,

give rise to logic. The laws and conditions under which the ex-

pression of our thoughts takes place form the basis of grammar.
The logician has to do with states of the intellect, the gram-
marian is concerned with verbal utterances.

A cursory attention to the subject will su^ce to prove that
j

there are laws of speech. There is, indeed, no province of the

universe of things but is subject to law. Each object has its

own mode of existence, which, in conjunction v. ith the sphere of

circumstances which surround it, gives rise co the laws and
conditions by which it is controlled. Accordingly, language
takes its laws from the organs by which sound is made articulate,
from the culture of the intelligent beings by whom these organs
are employed, from the purposes for which speech is designed,
and from even the medium and other outward influences in

union with which these purposes are pursued.
Were there no such laws the science of grammar could not

exist. The sciences are in each case a systematic statement of

generalised facts in other words, of definite laws ; and grammar

rests on phenomena clearly ascertained, invariable in themselves,

capable of being distinctly stated, and equally capable of being
wrought into a system of general truths.

If the conditions under which thought became speech had
been in all cases the same, there would only have been one lan-

guage on the face of the earth. Descending as mankind did
from a common progenitor, the various tribes would have spoken
a common tongue. But at Babel the builders were " scattered

abroad," and became subjected to outward influences of the
most diversified character, and engaged in the most varied
kinds of life. Men's pursuits were different almost from the
first. Climate and soil change with every change of locality.
And both original endowments and the degree of culture super-
induced by external influences, or what may be termed indirect

education, would be as diverse as the tribes, not to say the indi-

viduals of which the species consisted. All these diversified

influences would speedily beget varieties in speech which time
would increase and harden into different languages.
From this diversity there arise two kinds of grammar the

universal and the particular. Universal grammar is formed by
studying language in general, by passing in review the several

languages which exist (or most of them), and selecting and

classifying those facts which are common to all. Particular

grammar is the result of the study of any ono given language.

By a careful consideration of the usages of the best English
writers wo discover what constitutes English grammar. If,

after wo have ascertained the laws of a number of separate lan-

guages, wo then compare our discoveries one with another, and
mark and systematise what we find common to them all, we
compose a treatise on general grammar. Particular grammar
resembles the anatomy of the human frame, and limits its teach-

ings to one set of objects. Universal grammar is like com-

parative anatomy, which treats of the general laws of animal

life, as deduced from a minute study of the animal kingdom in

general.
It is with particular grammar that we are here concerned ;

of the grammar of our nation namely, the English we have
to treat.

Grammar and logic, or the laws of expression and the laws of

thought, are, we have seen, closely connected together in the
nature of things. Not easily, then, can they be sundered in

manuals of instruction. If separate, they are related sciences ;

as being related to each other, they may afford mutual light
and aid. Requiring separate treatment, they each give and
receive illustration. Grammar assists the logician to put hia

thoughts into a lucid form
; and logic assists the grammarian

to make his utterances correspond to the exact analogy of his

thoughts. No one can be a perfect grammarian who is entirely
without logic ;

and no logician who neglects grammar can

successfully convey his ideas to others.

But in a manual which proposes to handle the subject of

grammar, and of English grammar, reference to logic must be
tacit and latent

; it may be felt, it must not be displayed. Yet,
in at least one or two terms will our obligation to logic be more
positive and outward, for we shall borrow from that science such
words as subject, attribute, predicate, and the like ; and this be-

cause these terms, when once their import is understood, afford

facilities for explanation far greater than the ordinary terms

employed in English grammars. In these cases, however, and
in other things in which wo shall depart from what is usual, we
shall also supply the customary views and the ordinary terms.
As the English language, like other languages, was spoken

before its laws were formed into a systematic treatise called a
grammar, so the real facts of the language, in their primary and
their model form, exist and are to be looked for ID the every-day
speech of well-educated persons. Hence the speech of educated
persons is of authority in grammar no less than the language of
the best authors. Nay, we seem likely to find a language in
its greater purity when wo take it from the lips of educated
persons generally than when we derive it from the somewhat
artificial shapes which it assumes in the learned or the popular
volume. If so,

" household words "
are good for grammar as

well as for practical wisdom. And so it is in the nursery we
may look for the English tongue in a form the most simple and
yet the most idiomatic. Of all teachers of English grammar
the best is a well-educated English mother. Hence it is evident
that a nursery, in a cultivated English home, is the best school
of English grammar. As a matter of fact, it i<= in such schools
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ml ry, the young lenrn to

ohfldrei '>IH, th language would be every*
where well and irniiiiiniitiejilly spoken. Consequently, c

plaoo our Ktud. i.t in cultivated nnn-crir

and writo their mother th correctness and p

We arc :i.-i-ompli-ih HUH. We cannot place tl.

of tin' working classes in cultivated nurseries,but wo raa>

to do the next boat thing ; un<l that is to bring forth and net

; II.MII, in a living ami organic form, the Hpokon language of

such iiiir-'-ri.- . And thin shall wo undertake, the rather because,
IIH tin- in '!''! is tii,- chilli's natural educator, or, to speak more

correctly, as tho mother is an educator of God's own appoint-
"t" odin-ation will bo good and

in proportion us it is in form, substance, and spirit, motherly.
\Ye muM add that we write for tho English student. Wo write

nl<.> fin- the uiu -dm -at.-il and for tho young. Having those facts

>ur inin<l, wo shall study plainness and simplicity. Yet
do wo hopo to bo able to write in such a manner that scholars

may not disdain to cast an eyo on these pages. However th:it

may bo, wo shall make it our first object and our last BO to

our thoughts as to bo fully understood, if not also

readily followed, by tho now largo and meritorious class who
are endeavouring to educate themselves. To labour for these

is a very great picture. Wo ask for their confidence, and will

endeavour to reward their attention.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. I.

INTRODUCTION.
"

TVP enter upon tho subject of drawing, anil how to

draw, it will bo of great service to some of our read-

may make up their minds to practise from our instructions,
I-) give some, little advice respecting tho materials necessary
f'>r their use. First, the paper: the best and cheapest kind is

'led "drawing cartridge," the imperial size is tho most
convenient, which when cut up into quarto, or four portions,
will afl'ord nufliHent room for the subjects we intend to place
before our pupils. Drawing books made of this paper, as
well as the paper itself, with pencils, drawing boards, and
other drawing mat. -rials, can be obtained from the publishers.
Tho next and most important of all the materials are tho

pencils: tar freehand drawing that is, drawing without the use
of instruments we recommend HB, B, and BB. Tho B pencil is

first used for marking in tho general proportions and character
of tho subject ; this pencil must be used lightly, then the errors

may bo very easily effaced without disturbing the surface of the

paper ; and what is equally important is, that after the whole

subject is arranged the drawing may be reduced in tone that is,

made lighter to receive the finished outline to be done with the
ii n, which makes a cleaner and more definite line than the B.

The B may also be used for shading, especially the broad or flat

fanM of shade: the BB is the finishing pencil for tho extreme

depth of tone in the darkest parts. For plan and geometrical
drawing, an IIH p< ncil is the most suitable. To careful that the

pencil is cut evenly with a sharp knife, not hacked or jagged as
in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 represents the most suitable form of point.
You must have a deal drawing board, half-inch or three-quarters
thick, according to size, upon which the paper is to be laid and

pinned down with flat-headed drawing pins. For highly-finished
and important drawings it would be better to fix the paper in

the following manner : Wot both sides with a sponge, being
particular that the paper is not rubbed, wetted only -,

turn tho

up all round about three-quarters of an inch broad, and

paste tho under-side ; wait a n'.hmte or two until the paper has

pulHeiently e\p:mded (which is caused by tho wetting), then,

having placed it evenly on the board, turn tho pasted edges
down and press them close to the board, under a cloth or piece
of waste paper ; once more wet tho paper gently all ov :

the pasted edges, and lay tho board down flat, somewhere, to dry ;

the pasted edges must dry first, or the paper will fly up,
because as it dries it will contract. If the pupil is able to fix

his paper successfully, he will see for himself the adv:i-

having a firm and smooth surface to work upon. The most
convenient size of board is twenty-throe inches by sixteen
inches this will take half of an imperial sheet of paper, very
useful for plan drawing and working plans ; theee, with a piooe
of india-rubber, will be quite sufficient to start with. ThuB,

led onnelYM with implcxncnta, we will proceed to

Opclj our i-lii.jc.-t.

vo that tho art of drawing can only be acquired by a
favoured few viz., by those who are supposed to posses* a power

but Hparingly bestowed amongst mankind in general.
. LT or gift is by them called genius, and they would

almost deem it an act of presumption to undertake tho practice
of tho art unless they were previously assured that they possessed

t
, or power, or genius, or whatever else it may be termed.

Thoro are many who, after making a few attempts towards

acquiring the power of drawing, .-. in<l excuse titan-
solves from further efforts by saying,

"
Oh, I have no get

this ; I must be born with the talent, or I cannot succeed." Such
a mistake is very common ; there will bo scarcely a reader of
this who could not furnish one or more cases in proof of the
statement. That genius is not absolutely necessary, we know
from undeniable evidence ; there are and have been t^^ntairin
of men who have proved themselves to be able draughtsmen,

adding to tho list of our Raphaels and Turners ; and
there are very fow indeed, considering the number who exercise
tho art, and whose success in drawing we must acknowledge to
bo very great, who can rank as first-rate artists. Knowing,
then, this to bo the case, wo relinquish all attempts to create

genius, and confine ourselves, by simple, practical instructions,
to open a way by which any one who has the courage to

persevere may acquire the power of drawing from natural or
artificial objects, and enable* him to represent his ideas in a way
of which no other art is capable. For purely mechanical draw-

ing that is, tho exact representation of the forms of objects, be

they animals, trues, machinery, or anything else no extraordinary
genius beyond an earnest desire is required. Only let the pupil
commence and proceed with a determination that nothing shall

daunt him, to follow out certain leading principles, which having
mastered, ho will then discover that the application of these

principles will render tho art not so difficult as he at first

imagined. Nevertheless, it is one thing to be able to draw a
simple object, or a combination of these objects, and it is quite
another thing to expect that having acquired this power it must,
without fail, result in producing a talent for tho higher qualifi-

cations of tho artist. No ; a great deal may be done towards

gaining a full mastery of the principles of drawing applicable to

a faithful transcript of any object whatever, before arriving at

the stage which introduces us to that exalted position where*

genius is necessary for the full development of the poetic, or

more elevated results of the artistic mind. In order, therefore,

to enable a student to overcome the difficulties of drawing, ho

undoubtedly must be fully prepared and determined to attack

every impediment ho may meet in his progress ; and for any
one who is earnest in his work there is this encouraging thought,
that if ho meets with a succession of difficulties, and manages by
perseverance to surmount them all one after the other, he must
be making sure progress, whereas if none present themselves he

may be assured he is standing still.

Our purpose in these lessons on drawing is first to enlarge

upon tho leading principles, and, taking these for the ground-

work, we intend to apply them to all subjects, whether they be

still-life (or objects), figure, or landscape drawing.
It is important to mention that, to draw a line successfully,

much depends upon the position of tho body, the hand, and tho

arm. Tho pupil must sit as uprightly as ho can, having tho copy
and tho paper he is drawing upon in a direct line before him ; he

must bo able to see both his copy and his own drawing without

having to raise or lower his head ; ho has no need to stoop over

his work it is bad for his health, and bad for his picture. W*
do not sit in the same position to draw as wo do to write. The

pencil is not subject to the same rules as a pen ; it must be so

iield that if dropped from the hand wliilst in tho act of drawing
the line, it would fall on the paper at a right angle with tho

line. For instance, to represent a perpendicular lino (see a to 6,

Fig. 1), tho pencil nwist bo held as shown in tho cngravii

horizontal position is represented, as in Fig. 2 ; if an inclined line,

as in Figs. 3 and 4. By attending to this rule wo have such a
command of the pencil tliat without moving tho wrist we can reach

cither end of tho lino, or that portion of the line we wi-h to draw,

without any danger of its l>eing directed out of

-. 't-obably, will have noticed that there are but

two kinds of linos to draw by which all objects whatsoever are

represented viz., straight lines and curved lines. It is the
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disposition of these lines in some cases all straight, in some all

curved, and in others straight and curved united that makes up
the representation of the object before us. Their lengths, their

positions, their curvatures or bondings, and the manner in which

they are connected with each other, combine to represent the

various forms which nature and art so abundantly furnish. The

question then narrows itself to the consideration how are we to

treat these lines ?

We will begin by a caution, and direct the attention of the

student to the pernicious and unsatisfactory way which many
pursue when drawing a line. They begin, we will say, at the top

(Fig. 5), a, and make a seriesof continuous scratches uutil theyhave
reached the supposed end at b. Now here, at the outset of our

instructions, let us endeavour to impress upon the student that

euch a mode of procedure is fatal to anything like success in

drawing. . They who follow this practice depend upon the

advantage of being able to rub out their failures, and try again
and again, with very creditable perseverance, until they arrive

at something like the line they wish for; but when the subject
is a complex one that is, one made up of innumerable lines and
curves and this scratching and rubbing-out process is repeated,
it cannot be surprising

1

if we should see the unfortunate beginner,

labouring under despair and excitement, throw the whole aside

in disgust, being fully persuaded in his own mind that he will

never be able to make any progress whatever. They who
follow this plan generally say drawing is exceedingly difficult,

and that it requires genius or natural talent to enable any one
to succeed. We therefore earnestly desire to impress upon all

who hope to draw well not to allow themselves to fall into a
method which we must again call most pernicious and un-

satisfactory. To draw a single line requires the same care

and judgment as a combination of any number of lines ; each
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lino must bo drawn cleanly, and with a knowledge beforehand
of its proper position. The same principle that regulates
one regulates the whole ; it is only a repetition of that prin-

ciple according to the number of lines in the drawing. We

wish particularly to impress this idea upon the mind of the

student.

To draw a line at random, without a previous arrangement,

trusting more to good luck than to skill for its being correct,

and leaving out all consideration or inquiry as to its fitness

until it is drawn, is the most discouraging practice that can be
followed. Let the student make up his mind, before he attempts
to draw the line, where it is to begin, and where it is to end.

Take a single line for an example (Fig. 6). Let it be supposed
it is to begin at a and end at b ; make a point where it is to

begin and another where it is to end, and follow this practico

invariably, whatever the subject may be, and whatever may be
the number of lines that compose it. If the line be too long to

draw at once without leaving off, mark any number of points in

the direction between the two points a and b, and mark those

points first which are nearest the extremes (the order of the

letters in Fig. 6 will explain this), ending with those near the

centre. When these points are properly placed so as to be in a

straight direction, join a, to c by one continued and carefully
drawn line that is, without leaving off (observing what haa
been already said about the position of the pencil) ; then draw a
line from c to e, from e to d, and from d to b, as in Fig. 7. By
this process of marking in the distances where there is a com-
bination of lines, we overcome one, if not the greatest, difficulty

in free-hand drawing. There are other helps for placing lines

correctly, all of which will be noticed in their due course. This

method of drawing a line must be practised over and over again

Fig.

until it is accomplished. Then in the same way draw lines in a
horizontal position, as in Figs. 8 and 9 ; then again inclined

lines, as in Figs. 10 and 11, 12 and 13.

As we have said that all objects are to be represented by
straight and curved lines, we will present a simple combination
of these lines as an illustration of our system, when the utility
of placing points to mark the positions and distances will be

evident, for by this process we obtain that which one word will

express, the arrangement of the drawing. It is this an-angement
of the places wlwre the lines are to be drawn that we would

earnestly impress upon the learner the necessity of repeatedly
practising, for upon this will depend the power of producing a
correct and satisfactory draiving.

Figs. 14 and 15 may appear to be only a piece of scribble, yet

they contain all that is necessary for the purpose of illustrating
1

our meaning. First, then, observe the position of a with regard
to b (Fig. 14), and their distance from each other, find place

points to correspond, as a and b in Fig. 15 ; and also the posi-
tions of the other characteristic points respectively I with

regard to a being in a direct line with a and b, c with regard
to I and a ; also d perpendicular with c, and so on ;

e and g on
the same level, e being perpendicularly under I, i under /, and
k somewhat below the position of i under g. When all these
characteristic points and distances are determined, then, as in the

drawing of a simple line (as before explained), join these points

by lines straight and curved as in the example, Fig. 14, pro-

ducing the result as in Fig. 15. Eespecting the importance of

this fundamental principle, we cannot too earnestly impress it

upon the mind of the pupil, and recommend him to practise it

frequently.



THE 6IGNINO OF THE " GREAT CHARTER" AT RUNNYMEDE.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. I.

MAGNA CHAETA.

IT was high time something should bo done when tho prelates
and barons of England made King John sign tho Great Charter.
The land had had no rest, the people no security, since the day
when Duke William overthrew King Harold at Hastings, in

October, 1066. If wo take a glance at tho history of tho
hundred and fifty years immediately succeeding the Conquest,
wo shall find it a record of many kinds of violence, an account
of ono perpetual striving which should be tho greater, and it

shows incidentally how much less than the whole world a man
tiling to accept in exchange for his soul. Brother had

striven with brother, sons with their fathers, for the throne.
Kin^s had striven with prelates, barons with priests, for the
mastery; baron had waged war on neighbouring baron on
account of some private quarrel ; even the religious houses
were divided against themselves ; and "the people" that is to

say, all those who were not of the so-called noble class had
been fearfully ill-used. In spite of the spirit of armed religion,
as embodied in tho institution of chivalry in spite of the
efforts of great and good men to procure some recognition of
the law which bids us do unto others as we would have them
do unto us, the grossest tyranny prevailed. The weakest went
to the wall, and of the rulers it might well be said

" The good old rule
Sufficeth them the simple plan
That they should take who have tlio power,
And they should keep who cau."

Under such circumstances, it is not very wonderful if we find
that the position of all classes beneath tho highest, and notably
the class which furnished labourers, was perfectly intolerable.
The king oppressed the barons, tho barons fought among them-
selves and oppressed tlu-ir w.v.K.-r brethren, the lesser barons

no small freeholders, and the small freeholders
< with the thraldom in which they kept the

labourers who depended on them for a living. Sometimes
things were better, sometimes worse ; but at all times, as far as
the workmen were concerned, bad was best. md his
saints slept," said tho poor people in the reign of Stephen,
1135-1154. In no other way .could they account fcr

grievous condition. " You might as well have tilled the "

as tho land, says the Anglo-Saxon chronicler, for when the
husbandman had spent his labour and his earnings so as to
induce the earth to bring forth her increase, lawless men
swooped down upon tho crop, and as often as not slew the help-
less owner of it, and drove his family into slavery. Every man
who was strong enough built a castle, forcing the people to
work at the stronghold which was to overawe them ; and ho
paid them for neither time nor trouble. "

They filled the land
full of castles" there were eleven hundred in England in

Stephen's reign, when the population was under two million"
"
they greatly oppressed tho wretched people by making them

work at these castles, and when the castles were finished

they filled them with devils and evil men." So writes the
chronicler.

At tunes the Church lifted her voice to warn, to eihort, and
to threaten ; and now and again, in the most solemn manner,
put the most notorious evil-doers out of the communion of
Christian men; but in spite of the superstitions fears, which
were general, respecting the power of the priesthood, the
Church was nearly powerless to stop the universal rapine, until
she resorted to the bold expedient of putting Christianity under
arms. This she did by founding, or rather by moulding on
her own plan, the institution of chivalry. She enlisted under
the banner of the Cross tho choicest and most generous of tho
warlike spirits, and having sworn them by word and deed, in

every way,
" to break the heathen and uphold tho Christ," she

sent them forth against the wolves who were making such
havoc in her shoepfold. Murderers, robbers, violators, Rcotm-
dreis of all sorts, began now to count the cost of their actions,
and then they hesitated about repeating them, for thov found

they had to lay their account with cracked "kulls and slashed
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bodies in this world as well as with a solemn promise of eternal

damnation in the next.

Henry II. munded matters a bit when he came to the throne

in 1154, and by persevering in a wise policy strove to reduce to

something like order the chaos into which society had fallen ;

but during the crusade which was led by Richard I. in 1190,
and especially during the king's captivity in Austria, selfishness

and wickedness in high places at home found scope for exercise,

and law became silent amid tho din of arms. From the Lion-

Hearted himself, peer and commoner were content to endure

much ; they saw in the fearless, generous, though Normanly
cruel King, qualities which commanded their affections if not

their judgments, and they bore with something like satisfaction

the continuous and heavy demands which he made upon their

blood and treasure. But the Lion being dead was succeeded by
one who had played tho traitor against him during his lifetime,

who had all the ferocity and all the cruelty of his brother with-

out one of his noble qualities, and who was already known to

the people by the utter depravity of his life. Here is his por-

trait, drawn by one of our ablest historians :

" He stands before

us polluted with meanness, cruelty, perjury, and murder ;

uniting with an ambition, which rushed through every crime to

the attainment of its object, a pusillanimity which often, at the

sole appearance of opposition, sank into despondency. Arro-

gant in prosperity, abject in adversity, he neither conciliated

affection in the one, nor excited esteem in tho other." Nor was
this all. The man was the servant of a licentiousness which

recognised no bounds. There was scarcely one family, even

among the nobles, that did not smart under a keen sense of that

injury which no man pardons to another. The sin for which

Lucretia suffered and which drove tho kings from Rome, the

sin from the taint of which Virginias saved his daughter by
killing her ; that sin sat heavily on John's soul, and stirred to

their lowest depths tho hearts of all England against him.

From such an one tho nation would endure nothing tamely,
not even those acts which former kings had done, and which by
prescription had almost obtained the semblance of law. The
barons were utterly enraged, the clergy were fixedly hostile, and
the people were suffering to that degree at which they sometimes

turn and teach their wrongers
" in some wild hour how much

the wretched dare." The king was quite unable to ride on the

whirlwind he had brought about him, and everything was ready,

everybody was prepared, for a revolution. But one thing was

wanting to make the revolution successful. There was abun-

dance of muscle, enough and to spare of disposition to kick

against the tyrant, but there was not any one to gather the

headstrong passions into a focus whence they might act with

effect upon tho object of their wrath. The barons and those

under them the wrongs the barons suffered at the king's
hands taught them sympathy with those who whilom suffered

wrong at their own represented brute force as the untamed

elephant represents it
; they lacked the skilful guide who might

gather up their strength and lead it to the goal they wished to

attain. They wanted Geist.*

Before we ascertain whence Gcist came, and the manner in

which it worked, let us see rather more particularly what it was
the barons and the people suffered that was so intolerable.

When the Conqueror obtained possession of the island,

A.D. 1066, he gave the land to be divided among his followers

as a reward for their services. The only condition he imposed

upon them a very necessary one to a prince who was only in

military possession of the country was, that whenever sum-

moned they should attend him with so many men-at-arms,

archers, etc., according to the extent of their fees or holdings,
for six weeks at their own expense. This was the only strictly

feudal obligation ; but custom added a number of other obliga-

tions, which, though smaller, were more galling. If a baron

died, his heir had to pay a sum of money by way of "relief," as

it was called, or a fee to induce the king to accept him in hia

father's stead ; and if the heir were under age, the king had the

wardship of him, an office which enabled the king to put into

his own treasure tho difference between the youth's income and
the cost of his keep and education, for though the situation was

really one of trust, practically it was made the means of profit

* The meaning of the word Geist is h;irdly to be rendered by

any single equivalent in our language. It embodies the meaning of

Brain, Sense, Discretion, Intelligence, and Will.

to the trustee. If the ward were a woman, the warder could

marry her to whom he pleased. For the purpose of making the

king's eldest son a knight, and for providing a dower for his

eldest daughter, custom required that all the king's tenants
should subscribe; and when the king went on a journey through
any part of the country, his purveyors were in the habit of

taking for the royal use, cattle, provisions, horses, carts, and
whatever else might bo wanted. Though as a matter of pru-
dence the feudal prince summoned the grand council of all his

tenants if he wanted their advice, he was under no legal

obligation to summon them ;
and they might not meet unless

he did so. While it was not supposed that a feudal prince
could want money, seeing he had large demesne lands specially
reserved to him, there was not any law forbidding him either to

ask for it or to take it from the tenants.

Now it is easy to see that all the above-named institutions

were liable to great abuse ; and as a matter of fact they were
abused to an unbearable extent. Reliefs, wardship, purveyance,
the expensive military attendance, or the money commutation
for it all were made the means of screwing money or money's
worth out of the people, and the Church, which held a great

proportion of the land in the kingdom, was subject to spoliation
as well as the lay tenants. All were tarred with the same
brush. The sacred trust of guarding the infant orphan was
sold for a fixed sum, and the piirchaser of the trust got all he

could for his money out of the ward's estate ; men bought the

right to marry heiresses who were wards of tho king, and tho

right was sold to tho highest bidder, almost without reference

to personal qualifications.

But this was not all. John gave that worst sign of an evil

government the sale of justice. Henry II. had sold decrees,

but the nuisance culminated under John. On the roll of tho

Exchequer are numerous entries of gifts, sometimes of money,
sometimes of goods, in consideration of the lung's influence to

get a verdict. The judges also took bribes, and that in cases

where the Crown was concerned.

Lastly, there was the great grievance of tho forest laws,

those remote ancestors of our existing game laws. These laws,

made by the cruel Conqueror, who, says a Norman monk,
"loved the tall stags as if ho had been their father," made it a

felony, punishable with loss of limb for an unauthorised person
to be found in a forest, and by the same law it was made a

capital offence to kill a stag.
If all these things were done in the green tree, what could

have been done in the dry ? If the king so acted towards the

barons, prelates, abbots, and other chief tenants, how did these

in their turn behave towards those under them ? Badly, it is to

be feared, though they made the best recompense they could,

under the dictation of Geist, by including them with themselves

in the charter of liberties. With the wretched labourers, the

villeins -the poor slaves who "knew not in the evening what

they were to do in the morning, but they were bound to do

whatever they were commanded," who were liable to beating
and imprisonment at the will of their lord, who were incapable
of acquiring property, or of giving freedom to their children -

we have not now anything to do. They, alas ! benefited but

slightly by Magna Charta ; their time of emancipation had not

yet come.
Let us turn now to look at what Geist did to remedy, as

regarded freemen, the wrongs from which they suffered.

Stephen de Langton was an Englishman who had been pro-

moted to the see of Canterbury by the Pope, in defiance and in

spite of the king. Before he gave John absolution, and took off

the ban under which England had lain for tho six years prior

to 1213, he made the penitent swear to abolish all unjust

| practices, to do right, and to govern according to law ; but a

short time afterwards, the barons having refused to follow the

king in an expedition to France, John turned his hired troops
loose on the barons' lands, and burned and pillaged right and
left. Langton met him at Northampton, and again at Notting-

ham, and by threatening to excommunicate every one of his

followers, compelled him to desist. But Geist, in the shape of

the Primate, knew that other means must be taken to prevent
a repetition of violence. At a meeting of the barons in St.

Paul's Cathedral, London, Langton said he had discovered a

charter of liberties which Henry I. had granted when he was

desirous of winning the support of the English against hi.H

brother Robert. He read the charter to them, and suggested
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uiiliino M to oompol tho
t-L'e mill iv-ifr.-mt, it. 'llns was in Augu*:

ID baroiiH met Again at

Hury M Kilii'.nn.!--, l.in.- tho meantime pro-
tin' ilenii M! I bo much) upon tho

\vore tho brains, his tho (lt-i.it, tliat maruhu

re, innl
] minted out to them the direction in wri.-h their

Mi hhoulil bo employed. Tho draft wan read by tho

arrhl>isho|> from tin' .-teps of tho high altar, and was received
uitli r.i]i(ur.>in :i]i|,!::iiso ; and Langton, striking v.

U reminded tin' barons of all their wroni'-, undsv.*
ii cause oven unto death, until they hod

! their \\ : 1 that lifter

:i\ilyof I'lir I,nrd, they should eome to the k:

bixly. I onlirmatioii of tin- Hi- -jiii.ned;

innl that in (he me;uit im-- to provide themselves
with horse* and arms in the like manner, that if tie

ihroiiirh th:it \\hieh he hud specially Hworn

(which they well i ,11 of hi-; ilii])li<;ity,

ntly, by capturing his castles, compel him to

give them i-atisfart ion.'
1

Fully armed and in fn ;it numl'-T.-. the barons waited on tin-

u tho 6th of January. 1 ii 1 .">, and present ed their d

John asked for time, and they gave him til) Easter to think
about it. lie employed tho interval in attempts to break up

''donation air.-iiimt him: ho offered special privii'
tho cluirehnieii. pot tho Popo to write in his behalf, and tried

to detach tho leaders from their comrades. But tho nobles re-

mained firm, and getting no reply to their demand by Easter,
mot in arms at Stamford, and sent thenee to John for his final

i on. "By God's teeth, I will not grant them liberties that
will make mo a slave !" ho screamed to Langton, who read over
the clauses of tho charter to him; but the Primato read on,

j

and when ho had finished, John promised an answer speedily.
Nono came, so tho barons marohed, and after getting possession

ral large towns, entered London on tho 24th of May, 1215.
Rendered di^paii ful, and being almost alone, John sent to say

ild give what was asked. When and where should ho
the lords ?

" Let tho day bo the 9th of Juno tho place
was the answer sent back. A postponement to

tho 1 .M.h was agreed to, and on that day John, attended by a
small retinue, mot "tho whole nobility of England," and nego-

ro opened forthwith.

No tricks, no lies,
t
no subterfuges could now avail. John

'-olntelyjn the hands of his indignant and determined
lords, and ho must agree to what they demanded, or take the

consequences. Why need the liberty of others make him a
Is it that tyrants feel stifled when their fellow-men
? Better every -way that they should feel stifled than

that tho alternative should present itself. But what were tho

stifling restraints on the royal respiration? Let us see.

The d,-cat Charter provided, first, "That the Church of Eng-
niit Eome, be it observed) shall be free, and have her

whole rights, and her liberties inviolable." It then went on to
fix exactly tho nature and extent of the feudal obligations, not

only of tho barons towards the king, but of the smaller holders
towards the barons; the liberties of cities and towns were
confirmed ; tho redress of existing grievances, such as the

employment of foreign troops against Englishmen, arbitrary
imprisonment without trial, the exaction of ruinous fines and
the spoliation of wards and heiresses, was then assured ; and
that power so sweet to despots, of arbitrary, irresponsible
punishment, was expressly renounced. But the grand clauses
which made the charter so truly great, and which are laws to
this hour, ore those which provided that no tax should bo levied
but by order of " the general council of our kingdom ;" that
the royal officers who acted illegally should be personally

ilile ; that the Court of Common Pleas should be in one
fixed place, instead of following the king's person. The grandest

ill. lio ever, are tlie->C

"No freeman shall be taken, or imprisoned, or di--ei id. o-

outlawed, or banished, or any ways de.-troyed ; nor will wo pass
upon him, nor will we condemn him. / Da- hm-i'i'l

.' I'll tli- I, lir
,;/'

//,,' l,ln,l. )t

noi iii inj tn innj in:', i. i nin i- .-A/."

For four days tho negotiations went on ; tl "etwcen
Staincs and Windsor was white with tho tents of tho iron-clad

men, who had come to demand a charter of liberties. Stephen

do Langton >. up to their work, not
to lag, I 'lem to overbear. It was on the 16th

' he conference camo to an end.

royal tc-nt at John (Lackland M they called him), with BOOM
dozen attendant*, whose heart* were not stoat enough to oppose
or to defend him; and round the table on which the Great
Charter lay rtood the mightiest of the peer*, men whoM ntmm
are worthily inscribed on Fame's eternal bead-roll. Laagton
argood for them. Ho spoke their mind*, and patiently did
he bear with all that WM nrged against him, for be knew the
power which was ready to back up bin cane. Never did rammer
sun shine on a more .-p'.-ndid -i-/ht than tho meadow by Bunny-

-i!,t. d on thi~ day in June. Ul.r
>. Tho king, after vainly

carcHH, an i late, wan forced to give
in; tho unbending iirmncKM of Langton know of no rorrendcr
but tho fullest. Not only did lie ji,-i*t npon and obtain the

king's signature to the grant, bat he compelled the royri
assent and there the shoo pinched dreadfully to a chuue

ring certain barons to assume sovereign power in the
event of the kin;,' failing to keep his oath.

Thus was won f.,r K.-i-lishmcn the Great Charter of Liberties,
whieh ha- liei n handed down with hom-nt prido from generation

ration, and which wtands out an the rock on which our
air-likn freedom was founded, amid tho sea of violence and
selfishness which beat and broke on it in vain.

SYNOPSIS OF THE LIFE OF KINO JOHN.

John was tho sixth and youngest son of H< .-

seventh King of England after tho Conquest, and the third
of the Plantagcnet dynasty.

Born at Oxford . Dec. 21, 1166 England under Papal Interdictl 208- 13
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table at which you intend to write ; then, placing your left arm

on the table and your left hand on the edge of the book or

paper to hold it firm, if necessary, by pressure with the fingers,

take the pen in the right hand, and grasp it firmly, but not too

much so, between the thumb and the two fingers next to the

thumb, that is, the forefinger and the midfinger, as shown in

the accompanying representation of the hand with a pen in It.

In this position, remember carefully that before you can draw

a stroke, the point of the pen must be placed at the distance

of about five-eighths or

three-quarters of an inch

from the tip of the mid-

finger, with its face or

open part downwards, and
not leaning to one side or

other; tbe pen must also

be placed alongside of

the nail of the midfinger,
not on the nail itself, but
on the fleshy part of the

finger close by it. The

upper part of the pen
must likewise be raised

above the knuckle of tho

fore-finger, as seen in the

figure of the hand, so that

a thin papor-folder might
pass a little way between
this part of the pen and
the knuckle. It is of essen-

tial importance to observe

this part of the directions

as well as the preceding,
because for want of attention to these apparently trifling minutiee,

or small matters, many bad writers have arisen, and some of

them even teachers, who ought to know better what they are

engaged in. For it stands to reason, and any one may prove it

to himself by a few trials, that if tho pen be allowed to fall

below the knuckle, there is an instant loss of power, and of all

real command over the pen.
Another direction of equal importance with any of those we

have now given, is the position of the thumb ; this you bend out-

wards from the pen so as to cause the tip or fleshy part of the

point of the thumb to rest upon the pen directly opposite the first

joint of the forefinger, as shown in the figure of the hand. This

completes the directions for the position of the three fingers
which hold the pen. Now let us attend to the other two

fingers. One of these, the little finger, must be held so as to

touch the paper on which you intend to write, just on the tip of

it, close by the side of the nail, while the hand itself is made to

rest upon its heel, that is, close by the wrist, not pressing

heavily, but as lightly as possible. In fact, the pressure on tho

tip of the finger should be light also, so that in writing tho

heel of the hand should assist the tip of the little finger, and
the tip of the little finger assist the heel of the hand, by
mutually bearing the weight of the hand, and acting alternately

POSITION OF TIIS HAND WHEN HOLDING THE PEN.

kept upright, so that the top of the pen may point to the right
ear when the hand is at the commencement of a line which you
are about to write, and that as you move it along it must be

kept parallel to this position throughout. It will assist you
very much in obtaining and keeping this position of the hand to

observe that the knuckle of the little finger and the knuckle or

second joint of the thumb should both be kept always as near
as possible at the same distance from the paper, say about an
inch and a half, while in the act of writing. It will also be of

the greatest advantage
if, at the commencement
of a line in writing, you
should have the elbow of

the righthand pretty close

to your right side, and as

you move the hand along
the line, in writing, to

preserve the arm parallel
to this position as well as

the pen to its first posi-
tion ; in fact, if you do
the one correctly you will

necessarily do the other,
unless you choose to hvist

ihe u'rist, which would be

equally painful, absurd,
and unnecessary.
As to the position of

the head and shoulders,

stoop as little as pos-
sible ; a gentle inclination

of the head is all that

is necessary in general, in

order that you may observe earnestly and accurately tho motion
of the hand and the formation of the letters. In near-sighted

persons a greater inclination of the head is required than in

ordinary cases ; but in all cases whatsoever this rule is abso-

lutely essential, to keep the chest entirely free of pressure on the

table or desk at which you write; if once you acquire a habit

of leaning on the table, or lolling upon it with your chest or

stomach, you need never expect to be a good writer. We
believe that many pupils have been seriously injured in their

health by the practice or habit of leaning upon the chest
while learning to write, and that such injury has followed

them through life. What can be more absurd than to see a

boy or girl sprawling on a table or desk with their arms

akimbo, and their noses almost upon the paper imitating the

motion of the pen ? What more foolish or disagreeable than to

see every stroke of the pen imitated by the moiith or the

tongue, as if the writer was approaching a state of idiocy ?

Let every student of penmanship sit erect while writing, and let

him only stoop his head with a gentle inclination, as we Baid

before, sufficient to enable him to see clearly what ho is doing,
and to produce such a specimen of writing as will do credit to

his care, attention, and ingenuity. With all these directions

and we have not spared them you will require both time and

COPT SLIP NO. I. THE " POTHOOK/

as momentary fulcrums or resting-points, while the hand moves
forward, making one stroke or letter after another. The other

finger, next the little finger, usually called the ring finger,
because ladies wear their rings upon it, is the most difficult to

dispose of, but it must be done. Endeavour, then, to give it an

elegant curvilinear form, something in the shape of part of a
ring itself, so that it may lie passively between the midfinger
and the little finger without interfering with their movements ;

it should be considerably within the little finger, and its first joint
should rest very nearly upon the first joint of the little finger, in

a crossing position. This completes the directions for the position
of the little finger and the ring finger. Lastly, as to the position
of the whole hand, you must carefully observe that while resting

upon the heel of the hand and on the little finger, it must be

perseverance, and constant practice, either to learn the art of

writing from the commencement, or to correct and improve the

system you have already acquired. But perseverance, practice,
and determination will do all that you require ; and you will

soon reap a rich reward for all your care, attention, and earnest

application.
That those of our readers who are anxious to commence

teaching themselves the art of writing may lose no time in

making a beginning, we have given a copy slip, in which ia

shown the first stroke that demands the attention of the writer.

It is a down stroke, commonly called a pothook, square at the

top, and brought down with an equal or uniform pressure of

the pen, until it begins to a hair line, which is turned at the

bottom and carried upwards to the right.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. L
nil .lci//n/i.7i.-, \vliirh i-i i!.n\.-,l from tin- (in.

1

tt^Ofttia (prollolllKVil n./'lM'-m.-.i,). '

JILTS, and tin- :i rulrnlatioh <

liy them, iiU'l investigating their n I
'< a e.ertuin

ionco must havo been ooovol with the history of man.

As nil :irt, urithm.'tie, is iiitli-|M-n-al>lo in daily In.

tin' iiKin \\h -'luainteil with its practical details Inn

i In- i>rriVri'iico in every mercantile establishment. Our
~ons shall bo twofold to develop its prinriple*

e, and to show tho application of its rules as an art

For this i>urpo-;i\ it will bo necessary to begin with the first

prini'i|.! '/i and Notation, and to give sucli rules

as will onablo any ouo to read and write a given number

NOTATION AND NUMERATION.

1. Any Miigle thing as for instance, a pen, a sheep, a house
.tiled a unit: we say there is </ sin-h thing. If

another M!i;_rli( thing of the same kind be put witli it, there are

said to bo ttvo such things; if another, three ; if another, four;
uiid KO on.

Each of th.-se collections of things of which we havo spoken
of things; and the terms one, tivo, three, f"

etc., by which wo express how many single things or units ore

under consideration, arc the names of numbers. A. number
therefore is a collection of units. This is also sometimes called

an integer, or whole number.
It will be seen that the idea of number is quite independent

of tho particular kind of units, a collection of which is counted.

Thin, if there are four pigs, the number of pigs is tho same as

if tli !) were four pens. We can thus abstract a number from

any particular unit or thing, and talk of tho number four, tho

nuuilK'r five, etc. Numbers thus abstracted from their reference

to any particular unit or thing are called abstract numbers.
When a collection of tilings or objects ia indicated, it is called

a concrete number.
\\ e -hall treat first of abstract numbers.
2. The art of expressing numbers by symbols, or figures, is

called Notation.

lu the system of notation which wo are about to explain, all

numbers can be expressed by means of ten symbols (figures, or
as they tuv c-illcil), re] in -senting respectively tho first

nine numbers, and nothing, -i.e., the absence of number. These
are

(I representing the number six

7 seven
8 eight
9 ,, ,, nine

called a nought:, a cipher, or zero.

N.B. Ten times ten is called one hundred ; ten times a

hundred, a thousand.
3. Numbers are represented by giving to the figures employed

what is called a local value i.e., a value depending upon the

positions in which they are placed.
Let a number of columns be drawn as below, that being called

the first which is on tho right, and reckoning the order of the
columns from right to left.

Denting the nnrnber one
- two

three
4 four
5 five

If a figure 5, for instance be placed in tho first column, it

denotes five units, or the number five ; if it bo placed in the

second column, it denotes five tens ; if in tho third, five hun-
dreds ; if in the fourth, five thousands ; if in tho fifth, five

times ten thousand ; and so on, each column corresponding to a
number ten times as great as the one immediately on its right.

*
Digits. So called from digitus, a "

finger." This decimal nota-
tion clearly took its origin from these natural counting instruments.

Ten
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1. Thirty-four.
2. Four hundred and seven.

3* Two thousand one hundred
and nine.

4. Twenty thousand and fifty-

seven.

5. Fifty-five thousand and three.

6. One hundred and five thousand
and ten.

7. Seven hundred and ten thou-

sand three hundred and
one.

8. Two millions, sixty-three

thousand and eight.

9. Eleven thousand eleven hun-

dred and eleven.

10. Fourteen millions and fifty-

Biz.

11. Four hundred and forty mil-

lions and seventy-two.

12. Six billions, six millions, six

thousand and six.

13. Ninety - six trillions, seven

hundred billions and one.

8. 2021305
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thus, amfoun, the accent being on tin-
i

n< it unotln-r

way of marking the same : u of a short
';t lino, as ", tiiid it curvi-, us ".

r accontod nyllablo fur hutui:.'.-, il.M-triiiii ; tint lutt<-r

:.'(.', doimnn-i.

us BOO tlmt do.-tniKi :in<l d<--trin:i, doininus ulid domimu
ut th, i s;inn- tiling iKiinrly, that in proin.uneii.},' .

1 uii tlio i, and in pronouncing
d.Iminus it must l)i- Liid on '

' must be- pointed out. In L:itin, as will

i]yl>< liMriit, tlio undines of words have a good deal to
vl,. witli tlu-ir mt-aniiiK's. It is, on that account, usual to pro-
nounce tin-in ut lc:i-t very di-t im-tly. Indeed, wo might say,
that on every terminatiin,' syllable a sort of secondary u

I'lius, ddininus is pronounced dominux. So in otlicr forms
word : thus, domini, domino, domini'im. Throl.j

mark tho distinction between, say, dominus and domino, a dis-

:i of great consequcnco. Anoth- this word is

domino*. For tho same reason a stress ia laid on tho termiiui-

tion cs, which accordingly is pronounced as if it were written

Words, too, which end in es have a secondary accent on
tin- ( ; as vulprs, (i /or, pronounced vulpees. In a few coses the
vo\M'l is what wo call doubtful, that is, it is sometimes short

mi-times long. This peculiarity is inarkod thus, as in

tenchrao, darkness, when tho accent may bo on tho penult, as

tcnclirae, or on tho antepenult, as tcnebrao. Observe, also, that
a vowel at tho end of a word is always pronounced in Latin.

T:iki>, as an example, doci-re, to teach, which is pronounced as it

is marked, that is, with an accent on the last syllable no less

than on the lost syllable but one. Caro must be taken to pro-
nounce docere as a word of three syllables, do-ce-re, and not

do-cere, as if it were a word of two syllables only, remembering,
as wo have observed before, that tho Latin language has no
silent e, as we have : for instance, in wife. The reader may
practise himself, according to these rules, in pronouncing thus
the opening linos of that fine poem, Virgil's

" JCneid." The
translation made by tho English poet Dryden gives a fair idea
of the meaning of the original.

" Arma viriimque cauo, Trojae qm primus ab oris

Italiiim, fato profugiia, Laviuia v^uit

Littoitt; mult[uin] ill[e] t!t terris jactatus et alto,
VI superum, sa<5vne momore'ui Junouis ob ir.un

;

Malta qnoqu[e] et bcUlo pdssus dura couderet urbcin,
Inft-rivtquu Deos Lutio ; genus undo Latinuui,
Albuuiquo patres, iitqu[e] altae muonia liomae."

" Arms aud the man I sing, wbo, forced by fate,
Aud Imuglity Juno's unrelenting hate,

Expelled and exiled, left the Trojan shore.

Long labours, both by sea and land, he bore,
Ainl in the doubtful war, before he won
The Latiu realm, and built the destined town
His banished gods restored to rites divine,
Aud settled sure succession iu his line,

From whence tho race of Alban fathers came,
And tho long glories of majestic Kome."

Tn tho above piece of Latin poetry will be noticed some
letters enclosed by brackets. By certain rules which will be
found in Latin prosody, these letters are dropped, or not

sounded, under certain conditions of position in Latin poetry,
although they are sounded distinctly in Latin prose. In pro-
nouncing tho third line, wo must cut off the um in multum
before the vowel i in ille ; and the e in illo before tho e in et.

Also in tho fifth lino drop the e in quoque before the e in et.

In the last lino, too, tho e in atque is dropped or elided before
the vowel o in altae, and the two words are run into one, and
pronounced as if written atqualtae. Accuracy of pronunciation,
however, is not easily acquired from any written or printed
directions. The living tongue is tho only adequate teacher.
And it will be well for tho reader to get some grammar-school-
boy to road to him and hear him read tho passage given above
from Virgil, and tho exercises, or some of them, which will be
found in future lessons. Although the pronunciation of Latin
is of secondary importance, yet it is well to be as correct as

possible, if only from the consideration that what is worth
doing at all, is worth doing well. But should any one, as he
justifiably may, hope by these lessons to prepare himself for

becoming even a teacher of Latin say in a school he would
in that capacity find tho pronunciation considered as a matter
of consequence ; indeed, a disproportionate valU9 is, especially

id grammar schools, **%fht^ ttr the urtahHriiaJ mftimfa
.- all, we cannot pronounce the Latin ae it

was pronounced by tho Latins themselves, nor can the best trained

lips pronounce their poetry so as to reproduce iU music.

OUR JloI.JDAY.
possession of a healthful frame and strengtb of nmeole

ami Hi nuw ia absolutely necessary to all who desire to make the
most of their mental powers, we hare thought it deeirable to
devote a portion of the POPULAR EDUCATOR to a aeriee of

papers on what is generally termed Physical Education, or, in
other words, tho culture of tho powers of the body.

itond, therefore, to take "Our Holiday" at regular
intervals, and invite our readers on these occasions to dismias
all thoughts of graver studies for a while, and enter heartily into
tho consideration of the art of developing the strength, endu-

rance, and agility of tho humai. form by properly regulated
gymnastic exercises and athletic sports and games.
We will take first a game which on its introduction into this

country a few years ago attracted special attention

LA CUO.SSE, TH>: NATIONAL GAME OF CANADA,

a game lately introduced into this country from the " New
Dominion," where it occupies a position like that so long held

by cricket in England. It is of Indian origin, and has been

played hero by a party of Indians brought over for the purpose.
It is a ball game, and derives its name from the implement used
in striking the ball, which is a long hickory stick bent at one
end like a crossc, or bishop's crosier. Across this curve of the
stick stout network is stretched, and extends nearly half-way
down its length. The "

crosse
"

has, therefore, something of
the appearance of a racket-bat, but is much longer.
To tho spectator the game presents the appearance of a

combination of football and hockey, with some striking varia-

tions from both. It is a very animated game, interesting to the

looker-on, and highly exciting to those engaged in the contest.

It requires a large space of ground, not less, as a rule, than about
400 yards square, and tolerably level. Towards the two ends of

this ground goal-posts are fixed, as at football, and the players
are divided into two parties, each having its own goal. Each goal
consists of two poles about six feet high and seven feet apart,
ornamented with flags of the colour say red or blue cho^an

by the party who may take that side in the game. The distance

between the two goals is optional, depending upon the space of

ground in which the game may be played, and other conditions

either accidental or the subject of agreement between the

contending parties. The number of persons who may play is

optional also, but they are usually equally divided, as in other
field amusements.
The object which is pursued by either party throughout the

game is to drive the ball through the opponents' goal that is,

between their goal-posts. When this is done the game is over,

having been won by that side which has succeeded in the

attempt. The ball used is made of hollow india-rubber, and
must not be more than nine nor less than eight inches in circum-

ference. It must, as a rule, be touched only with the "
croese,"

and it may either bo struck with this implement or carried upon
it. Tho crosse is about four feet long, and the network with

which it is provided is nearly tight, but just sufficiently loose

to hold the ball when resting on it. It is not allowed to sunnme
the shape of a bag. Thus fashioned the ball may be readily

picked up from tho ground and carried upon the crosse, or

flung from it towards the opponents' goal.

The principal players engaged on either side occupy the

following stations:!. Goal-keeper, who places himself near

tho goal, it being his duty to defend it when in imminent

danger. 2. Point, some twenty or thirty yards in front of

the goal-keeper. S. Cover-point, about the same distance in

advance of point. 4. Centre, who faces the centre of the field ;

and, 5. Homo, who is stationed nearest the opponents' goal
The remaining players are called the fielders, and have no
fixed position.
The game is commenced midway between the two goals, the

ball being struck off by the captain of one side, as may have

been decided by lot. The struggle at once ensues, one party

endeavouring, by striking aud following up tho ball, to carry it
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LA CEOSSE, THE NATIONAL GAME OF CANADA.

onward until their opponents' goal is reached, and the other

striving by every means in their power to beat back the ball, and
force it in turn into the opponents' ground. Great agility and

dexterity are required to play an efficient part in the game.
Pleetness of foot and quickness of eye are the essential qualifi-

cations of a good player. When one has caught and is carrying
the ball upon his crosse, it is allowed to any of the opposite
side to strike the ball from his crosse with their own weapon.
Thus, at the moment when, after a long contest, he may be on
the point of winning the game by a dextrous fling of the ball,

which he has obtained with much difficulty, it may be jerked
or beaten out of his crosse in a contrary direction, and the

struggle may be renewed as from the beginning.
As played by the Indians, who adopt a light and picturesque

costume for the purpose, the game, as we have said, is highly

interesting to the spectator. Their skill in the finer points of

the game is admirable. A player, running at full speed, will

frequently catch up the ball on the end of his Crosse, drop it

to the ground to bafHe a pursuer, dextrously catch it again, and

repeat this until he has either passed it on to one of his own
side who is nearer the adversary's goal, or carried it well forward

himself. For, contrary to the rule in football, in this game the

player is allowed to do all he can to pass the ball on to another

competitor on the same side who may place himself in a more
favourable position.

1 The following are the rules to be observed in playing the

game:
I The ball must not be caught, thrown, or picked up with the

hand, except to take it out of a hole in the" grass, to keep it out

of goal, or to protect the face.

The players are not allowed to hold each other, nor to grasp
an opponent's crosse, neither may they deliberately trip or

strike each other.

If the ball be accidentally put through a goal by one of the

players defending it, it is the game for the side attacking that

goal.

If the ball be put through a goal by one not actually a player,

it does not count for or against either side.

A match is decided by winning three games out of five, unless

otherwise specially agreed upon.
Wo give an illustration of the crosse, and believe the instruc-

tions herein contained will bo sufficient to enable any party of

players who may not have seen the game to commence it for

themselves. It has all the elements of popularity, especially as

a winter amusement, and possesses many of the advantages of

other games, without that element of danger which is found,
for instance, in football and hockey. An accidental blow
from the light stick with which the crosse is fashioned could

cause no serious hurt, and beyond this, or the chance of an
occasional fall, there is nothing to cause incidental injury to

the players.
We conclude our notice of the game with an anecdote, from

which it will be seen that it once was on the point of endanger-

ing the English rule in Canada. About the middle of the last

century, after the conquest by Wolfe, the Indian chief Pontiac

planned an attack on some of the principal forts, which was to

be carried out by stratagem through the medium of "
la crosse/'

The known skill of the Indians in the game frequently induced

the officers of the garrison to invite them to play when they were
in the locality, and occasionally some hundreds were engaged.
Pontiac designed, on one of these occasions, that the ball should

be struck, as if accidentally, into the forts, and that a few of

the Indian party should enter after it. This was to be repeated
two or three times, until suspicion was lulled, when they were to

strike it over again, and rush in large numbers in pursuit. They
were then to fall upon the garrison with concealed weapons.
This ruse was carried into effect, and partially succeeded ; but
the Indians failed to enter the strongest of the fortifications,

and were beaten back with much slaughter. Pontiac afterwards

made friends with the English, but he was a treacherous ally,

and it was a subject of congratulation when he was at last

killed by one of his own race.
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Tun ;iim of these Lessons ia to make evident to ordinary intel-

ligent persons, who will take a lilil.- tn.ui.l.-, tin-

to treat that subject in a popular way, yet HO that
.lor may form accurate notions about it, and be enabled

to u]i|>ly it to practice in solving common problems by calcula-

\Ve httvo isnch to do, hut all depends on the way of lining
it. The reader I desire to have is the intelligent mechanic or

the country schoolmaster or pupil-teacher, the young
t-tiidi-iit who wantw to learn the science through a book without

T. tin- college B.A. or M.A. whose mechanics was made a
mess of in his young days, and would be glad, without again

to a "coach," evi-n late in liv to learn it. I Hhould not
of finding even ladies among my scholars. More faith

"!nmld be placed in the average human intellect than commonly
i~. It ought to bo possible to teach the sciences of form, and

to more persons than usually learn them.
These aro the "common things" of life, and a knowledge of the

nich regulate them ought to bo within the roach of most
people, if only the first principles be properly laid down and ex-

i, consequences deduced from them in a simple and natural

order, and language used which they can understand. I ask you,
tlii-n, to approach the subject without fear. Study simultaneously
with these lessons those upon Arithmetic ; for, as we proceed,
a knowledge of the four Common Rules of Arithmetic and of

Proportion will bo found essential. Any other mathematics you
may require, I shall teach

you as we go along, but the

ojuount will be small. Ob-
serve: accurate mechanical

conceptions, and the power
of solving mechanical pro-
blems by construction by
rule and compass or calcula-

tion, are the objectsweaim at.

First, then, let us ascertain
what our science treats of.

I believe it may accurately
be described as follows :

MECHANICS is the science
of force applied to a material

body or bodies.

This let me fully explain. Mechanics is concerned about force
that is its great subject. But it considers it only in the con-

sequences which follow its application to a body or bodies which
must be material. A force may push through an empty point
of space ; but, as it can make no impression on that point,
Mechanics does not consider it under such circumstances. The
body to which it is applied may bo of any size, even an atom of

matter, sometimes termed "a material point;" and Mechanics
does inquire what effect forces have on such atoms. But, in

the more common problems, it is concerned about bodies of

visible and tangible magnitude, such as a block of stone, a
beam of timber, a girder of iron, a cannon ball, the earth itself,

tho moon, or the sun.

This being clearly understood and agreed on, our next

question is, What is force ? I answer
FORCK is the power, or agent, whatever bo its nature, by which

motion is produced in a body, or a tendency to motion accom-
panied by strains or pressures in its parts.

For instance, a blow is given by tho bat to tho cricket ball,
or a bolt is fired from a cannon : the blow in the ono (

the exploding gunpowder in the other, furnish for,
of which is the motion of the ball or bolt. Steam ent

cylinder of an engine, and away to work goes the machinery
connected with it, moving and printing this POPULAR
EDUCATOR. Here again is force, tho elasticity of tho steam,
and its effect is motion. A stone is let loose at the top of a
tower, or from a balloon, and it falls to tho ground : what
makes it fall ? The great Earth does, which, by its attraction,
pulls the stone towards itself. This attraction is the force

producing the stone's motion. And if any of you doubt, or feel

any difficulty about this, let him take a magnet and put one of
its ends near a few loose iron-filings, scattered over a piece of

paper, and he will see how this ia possible. The tilings will

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE APPLICATION OF FORCE.

more toward* the magnet, and stick to it, in the rery MOM
that the atone move* to, and stick* to, the earth until

penon pulls it away by a stronger face*. And ao likewise does,

the electrified ball draw toward* itself the amall piece* of cork
or feather we place near it In all these PS.SSS, 700 nee, there is,

first, a body, the ball, or bolt, or atone, or iron-filing, or cork ;

v, a force u '

; an<l, thirdly, motion produced,
t iko now the lamp which hangs from the ceiling,

at rest; but the earth, by ito attraction, ia trying to pull it

down, and down it would come were we to cot the chain or rod

by which it ia suspended. Here, then, ia force again, bat it

produces only tendency to motion. But observe further, that

although the lamp does not more, the chain that hold* it U
strained by its weight And not only ia the chain strained, but
so is the ceiling joint to which it ia attached; and, aa thia joist

rests its ends on the walla, thia strain ia transmitted to the wall*

in the form of pressures on them. There ia thna tendency to

motion, Htniin. and pressure produced aa the effect of the force

applied by the earth to the lamp, but no motion. And, if any of

you feel a difficulty in believing in those strains, let him suppose,
instead of tho lamp, a ton weight of iron suspended from the

coiling : what will follow ? The chain will snap, or the joist,

or even ceiling, will givj way, and down all will come on the

floor. They snap or give way because they are *train*d beyond
r.-nu'tii. So, in like manner, when a train stands at rest

on one of those great iron girder bridges that span our riTers,

there is tendency to motion, with strains and pressures; the

great Earth below pulls at the train to bring it into the water ;

but tho bridge resists, bears the pressure of the weight on it,

and is strained throughout
its length besides. A more
familiar instance is the

etruggle of two wrestlers.

No one will doubt that in

tho contest great farce is put
forth by each. For a mo-
ment they are motionless,
like statues ; the forces are

balanced, but the strain on
their muscles is t.

There is in each tendency
to motion, caused by the

force put forth by the other,

but as yet no motion. At
last one of the combatants

prevails ; his force ends in producing motion, and his adversary
falls to the ground.

These examples will, I trust, be sufficient to make clear to

you tho account I have given you of force, namely that it ia the

agency by which motion ia produced in a material body, or a

tendency to motion with pressures or strains. You will now under-

stand the reason why Mechanics is divided into two branches,
Statics and Dynamics. Statics is the branch which treatn of

forces which balance each other, and produce only tendencies

to motion with pressures and strains, and is so called from the

Latin word sto, which means " to stand," or " be at rest"

Forces which thus balance one another are said to be tn equili-

bria, a Latin expression which denotes the balancing of equal

weights ; and it ia important that yon should keep the expression
in memory, as we shall have frequent occasion to use it. The
other branch, Dynamics, treats of force or forces which do not

balance.ono another, but produce motion, and was so named from

the Greek word Swa^ts (du'-na-mis), power, under the mistaken

notion that there was more power in force when its effect U
motion, than when it produces strain. This, we have seen, ia

no. the cose: but the term "Dynamics" may, notwithstanding,

continue to be used without leading to error. The two branches

we may therefore define or describe as follows :

STATICS is tho branch of Mechanics in which forces are

considered which equilibrate, or balance one another, producing
tendencies to motion, with strains and pressures.

DYNAMICS is the branch of Mechanics in which forces are

considered which produce motion.

Now it so happens that, of these branches, Statics is the

simpler and easier, and more natural for the student to

commence with. Questions about forces which balance each

other are not so complicated as those which involve motion.

The reason is, that time enters into all problems of motion, but
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riot generally into thoae of equilibrium. The speed or velocity

of a cannon-ball must be considered at every varying moment of

its flight ; but the strains and pressures among and on the

beams of the roof of a railway station are the same at all

moments. Time does not affect the latter unless by wear and

tear; With statics, therefore, we commence, and, of course,

with the simplest class of questions, those which relate to a

force or forces acting on a single point. But here I must turn

back to the notion of force, and endeavour to fix it with greater

accuracy in your minds. I must show you how it is said to be

applied and measured to the body it moves or strains ; and tins

will best be done under the three following heads :

1. The Direction of a Force.

2. The Point of Application of a Force.

3. The Magnitude of a Force.

1. The Direction of a Force. In Mechanics, forces are assumed
to act in, right lines. The assumption is made for the best of

reasons namely, that of experience. All the simpler cases of

motion confirm it, and all the more complicated can be

aacounted for by it. A ball falls to the ground in a right line -

that which points to the centre of the earth, whence the force

of attraction which moves it acts. The billiard-ball moves in a

right line ;
and the calculations of the skilful player, which are

based on the supposition that it so moves, are never found to

be wrong. A ship, with her sails square set and wind aft, moves
in a right line ; and to make it leave that line the steersman

must put the helm to port or starboard, and by turning the

face of the rudder against the water, cause another force to be

applied to the ship across the line of its course, and at her stern,

turning her round. It is true that the stone thrown obliquely
into the air moves in a curved path ; but in this case we know
that there are two forces not one only acting on it, namely,
;ho original impulse, which makes it move in a right line,

and the earth's attraction, which pulls it from that line into a

curved course. Moreover, all the calculations on which are

based the predictions of astronomers as to the places in which
the sun, moon, and planets will be on a certain day, hour, and

minute, are based on this assumption, that forces act in right
lines ; and the predictions invariably prove true. Our first

mechanical axiom may, therefore, on the ground of experience
be assumed to be true -namely, that the direction in which a

force acta is that of a right line. Indeed, it is not easy to

conceive how it could act otherwise.

2. The Point of Application of a Force. The direction of a
force being disposed of, we must fix our ideas as to its point of

application. The rule is, that any point on the line of its direc-

tion may be considered such ;
but this you must understand

with a limitation, or exception, which should not be forgotten.
The point of application can only be on so much of the line of

direction as lies within the body. For instance, suppose a person
to push with an iron rod, which he holds in his hand, at the

point A (as in the diagram), against a block of iron which lies

on a table. Then, clearly A is the point of application of the
force with which he pushes. Let now a hole be drilled through
the block in the direction of the push from A to E, into which the
rod may fit closely but freely ; and also other holes, downwards,
b B, c c, d D, to meet the passage, A E, into which thumbscrews,
b, c, d, are fitted. Let the rod now be passed through the
block so as to emerge at the other side, and clamp it down
firmly by the thumb-screw, b. If it be now pushed against the

block with the same force as before, it is clear that the force

will be arrested by the thumb-screw, b, at B, and that B will

become its point of application to the body. So, in like manner,
may it be applied to c and D, by tightening in succession each

screw, while the others are left loose. In all these cases the
force is the same, and the direction the same ; but the points of

application are different. But will the effects in the several

cases bo different ? No ; for the portion of the rod within the

block, and extending from A to any of the points of application,

performs the same part in transmitting the force from A to the

point within, as the iron which was removed did when the force

was first applied directly at A. The removed iron has its place
filled by an equivalent of that metal in rod, and the body is

virtually in its original condition. The force of the hand may
atill be considered applied at A, thence to be transmitted to B,
or C, or D, as we please, by the portion of rod within. The
second case becomes identical with the first, and the effects,

therefore, must be identical in every respect; and, nothing

being changed, intensity, direction, nor effect of the force,
it is clearly indifferent which point we make the point of

application.
Another instance is the raising of a weight by a rope. Weight

and rope together make one body ; and whether the lifting

power be applied by engine, by horse, or by man, whether it

acts over a pulley or not, every point of the strained rope
may be considered a point of application. Or let the case be
tliat of three strings attached to a ring, and pulled in different

directions by three persons. It makes no difference, in

this compound bodj of ring and strings, whether the hold
taken of the latter be long or short all their points are points
of application of their respective forces.

We thus see that, in all cases, we may assume that the point
of application of a force is any point on so much of its line of

direction as lies within the body. To suppose it applied to a

point outside would be absurd ; for, as we have shown, though
a force may act or push through a point of empty space, it can
make no impression on that point, either in the way of strain

or motion, and therefore cannot come under the consideration of

Mechanics.
3. Tlie Magnitude of a Force. To find a suitable measure of

the intensity or magnitude of a force, we must also look to

experience. It would be very convenient to measure forces

by comparing them with weights ;
but this is not always

practicable, and, even if it were, it would not answer all the

purposes of Mechanics. I may as well, therefore, explain to you
the perfect method, as that is as simple as any other. Experi-
ence teaches that a double force produces a double velocity, a
treble force a treble velocity, and so on, in any body to which it

is applied. But then a difficulty occurs : the sama force will

produce different velocities in bodies of different sizes. If \t

make a ball of one pound weight move at a certain rate, it will

give double that speed to a half-pound ball, and half to one of

two pounds. As a general rule, the greater the mass of the

body, the less the speed produced. Everybody is familiar with
this fact. We see, then, that if we desire to measure forces by
the velocities they produce, we must try them on bodies of some
fixed weight or mass. Tried on this particular mass, experience
teaches that that which produces the greater velocity is the

greater force. Now, the mass of matter which mechanicians
choose for this purpose is that of any substance which is equal
in weight to a cubic inch of distilled water. That much matter
is designated the Unit of Mass, and for. a reason I shall

hereafter more fully explain. Imagine, then, a round ball, say
of ivory, whose weight is that of a cubic inch of pure water,
and suppose that several forces are in succession applied to it ;

the velocities they produce will be accurate measures of their

intensities, or of their magnitudes.
But, then, how are the velocities to be ascertained ? Clearly

by the spaces the ball would move over in any given time, say
the unit of time -a second on the force being applied to it.

Suppose, then, the unit ivory ball, put on a perfectly smooth

floor, and then suddenly struok by a blow equal to the force you
want to measure. By some means and there are many which

may be devised manage to ascertain the distance the ball moves
over in one second. That space, or length of line, will be the

measure of the force ; and if any number of such forces be tried

in the same way and on the same ball, that which causes it to

move over the greater space is the greater force, over a double

space a double force, and so on.

The final result, then, is that, in considering a force in

Mechanics, we must first suppose drawn within the body a line

representing its direction. Then, on that line, let any point be

taken for its point of application. Thirdly, on the line of

direction so fixed, let as many inches be measured from the

point of application as, on any scale you agree to use, represents
the space the force would cause the unit ivory ball to move over

in one second. Then you have a line which also in tnagnitude

represents the force. Or in fewer words
A FOJSCE is represented, both in magnitude and in direc-

tion, by a finite right line passing through its point of appli-
cation.

If in the above explanations I have succeeded in giving you
clear notions of the aim of Mechanics, and of the nature and
effects of force, you are prepared for the consideration of a

force, or forces, applied to a single point, which will be the

Bubjeot of our next Lesson.
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IK oonntunt HMO of certain marks called nc.-.-n/s in thu

I'lvneh language o in. h cannot

t.irv \\niL, c.f tiif I : li*h langim^" 'i.il>l<>of any given
winch require* an emphasis umrk> <!.

I- I'M' it i* not HO in th.> I'Y.-neli language: here, accents of

kinds are constantly meeting the eye ou every page.
<nc thin;.,', however, nin~t lie nli-cr\ nl, namely:

''(s m>t nli'- j.illil'lij ntiicL tit.
'

,vo tho stress of voice iu common pm-
lillliei:

I:'. M."li'!-p lYeuch grammarians have established tin- follow-

ing rule, namely: to place the stress of voice on // dm! i>nmounced
?ylltil>le tif ,-<< /;/ li

\ slight inspection only of tho following examples will

:'o tho above remarks.

1. DtS-vo-rer (pronounced Day-vo-ray).

Tho first syllable of this word is marked with an accent; must
the stress of voice, therefore, bo placed upon tho svll. hlc (' ;'

No: if the ride be applied te this word, the stress of voi^c falls

im il'<- last syllable, rer.

It will then bo asked, What is tho use of tliis accent ? We
answer. It modifies the sound of the vowel over r/nV/i il in placed.

re-iuout d>roiiounco(l Lay-zhair-mon, with the sound of the
final n suspoudc ".} .

ii, the word used now as on example has the same kind
of an accent as tho word used in the previous example had; and
also, it is placed over the same vowel. But it has another dif-

'ccent over tho first vowel of tho second syllable; and,

according to the rule, the stress of voice is not placed either

upon tho first or second syllable, but upon the last.

This second accent (observe its form and position) only serves
to modify the sound of the vowel over which it is placed. Some-
times, however, an accent is placed over a vowel of the syllable
which, according to the rule, receives the stress of voiee, viz. :

Ce-le-bri-te.

3. Ui-ti-ment (pronounced Bat-tee-mou, with the sound of the final n*

stopped) .

Again, in the word used here as an example, a third and still

dillc rent accent is placed over tho vowel a. Its presence affects

the sound of. tliat vowel only. It has nothing whatever to do with
tho proper accent of that word, as the term accent is understood
when applied to words in tho English language. As a general
rules tho stress of voice is not so strong in tho French as in tho

ii language.
21. Accents, therefore, as used in tho French language, are

certain marks differing from each other, and placed over certain
I only, for specific purp

--'. There are throe accents, viz.:

called the Acuto accent (thus, 6)

Grave ( i-)

Circumflex ( a)

Tho acute accent is used only over the vowel c, and
- two purposes :

'

. to modify its sound.

-idly, to mark the existence of a distinct and final

syllable, as :

Do", Troin-i>
:

.

Pi.Ma.r-dc, LYr-e-mo-uie.

i I. The grave accent is used only over tho vowela a, e, and

a, Fere, Ou,
''rves two purposes :

l''irst, to modify the sound of the vowel c.

Secondly, to distinguish one part of speech from another;
thus,

a is a verb. la is an articlo. I ou is a conjunction.
ii preposition. |

Id adverb.
|

ou is an adverb.

25. Tho circumflex accent is the union of the acute and

* It is impossible to find, in tho English lau:nw[je, perfect mniivsi-
loiita for en, on; the former sound finds a near approach in aunt and
..'.'(, and tho latter in Mon-ta-gue, Song, etc.

grave accent*, and U plaoed over etch of the vowel* except y.

twice OM long at it IM without \t, \ .

Age, B.'ta, Bacbe, C.Mo. U1U, MM-*. T*.
Thin accent a!no indicate* the suppression of the letter ,

<: vowel over which it it placedf thu

Bete, i
, Te,

woro formerly v.-ritten

j: -;.
,

I . .-, T.-.'

Tho t was not Hounded, bnt gave to the preceding vowel tluu

prolonged Hound now repro*ented by the circumflex aooent
'I'n- i-in-umflox aooent aim nerve* to difttinguinh part* of

Hpeech from each other ; thus,

Crtt is a participle from the verb

CYu is a noun and adjective.
ld is a participle from the verb

cUooir.

Du in an article and noon.

Sur U an adjective
m a prepoit.

Til is a parttcii>U from the vert

3V is a pronoun.

26. Besides the three kinds of accent* jiwt enumerated, cer-

tain other marks or signs are used, called

Cedilla, Dueresis, Hyphen, and Apostrophe.

The CEDILLA (c) ia a peculiar mark, nomewhat reaemblrag
figure 5 inverted, anil placed only under the Utter c, before tho

vowels a, o, and u, thu-

It indicates that the letter c under which it is placed, ha* the
,

soft sound of ss, as in tho word lesson:

C'a pronounced Ma.

Deca ,, dus-sa.

Facade fas-sad.

Faconner, pronounced fo-soD-&ajr.

Macon ,. mms-son.

Eecu ,, rus-sn.

27. The DI/ERESIS (

"
) consists of two dots plaoed otvr the

vovrcls e, i, and u. It shows that the vowel over which it in

placed is pronounced separately from the preceding vowel, thtui

indicating, in reality, a distinct syllable, as :

Naivete"

Oulr
Fotite

pronounced
Ou-ir.

Po-ete.

28. The HYPHEN (-) is a short horizontal mark, which U used

to connect words and syllables, as :

A-t-il, Belles-lettres, Celu Demi-kflomitre,

Foit-ou, Suis-je, Tri-s-rarement.

Its uso in connecting syllables is precisely tho some as in the

English language ; that is, when a word is divided, so that a

part of it is at tho extreme right hand of a line, and the rest at

the extreme left of the line following.
29. Tho APOSTROPHE (') is like a comma plaoed at the upper

end of letters instead of at the lower end, or at the bottom on

a lino with tho lower end.

Its uso is to show tho elision, or cutting off, of a vowel before

words commencing with a vowel or h mute, and is much used in

tho French language, as:

L'ami, instead of le ami. I I/homme, instead of le homine.

L'eglise
"

laeglise. |
S'il si U.

30. Tho EUPHONIC T is thus called on account of its peculiar

position between two parts of speech, viz., the verb and the

pronoun.
It is used only in asking questions, and then a hyphen U

placed both before and after it, thus :

A-t-ello? A-t-il? Ira-t-on? Demantto-t-on ?

Parle-t-il ? Va-t-on ? proure-t-il ?

Tht* letter cannot bo trans-late 1. because it has no meaning.
It is thus used merely for tho sake of euphony, or agreeable
sound.

31. PARENTHESIS AND PUNCTUATION. In the French lan-

guage, the marks used in punctuation, etc., are the same, and

used for the same purposes, as in the English language. (8at

READING AND ELOCUTION.)

SECTION IV. THE ARTICLE USED PABTITIVELT.

1 . The article, preceded by or contracted with the preposition
de [Sect. 111. 1. - . is placed in French before words used in a

partitive sense. Such words may generally be known in English
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when some or any is or may be prefixed to them [ 13 (10),

78 (1)].
Du pain Bread, or some bread.

Be la viande Meat, or some meat.

De 1'argent Money, or sonic money.

2. The French numeral adjective un, m., une, f., answers to

the English indefinite article d or an [ 13 (4) (11)].

Un homme
Une feinme

A man.
A woman.

3. The e of the preposition de is elided before un and une

[ 146], and replaced by an apostrophe.

D'un livre, m.
D'une maison, f.

Of or from a boo/;.

Of or from a house.

4. When the nominative or subject of an interrogative sen-

tence is a noun, it should be placed before the verb ; and imme-

diately after the verb in simple tenses, and after the auxiliary
in compound tenses, a pronoun must be placed agreeing with
the nominative in gender, number, and person [ 76 (4) (5)].

Le me'decin a-t-il de 1'argent ? Has the physician money ?

Le boucher a-t-il de la viande ? Has the butcher meat ?

Le libraire a-t-il du papier ? Has the bookseller paper ?

La dame a-t-elle de la soie ? Has the lady sill; ?

KESUME OP EXAMPLES.
Avez-vous du pain ? Have you, bread, ?

TOM have bread, butter, and cheese.Vous avez du pain, du beurre, et

du fromage.
Votre frere a-t-il une livre de

beurre ?

Avez-vous le livre du libraire ?

Non, j'ai le livre de la dame.
La soeur du me'decin a-t-elle du

papier et de 1'encre ?

5. It will be seen, by some of the above examples, that the
article must be repeated before every noun used in a partitive
sense.

'

VOCABULARY.

Has your brother a pound of
butter?

Have you the bookseller's book 1

No, I have the lady's book.

Has the physician's sister paper
and ink ?

Acajou, m., mahogany.
Acier, m., steel.

Aujourd'liui, to-day.

Encre, f., mfc.

Epicier, m., grocer.

Fils, in., son.

Fourchette, f., fork.

Fromage, m., cheese.

Grant, m., ijlove.

Beurre, in., butter.

Biere, f., beer.

Boeuf, m., beef.

Libraire, m., book-

seller.

Livre, m., boofc.

Livre, f., pound.
Morceau, m., piece.

Papier, m., paper.

EXERCISE 5.

Cafe, m., coffee.

Cuiller, f., spoon.

D, 111., thimble.

Plume, f., pen.

Sucre, m., sugar.

Vin, m., wine.

Votre, your.

The, m., tea.

1. Avez-vous de la viande ? 2. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai une livre

de viande. 3. Votre fils a-t-il un morceau de pain? 4. Oui,

Madame, il a un morceau de pain. 5. Le libraire a-t-il un livre ?

6. II a de 1'encre et du papier. 7. Votre sceur a-t-elle une
montre d'or ? 8. Elle a une montre d'or et un de d'argent.
9. Le boulaager a-t-il du vin ou de la biere ? 10. Le boulanger
a du the et du cafe. 11. Votre frere a-t-il du fromage ? 12. II

a du fromage et du beurre. 13. La dame a-t-elle une cuiller

d'argent? 14. La dame a une cuiller etune fourchette d'argent.
15. Le bouoher a-t-il de la viande aujourd'hui ? Oui, Monsieur,
il a un morceau de boeuf. 17. Le charpentier a-t-il une table ?

18. Oui, Monsieur, il a une table d'acajou. 19. Avez-vous le

livre du medecin ? 20. Non, Madame, mais j'ai le livre de votre
so3ur. 21. Qui a du cafe et du Sucre ? 22. L'epicier a du cafe

et du sucre. 23. La sceur du libraire a-t-elloun gant? 24. Non,
Monsieur, mais elle a un livre. 25. A-t-elle une plume d'acier?

26. Non, Monsieur, elle a une plume d'or. 27. Vous avez le

porte-crayon du medecin.

EXERCISE 6.

1. Have you any tea? 2. Yes, Madam, I have a pound of

tea. 3. Who has bread ? 4. The baker has bread, butter, and
cheese. 5. Has the tailor cloth ? 6. The tailor has a piece of

cloth. 7. Has the physician gold ? 8. Yes, Sir, the physician
has gold and silver. 9. Haa the lady a silver watch ? 10. Yes,
Miss, the lady has a silver watch and a gold pen. 11. Has
your sister silk? 12. Yes, Sir, she has silk and cotton. 13.

Have you a knife ? 14. Yes, Sir, I have a steel knife and a
silver fork. 15. Have you meat to-day, Sir ? 16. Yes, Sir, I

have a piece of beef. 17. Has your carpenter a mahogany
table ? 18. Yes, Sir, he has a mahogany table. 19. Has your
sister a glove? 20. Yes, Sir, my sister has a silk glove. 21.

Has the bookseller's sou a gold pencil-case ? 22. Yes, Sir, he
has a gold pencil-case and a steel pen. 23. Who has your
sister's watch ? 24. Your brother has the gold watch and the
silk hat. 25. We have gold, silver, and steel. (See Eule 5.)

SECTION V. THE NEGATIVES, ETC.

1. To render a sentence negative, ne is placed before the

verb, and pas after it.

Je n'ai pas le cheval.

Vous n'avez pas la maison.

I have not the horse.

You have not the house.

2. When the verb is in a compound tense [ 45 (8)], the firat

negative ne is placed before the auxiliary, and the second
between the auxiliary and the participle.

Je n'ai pas eu le cheval.

Vous n'avez pas eu la inaison.

I have not had the horse.

You have not had the house.

3. It will be seen in the above examples that the e of nc is

elided, and replaced by an apostrophe, when the verb begins with
a vowel [ 146].

4. When the words ni, neither; rien, nothing; jamais,

personne, no one, nobody, occur, the word ne only is used, and
those words take the place of pas [ 41 (3)].

Je n'ai ni le livre ni le papier.
Avez-vous quelque chose ?

Nous n'avons rien.

Personne n'a le livre.

Vous n'avez jamais le couteau.

I have neither the book nor th.

Have you anything 1

We have nothing, or not anything.
No one has the book.

You never have the knife.

5. A noun used in a partitive sense (Sect. IV. 1), and being the

object of a verb, conjugated negatively, should not be preceded

by the article, but by the preposition de only [ 78 (7)].

Nous n'avons pas d'argent. We have no money.
Vous n'avez pas de viande. You have no meat.

6. Quelqu'un, some one, any one [ 41 (7)]; queique chose,

something, anything, should only be vised in an affirmative or

interrogative sentence, or in a sentence which is negative and

interrogative at the same time.

Avons-nous quelqu'un ? Have we any one ?

Avez-vous quelque chose ? Have you anything ?

N'avons-nous pas quelque chose? Have we not something 1

7. In a negative sentence, ne -personne, signifies nobody,~not

anybody; and ne rien, nothing, vuoi anything.
Je n'ai yersonne.
Vous n'avez rien.

I 7iaiie.no one, not any one.

You have nothing, or not anything.

8. AVOIR, TO HAVE, IN THE PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE.

Negatively.

SINGULAR.
Je n'ai pas, I have not.

Tu n'as pas, Thau hast not.

II n'a pas, He has not.

Elle n'a pas, She has not.

PLURAL.
Nous n'avons pas,We have not.

Vous n'avez pas, You have not.

Us n'ont pas, They, m., have not.

Elles n'out pas, They, f., have not.

Negatively and Interrogatively.

SINGULAR.

N'ai-je pas ? Have I not ?

N'as-tu pas ? Hast thou wot ?

N'a-t-il pas ? Has he not ?

N'a-t-elle pas ? Has s7ie wot !

PLURAL.
N'avoHS-uous pas?Hai>e we not 1

N'avez-vous pas? Have yon not ?

N'ont-ils pas ? Havethcy,m.,not?
N'ont-elles pas ? Have they, f., iiof?

RESUME or EXAMPLES.
Le tailleur a-t-il le bouton ? Has the tailor the button ?

Le tailleur n'a pas le bouton. Tlie tailor 7ias not the button.

II u'a pas eu le drap. He has not 7iad the cloth.

II n'a eu ni le drap ui le cuir. He 7ias had neitJier the clotJi no)' the

Ai-je de la viande ? Have I meat ? [leather.

Vous n'avez pas de viande. (R. 5.) You have no meat.

Avons-nous quelque chose ? Have we anything ?

Nous n'avons rien. We have nothing, or not anything.

Nous n'avons jainais de cafe". (R.5.) We never have coffee.

VOCABULARY.

Ami, m., friend. Deux, two. Ni, corij., neither, nor.

Angleterre, f., Eng- Drap, m., cloth. Persoune, in., nobody.

land. Du tout, adv., at all. Quelque chose, iu.,

Aussi, also. France, f., France. something, anything.

Autre, other. Histoire, f., history. Quelqu'un, m., some

Chapelier, in., hatter. Libraire,m.,boofcselZer. one, any one.

Chien, m., dog. Marchand, m., mer- Soie, f., silfc.

Cotou, m., cotton. chant. Velours, in., velvd.

Cousin, in., cousin. Mon, m., my. Voisin, m., neighbour.

EXERCISE 7.

1. Le chapelier a-t-il de la soie? 2. Le chapelier n'a pas

de soie, mais il a du velours, 3. A-t-il du velours de coton ?
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ienr, il n'a piw do velnurft do colon, il n. rlu volourn

vims do I i

'

do la N 'i indent, x. 'i>ui a t|.-

>iun-h:in.l ii'a pti-t <1V 'I :i 'In drap,
<lu \el<nirs, et <! l;i loie, !

"
'.

:r, je )i':ii rien ilu tout. 1-. i

ill. ins d'argent . !'
'

'MiitoiM

I I. (,,'ui a \otiv eliien I.V I." W> ' -ien >le

M-in. ir,. ,\ .- t il p;i
- \i.tr.' ehoval ausMi? 17. Non,

ir, il a le cheval <le votn- miii. IS. A

Mailaiix-, je ll'ai lii I hi-loire .I-

ni 1'histoire il'Ar . ni le livre ni Id

jo n'ai Tii 1'iiu ni 1'autn-.

a da papier!- _':!. I,.- liln-airo n'a pas do papier. 24.

ii'nn ;i-t-il nn livn-:
-

J."). IVr-onne n'a <!> livre.

K 8.

1. Ha; Hie !>.>' -. No, Sir, tho baker has no

velvet. .-i.i ailk vcl . < hatter hju silk vlvt
and a nilk h;i . . you two mlwr buttons ? 6. No, Sir,
I have a cloth coat, a Hilk hat, and a velvet choc. 7. Has your

woodun tabln ; 8. Yes, Sir, he ha* a mahogany
tulile. '.I. Ha- \.iiir rou-iii a hiMorv f 10. No, Sir,

' ill have TMith*r the cloth nor
the velvet. !J. \Vi- have neither the meat nor the ooff

Han any one a book : 14. Your ootuin hac a book, a velvet

coat, and a Hilk hat. 15. Have yon tho phyaician's book?
16. Yea, Madam, I have the physician's book and the lady**
P'l'l i

-m tho merchant cloth!- 18. The merchant
lth, I. nt ho haw money. 19. Who has your neighbour'*

li-K
' -". Nobody ha my naiphbonr'n dog. 21. Han any one

my book :- 22. No one haa your hook. 23. Han your ooon'
brother anyt'i -ir, lie ha nothing. 25. Who ha

your friend's boot - haa my cousin's book.
-7. Has ho tho tailor' H coat:* -'-. He ha- ii"t tho tailor's eoat.

1\>. We havo neither tho cloth n-r th<; silk.

MP, NO. 2. THE LETTER 1.

COPY-SLIP, NO. 3.- THE LEI

COPY-SLIP NO. 4. THE LETTER t.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. II.

IN our last lesson we gave the student an example of tho first

etroko that should engage his attention in beginning to acquire
the art of writing, and explained to him that it was a down-
stroke square at the top and brought downwards with an equal

pressure of the pen until it narrows at the bottom into a fine

hair-line, which is turned upwards towards the right. This

down-stroke with a fine up-turn, or "pot-hook," as it is

familiarly called, but which we shall term a bottom-turn for the

sake of brevity, enters into the composition of no less than
nine letters of the alphabet in writing, of which four namely,

i, U, t, 1 consist of this stroke only, with certain slight modi- I

ficationa. We mention this to the self-teacher to encourage him
to perseverance in the task he has undertaken, for he will see

plainly enough, after a little consideration, that when be is ablo

to imitate this bottom-turn correctly, ho has not only learnt to

make this simpla stroke itself, but has actually advanced more
than half-way towards writing the four letters we have just

named, besides five others that will be pointed out in tho course
of future lessons.

A brief examination of the copy-slips given in this page will

bo sufficient to prove the truth of our statement. The letter i,

the simplest letter in the alphabet, is merely tho elementary
bottom-turn shown in Copy-slip No. 1, with a dot or point a

little above it in the direction of tho slope of tho letter, or, in

other words, immediately above tho letter in a straight lino

which passes through the centre of the thick down-stroke from

top to bottom. The letter U, again, is merely the bottom-turn
twice repeated, the fino hair-stroke of the first bottom-turn

being joined to tho thick down-stroke of the second in a line

passing midway between the two horizontal lines within which
the letter is written ; while the letter t is formed by the bottom-

turn, commenced at the same distance above the upper of these
horizontal lines as that at which the dot ia placed above the

letter i, and crossed a little above that line by a short horizontal

hair-stroke.

It may be as well to say something about the form in which our

Copy-slips are placed before our readers. The lines a a, b b, as
in Copy-slip No. 4, are the lines between or within which wh&t
we may call the body of each letter ia written. These lines and
the space between them resemble in some measure the staff in

music, portions of certain letters being carried above tke appor
line a a in some cases, or below tho lower one & b in others, as

ledger notes are carried above or below the staff in masical

notation. The line c c, midway between the lines a o, b 6, M
that in which the letters, or component parts of letters, xkoJ-i

be joined together, while the line dd shows the distance above
o a at which the letter t should be commenced, or the dot placed
above the letter i. The diagonal lines sloping from right to left

show the proper inclination of tin 1 thick down-strokes of tho

letters, and act as guide lint" to enable beginners to make all

their let Urn of tho same slope, and keep the down-strokes

parallel to one another. A little trouble taken at starting
t<> ki -ep on the same level the heads, loops, and tails of all

1 above or below tho linos within which the

body of car! -i, will go far to ensure neatness said

regularity when the learner can write with ease and rapidity,

and his handwriting begins to assume a character peculiar
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. II.

THE ROMAN METHOD OF NOTATION.

THE symbols by which the Romans expressed all numbers
wore :

denoting one
five

ten

C
D or IQ
M or CI

denoting a hundred
five hundred
a thousand

L fifty

By combining these symbols according to the following rules all

numbers can be represented :

When two symbols are placed together, if the one denoting
the less value is on the left of the other, then the less number
is to be subtracted from the greater ; if on the right hand, it

is to be added to it. Thus IX denotes ten with one subtracted,
or nine ; XI denotes eleven ; XL denotes forty ; LX, sixty. If

the symbols are of equal value, then they are simply to be
added. Thus XX denotes twenty ; CO, two hundred, etc. The
value represented by IQ is increased tenfold by every additional

placed on the right. Thus 5,000 is denoted by IQO, and

50,000 by IQQQ. The value of the symbol ClQ becomes in-

creased tenfold by the addition of C and Q, one on each side of

the line I. Thus 100,000 is denoted by CCClQQQ, 1,000,000 by
CCCClQQQQ, and so on. A straight line placed over any one
of these symbols increases its value a thousand-fold. Thus

1 denotes 1,000; V, 5,000; L, 50,000; C, 100,000. 2,000 was

usually denoted by ClQClQ, but sometimes by IIClQ, or IIM,
or MM. Similarly, 4,000 was denoted by IVClQ, etc.

The above remarks will sufficiently explain the following
Table of Roman Numerals :

EXEKCISE 3.

1. Write out the names of all the numbers from one to a
hundred, and express them in figures.

2. Write out the names of the numbers which immediately
follow :

1. One hundred.
2. One hundred and ninety-nine.
3. Pour hundred and ninety- nine.

3. Express, in figures, the numbers named in the preceding
example, and those which immediately follow them.

4. Write the names of the numbers which are next to the

following numbers, and express both sets in figures :

4. Nine thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine.

5. One million.

1. One million and ninety-nine.
-. One million five thousand nine

hundred and ninety-nine.

3. Nine millions nine hundred
and ninety - nine thousand
nine hundredaud ninety-nine.

5. Read or express the following numbers in words :

1. 202 7. 20030208 13. 100010001000
2. 1001 8. 1010101 14. 3000000000000
3. 15608 9. 9999999 15. 777666555444
4. 306042 10. 347125783
5. 567S914 11. 202021010
6. 26312478 12. 9090909090

16. 123456789123
17. 48484848484848
18. 10210230430400

6. Write or express the following numbers in figures :

1. Four hundred and four.

2. Three thousand and thirty-two.
3. Twenty -four thousand and

eighty-six.

4. Six hundred and five thousand
and nineteen.

5. Eleven thousand eleven hun-
dred and eleven.

6. Three hundred and forty-one
thousand seven hundred and

eighty-two.

7. One million.

8. Nine thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine millions,
nine hundred and ninety-
nine thousand nine hundred
and ninety-nine.

9. Write the number which
follows this last ono in

order.

10. One trillion and three.

11. Eighty millions two hundred
and three thousand and two.

12. Two hundred and two millions

twenty thousand two hun-
dred and two.

13. Twenty thousand millions.

14. Two hundred thousand and
twenty millions two thou-
sand.

15. The next number to thirty
thousand billions nine hun-
dred and ninety-nine thou-
sand.

I denotes
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throughout nil tin' <-!i. '-. down the whole turn of the

. aid column. Thus:

Adding tli- units, 8 and 6 are II. Tl.-v
'

N - down 4

and add 1 < tho tons column.
1 inn! t and 7 are 1 1. '! n. : . f.ro write down

te hundred* column.

Adding tl: 1 ninl .'t and (J are 1:!. Therefore write

down .'! ;ind :idd 1 t" the limn :inds eolum; .

Adding tin- tt
' and S ur ['.',.

Tin- s:ime rnlo :;,j.lie< Li tllCrO OTO mi>:

ITS* to IK- added t<>"cther.

Thoro aro various methods by which

ti -s of tin- priK-ess of nddition Kaay bo li

1'erha.ps tho most convenient test i.: to add tho number*
r in tho reverse order; that is, to commence wit.li the

top lino instead of tho bottom. If t':c; second result bo tho

Bamo as tho first, tho work may In- pn ,nied to bo right; for it

is highly improbable that the sauie err . will have been mado in

performing tho operation in two different orders.

EXERCISE 4.

1. Add together the following seta of numbers :

1. 75234441015 + 19075+176.
2. 85064 + 9035 + 72358 + 919.

3. 1500267 + 45085 + 4652 +
4780400 + 90276 + 89760841.

4. 40702135 + 87070420 +
670856 + 4230825 + 750642 +
8790845.

5. 756 + 819 + 934 + 680 +
720 + 843 + 657689 + 989876498
+ 8045685 + 807266780.

6. 43278902 + 310046734 +
2167005 + 327861 + 293000428.

will afFord i*trcn exercise* on larger number* than UMM in UM
preceding square :

2177958
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as he sees it growing in our climate ? A poor tiny thing

scarcely bigger than a geranium he would not term a tree, he

would call it a shrub or a bush ; nevertheless, this very same

species of myrtle assumes under the more genial sun of Southern

Europe and Northern Africa the dimensions of a goodly tree.

Again, what would the redder term the mignonette ? A plant
of course ; yet in Northern Africa, along the Barbary coast, its

stem becomes woody, and it assumes the aspect of a bush or

shrub at least.

dragon-trees are amongst the largest and the oldest, if not the

very largest and very oldest, of known trees. The great dragon-
tree of Orotava, in the island of Tenoriffe,* an accurate repre-
sentation of which is given below, is of such dimensions that tc.

full-grown men, joining hand to hand, are scarcely sufficient to

encircle its base. It is now about four hundred and seventy

years ago since the island of Teneriffe was first discovered.

The great dragon-tree of Orotava was then, aa it is now, the

twin wonder of that island, dividing its interest with that of

THE GREAT DRAGON-TREE OF OROTAVA, TENERIFFE.

When the true relations subsisting between vegetables are
well considered, we shall find that the mere size of a vegetable
has nothing to do with its real nature : thus the sugar-cane, ,

which grows to the elevation of fifteen or sixteen feet, is still

to all intents and purposes a grass ; as in like manner is the

bamboo, which assumes the dimensions of a tree. Then, again,
the lily tribe. Does not the very'sound of the word lily cause
ideas to arise of some delicate herb-like growth, surmoTinted
with drooping flowers ? Of this kind are the lilies which grow
in our climate ; but all lilies are not thus. The great dragon-
tree, as it is called, is still a lily ; and as though Nature desired
to confound our prejudices by one bold master-stroke, these

the stupendous peak. Precise accounts have been handed down
to us of its size, from a consideration of which it appears tliae

the monster has increased but very little in dimensions since

that time a probability which is still further confirmed by

* One of the Canary Islands, a group in the Atlantic Ocean, about

sixty miles S.W. from the coast of Marocco, belonging to Spain.

They were supposed to have been known to the ancients as the
" Fortunate Isles." The earliest discovery, however, of ttoese islands

of which we have any authentic account was made by De Bethsncourt,
a Normaa, about 1400, and they were purchased from his descendants
and annexed to Spain about eighty years after. The famous Peak of

Teneriffe is 12,lP/) feet above the level of the sea.
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observation* mode on young drapon-treo*, tlio growth of which

T
does a f t liis fact awaken !

* xwand yooTH havo
m.ll'-d

Iftto on thos. :!. will con' : that,

I'.rr th

i of 111:111. lily !

TllC .~tll.li!
'

ill ulluT \\

as a c<>' their clii---iticiiti<i!i :;
-

t. Not
loss inoorroct aro Homo of onr common i<l .;ng tin;

Hiuu'larities n.nd dissimilarities, or tho alliances, of the \,

which vcLTi'tnl'lr; ;irc composed. for oxamplo, do wo not com-

monly Bpcak of onions ami ]>otatoo8 as r i

roots, nor aro they similar, far less identical, in character. Tho
onion is a hull), or underground bud, and tlic pot;>i

or knot '[I'M! ui!'!cr;rnmn<l, from which lln-

roots and stems of tho potato plant respectively spring. Why
are (hey not roots ? the learner may ask. Tho reason why will

appear by-and-by: to explain those reasons is an object, and
ono of tho main objects, of botany. Wo merely cito tho ex-

amplo now for tho purpose of making known in a striking
manner the incorrectness of many notions we are in the habit

of pntortaining.

Again, do wo not in ordinary language term tho strawberry
and the fig fruits '( Yet neither is a fruit.

" Not a fruit !

"
tho learner exclaims,

" do wo not eat them ?
"

Well, surely, onr reader would not limit the term fruit to some-

thing which prows on a-vegetable, and which is good to cat. We
think he will admit that the bunches of apples, as they are

called, which grow on potato stems, are tho fruits of the potato
plant ; yet potato apples aro not good to cat. Ho will admit
that the bunches which grow on ash-trees are tho fruit* of those

trees, yet they are not good to eat. Finally, not to multiply
examples unnecessarily, he will admit that acorns are the fruits

of the oak-tree ; and although our ancestors, the ancient Britons,
aro known to have eaten them, yet all wo can say upon that

point is, that ono pities tho bod taste or the hard fortune, as the
case may bo, of our forefathers.

If strawberries, then, and figs a,ro not fruits, what are they ?

Why, the fig is to all intents and purposes a compound flower,
as much as the dandelion is a compound flower ; and a straw-

berry is something like a lig turned inside out ; but tho learner
shall judge for himself.

The strawberry plant bears, as wo all know, a very evident,
a very pretty flower, the petals or flower-leaves of which drop-
ping off, we ultimately get something which is good to eat, and
which wo term tho strawberry fruit.

Why, then, is it not a fruit ? We will see. If it be a fruit,

It should contain seeds ; but on cutting it open wo cannot find

any. Here, then, the learner would bo puzzled if botany did
not come to bis aid. General principles havo to bo appealed to,

and the appeal will not bo made in vain.

Whilst conjecturing within ourselves tho botanical nature of

tho strawberry, and trying to find out
the freak which Nature has been play-

ing in order to lead us astray, we all

at once bethink ourselves of tho little

hard protuberances on the outside of

the strawberry. What aro they ? of

what do they consist ? what is their

function ?

A learner, if he had not been ren-

dered cautious by previous experience,
might all at once arrive at the con-
clusion that the strawberry is a fruit

turned inside out, having consequently
its needs externally ; and amazingly
Hko seeds do these little protuberances
appear. They are not seeds, never-

theless : they nro fruit*, the real strawberry fruits ; but so little

adapted for eating are they that the lover of strawberries wishes

away. Then what is the edible portion of the

Try : Botany answers this question satisfactorily, and
:ill clear. It is the juicy torus of the plant. The reader

1. TORUS OF THE MARIGOLD.

TICK OF A riO.

t tie knowledge from thin remark beyond the knowledge
of MI, at present, unmeaning name ; and M we do not intend
that any naroott in thi* series of paper* on the Science of flntsaij
shall be unmeaning, we will at onoe proceed to explain what a
toriM in.

. then, in tho Latin word for bed, and <g"<flfff that DOT-

lower iUelf reposes or
grown. Tiiko, for example, the marigold, and atrip off all it*

irtrf; tbi-n> will then remain underneath a flat, flashy
expansion, called tho torn*. In the cane of the marigold the

i ho reader may eamly conceive that it might
.;i.i <>r approaching to rotundity. In the marigold it

ia leathery and naiwooiw, but the reader
will as easily conceive that it might have
been fleshy and di-li'-ioiis, Jii indood WO
find it to bo in tho strawberry. Analysed
thii-, w- find a similarity between tho

strawberry and the marigold that tho
non-l.otanir,.' , },aV i. httlo

suspected. Nor is the .similarity f>

ittural, and loses nothing by tho
fullest investigation which tho learner
can devote to it. Tims, we dare say, tho
reader has watched tho progress of a
marigold to maturity ; has noticed the

- blown away, ono by one, and
nothing but tho stem, tho torus, and the
little seed-like things embedded upon the

torus remain. These little things, like

the hard excrescences on the strawberry,
look so much like seeds, that they might
be taken for such. However, we are never to assume because
a thing is small ftrat it is imperfect. If these so-called

seeds be dissected and examined, they will be found to be real

fruits, as much as the apple or the pear, and BO contain seeds

internally.
And now for our other example, tho fig. What is the fig ?

Not a fruit certainly, although tho freak of Nature here, if w
may without disrespect use such a term, is different from taoae

which have come under our notice hitherto. Let us cut open a

fig ; what then do we see ? Why, little things very similar in

appearance to flowers, at the base of each of which there is a
hard nut-liko thing which cracks between tho teeth. Flowers
indeed they are, and tho nut-like things ore fruits, the edible

portion of the fig being a torus ; so that if we assume the

strawberry to havo had a flat torus instead of a knob-like one,
and that the flat torus had been turned outside in, in such a
manner as to form a bottle with a very narrow mouth, we should

have had a result very much resembling a fig in structure and

general appearance.
Even the delicious pine-apple con hardly be termed a fruit

Each pine-apple certainly contains many fruits, one correspond-

ing with each lozenge-like marking; but the main bulk of the

pine-apple, that which we find so delicious to eat, is only an

assemblage of juicy frncts, as botanists call them, the exact

counterpart of those little scales which, when tightly compressed

together, form the cup of the acorn.

We are sure, then, that sufficient has been stated to make ap-

parent to the reader the necessity of abandoning many common
notions he may have previously entertained in relation to th*

similarities and dissimilarities of vegetables, and the parts of

which they are mode up.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. I.

THE object of the author of these Lessons in German is to

unite theory and practice ; to introduce, one by one, the easier

forms and usages of the language ; and to direct the student* H

attention to tho more obvious differences between the German-*nd

English languages. The learner will bo supplied, throughout the

various exercises, with the materials necessary for their due per-

formance. Every section is headed with the statement and

illustration of all new principles involved, with an explanation

of words and phrases, and a vocabulary alphabetically arranged.
To render these lessons complete, there will be given at the

end a series of reading lesson*, eaoh accompanied by a full

vocabulary. The whole is specially intended for those
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who aim at the acquisition of the German language without a

teacher.
SECTION I.

German.

GERMAN ALPHABET.

English. Pronunciation.

a ah
b bay
c tsay
d day
e ey (as in prey)
f eff

3 i i

3 i j

X ! k
S i 1

ill m m
9^ n 11Do o

V V P
O q q
3t r r

f (see 21. S) s

X t t

11 u u
33 v

SB n> w
X r x

3) s> y
3 s

z

hah
i (as in pique)

yote
kah
ell

emm
enn
oh

pay
koo
err (as in error)

ess

tay
o (as in do)

Examples.
ant.

23ctcn.

Scbcr.

5)ct;ncn.

geft.

eben.

S^nen.
3ota.

(SUc.

(Smpor.

nbe.

Oftr.

dual.

(mctten.

lien-

Sfjce. (see 18.

lifer.

fow (ow ad in mow) 3$olf.

vay SDBcfcn.

ix Sir.

ipsilon i;ftcm.

tset 3cttel.

In German every letter, with the exception sometimes of e

aucl fi, is pronounced. (See 3. t, Q. ic, and 18. fy.)

The printed capitals of i and j,
in German, ara in form alike.

UMLAUTS (12. 2le, etc.)DIPHTHONGS.

at, ait, ei, eti, au, a, o, it.

COMPOUND CONSONANTS.

cf, f$, ff, fl, fc

ck, sch, ss, st, sz, -tz.

SECTION II.

SOUNDS OF THE GERMAN LETTERS.

Sounds of the Vowels.

1. 21 a = a, as in far, father. Ex., SWavft, market; 2lat, eel;

23afm, road ; SStatt, leaf ; Sltento, evening.

2. ,
c = e, as me, /err?/. Ex., tefcen, to live ; SDtccr, sea ; f;rc,

honour ; fceffer, better ; SUcffcr, knife.

3. 3, t = i, as in pique, pin. Ex., mtr, to me ; nut, with ; tfyn,

him ; ttitter, against ; bitter, bitter.

4. O, o = o, as in no, door. Ex., Dfcn, stove ; -3JZoo3, moss ;

Sofyfc, coal ; *J}ort, port ; *Pofl, post-office.

5. U, u = oo or o, as in poor, do. Ex., 23Iut, blood ; !Du, thou ;

Itfjr, watch ; ut, hat ; gut, good.
6. g), t)

= i (mostly in words from the Greek). Ex., g)fop,

hyssop ; <Sttyr, Styx ; Spent, Ypres.
The sound of a vowel when doubled, is thereby lengthened ;

as 2ta(, SReer, 2Roo3
;
followed by a double consonant, the vowels

are usually shortened, as JBlatt, S3tett, inn, ott, etc. See, how-

ever, 18. &.

Dissyllables (see vocabulary), unless otherwise noted, are

accented on the first ; as Ic&en, @i)te, etc.

Sounds of the Diphthongs.

7. 2lt, at (sometimes aj or at))
= as nearly as in aye. Ex., Jlatfer,

emperor ; SSatcvti, Bavaria ; CDJai, May.
8. 2Ut, au = on, as in our. Ex., -au, house ; 2Jiau, mouse ;

laut, loud ; gatift, fist ; SSraut, bride.

9. 6't, t\)
i or ei, as in fine, eider. Ex., (Stein, stone ; fccin, thy.

(ie
= ie, as in pier, never as in pie. Ex., sic(, etc.)

10. (Stt, eu = nearly to oi or oy, as in boil, boy. Ex., S9cute,

booty ; Scute, people ; tyeitcn, to hay.
11. 2leu, au = nearly to eu. Ex., 2leu|jev|}, extreme; tyattfen, to

hoard; .Raufer, buyer; SauSlcr, cottager.

Sounds of the Umlauts (Umtautc).

Umlaut signifies changed or modified sour<^- ^he Umlauts

are produced b^ a union of e with a, c, u (also au) respectively,

and the e is expjv^ed by two dots ; thus, a, 6, ft (and au). The

capitals 21, D, U, are not much in use, and the student should

never make use of them in writing.
12. ?lc, a, as a, in tap, tack, carry. Ex., 2lcrger, vexation; 3al)K,

ferry.

13. Oc, 6, as u in return. Ex., Oct, oil
; CjScbcf, populace ; tittten,

to kill ; Sti'firc, pipe ; -filter, collier.

14. lie, u, has the sound of the French u in vu, tribu, dlu. Ex.,

llefcung, practice ; mute, weary ; fufyrcn, to guide.

Sounds of tlie Consonants.

15. 33, fc
; 3), to

; 5, f ;.
Jt, f

; M ; 3Jt, m ;
9l,n- %,*; G, q ; X,

r, are sounded as b, d, f, k, I, m, n, p, q, K, in English.
16. S, c, before a consonant, at the end of a syllable, or before

a, o, u in the same syllable, sounds like our corresponding
letter in like position. Otherwise it sounds like is. Ex.,

Scter, cedar ; Gigarre, cigar ; Gtym&al, cymbal ; fpecial,

special.

17. , g, sounds like our g in gild, foggy, etc., but never as in

yem, gimjer, etc. When preaeded by n in the same

syllable, it sounds like our g hard in like position : as in

2ltta.ft, anxiety ; ftitgen, to sing ; tnittgcn, to bring ; JRtitgd,

ringlet, etc. When g, in the middle or at the end of a

syllabic, is preceded by any letter except n, its sound

approaches that of the Greek x (pronounced ki), or tho

still more guttural ci) (see 26. cf).) : Sag, reqnen, SJIagt,

3agt, titiHj(ici), etc. The learner should avoid confounding
the pronunciation of iDiagt, 3agt, etc., with that of JOiacfH,

3acfyt, etc.

18. , I;,
in the midst and at the end of a syllable is silent, but

serves to lengthen the preceding vowel. Ex., Icfyrcit,
to

teach ; rfntc, without ; St;ee, tea.

19. 3, j,
sounds like y consonant. Ex., Satyr, year ; Santtar,

January ; Jung, young.
20. 9J, r, is uttered with a trill or vibration of the tongue, and

with greater stress than our r. Ex., 9?utyr, reed ; JRatf),

council ; vcif, ripe.

21. , f, at the beginning of a syllable followed by a vowel, han

a sound between that of z and s. Ex., o(m, son ; ftebcti,

seven: otherwise it sounds like s; as in aes, gas; Strom

stream. Note that at the end of a syllable s is substi-

tuted for f ;
as above, a, eta.

22. $, t, sounds like t in tent. Ex., $crt, text. In the position
where in English t sounds like sh, t has the sound of te.

Ex., tatton, station ; Station, nation.

23. S3, , sounds! like /, as in five. Ex., Skater, father ; wa.cf>en,

to forgive. It is only in words from the Latin and
French that has a sound like that of the German )u

(see 24. SB), as in 33cnu8, Venus ; SkrfaUtcS, Versailles,

etc.

24. 2B, to, has a, sound between that of our w and v. Ex., 2BcIt,

world
; SBafjer, water, etc.

25. 3, j,
sounds like ts. Ex., atj, salt; 3fm, tooth; Sunge,

tongue ; jcfyn, ten.

Sounds of the Compound Consonants.

26. (!),' &),
in primitive words, when followed by f, S, has the

sound of k. Ex., Datfyg, badger; Gd>, o?OcI)fc, ox. But
if f, S, be added by derivation, combination, or inflection.

I
d; has its guttural sound ; as in t;od), nad;, SWacfyt, SBudi,

etc. Ex., 9?acf)fclnift (from nod), after, and d;rift, writing) ;

lucfyftimen (from tiadj and finncn, to think), etc. In words
from the Greek and French, cfy

retains its original sound;
as in'dfjavafter, character ; G>T;arIatan, charlatan.

27. cJ), fcf), sounds like sh. Ex., cfntl;,
shoe ; @dnjf, ship ;

fcfjon, already ; Seattle, school.

28. f (though compounded of f and j)
sounds like ff, and is used

only at the end of a syllable. Ex., SJJaji, measure ; Slufi,

river, etc.

29. fc (though compounded of t and 5) sounds like 5, but, like ft,

is only employed at the end of a syllable. Ex., @d)U$,

$la$, etc. Note that this letter being a double con-

sonant, the preceding vowel is thereby shortened.

To aid in producing the sound of fy, take for experiment the

above word fyod; : pronounce I) o precisely like our word ho ;

observing to give as full and distinct a breathing of the h at

the close as at the beginning ; thus h-o-h = ^o4)- Except when
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preceded by a, c, or u, an .. uont, a
', as in

a. fllur, altar; 'I'.i.ir, pair ; flMe, awl; 'i'.ilfam, balsam ; fcaben,

(.> liatln- ; Jin.

ft el, noble; Snte, end; tetter, lottor;
; autumn.

:uk ; finten, to ii- leaver; b,ier, hero
;

liild.

iv 'JU'i't. I. hollow ; eft, often; Vcbel, piano; Roller,

unk.

:<!, goud; nnten, below ; ^ntcl, poodle; Jtntfucf,

sac]

nviMpli; .'Kl'-.'thm;*, rliythin; Sijlbe, syllable; funonvm,

up.

!
ntftn, my; Vaib, loaf; I'eib, body; .Rain, Cain;

fcin, no.
:

.nien, to build; iV'aiicr, wall; grau, grey; JRaum, room;
ranh, rough,

ati.cu Wjumig, roomy; reuen, to rue; -$aute, skins; tyeute, to-day;

o.

3:.

98.

28.

Gty

iff.

Vlehro, oar (of corn) ; banner, men ; lebcn, to live ;

crow ; nAmli*, namely ; nebmen, to take.

PcffcJ, spoon ; Ceffnung, opening ; i'fter?, oftoner ; rothii*.,

ri-ddish.

llebel, evil ; fnnf, five ; {Riiffet, proboscis ; flruppcl, cripple ;

3 fi tiger, disciple.
I'-XERCISE 2.

Plafff, class
; C^reatttr, creature ; Criminal, criminal ; Section,

i; Calcutta, Calcutta ; Contract, contract; G:;r, cure ;

Cement, cement ; Gitcr, cider ; (Splinter, cylinder.
(Vabe, gift ; gcfren, to go ; Giraffe, giraffe ; geben, to give ;

oVlr, gold : grpji, largo ; 9Jing, ring ; bringen, to bring ;

grun, green ; grau, grey ; mljig, quiet ; ewig, eternal ; iBerj,

mountain.

^>iff , hare ; fart, hard ; -hunger, hunger ; ^orijont, horizon ;

'A'lVM, flour ; mcl'r, more.

3iingltng, youth ; ,utte, Jew; ja, yes ; 3 cfcvfi, Joseph ; 3nli,

July ; 3urift, jurist.

JRctf, ripe; ret*, rich; JRe|l, rest ; tar, rare; 9iucfftdjt, regard;
8orm, form ; JRatbfel, enigma.

Mattel, saddle; Scgel, sail; -Sveer, spear; <Sl?rop, sprout;
ftarf, strong; trumpf, stocking; 3ut, south; JRei, rice;

5trajie, street; tuiffen, to know.

3if*, table; 3ahf, tariff; Sempel, temple ; Jruppe, troop;
Iitel, title; SJojaflation, devastation.

SSam|?cr, vampire ; JBafc, vase
; '-Bert, verse ; SSioline, violin ;

v

tfuc, visit ; Valuation, valuation.

SBcrt, word ; 2Durm, worm ; SOBnnter, wonder ; SBille, will
;

'ISagen, wajron ; S?Jantcrcr, wanderer.

3inf, zinc; 3aM, number; jaljm, tame; 3cit, time; 3entncr,

hundred-weight ; -^otj, wood.

8fad>, flax; fpred;cn, to speak; hjacfifam, watchful; S^rr, choir;
Cbauffee, turnpike-road.

2it,ift, shaft ; diattcn, shadow ; d;ncc, snow ; frifd;, fresh ;

ichtlt, shield, sign,

gletp, diligence ; gliep, fleoco ; laffcn, to let ; tyaffen, to hate ;

$afi, hatred ; fiaplid;, ufrly.

Jji^e, heat ; Stlt>, log ; f ifceln, to tickle ; fdjlrafcen, to prattle ;

fuq, short ; fdjicarj, bi;.

a t
Ij }

c I.

(^vft ivciji vie 2*nce,

grun line Jilee,

roti> u-ie 'i^lur,

JTann fffintcrft e gut.

fd;n>i(jen, to perspire

i

ST'icr 3afire blcitt er au,
Qann fcmntt er nad;
lint ^eicjt ft* irieter,

3m ^rcife feincr Sri'ifccr.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. I.

WTC have a friend, who was long persuaded by his relatives,
who wore all "musical," that he had "no voice." Any innocent

attempt of his to unite in the vocal pleasures of the family
circle was instantly checked by some compassionate oipropsion
or imploring look. He humbly acquiesced in this judgment of
his friends, but found it often difficult to reaist the sympathy
of Bong, and sometimes startled tho singers by adding his

honMt roieo to tho Honing strain worship, too, BO
frowns or dimmasivoH &, from "

doing hi* brt "

praiMM >t , wondered how it WM
that ho came to be born with " no roicc," ecpecully when IM
obserred that the infanU of the present day are so much more
highly endowed, evrry ono of them who attends an infant-school

illy taking for granted that he " has a voice," and osinjc
it aooordingly. As a religioos man, also, be oonld not help
noticing that ono whole book of the Scriptures was written for

l>iit>lic rocal praise, and that it abounded in

pressions as this :
" Let the people praise thee, O God;

lit. A i.i, tint people praise thee." The example of Christ and the

precepts of his apostles seemed also to set forth the same duty.
.not be," ho sometime* reflected,

" that the Father of all

should command us to '

ring,' in addition to
'

making melody
with our hearts,' and yet give to so many of his children no
voice !" Such thoughts as those led him to the ooncluwon that
it is

' no practice
" and " no cultivation," rather than "no

voice
" and " no ear," with which the majority of men are

1. In consequence of this, to the no small amusement of
his musical acquaintance, our friend was soon found to have
become an attentive ant 1

painstaking member of a singing ftlatir

He was soon deep in
' thirds" and "

fifths" and "sevenths,"
toiling at a series of the most unmusical exercises that could
well be invented. But hope sweetens toil, and the expectation
of conquering at last gave to our friend courage and long
patience. When sixty laborious lessons, relieved by an occa-
sional song, were over, he made the discovery that ho had learnt
" a system," that ho had gained also some confidence and much
command of the organs of voice. But what did he know of
music ? Could he take the plainest psalm tune (not in the key
of C), unseen before, and sing it ? Alas ! no. His labour had
not been lost, but it had produced small fruit. He could follow
tho "leader" more promptly and easily, but he oonld not go
without him. There was still an indecision and uncertainty
about his endeavours. He could seldom be sura whether he
was right or not by half a tone. And many a choice song, and
not a few tune-books, which ho had purchased in his hopeful
days, lay on his table nnenjoyed because of this musical uncer-

tainty in which he was left. Once more, however, our friend

has "taken heart," and has promised to follow the course of

effort which we shall prescribe ; we, on our part, undertaking
that he shall in that case be enabled to sing at first sight by
himself, and to make good use of the books on his table. We
shall begin at the beginning, however, for your sake, gentle

reader, if you will join him in his efforts. We hav no "
royal

road "
to music. No worthy attainment is won without labour.

But we have a straight and dear road, and that is a great

advantage when the common road is very circuitous, and

abounding with needless hindrances. We have only two thing*
to ask of yon: the first, that yon will be content to learn one thing
at a time, instead of being impatient for knowledge not at the

moment helpful perhaps, just then, only confusing to you ; the

second, that when something is set before yon to be done, you
mil really do it, instead of supposing it to be done, and going
on ; for only

"
by doing we truly understand."

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KU8IC.

You must allow us to lay before yon certain fundamental

principles of music itself of music considered apart from any
method of teaching or of writing it principles which would be

true of music if Guido had never invented the "
staff," and if

"crotchet" and "quaver," "flat" and "sharp," had never

been heard of.

You know what is tho difference between "
high" and "low"

in music. Tho "
squeak

"
is high, tho "growl

"
is low. Beoog-

f now by singing first a high and
then a low note. Between tho highest and the lowest sound*

which tho human ear can appreciate, an indefinite number of

other sounds may be produced. But how, out of this vast chaos

of possible sounds, are the distinct and choice note* of a TUme to

start into life and power P Tho question is thus answered.

Before a TUMI can be created, a certain sound, whether high or

low in pitch, must bo chosen and fixed as the KKT-NOTK (some-
times called the yovtrning note, and in books of science the

tonic) of tho coming tune. Immediately, according to MOM lav*

of nature by which God has tuned owr tan and toult, six other

notes spring forth, at measured distances from the ky-note.
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claiming the sole right of attendance upon it. Lot this be

clearly understood. Any sound may bo taken for the KEY-

NOTE ;
and that being fixed, the places of the six other notes

are known.
The common human ear throughout the world is pleased when

these sounds attend that key-note, and is displeased when other

sounds, not holding the same relation to the key-note, and not

standing at precisely the same relative pitch, are used in their

stead ; for even an uncultivated ear would promptly mark the

difference between the accurate singer and the inaccurate,

between the singer in tune and the singer out of tune.

This distinct arrangement of six sounds around a key-note is

called the musical "
scale." It may be high in pitch in one

tune, and low in another, but the reloMve position of its notes

remains unchanged. These notes may be reproduced in replicates

or " octaves
"

of higher or lower pitch, but they still retain the

same relation. Transition or "modulation" (which will be

afterwards explained) may change the key-note in the course of

a tune, but the new key-note governs its dependents exactly as

the old one did. Every apparent exception only proves the rule.

This one scale is the foundation of all music. Some speak of this

scale as though it were of human invention ; but if so, how is

it that every newly-discovered nation is found either using it

(if they are musical at all), or possessed of ears which readily

approve it ? How is it that the Chinese or Indians have not

"invented" some other scale? The truth is, some of these

nations do omit a note or two, but they do not alter the rest ;

and when the question is fairly examined, it is found the omis-

sions were caused by their rude and incomplete instruments,

rather than by defective ears. Again, let me ask, going back

to the time of the ancient Greeks, of whose musical notation

there is not a remnant from which we could have copied, how is

it that we learn, from their philosophical treatises, that the scale

which the people used was the same as ours ? Could not that

refined people have " invented" something better ? Are we not

right, then, in calling it the scale of all nations and of all times,

the scale to which the ear and soul of man are tuned by the

all-wise Creator ?

When we examine its structure more closely, we find other

proofs that it comes from the hand of God. Like many of

bis works the rainbow, for instance it seems to the careless

observer irregular, but discloses a beautiful harmony and pur-

pose to him who is more thoughtful. The distances in pitch

(that is, highness or lowness of sound), or, in other words, the

intervals between the notes of this scale, are very delicately

arranged. In another lesson we shall be able to describe its

structure more minutely ; but let it suffice for the present to

eay, that the simplest measurement of the scale in plain figures

is that which divides it into fifty-three degrees.

Such a division is only inaccurate to the extent

of being about one third of a degree too large.

If you will make use of the sol-fa syllables to

represent the notes of this scale, Don standing for

THE KEY-NOTE OP A TUNE, at ivhatever pitch it is

taken, then the number of such degrees between

each couple of notes may be set forth by the

figures at the side. Why the scale of music found

most acceptable to human ears should be thus

curiously and delicately formed, and why it does

not exhibit a greater apparent uniformity, we
cannot tell. It is an " ultimate fact

"
of philo-

sophy, like the structure of the rainbow. We must
take it as it is, and reverently study the laws of

its structure. Sir Isaac Newton's division of the

spectrum into seven colours bore some analogy to

these seven notes ;
and in a large work written

by Mr. Hay, f Edinburgh, a clear relationship
has been established between the principles of

beauty in the human form, and certain angles
founded on the proportions of the musical scale.

Doubtless there are in the various departments of Nature cer-

tain uniting principles, certain secret affinities of things, which

shall prove them all to have sprung from one creating Hand.
It may, however, be noticed here, that every note of the scale

BOTtada pleasantly, when heard at the same time with the key-

note, excepting only BAT and TB ; and of these, the most diffi-

cult notes of the scale, more will be said when our lessons are

further advanced.

DOH'
5
TE

LAH

SOH

FAH
5
ME

RAT

BOH

For the present, we wish your attention confined to the thrco

notes, Don, ME, and Son, the first, the thu-d, and the fifth.

They are the strong notes of the scale, on whioh, as you will

afterwards learn, the others lean. We may call them "the

framework of the building." When sounded Together they are

commonly called the " chord of the tonic," tonic being the

scientific name for key-note. Chiefly by these notes your voice

must be tuned. Take, then, some low sound of your voice for

the key-note, or DOH, and try to sing the following exercises,

pointing to the notes on the scale given above, as yeu sing. This

pointing on the scale is more important than you would at first

imagine. In no other way can you obtain so clear a notion of

the relative position of notes. If previously uninstructed, you
must ask some musical friend to sing these notes to you, or

play them on an instrument for a pattern. Do not, on any
account, however, sing with him or let him sing with you.
Remember that you are learning to sing alone. Your friend

will know what notes to play when you tell him D, F sharp,

A, and upper D 1
; or, if he prefers it, C, E, G, and upper C 1

.

You will notice that when a note is repeated in a higher pitch,

we put this mark (') above it : thus, Don 1
. You need not

trouble yourself with the "staff" of five lines at present, except
to notice that DOH is printed as a square note.

EXERCISE 1.
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iieeu washed away, in order that tho amount of tho tax to bo
paid for tho future mi^'ht lie proportional to the land whicl

:>cd. From this circumstance I am of opinion thai

geometry derived its origin ; and from hence it wan trausmittec
:vece." Tho existence of tho pyramids, tho ruins of tho

temples, and the other architectural remains of ancient Egypt,
supply evidence that its inhabitants possessed some knowledgi

aotry, even in tho higher sense in which wo now use the
term ; although it is possible that the geometrical properties ol

figures necessary far the construction of such works might have
Lnown only in tho form of practical rules, without any

scientific arrangement of geometrical truths, such as are pre-
sented to us in the Elements of Euclid.

The word "
geometry," used in its highest and most extensive

meaning, signifies the science of space; or ..hat science which
investigates and treats of the properties of, and relations

:ir among, definite portions of' space, under the abstract
division of lines, angles, surfaces, and volumes, without any
regard to the physical properties of tho bodies to which they
belong. In this sense, it appears to be very doubtful whether
the Egyptians or Chaldeans knew anything of the science. It
is to the Greeks, therefore, that we must look for the real

origin of geometry, as an abstract science. Thales, the Greek
philosopher, born 040 B.C., is reported, by ancient historians,
to have astonished even the Egyptians by his knowledge of
this science. Tho founder of scientific geometry in Greece,
however, appears to have been Pythagoras, who was born about
568 B.a He discovered tho celebrated 47th proposition of tho
first book of Euclid's Elements, and various other valuable and
important theorems. He was great also in astronomy, having
anticipated the Copornican system of the universe. Plato,
another great geometrician, and founder of tho academy at

Athens, who was born 429 B.C., was the first who made some
advances into what is called the higher geometry. The next
uame super-eminent in the science of geometry is that of

Euclid, whose " Elements" has been tho principal text-book for
learners during a period of more than 2,000 years. lie
nourished at Alexandria, in Egypt, about 300 B.C., during the

reign of Ptolemy Lagus, who was one of his pupils, and to
whom ho made the celebrated reply, when asked if thc-r.

shorter way to geometry than by studying his Elements: "
No,

i hen* is no royal road to geometry."
The prince of ancient mathematicians, however, was the

celebrated Archimedes, born at Syracuse B.C. 287, about the
period of tho death of Euclid. His discoveries in geometry,

iiics, and hydrostatics form a remarkable era in the
of the matiie/natical sciences; and e\en tho remains of
rks which are still extant constitute tho most valuable

part of the ancient (Iret-lc geometry. He was tho first who
Jittc-mpted to solve tho celebrated problem of tho rectification of

'< that is, finding a atnti-iht I'm,'
,'j,t,-tlij r./i/al to the cir-

cumference. He found out tho beautiful ratios of tho cylinder
to its inscribed sphere and cone, and the quadrature of one of
the conic sections. His -iiscovcrics in physics, or natural

philosophy, are simple, true, and beautiful. The story of the
determination of the specific gravity of the golden crown of his

cousin, Hiero, King of Syracuse, is well known ; and the very
natural about of "

Etipjjiea, evpi;a
"

(pronounced /'

have found it, I have found it ! oil coming out of tho bath, has

btcorae " household word." Scarcely lot* celebrated was UM
Forgo, in PampUylia, who *""mhid

> the reign of Ptolemy
Etiorgeto*, another king of tho name Ptolomaio dynasty, and

hi* contemporaries the " Great Geometer."
He wrote wreral book*, f .vork-s, on the ttgbr
geometry, ^

and greatly extended the domain* of th p'tn"
geometry." Other gooin '.ininimoo arose in UM aobool

genital to happier time*. Claudim I'tol. -utu'iut, the author of
it work on astronomy called H>-

..,, the Great
or Almagest; Pappus, tho nut.

including Thoon ai

dfiuj'ht" r Jlyj.iitia period when the *con<f
Alexandrian library* wan burnt by command of the M^KM].
inedan barbarian, the Saracen Calip ; , 040, and

truing of ages were irrevocably dentroyod.
Tho dark op; .

.1, and little wan done in the adranoe-
eo until the glorious invention of printing, and the

general revival of literature about tho middle of the fifteenth

century.
Tho ancient Greek geometry was speedily made known to the

. through tho in -ilium of translations of, and commen-
taries upon, : -i of tho great marten. The Element*
of Euclid, indeed, were reckoned BO perfect, that no attempt
was made to supersede them ; and tho only object of writer* on
geometry in general waa to explain bi works, and to mako
what additions they could to the science, in tho same masterly
style of composition. A host of names of cmi:.

might be mentioned, who succeeded in establishing tie

geometry, and in extending its domains. The
j

however, was Dr. Robert Sim -sor of Mathematics in
tho University of Glasgow, who flourished in tho middle-
last century. His grand endeavour was to present to modern
Europe the Elements of Euclid as they originally appeared in
ancient Greece. In this he succeeded to admiration, and his
edition of this great work maintains its reputation to the
present moment.

In giving our first lessons on geometry, wo think it advisable
to follow what seems to have been the natural cour
in the history of this science. The present advanced state of
our geometrical knowledge was preceded in early times by a
species of practical geometry gathered from experience, and
suited to the wants of those who required its application, before

any attempt was made to enter very deeply into the study of
;ho theory. The latter was left to the schools of the philoso-
phers and the academy of Plato. Accordingly, wo shall precede
our disquisitions on the Elements of Euclid and other geometers,
joth ancient and modern, by a short system of practical rules
ind i a<y explanations in this important science ; and we shall

endeavour to make the subject both simple and clear by plain
definitions, suitable diagrams, and palpable demonstrations,
after the manner of tho French writers on thin subject, who
have even in their more elaborate treatises to a great extent
abandoned the system of Euclid.

DEFINITIONS.

1 . Extension, or the space which any body in nature occupies,
las three dimensions, viz., length, breadth, and thi

This is Euclid's definition of a geometrical s<

_'. A point is the beginning of extension, but no part of it;

it is said to have position in space, but no magnitude.
3. A line is extension in one direction only ; hence, it is said

jo have length without breadth. Hence, also, the extr< :

if a line are points ; and lines intersect or cross each other

tnly in points.
4. A ftmi'jlit line is said, by Euclid, to bo that whi. ;

venly between its extreme points ; and, by Archimedes, to be
ho s/io/v -h of these

lefinitions are defective; tho d A straight
ine is such, that if any two points be taken in it, the part
vhich they intercept (or which lies 1 >m) is the

hortest line that can bo drawn between those points.
5. A crooked line is one composed of straight lines joined at

The first library, which was founded by Ptolemy Sotor. and which
was said to have contained 400,000 manuscript*, waa accidentally
unit 47 B.C., when Alexandria was taken by Julias CtosaT. The
ccond library * supposed to hare contained 700,000 volumes.
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their extremities in any manner whatever, except that of uni-

form direction. A curved line, or curve, is a line whose direction

varies at every point.

Straight lines, or curved lines, are generally denoted, in

speaking
1 and writing, by two letters placed commonly at their

extremities ; but they may be

placed anywhere on the lines

at a distance from each' other.

Thus, in Fig. 1, the letters A B
denote one straight line, the

letters c D another, and the

letters E F a third ; and these

straight lines are respectively
called the straffht lines A B,

' ' ' ' >

I
C D, and E F. A straight line, pi? _ j

as A B, may be divided into

any number of equal parts, to serve as a standard for measur-

ing other straight lines.

A combination of straight, crooked, and curved lines is re-

presented in Fig. 2 ; A B, B c, c D, and D A,

are each straight lines ;
the combination

A D C B, beginning at A, and terminating
at B, is a crooked

'

ine ; and the line A >i B,

beginning at A, and ending at B, is a

curved line.

6. A surface, or, as it is sometimes

called, a superficies, is extension in two directions ; hence it is

said to have only length and breadth. Hence, also, the extre-

mities or boundaries of a surface are lines ; and surfaces inter-

sect or cross each other in lines.

7. A plane surface, or plane, is a surface in which any two

points being taken, the straight line between them lies wholly
in that surface ; or, it is that surface with which a straight line

wholly coincides, when applied to it in every direction. Any
other surface, not composed of plane surfaces, is called a curved

surface.

8. Parallel straight lines are such as lie in the-
same plane, and which, though produced ever so far-
both ways, do not meet (Fig. 3). Fig. 3.

2 -

READING AND ELOCUTION. I.

PUNCTUATION.

PUNCTUATION is peculiar to the modern languages of Europe.
It was wholly unknown to the Greeks and Eomans ; and the

languages of the East, although they have certain marks or

signs to indicate tones, have no regular system of punctuation.
The Romans and the Greeks also, it is true, had certain points,

which, like those of the languages of the East, were confined to

the delivery and pronunciation of words ; but the pauses were

indicated by breaking up the written matter into lines or para-

graphs, not by marks resembling those in the modern system of

punctuation. Hence, in the responses of the ancient oracles,

which were generally written down by the priests and delivered

to the inquirers, the ambiguity doubtless intentional which
the want of punctuation caused, saved the credit of the oracle,

whether the expected event was favourable or unfavourable,

As an instance of this kind, may be cited that remarkable

response which was given on a well-known occasion, when the

oracle was consulted with regard to the success of a certain

military expedition :

" Ibis et redibis nunquam peribis in bello."

Written, as it was, without being pointed, it might be translated

either,
" Thou shalt go, and shalt never return, thou shalt perish

in battle," or,
" Thou shalt go and shalt return, thou shalt never

perish in battle." The correct translation depends on the

placing of a comma after the word nunquam, or after redibis.

The invention of the modern system of punctuation has been
attributed to the Alexandrian grammarian Aristophanes, after

whom it was improved by succeeding grammarians ; but it was
BO entirely lost in the time of Charlemagne, that he found it

necessary to have it restored by Warnefried and Alcuin. It

consisted at first of only one point, used in three ways, and
sometimes of a stroke, formed in several ways. But as no par-
ticular rules were followed in the use of these signs, punctuation
was exceedingly uncertain, until the end of the fifteenth century,
when the learned Venetian printers, the Manutii, increased the

number of the signs, and established some fixed rules for their

application. These were so generally adopted, that we may
consider the Manutii as the inventors of the present method of

punctuation; and although modern grammarians have introduced
some improvements, nothing but a few particular rules have
been added since their time.

The design of the system referred to was purely grammatical,
and had no further reference to enunciation, than to remove

ambiguity in the meaning and to give precision to the sentence.

This, therefore, is the object of punctuation, and although the
marks employed in written language may sometimes denote the
different pauses and tones of voice which the sense and accurate

pronunciation require, yet they are more generally designed to

mark the grammatical divisions of a sentence, and to show the

dependence and relation of words and members which are

separated by the intervening clauses. The teacher, therefore,
who directs his pupils to " mind their pauses in reading," gives
but an unintelligible direction to those who are unversed in the
rules of analysis. A better direction would be to disregard
the pauses, and endeavour to read the sentence with just such

pauses and tones as they would employ if the sentence were
their own, and they were uttering it in common conversation.

Indeed, it is often the case that correct and tasteful reading
requires pauses, and these too of a considerable length, to be

made, where such pauses are indicated in written language*
by no mark whatever. It is not unfrequently the case that the
sense will allow no pause whatever to be made in cases where, if

the marks alone were observed, it would seem that a pause of

considerable length is required. The pupil, therefore, who has
been told to mind his pauses, must first be taught to unlea/rn

this direction, and endeavour to understand the sentence which
he is to read, before he attempts to enunciate it.

The characters employed in written language are the follow-

ing:
The Comma,
The Semicolon,
The Colon,
The Period,
The Dash,
The Exclamation,
The Interrogation,
The Quotation Marks
The Dferesis,
The Crotchets,
The Brackets,
The Obelisk or Dagger,
The Double Obelisk or

Double Dagger,

The Hyphen,
The Breve
The Apostrophe, ['tis]

The Brace,

The Acute Accent,
The Grave Accent, <

The Circumflex Accent,
"~ or A

The Caret, A

The Cedilla, 9
The Asterisk,
The Section,
The Paragraph, JT

The Parallels,

The Ellipsis, sometimes expressed by Periods, thus,
sometimes by Hyphens, thus,
sometimes by Asterisks or Stars, thus,

****
sometimes by a Dash prolonged, thus,

These characters, when judiciously employed, fix the meaning
and give precision to the signification of sentences, which, in a
written form, would be ambiguous or indefinite without them.

Thus,
" I said that he is dishonest it is true and I am sorry for

it." Now the meaning of this sentence can be ascertained only

by a correct punctuation. If it bo punctuated as follows :
"
I

said that he is dishonest, it is true, and I am sorry for it ;" the

meaning will be, that it is true that I said he is dishonest, and I

i am sorry that I said so. But if it be punctuated thus,
" I said

! that he is dishonest; it is true; and I am sorry for it;" the

j

meaning will be,
" I said that he is dishonest

;
it is true that he

is dishonest, and I am sorry that he is so."

A further instance of the importance of correct punctuation
was afforded by a late advertisement, in which the commissioner

for lighting one of the largest commercial cities of Europe, by
the misplacing of a comma in his advertisement, would have con-

tracted for the supply of but half the required light. The
advertisement represented the lamps as "4,050 in number, having
two spouts each, composed of not less than twenty threads of

cotton." This expression implied that the lamps had each two

spouts, and that the two spouts had twenty threads that is,

each spout had ten threads. But the meaning that the com-
missioner intended to convey was, that each spout had twenty
threads

; and his advertisement should have had the comma
after "

spouts," instead of after "
each," thus : The lamps have

two spouts, each composed of twenty threads, etc.

* The term "written language" of course Includes printed lixj'
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" A man going to sea (see) his wife, desires

tin- pray, r-i of the congregation."
lint ..!<ii"iu'li tho meaning of a sentence is thun materially

affected by tlio punctuation, it will bo Been in the following
.:.' th.' |uiii.-tuation alone is an unsafe guide to follow

in tlic i -nmieiation of any collection of words. For, in many
coses, th'- - marl.- indicate no pause, emphasis, or other cir.-um-

e requiring notice in tho enunciation of tho sentence.

Tin- nature of tli>> marks used in written language may also be
understood by a reference to the origin of their names.

'I'll.- word Comma is derived from tho Greek language, and

properly designates a section, or part struck off from a complete
hiMit.-nci'. In its usual acceptation, it signifies tho point which
murks tho smaller portions of a period. It therefore represents
tho shortest pause, and consequently marks the least construe-

r most -dependent parts of a sentence.

Tho word Colon is from tho Greek, and signifies a member of

nee, and the Latin prefix semi means half. Hence, a
-inn is used for the purpose of pointing out those parts of

a compound sentence which, although they each constitute a
i!i-;inct proposition, have yet a dependence upon each other, or

on some common clause. The Colon is used to divide a sentence

into two or more ports, which, although the sense be complete
iu eaeli, are not independent. The Colon is also used in

chanting, to indicate tho division of a verso.

The word Period is derived from tho Greek, and means a
n'.vuit or well-rounded sentence. Hence, when the circuit of tho

i -; completed, with all its relations, the. mark bearing this

name is used to denote this completion.
Tho Dash is only onco used in tho Bible, where it is employed

as an ellipsis (Exod. xxxii. 32).
The word Interrogation is derived from tho Latin, and means

lion. Hence this mark is put at the end of a question.
The word Exclamation is from the same language, and means

a passionate utterance. Henco the mark so called is put at tho
end of such utterances.

Tho word Parenthesis, derived from the Greek language, means
cii insertion. A sentence, clause, or phrase, inserted between
the parts of another sentence for tKo purpose of explanation, or

of calling particular attention, is properly called a parenthesis.
It is to be remarked, however, that the name parenthesis

belongs only to the sentence inserted between brackets or crotchets,

and not to those marks themselves.
The word Hyphen is derived from the Greek language, and

signifies undir i>m\ that is, together ; and is used to imply that
tli-' 1. -tiers or syllables between which it is placed are to bo
taken together as one word.
Tho hyphen, when placed over a vowel, to indicate the long

sound of the vowel, is called Hie Macron, from the Greek, signify-

ing long.

Tho mark called a Breve, indicating the short sound of the

vowel, is from tho Latin, signifying short.

The word Ellipsis, also from the Greek, means an omission,
and properly refers to tho words, members, or sentences which
are omitted, and not to the marks which indicate tho mission.

The word ApostropJie, also from the Greek, signifies tho turning
mi- 'ill. or tho omission of one letter or more. The word apos-
trophe, as here used, must not be confounded with the same
word as the name of a rhetorical figure.
Tho word Dian-esis is also from the Greek, and signifies the

Inking apart, or tho separation of the vowels, which would other-
wise be pronounced as one syllable.
The term Accent is derived from the Latin language, and

implies the tone of tlu>. voice- with which a word or syllable is to
bo pronounced.
Tho word Section, derived also from the Latin, signifies a

cutting, or a cZivinon. Tho character which denotes a section
aeema to bo composed of SS N and to be an abbreviation of the

words siynum section**, or the sign of a section. This
- . as formerly used as the sign of the division of a die-

v rarely used, except as a referenoe to a note at Ui

bottom of the page.
The word Paragraph is derived from the Greek language, and

signifies a writing in the margin. This mark, which, like the

erly used to designate those division* of a
section which are now indicated by unfinished lines or blank

spaces, in employed in the English Torsion of the Old and New
Testaments to mark the commencement of a fresh robject.

It may further be remarked, that notes at the bottom of the

page, in the margin, or at tho end of a book, are often indi-

cated by figures or by letters, instead of the marks which have

already been enumerated.
Tho word (\n-,t is from the Latin, and signifies it if wemtmg.

This mark is used only in manuscripts.
The Cedilla is a mark placed under the letters c and g to indi-

cate tho soft sound of those letters.

The Asterisk, Obelisk, Double Obelisk, and Parallels, with the
section and paragraph, aro merely arbitrary marks to call atten-

tion to tho notes at the bottom of the page.
As these marks which have now been enumerated all have a

meaning, and aro employed for some special purpose, it is reoom-
mended to tho student never to pass by them without being
assured that ho understands what that purpose is. Correct and
tasteful reading can never be attained without a full apprecia-
tion of the meaning which the author intended to convey ; and
that meaning is often to be ascertained by tho arbitrary marks

employed by him for the purpose of giving dcfiniteness to an

expression. At the same time, the student should consider these
marks as his guide to the meaning only, not to the enunciation

of a sentence. Correct delivery must be left to the guidance of

taste and judgment otherwise acquired.
In many excellent selections for lessons in reading, the pieces

have boon arranged in regular order, according to the nature of

their respective subjects, under the heads of Narrative, Descrip-
tive, Didactic, Argumentative, and Pathetic pieces, Public

Speeches, Promiscuous pieces, the Eloquence of the Bar, of the

Pulpit, and of tho Forum.

By Narrative pieces are meant those pieces only which con-

tain a simple narration or story. Descriptive pieces are those

in which something is described, chiefly from nature. Didactic

pieces are those designed to convey some particular kind of

instruction, whether moral, religions, or scientific. Argumenta-
tive pieces are those in which some truth is designed to be

proved in an agreeable manner. Pathetic pieces are those by
which the feelings of pity, love, admiration, and other passions,
aro excited. Promiscuous pieces aro those which do not fall

exclusively under any of the classes which have been enumerated,
or which consist of a mixture of those classes. The Eloquence
of the Bar consists of speeches (or pleas as they are technically

called) made by distinguished lawyers in the courts of justice %*

favour of or against a supposed criminal. The Eloquence of the

Pulpit consists of sermons or discourses delivered on religious

occasions. Tho Eloquence of the Forum consists in the speeches,

addresses, orations, etc., addressed to political or promiscuous
assemblies.

To many, this information may seem superfluous or puerile.

But as these lessons are designed for the young and the un-

learned, it must not be forgotten that their sources of informa-

tion are few, and that they will not always take tho pains to

inform themselves of the meaning of words, even when they are

familiar to their eyes in capital letters, and in the running titles

of the books before them every day. It is often the case that

the teacher also, taking for granted that his pupils are familiar

with the meaning of words so often presented to their eyes,

neglects to question them on the subject ; and in riper years it

becomes a matter of surprise to the pupil himself that, in early

life, words which he hod heard sounded almost every day at

school presented no idea to his mind beyond that of an unmean-

ing or rather an unintelligible sound.

The object of all education is not so much to fill the mind
with knowledge as to strengthen its powers and enlarge its

capacity. Those exercises, therefore, are always most beneficial

in education which tend most effectually to produce this result.

There is, perhaps, no branch of study connected with popular
education which, when properly pursued, is more highly subser-

vient to this end than the study of correct and tasteful reading,
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as an art. It necessarily involves a complete knowledge of the

subject to be read, the relation and dependencies of the phrases,

clauses, and members of the sentences, the proper meaning of

the words employed, and the connection between the sentences

themselves. This cannot be acquired without a vigorous em-

ployment of the perceptive powers, aided by those of comparison,
of analysis, of reasoning, of judgment, of taste, and of discrimi-

nation. Subordinate and auxiliary to the acquisition of this

important art, the student is recommended to exercise also the

power of classification, while studying a reading lesson (which
should always be studied previous to practising it), to ascertain

under which of the above-mentioned classes whether narrative,

descriptive, didactic, etc. the piece he is about to read belongs.
The student who thus employs his faculties cannot fail to

feel a vigorous growth of intellect springing up in his own
mind, and will be amply compensated for his labour by a
command over ISie stores of literature not to be gained by any
other method.

THE INFLUENCE OF MORALITY AND IMMORALITY ON THE COUNTENANCE'.

1. THE CHILD:
YHiat will he become ?

2. School.

6. The Street.

3. Literary Institution.

7. Drunkenness.

4. Success.

8. Vice and Misery.

5. Honoured Age.
9. Beggary.

WHAT WILL BECOME OF HIM?
THE above engraving is intended to illustrate the effects which
different modes of life have upon the human countenance. We
have only to look around us to discover how true this picture is

to that which it is intended to represent. Much has been said

of the science of phrenology ; but without depreciating the facts

on which it is professedly, based, we confess that we have a
more profound faith in the doctrine of physiognomy. No one can

deny that the " human face divine
" has in it something expres-

sive of that which enters into and constitutes the character of

the man. It may come out in the eye, or the lip, or the nose,
or the general contour of the countenance ; but there it is, and
no one can give himself to the closer and deeper study of this

subject without being able, more or less correctly, to read, the

mysterious symbols of human character and destiny.

Carefully examine the above engraving. Look at the head
and face of the child represented in the first figure. Who can
divine what that young intelligence will become in the future of

his life ? Is there anything in his features to indicate that he
will act a conspicuous part on the great wide stage of this

world ? Or is he to sink in the scale of intelligent being, till he
takes on the mere animal nature, or, what is still worse, till he
becomes the very personification of vice and sin ? Even in the
outlines of the infant countenance there may be the index of

the future man. These outlines will become more marked and
definite in the boy amid the studies and pursuits of the school.

The period of boyhood is one of wondrous development ; and if

this were but carefully watched, the foundation might in many
cases be laid for the erection of a true manly nobility and that

undermined, on which moral evil would otherwise rear her

temple of darkness and impurity. Look at the eye, nose, and
mouth of the boy as ke is at school, or as he is located in one of

the worst parts of London, and who does not perceive, from the

very contour of the countenance, that his destiny will very much

depend on the influences by which he may be surrounded ? In

the one case, you see him pass into the higher and more polite
circles of the educated classes, yielding himself to all the

softening, subduing, refining elements of pure female society;
and in the other, you see him entirely lost to all sense of

decency and self-respect, rushing headlong into the scenes of

dissipation, and surrendering himself to all the worst agencies
of a wicked world. In the one instance you see him choosing
his profession, and contemplating a settlement in life wedding
himself to a virtuous, loving, and devoted woman, and in course

of time becoming surrounded by a loving and growing family,
over which his presence sheds a warm and sunny cheerfulness ;

in the other instance you see the man emerging from the

scenes of brufal intoxication to plunge into deeper, darker vices,

till his conscience is burdened with guilt and misery, and life

becomes a burden, from which he perhaps seeks relief in suicide ;

or it maybe that his conduct renders him obnoxious to law,
and he comes to a premature death. If he be spared this

tremendous fate, he comes to beggary, and goes down to the

grave unlamented and unwept. How different this from the

career of the man whoso happiest days are spent in the bosom
of his loving family, and who grows old amid the most genial

influences, honoured, revered, beloved ; who sees his children's

children unto the third or fourth generation, and goes down to

his last resting-place amid the prayers and tears of those he

loved, and whose dying moments are cheered by the hope of a

happy reunion in a world where life is perfect and joy complete.
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AN I M A L PHYSIOLOGY. L
THK KVB.

,.) \* thi> instrument by which the mind booomos ac-

iiiuiinti'd with ,'itiTiial and distant objects by means of tho litfht,

is inio i.f tho moat nubile and delicate forces in nature,

iiiul ni-i'iU :i <-oi ivupondingly delicate and complicated organ to

ui>|>ivri:it ita effects.

Without inquiring into the nature of light, it i Bufficiont for

our Bubjoot that wo know
Bomo of its constant i[ii:ilitii-i,

or lawn, as they have boon

called.

In ita simplest condition

light travels in titruitfht linos

in all directions, from its

source; hoiioo, when wo M'O

a luminous body, wo know the

direction in which it lies, be-

cause it must liu in tho lino of

the ray which roaches us.

When a ray of Tight thus

travelling in a straight lino

strikes upon the surface of any
object, it is affected in some
of the following ways accord-

ing to tho nature of the object
and of its surface :

1st. It may be destroyed, as

far as visual effects are con-

cerned, partially or wholly.
2nd. It may penetrate the

substance of the body, being
more or less bent as it traverses

the surface. This occurs when
the body is transparent.

3rd. It may glance off and

pursue a different direction

outside the object upon which

it strikes.

The first effect is called ab-

sorption ; the second, refrac-

tion ; and the third, reflection.

Reflected light concerns us

most. The eye occupies itself

with reflected rays. If light were incapable of being reflected,

the sun would appear as a sharply-defined dazzling orb in a

pitch-dark universe, and eyes would be of no use ; for though

poets tell us so, not even the eagle spends its time in so profit-

less and injurious an

employment as gaz-

ing on tho sun.

Now, as reflected

light travels in

straight lines from
the object upon
which it is reflected,

it is to the eye, in

all respects, the

dame as though that

object wore itself

luminous. As light

proceeds from all parts of an object, and travels in straight
lines, we have only to let the rays fall upon some surface which
shall receive them without derangement, to get an image which
will give the colour, form, and, by a little inferential reasoning,
the size and distance of the object.
The first requisite in an eye, then, is a sentient mirror, which

shall receive the images of objects and feel them.
This mirror must be of moderate and portable size, and well

under control, so that it can be turned about.
All mirrors are perishable and delicate articles, liable to frao-

problem of how to make a serviceable eye is a diffi-

cult ono.

The analogy of the mirror, however, most not lead the reader
to suppose that a plane surface, sensitive to light, would be con-
scious of distinct images, or that it would see object* as we,
by the .. > ye, see them reflected on its surface. For
distinct vision, it is necessary that many divergent rays proceed-
ing from each point in an object should be collected together
again in a point, and that point must lie exactly on the retina*
or sentient mirror. Thus, the instrument known as a*~\

which has a lens set into the
aide of a box, and a surface at

the other side to receive the

image, is a;

for an eye.
We will now describe the

structure of one of the most
perfect instruments for taking
note of tho impression pro-
duced by light with which we
are acquainted the human
eye.
The human eye is globular;

differing, however, from a per-
fect sphere in some slight but
important particulars. The
thick, tough capsule, which
maintains the shape of the eye,
and contains all the other parts
necessary to perfect vision, ia

about one inch from front to

back, and a little more from
eide to side and from top to
bottom. This is called the

sclerotic, or hard coat of the

eye. This hard coat, which
forms the eyeball, differs from
a true sphere also, in that ita

front part, occupying about
one-sixth of its circumference

sclerotic or hard coat of the eye; b, choroid; c, retina or nervous (in section), bulges forward far
mirror; d, membrane holding the vitreous humour; , vitreous more than it would do if it
humour ; /, cornea ; g, aqueous chamber and humour ; 7i, crystalline wero only a part of
lens; i i, iris; fc

fc, ligament to hold lens; I, meibomian glands; m m, J.IQ.VJQ
muscles to wield the eye; , muscle to lift the eye-lid. gj fcj^^ ^^^^

for while it is equally strong
and tongh, and even harder, it is purely transparent, while the
rest of the eyeball is opaque and white. This front clear por-
tion, which is let into the hinder part as a bay-window is put
into the vail of a room, or as an old-fashioned watch-glass is

set into the rim of

the watch-case, ia

called the cornea, or

horny structure. Its

greater projection or

convexity is not a
matter of accident,
but highly import-
ant, for if it were
not so, no near ob-

ject could be

distinctly.

Lining the

surface of tho sclerotic is a thin membrane, which supports
in its outer layers the larger arteries and veins which carry

the blood to and from the front and inter parts of the eye,

while it has on its inner surface a very thin pavement of

flat, six-sided cells; each cell filled with black grains. The

1. VERTICAL SECTION OF THE HUMAN KYE IN ITS SOCKET.

2. DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW OBJECTS ARE IMPRINTED ON THE RETINA.

grains, and even the cells which contain them, are so small and

so closely sot as to form what appears to any but a high mag-

nifying power, a continuous thin black sheet, perfectly opaque.
Thia membrane papers the inside of the eye as far forward as

i the place where the sclerotic joins the cornea, and is there oon-

ture ; but when we conceive of a mirror whose surface and nected firmly with this outer jacket by a strong ligament and

backing, and even its very frame, must be made not of hard muscle. Before it reaches this point, however, it is puckered

glass, imperishable quicksilver, and durable wood, but of soft I into somewhat irregular fore-and-aft folds. Beyond this point
renewable tissues, and think how indispensable it is that it

j

tho choroid, as this membrane is called, is continued as a freely,

should be protected and kept in a state of repair, we must admit
, hanging curtain, shaped like a quoit, that is, round and opaque,

VAT . T. 8
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with a hole in the middle of it, which is opposite the middle of

the cornea, or window of the eye.

From the same circle of attachment, but internal to the

curtain before-named, is suspended, or rather held, by a liga-

ment, a perfectly transparent body shaped like a lentil, that is,

with two convex but flattened surfaces. The quoit-like curtain

is called the iris, and the disc the crystalline lens. The lens is

slung at some little distance from the cornea, leaving a chamber,
which is filled with watery fluid, which bathes both sides of the

iris. Behind the lens, and occupying the larger part of the hollow

of the eye, is a denser liquid, contained in a thin, perfectly-

transparent membrane, which not only encircles it, but sends in

partitions from its outer wall to divide the liquid into compart-

ments, so that when the eye is cut into, the humour does not

run out, but seems to be of the consistence of clear jelly. Both
the liquid and capsule are so transparent that they are called

the hyaloid membrane and vitreous humour, or the glassy mem-
brane and humour.

All the main parts of the eye have now been described except
the essential one for which all the others are made, namely,
the retina: that wonderful stratum of nervous matter which
receives and transmits to the brain all luminous impressions,
the glories of colour, the splendid imagery of the earth, and the

soft radiance of the sky.
The retina lies between the choroid and vitreous humour.

It lines the choroid as closely as that membrane lines the

sclerotic, and so covers the whole back part of the eye.
The retina (or sentient mirror), thin as it is, has been found

under the microscope to consist of many layers of diverse struc-

ture. Not to descend into great minuteness, it may be said to

consist of an outer layer of cylindrical bodies, called, from their

shape, rods and cones, which run perpendicularly to the surface

of junction between retina and choroid. These bodies are the

instruments by which the rays are noted. It would seem that

each rod or cone conveys but one impression, so that while the

image of an external object may be made very small on tho

retina, and yet distinctly seen, because of the minuteness of

these bodies, yet the image must cover a certain number of them
to be an image at all. In other words, if it only covered one,
the impression would be that of a single point of light.

Next comes the granular layer, the office of which is no further

known than that similar structures are found wherever impres-
sions received by the senses are modified. The innermost layer
consists of nerve-fibres, which convey the impressions in some
such way as the telegraph wires convey their messages. These
all run to one point in the back part of the eyeball, a little on
the inner or nose side of the axis, and there pass through the
choroid and sclerotic, which are pierced by a great many holes,
and are united behind into the optic nerve, and this runs to the

brain, first, however, being joined by its fellow from the other

eye, and then separating from it again, having received some of

the strands of this nervous cord, and given up some of its own
in return.

Let us now trace the course of a number of raya reflected from
a single point in an object, before they reach the retina (see Fig.

2). These rays as they come from a single point are, of course,

diverging. They strike, therefore, all over the surface of the

cornea, and as they pass through it are gathered somewhat
together. They then pass the aqueous humour with a slightly
altered course. The outer ones are cut off by the opaque iris,

but the central ones pass through the lens, which rapidly gathers
them together, and they are then transmitted through the
vitreous humour, all the time converging until they meet at a
point exactly in or on the retina.

In saying that they meet exactly on the retina, it is meant
that they will do so if the adjustment is perfect. If it be im-

perfect, so that the rays unite in a point either before the retina,
or would unite behind it if they could traverse the choroid, the

image is blurred and indistinct.

The problem of how to get a distinct image, of course, ia

more difficult, when the points from *"hieh the light proceeds
are numerous, as from any object of appreciable form. To ob-
tain this, the surface of the cornea, the hind and front face of
tho lens, and the face of the retina, must all be of definite and
regular curves, or the figure would be distorted. If the cornea

bulges too much, the object can only be seen at a short dis-

tance, and from this cause some persons have to lay their

'ueeks upon Jie page before they can read print. If it bulges

too little, distinct images of near objects are impossible. It.

the crystalline lens is too dry, or too moist, it becomes clouded
with hard or soft cataract. If the pigment be not of sufficient

quantity in the choroid, vision is interfered with ; and from this

cause albinos, or persons whose hair and skin are deficient ia

colouring matter, are dazzled in ordinary daylight.

Further, if the retina, or part of it fail, as it sometimes does,
from some cause too subtle to bo found out, the object is seen

only in part ; thus, some persons have this peculiar affection of

half the retina, so that when they look directly at an object,

they only see the half of it.

The retina, perfect in all its other functions, may not dis-

criminate colour. The writer once played a game at croquet
with a gentleman, who disclosed his infirmity thus : Two balls

were lying together one red, and the other green. He asked
which was his, and being told the red one, asked which red
one ? On another occasion the writer was looking at a brightly-
coloured geological map. A stranger who looked with him soon
showed that he was quite unaware that it was other than the

ordinary ordnance map.
These defects of vision call marked attention to the perfec-

tion of the instrument of vision, when perfect, as it is ia

most cases.

It would be difficult to determine whether the eye were made
for light, or light for the eye ; but that the Creator of the one
was cognisant of all the wonderful qualities of the other,
admits of no doubt ; and this goes far to prove that the Creator
of the one must have been the designer of the other.

LESSON'S IN ENGLISH. II.

SIMPLE PROPOSITIONS.

Alfred reads.

THESE two words form what is called a proposition ; they form
a simple proposition. Proposition is a word of Latin origin,

signifying some^iing that is put before you. As being some-

thing that is put before you, it is a statement ; it is a statement
of a fact or a thought ; a statement of something in the mind,
or something 0ut of the mind. Here the statement is that

Alfred reads. Such a statement is also termed a sentence.

Sentence is also from the Latin, and signifies a ferm of words

comprising a thought or sentiment. These words, then namely,
sentence, proposition, and statement, have the same significa-

tion ; and they each denote an utterance, the utterance of a fact,

an idea, an emotion. Observe that both words are essential to

the proposition. Take away Alfred, you then have reads ; but
reads is no proposition, for nothing is stated. Take away reads,

you leave Alfred; but Alfred by itself says nothing, makes no

statement, and therefore forms no proposition or sentence. The
two words must concur to make a proposition. If so, less than

two words do not make a proposition ; and a proposition or

sentence may consist of not more than two words.

In these simple statements you have in the germ the sub-

stance of the doctrine of sentences. If you understand what I

have now said, you have laid the foundation for a thorough

acquaintance with language in general, and with the English

language in particular ;
for to a form of words similar in sim-

plicity to that which stands at the head of this lesson is all

speech reducible ; and that model presents the germ out of which

are evolved the long and involved sentences of our old English

divines, and the full and lofty eloquence of Milton's immortal

essay on behalf of the liberty of the press.
The sentence as it stands is what is called an affirmative

proposition ; that is, it affirms or declares something it affirms

or declares that Alfred reads. The term affirmative is used in

opposition to the term negative. Negative propositions are

those in which something is denied. An affirmative may become
a negative proposition by the introduction of the adverb not ;

thus, Alfred reads not. In English it is more common to employ
also the emphatic does, as Alfred does not read. You thus see

that the words does (do, or dost, as may be required) and not

convert an affirmative into a negative proposition. Sentences

in which a question is asked we term interrogative ; as, does

Alfred read ? Here by the help of the emphatic form does, and

the inversion of the terms does and Alfred, we make an affirmative

into an interrogative sentence. If into this last sentence we
introduce the negative not, we have an interrogative negativa
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sentence, MI Doet not Alfred road t We put those four form* of
;i proposition toK'

FOKMS or A Paoroin
1. AJlrmutiv*. Alfred read*.

2. Nttfutttu. Alfrod doi not read.

3. JnUrroyattw. l>oes Alfred read P

4. Intrrogativ Ntgttfivi. Doe* not Alfred read P

Yon thuH see an example of the ease and extent with which
the original form may be changed and multiplied. 'Hi.- pr .-

]>->mtiun, .-!'//..{ n '-. in a simple prupoMiinn. Propositions are
i-ithi-r simple or compound. Com).ni,.l propositions arc made
up of *.wo or HUTU Minplo pn>p--. "

c()iii]M)uinl propo-
HitiniM I Khali Hpriik in (li-tiiil liiTi-ut't-T. Hero only a few wordn

may bo ullmvt >!. iv. .T.I.T to illu.strato what in meant by a simple
:'. inn. If I wero to Ray, When Alfred reads, he is listened

in >tilil employ a compound proposition. In these worda
there are two statements, and consequently two sentences.

These two statement* an 1

. .1 /;/<.( reads, and Alfred ia listened to.

The two statements, united by the term when, constitute a com-

pounil sentence. In one form, at least, a compound proposition

may easily be mistaken for a simple proposition ; namely, in

this Alfred reads and unites. Here, in reality, wo have a com-

pound sentence, for, when analysed, these words are equivalent
to these two statements Alfred reads, and Alfred writes. There
being in the sentence these two statements, the proposition ia

compound.
Let us now consider the two words in their own individual

character Alfred reads. The first obviously represents a person,
the second as clearly represents an act. Now, in grammar,
words which represent persons and things are called nouns;
and words which represent acts are called verts. Noun is a
Latin term, and signifies name ; hence you see the noun is the
name of any person or thing ; and wero we as wise as were the

Latins, we should not employ a foreign word, but call nouns

simply names. Thus Alfred is the name of a person. Book,
also, is a name ; so is house ; so is pen, so is paper ; these are
u-'h the name or vocal sign by which Englishmen distinguish
and agree to call these objects severally. Nor is there any
mystery in the term verb. Here, too, we have a Latin term
which signifies simply ward. With the Latins the verb was the
word ; that is, the chief word in a sentence. By us the verb

might be termed the word. Had English grammarians employed
as their scientific terms words of Saxon origin, the study of

English grammar would have been very easy. We shall en-

deavour to simplify it by translating the Latin terms, unhappily
now become indispensable, into their English equivalents. That
the verb is the word, the chief word of a sentence, you may
learn by reflecting on the proposition, Alfred reads. It is reads,

you see, that forms the very essence of the statement. Reads,
too, distinguishes this statement from other statements, as Alfred
runs, Alfred sings.
Now let the reader look back on the several instances of pro-

positions I have given, and endeavour to ascertain what is the

quality in which they all agree. They have a common quality.
That quality is averment. They all aver or declare something.
This they do by means of their verbs. Accordingly, averment
is the essential quality of the verb. Every verb is a word which
makes an averment. Here, then, we learn that the noun names,
and the verb avers. By these tokens may all no^s and all

verbs be known. Whatever names is a noun ; whatever avers is

a verb. Chair is a noun, because it is the name of an object ;

stands is a verb, because it avers or declares something of chair ;

and the union of the noun and the verb, as chair stands, forms a
proposition.

Sentences, then, in their simplest form consist of a noun and
a verb. A noun and a verb are indispensable. Whatever more
yon may have, you cannot have anything less than a noun and
a verb in a sentence or proposition. As a substitute for the
noun you may have a pronoun. Pronoun, again, is a word of
Latin origin, signifying a word which stands instead of a noun.
Thus we may put the pronoun he instead of Alfred ; e.g. (these
are the initials of two Latin words, meaning exempli gratia, for
example) :

Alfred reads,
He reads,

where he holds the place of Alfred. We must accordingly
qmalify our statement, and say that sentences, in their simplest
form, consist of a verb and a noun or pronoun. One or two

reads.

other qualifications might be stated ; bat here, at lead, instaad
of entering into them, it will be better to put the rrtetminn
in its most general form, a form in which it will embrace all

particular oases, and render qualification nnnnnnanrj I say,
tli- n. that in every sentence there most be a subject and a Terb.
I have thus set before 700 a new term. That term I mart
explain. Subject is a Latin word, and denote* tKst which
reooiv- >i li,-t under, is liable or exposed to ; from
sub, under, and jacio, / throw, I place ; in the paMiT<
Accordingly, the subject of a proposition is that to which the
action declared in the Terb is ascribed. Hence, the subject of a
proposition is the agent, the actor, the doer. The subject of a
proposition answers to the question who ? or what ? as, who
reads ? Answer : Alfred reads. The term subject in need with
special reference to the corresponding term, predicate. The
predicate of a proposition is that which w attriliuted to the
subject What is attributed in our model sentence ? This,
namely, that Alfred reads. "

Beads," then, is here the predi-
cate, or that which is ascribed to, or asseAed of Alfred. Henoe
you see the propriety of the term subject, since Alfred is subject
to the averment that he reads. Now, in the grammatical con-
struction of the sentence, it matters not whether yon say Alfred
reads, or he reads. In both cases 700 haTe a subject and Terb,
or predicate ; and conseqvently you have a complete enunciation
of thought, or a perfect sentence.

The sentence thus analysed and explained may be set forth
in thia form :

Subject.

Alfred

He

As the subject undergoes a change by passing, when
sary, into he, so may the predicate be modified. Instead of a
predicate in one word, you may have a predicate in two words,

by substituting a verb and an adjective ; as

Alfred u good.

Another new term demands another explanation. What ia

the meaning of adjective ? Adjective in Latin signifies that

which is added to, or thrown to (ad, to ; and jacio, / throw). To
what are adjectives thrown or added ? To nouns, as in this

instance. Adjectives, therefore, in their very nature, cannot
stand alone. They perform their office in being added to or
connected with nouns. They are connected with nouns in order
to qualify the meaning of those nouns, and to answer to the

question of what kind. What kind of a boy is Alfred ? Answer,
" he is a good boy." An adjective, then, is an epithet (a Greek

word, which denotes that which is attributed to a noon or a

person); e.g., green fields, tall men, hard rocks, where green, tall,

and hard are epithets, or adjectives, inasmuch as they assign the

quality of their several subjects. Now, what we call qualities
we call also attributes. The attributes of a body are its qualities,

Attribute is a word from the Latin, denoting that which is

attributed or ascribed to an object. Adjectives, therefore,

describe the qualities or attributes of the persons or things they
are connected with. In the instance given above, gocd is the

attribute of the proposition ; thus,

Subject. Attnkub.
Alfred is good.

But thia explanation leaves is unexplained. The word is on
reflection you will recognise aa a verb, seeing that it avers ;

for it avers or declares that Alfred is good. By comparing
together the two forms-

Subject. Predicate.

Alfred reads,

Alfred is good,

you observe that reads and is good hold the same place and

perform the same function in the two propositions. They ia

each case form the predicate of the sentence. The predicate in

that which is predicated, declared, or averred of the subject of

a proposition. In the former instance, reads is that which ia

averred ; in the latter, is good is that which is averred. Mark
that neither is nor good alone forms the predicate, for what w
asserted is not that Alfred u that is, exists but that he u good,

Accordingly, the predicate here consists of two words namely,
is good ; but in the former example it consists of merely one

word that is, reads. Of these two words, good, we have seen, is

the attribute. It remains to state that the word is forms what

is called the copula, a Latin term which mar here be rendered
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link. The term describes its office. The word is in the

sentence links the subject with the predicate. The whole may
be exhibited thus :

Subject.

Alfred

Alfred

Predicate.

reads.

Copula.

By ordinary grammarians what we have termed the subject is

called the nominative case. The employment of such a term is

objectionable, for it is incorrect by not being sufficiently com-

prehensive. Take, for instance, the proposition, To ride is

healthful. To ride is the subject of the proposition, and the

subject, therefore, to the verb is. But is to ride a nominative
case ? Ask the grammarians, and they will tell you that it is

the infinitive mood of the verb ride. If an infinitive mood, it

is not a nominative case. Cases pertain to nouns, moods to
verbs.

But here we meet with an instance of the complexity and
obscurity that have been brought into English grammar by
attachment to Latin forms. Our nouns in their actual con-
dition have but one case, the genitive ; or, if the nominative be
allowed to be a case, then two cases are the utmost that our
nouns can be said to have. Why should more be assigned to
them ? It may be doubted, indeed, whether what is called the
nominative can be properly termed a case, for it differs from
the Latin nominative, which is .formed from a stem, common to
all the cases through which the noun passes ; whereas in English
the nominative is the stem itself. However this may be in

English, nouns now possess no more than two cases. This fact
is in no way affected by the allegation that the Anglo-Saxon,
the mother of the English, has several cases. It is with the
daughter, not with the mother, that we are here concerned.

'///// /////////////////f/m
COPY-SLIP NO. 5. THE LETTER 1.

COPY-SLIP NO. 6. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS U, 1.

COPY-SLIP NO. 7. COMBINATION OP THE LETTERS i, t.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. III.

WE now place before our readers the letter 1, the last of the

four letters that are formed either by the simple bottom-turn

itself, or by some slight modification of it. Proceeding by 'a

regular system of gradation, the self-teacher has been led first

to make the bottom-turn within the horizontal lines that contain,

as we stated in our last lesson, what may be termed the body
of any letter that has a head, loop, or tail extending above or

below these lines ; and then, after making the simple bottom-

turn, he was shown how to turn this stroke into the letter i by
placing a dot above it, to form the letter u by the combination

of two bottom turns, and to make the letter t by beginning the

thick down-stroke a little above the upper horizontal line, and

crossing it just above the same line by a fine hair-stroke. He
Must now proceed to make the letter 1, beginning the down-

1

stroke at the line e e, which is placed at a distance above the

*line a a nearly equal to the distance between the lines a a, 6 6.

The chief difficulty that the learner has to encounter in making
the letter 1 arises from the length of the down-stroke, which

obliges him to bring his pen downwards in the same straight
line for a distance nearly half as long again as the letter t. At
first his hand will shake, and, as it is manifestly much easier to

make a short stroke than a long one, his early attempts at

making the letter 1 will not be quite so straight and even,

perhaps, as his copies of the shorter letters arising out of the

bottom-turn. Hia success, however, greater or less, as it may be,

in making this letter will afford an excellent test of his progress,

and show him whether or not he be holding his pen in the proper

way and sitting in the proper position. If he find no difficulty

in repeating the letter 1 several times, and can do it with ease,

making a straight and well-formed stroke with an equal pressure
of the pen from top to bottom until it begins to narrow, he

may be sure that his position is correct, and that he is holding
his pen properly ; but if, on the ether hand, he find, after a few

trials, that the down-strokes of his letters are uneven and crooked,

owing to the shaking of his hand, and he feel pain in the ball

of the thumb and the thick muscles on the opposite side of the

palm of the hand, he may be sure that his position and the way
in which he holds his pen is stiff, constrained, and unnatural,

and requires amendment. To effect this, he must once more

turn to the directions given for holding the pen, etc., in our first

lesson in Penmanship, and carefully regulating the position of

his hand and body by these instructions, he will soon discover

the points in which he is at fault, and gradually acquire greater
ease and freedom in writing.

After accomplishing the letter 1, the learner may proceed to

combinations of the letters that he has already made singly,

and for this purpose we have furnished him with copy-slips,

showing combinations of the letters u, i and i, t. Let him

copy these and all the examples that we shall give him in future

lessons again and again, remembering that in no branch of

learning is constant practice more necessary, especially to tha

self-teacher, than in Penmanship.



LESSONS IN GERMAN.

I.KHBONS IN GERMAN. II.

COM III.-OERMAN li UNO.

:pil Hhoul.l invuriably make himHolf BO familiar with the

moaning of tho wonU given in tho several Vocabularies and

,
as to avoid the noowudty of referring to them while

translating. Nothing U better adapted to fix a word

memory than the procat of tratucribing it ; and by doing tfctt

in the German character, tho requisite familiarity with the word
iiu.l tin. peculiar 'I ."jraphy or /um<Jwrt/iny of tho language
which i shown below, are both Mcored at the aame time.

The Printed Letters,

'!? SB .g)3. 6S.

abctefgB.iif(mn

d 5 fl d ft JF jl P

EXERCISES. ?lufijabe3.

S9erltit, (Join, 3)wten,

Cm*, Jfcanffurt, otBa, -5am<

buvg,

Smtfrrucf, 3ena, JJ6nigberg,

SWain;, Sfturnberg,

Dfen,

, Cutbctf, {Raflatt,

Stettin,

Zricr, Utm, JBatuj, fflfen,

Janton, Specn, 3*rt$

raw, t^turn: grcunb, if! atle

grun

JBaum.

The Written Letters.

ri?3 '

* ^py<9 ^ ' *

gottnct ^iJ^!^^*><V!^<cSw^^VCA^^
tsir s

The Englith Letter*.

D F H IJ K

abcdof ghijklmn

1 5 fl ck Bch SB rt si tz.

EXERCISE 3. Anfgabe 3.

Aachen (Aix-la-ChapeUe),

Berlin, Coin (Cologne),

Dresden,

Ems, Frankfurt, Gotha,

Hamburg,

Innspruck, Jena, Eonigs-

berg,

zig, Mainz (Mayenoe),
Niirnberg (Nuremberg),
Ofen,

Pesth, Qnebeck (Quebec),

Eastatt, Stettin,

Trier, Ulm, Vaduz, TVien

(Vienna),

Xanton, Ypern, Zurich,

Gran, thenrer Prennd, ist

alle Theorie,

Doch grun dea Lcbena

goldner Baum.

SECTION IV.-THE ARTICLE AND THE VERB.
In German the definite Article has, in the Nominative singular,

a distinct form for each gender :

Masculine : <D t r SWann, the man : 3)ft 33ruttr, the brother,
feminine : 3) t e grail, the woman ; )tf S^uwfJcr, the sister.
Neuter : 3) a $mtf, the house ; 3>aS la, tho gbass.

Some nouns, denoting inanimate objects, are in German, as in
most languages, called masculine or feminine ; and some, denot-
ing animate objects, are called neuter :

Masculine : a Htfrf, the apple ; 3>nr Saum, the tree ;

Feminine : Die Sraubr, the grape ; 3He Slabcl, the needle ;

Neuter : S)a .Rtnfc, the child ; 3)a Pftrt>, the horse.

Many words that are treated as masculine or feminine in one
msruae. are regarded as being of tho opposite gender in

another : thns, in French, apple (la ponime) is feminine, while

grape (]e raisin) is masculine. In German the word head

flopf) is masculine; in French (la ttHe) it is feminine; and in

Latin (caput) it is enter. The word hand (tk $&, la main,

manus) is feminine in tho three languages.

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT TENSE SINGULAR OF t tt fc

3$ Babe, I have.

Sic babtn, you have.

Gr Bat, he has.
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LATIN:

i i, concoura, signifies co-operation. So concurrence in Eng-
agreement, Imt in Frmirh .... Ity practicing

.lisona Buoh aa this, you will not only m.-ut with many
i-iin.'UH fact*, but be assisted to undorotand the nittun< ( lan-

guage iUtilf, aa well aa receive good -mental di^-iplm.-. If it

Boems atrange to you that the name lottera curr or curs ahould
buar dissimilar nn-aniii;,'-, iv littltt rufluction on tho matter will

Boon take away your surprise. Let ua go at once to tint pri-

mary meaning of curr. Its primary meaning in to run. Now,
iiii-ii may run into, or run out of, or run together, or run about,
for ditr.TiMit purposes. For instance, they may run together in

harmony, ami tiu-u they coin-ur ; or tliey may run together in

rivalry, and then they are in what the French call concurrence,
that in, competition.

I have thus, my fellow-student, opened out before yon an
iiiiincii-iii tit'kl. It is only a hint or two that I can give; but if

you follow those intimations, you will in time become not only
a Latin scholar, but a good linguist.

In the former part of this lesson I had to employ the word
novo, and in so doing I used particularly the form curr. Thia
form is called the stem of the word. The atem of a word is

that which contains its essential letters, or the letters which are

necessary to make it what it is. Thus, curr is found in every
form into which the verb curro passes. Observe that the second
r is added merely to strengthen the word, or give force in pro-
nunciation. You find this stem, cur or curs, for instance, in

the English words current, incur, concourse, concurrence, dis-

course. Observe again, that many of our Latin words have
come to us through tho French. They have, therefore, entered
the English in the form which they had received in the French.
This is exemplified in concourse and discourse, where an o has
been introduced by the French pronunciation, as these words
come to us immediately from the French werds concours and
diacours.

The stem of a word is found generally by cutting off the
final vowel, or syllable. In curro you obtain the stem curr by
taking away the o. The o in reality is the sign of the first

person singular, or /. The word for I is not prefixed in Latin,

except when it is required for emphasis, because the termina-
tions of the verb show clearly what person is meant that is,

whether it is the first person, I, or the second person, thou, or
the third person, lie. In the English there is a necessity for

the constant use of the personal pronoun, because the endings
of the verb are not so different from each other as in the Latin.

Thus, in English, we say, I run, thou runnesi, he runs, we run,

you run, they run. Here, out of sir persons, the verb has the
same termination for four namely, I run, we run, you run, they
run. But for the pronouns I, we, you, they, the reader or
listener would not be aware from the use of the verb which

person was intended. In the Latin, however, the verb has a

peculiar ending for every person. After this explanation, we
will call these terminations person-endings. These person-
endings vary with the tense and the voice; that is, tkey are
different in the past tense from what they are in the present
tense ; and they are different in the passive voice from what
they are in the active voice. At present we will confine our-
selves to the present tense and the active voice. In curro, the

person-endings of the present tense, indicative mood, active

voice, are as follow :

PERSON-ENDINGS.

Singular.
1st person -o,

2nd -is,

3rd -it,

I

thou
he

Plural.

1st person -imiu,
2nd -it is,

3rd -icnt,

ye
they.

Adding the person-endings to the stem, we have the following
example :

ACTIVE VOICE. INDICATIVE MOOD.

PRESENT TENSE of the verb curro, I run.

1st peraen curro, I run 1st person currimua, v run
2nd currus, thou runneat 2nd ourritti, you run
8rd currit, he runs 3rd currunt, they run.

These person-endings ?ary also in another way, which I

proceed to explain. Latin verba are commonly divided into
four classes, which bear the technical name of conjugations.
This division may not be the best, but it is that which is cus-

tomary, and therefore I retain it. These four classes or conju- ,

(rations art determined or eharacteriaed by the vowel which
precede* the termination rt in the infinitive mood ; thtu :

Th flreft conjugation enda ia am. aa anUre, to I*M.
The Mcond conju*tion era. M doofra, to too*.
The third coloration ore, M n*, to nU.
The fourth conjujfaUon ire. u audlra. to fear.

We aay then that the firat conjugation ia known by hawing 4
long before re of the infinitive ; the aecond by having e long ;

the third by having i abort ; the fonrth by having i long. Th
same fact may be pat before you in a different way ; thua, 4
long ia oharaoteriatio of the firat conjugation; e long, of the
second ; e abort, of the third ; i long, of the fourth. In general
it may b remarked, that in the firat conjugation i long pre-
vails; in the second, e long prevails; in the third, i abort
prevails ; and in the fourth, i long prevails.
Now, curro, of which I have apoken before, is of the third

conjugation. The person-endings in it will not therefore be the
aame aa they are in the verb amo, I love. The peraon-endings
in amo are o, as, at; amut, alia, ant. In the tablea or paradigm*
(patterns), which I am about to give, the person-ending* are
printed in italics, aa amo, amcu, arna< ; you will therefore eaaily
recognise them, and oug.it in all caaea to repeat them until you
have imprinted them on your memory.

FIRST CONJUGATION.
ACTIVE VOICE.

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

PERSON-ENDINGS.

Singular. Plural.

6, I -dmtw, we
us, thou -cilia, ye
dt, he -dnt, they

PASSIVE VOICB;.

PBKSEVT INDICATIVE.
PEkSON-ENDIVGS.

Singular. Plural.

-6r, I -<fmur, we
-drit, than -4 mint. 70
-dtur, he -infur, they

EXAMPLE. Amare, to love ; atem, am.

PRESENT ACTIVE INDICATIVE.

Singular.
1st per. Am<$, 1 love

2nd Amii, thou lovest

3rd Amdt, he loves

Plural.

1st per. AmiCmiu, tre lore

2nd Amdtu, you leve

3rd ,, Amdnt. they love

PRESENT PASSIVE INDICATIVE.

Singular.
1st per. Amor, / am loved
2nd Amdru, thou art loved
3rd Amdtur, ht ia loved

Plural.

1st per. Amdmur, vt are loved
2nd Amtimint, you are loved

3rd Anidntur, Uxy are loved.

Observe, then, that in order to form any person, yon mnt firat

get the stem, by cutting off the last syllable. Then to the atem
thus obtained, add the proper person-ending. Suppose you
have to deal with the verb laudo, I praise ; and suppose you
want to express in Latin the English they praise ; the way to'

proceed is throw away the o in laudo ; by BO doing, you get
laud ; now, they praise ia in the third person plural ; the person-

ending of the third person plural is ant
, as shown above ; sub-

join ant to laud, and you have laudant, which means they praise.
Or if you have to put lamias into English, by looking at the

table you find that ita termination namely, as ia the person-

ending of the second person singular, and consequently laatdc-.

means thou praisest. I have entered into this full and minut

explanation once for all. If you take pains to make yourself
master of it, yon will not require its repetition. But take care

not merely to consult the tablea I give ; yon must commit them
to memory, and never pass on until you have made them in

each case your own. Having learnt the form or example, learn

the vocabulary, and then put the Latin exorcise into English,

and the English exercise into Latin. Do this also from memory ;

but after you have done it, compare your translation with the

table or example, and correct it accordingly.
Discover and write down the English repreaentatives of the

Latin words here used ; that ia to say, tho English words

derived from theee Latin words. For instance, from deletto,

I delight, we have delight, delightful, delightfully ; from orwo,

/ adorn, we have ornament, ornamentally, adorn, adornment;
from educo (which properly means / vVaic out), we have to

educate, educator, education, Do the sane after every separate

exercise.

What I have called "the characteriatio" of the verb, may be

called the sign of the conjugations. Thua, of the first conju-

gation a long ia the sign, and e ia the sign of the third. Theae

are Latin signs. Of the corresponding part of the English

verb, to ia the aign ; that ia, the preposition to ia in general the

English sign of the infinitive mood
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Dtflecto, 1 I delight. Orno, 1 I adorn. Vexo, 1 I grieve,

Educo, 1 I educate. Salto, 1 I dance. Vitupero, 1 I blame.

Laudo, 1 I praise. Tento, 1 I try. Vulnero, 1 I wound.

EXERCISE 3. LATIN-ENGLISH.

Laudo. Vituperas. Ornat. Educamus. Vexatis. Vulnerant.

Tentat. Tentat saltare. Vulneraris. Vexatur. Laudamur. Ornas.

Edueantur. Vexaris. Vulneramini. Delecto. Delectas. Delectat.

Delectamus. Delectatis. Delectant. Delector. Deleotaris. Delec-

tatur. Delectamur. Delectamini. Delectantur.

EXERCISE 4. ENGLISH-LATIN.

I praise. Thou praisest. He praises. We praise. You praise.

They praise. I am praised. Thou arc praised. He is praised. We
are praised. You are praised. They are praised. They delight. Thou
adornest. You are grieved. They are educated. He dances. You are

blamed. We try. You are tried. He is wounded. I am educated.

Now, before you go forward in this exercise, and in every

other, ask yourself, and ascertain that you give the right

answers to the following or similar questions, namely : Of what

conjugation is the verb amo ? of what tense is amo ? of what

person is amo ? of what number is amo ? of what mood ia amo ?

of what voice is amo ? Do the same with all the rest.

LESSONS IN" GEOGRAPHY. II.

NOTIONS OF THE POETS.

HOMER, who wrote his poems in the tenth century before the

Christian era, appears to have been acquainted with Greece, the

Archipelago, the island of Crete, and the coast of Asia on the

shores of the Mediterranean. Within these limits he appears
to have travelled, and he was, no doubt, personally acquainted
with some of the scenes which he describes. His works, how-

ever, show that the geographical

knowledge of the Greeks was at

that time more limited than that

of the Egyptians in the time of

Moses, who lived seven centuries

before him. On the south, the

Greeks only knew the valley o
tbe Nile, and that part of Africa
which extends from Egypt to the

west as far as Cape Bon, and the
commencement of the Atlas chain

of mountains ; and on the east,
the Syrian desert, Asia Minor,

Mesopotamia, and Persia. They
possessed only very confused no-

tions of the Adriatic Sea, of Sicily,

and of the south of Italy ; and
with the greater part of the Italian

peninsula they were wholly un-

acquainted.
Previous to the Homeric epoch,

the Greeks believed in the exist-

ence of nations who inhabited the
countries situated behind the re-

gions where the sun appeared to

them to rise and to set. They
imagined that these nations lived

in perpetual darkness, and they
called them Cimmerians, a word

evidently derived from the He-
brew Cimeririm (pronounced Kimeririm), and signifying dark-
ness. In proportion as they became acquainted with more
regions that were enlightened by the sun (that is, as the limits
of the known world were extended by voyage and discovery),
they transported the Cimmerians and their dark abodes to a
greater distance. In those early times the Cimmerians were
supposed to inhabit the borders of the Black Sea, near the
Thracian Bosphorus, Italy, and the distant countries on the east
and west, where the world was supposed to terminate. The
people who were supposed to live the farthest north wero called

Hyperboreans, because they were placed beyond Boreas, or in the

extreme north ; and those who lived the farthest south were called

Ethiopians literally, sv.nburnt because they were situated more
directly under the sun's rays ; their country lay south of Egypt,
and was afterwards called JEtlviopia sub JZgypto, or Ethiopia

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO THE GREEKS AT THE
HOMERIC EPOCH.

under Egypt under evidently signifying farther to the south than
the latter country. The ancients generally believed that Africa
and Asia, or rather Ethiopia and India, were united by land
still farther to the south, and they consequently considered the

Ethiopians and Indiana as near neighbours. This is the ground
on which both Virgil and Lucan have supposed the Nile to take
its rise on the frontiers of India.

At the Homeric epoch the Greeks generally considered that
the earth existed in the form of a disc. This disc was supposed to
be centrally divided by the Euxine or Black Sea, the JDgean Sea,
and the Mediterranean Sea into two parts, the one north and the
other south ; these parts were at a later period designated by
Anaximander under the names of Europe and Asia, names which
had been previously understood in a more restricted sense. The
river Phasis in Colchis, or Pontus, on the east, and the Pillars

of Hercules, or Strait of Gibraltar, on the west, were supposed
to mark the limits of the world. The country of the Cimmerians,
who were afterwards confounded with the Cimbri

; and of the

Macrobians, so called because they were supposed to be longer-
lived than other mortals ; Elysium, a happy country which had
no existence but in the fantasies of the mind ; the Fortunate

Isles, which at a later period, under the names of Atlantis and
Meropis, were the object of the philosophic fictions of Plato and
Theopompus ; the country of the Arimaspi, who saw BO clearly
because they had only one eye ; of the Gryphons, who guarded
the precious metals of the Ripliean mountains ; Colchis, the

country of magic, peopled with monsters and prodigies ;
all

these and many other ingenious fables, the offspring of the

imaginations of the poets Homer and Hesiod, or rather of the

people among whom they lived, were mixed up with notions

purely geographical, and constituted the world at that period a
scene of marvels, a receptacle of agreeable delusions on the one
hand and formidable mysteries en the other.

During the historic ages of

Greece cosmological systems were

multiplied to an endless extent.

Thales said that the earth was a

sphere ; his disciple Anaximander

taught that it was a cylinder.

Leucippus said that it was a drum,
and Heraclides that it was a boat.

Many and curious were the notions

the ancient philosophers held con-

cerning the globe until vovages of

discovery were begun. Herodotus
made a great step in the descrip-
tive geography of certain regions,

especially in the east of Europe.
Yet, notwithstanding his voyages
into the three parts of the old

world, he fills his narrative with
childish tales and dreamy details.

He only knew the names of Arabia,
Iberia (or Spain), Gallia (or France),
the islands of Albion (Great Bri-

tain), and the Cassiterides (or Scilly

Isles). He had correct notions on

Africa, and particularly on Egypt,
but the western part of this conti-

nent was unknown to him beyond
Tripoli. His details on India,
besides their uncertainty, are in-

termingled with fables taken from

the legends or popular creeds of the extreme East. Among the

tales more or less ingenious, we must not forget the ants that

were as large as foxes, and that collected heaps of gold mixed

with sand !

Herodotus appears to have been unacquainted with western

Europe. He does not speak of Massilia (Marseilles), a city

founded by the Phocaeans about 600 B.C., more than a century
before he was born. Home, which had been increasing in

grandeur for about three hundred years before his time, is not

even mentioned by name. Of Italy he only knew the south of

that part anciently called Magna Graecia. The extreme west of

Africa was equally unjaiown to the Greeks, yet the Phoenicians

had made discoveries in the Atlantic Ocean, and the periplus

(sailing round) or coasting voyage of Hanno was executed con-

siderably before Herodotus. The African voyage of the Cartha-
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SYENE, NOW CALLED ASSOUAN, ON THE NILE.

ginian admiral, with the thirty thousand persona whom he had
on board his vessels, is acknowledged to be authentic ; opinions
only differ as to the point where his maritime course terminated.
Some will have it that, after having cleared the Pillars of

Hercules, he went as far as the Gulf of Guinea, while others
limit his exploratory voyage to the month of the Senegal river.

Gosselin fixes the limit at Cape Nun.
Pytheas, a citizen of Marseilles, performed a voyage to the

north before the time of Alexander the Great. Ho discovered

Albion, or Great Britain, and always sailing in a northern direc-

tion, he reached the mysterious place called Ultima Thule, which
ho saw covered with ice, enveloped in mist, and, as it were,
immersed in a horrible chaos. But what was Thule ? This is

a question which has puzzled all historians and geographers.
Some have considered with good reason that this country was
Jutland or the coasts of Norway called TJiulemark ; or perhaps
Iceland, as Pytheas sailed through the Scandinavian seas, and
his remarks relating to the coasts of the Baltic have been ac-

knowledged exact. Others have claimed this appellation for
the Shetland Isles on the north of Scotland.

Aristotle, the great Greek philosopher and naturalist, main-
tained that the earth was of a spherical form, and he even
stated the measure of its circumference at 400,000 stadia (a
Greek itinerary measure, equal to about 600 feet). Indications
of the existence of Madagascar have been noticed in his writings.
As to Ceylon, ho mentions it under the name of Taprobane, and
that a long time before the age of Ptolemy. The limits of the
world according to Aristotle were, on the east, the Indus ; on
the west, the Tartessus, or the Guadalquivir ; on the north, the

Ripluuan Mountains, Albion, and lerne (Ireland) ; on the south,

Libya, in which he places the river Chremetes, which rises out
of the same mountains as the Nile, in order to disembogue itself

into the Atlantic Ocean an idea which leads to the supposition
that ho confounded the Nile with the Niger. He admitted that
the Caspian Sea was a great inland lake, having no communica-
tion with any other sea.

The conquests of Alexander the Great led to the most distinct
and extended notions of the ancient world. Tho most remark-
able geographical fact of his reign was the exploration of the
Indus. A fleet of 800 vessels, under the command of *T -vrchns.

descended this river, and went along the coast of ABU to the

bottom of the Persian Gulf. Tho expedition of Alexander opened
the eyes of the Greeks, but produced at that time no result* of

any consequence to the science of geography. What was gained

by his exploratory voyage was lost by the dismemberment of, his

empire ; and the historians of the period relapsed into their

former ignorance.

By degrees, however, geography assumed the dignity of

science. Eratosthenes, who flourished about 250 B.C., composed
a treatise on the subject. He was a native of Cyrene in Africa,

and the keeper of the Alexandrian Library. By means of

instruments erected in the museum of the city of Alexandria,
he found the obliquity of the ecliptic, to within half a degree
of the truth. He was the first who attempted to determine the

circumference of the earth by the actual measurement of an arc

of one of its great circles. By means of sun-dials he found that

Syene, near a cataract of the Nile, which was situated, as he

thought, on the same meridian as Alexandria, was immediately
under the tropic of Cancer, BO that at the time of the summer
solstice the sun was vertical to the inhabitants of Syene, and
the gnomon had no shadow at noon. Thus, having measured
the angle of the shadow of the gnomon at Alexandria, also at

the time of the summer solstice, he found the distance of th*

sun from the zenith at noon to bo 7 I2f, or one-fiftieth part of

the circumference of a great circle, viz., 360. He then com-

puted the distance between the two plaoee, Alexandria and

Syene, and found it 5,000 stadia. Accordingly, he multiplied

this number by 50, and found the measure of the earth's oir-

oumference to be 250,000 stadia. Making allowance for the

errors which he committed, for want of the delicate instruments

of observation which we possess in modern times, this was a
tolerable approximation to the truth. Syene, indeed, was not

on the same meridian as Alexandria, but on one nearly 3 east

of the meridian of that city ; and instead of being exactly on

the tropic, it was about half a degree north of that line. Era-

tosthones affirmwl tho spherical figure of the earth, and asserted

that tho immensity of the ocean would not prevent vessels from

poinp to India by continually shaping then- course westward.

Hipparchus, who flourished about ninety jean later than

Eratosthenes, laid the foundation of agtxonomioal geography*
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by endeavouring to determine the latitudes and longitudes of

places by observations on the heavenly bodies. He constructed

a catalogue of the fixed stars, and taught the projection of the

sphere on a plane surface. Agatharchides, president of the

Alexandrian Library, who flourished rather before Hipparchus,
wrote a treatise on the navigation and commerce of the Red

Sea, and an account of Egypt and Ethiopia. He was the first

who gave a correct description of the Abyssinians ;
he mentions

the gold mines wrought by the ancient kings of Egypt on the

coast of the Red Sea, the process of working them, and the

sufferings of the miners. He speaks, also, of the tools of copper
found in these mines, supposed to have been used by the native

Egyptians before the conquest of that country by the Persians.

The voyages of Eudoxus of Cyzicus added new information to

what was already gained respecting the East. He visited Egypt
\n the reign of Ptolemy Physcon, about 130 B.C.; and besides

making two voyages to India, he afterwards accomplished the

circumnavigation of the African continent. Strabo, who gives

an account of his voyages and discoveries, attempts repeatedly to

throw discredit on the truth of his statements ; but they have

been confirmed by those of later times.

FRENCH.



LESSONS IN

RkHUMK OF KXAMI'LKH.

ATM-TOUB quelque choewP
J n'tti rion(literaUy, I havt nothing).

:-nn> ii-t-il chaudf
11 u'u 111 fruiil ui ol

Votre Bunir u-t-ullu fuiin on Boif t

Kilo n'a !>HH faim. uiuiM hoaU1
.

Votru Kim a-t-il som
Mou ami n'a in soiumeil ui peur.
ATei-Tous raiiou ou tort ?

Arez-votu dii luit ou du vin f

Jo n'ai in lait ui viu. (U. 3.)

Avez-voui la lait ou \a viu P

Je u'ai ii i le lait ui lo Tin. (R. 3).

Avex-vous do beau drop ot do bon

ttf

If anything the matter with you f

Aol/iiu.; i (/i matter with int.

It your brother warm f

He u nn(hr cold nor warm.
It your eiefer hungry r (Jitrty /

She u not hunyry, but athamed.

If your friend elcepy t

Hy friend i* neither eleepy nor afraid.
Art you right or twmy f

Have you milk or wine f

I Imrt neither milk nor win*.

Have you the milk or the wine .*

I have neither the milk nor the urine.

Have you handeome cloth and good

co/ttf

VOCABULARY.
Au contraire, on the

;. ntrary.

Bniiton, m., button,

iiio, captain.

Cousin, m., oouein.

Cliaud, m., hat, irarm.

Faim, f., hunyer, hun-

yry.

Forblautior.m.,tinman.

Peur, f.,/ar, afraid.

Poivre, m., pej>per.

Qnol, what, tchich.

liaison, f., reason, riyht.

Rien, nothir.y.

Bel, m., suit.

Bommeil, in., ileep,

eleepy.

Tort, m., tcrony.

Fusil, m., pun.

Froid, m., eolU.

Gros, large.

Honte, f., thamt,
ashamed.

Mais, but.

Martoau, m., hammer.

Memiisier, m., joiner.

Petit, email, little.

EXERCISE 9.

1. Qui a sommeil ? 2. Mon frero a faim, mais il n'a pas Bom-

moil. 3. Avez-vous raiaon ou tort P 4. J'ai raiaon, je n'ai pas
tort. 5. Avez-vouB le bon fusil de mon frere ? 6. Je n'ai pas
le fusil. 7. Avcz-vous froid aujourd'hui ? 8. Je n'ai pas froid;

au contraire, j'ai chaud. 9. Avez-vous de bon pain ? 10. Je

u'ai pas de pain. 11. N'avez-vous pas faim P 12. Je n'ai ni

faim ni soif. 13. Avez-vous honte ? 14. Je n'ai ni honte ni

jn-iir. 15. Avons-nous du poivre ou du sel ? 16. Vous n'avez

ni poivre ni sel. 17. Quel livre avez-vous ? 18. J'ai le livre de

mon cousin. 19. Avez-vous le marteau de fer on lo marteau

d'argent ? 20. Je n'ai ni le martean de fer ni le marteau

d'argent, j'ai le marteau de bois du ferblantier. 21. Avez-vous

quelque chose ? 22. Je n'ai rien. 23. Avez-vous le gros livro

du libraire ? 24. Je n'ai ni le gros livre du libraire, ni lo petit
livre du mcnuisier ; j'ai le bon livre du capitaine.

EXERCISE 10.

1. Are you sleepy, Sir ? 2. No, Sir, I am not sleepy, but I

am hungry. 3. Have you pepper or salt ? 4. I have neither

pepper nor salt ; I have cheese. 5. Is your brother thirsty or

hungry ? 6. My brother is neither thirsty nor hungry. 7. Is

your sister right or wrong ? 8. She is not wrong, she is right.
9. Is the good joiner afraid? 10. He is not afraid, but ashamed.
11. Have you milk or cheese ? 12. I have neither milk nor

cheese; I have butter. 13. Have you the fine cloth or the

good tea ? 14. I have neither the fine cloth nor the good tea.

15. Is anything the matter with you, my good friend ? 16.

Nothing is the matter with me, my good Sir. 17. Have you
no bread? 18. Yea, Madam, I have good bread, good butter,
and good cheese. 19. Is the carpenter sleepy ? 20. The car-

penter is not sleepy, but the tinman is hungry. 21. Have you
the tinman's wooden hammer ? 22. I have not his wooden
hammer. 23. Which hammer have you ? 24. I have the steel

hammer. 25. Have you a good cloth coat ? 26. No, Sir, but
I have a silk dress. 27. Has the tailor the good gold button ?

28. Yes, Sir, ho has the good gold button.

SECTION VII.-PBONOUNS AND PRONOMINAL ADJECTIVES.

1. The pronouns le, him, il ; la, her, it, are, in French, placed
before the verb.* These pronouns assume the gender of the

noun which they represent.
Voyez-vous le cuutcau ? in., Do you see the Imi/e f

Je le vois, I eee it.

Voyona-noua la fourchette ? f., Do tee tee the fork f

Nona la voyons, Wt tee it.

2. The vowel of the pronouns le and la is elided before a verb

commencing with a vowel or an h mute [ 146].

Arez-voua le baton ? in,, Have you the (tick 1

Je 1'ai, I have it.

Avoni-nous la canne ? f.,
Have tee the cane t

Noun 1'avons, We haire it.

'
Except in the second person singular, and in the flirt and second

yeruons plural of the imperative, used affirmatively.

3. The poeeeeeive adjective* mon, m., ma, f.. my; ion, m., ta.

f., th<j ; son, m., sa, f., hit, her, agree in gender with the object

possessed, that U, with the noun following them [ 21 (1) (2)}

Mon pupitre, m.,
Aves-vous ma Icttre? f.,

II a son fusil, m.,
II a sa cravat*, f.,

JfyU.lt.
lla'.t yi tny It'.ttr f

He hoe hu fm.
11. *.*j UsejMMfc

4. Before a feminino noun in the singular, commencing with

a yowel or an h mute, the masculine form, mon, ton, son, it used

L ai 0)].
J'ai mon lp&, f., / Kave my Mart.
C'est son habitude, f., It te hie or her hobtt.

Le general a son armAe, f., The general hoe hu army.

5. The adjectives notro, our; votre, your; lenr, their, are need

without variation before a noun of either gender in the singular

[ 21 (1)].

Notre argent, m., Our tOMT.
Votre canne, f.. Tour cane.

Leur terre, f., Their land.

6. The possessive pronouns le mien, m., la rnianna, f., mine;
le ticn, m., la tiennc, '., thine; le rieaa, m., la sienne, f., hit or

hers, can never be prefixed to nouns. The article preceding
those pronouns, and forming an indispensable part of them,
takes the gender of the object possessed ; mien, tien, sien, rary
for the feminine ndtre and votre used M pronoun* bare the

circumflex accent.

J'ai votre livre et le mien, J ha your look and mme,
Elle a sa robe et la inienne, She hoe her dre*e and HUM.
Vous avez votre plume et la notre, Tou have your pew and ours.

EESUMK or EXAMPLES.
Votre ami a-t-il le marteau P Hoe vour friend tfce hammrf
II 1'a, elle 1'a. He hoe it, ehe hoe it.

II ue 1'a pas. He hoe it not.

N'avez-vous pas 1'encrier d'argent ? Hare yon not the filter intetand t

Nous ne 1'avons pas.
Avez-vous votre fusil ou le mien ?

Je n'ai ni le votre ni le mien.

Son Spouse a-t-elle sa robe ou la Ho* hi* iri/e her dresf or your*/

votre?
Elle n'a ni la sienne ni la votre. She hoe neither hri nor yowr.
Ne 1'avez-vous pas ? Hare you it not/

Votre frero ne l'a-t-il pas ? Ho not your krotfter
'

f

VOCABULARY.

Assiette, f., plate. Crayon, m., pencil.

Biscuit, m., biecuit. Cuiainier, m., cook.

Bceuf, m., beef. Fourchette, f ., fork.

Boucher, m., butcher. Matelot, m., eailor.

Commode, f., cheet of Mouton, m., mutton,

drawer*. ehetp.

Couteau, m., Icnlft. Miroir, m.,lookiny-alo*e

EXERCISE 11.

1. Avez-vons la fourchette d'argent ? 2. Oui, Monsieur, je

1'ai. 3. Le cnisinier a-t-il le boanf ? 4. Non, Monsieur, il ne

1'a pas. 5. Quel raouton avez-vous ? 6. J'ai le bon mouton et

le bon vean de boucher. 7. Votre parent a-t-il la commode ?

8. Non, Monsieur, il ne 1'a pas. 9. A-t-il mon poisson P 10.

Qui a tout le biscuit du boulanger ? 11. Le matelot n'a ni son

pain ni son biscuit. 12. A-t-il son couteau et ua fonrchette ?

13. II n'a ni son couteau ni sa fourchette, il a son assiette. (R.

4.) 14. Quel plat a-t-il ? 15. II a le joli plat de porcelaine.

16. Avez-vous le mien ou le sicn ? 17. Je n'ai ni le vdtre ni le

Bien, j'ai le notre. 18. Avez-vous peur, Monsieur? I'.
1

Madame, je n'ai pas pour, j'ai faim. 20. Quelqu'nn a-t-il ma
montre d'or? 21. Non, Monsieur, personne ne 1'a. 22. Qa'are*-

vous, Monsieur ? 23. Je n'ai rien.

EXERCISE 12.

1. Have you the silver pencil-case ? 2. No, Sir, I hare it not.

3. Have yon my brother's plate? 4. Yea, Madam, I hare it

5. Has the butcher the good biscuit P 6. He baa it not ; he

has the good beef, the good mutton, and the good veaL 7.

Have yon my knife and my fork ? 8. I have neither yonr

knife nor yonr fork. 9. Who has the good Bailor's biscuit i

10. The baker has it, and I have mine. 11. Have you min

also ? 12. I have neither yours nor his. 13. Are you hungry?

We have it not.

Have you your gun or mine f

I hate neither your* nor m*M.

Parent, m., relation.

Plat, m., duh.

Boiason, m., jbfc.

Porcelaine, f., dtimt.

Sofa, m., *>/a.

Tout, all.

Ves-u, m., real, coif.

The possessive adjective must la French be repeated before ere^

noun [ 21 (4)].
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14. I am not hungry, I am thirsty and sleepy. 15. Are you
not ashamed ? 16. No, Sir, I am not ashamed, but I am cold.

17. Is your relation right or wrong ? 18. My relation is right,

Sir. 19. Has he my china dish or my silver knife tf 20. He
has neither your china dish nor your silver knife ; he has your
china plate. 21. Has any one my silver pencil-case ? 22. No
one has it, but your brother has your cloth coat. 23. Have you
mine or his ? 24. I have yours.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. II.

THE simple example of straight lines, as shown in Figs. 20, 21,

22, 23, will now claim the attention of the pupil ; in these the

positions of the lines must be indicated by points, marked in the

examples by the letters a, b, c, d, etc., taking great care that

their distances from, and their positions with regard to, each

about to copy is composed ; and he must also be exact in deter-

mining the relative position of the points in which these lines

meet or intersect. When to these directions we have added th"

following namely, that the learner must also carefully observe
the lengths of the lines which form the angles, wo have given
in very few words the instructions that he chiefly requires to

enable him to draw forms, such as ornamental scrolls, flowers,

leaves, single figures, etc., in delineating which he can have no
assistance whatever from the rules of linear perspective. Knowing
from practical experience the necessity of repeating instructions

whilst personally engaged in teaching, we trust the pupil will

consider our repeating in various ways the more important and
essential regulations which guide the mind, and consequently
the hand, as intended to convey a deep impression of their

importance.
Before commencing a drawing it should invariably be the

practice of the pupil, when he has placed his copy before him,

other shall be correctly arranged before a line is drawn ; let the

letters be a guide as to the order of arrangement. For example,
mark the distance between a and & (Fig. 20), taking care they
shall be horizontally placed, and that c and d are respectively

perpendicularly arranged tinder a and 6. In drawing the line

a c any number of points between a c may be placed, and so

with regard to the line 6 d ; e and / must be placed so as to

allow a straight line to be drawn between them to pass through
c and d. The above remarks apply to Fig. 21. In Fig. 22,

which is supposed to be a profile or side view of four steps,

mark the line of the inclination of the steps namely, the dotted

line a & : it will not be difficult to arrange the remainder of

this subject, if the pupil has well practised the examples given
in Figs. 20 and 21.

In every example that the learner copies, he must examine

and mark with care the character and extent of the angles or

openings made by the meeting or intersection of any of the lines,

Whether straight or curved, of which the example that he ia

whether it be a drawing or the object itself, to look carefully

over it for a few minutes, and examine its contours that is,

the bendings of the curves, and the forms which a combination

of these curves present. By this close examination of the sub-

ject his mind will receive such an impression of it that, as he
comes to understand its form, first as a whole, and the details

afterwards, the hand, which is only an instrument, will readily
execute the suggestions which the mind has received. There
are many who make the great mistake of supposing that the

hand is to receive all the attention in training ; on the contrary,
let the mind fully understand the subject, and then the hand will

need less practice in order to fulfil its requirements. In short,
educate the mind, and the education of the hand will follow.

Fig. 24, a purse, is almost entirely an example of curved lines,

like the vine leaf (Figs. 18, 19), but in this there is more uni-

formity that is, the opposite sides have a reversed resemblance

to each other. The pupil must notice the position of a and

I, c and d, also a and c, b and d, and so on, with every other
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angle or remarkable change which a line tokos in it ourra-

IVrlmjiH uftiT tliiM r.'inark jt will bo better to leave the

imjiil to liimMolf whilst copying this subject, aa by thin timo
t bo. we hopo, able to anticipate much that would be only

a repetition of tin- principli-s already laid down.
.-ivii a vuw leaf a* a further illustration of thin

:iif a drawing that in, marking in its charac-
* and angles. (See Figs. 18 and 19). 1'V is in tin;

; rt uf the work, which must be carried out a* follows;
C'ommriu'o ut muno important and loading feature of the object,

o centre, at a; mark in 6; observe the inclination of

a to b; join a b; mark in c; also observe the distance of c

from b ; join a e. The line a d e will bo found not a direct

line, il is the point where it varies; mark d first and e next ;

. a f g is a similar lino ; also ah i. These are
the ^rt'iit and loading characteristic linos and points, which
it \\ould bo advisable to mark in the order wo have written

direct lines and curves, advuing the pupil not to ahade his

drawings for the present, until he ha* gained ?%<*tBt con-
fidence in outline.

The value and importance of a correct and ready method of

drawing the simple forms of object* cannot be over-estimated.
He who is master of thin enviable power can apply it to any
branch of art he pleases. The greatest impediment to the
progress of many a pupil in most likely to arise from his im-
j):it i.-nt desire to arrive, without a moment's delay, at the power
of making a drawing. Irregular and misdirected effort* in

copying drawings of cottages and stumps of tree* appear to be
a much more pleasant task than the performance of iiiiiuilsM
so arranged as to lead the student from the knowledge of-one

principle to an acquaintance with another; nevertheleea, the
latter is essential to him who wishes to be master of drawing.
The training of the hand and the eye which such exercise* are
calculated to impart, will make the copying of a large number

them. The secondary parts are t k c, t m n, o p g. The
points r and s, t and u, must be arranged with an eye to c,

b, and e. These are the minor divisions, all of which must be

respectively joined together by straight lines, or in some special
cases by a curve, as from r to t, or v to e. Partially rub out the

arrangement that is, "faint it," and then draw the finished

outline as in Fig. 19, which may be, in the detail, further
"marked in," aa the points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, etc. Let the student

compare both figures as he proceeds.
As the above instructions apply to all flat objects, whether com-

posed of straight or curved lines, we again urge most earnestly
the strict observance of this practice, as so much depends upon
it for the understanding and successfully carrying out of all that
we shall have to advance hereafter in these lessons.

We have added in Figs. 16 and 17, and some smaller copies
in outline (which are without numbers, as there is no necessity
to make any special reference to them in our remarks), a few
examples for practice, of subjects in the fiat, composed of

of simple figures as easy as it ia to make alphabetical character*

by the conjunction of "
straight strokes, pot-hooks, and hangers."

The simple figures wo are setting before the learner in these

early lessons constitute in fact the alphabet of drawing, and
with these, if he would make himself a sound draughtsman,
he must become well acquainted ; for just as the combination

of letters, syllables, and words, forms in the printer's hands
either a poem or an auctioneer's catalogue, so doe* the appli-
cation of the elements of linear drawing constitute, in the

hands of the artist, an historical picture, a portrait, a landscape,
a design for an ornamental framework, or the plan and elevation

of a building.

Unacquainted with these elements, how much industry, and
even talent, has many a youth thrown away ! Let us take an
instance of such a youth. Ho make* his earliest essays, it may
be, at copying some finished production, or some elaborate

engraving. He tries his best to produce a neat and accurate

copy, and he endeavour* to give the details of hi* original
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with a praiseworthy degree of patient labour ; but when all ia

done that he is able to do, his copy proves to be a failure in

some essential points. It is out of proportion ; the perspective

lines are not given correctly ; the curve-lines may not be zig-

zag, but they want the easy sweep of his exemplar ; they are

\ full of shoulders and joints ; and the perpendiculars are not

upright, nor are the horizontal lines at right angles to them.

When the first ardour of execution has abated, he perhaps dis-

covers these faults himself; and if he makes the common
mistake of supposing that the art of drawing is a gift, and that

the pencil is a magician's wand, manifesting its powers only in

the hand of some rightfuJ owner, he may then lose heart, and

think that his faculties are not adapted for the pursuit of this

noble art. If any of our readers have unfortunately stopped
at this point of their studies, let them recover their confidence,

and prosecute their favourite pursuit under our guidance. The

good method of practice, and the intelligible principles which

we propose to explain and set before them, will so lead their

hand and their eye, that ultimately they will accomplish all

their desire.

Well-directed application does wonders in other arts, and why
not in drawing? What exercises does not a musician or a singer

go through, before he gets command of his voice or fingers ?

Who expects to arrive at that dazzling rapidity of motion visible

in the touch of the violin-player, certain and instantaneous

though it be, by any other method than that of hard and con-

stant practice ? Would not he who should begin to learn the

use of any instrument by attempting complete airs, and always

turning aside from the exercises which a master prescribes, be

sure to end where he began, and become no player ? Think

what an amount of labour is necessarily expended in fingering

by the young pianoforte-player. Greatly less labour than is

necessary in prosecuting many othor arts will make an able

draughtsman, fit him for the performance of many useful works,
and imbue him with those principles of drawing which are

applicable throughout the whole range of this art.

It is frequently asserted that the art of drawing, like that of

writing poetry, is a natural gift; and that unless you possess

this, you never can excel. It may be true that, to rise to the

highest eminence in any science or art, requires a peculiar bent

of the mind ; but to acquire a useful practical knowledge of the

art of drawing, it is by no means necessary that every one should

be a genius. With regard to the sister arts poetry and painting
it may be truly said, in regard to their elements, at least,

that every man is endowed with some ability for their acquisition
and their application. Every one, for instance, is poetical when
he speaks on a subject with which he is well acquainted, or in

which he is deeply interested
; and, in like manner, every one is

an artist, who is ready to make a sketch or a drawing of any
object, which he wishes to explain to another, when he finds

that language fails to convey his ideas. The art of drawing,

therefore, may be attained to a sufficient extent for practical

purposes by every one who exerts the necessary attention and

assiduity. The artisan, the tradesman, or the connoisseur, may
by the use of a few well-directed strokes of the pencil, convey
on idea of his plans, operations, and views in relation to artistic

productions, of which the most laboured and elegant composition,

consisting of many hundred words, would fail to convey the

slightest impression to the mind of the hearer or the reader.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC.-
SUBTEACTION.

-III.

A. IF a leas number be taken away from a greater, or, aa it is

called, subtracted from it, the number left behind is called the

difference of the two numbers, or the remainder.

The sign (called minus) placed between two numbers
indicates that the one before which it stands ia to be subtracted

from the other.

2. When the individual figures composing the larger number
are respectively larger than the corresponding figures of the

smaller number, the process ia evident. We have only to take

the differences of the numbers of units, tens, hundreds, etc.,

respectively, and the resulting number can be at once written

down. Thus, for instance, suppose it be required to find the

iifference between 9876 and 7653.

Write down the numbers one under the other, the units

under the units, the tens under the tens, the hundreds under
the hundreds, and so on, thus :

.9876

7653

2223

3 units
{

in

nu
h^e

r

88

}
taken from 6 units

{j^ }
leaveE 3 units.

5 tens

6 hundreds
7 thousands

7 tens

8 hundreds
9 thousands ,,

2 tens.

2 hundreds.
2 thousands.

Thus, the difference is 2 thousands, 2 hundreds, 2 tens, and 3

units, or, as it is written, according to the rules of our notation

2223.

3. But suppose that the figures in the less number are not

respectively less than the corresponding figure in the other

number ; we must then proceed somewhat differently.

The method we employ depends upon the following self-

evident proposition, or

Axiom. If two numbers be increased by the same quantity,
their difference will not be altered.

4. Suppose that it be required to subtract 4789 from 5231.

Place the numbers, one under the other, as before

5231
4789

442

9 units in the less cannot be taken from 1 unit of the greater ;

add, however, 10 units to the 1 unit in the upper, and add 10

to the lower number by changing the 8 in the tens place into a
9. The numbers are now 5 thousands, 2 hundreds, 3 tens,

and 11 units; and 4 thousands, 7 hundreds, 9 tens, and 9 units.

Now, 9 units from 11 units leave 2 units.

Again, 9 tens cannot be taken from 3 tens, but if we increase

the 3 in the tens place of the upper number by ten, and the

7 in the hundreds place in the lower by one, we shall be adding
the same quantity (a hundred) to each number, since any figure

indicates a number ten times as great as the same figure in a

place immediately on its right.

Then 9 tens from 13 tens leave 4 tens.

Again, 8 hundreds cannot be taken from 2 hundreds, but if

we increase the 2 in the hundreds place of the upper number by
10, and the 4 in the thousands place in the lower number by 1,

we shall be adding the same quantity (a thousand) to each

number, for the reason we have already mentioned above.

Then, 8 hundreds taken from 12 hundreds leave 4 hundreds.

And 5 thousands from 5 thousands leave nothing.
Hence the difference of the numbers is 4 hundreds, 4 tens,

and 2 units ; that is, 442.
* 5. The process may also be clearly exhibited as follows :

5231 = 5 x 1000 -*- 2 x 100 + 3 x 10 + 1

4789 = 4 x 1000 + 7 x 100 + 8 x 10 + 9

The difference between these numbers is the same as the

difference between

5 x 1000 + 12 x 100 + 13 x 10 + 11

and 5 x 1000 + 8 x 100 + 9 x 10 + 9

For we have added the same quantity to the original numbers,

namely :

10 x 100 + 10 x 10 + 10 i.e., 1110 to the upper,
and 1000 + 100 + 10 i.e., 1110 to the lower.

The difference is clearly seen to be, therefore

4 x 100 + 4 x 10 + 2

i.e., according to the principles of notation, 442.

6. From the above analysis of the process of subtraction will

be perceived the truth of the following
Rule for Subtraction. Write the less number under the

greater, so that units may stand under units, tens tinder tens,

etc. Beginning at the right hand, subtract each figure in the

lower number from the figure above it, and set down the re-

mainder directly under the figure subtracted. When a figure in

the lower number is larger than that above it, add 10 to the

upper figure ; then subtract aa before, and add 1 to the next

figure in the lower number.

* Articles 5 and 7 may be omitted until after the lesson on Multi-

plication has been read.
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and legs perfectly straight, bend the body forward, with the

head towards the ground, and touch the feet with the points of

the fingers. When this can be done with ease, touch the floor

In the same position. This will be difficult at first, but it will

Boon be accomplished with a little practice.

6. Place the arms "akimbo;" that is, with the elbows out

and the hands resting on the hips. Sink down to the floor

until you sit upon your heels, and then rise to the erect position.

Repeat this several times in succession.

7. Bring the right arm level with the shoulder ; then throw

it bwk, and whirl it round at full length from the body. Exercise

the left arm and shoulder in the same way. Then begin by
throwing the arm forward, and whirl it as before. Practise the

same movements with both arms- simultaneously.
8. With the hands OH the hips, raise each knee as high as

you can, keeping the other leg perfectly straight. Then extend

each leg sideways as far as possible, remaining a few seconds in

that position.
9. Hop on one foot several times successively, then on the

other, keeping the body erect.

These exercises will do much for the beginner in gymnastics,
and will also suggest others of a similar description which he

may practise with advantage.
We would remark here that the importance of regular walking

exercise as a means of strengthening the frame and keeping the

system in health must not be lost sight of, in the attention given
to purely gymnastic pursuits. No exercise is more salutary in

its effects, and it has
the additional recom-
mendation of taking
the pedestrian into

the fresh air, which
is as necessary to the

preservation of life

and health as a pro-

per supply of food.

Wo now come to

the various kinds of

gymnastic exercises

which are practised
with the aid of appa-
ratus, and will men-
tion first those which

require only the sim-

plest appliances, but
are stillof high utility.

For the introduc-

tion of two of these

we are indebted to an
American physician,

Dr. Dio Lewis, who has bestowed great attention on gymnastics
from a physiological point of view, and whose teaching and

principles are being widely adopted in Europe as well as in

America. These are the Bag and the King exercises, which we
shall now describe.

The Bag Exercises, which may be used in families with great

benefit, are practised simply with bags filled with beans, the

directions for making which are given as follows by Dr. Lewis .-

The material is a strong bed-ticking
1

. Bags for young children

should be, before sewing, seven inches square ; for ladies, nine

inches ; for ladies and gentlemen exercising together, ten inches ;

for gentlemen alone, twelve inches. Sew them with strong linen

or silk thread, doubled, nearly three-quarters of an inch from
the edge, leaving a small opening at one corner to pour in the

beans. Fill the bags three-quarters full, and they are ready for

use. If used daily, once in two weeks they should be emptied
and washed. To allow them to be played with after they are

soiled is pretty sure to furnish much dust for the lungs of the

players, beside soiling the hands and clothes. There cannot be
too much care exercised in regard to this point of cleanliness.

Before the beans are used the first time they should be rinsed

with water until it runs from them quite clean, when they must
be clried; and every month or two afterwards this cleansing
should be repeated.
The Bag Exercises should be performed by two persons prac-

tising together ; and it is an advantage, when the practice is

in-duors, to have suspended from the ceiling a hoop or rings,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

through which the bags may be thrown. This, however, is not

necessary, although it tends to increase the interest of the

players in the exercise.

The design of the exercise is to give freedom to the muscles
of the chest and arms, and promote a healthy movement of the

body generally. For this purpose the bags are thrown from
one player to the other, in a

variety of positions, which

may be left in some measure
to their own taste and in-

clination, provided it be re-

membered, as a rule, to keep
the legs perfectly straight, the

body upright, and the chest

well thrown forward. This

position is exemplified in Fig..
1. Standing thus, the bag may
be thrown first with the right

arm, then with the left, then
with left and right alternately;

now, with both hands brought
back behind the neck, throw
the bag over the head; or,
with the bag in the right hand,
throw it from behind round
the left arm, which is kept
straight to the body ; throw Fig. 3.

with the left hand in the

same manner; and so on. Fig. 2 represents a more difficult

position, from which the bag is thrown over Aie head. This
will come easy to the learner with a little practice.
We pass on now to the Ring Exercises, which have received

very high eulogium, and prove highly amusing as well as bene-
ficial to the players. The ring is made of wood, usually cherry,
and is one inch in thickness and six inches in diameter. Thia
is sufficient to enable two persons to grasp it and use it with
freedom. All the ring exercises are for two players, who should
be of equal or nearly equal strength. Two rings are required
in the course of the exercises, each player grasping one in

either hand. The rings should be well polished. They are

inexpensive articles, being sold occasionally as low aa one shil-

ling per pair ; and any wood-turner will supply them at a little

more than this sum.
We give two figures as examples of the exercises that may be

practised with either one or both hands. In the first, the players,

standing in the position shown in Fig. 3, both pull hard with
the right hand, and draw the right arm from right to left and
from left to right ; afterwards performing the same movements
with the ring held in their left hands. Remember to keep the
head well up and the shoulders

back, with the feet placed at

right angles, in all these move-
ments. In the second example,
the players first stand back to

back, with the rings held down-

wards; then each lunges for-

ward with the right leg, and the

hands are raised over the head,
as shown in Fig. 4. They re-

turn to the back-to-back posi-

tion, and step forward with the

left leg in the same manner.

Among other ring exercises

maybementioned the following :

The players, standing face to

face, and with one foot well ad-

vanced, the other thrown back,
both pull with one hand and

push with the other, alternately;
one arm thus being extended to Fig. 4.

its full length, and the other
drawn back as far as possible, at each movement. Then, stand-

ing in the same way, draw back with both arms, your partner
pushing his as far forward as he can, and each doing this alter-

nately. Standing in an erect position, each raise one hand and
lower the other as far as possible, being careful not to bend the

elbows. Raise and lower the arms alternately from the position

represented in Fig. 4.



OHIO SKETCHES.

THE MURDER OF THOMAS A BECKET.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. II.
THOMAS A BECKET AND THE CONSTITUTIONS OF CLARENDON.
IT was a grand scene that presented itself in Westminster Hall
when, in the spring of the year 1163, King Henry II. met
Thomas a, Becket, Archbishop of Canterbury, and the rest of
the bishops of England. On the one side appeared, in all the
pomp and magnificence of prelates of the Roman Church, the
whole of the representatives of spiritual power in the country ;on the other appeared, in an equally magnificent simplicity, the
highest representative of the temporal power. Church and
State were confronted. Why ?

The kimg had a question to ask the bishops, one in which not
ie only, nor the people living at the time, but we also, had a
keen personal interest ; and in order that he might get their
collective answer at one and the same time, he bade them meetm at Westminster in a body. The question he had to ask was

y simple, but also very important: "Would the bishopsconform to the law and ancient customs of the land, or would
they not?" Timely warning had been given to the bishops of
the nature of the question to be asked, and, under the guidance
of the Archbishop of Canterbury, they had framed an answer.
They would observe the law and the ancient customs of the
realm, samng their own order. Only one prelate, Hilary, Bishop
of Chichester, was found to give an unqualified answer in the
affirmative, and for doing so he received the warm upbraidinps
of the primate.

Henry, who thought by putting a straightforward question to
get an equally straightforward answer, was exceedingly dis-
gusted at the trick of the primate, which left the whole matter
is much at large as it had been before the meeting. In vain he
toed to change the mind of the bishops ; and, baffled in his hope

binding them by their own admissions, he left the hall in a
rage, and determined to take other means of bringing them to

vot.U

submission. To submission! But in what were the bishops
opposed to him ? What law or ancient custom of the kingdom
had they disregarded ? What need was there to summonthem
to Westminster, and to catechise them so severely ? Above all,
what harm was there in the saving clause inserted by the
prelates in their answer, that it should so greatly incense the
king ? Let us see.

For many years the clergy had been striving to effect in
England what they had actually effected in other countries an
independence of the civil courts, and a recognition of their
superiority above the civil power. Steadily they worked toward*
the attainment of these great objects, their doctrine of the supe-
riority of the spiritual over the temporal power ultimately
blooming out into an assertion of right even to depose princes,
and to absolve subjects from their allegiance. As yet this
monstrous claim had not been advanced in England, but steps
were being taken which were meant to lead up, and actually did
lead up, to it. With some show of colour, perhaps, the clergy
claimed that all questions of right to present to ecclesiastical
benefices should be tried in the ecclesiastical courts. They also
claimed that, as guardians of property which was heM for reli-

gions purposes, they should not be taxed nor be compelled to do
military service, whether in kind or by commutation, nor k""H
they be obliged to sit with laymen in the grand council of the
kingdom that was to say, a House of Lords. The deans *d
chapters of cathedrals churned the sole and exclusive right tr

elect the bishop of their see; privilege of sanctuary both to

person and property was claimed for all churches and church-

yards ; and the clergy also asserted the unquestioned right to
'

excommunicate whomsoever they pleased. These and certain

|

other privileges, of which the tendency was to render clerks in
1

holy orders independent of the state, were not, though perti.
i naciously advanced, sufficient to arouse the resolute opposition
i of Henry II. There were two other nlums of the churchmen
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which, if once allowed, would not only have made the clergy

quite independent, but would have given them the opportunity
and the means of wholly subverting the kingly power. They
said that if a man contracted with another to do a thing, and
confirmed his promise by an oath, the fact that the oath was

binding only on the conscience gave them jurisdiction, and in

this way they drew before the spiritual courts many questions
of ordinary contracts, disputes about which ought rightly to have

been tried in the king's courts of .law, which were open to all

comers, and from which an appeal lay to the king himself. The
last and most important of the clerical claims, however, was
that which asserted that no clergyman could be brought to trial

in the king's courts, civil or criminal, for any breach of agree-

ment, however gross, or for any crime, however heinous. If a
clerk was accused of crime, and was arraigned before the king's

judges, the bishop of the diocese in which the prisoner dwelt

sent an order to the judge, notifying him that the man was in

orders, and requiring him to surrender the fellow to the bishop's
officer. When brought before the spiritual court the prisoner
was often allowed to clear himself on his simple oath, uncorro-

borated by any witness, to the effect that he had not done that

of which he was accused. If he confessed, or if the ca.-o was

clearly proved against him, he was put to penance, sometimes

he was put in prison, and sometimes but rarely he was

degraded from his ecclesiastical rank. In this way crimes of

the most abominable kind, and which, if committed by laymen,
were punishable with death, were done with comparative im-

punity when clerks were the offenders. Nor was this all. By
means of an absurd test, persons who were not, nor ever meant
to be, in holy orders, were admitted to the " benefit of clergy."

Ability to read or write, no matter how imperfectly, was taken
to be of itself sufficient proof that a man was a clerk, so that a

layman arraigned before the Icing's justices had only to show
that he could read or write what was afterwards appropriately
called " the neck verse," and he was forthwith handed over to

the ordinary to be put to his purgation in the ecclesiastical

court.

This monstrous immunity, with its yet more monstrous

abuses, was like the last straw that broke the camel's back. So

flagrantly unjust was it, both in principle and practice, that all

honest men were indignant, and cried aloud for some check

upon it. The king, who was by means of it and the other pre-
tended rights of the clergy gradually ceasing to be master in

his own dominions, resolved to apply a curb, and to wipe away
the scandal. From the time when he mounted the throne in

1154 he had striven to restrain the power of the clergy, and,
aided by the clear head and bold hand of his bosom friend

Thomas a Becket, had striven not unsuccessfully. Great had
been the wrath poured on Becket's head when, as Lord Chan-
cellor of England, he had made havoc altogether of many a pet
clerical abuse. Under the idea that he would continue the same

policy in a sphere where that policy would have the largest

possible scope, Henry offered Becket the archbishopric of Can-

terbury when that see was vacanttdn 1161. Becket, it must in

fairness be admitted, was very averse to accept the offer, and for

thirteen months held out a persistent refusal. Finally, how-

ever, he yielded to the earnest solicitations and orders of the

king, and was duly installed as Primate at Canterbury.
To the surprise of all men, and to the infinite disgust of the

king, Becket from the day of his consecration pursued a totally
new course to that he had formerly taken. Nowhere was there

so bold an asserter of clerical rights, nowhere a more untiring
worker on behalf of the power of the Church. He claimed lands
which had onco belonged to the see of Canterbury, but which
had long been independent and in laymen's hands ; he excom-
municated* the owner of an advowson for ejecting a priest
who had been presented by himself ; he asserted the right
of the spiritual courts to inquire into questions of contract

confirmed by oath ; and in every respect he proved himself

* Excommunication was the expulsion of a man, by the highest
ecclesiastical authority, from the communion of Christian men. The
rights and comforts of the Church were refused to the excommuni-
cated ; the sacraments were not allowed to be administered to him ;

he was reckoned accursed ; and, in times of superstition, he was sup-

posed to be eternally lost if he died without absolution. Excommuni-
cation was the great weapon of ecclesiastics, and it wao a powerful one
in the age of ignorance and moral darkness.

to be the exact opposite of what Henry had looked for in him.
The case which induced .the king to try conclusions with
Becket and the clerical party was an exceedingly gross one. A
priest in Worcestershire had violated a gentleman's daughter,
and afterwards murdered her father. "When the scoundrel was
about to be brought to trial before the king's justices, Becket
claimed him as a clerk, and getting possession of him, degraded
him from his priest's office, and then insisted that he could not
be tried again in the king's court for the same offence.

These were the circumstances under which King Henry sum-
'

moned the bishops to Westminster; and the meaning of the
words "

saving our own order
"

is sufficiently clear. Henry left

the hall in a rage, but it was not an impotent one. By promises,
by threats, by various means, he detached most of the prelates
from their primate, and ho won over the Archbishop of York by
significant hints about the next incumbent of the see of Canter-

bury. Last to give in was Becket, who yielded only to the
universal pressure brought to bear upon him, and repented as
soon as he had assented. But repentance or no repentance, he
did assent, and with the rest of the prelates professed his

willingness to observe " the ancient customs of the kingdom"
which did not recognise the clerical claims and to withdraw
the saving clause.

Henry knew with whom ho had to deal. He knew that a
confession of this sort was quite useless unless it could be
embodied in some visible instrument. Taking advantage of his

success, of the schism in the Papacy (there were t& this time two
Popes, one at Home, the other in France, and Henry played off

one against the other), and of the resolute support of the barons,
who were only too glad to give the spiritual lords a kick down,
Henry summoned the primate and all the bishops to meet him
at Clarendon, a village in Wiltshire, and there, being backed,
like Stephen do Langton on a later occasion, by

<; the whole

nobility of England," he required their sworn assent to what
have been called the Constitutions of Clarendon.
The "Constitutions" were dreadfully hard eating for the

bishops, divesting them as they did of nearly all their invidious

privileges, some of which it must be confessed were sanctioned

by those " ancient customs "
which the king had sworn the

bishops to observe. Suits concerning advowsons and rights of

presentation were to be decided in the civil courts ;
no clerk, no

matter of what rank, was to quit the kingdom without the royal

permission ; the pretended right to try questions of contracts

made on oath was to be renounced; excommunicated persons
were not to be made to find security for their residence in any
appointed place ; laymen were not to be tried in spiritual courts

except by approved good witnesses ; no chief tenant of the

crown to be excommunicated without the king's assent ;
the

final appeal in all spiritual causes to be in the king ; prelates to

be regarded as barons of the realm, and to be taxed accordingly ;

bishops not to be elected without the royal assent ; the privilege
of sanctuary to be curtailed ; and clerks accused of any crime

to be tried in the king's courts, like other men.
The Great Council of the barons unanimously approved the

Constitutions, and, sour as the food was, all the prelates, except
the primate, swore to accept it "legally, with good faith, and
without fraud or reserve." Becket was resolute, though alone ;

friends as well as foes besieged his constancy, still he held out ;

and it was not till Richard de Hastings, Grand Prior of tho

Templars, a man who seldom bent his knee, even in prayer,
went down on his knees and besought him, that ho gave in.

Unwillingly, and in hope of getting the Pope to annul his

oath, he swore like the rest to accept the Constitutions
" with

good faith, and without fraud or reserve."

Pope Alexander refused to ratify the treaty ; he released all

who had sworn from their oaths, and threatened to excommuni-
cate everybody who should try to support the king's demands.
A long trial of strength ensued. Becket got over to France,
and plotted there against his former friend ; Henry took tho

revenues of the hostile bishops into his own hands, and by dint

of perseverance managed to keep the clergy in check ; and it is

probable he would have done very much more than he did had
it not been for the brutal murder oi' Thomas a Becket, which
was a blunder as well as a crime.

In the autumn of I\70 Becket had returned to Canterbury,
nominally reconciled to the king ; but the old question which
should be the greater being revived, Henry is reported to have
said in a hasty moment,

" Is there not one of tho.;'; who cat my
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great extent it succeeded. Never again did Henry appear as

tho same strong champion of Stato rights as when ho forced an
assent to tho Constitutions of Clarendon. Tho ghost of Thomas

.t, now St. Thomas of Canterbury, haunted him, and tho
dead man's hand di-privod tho conqueror of his victory.
Tho Constitutions of Clarendon were disregarded, tho death

of Becket making it impossible for the king to fly in tho face of

the papal veto upon theTn. Some little submission of tho clerical

to the kingly power was made, but tho work marked out by
Henry II., tho entire subjection of tho clergy to tho head of tho
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hind, when it was renewed and carried out in the fullest
' manner by that "

stately lord who broke the bonds of

Rome," and who was saved by natural causes from committing,
in the case of Cardinal Wolsey, tho egregious blunder committed

by the knights of Henry II. when they plunged their swords
into the bosom of Thomas a Becket at Canterbury.

SYNOPSIS OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE AND EEIGN OF HENRY II.

Henry II., son of Geoffrey Plantagenct, Count of Anjou, and
Maud, daughter of Henry I., was the fifth King of England
after the Conquest, and the first of tho Plantagenet dynasty.
Born at Mans, Normandy . 1133
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16. In the following exercises some of the sentences are

questions requiring the rising, and some the falling inflection

of the voice. A few sentences also ending with a period are

inserted. No directions are given to the pupil with regard to

the manner of reading them, it being desirable that his own
understanding, under the guidance of nature alone, should direct

him. But it may be observed that questions which can be
answered by yes or no, generally require the rising inflection of

the voice ; and that questions which cannot be answered by yes
or no, generally require the falling inflection.

EXERCISE 1.

Jolm, where have you been this morning ?

Have you seen my father to-day ?

What excuse have you for coming late this morning ? Did you not
know that it is past the school hour ?

If you are so inattentive to your lessons, do you think that you
will make much improvement ?

Will you go, or stay ? Will you ride, or walk ?

Shall you go to-day, or to-morrow ?

Did he resemble his father, or his mother ?

Is this book yours, or mine ? His, or hers ?

Do you hold the watch to-night ? We do, sir.

Did you say that he was armed ? He was armed.
Did you not speak to him ? I did.

Art thou he that should come, or do we look for another ?

Why are you so silent ? Have you nothing to say P

Who hath believed our report? To whom hath the arm of the
Lord been revealed ?

III. THE NOTE OF EXCLAMATION.
I

17. The note or marlc of Exclamation is a round dot with an
'upright dash or stroke above it, which is always put at the end of

, sentence expressing surprise, astonishment, wonder, or admira-
. tion, or otlwr strong feelings.

18. In reading, when you come to a note of exclamation,

you must stop in the same manner as if it were a note of

interrogation.
19. You must stop only as long as you do at a period.
20. You must generally pronounce the word which comes

immediately before a note of exclamation with the falling inflec-
- tion of the voice.

Examples.
How cold it is to-day !

What a beautiful house that is !

How brightly the sun shines !

How mysterious are the ways of God !

How are the mighty fallen in the midst of the battle !

How are the mighty fallen, and the weapons of war perished t

Would God I had died for thee, O Absalom, my son, my son I

Oh, what a fall was there, my countrymen !

It is a dread and awful tiling to die !

Oh ! deep enchanting prelude to repose !

The dawn of bliss the twilight of our woes !

Lovely art thou, O Peace ! and lovely are thy children ; and lovely
are thy footsteps in the green valleys !

21. In our remarks on the period, the student was taught
that when he comes to a period, he must stop, as if he had
nothing more to read. At the end of a paragraph, whether the

period or any other mark be used, a longer pause should be
made than at the end of an ordinary sentence. The notes of

interrogation and exclamation generally require pauses of the
game length with the period.

It may here be remarked, that good readers always make, their

pauses long ; but whatever be the length of the pause, the pupil
must be careful that every pause which he makes shall be a
total cessation of the voice.

EXEKCISE 2.

The sentences to lie read as if marked.

George is a good boy. He learns his lesson well. He" is attentive
to the instructions of his teacher. He is orderly and quiet at home.
A good scholar is known by his obedience to the rules of the school.

He obeys the directions of his teacher. His attendance at the proper
time of school is always punctual. He is remarkable for his diligence
and attention. He reads no other book than that which he is desired
to read by his master. He studies no lessons but those which are

appointed for the day. He takes no toys from his pocket to amuse
himself or others. He pays no regard to those who attempt to divert
his attention from his book.
Do you know who is a good scholar? Can you point out many

in this room? How negligent some of our fellow-pupils are! Ah I

I am afraid many will regret that they have not improved their time !

Why, here comes Charles ! Did you think that he would return
so soon ? I suspect that he has not been pleased with his visit.

Have you, Charles ? And were your friends glad to see you ? When
is cousin Jane to be married ? Will she make us a visit before she i

married ? Or will she wait until she has changed her name ?

My dear Edward, how happy I am to see you 1 I heard of your
approaching happiness with, the highest pleasure. How does Eose
do? And how is our whimsical old friend the Baron? You must
be patient and answer all my questions. I have many inquiries to
make.
The first dawn of morning found Waverley on the esplanade in

front of the old Gothic gate of the castle. But he paced it long before
the drawbridge was lowered. He produced his order to the sergeant
of the guard, and was admitted. The place of his friend's confinement
was a gloomy apartment in the central part of the castle.

Do you expect to be as high in your class as your brother ? Did
you recite your lessons as well as he did ? No.* Lazy boy ! Care-
less child! You have been playing these two hours. You have paid
no attention to your lessons. You cannot say a word of them. How
foolish you have been ! What a waste of time and talents you have
made !

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. II.

DEFINITIONS (continued).

9. AN angle is the inclination of two straight lines to each

other, which meet in a point, and are not in the same direction.

The point in which they meet is called the vertex of the angle,
and each of the two straight lines is called a side or leg of the

angle. The angle itself is generally called a plain rectilineal

angle, because it necessarily lies in a plain, and is formed of

straight lines. Curvilineal angles are such as are formed on the

surface of a sphere or globe; but the consideration of such

angles belongs to the higher geometry. The magnitudes of

angles do not depend on the lengths of their legs or sides, but
on the degree or amount of aperture between them, taken at the

same distance from the vertex.

An angle is generally represented by three letters, one of

which is alivays placed at the vertex, to distinguish it particularly
from every other angle in a given figure, and the other two arc

placed somewhere on the legs of the angle, but generally at

their extremities ; and in reading or in speaking of the angle, the

letter at the vertex is always placed between the other two,
and uttered or written accordingly. Thus, in Fig. 4, which

represents an angle, the name of the angle is either B A c or

CAB: the point A is called its vertex ; and the straight linea

B A, c A, its sides or legs.

10. Angles are divided into two kinds, right and oblique, and

oblique angles are divided into two species, acute and obtuse.

When one straight line meets another, at any point between
its extremities, and makes the adjacent or contiguous angles

equal to each other, each of them is called a right angle, and the

legs of each of these angles are said to be perpendicular to one
another. Thus, in Fig. 5, the straight line A B meets the

straight line c D in the point A, and makes the adjacent angles
c A B, D A B, equal to each other ; each of these angles is there-

fore called a right angle ; and the straight line A B is said to be

perpendicular to the straight line A c, or B A, and consequently
A C or A D is perpendicular to A B.

When one straight line meets another, at any point between
its extremities, and makes the adjacent angles unequal to each

other, each of them is called an oblique angle ; that which is

greater than a right angle is called an obtuse angle ; and that

Fig. 5.

which is less than a right angle is called an acute angle. Thus,
in Fig. 6, the straight line A B meets the straight line C B in

the point A, and makes the adjacent angles unequal to each
other ; each of these angles is therefore called an oblique angle ;

the angl^ CAB, which is greater than a right angle, is calleu
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obtuse ; and the angle DAB, which in IOM than a right angle,

1 1 . A plntie figure, in geometry, in a portion of a plane Burfaoe,
inclosed by one or moro linos or boundaries Tho hum .f nil

the boundaries is called the perimeter of tho figure, and tlu< )...r-

Hurfaco contained witliin tin- i>n
'

in a plane figure contained or bounded by a
line, called the circumference or periphery, which is such

that all Htrui^ht linoa drawn from a certain point within tho

figure to the circumference are equal to each other. This point

Fig. 6. fig. 7.

is called tho centre of the circle, and each of tho straight lines is

called a radius of tho circle. Tho straight line drawn through
tho centre and terminated at both ends in the circumference, is

called the diameter of the circle.

It is plain, from tho definition, that all the radii must be

equal to each other, that all the diameters must be equal to

each other, and that tho diameter is always double the radius.

In speaking or writing, tho circle ia usually denoted by three

letters, placed at any distance from each other, around the

circumference ; thus, in Fig. 7, the circle is denoted by the

letters A c B, or A B B ; or by any three of the other letters on
the circumference. Tho point o is tho centre ; each of tho

straight lines o A, O B, o c, o E, is a radius, and the straight
line A B is a diameter.

13. An arc of a circle is any part of its circumference ; the
chord of an arc is the straight lino which joins its extremities.

Fig. 8. Fig. 10. Fig. 11.

14. A segment of a circle is the surface inclosed by an aro
and its chord.

15. A sector of a circle is the surface inclosed by an arc, and
the two radii drawn from its extremities.

Thus, in Fig. 7, the portion of the circumference A M c,
whose extremities are A and c, is an arc ; and the remaining
portion ABC, having tho same extremities, is also an arc ; the

straight lino A c is the chord of either of these arcs. The sur-
face included between tho arc A M c and its chord A c, is the

segment A H c ; there is also the segment ABC. The surface
included between the radii o c, o B, and the arc c B, is called
tho sector COB; the remaining portion of the circle is also a
sector.

16. A semicircle is tho segment whose chord is a diameter.

Thus, in Fig. 7, A c B or A E B is a semicircle. The term
semicircle, which literally means half a circle, is restricted in

B D

Fig. 12. Fig. 13.

geometry to the segment thus described ; but there are many
other ways of obtaining half a circle.

17. Plane rectilineal figures are described under various

heads; as trilateral or triangular ; quadrilateral or quadrangular;
and multilateral or polygonal.

18. A triangle (Figs. 8, 9, 10, and 11) is a plane rectilineal

figure contained by three straight lines, which aro called its

sides. No figure can be formed of two straight lines ; hence,
an angle is not a figure, its legs being unlimited as to length.
Triangles are divided into various kinds, according to tho
relation of their sides or of their angles : as equilateral (Latin.

<BTUIU, equal, and latu,, a ride); Isoaeelea (Oreek. i**, equal,
and (bbw, a leg); and soaleoe (Greek, afcotfiKW, unequal).

, , ..
\n equilateral (eqnsl-cided) triangle u that whiob hes

thrc* equal rides (fig. 8).

20. An uotedet (equal-logged) triangle is that which hs only
tn ,

<-<|ii;il Hi'lcM (Kitf. 'j).

'21. A tcalme (unequal) triangle u that whioh hM all iU
idea unequal (Fig. 10).
22. A right-angled triangle u that whioh hM one of it* saglss

a right angle (Fig. 11), in which the angle at A w the right

Fig. 14. Fi. 15. 16.

angle. The ride opposite to the right angle is called the
hypotenuse (the subtense, or line stretched under the right
angle), and the other two rides are called the bate "d the per-
pendicular ; the two latter being interchangeable according to
the position of the triangle.

23. An obtuse-angled triangle is that which has one of iU
angles an obtuse angle (Fig. 10).

24. An acute-angled triangle is that which ban all its angles
acute ; Figs. 8 and 9 aro examples as to the fr"gl*^ but UMTB
is no restriction as to the rides.

In any triangle, a straight line drawn from the vertex of one
of its angles perpendicular to the opposite ride, or to that rid

produced (that is, extended beyond either of its extremities in
a continued straight line), is called the perpendicular of tho
triangle ; as in Fig. 12, where the dotted line A D ia the perpen-
dicular of the triangle ABC; and in Fig. 13, where the dotted
line o H drawn from the point a to the dotted part of the bass

produced is the perpendicular of the triangle fro.
25. A quadrilateral figure, or quadrangle, is a plane rectilineal

. 17. Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

figure contained by four straight lines, called ita rides. The
straight line which joins the vertices of any two of its oppomte
angles, is called ita diagonal. Quadrangles are divided into
various kinds, according to the relation of their rides and
angles ; as parallelograms, including the rectangle, the square,
the rhombus, and the rhomboid ; and trapeziums, including the

trapezoid.
26. A parallelogram is a plane quadrilateral figure, whose

opposite sides are parallel ; thus, Fig. 14, A c B D, is a parallelo-

gram, and A B, c D, aro its diagonals.
27. A rectangle is a parallelogram, whose angles aro right

angles (Fig. 15).

28. A square ia a rectangle, whose rides aro all TTT1

(Fig. 16).

Fig. 20. Fi*. 21.

29. A rhomboid is a parallelogram, whoee angles are oblique.

The opposite angles of a rhomboid aro equal to one another

(Fig. 14).

30. A rhombus, or lozenge, is a rhomboid, whose rides are all

equal (Fig. 17).

31. A trapezium is a plane quadrilateral figure, whoee oppo-
site sides are not parallel (Fig. 18).

32. A trapnoid is a plane quadrilateral figure, which has two

of its rides parallel (Fig. 19).

33. A multilateral figure, or polygon, is a plane rectQiiwel

ficrnre, of any number of Fides. The term ia generally applied
t<> any fijrure whose rides exceed four in number. Polygons are
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divided into regular and irregular ; the former having
1 all their

sides and angles equal to each other ; and tho latter having any
variation whatever in these respects. Tho sum of all tho sides

of a polygon is called its perimeter, and when viewed in position

its contour. Irregular polygons are also divided into convex and
non-convex ; or, thoso whose angles are all salient, and those

of which one or more are re-entrant. Tho irregular polygon

(Fig. 20) has its angles at B, c, and D, salient ; and its angles
at A and E, re-entrant.

34. Polygons are also divided into classes, according to the

number of their sides ; as, tho pentagon (Fig. 21), having five

sides ; the hcxayon (Fig. 22), having six sides ; the heptagon

having seven aides ; the octagon having eight sides ; and so on.

According to this nomenclature, the triangle is called a trigon,

and the quadrangle a tetragon.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. IV.

MULTIPLICATION.

1. THE repeated addition of a number or quantity to itself is

called multiplication. Thus, tho result of the number 5, for

instance, added to itself 6 times, is said to bo 5 multiplied by 6.

5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 + 5 = 30, or 5 multiplied by 6 is 30.

When the numbers to be multiplied are large, it is evident that

the process of addition would be very laborious. The process

of multiplication which we are going to explain is therefore, in

reality, a short way of performing a series of additions. Let it,

then, be borne in mind, that multiplication is, in fact, only
addition.

2. Definitions. The number to be repeated or multiplied is

called the multiplicand. The number by which we multiply is

called the multiplier: it, in fact, indicates how many times the

multiplicand is to bo repeated, or added to itself. The number

produced by the operation is called the prodiwt. The multiplier

and multiplicand are also called the factors of which the product
is composed, because they make the product.

Thus, since 5 multiplied by 6 is 30, 5 and 6 are called

factors of the number 30.

The sign X placed between two numbers means that they
are to be multiplied together.

3. Before proceeding farther, the learner must make himself

familiar with the following table, which gives all products of

two numbers up to 12 :

MULTIPLICATION TABLE.

1



IN BO'l

mult

14018
:< liu

.irry niak<- 1 1
I

numl" -ni", by iiiriiiis of the follow

:; 6.

Multiply 83 by 7 ; 549 by 5 ; 6879 by 9 ; 7S91011 by 8 ;

567K i 7 1 .y 1 1
, and tlio result b .

-ocluct of 1, L'. ::.
;, 9.

i ind ill.- pmdurts of tho number 1

'

I ind the products of the number 98998, the .--mall.--! num-
:iin.'d iii ihr : -i-. ,u Kx. 4, page '2->

digit-*. and \n;i will ihi<l these product- in the same table.

(5.) Multipl, >:,71-iL' by 9; 7;s7i;s (

.!S l.v:'; lulu !nm;.iO by 7 ;

7980" .-m.l !ni'.)i)!i!i:t!^;t:):t i,y 5.

(6.) Multiply tho following numbers first by 2 ami then by 3:

vii Ihu M
1046.

. i-a.-ii', the I. (nested
ba process of multiplying any

in. L'

11. .!_-

following numbers first by 4 and then by 5 :

8. 4039007

(8.) Multiply the following numbers first by 6 and then by 7:

:nt:;7 i

11. 12
23 '.'.

(9.) Multiply the following numbers first by 8 and then by 9 :

4. 995323

5. 201567

7. 6778899

9. 9315925

10. 7:

11. (i::

12. 8'.'
1

(10.) I have a box divided into two parts ; in each part there
are thr in each parcel there are four bags; in each bag

>v live marbles. How many marbles are them in the box:-

(11.) Then- :nv MX farmers, each of whom has a grazing farm
.'h field has eight corners, and in each corner

there arc nine sheep. How many sheep do the farmers own,
and how many aiv fYrdhr.; on their farms ?

'

Case 2. To multiply i!7r, by :i37 :

a ;;t0 + 30 + 7" if we multiply G75 by 7, by 30,
and by 800 t rely, we shall obtain the required product.
Arrange the work as in operation (1) :

(1.) C2.) 675

337

1785 - 875
= ,75

675

7
30

300

Hence 227175 = 675 x 337

472S
2025

2025

L"-7 175

In working by this method it is unnecessary to write down
the one nought at tho end of the second line, and the two
noughts at tho end of tho third line, etc., as in operation (1), if

we only place each lino ono figure to tho left of tho one pre-
ceding, so that the work appears as in operation (2) :

The above examples will be snflV plain the truth of
the following

Rule for M" ''{plication.

(1.) When tho multiplier consists of one figure, write it down
under tho unit's place of the jnult'plieand. Begin at the right
hand, and multiply each figure of tho multiplicand by tho multi-

plier, setting down the result and carrying as in addition.
Wli< n tho multiplier r.on-Ut-; of more than ono figure,

write down tho multiplier under tho multiplicand, units under
unit*. : ;<. Multiply each figure of tho multipli-
cand by each figure of the multipn
tho units, and writ'- tin- r,idu"t- <0 obtained i:i separate lines,

bo con

remark

ftn fignx* of each lino directly under the figure bjr

.g tbfiM linen together, tbtir

i uunilx-r.

.Multiply th

. and if tl ;iiM obtoined
.1 > thu othi-i j.o work majr bo prwooMd to

reverting Hut

uon may be
It m*y b

ifl, tho <; uid figure) of UM
<>f with tb*1 icmac,

. T, as will be teen from an ei -

ou>:)i line ono figure to the right oi

. 08 in op

"f th(; mil

wo might, to

mast c-t down

which v. ,- on

2740714

, ,

2740714

:ro added in the last operation, to

explain tlio truth of tl o process.

EXEJICIK

(1.) Find the products of the following nmnben:

18. 15346B3 x 4702

19. 142857 x 70000

20. 7050680 x 70308

>(8050 x 97280

23. 53COOOOO x 75300

21. 09999999 x 90000

25. 6785C3 J090 x 1000000

26. 39599256S3 x 7060001

27. 7684329009 x 100007

28. U2S573893 x 987CSt

29. 9698506085 x 2468103

7 x 7065841

X) x 100101000

x 45

x 80

x 90

5. 75 x 42 x 56

6. 84 x 37 x 69

7. 710S x 256

8. 93186 x 445

9. 99999 x 999
468

11. 7';-s5.1 x 830

700

13. 3851 x 3854 x 3854

9584

7 71

9999

?2. 7070808090 x 00908070

33. 300010003000 x 400100020000

(2.) Multiply 2354 by 6789, and 23789 by 3G5, by reversing
the multiplier.

(3.) Multiply 857142 by 19, by 23, by 48, by 97, by 103, by
987, and by

(4.) Find tho products of the number 98998 by all the numbers
from 11 to 49 inclusive. The 1 be found in the second

Bqnare given in Ex. 4, page 23, on Addition.

LESSONS IN BOTAXY. II.

SECTION II. ON THE : ATIOK OF
VEGETABLES.

THE observer who takes a survey of the various members of

the vegetable world becomes cognisant of at least one promi-
nent distinction between them. Ho soon perceives, that whilst

certain vegetables have flowers others have not ; or perhaps,
more correctly speaking, if the second division really posaeM
flowers, they are imperceptible.

This distinction was first laid hold of as a basis of classi-

fication by the celebrated Linnaeus, and to thi extent the

classification adopted by that groat philosopher was strictly

natural : beyond this, however, it was altogether artificial, aft

we shall find hereafter.

Now. taking advantage of this distinction, the great Swedish

naturalist termed the evident fit .\\vringveiret:!

from the Greek word ' "p>w; or,

it, tr.>;;i t:.- i;rek word .jxu-fpo'i (phan'-er-ot),

: and ho designated the non-floworinp, or more, correctly

speaking, the non-evidont flowering plant-", by tho word crypto-

from the Greek word rpvirr<$j (tr -.Yikd. The
further 'ion of Linnseus was artificial, as we have

1. Tho nature of this classification wo cannot

study with advantage ; 'iercafterwo shall proceed to

explain the principles on which it was based; bnt is these
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lessons the artificial system of Linnaeus will not be adopted as

a basis for teaching the science. In point of fact, the Linnsean

system may now be considered as obsolete. In making this divi-

sion of plants into evident-flowering and non-evident flowering,

or phasnogamous and cryptogamic, the learner must take care not

to fall into mistakes. He must greatly expand his common
notions of a flower, and not restrict the appellation to those

pretty floral ornaments which become objects of attraction, and

of which bouquets are made. On the contrary, he must admit

to the right of being regarded as a flower any floral part, how-

ever small, even though a lens should prove necessary for the

discovery. Thus, in common language, we do not usually speak

of the oak, and .the ash, and the beech, elm, etc., as being

flower-bearing trees ; but they are, nevertheless ; and consequently

belong to the first grand division of evident floiver-bearing, or

phsenogamous or phanerogamous plants. In point of fact, the

learner may remember as a rule, to which there are no excep-

and-by) let him turn the lower surface of the frond upper-
most, and there will be seen many rows of dark stripes. These
are termed sporidia, and they contain the sporules of the plant,
which sporules therefore may be got by opening the sporidia*

Sporules, when regarded by the naked eye, look almost like)

dust
; when examined under a microscope, however, their outline

can be easily recognised. The difference between a trporidiwni

(singular of sporidia) and a real seed may be thus explained.
A seed has only one part (the embryo or germ) from which tho

young plant can spring ; whereas a sporule does not refuse to

sprout from any side which may present itself to the necessary
conditions of earth and moisture.

Although the sporules are thus easily discoverable in the fern

tribe, yet the botanical student must not expect to find them
thus readily in other members of the cryptogamic tribe, in

various members of which not only does their position vary,
but their presence is totally undiscoverable.

THE BANYAN TREE.

tions, that every member of the vegetable world which bears a

,fruit, and consequently seeds, belongs to the phanerogamous
idivision. By following the indications of this rule, we restrict
the cryptoga/mic, or non-evident-flowering plants, to the seemingly
narrow limits of ferns, mushrooms, mosses, and a few others,
all of which are devoid of seeds, properly so called, but are
furnished with a substitute for seeds, termed sporules or spores.

Sporules, then, the learner may remember, are, so to speak, the
seeds of flowerless and therefore seedless plants. In the study
of botany we meet with a great many hard, but useful terms;
they will spring up in our path often enough, therefore let

us shoot them flying whenever we have a chance, and fix them
on some sort of memory-peg, even although the latter may be
a joke.

If the reader wishes to ascertain what these sporules are like,
let him take the leaf of a fern which, by the way, is no leaf at

all, but a frond (we will explain the meaning of this term by-

SECTION HI. ON THE ORGANS OF VEGETABLES.

Vegetable organs admit of the very natural division into

those intended for nutriment and growth, and those intended
for propagation. Hence we may speak of them as nutritive

and reproductive organs. Nutritive organs consist of leaves,

stems, branches, roots, and various appendages to all of these,
hereafter to be described; whilst the reproductive organs of

vegetables are flowers and their appendages.
The Root. We have already seen that it does not suffice to

constitute a root that the portion of the vegetable treated of

be underground Thus, for example, as it was remarked in the

preceding lesson, the potato is not a root, but a tuber ; an onion
is not a root, but a bulb.

A root may be defined as a filamentous or thread-like (Latin

filum, a thread) offset from the descending axis of the plant,

differing from the stem itself in certain relations of a botanical

structure, a.nd each filament endiner in a soft absorbent tuft
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il, nominated t'm ipoilgiol*, tin- fun.-tion of wliich consist* in

, and com< , in- it into tho itraoture of the

l>hmt. ll.ii'. lii.-i-liiff and primary uuo of the root in tliat of

nutrition ; but it also Borvus as a mean* of enabling tho plant to

tuko tirm hold of tho earth in wliich

it growa. Ik-presentations of various

roots are shown in Figs. 5,6, 7, 8, and 9.

In most coses, the part at which

tho stem ends and the root begins ia

well defined. It is denominated tho
. Although tho general cha-

ractoristio of the root is to sock the

ground, as the characteristic of the

stem is to seek the air, nevertheless

stems frequently assume a tendency to

become roots, and roots to become
atoms. A very remarkable example
of tho former tendency is furnished

by tho banyan tree, or ficut religiosa,

a native of India. This tree has a
natural tendency to shoot down pro-

longations from ita stem,

which, taking root, cover

the ground with an arbour-

liko growth of most fan-

tastic appearance. The
opposite tendency is re-

cognisable in certain varie-

ties of the elm, which shoot

up sprouts from the root

over largo tracts of ground
in the vicinity of the

parent trunk, very much
to the annoyance of the

farmer, whose land is thus

considerably damaged. Al-

though tho essential cha-

racteristic of a stem is to

ascend into the air, yet
certain forms of stem in

some vegetables exist underground ; of this kind are ginger,
and the so-called orris-root. Stems of this kind are known
in botany by tho appellation of rhizomes (Fig. 3).

Usually the root is attached by the collar to an ascending
stem, from which latter proceed the leaves ; in certain plants,
however for instance, the primrose there ia no ascending
stem, but an horizontal, underground one (the rhizome) takes

3. RHIZOME AND BOOT-LEAVES OF
THE PRIMROSE.

say, atole-bearing, which expression require* the previous expla-
of the word itole. A ttol*, then, ia a little atom which

apringa from the axilla (literally, arm-pit), or point at which
the leave* spring from the stem. The strawberry (Fig. 4) affords

a common and well-marked illustra-

tion of this kind of root.

A bulb is an underground bod, from
the upper part of which the stem

arises, and from the lower part of
which the root descends (Fig. 7). The
oaion furnishes us with a very fniT
example.

Tubers or tubercle* are aijuissliiisi

of underground stems, usually eon-

taining muchfecularor starchy matter,
and studded with eye* or buds. The

potato and the dahlia (Fig. 8) furnish

oa with very familiar example* of a
tuber.

The Stem may be either annual, bien-

nial, or perennial. It ia termed annual
when it become* developed
in tho spring and die*

before the winter, as, for

instance, ia the case with

wheat ; biennial, when it

lives two yean; of thia

kind ia the carrot, which

during the first year only
produces leaves, and hav-

ing lived two yean flowers

and dies. Perennial stem*

are those which live many
yean, as is the case with

tree* in general As re-

gards their hardness,
trunks or stems are usually
divided into herbaceous

(Latin, herba, grass), sub-

ligneous, and ligneous

(Latin, lignum, wood). Herbaceous stems are those in which

woody fibre is almost altogether absent, and which are therefore

soft and juicy ; of this kind is the stem of parsley, hemlock, etc.

Subligneous stems are those in which woody fibre, although

present, does not exist hi tho smaller shoots ; of this kind are

sage and rue, the bases of the stems of which are hard and

woody, and therefore continue for many years, whereas the

4. 8TOLOXIFEROC3 BOOT 07
TUB STBAWBEBAT.

5. RADISH.
SPINDLE-SHAPED ROOT.

6. DBOPWOBT.
Kuorrr BOOT.

7. ONION. BULB WITH
FILAMENTOUS SOOT.

8. DAHLIA.

TUBEBOU3 ROOT. rnaoe* moor.

its place, and from this the leaves immediately grow ; such
leaves are then termed "radical," that is to say, proceeding
from the root, and the plant itself is said to be acauliferous,
from the Greek privative o, without, and tho Latin word caulis,

astern.

_ Sometimes tho root is said to be "
stoloniferons," that is to

smaller branches and their extremities annually perish, and as

often become renewed.

Shrubs aro ligneous plants, the stems of which throw off an

undergrowth of stems and flowers at their base, and which

never attain any considerable dimensions. Of this kind, for

example, aro rose-trees.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. IV.

SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued-),

III. NAME AND SOUND OF THE VOWELS (continued.)

36. BEFORE proceeding to the illustration of the sound and use

of e mute or unaccented, let us commend the following extract

to the careful perusal of the pupil. Speaking of the unaccented

e, it is said
" Several of our best orthoepists express them-

selves thus on that subject: 'The proper utterance of the

unaccented c characterises, in part, the pronunciation of the

gentleman, as the vicious one marks the low-bred and ignorant.

The unaccented e is sometimes pronounced and sometimes not
;

and in ^hat consists a great difficulty for foreigners, who, always

pronouncing it full, are long before they are able to foUow a

French conversation, and thence are inclined to believe that the

French speak much faster than any other people. The truth is

that the French, taking them in general, do not speak faster

than other people ;
but in conversation, and in familiar reading,

they drop the unaccented e as often as they can do it, and thus

go quicker through a sentence than does a foreigner, who gives

the full sound of u in tub to every unaccented e he meets with.

Thus the word contenance, and the phrase je rial pas re$u tout le

vetement, will be pronounced by a foreigner and a Frenchman

native of Gascony, con-te-nan-ceje n6 pa re-qu tou le vS-te-men;

whereas a well-bred Frenchman will pronounce, cont-nans -jn6

pa rsu, toul vet-men, sounding in the first word two syllables

only, where the others would sound four ;
and in the sentence

sounding six syllables, where the others would sound ten.'
"

The French custom of clipping or shortening words as much

as possible, in ordinary reading and common conversation, is

well illustrated in the following sentence, namely :

"
Quaud vous serez le mime, vous me trouvcrez le mcrtie."

This sentence contains thirteen syllables in prose, namely :

Quand-vous-se-rez-le-mSme-vous-me-trou-ve-rez-le-meme.
In poetry.

meme would have two syllables. However, in familiar reading

and conversation, it is pronounced in eight syllables only, viz. :

Quand-vou-srel-mem-voum-trouv-rel-mtim. The suppression of

this e is precisely the reason why foreigners imagine that the

French speak so very quickly.

37. E, O, MUTE OB UNACCENTED. Name, uli; sound, like

the sound of the letter u in the English word nut; or, like tho

sound of tho last syllable er in the words over and watei; when

spoken, quickly.
The c mute or unaccented "

is a mere emission of the voice

without any distinct sound. It either succeeds a consonant, by
the articulation of which it becomes sensible, or comes after a

vowel, of which it may be considered tho prolongation."
It is confessedly difficult to illustrate the sound of this vowel

by the aid of English letters, yet it is worthy an honest attempt

True, it may be acquired from a teacher, by sheer imitation,

but alas, all learners are not good imitators ! If it can be illus-

trated by analogous English sounds, it seems quite reasonable

to suppose that through this process many more students woulc

understand and acquire it, than if they were left merely to the

doubtful policy of imitation. Let us try.

Before the pupil attempts to pronounce the French words

used for examples, let him observe most carefully the sound of

the last syllable of the following words, when uttered as they

usually are in common conversation, namely :

Moth-er, Broth-er, Nev-er, Sis-ter, Wa-ter.

Take any one of the above English words, viz : the first

moth-er. Pronounce it naturally and aloud with a full voice

several times, until the common sound of the last syllable ir

particular is familiar to the ear. Take each of those words, an

thus practise, by pronouncing aloud carefully, but naturally

observing at the same time the sound of the last syllable.

Now, by what combination of letters would you represen

that aound? By ur, as in the first syllable of the English won

mur-mur? or by uh? Manifestly tho latter. Below are a fei

French words, which you will now proceed to pronounce aloud

giving to the vowel e in each example tho last syllable of th

word nev-er. Pronounce each of the following French word

quickly and abruptly, as if an exclamation mark were place

over each one of them, namely :

Ca like sti7i.

That is, a combination of the letter s, with the usual sound of

the last syllable of the English word irMh-er.

Ve like dn/t.

That is, a combination of the letter d, with the usual sound of

the last syllable of the same word, moth-cr.

Jc like z7iu7i.

That is, a combination of tho letters zh, with the same sound

mentioned in the first example ;
or like the sound of the last

syllable of the word pleas-ure, as usually pronounced, but without

the sound of the y, which is sometimes heard; i.e., pleas-ure,

nd not pleas-yure.
Le like Iu7i.

That is, a combination of the letter I, with the same sound

mentioned in the first example.
Me like mull.

That is, a combination of the letter m, with the same sound

entioned in the first example ;
or like the sound of mu in the

rst syllable of the English word mutter.

Ne like nuTi.

That is, a combination of tho letter n, with the sound men-

ioned in the first example ;
or like the sound of nu in the English

ord nut. Pronounce nit in the word nut, and you have the

orrect pronunciation of the French word ne.

Se like suli.

That is, exactly like the pronunciation of ce as given in the

.rst example.
To like tuh.

That is, exactly like the sound of the last syllable of the

Inglish word iva-ter.

Que like TctiTi.

That is, like the sound of tho last syllable of the English
word baker, pronounced rather carelessly.

Take, if you please, another illustration, viz. : the sound of u

n tho English word nut, as explained above, in illustrating the

sound of the French word ne. This will give the correct sound

of e mute or unaccented.

The sound of e mute or unaccented resembles the sound of tho

otter e of the word the, which is heard in pronouncing </

;hese two words, viz. the man. Apply the sound of this e, thus

pronounced, to the e in the following words, viz. : ce, de, je, me,

ne, se, te, que, etc.

Or lastly, the sound of e mute or unaccented is based upon tho

sound of the English a pronounced naturally. Let the organs

within the mouth maintain as nearly as possible the same posi-

tion, whilst the lips are protruded as if to pout or whistle. Then,

whilst tho mouth is in this position, endeavour to pronounce

tho English a again ; this, in a majority of cases, will give the

correct sound of e mute or unaccented. Practise frequently on

this last-mentioned plan aloud, and the car will soon detect the

viciousness or correctness of tho sound. Most pupils find it

more or less difficult to acquire this sound; but perseverance

will, in due time, overcome every obstacle.

In illustrating the sound of e mute or unaccented, the follow-

g signs will be used, sometimes one, again the other, viz. : uh,

and the apostrophe, thus :

Je by z7m7i, or by j'. Se by svli, or by s'.

SECTION VIII. DEMONSTRATIVE ADJECTIVES AND
PRONOUNS.

1. The demonstrative adjectives ce, m., cette, f., this or that,

are always placed before nouns ; they agree in gender with these

nouns [ 20 (1)].

Avez-vous ce parapluie ? m., Have you tliis or that umbrella ?

N'avez-vous pas cette bouteille ? f ., Have you not this or that bottle ?

2. Before a word masculine singular, commencing with a,

vowel or h mute, cet takes the place of ce [
20 (1)].

N'avez-vous pas cet argent ? Have you not this or t7iat money?
Vous avez eu cet houueur, You have liad this or that honour.

3. When it is deemed necessary to express in French the

difference existing in English between the words this and that,

the adverbs ci and Id may be placed after the nouns [ 20 (2)].

Je n'ai pas ce parasol- ci, j'ai ce I have not this parasol, I have that

parasol-la, parasol.

4. The demonstrative pronouns, celui, m., celle, f., tliis or that,
'

are used to represent nouns, but are never joined with them like

adjectives [ 3G, 37 (1)].
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.,- ayroe in gundor wit i which

'1 w<* ont <

, we hai-e that.

i cote, f that.

OF EXAMPLES.
? Wave ijou that wan'* fonj; f

mine.
HI ? lla the con.': ''i?

'., il a co He ha* not i: ., he h<ii

that

Haro you your brotlw'gt i.e., t/iat

y&ur.

pas colui do mon fri-re, j'ai I havo not my brother'*, I have my

Avez-vous colui-oi ou eolui-la?

Jo n'ai rii c.'!ui-ci ni ct'hii-la.

le robe avez-vous ? f.

J'ai cello- ci.

viius coci on cela? (E. 6.)

outer's; i.e., that of my brotlier,

Have you Ihis one or f7iat onef
11 Hi' theformer.

Which iJ.vx.H /mrj you?
I have thin (one).
Have you thin or that f

VOCABULARY.

EXERCISE 13.

1. Votre frere a-t-il son encrier d'argent? 2. U no 1'a plus,
il a mi encrier do plomb. 3. Avons-nous la lettro de Petranger ?

4. Oui, Monsieur, nous avons cello do 1'etranger. (E. 4.) 5.

Votre so3ur n'a pas son ardoise, mais elle a eon chapeau do
satin. 6. Le mcnuisier a-t-il votre bois ou lo sicn ? 7. II n'a

ni le nu^n ni le sien, il a colui du jardiuier. 8. Avez-vous mon
bon parapluio do soie ? 9. J'ai votre parapluie do soie et votro

parasol de eatin. 10. Avez-vons ma bouteillo ? 11. Jo n'ai pas
votro bouteillo, j'ai la malle do votre scour. 12. Lo domestiquo
a-t-il cotto saliero ? 13. II n'a pas cette saliere-ci, il a celle-la.

14. Avez-voua le bon ou lo mauvais poulet ? 15. Jo n'ai ni

colui-ci ni celui-la. 16. Quol poulet avez-vous ? 17. J'ai celui

du cuisinier. 18. Le boulangor a-t-il do la volaillo ? (Sect. IV. 1.)

19. Le boulanger n'a pas de volaille, il a du lait. (Sect. V. 5.)

20. Avez-vous votro fromage ou lo mien? 21. Jo n'ai ni lo

vdtre ni lo mien, j'ai celui du matelot. 22. Quolqu'un a-t-il

faim ? 23. Personno n'a faim. 24. Avez-vous quelque chose ?

25. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai ricn. 20. Avez-vons le sofa d'acajou
d<9 jnon menuisier ? -27. Non, Monsieur, jo ne 1'ai pas. 28. J'ai

son joli miroir ct son bon crayon.

UCISE 14.

1. Has yonr brother that lady's umbrella ? 2. My brother
has that lady's umbrella? 3. Have you this parasol or that
one ? 4. I have neither this (one) nor that (one). 5. Havo
you the stranger's gold watch P 6. No, Sir, I have tlio ';

7. Who has my slate ? 8. I have your slate and yonr brother's.

9. Has the cook a silver Fait stand ? 10. The cook has a silver

salt stand, and :i . 11. lias the cook this poultry
or that? 1:2. Ho has neither this nor that. 13. Has ho this

<>r that? 14. He has neither this nor that, ho
baker's good bread. 15. Hr.vo you my cotton parasol ? 1C. I

have not your cotton par.iPol, I liavo your silk parasol. 17.

10 gardener a leather trunk ? 18. The gardener has a
leather trunk. 10. Who lias my good chco^r "J". Nobody
has yonr cheese, but somo one has your brother's. 21. Havo
you mine or .. I havo n r; nor hi-*, I have
the sfa . cook this bottle or 1!::it broom?
24. Ho has this bottle. '2">. Havo you a load inkstun.l? 'Jfi.

No, Sir, I have a china inkstand. 27. Has the stranger poultry?

t ho has uunvy. - ' Tour
' l any MM

> your
ur* u

uw uv. .1 nor h
ker tho mahogany cltwt of drawenf
thft moWxanr i. . .. th

Ardoise, f., shite.

Baloi, m., broom.

Bois, m., wood.

Bouteille, f., botfU.

Daino, f., lady.

Stronger, m., stranger,

JOTCifJIlBT.
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les bijoux et les joujoux de 1'enfant. 7. Les enfants ont-ils

les oiseaux de votre bois ? 8. Hs n'ont pas les oiseaux de mon
bois, mais Us ont les chevaux de mon general. 9. Le marechal

a-t-il une paire de bas de laine ? 10. Le marechal a deux paires
de bas de laine. 11. Monsieur, n'avez-vous pas froid ? 12.

Non, Monsieur, j'ai chaud. 13. Avez-vous du cafe ou du
chocolat ? 14. Je n'ai ni cafe ni chocolat. 15. N'avez-vous

pas les choux de mon grand jardin ? 16. J'ai les legumes de

votre petit jardin. 17. Votre fils, qu'a-t-il? 18. Mon fils n'a

rien. 19. Avez-vous deux morceaux de pain ? 20. Le meunier
a un morceau de pain et deux barils de farine. 21. L'epicier

a-t-il du cafe, du the, du chocolat, et du poivre ? 22. II a du
the et du cafe, et le chocolat et le poivre de votre marchand.

23. Qui a de 1'argent ? 24. Je n'ai pas d'argent, mais j'ai du

papier. 25. Avez-vous de bon papier ? 26. J'ai de mauvais

papier.
EXERCISE 16.

1. Have you my brother's horses P 2. I have not your

brother's horses, I have your cousin's hats. 3. Have the black-

smiths good iron ? 4. The blacksmith has two pieces of iron.

5. Have you two pairs of stockings ? 6. I have one pair of

stockings and two pairs of gloves. 7. Has your sister the gold

jewels? 8. My sister has the gold jewels and the paper play-

things. 9. Have you the cabbages in your garden ? 10. We
have two cabbages in our garden. 11. Have you the silk hats ?

12. The generals hare the silk hats. 13. Have you coffee or

sugar ? 14. We have neither coffee nor sugar. 15. Are your
brothers ashamed ? 16. My brothers are neither ashamed nor
afraid. 17. Who has two barrels of flour ? 18. The miller has
two barrels of flour. 19. Have the birds bread? 20. The
birds have no bread. 21. Has the merchant tea, chocolate,

sugar, and pepper ? 22. He has sugar and pepper, but he has
neither tea nor chocolate. 23. What has your sister ? 24. She
has nothing. 25. What is the matter with your brother ? 26i

Nothing is the matter with him. 27. Is he not cold ? 28. He
is not cold, he is warm.

COPT-SLIP NO. 8. COMBINATION OF THE LETT^F.3 U, t.

COPY-SLIP NO. 9. COMBINATION OF THE LETTEItS 1, 1.

COPY-SLIP NO. 10. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS t, 1.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. IV.

As it is impossible for any one who is attempting to teach himself

the art of Penmanship to write well without practice, we now

give three more combinations of pairs of the four letters that the

reader has already learned to make, before passing on to other

letters of the alphabet in writing, for whose formation strokes

are required that differ in shape and character from the first

elementary stroke that forms the basis of the letters i, U, t> 1-

At this stage of our Lessons in Penmanship, it may not be

out of place to say bcmething about the kind of handwriting

that the student^ of this part of the POPULAR EDUCATOR are

practising, and to give those who may feel disposed to rule

paper for themselves, in imitation of our copy-slips, a few brief

instructions that will enable them to do so.

First, with regard to the kind or description of handwriting

that is set before our readers in our present series of elementary

copy-slips, it should be said that it is called Large Text, and

that it is the largest, plainest, and boldest of the four kinds of

handwriting usually practised by learners. The three hands

that yet remain to be named are termed Text Hand, Round
Hand or Half Text, and Small or Running Hand. Of these,

Large Text is usually written between lines half an inch apart ;

Text Hand, between lines one-third of an inch apart ; Round

Hand, between lines five-twenty-fourths of an inch apart, or

rather less than one-fourth of an inch; and Small Hand, on

single lines, and sometimes between double lines three-

thirty-seconds of an inch apart, or rather less than one-eighth

of an inch. For those who may not have a graduated scale of

inches, we append a printed scale, show-

ing the respective widths of the four

kinds of writing that have been named. Large Text J inch.

Now, to show our readers how to rule

a page wherein to copy any of the ex-

amples that have been or will be given,

let us suppose that the learner wishes to Text Hand!^ inch,

prepare paper for copying 1 1, as in Copy-

slip No. 10. First rule two lines one on
EoTind Hand;^ inch.

either side of the page, close to the mar-

gin, from top to bottom, taking care that Small Hand!^\ inch,

they are parallel to each other that is to

say, at equal distances from each other all the way down. Then

rule a line across the top of the page, also close to the margin and

at right angles to the parallel lines at the sides of the paper, or

"
square with them," as a joiner would say, and, commencing

from this line, set off with compasses along the side lines dis-

tances equal to e d, da, ac, cb, in order, as in Copy-slip No. 10,

and repeat this as often as the length of the paper will allow,

taking care to leave a space of one-fourth of an inch between

the last of each set of five lines and the first of the next which
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follow*. 'I'lf iliitanoes ed, oc, eb, are each equal to one-fourth

of nn inch, urn! .< ' t<> nthiof an inch.

. learner will be enabled
nt seta of fire horizontal and parallel linen, fire

nix' ivquiivil in i-iidi nut, in thin cane, to determine' thn

height of dm li tii'i--; un i 'portions one to ;.

il lines (No. 5), Betofferalongthetopin
. il to thirteen-sixteenth! of an inch, and draw a straight

lino tlir.vu.,'11 tin' p'.:!iU bx. This will serve as your Kiiiilu

linn for ; -nl;i! .n ' tin- remainder of tho eloping lines, and all

< to complete thorn is to Hot off spaces along tho

. ''>, equal to x y or b z, and rule straight linos passing

y succeeding pair of points, commencing from tho

, through which tho guide lino for regulating tho

im-liiu'd linos was drawn.

EXAMl'LEU OF TH BEYIIUI* CAMH.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. III.

SECTION V. THE NOUN. OLD DECLENSION.
THERE are in German four cases, namely : the SRominatiu,

ing to tho English nominative; tho tnituj, answering to

-li-h possessive; the 3)atit>, which has no corresponding
oaso in English; and tho 9lccufati, which answers to the English
Objff!

Of tho four cases, tho dative, without a preposition, generally
corresponds to our objective governed by to or for, as :

3$ gebe tern QJlanne ba8 (Vlaa. I give (to) the man the glass.
(Jt macb. t bent SDiannc eincn -'jut. Ho makes (for) the man a hat.

Often, however, the dative in German is construed with a

preposition, where, as above, the objective is of course employed
in English, as :

5)a8 Stint ifl I n ttm $aufe,

55tr Jjjunb ifl u n 1 1 r btm Saume.
2>tr 3-io.tr gtbt nach. btm SBafbe.

cr i'lann ifl auf tern Scbifft.

55ft Jvci? i|l a n fccm SEtfdbe.

The child is in the house.

Tho dog is under the tree.

The hunter goes to the forest.

Tho man is on the ship.
The cook is at the table.

DECLENSION OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE MASCULINE AND
NEUTER IN THE SINGULAR.

Masculine. Neuter.

Sftominatitt. 2) t r, the ; b a 8, tho ;

cnitio. 3) e 8, of the ; b e 8, of the ;

3)ath). 3) t m, to or for the; b e m, to or for the ;

2lccufath>. 3) t n, the ; b a 8, the.

German nouns have two forms of declension, called the Old
and the New. In the old declension, the genitive, like the cor-

responding case in English, is formed by affixing 8 to tho

nominative, as :

Sftcm. 3>tr 93atcr, the father. tn. 5)eS S5ater8, the father's.

Nouns ending in 8, p, 5,
or two consonants, generally add c8 in

the genitive, thus, like our words which end with the sound of

8, x, z, soft c or s, forming an additional syllable.

9lom. 3)a8 Stop, the horse. en. 5)c8 SRc>ffe8, the horse's.

RULES FOR FORMING THE CASES OF NOUNS ACCORDING TO
THE OLD DECLENSION.

EULE I. The genitive adds 8 or e8 to the nominative.
EULE II. Tho dative drops tho 8 of the genitive ( 13. Note).
EULE III. The accusative is like the nominative.

DECLENSION OF NOUNS ADDING 8 IN THE GENITIVE.

Masculine. Neuter.
91. 35 c r Cater, tho father

; b a 8 SftStc^tn, the girl ;

. 3) 1 8 ater8, tho father's ; bed SWdbctyenS, the girl's ;

S). 3) e m Cater, to.forthefather; b t m 3Katc$en, to, for tho girl ;

SI. 3) e n Cater, tho father ; b n 8 aftdbcbcn, the girl.

DECLENSION OF NOUNS ADDING f8 IN THE GENITIVE.

Masculine. Neuter.
91. !Tf r TOann, the man; ba8 .Rinb, tho child.

. 3) 1 8 2Nannt8, the man's ; b 1 8 .RinbtS, the child's ;

3). 3) t m aftannt, to, for the man; b t m Stintt, to, for the child ;

SL 3) t n 2JJann, the man ; b a t Stint, the child.

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT SINGULAR OF tin AND
3* bin, I am

; icb lobt, I praise ;

it ftnb, you are ;
it lobtn, you praise ;

Cr ift, he is ; tr lobt, he praises.

$al Jtamctl ifl flar!

Der Vun; i<t ttcu unt

!Dal !i)|rtt i ft f$on unt

The camel U Btronf.

Thedog u faithful and watohfoL

VM*M*M md flMNta

3)a8 SDafJer te 3)Jeere8 ifl fa()ij

35er sU.ium te ilOalle* ifl gri>.

De Jtintet U3a(l ifl wri^.

The water of UM BM u M!t
ITie tree of the focwt is large.
The child'- ball u soft.

Whether in caBOB of thin kind, where the genitive U tued to
denote posBesBton, we ahould Bay, Tet Hall It* JliMtJ (the ball at

tho child), or, X4 4inbt< fiaU (the child's ball), U a point regulated

by no certain rule. The former mode u the more common in

Gorman.
Nominative and Dative.

The letter IB from the father.

The poaaant ii in the field.

He sends it to the friend.

Dtr SBritf ifl \>m btm 93attr.

Der Bauer ifl in bem geltt.

Or frbuft t ttm Srtuntt.

Nominative and Accusative.

3>cr unb btipt btn 3>icb. The dog bite* the thief.

er cbmitb bammert tat fifen. The smith hammera the iron.

3>a Jtinb litbt unb lobt ttn iDatrr. The child lovea and pnuBM tiM
father.

Nominative, Dative, Qenitive,'and Accusative.

3)er QSattt te8 Stinttt giebt tern The father of the child give*
iBrubtt ten i?cgel. (to) the brother the bird.

er $crrfcber be8 taate8 fcbicft bem The ruler of the state Bends (to)

Aritger ta8 3^ert. the warrior the sword.

VOCABULARY.
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DECLENSION OF SHcfct : MASCULINE AND NEUTER SINGULAR
COMPARED WITH THE DEFINITE ARTICLE.

Masculine.

$1. (k-cr) ttef-cr, this ;

63. (t-cS) ttcf-cS, of tliis ;

>. (t-cm) ticf-em, to, for this;
2t. (fc-cn) kief-en, this ;

Neuter.

(b-o8) bicf-eS, tliis ;

(t-eS) kicf-cS, of this ;

(t-cm) ticf-em, to, for this;

(fc-aS) ktef-c$, tliis.

DECLENSION OP THE INTERROGATIVE 2Bc'C AND THE PERSONAL
PRONOUN Cr AND fS IN THS SINGULAR.

Masculine, Neuter.

cr, he ; c?, it
;

fctner, of him ; fciner, of it ;

tlitn, to, or for him ? W;m, to, or for it;

iljn, him ; t$, it.

VOCABULARY.

91. SBcr? who?
. h)cffcn ? whose ?

2). Iran ? to, for whom ?

21. locn ? whom ?

Slpfet, m. apple.

SSur'gcrntciftcr, TO., bur-

gomaster, mayor.
SHcfcr, ttcfcS, tliis.

5ur, for ( 113).

artcit, TO. garden.

dt, 7i. money.

clb, n. gold. :

attfcr, TO. saddler.

J&aitS, n. house.
j

ctyncitcr, TO. tailor.

ut'tnad;cr, TO. hatter,
j <d;u!)'mad;cr,TO. shoe-

.Rupfcr, n. copper. maker.
Scbcr, ii. leather. ! Ubcr, n. silver.

papier', n. paper. i S3 on, from, of.

3Joc, TO. coat.

SMcfer Sungfing ifl arm.

,Rmb ift fcfylafrtoj.

tcfc3 3ungltngS -ut ift ncu.

231abd;citS Sank tft fifjfn.

c&en Sic tiefcm Settler link

Jiinbe db ?

tckn ie biefen Srtanfccr ?

ie fcicfc8 2Jiatd;cn ?

SBeffcn Scterntcffcr I;at fcicfco -Tuns ?

BESUME OF EXAMPLES.

JDtcfeS

DicfcS

tiefcm

This youth is poor. This child

is sleepy.
This youth's hat is new. This

girl's ribbon is beautiful.

Do you give this beggar and
this child money ?

Do you love this Irishman ?

Do you praise this girl ?

Whose penknife has this child ?

The teacher's.

EXERCISE 7.

1. 2Ber $at taS papier ticfcS 2Waliens ? 2. SicfcS flinb Ijat e.

3. SOBcffcn ucf) Ijat btcfer d;u(cr? 4. Gr Ijat tad 23ud; be3 Scljrcrl

5. SSon iDcm Jjakn @ic kicfcSSetcr? 6. 3d; ^a6c e on bent d;u^

mad;cr. 7. giir Jven ift tiefcr 2lpfd ? 8. Gr (Sect. XVIII. 3) ifl fire

ta8 flint kc atttcr8. 9. aBcffcn 9M I;at tcr Sol;n ke @d;ncikcr8 ?

10. Gr I;at ten Slo& kicfcS grcnntcS. 11. 9Son toem ^at ter Sclm ticfc8

.^utmad;er3 ctb ? 12. Gr Ijat etb son bent SJaftt. 13. SBo ift bcr

SBagcn be? 23auct8 ? 14. 5>cr Srcunb te8 Sc^rcr8 ^at itnt. 15. SBcffen
au8 unb arten Ijat tcr Sclu'cr V 1C. Gr Ijat ka -&aua unb ten arten

te8 Surgcrmciftcrt. 17. SSon lcm T;al'cn ie biefen -ut ? 18. 3d;

^aie ion (Sect. XVIII. 3) von tent ^utmac^er. 19. giir men ifl cr V

20. Gr tft fur ten oljit tc8 cljncitcrS. 21. J&aten ie rft, tlfccr,

oter flupfcr fur ten 8cl;rct ? 22. 3d; I;ak itkr fur i(;n. 23. 2Ben
liefct tas flinb ? 24. Gs Ucbt ken JBrutcc tcS

SECTION VII.

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT SINGULAR, g C ^ C n AND g C 6 C n .

3d; ge^c, I go.
@ic ge^cn, you go.
d'r gef)t, he goes.

3d; gctc, I give.
ic gct'cit, you give.
r gifct (Sect. XIX. 1), he gives.

Sr fagt t^m md;t8. He says nothing to him.
23a3 gcfccu Sic tern Gapttain? What do you give the captain?
liikr (ctt ten .fated; t ? Who praises the servant ?

Sen tcbt kcr Jined;t ? Whom does the servant praise?

EXERCISE 8.

1. SSo ifl kcr SSrukcr kcS tcucrmanna ? 2. (ir tft tet tern Sapitam
in tent Scfjtffe. 3. 3ft ter @o(;n kc8 (ikclmann^ aud; bet i!)in? 4. 9lcin,

cr ifl in entfd)(anb. 5. 2So tft bcr SSatcr ? 6. Sr tft tci tent dapitain
in tern Stfttfyaufc- 7. 2o^t tcrteapttatn ten i^n tc dJkclinannS? 8. 3a,
unb cr lobt aud; ken SSatcr. 9. Siefct kcr Gtctmann ten Sapitain?
10. 3a, cr licfct unb lo&t U;n fc'f;r. 11. 3ft ktcfer SJiann ber of;n bcl

SapttatnS ? 12. STlctn, er ift ber Sot;n ke8 tcucrntann8. 13. 3ft tiefcr

5Diatofc rctd;? 14. Stein, cr ift arm unb frofjlid;. 15. SBte a(t ift tiefcr

SJiann? 16. Gr ijl nid;t fcf;r alt. 17. 3)1 cr frattf? 18. 9lcin, cr ift

I;ungrig. 19. SBaS gifit fciefcS 3Jiakd;cn tent ^intc ? 20. 6'3 ( 134. 2)

gibt it;m nur Burfcr. 21. SBaS gcOcn Sic bent Jfncd;te ? 22. 3d; gcfce

if;m clb. 23. 2BaS gifct ter Jlncd;t tern 5JJfcrfcc? 24. gr gt6t i^nt ^eu.
25. Sictt fcicfcS Jiinb ken Scorer? 2G. 3a, itnb bcr Scfircr loU baS Jltnb.

27. 3ft bcr Sagcr ncd; in tent SGBatfcc? 28. 3a, u'nk ter Solin kc8

(5kc(maun3 ift bci i^m. 29. Scr Sagcr gef;t nad; bem SBatke ju kern

5Batcr, unb id; gc^c ju tent SSvufccr.

The learner should mark the irregularity in the conjugation
of gcicn.

VOCABULARY.



may say

.thout dotormining tho

t > take it on

nearly, tliat in, seven

i.f a hundred of ono grain.
. :i avoinln;

: by 7'35, wo Bholl havo tho number of

ii we shall call tho ihjiiamical

.ml \M i^'M is equal. Tho divinion gives

.u-lj- I"!" t: thus we learn how we may
pass fr or from pounds to these

: may bo summed u\> in tho following table :

785 Grains make nearly oue Dynamical Unit.

892 Dyiunnii:il I one Pound.
111! Pounds iniiko one Ilmidrou-weiyht.
20 Hundreds make ouo Tuu.

- A\ lion a single force is up]>li<il

to any point of a body, if tho latter be free, motion will

ensue, and tho question belongs to . If it bo not free,

but fastened in any way to fixed objects, tho force will bo
communicated through its substance to tho p .port or

connection, which will resist, and by resisting cause the body to

sustain strain. For example, suppose a beam of wood is fixed

at one point, round which, as on a pivot, it can turn in any
direction, and that a force is . it at soino other point.

iear that this foroo will pull tho beam round towards
> far as it can go, that is. until the- line of direction of

tho force pa i point. Then this point will

[uilibriiun will bo produced. Tho case thus becomes
ono of two forces namely, that applied and tho resistance pro-.

dncod ; and wo see thus that a single force can never in

bo tho subject of study, without involving tho consideration of
: TCCS which it calls into existence. A. statical problem

must bo concerned about at least two forces.

If two forces bo applied to a point in the same direction, we
assume in Mechanics, as a self-evident truth, tho result of

experience, that their joint effect is tho same as that which
would be produced by a single force equal to their sum. If two
men of unequal strength pull on a rope against another man
stronger than cither, who succeeds in balancing their united

strength, wo say, without hesitation, that his force is equal to

tho sum of those put forth by the two. When two forces thus
act separately at a point, tho single force to which their joint

power is equal is called tho "resultant" of those forces. We
therefore say, if two forces act on a point in tho sa'mo direction,
their resultant is tho sum of these forces. . If three act on it,

since two of them are equivalent to ono equal to their sum, this

one with tho third must bo equivalent to a single force equal to

tho sum of tho throe. And so on, as to more than three, wo
may lay it down as a general rule that -

The resultant of any number of forces acting on a point in

..<e direction, is a single force equal to the sum of tho

separate forces.

When two forces act in opposite directions on a point, for tho
same reason as in the former case. tha,t tho resultant

is the difference of tho two. And this Ic *ds us to the most

general case that can occur of such forces namely, that in

which any number of them are applied to a body along the

"me, some in ono direction and others in tho opposite
direction. To determine tho resultant of all, it is evident that
it is sufficient to talro tho separate resultants of tho opposing
sets, then tako tho difference of tl: nit this

difference will bo tho required resultant of oil, and its direction

that of th'o greater of tho two separate resultants. Hence tho

following rule :

If any number of for >d to a body along the snme
line, their resultant is {'. ;ims of those
which act in tho opposite direction, and its direction, is the same
as that of the greater sum.
For example, if fifteen men pnll on a rope against cloven,

and drag them a] !, tho resultant of the tv.<

forco* applied to the rope along it* length i* the
(1 power* of the fifteen and of the Uvoa,

Htrength of each man, uud t*

that in which the fifteen poll.
o now that two force* only are employed, and that

'. opporiU direction*; what will t>e th

result? They will balance, or bo in equilibrium. Now it i some-

body to which two rach force* are applied
ana condition as if no force had

.", strictly . Mune
11 so far c- ,* it concerned, bat not otherwise.

.he same condition an to procure or utrain. Th*

.t one moment ia lying stretched on the ground, i*

not in the name < 'von in a few minute* before, when
two strong men wore pulling at opposite end* of it with balanced

strength. In the latter caw it U trained along it* whol-j

length every thread on the stretch, ready to map. It* condi-

tion is very different on the two occasions different in every
circumstance, except that of there being no motion. So, sJno,

if two equal and opposite pressure* are applied to a round ball,

it will bo an equilibrium, bat tho condition of its tubttanre will

be changed. 'us will be pressed toward* one another

; and, if it be made of soft or elastic material, it* form
will be altered by tho fattening effect of the opposing forces.

And this is trne, whatever bo the magnitude of the baJL It

may bo as small as we please, even so small as an atom, or
what is called a " material particle," and yet there will be this

internal compression or straining. Thus we see that even the
" material particle," acted on by two equal and opposite forces,

cannot be said to be in the same condition before and after their

application.
The case of equal and opposite forces presents some other

points of interest, which may well occupy your attention in this

lesson. Suppose, for example, two men pull against each other

with equal strength at the opposite ends of a rope. What will

bo tho strain on the rope? What will be its amount, eon^
that both are pulling? Most persons at first incline to f -.:

it is strained by the united strength of both, or by double the

strength of either man. Such is not the case; the strain is

only equal to the strength of one of tho men. What is tho

reason of this ? A moment's reflection makes it c-.

Suppose one man only to pull ; the rope follows him, and thero

is no strain on it. But tho instant the other seizes his end and

pulls, strain begins, caused by bis resistance. If ho gives a
strong pull, it is great; if a weak, it is slight. But, to f

in another way, suppose the first man leads, pulling with all hi*

might, while the other, holding on with less strength, is dragged
after. Tho rope is strained in this case also. By how much ?

By the less of the two forces. The stronger pnll V>

divided into two parts, ono putting both tho rope a-

second man in motion, and the other balancing the latter'

It is this second portion which strains tho rope, and TT.

equal to the strength of the hinder man, while the other, which

causes motion, is the difference of the two pnlla or f'

pose, lastly, that the two pulls become equal, their dif:'

becomes nothing, motion ceases, and the men como to a stand-

still. But the strain remains, as before, equal to the
'

force, which, being equal to that of the leading man, we can

say it is equal to either of tho forces.

Let us next suppose that for one of the men an iro:

fastened on a wall, is substituted, to which ono end of t'

is attached. So long as the rope hangs loosely from t!i

there is no strain on it. Let the other man now pull at
'

end, the rope at once is strained, evidently not by tho wall, but

by the man's pull. The wall puts forth no more effort to

it than it did before; but simply resists the force commuii
to :

t through tho rope. It is, in fact, a case of a force n;

to the wall through the rope, every point of which may bo con-

sidered a point of its application.

Again, tako two equal weights attached to the end->

cord which passes over a pulley. The strain on tho cord which

hangs down at either side is evidently equal to the weight on
that side ; and, since tho weights arc equal, the etruins on both

sides, and therefore all through the cord, are equal to that

> bullocks raise water from a pond in a large bucket by
a ropo which posses over a pulley, as tho bucket ascend* two
forces c.ro tuv. ropo The stronger ;
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the bollocks overcomes the weight of the water and bucket, and

an amount of motion results, due to the difference of the two

forces. The rope, however, is strained only by the weaker

force, evidently so in the part which descends from the pulley

to the bucket, and therefore also in the remainder, since the

Btrain must be uniform along its whole length.

In all these cases the forces were of the nature of a pull,

causing a stretching strain. But the conclusions hold equally

good of pushing forces. If two such, equal to each other, be

applied to a ball at opposite sides in opposite directions, the

compressing strain within the ball will be equal to only

one of the forces. Or if the ball be pushed against a

wall by only one of them, though the wall resists, the strain

irill still be the same equal to the single force. The re-

sistance counts for no-

thing. Also, when the

two forces are unequal,
and motion ensues,
there 'is a compressing
strain equal to the

smaller force, while the

motion produced is due

to the difference of the

forces. When a man
ascends a ladder with

a hod of mortar, there

are two such compress-

ing forces acting on
his shoulder at the

spot on which the hod
rests namely, his own
muscular power push-

ing his shoulder up-

wards, and the weight
of the hod and mortar

pushing it dowa. His
ascent is effected by
the difference of these

forces, the muscular

being the greater ;

while the compressing
strain is evidently the

weight of the loaded
hod. These examples
will make clear to

you the principle I

have been explaining;
and you will find no

difficulty in multiplying
them by thinking of

others yourselves.
We now pass to the

case of three forces,
whose directions are all

different, applied to a

point, and producing
equilibrium. Now it is

evident, first of all, that
the three must pull or

push in the same plane
or flat, such as, for in-

stance, the flat surface

of a table ; for if two of them pulled along that surface, while

the third pulled in a slanting direction upwards, this latter force

should lift the body cff the table. Try the experiment with
three strings attached to a ring which lies flat on a table, two of

which are pulled horizontally along the table, and the third in

any direction upwards. The ring will be lifted, and soon the

three strings will come into one plane. I am not here taking
into account the weight of the ring and strings, which are a
fourth force applied to the body. For the sake of simplification,
to enable you to understand the principle, I suppose these to be

so small in comparison to the others as to count for nothing.

Secondly, when three forces applied to a point are in equili-

brium, the resultant of any two of them is equal and opposite
to the third force. This is also evident ; for, if it were not, the

resultant of the two and the third force, to which the three are

equivalent, would not be two forces equal, and opposite to each

HODMAN ASCENDING LADDEK.

other, and therefore could not make equilibrium. In the case
of the ring on the table, to which the three strings are attached,
if the direction of the effect of the pulls on two of the strings were
not opposite to that of the third pull, the three would make the

ring move to the side of the table, towards which these two
directions incline. And, furthermore, even if the directions

were opposite, the ring would move, if the effect of the two, 01

their resultant, were not equal to the third force. These two
principles may be definitely stated as follows :

1. When three forces applied to a point are in equilibrium,

they are in the same plane.
2. The resultant of any two of three forces Jin equilibrium at

a point is equal and opposite to the third force.

From these principles it is evident that in order to ascer-

tain when three forces

applied to a point are
in equilibrium, it ia

necessary first to dis-

cover what the result-

ant of any two of them
is. If you find that

the resultant is oppo-
site to and equal to

the third force, then

you are certain of equi-
librium. The question
then is, how may the re-

sultant of two forces be
found? This we shall

defer to the next les-

son, closing this with
the single instance in

which, without looking
for a resultant, we can

say that three forces

are in equilibrium ;

that is, when three

forces are all equal,
and make equal angles
with each other, the

first with the second,
the second with the

third, the third with
the first, in order all

round.

Take, for instance,
three equal weights, at-

tached to three strings,

two of them much
longer than the third,

which are tied toge-
ther in a knot at their

other ends. If the

two longer strings with
their attached weights
are now thrown over

two pulleys in the same

plane, one of the pul-

leys being even higher

up than the other,
and the third string
and weight is allowed

to hang down in the middle, we shall have a case of three

equal forces applied to a point. There are the two outside

weights acting over the pulley, and drawing the knot ob-

liquely to either side, and the middle weight pulling it down-

wards. What position will the strings settle themselves into ?

Evidently so that the angles all round between the strings may
be equal ; for no reason in the world can be given why they
should be unequal. Whatever reason could be assigned for

supposing one of these angles greater than the other, eince the

forces are equal all round and all the other circumstances the

same, that same reason should make that other angle greater
than the first. The angles, therefore, must be equal. Let any
one of you make the experiment, and measure the angles, and
he will find the result to be as I have stated. But you will find

this same conclusion arrived at in the next lesson in another

and more satisfactory manner, by the Parallelogram of Forces.
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i HO classes of animals wlii<
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VERTICAL SECTION OF THE E7E OF A SOARING BIRD.

1, Sclerotic ; 2, Choroid ; 3, Betiim ; b, Pecten ; 4, Vitreous humour ;

5, Bony support of sclerotic or hard coat ; 6, Iris ; 7. Cornea ;

8, Lens; 9, Aqueous humour; 10, Lens ligament; 11, Ciliary pro-

oesses; 12, Optic nerve.

r no use ; but in tho majority of cases in brutes, reptiles, and

fishes, and in all birds, the eye is well developed, and even where

it can be of no use, still indications of it are found.

Our English molo is an instance of an animal with a degraded
condition of eye. It is in this animal smaller than a pin's head,
and has to be looked for carefully in the midst of the velvet fur.

Of course, to an animal which lives underground, burrowing

continually in soft earth, an eye would be useless, and even in-

convenient ; yet the rudiment of an eye is found.

Besides man, only apes (and some lizards, such as the chame-
1

leon, and perhaps some fish) have tho yellow spot of distinct!
vision. Vision in some apes must be very powerful, for it is)
said a gentleman who owned a baboon used to ride away across

the plain until he could only just sue his dog-ape with tho naked
eye ; then using his telescope, he made a number of gestures,
which were immediately mimicked with precision by tho animal.

Jn looking into tho open eye tho white is part of the opaque
sclerotic. The coloured part is tho iris seen through the trans-

parent cornea and vitreous humour, while tho pupil is the hole

through the middle of this, which seems black because of tho

dark non-reflecting choroid at the back of the eye.
The iris gives the colour to the eye. When there is Only a

layer of pigment on the back part of this, the eye is blue ; bat

when, in addition, specks or sheets of pigment are distributed

through the substance of tho iris, eyes of various colours are

produced. Thus, fair people have usually blue eyes, and black

eyes accompany an olive complexion and dark hair. In other

words, people that have a surplus of internal paint elsewhere
have it in tho iris too.

Again, tho lack of pigment is sometimes so groat that oven
tho choroid has none, and then tho pupil looks red because the
blood-vessels of the choroid can be seen through its front layer.

Albinos, as individuals with tho last peculiarity are called, are

found among rubluts, mice, cats, and many other species, and
are especially prone to occur under domestication. These

'. an appearance which is very ethereal and

fairy-like, so that artists havo often introduced them into their

fanciful pictures, as in Landse<Vs " Bottom and Titania." But
however they iruy grace the ideal creation of the painter, they
are less suited to this working-day world than their coarser

brothers.

On the other hand, in some species a further dcoosit takes
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place in the choroid of pigment of metallic brilliancy. This
.veil aeen at the bottom of the eye of the ox inside ; in

other*, the sclerotic w coloured, M any visitor at the Zoological
. -i may MO to be the ca*e in the eye of the chimpanzee.

return, with many others, snob ae the contraction
M of the cat, HO an to leave a -lit instead of a circular

opening, are interesting, bat by no mean* no functionally iin-

<> be mentioned hereafter, when we describe

oyea BUI itions altogether different, snob, for instance,
as the fi*h'u eye, which is constructed to see in water.

some of which are almost exclusively denizens of the

uir, uml mot of which have the power of betaking tbenselree

to flight occasionally to escape pursuit, to hunt octire prey, to

search for new feeding-ground*, or to select a more genial
climate at tho change of the neasons, must have eyes suited to

distant vision. Hfiicc the lens is of a very flattened form, and
docs not increase in density from the outside to the inside as it

mammalia, and more strikingly in fish. The distance

from tho lens to the back part of the eye u small, and to the

cornea large relatively; in other vordu, they have a larger
amount of aqueous and a smaller amount of vitreous humour
than brutes have. The back part of the eye too is natter, and
is a portion of a larger sphere in relation to the rest of the eye
than in animals. The shape will be boot seen by the aid of the

diagram of the vortical section of the eye of a soaring bird.

When the eye is spherical and distended with fluid, M in

man, there is no tendency of the procure within to alter the

shape of the ball ; but when, as in :" bird*, it has any
other form, tho internal pressure would r.train the elastic capsule
of the eye in some parts more than in others. This strain can

only be prevented by rendering those parts of the capsule which

are exposed to tho extra pressure more solid. In the case of

the bird, this is effected by means of a series of bony platen
which encircle tho sclerotic, bedded in its substance, and

stretching from tho rim of tho cornea to tho circumference of

the large segment of the eye, on the inside of which the- retina

is spread out.

The structures described above, conducive to long sight in a
thin medium, are more especially to bo remarked in soaring,

raptorial birds, like the eagles, vultures, and hawks. These, as

they wheel round at a great height, survey a large extent, ct

VERTICAL SECTION OF THK BTE OF A FISH.

1, Solerotic ; 2, Choroid , 2", Inuer layer of Choroid ; 3. Retin* ; ,

Choroid gland ; 4, Vitreous humour ; 5, Bouy support of sclerotic

or hard coat ; G, Iris
; 7. Cornea ; 8, Lens ; 9, Aqueous unmoor;

10, Lens ligamant ; 11, Ciliary processes ; 12, Optic nrre.

country ; yet their sight is so keen at that elevation that no

young unprotected animal, or maimed and disabled prey, escapes
their sight. So keen is the sight of the condor of.the Andes,
that if a carcase be exposed where the naked eye can detect

none of those creatures in tho horizon, yet in a few minute*

they ore seen streaming in from all directions straight towards
their hoped-for meal.

But though birds be long-sighted, it is also highly necessary
that they should see minute objects at a short dw tan-

entomologist will deny that on insectivorous bird must hare
keen eyes for short distances, if it is to get its living with

ease. A microscopic sight is scarcely less requisite for a graiar

6
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feeding bird. The swallow, which plunges with such reckless

impulse through the air, will nevertheless seize a small insect

as it dashes along with almost unerring certainty. Usually the

prey is so small, that the wonderful powers of the bird dis-

played in the chase cannot be observed ; but sometimes, when
the insect has large wings, this dexterity may be seen.

The writer has seen a swallow seize, while in headlong flight,

Jie beautiful, scarce swallow-tail butterfly, and shear out its

sapid body from between the wide wings, and let them float

severally down ; and then, not satisfied with a feast so little

proportioned to the splendour in which it was dished up, glance
round and seize again the several pieces before they had time

to reach the ground. How, then, is a long sight and a keen
short sight to be obtained from the same eye ? This is done

mainly by the aid of the bony plates already described. These
are so disposed that the edge of one is capable of sliding over

the edge of its next neighbour, so that when the fibres of the

muscle which unites them contract they compress the eye all

round and make it more tubular, while the humours of the eye,

thus subjected to pressure, cause the cornea to protrude more,
and also the retina to be removed further from the lens. These
motions aro, in addition to the adjustment for distance, found

in mammals.

Intimately connected with this pressure upon and alteration

of the dimensions of the humours of the eye, is another pecu-

liarity in the eye of a bird. This is a puckered, parse-like

membrane, which is attached to the optic nerve, which in this

class enters into the eye by a slit-like opening. This membrane
is sometimes called a marsupium, from its resemblance to a

purse, and sometimes a pecten, from its supposed likeness to a

comb. It stretches to the interior of the eye to a different

extent in different birds, and is composed of a tangled mass of

blood-vessels, mixed with pigment granules. Whether this is

simply an erectile organ, which can rapidly contract and enlarge

kJuddenly as it is deprived of or injected with blood, or is capable
of feeding the vitreous humour with liquid strained by it from

the blood, and draining it off again as circumstances require, is

not known.
The eyes of reptiles are so different from one another, ranging

in structure between the eye of the bird and that of the fish,

that it is better at once +o pass on to a description of an eye

adapted to sight in water.

A fish, living as it does m an atmosphere which is many hun-

dred times denser than ah-, and by no means so transparent,

must have an eye suited to look at near objects. It must
therefore be able to concentrate the rays of light rapidly ; yet
it is under this disadvantage, that as it is only when passing
from a rare into a dense transparent convex substance that

diverging rays are bent towards one another, and the original

rays pass through a dense medium, the cornea and aqueous
humours can play no part in the bending of the rays towards

one another, for they are of about the same density as water.

The whole duty of refraction must thus be done by the lens.

This is very dense, and of the sheets of which it is made up the

inside are denser than the outside, while it is so convex both

before and behind as to become a perfect globe.

Both the consistence and shape of the round lens may be

Been by squeezing it out of the eye of a cooked fish, even by
those whose taste for comparative anatomy is only stimulated

at the dinner-table.

In connection with this kind of lens we have a shallow eye.

In other words, if the cornea, through which light enters, be

turned upwards, the back of the eye on which the retina is

spread resembles a saucer, and not a cup as it does in animals

and birds.

This is so much the case, that even though the hard capsule
is shallower than in brutes, there is still left a large space
between this and the choroid, and even this latter has between

two of its layers a horse-shoe shaped "gland" composed of

blood-vessels, something like the pecten of a bird, though in a

different place, and with exactly a converse function.

The hard outer coat is strengthened and held to its form by
a cup-shaped bone or cartilage, which occupies the parts which
are left unoccupied by the bird's eye-bones ; because while the

latter are used to elongate the eye this maintains a shortened

axis.

The cornea, or window, and the watery fluid behind it being
Meless to collect the rays are left, the one flat and the other

in small quantity, and the result of this is that the fish can see
distant objects as well through the air as through the water ;

and this is important, because almost all fish are surface fish ;

many feed on flies, and most have to be on their guard against
aerial foes. The reader, then, need not be surprised when the

sun-loving shoals of carp or chub all plunge headlong into the

depths when he appears on the river bank.
As a singular instance of the adaptation of means to ends,

it is found that all animals, whether reptiles, birds, or brutes,
vhich are amphibious, or which spend much time in the water,
have eyes which, though they differ from those of fish, in some
things have the same relation of the cornea and lens. Thus
the whale and the dolphin (which are but brutes which Have
taken to the sea), the cormorant and diver, the frog and the

crocodile, have all spherical lenses and flat corneas.

FibU and frogs have on the outer layer of the choroid a layer
of silvery or golden crystals, and this layer, which is continued
round till it occupies the front layer of the iris, gives to the
toad so metallic and bright an eye as to countenance the legend
that it has a jewel in its head. So Shakespeare

" The toad, ugly and venomous,
Wears yet a precious jewel in its head."

LESSONS IN GERMAN. IV.
SECTION VIII. INDEFINITE ARTICLE.

THE indefinite article is less varied than the definite, having for

the masculine and nouter nominative but one form, as

Masculine : e i n 2)iann, a man. Neuter : tin la, a glass.

DECLENSION OF THE INDEFINITE ARTICLE MASCULINE AND
NEUTER WITH NOUNS.

Masculine. Neuter.

5)1. (Stu aJiann, a man ; cin Jltnb, a child ;

65. (5inc8 3)iannc3, of a man ; etneS JUnbeS, of a child ;

3X GHncm Q)iaiinc,to,forainan; eincm Jtinbt, to, for a child;
31. (Stnen SDtann, a man ; ein Jltnb, a, child.

OF THE COMPOUNDING OF NOUNS IN GERMAN.
1. Nouns are more frequently compounded in German than

in English ; and accordingly one word in German often requires
for its full translation several in English, as :

SBirfttiKjgfreiS, sphere of action (action sphere) ;

@d?tt>immogel, web-footed bird (swimming fowl) ;

5iaftt()icr, beast of burden (burden animal) ;

3"gtf)tcr, draught animal (
2. 7) ;

&au8tl)ier, domestic animal (house animal).

VOCABULARY.

JBaub, n. ribbon.
j

Jtaufmann, m. mer-



sBauert? .r tide*

r flaufmann* '<

:.miir. 9. $aben tra

..jfii ven tin..

ITU ie ta id> fjabf

,n . ten iNcrf ltcie 8reute ?

.1 cuiciii irtuu-tter. 15. Val-en $ie ta

ut'' lil. .

> papier von einem

liantkr, unt einem (viiweblungbnef won tern I
i UJfert

tin d"-' ; 'i, "'it e8 tft aurb em yajltbuT'< 1'.'. .'m laj Jtameel

ce nl nur cin Vailtbier

.,! lut in 2obn te (ttclmaiun ? 22. ttr bat ta efe$buc& te

ter.

ION IX.-DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES.

.\ IKIS thus far been employed only prodi<-

it is unvaried in iorm, aa

nl iKur, .sto ! i ; hard, SJlct tfl roeicfc, lead is soft.

Tlu< U-rm* attributive and predicate have, in grammar, a

strictly conventional sense, and should bo distinctly understood.

ay, The deep river id hero (tcr ticfe Slup ill bier), tho adjec-
for tho quality, depth, is there referred

to as a known and recognised attribute of tho river. If we say,
Tho river is deep here (tcr Sluj; i|l tier ticf), Jie adjective is pre-

, fur wo then merely affirm or predicate of tho river that
it has the quality, depth.
When used attributively, tho adjective is varied by the addi-

tion of suffixes.

1. When not affected by a preceding word, the adjective is

inflected according to

THE OLD DECLENSION.

Neuter.

gut-eS Sifen, good iron ;
;-er Stabl, good steel ;

at-c-i Stable, of good steel ; gut-eS @i|"en, of good iron,
3X ut-cm Stable, to good steel; gut-em ifcn, to good iron;
"I. (''Hit-en 2taf;l, good steel; gut-eS (Sifcn, good iron.

The genitive of the old form is now seldom used ; that of the
new form being preferred. Thus, guten tablS; guten
(JtfenS, ic., instead of guted tafyU ; guted (SifcnS, :c.

2. When preceded by any of the followin

2Ulcr,

Masculine. Neuter. Masculine.

3>r, ta (the) ; jetcr,

kiefcS (this) ; jener,

altc (all) ; manner,
einio,c (some) ; folcbcr,

(Jtlit^er, etlkbeS (some) ; nxlrfjcr,

ifce adjective adds, in the nominative masculine and in the
nominative and accusative neuter, the letter t, and in all the
other cases en

;
and is inflected according to

words

Neuter.

jefce* (every) ;

jene (that) ;

mancfce (many a) ;

folcfcca (such) ;

hKlcbeS (which) ;

Masculine.
91. let gut-e, the good ;

I guten, of the good ;

THE NEW DECLENSION.

Neuter,

tat gut-c, the good ;

I

$>a ^art-e (friiVn nl nui .

i IB.

Diefe* meij-c f;m

(fciniger cotb-( UUcin

Giniget rotb-e Rapier.

Jeter )ufrieten-c Sllinn

The hard iron is useful.

This beautiful bird is white.
- white paper U beautiful

Some (a

(a little) red paper,
tft Every contented man i* happy.

Every happy child is contented.

Yonder (that) beautiful tree fa

,..: -
.

Yonder (that) Urge bone fa

beautiful.

Many a good man is poor.

Many a beautiful girl u rain,

Such fine steel is costly.
Such costly cloth is fine.

Which old man is happy ?

Which little child is contented ?

3ctee glucfliefc-i Sink tft }v.

frieten.

3ener fcfcon-e $aum tft groe.

3ene grop-c Spfctfc tft fe&on

SWaneber gut-e "3)1ann tft arm.
e '.IMatdjen ift eitet.

tein-e Stahl ill fc|tbat.

old;e foftbar-e Hud) nl fein.

alt-e 'JJfann ill gludltd;?
flein-c JJtiu i|l jn>

frietcn?

EXERCISE 10.

1. 3ft tiefer junge SMann ker @obn ke tfaritatn? 2. Sletn, e:

te aftcn 2Debev. 3. 2Ber bat ka* SKatelfiffcn fcitfe* flemen

ebenJ V 4. icfc fleine Jlint tc3 guten .jrcunt c b.at tt. 5. SBer bat U<
fdjone $ferfc ke guten Obetnt* ? 6. 5)er junge dtfc^mtrt bat rt 7.

3Ber ^at ken gropen fd;warjen J&unb fcrt 3>1jer ? 8. Der junge i'ruttr

ke 5taufmann ^at tbn. 9. ^at fca fleine Jlink ta feban'e i'i

guten Crutcrt V 10. 9lein, e ^at ten neuen amm krt guten iirtarcfcen*

11. J;>at tet junge greunk ke alien Ut>rmad;er ka fcfcone 5)fert te alien

Jtned;te ? 12. 9ltin, n l;at taJ ^iferk te3 rctd;en (JngUntet
ijaben @ie ken Stacf te guten <2d;ncimy 14. Sletn, id; babe tiefen

neuen 8rad con kern guten d>nciter. 15. -Oaben ie ka* Jud; I* el

armen 2Deber? 16. Sinn, id; tya&t Xud; von kern SDebet. 17. 3f>

allcr atte 2Bein Start? 18. S^ein, unb nid;t atlet neue 2Bctn tft

19. S)er neue Sratf ift won d^marjem ilucbe.

SECTION X. DECLENSION OF A.BJECTITES

When preceded by any one of the following words

Masculine. Neuter.

<tn, ein (a or an) ;

2Kein, metn (my) ;

Dein, tein (thy) ;

@ein, fcin (his, its) ;

3&.r, i^r (her) ;

Masculiiie. Neuter.

unfer, unfer (our) ;

36r, 36t (your) ;

euer, euer (your) ;

tyr, ibr vtheir);

fein, fein (no, or not any) ;

the adjettive has, in the nominative masculine and in the
nominative and accusative neuter, the terminations of the old

declension, and, in all the other cases, those of ta new, and a
said to be of

THE MIXED DECLENSION.

Masculine.

St. SWein gut-er, my good;
QWeincS guten, of my good ;

Ntuter.

metn gut-eft, my good ;

meinrt gwten, of my good ;

S. aWeinem guten, to, for my good; meinem guten, to, for my goed;
3)Jcinen guten, my good ; mein gut-f my good.

i*i w. v**vj \J\J\JL j 4,'irj ijiutii, \JL ttllU fcTUUU j

y>. 35em guten, to, for the good ; kern guten, to, for the good ;

.1 en guten, the good ; ba gut-e, the good.



EESUME OF EXAMPLES, SHOWING THE ENDINGS OF
ADJECTIVES IN THE NOMINATIVE AFTER THE MIXED
DECLENSION.

Attributive, Predicative.

&tn twurm-et SRcrt ift gut.
(Sw tvarm-eg Jllcib tft gut.
Dfcin gut-er -(junk iff alt.

Sinn alt -ect $fert> tft gut.
3Mn fc$on-cr JlSocjd tft tcetii.

3>etn h>etjj-e8 papier ift fcf>on.

5em tynrt-er taljl ift gut,
@etn gut-e3 tfeit t'ft I)avt.

3^r flut-er 23nibcr tft f lein.

3fc flein-ei Jlinb tft gut.
llnlcr <jrojj-er 33aum tft fdb, on.

Unicr fcfo. on-e ftauS tft grefi.

(Juer alt-et Coffer tft fdjtoarj.
Suer fci>tt>ar j-eg SSanb ift alt,

3b,r griin-er artcn ifl grcfj.

Attributive. Predicative.

3f;r gro)j-e3 tJclb tft grun.
flcitt gut-er <Sta:6,l tft gclb.
ein gut-c3 Uber tft gel 6.

A warm coat is good.
A warm garment is good.

My good dog is old.

My old horso is good.

Thy beautiful bird is white.

Thy white paper is beautiful.

His hard steel is good.
His good iron is hard.

Her good brother is small.

Her little child is good.
Our large tree is beautiful.

Our beautiful house is large.
Your old trunk is black.

Your black ribbon is old.

Their green garden is large.

Their large field is graen.
No good steel is yellow.
No good silver is yellow. (Jo

pare Sect. IX. 3.)

EXERCISE 11.

1. 3ft 3l)r guter Sreunk, ker Gcpttain, nod) ctn junger SDtann ? 2. 3a,
er tft noe$ jung, abet fein gutcr greunb, ber ^ollautcr, tft alt. 3. aben
@ie etncn

fcb, oncn, gropen fcunb ? 4. 9lein, id; tyabe cut fdjoneS, groped
$ferk. 5. $at 3f)r flcinc Jiinb metn ncue fflieffer ? 6. Slein, abcr 3l;c

guter @o^n fc,at 3^ren ncucn @tocf . 7. J&ot ker gletf^cr ein fettc cfjaf ?

8. 3a, unb fetn guter @o^n ^at ein fctyoneS, luctpcg i*amm. 9. 3ft 3fir

greunb, ker junge ^ottanber, reic^ cber arm ? 10. (Sr ift ntdjt' reic^j, aber

er ift jufrieben. 11. (Sin jufriebener QKann tft auci; reicj). 12. S'tn reiser
2JZann ift nic$t ftcts ein jufrickcncr 2NaHn. 13. 3(;r gropc J&ou Kit ctn

ftcilcS ac^> ub einen ticfen teller. 14. 9Son tnem ^aben @ie 3(;r neue

Sopfya ? 15. 3cf> |abe e3 son etnem guten grcunkc. 16. 2>a<3 edjnjcin

tft ein fauleS, fette 2:i;ter. 17. Sin treuer gveunk ift ein ftarfer c

1
COPY-SLIP NO. 11. THE "TOP TURN" OE " HANGBR.

COPY-SLIP NO. 12. THE "TOP AND BOTTOM TURN.

COPY-SLIP NO. 13. THE LETTEfi H.

COPY-SLIP NO. 14. THE LETTER

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. V.

HITHERTO the attention of the learner has been confined to

letters based on the elementary stroke called the
"
pot-hook

"

or "bottom-turn." He may now proceed to copy the next

elementary stroke, called the "top-turn
"

or "
hanger," as shown

in Copy-slip No. 11.

This stroke will be found to enter into the composition of

three letters only, and therefore plays by no means so important
a part in the formation of the writing alphabet as the bottom-

turn, which, as it has been already said, enters into the

composition of no less than nine. It consists of a fine hair-

stroke, commenced on the central line c c, and carried upwards
in a direction bending gradually towards the right, as far

a tho upper line a a, where it is turned and changed into

broad down-stroke, which is brought downwards, with an

equal pressure of the pen throughout, as far as the lower

line b 6.

The top-turn may be described as being precisely the reverse

of the bottom-turn; or, in other words, the bottom-turn reversed,

as may be seen by turning the page upside down, and examin-

ing the stroke in this position. It is only used in combination

with other elementary strokes in forming letters, for unlike the

Ibottom-turn, there is no letter of the writing alphabet which is

formed of this stroke alone, or even by its repetition or any
modification of it.

It is needful, therefore, for the learner to become acquainted

with a third elementary stroke before he can proceed to the

formation of any new letters, and this he will find in the top
and bottom-turn shown in Copy-slip* No. 12. This stroke enters

into the composition of six letters of the writing alphabet, as

the learner will find in future lessons. It consists of a fine

|
hair-stroke, commenced at the central line c c, brought upwards
towards the right in a gentle curve, and turned at the upper
line a a into a broad down-stroke, which is again narrowed as it

approaches the lower line 6 & into a fine hair-stroke that is

turned and carried upwards towards the right. It may be de-

scribed as being formed of the upper half of the top-turn and

the lower half of the bottom-turn, joined together on the

line c c. Examples of all these elementary strokes will be found

in No. 1 of
" Cassell's Penny Copy-Books." When the learner

can make these strokes with ease, he will find that he is in a

position to form two more letters of tho writing alphabet with-

o-at any difficulty whatever, while he has also advanced more

than half-way towards the formation of the seven other letters

that are partly made by the aid of these strokes. He may now

proceed to copy the letters n. and m, as shown in Copy-slips
Nos. 13 and 14, observing that the letter n consists of a com-

bination of these two strokes only, the top-turn being made first,

and the top-and-bottom-turn added to it, while in the letter m
tho top-turn is repeated twice, and the letter is then completed

by the additioa of the top-and-bottom-turn.

,



LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETICS V.
^ION.

M .
i iln.r.ii/ h'.w many tiuiea ono number ia con-

ion.

..led is called tlm Dividend.

uhich \vi> il.it-itl'- is railed tin- liiritOT.

nuiiilMT i'l' tinier which tho Dividend

contain^ tho Divuor U called tho Quotient (Latin
:l ").

: placed between two numbers means that 1!.

. the second. Tims, 19 4- 5 means 19 divided

by 5.

If tho Dividend does not contain the Divisor an exact number
of times, it will contain it number of tim.

it) with a number left over, which will bo less than thn

The number left over in this case is called tho

Tims, when we nay that 5 is contained in 10 3 times and 4
uu dividend, the divisor, ;: the quotient, and 1 the

remainder.

This fact may bo exhibited in tho following form :

19 - 3 x 5 + 4

2. It will readily bo perceived that division is, in reality, only
a short method of performing a series of subtractions, in tho

same way as multiplication is a convenient method of perform-

ing a series of additions. For instance, to find how many times

5 is contained in 19, subtract 5 (tho divisor) continually from

19 (tho dividend), until tho number is exhausted, or a number
less than 5 is left ; then, counting tho number of these subtrac-

tions, we shall get the quotient. Thus, 5 from 19 leaves 14, 5

from 14 leaves 9, 5 from 9 leaves 4. Since 5 has been sub-

tracted 3 times from 19, leaving 4 as a remainder, we see that

19 divided by 5 has 3 for its quotient, leaving 4 as a remainder.

N.B. It is evident, from the nature of division, that the

product of the quotient and divisor, added to tho remainder, ia

equal to the dividend.

3. Metltad of Division. Tho method we are about to explain

depends upon the truth of the following principle :

If the dividend be split up into any number of parts, of

which the sum is equal to tho dividend, then, if we divide each

part separately by the divisor, tho sum of all tho quotients so

obtained will be tho quotient required.
For instance, 18 is equal to the sum of 9 and 6 and 3. The

quotients of these, divided respectively by 3, arc 3, 2, and 1,

which, added together, make 6, the quotient of 18 divided by 3.

Similarly, 36 is 28 + 8, and therefore 36 divided by 4 is the

sum of tho separate quotients of 28 and 8 by 4, wlu'ch are 7 and
2 respectively. Hence 7 + 2, or 9, is the required quotient.

It must be observed that if, the quotient of a given dividend

and divisor being known, the dividend be increased by annexing

any number of ciphers to it, tho new quotient is obtained by
annexing the same number of ciphers to tho quotient. Thus,
28 divided by 4 has tho quotient 7 ; and 28000 divided by 7

is 4000,

4. To divide 5356 by 4.

5356 5 thousands + 3 hundreds + 5 tens + 6 units.

Now 5 contains 4 once, with remainder 1 : therefore 5 thousands
contain 4 one thousand times, with remainder 1 thousand.
Add this remaining 1 thousand to the 3 hundreds, thus making 13

hundreds.
Now 13 contains 4 three times, with remainder 1 ; therefore 13 hun-

dreds contain 4 three hundred times, with remainder 1 hundred.
Add this remaining 1 hundred to the 5 tens, thus making 15 tens.

Now 15 contains 4 three times, with remainder 3 : therefore 15 tens

contain 4 thirty times, with remainder 3 tens, or 30.

Add this remaining 30 to the 6 units, thus making 36 units.

Now S6 units contains 4 nine times.

Therefore 1 thousand, 3 hundreds, three tens, and 9 units are the
number of times the parts into which 5356 has been divided contain
tho divisor 4 respectively. Their sum, therefore, is the required
quotient : this is

1 thousand -t- 3 hundreds + 3 tens + 9 units, i.e. 1339.

5. The above is tho analysis of the following shorter process,
and will bo seen fully to explain it :

"Write down tho dividend and diviaor as in tho margin;
then say 4 in 5 is contained 1 time, with 1 over. Write
the quotient 1 under the 5, and placing the remaining
1 before the next figure of the dividend 3, say, 4 in 13

i> contained 3 time* and 1 over. Write toe quotient 9
under the Moond figure in the dividend, and prefixing the re

. fay, -1 in 15 in contained 3 tame* and 3 over.

.. quotient 3 under the third figure in the dividend, and

I.rciixintf the ruiiiiiiiiinjf 3 to the 6, My, 4 in 30 U contained 9

time*, with no remainder, and write down the 9 under the la*t

r unit's figure of the dividend.

It will be neon that when, to get the first figure of the

imi.ticnt, we say 4 in 5 U contained once, with remainder 1, w
really indicate that 4 is contained in 5000 1000 time*, v.

>. \vhi--h 1000 we carry on to add to the next three

:.!, which really indicates 300, and HO on; a* will

be seen by comparing the process with the analysis of the methof
in Articlo 4.

C. To divide 7499 by 9.

.;; J

Here, since 7, the first figure of tho dividend, is less than tb

divisor, 9, wo take tico figures of tho dividend, and say, 9 in 74
is contained 8 times, witli a remainder 2, and put down the 8
under the second figure of tho dividend (reckoning from 1

hand). Then, proceeding as in the previous example, we say,
9 in 29 is contained 3 times and 2 over ; and again, 9

contained 3 times and 2 over. This last 2 is 2 unit", and it

therefore tho remainder left after dividing 7499 by 9. It >!

generally written after the quotient, as above.

This method, which is only conveniently applicable wL
divisor is a small number (generally one figure), is called Short

Division.

EXERCISE 8.

(1.) Divide 658 by 2 ; 537 by 3 ; and 7891011 by 6.

(2.) Divide 4389127 by 8 ; 407792 by 11 ; and 5349279 by 9.

(3.) Divide 41239789 by 12 ; and 54937862 by 5.

(4.) Divide each of the numbers contained in the square im

Ex. 4, page 23, successively by 2, 3, 4, 5, t5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12.

(5.) Divide each of the numbers contained in the square im

Ex. 4, page 23, successively by 2, 3. 4. 5. t5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 1

(6.) Divide each of tho numbers 1010421690, 7689768432134,
54932684736856, and 428571428571496, by all the number*
from 2 to 12 inclusive.

7. To divide 9298 by 35.

Arrange the figures as in the margin ; then say, the largest
number of times which 35 is contained in 92 is 2

t'\gsBU'**t
times. Write the 2 on the right, to form the first

figure of tho quotient, and subtract 2 X 35 i.e., __
70 from 92, leaving 22. Annex to this remainder 229

the next figure (9) in the dividend, thus making 210

it 229.

Then say, the greatest number of times that 35 is

contained in 229 is 6 (which must be found by trial).

Put down the 6 to form the next figure in the

quotient, and subtract 6 times 35 i.e., 210 from

229, leaving a remainder 19. To this annex the last figure (8)

of the dividend, making it 198.

Then say, the greatest number of times which 35 is contained

in 198 is 5. Write down the 5 to form the next figure in the

quotient, and subtract 5 times 35 i.e., 175 from 198, leaving

23. 265 is the required quotient, and 23 is the remain ;

Henco 9298= 265 X 35 + 23.

8. A careful examination of tho above process will show that

what wo havo really done is equivalent to saying : 35 i

tained in 92 hundreds tn-o hundred times, with a remai:

hundred ; then, subtracting 200 times 35 i.e., 7 thousand-'

from 9298, we have 2298 left.

Next we say : 35 is contained in 229 t^ns nifty time*, with a

remainder of 19 tens ; then subtracting 60 times 35 i.-

from 2298, we have 198 left.

Next we say : 35 is contained /re times in 198, with a re-

mainder 23.

Hence we see that after taking away 35, first, 200 times from

the dividend, again, 60 times from what is left, and again,

from what is left, wo have 23 units over, a number which ia lesi

than 35.

Henco we see that 35 is contained in 9298

300 -f 60 + 5 .., 263 times with a remainder 23.
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We might have written down the process thus :

35)9298(200
7000

35)2298(60
2100

35) 198(5
175

23

The quotient is therefore 200 + 60 + 5, or 265, and the

remainder 23.

9. The above explanations will sufficiently elucidate the

following

Rules for Division :

(1.) When the divisor contains only one figure, write the

divisor on the left of the dividend, with a curved line between

them. Beginning at the left hand, divide successively each

.-figure of the dividend by the divisor, and place each quotient

/figure directly under the figure divided. If there be a remainder

after dividing any figure, prefix it to the next figure of the
. lividend, and divide the number so formed as before. If there

occur any figure which does not contain the divisor, place a

jipher in the quotient, and prefix this figure to the next one of

the dividend, as if it were a remainder, and proceed in the same
manner to the last figure.

(2.) When the divisor contains more than one figure, beginning
on the left of the dividend, find how many times the divisor is

contained in the first fewest figures of the dividend which will

contain it, and place the quotient figure on the right hand of the

dividend, with a curved line between them ; then multiply the

divisor by this figure, and subtract the product from the figures

divided. To the right of the remainder bring down the next

figure of the dividend, and divide the number so formed as

before. If this number be less than the divisor, annex a cipher
to the quotient, and bring down the next figure continuing this

process until the number thus obtained be equal to or greater
than the divisor. Proceed in this manner until all the figures

of the dividend are exhausted.

10. Tests of Correctness of Division :

(I.) Multiply the divisor by the quotient, and add the re-

mainder to the product. This should, as already explained, give
the dividend.

(2.) Subtract the remainder, if any, from the dividend, and
divide the difference so obtained by the quotient. The result

should be equal to the divisor, if the working be correct.

EXERCISE 9.

(1.) Divide 47839 by 42 ; 75043 by 52 ; and 93840 by 63.

(-2.) Divide 325000 by 85 ; 421645 bv 74 ;
and 999999 by 47.

f

3.) Divide 145260 by 1345 ; and 1912500 by 425.

I,.)
Divide 8893810 by 37846 ;

and 9302688 by 14356.

\5.) Divide 9749320 by 365 ; 65358547823 by 2789 ; and

908070605040 by 65-4321.

(6.) Divide 10000000000000000 by 111 ; 100000000000 by
3?,3 ;

and 10000000000000000 by 11111.

(7.) Divide the product of 12345 multiplied by 67890 by 97,

113, 4351, 59, 847, and 6939.

LESSONS IN LATIN. III.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTIONS IN THE VERBS OF THE FOUR

CONJUGATIONS (continued) .

SECOND CONJUGATION.

ACTIVE VOICE. PASSIVE VOICfc.

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

PERSON-ENDINGS.

Singular. Plural.

-nn, I -emus, we
-s, thou -Ms, ye

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

PERSON-ENDINGS,.

Singular. Plural,

-ear, I -emur, we

-rfij, thou -emini, ye

-et, he -ent, they. -etur, he -entur, they.

. Monera. to remind: stem. won.

PEESENT ACTIVE INDICATIVE.

Singular.
1st per. MonJo, J remind
2nd Montis, thou remindest
3rd Mon?t, he reminds.

Plural.

1st per. Monemus, ice remind
2nd Monelis, you remind
3rd Monent, they remind.

VOCABULARY.
MordCo, 2 1 bite.

MovSo, 2 I move.

ParSo, 2 I obey.

Tac?o, 2 I am silent.

PEESENT PASSIVE INDICATIVE.

Singular.
1st per. Mon?or, I am reminded
2nd Moneris, thou art reminded
3rd Monttur, he is reminded.

Plural.

1st per. Monnnnr, u-e are reminded
2nd Mon^mmi, you are reminded
3rd Monantur, they are reminded

I owe.

J teach.

Deb5o, 2

DocPo, 2

ExercSo, 2 I exercise.

FlorPo, 2 I flourish.

Jaudfio, 2 I rejoice.

Terr5o,2 Ifrighttn.
Timeo, 2 I fear.
Et (conj.) and.

Si (conj.) if.

Teneo, 2 I hold.

EXERCISE 5. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Debes. 2. Doeet. 3. Exerce"tur. 4. Flor^mua. 5. Gaude'tj*.

6. Mordentur. 7. MoviSmus. 8. Movdtis. 9. Movent. 10. Time.?,.

11. Timet. 12. Terr^tur. 13. Terremini. 14. Debeo pardre. 15. Si

mretis laudanuni. 16. Si tacemus lauddmur. 17. Doce'ris et edu-
caris. 18. Tacent et laudantnr. 19. Mordeor et viilneror. 20. i'.i

vulueras vituperaria. 21. Tenentur.

EXERCISE 6. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Thou fearest and art frightened. 2. If I am silent I am blamed.

3. He rejoices. 4. We rejoiee. 5. They rejoice. 6. He tries to bite.

We try to educate. 8. Thou obeyest and art praised. 9. We bite.

.0. If we bite we are blamed. 11. They exercise. 12. You are moved.

.3. He dances. 14. They are delighted. 15. You are adorned.

N.B. In this exercise, and in those which follow, words and
:orms previously given are repeated for the sake of practice.

ACTIVE VOICE.

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

PERSON-ENDINGS.

Singular. Plural,

-o, ! -Imus, we
-is, thou -ilis, ye

-it, he -vmt, they.

THIRD CONJUGATION.
PASSIVE VOICE.

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

PERSON-ENDINGS.

Singular. Phtra',.

-or, I -fmur, -we

-iris, thou -twini, ye
-Uur, he -tintur, they.

EXAMPLE. Regere, to rule or guide : stem, reg.

PRESENT ACTIVE INDICATIVE.
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rut- an. pusurr FAUIVK INDICATIVE.

fafHter.
>mr lt per. | ' am heard

fhouhearest 2nd ,. imuurthaurd
An. I./. k liuura. 3rd Audttur, Ji i heard.

Ikt i>iT. Ai'.i .1. *, vr hour 1st per. AudJmur, an beard
-i 1 ,.

; r .| ,, An.! . , hi/ are heard.

Custodio, 4 I juarii.

4 / sleep.

Kruclio, : I I'lixtruet

i I rtrifc*.

VOCABULABT.

Nutrio, I /

i ; jJUHW/t.

Beporio, 4 J/nd.

Venlo, 4 I eomt.

Vestio. 4 / clothe.

, 4 /Mud.
Cur,

EXERCISE 9. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Oust. '.il..- :iir. 3. Veiiit. 4. Cur dormis ? 5. Bene
tar. 7. I'ungis. 8. Oceidit iu fallij.

: nir. II. S. ,'uUlo dormis pnnfris. 12. Ropr-nt. I;

.-rii.lis l.ui.iirU. U ViM.-itur. 15. Curtaces? 16. Tacet et punftur.
' riimtiir. 18. Vestiria. 19. Bene vestiuntur. 20. Si bcuo

veatimini deluctamini. -1. Mule erudiuutur. JJ. Si vincfiris viuciris.

EXERCISE 10. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Why do you slay? 2. Ho ia guarded. 3. They guard. 4. If

you are guarded you are conquered. 5. He blames aud punishes.
6. He hears aud is instructed. 7. You are well educated. 8. Thou
aleepest much. 9. They read. 10. If you dance you are delighted.
11. He is supported. 12. Why are they punished ? 13. They are

heard. 14. I am clothed ill. 15. They are struck aud reminded.

RECAPITULATION TERMINATIONS OB PERSON-ENDINGS OF
THE FOUR CONJUGATIONS.

INDICATIVE MOOD, PRESENT TENSE.

EXERCISE 11. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Cedo. 2. Legris. 3. Movemus. 4. Exercc'ris. 5. Mordent.

<5. Flprent et gaudeut. 7. LegFre tentat. 8. Cur male legis ? 9. Dormit
male. 10. Valde diligcris. 11. Vincturini. 12. Bene scribunt. l-'i. Si

bene piugltis hiud.-iiuiui. 14. DefendJinur. 15. Ferimus. 16. Cur

punitis ? 17. Vestimur. 18. Viucinms. 19. Vincimur. 2t). Vinclmur.
21. Vincitia. L'2. Custodiris. 23. Orniitur. 2t. Laudantur. iT>.

Tim. ;mur. 2G. Valde times. 27. Mord^mini. 28. Educamus. 29.

JMule saltant.

EXERCISE 12. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. They yield. 2. If you yield you are conquered. 3. If you are

conquered you are bouud. 4. I am supported. 5. They sleep.
6. Why do they punish ? 7. Why are they punished ? 8. You are
<:lothed ill. !. Thou couqnerest. 10. Thou art conquered. 11. Thou

!_'. Thou art bound. 13. They prick. 14. They are pricked.
l.

r
t. Why dost thou move ?

As in the exercises which are immediately to follow, we shall

have occasion for parts of the verb, ease, to be, I shall hero lay
before you so much of that verb as may be necessary for my
purpose.

THE VERB ESSE, to be.

IHDICATIVB MOOD, PRESENT TENSE.
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parallel perpendicular retiring planes. The tops of the steps

are horizontal retiring planes. In Fig. 31 the lid of the box

%;om its position is an inclined retiring piano.

We advise the pupil now to make himself familiar with the

following fixed principles relating to retiring lines and planes:

1. The Line of Sight, or, as it is sometimes called, the hori-

zontal line, represents the height of the eye in the picture,

which, when wo come to the explanation of those terms, we will

mark in the illustrations H L (see Figs. 28 and 29).

2. The Point of Sight, marked P s, is the point opposite the

eye in the picture, and is consequently upon the line of sight.

3. The Station Point is the place where the spectator is

supposed to stand when viewing the object represented ;

marked S p.

4. A Ground Plan is the horizontal extent of the object when
drawn upon the ground.

5. The Vanishing Point is that point in the plane or surface

of the picture, where retiring lines if produced or continued,
would meet or terminate ; marked V P.

6. All retiring lines have vanishing points.
7. All horizontal retiring lines have their vanishing points

upon the line of sight.

8. All parallel retiring lines have the same vanishing point.

each way within a greater angle, he would have to trn his

head, and consequently he would require two or more points of

sight ; this is only allowable in panoramas (viz., long pictures

generally placed upon upright rollers, and so drawn out as a
ribbon would be from a reel), when the view of a country for

any number of miles in extent is exhibited ; the proper or nioro

convenient distance from the object is, when it is placed withir.

an angle of from 20 to 25.
Let a b, Fig. 25, ba two objects to be drawn in tho camo

picture ; the distance from them at c would be the nearest

approach we could make ; then the angle a c b would be an
angle of 60. If we removed our position to d, then the anglo
would be much less, and more suitable for our picture.
We beg it may be understood that hereafter when we say

drawing from Nature, we allude to all objects, trees, buildings,
etc. Although buildings are not natural objects, yet they are

included under this expression.
4th. Ground Plan. The best illustration of a ground plan is

a map ; it has nothing to do with heights or depths. Suppose
the walls of a house were removed, and only the foundations

left, we should then see the plan of the house.

5th. Vanishing Point (v P). If a line be drawn from the eye
parallel to any original straight line of the object the point

Tig.25

I

1

1

\

}
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Kne* of walls or buildings to be * . indow which
with it, t

:i:t ; just of thfl

if tin- 1 1 -!>! :it \ Mini I! i:.
I ore ttt right

.Mi' on \vhi''h thry arc lyi:

int. in thi' 1-oiiit ot M(.:ht, whilo thoso that

angle* to

!<t. ami lil't,

\\ill i'X[ihiin Dofi-

LO.

11 will come
nmler our notice her*

when we will go more into

Illi- '"I of tlio

above fixed principles with

the help of diagrams.
An object can be placed

in two positions, to which
the rules of perspective are

applicable parallel and an-

gular.
Parallel perspective is a

iirau way with tho other line* dg ah and e i. Now observe, if

N, '.'. If there bo any oth. r all thene line* were produced toward* the lino of M
they would meet at tho ! H. Tho other parallel line*, ):, I, r,i, etc.,

must bo carefully arranged according to the principle* wo have

already laid down in our introductory IgMon*. Tho pupil may
naturally impiim if there aro not some perspective rnleu :

regulating th<> retiring li-.ri/oi.t i! .!i 'an--. -,f dtycot*, M WD
a* their height*. Wo answer, thero aro. We do not intend to

avoid thi* question, bat put
PS and YP /FL it off for tho present, le*t

1 nhould become too
involved in tochnioa*

litics that belong especially
to geometrical perspective
a branch of drawing to be
considered hereafter. With
reference to tho retiring line*

of the pavement (Fig. 28),
we have a fitting illustration

in a railroad ; probably the

pupil has observed when
standing on a railway bridge
and looking down the line,

that the rails as they retired

seemingly converged to a

point in the distance; that

point would be the vanishing

tTL PS. HL

term, used in reference to

objects of a rectangular

form, such as the interior of

a room, a cube, etc., when
these objects are so placed
that their retiring sides are at

a right angle with the picture

plane, P P, and the remaining
sides are parallel to the same,
as in Fig. 27 (a).

Angular perspective alludes

to objects of the some form
so placed that all the sides

retire, as in Fig. 27 (6), which
is the plan of a room in

angular perspective, having
one cf its angles towards the

picture plane P P, and its four

sides retiring.
Parallel perspective is the

more simple of the two, and easier to bo understood, wo
therefore commence with that. The first example is a pavement

128).

Draw the horizontal lino, H L, and place upon it a point
marked p s and v P (point of sight and vanishing point). The
reason that it is both tho point of sight and the vanishing point
has been explained in Definition 10. Then mark tho distance
of a from p s, through a draw tho line b c, and divide it in tho

points d and e ; place the pencil on p s, and draw it over the

paper through 6 to /, mark /, join b f, proceed precisely in the

JELG
point ; therefore, in drawing
lines so placed, our having a

vanishing point renders the

task much easier, and insures

that which is so very desir-

able, a truthful result. Let

Fig. 28 be practised over and
over again, until the various

lines which compose it can be
drawn with ease and readi-

ness. Fig. 29 is the same,
with the addition of a wall on
the left. After the lastexample
the manner of drawing it will

be self-evident. Fig. 30, a

flight of steps; the retiring

edge* of the steps are all

drawn towards the P s. The
other examples require no
further explanation. Should

the pupil in going along with us through these lessons hare made

some failures, and found some difficulties, there is no doubt that

most of them may be attributed to one great neglect which all

beginners so readily fall into, that is, </ui not "
marking in tfw dis-

tawes" before they attempt to draw the lines. It is the common fail-

ing with the majority of beginners, that they attempt to draw

the lines without first arranging their positions. Wo have said

quite enough of the practical way of proceeding with the arrange-

ment of lines, but once more, let the attention of tho pupil be

ever directed to tho " whereabouts
"

of the lines of his drawing.
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. ITT.

SIMPLE PEOPOSITIONS. THE PARTS OF SPEECH.

I. s, in English nouns, there are at the most only two cases, so

are we without an objective or accusative case. Yet sentences

in English, as in Latin, have their object. That object must be

recognised. Let it be called the object of the proposition, for so

it is ; in any given instance let it be termed the object of the

verb, for it is the object of the verb.

Here you must carefully distinguish between a case and a

relation. A case denotes a change in a noun corresponding to

the change in its relation. This you will see in these two pro-

positions :
-

(1) Dens fecit mundum
God made the world.

(2) Munchis factus est a Deo
The world was made by God.

Now, without knowing Latin you may clearly understand what
case means, and learn that in English we have no objective case.

The Dews of number 1 becomes Deo in number 2
; but in both,

the English word God remains the same, though in the former,
is in what is commonly called the nominative, and in the latter

in what is commonly called the ablative case. Look also at

mundus and mund^^m ; you see that the nominative mundws is,

in the objective or accusative case, changed into mundwro. Here

you clearly have two cases, but the English word world, repre-
sents both. Consequently, if world is in the nominative it is

not also in the objective case, for there is no alteration of form
whatever. Yet in the latter case there is a change of relation ;

for while in number 1 world is the object, in number 2 it is the

subject of the proposition. The English, then, does not conform
to the Latin custom of expressing diversity of relations in nouns

by diversity of form, or does so only in a limited degree. In

fact, the tendency of the English language has long been to

drop the terminations and inflexions which it borrowed from its

Anglo-Saxon parent. The tendency has for ages continued to

become more and more strong. It is a tendency which deserves

encouragement, for in proportion as it is effectual, it gives
freedom and power to the language, and makes the acquisition
of it easy, and the diffusion of it rapid.

I have intimated that propositions have each an object as well

as a subject. Such is generally the case, and such is the case

more widely than may at first appear. In our standard phrase

Alfred reads, no object is expressed. And the statement may be

made without any clear reference to an object. Verbs in which
there is no reference, or no clear and obvious reference to an

object, are called intransitive verbs that is, verbs the acHon of

which does not (intransitive -in, not ; trans, across ; eo, I go)

pass over to an object. Alfred sleeps, Alfred rims, Alfred rides,

supply other instances of intransitive verbs ; because in each

case the action remains with the subject. But these and most
other intransitive verbs may become transitive by having an

object placed after them ; e.g.

Object. Object.

INTRANSITIVE. Alfred sleeps. Alfred runs.

TRANSITIVE. Alfred sleeps a deep sleep. Alfred runs a long way.
INTRANSITIVE. Alfred rides Alfred sings.
TRANSITIVE. Alfred rides a fine horse. Alfred sings a fine song.

If, however, propositions in general have an object, then we must
add an object to our grammatical formula ; thus :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Verb. Object.

Alfred reads writing.

The grammatical formula is thus made complete. The verb

reads is, as we have seen, equivalent in grammar (or logic) to

the form is good ; where the former is the copula, and the latter

the attribute ; so that an attribute with its copula is equiva-
lent to the verb and its object, in forming the predicate of a

proposition.
The proposition which, as it stands, has all the essential parts

of a proposition, may receive additions in order to express modi-

fications of the meaning. Introduce and, then it runs,

Alfred reads writing and manuscript.

This particle and is termed a conjunction. Conjunctions (Latin,

cum, with, and jungo, I join) join together words and sentences.

And, in this case, unites manuscript with ivritiny. Before

writing insert a ; then the proposition stands thus :

Alfred reads a writing.

A is called an article (properly in Latin a little joint). A is

called the indefinite article, inasmuch as it leaves it indefinite

what object is meant, merely intimating that it is not many
objects but only one object that is intended. A, indeed, is only
a variety of our word one, ane. Being so, its original form was
an. The n is now dropped before a consonant for the sake of',

euphony (Greek, eu, well, and phone, a sound; meaning agreeable

sound).
Contrasted with the indefinite article a, is another form, which

bears the name of the definite article; that is, tlie. The is a

reduced form of these. Consequently tlie refers to an object
previously mentioned or known ; as

Alfred reads THE writing;

he reads, that is, some writing known to the speaker.
We have already found a form of speech which qualifier

nouns namely, the adjective. We may therefore insert a
suitable adjective in this lengthening form ; thus :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Alfred reads the obscure writing and manuscript.

We have hitherto modified the predicate. Still more may it be
modified. The verb reads may undergo a modification of import.
Introduce the word soon :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Alfred SOON reads the obscure writing and manuscript.
Two other parts of speech may be introduced by inserting the
words to me, as

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

Alfred soon reads TO ME the obscure writing and manuscript.

Me is a pronoun, as we found he to be. Me, you see, holds the

place of a noun. Me is the objective case corresponding to the

nominative case I. Our pronouns, as you here see, have some
diversities of case, for in them you find varying forms corre-

sponding to varieties of meaning. The other word just added

namely, to, is called a preposition. The word preposition

signifies, according to its Latin element, that which is put before ;

a preposition, then, is a word put before a noun ; and it is put
before a noun in order to modify its signification, or mark the

relation in which the noun stands to another word, or to other

words ; e.g.

He gave the book to me. He took the book from me.
He read the book with me.

|

He bought the book of me.

where to, from, with, and of are prepositions.
In the ordinary list of the parts of speech stands the participle.

This word, of Latin origin, denotes the partake)' (from pars, a

part, and capio, I take). The participle is so denominated
because it partakes of the qualities of the verb and the adjective.
Thus shining is a participle from the verb to shine. It may also

be employed as an adjective. Thus,

PARTICIPLE. The sun shining disperses the clouds.

ADJECTIVE. The shining sun dazzles the eyes.

The right of the participle to be accounted a separate part of

speech has been contested not without reason. Perhaps less

valid is the claim of the interjection. An interjection (inter,

betiveen, and jacio, I cast) is a sound of surprise, or sorrow,

thrown out under the impulse of strong and sudden emotion, as

0! Oh! Ah! and is with little propriety placed among the

forms of articulate speech. Let us introduce a participle into

our model

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)(G) (7) (8) (9)

Alfred studying soon reads to me the obscure writing and manuscript.

1. Noun. 2. Participle. 3. Adverb. 4. Verb. 5. Preposition. 6.

Pronoun. 7. Article. 8. Adjective. 9. Conjunction.

The form is thus seen to comprise nine parts of speech. If the

interjection, or exclamation, is to be reckoned a part of speech, it

may be prefixed in the shape of Yes ! Here, then, we find a con-

densed view of all the parts of speech, and in the remarks by
which the view has been prefaced and prepared, lies the kernel

of the entire English Grammar. If you have gone with me
understandingly thus far, yon will have no difficulty in following
me to the end, for having developed these general facts and

principles, I have now onlv to take up each part of speech in
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makes a distinction whore no distinction is required. Indeed,
^sifu-ation id wholly unscientific, being based not on a

principle, but on vague and general views. Something less

objectionable may be offered in the following word-?.

rids to the realities which it represents. Those
realities are thoughts and things. Now, thoughts and thing*

:<'od to three classes: 1, Objects; 12.

. 3, ad ion*. Consequently, the essential parts of speech
are the noun, the .- -id the verb. But objects and their

qualities are the same things differently viewed. Wo may there-

fore strike out </
! 'I;u- \vc have two classes left

namely, the now an 1 th verb. Vcrte, Innvever. are the names
of action, as nouns are the names of being. Hence hi

'f into names. Wo may, then, declare that speech
is mudo ini ..imes may bo expanded and

/ being, or noun. ; '2, n, ,'.- of P.-

verbs; and 3, natti . Under
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g nouns and verbs. If, however, onr analysis of 1 ingiiagu
into nanit's of bei,i correct, then the
sentence which, as given above, contains all the nine parts of

h, may be reduced to two
; as,

SUBJECT.

Alfred

Name of being.

PREDICATE.

Name of action.

and thus we are brought back to the very form with which we
commenced our former lesson on "

Simple Propositions."
Clearly, as compared with these two parts, the other words in

ntence are incidental, and of small moment.
It may bo desirable to give another germ or two expanded

into the full forms.

SUBJECT.

Nelson
Jlrave Nelsou
Brave Nelson
Brave Nelson
Bravo Nelson
Brave Nelsou, defying danger,

fought OBJECT.
fought N

fought the e>i.

often fought the enemy,
often fought the cruel enemy,
often fought the cruel enemy.

Brave Nelson, defying danger and death, often fought the cniel enemy.

W (2 ) (3) W (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
Brave Nelson, defying danger and death, often fought the enemy of his

country.

eetive. 2. Noun. 3. Participle. 4. Conjunction. 5. Adverb.
C-. Verb. 7. Article. 8. Preposition. 9. Pronoun.

Other explanatory words or phrases might be added. Thus, to
the subject might be appended the words .Win// /,-.>;,> ;:

Drive Nelson, sailing from England, and defying danger, fought.

mi;*ht qualify fowrjht by the adverb fvfrfasfnlhi. Yon.

also make the sentence compound by inserting after
'. the words, and conquered ; thus :

Bravo N'oUon fought anJ co*^ur4 liw cuna/. Ur.

run

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (fl) (7) (8)()
Ami lo ! Stanley rising quickly caused groat wrath lu tUo .

1. Co> rjeetion. 3. Noun. 4. Participle, ft. A I-

verb. fl. Verb. 7. Adjc-ctiv*. It. Propwntion. . Article.

In the lattt example, one part of speech U omitted to exorcise tho
mind of tin: Hi.iid.-nt, who if also expected to effect the reduction

to the name of being and tho name-of action.
Let tho reader carefully study and analyse the following

sentences
1. ProjKwition* without an obpct.

Birda sing. Cowi graze. BabbiU barrow. Dog* flgbt. Children play.

>potitioiu vith an object.

Tho sun lights the earth. The trees produce fruit. The rain waters
the meadows. Storms purify the air. Tbe universe proclaims its Autbo. .

Qualifying words may be added at will, as

3. Proportion* wtlh a subject and object qualiJUd.

. My young brother teased tho little animals. Avaricious tradesmen,
overcharge all their goods. A diligent scholar learns all his lessons.

I subjoin some fragment* to be made into complete sen-
tences :

1. Proposition* lacking subject*.

leads a blind man. aids his sick mother. neglect their

duty. avoids bad company. promises a rich harvest. cost
much money.

2. Proportion* lacking object*.

Disobedient children deserve The proud despise Thick clouds
cover A bad child grieves An honeat debtor pays Wise men
rebuke

3. Propositions lacking reibt.

The eldest sister the younger ones. The father his incorrigible
son. Noisy boys the neighbourhood. The police public order.
A grateful daughter tender mother. The divine Saviour our
human infirmities.

It may here be necessary, by anticipation, to inform the totally
uneducated atodent that, when the ngnlar it has t at

hont s. The verb must be in the
number when the noun or pronoun connected with it

denotes only one person or tbraff ; nd tho verb must be in the
j umber when the noun or pronoan connected with it

denotes more than one person or thin%' ; e.g.

SINGTTLAR : A boy lovci : the honae xtand* ; the duck swim*.
PLURAL: Boys lore; houses stand; docks swim.

The rule might be pnt in another form, as, when the noun haa an
s (or is in tho plural) tho verb is without ; and when the rerb
has an s tho noun is without.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. III.

NOTIONS OP THE GREEKS AND EOMANS.

THE desire for nautical expeditions, which, under the excite-

ment of commercial enterprise, had begun to spread among the

nations, was restrained by the conquests of the Romans. These

conquests, however, if they did not extend the boundaries of the

known world, at least enriched the domain of geographical

knowledge with new facts, and more exact than those which
had been collected and taken for granted by the writers of

former ages. The three Punic (Carthaginian) wars, tho Elyrian

war, the contests with tho Gauls, the expeditions agaicrt Spain,
and those of JEtius Gallus into Arabia and Ethiopia, all con-

tributed, in their turn, to give to this science a more j

character and more varied details. Polybius, about 150 yean
before tho ago of Hipparehus, gave a description of the world

wliie'.i, notwithstanding his numerous errors, evinced remarkable

progress in tho knowledge of the globe. Tho new acqni
of the Romans, and of Mithridates Enpator, the campaigns of

Julius Orasar in Gaul and in Britain, rendered accessible tho

knowledge of countries hitherto but partially explored, or alto-

gether unknown. Posidonius, a Syrian, resident at Rhodes,
endeavoured to correct the measurement of tho earth's circum-

ference formerly made by Erat He observed that when
the star Canopns, in tho constellation Argo, became visible in

the horizon of Rhodes, it was elevated seven degrees and a half

above the horizon of Alexandria. Ho supposed these nlaoes to
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be under the same meridian, and, from the reckoning of navi-

gators, he found the distance between them to be 5,000 stadia.

Now, seven degrees and a half being the forty-eighth part of a

great circle of the sphere, this gives the circumference of the

earth equal to 240,000 stadia. This was a nearer approximation

to the truth than that of Eratosthenes, but it was founded on

erroneous data ; for the arc of the great circle between the two

places above mentioned was only about 5 15', and tho differ-

ence between their two meridians was rather more than 2

Strabo, who flourished under the reign of Augustus Caesar,

corrected many errors of the geographers who preceded him,

and made some of his own. The limits of his knowledge of

the world were, on the north, lerne or Ireland, and the mouth

of the Elbe. He denied the existence of Thule, and asserted

that the earth was not habitable at the distance of 4,000

; tadia north of Britain. On the east, he considered Ceylon, or

Taprobane and Thinse, the borders of the world, and it is

doubtful whether his knowledge of it extended as far as the

mouths of the Ganges. He knew the western coast of Africa

minds of men for a period of no less than twelve centuries of

the history of the world.

When we consider the advanced state of the arts and sciences

in the age of Augustus Caesar, at least compared with those

which preceded it, we cannot but wonder at the imperfect state

of geographical knowledge which existed in the Roman world at

this period. Horace considered Great Britain and the Thames
as the confines of the earth ; and Virgil, as we have already

remarked, placed the source of the Nile in India. The geo-

graphical productions of Dionysius Periegetes and of Pomponius
Mela, written within a period of fifty years after the Christian

era, contain nothing worthy of notice, being mere compilations
of what was then known, and by no means improved.
When the legions of the Emperor Claudius Caesar, A.D. 40,

marched to the conquest of Britain, this country was a new
world to the Romans. The fleet of Agricola, thirty-five years

afterwards, circumnavigated Scotland, explored the surrounding

seas, and re-discovered the famous Thule. But even at this

epoch Great Britain was still a mysterious country; Tacitus

ANCIENT EASTERN TRADING CARAVAN ON THE MARCH.

as far as Cape Nun. But he partook of the error of those who
represented the Caspian Sea as united to the Northern Ocean ;

and he rejected the positive information of Herodotus on this

point. He acknowledged little regard for the authority of this

ancient historian, and his doubt on the subject of the voyages
of Pytheas, Hanno, and Eudoxus, showed his ignorance of many
important geographical questions.

Strabo adopted the division of the earth into climates

recognised by Greek and Roman authors previous to his time.

Long before him, indeed, as well as after him, the globe was
divided into five zones, namely, two frigid or frozen zones near
the poles, one ton-id or central zone scorched by the sun and
extending along the equatorial lino on each side of it, and
two others called the temperate zones, occupying the rest of
the world. The last-named were considered to be the only
habitable portions of the globe ; and as to the torrid zone, it

was supposed to be condemned, on account of its fiery climate,
not only to eternal solitude, but to present an invincible obstacle
to the exploration of the countries situated beyond the equator.
It will afford an illustration of the force of those ideas which
prevailed on the subject of the zones of the globe, and on the
relative position of the great divisions of the earth, when we
reflect on the fact that they maintained their ground in the

says it was bounded on the east by Germany, on the south by
Gaul, and on the west by Spain. As to Ireland, he places it

midway between Spain and Great Britain. The interior of

Germany became known to the Romans in consequence of their

active commerce with certain northern parts of Europe, which
arose from the passion of the Roman ladies for succinum or

yellow amber. In the east, a discovery of very great importance
advanced the progress of navigation and geography. Hippalus.
about the middle of the first century, established the fact of

the periodicity of the monsoons, or trade-winds, in the Indian

Ocean, which from that period has regulated the motions of the

western navigators to India and the Asiatic Archipelago.
On -the south, the expedition of the Consul Suetonius Paulinna

into the country of Sejelmissa, on the borders of the Sahara, or

Great Desort of Africa, disclosed those parts of the modern
Morocco and Algeria which extend southwards, from the southern

side of Mount Atlas to the confines of the sun-scorched desert.

The campaign of Cornelius Balbus in a neighbouring and parallel

region, was accompanied with still more interesting results.

The Roman army set out for Tripoli, traversed the desert,

penetrated into Fezzan, and advanced even into the country
visited by Messrs. Denham and Clappcrton in 1822, that is, to

the vicinity of Bornou. Of the scientific information gained b~
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At lost appeared, about the

utury, tho famous Ptolemy, who lived at

:; . .-ui'l taught astronomy there. His system
:ei>;,'r;ij>hy, which stood unimpeached for about
:!!il received the name of tho Ptolemaic system

from it* uutii..!-, was not superseded till Copernicus appeared;
;uul notwithstanding his errors, duo more to the ignorance of

.:;.! than to himself, hj-t name is still revered as a geo-
r and astronomical observer. His work entitled tho

, or Great Construction," is a monument of his

labour and his learning. Ho examined tho ratio of the length
of tho gnomon or style of the sun-dial to its shadow at the

eiuiinoxes and the solstices; ho calculated eclipses ; he investi-

gated the calculations founded on the difference of climate, and

carefully consulted tho reports of travellers and navigators.
He reduced his information and observations into a regular

system, and expressed the positions of places by longitude and

latitude, after the manner of Hipparchus. His great work
: s nearly of an elementary picture of the earth, in which

its figure and size, and the positions of places on its surface,
are determined. It contains only a very short outline of tho
division of countries, with scarcely any historical notice. It is

supposed that a detailed account was added to this outline, but
it has not reached us. His geography is contained in eight

books, and is certainly more scientific than any previous work
on the subject. He taught how to determine the longitude by
lunar eclipses, and by this method ascertained that of many
placefe with tolerable accuracy.

According to Ptolemy, the limits of the world were Thule on
the north, and the Prassum Promontorium on the south, the
former being, most probably, some part of Norway, and the
fatter some unknown point south-west of Madagascar. Its

limits on the west wore the Fortunate Isles, now the Canaries ;

and on the east, Thiuce in Sinre or China. He rejected the

theory of all preceding geographers, who represented the world
as surrounded by an impassable ocean on all sides ; and he

replaced it by an indefinite expanse of unknown land. He rejected
tho true reports of circumnavigation of Africa, and extended its

limits southward beyond all reasonable bounds.
With Europe, Ptolemy was tolerably well acquainted ; and

bo described Germany and Sarmatia with some degree of accu-

racy. He knew the Ems, tho Weser, the Elbe, the Oder, and
the Vistula. Ho calls Jutland the Cimbric Chersonese or

Peninsula, and tho Baltic, the Sarmatic Ocean ; but he failed

in his account of tliis inland sea. He was better acquainted
with the south of Russia in Europe, with the Tanais, the Borys-
thenes, and the Euxine, or Black Sea. In his description of the
Mediterranean there are many errors

; but his account is more
accurate with them all than that of any previous geographer.
In regard to Asia, his knowledge was obscur* and unsatisfactory,

though some features can be still identified with fact. Here he
described tho " Golden Chersonese," and the Magnus Sinus, or
Great Bay of India. Those appear to have been the Indo-
Chinese countries of Ava, Pegu, and Malacca, with their adjacent
gulfs or bays ; and Thina), which he places at this remote

corner, is supposed to be Siain, rather than any place in China.
Tho Serica of Ptolemy in the north of Asia is supposed, with

good reason, to be China, which was reached by great trading
caravans, which proceeded from Byzantium (or Constantinople),
across Asia Minor, crossing tho Euphrates at Hierapolis, and
passing through Media, by way of Ecbatana to Hecatompylos,
the capital of Parthia. Their next route was through Hyrcania,
Aria, Margiana, and Bactria, whence they ascended the table-land
of the interior of Asia, passed over the Monies Comedorum, or

Mountain*, and reached the celebrated LUhtnot Pyryot, or
:i whom site w still a doubtful question

anii.nt,' tfoi^niiihiT-. l-'n/m t:u- .-Utivii to the fro.-r :.- of Seri-n

w.i- a rc\,-n jii.^iilli.-i' hard aie 1 p'-nlou-, jouru.-v. Th* dMOdptiOO
<;4 of Serica corresponds more exactly t

than any other country ; and his account of the manners and
custom* of t 'ante identifies it still more. Moreover,
the staple commodity of thin overland trade was silk, for which
China has been celebrated from time immemorial. Ptolemy
appears to have had a considerable knowledge of Hindostan or

India, both within and beyond tho Ganges; a knowledge said
to be superior to that of the moderns tQl within the limits of
the present century. With regard to Africa, this statement

may just bo reversed. But, on the whole, bis work mast be
considered a singular monument of industry, and a valuable
book of reference in all matters relating to the ancient geo-

graphy of the world.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. V.

SECTION I. FBENCH PRONUNCIATION (eotUmuad).

III. NAME AND SOUND OF THK VOWELS.

38. E, e, ACUTE. Name, ay ; sound, like the letters ay in the

English word pray.
EXAMPLES.

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH. FRENCH. PBQKUK. ENGLISH.
Arrive

1

Ar-eev-ay Arrived. Oblige
1

O-ble-zhay Obliged.
Blere" Ayl-vay Raised. Pitfce'der Pray-ey-dny To proceed
Ete" Ay-toy Summer. Pri:ine\lit<5 Pray - may -I'reme&i-

Flagornd Flah-gorn-ay Wheedled. dee-tay tated.

Forge" For-zhay Forged. Trouvd Troo-vay Found.
Joud Zhoo-ay Sported. Ve'rite Vay-ree-tay Truth.

M<?rite May-reet Worth.

39. E, e, GRAVE. Name, ai; sound, like the letters ai in

the English word stair.

EXAMPLES.

FRENCH.
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4. Sect. IV. 5, and Sect. VI. 4, apply also to plural nouns
Used partitively.

Nous n'avons pas de livres, We have no books.

Vous avez de bons crayons, You have good pencils.

5. The plural form of the possessive adjectives mon, ton, son,

notre, votre, leur, is mes, my ; tes, thy ; sea, his, her; nos, our ;

vos, your ; leurs, tlwir, for both genders.

Mes freres, mes sceurs, Jfy brothers, my sisters.

Nos livres, nos plumes, Our books, our peris.

6. The possessive pronouns, le mien, la mienne, etc. [Sect.
VII. G], form their plural as follows :

Masc. Fern.

Les miens, les miennes, mine.
Les sieas, les sienncs, 7us or hers.

Les votres, les votres, yours.

Vos maisons et les miennes,
Vos champs et les siens,

Les siens, les votres, et les notres,

Masc.

Les tiens,

Les notres,
Les leurs,

Your houses and mine.
Your fields and his.

His, i/ours, and ours.

Fern.

lestienues,
les notres,
les leurs,

thine,

oura.

theirs.

7. The demonstrative adjectives, ce, cet, cette, have ces for

their plural.

Ces liommes, ces famines', These men, these women.

8. The demonstrative pronoun celui, m., this or thai, makes
ceux in the plural. The feminine form, celle, merely takes the
s in the plural.

Mes chandeliers (m.) et ceux de
vos freres,

Vos chandelles (f.) et cellos de nos

voisius,

My candlesticks and those of your
brothers.

Your candles and those of our

neighbours.

KESUME OF EXAMPLES.
Votre frere a-t-il mes chevaux ?

11 n'a ni les votres ni les siens.

A-t-il ceux de nos voisins ?

II ne les a pas.
Ma scaur a-t-elle vos plumes ou

celles de ma cousine ?

Has your brother my liorses 1

He has neither yours nor his.

Has he those of our neighbours 1

He has them not.

Has my sister your -pens or my cou-

sin's ? f. (or those of my cousin).
Elle n'a ni les miennes ni celles de She has neither mine nor my cousin's,
ma cousine, elle a les sieunes.

Avons-nous des marteaux ?

Vous n'avez pas de marteaux.
Vous avez de jolis crayons.
Avez-vous les habits des enfants ?

Je m'ai pas les habits des enfants.

Vous avez les chapeaux des dames.
Avez-vous oeux-ci ou ceux-la ?

she has her own.
Have we hammers 1

1'ou have no hammers.
You have pretty pencils.

Have you the children's clothes?

I have not the children's clothes.

You have the ladles' hats.

Have you these or those f

VOCABULARY.
Acajou, m., mahogany.
Aubergiste, m., inn-

keeper.

Blanc, m., blanche, f.,

white.

Chaise, f., chair.

CSxandelier, m., candle-

stick.

Chandelle, f., candle.

Cousine, f., cousin.

Grin, m., horse-hair.

EWniste, ni., cabinet-

maker,

Ferblanc, m., tin.

Ferblantier, m., ttn-

Fusil, m., gun.

Lame, f., icool.

Marbre, m., marble.

Matelas, m., mattres.

Meilleure, adj. f., bet-

ter.

Ouvrier, m., workman.

Voyageur, m., traveller.man.

EXEKCISE 17.

1. Avez-vous les marteaux des marechaux P 2. Oui, Mon-
sieur, je les ai. 3. Ne les avez-vous pas ? 4. Non, Monsieur,
nous ne les avons pas. 5. L'ouvrier les a. 6. L'aubergiste
a-t-il vos chevaux ? 7. L'aubergiste n'a ni mes chevaux ni les

v6tres, il a les siens. 8. Le medecin a-t-il des livres ? 9. Oui,

Monsieur, il a de bons livres. 10. N'avez-vous pas mes meil-

leurea plumes ? 11. Oui, Monsieur, j'ai vos ineilleures plumes,
les miennes, et celles de votre cousine. 12. Le voyageur a-t-il

de bons fusils ? 13. n n'a pas de bons fusils, il a des fusils de
t'er. 14. Le matelot n'a-t-il pas mes matelas de crin? 15. II

ne les a pas. 16. Qu'a-t-il ? 17. II a les matelas de laine de
1'ebeniste. 18. L'ebeniste a-t-il des tables d'acajou ? 19. Oui,
Madame, il a des tables d'acajou et des tables de marbre blanc.
20. Avez-vous mes chaises ou les votres ? 21. Je n'ai ni les

votres ni les miennes, j'ai celles de 1'ebeniste. 22. N'avez-vous

pas sommeil ? 23. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai ni sommeil ni faim.
2 1. Le ferblantier a-t-il vos chandeliers de fer ? 25. Non, Mon-
lieur, il a ceux du marechal.

EXEKCISE 18.

1. Have you my tables or yours ? 2. I have neither yours
&or mine, I have the innkeeper's. 3. Have you them ? 4. No,
Sir, I have them not. 5. Has your sister my horses ? 6. Yes,
Sir, she has your two horses and your brother's. 7. Are you

right or wrong ? 8. I am right, I am not wrong. 9. Has the
tinman my silver candlesticks or yours? 10, He has neither

your silver candlesticks nor mine, 11. What has he ? 12. Ho
has the cabinet-maker's wooden tables. 13 Has he your maho-
gany chairs ? 14. No, Sir, ho has my white marble tables. 15.

Have you these tables or those? 16. I have neither these nor
those, I have the cabinet-maker's. 17. Have you good pencil-
cases ? 18. No, Sir, but I have good pencils. 19. Has the
traveller iron guns ? 20. Yes. Sir, he has mine, yours, and his.

21. Has he not your brother's ? 22. He has not my brother"
23. Has the workman my iron hammers ? 24. Yes, Sir, he h.i.s

them. 25. Has my brother your pens or my cousin's ? 26. Ho
has mine and yours. 27. Have you the children's clothes? 28.

Yes, Madam, I have them. 29. Have you your sister's hat?
30. I have my cousin's, f. 31. Is anything the matter with

your brother? 32. He is cold and hungry. 33, Have you
horses ? 34. Yes, Sir, I have two horses. 35. I have two
horse-hair mattresses and one wool mattress.

SECTION XI.

AGREEMENT OF ADJECTIVES FEMININE OF ADJECTIVES.

1. The adjective in French, whatever may be its place,*
agrees in gender and number with the noun which it qualifies

[ 15 (1) (2)].

2. Adjectives ending with e mute, i.e., not accented, retain
that termination for the feminine.

Un gallon aimablc, An. amiable boy.
Uue fille aimable, An amiable girl.

3. Adjectives not ending in e mute take e for the feminine.

Un garden diligent, A diligent boy.
Une fille diligente, A diligent girl.

4. EXCEPTIONS. Adjectives ending in el, eil, en, et, on, as,
and es, double the last consonant and take e for the feminine.

ifasc. fcin.
|

.Masc.

Essentiel, essentielle, essential. '

Sujet,
Vermeil, vermeille, Dei-million. I Bon,
Ancien, ancienne, ancient. I Bas,

5. Adjectives ending in / change the / into ve ; those ending
in change that letter into so for the feminine.

fern.

sujette, subject.

bonne, jood.
low.

"Un habit neuf,
Une robo neuve,
Un homnie heureux,
Une femme heureuse,

A new coat.

A new dress.

A happy man.
A happy woman.

6. The adjectives beau, liandsome ; fou, foolish ; mou, soft ;

nouveau, new; vieux, old; become, bel, fol, mol, nouvel, and
vieil, before a noun masculine comrnenciog with a vowel or an h
mute ; the last consonant of the latter form is doubled, a*d e

added, for the feminine. Ex. : Belle, folle, nouvelle, vieille.

7. Additional rules and exceptions will be found in 15 f

Part II.

8. CONJUGATION OF THH PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE
OF ETRE, TO BE.

Affirmatively. Interrogatively.
Je suis, Jam. Suis-je? Am If
Tu es, Thou art. Es-tu? Art thouf
II est, He is. Est-ilP Js he?

Elle est, She is. Est-elle? Js she?

Nous sommes, We are. Sommes-nous? Are we?
Vous etes, You are. Etes-vous ? Art you?
Us sont, m., They are. Sont-ils? Are they?
Elles sont, f., They are. Sont-elles ? Are they?

EESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Avez-vous un gar9On diligent et

une fille diligente ?

Mon garden est diligent, mais ma
fille est paresseuse. (K. 5.)

Cotte coutume est-elle ancienue ?

Cette coutume n'est pas ancienne,
elle est nouvelle. (E. 6.)

Votre plume, f., est-elle bonne ou
mauvaise ?

Ma sceur est tres-vive. (E. 5.)

Votre niaison est-elle meilleure que
la mienue ?

La maison de ma soeur n'est pas si

bonne que la votre.

Have you a diligent boy and a dili-

gent girl ?

My boy is diligent, but my daughter
is idle.

Is t7iis custom ancient ?

This custom is not ancient, it if

new.

Is your pen good or bad f

My sister is very lively

Is your house better than mine J

My sister's house is not so good a

yours.

* For the place of adjectives see Sect. XIII., an^ Sect. VI. ">.
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t to dame est-elle oontento f 2. Non, Monsieur, oette
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: is nuKon. 7. Votro cousino est-ello heureuse ? 8.

..mil", licllr. e. 9. A-t-elle dcs
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In a de

rt i-t, mi" vieille robe. 13. Votre frero ji'a-t-il

1 4. II a un bel habit ot uuo bonno

oravate. 15. Avez-voua de bonne viand-. 1

. Monsieur? 10. J'oi

17. Cctto viando-ci est-elle u;

; nirillcure quo cello-la. 19. Votro

ami a-t-il le bel eiH'riiT . 10? 20. Son encricr eat beau,

iuai* il n't-st pan de poreelaine. 21. Quelqu'nn a-t-il faim ? 22.

Peraonuo n'a faim. 23. Les generaux sont-ils ici ? 24. Los

fltimflraiiT et 1- maivcliaux sont ioi. 25. J'ai vos parasols et

VOB parapluies, et ceux de vos enfant*.

EXERCISE 20.

1. Is your little sister pleased ? 2. Yes, Madam, she is

pleased. 3. la that little girl handsome? 4. That little girl

is not handsome, but she is good. 5. Have you good cloth and

good silk ? 6. My cloth and* silk are here. 7. Is your sister

happy ? 8. My sister ia good and happy. 9. Has that physi-
cian's sister friends 't 10. No, Madain, she has no friends. 11.

Is your meat good ? 12. My meat is good, but my cheese is

better. 13. Has the bookseller a handsome china inkstand ?

14. He has a fine silver inkstand and a pair of leather shoos.

!.".. Have you my silk parasols? 16. I have your cotton

umbrellas. 17. Is your brother's coat handsome? 18. My
brother has a handsome coat and an old silk cravat. 19. Have

you relations and friends ? 20. I have no relations, but I have

friends. 21. Is that handsome lady wrong ? 22. That hand-

some lady is not wrong. 23. Have you handsome china ? 24.

Our china is handsome and good. 25. It ia better than yours.
26. la not that little girl hungry ? 27. That handsome little

girl is neither hungry nor thirsty. 28. What is the matter

with her ? 29. She has neither relations nor friends. 30. Is

this gold watch good? 31. This one is good, but that one is

better. 33. Have you it ? 33. I have it, but I have not your
water's. 34. I have neither yours nor mine, I have your
mother's.

OUR HOLIDAY.
GYMNASTIC EXEECISES. n.

RETUKNINO to exercises which may be practised without the

aid of a companion, we have next to mention a class of light

gymnastics known as the

WAND EXERCISES.

These are especially beneficial in inducing flexibility of the

shoulder-joint, and form a useful preparation for more arduous
movements at a later stage of the learner's progress.
The wand is a smooth stick, one inch in diameter and four

feet long, with the ends rounded. Foi very young persons a

length of three feet is sufficient. The following are among the

exercises to be practised with this instrument.

1. Grasp the wand with the hand* at either ond, as seen in

Fig. 5 ; the attitude being perfectly erect, ami tho chest

forward. Now, without <>-. ln-injr the wand down
behind you as far as yon can, then raise it again to the original

position above the head, and repeat these movements twenty
times in succession.

The article, the possessive and demonstrative adject

repeated before every uoan. Mon {r*re nt. ma sour, my b(v

Mir.

2. Start from the name position, and, after each backward
M head and down in front to

vor the head a* before; then bring it

by lowering one band and raining
. wand ta .

<>WH muMt not bo bent.

4. N ,. wand in an upri-ht portion in front of

von, t'. te middle, and about rix inche* apart;
the arniH extended forward a* nearly straight an poanble.

and arms stiff, move the wand from
an reach, the upper part of the body partly

.ovement.

right hand put the wand ont at

you, one end resting on the floor : the

body and the wan<i .t arm
'..<: hip.

Now, from this position, step ont with 1' % as far a*

foot passing V .and. The elbow
must not be bent, and the wa: .iin unmoved. Return
to the on, the wand still held forward, and repeat

times in succession. This ia called
"
charging," and ia good exercise for the lega and the lower

part of the body.
6. Go through the same movements an in the last exercise,

with the i-.v-,< jition that the wand ia held forward with the left

hand, the charge being made with the left leg.

7. Stand erect and hold the wand out straight before 700
at arm's length, in a perpendicular position, the left hand resting
on the hip. Now step out with the right foot to the wand, and
back to the other foot, five times in succession, without bending
the knee. Take the wand in the left hand, and advance the left

foot in the same manner.

8. Holding the wand as before, step backward as far as yon
can with the right foot, in this case bending the left knee ; then

return to the erect position, and repeat the movement ten times.

The same afterwards with the left foot.

9. Carry the right foot forward to the wand, and then back-

ward as far as you can reach, without stopping. Do this ten

times in succession, and then the same with the left foot.

10. Holding the upper end of the wand in both hands, one

above the other, the arms straight out, step the right foot forward

to the wand and the left backward as far as possible,

change the position of the feet at a single jump, and do this ten

successive times.

These examples of the Wand exercises will be sufficient.

They may be greatly varied, and two persons, each with a wand,

may go through exercises similar in character to the Ring move-
ments described in the previous paper.

THE DUMB BHLLS.

We now come to Dumb Bell exercises, which are a well-knowm

and very ancient means of physical culture. The best modern

gymnasts, however, have introduced an important change in the

practice with dumb bells. Formerly it was the custom to em-

ploy the heaviest bells that could be used by the learner, and
to put him only through a small variety of motions with them.

Now the most approved system ia founded on the use of a light

dumb bell, with which the pupil is taught to perform a great

variety of active and graceful movements, calculated to advance

the flexibility as well as the strength of all the muscles of the

body. Some gymnasts maintain that the dumb bell should

range only between two pounds and five pounds in weight, ac-

cording to the strength of the learner ; but Dr. Dio Lewis, who
takes the lead as a recent authority in gymnastics, and who
has hod a very long and wide experience, is of opinion that bells

weighing two pounds are heavy enough for any man. provided
he wishes to attain to something more than the. strength required

for lifting heavy weights. He recommends that, tif the dumb
bells should be of considerable size, they should be made of

wood ; and wooden dumb bells only are used in his owr
i at Boston, U.S. The handle should be at least half an

inch longer than the width of the hand, and of such a size as

can be easily grasped, with a slight swell in the middle.

Before describing the light dumb-bell exercise?, we will, how-

ever, say a few wsrds as to the use of t

'

bolls,

with which some of our readers may be already pr<

object of their use is chiefly to strengthen the muscles of the
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Fig. 5

wrists and arms, and among the most suitable exercises for this

purpose are the following :

1. The dumb bolls are held close before the chest, the arms

from the shoulder to the elbow resting by the side. The body
must be erect, the heels touching, and the feet at right angles.

Now raise the dumb bells slowly, first with one hand and then

with the other, as high above the head as you can reach ; bringing

themback to the position in front

of you. Then exercise both arms

together in the same way.
2. Hold the bells down by the

sides, and raise the arms until

they are extended at full length
in a horizontal position from the

shoulders ; raise and depress each

arm alternately, then lower them
both down to the sides, and re-

peat the former movement.
3. From the original position

stretch the arms out before you,
then bring them gradually back

as far as you can without bend-

ing the elbows, and keeping the

dumb bells grasped in the hands

with the thumbs uppermost.
Move the arms forward again,

making the dumb bells meet
in front, and then backward, try-

ing to cause them to touch be-

hind, which you will be able to

accomplish with practice. As the learner gains strength, the
;

speed with which these movements are made may be increased,
j

Some of the other exercises usually practised without a-ppa- |

ratus, which we have described in our first paper on Gymnastics,
|

may also be performed with the heavier dumb bells.

1. The light dumb-bell exercises are commenced by holding the '

arms straight down, with the

bells in an exactly horizontal

position from the hips, the

thumbs outward. Now turn

the thumb ends of the bells

to the hips, and back again,
ten times. Be careful at each
burn to keep the bells per-

fectly straight, so that a line

run through one dumb bell

would also pass through the

other.

2. Now, with the arm from
the shoulder to the elbow
close by the side, hold the

bells before you with the

thumbs outward. Then turn
the bells until their ends are

reversed, as before, making
them come in line at each

movement, and repeat this ten

times in succession. These
exercises will do much to

strengthen the wrists.

3. Hold the bells straight
in front, the arms being ex-

tended, and the knuckles

pointing downward ; then
twist the arms until the po-
sition of the dumb bells is

reversed, the knuckles being Fig. 7.

upward.
4. Thrust the bells downward, upward, forward, and

sideways, bringing them back to the chest after each move-
ment, and repeating the series five times. Take great care that
at each movement the arms and the bells be exactly parallel to
each other.

5. Swing the bells energetically backward and forward, i

making them meet both in front of the chest and behind the
back.

6. Go through the "
charging

"
exercises already described I

among the wand movements, each dumb bell in turn serving

Tig. 6.

the purpose of an imaginary wand for the guidance of tne
gymnast in the position.

7. Hold one dumb bell high above the head with the right
hand, the , arm being quite straight ; let the other bell rest on
the neck the arm, of course, being bent

; change the position
of each arm alternately. Now, with the bells still in these posi-
tions, stretch the left leg backward as far as possible, and, when

it has reached its limit, sink
the body towards the ground.
Rise to the perpendicular again,
and then stretch back the other

leg in the same way. Repeat
these movements five times.

8. Standing erect, arms down,
carry them to the horizontal

position in front ; then above
the head as seen in Fig. 8. Now
down to the horizontal again,
and then to the floor, as seen in

the dotted lines in the figure.

Repeat these movements ten

times, and without bending the

knees or the elbows.

Here we must leave the dumb
bells ; but, as in the case of the
other exercises, the examples
which we have now given will

be sufficient to suggest nume-
rous variations and additions to

the learner.

We pass on now to another kind of exercise, which will give
the learner more severe work than any of those to which we
have yet alluded.

INDIAN CLXTBS.

The clubs are made of wood ; they should be about eighteen
inches long, somewhat tapering in form, from three to four inches

in diameter at the thickest end,
and the other forming a con-
venient handle for the grasp.
The weight of the clubs should
be just such as will allow the

learner to use them with toler-

able freedom ; for anything
like a violent or undue strain

upon the muscles is to be
avoided in our gymnastic
training.
We need not give a de-

tailed list of Indian club exer-

cises. Many of those per-
formed with the dumb bells,

etc., can be practised to equal

advantage with the clubs, and
the learner who has studied

the rules and movements we
have already given, will know
how to proceed with these im-

plements. It will assist him,

however, to have before him
the two illustrations given on
this page. Fig. 7 indicates

the proper position of the

body from which all the exer-

cises should be commenced,
the clubs being used either

in perpendicular or horizontal

positions, or sometimes in both

simultaneously, as in the cut.

Fig. 6 shows the kind of movement which may be practised
in order to obtain entire freedom with the clubs, the dotted

lines describing their direction. Having reached the back, bring
the arms to the side, with the clubs hanging downward

;
then

sweep them the reverse way to that shown in the illustration,

holding them above the head, and arching the body as much
as possible. Remember in the club exercises, as^n all others,

the invariable rule, never to bend the knees or the elbows unlesa

the character of the movement contemplated renders it abso-

lutely necessary to do so.

Fig. 8.
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-I u vry important point, and helps to furnish n with a

mean** t flowering plant*, into two
. grmijM nr ili\ Ni'iin. !,<! in c.,n- i.lrr that which tukf.-M

place doting tlii' growth of an oak t'p>m tin- aoorn. The acorn,

on In-ill/ i.lutitt'il in tho ground, sends down its root, and wmcU
-t. in. At !ir~t this Btom ia a tiny thing of very incon-

rtiili-niblo diameter; year by year, however, it grows, until a

gigantic tree n-iiH-<. If wo now cut this tree across and examine

ucturo of its section, we shall recognise the following ap-

pearances. In tin commencing our examination from

without, wo shall find tin- hark, or cortex (Latin, cortex, bark),

separable into two distinct layers, the outer of whi' K i

thi? culi>-lf (Latin, cutia, skin), or epidermis, (Greek iirttitp/jus,

pronounced -, tho outer skin), and tlio inuor ono tho

liber, BO called because

the ancients occasionally

employed this portion of

the bark as a substitute

for paper in tho making
of books liber being tho

Latin for book. Passing
onwards, wo observe ^ne

woody fibre and its cen-

trol pith. The woody
fibre itself is evidently of

two kinds, or at least ia

BO put together that wood
of two degrees of hard-

ness results. Tho exter-

nal portion of wood is the
softer and lighter in col-

our, and termed by bota-

nists alburnum, from the
Latin word albus, white ;

the internal is the harder,
and termed by botanists

duramen, from the Latin

tZiinis, hard, although car-

penters denominate it

heart-wood. Lastly, in

the centre comes the pith
or medulla, from the

Latin, medulla, the mar-

row, which traces its ori-

gin to another Latin word,
riiedius, tho middle, the
marrow being in the mid-
dle of the bone. Regard-
ing this section a little

more attentively, wo shall

observe passing from the

pith to tho bark, and

establishing a connexion
between the two, a series

of white rays, termed by
the botanist mc<i

greM, the winter to which they are exposed being "o abort, that
nine of growth is scarcely interfered with by any im-

pediment Under thoe circumntances, there U scarcely any
panne Huffioiont to create a line of demarcation between

ring and ring ; the progress of deposition goes on oontinuctuly.

However, the manner of deposition is not the less external be*

cause we cannot see the rings.

Very different from thi* method of increase U that by which
: irrond division of plant* augments in size. For an ex-

ample we must no longer have recourse to a section of a plant
of our temperate zone, but must appeal to the larger tropical

productions of this land. If we cut a piece of bamboo, or cane

(with which most of OB are familiar), horizontally, we shall find

a very different kind of structure to that which we recognised
in tho oak. There will be no longer seen any real bark, nor any
pith, and tho concentric rays will be also absent, bnt the tissue

of which tho stem is made up may be compared to long strings
of woody fibre tightly

packed together. These
concentric rings, in point
of fact, could not have

existed; inasmuch as a
cane does not grow by
deposition of woody mat-
ter externally, but inter-

nally, or, more properly

speaking, upwards. A
young cane is just as big
round as an old cane,
tho only difference be-

tween them consisting in

the matters of hardness
and of length. Hence,
bamboos, and all vege-
tables which grow by
this kind of increment,
are termed endogenous,
from two Greek words
ifSov (en'-don), within,
and ytvvau (gen-nd-o), I

generate. The largest

specimen of endogenous
growth is furnished by
palm trees those magni-
ficent denizens of tropical
forests to which we are

so much indebted for

dates, cocoa-nuts, palm-
oil, vegetable wax, and
numerous other useful

product*. Fig. 11 is a re-

presentation of the sec-

tion of a palm tree, in

10. HORIZONTAL SECTION os1 AN EXooEN. 11. HORIZONTAL SECTION OF AS ENDOGEN. \vhich the peculiarities of
12. DOTTED VESSELS OF THE CLEMATIS. 13. DOTTED VESSELS OF THE MELON. 11. endogenous Structure OT6

15. LACTIFEROUS VESSELS OF THE CELANDINE.
vory well developed.'"" "~
All the endogenous pro-

ductions of temperate

rays, and by the carpenter rilv:r climes are small, though very important. In proof of the latter

SPIRAL VESSELS OF TEE MELONS.
16. OVOID CELI. 17. 8TELLIFOHM CELLS.

grain. We shall also observe that the section displays a series

of ring-like forms concentric ono within tho other. These are
a very important characteristic. They not only prove that
tho trunk in question was generated by continued depositions
of woody matter around a central line, or, in other words, by an
outside deposition, but they enable us in many cases actually to
read off tho age of any particular tree the thickness cor-

responding with one ring being indicative of one year's growth.
Inasmuch as tho formation of an oak tree is thus demo-
te be the consequence of a deposition of successive layers of

woody fibres externally or without it is said to be 1

others subjected to the same kind of growth, an exoyenmts plant
from two Greek words, { (eaf-o), without, and ftvvdia (gen-

nd-o, g hard, as in gun), I generate.

Fig. 10 represents tho internal structure of an exogenous
stem.

It is true that tho peculiar disposition of rings thns spoken
of cannot always bo recognised. For example, as a rule, trees

which grow in hot climates are checked so little in their pro-

VOL. T

assertion it may suffice to mention the grosses ; not only those

dwarf species which carpet our lawns and our fields with verdure,

hut wheat, barloy, oats, rice, maize, all of which aria grasses,

botonically considered, notwithstanding their dimensions. In-

deed, size has little to do with tho definition of a grass ; for if we

proceed to tropical climes, wo shall there find grasses of still more

gigantic dimensions. Thns the sugar cane, which grows to the

elevation of fifteen or sixteen feet, is a grass, as in like manner
ia tho still taller cane, out of tho stem of which, when split, wo
make chairbottoms, boskets, window-blinds, etc., and which,

when simply cut into convenient lengths, is also useful for other

purposes ; one of which will, perhaps, occur to some of our

younger readers.

The reader will not fail to remember that we, a few page*
back, divided vegetables into phomogamons and cryptogamio
(we are sure we need not repeat the meaning of those terms).

We may now carry our natural classification still further, and

say that phamogamous plants admit of division into exogenous
and endogenous ones. This division is quite natural, even if w#

6
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have regard merely to the structure of the stem ; but the

agreement is much wider than this, and recognisable by other

analogies, as we shall see presently, when we come to consider

the nature and peculiarities of leaves and seeds.

SECTION V. CONCERNING LEAVES AND THEIE USES.

THERE are two methods of teaching the nature of a thing ; one

is by definition, the other by example. Of these the latter is

usually the more easy, but the former is the more precise.

Accordingly, then, we shall commence by stating that in

botanical language a leaf admits of definition as " a thin

flattened expansion of epidermis, containing between its two

layers vascular and cellular tissue, nerves, and veins, and per-

forming the functions of exhalation and respiration." Such is

the botanical definition of a leaf. Probably the learner may
not understand this definition just yet, but a little contemplation
will enable him to do so. With the object of enabling him to

understand the definition, suppose we go through its clauses one

by one. Firstly, then, a thin flattened expansion of epidermis,

we assume to be a self-evident expression. The epidermis

means, as we have already stated, the outside bark at least,

this is its botanical acceptation. Literally, the Greek word

eTriSepfj.ls means skin, as we have said above, and is also applied
to indicate that portion of the animal skin which readily peels

off, which rises under the action of a blister, and which, when
thickened and hardened, constitutes those troublesome pests on

the feet which we call corns. As regards the epidermis of

vegetables, it may readily'be seen in the birch tree, from which

it peels off in long strips. Well, a leaf, then, consists of two

layers of this epidermis, one above and the other below, enclosing

vascular and cellular tissue, the meaning of which terms we have

now to explain to the reader. The word vascular means " con-

sisting of, or containing vessels," and is derived from the Latin

vasculum, a little vessel, while cellular, which is derived from
the Latin cella, a hollow place or cavity, means,

"
consisting of

cells." By vascular tissue is meant those little pipes or tubes

which run through vegetables, just like arteries and veins

through animal bodies, and which serve the purpose of con-

veying juices from one part of a plant to another. In plants,

these pipes or tubes are so exceedingly small that their tubular

character is only recognisable by the aid of a microscope or

powerful lens, but their presence may be recognised by the

naked eye. Thus? for example, we have little doubt that most
readers of this work have noticed that, on breaking across a

portion of succulent vegetable stem, such, for instance, as a

piece of the long stalk of the rhubarb leaf, which is used

for making pies and puddings, that the two portions do not

always break clean off, but one part remains attached to the

other by certain little fibrils. Now, these fibrils are vascular,

that is to say, they are tubes, and tubes of various kinds,

admitting of distinction amongst themselves. These distinctions

we shall not enter upon, here further than stating in general
terms that, while some of the tubes are straight, others are

twisted or spiral, like the perforator of a corkscrew ; whence
arises the term spiral vessels, which botanists have applied to

them. Figs. 12, 13, 14, and 15, are magnified representations
of the most remarkable kinds of vessels contained in vegetables ;

the spiral vessels of which we have been treating will easily be

recognised by their peculiar appearance.
Cellular tissue is, as its name indicates, an assemblage of

little cells, the natural form of which is spheroidal or oval

(fig. 16), but more frequently this form is modified from variou,s

causes, usually the mutual pressure of cells against each other.

Thus the pith of trees, a portion of which is made up of cellular

tissue, if examined under the microscope, will be found to be

composed of cells having the form of honeycomb cells, that is to

Bay, hexagonal (fig. 18).

This last dra-;raig represents the appearance of a thin segment
of elder pith when submitted to microscopic examination.

Occasionally the cells of cellular tissue assume a star-like or

stellate (Latin stella, a star) form, as, for example, is the case in

a common bean, of which our diagram (fig. 17) represents a
section as seen when examined under the field of a microscope.

Usually these vegetable cells are so very small that a micro-

scope, or, at least, a powerful lens, is necessary for observing
them. In certain vegetables, however, they assume such dimen-

eions as to admit of being readily seen by thp naked eye. For

an example the reader may refer to an orange, especially an

orange somewhat late in the season. If the fruit be cut, or, still

better, pulled asunder, the cells will be readily apparent. Still

more readily do they admit of being observed in that large

species of the orange tribe to which the name shaddock, or

forbidden fruit, is ordinarily given.
We must now inform the reader that not only do the cells of

this cellular tissue admit of being altered in form, but occa-

sionally they give rise to parts in the vegetable organisation
which would not bo suspected to consist of cells. The cuticle of

which we have spoken is nothing more than a layer of cells

firmly adherent; and the medullary rays, or silver grain, of

exogenous stems, the appearance of which has been already

described, is nothing more nor less than closely compressed
cellular tissue.

We commenced by describing a leaf, but observations have
been so often directed to matters collateral to the subject that,

the description appears somewhat rambling. Nevertheless, it

cannot be helped. In Botany, above all other sciences, there

occur many curious names. They must be learnt, and the best

way to teach them is to describe them as they occur.

A leaf, then, we repeat, is an extension of two flat surfaces of

cuticle enclosing nerves and veins, vascular and cellular tissue.

All these terms have been pretty well explained. We may add,

however, that when cellular tissue exists confusedly thrown

together, as it does in the substance of a leaf, or as it appears
in the orange, then such cellular tissue is denominated paren-

chyma, from the Greek word TrapeV^u/xa (pronounced par-en-

ku'-ma)
"
anything poured out."

Before we quite finish with our remarks relative to the sub-

stances which- enter into leaves, it is necessary to observe that

the green colouring matter of leaves is termed by botanists and

by chemists chlorophyl, from the two Greek words x^vp^s (pro-

nounced Jdo-ros), yellowish green, and <f>6\\ov (pronounced

Jul'-lon), a leaf. This chlorophyl is subject to become sienna-

red in autumn, as we all know, but the cause of this alteration

has not yet been explained.

BEADING AND ELOCUTION. III.

PUNCTUATION (continued).

IV. THE COMMA.

J

22. THE mark used for a comma is a round dot ivith a small

curve appended to it, turning from right to left.

23. When you come to a comma in reading, you must, in

general, make a short pause or stop, so long as would enable

you to count one.

24. The last word before a comma is most frequently read

with the falling inflection of the voice.

25. In reading, when you come to a comma, you must keep

your voice suspended as if some one had stopped you before yon
had read all that you intended to read.

26. In the following examples keep your breath suspended
when you come to the comma ;

but let the short pause or stop

which you make, be a total cessation of the voice.

Examples.

Diligence, industry, and proper improvement of time, are material

duties of the young.
He is religious, generous, just, charitable and humane.

By wisdom, by art, by the united strength of a civil community,
men have been enabled to subdue the whole race of lions, bears, and

serpents.
The genuine glory, the proper distinction of the rational species,

arises from the perfection of the mental powers.

Courage is apt to be fierce, and strength is often exerted in acts of

oppression.
Wisdom is the associate of justice. It assists her to form equ.il

laws, to pursue right measures, to correct power, to protect weak-

ness, and to unite individuals in a common interest and general

welfare.

Heroes may kill tyrants, but it is wisdom and laws that prevent

tyranny and oppression.

27. When a note of interrogation occurs at the end of a sen-

tence, the parts, and even the words, of the sentence separated

by commas, should each be read like a question.
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>.u rand M correctly, speak u* properly, or bohavo a* weB. M
.

. . tho Throdan robber, of whose exploit* I bare beard to

-.ban Beparate us from tho lore of Cbrlrt P shall tribulation,

s, or pen*2fiitin. >-r f.imine, or peril, or *word ?

MO dead mined up, and witb what body do they come ?

M h.it in our hope, oar joy, or crown of rejoicing ?

Uaro you not misemployed yonr time, wasted your talent*, and

passed your lifu in idleness and vice P

v" l>em taught anything of tbo nature, structure, and laws

of tli- U..I.V wliii-h \.m inhabit?

Were you ever made to understand tbe operation of diet, air,

exercise, and modes of dress, upon tbe human frame ?

28. Sometimes tin- wm-.l imvrtling a comma is to bo road

like that preceding a period, with tho falling inflection of tho

Examples.

It is said by unbelievers that religion is dull, unsociable, uncharitable,

enthusiastic, a damper of humou joy, a morose intruder upon human

pleasur. .

Nothing is more erroneous, unjust, or untrue, than the statement

iu tin' preceding sentence.

Perhaps you have mistaken sobriety for dulness, equanimity for

moroseuess, disinclination to bad company for aversion to society,

abhorrence of vice for unchoritablenesa, and piety for enthusiasm.

Henry was careless, thoughtless, heedless, and inattentive.

This is partial, unjust, uncharitable, and iniquitous.

The history of religion is ransacked by its enemies, for instances of

persecution, of austerities, and of enthusiastic irregularities.

Religion is often supposed to be something which must be prac-

tised apart from everything else, a distinct profession, a peculiar

occupation.

29. Sometimes tho word preceding a comma ia to be read

like that preceding an exclamation.

Examples.

How can you destroy those beautiful things which yonr father

procured for you ! that beautiful top, those polished marbles, that

excellent ball, and that beautifully painted kite, oh how can you de-

stroy them, and expect that ho will buy you new ones 1

How coast thou renounce the boundless store of charms that

Nature to her votary yields ! the warbling woodland, the resounding

shore, the pomp of groves, the garniture of fields, all that the genial

ray of morning gilds, and all that echoes to the song of even, all

that the mountain's sheltering bosom shields, and all the dread

magnificence of heaven, how canst thou renounce them and hope to

be forgiven !

Winter! ruler of the inverted year! thy scattered hair with sleet-

like ashes filled, thy breath congealed upon thy lips, thy cheeks fringed
with a beard made white with other snows than those of age, thy
forehead wrapped in clouds, a leafless branch thy sceptre, and thy
throne a sliding car, indebted to no wheels, but urged by storms along
its slippery way, I love thee, all unlovely as thou seemest, and dreaded

as thou art !

! Lovely art thou, O Peace ! and lovely are thy children, and lovely
are the prints of thy footsteps in the green valleys.

30. Sometimes tho word preceding a comma and other marks,
is to be read without any pause or inflection of tho voice.

Examples.
You see, my son, this wide and large firmament over our heads,

where tho sun and moon, and all the stars appear in their turns.

Therefore, my child, fear and worship, and love God.
He that can read as well as you can, James, need not be ashamed to

read aloud.

1 consider it my duty, at this time, to tell you that you have done

something of which you ought to be ashamed.
The Spaniards, while thus employed, were surrounded by many of

the natives, who gazed, iu silent admiration, upon actions which they
could not comprehend, and of which they did not foresee tho conse-

quences. The dress of tho Spaniards, the whiteness of their skins,
thair beards, their arms, appeared strange and surprising.

Yet, fair as thou art, thou shunnest to glide, beautiful stream ! by
the village side, but windest away from the haunts of men, to silent

Tolley and shaded glen.

But it is not for man, either solely or principally, that night is

made.
We imagine, that, in a world of our own creation, there would

always be a blessing in the air, and flowers and fruits on the earth.

Share with you I said his father so the industrious must lose his

labour to feed the idle.

31. Sometimes tho pause of a comma must bo mado where

thoro is no pause in the book. Space* are left in the following
sentence* where tho pause is proper to be made.

The European* were hardly le** amazed at the Men* no* **t

before them.
Their black hair loaf and curled floated upon their

boulder* or wa* bound in tr****e around their bead.

Person* of reflection and *en*ibility contemplate with intend
tbe scene* of nature.

The *uooe**ion and contract* of the seasons giro *cope to care

and foresight diligence and industry which are awential to the

dignity and enjoyment of human being*.

The eye is sweetly rested on every object to which it torn*.

It is grateful to perceive bow widely yt chastely Nature bath

IL.X. ! hur colour* and painted her robe.

Winter compensates for tbe want of attractions abroad by flre

side delight* and homefelt joy*. In all thin interchange and

variety we find reason to acknowledge tbe wise and benevolent

care of the Ood of seasons.

32. The pupil may read tho following sentences ; but before

reading them, he should point oat after what word the pause
should bo made. Tho pause is not printed in the sentence*, but

it must bo made when reading them. And here it may be

observed, that tho comma is more frequently used to point oat

the grammatical divisions of a sentence, than to indicate a rest

or cessation of tho voice. Good reading depends much upon
skill and judgment in making those pauses which the meaning
of tho sentence dictates, but which are not noted in the book ;

and tho sooner the pupil is taught to make them, with proper

discrimination, the surer and more rapid will be his progress in.

the art of reading.

Examples.

The golden head that was wont to rise at that part of the table wae
now wanting.
For even though absent from school I shall prepare the lesson.

For even though dead I will control the trophies of tbe capitoL
It is now two hundred years since attempts have been made to

civilise the North American savage.

Doing well has something more in it than the fulfilling of a duty.

You will expect me to say something of the lonely records of tbe

former races that inhabited this country.
There is no virtue without a characteristic beauty to make it parti-

cularly loved by the good, and to moke the bod ashamed of their

neglect of it.

A sacrifice was never yet offered to a principle, that was not made

up to us by self-approval, and the consideration of what our degrada

tion would have been had we done otherwise.'

The succession and contrast of the seasons give scope to that care

and foresight, vigilance and industry, which are essential to the dignity

and enjoyment of human beings, whose happiness is connected with

the exertion of their faculties.

A lion of the largest size measures from eight to nine feet from

the muzzle to the origin of the toil, which last is of itself about four

feet long. The height of the larger specimens is four or five feet.

A benison upon thee, gentle huntsman! Whose towers are these

that overlook the wood ?

The incidents of the lost few days have been such a* will probafcly

never again be witnessed by the people of America, and such as were

never before witnessed by any nation under heaven.

To the memory of Andrt? his country bos erected the most magnifl-

cent monument, and bestowed on his family the highest honours

and most liberal rewards. To the memory of Hole not a stone has

been erected, and the traveller asks in vain for the place of his lonjr

sleep.

MECHANICS. III.

FORCES APPLIED TO A SINGLE POINT PARALLELOGRAM
OF FORCES, ETC.

IN lliis lesson we have to consider how the resultant of two, and

thence of any number of forces, applied to a single point may b

found. You will keep in mind that by a "
single point," I meax

a point
" in a body ;

" and that will save mo always adding the

latter words when I use tho former. Of course, forces applied

to " a material point" are included in tho description, and

theso you will find, in duo time, to be of very great impc:

As tho joint effect of two or moro forces so applied is termed

their "resultant," so we name tho separate forces of which it is

tho effect its components. There are thus two operati* :

Composition of Forces, and tho Resolution of Forces, with which

we may be concerned in Mechanics ; by the former of which we
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Fisr, 1.

denote the putting together, compounding, or finding the resul-
tant of any number of forces, and by the latter the separating,
or resolving, of any given force into the two or more to which it

may be considered equivalent. The composition we first

Consider j but this requires a short digression on

THE PARALLELOGRAM.

The resultant of two forces is found by the aid of the "
paral-

lelogram of forces ;

"
and, as some of you may not know what a

parallelogram precisely is, I shall explain the term, and tell you
a few things about it which, in Mechanics, it is desirable you
should know.
A parallelogram is a four-sided figure whose pairs of opposite

sides and opposite angles are equal. In the adj oining figure, AB cD
is a parallelogram, if the

side A B is equal to D c,

and also B c to A D. The
two cross lines, A c and
B D, are called the "dia-

gonals of the parallelo-

gram." Now, if you ex-

amine the two triangles,
A B C, A D C, which are

on opposite sides of the diagonal, A c, you will see reason for

believing that thpy must be equal to each other. They are,

in fact, the sawuv'triangle on opposite sides of that line ; for

they have A c for a common side, and the two other pairs of

sides are equal, namely, A B equal to D 0, and A r> to B c ; and you
cannot out of three straight lines make two different triangles.
This you can satisfy yourselves of by experiment, by putting three

rods of different lengths together so as to form a closed figure.

Now, the point to which I am trying to lead you, and which

you will soon find of importance, is that, since these triangles
are equal in fact, one and the same triangle in two positions
their angles must be equal to each other. Hence we arrive at

the following important properties of a parallelogram :

1. That the opposite angles, ABC and ADC, are equal, also

the opposite angles, BAD and BCD.
2. That either diagonal makes equal angles with the pairs of

opposite sides, A B D equal to c D B, and A D B equal to c B D.

It is on account of this latter property the figure is called
"
parallelogram." The opposite sides are not only equal, but

parallel, on account of their making equal angles with either

diagonal. However, keep in mind that these angles are equal,
for this knowledge is necessary to your properly understanding
what we next come to, namely

THE PARALLELOGRAM OF FORCES.

The forces in our cuts and diagrams being represented, as

agreed on, by lines, and their directions by arrow-heads attached
to their remote ends, this principle may be stated as follows :

If two forces applied to a point are represented in magnitude
and direction by two straight lines, their resultant is represented
in magnitude and direction by the diagonal passing through
that point of the parallelogram of which these lines are two
adjoining sides.

In Fig. 2 let o P, o Q be the two forces, and draw from p and Q
the two dotted lines parallel to them which meet in R, then the
dotted diagonal, o R, of the parallelogram thus formed is the

resultant, both in magnitude and direction, of o p and o Q.

Now, I shall not here

give you the strict ma-
thematical proof of. this

proposition ; it is too

complicated, and involves

so much close reasoning,
that to force it on a
student in the begin-

ning of a treatise on me-
Fig. 2.

chanics would be tc throw an unnecessary difficulty in his way.
The best course is to defer it until you have become more
accustomed to mechanical reasoning, and then return to it. In
the meantime you can satisfy yourselves that it is true by a
reference to the two following experiments, one derived from
equilibrium, the other from motion.

First Experiment. Let three weights, tr v w, be attached to
three cordfl, as in Fig. 3, which are knotted together at o

;
and

let two of the cards, longer than the third, with their at-

3.

tached weights, be thrown over two pulleys, p Q, which move
freely in the same plane round axles fastened into a wall or

upright board. Arrange, then, the weights and cords until

equilibrium is produced. It is evident, from the principle stated
at the close of the last lesson, that the force, w, must bt- aqual
and opposite to the resultant of u and v, acting over the

pulleys at o. Now, take on p
the cord o p, a length o A,

equal in inches to the num-
ber of pounds in u, and on
o Q another, o B, equal to

the pounds in v, and then
draw the parallels, A R and
B R, to O p and O Q, meeting
in R ; O R will then be the

resultant of u and v, if the

principle of the parallelogram
of forces be true. It should,

therefore, be opposite in di-

rection to the force w, and
the number of inches in it

should be equal to the num-
ber of pounds in w. Now,
on trial it is found that O R
is opposite to w, that is to say, that it points vertically

upwards in the plomb-line ; and it is also found that the number
of inches in its length is that of the pounds in w.

Second Experiment. Let us suppose that a parallelogram
O A R B is described anyhow on a perfectly smooth horizontal

table, and that at the point O, two springs are fitted so that one

of them, on being let go, would make the unit ivory ball move
over o A in the same time that the other would make it move over

o B. It is evident that the lines o A and o B would then represent
these forces. Furthermore, it should follow, if the principle of

the parallelogram of forces be true, that, when both springs are

let go together so as together to strike the ball, it should move
over the dia-

gonal o B of

the parallelo-

gram in the

same time as

the ball moved
over o A and
OBwhenstruck
s e parately.
Now, this is

what, on trial,

exactly hap-
- 4-

pens. The ball does move over the diagonal, and moves over

it in the same time that it previously moved over the sides.

This it could not do if the resultant of two forces was not repre-
sented in magnitude and direction by the diagonal. Instruments
are fitted up for lecture-rooms by which the experiment can be

made, and the result always is as I have stated.

Taking the principle, then, as established, let us observe its

consequences. You are given two forces, acting at a point, and

you want their resultant. Make, you will immediately say, a

parallelogram of the two forces, and the diagonal is the required
line. Not so fast ; you need not describe the whole of that

figure, a part will suffice. Now, if from the end A of o A, you
draw A R parallel and

A n
equal to o B, it is clear

you do not want to draw
B R at all. A R gives you
the far end of the result-

ant, and all you have to

do then is to join R with

o, and your object is o p.
B

gained. Thus your paral-

lelogram of forces suddenly becomes a triangle of forces ; an 1

you may lay this down as your rule in future for compounding
two forces.

Draw from the extremity of one of the forces a line equal,
and parallel to, the other force; and the third side of the

triangle so formed by joining the end of this line with the point
of application is the resultant.

There is great advantage in this substitution of the triangle
for the parallelogram, for it saves the drawing of unnecessary
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lines, which, as you will see, when many forces havo to bo com-

i.-d, \vould i-:uiM> imirii H ynur figures.

supply this pnii. -i]. If in.w to compound any number of

1 tin-re In- : ..1 illui*-

.
< rulo OB well u a thousand could. Suppose forces, o A,

o i

bo tin- juiiiit

tint triangular rule, if I

draw A B equal and

parallel to o B, the line

joining <> with u iri the

?1
^
B3 resultant of the first two

forces. I shall not actu-

ally draw this line, o B ;

let us suppose it drawn.
Fig. 6. Now, if I compound this

resultant with o c, I havo
tho resultant of three of

the forces. But that, by
the same rule, is got by drawing from B a lino R

it, equal
and parallel to O C. The line o B is this resultant of three.

Again we shall not draw it. The resultant of this and o D,

for tho same reason, would be o B
2, got by drawing R, K

2

parallel and equal to o D, and, lastly, tho resultant of this

and o E would be o B 3, the lino, B a B 3, being equal and

parallel to o E. We have thus exhausted all tho forces,

and evidently o B 3 is tho resultant of the whole five. There

was here no confusing ourselves with parallelograms ;
all wo

had to do was to draw line after line, one attached to the

other, carefully observing to keep their magnitudes and difec-

tions aright. A kind of unfinished polygon was thus formed, and
the line o B3 , which closes up tho polygon, joining tho last point
BS , with the point of application, is the resultant in magnitude
and in direction. Thus you have made another step in advance,
and arrived at the Polygon of Forces. You have learned how,

by the mere careful drawing of linos, to determine the resultant

of any number of forces. All you require is paper and pencil,
a rule, compasses, a scale, and a pair of parallel rulers.

Now, there is one point about this polygon I wish you
carefully to note. You will observe that the arrows on its

ides, representing tho directions of the forces you have com-

pounded, all point from left to right, as you go round the figure,

turning it with you so as to bring each side in succession to tho

top. The resultant, however, points in the opposite direction,
from right to left, when that side is uppermost. This is as it

should be ; the direction of tho resultant, as you go round the

figure, must bo opposite to those of the components. The use of

this you will see in tho next lesson.

Now, let us suppose that, in determining tho resultant after

this method, as we come to the end of the operation, the end,

BJ, of the lost line, K2 B3, chanced to coincide with, or fall upon
the point of application, o. The polygon would close of itself

without any joining line ; what is the meaning of this ? It

means that there is no resultant ; the line, o B3, is nothing, and
therefore the resultant is nothing, and tho forces produce equili-
brium. What a valuable result we have arrived at ! A method

by which we can, l>y rule and compass, tell at once whether any
number of forces make equilibrium at a point or not. All we
have to do is to describe the polygon of forces, and if it closes'

up of itself, there is equilibrium ; if it does not, there cannot bo

equilibrium, and tho resultant is in magnitude the side which is

necessary to close the figure.

Deferring tho further expansion of this subject to the next

lesson, I shall now turn back and apply these principles to a few

elementary examples.
First Example. Three equal forces act at a point in different

directions what condition should they fulfil in order to be in

equilibrium ? Get your ruler and compass, and commence
constructing the figure by which their resultant may bo found.
From the end of one of tho forces you are to draw a line equal
and parallel to the second equal force, and from the end of that
another line, equal and parallel to tho third. You will thus
have three lines strung together, all equal to each other. But
if the forces are in equilibrium, the end of the last line must
fall on the point of application, that is to say, the polygon of

forces must close up, and form a triangle. Your construction
will then give you a triangle of three equal sides, commonly
called an equilateral triangle. But such a triangle must have

all iU angle* equal ; also tho angle* between the sides of tho

triangle polygon of forces, are the angle* between the
forces themselves, since they are parallel to these force*. Thin
in evident from the propertied, 1 and 2, of the parallelogram
referred to above ; therefore, in the CAM we are considering, the

three equal force* must act at equal angle*, as I showed othea
wise must be the case at the close of the hurt lesion.

Second Example. Let a weight hang from tho ceiling by
means of two cords of unequal length, as in Fig. 7.

evidently at rest. Whatever bo the forces called into action,

thi-y i>rodu<-<: c<(tiilil<riiun. Ii th- : nothing further to ascertain?

There in
; it may bo desirable to know by how much each cord

is strained. Our assurance that tho cords will support the

weight depends on this knowledge. Let P and Q be tho two

points of support of tho strings which meet at o. Now, what-
ever be the (strains on tho cords, o P, o Q, they make equilibrium
witli \v, the weight. Therefore, if we suppose a length, o A, of

o P to represent the strain

on o r, and from A draw a

line, A B, parallel to o Q,

equal to the strain, o B,
on O Q, then, since the three

forces are in equilibrium,
tho lino, B o, closing uj tho

triangle must be equal to,

and bo in tho direction as,

tho third force, or weight, w.

Tlu's, then, tells us what to

do. Measure on o B upward
as many inches as there are

pounds in w ; and from B
then draw B A parallel to Fig.

the cord o Q to meet the cord o A. The number of inches in
o A will represent in pounds the strain en o P, and those on
B A the strain on o Q. All, therefore, that we desire to know is

determined.

Third Example. A horse pulls a roller up a smooth inclined

plane or slope ; what is the force he must exert when he just
keeps the roller at rest? And by how much does the roller

press on the plane ?

Let tho horse pull in any direction, o A. Then there will be
three forces acting on tho roller ; namely, its own weight right
downwards, the horse's pull, and the resistance of the plane or

slope, perpendicular to itself. There must be this third force,
for the other two, B
not being opposite
to each other, can-

not make equili-

brium. The roller

is somehow sup-

ported bythe plane;
and that it cannot
be unless by its re-

sistance ; and a

plane cannot resist

except perpendicu-

larly to itself. This

third force, you
thus see, must be

Fig. 8.

taken perpendicular to the plane. It is represented in th*

figure by o B. Now apply the polygon of forces. Let o o

represent tho weight of tho roller, and from c suppose a
line, c B, drawn equal and parallel to o A, the horse's pull.

Then, sinco there is equilibrium, the polygon of forces should
close up and become a triangle that is, the line joining B
with o should bo the pressure, and therefore should be per-

perdicular to the plane. What then are we to do? Take
c, equal in inches to the number of pounds in the roller,

draw then from c a line c B parallel to tho horse's pull, to

meet the line drawn from the centre o of th<> roller perpen-

dicularly to the plane ; c B so determined will in inches tell

the pounds in the horse's pull, and o B tho amount by which
the roller presses the plane. You can easily see from this that

as the slope increases the pull will increase and the pressure,
diminish. This is what naturally we should expect. Tho plane
1 havo supposed to be smooth ; for, where there is friction

against the roller caused by roughness in itself or in the plane, ot

in both, the question is much altered, as in dun time yon will see.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. VI.

SECTION I. FEENCH PEONUNCIATION (continued) .

III. NAME AND SOUND OP THE VOWELS.

41. I, i. Name, EE, ee; sound, like the letters ee in the

English word see.

This vowel receives but one kind of accent, and that is the

circumflex, viz. : /, i ; though it is comparatively seldom found
thus accented. This vowel has two sounds, viz., long and short;

long, as ce in the English word see, and short, like % in the

English word pin, or nearly like it. It becomes nasal in com-
bination with the letters TO and n, in which case the character

of its own sound ia completely changed, which is indeed true of

all the vowels.

In these Lessons, the vowel I, i, will be represented by the
two letters ee, when long or under the circumflex accent, and by
e when it has the short sound.

EXAMPLES.
FRENCH. PEONUN. ENGLISH.

|

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.
Ciro Seer Wax. Liquide Lce-keed Liquid.
Dire Deer To say. Lire Leer To read.

Dit Dee Said. Lit Lee Bed.
II 111 He. Mille Meel Thousand.
Iris Ee-ria Iris. Qui Kee Who.
Lime Leem File. Kite Eeet (trill Rite.

ther)

42. I, i, CIRCUMFLEX. Name, EE, ce; sound, like the letters

ee in the English word see; sound prolonged.

EXAMPLES.
FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.
Abime
Assit

.Battit

Dime
Diner

Ab-eem Abyss.
Ass-ee Might assist.

Bat-toe Might beat.

Deem Tenth.

Des-nay To dine.

FRENCH. PRONTJN. ENGLISH.

Epitre Ay-peetr* Epistle.

Finit Fe-nee Might finish.

Gite Zheet Xodg ing-place.
lie Eel Island.

Mit Mee Mi'jltt place.

-SECTION XII. AGEEEMENT OF ADJECTIVES. PLUEAL OF
ADJECTIVES.

1. An adjective qualifying a plural noun, or two or more
singular nouns of the same gender, assumes the gender of the
noun or nouns, and is put in the plural.

Les arbres et lea fruits sout beaux, The trees and fruits are fine.
Les fleur.3 et les plantes sont belles, The flowers and plants arc fine.
Vos jardius sout tros-beaux, Your gardens are very fine.

2. An adjective qualifying two or more noons of different

genders is put in the plural masculine [ 18].

! Mori frore ct ma soeur sout coutents, My brother and sister are pleased.
Le canif et la plume sout bons, The penknife and pen are good.

3. The plural of the feminine of adjectives is invariably formed

by the addition of an s.

Vous avcz cle jolies maisons,
Ces demoiselles sout atteutives,

You have pretty houses.

Those young ladies are attentive.

4. The plural of the masculine of adjectives is generally formed

iy the addition of an s.

Ses (5coliers sont atteutifs, Those scholars are attentive.

Vos bois sont naagnifiques, Four woods are magnificent.

5. The terminations s and aj are not changed for the plural
"lasculine.

Nos fruits sont mauvais, Our fruits are bo/*.

Vos oiseaux sout hidoux, Your birds are hideous.

6. To tho termination eau, x is added for the plural masculine.

Vos cuamps sont tres-beaux, Your fields are very fine.

7. The termination al is generally changed into aux for 'the

plural masculine [ 17 (3)].

Les homines sont ^gaux, .Men, are equal.

8. For more explicit rules, and for exceptions, see 17,
Part II.

9. PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE OF ETRE, To BE.

Negatively.
Te ne suis pas, I am not.

Tu n'e3 pas, Thou art r.ot.

II n'est pas, He is not.

Elle n'est pas, She is not.

Nous ne sommes pas, We are not.

Vows ii'i-tes pas,

Us ne sont pas, m
You are not.

They are not.

EUes ne sont pas, f., They are not.

Negatively and Interrogatively.
Ne suis-jo pas ? Am I not ?

N'es-tu pas ? . Art thou not ?

N'est-il pas ? Is he not ?

N'est-elle pas ? Is she not ?

He sommes - nous Are we not ?

pas?
N'etes-vous pas ? Are you not?

Ne sont-ils pas? m., Are they not?
Ne sont-elles pas ? f.. Art then not ?

RESUME op EXAMPLES.
Avez-vous des Rollers attentifs ? Have you attentive scholars ?

lies ^coliers et mes dcolieres sonfc My scholars (male and female) art
tres attentifs et tres-studieux. very attentive and very studious.

Ces demoiselles sont-elles studi- Are those young ladies studious ?

euses ?

Elles ne sont pas tres-studieuses. Tliey are not very studious.
Ces regies sont-elles gunerales ? Are those rules general ?

Ces principes sont gt!uei-aux. Those principles are general.
Leurs habilleinents sout superbes. Their clothes are superb.
Avez-vous peur de oes chevaux Are you afraid of those restivt

retifs ? horses 1

Vos montres d'or sont excellentes. Four gold watches are excellent.

Les miennes sont-elles rneilleures Are mine better than yours ?

que les votres ?

Les votres sont ineilleures que les Yours are better t/iar mine.
mienues.

VOCABULARY.

Agrdable, agreeable.

Aind, -e, elder.

Alleinaude, f., German.

Jamais, never.

Indulgent, -e, indulgent

Laine, f., wool; woollon.

Maroquin, m., morocco.

Mauvais, -e, bad.

Mule, f., mule.

Oisif, -ve, idle.

Pantoufles, f., slippers.

Personne, m., nobody.

Eutif, -ve, restive.

EXERCISE 21.

Souvent, often.

Travail, m., labour.

Tres, very.

Velours, m., velvet.

Vif, -ve, quick, lively.

1. Les chevaux de notre ami sont-ils retifs ? 2. Ses dievattx
ne sont pas retifs, mais ses mules sont tres-retives. 3. Les
chevaux et les mules de votre frere sont excellents. 4. Vos
sceurs sont-elles tres-vives ? 5. Mes freres et mes soeurs sont
tres-vifs. 6. Sont-ils souvent oisifs ? 7. Non, Monsieur, mes
sceurs ne sont jamais oisives. 8. Avez-vous peur de votre
frere ? 9. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai peur de personne. 10. Ne
sommes-nous pas indulgents? 11. Vous tes indulgents, et

vous avez raison. 12. Ai-je vos livres ? 13. Vous no les avez

pas, vous avez ceux de mon frere aine. 14. Ne les avez-vous

pas ? 15. Jo ne les ai pas. 16. Avez-vous une bonne paire de
bas de laine ? 17. J'ai une belle paire de bas do soie. 18.

Avez-vous les bonnes maisons ou les mauvaises ? 19. Je n'ai

ni les bonnes ni les mauvaises, j'ai celles de ma cousine. 20.

Le travail est-il agreable ? 21. Le travail est utilo et agreable.
22. Avez-vous mes beaux souliers do maroquin ? 23. Je n'ai

pas vos beaux souliers do maroquin, j'ai vos belles pantoufles
de velours.

EXERCISE 22.

1. Are your brothers and sisters very (lien) quick ? 2. My
brothers are quick, but my sisters are not quick. 3. Have you
not two restive horses ? 4. No, but I have a restive mule. 5.

Have you not two good pairs of silk gloves ? 6. I have a good
pair of cotton gloves, and two pairs of silk gloves. 7. Are you
not afraid of your friends ? 8. No, Sir, I am never afraid of

my friends. 9. I am afraid of nobody. 10. Are you right or

wrong ? 11. I am right. 12. Have you my beautiful leather

slippers, or my old satin slippers ? 13. I have your old leather

shoes and your velvet slippers. 14. Are those ladies pleased ?

15. Those ladies are pleased, and they are right. 16. Has the

German lady your father's shoes or mine ? 17. She has neither

his nor yours, she has my sister's. 18. Has your elder brother

good houses or bad? 19. His houses aro bettor than yours and
than mine.* 20. Are his houses old? 21. His houses are old,

but they are good. 22. Have you them ? 23. No, Sir, I have
them not, I have no houses. 24. Have you my brother's or my
sister's ? 25. Your sister has hers and my mother's. 26. Are

your scholars attentive ? 27. My scholars are very attentive

and very studious. 28. Are those German ladies studious ?

29. They are very studious and very attentive. 30. Are you
often wrong ?

SECTION XIII. PLACE OF THE ADJECTIVES. EELATIVE
PEONOUN EN.

1. The adjective in French follows the noun much more

frequently than it precedes it [ 85 (1)].

Vous avez des amis fldeles,

Ma soeur a des livres instructifs,

To-u have faithful friends.

My sister IMS instructive books.

*
Que meaning which, and que conjunction, are never understood in

French, they must be repeated before every noun, pronoun, and verb

F 17. E. 1].
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IVM ui....|i generally prcci-iiii tint nouns have
\ 1. .V, ami will :

j 85 (11)].

NOUII. ':* muilOHB, . f.l!lfl/lii /lOUMI.

Mtuilieuse, four jirttty IMU girl u itiulum*.

ret whii-h oro placed after nouns are: let.

All
[ present and poet, used as adjectives.

Noun IIYOM uae biatoiro intlre*- W* hae an \ntre*t\ng htatory.

KJlIlN',

Voim uvoz cli-8 enfauta i>oli, Tou have politt children.

k -Jnd. All Huch M expreM form, colour, taste ; such an relate

to hearing and touching ; such as denote the matter of which un

ol.jr.a is composed; as also such as refer to nationality, or to

any defects of the body [ 85 (4) (5) (6) (7)].

No* purenU out dosclmpeaux uoirs, Our reMivni havr black hats.

.ivi-/. ilrn IMHIIIIK-S ilniiccH,

! l.i i-u-.' iiiollo,

spugiiolo a un oiifant

boiteux,

:-il. Almost all adjectives ending in a!, able, ible, iyue,
and if.

Cos hommcB libttraux sor.t aimds, Those literal men n.

Voila un esprit raisonnable, That is a mi.-

Yoila un esclavo fugitif, That is u fugitive slave.

6. Some adjectives have a different moaning, according to
their position before or after the noun [ 86].

Un brave homme, a worthy man. | Un bomme brave, a brave man.

7. En is used for the English words some or any, oxpr<

understood, but not followed by a noun ; en has also the sense

of it, of them, thereof, generally understood in English sentences,

particularly in answers to questions [ 39 (17), 104, 110 (2)

You have sweet uppfet.
Thr M so/I vrij-.

'I'hut Sjxinuh lady has a lame child.

Avez-vous des scullers de cuir ?

J'en ai,

Votre flls en a-t-il ?

Have you leather shoe* f

I have some, I have (of them).
Has your son any f

8. An adjective used substantively, and having a partitive

signification (in a sentence containing the pronoun en), must bo

preceded by the preposition dc in the same manner as if the noun
were expressed [see Sect. VI. 4].

Avez-vous de bouiicj plumes ? Have you good peiisf

Non, mais j'en ai de mauvaiscs, No, but I have bud ones.

KESUME OP EXAMPLES.
Avez-vons de beaux jardins ?

Oui, j'en ai de beaux. (H. 7.)

frore n' a-t-il pas des souliers

uoirs P

3C1 n'en a pas, mais ma sceur en n.

V.i-t-elle pas aussi une robe
Manche ?

Oui, ello en a une.

Non, elle n'en a pas.
u a une ?

Qui n'en a pas?
Le boucher n'a-t-il pas do la viande

fraiche ?

II en a, il n'en a pas.
II en a beancoup.
II n'en a gucre.
II en a deux livres.

I/arc! you fine gardens?

Yes, I have fine ones.

Has not your brother fclacfc shoes ?

If ha-? none, but my sister lias tome..

Jfas site not also a white dress ?

Yer, she has one.

No, she has none.

Who has one J

Who has none f

Has not the butcher fresh meat?

He has tome, he has none.

He lias much (of it).

He has but little (of it).

He has tiro pounds (of it).

VOCABULARY.
Amnsant, -e, amusing.

Amdricain, -e.Xmerican
Anglais, -e, EngHah.

Arabe, Arabian.

Aubergifite, m., inn-

/.'tvj't'r.

Bcaucoup, much, many.
Beige, Belgian.
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the people were goaded into insurrection, the fight was long
and bloody, and the victory dearly won.
The strength of Spain was tremendous, crushing ; but there

was a canker in it, which, eating through, eventually proved
fatal to the life of the tall tree. The King of Spain, Philip II.,

arbiter as he was of the fate of millions, mighty and feared as

he was, was the abject slave of another power. The priests of the
Roman Church were his masters, the Pope of Eome was his lord,
and the mind of the man was in perfect subjection to the rule

->f his spiritual guides. So the interests, or supposed interests

over. Protestants and freedom-loving Catholics learned in the
Low Countries, from the Duke of Alva, Requesens, and other
Spanish rulers, how that the tender mercies of the cruel are
cruel also. In the newly-discovered regions of America, which
the enterprise of Columbus had opened to Spain, the religious
system of the Spaniards was so unlike the religion of Him
whom " the common people heard gladly," that

"the poor Indian, whose unlutor'd mind
Sees God in clouds, or hears him in the wind,"

fled in horror from it, preferring death to conversion.

dIR FKANCI3 DRAK.B.

of the Roman-Catholic Church bccaino identified with those of

the Spanish crown. Wherever the Spaniard came, there came
the priest, and the two together represented pure despotism in

the *ate, and a Church system which waa carried out through
the medium of the Inquisition. Countries in which the Roman
Church was already deeply rooted viewed the approach of the

Spanish ecclesiastics with jealousy and dislike, though they
were not necessarily iu danger of injury at their hands. But in

countries where the Roman faith was not the faith of the

people, where the Protestant form of Christianity, or no
C hristianity at all, was the popular religion, the coming of the

paniards and tha Pope was a thing to be dreaded and grieved

lain, the navigator, after whom the American lake of thafe

name is called, and who visited the West Indies in 1599-1602,
thus wrote of the Spanish priests and the Indians :

" At the

commencement of his conquests, he (the King of Spain) had
established the Inquisition among them, and made slaves of,

or caused them to die cruelly in such great numbers, that the

sole recital would cause pity. This evil treatment was the-

reason that the poor Indians, for very apprehension, fled to-

the mountains in desperation, and as many Spaniards as they

caught they eat them ; and on that account the said Spaniards
were constrained to take away the Inquisition, and allow them

personal liberty, granting them a more mild and tolerable rule



om to tho knowledge of God u:i.| tli.- i

the holy C'huivli ; l'r if they hu'l iMiituiiii-.l itiil tn

them according to tho rigour of thn i-:ml Iiniui.-ition, tln-y

I hiivo c:iu-M'(l tli. -in nil t<. li.- l.y

Sn.-li thru \\vrv tin' cuuaea of the deep hatred already spoken
of aa existing among Englishmen daring the reign of Kli/ulx-lh.

The Spanish political power and the Spanish ecoli

power, each lusted after dominion, and allowed no r..

tiona nor aornplea to stand in their way. Each helped tho other ;

the priests taught the "right divine"

of tho Spiuiiwh king
" to govern wrong,"

and the Spanish king in return up-
hi'l'l, witli brutal obstinacy, tho priests'

ln.|iiiHitii>n an institution of which
more will bo said in another paper;
but of which it will bo enough here to

say that it waa a spiritual tribunal,

irresponsible and acting in secret, which

punished men and women with all pun-
ishments, including death, for not act-

ing in strict accordance with the rules

of tho Roman-Catholic Church.

Englishmen, after the Reformation

especially, hated both these powers.
The one cramped their action and
their enterprise, forbidding them under

pain of being treated as pirates to trade

to places where tho Spaniards claimed
to have a monopoly, as in America;
the other oppressed their souls with
burdens too heavy to be borne, and
then killed them for stumbling. Gene-
rous sympathy also for those who suf-

fered wrong at the oppressor's handa, and were unable to help
themselves, glowed in the English breast; and that sympathy, in

an ago of adventure and of chivalrous feeling, was not slow to

express itself in action. It had received a fillip, too, in a point
which nearly concerned the best interests of the nation. An
attempt had been made after the death of Edward VI., in 1553,
to introduce both the detested powers into England. Philip II.

of Spain, was actually married to Queen Mary of England, and
though the nation was, to a man, hostile to the introduction
of the Inquisition, and swore it would
not have it at any price, the energy
and watchfulness of the best men were
required to prevent the planting of
the Spanish political power. In 1558
Elizabeth came to the throne, and not

only roused the wrath of disappoint-
ment and jealousy by her prompt re-

jection of Spanish advances, but

directly and indirectly she challenged
the Spaniards by the uncompromising
Protestantism of her policy.
Her subjects were imbued with the

same spirit as the Queen. The Span-
iards were looked upon as public ene-

mies, whom to destroy was to do God
service ; and many was the private ad-
venture made by persons of good name
and reputation, to make war upon
them. In a time when the two govern-
menta were at peace, cruisers were
fitted out in England notably in

West-country ports to prey upon the

enemy's commerce on tho Spanish
Main and in the "West Indies. Such men aa Sir John Haw-
kins, Sir Martin Frobisher, Sir Walter Raleigh, Sir Francis
Drake, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, and Sir Richard Grenville, sailed
on their own account upon expeditions which, directed against
any other power than Spain, would have been called piratical,
or at least, buccaneering ; and they won honour and no small
profit in the course of them. After the Spanish Armada, sent
in 1588 for the avowed purpose of conquering England and
establishing despotism and priestcraft therein, had shown tho
depth of the Spanish ill-will, tho Government acted pretty much
.s its subjects had done, and made war whenever it chose.
There was no declaration of war. After the Armada there

ENGLISH SHIP OF WAR. TIME OF ELIZABETH.

SPANISH THKEE-DECKIR. TIME OF ELIZABETH.

could bo nothing bat perpetual war between the nation*, and a
freth declaration of an old fact would hare been tuelM M wefl
M tireaome. So whenever a Spaniah treasure fleet wan coming
home, or a Spaniah aqoadron of merchantmen waa known to t*

riglinh royal Teaaeb alipped oat of port, and
mote th<< i'hilintinea wherever they found them.
One of tho moat courageous and indomitable of tho HW>^|

rorera waa .v of Htowc, in Cornwall,
gentleman of ancient family and large fortune, an onthu*i**tio

admirer of all that waa generous and
manly. Ho hated the Bpaniarda with
an exceeding bitter hatred, and again
and again left hia pleasant home in
Cornwall to roam the aeaa after the
enemies of Qod and man, aa he oon-
aidered them to be. He had been emi-

nently successful, both in diatant or-

ns and in repelling the attack
of the Armada on the English coast
itself ; and hia name waa a terror to

many a Spaniah Bailor. It happened,
in the year 1591, that a Government
expedition of the kind above-men-
tioned waa about to sail under orders

of Lord Thomas Howard, to intercept
tho Spanish treasure ships on their

way from the West Indies. Sir Rich-
ard waa appointed second in command,
and hoisted hia flag on board the

Revenge; the rest of the squadron in-

cluding eight fighting ships, with ten-

ders and victuallers. The account of

the action in which the Revenge fought
single-handed for England is given here as best showing the
kind of spirit it was which animated Englishmen at the time
when their enemies were the detested upholders of Absolutism
in Church and State.

Lord Thomas Howard sailed with his ships in August, 1591,
and after cruising about for some time, put into the Western
Islands, to recruit his men, ill with acurvy, and to wait there
for the treasure ships. On the 31st of August, 1591, the look-

out men reported a fleet in sight, and great was the joy and

greedy, perhaps, the expectation of

tho English warriors. But a nearer

view disclosed, not tho Spanish trea-

sure ships, but a fleet of fifty-three

ships of war, which had been equip-

ped and sent out for the very pur-

pose of pouncing on the pouncers.
Half the English crews were on shore,

ill, and tho rest were busy watering
and victualling the ships. Lord Thomas
looked at his vessels and sickly crews,
and then at the enemy's ships, con-

cerning which the cry was still,
"
They

come." Eight against fifty-three the

disproportion was too great. He de-

termined not to try conclusions with

them, and having recalled his crews by
signal, stood out of the Bay of Florea,

and succeeded in getting away.
There was one ship, however, which

did not follow. Sir Richard Grenville

felt it to be almost an immoral act to

retreat before a Spaniard, and though
he was too good an officer wilfully to

'lisobey the orders of his superior, he waa not loth to take

advantage of some unavoidable delay which occurred in getting

his men from the shore, to stay behind. The other English

ships gained the offing, and thither, too, waa sent the master .

of one of tho victuallers, who, seeing Sir Richard's danger,

offered to stay and share it with him.

On came the Spanish fleet, on the weather bow of tho

Revenge. Some of the officers remonstrated with tho admiral,

and advised him to crowd all sail and try to outsail tho enemy ;

but Sir Richard declared
" he would much rather die than

leave such a mark of dishonour ou himself, his country, and th*

Queen."
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Don Alonso de Baqan, the Spanish admiral, bore down on
the Revenge, and becalmed her sails, so that she was not

manageable. The San Philipe, a huge three-decker, and a
number of other large ships came down like vultures on the

prey, and the battle began. A dreadful fire was kept up from
the Revenge, which blazed away, right and left, with cross-

bar shot and grape, compelling the San Philipe to drop out
of the fight, and causing enormous destruction to the other

ships. On the side of the Spaniards the fight was well sus-

tained, though they were to some extent embarrassed by their

numbers
; many of their guns, also, being mounted high, could

not be depressed, and fired harmlessly over the heads of the

English.
The battle of fifty-three to one began at three o'clock in the

afternoon. Towards evening, a " double flie boat, of 600 tons,
and admiral of the flie boats," with another vessel, went down,
so cut up were they by the fire of the Revenge. That good
ship was dreadfully riddled. At eleven o'clock at night, Sir

Eichard Grenville, being wounded a second time, was obliged
to go below, and while his wound was being dressed, he received
another severe hurt in the head, and the surgeon was killed

beside him. Forty men out of 103 all he had on board were

killed, the rest were almost all wounded ; the ship's masts had
been shot away, the rigging was gone ; the hull was pierced

through and through ; powder was running short : but Sir

Eichard's cry was still,
" No surrender !

" and when after two
hours more of the dreadful work had passed it was proposed to

make terms, the admiral advised his men to tijust to God's

mercy rather than to the Spaniards, and to blow up the

magazine. The master, however, went on board the Spaniard
about daybreak, and surrendered j Sir Eichard being too ill

to prevent him.
On board the San Paulo, the dying man had every atten-

tion paid to him; his wounds were dressed, and the Spanish
officers came to condole with and to admire him. Feeling the
end to be near, he said in Spanish, that all might understand :

" Here die I, Eichard Grenville, with a joyful and quiet mind, for

that I have ended my life as a true soldier ought to do, fighting
for his country, Queen, religion, and honour, leaving behind the

lasting fame of having behaved as every valiant soldier is in

his duty bound to do." He died, and the Revenge, the first

English ship that had fallen into Spanish hands, refused to
survive him. In a storm which arose shortly after the action,
she sank, with 200 Spaniards on board,

" so that it may be said

the Revenge made good her name, and forced the Spaniards
to pay dear for their victory."

SYNOPSIS OF THE LIFE AND EEIQN OF ELIZABETH.

Elizabeth was the daughter of Henry VIII. by his second

queen, Anne Boleyn. She was the twenty-third Sovereign of

England after the Norman Conquest, and the fifth and last of

the Tudor Dynasty.
Born at Greenwich, Sept. 7 1533

Began to reign . . Nov. 17 1558

Protestant religion re-estab-

lished 1559

Colonization of Ulster, Ire-

land, by the English . . 1568

Mary Queen of Scots takes

refuge in England . . . 1568

Elizabeth excommunicated

by Pope Piua V. . . 1570

Massacre of St. Bartholomew

(France). . . . Aug. 23 1572
Trial of Mary for treason at

Fotberingay Castle . . 1586

Execution of Mary. Feb. 8 1587
Destruction of the "Invin-

cible Armada "
. . . . 1588

Cadiz burnt by the English . 1597

Tyrone's rebellion in Ireland 1598

Died at Richmond . Mar. 24 1603

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH ELIZABETH.

Denmark, Kings of.

Christian III. . 1534

Frederick II. . 1559

Christian IV. . 1588

France, Kings of.

Henry II. . 1547

Francis II.

Charles IX.

Henry III.

Henry IV.

1559

1560

1574

1589

Gfermani/, Emperors of.

Ferdinand I. . . 1558

Maximilian II. . 156-4

Bodolphll. . . 1576

Poland, Kings of.

Sigismund II. (af-

terwards King of
Sweden . . . 1548

Henry de Valois

(afterwards King
of France . . . 1573

Stephen Bathori 1575

Interregnum from 1586

Sigismund III. . 1587

Portugal, Kings of.

Sebastian . . . 1557

Henry .... 1578

Anthony . . . 1580

[The Portuguese do-

minions in Ewrofxt and

America were seized by

Philip II. of Spain in

1580, and remained an-

nexed to that Country
until 1640.]

Rome, Popes of.

Panl IV.
Pius IV.
Piua V.

Gregory XIII
Sixtus V. .

Urban VII
Gregory XIV
Innocent IX.
Clement VIII.

. 1555

. 1559

. 1566

. 1572

. 1585

. 1590

. 1590

. 1591

. 1592

Russia, Czars of.

Ivan IV. . . . 1533

[This monarch wished
to marry Queen Eliza-

beth.]

Feodor I. ... 1584

Boris Godonof . 1598

Scotland, Kings of.

Mary Queen of

Scots .... 1542

James VI. . 1567

Spain, Kingt of.

Philip II. .

Philip III.

1556

Sweden, Kings of.

Gustavus Vasa . 1523

Eric XIV. . . 1560

John III. . . . 1568

Sigismund . . 1592

Turke-y, Sultana of.

Solymnn II. . . 1520
Selim II. .. . 1563

Amurath III. . 1574

Mahomet III. . 1596
United Provinces

of the Nelui-i'lands,

Stallholders of.

"William the Si-

lent .... 1579

Maurice . . 1587

LESSONS IN MUSIC. II.

IT is important that the learner should become thoroughly and
practically familiar with the structure of that musical "

scale of

all nations and of all time" which was partially described in the
last lesson. The following account, by General T. Perronet

Thompson, who is no less distinguished for his philosophical
and learned disquisitions on the science of music than for the
other great services which, by pen and speech, ho has rendered
to his countrymen the following account by him, of the first

attempts of philosophy to measure this scale, will interest the
student :

" The dispute upon this point (the application of science to

music), is at least as old as the contest between Aristoxenus
and the Pythagoreans, which dates as early as 300 years before

the Christian era. * * * The opposition of Aristoxenus

was, in reality, nothing but a good ear declaring itself against
a faulty division. The musical mathematicians of antiquity
took as many as three successive steps into the truth, but their

next was a marvellous blunder. * * *
" The histories of all nations refer to very early periods the

discovery that certain successions or combinations of sounds
have the effect upon the ear which is implied by music ; and it

may be assumed that in all countries a considerable degree of

practical acquaintance has been acquired with the sounds before

any person has thought of investigating the cause. The story
of Pythagoras listening to blacksmiths' hammers, and dis-

covering that the different sounds had some relation to the

weights, has been sufficient to secure to that philosopher the

renown of being the first who sought for the explanation of

musical relations in the properties of matter. The account

given by Nicomachus is, that Pythagoras 'heard some iron

hammers striking on an anvil, and giving out sounds that made
most harmonious combinations with one another, all except one

pair,' which led him to inquire what were the peculiarities of the

hammers which produced those different effects. Whether this

is an exact account or not, some observation of this kind

appears to have speedily led to the discovery, that of strings of
the same thickness and composition, and stretched by the same

weight, those gave tJie same musical sound (or were what is called

in unison) which were of equal lengths ; that if of two strings in

unison, as above, one was shortened by a half, it produced a
sound which, though very far from being in unison with the

sound of the other, might be heard contemporaneously with it,

with a strong sensation of satisfaction and consciousness of

agreement, and that the two sounds in fact bore that particular
relation to each other by which two voices, of very different

kinds, like those of a man and a child, can sing the same tune

or air as really as if they sang in unison, being what musicians

have since distinguished by the title of octaves ; that if, instead

of a half, the string were shortened by a third part, there was

produced a note which, heard either in combination with or

succession to the first, created one of those marked effects which

all who had attained to any degree of musical execution by the

guidance of the ear had treasured up as one of the most efficient

weapons in the armoury of sweet sounds, being what modern
musicians name the fifth ; and that if, instead of a third part,

it was shortened by a fourth, there was produced another note

ery distinct from the last, but which, like it, was immediately

recognisable as one of the relations which experimental musicians

lad agreed in placing among their sources of delight, being the

same which in modern times is called the fourth.
" So far, Pythagoras and his followers appear to have run

well. Instead, however, of pursuing the clue of which they

Iready had hold, and examining the effects of shortening the

original string by a fifth part and by a sixth, they strayed into
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-iiltn of previous uxporimenta by a third, and
. by an eighth,

* mi.! h. -re \%;n :

VH. * * The attempt (boyond theso throo
ion of tint "Canon" in other wonU, at tho

i; into tho lengths which produoo tho sounds
tlmt mnl>- u\-.'. :< in a Binglo key wan a failuro."

'l'hi> <

\i> [inn -nt of modern philosophers have been rewarded
with tli.- <lixcovory that a inuxical Hiring divided in tho pro-

(.M , . u underneath will produoo tho notes of tho soalo as

there described. Let it bo noticed that th figure 1 stands for

>lo length of the string, whether a foot, a yard, or any
other measure, and whatever wound (in pitch) it gives that

Bound beintf taken for tho key note DOH. It may also bo
mentioned that tho samo numbers denote tho comparative
lengths of organ pipes capable of sounding tho corresponding
notes.

Name of Notes.
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You will have noticed, in connection with these statements,
that a sound produced by twice the number of vibrations (or

half the length of string), as compared with any other sound, is

so much like that other sound as to be called by the same
name thus, Don and Don'. Notes thus related are said to be

At the interval of an "octave" (eighth), the one to the other.

They are also called "
replicates" of one another. Each note of

the scale, therefore, has its higher and lower replicates as far as
the voice can reach. A figure "one" (or "two," if needed)
above the note shows that it is the higher replicate. A figure
below a note shows it is the lower replicate. Be careful to
notice this in connection with the exercises which follow.

EXERCISE 5. KEY G.

1

&



SONS IN PBNMAN.SiilK

tho noto (in your mind) into two txjual beutu or "
pulses

"
of

time (you can mark them by beating on t. .th your
iintl thi-ii tint words " Trunt in the" will ^<> to tiio limt

beat, aii'l
" L<n-d with

"
t tin- M-IVHH!. Tho large dot ai

liuo dhows this division. Tho words "all thiuo heart" fall

easily to their right notes. To tho note Sou you will fling tho
and Iran nut unto thine." "And" in scarcely hoard.

Dividing Son, liko tho other "
r.-.-itin- n :<to two

beats (a ; notea of a chant liko thin maybe divided
into aa many beats as you please), you will have the words
" lean not unto

"
to tho first beat, aud " thino

"
alono filling the

aocond. The word " own "
you perceive ia

" slurred
" on to two

note*. Take care not to sing the syllable* "standing" quickly
and sharply. Let them take M much time as the callable*
" undur

"
in the same word. Tho second verse of words, panted

underneath, is divided on the same plan M tho firut. The
double bar, yon will observe, separates the word* of the "

re-

citing note
"
from those of the " cadence

"
(M it is called) of the

chant On the upper "staff" you miss the square noto
for DOH, because the tone begins on MB, and DOH does not

u the "air." The place of Don, however, is in the first

pace, reckoning from tho bottom of the staff. On the lower
staff it was necessary to make an additional line to cany Sou.
This is called a "

lodger line."

MI', NO. 15. COMBINATION Of TH i LBTTEttd U, 11.

COPY-SLIP, NO. 16. COMBINATION OF THL LLlIEUd 1,

|

COPY-SLIP, NO. 17. COMBINATION OF THE LETTEliS U, U, t.

COPY-SLIP, NO. 18. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS n, 1, 1.

COPY-SLIP, SO. 1'J. COMBINATION OF THr, LETTEliS t, U,

LESSONS IN" PENMANSHIP. VI.

IN our last lesson wo showed our learners how to make the
letters m and n by combinations of the top-turn and tho top-
and-bottom-turn. In the present lesson we set before them fivo

Copy-slips for practice, comprising various combinations of the
letters m. and n with tho letters i, u, t, and 1, which they
learned to form from the simple bottom-turn. Doubtless many
of those who have been endeavouring to teach themselves tho
art of Penmanship by tho aid of our lessons, aro now beginning
to see that, after all, it is not such a difficult matter to learn

to write, since by learning to form only three strokes of a very
simple kind, they have found that they have acquired tho power
of writing six out of tho twenty-six letters that form tho alphabet.
They will soon see that this is by no means tho utmost limit of

their progress, when in tho course of future lessons they dis-

cover how many letters there aro into whose composition those
three elementary strokes also enter.

In preparing paper for copying all our elementary copy-slips
in largo text, tho learner must not omit to insert tho diagonal
lines as they appear in Copy-slips Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive, as long
as ho finds them absolutely necessary for tho regulation of the

slope of his letters, and to enable him to preserve a proper
distance between them. To save trouble in ruling sheet after

sheet of paper with horizontal and diagonal lines at the proper
distances from each other, and to save expense as well, tKo

learner might rule with a sharp-pointed steel instrument, such

as a bradawl, one side of a cheap slate with seta of lines similar

to those in our copy-slips, taking care, however, to leave a space
of one inch and a quarter between each set, to enable him to add
tho extra horizontal lines that will bo required when ho begins
to make looped letters, and letters such as p and q, that'cxtend

below tho lower of tho two horizontal lines that contain what we
have called tho body of the letter. A slate thus prepared will be
found useful for acquiring facility in forming the various letters,

but the learner must by no means omit to write on paper as well.
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LESSONS IN GEKMAN. V.

SECTION XL FORMATION OF ADJECTIVES DENOTING
MATERIAL.

ADJECTIVES denoting the material of which a thing is made
are formed by suffixing to nouns the letters n, en, or ern. Ex.,

?eber, Icbcrn (leather, leathern) ; olb, gotten (gold, golden) ; SBlei,

&ctcrn (lead, leaden), etc. If the root vowel be a, o, or it, it is

frequently changed to its corresponding Umlaut, as : las,

gldfern (glass, made of glass) ; 0(3, foljern (wood, wooden). (See
Sect. II. 12, ac, etc.)

VOCABULARY.

S>. ut-cr, to or for good;
21. ut-e, good;

rotty-er, to or for red ;

rotl;-e, red.

E OF EXAMPLES.

fttterncr Soffel tfi fcf on, unb Tour silver spoon is beautiful,
mcin ciferneS 2Rcffcr tfl fcfyvuer.

JDtefcr flcincrne SHfcty tfi fc&toer.

Sa Sckn beS tftnbcS tfl em golbner

Xraum.

and my iron knife is heavy.
This stone table is heavy.
The life of the child is a golden

dream.

3fl nicft etn ctferncS @cfiff baucrf aft ? Is not an iron ship durable ?

EXERCISE 12.

1. $tf>m ie metn tetfeS Oftft ? 2. Stein, icf fabe 3fr filberneS >bft

meffer, unb 3fr after greunb, ber Sefrcr, fat ba8 retfe Dbfl. 3. J&aben

te meinen fttterncn SBlctfiift ? 4. Stein, bcr gute Sefrer fat ifn. 5.

Sat ber alte Jvocf meinen foljernen Xtfcf ? 6. Stein, fecr Xifcflet fat ifn,

after ber Jtocf fat einen marmorncn Xifcf. 7. -Sat er aucf cm foljernc8

ffafj ? 8. 3a, unb bicfer ftctpige cfitlcr fat ein fcfone8, McierneS Xtnten*

fafj. 9. at cr aucf cinen ftlbernen SSecfer? 10. 3a, unb cr fat aucf
tinen fupfernen ^cffcl unb einen cifcrnen 3florfer. 11. -fcaben ie ba8 ncue

Sflcffer metneS jungctt gteunbeS ? 12. Stem, icf fate ein ncueS aflcffer son

bcm guten Jtattfmanne. 13. at bicfcr flcifitge cfiilcr ta8 gute Sucf
be altcn greunbeS, obcr ben filbcrncn SBlcifttft fetneS guten SSettcrS ? 14.

<r fat nieber ein gute? SSucf , nocf einen ftlbcrnen SSlctflift er fat nur
einen foljernen 23fciflift 15. 3Qo tfl bcr fupfcrnc (Section IX. 2) Jteffet

be8 tfocfS ? 16. <Dcr armc aflann fat nur ctncn ctfernen .Scffel.

EXERCISE 13.

1. Has she [fte] my ripe fruit? 2. The old cook has my
silver [fttterncn] pencil. 3. Has he also a new [neueS] knife ?

4. The good merchant [Jtaufmann] has an [cinen] old marble
table. 5. He has neither a golden [golbeneg] fruit-knife nor a
silver [fitterncn] cup. 6. Summer [3)er ommer] is a [cine] golden
time [3cit]. 7. The diligent joiner has the iron [eifcrncn] kettle
of the cook.

SECTION XII. THE FEMININE GENDER OF ARTICLES,
NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, ETC.

The articles in the feminine singular are declined thus :

St. btc, the ; (bicfe) cine, a; (meine).
. ber, of the; (bicfcr) cincr, of a; (mciner).

>. ber, to or for the; (btefcr) eincr, to or for a; (mciner).
21. btc, the. (btcfc) etne, a. (meine).

The pupil having now had in due course all the forms of the
article in the singular, may note, that like btefer (which differs

from the definite article only in having eg instead of a $ in the
nom. and ace. neuter, Sect. VII.), are declined all the words in
list 2, Sect. IX. ; and that like ein, are inflected all those in the

list, etn, mcin, fein, etc., Sect. X.
Feminine nouns are in the singular indeclinable ; as, nom. btc

eibe (the silk) ; gen. ber eibe ; dat. feer eibe
;
ace. bte eibe.

The adjective in the feminine singular has two forms. When
rt stands alone, or unaffected by a preceding word ( 29), the
nominative and accusative end in c, the genitive and dative in er.

It is then said to be of

THE OLD DECLENSION.

When preceded by either of the articles, or by any one of the
adjective pronouns (see lists Sect. IX. and X.), the adjective
terminates in the nominative and accusative as in the old

declension, but in the genitive and dative in the letters en.

Thus :

31. bte gut-e, the good;
. bcr gut-en, of the good ;

3). ber gut-en, to orforthe good;
81. btc gut-e, the good ;

meine att-e, my old ;

metiter alt-en, of my old ;

mctner alt-en, to my old ;

meine a(t-c, my old.

SSectyer, m.cup, beaker.

SSIcicrn, leaden.

SStetflift, m. pencil.

(5'tfern, iron.

Safi, n. barrel, cask,

gfetjng, diligent.

&ct$ern, wooden.

JTcffeI,m.kettle, boiler.
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himself perfectly familiar with tin m before pro-

1-08808, however, in particular oases, can often bo
. various artifices. Some of those shorter

iilijuin, not only bocauHo they are useful in them-

selves, but booaiiMo they arc valuable as exorcises, in explaining
tho fundamental principles of arithmetic.

J. Any number which is formed "by multiplying two or more
numbers or factors together is called a composite number. It

i>ody boon explained in a former lesson that tho same
mimb'Ts multiplied together will give tho same product, in

whatever in-ill"- tin! multiplication is effected.

Hence, to multiply any number by one which is composite
i.e., which is composed of several factors we
have only to multiply the number first by one

factor, tho result by another factor, and so on.

Thus, to multiply 352 by 28, since 28 = 7 x 4,

we can perform the operation as indicated in

the margin.

3.VJ

7

9856 - 28 x 353

EXERCISE 10.

(1.) Eesolvo tho following sets of numbers into their factors:

1, 9, 10, It, H.
. 5t, 56, 63.

3, 45, 72, 64, 81, 96.

4, 8, 16, 18, 20, 24.

5, 27, 32, 36, 40, 48.

6, 12, 28, 54, 72, 84.

(2.) What will 2 1 horses cost at 74 crowns apiece.

(3.) What will 45 hogsheads of tobacco cost, at 128 crowns

(4.) What will 54 acres of land cost, at 150 crowns per acre ?

(5.) At 118 shillings per week, how much will it cost a family
to board 49 weeks ?

(6.) If a man travel at the rate of 72 miles a day, how far

will he travel in 64 days ?

(7.) At 163 crowns per ton, how much will 72 tons of lead
cost?

(8.) What will 81 pieces of broadcloth cost, at 245 shillings

apiece ?

(9.) What will 84 carriages cost, at 384 crowns apiece ?

(10.) What will a railway 132 miles in length cost, at the
rate of .1,960 a mile ?

(11.) If I can walk a mile in 16 minutes, how long will it take
me to walk 374 miles ?

3. Similarly, it will be seen that to divide by any composite

(7} 9856 number, we have only to divide by one

23 )
'

L factor, then divide tho quotient by another

\4/ 1408 factor, and so on.

Thus, to divide 9856 by 28, arrange tho
352 Answer, process as indicated in tho margin.

In this case there is no remainder. But suppose it bo re-

quired to divide 9873 by 28.

?1
9873 Proceeding as before, wo get a remainder 3

after tho division by 7, and a remainder 2 after
the division by 4. The first remainder 3 means
3 units

; and the 2 which remains after

dividing 1410 by 4, means two sevens of the 1410
sevens which are contained in 9873. Hence the whole remainder
will be 2 sevens + 3 units i.e., 17.
The process may be exhibited analytically thus :

9873 - 1410 x 7 + 3

352x4x7+2x7 + 3
= 352 x 28 + 14 + 3

352 x 28 + 17

Therefore 9873 divided by 28 has a quotient 352, and remainder
17. Hence, when there are two factors, to find the whole re-

mainder, multiply tho second remainder into the first divisor,
and add the first remainder.

4. If there are more than two factors, similar considerations
will show that the following rule will give the whole remainder :

Multiply the last remainder into the continued product of all

the divisors but the last the lost but one remainder into the

1410-3

product of all tho divisors except the laat two, and no on. Add
all th0M result* and tho first remainder together ; the ram will

bo the whole rcmu
EXAMPLE. To divide 17285 by 84.

ftt-7 x 4x3
7; 17286

And tho whole remainder I* 2x1*7 + 1*7 + 2, that i,
56 + 7 + 2, or 5. .

It does not follow that this process is in all cases oimpler
than tho method of Long Division ; sometimes, howev
more convenk-ut.

EXERCISE 11.

(1.) Work tho following examples in division :

1. ICU-s + u;. 4, 9ioeo + 72.

2. 17220 + 84.

3. 25760 + 56.

5. 142857 + 112.

6. 123456 + 168.

(2.) How many acres of land, at 35 crowns an acre, can you
buy for 4650 crowns.

(3.) A man divided 837 crowns equally among 27 persons,
who belonged to three families, each family containing nine per-
sons : how many crowns did each person receive ?

(4.) A man bought a quantity of clover seed amounting to
507 pints, which ho wished to divide into parcels containing 64
pints each : how many parcels can ho inako ?

5. Multiplying and dividing by powers of 10, and by numbers
ending in any number of cipJiers.

The products of two tens, three tens, four tens, etc., are called

respectively the second, third, fourth, etc., powers of 10. They
are 100, 1000, 10000, etc. Thus, the second power is 1 followed

by two ciphers, the third 1 followed by three ciphers, and so
on ; the number of the ciphers in each case being tho same as
that of the power.

It has been already explained that to multiply by 10, or any
power of 10, wo have only to annex to tho multiplicand the
number of ciphers corresponding to tho power. Thus, 345
multiplied by 1000 is 345000.

If any number of the right-hand figures in the multiplier be
ciphers as, for instance, in 75000 then, as we have already
seen in Lesson IV., Art. 5, wo need only multiply the multiplicand
by 75, and annex to the product tho same number of ciphers, in

this case three.

EXERCISE 12

(1.) Work the following examples in multiplication :

1. 153485 x 10000.

2. 3120467 x 100000.

3. 52690078 x 1000000.

4. 689063157 x 10000000.

5. 4946030506 x 100000000.

6. 87831206507 x 1000000000.

7. 67856005109 x 10000000000.

8. 14376 x 25000.

9. 350634 x 410000.

10. 4630425 x 6200000.

11. 2370000 x 52.

12. 48120000 x 48.

13. S56300000 x 74.

14. 1623000000 x 89.

15. 540000 x TOO.

16. 1563800 x 20000.

17. 31230000 x 120000.

18. 5310200 x 3400000.

19. 82065000 x 8100000.

20. 210909000 x 5100000.

(2.) What will 10 boxes of lemons cost, at 63 shillings per
box?

(3.) How many bushels of corn will 465 acres of land produce,
at 100 bushels per acre ?

(4.) Allowing 365 days for a year, how many days are there

in 1000 years ?

(5.) How much will 50 hogs weigh, at 375 pounds apiece ?

(6.) If 1 barrel of flour weighs 192 pounds, how much will

500 barrels weigh ?

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. III.

INSTRUMENTS USED IN PRACTICAL GEOMETRY.

IN the operations of practical geometry, a ease of mathematical

instruments must be considered as an essential requisite.

These instruments vary in number and quality, according to

their price. Some are made of wood, bone, and ivory as

rulers and scales ; others are made of brass and steel, German
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silver, and other compound metals, such as compasses, drawing

pens, and protractors. We shall proceed to describe the most

useful, and afterwards to show their application.

The Common Ruler or Straight-edge. This instrument gene-

rally consists of the bevelled edge of the plane or diagonal scale,

of the common Gunter's scale, of an ordinary foot rule, or of a

plain flat rule made with a fine straight edge, for the

sole purpose of drawing straight lines from one point

to another, or through any two points. It is some-

times made in the form of a right-angled triangle

(Fig. 1), with a similar edge, to serve the various pur-

poses of drawing straight lines, perpendiculars, right-

angled triangles, and parallel straight lines. In the

mechanical arts, a straight line is most readily ob-

tained by fixing a well-chalked string firmly at both

ends over the place where it is wanted, on a board or

stone, raising it, when tense (i.e., stretched), above the same, and
then letting ii drop suddenly, when the white or chalky trace of

the string will be marked on the board or stone as a straight
line.

The Parallel Ruler. This very useful instrument is con-

structed in a variety of forms. Those represented in Figs.

2, 3, and 4, are the most common, and the cheapest. The
defect of the construction in Fig. 2 is, that in drawing a parallel

to a straight line through a given point, if the latter be at a

considerable distance from the former, the ruler may, from its

Fig. 4.

lateral motion, pass the point altogether, and render the

problem nugatory. This defect is obviated by the construction
in Figs. 3 aud 4, provided they be properly managed ; but this

management is the result of a little practice.
The triangular ruler represented in Fig. 1 being made to slide

against a fixed ruler or straight-edge, as represented in Fig. 5, is

frequently employed for the purpose of drawing parallel straight
lines, In many cases this apparatus will be found even more
handy for this purpose than the parallel rulers represented
above. Fig. 5 represents the same triangle in two different

positions, and not two separate triangles.
In order to test the accuracy of a

ruler, let it be applied to one eye, and
viewed along its edge from one ond to

the other ; the slightest departure from
the straight line will then become
visible. A good ruler, besides having
a straight edge, must be perfectly flat

and even, flexible, and made of well-

seasoned wood. Some are made of

ivory, bone, and metal ; these are less

liable to be affected by changes in tem-

perature, or by the humidity of the

atmosphere. Parallel straight lines are

most easily drawn by artists and mechanics, with an F or a T
square, of which the form is distinctly noted by the name.
The Compasses. Of compasses there are several kinds. This

instrument, which usually consists of two equal legs jointed at

one extremity, is employed for measuring the lengths of straight

lines, measuring and laying off distances, and describing circles

or arcs of circles in general. The Dividers, or compasses with

dry points, represented in Fig. 6, are chiefly used for dividing

straight lines into equal parts, or into parts having any other

proportion to each other. The best kind are furnished with
a turnscrew for tightei>ing the screw-axle at the joint. Others

5.

are furnished with an arc and tangent screw to fix the legs at

any required distance apart.
The Socket Compasses, represented in Fig. 7, are furnished with

movable points, or pieces, which can be inserted in the socket at

pleasure, according to the use which is to be made of them. It is

chiefly employed in describing, that is drawing circles, in ink, or in

o

Fig. 8. Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

pencil, or in mere trace. The tracing-

point in Fig. 7 is furnished with a joint

p.
and a screw, in order to keep it perpen- Fig. 7.

dicular to the paper when the legs are

stretched to a great length. The ink-point, represented in Fig. 8,

is furnished with a screw, to admit more or less ink at pleasure,
with a joint for the same purpose as the tracer, and with a

joint in one of the leaves of the point to admit of its being
cleaned. The pencil or crayon-point, represented in Fig. 9, is

furnished with a joint for keeping the pencil or crayon per-

pendicular to the paper, and a socket or case for holding it.

The socket compasses are also furnished with a lengthening liar,

represented in Fig. 10, which is furnished with a socket exactly
the same as that of the leg, in order to admit of the

description, that is, the drawing of larger circles than
those which can be drawn only by the use of the
movable points and legs of the compasses.
The Bow Compasses, so called because in their

first construction they could be shut up into a hoop,
which served as a handle to them ; or the Plug Com-

passes, represented in Fig. 11, and so called because
the stationary leg screws out and in like a plug, are

only used for describing circles of a very small size.

Such compasses are of the greatest utility to draughts-
men and engineers in drawing their plans. The

plug construction seems to present some advantages over the

old bows.

Fig. 11.

-"-*
if if-

Fig. 12.

Beam Compasses are employed for describing circles of very

large radius, and such as are far beyond the reach of a case of

mathematical instruments. They consist of a long beam or bar,

carrying two brass cursors, that is, pieces on which it runs. One
of these is fixed at one end, and the other slides along
the beam, and is furnished with a screw to fix it at

any required distance. To the cursors may be screwed

points of any kind, whether steel tracers, pencils, or

crayons, or ink points. This apparatus is represented
in Fig. 12. To the fixed cursor there is sometimes

applied an adjusting or micrometer screw, as seen in

the figure, to enable a given distance or radius to be

taken with the greatest nicety.
In a case of mathematical instruments are also con-

tained a Tracer and Draicing Pen, for drawing straight
lines in trace, or in ink. These two are usually

joined in one instrument, the tracing point being
screwed into the drawing pen ; this instrument

is represented in Fig. 13, where the ink-point is

constructed exactly on the same principle as that of

the socket compasses. In choosing a drawing pen, it

is better to select one which has an ink-point made of

German silver. The steel ink-points are apt to get

rusty if they are not kept carefully wiped, and lines
~ '

drawn in red ink with a steel-pointed drawing pen soon get

discoloured, owing to the action of the ink on the metal while

in the pen.
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ANIMAL THY V._ III.

'I Mi: EYE (eondudal).

TIIK eyes of tho animals lower than fiwli, none of which have
::., ami which aro oallod invertebrate auimala, aro closely

ivlutr.I to tln'ir powers of moving from plaoo to place. If an
ummul can dart rapidly about, moro especially if it can move
. v.it'tly for h< in i.

> tinm at a stretch, iU eyes are usually Tory
: Imt if it can only crawl sluggiuhly, itH eyes arc of an

luforior structure.

If wo omit thoso lowest of all animals, which Cuviur classed

together as nwliato, because their parts were disposed like tho

pokes of a whcol, the rest are divided into two great sub-

kingdoms. Tho type of the one, called mollunca, is the snail ;

and of tho other, named urticuluta, tho honey-bee in the repro
eontath .

It is impossible to say which of these two sub-kingdoms is

tho hiuhi'.-t, but they aro very different. That of which tho
is tho typo is noted for tho swiftness and agility of the

movements of the animals that form it; while thooth'T is equally
iviiKirkablofortho

sluggishness of

the species which

compose it. In-

deed, the word
just used is de-

rived from this

peculiarity in tho

slug.

These peculiari-
ties are, however,
but general ones,

applying to most,
but not all the

species of each

sub-kingdom ; for

each sub-kingdom
contains several

thousands of dif-

ferent kinds of

animals. Thus we
find some insects

more inert than
most slugs, and
some of tho slug
class as active as

many insects.

In accordance
with what has
been written, the

eye of the garden-
snail is evidently
an organ not at

all comparable to

eyes we have de-

scribed as those of

the higher classes. Tlu's eye is situated at tho end of tho longer
and upper pair of horns, and is only exposed when these are at
their longest. Even when so exposed its sense of sight is so
obtuse that it seems only conscious of light and darkness, as our
skin makes us conscious of heat and cold, and has no knowledge
of images. The organ seems little better than a refined organ of

touch, for garden-snails will withdraw their eyes far sooner if

blown upon, or the hand be placed between them and the light,
than when threatened by the fingers. Nevertheless, the eye
has a spherical lens, sclerotic, choroid, and retina, but all of

very simple structure. The most remarkable circumstance con-

nected with this eye is that it can be retracted by drawing
it down through the tubular horn, as one might draw the end of

the finger of a glove down through tho rest of the finger ; and
this is done by a special muscle, which is a slip of tho great
muscular band, with which the snail draws in, not only its horns,
but its whole head, strongly though slowly.
The eye is exposed by a successive contraction of the circular

muscles which ore round the horn, beginning at the base and
ending at the top ; this action has the same effect on the parts of

the tube, and finally upon the eye. as driving a coin into the end
of on old-fashioned purse by the aid of n ring wliich slides on tho

outside. The rest of the slugs and snails, which creep on their
liave eyes somewhat similar, and (similarly situat> :

wluli- the garden-snail has four horns, some water-mails have
only two, and the eyes are placed on the outside of these, half-

way up, while tho whip-like extremities act as feelers, as the
short horns of the garden -miai! do. The lower orders of the

mollusoa, such as the oyster, etc., hare eyes inferior even to

these, though they are sometimes numerous and euriousl*

placed; thus, the kind of oyster which occupies the fan-shell, and
is called a peoten, has a row of eyes running round the edge of
tho two sides of the animal's cloak, which lines the two shells

that enclose it.

Tho highest class of mollnsca hare greater power of motion
than any of tho rest, and swim rapidly through tho sea, both
backwards and forwards, seizing their prey with long, whip-like
arms : and these creatures have large and elaborate eyes, not unliktf

thoso of animals, bnt even moro complex in some respects ; foe
there is not only a thin retina to receive the light, backed, as the
retina always is, by a black membrane, but behind this choroid
is another expanded retina, as though this bad some other office

than to receive im-
ir.

I. VERTICAL SECTION OF THE EYE OF AN INSECT.

some process ana-

logous to the de-

velopment of the

image in the dark
room of the pho-
tographer >-

fected in this sin-

gularly situated

organ. The crea-

ture whose large

eyes have just
now been men-
tioned has been
introduced as a

prominent cha-

racter in Victor

Hugo's
" Toilers

of the Sea," and
the description is

probably about as
faithful as the de-

scription of bri-

gands and other

horrors described

by novelists usu-

ally are.

Turning now to

the articulate sub-
II. THE LENSES AND CONES ENLARGED. in.

FRONT OF HEAD OF DRAGON-FLY, SHOWING THE POSITION OF THE COMPOUND EYES. IV. FRONT
OF HEAD OF WASP, SHOWING THREE SIMPLE AND Two COMPOUND EYES. V. SIDE or CATER- kingdom, we find

PILLAR'S HEAD, WITH THREE EYES. in it eyes of tho
Kef. to Noa. in Figs. I., II. 1, surface lens; 1', layer of paint (iris); 2, cone, vitreous humour;

3, special optic nerve ; 4, common pigment ; 5, common retina ; 6, secondary optic nerves ;

7, main nerve.

most remarkablo

description. They
are best explained

by the diagram.
If we examine the head of a wasp or bee, we find on the top

of the head, looking towards the sky, three eyes set in a

triangle. These eyes are simple, and not unlike the eyes of

other creatures ; but besides these, on the side of the head,

stretching almost from its crown to the jaws beneath, are two

compound eyes, which, under the microscope, are seen to

present innumerable six-sided spaces, which look like the ends

of the cells of a honeycomb. On dissection, each of these six-

sided faces is found to be the outer surface of a double convex

lens, behind which is a layer of black paint, which is compara-

tively thick at tho edges of the lens, but thin towards the

centre, where a hole is left through its middle. This hole is the

pupil. Behind the pigment is a cone of transparent matter,

whose point is directed inwards, and embracing this point is tho

end of a nerve thread. The threads from each eyelet run

inwards to a sheet of nervous matter common to the whole eye,

and from this sheet other nerve cords, but much fewer in

number than tho first, run to the main thick optic nerve. The

space between tho nerve cords is filled up with black paint, BO

that each can only receive impressions from its end. An insect,

therefore, one would think, receives thousands of distinct

pictures; but whether it so harmonises them in its commoa
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retina as to bo conscious of only one, as we are though we have

two eyes, must remain a secret.

The simple eyes of insects seem to be used for distant objects,

for if these be painted over with red sealing-wax dissolved in

strong spirit, so as to blind them, the insect has no power of

directing: its flight, but towers straight upward towards the sky.

The curious compound eyes must be used, therefore, for near

objects, and as they stretch round the head and look every way,

they must save the insect much trouble in turning the head as it

runs in and out the bells and tubes of flowers searching for

honey and pollen.
Lobsters and crabs, belonging to another order of the jointed

animals, have similar eyes, but they are set on a two-jointed

stem, and the facets are square, and not six-sided.

This kind of eye, however, is by no means found in all animals

of this sub-kingdom. The whole tribe of spiders has only

simple eyes ; but there are usually eight of them set in two
rows on the front part of the head.

It is singular to find also that caterpillars, though they
exhibit beneath the skin of the head indications of the com-

pound eye, which as butterflies they afterwards possess, have

totally different temporary eyes, six on each side placed in a
half-circle just above the jaws.
Some of the lower families of jointed animals have but one

eye, in the middle of their heads, and this of peculiar structure,
intermediate between a simple and a compound eye. One of

these is hence called cyclops.

Among the animals of lower grade than those of the soft slug-
like and the jointed sub-kingdom, little has been made out about
the organ of vision. In many of them specks of colour with a
nerve running to them are found ; but as wo cannot ask these
animals what their sensations are, and their intelligence is of so

low an order that we can infer but little from their movements,
we can only conjecture them to be eyes.

Thus, the star-fish has specks at the ends of its rays, and the
reader may have noticed the beautiful blue knobs which appear
round the outside of the base of the arms of the common sea
anemone when it has fully opened. The great floating jelly-fish,

which, as it is seen from a ship, reminds one of an animated
umbrella, has specks round the edge, where the whalebone
knobs should be. All these and a thousand other structures
seem to be made in. reference to light ; but probably the impres-
sions they receive are as faint and dull compared to the vivid

pictures presented to the sense of the higher animals, as the
information which light brings to the infant, whose eye is not yet
sufficiently educated to guide its wandering hands, is crude when
compared with the ideas which are presented to the mind of a
man by means of wondrous light, its marvellous recipient
the eye, and its yet more marvellous interpreter the mind.

LESSONS IN LATIN. IV.

NOUNS, SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE.
OUR English nouns remain unchanged, whether they form the

subject or the object of a proposition.

Header, do you know the exact meaning of these terms,
namely, "the subject or the object of a proposition?" I will

endeavour to explain them. You probably know what in

English grammar is meant by the nominative case, and the

objective case. Well, the subject of a proposition or statement

corresponds to the English nominative case, and the object of

a proposition corresponds to the English objective case. What
in English grammar you call the objective case, is in Latin

grammar called the accusative case.

View the matter in another way. Here is a proposition
The dog bit a man.

In this proposition or sentence, dog is the subject, and man is

the object. If you will study the proposition you will see that

dog is the doer or actor, and man is that which is acted upon.
Hence you may form the general rule, that the subject is the

doer, the actor, or agent, and the object is the being or thing
'which is acted upon. You may put the same rule in these
words : the subject originates the action spoken of in the verb ;

the object receives the action spoken of in the verb. Or, again,
you may say, the subject is that from which the action comes

;

the object is that on which the action falls. The act of biting
caino from tho dog, and fell upon the man.

As I wish to make everything clear as we proceed, I -wail

enter here a little more into this matter.
A proposition is the enunciation or statement of a thought or

a fact. Thus, fire burns ; you are good ; boys love play, are
each a proposition. Of course the statement must be complete,
or there is no proposition. What you say must make sense in

itself, or there is no proposition, but only .one word or more.
Thus, if, instead of saying fire burns, you say merely fire, or burns,
you do not utter a proposition, for you do not make a statement.
If yeu affirm you are, I naturally ask, what ? for you have left

the sentence unfinished. So if you declare that boys love, tho

question arises, what ? and only when you have added the
word play, do you finish the sentence by maiding the sense

complete.

Now, of the three propositions given above, the first is thr
shortest. It is indeed a specimen of the simplest proposition
there is, or can be. Less than two words, then, cannot in

English form a proposition. But of what does this proposition
consist ? It consists of the noun fire, and the verb bums.
Hence you learn that in every sentence there must be at least
a noun or pronoun, and a verb. The noun, you see, is the

subject of the proposition, for it is the agent or the cause of
action. In grammar, we have also a designation for the verb ;

we say the verb burns is the predicate. By the predicate of a
proposition, we mean that which is asserted or declared of the

subject. What is here asserted ? this, namely, that fire bums ;

bums, then, is the predicate.
In this case, the predicate is one word, a verb. Sometimes

tho predicate consists of two words. It may even comprise
several words. In the instance given above, you are good, the

predicate is, are good. Hence, the predicate consists of the verb

are, and the adjective good. The former predicate, bums, was a
simple predicate ; this predicate is a compound predicate. Now,
this compound predicate has two parts; first, the verb are,
which is called the copula, or link ; and the adjective good,
which is called the attribute, or that quality which is ascribed
to the subject you. Thus explained, the sentence stands as
follows :

Subject.

You

Predicate.

Copula.

are

Attribute.

good.

Yon will easily see how this sentence may receive additions
to modify the sense. It is, as it stands, an affirmative sentence.

By adding not to are, you make it a negative sentence. You
may also qualify the attribute good by prefixing an adverb, as,

very good. If you wish to make it interrogative, you have only
to invert the copula and the subject, and say, are you good ?

In the third of the instances given above, there is a rather
different kind of sentence, boys love play.

Now, according to what I have just said, boys is the subject,
love the copula, or verb, and play the object. The difference

here is, that instead of an attribute in the predicate, you have
an object. The proposition, viewed legically, stands thus :

Subject.

Boys

Predicate.

Copula,

love

Object.

play.

Observe, too, here, how, having got the main parts, the essential

parts of a sentence or proposition, you may at will add others.

Thus, for boys, you may say the boys ; or bad boys ; or the bad
boys. The verb, too, you may qualify by an adverb, thus,
always love. Or you may qualify play, by putting an adjective
before it, as much play. But whatever words you thus insert,
the essential parts of the sentence remain the same, as you may
see in this arrangement :

Subject. Predicate.

The bad boys

Copula,

always love

Object.

much play.

The bad boys. Which lad boys? Something is implied or

understood, that is, there is something in the speaker's mind
which is not expressed in his words. Say that he means tJie

bad boys wliom I mentioned, then, you see, the sense is complete,
thus :

Tho bad boys whom I mentioned always love much play.
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Hut hero wo have a compound Kcntenoe, a < .l.nil.1.-

sentunco. A

I..M..I in the last state of the sen

two fuots u: nientiemed tome boys, and '

Ami those two fact* arc HO Htat.nl llmt ;

without the MUM of 11 io ot In r, i

I 'Ut the boyn
' iitioned love play. Von thin s.-c that tip- oni- pn>-

tl is intimately romu-i'ti-d v.itli ti.

lund eontonce, such aa 1 !:;. , .- m>\v presented to yon,
is a HI .

< >t tlicsti two wiit.i-1:

tin- principal^ th>- otin-r the ttu'ionliimtn 0110. Tho
iinate sentence is that which is introduced by tho rela-

tive proiu't: .1 sentence is that into \\hii-h

:iato oontenco is introduced; as you aoe in thU

diagram :

Sentence.

Tho b;ul boys always love much play.

Subordinate Sentence.

whom I mentioned.

Itcvort now to tho single sentence.

Subject. '-ate.

The dog

and turn tho sentence, thus :

Subject.

Copula,

bit

Object,

a muu.

Predicate.

Copula. Object.

Tho man bit a dog.

What I wish to set before you is, that dog and man, remain the
samu iu form, they are unchanged in this respect, whether thoy
form t ! . or the object of a proposition. In Latin, it is

not BO. In Latin, the former sentence or statement is,

Subject. Object.

Canis momordit homiuem.

Tho hitter sentence is,

Siibjcf. Object.

Homo momordit cauem.

A change, yon see, has taken place : the subject, canis, has be-

come tho object, canem ; and the subject, homo, has become tho
i '')n. A similar change takes place in the Latin

adjectives ; as thus :

momordit
bit

Object.

bonura hominem
a good man.

Subject.

Malu.s canis

A bad dog

Invert tho statement,

Subject. Object.

Bonus homo momordit malum, canem.
A good man bit a bad dog.

Hence you learn that tho subject and the object are, in Latin,
marked by different terminations in the nouns and tho adjec-
tives.

Diversities of termination are used in Latin to mark 'number
in nouns and adjectives. In English wo say good boy and good
boys, denoting the plural by adding s to a noun, but leaving tho
adjective tho same in tho plural as it is in the singular. In
Latin, however, both adjective and noun undergo a change in

passing from tho sitigular into tho plural, thus :

Singular. but iu tho Plural.

bonus puer bom pueri
ffoo* &<>y, ffood boys,

where, observe, MS has become i, and r has become ri. You
thus see that there are two ways of forming tho plural in Latin ;

first, by changing tho termination, as us is changed into i ; or
by adding to tho termination, as r becomes ri, by the addition
of t. If, instead of operating on MS, you operate on tho stem
bon, then the plural in both cases is formed by addition, and in
both by tho addition of t. Instead of i, sometimes es, and some-
times MS is added to form the plural. But that which I now
particularly wish you to mark is, that while in English adjectives
undergo no change iu standing before nouns in the plural, in the

-o ; and that change ia at the end
of the adjective, a* it u at tho cud of the noon. A change for

another purpose takes place at the end of nouns and adjective*
. ouch change* gender or MX U denoted. In Bng-

li-.li, vou know, we *y, good bride, yood bridegrf

good in tho Maine whether it qualify a feminine or a maieuline
nuiui. Not HO in I Latin, yood in the former in*tanoe
would In- l. latu-r, boniu. 80 apouu*, brideyroom,
become* in tho feminine, Mponiia, brida.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN.-

EXEKCIHE 5. LATIN-EN'.:

III.

1. Thou owest (ougutest). 2. He teaches. 3. He U exercised.
I. Wo flourish. 5. You rejoice. 6. They are bitten. 7. Wo more.
8. You move. 9. They more. 10. Thou fearest. 11. H fur
in frightened. 13. You uro frightened. 11. I owe (that in, I ought)
to obey. 15. If you obey you are praised. 16. If we are HI leut we are

praised. 17. Thou art taught and art educated. 18. They ar
and are praised. 19. I am bitten and am wounded. 20. If thou
woundcst thou art blamed. 21. They are held.

EXERCISE 6. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Times ct terruris. 2. Si tacco vituperor. 3. Gandet. 4. Gmu-

loinus. 5. UuuJuut. C. Tc. tat mordcrc. 7. Teutnmui educare.
J

. Pares ct lauUuri.s. '.). Mordemus. 10. Si uonleiiius vitupcramur.
II. Exercent. 12. Movemini. 13. Saltat. 11. Dclectautur. 15.

Oruamini.

EXEECISE 7. LATIN-ENQLISH.
1. Thou dcceivcst. 2. Ho is deceived. 3. Wo aro deceived. 4. I

deceive and am blamed. 5. Ho yields. C. Thou rcadcst. ~. !!;

writes. 8. He reads well. 9. Thou deceivcst greatly. 10. If he is

loved he rejoices. 11. We are pricked. 12. Thou conqaerest. 13. We
nre conquered. 14. They are conquered. 15. He fall*. 16. Thou
slayest. 17. If thou slayest thou art blamed. 18. He reminds

(advises) well. 10. Thou art badly educated. 20. We are greatly
moved. 21. We dance aud rejoice. 22. Hu is injured. 23. You are

injured. 21. You dcfciul. 25. They are defended. 26. I am loved.

EXEKCISE 8. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Pareo. 2. Si pareo diligor. 3. Valde diligitur. 4. Scribit bene.
5. Pingunt male. (i. Saltaat bene. 7. Gaudeo si valde legit. 8. Pin-

gis. 9. Parent et laudantur. 10. Si re^itis bene dUigimini. 11. De-
feaduut. 12. Defendimini. 13. Falh'tur. 14. Punguntur.

EXERCISE 9. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Thou guardest. 2. He is supported. 3. He comes. 4. Why
slecpest thou ? 5. He sleeps well. 6. He is instructed. 7. Thou
prickest. 8. He slays. 9. Thou deceivest greatly. 10. He is beard.

11. If thou sleepest much thou art punished. 12. Ho finds. 13. If

thou instructest well thou art praised. 14. He is bound. 15. Why
art thou silent ? 16. He is silent and is punished. 17. They are

found. 18. Thou art clothed. 19. They are well clothed. 20. If you
are clothed well you are delighted. 21. They are badly instructed
22. If thou art conquered thou art bound.

EXEKCISE 10. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Cur occldis. 2. Custodltur. 3. Custodiuut. 4* Si cnstodimini

vincimini. 5. Vituperat et puuit. 6. Audit et eruditur. 7. Bene
educamini. 8. Valde dormis. 9. Legunt. 10. Si saltatia delecta-

miiii. 11. Fulcitur. 12. Cur puniuutur? 13. Audiuntur. 14. Male
vcstior. 15. Feriuntur ot uioueutur.

EXERCISB 11. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. I yield. 2. Thou readest. 3. We move. 4. Thou art exercised.

5. They bite. 0. They flourish and rejoice. 7. He tries to read.

8. Why dost thou read badly? 9. He sleeps badly. 10. Thou
art much loved. 11. You are conquered. 12. They write well. 13.

If you paint well you are praised. 14. We are defended. 15. We
strike. 16. Why do you punish? 17. We aro clothed. 18. W
bind. 19. We are conquered. 20. We are bound. 21. You conquer.
22. Thou art guarded. 23. He is adorned. 24. They are praised.
25. We are feared. 26. Thou fearest much. 27. You are bitten.

28. We educate. 29. They dance badly.

EXERCISE 12. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Cedunt. 2. Si ceditis vincimini. 3. Si vincimini vinciminL 4.

Fulcior. 5. Dormiunt. 6. Cur pmiiunt ? 7. Cur puniuntur ? 8.

Male vestimini. 9. Vincis. 10. Vinceris. 11. Viucis. 12, Vindil*.

13. Pungunt. 14. Punguntur. 15. Cur moves P

EXERCISE 13. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. We are good. 2. He is good. 3. Thou art good. 4. I am Hot

food. 5. He is blind. 6. He is not blind. 7. They are very learned.

8. You are safe. 9. You are not safe. 10. I am unlearned. 11. Y-i
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are unlearned. 12. He is not unlearned. 13. Thou art very learned.

14 Why art thou bad ? 15. I am not bad. 16. We are good. 17. He
is unlearned. 18. Why art thou unlearned ? 19. I am not unlearned.

20. We are safe. 21. Safe are we. 22. Thou art learned and safe.

EXERCISE 14. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Doctus sum. 2. Non sum doctus. 3. Doctus est. 4. Docti

aunt. 5. Mali estis. 6. Non estis mali. 7. Bonus es. 8. Boni sunt.

9. Non sunt boni. 10. Cur boni non sunt ? or, Cur non sunt boni ?

11. Ceecus est. 12. Non est ceecus. 13. Cur est ceecus ? 14. Non es

iudoctus. 15. CBBCUS es et non salvus, or, Csecus et non salvus es.

16. Cteci sunt. 17. Boni et salvi estis. 18. Valde indoctus est.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. IV.

ARABIAN NOTIONS EUROPEAN TRAVELS DISCOVERY OF
AMERICA.

FROM the time of Ptolemy down to the tenth century of the

Christian era, no geographical work appeared, either to supply
the place of his, or to add to the knowledge which it conveyed.
The invasion of the Roman empire by the northern hordes, the

general anarchy which followed, and the seclusion into which
literature was driven, produced a retrogression of all the arts

and sciences, and especially of geography. A proper judgment
may be formed of the ignorance which prevailed in this science

immediately anterior to the time of the crusades, by inspecting
a map of the world published at that period. The sea, as in

the age of Homer, is made to surround the world, which is

divided into three parts, Europe, Asia, and Africa. Asia is as

large as the other two parts ;
Africa is joined to Asia on the

south, and the Indian Ocean is made an inland sea. On the

east, there is a small place indicating the position of the garden
i
of Eden, by the words Hie est paradisus. Europe and Asia

j

are separated from Africa by a very long canal, which some
believed to be the Nile, others the Hellespont, and others again
the Indian Ocean. Africa is considered the country of fable

and mystery ; its northern part only is seen, the rest is unap-
proachable on account of the torrents of flame poured on it by
the sun. After the discovery of the Canary Isles and Cape
Bojador, geographers represented in one of these islands the

figures of colossal statues brandishing formidable clubs to warn

navigators that they must not go beyond this point.
A fantastic dream, filled with chimeras and ridiculous sights,

hovered over the world during the middle ages. The cosmo-

logical theories then rife, were inferior to the happy notions

which prevailed in pagan antiquity. Light, however, had begun
to dawn. At the commencement of the eighth century, pious
monks had retired into Ireland and the Faroe Isles. In A.D.

795 Christian missionaries had visited Iceland, which was
considered as the ancient Thule of Pytheas. In A.D. 855 the

Norwegians landed on this island; proceeding farther west,

they reached Greenland, and enlarged the boundary of geogra-

phical knowledge. Certain writers have advanced the opinion
that the problem of a communication between the Atlantic
Ocean and the great ocean, now called the Pacific, was really
current among the maritime people of that period. It is never-
theless an historical fact that America had been discovered by
the Scandinavians at this remote period. Yet the discovery of

Greenland detracts nothing from the glory of Columbus. The
hardy adventurers of Norway were the first who penetrated into
the midst of the mountains of ice which bristle round the con-
fines of the polar countries. We are equally struck with
wonder and admiration at their daring

1

courage, in reading the

history of the eighth, ninth, and tenth centuries, when we find

that all the known seas were during this period covered with
the vessels of the Scandinavians. The conquests of these

pirates in Europe are well known. Their voyages in the icy
regions are almost unknown to the general reader.

The expeditions we have now referred to were turned to some
advantage by the geographers of the period, but all the light
they were calculated to give was not rendered available. The
learned writers of the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centuries
still believed the Frozen Ocean, the Baltic Sea, the White Sea,

. and the Caspian Sea to be united. They believed that all the
northern regions formed only one island. Then the Amazons,

' those famous warriors, whose country antiquity had placed to
the north of the Caucasus, were now removed to the countries

newly discovered in the north of Europe. Scandinavia became

their birthplace and their residence.
" The fiction of the A:r.c-

zons," says M. Humboldt,
" has travelled over all the zones j if

belongs to a complete circle, which proceeds from the reveries

and ideas in which the poetic or religious imagination of all

races of men, and of all periods, instinctively performs its evo-

lutions."

The Arabians, by a series of brilliant conquests under the

successors of one of the greatest impostors the world ever saw,
had reached a state of comparative ease and power, and had
devoted themselves during the dark ages of Christianity to the

study of the exact sciences, in as far as they had escaped the

ravages of one of their own princes, who destroyed the library
of Alexandria, which contained the treasures of the remotest

ages. Geography, in connection with astronomy, was one ot

the most interesting subjects of their investigation. But their

cosmological system was scarcely less absurd than that of the

ancients. They divided the world into seven climates, and each

climate into a certain number of regions. Although some of

the Arabs had made long voyages, and one of their geographers
had actually explored Africa as far as the Niger, or Joliba, and
the region in which is situated the famous Timbuctoo, still

their knowledge of this continent was very incomplete. They
always made the Indian Ocean an inland sea; and although

they were familiar with the use of the astrolabe (an instrument

similar to a quadrant) and the mariner's compass, they were
afraid to navigate the open seas, a fact which contributed to

their continued ignorance. One of the most learned Arabian

geographers of the twelfth century, Edrisi by name, the same.
who constructed for Koger, king of Sicily, the famous silver

planisphere which weighed 800 marca (about 4001b.) 5
had the

most singular ideas of the terrestrial globe. He fancied that all

the people of the world lived in the northern regions ; that the

southern regions were desert on account of the sun's heat ; that

the latter were situated in its lower part; and that, conse-

quently, all the waters were dried up, and that no living being
could exist in those regions. He asserted that the ocean

entirely enveloped the globe like a circular zone, so that only
one part appeared like an egg partly immersed in water in a
vessel. He placed Africa in the first climate, which commenced
at the western sea, called the Sea of Darkness ; and beyond this

all existence became impossible. He speaks of the two islands

called the Fortunate Islands (the Canaries), from which, as the

first meridian, Ptolemy reckoned his longitudes. Such was the

state of geographical knowledge among the most learned of tho

Arabians.

The call to arms against the infidels, in the various crusades

or holy wars which extended over the greater part of the

thirteenth century, drew the attention of Europe to the East.

This was the epoch of the travels of Carpini, of Eubruquis, and
of Ascelin in Tartary. These adventurers, after they had
travelled along the shores of the Caspian Sea to its northern

extremity, reached Karakorum, the capital of the empire of

Cathay (China), situate on the Orchou, a tributary of the

Selinga. The narratives of Ascelin and Carpini reveal the

existence of numerous tribes in a part of the world hitherto

believed by geographers to be occupied by the ocean. "
Eous,"

says a modern historian,
" that fabulous sea of antiquity, the,

bed of Aurora, disappeared for ever, and hordes of savages, as

well as nations of powerful and warlike people, emerged at once

from its imaginary waters."

The celebrated travels of Marco Polo took place towards the

end of the thirteenth century, from 1271 to 1297. Theymr.de
known the centre and the eastern extremity of Asia, Japan,
part of the islands of the Eastern Archipelago, and of the con
tinent of Africa, and the large island of Madagascar. Among1

the descriptions of the illustrious Venetian, that of China was
the most curious and important ; it was a complete disclosure

of that empire, which had been hitherto almost an enigma to

Europe. After long and continued suspicions of exaggeration
in his narrative, the assertions of Marco Polo have been, after

careful examination, acknowledged to be correct and agreeable
to fact. It is with justice, therefore, that this traveller has
been styled the founder of the modern geography of Asia. A
very considerable time elapsed before any addition was made to

the brilliant discoveries of the Venetian ; but the testimony of

other travellers was not long wanting to confirm his original

statements. Oderic, of Portenau, visited India and China from
1320 to 1330 ; Schtltberger, of .Munich, accompanied Tamerlane
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in his cipedition-i, and thin travelled over Cent

'letti, \\ellt til I'ekill by
the Of i: 1 in 1 t*i.i I'lavijo was sent as an
ambassador by t! Spain to Samarcand. About tin-

ihe fourteenth century tho brothers /ciii re. discovered

uid, and iinnouneed the existence of a largo island, which

they called / Modem geographers have not yet arrived

.it tlm satisfactory solution of tho problem, to what country or

island this name :i|,|.

i had almo-t become unknown, when tho Port

began to explore tho western part of this continent. This

nation, animated by a zeal for making voyages and discoveries,
undertook to nctity the errors of geographers, and to contradict
tho dreams of Greek and Roman antiquity, as well as tho

s of the middle ;< ;>crimentally proving tho fact

that the zone of tho globe hitherto deemed uninhabitable was as
accessible to man as the temperate regions. Previous to tho

: 1 1, the Portuguese had never ventured beyond Capo Nun,
which they considered as an impassable limit. An expedition

i en prepared and sent out, which proved completely sue-
!

; it not only doubled this redoubtable cape, but extended
its researches as far as Cape Boja-
dor. Then commenced that series

of successful enterprises which have

gained for this people their lasting

reputation as early discoverers of

unknown lands. Under tho direc-

tion of Henry of Portugal, a noblo
and zealous prince, in 1432, explor-

ing squadrons from Lisbon doubled

Cape Bojador, discovered the river

Senegal, reconnoitred tho coast of
Africa from Cape Blanco to Cape
Verd, landed on the islands which
take their name from tho latter

cape, and took possession of the

Azores, situated about nine hundred
miles from the African continent.

Some years later tho Portuguese
crossed the equinoctial line or equa-
tor, and established tho fact, hitherto

problematical, that the torrid zone
was not only habitable, but also

very populous and fertile. No longer
did the block statues of the Canary
Islands appeal to the fears of the

traveller, and forbid him to go a step
beyond that limit. Suddenly also
was the Sea of Darkness illumined

by the rays of tho tropical sun, and
soon were its waves opened up as
a public highway to enterprising
navigators. After new exploring ex-

peditions to the kingdoms of Benin and Congo, the Portuguese,
under Bartholomew Diaz, in 1493, reached the Cape of Good
Hope, which was then called by him the Cape of Tempests, on
account of tho stormy aspect which it presented to them on its

first appearance. In 1497, however, under the auspices of
Emmanuel of Portugal, Vasco de Gama doubled the Cape of
Good Hope, and reached India, after having sailed along the
whole western and southern coast of Africa.

Whilst tho Portuguese were thus striking out a new route
to the East Indies, tho Spaniards were opening up America to

Europe. The latter years of the fifteenth century made this

double present to Christendom. Tho erroneous representations
which the maps of the world presented at this period, and
which, according to the authority of Ptolemy and tho travels of
Marco Polo, gave an exaggerated extent to -Asia on the east,

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.

a short rest at the Canary Islands, were refitted on the 6th of

September f-> I 'mm that moment the crew of the little

nVet
, alarmed at tho immensity of the ocean, and destitute of

:

> of success to sustain their courage, cherished a thou-

sand apprehensions which almost led them to despair. De-

spondency gave place to anger, and anger produced revolt The

energy of the great leader of the enterprise calmed these

extravagant fears, and warded off the dangers with which even
his life was threatened. Yet keen anguish continued to agitato
his noble hi -art. during those long and dreary nights when the

land, indicated )>y certain customary signs, seemed to fly from
his presence. At last, at ten o'clock on tho night of tho 1

October, 1492, Columbus distinctly perceived a light. Some
hours afterwards, the rising sun showed him in the distance the
land which ho wmght. America was discovered !

Tho first land seen by Columbus was the inland of Guanahani,
which is now called San Salvador. Tho Spaniards discovered, in

succession, the West India Islands, including Cuba and Hayti,
which received the name of Hitpaniola, and in 1 I'J" Columbus
set foot for the first time on the mainland of tho continent of

North America. It has been said that Amerigo Vespucci
visited, a year before Columbus, tho

coasts of Guiana and Terra Firma,
now Venezuela; but this is mere

conjecture. Two years later, how-

ever, this learned Florentine care-

fully reconnoitred the northern

coast of South America.
In the space of a few years, con-

stant accessions were made to these

discoveries in the New World. In

1497, John Cabot, accompanied by
his sons Lewis and Sebastian, dis-

covered Newfoundland and Labra.

dor, and is said to have sailed

southward along the coast of North
America as far as Florida. Yanez

Pinzon, in 1500, reached Brazil, and
three months after him, Alvarez

Cabral landed on the same coast,

which he transferred to the sove-

reignty of Portugal ; while Caspar
Cortereal touched at the coast of

Labrador, which had already been
discovered by Cabot. Ponce de Leon,
in 1512, landed in Florida. Three

years later, the Bio de la Plata, or

River Plate, was laid open to Europe
by Juan Diaz de Solis. Magellan,
one of tho most illustrious of these

early voyagers, -in 1520, established

the fact of the existence of the strait

which bears his name, saw Tierra

del Fuego, and reached the Philippine Islands, after having

ploughed the Pacific Ocean, which Nunez de Balboa had taken

possession of, in the name of tho king of Spain ! This Balboa

was the first who saw, from the elevated shores of Central

America, the waters of the great Pacific Ocean, which he name*!

the South Sea. Now the Spaniards commenced the exploration

of the new continent. The curiosity of Europe was raised to

its highest pitch. An unknown and mighty world unfolded its

wonders to bold adventurers, when Mexico, Guatemala, and

Peru exhibited to the eyes of the astonished Europeans tho

splendours of their imperial cities, and their inhabitants told

them of the priceless store of inexhaustible treasures that lay

hid in the bowels of their mountains.

Put the wealth of the men of tho New World proved their

ruin, and led to their speedy subjugation and the overthrow of

led Christopher Columbus to imagine that by sailing continually I empires and dynasties that wore older, perhaps, than any that

westward, it was possible to reach the continent of Asia and the
j

existed in that quarter of the globo from which their conquerors
East Indies. There was, besides, a vague but common belief i came. Tho sight of gold and silver used for purposes for which
that there existed towards the west a great unknown land, the baser metals were thought even too valuable in Europe : tho

Tho history of all tho difficulties which tho illustrious Genoese
met with in the execution of his project, and of all tho obstacles
which ignorance, indifference, and jealousy raised up against

indifference with which Mexicans and Peruvians alike regarded
that which the Europeans looked upon as the enly thing which

could render life desirable; and tho incredible news that, any
him is well known ; but tho facts of the discovery must be day they liked, they could gtt more than a strong man could

repeated hero. Tho three vessels charged with this great ex- .-t:i'_r_-er under, at tho price of a few hours' work with spado

ploring expedition set sail on the 3rd of August, 1492, and after and piok, raised in the human vultures that had flocked weit-
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ward in the track marked out by Columbus, a hunger and thirst

for gold so craving and insatiable, that no amount of tho

precious metals was able to satisfy the one or allay the other.

The first voyage of Columbus in 1492, and the discovery

of Cuba and several of the West India Islands, including

Hispaniola, now called Hayti or St. Domingo, at which Columbus

settled a small colony before he returned to Spain in the follow-

ing year, led to the immediate colonisation of the Caribbean

Archipelago and the Isthmus of Panama or Darien, that links

together the two great peninsulas of the American continent.

To these colonies came all the adventurous spirits in Spain who
coveted wealth, fame, or glory. Among them were some whose

Bocial position debarred them from rising in their own country,

and who eagerly seized the opportunity to make a name and

reputation as well elsewhere. Of these, the most notable was
Francis Pizarro, the natural son of an unnatural parent, an

officer in the service of Ferdinand the Catholic and Isabella of

Castile, king and queen of all Spain, who cared so little for tho

"flesh of his flesh, and bone of his bone," that he allowed the

lad to grow up to manhood, without care or culture, in no better

position than that of the keeper of the hogs that wallowed in

the filth of his courtyard. But when Spain was echoing through
its length and breadth with the marvellous adventures of

Columbus, the news of the discovery of the New World reached

even the young swineherd in his obscurity, and turning his back
on kinsmen and country without a sigh, he worked his passage
to the far Western country, where the base-born hewer of wood
and drawer of water could win as much wealth and honour as

the noblest and best of the hidalgos of Spain, provided that he
had brain enough to scheme and plan, sufficient determination

to act, and thews and sinews strong enough to strike.

To the colony of Darien on the Spanish main went Francis

Pizarro, Diego D'Almagro a man who knew even less about
his begetters than Pizarro did, and who took his name from
the town in whose streets he was picked up and a host of

kindred spirits with little better lineage to boast of than they
had. In Panama, one of the recently established centres to

which the wealth of the New World was steadily gravitating,
the ex-swineherd rose rapidly to a position of importance,
while a doubloon was no more to him than an acorn had been
when he drove his hogs to feed in the shady alleys of the oak-
woods of old Spain. By plundering and robbing right and left,

he had got enough to make him long for more, when a rumour
reached him that the great gold-fields of the Western world
were to be found in Peru, and put him on the scent of playing
the. same part in the land of the Incas that Hernan Cortez had
played in the country of Montezuma. Cortez had upset a
powerful government, that held sway over an empire whose area
was more than a thousand thousand square miles in extent, and
had done pretty much as he pleased in Mexico, a city of 300,000
inhabitants, with only a trifling force of 600 or 700 Spaniards,
of which he lost a third before he reached the heart of the

empire. In the space of two years (1519-21) Cortez had reduced
this prosperous and powerful country to the position of a Spanish
vice-royalty; and what Cortez had done in Mexico, Pizarro could
eurely do in Peru. So thither he sailed from Panama in 1524,
with one ship and about eighty men, and soon found out enough
to assure him that he was on the right track to increased wealth
and extended power. But hardships and privations quickly
thinned the ranks of his followers, and he found it necessary to
call fresh recruits to his standard before ho attempted to cany
out his plans. After a hasty visit to Spain to obtain from
Charles V. the governorship of the newly-discovered country,
he went back to the Spanish main, and, by the aid of the con-
queror of Mexico, equipped a second expedition against Peru.
The civil war which was then raging between the Inca Atahualpa
and his brother Huascar favoured his attempts. He took the
former prisoner, and, having wrung from him gold and silver

enough to fill a room twenty-two feet long by sixteen feet broad,
as high as he could reach, he murdered him, seized his capital,
and declared his country to be henceforth an appanage of the
Spanish crown. Following up the good fortune of Pizarro,
D'Almagro, who had acted as Pizarro's lieutenant in the con-

quest of Peru, marched southwards into Chili to win a province
for himself. His success led him to aim at making himself
master of the whole of the Spanish territories in South America,
and a straggle for the supremacy ensued between the former
friends which brought death to both, for D'Almagro was taken

prisoner and strangled by order of Pizarro in 1538, while Pizarro
himself was assassinated by D'Almagro's son in 1541.

Other leaders at the head of handfuls of men, so to speak,
were equally, though not so notably, successful in other parts
of the American continent ; and fifty years had not elapsed from
the time of the discovery of America, ere the whole of the country
south of the Isthmus of Panama, and a very large portion of that
on the north, had been reduced from the positisn of independent
empires to that of dependencies of Spain and Portugal.

LESSONS IN GERMAN VI.
SECTION XIII. NOUNS OF THE NEW DECLENSION.

NOUNS of tho New Declension form their genitive by adding rt

or en to the nominative, as : Nom. >ct 2)Jenfcb, the man, the
human being ; ber Jjjerr, the lord, or Mr. ; ber giirft, the prince ;

bcr (Jfeptyant, the elephant, etc. Gen. !De3 SDZcnfcben, be3 -crrn, be3

Surftcn, be3 <(epl;antcn, K. Nouns of this declension retain the
form of the genitive in the dative and accusative.

Nearly all masculine nouns that end in c belong to the New-
Declension.

NEW DECLENSION OF THE NOUN.
SI. 2)er gutc Xnabt, the good boy ; bcr >d>fe, the ox ;

. 35c3 gutcn Jviiabeit, the good boy's ; be3 Dctyfcn, of the ox ;

>. ctn guteit tfnafccn, to the good boy; bcm Dcfofen, to the ox;
21. JDcn guten Jlnafccn, the good boy ; ken Deafen, the ox.

2ln'ftrcngenb, fatigiung
toilsome.

6f;rift, TO. Christian.

!Dcutfcftc, TO. German.



17.

1. Tlio writing-desk rift,1m \K*\ pall: tut i'"l". -

; nit I'uln with |niit| tlui [tcni] livi-ly

i| (Miinti'iiaiii-i- H S
V|M>[| i-i mi rn

.t [jtncr]

tat], <;. 'l in-

)' tho brisk German has a good [gutrt] conm

ill )N \IV.-ABSOLUTE PO8SESSIVES, ETC.

1. \Vli : M mciit, tein, fcin, K. ( 58) ore not followed \<\ an adjrr-

:uv also fcin and (in, like an adjective of tho Old

ision, as

;it nl ,ju>ji, unt fcin-cr (fan 'My hat i* lorgf, and his (his

tint) ill flcin. hat) is mnoll.

L'ji, unb nicin-cr (mciit His hat is large, and mine (my
AJuti ill luni hat) is small.

::vb i|l ncit. ibr-rt (ihr i'ucf') His book is now, hers (her

i|l alt, unt ohr-cei (oltr IMicbJ i|l book) is old, and yours (your

book) is beautiful.

PT b.it elt-, itnt 2k1

fyabcn fcin-rt Ho has money, and you have
(fcin i none (no money).

(MIIC* and fcinrt (the neuters) often drop the vowel of tho final

syllable ; thus producing the forms tins and ftinS, as :

Oft f)at cin "pfcrb, ic ftafccn cin?, Ho has a horse; you have one,
unb id; f)abc fctnJ. and I have none.

OLD DECLENSION OF THE ADJECTIVE IN ALL GENDERS.

Jfasr" Feminine. Neuter.

91. ut-cc SBttn, good ut-c cite, good ut-rt 2Baj|cr, good
wine. silk. water.

. ut-rt SBctnrt, of ut-cr cite, of good ffiut-rt ( 28) SDBaffcrS,

good wiiuv silk. of good water.

T>. ut-cm SBcinc, to, ut-cr cite, to, for ut-cnt 2Baffcr, to, for

for good wine. good silk. good water.

11. ut-cn 2Bcin, good ut-c cite, good ut-c 2Bafjcr, good
wine. silk. water.

2. QftamS is to be rendered "
something,"

"
anything," as

ic cta ? have you anything ? 3d; I;abe ctn>a, I have some-

thing.
5ftid)t (not) is seldom used with ttfta9

;

" not anything
"

being
translated by nid;t$, which also signifies

"
nothing," as 3d; f)afcc

nid;t, I have not anything, or, I have nothing. @o cttt>a is best

translated,
" such a thing."

3.
" At all" in such phrases as "nothing at all," "none at

all," and the like, has in German its equivalent in the particle

gar, which, however, alwaya comes immediately before the word
to which it relates. Kindred to this, is the still stronger expres-
sion, ..gaitj unb gar," wholly and utterly; ,,ganj unb gar nidjt,"

wholly and utterly not, i.e., by no m*ans ; not at all.

4. When an adjective is used with ctnxiS" or ,,nid;t," it

follows the Old Declension, and is written with a capital initial ;

as

3d; f)abe etwa? cfyonrt, I have something beautiful.
Gt fagt nid;t d;lcd>trt, he says nothing bad.

ie fprcd;cii ton ctmaS Slcucm, you speak of something new.

5. German verbs are conjugated negatively in the present and
imperfect tenses, without an auxiliary, like the English verbs
" have " aud " be

;

"
as

3d) fya&c nid)t, I have not.
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more easily and correctly arranged for the commencement of a

drawing than those parts which are much above, or to the right

or left of the eye. We have frequently seen beginners sit down

to draw a house from a copy, and commence with the chimney,

scratching away without having made any settlement as to the

walls, doors, windows, etc., and when they get to the bottom

find it altogether out of proportion. Who can expect anything
but difficulty and failure, if he attempt to copy a drawing after

ihis manner ? No, we must copy from copies as we would copy
from objects. When we are seated opposite the house of which

we are about to make a drawing, it will naturally occur to the

mind that the parts most in view, and best seen and understood,

must be the first to be drawn, for from them the proportions of

with the wall have the same vanishing point. A question may
be asked with regard to the point of sight, as to whether the

drawing, Fig. 33 (or any other where the point of sight is the

principal vanishing point), could have been correctly made if

the point of sight had been to the left of the door at g, instead

of the right ? Certainly it could. We have stated the point
of sight determines the part of the building which is directly

opposite us from the spot where we stand. This spot, re-

member, is called the "
station point." If the point of sight

had been to the left in this subject, we should not have seen
such a broad extent of the retiring side of the projecting wall,

c e ; if it had been at h, we should not be able to see this re-

tiring side at all, since we cannot see round a corner. Therefore

all the rest of the subject are made and arranged. It very
rarely occurs to any one, when drawing from the object, that to

begin with the chimney is the right thing ; then why should we
do it when drawing from copies ? When drawing a building,

always commence with the parts opposite and on a level with
the eye, and proceed to the foundation ; then the superstructure

may next be sketched, and the chimneys added last of all.

Follow this practice in drawing from copies, and then you will

not find any difficulty when you are drawing from objects.
When the question, "Where are we to begin?" refers to

ornament, or to an arrangement of objects which can be placed
on a table, look well at the whole first ; then examine it care-

fully to discover the principal lines and characteristic angles,
and bygin with those nearest to the centre, passing outwardly
from all sides of the centre gradually, without allowing any line

of importance to be unnoticed, that is, unmarked.
In Pig. 32 the eye of the pupil will quickly recognise the

lines which go to the point of sight, and he will observe that
the retiring lines of the window thrown open at a right angle

it will be evident that four or five persons might sit in a row,
all draw the same object, and all produce correct drawings,

though not all alike, arising from the difference of position,

each having his own point of sight, and each drawing his re-

tiring lines to that point.

We said, when giving an explanation of the definitions or

fixed principles relating to retiring lines and planes, that the last

(Definition 11) should engage our attention at a future time;

we will now endeavour to make it clear with the help of a

drawing, after repeating the definition itself, which was as

follows :

" All lines inclined with the horizon and with the

picture plane, have their vanishing points above or below the

line of sight, according to the angle they form with the
_

horizon,

their vanishing points being always on a line perpendicular to

the vanishing point upon the line of sight, to which they would

have retired had they been horizontal."

In Fig. 33 the learner will perceive that the inclined retiring

lines are the lines of the roof ab and cd. If the roof had been flat

that is. horizontal its line would have been c e, and would
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bo directed towards p a ; but ono end beinj? raised from e to d,

thy whole plane of tlm roof becomeft inclined, conaoqacntly thu

vanwhhih' point is raised according to the angle of inrliiuitinn .

than f d bvinx detenuim-il, cnntimn! it until it cut

dioular Uiio drawn from tlu point of eight, r 8, which will bo at

Tig. 33

improve, the hand by practice will Boon become able to carry
i <tit with facility all that the mind and eye require.

We call perspective a portion of the grammar of Art, which
assist* as to draw correctly, as the grammar of a language help*
us to speak and write correctly ; and, without a grammar, it

V P. Then, as the opposite side, a b, is, in reality, parallel to c d,
a, b must have the same vanishing point ; and all inclined lines of

the slates would, if produced, meet at the same point, namely, v P.

We regret that at this stage wo cannot give a geometrical proof
of this fact, because we fear to confuse the mind of a beginner ,

with too many rules; but we propose to give him this proof j

would be as hopeless to succeed in the ono aa it would be in

the other.

Our readers will begin to aee the importance of having a
vanishing point, by the help of which we are enabled to draw
parallel retiring lines, both horizontal and inclined, accurately.
The eye of the draughtsman may be very correct, but he must

Fij.34

V P

hereafter. He must, in copying this example, mark the distance
from e to d in the usual manner, draw c d, and carry his pencil
on to the perpendicular from p 8; the vanishing point, v P,
will then be a guide for the remaining inclined Hues. The eye,
in determining the positions and proportions of lines, is very
deceptive ; many have recourse to' measuring, in order to ensure
a correct outline. We beg the pupil not to measure ; the

understanding and the eye must bo educated; and, as these

not f)is^n.in to use a help which is not only true in principle,

but a ready and decisive way of setting at rest every doubt

and uncertainty relating to the treatment of these lines, which

without vanishing points would bo very difficult to determine.

In Fig. 34, the lid of the box to the right inclines downward
that is, the upper edge is nearest us consequently, the V P of

the lid is below the line of sight ; the lid of the cellar retiree

upwards, having its v P above the lino of sight.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. VII.

SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued).

III. NAME AND SOUND OF THE VOWELS.

43. O, O. The o has, in French, three different sounds : short,

as in cob; broad and prolonged, as in cord; and full, as in

coat.

The short sound, as in cob, is the most common one. The

o has a broad and prolonged sound, as in cord, when followed

by an r, thus castor, encore, etc. The full sound, as in coat,

is always given to the o when it has a circumflex accent over it.

It is also full when final, as in coco, loto, etc., and when
followed by a mute consonant, as in mot, dos, etc.

EXAMPLES OP THE SHOKT SOUND.

FRENCH.
Bloc
Bodine
Botte
Crosse

PRONUN.
Blolc

Bo-deen
Bot
Kross

ENGLISH.
Slock.

Keel.

Soot.

Crosier.

FRENCH. PRONU:

Gobelet Gob'-lay
Locale Lo-kal

Mode
Morale

Mod
Mo-ral

ENGLISH.

Cup.
Local.

Fashion.

Moral.

EXAMPLES OF THE BROAD, PROLONGED SOUND.

FRENCH.
Castor
Butor
Encore
Corde

PRONUN.
Kas-tor
Bu-tor

Aun-kor
Kord

ENGLISH.
Beaver.

Bittern.

Again.
Cord.

FRENCH. PRONUN.
Essor Es-sor

Port Por
Bord Bore
Corridor Kor-ree-dor

ENGLISH.

Flight.

Port.

Shore.

Corridor.

EXAMPLES OF THE FULL SOUND ACCENTED.

FRENCH.
Cote

DfSpot
Dome
Drole

Notre
Pole

PRONUN.
Kote
Day-po
Donv
Drole (trill

ther)
Notr'
Pole

ENGLISH.
Hill.

Storehouse.

Dome.

Rogue.

Ours.

Pole.

FRENCH. PRONUN.
Prevot Pray-vo

Role
Bo-tee (trill

the r)

To
Trone
Votr'

Role

Boti

Tot

Trone
Votre

ENGLISH.
Provost.

Part.

Boast-meat.

Soon.

Throne.

Tours.

EXAMPLES OF THE FULL SOUND UNACCENTED.

FRENCH. PRONUN.
Mot Mo
2>os Do
Repos R'po

ENGLISH. I FRENCH. PRONUN.
Word.
Back.

Repose.

Z6io
Lot
Os

Zay-ro
Lo
O

ENGLISH.
Zero.

lot.

Pone.

44. U, u. Name, U, u; sound, like the letter u in the English
word brunette.

The sound of this vowel is peculiar, and very difficult for

Englishmen to obtain. We have no sound in the English lan-

guage which exactly corresponds to it. The nearest approach
to it is the sound of u in the word brunette.

EXAMPLES.

FRENCH.
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R&fflueur do auore, do ol, refiner

in i/..i" tvj'< r<

mlr.

:.,

Bollier, TO., addtr.

:cr, m., looi>

.

, dytr.

Tiueruud, m., weaver.
'I .nnn-lier, m., cooptr.

i

J. L'HowME. MAN.
tftor*.

Beau-flln, iu.,

i

ir, ]>-

/.it),, r.

, ilaughtr-m-l<MF, ttep~

l'iw, step-

Belle-scBur, f., if<r-in-I<w.

Mlffttrf, m., jrent-gruiid/utlitfi-.

Descendant*, pi., dMotn&mb,
Knfiuico, f.

, childhood.

poux, in., epouse, f., consort.

Famille, 1.,J

Femme, f., iromnn, iri/c.

FianTOilles, f. pi., btttvthaL

Fianci', m., fiancee, f., butrotJwsd.

Qendro, m., K>n-\.<

Grand-poro, m., grandfatlw.

Graud'mere, t., grandmother,

iiomme, m., young man.
Juuue fill--, f.. yottifg H-umuii, girl,

Jeunesse, {., youth.

Jumcau, m., jumcllo, f., twin.

Marraino, f.,

Mari, m., husband.

Naisaance, f., birth.

Nourrioe, f., nurati

Nouveau n>".ri6, bridegroom.

Nouvello, ludrieo, bride.

Orph-'liii, m., orpliuline, f., orphan.

Parraiu, in., godfuilu,.

IVtit-iils, grandson.

Petite-fllle, granddawgJitw.

Veuf, m., u-idower.

Veuve, vfidow.

Vieillesse, f., old age.

SECTION XV. COMPAKISON OF ADJECTIVES, ETC.

1. Adjectives and adverbs are always compared in French, as

they often are in English, by moans of adverbs.

Plus beau, plus souvent. Handsomer, oftener.

2. The comparative of equality is expressed by aussi quo,

as, or as much as, before an adjective, an adverb, or a pronoun.

Aussi aimd quo son frire, As muchloved- as kis brother.

Antant do quo do, as much, or as many as, before a sub-

stantive.

Autant do crayons quo do plumes, As many pencils as pens.

Autaut do science que de modestie, As much science as modesty.

3. The comparative of superiority is expressed by plus que,
more tlian, before an adjective, an adverb, or a pronoun.

II est plus docile que son frere, He is more docile- than his brother.

Plus de que do, more than, before a noun.

Plus de bont(5 que de jugement, More goodness than judgment .

4. The comparative of inferiority is expressed by pas si ; pas
moins quo, not so ; not so ; less than, before an adjec-

tive, an adverb, or a personal pronoun.

Vous n'ctes pas si grand quo votre You are not o tall as your sister.

soeur,
II est moins poll que son cousin, He is less polite than his cousin.

Pas tant de ; pas autant de ; moins de que de, not so much,
or so many ; less ; fewer than, before a substantive, a demon-
strative, or possessive pronoun.

n n'a pas tant de courage quo de Ho IMS not so much courage as

patience, patience.
II a inoius d'ar^ent que de viande, Ha has less money than meat,

5. Tout autant que is used for quite as many as ; as much,
just as much, or as mam/.
J'en ai teat autuut que vous, I have quite as many as you.

EKSUME OF EXAMPLES.

Avez-vous autant do livres anglais, Have you as many English books as

Italian book* t

I have just at many.
de I have as many of theto as of those.ceux-ci quo

que de livres italiona ?

J'eu ai tout autnut.

J'ai autant de
ceux-la.

H est aussi henrenx que vus.
Avez-vous plus d'ussiettcs quo do Hare you mor plates than dishes f

plats?
J'ai plus de ceux-ci que de ceux-la. I have more of these Hum of thost.

Est-il plus complaisant quo ses I* he more obliging than his brothers f

frvres ?

Le Fransais a-t-il moins de legumes Has the Frenchman fever vegetables

que de fruits ? than fruits t

II a mains de livres quo do manu- He has fever boots than manuscripts.
serits.

Jit is as happy as you.

II n'a pu autant de ceux-ci quo do

ceux-la?
En a-t-il motai quo votre fr re ?

n en a tout autant.

Bleu, -o, blue.

in.

I>rap, m., cloth.

Ennemi, m.,

Elpagnol, -

Ectampe, f.,

He kat not a many / thttt a* /
(MOM.

Ha* JU UN (of (turn) (Kan yoto
Infer f

H ka* fni( a* Many.

VOCABULARY.
Fer, in., t'ron. Manncrft, m.,
Fromage, m., etuett.

m., Imtch-

Itaiieu, -a*, Jlaiiai*.

Jardin, m., fanUH.
Manteau, m., rlooJe.

Moda^te, 1, m**,.

Trea, wr>.
Verre, m., glatt.

EXERCISE 25.

1. Etes-vons auari coDtent quo rotrc fri-rc ? 2. Je
content quo votre fr<K-. .;. Votre pcre a-tril autant de coongB
quo do modestio t 4. II a moins de modevtie quo de courage.
5. Le librairo a-t-il autant do manngcrita quo d'eotompcB '< 6.

a plus do celles-ci quo de ceux-la. 7. A-t-il autant d'amut

que d'enuemis ? 8. II a plus do ceux-ci quo de ceux-la. 9. A-t-il

autant do pain que do fromage ? 10. n a tout autant de celui-

ci que de celui-la. 11. Lo marechal a-t-il plus de chcvaux que
votro frere ? 1 2. II en a plus quo mon pcre et plus que mon
froro. 13. N'avez-vous \ as froid ? 14. Non, Monsieur, je n'ai

pas froid, j'ai tres chaua. 15. Avez-vons deux manteaux do

drap? 16. J'en ai un do drapet un de velours bleu. 17. N'avei
vous pas plus de verres quo d'assiettes ? 18. Nous en avonn

davantage.* 19. Lo marechal a-t-il plus do fer que d'acier ?

20. II n'a pas autant de celui-ci que do celui-la. 21. II a moin
do celui-ci que de celui-la. 22. Les Hollandais ont-ils de beaux

jardins P 23. Leurs jardins sont tres beaux. 24. Les jardina
des Italiens sont plus beaux que ceux des Espagnols.

EXERCISE 26.

1. Are you more attentive than your sister ? 2. I am not so
attentive as your brother. 3. Have yon more courage than my
brother ? 4. I have quite as much. 5. Has the blacksmith as
much money as iron ? (*>. He has moro of the latter than of tho

former. (Sect. VHI. 5.) 7. Has he moro modesty than tho

Spaniard? 8. He has more. 9. He has more than your friend's

sister. 10. Are you not cold, Sir? 11. Xo, Sir, but I am afraid

and sleepy. 12. Has tho Dutchman more cheese than the

Italian ? 13. He has moro cheeso and more money. 1 1. Have

you as much English silk as Italian silk ? 15. I have more of

this than of that. 1G. Who has moro friends than the Spaniard?
17. Your friend has more. 18. Has tho Spaniard as much of

yonr money as of his ? 19. Ho has less of mine than of his.

20. Have wo more silk cloaks than cloth cloaks? 21. AVo

have more of these than of those. 22. Have you good cloaks?

23. Yes, Sir, I have good cloaks, good hats, and good leather

shoes. 24. Have you more plates than dishes ? 25. I have not

more plates than dishes, but I have more glasses than plates.

26. Are you not very cold ? 27. No, Sir, I am neither cold nor

warm. 28. Has your carpenter wood ? 29. Yes, Sir, he has

wood, money, cheese, and meat. 30. Who has more money than

the carpenter ? 31. The Dutchman has more. 32. Who has

more engravings than books ? 33. The bookseller has more of

these than of those. 34. Are you as attentive as your friend c

35. I am more attentive than my friend.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. IV.

PARSING AND COMPOSITION.

BY parsing is meant the telling of the parts (pars, Latin, a

of speech of which a composition consists. Parsing, besides

assigning
1 the parts of speech, states tho condition in which

the words are, and tho relations in which they stand. In its

complete form, parsing cannot bo done until the student is

acquainted with the entire grammar. But ho may parse as he

goes, and as far as he goes. Viewed in this light, par?i:

sort of practical review made by the student of what he has

done at each step of his progress. Such a practice, if pursued
to the end, leads to a system of complete parsing. And such a

practice will greatly conduce to a thorough familiarity with tho

Datxin/a^a means mor*. It can never bo placed before a noon.

It may be used instead of plu at the end of a wntence.
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English or any other tongue. Through such a practice, I shall

endeavour to conduct my readers.

Let it, then, be understood that every exercise given for

parsing is intended to embrace everything that has previously

been taught. For instance, we have been occupied with the

definition and the classification of the parts of speech considered

as members of a simple sentence. In the first lesson on parsing,

then, you are expected to make a practical application, in the

/sentences supplied for the purpose, of the information already

conveyed. Similar must be your proceeding in every successive

lesson, always embracing the whole past in the present. I will

give an instance. Let the sentence to be parsed be

A virtuous mind dislikes flattery.

Viewing the sentence, first in relation to the parts of speech, I

enter into its structure and mark it thus :

SUBJECT. PREDICATE.

A virtuous mind dislikes flattery.

I then take up each word in succession, and give as full an

account of it as I can, e.g. :

A is the indefinite article, abbreviated from an, which has the

same root as one; an is used before words beginning with a

vowel, and a before words beginning with a consonant.

Virtuous is an adjective, qualifying the word mind; it comes

from the Latin virtus, which originally meant valour, the conduct

of vir, that is, a man.
Mind is a noun, or name, forming, with its adjective virtuous

and the article a, the subject to the verb dislikes.

Dislikes is a verb ; it is a verb because it avers or declares

something, and together with flattery, it constitutes the predi-

cate of the proposition, or that which is stated of the subject,

virtuous mind.

Flattery is a noun, being the object to the verb dislikes. The
whole forms a simple sentence.

EXERCISES FOR PARSING.

A nimble tongue often trips. The language of truth is plain.

Truth is never evasive. Flattery is the food of vanity. The smiles of

the world are deceitful. Constancy in friendship denotes a generous
mind. Fidelity is inseparable from love. One vice is more expensive
than many virtues. Wisdom is never sullen. The proper test of

friendship is adversity. The number of offenders lessen the disgrace
of crime. I will praise the name of God with a song. Go to the ant,

thou sluggard. The wise in heart will receive commandments. The

way of the Lord is strength to the upright. A soft answer turneth

away wrath. The patient ox quietly submits to the yoke. The love

of money is the root of all evil. Unthinking persons care little for the

future. Still waters are commonly deepest.

After having carefully gone through the exercises in parsing,
und so ascertained that you are well acquainted with the pre-
vious instruction, you should, at the end of each successive

lesson or section, attempt to write a short composition out of

your own head. For this purpose, you may choose as your
subject some one of the sentences given you to parse, and

express your thoughts upon it as well as you can. At first,

never mind that your words are few never mind that your
sentences are ungrammatical never mind that your thoughts
are poor and superficial. Only write something, and let that

which you write be your own. If you wanted a lesson in spell-

ing, or in tracing letters, then transcription would be right.
But you have to practise in composition. Composition is the

expression of thought; therefore think, and then put down what

you think ; and put down nothing but your own thoughts.
You will be assisted in finding materials for composition, if

you put to your own mind some questions. Suppose that the

iheme or subject on which you intend to write is this proposi-

tion, or

THEME.

One vice is more expensive than many virtues.

Ask these questions :

1. Do I know the meaning of each word and the import of the
whole ?

2. Is the statement true ?

3. If true ; on what grounds, or for what reasons ?

4. If not true ; can I state it so as to make it true ? if not, can I

ehow that it is untrue ?

5. If true ; can I write down any fact or anecdote exemplifying its

truth ? something that I have read ? heard ? known ?

6. If true ; can I, by blending together reasoning and fact, produce
an essay illustrative of its truth ?

The great difficulty with youxg writers is to find materials.

In consequence, historical subjects are most suited to them.
But in historical subjects, mere copying is easy, and hence it is

apt to be substituted for original composition. It is, then, dan-

gerous to entrust boys with mere historical subjects. As,

however, I write for young men and young women, I shall

supply historical subjects ; and, in order that the source of

information may be accessible to all my scholar?, I shall take

some of these subjects, at least at the first, from the Bible.

And narrative being the easiest form of composition, I shall

begin with supplying you with subjects for short narratives.

Here, then, is your first

HISTORICAL THEME.
God m-sde the world.

Now this is the method you are to observe. Bead carefully,

and as often as necessary, the account given in the commence-
ment of the book Genesis of the creation of the universe.

When you have impressed the record on your mind, close the

Bible, and, taking slate and pencil, write down as much as

possible in your own words, and in simple sentences, the sub-

stance of the account. Look over what you have written and
correct it. Having corrected it according to the best of your
own judgment, compare it with the original. Compare it first

in relation to the facts ; if in respect to the facts your report is

not correct, make it correct. Compare it next in regard to the

spelling, and correct your spelling by the spelling of the Bible.

Again compare it as to the words. You have one word, the

Bible has another. If your word is positively inaccurate, strike

it out, and put in its place the scriptural word. But a deviation

in word on your part is desirable rather than not, for it shows

that you have comprehended the meaning of the passage, and
that you possess, instead of a mere slavish imitation, a power of

reproduction which may in time enable you to write truly

original compositions. If, therefore, your word is only some-

what less appropriate than the word in the sacred page, let it

stand ; but at the same time ask yourself, and endeavour to

ascertain, why your word is less suitable. Should you, as you
can hardly fail to do, at least as your mind grows and your
taste improves, meet in the Scriptures with forms of expression
which seem to you specially happy or specially forcible, tran-

scribe them into a little note-book, kept in the pocket, ever at

hand to receive memoranda, or things deserving to be remembered,

things requiring explanation, things illustrative of important

truth, etc. ; and having transcribed them, look at them from
time to time until you have made them permanently your own.

There is what may be called domestic history, out of which you
may draw a constant supply of useful and interesting materials.

By domestic history I mean the occurrences and events of your
own home, even in their humblest details. Here you may find

themes enough. Take as a

DOMESTIC THEME.

Sfy own history during a day.

Write down on your slate every minute particular, such aa

the time you rose, the meals you took, where you took them,
the times at which you left the house, where you went to, what

you did, whom you met, with whom you conversed, what was

said, etc., until the day's duties and pleasures are closed and

you retire to your bed. Do not commit the folly of thinking
such a subject unworthy of your notice. You are learning to

inform yourself, and can begin well only by beginning with that

with which you are familiar. If you are poetically inclined, you
may narrate

A morning wall:.

But begin with prose ; let rhyme alone for a while ; it is

very easy to tag together similar sounds. It is good sense

and good feeling expressed in correct English that I want to lead

you to, and for so important a purpose practice in prose is

indispensable.
But whatever your theme is, be very rigid with yourself ; pass

no error ; correct all mistakes ; be as particular as if you were

writing for the press. And having, according to the best of

your ability, made your exercise correct, copy it out into an

essay-book a book kept exclusively to receive your attempts at

composition ; copy it into the book as neatly and as well in

every respect as you can. The attention to neatness, which I

recommend, is closely connected with the attainment of accuracy.
You will find benefit as well as pleasure in looking back on yom
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arlit-r . (!'.. rt -, an. I .ompuriiiK' together your power of -\.

aa it waa at <liIlVr<-nt p

It i, r:illn to show yon in an example how an

humhl.' thi-uio may be well treated in oomp<>Hit.ii>ii. 1 take for

tli>< i>urpo80no of Pontalozzi's "Paternal Iimtruotiono." It in

on the domestic business of

BAKING.

Baking, like all cooking, is a fruit of civilisation. The savage
know* of no preparation for hi* food ; he eaU everything raw, like the

brutes ; and uiv.inliwrly he eats it like them, with brutal greediness.
A ]>ru]T ii.-t ie possible only when the food is prepared by art.

Baking, therefore, and every other sort of cooking, is a far more impor-
tant business than at first sight it appears to be. By baking we

procure the most wholesome of all nutriment that bread which, a* a

commoc necessary of life, we daily ask of God iu the most coiupruhen-
ire of all ]T.iyi'rs.

It may be tuefol to beginner* to Me the MOM thought ex.

pruned in limple proposition* that u, proportion* or sen-

tences, not baring more than one subject and one object
BAKING. TV* tame in nmple tenter,

Baking is a fruit of drilisation. Indeed, all cooking is a fruit of
civilisation. The savsge knows of no preparation for his food. The
savage eat* everything raw. The brutes eat everything raw. The
brutes also eat with greediness. With similar irosillnses does the
savage take his food. Art may be employed in preparing food, lu &

proper diet food is prepared by art. Baking, therefore, is an impor-
taut business. Indeed, cooking in general U aa important business.

Cooking U thought to be important. Still more important In reality
is baking. By baking we procure the most wholesome of all uutri-

incut. By baking we obtain bread. Bread is a common necessary of
life. We daily ask bread of God. We ask bread of God in the most
comprehensive of all prayers.

COPY-SLIP NO. 20. COMBINATION OP THE LETTERS 1, i, t.

COPY-SLIP NO. 21. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS m, U, t.

COPY-SLIP NO. 22. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS t, 1, IU.

COPY-SLIP NO. 23. COMBINATION OF THE LETTERS m, 1, 1.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. VII.

OTJR readers, who have accompanied us thus far in our lessons
in Penmanship, finding that they are now beginning to form
letters composed of the bottom-turn, the top-turn, and the top-
and-bottom turn, with comparative ease, may bo wishing to
hasten on a little more rapidly, and to be trying their hard at

writing capitals as well as the small letters. This is a laudable

wish, without doubt, and one which will be gratified in due
time ; but, for the present, our learners must bo content to

advance slowly, remembering that slow progress is the surest
and safest method of attaining proficiency in any art, as the

pupil is thereby saved from the danger of hurrying on from one

point to another, for the sake of novelty, before- he is thoroughly
grounded in the rudiments of the art that he is seeking to acquire.

Many who now find themselves able to make a thick down-stroke
of uniform breadth throughout, such as is found in the letter

I, would lose much of the facility with which they are now imi-

tating the copies we have placed before them, if they tried to

copy capital letters at this stage of their instruction. The reason

i
is this, that the letters which the pupil has hitherto been copying

I consist, for the most port, of a straight stroke, while there is

! not a single capital letter that is not formed of stceeping curvet,
i which cannot be made in a sufficiently graceful manner, unleaa

tho learner has obtained that pliancy of wrist, freedom of exe-

cution, and command over his pen, which can only be acquired
! by constant practice on the simpler letters. If he were

!
now to try to trace out the curves, that form the letter A.

|

he would find that his hand would begin to shake, and hi.-;

! down-stroke be crooked and ragged throughout, owing to tho
1

change of direction in which he is compelled to torn bis pen ;

I and when he returned to the easier letters, he would further

!
find that the check he has received had rendered him less

i
able to write letters that ho had previously formed with ease.

For this reason we continue our copies in large text, aa

exhibited above.
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LESSONS ARITHMETIC. VII.

3

ABRIDGED METHODS OF MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

(continued).

6. To divide by 10, or any power of 10.

If the dividend have more ciphers for its right-hand figures

than occur in the power of 10 by which it is to be divided, we
need only take away from it the number of ciphers in the divisoi

to obtain the quotient. Thus, 873000 divided by 100 and 1000

respectively, gives quotients 8730 and 873. But suppose that

the dividend has no ciphers for its right-hand figures. Take,
for instance, the case of 87346 divided by 100. Cut off the two

right-hand figures viz., 46 from the dividend ; then 873 will

be the quotient and 46 the remainder. This is evident by
exhibiting the process analytically, thus :

87316 = 87300 + 46
= 873 x 100 + 46

Therefore 873 is the quotient, and 46 the remainder.

The same rule applies to dividing by any power of 10.

7. Next, suppose the divisor to be not a power of 10, but to
have ciphers for its extreme right-hand figures ; for instance, to
divide 2764 by 300. There being hvo ciphers in 300, cut off

the two right-hand figures viz., 64 from the dividend, and
divide the 27 by 3 ; this gives 9, which will be the quotient,
and the 64 will be the remainder. This is evident by exhibiting
the process analytically, thus :

2764 = 2700 + 64
= 9 x 300 + 64

Therefore 9 is the quotient, and 61 the remainder.

8. In this last case there is no remainder after dividing 27
by 3. But suppose we have 2964 to divide by 300 :

Proceeding as before, cutting off the
<34 and dividing 29 by 3, we get a quotient
9 and a remainder 2. But evidently this

remainder is in reality 2 hundreds, or
200 ; and therefore, since 64 is also left over, the whole
remainder will be 264. Hence, in this case, any remainder
which is left must be prefixed to the figures cut off, in order to
give the whole remainder. The process is exhibited analytically
as follows :

2964 = 2900 + 64
= 2700 + 200 + 64
= 9 x 300 + 264

Hence 9 is the quotient, and 261 the remainder.

9. We subjoin one other example :

To divide 25329483 by 723000.

Cutting off three figures, viz., 483, from the dividend since
there are three ciphers in the divisor we divide 25329 by 72J!,
by the common process of Long Division. This gives a quotient
35, and a remainder 24. Hence the required quotient is 35, and
the whole remainder will be got by prefixing the 24 to the
figures 483 cut off from the dividend. Hence the whole re-
mainder is 24483. The process is analytically exhibited as
follows :

25329483 = 25329000 + 483= 35 x 723000 + 24000 + 483= 35 x 723000 + 24483
Hence the quotient is 35, and the remainder 24483.

EXERCISE 13.

1. In one pound there are ten florins
; how many pounds are

there in 200 florins ? In 340 florins ? In 560 florins ?

2. In one metre there are 100 centimetres; how many
metres are there in 65000 centimetres ? In 765000 centimetres ?

In 4320000 centimetres P

3. Work the following sums in division :

9264 remainder.

3. 582367180309 -f- 100000000.
4. 3360000 *- 17000.

1. 26750000 -i- 100000.

2. 144360791 * 1000000.

4. How many vehicles at 70 pounds apiece, can you buy for
7350 pounds ?

5. How many barrels will it take to pack 36800 pounds of
pork, allowing 200 pounds to a barrel ?

10. We do not go into a detailed explanation of the following
tifices, which are often useful in performing calculations with-

out writing, or in mental arithmetic, as it is called. The truth
f them will readily be seen by any one who has mastered the

previous processes, and their explanation will be a useful exer-
cise for the student.

11. To multiply by 5. Annex to the multiplicand, and
divide by 2.

To divide by 5. Multiply by 2 and cut off the last figure, Jialf
of which will be the remainder.

To multiply by 15. Annex 0, and to the result add its half.

_

To divide by 15. Multiply by 2, cut off the last figure, and
divide by 3 ; prefix the remainder so obtained to the figure cut
off ; half the number so formed will be the true remainder.
EXAMPLE. To divide 327 by 15 :

2 x 327 = 654

3)65,4

21 quotient,

Leaving 2 as remainder from 65.

Putting this 2 before the figure cut off viz., the 4 we get 24,
which divided by 2 gives 12, the full remainder.

To multiply by 75. Annex two ciphers to the dividend, and
subtract from it its fourth part.

To divide by 75. Multiply by 4, cut off two figures, and
divide by 3. Place before the two figures cut off the remainder

got by dividing by 3, and divide the number so obtained by 4 ;

this will give the whole remainder.

Thus, to divide 2351 by 75, we have

2351

3)94,04

i

31 for quotient,
With remainder 1 from the 94.

Prefixing this 1 to the 04 cut off, we have 104, which divided
by 4 gives 26, the full remainder.

To multiply by 125. -Annex three ciphers, and divide by 8.

To divide by 125. Multiply by 8, and cut off the three right-
hand figures. These three figures divided by 8 give the re-

mainder, the other figures being the quotient.
The truth of these processes will be better understood after

the learner has read the chapter on Fractions.

EXEKCISE 14.

1. Work the following sums in division by means of the
artifices shown above :

1. 6035 -J- 5. 7. 3875 -i- 125. 13. 7853 + 55.
2. 32561 -4- 5. 8. 1125 V 75. 14. 4860 * 25.
3. 1256 -5- 15. 9. 3825 4- 225. 15. 94880 H- 25.

4. 3507 * 45. 10. 8450 -s- 5. 16. 25426 H- 125.
5. 2350 * 25. 11. 43270 -J- 5. 17. 2876 * 175.
6. 42340 + 25. 12. 2673 -5- 35. 18. 8250 + 275.

12. To multiply by a number represented by any number of
nines repeated.

Annex as many ciphers to the multiplicand as there are nines
in the multiplier, and from the number so formed subtract the

original number. Thus, to find 49276 x 99

4927600

49276 subtract

4878324 Answer.

EXEKCISE 15.

1. Work the following examples in multiplication :

1. 4791 X 99.
|
2. 7301 x 999. | 3. 6034 x 999. | 4. 463 X 9999.

13. To multiply in one line by a number expressed by two

figures.

To the product of any figure in the multiplicand, multiplied
by the units' figure of the multiplier, add the product got by
multiplying the figure next on the right of the figure first men-
tioned by the figure in the tens' place of the multiplier. Write
down the units' figure of the number obtained by this process,
and carry on the other (or others) as in common multiplication.
EXAMPLE. To multiply 5768 by 73 in one line :

5768

73

421064

Thus, we say >

3
_*_

8 = 24 ; write down 4 and carry 2
3 x 6 + 2 = 20; 20 + 7 x 8 = 76; write down 6 and carry 7
3x7 + 7 = 28; 28 + 7X6= 70; write dowa and carry 7
3x5 + 7 = 22; 22 + 7x7 = 71; write down 1 and carry 7
7 x 5 + 7 = 42, which write down.
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1. Work tin- following examples in mnl: liy tho

x *).

x on.

i. 8OM E 86.

37.

x 78.

11. M 'res.

A imiltiiiliciitiim by four figures cap oftoii conveniently bo
1 in /,'. linr-i ii.-i follows:

'iri's in tlio units' an !

places, us in Ait. I!!, U n in our lim- by tho-io in tho

1 thousand-.' jil:irc.--, placing tho Bocond lino under

the lir .s t llu- loft.

3156

145152 (
= 345G x 42)

79488 (
= 3 ISO x 23, or by 2300, if the

cii'liers were included.)
8093952

EXERCISE 17.

1. Work the following examples in multiplication by tho

above method :

1. 16G5

J. 7876

Si! 1.

3968.

5. 69412 : 9543.

4. 2783

15. Multiplication when the number formed by the figure or

figures of the multiplier on the extreme right luind is a factor of
that ftiriiird I'll the other figures.

Multiply first by tho figure in tho units' place, and then this

partial product by the other factor, as follows :

EXAMPLE 1. Multiply 5389 by 427.

Here 42 = 6 x 7. 53S9
427

37723 (
= 7 x 5389)

226338 (
= 6 x 7 x 5389, the placing

- of the figures making it really

2301103 6 x 70 x 5389).

EXAMPLE 2. Multiply 27432 by 9612.

Hero 96 = 8 X 12. 27432

9612

329184 x 8 for second line

2633172

263676384

16. If the multiplier be such that the number formed by the

figure or figures on the extreme left hand is a factor of the rest,

we can perform the multiplication by a similar method.

EXAMPLE 1. Multiply 53496 by 1236.

Here 12 is a factor of 36; 36 = 3 x 12.

Commencing then with 12 as a mul- 53496

tiplier, wo proceed, as in Lesson IV.

Art. 9, to multiply by 12, and next ^53
~
^ proauct by JOQQ

we multiply this product by 3. 1925856 = product by 3 x 12

66121056

EXAMPLE 2. Multiply 53496 by 1236144.

Tho process will be the same as in the last

example, except that there will be a third lino

formed by multiplying the second line by 4, since

1996666
^^~ ^ * *^' This must be written three places

7703424 * th "ght, since the second line really represents-- the product by 36000.

6128759424

EXERCISE 18.

1. Work the following examples in multiplication by the

above method :

1. 125 x 255.

2. 8812 x 648.

3. 5194 X 1080.

4. 4825 x 1352.

5. 754 x 549.

6. 945 x 771L

7. 61234 x 1296.

8. 6521 x 1957.

nl K HOLIDAY.
WE leave for the prem-nt t;.. : gymnastics, which has

ir lust two papers, and turn fur our recrea-
tion to a highly popular gamo at this season of th year,

FOOTIJAM,.

Football is one of the oldest of our English sports, having
tyird all over tlio country for some hundreds of years.

Tho rough ; vogue of playing the game brought it

under tho censure of one of our monarch*, King Jamc
it survived his displeasure, and its popularity, if \xj.~.

creased. Towns and Tillages were pitted against each other

not, as in tho case of cricket, through the medium of a few
individuals chosen to represent them, but by tho aid of nearly
all tlioir able-bodied representatives. For football is a game in
which a large number of persons can join, and, where space was
unlimited, an unlimited number could play. One or two vestiges
of tho ancient game still linger in Old England, where, on a
curtain day of tho year, tho more active members of tho popu-
lation turn out in a body, and play at football in the olden style.
But this custom is now considered "more honoured in tho

breach than tho observance," and football occupies a mmilar

position to other games as a holiday recreation.

Many modes of playing football are in use, especially in our
chief public schools, each of which has its own cherished rules

an<l practices differing from the rest. The Eton game differs

from that played at Harrow, and both from the famous game of

Kngby. Winchester, Marlborough, and Shrewsbury, too, hare
their peculiar styles, and what is allowed in some is strictly
forbidden in others.* This variation in practice has been a dis-

advantage to the game, and several attempts have been made
to bring about uniformity. In tho case of the chief schools we
have mentioned, little progress towards it has yet been effected ;

but something has been done by an association of football clubs
in various parts of the kingdom, which have adopted a set of

rules for their gnidance. These rules are a digest of all other
codes in use, and to these we shall presently refer.

In all football play, whatever the difference of the practice
in particular points of tho game, tho object sought to be gained
by the rival players is tho same, namely, to drive the ball to

the base or goal of their opponents. This will be best under-

stood by a diagram of the ground, which in length should be
from 50 yards upwards :

Touch.

Goal A GoalB

Touch.

Here the lines drawn on each side represent the boundary
within which the game is played. These lines are usually
marked out by flags, and the space beyond them is technically
known as touch. The two dots towards either end show the

position of two posts, which constitute the goal of one of the

two parties, say A or B, into which the players are divided.

The play begins in the centre of the ground, and the object of

each party is to kick the ball through the goal posts of their

opponents. On attaining this, tho gamo is won for tho side

that accomplishes it. It may be renewed again, the parties
then changing goals, in order that each in turn may have any
advantage arising from falljof ground, direction of wind, etc. ;

and at the termination of the play each side counts so many
games as goals may have been secured by its players. Each
side usually has its captain, and its yoal-keeper, whose especial

duty it is to guard the goal, as far as may lie in his power,
when the ball is driven towards it.

The balls are usually made of ox-bladders covered with

leather, but india-rubber is sometimes employed for the lining.

A good ball for tho game may be obtained at from 8s. to

Tho rules which we subjoin will be sufficient explanation of

tho precise mode of commencing and continuing the play. But

we may remark with regard to ott roles, that the more nearly

* Our readers wishing to obtain information as to the practices of

tho different schools, will find an account of them ia "Casseffs

Illustrated Family Paper," for December 81st, 1864.
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the practice of the players is confined to the impelling of

the ball by kicks alone, and the more closely the kicks are con-

fined to the ball, and not distributed among the players, the

more perfect is the game itself, and the more likely to retain

and increase its popularity. It is the barbarous custom (we
can use no other term), in some celebrated modes of play, to

allow the practice of hacking, or kicking freely at the shins or

legs of an opponent, in certain positions of the game, in order
to disable him from carrying on the ball. From this custom
serious consequences have occasionally resulted. Accidents will

occasionally happen, from the nature of the game, under any
circumstances ; and that it requires courage to make an efficient

player, and a disregard of the chance of a little danger, will

not be considered a drawback by high-spirited youths who
engage in it. But there is no occasion to add to the probability
of personal injury by rules and practices which seem to invite it.

The following are the laws of the game, as determined in

February, 1867, by a general meeting of representatives of

clubs forming the Football Association. These laws, however,
it is understood, are subject to such modifications as future

j

experience may suggest :

1. The maximum length of ground shall be 200 yards, the

maximum breadth shall be 100 yards ; the length and breadth
shall be marked off with flags ; and the goals shall be upright
posts, eight yards apart, with a tape across them eight feet from
the ground.

2. The winners of the toss shall have the choice of goals.
The game shall be commenced by a place kick from the centre
of the ground by the side losing the toss. The other side shall

not approach within ten yards of the ball until it is kicked off.

3. After a goal is won, the losing side shall kick off, and goals
shall be changed.

4. A goal shall be won when the ball passes between the
|

goal posts, under the tape, not being thrown, knocked on, or
|

carried.

5. When the ball is in touch, the first player who touches it :

shall throw it from the point on the boundary line where it left
;

the ground, in a direction at right angles with the boundary
line, and it shall not be in play until it has touched the ground ;

and the player throwing it shall not play it until it has been

played by another player.
6. When a player has kicked the ball, any one of the same

side who is nearer to the opponent's goal line is out of play, and

may not touch the ball himself, nor in any way whatever

prevent any other player from doing so until the ball has been

played, unless there are at least three of his opponents between
him and their own goal ; but no player is out of play when the

ball is kicked from behind the goal line.

7. When the ball is kicked behind the goal line, it must bo
kicked off by the side behind whose goal it went, within sis

yards from the limit of their goal. The side who thus kick the
ball are entitled to a fair kick off in whatever way they please,
without any obstruction, the opposite side not being able to

approach within six yards of the ball.

8. No player shall carry or knock on the ball.

9. Neither tripping nor hacking shall be allowed, and no
player shall use his hands to hold or push his adversary.

10. A player shall not throw the ball, or pass it to another.

11. No player shall take the ball from the ground with his

hands while it is in play, under any pretence whatever.

12. No player shall wear projecting nails, iron plates, or

gutta percha on the soles or heels of his boots.

The following is a definition of the terms used in the above
rules :

A place kick is a kick at the ball while it is on the ground, in>

any position in which the kicker may choose to place it.

Hacking is kicking an adversary intentionally.

Tripping is throwing an adversary by the use of the legs.

Knocking on is when a player strikes or propels the ball with
his hands or arms.

Holding includes the obstruction of a player by the hand or

any part of the arm below the elbow.

Touch is that part of the field, on either side of th-j ground,
which is beyond the line of flags.
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LESSONS IN <;KU.MI.TKY._ iv.

IN rUAiTH.'AI. QtO .tinued).

IN addition to the mathematical instruments dcHcribod incur

last lesson, there in also an instrument called a I'miro

measuring angles upon i>;q>iT, which is NpMMBtod i" I

-> of a omii-irdi- divided into degrees, from 0. to

aoh way, tho SlOtli degre boing right above tho centre, o.

The straight line, A H, in tho fitfiiro is tho diameter of tho semi-

circle, and is called tho jt<lu<-i>il (or true) edge of the protractor

to be applied to one of tho legs of the angle to bo measured ;

Fig. 14.

the arch, A M B, being tho fiducial edge to be applied to the

other leg. Thus, in order to measure the angle x o Y, the

centre of the instrument is placed on tho vertex, o, of the angle,
and tho edge o A on tho leg o T, so as to coincide with it

exactly : then the angle A o M, on tho arch A M B, determined

by the point M, through which tho other leg, o x, passes, is the

measure of tho angle x o Y. In this case, the measure appears
to bo nearly 45 degrees, as the figure represents divisions on the

arch or limb of tho protractor at every five degrees.
This apparatus for measuring angles is sometimes engraven

*on the upper side of a pair of parallel rulers, and sometimes on
the obverse side of a plane scale. The protractor is more com-

monly modo so that the centre of the semicircle, and the fiducial

ontaining it, shall bo on tho outside of the instrument
rather than on tho inside, as above.

The Plane Scale is a flat ruler with several lines of equal

parts, on one side divided according to certain proportional

parts of an inch ; and having, on the other side, the diagonal
scale, decimally divided so as to measure units, tens, and
hundreds of equal parts, with a very considerable degree of

exactness. Tho construction of this scale, so useful in graphical
(i.e., drawing) operations, such as the construction of plans,

maps, and charts, architectural designs, plans and sections

of machinery, etc., is founded on the properties of similar

triangles, as treated in the sixth book of Euclid. We shall

endeavour to give our readers a practical idea of its con-

struction.

On a straight line, A (Fig. 15), divided into any convenient

D E
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parts, of chords, secants, and polygons, on one side of each leg ;

and on the other side of each leg, two lines of sines, tangents,

etc., besides lines of the logarithms of the numbers expressing
these quantities along the whole length of the sector, when
etretched to an angle of 180, as well as the logarithms of the

natural numbers.

As in the case of the plane scale, we can here only give one

or two examples of the use of the sector, by way of illustration.

Thus, in the figure, o is the joint of the sector, o A and o B

are its legs, the marks on the legs' represent the divisions of

the line into equal parts. Its use is to find straight lines

that shall be to one another in a given proportion. Suppose,
for example, that it is required to find a straight line whose

length shall be to the length of a given line as 3 to 10. Open
the sector until the distance of the two points marked 10 on its

legs is equal to the length of the given line, which may be

easily done by the help of a [pair of common compasses or

dividers ; then, the distance of the two points marked 3 on its

legs, will be the length of the straight line required.

Again, suppose that two straight lines aro given, and it

is required to find their ratio to each other in numbers. Open
the sector until the distance of the two points marked 10 on its

legs, is equal to the length of the greater of the two given
straight lines ; then, taking the length of the smaller of the

two given lines in . a pair of compasses, apply this distance to

the two points of any number less than 10 marked on its legs,
until it be found that it coincides exactly with that of two

points having the same number, say 3 ; then the two given
straight lines are to one another in the ratio of 10 to 3 ; or, in

other words, the smaller is three-tenths of the greater.
The Proportional Compasses, called by the French compos de

reduction the compasses of reduction are represented in Fig.
17, and consist of two legs A N, c M, intersecting (i.e., crossing)
each other at any point within certain limits, according to the

position of the button and screw, B, round which they are made
to turn. These legs are graduated in such a manner that, by
screwing the button at the proper place, the distance from A
to c may be at pleasure one-half, one-third, one-fourth, etc.,
of the distance from M to N. By this instrument, a straight
line may be easily divided into any number of equal parts, or
into any other proportional parts required.

The invention of this instrument is claimed, by a recent

writer, for James Besson, a French mechanician, who published
an account of it in his "Theatre des Machines," a work of
which the plates were engraved before 1569. He says it is

usually attributed to Justus Byrgius, who published his

description of it in 1603. John Eobertson, librarian to the

Royal Society, in his " Treatise on Mathematical Instruments,"
London, 1775, ascribes the invention of a similar instrument to
Fabricius Mordente in 1554, according to a statement made by
his brother, Gaspar Mordente, in his book on the Compasses,
published at Antwerp in 1584.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. VIII.
SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued).

III. NAME AND SOUND OF THE VOWELS,

46. Y, y. Name, EE, ee; sound, like the letters ee in the
English word bee.

This letter is also a word; that is, it is one of the parts of

speech in the French language. It is usually an adverb, mean-
ing there. It is also used as a noun, and a pronoun.
When y stands alone, and thus becomes a word, its pronun-

ciation is invariably like that of the letters ee in the English
word bee, viz. : II y a, pronounced eel ee a. This last a must
be sounded like a in the English word fat.
Y is also pronounced like the letters ee in the English word

bee, when it begins or ends a word ; and also when it occurs in
the body of a word, after a consonant, namely :

FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.
Dey Day Dey.
Style Steel Style.

Systome Seess-taim System.
Yole Ee-ol or E-ol A yawl.

|

Whenever y is found in the body of a word, between two vowels,
it has the sound of two French i's, that is, of two double e's,

namely :

Moyen should be pronounced as if printed thus, namely, inoiien,;
divided thus, namely, moi-i-en, but pronounced in two syllabus,
namely, moi-ien.

Joyeux should be pronounced as if printed thus, namely, joiieu;
divided thus, namely, joi-i-eu, but pronounced in two syllables,

namely, jo'l-ieu.

Royaume should be pronounced as if printed thus, namely,
roiiaitme; divided thus, namely, roi-i-aume, but pronounced in two-

syllables, namely, roi-iaume. .

The pupil need not attempt to pronounce these three French
words used as examples, because the combination of vowels and
other letters occurring in them has not yet been illustrated.

The pronunciation of y with these and other combinations of
letters will be explained in future lessons.

In the two following words the y, tlwugh not placed between
two voivels, is under the same rule, namely :

Pays, meaning a country, should be pronounced as if printed
paiis ; divided thus, namely, pai-is, and pronounced pa-ee.

Paysage, meaning a landscape, should be pronounced as if

printed paiisage; divided thus, namely, pai-i-saye, and pronounced
pa-ee-zazh.

IV. NAME AND SOUND OF THE CONSONANTS.
As a general rule, none of the consonants, when final, have a,

distinct and independent sound, unless immediately followed by
a word commencing with a vowel or h mute ; in which case the
consonant is joined with the following word in pronunciation.

47. B, b. In any position within a word, this letter has the
sound of the English letter b.

When doubled within a word, only one b is sounded, viz. :

FRENCH.
Abbesse
Rabbi
Sabbat

PRONUNCIATION.
Ab-ess
Rab-ee
Sab-ah

ENGLISH.
Abbess.

Rabbi.

Sabbath.

At the end of proper names, b is always sounded.
In these two words, namely, a-plomb andplomb, the b is silent,

and the next two preceding letters in each word, namely, om,
take the nasal sound of on.

48. C, C. This letter has two entirely distinct sound;;,

namely, hard and soft. Before the vowels a, o, u, and a?, and
also before the consonants c, I, n, and r, it has the hard sound
of the letter 7c in the English word kill, namely :

FRENCH. PRONTO. ENGLISH.
Calamit<$ Ka-la-me-tay Calamity.
ComiW Ko-ine-tay Committee.
Cabe Kube Cube.

Cceur Kuh-rr Heart.

But before e, i, and y, and a
and u, it has the soft sound of

sea, namely :

FRENCH. PTIONUN. ENGLISH.
Cedre Saidr' Cedar.

Cinq Sanli-k Five.

Cycle Seekl' Cycle.
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tion in j.ihii'il ui:
. UH if it wer<*

lutter, . .'I'll in tliu two .Xiiui|.:

tur, M if printed t'n (rront actour.
.l liomiuo ,, ut liuinme.

In "i ' hou also tho Boinul i.f t, vi/.., at tin- -ii'l

df tho tliir.1 IHT.-.III hiiiinilur <,f tin- imli.-;itivo mood ...

wlli'll fiiilnv. . d |.y tllH |>r.iM<

iiilS tho BOUIlil < .1 -follow-

ing \\-i.r.l in i)ronuuoiation, tu if it wi-ro tliat word's first letter,

muuoly :

1-il? as if printed Knt.-nt.il?

llu liii-u ? c'out .-lli: bienp
Ven.l il Ventil?

BepouU-ou oiiisi t Rt'pout-on ainsi ?

SECTION XIV. LIST OF WORDS FOR EXERCISES IN
COMPOSING (contiii

3. LE COUPS HUMAIN.
Art<'r0, f., artery.

Borbe, f., bcanl.

Bouohe, f., imwfh.

Bras, in., arm.

Cervellc, f., drain.

:, f., jleth.

Gils, m. pi., eyelashet.

CcBur, m., l

Corps, m., body.
.., side.

Cote, f., rib.

Con, m., neek.

Coade, m., elbow.

Crinc, m., ukull.

Cuisse, f., tliigk.

Doigt, m., fiuytr.

Dos, m., luck,

paule, f., shoulder.

Epine (da dos), f., spine,

Fuvoris, m. pi., v/usUr.
. m., liver.

Front, ia.,/.MYhead.

Geuoives, f. pi., yum*.
Genou, m.,

Gorifc, f., t!

Hauche, f., hip.

Jombe, f., leg.

Joue, L, checfc.

Langue, f.,

, THE HUMAN BODY.

Lcvre, f., lip.

Membre, m.,

Meuton, m., chin.

Mot-lie, f., marrow.

Moustache, f., moustache.

Muscle, in., muscle.

Nerf, m., nerve.

Nez, m., none.

Ougle, m., nail.

Orteil, m., toe.

Os, m.,fone.
Palais, m., -palate.

Pnupiere, f., eyelid.

Peau, f., sfcin.

Pouce, m., thumb.

Poumon, m., lungs.

Prunelle, f., pupil of tho eyo.

Rate, f., spleen.

Reins, m. pi., loins.

Sang, m., blood.

Sein, m., bosom.

Sourcils, m. pi., eytbrom.
Squelotte, m., sfceicton.

Talon, m., heel.

Teint, m., complexion.

Tempes, f. pi., temples.

Trait, m.,/cature.

Veine, f., vein.

Visage, m., face.

4. MALADIES, INFIRMITES, ETC.

Attaque, f., attack, Jit.

Baume, m., balsam.

Begaiement, m., stammering.
Blessure, f., i

d'cite", f., blindness.

Chancre, m., cancer.

Cicatrice, f., scar.

Colique, f., colic.

Contusion, f., bruise.

Crampe, f., cramp.
Dislocation, f., dislocation.

Eme'tique, m., emetic.

Endure, f., >'

Enrouement, m., hoarseness.

Eutorse, f., sprain.

Bpilepsie, f., qiilcp.si/.

EVanouissement, m., fainting.
Fievre, f., /
Fievre nerveuso, f., nervous fever.

5. HABILLEMENTS.-
Agrafo, f., clasp.

Aiiruillo, f., 7ieedl.

Aiguille a cheveux, f., hair-pin.
Bague, f., i-

Bas, m., stocking.

Basin, m., <!

Batiste, f., en

Bijouterie, f ., jewellery.

Bonnet, m., cap.

Boucle, f., buckle.

Boucle, f., locfe of hair, curl.
Boucles d'oreilles, f. pi., ear-rin<7S.

Bourse, f., pr.
Bracelet, m., bracelet.

i MALADIES, INFIRMITIES, ETC.

Fit-vro scarlatine, f., scarlet fever.

Goutte, f., gout.

Gu^rison, f., cure.

Hydropisie, f., dropsy.

Indisposition; f., indisposition.

Louche, adj., sguihting.

Malaise, m., indtsposftion.

Mutisme, m., dumbness.

Onpuent, m., pommade, f., salve.

Ordonnance, f., prescription.

Petite-vorole, f., sma22-px.
Pulmonie, f., consumption.
Remede, m., remedy.
Rhume, m., cold.

Rougeole, f., measl.
Simlite, f., (lea/ness.

Toux, f., cough.

Ulcere, m., ulcer.

Vertigo, m., dizziness.

ARTICLES OF DRESS.
Bretelles, f. pi., bras.
Brosse, f., brush.

Brosse-a-dents, f., tooth-bnuh.
Calecon m., sing., drawers.

Ceiature, f., sash, beit, band.

Chauasettcs, in. pi., socks.

Ciroge, m., bl.i.

Ciseaiut, m. pi., scissors.

Coiffure, f., head-drew.

Collet, m., collar.

Collier, m., n<-ckiac0,

Coton, m., cotton.

Crarate, f., cravat.

Cri-pe, m., crop*.

P!" ', f'.,
" !-(.

f, m. pi., *j'ur.

I. tin. in., t,tedlt-c*n.

BfMllall. m., fan.

Flacon, m..

Munch*. L,

I., mtult'n.

i. liiifc'.,

-, f.,

Frac, iii., drug coat.

Frange, f., frimje.

ire, f., trimmfnir.

i., vent, trais(cot.

Grennt, m., jarnet.

OuHres, f. pi., yaiters.

. m., coat.

Ivoire, f., ivory.

Lingo, m., linw.

Luucttcs, f. pi., epectaclet.

iv-nduiiU-d'oreiltet, m. pi., ear-

I'-": .

POTla, f., prl.

1 .'::! . .'!', I
, ,

I, -' .,.,

Itodingota, f., greatcoat.

Bobo, f., drew, robe.

Robe do cbambre, L, draring-govn.
Satin, m., *u(i/i.

,*ilk.

TaWior, m., apron.

Taffet**, m., taftta.

Velour, m., elM(.

Vete, f.,jaeJW.

Voile, m., veil.

SECTION XVI.-COMPAEISON OF ADJECTIVES ENCORE,
ETC.

1. Tho superlative absolute is formed by placing trfes, fort, or

bicn, very, before the adjective [ 14 (11)].

Ces cbaudeliers Bout tr^B-utilcg, Thec candlculicla art very useful.
Notre tailleur est bien obUgeaut, Our tailor u very obliging.

2. Tho superlative relative is formed by adding the article le,

.la, les, to a comparative [ 14 (9)].

Votre nercu est le plus savant de Four nephew, it the most barned

tous, of all.

3. Encore is used in French in the sense of more, some more,
any more, still, used affirmatively and interrogatively, but not

negatively.

ATCZ-VOUS encore du cafu ? you any more coffee f

J'ai encore du cafe. I have more (or sonw more) cofet.
J'en ai encore. I hove some more, or SONM left.

4. Ne plus is used in the sense of not any more, and no moret

or none left.

Je n'ai plus de livres, I have no more books.

Je n'ai plus de cliocolat, I have no chocolate left.

5. Ne guere means but little, but few.
Je n'ai gucre d'amis, I hate but fev friends.
Je n'en ai gucrc, I have but few but littlt.

G. The pronouns moi, toi, lui, eux, are used instead of the
nominative pronouns je, tu, il, ils, after the que of a comparison,
and when the verb is understood.

Vous etes plus heureux que moi, Tou or* happier than I.

Vous avez plus de merite que lui, You, have more merit than he,

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.
Votre morchand est bien obligeont. Tour merchant is very obliging.
Voila le meilleur de ces garfons.
Nous avona encore des amis.
VOUB avez encore du credit.

Avez-vous encore une piastre ?

Le macon a-t-il encore des briques ?

II n'en a plus.
II n'a plus de briques.
II n'en a gut-re.

II n'en a plus guere.
Je n'ai gui-re de livres.

Avez-vons plus de courage que
lui?

U a moins de courage que moi.

Combien de piastres avez-vous
encore ?

Correct, -e, correct.

Credit, m., credit.

Beaucoup, much.

Boyer, Boycr.

Dictionuaire, m., dic-

tionary.

That is the best of those boys.

W have tome more (or still) /nerds.
1'ou hare still (or vet) credit.

Have you a dollar left f

Has the mason any more bn'cts f

He has no more he hat none left,

He has no more brinks.

He has but few.
He has but few left.

I have but few books.

Are you more eovrageova (tit., hovt

you more courage) than hef

He is less courageous (lit., has less

courage) than I.

Ho\c many dollars have you chO, or

have you left t

VOCABULARY.
Savant, -e, l-arnL
Sanir, f., *uir.

Taute, f., aunt.

Neveu, m., nephew.

Niece, f., nicci.

Nouvelles, f., netcs.

Quel, which, which one.

Salade, f., salad. Ville, L, toicH, cit^

EXERCISE 27.

1. Votre dictionnairo est-il tri-s-correct ? 2. II est plus correct

qne celui de Boyer. 3. Votre dictionnairo est le plus correct de
toua. 4. Quel est le meilleur de cea jardina : 0. Cvlui-oi eat
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le meilleur de toua les jardins de la ville. 6. Avez-vous encore

de 1'argcnt? 7. Je n'ai plus d'argent, maia j'ai encore du credit.

8. Avons-nous encore de la salade P 9. Nous n'en avons plus.

10. Nous n'avons plus de viande. 11. Qui en a encore? 12.

Mes freres et mes sceurs en ont encore. 13. En avez-vous encore

beaucoup ? 14. Je n'en ai plus guere. 15. Votre tante a-t-elle

plus de robes que votre niece ? 16. Elle n'en a pas beaucoup.

17. Votre neveu est-il plus savant que votre niece ? 18. II n'est

pas aussi savant qu'elle. 19. Elle eat plus savanteque lui. 20.

Avez-vous encore froid ? 21. Je n'ai plus froid, j'ai bien chaud.

22. N'avez-vous plus de nouvelles ? 23. Je n'en ai plus. 24.

En avez-vous beaucoup ? 25. Je n'en ai guere.

EXEECISE 28.

1. Has your brother a very good dictionary ? 2. His dictionary

is not very correct. 3. Has your father more courage than he ?

4. He haa much more courage than your nephew. 5. Have

your brothers credit ? 6. They have but little credit, but they
have money. 7. Is your aunt obliging ? 8. My aunt ia very

obliging. 9. Have you still books, pens, and paper? 10. I have

no more booka, but I l;ave still good pens and excellent English

paper. 11. Who has still paper? 12. I have no more, but my
brother has some more. 13. Have you any news, Sir ? 14. No,

Madam, I have none to-day. 15. Have you as much wood as

my brother's son? 16. I have more than you or he. 17. Are

you still wrong? 18. No, Sir, I am no longer (plus) wrong, I

am right. 19. Are your sisters still hungry ? 20. They are

neither hungry nor thirsty, but they are still sleepy. 21. Is

your niece as learned as he ? 22. She is more learned than he

and (que) his aunt. 23. Have you no news, Sir? 24. No,

Madam, I have no more news. 25. Who haa news ? 26. I have
no more. 27. Have you them all ? 28. Yes, Sir, I have them
all. 29. Has your aunt much of it left? 30. She has but

little more of it. 31. Has your brother any more English
horses ? 32. He has no more. 33. He has two more. 34.

Have you a handsome French ahawl left ? 35. I have no more
French shawls, but I have ah English one.

SECTION XVII. ADVEBBS OF QUANTITY, ETC.

1. The adverbs of quantity, combien, Jww much, liow many;
trop, too much, too many; beaucoup, much, many; assez, enough;
pen, little, few ; guere, but little, few; and the word pas, meaning
no, when coming before a noun or an adjective, are followed by
the preposition de.

VOCABULARY.
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I.I I.N PENMANSHIP. YIIL
: one more cxorci funm-il by eombin*tioM >f

,irn, top-turn, and top-and-bottom-tnrn
, -slip NIL 'J.'i, pusses on to a now <!<!:

fourth ill order cf the single f.ru s of whii-h the letter* of the
-

alphabet are COIHIMMH|. .1.

nitfht stroke." It i a down-

Ktroko of uniform breadth I'D.m top to In.: [ by bringing
the pen from tho top lino ee to the bottom line l>

l>, with uu cijual

throughout. Tho chief ililii'-iilty in forming this ntroki

'iftiti'.; tin- jM'ii siiKirily ;i:i>l iiuirkly from tho paper when
it haa been brought as far as tho liuo 6 6, BO that tho termination

" i',
'. '.

; hut, an there in not a single letter into whose compo-
troko of this length in otnriouily

iu well M almoiit oseloM, to o! to eom-
liii loMona by copying a Htroku tluit )io iu never colled

upon to make afterword* in any copy that ho may write. la

our system of teaching the art of Pcnouuuhip, we cause the

pupil to write the simplest and eaotefct letter* first, and then

proceed to tboae that arc more difficult, in all catetj teaching
liini fir.-t t write the elementary atrokea of which each net of

in it sequence is formed, and then to combine them, HO

as to form the letters thenuclvea. Tin's, UU.T

why wo (lid not commence our IOMOUB with tho straight stroke,

according to tho usual practice, and why wo now introduco thLi

NO. 24. COMBINATION of 11U. I.L.lhXS 1, 1, 111.

COPY-SLIP NO. 25. THE '' STRAIGHT KTKOKE."

COPY-SLIP NO. aO. THE " STRAIGHT STROKE " AND THE " TOP-AND-BOTTOil XUKN.

COPY-SLIP NO. 27. THE LETTER h..

of the stroke on that line may be as square and clearly defined

in every respect as its commencement on the line ee. Tho
learner haa already had some practice in terminating a thick
down-stroke on tho line 66, in making tho "hanger" or top-
tnrn, and all letters into whose composition tho top-turn enters.

But these have been short strokes, and in making tho letter 1,

tho only letter that he has yet made that is equal in length to
the straight stroke, ho has been accustomed to lessen the pressure
on the pen before he reaches the line 6 6, in order to finish tho
letter with a fine hair-stroke turned upwards towards the right.

Any trifling difficulty, however, that ho may experience in making
the straight stroke at first will soon vanish, if when ho has

brought his pen down as far as tho line c c he remember that
he has only to finish tho stroke as if he were making the simple
top-turn, which must now bo easy enough to him.

In learning to write, the pupil is generally taught, firat of all,
to make a straight stroke, no longer than that portion of tho
stroke in Copy-sup No. 25 which is contained between the lines

stroke as the fourth in order of the simple elementary strokes,

and in the only form in which it is used in writing, instead o!

the short form usually given, in which shape, as we have

observed, it is never afterwards nsed by the pupil.

In Copy-slip No. 26 the pupil proceeds to form the straight

stroke and the top-and-bottom-tnrn in alternation, and in Copy-

slip No. 27 ho finds that these strokes, when joined together,

form the letter h. The straight stroke enters into the compo-
sition of three letters h, p, and k ; but of these we confine

ourselves to li and p for the present.

ESSAYS ON LIFE AND DUTY. I.

INTRODUCTOBY.

IF we stand still for a moment in the great rush and hurry of

this time, and look both around us on what is, and also back-

ward as far as the eye can reach on what has been, we are

struck at first sight with the vastness of the world's labour.
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the immense bulk of that which was and is produced ; and the

thought is fascinated by the sense of that aggregate of human

effort, and happiness, and suffering, which has lain striving and

sleeping beneath the broad heavens since the birth of time.
" And what," we ask ourselves,

"
is the motive, and what are

the conditions of all this action and suffering ?
" Men move

under the influences of fitful gusts and gales of passion; but

also under the steady trade-winds of necessity, of self-interest,

of ambition, of benevolence, of duty. Physical need is the most

universal and the most imperious claimant upon man's time

and sinew. It stares most of us in the face, and it stares

some of us with cruel pertinacity. There is nothing more ap-

parent than that God intended that our existence should depend

upon our exertions ; and with this naked fact however rough,
and hard, and humiliating it may seem we must start in all

our reasoning. The benefits of fortune make, indeed, an appa-
rent exception to this rule. There is a class of men who do

not find toil necessary to life, or even to its luxuries ; but is it

not apparent to all that a life without exertion exertion sys-

tematic, continued, and directed to an object is a life without

happiness, and that idleness is not only useless, but practically
evil?

But when we have got thus far, we have advanced but a small

step, however necessary that step is. Man cannot live by bread

alone. His first want is not his greatest ; no, nor nearly so. What
a different sight should we look upon as compared to that which
is now in sense and memory before us of the world and man's
work upon it, if his sole necessity here had been the food and
clothes which keep life strong within him ! We should not then
see, as we do now, cities, and temples, and ships; power, and

beauty, and thought grown into shapes of wood and stone upon
the earth, and into culture of tree and flower, bird and beast,
colour and sound, heat and force. We must look to other cravings,
besides that of hunger, in man, to find the secret of that eternal

twisting of the matter and spirit about him, the moulding of it

into fresh forms, the digging, and the building, and the question-
ing. No hard necessity of food is laid upon him here, yet he toils
as if all eternity waited upon his success. What a bustling,
suffering, hoping creature it is ! Let us look at him more closely.
He is inquisitive the pictures of his senses will not satisfy him.
He is fond of power and possession the dominion of his own body
and birthplace will not satisfy him. He is fond of beauty and
order the flower and the wind will not satisfy him. He knows
of right and wrong obedience to his passions will not satisfy
him. He knows of an unearthly power and his own supremacy
will not satisfy him. Of all these dissatisfactions and needs, that
which is attendant on the moral faculties the sense of right* and wrong, and of responsibility is the most curious and dis-
tinctive in man. Eemove this, and it were better for him that he
had but the hunger of the brute ; the world is without form and
void, and there is darkness upon the face of the deep.
Now, whatsoever different forms education may impose upon

this sense of right and wrong in the minds of men; whatever they
may, by length of time, persuade themselves about it ; however it

may be disregarded, violated, attended to it is universal in all
rational minds, and is as much a part of man's mental system as
hunger is of his physical system. The laws of God as revealed
;o us in the Bible sanction, direct, and enforce it

; the laws of
ociety are the partial expression of it. Moreover, mankind in

general acquiesce in a judicial system which punishes the trans-
gressions of a man against his fellow, and most men fear a
judicial system which shall take a like cognizance of the faults
which are secret to ourselves. We have, therefore, come to
another element in the great history of man's thought, and word
and work

; or, rather, to two separate principles, closely akin
the moral faculty and the fear of God.

This is not the place for any metaphysical discussion as to
ine relations of these two ; and we are concerned now with
the former rather than the latter. That is, we wish to confine

rselves to the view of man as under the influence of certain
principles which he finds to be part of his nature. Against

ie many things tempt him to rebel, but he feels that there isa warning voice which will not suffer him to do so in ignoranceol coming retribution, and which tells him, without ar<niments
it passion, without partiality, that every principle thus

violated is sure to avenge itself with a merciless reaction.We hope m succeeding papers to point out the practical
bearing upon life of these ereat moral principles in man. and

under such headings as "Truth," "Temperance," "Character,"
etc., to bring before our readers the united ideas of life and

duty.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. VII.

SECTION XV. THE PLURAL NUMBER OF ARTICLES,
NOUNS, ADJECTIVES, ETC.

IN the plural the adjective, when not preceded by a declinable
word (the personal pronouns excepted), is inflected according to

THE OLD DECLENSION.

St. dktte, good; ftybne, fine; atte, old; rotfjt, red;
@. utct, of good; flutter, of fine; alter, of old; rotfycr, of red;
3). uten, to good; [chosen, to fine; alten, to old; rctfyen, to red;
21. ute, good; fe^onc, fine; alte, old; votfyc, red.

1. The definite article, the demonstrative and possessive pro-
nouns, have, in the plural, the same form for all genders, and
are declined like adjectives of the Old Declension.

Adjectives, when preceded by the definite article, a demon-
strative, possessive, or relative pronoun, end in all cases of the

plural in e n, and are of the New Declension.

DECLENSION OF THE DEFINITE ARTICLE, DEMONSTRATIVE
AND POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS IN THE PLURAL.

SI, 35ie, the; tiefe, these; mrine, my;
. >er, of the ; ttefcr, of these ; meincr, of my ;

3>. >en,to,or forthe; tiefen,to, or for these; metnen, to, or for my;
21. 2>te, the ; tiefe, these ; racine, my.

NEW DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES IN THE PLURAL.

91. Scne gutcn, those good ; fcine gut en, his good :

. Sener guten, of those good ; feiner guten, of his good
5) . Sencn gutcn, to, or for those good ; feinen guten. to, or for his good ;

91. 3enc gutcn, those good ; feinc guten, his good.

RULES FOR THE FORMATION OF THE PLURAL OF NOUNS.
Old Declension.

Rule 1. Masculine nouns ending in c(, en, er, have the same
form in the plural, as : 25er 2Kalcr, the painter : tie 2Jiater, the

painters. Der SKergcn, the morning ; tie SJJcrgen, the mornings.
!Dcr trutct, the whirlpool ; tie trubcl, the whirlpools.
The following masculine nouns take the Umlaut. (To take the

,,llmfaut" means to change or modify the vowel ; i.e., to change a

into fl, o into 5, it into u
;
the diphthong au is modified into du.)

3lfe(, apple ; ^ammcl, wether ; -Mantel, trade ; SWnngef, want ;

QJJantcl. cloak: 9tabe(, navel; Sftagcf, nail; ottcl, saddle; djmafcel,

beak: 93ogd, bird; Saten, thread ; arten. garden; ra&en, ditch;
afen, harbour ; Ofcn, stove, oven ; ctyaten. injury ; Slcfer, field ;

SSnrt-cr, brother : jammer, hammer ; ctyftager, brother-in-law ;

SSotcr, father. As, also, the feminine nouns : Gutter, mother ;

Softer, daughter.

Singular. St. <J>er SHantd. Plural, tie SKantd.

Set 93oget. tie 83oget.

cr 23ruter. tie Skitter.

Rule 2. Masculine nouns of other terminations add e (in a
few words tr), and assume the Umlaut, as : 3afyn, tooth ; 3afjnc,

teeth. 23aum, tree; ;Baume, trees. 9fe<f, coat; 9?o(fe, coats.

ut, hat; -iite, hats. Thus also are declined the feminine nouns
2liia.fl. 3lrt, etc.

The following do not assume the Umlaut : 2laf, eel ; 2Iar, eagle ;

2lmk'p, anvil ; 9lnalt, attorney ; 2(rm, arm ; 3)od)t, wick ; >olc$,

dagger ; SJerfcf), haddock ; tarn, son-in-law ; emafyl, husband ;

>alm, stalk (-almcn when used in a collective sense) ; $mfy,
breath ; ->eqog, duke : -$uf, hoof ; unb, dog ; Jiofalb, hobgoblin ;

Saut, sound
; Sck&ium, corpse ; ucf), lynx ; SWolcty, lizard ; 9Konb,

moon; SWonat, month: SWort, murder; $fab, path; aim., salmon;
@<*>aft, shaft ; cfjul), shoe : taar, starling ; toff, material ; Sag,
day ; Srunfentolt, drunkard ; llnfjolb, monster ; SHelfrati, glutton ;

SBieteljopf, hoopoo : 3c((, inch (3eK, pi. 3^e, custom, tax), as :

Singular. $>er ema^f. Plural, tie ema^le.
$et SKcitb. tie iKcnte.

Set Unfyctb. fcie Unl)olte.

Rule 3. Neuter nouns ending in e, tl, tn, tr, d>en, and lein,

liave the same form in the plural, as : S5a3 2fttttei, the means ;

tic Sfttttet, the means. 2)a8 2Baffer, the water ; tie Staffer, the
waters. SaS efcdute, the building ; tie ebaube, the buildings.
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<Da SJJatcben, tho girl -,
*'< '-I'iatil'cn, th. v: Da*

aWaillllcui, tlio littl.' in:in. l'i V.iiiiilciit, thu lilt..

l/tiuH. JUceur, cloist.

t. Neater -IIH add c

...I UlHl.llll.

5. Masculine noun* of tlu> NVw Declension which

c, or unaccouti'd d, cr, .a, add n in tin- obliquo oases of tbo sin-

gular, and return ibid form in all cases of tho plural, us : Xer

Jtnabe, tho boy; tc$ Jlnabcit, tic .Kiiabcn. Dcr llna.nr. tho Hungarian;
teJ llngarn, tie llntjarn. Der 'i'aicr, the Bavarian; tc* ii'aicrn, tic

JUaicni. -'jcrr ha.i errn in tlie oblique cases of tho singular, and

fcerren in all cases of tho plural. There are some
,

v
.';. Dec JDatbar, tho barbarian; . Dc3

iDarl'drtit
,

/ M'arl\ucn.

I'L Masculino nouns of other terminations add fn, as :

.

if, tho count; te Qkafen, tie rafcn. Sec 53 dr, tho bear ;

;ren, iu- illicit. Ta- Ccb. tho or; te Ocbfen, lie Ccbfen.

7. Feminine nouns ending in e, c(, er, form tho plural

by adding it, as : Starbc, scar ; Starben. abcl, fork ; abeln.

3ft cr, pen; getern.

8. Feminine nouns of other terminations add en, as :

grau, woman ; graucn. llfjr, watch ; Ubren. Nouns terminating
in ., in

"
(which formerly used to be spelt inn ") double the n in

tho plural, bofore they tako , en," as : Die Sreuntin. Plural, Die

Sreuntinncn. (Seo XIV. 1.)

Rule 9. Nouns which hi tho nominative plural end in n,

have all cases alike : those of other terminations add it in tho

dative, and have all other cases alike.

. Tho masculine nouns 21b. n, ancestor ; Dcrn, thorn ;

Slitter, spangle; gorft. forest; au, province; eoattcr, godfather;
Scrbccr, laurel; ffliaft, mast ; Stacbbar, neighbour; $fau, peacock ;

See, lako ; Stern, .spur; Staat, state ; Stacbcl, sting ; Strabl, ray;

Strauji, ostrich; letter, cousin; Untci'tf>an, subject; 3iat or

3ieratb, ornament ; and tho neuters, 2lugc, eye ; 33ctt, bed ; Gnte,

md ; ^eiat, shirt ; and Dbr, ear, form the singular according to

tho Old, and tho plural according to tho New Declension. 4?cmb

an<l 'i'ctt have also tho forms cmtet and 33cttc
;

tho masculine
nouns 'StU, rock ; 8rictc, peace ; gunfc, spark ; ctanfe, thought ;

(tyaubc, faith ; <&auft, heap ; Slame, name ; Saame, seed ; Scfyatc,

in ury ; SSBiUc, will ; follow the New Declension, and also take i

in tho genitive singular, as : Dec fttlS, te3 gelfeng, tern ivcifcit.

They, however, often end in tho nominative singular in en, and
are regularly inflected according to the Old Declension, as :

Dec Selfen ; ter orictcn, K. A few examples will explain tho former

port of this note :

gute, neue, UK-tie J&ute. baben tic guten, neucn, febi-nen J&ute. ( 34,
the changes which th"

> according as tbo articlo is absent or present,
uf which more will bo sold hereui i

NEW DECLENSION OF NOUNS PT.CI

8t. Die r<He-n, tho 02..

.T Cri>fe-n, of tho oxen ;

tie BurfWn, tho princes;

D. Den Crbfe-n, to, for tho oxen; ten Rurfl-en, I
. rinoes;

9. Die Ccbje-n, the oxen/ tie gurfl-tn, the prince*.

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT TENS* OF
IN TUB PLURAL.

" AD ,fei'

2Bir ^abcn, wo have ; h>ir ftnt, we are ;
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. IV.

CHARLES I. WHEN THE COMMONS CRIED " PRIVILEGE."

THE 4th of January, 1641-2, was one of the most momentous

days for England that ever dawned. Westminster Hall, which

had been the scene of so many an important national drama,
and which was yet to be the scene of many more, was the

place in which the events that made this day momentous
were enacted. The coronation and the fall of kings, the trial

and condemnation of great subjects, the meeting of the first

Parliament, the concession of- great national boons, those walls

had witnessed. The occasion about to be mentioned was, if

inferior to these in point of pomp and circumstance, second to

none of them in importance. The 4th of January, 1641, was
the day on which the great question was practically tried,

whether the King of England should or should not rule without

the aid of his Parliament. In various forms, more or less out-

rageous, the question had been submitted before. Henry VIII.

tried it, and so, with less pertinacity, did Elizabeth, and the

Parliament had withstood them. It was hardly likely that

what the men of 1530 and the men of 1601 had resisted,

against the influence and power of the great Tudors, their

descendants would accept in 1641 from the hands of Charles

Stuart.

During the reign of JarueB I. 1603 to 1625 the House of

Commons had successfully striven to curb the royal power.

Popular rights which had long
1 lain dormant, and were likely to

rust for want of use, had been revived, not without opposition.
James I., the " British Solomon," or, as he was called by a wise

man of his own day,
" the wisest fool in Europe," clung with

the tenacity of a leech to those attributes of royalty which a

small-hearted man would most value, and which were not the

less annoying because they were so petty. Not all petty,

though ; some of the claims which the Commons disallowed

were important enough. They re-established on the firmest

possible basis the principle, that the king has no right to levy,
under any pretence whatever, a tax upon his subjects, without

the consent of Parliament ; they procured the abolition of an
enormous abuse of the power to grant monopolies or patents ;

they asserted, in the most solemn manner, the inviolability of

the persons of Eiembers of Parliament, unless in cases of felony ;

and they revived the power which, Hallam says,
" had lain like

a sword in the scabbard," unused since the reign of Henry VI.,

a period of 175 years, to impeach the king's ministers for bad
conduct. They had impeached Lord Bacon and Lord Middlesex
for their misdemeanours in office, and these noblemen, as in all

cases where the House of Commons is the accuser, were tried

by the House of Lords. They were heavily punished ; but the

effect of their punishment was salutary beyond the cases imme-

diately concerned. Ministers feared the new edge of the old

weapon of the Commons, and were cautious beyond what they
had been ; and so the arm of the king was paralysed down quite
half its length. Some ministers there were in the next reign,
that of Charles I., who neglected the warning, or thought them-
selves able to despise it, and they fell like the Earl of Strafford

and like Laud, whose fall brought the king's head also to the
block.

Having done so much, the Parliament many of the leading
spirits in James's Parliaments sat in the Parliaments of Charles I.

was not disposed, certainly, to recede. On the contrary, it

was bent on yet further restraining the royal power, by putting
checks on the Court of Star Chamber (an irregular tribunal,

acting above and without the law of the land, and of late years
much abused) and High Commission (an equally irregular and

illegal tribunal for ecclesiastical causes), by all the constitutional

means in their power. Unfortunately, the king was as much
resolved to win conquests for the royal prerogative as the
Commons were to win them from it. Without the ability, with-
out the brutality of Henry VIII., before which many obstacles
went down, Charles I. had all that monarch's greed of power,
and even more exalted notions of the nature of the royal
dignity. He rested his claims on the so-called "

right divine
of kings," to govern rightly or wrongly, according to their

conscience, which had to give account to the King of kings,
but under no circumstances to the people committed to its

rare. He lacked the ferocity which was half the battle to
"

bluff King Hal," and, linked with a certain amount of cruelty
which he had in common with him, wore a timidity and inde-

cision which were fatal to success in his career as a tyrant.
There were also stronger men opposed to him than resisted

Henry VIII. The luckless king had come in evil times for
him ; but the people of England reaped the benefit of his mis-

fortunes, and won many a fair privilege, which they left
" as a

rich legacy unto their issue."

Before Charles had been three years upon the throne, the

Commons, who had during that time suffered very greatly in

several particulars, presented for his signature the Petition of

Right, a statute which was not intended to declare, as it did not

declare, any new privilege, but merely set forth for the purpose
of having them confirmed some rights which had been invaded,
but of which the origin was as old as Magna Charta. The
petition contained but four demands, which the king was

required to grant, viz. :

1. That no money should be levied in future, under any pre'
tence whatever, by virtue of the king's prerogative.

2. That the committal to prison of Mr. Hampdcn and four

others for refusing to pay an unlawful impost, should bo
recognised as illegal.

3. That soldiers should not be billeted on private persons.
4. That no man should henceforth be tried by martial law.

The petition was presented in 1628. Charles tried every expe-
dient, every shift and turn, in the hope of avoiding the necessity
of complying with it. When at length compelled to give some

answer, he gave a most unusual and evasive one, which clearly
showed his intention to ride rough-shod over the Act at the
first opportunity. It was only on the peremptory refusal of

the Commons to accept his qualified assent, and after much
pressure had been brought to bear, that he agreed to give the

royal assent in the usual way :
fi Soit droit faist comme est

desire." (Let right be done as prayed.)

Scarcely was the ink of his signature dry ere the king set

about to evade the petition. He levied fresh taxes under new
names ; he imprisoned six members of Parliament for their

conduct in the House ; vrith the help of the Earl of Strafford,

he attempted to govern the kingdom without a Parliament, and
with the help of Archbishop Laud, to govern despotically th&
Church. Sentences the most severe and cruel were procured in

the Star Chamber against those who resisted the Government,
and in the High Commission Court against those who offended

in matters ecclesiastical. So great was the oppression, both
in Church and State, that many, unable any longer to endure

it, sailed across the Atlantic, to seek in the New World a,

home and a soil in which freedom might flourish. Then came-

honourless wars, undertaken against the wish, and in favour of
the enemies, of the nation ; then came the troubles in Scotland,
which quickly throw off the yoke Charles tried to lay upon
it

; there were the disputes respecting the king's favourite,

Buckingham ; there were the trials and executions of Strafford

and Archbishop Laud ; the Irish rebellion ; the angry reception,
of the Grand Remonstrance ; and finally, there was the attempt
to arrest the five members of the House of Commons.

This last was the drop that filled the bucket, and made it

overflow. Charles, indignant at the speech and behaviour of

Lord Kimbolton (son of the Earl of Manchester), and five

members of the Lower House (Sir Arthur Hazelrig, Messrs.

Hollis, Hampden, Pym, and Strode), during the recent differ-

ences between the king and the Parliament, in an evil hour
listened to the advice of Henrietta, his queen, and to the advice

of Lord Digby and the courtiers. They urged him to show
himself a king, advised him that no private gentleman would
suffer himself to be addressed as he had been by the accused,

and recommended the arrest of the members on a charge of

high treason.

Orders were accordingly given, on 3rd of January, 1641, for the

arrest of the persons named. Their houses were occupied, their

studies sealed up, and their papers seized. A pursuivant went
down to the House of Commons, and, in the king's name, de-

manded the surrender of the accused. He was, however, sent

back without any definite answer ; the House voted that what
had been done by the royal officers was a breach of the privilege
of Parliament : and tho king, angry at the non-compliance with

his demand, resolved to go next day in person to the House, and.

himself arrest the accused men.
Mr. Isaac D'lsraeli says, "When Charles went down to the

House to seize on the five leading members of the Opposition^
the queen could not restrain her lively temper, and impatiently
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babbled the plot, so that one of the ladies in attendance dis-

patched a hasty note to the parties, who, as the king entered
the House, had just time to leave it." The lady in question
was the Countess of Carlisle, who was on intimate terms with
several of the accused. On receipt of her note, which was com-
municated to the House, a brief but excited debate took place.
Some were for directing the accused to absent themselves, hoping
thereby to avoid an unseemly quarrel ; others were inclined to
have them remain, and to make common cause with them in

case of any violence being offered. While the debate was yet
going on, the gentlemen most concerned being themselves un-
decided as to the best course to adopt, a friend of Mr. Fiennes,
a member, came hurriedly, and told him that the king had
already left Whitehall, at the head of 200 armed men, and was
coming in the direction of the House. There was no time for
further talk. Action must be taken forthwith. A motion was
hurriedly passed, giving leave to the five members to absent
themselves, and they quitted the House a few secends only
before the King entered it.

Up Westminster Hall the place which was in a few years
to witness his trial and condemnation King Charles walked,
followed by his ordinary retinue, and a force of soldiers variously
estimated at two, three, and even five hundred men. "

It struck
euch a fear and terrour into all those that kept shops in the
said Hall, or near the gate thereof, as they instantly shut up
their shops, looking for nothing but bloodshed and desolation

"

so wrote an eye-witness of the affair. Arrived in the Hall,
the armed men formed a lane, stretching down the whole length
of it ; the king passed along, and going up the staircase out of
the Hall wont into the Commons' House, "where never king
was (as they say) but once King Henry the Eighth."

Attended only by his nephew Rupert, the son of the Elector
Palatine of the Rhine, the king entered the House, the door of

which, however, was kept open ; and through the open door wore
to bo seen officers and soldiers armed with swords and pistols,
while the Earl of Roxborough and a Captain Hide stood within
the door, and leaned upon it.

The Speaker of the House, Lenthal, had been instructed to
sit still, with the mace before him ; but when the king entered
and the whole House rose and uncovered their heads, Lenthal
also rose and stood in front of the chair. Charles removed his

hat, and bowed to either side of the House as he came up.
" Mr. Speaker, I must for a time make bold with your chair,"
he said, as he approached Lenthal, who made way for him,

'

though the king did not sit down in the chair, but stood on
the step of it.

A deep silence reigned in the House, till the king, who had
been occupied in looking round for the five members, said,

breaking in upon the silence,
"
Gentlemen, I am sorry for this

occasion of coming unto you. Yesterday I sent a sergeant-at-
arms upon a very important occasion, to apprehend some that,

by my command, were accused of high treason ; whereunto I

did expect obedience, and not a message. And I must declare

unto you here, that albeit no king that ever was in England
shall bo more careful of your privileges, to maintain them to

the uttermost of his power, than I shall be, yet yon must know
that in cases of treason no person hath a privilege. And there-

fore I am come to know if any of these persons that were

accused are here."

No one answered. Charles, after a pause, made a few more

remarks, and then asked specifically for each of the accused.

No one informing him, he turned to Speaker Lenthal, requiring-

to bo told ; but Lenthal, kneeling, humbly desired to be excused,

saying : "I have neither eyes to see nor tongue to speak in this

place but as the House is pleased to direct me, whoso servant I

am here ; and I humbly beg your Majesty's pardon that I cannot

give any other answer than this to what your Majesty ia pleased
to demand of me."

Baffled by the silence, and by the extreme courtesy evinced

by the attitude of the House, the king went on to make some
further remarks, with difficulty concealing, in the midst of his

excitement, the natural infirmity of his speech. Not seeing
those for whom he sought, he said,

"
Well, since I see all my

birds are flown, I do expect from you that you will send them
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unto me as soon as they return hither. ... I will trouble

you no more, but tell you I do expect, as soon as they come to

the House, you will send them to me ; otherwise, I must take

my own course to find them."

With the same show of respect they had shown him when he

came in, the assembled members waited on him as he again

passed down their ranks. Bareheaded and in silence, they

allowed him to get as far as the door ; but ere that had closed

upon him low mutterings of anger were raised, and the cry of
"
Privilege ! Privilege !

"
mingled ominously with the conversa-

tion in which the king told his friends in the Hall of the result

of his errand.

The five members were not arrested, though the king spared
no pains to take them. By all means in his power he tried to

get hold of them by warrants, by proclamations, by personal

application. No one would betray them ; and it having been

resolved to restore them to their seats in the Commons' House,
the king feared the temper of which this resolution was the

sign, and within a week of his foolish visit to Westminster to

arrest the members he was a fugitive from London, deeming
himself not safe from the violence his actions had aroused.

By his recent conduct, no more than consistent with his

former conduct, he had thrown down a challenge to the nation.

The House of Commons took it up. Mr. Forster well says:
" It had become clear that the attempt upon the members could

not be defeated, without a complete overthrow of the power of

the king. He could not remain at Whitehall if they returned

to Westminster. Charles raised the issue, the Common? accepted

it, and BO began our Great Civil War."

SYNOPSIS OP THE LIFE AND REIGN OF CHARLES I.

Charles I. was the second son of James I., by his Queen, A.nne

of Denmark. He was the twenty-fifth sovereign of England
after the Norman Conquest, and the second of the Stuart

dynasty.
Born at Dunfermline Nov. 19, 1600

Began to Reign . . Mar. 27, 1625

Petition of Right presented . 1628

Persecution of the Puritans . 1633

Befusal of Hampden to pay
ship-money 1634

Hampden prosecuted . . . 1636

Scotch. Covenant against Epis-
copacy 1638

The "Long Parliament" sum-
moned 1640

Impeachment of Laud and
Strafford 1640

Execution of Strafford . . . 1641

Impeachment of the Five
Members demanded by
Charles 1642

The " Troubles " commence . 1642

Koyal Standard raised at Not-

tingham.... Aug. 25, 1612

Battle of "Worcester Sept. 23, 1642

Battle of Edge Hill Oct. 23, 1642

Bat. of Stratton Hts. May 16, 1643

Death of Hampden June 19, 1643

Battle of Lansdowu July 5, 1643

Bat. of Newbury (1) Sept. 30, 1643

Bat. of Cropredy Br. June 6, 1644

Bat. of Marston Moor July 2, 1644

Bat. of Newbury (2) Oct. 27, 1644

Montrose raises forces for

the King in Scotland . . 1644

Execution of Archbishop
Laud Jan. 10, 1645

Conference at Uxbridge . . 1645

Battle of Naseby . June 14, 1645

Charles I. retires to Scot-

laud 1646

Betrayed to the Parliament

by the Scotch . . Jan. 30, 1647

Imprisoned at Carisbrook

Castle 1647

Cromwell, by the aid of the

army, assumes supreme
power, and controls the
Parliament 1648

The King brought to White-
hall 1

His Trial for Treason com-
mences.... Jan. 20, 1649

Beheaded at WhitehallJan. 30, 1649

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH CHARLES I.

Denmark, Kings of.

Christian IV. . 1588

[This prince was for

many years the head of
'the Protestant League
against Ferdinand II.

of Germany.']
Frederick III. . 1648

France, Kings of.

Louis XIII. . . 1610

XouisXIV. . . 1643

Germany, Emperors of.

Ferdinand II. . 1619
Battle of Lutzen . 1632

Ferdinand III. . 1637
dos of the Thirty

Years War . . 1648

Poland, Kings of.

Sigismund III. . 1587

Ladiska IV. . . 1632

John II. (some-
times styled
Casimir V.) . 1649

Portugal, Kings of.

John IV. . . . 1640

[Portugal teas an-

nexed to Spain from
1580 to 1640.]

Borne, Popes of.

Urban VIII. . . 1623

Innocent X. . . 1644

Russia, Czars of.

Michael Feodoro-
vitch . . . 1613

Alexis .... 1645

Spain, Kings of.

Philip IV. . . . 1621

Sweden, Sovereigns of.

Gustavus Adol-

phus - , . . 1611

[This prince assumed
tlie leadership of the

Protestant League

1630, and fell at Lutzen.

Interregnum . 1632-3

Christina III. . 1633

Turkey, Sultans of.

Mustapha I. (re-

stored) . . . 1622

Amurath IV. . 1623

Ibrahim . . . 1640

Mahomet IV. . 1649

United Provinces

of the Netherlands,
Stadtholders of.

Frederick Henry 1625

William II. . . 164'

[This prince married

1/Lary, eldest daughter o,

Charles IJ

READING AND ELOCUTIO^IV,
PUNCTUATION (continued).

V. THE SEMICOLON.

33. THE Semicolon is formed "by a period placed above a comma.
34. When you come to a semicolon in reading, you must in

;eneral make a pause twice as long as you would make at a
omma.
35. Sometimes you must use the falling inflection of the voice

when you come to a semicolon, and sometimes you must keep
your voice suspended, as directed in the case of the comma.
Whatever may be the length of the pause, let it be a total ces-

sation of the voice.

Examples.

That God whom you see me daily worship ; whom I daily call upon
to bless both you and me, and all mankind ; whose wondrous acts

are recorded in those Scriptures which you constantly read; that

God who created the heaven and the earth is your Father and
Friend.

My son, as you have been used to look to me in all your actions,

and have been afraid to do anything unless you first knew my will ;

so let it now be a rule of your life to look up to God in all your
actions.

If I have seem any perish for want of clothing, or any poor without

covering ; if his loins have not blessed ine, and if he were not warmed
with the fleece of my sheep ; if I have lifted up my hand against
the fatherless, when I saw my help in the gate ; then let mine
arm fall from my shoulder-blade, and mine arm be broken from the
bone.

The stranger did not lodge in the street ; but I opened my doors to
the traveller.

If my land cry against me, or the furrows thereof complain ; if I

have eaten the fruits thereof without money, or have caused the

owners thereof to lose their life ; let thistles grow instead of wheat,
and cockles instead of barley.
When the fair moon, refulgent lamp of night, o'er heaven's clear

azure spreads her sacred light ; when not a breath disturbs the deep

serene, and not a cloud o'ercasts the solemn scene ; around her throne

the vivid planets roll, and stars unnumbered gild the glowing pole ;

o'er the dark trees a yellower verdure shed, and tip with silver

every mountain's head ;
then shine the vales, the rocks in prospect

rise, 'a flood of glory bursts from all the skies; the conscious

swains, rejoicing in the sight, eye the blue vault, and bless the useful

light.

When the battle was ended, the stranger disappeared ; and no per-

son knew whence he had come, nor whither he had gone.

The relief was so timely, so sudden, so unexpected, and so provi-

dential ; the appearance and the retreat of him who furnished it were

so unaccountable ; his person was so dignified and commanding ;

his resolution so superior, and his interference so decisive, that

the inhabitants believed him to be an angel, sent by Heaven for their

preservation.

36. Sometimes you must use the falling inflection of the voice

when you come to a semicolon, in reading.

Examples.

Let your dress be sober, clean, and modest ; not to set off the beauty

of your person, but to declare the sobriety of your mind ; that your

outward garb may resemble the inward plainness and simplicity of

your heart.

In meat and drink, observe the rules of Christian temperance and

sobriety ; consider your body only as the servant and minister of your
soul ; and only so nourish it, as it may best perform an humble and

obedient service.

Condescend to all the weaknesses and infirmities of your fellow-

creatures ; cover their frailties ; love their excellences ; encourage

their virtues ; relieve their wants; rejoice in their prosperity; com-

passionate their distress ; receive their friendship ;
overlook their

unkindness ; forgive their malice ; be a servant of servants ; and

condescend to do the lowest offices for the lowest of mankind.

Struck with the sight of so fine a tree, he hastened to his own,

hoping to find as large a crop upon it ; but, to his great surprise, he

saw scarcely anything, except branches, covered with moss, and a few

yellow leaves.

In sleep's serene oblivion laid, I've safely passed the silent night ;

again I see the breaking shade, again behold the morning light.

New-born, I bless the waking hour ; once more, with awe, rejoice

to be ; my conscious soul resumes her power, and soars, my guardian

God, to thee.

That deeper shade shall break away ; that deeper sleep shall leave

mine eyes ; thy light shall give eternal day ; thy love, tho rapture of

the skies.
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37. Tbo semicolon in sometimes used aa a noto of interroga-

tion, uud KouiL'tiuioa as an exulamatiun.

Examples.

Hast thou not set at defiance my authority ; violated tho public

peace, and passed thy life iu injuring tho persons and properties of thy
subjects ?

Oh, it wiis impious ; it was unmanly ; it was poor and pitiful !

Have not you too gone about tho earth like an evil genius ; blasting
; fruits of peace and industry; plundering, ravaging, killing

without law, without justice, merely to gratify on insatiable lust for

dominion ? *

. Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible to feeling as to sight ? Or art

thou but a dogger of the mind ; a falso creation, proceeding from tho

Leat-oppressed brain P

By such apologies shall man insult his Creator ; and shall he hope
to flatter tho eur of Omnipotence ? Think you that such excuses will

gain new importance in their ascent to tho Majesty on high ; and will

you trust the interests of eternity in tho hands of these superficial

advocates P

And shall not tho Christian blush to repine ; the Christian, from
beforo whom the veil is removed; to whose eyes are revealed the

glories of heaven P

Why, for so many a year, has the poet and the philosopher wandered
amidst tho fragments of Athens or of Rome

;
and paused with strange

and kindling feelings, amidst their broken columns, their mouldering
temples, their deserted plains ? It is because their day of glory is

past ; it is because their name is obscured ; their power is departed ;

their influence ia lost !

Where are they who taught these stones to grieve ; where are tho
hands that hewed them ; and the hearts that roared them P

Hope ye by these to avert oblivion's doom ; in grief ambitious, and
iu ashes vain P

Can no support be offered ; can no source of confidence bo named ?

Is this tho man that made the earth to tremble ; that shook the

kingdoms; that made the world like a desert; that destroyed the
cities ?

Falsely luxurious, will not man awaken ; and, springing from the
bod of sloth, enjoy the cool, the fragrant, and the silent hour, to
meditation due, and sacred song ?

But who shall speak before the king when he is troubled ; and who
shall boast of knowledge when he is distressed by doubt ?

Who would in such a gloomy state remain longer than nature
craves ; when every muse and every blooming pleasure wait without,

s the wildly dovious morning walk ?

What a glorious monument of human invention, that has thus

triumphed over wind and wavo ; has brought tho ends of the earth in

communion; has established on interchange of blessings, pouring into
the sterile regions of the north all tho luxuries of the south ; diffused

the light of knowledge and the charities of cultivated life ; and
has thus bound together those scattered portions of tho human
race, between which nature seems to have thrown au insurmountable
barrier !

Who that bears a human bosom, hath not often felt how dear are
all those ties which bind our race in gentleness together ; and how
sweet their force, let fortune's wayward hand the while bo kind or

cruel ?

VI. THE COLON.

38. The Colon is co-imposed of two periods, placed one above the

other.

39. Sometimes tho passage ending with a colon is to be read

with the voice iiwpended ; hut it should generally be read with
the falling inflection of the voioo.

40. In reading, be careful to let the panao of the colon be
u*vm of the voice, and three time* longer than that

mdir;it.-.j hy a, coiumu.

The smile of gaiety ia often awumed while the heart acbe* withini

though folly may i will sting.
There in no mortal truly wi*e and turtle*! at the Muaetimet wi*dom

Li the repose of the mind.
Nature folt her inability to extricate henelf from the confleqaeooM

of guilt .- the foepel reveal* the plan of Divine interpoeWon and aid.
N.ii uro ooufe**ed aoine atonement to bo neceamry t the gospel dis-

cover* that the atonement to made.
Law u: > forgotten : violence and rapine are abroad : the

golden cord* of society ore looked.
The temple* are profaned : the soldier's cone resound* in the hou*e

of Qod: the marble pavement i* trampled by iron hoof*: hone*
neigh beside the altar.

Blue wreath* of smoke ascend through the tree*, and betray the
half-bidden cottage : the eye contemplate* well-thatched rick*, and
barns bursting with plenty : the peanut laugh* at the approach of
winter.

The necessaries of life are few, and industry aecure* them to every
man: it i* the elegancies of life that empty the pane: the *uper-
fluities of fashion, the gra iflcation of pride, and the indulgence of

luxury, moke a man poor.
My dear children, I give you these tree* : you see that they axe in

good condition. They will thrive a* much by your care a* they wfll

decline by your negligence : their fruits wifl reword you in proportion
to your labour.

A bee among the flowers in spring ia one of the most cheerful object*
that con be looked upon. Its life appears to be all enjoyment : so

busy and so pleased : yet it is only a specimen of insect life, with which,

by reason of the animal being half-domesticated, we happen to be
better acquainted.

'Tis a picture in memory distinctly defined, with the strong and

unperishiiig colours of mind : a part of my being beyond my control,

beheld on that cloud, and transcribed on my soul.

Yet such is the destiny of all on earth : so flourishes and fade*

majestic man.
Let those deplore their doom whose hope* still grovel in this dark

sojourn : but lofty souls, who look beyond the tomb, can smile at fate,

and wonder why they mourn.
If for my faded brow thy hand prepare some future wreath, let me

the gift resign : transfer the rosy garland : let it bloom around the

temples of that friend beloved, on whose maternal bosom, even now,
I lay my aching head.

Do not flatter yourselves with the hope of perfect happiness : tLere

is no such thing in the world.

But when old age has on your templee shed her silver frost, there's

no returning sun : swift flies our summer, swift our autumn'* fled,

when youth, and spring, and golden joys are gone.
A divine legislator, uttering his voice from heaven; an almighty

governor, stretching forth his arm to punish or reward : informing
us of perpetual rest prepared hereafter for the righteous, and of

indignation and wrath awaiting the wicked : these are the considera-

tions which overawe the world, which support integrity, and check

guilt.

It is not only in the sacred fane that homage should be paid to the

Most High : there is a temple, one not made with hands, the vaulted

firmament : far in the woods, almost beyond the sound of city-chime,

at intervals heard through the breezeless air.

As we perceive the shadow to have moved along the dial, but did

not perceive its moving ;
and it appears that the grass has grown,

though nobody ever saw it grow : so the advance* we moke in know-

ledge, as they consist of such minute steps, are perceivable only by

the distance gone over.

MECHANICS. IY.

TWISTED POLYGON FORCES APPLIED TO TWO POINTS

PAKALLEL FORCES.

THE method given in the last lesson of finding the resultant of

several forces holds good, whether they act all in the same

plane, or some of them upwards or downwarda from it in dif-

ferent directions. For example, five forces, represented by the

lines o A, o B, o c, o D, o E, in Fig. 9, are thus applied to a point

o of a body on the floor of a room , two of them, o A, o D, along

the floor in two different directions ; another, O B, pointing to a

picture on tho left wall ; a fourth, o c, to the cross on the

top of a steeple, seen through the open window; and the fifth

and last, o E, obliquely downwards, pressing the body against
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the floor. On constructing, in such a case, the polygon of

forces, we should have the figure as represented in perspective

below, one of whose Bides, o A, is on the floor, while the others,

A K, B BJ, B! B2, and B2 B3, are in the air. A figure of this kind

is termed a tivisted polygon, as though its sides had been all

originally in the same plane, but, by a twist, some of them had

.,-
been pulled from it. You can
see that, since such a polygon
cannot be drawn on paper, so

as to have the magnitudes of

its sides and angles there ac-

curately represented, it can be
of no practical use in finding
resultants. You might make
one by fastening five rods of

the proper lengths together at

the proper angles, but the

structurewould probably break
down before you arrived at

your resultant, and at the best

the operation would be very
troublesome. Calculation alone

can help in such cases ; but
the " twisted polygon

"
has the educational value of giving the

student mechanical ideas.

EXAMPLES FOB PEACTICE.

1. Three forces act on a point o A, equal to 3 pounds, o B to 5, and
o c to 7. The second lies between tlie other two, making with o A an

angle of 30 degrees, and with o c 45 degrees. Find the pounds in the

resultant, and the angle it makes with the least force o A.

2. A roller of a hundred-weight is supported on an incline, the

gradient of which is one foot in two, by a force which acts along its

slope. Find the magnitude of this force and the pressure of the roller

on the plane.
3. From two points on a ceiling, five feet apart, a sixty-pound

weight is suspended by two strong cords, which meet at the point of

suspension. The lengths of the cords are three and four feet respec-

tively. Find the magnitudes of the forces by which they are strained.

4. Three weights of three, four, and five pounds are attached to
three cords, which are knotted together at their other ends. The
two cords bearing the lesser weights are thrown over two pulleys
fastened at a distance of 10 feet from each other, and at the same
height, into a wall, the greatest weight hanging between them. Find
the position in which the cords and weights will settle into equi-
librium.

You will observe that these problems are to be done by rule

and compass, etc. We have not yet come to the more effective

method of solving them by calculation. The geometric way,
however, of drawing and measuring is the best for giving you
accurate ideas of the subject, and therefore indispensable
in the first stages. The lines you must carefully lay
down by a ruler, and the angles by a circular protractor,

keeping in mind, as to the latter, that in every right

angle there are ninety degrees. The distances representing the
forces you must take from an ordinary scale ; and observe, as
to this, that you need not make in every case your drawings so

large that a ivhole inch be given to every pound of force. You
may allow a quarter of an inch to each pound, or hundredweight,
or ton, or even a tenth, if the numbers be larg.e. All that is ne-

cessary is to keep the proportion of your figures right, whether

they be on a large or a small scale, as is done in mapping or

drawing plans of buildings. For the above examples a scale
of a quarter of an inch for each pound will be quite sufficient.

Perhaps for the third example tenths of an inch will best answer.
In the next lesson the answers to these problems will be given.

I now proceed to

FOBCES APPLIED TO TWO POINTS.

Three cases present themselves for consideration.
1. When the lines of direction of the two forces meet within

the body.
2. When they meet without.
3. When the two forces are parallel to each other.

First Case. This is easily disposed of. When two forces
meet within a body, the point of meeting may be taken as the

point of application of both forces, which can there be com-
pounded into one ; and the case thus becomes that of a single

force applied to a single point.
Second Case. Here also the two forces may be reduced to

one ; but, as their directions meet outside the body, it is neces-

sary to show that their effect is the same as though the point
of meeting was a real point of application. This, in a future

lesson, can be demonstrated by a perfect proof ; but, in the mean-

time, the following considerations will satisfy you that it is true.

Let A P and B Q be the two forces applied to the points A and
B (as in Fig. 10), and O the outside point in which their direc-

tions meet. Also, let O B be the direction which their resultant

would take were the body extended to o and the forces there

applied. Suppose now that, in order to

extend it, a round bar of iron of uniform

thickness is firmly soldered to it, so as

to include the line O B within its sub-

stance. The body being thus extended,
o may be considered a point of applica-
tion of both forces, which we may con-

ceive to be transferred to it by two
thin but strong wires, o A, o B, the mass

Fig. 10.

of which is so small that it may be neglected in comparison
with that of the body. The forces A P and B Q then evidently
become one force, acting along o B on rod and body together,

and producing the same effect on both as though they acted

at A and B. But the effect taken separately of the resultant on
o B, and therefore of A P and B Q, is evidently the same

namely, a pressure along its length. Their effects, therefore,

on the body itself taken separately must be the same ; and o,

although outside, may be considered a point of application.

The two forces are reducible to one applied to the body at any
point on the line o E within the body.

TWO PABALLEL FOECES.

Third Case. The resultant single force can be determined in

this case also by the parallelogram of forces, but the proof given

by the greatest mechanician of antiquity Archimedes of Syra-
cuse is, with a slight alteration, much preferable, on account

of its simplicity. I shall first take

two equal parallel forces, which act

in the same direction. Let A and B

(Fig. 11) be the points of applica-

tion, and their directions those of

the arrow-heads P and Q. Suppose,

moreover, that in magnitude they are

each one pound, or ounce, or ton say
one pound. Now, in the first place, the resultant, whatever
it be, must pass through the middle point of A B. The best

reason I can give you for this is, that the resultant cannot,
since the forces be equal, be nearer to one than to the other.

If it were a tenth of an inch nearer to A, it should be also a
tenth nearer to B.

Now, in order to find its magnitude and direction, let us sup-

pose that two other forces, A c, B D, each equal to a pound, arc

applied to the body along the line A B in opposite directions.

These being equal, and therefore of themselves balancing each

other, can neither add to nor take from the effect of A P and
B Q, which may consequently be considered equivalent to the

four forces A P, B Q, A c, B D. Let the two at A be now

compounded into one, acting in some direction between them

(I care not which), and let the same be done with the two at B.

Now produce these resultant directions backwards, until they
meet at o, and transfer the resultants themselves to that point.

Now resolve them back into their original components, and

you have two pounds, O Cj and O D,, acting against each other

parallel to A B, and two separate pounds pulling from O down-

wards parallel to A P and B Q. The two former cancel each

other, and there remain two pounds acting parallel to A p.

Hence we can say, that -

1. If two equal parallel forces act on a body in the same

direction, their resultant is parallel to either, and bisects, or

divides equally, the line joining their points of application.

2. The resultant is in magnitude equal to their sum, or tft

twice either force.

As an example to illustrate, take two equally strong horses

pulling a carriage ; two equal forces are applied to the splinter-

bar, which give one force equal to double the strength of either

horse acting at its middle point. When the carriage is backed,

these forces are applied in the opposite direction directly to the

centre through the pole.

We are now in a position to find the resultant of any two
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forces, the first

iv.*nltant of any number uf equal ones applied to a body at

ir.j n line. '1'he number may bo either

\ hall consider each separately. First, tako odd ;

mil let it be -even, as in Kit,'. 1-- Now, supposing each to bo

i ml, if we tako tho middln one, whieh is eviilently at tho

miilille of t lie lino A B, we find that

there are threo pounds on cither

it net inn in pairs at equal
<li-Unccs from M. Tho resultant

of tho nearest pair gives, as proved

F1K< 12. above, two pounds at M ; tho next

pair also give two, and so does tho

third. Those mako six pounds of resultant at M, which, with tho

single one already there, are seven pounds tho sum of all tho

forces for resultant. Wore tho number thirteen tho conclusion

AM. 11 l.l bo the same. There would be six on either side of tho

.i.i.Mln one, and you would have a resultant of thirteen pounds ;

and the same holds good of any other odd number yon select,

bo it large or small.

Now, suppose wo have an even number of such forces, say

six, as in Fig. 13, counting them from either end towards tho

middle, there will be no middle pound ; and tho middle of tho

line A B will bo in tho middle of tho space between the middle

pair of forces. What have we then ? The irside pair gives two

pounds at M, so does tho next

outside, and so tho next; and
there are evidently thus six

pounds of resultant at tho cen-
^ tro of A B. Tako any other even

Fig. 13. number, and tho result is the

same ;
and thus, for both odd

and even numbers, we arrive at this conclusion : The resultant

of any number of equal parallel forces acting on a body at equal
distances along a line, is equal to their sum, and bisects the
line joining tho points of application of the extreme forces.

An instance of this is the working of a hand fire-engine.

Suppose seven men at tho lever on either side, that is, fourteen
hands on each lever ; supposing the men to be equally arranged
and of equal strength, this makes fourteen equal forces applied
at equal distances, tho resultant of which is the muscular power
of seven acting at the centre on cither side.

Now we shall, without difficulty, find the resultant of two

\vnequal parallel forces. As before, let A and B be their points
of application, and let us first suppose that they act in the same
direction. Measuring the forces by pounds, or ounces, or even

grains, there are three cases which may occur. The number,
eay of pounds, in the forces may be both even, or both odd, or
one oddandtho other even. 1. We shall take "both even" first,

and, for simplification sake, let them be six at A and four at B.

Divide now the line A B into ten equal parts, that is, into as many
parts as four and six together make. Extci .1 also A B on either

side, as represented (Fig 14) by the dotted lines, and measure
off on the extensions any number of portions you please, each

equal to one of the
""X subdivisions of A B.

Beginning at A, sup-

pose you applyapound
force at the end of the

first subdivision to the
FiS- !*

right, another pound
at the end of tho third,

another at that of the fifth, and so on until you come to B.

You will find then that there will bo a pound at the end of the
first division from B. Put pounds now at the end of the first

division from A on tho dotted line, on the third, and on the fifth,

and do the same on tho dotted line from B, on the first and third.

Count all the pounds you have ; they are ten, five inside and five

outside. Calling the points occupied by the extreme pounds
f and Q, the resultant of these ten, so distributed at equal
distances, must pass through the middle, M, of P Q, and be ten

pounds, by the principle last established. But if we take

separately the three outside and the three inside A, they make six

pounds acting at A. Also tho two pair on either side of B make
four pounds at B. The ten pounds at M must therefore produce
the same effect on the body as the six at A and the four at B,
jnd therefore must be the resultant of these forces ; that is to

aay, tho resultant is tho sum of the components.

J

y/ i i\i ~t i iii ^
4

^

now the number of Hubdivuion* on either side,
from M to A an. I n. There are four on the aide of A and KU on
B'H aide that u to say, the resultant cuU the line A B in the

..in of tho number* 4 and 0, with this peculiarity, how-

evor, that the imaller number in on the aide of the greater forue

Thin w what we might expect, for the resultant ought twturaUy
tu t'-n.l toward* the greater, on account of iU preponderance.
When a line in cut in thin way, the smaller portion being on the
side of the greater number of pounds, it M said to be oat

inversely as the two numbers that in, in the contrary order.

2. Now let us take the cam of two odd numbers ; let them be
9 and 7. It is evident that if we put another 9 pounds at A,
and 7 at B, the resultant of thin second 9 and 7 should in every
respect agree and coincide with that of tho first, and that the

resultant of the four should be the sum of two nines and two
sevens. But the double 9 at A is 18 pounds, and the double 7

at B 14 pounds. The case, therefore, becomes one of even num-
bers, and the line A B, as proved above, must be cut by the
resultant in the inverse proportion of 18 to 14. But to divide

a line no that there may be 18 parts one side and 14 on the
other becomes, by throwing every two of the subdivisions into

one, the same thing as dividing it so that 9 may be on one side

and 7 on the other. In this case then, also, A B is divided

inversely as tho forces.

3. When the number i are one odd and the other even, say 4
and 7, the result is the same. By doubling each force yon get
8 and 14 pounds, both even numbers ; the line A B is divided by
tho resultant inversely as 14 to 8, which is the same as 7 to 4

inversely as the forces.

We have supposed in all these cases that the forces con-

tained an exact round number of pounds ; but what should wo
do if there were fractions of a pound in either or in both ? I

say, reduce the forces to ounces, and work by round numbers in

ounces. If there were fractions of ounces, work in grains.
Tou can thus still secure round numbers, and the above proofs
will hold good. But what are*

you to do if there are fractions

of grains ? Work them by
tenths, or hundredth, or thou-

sandth parts of grains, or by even
far smaller fractions, and you
will still have round numbers,
and you can say that the result-

ant cuts A B inversely as these

numbers, however great they be,

and therefore inversely as the forces. To trouble you about
smaller fractions would only get you into a cloud of metaphysics
for no practical purpose.

I have proved this important principle only for particular
even numbers, 6 and 4, but you will find that the reasoning will

be the same whatever be the even numbers you choose. The
rule simply is to divide the line A B into as many equal parts as

there are pounds in both forces, and then to distribute all the

pounds at A in two batches on either side of that point, and to

do the same at B with the pounds there acting, observing to

place the pounds as you go from A or B in any direction, at the

first, third, fifth, and so forth, points of division.

You are now in a position to find the resultant of three or

more parallel forces acting, say, at the

points A, B, c, D, as in Fig. 15. First

join A with B, and cut it inversely as the

forceswhich are there applied ; next join the

point x so found with c, and cut the join-

ing line at Y inversely as the sum of the two

first forces to that at c; join this again
with D, and cut it inversely as the three

first forces to that of D ; and so proceed
until you have exhausted all the forces.

The point z last found is that through
which the resultant of aM passes, and is

called the centre ofparallel forces.

Suppose, for example, that the centre was required in the caso

of parallel forces of 1, 2, 3, and 4 pounds applied to the four

corners of a square board, A, B, c, D (Fig. 16). First divide A s

into three parts, and take two next to A and one to B. The

point x so found is the parallel centre for these two forces.

Join x now with c, and cut X c into six parts (the sum of 1, 2,

and 3), and take three next to c and three to x. The centre T

v

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.
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so found, which evidently will be the middle of c x, is the centre

of the three. Now join T with D, and divide T r> into ten parts

(the sum of 1, 2, 3, and 4), and take four next Y and six next

D. This last point, z, is the centre of all the given forces. Try
your own hands now on the following Examples, and in the next

lesson we shall have for subject the centre of gravity, which is

a centre of parallel forces.

Examples.

1. Three equal parallel forces act at the comers of a triangle ; find

the centre through which their resultant passes.

2. A force of a pound is applied to one end of a beam, of three at

the other, and of two at the middle j find tlie centre of these forces,

they being parallel to each other.

3. A weight of one pound and three-quarters hangs from one end of

a rod which is two feet in length, and of three and a-half from the

other ; find the magnitude of the resultant, and the centre of parallel

forces.

4. A door is seven feet high and three feet wide, and the centres of

its hinges are distant one foot from its ends. A force of twenty-three

pounds is applied along its upper edge, pulling it off its hinges, and
one of thirty-seven along the lower. Find the strains on the hinges.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. VIII.

GREATEST COMMON MEASURE.

1. A composite number, as already defined (see Lesson VI.,
Art. 2), is one which is produced by multiplying two or more
numbers or factors together.
A prime number is one which cannot be produced by multi-

plying two or more numbers together ;
it cannot, therefore, bo

exactly divided by any ivlwle number except unity and itself.

Thus 1, 2, 3, 5, 17, 31, etc., are prime numbers, or primes, as

they are sometimes called.

A measure of any given number is a number which will divide

the given number exactly without a remainder. Thus, 3 is a
measure of 9, 25 is a measure of 75.

A common measure of two or more numbers is a number which
will divide each of them without a remainder. Thus, 2 is a
common measure of 6, 8, 12, 18, 30, etc.

The greatest common measure of two or more numbers is

the greatest number which will divide them all without a
remainder. Thus, 9 is the greatest common measure (or, as it

is sometimes written for shortness, the G. C. M.) of 18, 27, 36,
and 45.

2. To find tlie greatest common measure of iivo given numbers.

EULE. Divide the greater by the less, then the preced-
ing divisor by the remainder, and so on, until there is no
remainder. The last divisor will be the greatest common mea-
sure required.

EXAMPLE. To find the greatest common measure of 532 and
1274. Arrange the process thus :

532)1274(2
1064

210)532(12'

420

112 ) 210 ( 1

112

93)112(1

14)98(7

Here, in accordance with the rule, we divide 1274 by 532,
wldch gives a remainder 210; then 532 (the preceding divisor)
by 210, giving a remainder 112 ; again 210 (the preceding
divisor) by 112, which gives a remainder 98 ; then 112 (the pre-
ceding divisor) by 98, which leaves a remainder 14 ; and lastly,
98 by 14, which gives no remainder. 14, therefore, according
to the rule, is the greatest common measure of 532 and 1274.

3. To find, the greatest common measure of three or more given
numbers.

RULE. Find the greatest common measure of two of them
;.

then find that of the common measure thus obtained and of the
third ; then that of this common measure and the fourth, and so
on. The last obtained will be the greatest common measure of
the given numbers.
EXAMPLE. Find the greatest common measure of 204, 357,

and 935.

First, we find the greatest common 204 ) 357 ( 1

measure of 204 and 357 to be 51, by the 204

rule given for two numbers.
153)204(1

153

51)153(3
153

51 ) 935 ( 18

51

425

408

17)51(3
51

Next, we find the greatest common measure of 51
and 935, which we see to be 17.

Hence, according to the rule, 17 is the greatest
common measure of 204, 357, and 935.

We do not give the reasons for the truth of the

foregoing rules, as they cannot be satisfactorily
established without the aid of algebra.

4. The above rules are infallible methods for finding the

greatest common measure of two or more numbers. In practice,

however, we can frequently dispense with these operations, and
determine the greatest common measure by inspection, or by
splitting up the numbers into their elementary or prime
factors.

It is evident that if two or more numbers have a common
measure at all, they must be composite numbers, i.e., capable of

being separated into factors. If any given numbers be sepa-
rated into prime factors, the greatest common measure will

evidently be the product of all the factors which are common to
each of the given numbers.

Thus, 75, 135, and 300, when separated into their prim
factors, are respectively

3x5x5, 3x5x9, and 2x2x3x5x5

Now, the factors which are common to all of these are 3 and 5,
and therefore 3 X 5 that is, 15 is the greatest common;
measure of 75, 135, and 300.

5. We subjoin a
Rule for dividing a composite number into its prime factors.
Divide the given number by the smaller number, which will

divide it without a remainder ; then divide the quotient in the
same way, and continue the operation until the quotient ia

unity. The divisors will be the prime factors of the given
number.

The reason of the truth of the above rule may be thus ex-

plained :

Every division of a number, where there is no remainder,
resolves it into two factors namely, the divisor and quotient.
But in the above rule the divisors in each case are the smallest

numbers which will divide the given number and the successive

quotients without a remainder : hence they are all prime num-
bers, and the division is continued until the quotient is unity.

Hence, clearly, the product of all these divisors (which are all

primes) will be equal to the original number. In other words,
these divisors are the prime factors of the given composite
number.
EXAMPLE. Resolve 16170 into its prime factors. Arrange

the process thus \

2)16170
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,
of \\lii<-li 1'ilTo i- < ouipoaed are .

i X 5 X 7 X 7X 11.

. 19.

1 the greatest common measure of tho following

.5 and 465. 5. 1*79 and 8425.

un.l l.'7l. iidOO.

7. 1*3, 3996, and 106.

5471. 8. G7ii, 1440, and 3472.

solve all tho composite numbers from 9 to 108 into their

prime factors.

..solve into their prime factors 180, 420, 714, 836, 2898,
1 1 I'.'-J. 17i!8, 1492, 8032, 71640, 92352, 81660.

.;! tho greatest common measure of the following
mnnl'i T.-i by resolving them into factors :

. <W, and 108.
|

2. 56, 84, 140, and 168.

3. 5355, 6545, 17017, 36405, 91385.

5. Find tho greatest common measure of tho following
numbers :

1. 105 and 165. I 3. 110, 210, and 315.

2. 108, 126, aud 162.
|

4. 24, -Hi, 54, and 60.

C. Find all the divisors common to tho following numbers:

-, 21, and 36.

J. 1 1, js, u, uud 35.

3. 10, 35, 50, 75, and 60.

4. 82, 118, and 146.

5. -ki and 6C.

7. Besolvo the following numbers into their primo factors :

1. 120 and 14-1.

J. i*0 aud 420.

3. 714 and 836.

4. 574 and 2898.

5. 11492 and 980.

6. 650 and 1728.

7. 1192 and 8032.

8. 4604 and 16806.

0. 71640 and 20780.

10. 84570 and 65480.

11. 92352 and 1660.

That our readers may have sufficient practice in multiplication
and division, we give in this lesson upwards of one hundred

examples in these rules. The operations should be contracted
when practicable, and the correctness of every result should be
tested by the methods given in our Lessons on Multiplication
and Division.

EXERCISE 20.

1. Find the product 678954 X 72, by multiplying by succes-
sive factors.

2. Find in the same way the product 78530700 X 1250.
3. Find the product of the following by dividing by succes-

sive factors :

1. 42634 x 63.
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will assume the charcoal employed to be absolutely pure. We
burn, then, an absolutely pure bit of charcoal in atmospheric air,

and it totally disappears ; nothing remains : not the smallest trace

of ashes ; all is gone. What, then, has become of the charcoal ?

This is not a chemical book, therefore we have not space to go
into the matter in all its chemical relations. We must, there-

fore, content ourselves by saying that the charcoal, by burning,

is converted into a gas termed the carbonic acid gas. This

carbonic acid gas is quite invisible, therefore one might look for

it in vain ; but it has a smell and a taste, therefore we might be

conscious of its existence, even though we had no means of

catching it. But we have such means. If this gas comes in

contact with lime, or potash, or soda, either of these substances

lays hold of it, combines with it, or, if we may be pardoned the

expression, licks it up. Therefore, by setting a little quicklime

in places where carbonic acid gas exists, we may catch it just as

readily as we can catch a mouse in a trap ay, more readily,

because a mouse may at least choose whether he go into the

trap or stay out of it ; but the carbonic acid gas has no such

choice ; if it comes in contact with the trap of lime, in it must go
without fail. Now, what we want
to come at is this. Although a
a piece of charcoal when burnt goes

away in an invisible form, it never-

theless only makes a new acquaint-
ance and puts on a mask. We can

catch it, can unmask it, and get the

charcoal out of it once more.

Carbonic acid gas is a poison, as,

we dare say, most of our readers

know ; hence the danger of sitting

near a pan of burning charcoal.

Proceeding with our chemical re-

marks, we must now go on to say
that combustion is far from being
the only source of carbonic acid gas:
thus it is given off during fermen-

tation, is given off from effervescent

wines, such as champagne and

sparkling moselle, is given off from

ginger beer and soda water, and,
what is far more to our purpose, is

given off from the lungs of animals

by the act of respiration. Indeed,
-bhe functions of animal digestion
and respiration taken together may
be considered as a sort of combus-

tion, and are actually termed com-
bustion by some authors. The simi-

larity is indeed striking, as a little

contemplation will serve to demon-
strate. Thus, if we throw a lump
of coal into a fire-place, heat is

given out, and gaseous matter

(chiefly carbonic acid) escapes. If we swallow a morsel of food,
it is digested, heat is given out, and carbonic acid escapes. In
the former case carbonic acid escapes by the chimney, in the
latter case by the lungs. One chemical point yet remains to be
explained before the student will be in a position to understand
the functions of a vegetable leaf. The carbonic acid, of which
-we have been speaking, is a gaseous compound of charcoal,
termed by chemists carbon and something ; that something is

oxygen, the vital principle of the air. Now, the bulk of

vegetable bodies is made up of carbon, otherwise how could we
get charcoal in the ordinary way ? And this bulk, this carbon,
is got out of the air. Yes, the largest tree, whatever its size, is

for the most part formed of carbon, and all this carbon once
existed in the gaseous form. Philosophers have made calcu-

lations, from which it appears that the total amount of carbonic
acid thus floating about in the atmosphere amounts to the
enormous quantity of many tons, and that tons of carbonic
acid hover over each acre of ground, ready to give up its carbon
to vegetables which require this substance. Before quitting
this subject, we must not forget to direct the reader's attention
to the beautiful provision by means of which the amount of
carbon necessary to be got rid of from the animal economy is

evolved in the particular form of gas. Even supposing no
Positive injury to result, yet just think how dirty and begrimed

THE ASH.

we should be if we were always puffing out charcoal dust with
every expiration ! We do not expire a small quantity either, no
less than thirteen ounces of charcoal being evolved during
twenty-four hours from each human individual. Had not some
provision been adopted for enabling carbon to be thus evolved
in a gaseous form, we should all have been blacker than
chimney-sweeps. What a miserable state of things would this
have been !

Respiration, then, is the chief function of leaves, but it is not
the only function ; they also serve as evaporative organs, by
means of which the plant gets rid of excessive moisture j and in
this respect, again, they present a striking analogy to animal

lungs. Who amongst us is not aware that our breath contains
moisture ?

SECTION VII. ON THE FOEM AND MODIFICATIONS OF
LEAVES.

Having described the general functions of leaves, we must now
proceed to examine their forms, and to learn the terms by which
those forms are designated, otherwise we should not be able to

describe a plant in such a manner
that a person would understand
our description. As in many othei-

parts of Botany, the student wilJ

here encounter some long names ;

they are very useful names, never-

theless, and require to bo under-

stood.

In the first place, taking a general
review of the aspect of leaves, it

will be evident to the reader that
their form is exceedingly varied,
as is also their manner of attach-

ment to the stem, to say nothing of

such characteristics as softness,

hardness, thickness, thinness, and
so forth. As regards their attach-

ment to the vegetable, some leaves

grow directly out of the stem, or,

in figurative language, may be said

to sit upon the stem. Such leaves

are termed by botanists sessile, from
the Latin word sessum, a part of the

verb sedeo, to sit. Others are at-

tached to the parent stem by a little

stem of their own. Now, this leaf-

stem, or foot-stalk of a leaf, bota-

nists denominate a petiole, from the

Latin petiolus, a little foot, and
leaves thus supplied with a petiole

are said to be petiolate. Again,
some leaves are attached to the

parent stem exactly opposite each

other, consequently they are said

from this circumstance to be opposite or opposed. Others are

alternately attached, from which circumstance the denomination

alternate is given to them. All these characteristics are very

important, not only in enabling a botanist to describe the con-

figuration of plants in the fewest possible words, but in

enabling him at the same time to separate plants into natural

groups and alliances.

Again, some leaves are single in themselves, as is the case

with those of the apple-tree; whilst others are made up of

several little leaflets, as we see, for example, in the ash. Hence
arises the very natural distinction of leaves into simple and

compound.
The forms which leaves assume are so very numerous, that

botanists are accustomed to indicate them by the similarities

which they manifest to natural objects. Some are like shields,

for which reason they are termed peltiform (Latin, pelta, a

shield) ; others are like hearts, whence they are termed cordiform

or cordate (Latin, cor, conlis, a heart). Some resemble feathers,

others are jagged like a saw, whence arise the denominations

penniform (Latin, penna, a feather or wing), serrate or serra-

tiform (Latin, serra, a saw), and so forth ; but we shall give in

our next lesson dra ings of the chief varieties of leaves, from an

inspection of which the various names respectively applied to

them will be rendered more evident.
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ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. It",
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A MAN > n !:!! I -hud, win -n asked what bo supposed
B HMind of it trumpet." Tlio

shows how dependent the mi ml is

up>ii i: . No OHO who could both see and
of comparing sound wit a light, or tono

Jour.
;

i tho si iiMtitionM convoyed to tho brain by the eye-
ilitltnnt as to be incomparable,

-. mhlouco botwoen sound and light. They
obey t] a bo absorbed, reflected, and

the surface of bodies, an wo have Keen light in;

and. moreover, it is probable that both consist of rapid vibra-

ding one another at regular intervals,
liko tlie enlarging circles which follow one another and break

upon tho banks when a stone is thrown into the middle- of a
etill pond, and disturbs the glassy surface of the water.
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sound of jnst snch a pit i >ae, a*
the Bound would have if it came from that quarter, to com-

pletely impose on the car of the listener a*> to tbo direction from
which it comes.
But although the car is at fault as regards direction, the

accuracy of Homo of its other non wonderful in the
extreme. It can not<; not only tho likeness and di.7t>rence of

musical sounds, but of their harmonies when many are Bounded
r, and a fine car will detect an erring note when a

thousand instruments aro sounded. Tho recognition of slight

2 3 14-

I. THE HUMAN EAR. II. SECTION SHOWING THE HOLLOW OF THE COCHLEA. III. MALLEUS. IV. INCUS. V. STAPES.
Reference to Nos. iu Fig. I. 1, piuna; 2, lobule; 3, tube; 4, tympanic membrane; 5, incus, or anvil; 6, malleus, or hammor; 7,

tube; S, semi-circular canals; 9, vestibule; 10, cochlea. I., II., III., and IV. enlarged.

Though there arc th/jsc points of similarity as to tho essential

nature and qualities of light and sound, there are also great
differences. Light travels with a rapidity which, for all appre-
ciable distances that is, for all earthly objects is instan-

taneous ; while sound travels, relatively, very slowly, and, when
common air carries it, it goes only 1,093 feet during each second
of time. Again, while tho vibrations of light are so rapid that

it is impossible to know them to bo vibrations but by reasoning
upon its effects, the waves of sound may be often observed by
the eye when they are propagated through, or originated from,
a solid body, as when we see a cord or glass vessel respond to

a musical note, or give out a sound when struck. Sound, too,
is the vibration of tho substances themselves which substance
we can 'feel, or see, or know by means of other senses while

light is supposed to be the vibration of some fluid which is im-

ponderable, or, in othor words, has no weight, and of which wo
know nothing except by the eye.

Tho waves of sound, then, being coarser and more liable to

interference than tho waves of light, it follows that the ear
cannot bo so good an indicator of the direction of sound as tho

cyo is of the direction of a luminous object. Indeed, the ear
au of itself scarcely give us any idea of direction. If tho sound
bo short and sharp, like the piercing shriek of tho bat, or even

70L. I.

differences is truly wonderful when we consider that not only
can tho car know when tho same note is sounded by instruments
of different kinds (though physicists are unable to tell us how-

there can be any difference, the number of vibrations in a second

being the same, and tho medium identical), but very slight

differences in the same kind of instruments, such as whether
there is one per cent, more or less of a metal in an alloy of

which an organ-pipe is made, or of which a bell is cast, are ob-

served so shrewdly, that these matters have to bo attended to

with tho nicest care. A violin must not only be of a certain

shape, but the wood of which it is composed must be of a certain

age, to produce the best instrument ; and these observed dif-

ferences are carried to such a nicety that fiddles made in a
certain part of Germany, in a certain year, are considered the

best, and will command almost fabulous sums. Yet all this

depends upon what is called timbrt, a word which gives a namo
to a something which is entirely dependent on the delicacy of

our sense of hearing, but which has not received any other

explanation.

Though we cannot directly connect these niceties of sense

with tho intricacies of complication in the organ of hearing,
these latter will be seen to be so numerous and peculiar when
we describe the ear, that one is not surprised that much
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nected with sound is unexplained, because there are so many
structures connected with the organ which has been given us as

the recipient and interpreter of sound, at the use of which we

can hardly guess.
That which is usually called the ear is familiar to every one

as the external semi-circular cartilage, closely invested with

skin, and ending below in a soft lobule, which is sometimes the

support of barbarous pendants. This structure, which, when

well formed, has a beauty of its own that needs no supplement
or advertisement, is but a remote appendage to the true ear.

Though it in some sort collects sound, and protects the orifice

which leads down towards, not to the true ear, it is non-essential,

and can be dispensed with without much inconvenience : so

that some of our poor ancestors, who found that they could not

retain both good external ears and good consciences, like

William Prynne in the time of Charles I. and the Star Chamber,
suffered less real loss than might have been anticipated.

The external gristly ear is called the pinna, and though flat-

tened as to its general surface, is somewhat folded into ridges

and furrows, there being a rim round the outside and a channel

within this, which deepens and widens as it runs first upward,

along the back part, then downward along the fore part to a

central crypt. From this crypt the passage becomes narrower

as it runs forward and inward to the pit of the ear. Sound, no

doubt, is conveyed along this canal in the same direction as we
have described its course. If the pinna were quite flat, sound
would rebound from it ; but as it is so shaped, sound is caught
and reflected round the canal from point to point, as it is reflected

round the Whispering Gallery of St. Paul's, and finally delivered

down the tube of the ear.

The tube is an inch and a half deep, and its innermost half

enters one of the bones of the head, called the temporal bone,
and in this bone all the other parts of the ear are enclosed and

protected. At the bottom of the tube is an oval membrane
stretched across the passage, and barring the entrance to all

external objects. Behind this is a roundish, irregular cavity,
filled with air. This stretched fibrous membrane bounding the
air cavity, naturally suggests the idea of a drum, shaped like a

kettle-drum; and hence the cavity is called the tympanum, from
a Latin word meaning drum, and the parchment-like tissue the

membrane of the drum. It differs, however, from a kettle-drum
in that several orifices open into it, and it contains structures to

be described presently.
On the further side of the drum is the true ear. completely

encased in bone, except at two very small holes, which are closed

with membrane. The larger and upper aperture is called the
oval hole, and the smaller and lower the round hole. From the
membrane of the tympanum to the membrane of the oval hole

stretches a chain of bones, whose shape is best seen in the en-

graving. The outer one, next the parchment of the drum, is

called the hammer. It has three processes, or projections, two
of which are long ; so that, rather than hammer, it might be
called a woodcutter's beetle. One of these processes, called the

handle, is attached to the centre of the membrane, which it

makes tight when pulled inward by a small muscle, and lax
when another muscle acts on it.

The former operation is probably the action which we uncon-

sciously cause when we consciously listen. The head of the
hammer is applied to another bone called the anvil (incus). It

has two processes, one for its suspension to the wall of the

tympanic cavity, and the other to connect it with the third or

stirrup-bone (stapes). This bne is more like the article it is

named from than the others are, and the foot-part of the stirrup
is applied to the oval membrane, which it nearly covers. These
bones can move a little in relation to one another, and their
actions are limited by small muscles, but they usually act to-

gether as if in one piece, playing round an axis which runs

through the heads of the hammer and anvil, so that when the

tympanic membrane is thrust in and out by vibration, the mem-
brane of the oval hole is made to vibrate correspondingly. The
round hole is open to the influence of sound conveyed through
the air of the tympanum ; but whether this be its function, or

merely to allow the fluid of the internal ear to be more readily
thrown into vibration in the passage it fills in other words,
whether it be a hole for the entrance or exit of vibrations seems
hard to tell.

The fore-part of the drum cavity is connected with the throat

by a passage, which runs forward and downwards to open in the

gullet behind the nose and mouth. Through this passage the

cavity is kept supplied with renewed air at the tame pressure-
as the external air. The reader may be conscious of the existence

of these passages to the ears from the throat by preventing the
air from rushing out of the mouth and nose, while he forces it

up from his lungs. The cavity of the drum will then be dis-

tended with air ; hearing will be less perfect, by the unnatural
tension of the membranes, and there is a slight singing in the

ear. With a little practice, air may be conveyed through th&
mouth to the drum, without entering the lungs, and thus gases
have been applied as remedies to diseases of the car. But the
exclusion of these from the lungs is difficult, and cannot be relied

on. One of our greatest aurists, when pursuing his philan-

thropic and scientific investigations on the effect of chloroform
and prussic acid applied thus, died, because he could not exclude

the latter deadly poison from his lungs as he had supposed he
could. The proper, or essential ear, consists of a chamber longer
than broad, communicating on its upper and outer side with

three semi-circular canals, and at its front inner end with a

cavity shaped like a snail-shell.

*The chamber is called the vestibule ;
this and the semi-cir-

cular canals are called together the labyrinth; and the hollow,
like that of a snail-shell, the cochlea. They are all channelled

out of the substance of the skull-bone before named as the tem-

poral. The part of this bone which lodges them juts inwards,
so as to lie at the base of the brain, and is so strong and thick

as to be called the petrous or stony part of the bone. Accurately
resembling the bony labyrinth in shape, but a little smaller in

its dimensions, so as to allow a little liquid to lie between it

and the bone, is a membranous labyrinth. That part of the

membrane which is on the floor of the vestibule leaves its

proximity to the bone at the entrance of the cochlea, and forms
a horizontal stage across the widest part of the spiral passage,
and so mounts round the three whorls of the spire, dividing it

into two parts ; so that, if we may imagine a small insect ex-

ploring these regions, it could mount to the apex of the spire

by either of two spiral staircases, the roof of the lower one being
the floor of the upper. These circular staircases only commu-
nicate with one another at the point of the shell. The lower
one at its foot communicates with the tympanum by the round

hole, while the vestibule communicates with the chain of bones

by the oval hole. Hence, if our imaginary insect could gain
access to the cochlea through the membrane of the round hole,

it must first mount to the top of the lower staircase, and then
descend all the way down the upper one, before it could explore
the labyrinth.

All the cavities are filled with fluid, by whose agency the
vibrations are conveyed along its walls ; and in these walls,

especially at certain parts, are distributed the nerve-fibres of

the nerve of hearing. It would seem, however, as though the

vibrations of the liquid are not enough to impress the nerve,
and there are found small, hard structures wherever the nerve-

threads are most thickly placed, and at two places in the floor

of the vestibule are found collections of small, hard, marble

stones, held in a mesh of fibres ; so that, as the waves sweep-

by in the liquid, these are made to strike and rebound against
the nerves. The spiral sheet of membrane which divides the

cochlea receives the nerves from a main nerve which runs up
the central pillar, and it has in its substance fibrous bars, which
radiate outwards at regular intervals, like the key-notes of a

piano, and, like these, each is supposed to receive and transmit

to the nerve at its root a separate note. Thus the spiral sheet

of the cochlea is supposed to be able to appreciate difference in,

tone, and the labyrinth differences in the amount of sound.

The nerves from all parts are collected into one bundle, but, as

is usual with nerves wherever they may be found, the strands

remain distinct.

To assist the reader in his conception of the ear, we may
compare it to a house of business. The pinna is the house-front ;

the tube is the porch ; the drum-membrane the front door

(closed) ; the drum is the hall : a few steps, the ossicles, lead

to an office, round which are convenient counters, closets, and

passages, at which clerks enter business transactions ; while,

directly communicating with this large office, cognisant of all

proceedings, but reserving to himself any special business, sits

the general manager, who has also a door direct to the hall ;

whilst, at the back of the premises, telegraph wires run to the

London agent.
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SEC'l

IV. !' SOUND OF THE CONSONANTS.

50. F, f. I thfi commencement . < letter

inoonoed M the letter/in tl /'<. It

i

. i-r, wliich arc best found in tho J-Yi-m-h die-

In tho French word <''/, which means nim; tin- / i*

; :cn it luv.-.-ili's a word commencing with a consonant,
thus:- 1 m if printed new lis.

:i;irity '!'
' i in the fact

1 i if tin- 1. tt'T >, :i" in tin; Knglinh word
I commencing with a vowel or h muto,

i .till thin word in pronunciation, as if it were its

first letter, numbly :

N-CH. PKOHTOCIATION. ENGLISH.
Neuf uiiiinanx Neuv nuiuio \<no animals.

Neuv fiii'.iu Nine children.

Neuf hommes Neuv omin A'iiic men.

51. G, g. Before tho vowels a, o, and u, and tho conso-
'. /i, ?, M.nndrin the commencement of French words, ;/lms

tho hard sound of the letter g in tho English word got, namely :

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH. FRENCH. PRONUN. EMIMSH.
Gah-to A cake. Globe Glob Globe.

Gosier Go-zcay Throat. Augment Og-niauh Increase.

A'-ni -Vv-LTu Acute. Grappa Grap Cluster.

Magdebourg Mug-d'boor Magdeburg.

The g final of tho word bourg, a small town, takes tho sound of

the English k. This word is pronounced boork. Names of towns

ending in lourg drop the final g, that is, the g is silent, aa:

Augsbourg pronounced Ogz-boor.

Cobourg Ko-boor, etc. etc.

In tho following French words, tho initial g has tho sound of

tho L'ttor k in tho English word keel, namely:

Gangrene as if printed Kaugrcne.
Gangreuer Kaiigroner.

Gaugreu(5 Kaugruuc.
Gangreneu Kaugveueu.
Gaugreiieux Kaugreueux.

No rule can be given for this peculiarity in pronunciation,

except tho rule of custom. It is believed the above five words
are the only ones in the French language concerning which this

peculiar pronunciation obtains.

Before the vowels e, i, and w, tho letter g has the soft sound
of tho letters zh, namely:

:i. PROXUK. ENGLISH.

Age
1

Ali-zhay Aged.

Congo" Eouh-zlioy Holiday.
Gilet Jeel-ay Waistcoat.

FRENCH. PRONTO. ENGLISH.

Gigot Zhe-go Ley of mut-
ton.

Gyniuaso Zkeem-uahz Gymnasium.

G final, before a vowel or an h mute, takes the sound of the

English A', and is connected with tho following word in pronun-
ciation, as if it belonged to that word, namely:

Rang honorable as if printed Raunk onorabl.

Sang et eau Saunk et o.

Sang humain Sauuk liuiuain.

O final, before a word commencing with a consonant or an

aspirated h, is in most French words silent, namely :

Rang noble is pronounced Ranh nobl'.

Double g has tho sound of only a single g, except before the
vowels e and t, in which case the first g is hard, like g in the

English word go, and the second g has a soft sound represented
by the two letters zh, namely:

Sugs<$rer is pronounced Su-zhay-ray, etc. etc.

SECTION XIV LIST OF WORDS FOR EXERCISES IN
COMPOSITION (continued).

6. LA VILLE, LA MAISON,
Antichambre, f., antechamber.

Ardoisc, f., flate.

Arsenal, in.,

Bane, m., bench,

Barriere, f., gate.

Bibliotheque, f., 1

Bourg, m., borough, small town.

Bourse, f , exchange.

ETC. TOWN, HOUSE, ETC.

Brique, f., brick.

Capitale, f., capital city, metropolis.

Carillon, ni., chime of bells.

Caserne, f., barrack.

Cave, f., cellar.

Chambre, f., chamber, room.
Cliambre a coucher, f., btuYoom.

Chapelle, f., chapel.

;ttage.

, chinuuy.
[, in., buryinj-jround,

Ur|fe),rhreh-be!l,e(c.
1

'jell.

in., cluitttr.

Cour, f. , yi, d, court.

Couvuut,

Cuiniue, f.. /.

Douuno, f., c'lxt'jin-hoiue.

ficurio, f., itiillr. [bourhood.

Environs, m. pi., environ*, neigh-

Esculier, m., itaira.

Gtagc, m., story, floor.

Faubourg, m., suburb.

Ferme, t.,farm.

Fontaine, f., fountain, well.

Four, in., oren.

Gouttiere, f., gutter.

Grand cbcmhi, )

Grand-route, J
m

Grange, f., bam.
Grenier, m., garref.

Haie, f., hedge.

Hameau, m., hamlet.

H'''i)itul, m., hotpital.

H6tcl-de-ville, town house, cil.i house,

guildhiiV, citij half, ioicn hall.

Meuble, m., piece offurniture.

MeuUcB, m. pi., fui-nitun.

Monnaic, f., ,.

Mortier, m., mortar.

Mur, m., muraille, f., trail.

Palais, m., palace.

7. M-EUBLES.

Allnmettc, f., match.

AlluiuettG cuimifiuc, f., friction

match.

Amadou, m.,
'

Armoire, f., ciipfcoard.

Baril, m., cast, barivf.

Bussin, m., boicl, icasli-botrl.

Bassinoire, f., irarminq-pan.

Berceau, m., cradle.

Boite-a-iusi), f., tinder-box.

Bougie, f., taper.

Bouilloire, f., kettle.

Briquet, m., fire-steel.

Cadre, m., frame.

Candelabre, m., c/iondclicr.

Casserole, f., saucepan.

Cassette, f., box, c.

Chaiidolle, f., cuudl*;.

Cliarbon do bois, m., charcoal.

Charbou de terre, in., pit-cool.

Cliaudii're, f., boiler.

Coffre, m., cht.

Commode, f., chest o/draicert.

Corbeille, f., basket.

Crible, m., sieve.

Crucbe, f., pitcher.

Cuvier, m., fub.

Drap, m., *het.

Ecumoire, f., skimmer.

Eutonnoir, m., funnel.

Essuie-main, m., toird.

Fer a repasser, ni., iron.

Fourgon, m.,

Foyer, m., hearth.

Lauipe, f., Imnj).

Lauterue, f., luuttrn. .

Lit, in., bed.

Pave, m., pawmcut.
, nurterj of trtet.

Pcniicii:. j en tlnttm.

Plafond, m., c

Planclie, f., board.

Plaocher, m.,/oor.

in., tluve.

. f.. j-ump.

m., bridge.

Porto, t., door, gale.

Potto, {., pott, poft'OjtcV.

Poutrc, f., bam.
Prairie, f., Pre*. m., nwndoic.

Prison, f., prijon.

PuiU, m., treU.

Quurticr, m., quarter.

Bampe (d'escalier), bdu*trad /
iia.ii case.

Bez-de-cbaoM^e, m., ground floor.

SucrUtie, f., vestry.

Salle, (., parlour, fitting-room.

Salon, m., dratrin^-room, haU.

Serre, f., omuerea'

Serre-chande, f., hol-lioute.

Serrure, f., lock.

Sounette, f., lelL

Theatre, m., theatre.

Toit, m., roof.

Tour, f., toicer.

Tuile, f., tile.

Verger, m., orchard.

Verrou, m., bolt.

Vestibule, m., hall, entry.

Vigne, f., rignoble, m., tn'ne^arit

Village, m., pillage.

Volet, m., trtndouNshuttir.

Voute, f., raitlf.

FURNITURE.
Lit do plume, in.,/afhr-&*u.

Lumiere, f., Ii'jhf.

Lustre, m. , sconce.

Marchepied, m.,/ootstooT.

Moucliettes, f. pi., snvffert.

Mortier, m., mortar.

Moutardier, m., mtutord-pot.

Nappe, f., tablecloth

Oreiller, m., pilloir.

Pauier, m., basket.

Paravent, m., screen.

Peiuture, f., paintinj, picture.

Pelle, f., shovel.

Pierre a fusil, f., Jlinf.

Pincettes, f. pi., toiig*.

Potle, t., frying-pan.

Poivric-re, f., pepper-bo*.

Pot, m., tetifc.

Pupitre, m., desk.

Saliere, f., salt-ellar.

Savon, in., soap.

Scan, m., ]>ail.

Serviette, f., napkin.

Sofa, m., so/a.

Soufflet, m., belloxs.

Soupicre, f., wup-tureen.

Sucrier, m., i!.j-ir-di*h.

Tableau, m., pifliirc.

Tablette, f., shelf.

Tapis, m., carjxf.

The"iere, f., a (ea-jx>f.

Tire-bouchon, m., corksereic.

Tiroir, m., dratrer.

Traversiu, m.. boUUr.

Usteusiles de cuiiluc, m. pL,

Verre, m., glist.

Bcenf, m., beef.

Bouilli, m., bold b*f, boiled meat.

Bouillou, m., broth.

Confitures, f. pi., preserve*.

Cotelette, f., cutlet.

Gateau, m., cake.

8. PLATS, ETC. DISHES, ETC.

Mout on, m., r. .Ion.

(Eat, m., ear

Omelette, . omelet.

Pore, m., pork.

RafraichiMenunt*, m. pi., rtfrtjH
mtnts.

Gigot de mouton, m., ley of mutton.

Jauibou, m., hum.

K'-ti, m., roo(

SauciMe, f.,
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iSoupo, f., soup.

Soupe maigre, f., vegetable soup.

Tarte, f., turt.

9. LEGUMES, GRAIN, ETC.

Ail, m. pi., aulx or aux, garlia.

Asperge, f., asparagus.

Avoine, f., oats.

Betterave, f., beet.

Ble, m., wheat.

Carotte, ., carrot.

Cdleri, m., celery.

Champignon, m., musJwoom.

hou, m., cabbage.

Choufleur, m., cauliyiou-er.

Concornbre, m., cucumber.

Cresson, m., cress,

fipinards, m. pi., spillage.

i Feve, f., bean.

'Grain, m., kernel.

Herbe, f., herb.

Lentillo, f.. lentil.

Mais, m., maize.

10. FLEURS, ETC.

Auricula, f., auricula.

Chardon, m., thistle.

-Chevre-feuille, m., honeysuckle.

Girofle'e, f., gillyflower.

.Jasmin, m., jessamhie.

Xis, m., lily.

Marguerite, f., daisy.

"Mauvaise herbe, f., weed.

Myrte, m., myrtle.

CEillet, m., pink.

Veau, TO., veal.

Vermicelle, m., vermicelli.

Volaille, f.,/oicl.

-VEGETABLES, GRAIN, ETC.

Millet, in., millet.

Navet, m., turnip.

Ognon, m., onion.

Orge, f., barley.

Oseille, f., sorrel.

Panais, m., parsnip.

Persil, f., parsley.

Plante, f., plant.

Poireau, m., leek.

Pois, m., pea.

Racine, f., root.

Eadis, m., turnip-radish.

Rave, f., radish.

Riz, m., rice.

Sauge, f., sage.

Seigle, m., rye.

Thym, m., thyme.

Truffe, f., truffle.

FLOWERS, ETC.

Ortie, f., nettle.

Pavot, m., poppy.

Pense'e, f.,/orget-me-nof.
Pied d'alouette, m., larkspur.

Primevere, f., cowslip.

Reuoncule, f., ranunculus.

Rose, f., rose.

Tournesol, m., sun/lower.

Tulipe, f., tulip.

Violette, f., violet.

SECTION XVIII. THE RELATIVE PRONOUN. CARDINAL
AND ORDINAL NUMBERS, ETC.

1 . The relative pronoun, que, wlwm, which, that, and the

conjunction que, that, aro never omitted in French, and must
TJO repeated before every verb depending on them [ 109].

Xes crayons que j'ai sont meilleurs The pencils (which) I have are better

quo CDUX que vous avez, than those (tuhtch) you have.

2. Ne before the verb, and que after it, are used in the sense

of only, but.

Je n'ai qu'un ami, I hove but one friend.

3. L'un et 1'autre means both; les uns et les autres, these

and tlwse, the latter and the former.

Vous avez 1'un et 1'autre, You have bofh.

CARDINAL.

Uu, m. , une, f..

Deux,

Trois,

-Quatre,

inq,

Six,

Sept,
Huit,

Neuf,
Dix,

Onze,
Douze,
Treize,

Quartorze,
Quinze,

Seize,

Dix-sept,

Dix-huit,

Diz-neuf,

Vingt,

5. The cardinal numbers are used in French for the day o

the month, except ike first, for which the ordinal number premier
is substituted :

Le dix Aout, le oinq Juillet, The tenth of August, the fifthcfJuly
Le premier du mois prochain, The first of next month.

6. The verb avoir, to have, is used actively [ 26 (l)J for th

<lay of the month. The verb etre may also be used :

Quel jour du mois avons-nous ? What day of the month have tee t

Kous avons le vicgt, We have the twentieth.

C'est aujourd'kui le dix, To-day is the tenth.

&.ND ORDINAL NUMBERS [
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. IX.

LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.

1. ONE number is called a multiple of another when it can be

divided by the latter without a remainder.

Tims, a measure and a multiple are the converse of each other.

K a number divides another without remainder, it is said to be

a measure of it, and the latter number is said to be a multiple

of the first.

A common multiple of two or more numbers is a number
which can be divided by each of them without a remainder.

It will clearly be a composite number, of which each of the g'iven

numbers must be a factor, for it could not otherwise be divided

.by them.
The same numbers may clearly have an infinite number of

common multiples, for any one common multiple having been

found, another may be obtained by multiplying it by any
number.
The continued product of two or more numbers will always

.give a common multiple of those numbers.

The least common multiple of two or more numbers is tha

least number which can be divided by each of them without a

remainder.

Thus. 70 is the least common multiple of 2, 5, and 35.

2. The least common multiple of two or more numbers is

evidently composed of the continued product of all the different

prime factors which compose the given numbers, each one being

repeated as often as the greatest number of times it occurs in

<my one of the numbers. For if it did not contain all the prime
factors of any one of the numbers, it could not bo divided by
that number.
On the other hand, if any prime factor were employed more

times than it is repeated in any one of the given numbers, it

would not be the least common multiple.

For the sake of brevity the words " least common multiple
"

are sometimes written L. C. M.
3. EXAMPLE. Find the L. C. M. of 12, 126, and 735.

These are respectively equal to

2x2x3, 2x3x3x7, 3x5x7x7.
Now 2. 3, 5, 7 are all the different prime factors which occur

in any of the numbers ; and the greatest number of times which

.2 occurs is twice namely, in the first ; the greatest number
which 3 occurs is twice namely, in the second ; 5 only occurs

once namely, in the third ; and the greatest number of times

which 7 occurs is twice namely, in the third. Hence the

,L. C. M. required will be

2x2x3x3x5x7x7; that is, 8820.

4. The process, then, of finding the least common multiple of

two. or more numbers is reduced to that of splitting up the

numbers into their prime factors.

This may be effected, however, by a more convenient method
of arrangement than splitting each number separately into

factors would be. for which we give the following
Rule for finding the least common multiple of two or more

numbers.
Write down tha numbers in a straight line apart from each

other. Divide by the least number which is a measure of two
or more of them, and set down the quotients and the undivided

numbers in a line below. Take again the least number which

is a measure of two or more of these numbers last set down, and

perform the same operation as before. Continue it until there

are no two numbers which can be divided by any number greater
than unity. The continued product of all the divisors, and the

numbers set down in the last line, will be the least common
multiple required.

5. EXAMPLE. To find the L. C. M. of 12, 42, 72, and 84.

The process will be sufficiently understood from the following

Working :

2 ) 12, 42, 72, 84

2) 6,21, 36,42

3 ) 3, 21, 18, 21

7) 1, 7, 6, 7

1, 1, 6, 1

Hence the L. C. M. is 6 X 7 X 3 X 2 X 2
; that is 504.

This method of arrangement evidently gives the greatest
number of times which each prime factor occurs in any one of

the given numbers. Thus 2 occurs three times in 72, 3 occurs
twice in 72, and 7 occurs only once viz., in 42 and 84.

EXERCISE 21.

Find the least common multiple of the following numbers :- -

15 and 45.

63 and 18.

6, 9, and 15.

8, 16, 18, and 24.

9. 15. 12, 6, and 5.

5, 10, 8, 18, and 15.

24, 16, 18, and 20.

36, 25, 60, 72, and 35.

27, 54, 81, 14, and 63.

72, 120, 180, 24, and 36.

375, 850, 3400, and 5085.

7, 11, 13, and 5.

13. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9.

14. 657, 350, 876, 1095. 2190,
and 5795.

15. 42, 12, 84, and 72.

16. 9, 12, 72, 36, and 144.

J7. 8, 12, 20, 24, and 25.

18. 63, 12, 84, and 7.

19. 54, 81, 63, and 14.

20. 75, 120, and 300.

21. 96, 144, and 720.

22. 256, 512, and 1728.

23. 375, 850, and 3400.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. VIII.

SECTION XVI. USE OP THE DEFINITE ARTICLE;
PROPER NAMES, ETC ETC.

THE plural of 2Uann is SJJanntr; except in compounds, where it

is generally Scute ( XV. Note), as Santtmtm. countryman ; Sank-

(eutc, country-people. 3intmevmann. carpenter: Bimmcrlcute, car-

penters. J&iiuptmann, captain ; auptlcutc, captains, tfaufmann,

merchant; .ftauflcute, merchants.

SSoIf corresponds mainly to our word people. Unlike this,

however, it has different forms for the two numbers, as : Sir

gmnjofen fink cin lebtyafteS 93 o ( f
;
the French arc a lively people.

35tt gurften fd?h>ergen, unk tag 93 olf fetket
;
the princes revel, and the

people suffer. 2ll(e 93 5 If er auf (Srken, 1 SDJcfcS xviii. 18 ; all the

nations of the earth, Genesis xviii. 1 8.

The word one, as a pronoun, is, in English, often inserted

after an adjective, to avoid the repetition of the noun ; in Ger-

man, however, the adjective in such a case stands alone, as :

@r l)at cinm gutcn ut. unk tcb fiabc eincn fcftjcdbtcn ;
he has a good hat,

and I have a bad (one). 3cty fjafre gutc itte, unb er ^at fcb, (ed)te ; I

have good hats, and ho has bad (ones). 6r Ijat gutcn SBctn, unb tcty

[;abc fd;lccf)ten ; he has good wine, and I have bad (wine).

The adjective and participle preceded by an article are often

used substantively, as well in the singular as in the plural, as :

cr Sufnekcne (Sect. IX. 2) tft gtiicflid) ;
the contented (man) is

happy. 2)te Sufrtekene tft glucfltd; ;
the contented (woman.) is

happy. S)te Sufrtekenen ftnb gluctlicfy ; the contented are happy.
(Sin 3ufrickcnet (Sect. X.) tft gliicf licty ;

a contented (man) is happy.
er tcvbcnke, kit tcrbenke; the dying (man), the dying (woman).

2)te cbentcn
;
the living.

1. Adjectives in German are often, by means of the definite

article, converted into abstract nouns, as : (5r scrd)rt ka g^cne ;

he adores the beautiful.

2. The use of the definite article before nouns, taken in a

general sense, is much more frequent than in English, as : f>er

iget 'ft flinf : the tiger is agile. 2)cr Clamant ift em 6fcc(ftcin ;
the

diamond is a precious stone. a QMt tft cin efcelS (DJctatt
; (the)

gold is a precious metal. >tc Suft tft cin temcnt
;
the air is an

element. a SSaffer ift etn (Element ; (the) water is an element.

<U eete if} unftcrbltcf> ;
the soul is immortal. S5er SHenfty tft

fterblicfi; (the) man is mortal. Stte gaulfydt tft cin Saftcr; (the
1

) idle-

ness is a vice.

The plural is used in the same manner, as: 3Me Sigcr fink flinf;

(the) tigers are agile.

3. The definite article is sometimes used instead of the pos-

sessive pronouns, as : @r fyat etn 33ucf> in k e r ank
;
he has a

book in the (his) hand. !Dn8 JUnk tft bet k e m SSatcr
;
the child is

with the (its) father.

4. Proper names and titles are often preceded by the defi-

nite article, as : S8o ift ker chmcJ> V where is (the) Henry ? er

tfatfer ->cinrtcf)
,
the Emperor Henry. 2>er tfcnig dnnc$ ; (the) King

Henry.
The definite article likewise commonly precedes the adjective

qualifying a proper name, as : 3)tc fd;i?nc ^clcne ;
the beautiful

Helen. 5?er arme JJJicfjark ; (the) poor Eichard.

The article is also generally used before the word 4ule,

flirctye, 3)larft, 2)iub,k, :c., as : r tft in fccr cfjule; he is (in) at (the)

school, r tft in bcr tfircfce
;
he is (in) at (the) church. @r ift auf
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'

r ui in ler

DoaL

ame, answers
as: 3ft err 91. her 7

in -Mr. N. hero? grau in

ion signifies Mrs., as: '.!:
;

. \'
7 where is

> r A u I e i ti to our word Minn,

*a : graulein 91. ifl tyui . ftluten aWcrgen, crr 91.,

grau i'i , lU.uilnii 91.
; good m- '.

'

\., Miss N.
.i.l of (>!>;:: .in id often used, as : iU.'atam

VI
.

.V

11 tho name in omitted, the possessive pronoun
s thi! \v>rd* -Vcrv and u ,iulciii, as : fflutcn JDu'vo,e n, m t i it

fcevr, m e i n graulein
; good morning, Sir, Miss.

In t i form of address is: iKeinc crrc:i! Gentlemen!
SDJcinc Tanii'n

'

1. nc <uatilcin ! Toun
The word graulcin, when connected with tho name, is used like

its corn-.tpi'iiiliii',' word in English, as: Sinb tic graulcin 31. ju

auft '<* Are tho Misses N. at home ?

In ceremonious address tho word fcrrr is prefixed to titles,

as: ^vrr ^r.ifittnt ;
Mr. President. -ijerr Strccfycr ;

Mr. Speaker,
fccrr jailer , (Mr.) Pastor. $crr Chrfl ; (Mr.) Colonel. cvr $ro-

fcffrr ; (Mr.) Professor. crr Scorer ; (Mr.) Teacher, err Mittcr
;

Sir Knight.
Svrr, preceded by tho definite article, is applied to these titles

as well in the third person as in the second, as : 2Bo ifl tcr tferr

*tfrai'itiT.t '< Where is tho (Mr.) President? Stiffen ic, v ler

til i|l ? Do you know where tho (Mr.) Colonel 1.1 ?

OBS. Tho words in parentheses are tho literal translations of

the German ; they are given that tho pupil may clearly perceive
the different modes of expression of tho two languages. Pecu-
liarities of this kind are called " the idiom of a language," and
the dii:". -reures

" diilVrcnces of idiom."

The word grau is prefixed to titles or appellations of tcomen,
as: SIMM O.K-nncriii

; Lady Patroness. grau Slcbtiffiit; Lady Ab-
bess, tfuu (VcmaMin

; Lady Consort.

These words are also prefixed to designations of relationship,
as : "iBo i|l 3f;r crt il>atcr? Where is your (Mr.) father ? tin

Jjcrr Winter ifl 6icr. His (Mr.) brother is here. 3fi 3|re grau
IMuttcr

jti Oaufe ? Is your (Mrs.) mother at homo ? 3(;re grSuIcin

I .:r tii. Your (Miss) sister was there.

VOCABULARY.
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Fig. 35.

ing over your work in an ungraceful or painful attitude. The

eye should be as nearly as possible directly opposite the centre

of your drawing, and the inclination of your paper and copy

(should be such that a lino passing from your eye to either paper

or copy, when you are at work, should pass through the centre

of the copy at a in Fig. 35, or the centre of the drawing at b, as

nearly as possible at right angles to their respective planes.

It is unnecessary to give directions as to the manner of holding

your pencil. Tour own judg-
ment must direct you in a great
measure as to that. It matters

little, so that you feel the in-

strument fit your fingers easily.

If proper attention has been be-

stowed upon the primary instruc-

tions that we have given, you
have already learned the im-

portance of depending not solely

on your fingers, but also on the

action of the wrist and arm.

The hand should not bo suf-

fered to rest upon the paper upoa
which you are drawing, if it can

be avoided, but have a spare

piece to lay under it while you
are at work. It will serve

another purpose to try the

points of your pencils upon, ot

the points of your pens, crayons,
and brushes when you are sufficiently advanced to draw with

pen and ink, or to paint in writer-colours. Begin at once to pre-
serve your drawings in a portfolio. Even when you have failed

in many attempts you should keep them by you. Destroy nothing
that you do, and you will soon learn to do nothing that you
would desire to destroy. Preserve order in the disposition of

ail your materials : much time and vexation may be saved by

Fig. 40.

longer whilst we make a few remarks upon some of the pecu-
liarities of Angular Perspective. No doubt it is much more
difficult to understand than parallel perspective, arising from
the great variety of positions in which objects may be placed,
for if the lines are, on the one hand, ever so slightly out of the

perpendicular from the picture plane, or, on the other, in the

least degree vary from the parallel to the picture plane, the

treatment necessarily cornea under the rules of Angular Per-

spective. Let us try to make
this clear by the help of Figs.
36 and 37.

Fig. 36 is a case of parallel

perspective (see p. 72, Fig. 27a).

Fig. 37 has its sides a b and
e f slightly removed from the

perpendicular c d, and the sides

a e and b f in the same pro-

portion removed from the lino

e g, parallel to P P
; consequently

it presents the angle at e to the

picture plane. (We shall pre-

sently be under the necessity
of seeking a little help from Geo-
metrical Perspective, in order
to make ourselves more clearly

understood.) There is another

peculiarity in connection with
this relating to the position of

the vanishing points ; we request
the pupil to look at Fig. 38 : he will observe that the angle of the

building, a b, is nearest the eye, whilst the side abed retires

one way to v p 1, and the side a b ef retires another way to
v P 2. Now, when he sees this he will probably say, "Yes,
these sides certainly do retire as so stated, but I should like to-

be informed why these two vanishing points are placed where

they are. Is there any rule for so placing them ? or is it

it
; and, above all things, remember that what is worth doing,

is worth doing well.

"We propose now to give some instructions in Angular Per-

spective ; we use this term when the object presents an angle,
and not a side, to the picture plane, that is, when the angle is

nearest us and all the sides retire ; this occurs especially when
all rectangular forms, such as buildings, boxes, and things of a
similar shape and character, are so arranged. (See p. 72, Fig.

27&.) Before we proceed to explain the method of drawing
objects so placed before us, we must detain the pupil a little

33

merely a matter of choice ? in short, can I place them anywhere
I please?" These are very fair questions, and we will en-

deavour to answer them. Of course, the house (Fig. 38) must
have a ground-plan, which will be placed with regard to the pic-

ture plane as it is shown in Fig. 39, the angle towards us, and
the sides retiring. Now let us suppose we are standing at s p

(station point), from which place we are to make our drawing ;

from this place we determine our vanishing points, and tlie

distance these vanishing points aro apart will determine whether
we are near or at a greater distance from the object. Then to
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fitlnnv

:
) ; UIM

.

find tl::it iln- line 'i ' i- lirtiwn from I r 1 t>. the

Kirullfl to our of tli.- retiring lines i.f i pl;m,
;rli give* V p 1 ; also a e I to / c, tho

other retiring lino of tho ground plan which gives UH \ r _'.

But if tho station point had boon further off, a* at s v '2, tlio

line a b would IIUM- l".n from s r 2 to h ; therefore at h
would thru ho found v i- 1 ; so on tho other sido tho v r ~1

would h:a l>. .11 at i. Suppose the station point woro placed at

8 P 3, then tho vauisliing points would bo nearer each other.

So it will bo 8e;n, thu further tho vanishing joints arc apart,
the further we arc from tho object ; and tin- IKMHT \vo aro to tho

object tho nearer together aro tho vanishing points. Our object,

. Iraco out the lino* a * and I f in

. i- -J ; a.u-1 tli': i.:.' - OH iuj other
i I d, will meet ut v i- 1. In an engraving, tho

vanishing points for all hori/.outul retiring line* may be found
in thin wuy, and tlx-y will dut<-rmino al*o tho lino of night which
runs thr..u/h UICKO poii.! ,. If ho discover that the** horizontal

retiring lin.-i do not meet in tho aame point, it will be becauoo

not parall" 1 retiring lines; that is, the object* them*
elves aro not placed in a parallel position with each other. This

leada to another observation connected with this last remark ; if

thcro are fifty retiring linos, and all parallel, there will be only
ono vanishing point for them all; but if amongst theM fifty

there aro not two parallel, thcro will bo fifty vanishing point*.
As tho pupil, wo hopo, will clearly comprehend this interesting
feature in perspective drawing, ho may apply the rule when he
has an engraving before him. Wo know that the rectangular

topa and bottoms of windows and doors are horizontal, and

V.P?.

v VP2 t PP.
' "

; * vi
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horizontal line, or line of sight, H L
; upon it mark the position

of g, being the point nearest the eye, and most easily determined,

and h i k to the right, and v p 1 ;
then from g again to the

left mark m n o, etc., and lastly, v p 2. Where there are

more lines crossing the H L, it is advisable to mark them in

also in their order. The subject we have before us is a very

simple one, but it is enough to explain the process of copying it.

Mark a from </, and b from 9, and draw the line a g b. From a draw

the retiring lines a c and b d to v p 1, also a e and b f to V P 2 ;

through o draw e f, and through k draw c d. Asm n, the width

of the door, is already arranged, it will be easy to draw it ; the

top of the door retiring to V P 2, as well as the top of the window

on the left of it. The ridge of the roof is over the centre of the

building, it is over the centre of the line a c in the object, but not in

the drawing ; as the line a c retires (the pupil will have observed

that as objects retire they occupy less room on the paper ;
that

he may understand this, let him turn back, and examine the

examples we have given in parallel perspective), s is the centre

of a c in perspective. If we wish to find the centre of a

square (Fig. 40), or rectangle (Fig. 41), draw the diagonals a b

and c d ; e will be the centre ;
so in perspective, as shown in

Figs. 42 and 43. This has been done in Fig. 38, giving t as the

perspective of the centre of the end of the house. Draw the

perpendicular t p, join p a and p c, draw p r to v p 2, produce

ap to v P 3 (seo Fig. 33, page 105), and c v towards the same

point ; this will complete the roof. In the remainder we trust

the pupil will find no difficulty. Fig. 44 represents two views

of the same kind of subject ;
one when it is above the eye

(H L), and the other when it is below the eye. The pupil has

probably remarked before this, when considering the position of

the line of sight, or horizontal line (H D, that the eye looks up
to or underneath all objects, or the parts of an object placed

above this line, and looks down upon these objects when placed

telow this line. This figure will be its own interpreter : as the

method of drawing it has been already given, the dotted lines

will be a sufficient guide in its execution.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. V.
SAXON ELEMENT OP THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

HAVING shown how the constituents of the English language
enter into and form simple propositions, I might now speak of

sentences in relation to the laws of their constitution, and
exhibit the manner in which simple sentences may be expanded
into compound sentences, and how compound sentences may
be reduced to simple ones. But there is much, very
much, to be learnt respecting the subject-matter already set

forth. For instance, every separate part of speech has to be

more minutely investigated. Besides, there are general facts

which more or less bear on all the constituent elements of

speech. These facts must be set forth, and this investigation
must be gone through, before wo treat of the formation of com-

pound sentences, because in proceeding in this way I shall con-

duct the learner onward by easier steps.

Before, then, we formally set about building the house, it may
be desirable to consider the materials which we shall have t.o

employ, in order that we may become familiar with their qualities
and character. Let us then take what is commonly called " The
Lord's Prayer," and look a little closely into the words of which
it is made up.

Our Father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy king-
dom come. Thy will be done in earth, as it is m heaven. Give us
this day our daily bread. And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our
debtors. And lead us not into temptation ; but deliver us from evil

For thine is the kingdom, and the power, and the glory, for ever

Amen. Matt. vi. 913.

Now at the first glance I see that here there are words o

diverse origin. Heaven I recognise as of Saxon birth ; Fathei
I know to be a Latin word slightly altered ; and a.men is a

Hebrew term in English letters. Hence, I am led to see that i

I would know my mother-tongue I must study it in relation ti

the diverse materials which enter into its composition.
You are not yet sufficiently advanced to assign each word ;r

the preceding quotation to the family to which it belongs in th

great community of languages. I must, therefore, be satisfid

at present with a somewhat rough division of these words int

the threes classes already indicated namely, words of Saxoi

rigin, words of Latin origin, and words derived from oilier

01 :ces. In all, there are in the Lord's Prayer sixty-six words.

)f these sixty-six only eight are from sources that arc not Saxon.

More than seven-eighths of the words in the Lord's Prayer come
rom the Saxon. You may now judge to what extent the Saxon
Tevails in the English tongue. Of the eight words that are not

saxon, six a.-?, from the Latin, one from the French, and one from
he Hebrev.', aj seen in this view :

latin. Name, debts, debtors, tempt'tion, deliver, glory.

French. Power.
Helrew. Amen.

The one French word might be added to the Lo.tin line, for

leliver, though it comes into the English directly from the

'rench, is Latin by extraction.

This analysis, however, shows that the materials of the English

anguage may be arranged into two great classes ; namely, the

Saxon and the Latin. These classes have reference to the origin

of the words.

Another view may direct our attention to the condition in

which the words are. Some of the words are very short, others

are somewhat long. Our has only three letters ; kingdom has

seven ; and temptation has ten letters. Our is a word of one

syllable ; kingdom is a word of two syllables ; and temptation is

a word of three syllables. Observing that all the words aro

saxon, except the eight specified above, you will see that tho

Saxon words for the most part are short words, and words of one

syllable. Of words, however, having more than one syllable,

;wo kinds must be noticed. Take, as an instance, father and

tingdom. Now fatlier, though consisting of two syllables, is a

simple word ; while kingdom is a compound word. Hence arises

another division. Words, whether of Saxon or of Latin origin,

aro either 1, simple; or 2, compound.

Simple. Compound.
Saxon Earth. Forgive.
Latin Name. Deliver.

The two compound words here presented, from the Lord's

Prayer, may bo resolved into their elements thus : forgive is made

up of for and give, in German vergeben; deliver comes originally

from de, down from, and liber, free. Now observe, I do not put
down the import of the component parts of forgive, for they are

known. Words of Saxon origin are known to every Englishman.
But I do assign their signification to the terms which combine

to make up deliver, since those terms awaken no corresponding

state of mind in tho mere English student ; and consequently

their equivalents in terms of Saxon origin must be given. In

the progress of these lessons you will be led to study the con-

stituent elements of all our compound words. Here I wish to

dwell on the fact, that the vocabulary of the English language
consists generally of words derived 1, from the Saxon; 2, from

the Latin.

In order to possess a full and exact acquaintance with the

Saxon treasure of our language, you must study that language

historically ; you must study it in its literature : and yo*u must

study the Anglo-Saxon in its productions, artel in the laws of its

structure. Apart from so prolonged a labour, you may here

learn something on the subject, and at any rate acquire infor-

mation which, in general, will enable you to distinguish and

recognise words which come from a Saxon source. I lay before

you some results of the investigations made by the learned on

this subject.
The English language consists of about 38,000 word.?. Of

these, about 28,000, or nearly five-eighths, are of Anglo-Saxon

origin. The majority of the rest are Latin and Greek; of which

the former has the larger share. If we look not merely to the

number of words, but to their kind, as well as to tho sha.re that

Anglo-Saxon- has had in the formation of our language, vre shall

see how important is this element of the English tongue.
1. English grammar is almost exclusively occupied with what

is of Anglo-Saxon origin. Our chief peculiarities of structure

and of idiom are essentially Anglo-Saxon, while almost all the

classes of words which it is the office of grammar to investigate,
are derived from that language. What few inflections we havo
are all Anglo-Saxon. The English genitive, the general modes
of forming the plural of nouns, and the terminations by which
we express the comparative and superlative of adjectives, er and
est ; the inflections of the pronouns ; of the second and third

persons, present and imperfect of the verbs ; of the preterites
and participles of the verbs, whether regular or irregular; and.
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i of our mi. .1 Anglo-

:iH Of tbo ;

As to tin;

of Bpeech, those whioh oc> !.i|ucntly I

'iportanoo, aro almost <

les and definitives generally, as u.

Unit, Hi:-*,-, ;/, few, tome, one, nones the a<l.

. ea and superlatives aro irregularly formed,
ami v. lis.-li in every language are amongst the most ancient,

vo in meaning, and extensively used; the separato
./lore and most by whioh we as often express the forms of

o>:n|Mrison as by distinct termination* ; all our pronouns, per-

! lossossive, relative, and interrogative ; nearly every one
of our .-o.e;ill.-il irregular vi rl>-, including all "thoauxil.

/
; all tho adverbs most fre-

employed ; and tho prepositions and conjunctions almost
i exception.

: 10 names of the greater part of the objects of sense in

other words, the terms which occur most frequently in discourse,
or which recall the most vivid conceptions are Anglo-Saxon.
Thus, for example, the names of the most striking objects in

visible nature, of the cliief agencies at work there, and of tho
-i which pass over it, are Anglo-Saxon. This language

has given names to the heavenly bodies, sun, moon, stars; to

three out of tho 'four elements, earth, fire, water; three out of

the four seasons, spring, sin/ .
; the natural divisions

of time, as day, night, morning, evening, twilijJit, noon, midday,
midnight, stmrae, sunset; some of which aro amongst the most

poetical terms wo have. To the same language we are indebted

for tho names of liyht, heat, cold, frost, rain, snow, hail, sleet,

, li'jliti>in'i ; an well as of almost all those objects which
form the component parts of the beautiful in external scenery,
as sea and land, hill and date, wood and stream. The same may
be said of all those productions of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms which form the most frequent subjects of observation

or discourse, or which are invested with tho most pleasing and

poetic associations : of the constituent parts or visible qualities
of organised or unorganised beings, especially of the members
of the human body and or the larger animals. Anglo-Saxon has
also furnished us with that numerous and always vivid class of

words, which denote the cries, postures, and motions of animated
existence. These are amongst tho most energetic that any
language can supply ; for the same reason that words expressive
of individual objects are always stronger than general terms.

It is a sound and universal maxim of rhetoric, that the more
abstract the term is, the less vivid : the more special, the more
vivid is tho impression. Now, almost all the words which are

expressive of these specialities of posture and bodily action, are
the purest Saxon ; such as, to sit, stand, lie, run, walk, leap,

stagger, slip, slide, sti-ide, glide, yawn, gape, wink, thrust, fly,

*wim, creep, craid, spring, spurn. If all this be true, we need not
be, surprised at the fact that, in the descriptions of external

Nature, whether by prose writers or by poets, the most energetic
and graphic terms aro almost universally Anglo-Saxon. It is as
little matter of wonder that in those simple narratives in which
genius and wisdom attempt the most difficult of all tasks that
of teaching philosophy without the forms of it, and of exhibiting
general truths in facts and examples, leaving the inferences to

bo drawn by the instinctive sagacity of human nature tho
terms are often, almost without exception, Anglo-Saxon. It is

thus with tho narratives of the Old Testament the history of

Joseph, for instance and with tho parables of the New Testa-

ment, perhaps tho only compositions in tho world that can be
translated without losing much in the process, and which, into

whatever language translated, at once assume a most idiomatic
dress. The same remark holds good to a certain extent of
" Robinson Crusoe,"

" The Vicar of Wakefield," and other works
in which tho bulk of the words aro pure Anglo-Saxon.

3. It is from this language wo derive the words which aro

expressive of the earliest and dearest connections, and the

strongest and most powerful feelings of our nature
;
and which

are, consequently, invested with our oldest and most complicated
associations ; their very sound is often a spell for the orator and
the poet to conjure withal. It is this language which has given
us our names for husband, wife, brother, sister, ton, daughter,

I'omc, lindred, friends. It is this also which has fur-

nished us win or part of thoM metonymies and other

figurative cxprcMniunf, l.y whioh wo represent to tbo imagination,
. reciprocal duties and enjoyment*

Such are hearth, roof, fireside.
The chief emotions, too, of which we are susceptible, are ex-

pressed in the tame language, as lave, hope, fear, tomne, tliame;
and what is of more oonoeqaence to the orator and the poet, as
well as in common life, the outward signs by which emotion u
indicated, are almost all Anglo-Saxon; such are bar, anile,
bluah, laugh, veep, nigh, groan.

4. Most of those objects about which the practical reason of
man is employed in common life, receive their name* from the

Anglo-Saxon. It is the language for the most part of busines*,
of the counting-house, tho shop, tho market, tho street, the farm.

5. Anglo-Saxon, also, are nearly all oar national proverbs, in

which, it is truly said, so much of the practical wisdom of a
nation resides, and whioh constitute tho manual or vade-mecum
(" go with mo ;

"
that is, the pocket-book, or note-book) of

" hob-
nailed philosophy."

6. A large proportion (and that always the strongest) of the

language of < maur, satire, and colloquial pleasantry, in

Anglo-Saxon ; also all tho terms and phrases by which we most
energetically express anger, contempt, and indi<jn<>

\ 1 1 . It may be stated, aa a general truth, that while our
most abstract and general terms are derived from the Latin,
those which denote the special varieties of objects, qualities,
and words of action, are derived from the Anglo-Saxon. Thus,
move and motion, very general terms, are of Latin origin ; but
those terms which express nice varieties of bodily action, are

Anglo-Saxon. Sound is perhaps Latin, though it may be Anglo-
Saxon ; but to buzz, hum, clash, hiss, rattle, etc., are Anglo-
Saxon. Colour is Latin ; but ichite, black, green, yello>'

red, brown, are Anglo-Saxon. Crime is Latin ; but murder, theft,

robbery, lie, steal, are Anglo-Saxon. Member and or;an, as

applied to the body, aro Latin and Greek ; but car, ey< .

foot, lip, mouth, teeth, hair, finger, nostril, are Anglo-Saxon.
Animal is Latin ; but man, cotr, sheep, calf, cat, are Anglo-Saxon.
Number is immediately French, remotely Latin; bat all our
cardinal and ordinal numbers are Anglo-Saxon.
With these facts before us we need not wonder that the

orator and tho poet are recommended to cultivate assiduously
the Anglo-Saxon portion of the language.

" The common
people," it is said,

" cannot understand words which are of

classical origin." And this ia a good reason for the advice.

But it is not tho only reason. The great object of the orator

and tho poet is to make their meaning felt ; to stimulate the

imagination, and thence excite emotion. They therefore seek
the most special terms they can find. Again, the terms which
caeteris paribus (two Latin words meaning

" other things being
equal ") most vividly recall the objects or feelings they repre-

sent, aro those which havo been earliest, longest, and most fre-

quently used, which are consequently covered with the strongest
associations, the sign and the thing signified having become so

inseparably blended that the one is never suggested without tho

other. And thus it is that of two synonymes (words having

nearly tho samo meaning) derived respectively from Latin and
the Anglo-Saxon, both equally well understood, the one shall

impart the most vivid, and the other the most tame conception
of the meaning. It is precisely for the same reason that tho

feelings with which wo read beautiful passages in foreign poets
are so faint and languid, compared with those which are exerted

by parallel passages in Shakspeare, Milton, or Burns.

When our readers meet with any word that they do not

understand in the course of a lesson, it will be good practice
for them to write it down at once and turn to an English

dictionary for its meaning. If possible, the dictionary

should bo an "
Etymological Dictionary," that is, one

shows the sources, whether Latin, Greek, Frnoh, or oth

from which English words are derived. We append an example
of the plan that may be adopted in tabulating words that are

difficult to understand at first sight in the following, which aro

selected from this page :

WORD. MEAN-ISO.

Comprehensive. Extensive, full. Latin, con, with ; prtauu*.
'.t, or laid hold of.

Graphic. Describing clearly. Greek, jrapho, I write.

Stimulate. Bouse, excite. Greek, *ti*8, I prick or goad.

Narrative. Tale, story. I^tin. narro, I relate.
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LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. Y.

THE GEOGRAPHICAL DISCOVERIES OF THE SIXTEENTH
AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES.

THE new information gained by the Old World through the

discovery of America, and the voyage of Vasco de Gama, re-

quired a long period for its proper regulation and systematic

arrangement. The ignorance which still prevailed among the

ablest navigators and geographers, at the end of the fifteenth

century, was such that when Christopher Columbus, in his third

voyage, discovered the mainland of America, the violence of the

billows, and the agitation of the sea at the mouth of the

Orinoco, led him to believe that he was in the highest part of

the globe, and consequently in the regions of Paradise ! But
the discovery of the New World revived and re-invigorated

the desire for voyages to the north, and set them on a better

footing. It appears, indeed, that previous to his grand dis-

covery, Columbus had himself performed a voyage in the

northern seas, and had even visited Iceland. This voyage,

according to a note of the event found in his own handwriting,
took place in 1467.

John and Sebastian Cabot, who were employed in the ex-

pedition by Henry VII. of England, discovered Labrador, as we
have shown in our last lesson, and are said

to have visited the island of Newfound-

land, and sailed along a considerable extent

of the coast of North America. France,
desirous of having her share of the spoil,

fitted out an expedition under Jacques
Cartier, who sailed from Dieppe in 1534 ;

discovered Canada, and took possession of

it in the name of his government. The

grand object of these voyages in the north-

ern seas, was the discovery of a north-west

passage to India. The question of a com-
munication between the two great oceans

at the north, occupied the minds of geo-

graphers and navigators at that period, as

much as it has done in the present century.
How singular that this infatuation has BO

much occupied the public mind! Even on
the supposition that such a passage really

existed, and had been actually discovered,
and put in evidence by the reappearance
of Franklin in Europe from the East, of

what use would such a frightful and dan-

gerous passage be to the mercantile in-

terests of the world ? Surely it would
still be better to pursue the ordinary.route

to India, either by sea or land, than to

run the danger and risk of losing ships,

property, and men, by sailing through
float-ing mountains of ica, unknown rocks, and uninhabited and
inhospitable coasts.

The voyage of Willoughby in 1553, although it ended in a
sad shipwreck on the eastern coast of Lapland, added to

geographical knowledge, by the discovery of Nova Zembla.

Frobisher, under Queen Elizabeth, was more fortunate ; his

three voyages, performed between 1576 and 1578, ended in

some discoveries, among which was the strait which bears his

name, situated between Hudson Strait and Cumberland Sound.
John Davis, in the same reign, in his exploratory voyages per-
formed in 1585, 1586, and 1587, threw a clearer light on the

geography of the circumpolar regions of the north. In 1596
the Dutch discovered Spitzbergen ; and eleven years afterwards
it was re-discovered by Hudson, who made four voyages, from
1607 to 1611, in order to find the passage to India either across
the pole itself or to the north-west. In the fourth, he dis-

covered the bay which bears his name. In the following year
Thomas Button, penetrating into this northern Mediterranean

Sea, reached the mouth of the river Nelson. William Baffin

enjoyed still greater success. In his second exploratory voyage,
in 1616, he successively discovered and gave name to the

following places in the arctic regions : Cape Dudley Digges, in

latitude 76 35' N. ; Wolstenholme Bay; the Bay of Whales,
in latitude 77 30' N. ; Hakluyt Island ; Smith Bay, so called
from Sir Thomas Smith, in latitude 78 N. ; the Carey Islands,
and Lancaster Sound. In this expedition, he explored the bay

SHIPS OF COLUMBUS.
From an old Print.

which has immortalised his name, and determined the geographi-
cal position of a great number of points.

During the sixteenth century, while discoveries were multi-

plied and expeditions became fruitful and productive, geo-

graphical science still remained in its infantile state, and as

yet received little advantage from their progress. Light was
breaking in upon all sides, but this science was immersed in

darkness. A glance at the curious maps which preceied the

glorious era of the Reformation, will show how profound was the

ignorance of the geographers of that period. Our readers will

find a good specimen of one of these maps in the fac-similo of

the map of Africa belonging to the pilot of Christopher Colum-
bus. In such maps of the world, the principal cities are denoted

by little houses or churches roughly sketched : Jerusalem

occupies the centre of the globe ; the supposed site of Paradise

is surrounded with an impenetrable enclosure of verdant foliage ;

and the geographical illustrations are the most whimsical that

can be imagined. The winds are represented by fabulous

divinities, as sitting all round the world upon leathern bottles,

whose sides they are pressing to force out the air; Western
Africa is made to terminate at Cape Nun, then at Cape Bojador ;

the celebrated statue of the Canaries is seen flourishing his club

at the top of a high tower ; the coasts of the adjacent continent

are lengthened in proportion to the dis-

coveries of the Portuguese ; Abyssinia,

figures with its monarch Prestor John, hav-

ing on his head a brilliant mitre ; the other

kingdoms of Africa are denoted by their

kings in costumes, enriched with gold and
silver embroidery ;

this continent, so long-

unknown, is represented as peopled with

strange animals and black men ; there are-

groups of giraffes and elephants ; Portu-

guese camps are indicated by coloured

tents ; anil light cavalry, splendidly capa-
risoned, are making the tour of this mys-
terious continent. In short, these speci-
mens of chartographical art are the faith-

ful expression of the science of the Middle

Ages. The pilot's map, already alluded to,
will furnish the reader with examples of

the preceding details.

The period preceding the Reformation,

was the era of legendary and popular tales,

and geography had its fabulous age as weiB

as its antiquity ; only the fantastic notions

of the Middle Ages were less marked by in-

genuity and variety. Prester John has been

mentioned. This was one of their most
widely-spread myths. The name of this

personage first appeared about the middle of

the twelfth century. It was the general
and popular belief that there existed a pontifical prince called

John, who governed vast countries situated beyond Armenia
and Persia. It was asserted that he professed that form
of Christianity called Nestorianism. Ere long he was trans-

ported to Abyssinia, where he ruled during three or four

centuries ! He was as rich as he was powerful, and as

formidable to his enemies as he was dear to his subjects. In

Asia or in Africa there was always a formidable monarch,

dwelling in a world of prodigies, over which he reigned as

omnipotent master I

The vain tradition of El Dorado, or the Land of Gold, was no
less believed at the period under review. This fiction, which

travelled to America under the name which has given celebrity

to it, in the first half of the sixteenth century, was applied to a

country that previously existed only in the imagination of the

inhabitants of Europe. Although its true name is lost, it was
at last placed in the New World, in the country of Santa Fe, in

those regions of South America watered by the mighty streams

of the Amazons, and which were scarcely known to Europeans.
The name El Dorado sufficiently indicates the nature of the

imaginary country to which it was applied. It was the country
of riches ; there were to be seen cities glittering with gold ;

there, so common was this motal, that it was used even in the

most common household utensils. How unfortunate for ages
were the adventurers in search of this golden dream ! How
many victims have been deceived by this dangerous tradition J
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eort of counterpart of El Dorado, another garden of the

memory of the Devonshire knight, Sir Walter Raleigh, who intro-

.. potato and tobacco into England in the reign of Qoeaq
Elizabeth. Raleigh wa one of her mot favourite courtiers,

and took an active part in tho destruction of the Spanish
Armada in 1588. From thin time until the death of Elizabeth

he was employed in various expedition* against the Spaniard*,
and in 15U5 he Bailed to Guiana, and destroyed the capital of

Trinidad. The island of Trinidad lie* like a huge breakwater
across the month of the Gulf of Para, and in the sonth-wwt
corner of this gulf is tho Bay of Goanipa, into which flow* tho

river of the Bed Crosse, the stream that bounds the western
Bide of the great delta of tho Orinoco. Leaving his Teasel in the

Bay of Guonipa, Baloigh made hi* way in a canoe up thi* river
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Hespcrides, where inexhaustible treasures awaited tho happy
mortal sufficiently well instructed to follow the track. This

tingdom or empire was supposed to be situated in tho fertile

plains of the Maranon, and to have been founded ty the Incas
of Peru, whoso descendants knew how to conceal them from the
view of the Spaniards by powerful enchantments ! By degrees
this myth was embellished with a thousand wonders, and tho
Catholic missionaries themselves contributed not a little to

propagate the conviction that this imaginary kingdom was a

reality. This state of things continued even in the second
half of tho seventeenth century. The close of the Middle

Ages, therefore, had its mythical or fabulous geography, not-

withstanding tho real and ultimate proerress made by the

voyages of discovery. Tnie science had not yet made its

appearance.
The name "El Dorado" is intimately associated with the

as far as the main channel of the Orinoco, and at last reached

tho point where it is joined by tho river Caroni. In the angle

formed by the cast bank of tho Caroni and the south bank of

the Orinoco, at the extremity of tho Mountains of Emeria, a
mountain range stretching from cast to west, from i

Guiana into tho interior, lies a hilly tract of country, n

Venezuelan province of Arromaia, and hero Sir Walter Raleigh

placed his "Land of Gold," and declared that gold mines >

there in which more wealth lay buried than in any other part of

tho world. In 1615 ho sailed to Guiana once more, in an

expedition to reach these mines. The expedition was a failure ;

ho returned homo to meet his fate ; and men said that the

minrs and their contents existed only in Raleigh's imagination.

But subsequent discoveries have proved that Raleigh was right

in saving that there was gold in Guiana, if not in such immense

quantities as he supposed, for, at the present time, in the pro-
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vince of Arromaia, the very spot where Raleigh placed his " El

Dorado," not far from the town of Puerto, on the Orinoco, is a

colony of 10,000 Germans, who are chiefly employed in digging

gold, and who send large quantities yearly to Para, on the coast,

for exportation to Europe.
The fifteenth century having closed with the two greatest

geographical events of modern times, the discovery of the New
World, and the circumnavigation of the African continent, the

sixteenth century beheld the extension and success of European

enterprise in distant seas. The Pacific Ocean, which Magellan
had opened up to the fleets of Christendom, was navigated and

explored by daring mariners. Soarez discovered the Maldive

Islands; another Portuguese, the Moluccas or Spice Islands;

Villalobos, a group now supposed to make part of the Philippine

Islands ; Juan Fernandez, the small island that bears his name,
and celebrated as the foundation of the history of " Robinson

Crusoe." To the latter, also, has been ascribed the discovery of

New Zealand. In 1567 Alvaro de Mendana first landed on the

Solomon Isles, the isle of Santa Cruz, and others. Nearly thirty

years later the same navigator discovered the Marquesas Islands,

and the archipelago which was afterwards called by Carteret

Queen Charlotte's Islands. Francis Drake ; the Dutchman
Van Noort ; Quiros, who discovered Tahiti, and the Archipelago
of the New Hebrides (the Great Cyclades of Bougainville) ;

Torres, who discovered New Guinea, and the strait which

separates this large island from Australia all began to

clear up the navigation of the Pacific Ocean. In the interval,

Sebald de Weert, fellow-navigator with Van Noort, had recog-

nised the Malouines, or Falkland Islands, discovered by John
Davis. Two of his countrymen, Lemaire and Schoutcn, dis-

covered, in 1615, part of the island of Tierra del Fuego, and

Cape Horn, which forms the southern extremity of the Ameri-

can continent. A new passage was thenceforward open to

navigators bound for the Pacific Ocean, who were desirous of

avoiding the difficulties and storms which were to be dreaded in

the Strait of Magellan. The honour of having first landed on

New Holland, now called Australia, is generally attributed to

Dirk Hartog, who attached to the part of this continent, which
he had discovered, the name of the vessel he commanded, by
calling it Endracht's Land. Zeachen, in 1618 ; Edels, in 1619 ;

De Nuyts, in 1627 ; and after these De Witt, Carpenter, and
Pelsart completed this grand discovery.

It is not positively known whether the Spanish and the

Portuguese had not visited the coasts of Australia nearly a

century before the Dutch, as two chartographical documents
of that date would lead us to believe. Neither is it more cer-

tain that the Portuguese Menezes and the Spaniard Saavedra
had discovered New Guinea, the one in 1527, and the other in

the following year. The memorable voyage of Abel Tasman
produced rapid and striking progress in the geography of

Oceania, or Australasia and Polynesia. This able navigator,

sailing from Batavia in 1642, discovered Van Diemen's Land,
now called, after its discoverer, Tasmania. The circumnaviga-
tion of Australia was then completed, and the assurance was
gained that this continent did not extend indefinitely towards
the south pole. Shortly after, the expedition landed on New
Zealand ; then it discovered the Friendly Islands, and that of

Tongataboo. Lastly, after a successful expedition of nine

months, at the end of which it visited New Guinea, and dis-

covered several islands to the north of it and of the island

of New Britain, the Dutch refitted their vessels in the port of

Batavia, the capital of Java. It was only in 1665 that the

name of Nova Hollandia, or New Holland, was given to the,

western part of Australia by a decree of the States-General of

the parent country.

LESSONS IN LATIN. Y.
NOUNS CONCORD OF SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE CASES

OF NOUNS CASE-ENDINGS.

BY the statements and explanations given in our last lesson, you
are taught that in both nouns and adjectives, case, number, and

gender are in Latin indicated by divers terminations. It is an

easy inference that if a change is made to turn a singular noun
into a plural form, a corresponding change must be made in the

adjective which accompanies it ; that is to say, if the noun is

plural, the adjective must be plural ; if the noun is singular, the

adjective must be singular : thus, bonus puer becomes in the

plural boni pueri. In the ordinary phraseology of Latin gram-
mars, this correspondence in form between the noun and the

adjective is called concord. Here you are to consider the first
concord to require that the noun and adjective should agree in

number, that is, both must in form be either singular or

plural, and not one singular while the other is plural. A second
concord requires the noun and the adjective to be in the same
gender, so that if you have to say good bridegroom, you use the

words, bonus sponsus, but if you wish to speak of a good bride,

you change the us into a, and say bona sponsa. A third concord,

is found in agreement in case between the adjective and noun,
so that if the noun is in the nominative case, the adjective must
be in the nominative case ; if the noun is in the objective or
accusative case, in the same case must the adjective be. Putting
these three instances of concord or agreement together, w&
say that

Adjectives must agree with their substantives in GENDER, NUM-
BER, and CASE.

This general statement we call a rule ; and all such general,
statements or rules you should commit to memory. Case, you
see, is denoted by a change at the end of a noun or adjective.
In our English nouns we have something of a similar nature.

In the words, father's book, father's is in what is called the

possessive case. The condition of the noun is called the pos-
sessive case, because possession is thereby signified. But why
is it called case ? Case is a Latin term, signifying fall. And as

the different terminations are gone down successively, as you
will shortly learn by experience gone down or declined one after

the other, on the part of the boys who learnt grammar in the
schools so were those terminations called cases, or successive

falls, that is, falls of the voice. The cases then in Latin are the

changes which the noun undergoes conformably to variations in

the meaning. Thus, as in English father becomes fathers
when used with book, as father's book, so in Latin, pater (father)

becomes patris, when used in dependence on liber, book. Notice-

that I say,
" when used in dependence ;

"
for the possessive (or

genitive) case denotes connection or dependence. In fatlier's

book, the form father's is necessitated by the dependence of

the word on book. Such dependence is denoted in the diction

of Latin grammars by the word government : thus, we should

say that pains was governed in the genitive case by the word
liber. Here again arises a general statement or rule

; namely,
that-

One noun governs another in the genitive case.

This rule simply means that of two nouns which are con-

nected with each other by a relation of dependence, the noun
which is dependent on the other noun must be put in the

genitive (or possessive) case.

In Latin there are six cases : 1, the nominative ; 2, the

genitive ; 3, the dative ; 4, the accusative ; 5, the vocative ; 6,

the ablative. These six cases are different forms of the noun,

whereby are indicated differences of meaning. The nominative

corresponds to the subject, and the accusative corresponds to the

object, of a proposition. You may find the nominative by asking
the question who ? or what ? You may find the accusative by
asking the question whom ? or what ? You may ascertain the

genitive by asking the question whose ? You may ascertain the

dative by asking the question for whom ? or for what ? You

may ascertain the ablative by asking the question by whom ? or

by what? The vocative is preceded by the interjection 0: as

father! and is employed in addresses or invocations. In

strictness of speech the nominative can hardly be termed a case,

because as the nouns are commonly given in dictionaries, it

seems to have no fall or case. The nominative, however, is a

case, for it is not the primitive state of the noun. The primi-

tive state of the noun, as the primitive state of the verb, is

found in the stem. Thus, the stem or form on which the cases

of -pater are formed is patr : by inserting e, the stem patr be-

comes pater, the nominative case.

Requesting you to call these, changes in the terminations of

nouns and adjectives case-endings, I add that these cote-endings

are to be termed the Latin signs of the cases. For these Latin

signs there are corresponding English signs; the English signs

give (in part) the meaning of the Latin signs. Thus, of is the

English sign and meaning of the Latin genitive i ; to or for is

the English sign and meaning of the Latin dative o; by, with,

or from, is the English sign and meaning of the ablative o.

Now as in Latin the o of the dative is not in, form distinguished
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English signs :

LATIN ENGLISH LATIN KSCI.ISII

CASK-ENDINGS. SIGNS. CASE-ENDINGS. SIGNS.

Catts. PluraZ.

Nominative ut (subject) i (subject)

Geuitive i of orum of

Dative o to or for is to or /or
Accusative urn (object) .

os (object)

Vocative e O t O
Ablative o by, tcitJt, or from is by, with, or from.

You thus see that in Latin tho case-endings of the singular

are different from the case-endings of the plural. You also seo

that the English signs are tho same in both singular and plural.

For tho sako of comparison, we commonly uso a contraction

for the names of the cases ; thus, N. or Nom. for nominative,

G. or Gen. for genitive, and so on with the rest. The case-

t which I have just set before you are not the case-

endings of all the Latin nouns. I havo given these because

they are tho most distinct. Others, however, must not be

omitted. I will exhibit them to you first in succession, and
then the whole combined in one view. In order to do so, I

must set before you what are called the declensions. The

declensions, or methods in wliich the falls of tJie cases take place,

are five in number. To express the same thing differently, in

order to assist you in understanding what I mean, I add that all

tho Latin nouns have by grammarians been arranged into five

classes. In this classification regard has been had to tho termi-

nation of the genitive case singular. Thus, in tho first declen-

sion tho genitive case of the singular number ends in ce

diphthong, pronounced like our ee ; in the second declension the

ends in i ; in the third, in is; in the fourth, in us : in

'i, in i'i, pronounced e-i. Those endings are termed tho

signs of the declensions, and may be thus presented :

Declensions 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Si..'!:s ac t is <U ei

Tho sign of iho fourth declension has a circumflex accent (A)

over it, in order to distinguish it from other cases, namely,
tho nominative us, and the accusative us. In the same way,
over the ablative case of tho first declension, we put a circum-

flex accent thus, 4, as in/emind by, urith, or from a female
in order to distinguish tho ablative case or form from the

nominative femina, a female. You may hero bo informed
that adjectives are for the most part declined that is, form
their eases in tho same manner as the nouns which correspond
with them in form ; for instance, bonus, ending in us, is

declined like dominus, which also ends in us ; and bona, ending
in o, is declined like femina, which also ends in a.

A preliminary remark must be made respecting the article.

The Latin language is ivithout an article. Neither the definite

article the, nor the indefinite article an, ia found in Latin.

Consequently, we cannot from the form tell whether femina
should be translated female, a female, or the female. In this

particular there is, in construing or translating from the Latin,
no other guide than tho sense as it may be gathered from
the general import of tho sentence or tho narrative : and you
will also now bo aware that/cmak, a female, and the female, are

equally to be put into.Latin by femina.

nil; H ol.l DA
GYMNASTICS.- III.

JUHI'INO AND LEAPING.

THESE exercises, in their various forms, constitute an important
feature in gymnastic pursuits ; and, simple M they may appear
to many, real: for tho attainment of
a tolerable degree of proficiency, without injury to the physical
powers. There is a mctlmd in tho way of doing all things, by
which comparative ease and safety may be secured, and it will

bo our object to explain what is tho best method in this case for
the practice of tho lear

1. Before tho attempt is made to accomplish any/eat*, it will

bo necessary to go through certain preparatory exercises, which
will accustom yon to tho proper movements, and give the

required degree of elasticity to the limbs. Begin all jumping
exercises by the upward jump from the ground, which is to be
performed in tho following manner :' Stand in an erect

position, with the arms hanging downward; bend the knee*
forward and rise slightly upon the toes ; then spring upward to
a moderate height, and alight upon the balls of the feet not

upon tho heels, for this will give a concussion to the joints ;

also bend the knees slightly on coming down, which will help to
break tho force of the shock. In practising all jumping exer-

cises the learner should remember these fundamental prin-

ciples.

In the foregoing exercise the arms may either be kept straight
to the body, or with tho hands resting on the hips, or, thirdly,
thrown forward and upward when the jump is taken. The
learner will do well to practise each of these ways in torn ; the

last will be useful in giving additional impetus when the height
or distance of the jump is an object.

2. Make the same jump, but, in the descent, face to the

right ; the next time, face to the left ; and the next, turn the

body completely round when in the act of jumping, so as to

come to the ground with the face turned in the opposite direc-

tion to that in which it had been before making the jump.
3. In taking the jump, stretch the legs out sideways on rising-

from tho ground, and extend the arms high above the head.

4. Another useful jump to practise is that shown in our first

illustration (Fig. 9). Bring the feet back to their original

position while In the air, and extend the arms at the same
time. It will require some dexterity to enable the learner to

cross and to uncross the legs before descending, so as to bring
the feet back to the ground with the heels touching, but this

will come in due time with regular practice.

Other jumps of a similar nature to the foregoing may be

practised. To exhaust the list of such variations would require
a special paper, but these will suggest others.

We have touched at present only on jumping movements,

designed to practise the muscles, which will be employed in

exercises of a higher order. We pass on now to these, which

may more properly be called leaping.

THE HIGH LEAP.

This should be practised with the aid of a leaping-stand (see

Fig. 10). It consists of two poles, about six or seven feet high, and

perforated with holes from one to two inches apart ; these holes

commencing about a foot and a half from the bottom, and con-

tinuing upward to the top, or near it. The poles are fixed in the

ground at from six to eight feet from each other. Two movable

pegs are inserted into the holes at the desired height for the

leap, and across those pegs a rope is then stretched, the rope

being kept in position by the weight of a small sand-bag at each

end ; or a stick may be used instead of the rope to rest upon
tho pegs, but the rope is preferable for tho beginner. While

it fixes the height as well as any solid object would do so, it

gives way at once to the slightest touch of the feet in passing

over, and thus saves the leaper from a heavy fall, should he fail

to clear the object. A piece of coloured cloth may be placed,

over the centre of the rope, more particularly to mark the spot
over which the leap is to be made, as well as to show, by its

displacement or otherwise, whether the object has been grazed
in the passage over it.

Now, with this apparatus before yon, commence leaping over

a height which you can accomplish with ease ; and then

gradually raise the pegs and the rope from hole to hole, as you
increase in power and dexterity.
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The leaping may be practised either from the standing posi-

tion, or with a previous run of a few paces. In performing'
the standing leap, let the preliminary movements be as

described in the first jumping exercise ; at the moment of

passing over, throw the head and the arms well forward, and be

careful to alight according to the instructions which have been

already given.
A short run before the leap gives some impetus to the leaper

to attain a greater height. Practise a run of two or three paces
at first, and afterwards of six to eight paces, which is quite as

much as should be taken. Let the rise into the air take place, as

nearly as possible, at a distance from the poles equal to about
half the height of the rope from the ground. Practise the

upward spring, according to the directions given in our intro-

ductory remarks on "Jumping and Leaping,"
from either the right or the left foot, or from

both, until you can leap equally well either

way. About four feet high is an average
leap ; fivo feet is very good ; and for a man
to leap his own height is considered the per-
fection of proficiency in athletic pastime.

THE LONG LEAP.

In practising this leap, go gradually, as

LEAPING WITH THE POLE.
The pole used for this purpose should be of stout but light

wood, from seven to ten feet long, and about an inch and a half
in thickness. It should be pointed at one end, and the point

j

shod with iron, to secure a firmer hold of the ground. With an
implement thus fashioned, both long and high leaps may be

accomplished in a light and graceful manner, and without the
amount of physical exertion necessary without such an appli-
ance. But proficiency in the exercise requires a knack, which
can only be attained by practice.

In the moderate leaps which are best suited to the practice of

the learner, the pole should be held in the manner represented in

the illustration (Fig. 11), the left hand being placed below, and
the right hand above. The position of the body in this cut

is that assumed at the moment before taking
the spring ; the pole having previously been

planted at a convenient distance in front
of the leaper. Now rock the right leg once
or twice, and, by a spring from the baD of

the left foot, impel the body forward beyond
the pole to the spot it is desired to reach.

In the performance of the leap the body
takes the position shown in Fig. 12. It is

necessary to the proper execution of the

Fig. 11.

'before, from distances which can bo accom-

plished with ease, to lengths which test all

your powers. The distances should be ir.di-

cated on the ground by chalk marks, or

otherwise. Spring, as before, from the balls

of the toes, and incline the body forward ;

but do hot jump too high, for this will

diminish the distance. At the same time a t'ii

moderate height will be necessary in the

spring, or you will not be able to clear so much ground. In a

long leap without a run, eight or ten feet is very good. With a
run of about twelve paces, five or six feet more may be accom-

plished without much difficulty.

The downward leap may be practised with advantage, but a

leap from a height of more than six feet should not be attempted
by the beginner. The proficient may accomplish ten or twelve

feet with safety. In this, as in all other leaps, remember the

elementary rule to alight on the balls of the feet, and to bend
the knees on alighting, to break the force of concussion with the

ground.

Vaulting is another kind of leap, in which the hands are

momentarily rested on some firm object, over which the body
passes. Vaulting-horses, or blocks of wood roughly shaped like

the body of a horse, are sometimes employed for this purpose ;

or the same end may be served by a piece of stout timber

transversely placed on two supports fixed firmly in the

ground. This exercise is of use in enabling the gymnast to

clear any obstacle, such as a gate or stile, that he may meet
when walking in the country, with ease and quickness.

Fig. 12.

leap that the original starting-point, the

spot on which the pole is rested before leap-

ing, and the position which is attained by
the leap, should all be in a straight line with
each other.

In performing longer leaps, when some
degree of familiarity with the use of the

M. pole is acquired, it is desirable to place the

hands nearer to each other than is shown
in these engravings ; the precise height at which the pole
should be grasped depending on the leap to be performed,
and the amount of assistance required from the pole by the

leaper.

High leaps with the pole should be practised with great care,
and only in successive gradations from a point that may bo

leaped by the beginner with ease. They should not be tried,

indeed, until the learner is familiar with the use of the pole in

the long leap, and has acquired confidence in his own power to

employ the implement with advantage.
In the high leaps it is necessary that the pole should be held

with both hands higher than the rope or bar it is intended to

leap over ; and at the moment when the body is passing over

the rope, the hold upon the pole must be relinquished, and the

pole pushed backward by a slight movement of the uppermost
hand, so that it may not fall upon the leaper. A failure of

nerve or confidence in passing over the rope will do more than

anything else to prevent success in the movement. It is espe-

cially needful in these leaps to bend the knees on reaching the

ground, as before explained.



>S IN MUSIC. III.

IN order to fix in tho memory yet more distinctly 1

htnu'tiiro of tho wuli<, it. may lie well to Hot:

nililo into two similar Hf>tn of four notes, each cet ineluding two

tones, crowned by a tontile. The-e sets nf four union have becu

colled Ti-.TKAi'iiniMis. [f t!i.- r. '(.lii-ate .,!' the key-note IB in-

clude.!, you will haw !>>n, KA v, M K, F.\ 11 l'..r tho first totrn-

chord, and SOH, LA, TK, Don 1 for tho second. These are called

ditfjttm-t tetraehonl-, because tho tono between FAH and S<>i:

separates them. If tho koy-noto is nia.de the highest note of

tho ono and tho lewent of the other tetrachonl, S.n, LAH, TK,
1>. .ii, will form the first, iiud I>'>n (r.peated), RAY, ME, FAH,
the second. Thoao are called tho conjunct tetrachords, becauHo

thy are, joined in tho key-noto. Take coins or counters to

represent tho notes, and arrange them on the table, first

with tho disjunct, and then with the conjunct totraohorda

thus:
TETRACHORD. TETRACHORD.

* * * *

TETRACHORD.

TETRACHOBD.

Learn to do this from memory, and, having done it, to name
tho notes yon have arranged. Some scale-makers, beginning

upon RAT and ascending to the upper RAY', suppose they have

got hold of a different scale, because the tonules (semi-tones)

are between the second and third and sixth and seventh notes

from RAY, while they were between the third and fourth and
seventh and eighth from DOH ! In the same way, they begin

upon ME, and ascending to the upper ME', suppose they have

discovered another new scale, with its tonules differently placed!
And so on, making every note of the scale the beginning of what

they strangely fancy to bo a new scale ! You will be saved

from this delusion by simply observing that, whatever note you
begin on, the tonules ore divided by two tones on the ono hand,
and by three on tho other. This will best appear by your

placing the notes in tho form of a circle, thus :

*SOH

RAY*

Don *

Our pupil will not blame us for having so long drawn his

attention to this foundation scale of all music, when ho cornea

to see the importance in his after progress of thus thoroughly

comprehending its structure. Ho will now bo prepared to

understand the "Modulator, or pointing board for teaching
tunes." The middla column represents the seven notes of the

scale in their proper order and at their proper distances. The

replicates (octave notes) are added, both above and below, with
the figures attached to them as already described. It will be
soon that, with the exception of tho middle octavo (eight notes),
the initial letters of the sol-fa syllables alone are used. Tho sido

columns (which are but repetitions of the same thing at different

heights in pitch) and the additional notes given in these columns,

namely, TA, pronounced taw, and FE, need not be attended
to at present. They are only printed here for the sake of com-

pleteness. The scale is sometimes called tho " common
(the common mode in which notes are arranged for a tune), and
tho word modulate means properly to sing

" in mode," or, in

other words, to sing correctly "in tune." Tho uses of tho
modulator are tho following :

1. ' t supplies the learner with a perfect pictorial representa-
tion of the notes ho is singing, and thus enables him, as ho

wnps and "
points," to measure to the eye tho exact intervals

which the voice is taking. This cannot bo done on tho staff of

five linoe, for there is nothing thero to indicate pictorialhj tho

place of tho tonules (semi-tones) and it is not easy for tho

VOL. I.

part of the

mple and uniform

iyn tho key-noto, th

H.MI'I.K

OR POINTING BOARD FOE

TEACHING TDXB8.

d>

m1

DOH 1

TE

fta

fi-

LAH r

ne

SOH d

-fe t,

PAH
ME 1,

RAY s,

DOH f,

t, m,

8,

f,

m t

r,

learner to know at all

i|/e whieh f\

with lii

will tin'1 that tin- ha* bi

tho "
Htuff," and a clear, Mir*

maze of flat-, an- 1 .-hai].-. a

other iliflietiltiei may bo crowded np
J. I-

of interval," for I>i< being alwayi
remain a .line, to

whatever pit Hi tho Mai
bo raised or lowered,
the tonules ure ,.

MB FAH, and 'I i

tho pupil is so accustomed to

sing those syllables to that

interval, that ho would find it

difficult to sing them wrongly.
This constant use of the syl-
lables in connection always
with tho same intervals, helps
the mind to recall thoso inter-

vals with great ease. We all

acknowledge tho power of this

mental association of syllable.

and interval. When we wish
to remember Rome favourite

tune, for instance, how fre-

quently do wo a*k ourselves in

aid of memory,
" What are the

words we iisually sing it to ?"
and immediately that we think

of the words we remember the

tune. How is this ? It is plain
that the first syllables of tho

hymn or song had so often

co-existed in our minds along
with the first intervals of the

tune, that the one had gained
a power to suggest the other.

This power of "association,"

proved to be occasionally so

useful, we systematise and make
of constant use. Several per-

sons, recently made acquainted
with this method of teaching
to sing, have written to us in

this manner: "I was reckoned
a very fair sight-singer before

I became acquainted with this

method, but I frequently, in

preparing for our choral meet-

ings, met with passages which
I could not conquer without
tho help of on instrument. I

now, however, simply trace out such passages on tho modulator,
translate them into this accurate and unchanging language of

interval, and then it becomes really difficult to sing them

wrongly."
3. It facilitates tho practice of teaching by pattern. This is

of great importance. Tho teacher sings, softly and duitinctijr,

a short phrase of the tune to bo taught. To this vocal pattern
the pupils so listen that they may bo able to imitntc immediately
afterwards. There arc two mental processes in learning to sing
a note. Tho first is an effort (if wo may so speak) of perception.

in seeking to appreciate clearly the note to bo imitated. The
second is an effort of u-ill, commanding the organs of voice to

reproduce tho notes thus clearly perceived. Tho "
pattern

"

cultivate:) each of these distinctly. It stimulate!) the pupil to a

strong niciilnl tjf<-t in endeavouring to bring the oar and the

voice to do tho mind's bidding. In this mental effort alone
tho real i-o/A- of learning to sing. That method ;.- the.

best, therefore, which requires the most of it. One hour's

training of this kind is far more effective than f.

singing with a leader. Tho teacher also, not singing with his

pupils, is better able to criticise and patiently correct their

10
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mistakes. The pupil who has to teach himself, with only an

occasional pattern from some voice or instrument, must make
himself thoroughly perfect in pointing on the modulator, and

singing those pieces in which he has had the advantage of a

pattern, and they will help him to the rest. The first sign of

intelligence in a learner is that he know? when he sings wrong.
Let him always, in that case, go back to the key-note and

chord, and "
try again." Many persons have taught themselves

to sing in this way, often making mistakes of which they were

ignorant for a while, but discovering their error and the means

of correcting it, in their efforts to sing some following exercise.

A teacher always by our side will, doubtless, save us from many
misunderstandings and blunders ;

but he who cannot enjoy this

advantage, may work on sturdily and hopefully without one.

Let him remember that his first business is to use the modulator

so constantly that it shall become "printed'' in the eye of

memory.
This introduces as our next topic that simple way of writing

vocal music which we intend to use r,s the companion and inter-

preter of the more difficult and complex
" old notation," of

which we hope finally to make you master. It is the invention

of an excellent and intelligent lady- Miss Glover, of Norwich

and has been modified and adapted to popular purposes by Mr.

Curwen, in his "Grammar of Vocal Music," "Tonic-Solfa

Edition of the People's Service of Song," and other works^. It

consists of the first letters of the solfa syllables, which you have

used in learning a tune from the modulator, liritten doivn.

And if you have used the modulator till you ar$ 'able to carry
one " in your mind's eye," this simple notation answers the

purpose of pointing out the notes on that mental scale. But lot

it be remembered that this notation sliouid never be use* <

from a perfect modulator eitlier on paper before the learner, or

clearly seen in his mind's eye. When we remember that to

secure this mental modulator it is only necessary to learn the

proper position of seven notes, the effort does not appear a

difficult one ; yet, so inrooted is laziness in some people, that we
have found many who go on using tlie solfa syllables to no advan-

tage for years, without taking the trouble to loam this little ten

minutes' lesson, which would make those syllables, in connection

with the power of association just described, clear interpreters
of music to them. You will perceivo, then, that these notes of

the new notation do not appear to our own pupils as they would
to others, only on one horizontal line, but seem, as they sing

them, to rise or fall to their proper places in the scale. Some

persons have objected to this marking of the notes by the solfa

syllables, saying,
" If the old notation must bo learnt at last,

however difficult it is, because it contains all the stores of clas-

sical music, then why not begin with that at once P why teach

two notations?" First, because there is reany no trouble in

teaching the solfa notation ; we have seen children in an infants'

school use it before they had learnt to read. It was to them,
as we have described it, simply the letters from the modulator
" written down." Secondly, because the old notation presents
such difficulties to the learner as to make it impossible to teach

music in any short time by its means alone. Many of the best

systems inako use of some simpler notation to interpret the old.

Mr. Gall, of Edinburgh, Mr. "Waite, and some others, make use

of a notation by figures. Dr. Bryce, of Belfast, uses both the

figures and the solfa syllables. And we have lately learnt that
a sort of solfa notation Yras printed under the notes with some
of the very earliest English psalm-tunes. It consisted of the

initial letters of the solfa syllables placed under the notes much
as we shall use them. Thirdly, because the use of some -such

new notation is the quickest and most perfect means of gaining
a real command of the old. Already, by the method which we
are now developing, many children in day-schools, in addition to

a large number of adults, have learnt to sing
" at sight

"
from

tJie old notation.

It is of small consequence what syllables are used for this

purpose. A great variety have been used at different times.
v\ a have chosen those given above because they are best known,
oaly changing SE into TE for the sake of having a different

initial letter from Son. We have given the English spelling of

the syllables instead of the Italian, as we have nothing to do
with the Italian language in these lessons.

It may be easily noticed that, at certain distances throughout
a tune, the voice is delivered with increased distinctness and
force Tlii? combixiation of distinctness and force is called

" accent." Close observation will enable you to distinguish
three degrees of accent thus produced the louder (or stronger),

the softer (or weaker), and the medium. Listen to a well-.-nnir

tune more closely still, and you will find that the accents recur

in regular order, and at equal distances of time. Take care to

verify all these assertions' by singing some well-known tune

yourself, or by listening to another. Then remeiubcr that the

distance of time from one of the louder accents to the next ir,

called a MEASURE. (It is sometimes inaccurately called a BAB.)
The distance of time between any accent and the next is called

an ALIQUOT, or equal part, of the measure. It may also bo

called a "
pulse

"
of the voice. There arc four sorts of MEASURE

in common use.

Tiie BINARY or TWO-PULSE MEASURE contains two aliquote,

one having the louder and the other the softer accent. We use

an upright bar to represent the louder accent, and two dots to

represent the softer. The binary measure may, therefore, bo

represented thus :

etc., or etc.

The TRINARY or THREE-PULSE MEASURE contains three

alicjuots, one of which has the louder and the other two tho

softer accent. It may be represented thus :

etc., or etc.

The QuA'r-KRNAKY or FOUR-PULSE MEASURE is formed from
the binary by changing every alternate louder accent into one

i,m force. \Ve represent the medium accent by a shorter

bar than that used for the louder accent. This measure may,
then, be thus represented :

The SENARY or SIX-PULSE MEASUILK is formed from tha

trinary measure by changing every alternate louder accent into

a medium accent, and may be represented thus :

|

: : etc.

You perceive that these measures often begin on the softer

or medium accents, but the imperfect measure is always com-

pleted at the end of a tune. Much of the delicacy and expres-
siveness of music depends on this proper recurrence of accent,
sometimes called rhythm. By neglect of this a properly beautiful

tune is often made dull, heavy, and unmeaning, while careful

attention to it will give beauty to some of the plainest molodies.

Many of our most popular tun-es owe their effect almost entirely
to rhythm, and it forms nearly the sole power of such instru-

ments as the drum and the tambourine. It makes even the

regulated step of the soldier and the dancer akin to music. The

philosophy o-f the origin of our sense of rhythm is treated very

admirably in the appendix to Dr. Bryce's
" Rational Introduc-

tion to Music." Ho shows its connection with the pulsations of

the heart, which are multiples of the respirations of the lungs.
" About the commencement of each expiration of the breath,
there is one moment at which the effort, whether muscular or

elastic, is stronger than at any other time in the whole breathing.
This is most apparent in a person sleeping soundly, when the

mechanism of the body, not being controlled by the mind, follows

unceremoniously its own laws. . . . Between the expiration
and inspiration there seems to intervene a paiise, during which
the lungs are at rest ; but during or immediately after great

bodily exertion- running for example this pause disappears,
and expiration succeeds inspiration immediately, or with a very
brief period of rest. The same happens when the breathing is

impeded by disease. . . . Hence, a respiration may be divided

into two (Binary) or into three (Trinary) parts. If into three

parts they will be 1st, expiration; 2nd, pause; 3rd, inspiration.
If into two 1st, expiration ; 2nd, inspiration."

Rhythm in its fullest sense has a wider range and more deli-

cate expression than can be given within the boundaries of a

single measure. General Thompson (Westminster Review, Oct.,

1832), very beaiitifully describes it thus :

' Whoever has been
rocked in a boat upon what in plain prose mny be called

' the

ocean waves
'

will have been conscious that besides the petty
furro'.v which lifted its head and stern alternately in a time

approaching to the vibrations of a church pendulum, there was
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Linotte, f., linnet.

Merle, m., blackbird.

Oie, f., goose.

Oiseau de proie, m., bird of prey.

Paon, m., peacock.

Passereau, m., sparrow.

Perdrix, f ., partridge.

Perroquet, m., parrot.

Pie, f., magpie.

14. QUADRUPEDES. QUADRUPEDS.

Pigeon, m., pigeon.

Poule, f., hen.

Poulet, in., chiclien.

Eoitelet, m., wren.

Kossignol, m., nightingale.

Rouge-gorge, m., redbreast.

Serin, m., canary-bird.

Tourterelle, f., turtle-dove.

Vautour, m., vulture.

Agneau, m., lamb.

Blaireau, m., badger.

Castor, m., beawer.

Cerf, in., stag.

Chamois, m., chamois, irild goat.

Chevre, f., goat.

Chevreuil, m., roebuck.

Ecureuil, m., sgtiirrel.

Furet, m.,/erre(.

Herisson', m., hedgehog.

Lapin, m., rabbit.

Anguille, f., eel.

Baleine, f., whale.

Brochet, m., pike.

Carpe, f., can'.

Chevrette, f., shrimp.

Ecrevisse, f., crawfish.

Esturgeon, in., sturgeon.

Hareng, m., herring.

Hareng saur, m., red herring.

Homard, m., lobster.

Lievre, m., hare.

Lion, m., lion.

Loup, m., wolf.

Mule, f., mule.

Ours, m., bear.

Poulain, m., colt.

Peurceau, m., hog, swine.

Benard, m., fox.

Singe, m., mon7cy.

Taupe, f., mole.

Tigre, m., tiger.

15. POISSONS. FISHES.

Merlan, m., whiting.

Morue, f., codfish.

Perehe, f., perch.

Requiu, m., shark.

Saumou, m., salmon.

Sole, f., sole.

Tanche, f., tench.

Tortue, f., turtle.

Truite, f. , trout.

Turbot, in., (urbot.

16. INSECTES, ETC. INSECTS, ETC.

Abeille, f., bee.

Araignce, f., spider.

Chenille, f., caterpillar.

Cigale, f., grasshopper.

Couleuvre, f., adder.

Cousin, m., gnat.

Crapaud, in., loud.

Escarbot, m., beetle.

JTourrni, f., ant.

Grenouille, f., frog.

Grillon, m., cricfeet.

Gucpe, f., wasp.

Lizard, m., lizard.

Lima9on, m., snail.

Mouche, f.,jly.

Papillcm, m., butterfly.

Puce, f., .flea.

Punaise, f., bug.

Sangsuc, f., leech.

Sauterelle, f., locust.

Serpent, in., serpent.

Teigne, f., moth.

Ver, m., worm.

Vipere, f., riper.

SECTION XIX. THE VERBS AVOIR AND ETRE IN REFER-
ENCE TO THE TIME OF DAY, QUANTITY, ETC.

1. For the time of the day, the verb etre is used unipersonally
in French, in the same manner as the verb to he is used in

English for the same object. The word heure, sing., heures,

pi., represents the English expressions o'clock, or time, and must

always be expressed.

Quelle heure est-il ?

II e^t une heure,
U est dix heures,

Wliat o'clock (lime) is it ?

It is one o'clock.

It is ten, it is ten o'clock.

2. Midi is used for twelve o'clock in the 'day, and minuit for

midnight, or twelve at night. Douze heures is never used except
in the sense of twelve hours.

Est-il midi ? Est-il minuit ? Is it noon f Is it midnight f

3. Et quart, et demi [ 84 (2)], answers to the English ex-

pressions a quarter, half-past, after, etc.

II est neuf heures et quart, It is o quarter after nine.

11 est midi et demi, It is half after twelue.

II est un heure et demie, It is half after one.

4. Moins un quart, moins vingt minutes, answer to the English
expressions a. quarter before, tiventy minutes before, etc.

II est dix heures moins un quart, It wants a quarter of ten.

Ilestneufheuresmoinsdixiniiiutes, It is ten minutes be/ore nine.

5. The word demi, preceding the word heure, does not vary.
Placed after it, it is variable [ 84 (2)].

Une demi-heure, Half an hour.

Une heure et demie, An hour and a half.

6. The verb avoir is used actively [ 43 (2) (3)] in French in

speaking of age, and the word an, year, is always expressed.

Quel age avez-vous ? How old ore you? i.e., Wliat age
have you?

J'ai plus da vingt ans. I am more than twenty.

7. Plus de, moins de, arc used for more than, less than, before

a number i

Avons-nous plus de dix metres de Have we more than ten metres (yards)
cette toile de Hollande ? of this holland (linen of Holland).

Vous en avez moins de six aunes. You hare less than six ells of it.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.
II n'est pas encore deux heures. It is not yet two o'clock.

Est-il une heure et demie ? Is it half-post one ?

II est midi et quart ou midi et demi. It is a quarter or half-past twelve,

II est huit heures moins un quart. It wants a quarter of eight.

Quel age votre fils a-t-il ? How old is your son ?

11 n'a que dix-huit ans. He is only eighteen years old.

Votre beau-ftvre n' a-t-il pas plus Is not your brother-in-law more than
de dix-neuf ans ? nineteen years old?

Ma belle sceur n'a pas moins de My sister-in-law is not less iTicwi

dix-huit ans et demi. eighteen years and a half.

Est-il plus de dix heures a votre Is it more than ten o'clocfc by yovf
montre ? watc7i ?

II n'cst que neuf heures a ma It is only nine by my clock.

pendule.
Votre fils est-il plus age que le Is your son older than mine?

mien ?

II est plus jeune que le votre. He is younger than yours.

Age", -e, old.

Anne, f., ell.

Beau-fils, son-in-Zaw.

Beau-frere, brot7ier-in-

laic.

Beau-pore, father-in-
law.

Belle-mere, mother-in-

law.

VOCABULARY.

Belle-soeur, f., stster-in-

Cela, that.

Ciuquante, ffty,

Cousin-gerniain, m.,

/rst-cousiii.

Enfant, m., child.

Fevrier, m., February.

Iiidienne, f., printed i Tard, tate.

calico.

EXERCISE 33.

Jeune, young.

Jour, m., day.

Maintenant, now.

Mars, m., March.

Metre, m., yard.*

Mois, in., month.

Pendule, f., clocfc.

Buban, m., ribbon.

1. Votre beau-frere est-il plus age que le mien ? 2. Le v6tre

est plus jeune que le mien. 3. Quel age a votre belle-mere ? 4.

EUe a pros de cinquante ans. 5. Quelle heure est-il maintenant ?

6. II est six heurcs passees. 7. Etes-vous certain de cela ? 8.

Oui, Monsieur, j'en suis certain. 9. Est-il plus de deux heures

a votre montro ? 10. II n'est que midi a ma montre ? 11.

Avez-vous plus de cinq ans, mon enfant ? 12. Je n'ai pas
encore quatre ans. 13. Avez-vous plus de six metres d'indionne?

14. J'en ai moins de trois metres. 15. Combien d'aunes de

ruban votre beau-pere a-t-il ? 16. II n'a guere de ruban, il n'en

a qu'une demi-aune. 17. Est-il midi moins un quart ? 18. II

est plus tard, Monsieur ; il est midi et quart. 19. Quel jour du
mois avons-nous ? 20. Nous avons le six Octobre. 21. N'est-

ce pas le huit Fevrier ? 22. Non, Madame, c'est le huit Mars.

23. Combien de jardins a votre cousin-germain ? 24. II n'en a

qu'un, mais il est tres-beau. 25. II en a plus de dix.

EXERCISE 34.

1. How old is your brother-in-law ? 2. He is fifty years old.

3. Is your sister-in-law older than mine ? 4. No, Sir, my sister-

in-law is younger than yours. 5. Is your son twenty-five years
old ? 6. No, Madam, he is only sixteen. 7. What day of the

month is it (have we) to-day ? 8. It is (we have) the eleventh.

9. Have you the twentieth volume of Chateaubriand's works ?

10. No, Madam, we have the eleventh. 11. What o'clock is it,

Sir? 12. It is only twelve o'clock. 13. Is it not later? 14.

It wants a quarter of one. 15. It is a quarter after five. 16.

How many yards of this holland (toile de Hollande, f.) have you ?

17. I have ten ells and a half. 18. I have six metres of it, and
sixteen yards of Italian silk. 19. Is your mother-in-law younger
than your father-in-law. 20. She is younger than he. 21. Are

you twenty years old ? 22. No, Sir, I am only nineteen and a

half. 23. Are you sure (s&r) that it is ten o'clock ? 24. Yes,

Madam, I am sure of it. 25. Is it twenty minutes of ten ?

26. No, Sir, it is a quarter before twelve (midi). 27. How
many houses have you ? 28. I have only one, but my sister-in-

law has two. 29. Have you mine (f.) or yours ? 30. I have

neither yours nor mine, I have your son-in-law's. 31 . Has your
mother-in-law five yards of that printed calico ? 32. She has

only two yards of it. 33. What o'clock is it by (d) your watch ?

34. It is half-past four by my watch. 35. It is more than seven

o'clock by mine (d la mienne).

* The French metre is exactly 39'371 inches English measure; it is

therefore longer than the English yard by about 3} inches, or more

accurately 3J? inches.
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that it U vulgar and commonplace to writo a
legible hand that it shows good breeding to writo such a
scrawl that it Li impossible for any 0110 but an expert to decipher

COPY.8LIP- NO, 32. THE WORD

COPY'SLIP NO, 33,- THE WQED hilt.

COPT-SLIP NO. 34. THE WORD pull.

before their notice. The words in Copy-slips Nos. 33 and 34
will bear efficient witness to the truth and propriety of the
statement wo mado in our last lesson, that unless duo attention
be paid to the relative proportion of the strokes of letters that
extend above or below the lines that contain the body of any
letter, the appearance of any handwriting will be far from
pleasing, as it will bo wanting in that harmony that is so abso-
lutely necessary to satisfy the eye. Suppose, for instance. th:it

in Copy-slip No. 33 the letter 1 in the word hilt had been carried
no higher than tho t, how unsatisfactory wonld have been its

aspect : or, again, if tho letter t in the samo word had been
carried as high as tho 1, what trouble would the reader havo
to determine whether the writer meant what ho had written to
be the word that means tho " handle of a aword," or -that by
which "rising ground" is denoted. Then, also, in Copy-slip
No. 34, if tho straight stroke of tho p in pull were not carried
down to its proper extent, but allowed to terminate a littlo
below the lower of the lines that contain tho Micr u, what
doubt would arise in a reader's mind : .T the writer
meant to writo the word which means " to draw," or " to move

it. How the notion has arisen it is difficult to say; but, to

hazard a guess, it is fair to suppose that it originated in an idea

that to be engaged in trade and commerce was low, and that aa

people in business generally wrote legibly and plainly, it was
the stamp of a commercial huxtering spirit to go and do like-

wise. Happily, in our times legible handwriting is not thought

unworthy of a man of education and good social position, while,

indeed, it is one of the principal qualifications that is insisted

on in those who aspire to the Civil Service and employment in

Government offices. To write a good hand is one of the first

steps towards the attainment of that liberal education which

stamps a man as a gentleman without any of the adventitious

claims that arise out of a man's descent and social standing,
and it is now as absurd for any man to racer at another because
he can write lopibly as it was for Jack Cnde to dnb tho clerk of

Chatham a villain because he was taken "
setting of boy's

copies," and to hang him as a traitor, with his pen and ink-horn

about his neck, because ho could write his own name, and had
not a mark to himself, like, in Cade's csiima^">n,

" an hocest,

plain-dealinj man."
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. IX.

SECTION XVII. PERSONAL PRONOUNS; VERBS OF THE
NEW CONJUGATION, ETC.

IN English the relation of property or possession is denoted by
means of personal pronouns in the possessive case, Awhile

in

German the same relation is shown by means of a distinct class

of words (Sect. X.), called possessive pronouns ; and these are

used not merely in the corresponding case (i.e., the genitive),

but in all the cases. The German personal pronoun, therefore,

ia rarely used in the genitive like eur personal pronoun in the

possessive.

DECLENSION OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuler.

VI. 3d), I ; 5>u, thou ; .
tc, you.

. fflictncr, of me ; 3>ctncr, of thee ; 3l>rcr, of you.

$). 2)Hr,to,orfor me; 5>ir, to, or for thee; 3lmcn, to, or for you.

a. 2)Md;, me; 5>\fy, thee; it, you.

Plural.

91. 2Cir, we ; 3l;r, you; ic, you ( 57. 6).

f>. Unfcr, of us ; 6'iicr, of you ; 3l;rer, of you.
3D. Una, to, or for us; (Sud;, to, or for you ; 3J)ncn, to, or for you.
21. Un8, us; Slid;, you; ic, you.

Singular.

31. (5r, he; fie, she; tS, it.

. cincr, of lu'm, il;rer, of her ; feiner, of it.

3D. 3f)ni,to,orforhim; tl)v, to, or for her ; ifint, to, or for it.

51. Sfyn, him ; fie, her; c$, it.

Plural.

SI. ie, they; fte, they ; ftc, they.
. 3l;rer, of them; ifjrcv, of them; ifjvcv, of them.

3). Sfyncn, to, for ityncn, to, for them ; il;ncn, to, for them.

them ;

^l. tc, them ; fte, them ; ftc, them.

1. The personal pronouns (in the 1st and 2nd persons) are

Often used reflexively ; and are to be rendered by our com-

pounds, myself, thyself, ourselves, yourselves, as : 3d; lobe mid;,

I praise myself. 2Du lobft 3Md;, thou praisest thyself. SBir lobcn

un
;
we praise ourselves. 3l;r lobt ltd;, etc.

2. The reflexive form of the personal pronouns in the third

person singular and plural is fid; (Latin, se), and answers to

our objective himself, herself, itself, themselves ; its gender
and number being determined by the subject of the verb, as :

<5r evlcnibt fid;, he allows (to) himself. ie crlaubt fid;, she

allows (to) herself. S)cr Jlnabc lobt fid;, the boy praises him-

self. i e allc lobcn ft cf), they all praise themselves, etc. (See
60. 4.)

3. A personal pronoun of one gender is frequently translated

by one of another, as : 3Dcr Sifd; ift gut, cibcr e r ift nicfyt groji, the

table is good, but it is not large. S\iS 2)i\itd;cn ifi fd;on, abcr e6

tft nid;t flctjiig, the girl is beautiful, but s], is not industrious.

3Dtefe Scber fcJjrcibt nicfjt gut, fie ift ji: tedd;, this pen does not write

well, it is too soft (limber).
OBS. This respects merely the translation. If, for instance,

we were to translate the last German sentence according to the
German idiom, the English for it would be,

" This pen does not
write well, she is too soft." Now such a rendering wonld be

contrary to the English idiom, and therefore on translating
German into English, we try to come as near the English idiom
as possible ; although it ought to bo remembered that the dif-

ference of gender, as referring to the same noun, does never take

place in German.

DECLENSION OF 91 i c m a n b (with examples of each case).

SI. Sticmanb, nobody ( 59. 3). Sfaemanb tft l)ier, nobody is here.

(8. SftiemautS, of nobody. SfiemanbS ^>ut ift Oicr, nobody's
hat is here.

2>. 9itcmanben, to nobody. S ift Sftemanben nit^lid;, it is

profitable to nobody.
STcicmcmb, or ) , ,

3d; felje Slicmant
;
I see nobody.

4. Verbs of the New Conjugation (See 79. 1, 2) form the

Imperfect by adding to the root the suffix t c, for the first and for

\io thii-d person singular; the corresponding parts in tlie plural

being made by the addition of the letter n. The second person

singular is formed by adding to the root the letters t c ft ;
the

plural of the same person taking t c t.

The root i.-J found by removing the letters c n from the form

of the present infinitive : thus, from lobcn (to praise), take en,

and you get I o b, which is the root.

The Present Participle is made by adding to the root the

syllable e n b
; as, lob-cnb, praising.

The Perfect Participle is produced by prefixing to the root the

augment ge ( G9. 2, 4), and suffixing the letter t (sometimes et}:

thus, ge-lob-t, praised.
The Perfect tense is formed by combining the'perfect participle

with the present indicative of the auxiliary I)<i6en or fein, to

HAVE or to BE : as, id; Ijabe gclobt, I have praised.

The Pluperfect is formed by combining the perfect participle

with the imperfect of tyaben or fern : as, id; t;attc gclobt, I had

praised.
The First Future is formed by adding to the present of the

infinitive, the present indicative of the auxiliary hjcrben, to

BECOME : as, id; n>erbe (cbcn, I shall praise.

The Second Future is formed by adding to the perfect of the

infinitive, the present indicative of the auxiliary n> e v b e n : as, id;

hicrbe gelobt fyabcn, I shall have praised.

CONJUGATION OF. THE REGULAR VERB 1 b C n IN THE
INDICATIVE.

Infinitive. Participles.

PRES. Soben, to praise. PRES. Sobenb, praising.

PERF. clobt Iwbcn, to have praised. PERF. elobt, praised.

Singular.

3d; lobe, I praise.

3Du tct'ft, thou praisest.

v (cbt, he praises.

PRESENT TENSE.
Plural.

SB if Icben, we praise.

3I;r U'bet, you praise,
ic (obcn, they praise.

IMPERFECT TENSE.

3d; lob-tc, I praised. SBir lob-ten, we praised.

<Tu fob-toft, thou praisedst. 3I)r lob-tct, you praised.

Ch- lob-tc, ho praised. @ic lob-ten, they praised.

PERFECT TENSE.

3d; I)abc nclobt, I havo praised. 2Bir liabcn gdobt, we have praised.

u l;aft fjdobt, i'hou hast praised. 3f;r I;abct gclobt, you have praised.

&v I;at gclobt, ho has praised. Sic Iiabcn gclobt,they have praised.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

3d) Imttc gclobt, I had praised. 2Bir fatten gclobt, we had praised.

:t Imttcft gclobt, thon hadst 3l;v InUtct gclobt, you had praised.

praised.
Sr fiatte gclobt, he had praised. ic fatten gclobt, they had praised.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

3d; wcrtc lobcn, I shall praise. 2Btr wcrtcn lobcn, we shall praise.

<u njivft lobcn, thou v,-ilt praise. 3l;r uicrtet Ul'cu, you will praise.

&r >vtvb lobcn, he will praise. .ic
werten lolicn, they will praise.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE:

3d; ttcrtc gclobt ^aben, I shall 2Bir tocrten gclobt ^abcn, we shall

have praised. have praised.

u hnvft gclobt ^abcn, thou wilt 3l)r tocrtct gclobt f;aicn, you will

have praised. have praised.

(gv iuirt gclott ^a6cn, he will have te ft'crtcn gclobt tyatcn, they will

praised. have praised.

IMPERATIVE.

Sobc ru, praise thou. Sokt (or lobt) iljr, praise you.

Souc cr, let him praise. Sobcn fie, let them praise.

The preceding paragraph must be well understood and tl-o

verb thoroughly mastered, before proceeding any further. The

pupil will derive much benefit from working out other verbs

after tho above model. The vocabularies will furnish sufficient

examples.
5. In compound tenses, the participle or infinitive is put at

the end of the sentence, whether affirmative or interrogative,

as: 3d;, fyptte
ten 33rief gclobt, I had praised the letter ; atte icb

ten 33ricf gclobt ? had I praised the letter ? SBen hjcrtcn tc loben ?.

whom will you praise ? SBerben tc il;n gclcbt |aben ? will you have

praised him ?

6. In English we have three forms for the present tense ; he

praises, he docs praise, he is praising. The German ha,H for all
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19. IRIS LEAVES. 20. MELON LEAF. 21. PEDATE OR PEDALATE LEAF. 22. PELTATE LEAVES. 23. PINNATE LEAF. 24. ALTERNATE LEAVES.
25. PALMIFH) LEAF. 26. FASCICULATE LEAVES. 27. SAGITTATE LEAF. 28. SPATULATE LEAF. 29. VERTICILLATE OR WHORLED LEAVES.
30. PINNATE LEAF, WITH TENDRILS. 31. CORDATE LEAF. 32. CONFLUENT OB PERFOLIATE LEAVES. S3. LANCEOLATE LEAF. 34. ORBICULAR LEAF.

Pinnate Leaf (Fig. 23). A leaf cut like a feather, from the
Latin penna, a wing or feather. The leaf figured consists of

pairs of leaflets, without foot-stalks, ranged along a common
petiole with a single leaflet at its extremity. The points at
which the paira of leaflets join the petiole are not exactly
opposite each other.

Alternate Leaves (Fig. 24). Leaves are said to be alternate
when they grow from different points of the stem one above
another first on one side and then on the other.

Palmifid L.eaf (Fig. 25). :Le.ayes, divided about half wfty

I down into several lobes, like the leaves of the sycamore, are

j

called palmate or palmifid, from their resemblance to the palm
j

and fingers of the hand when extended- The word is de-

j

rived from the Latin palma, the hand, and findo, to cleave

or split.

Fasciculate Leaves (Fig. 26). Leaves issuing from a com-
mon point, aad arranged in the form of bundles, from the Latin

fasciculus, a little bundle. This peculiar arrangement of the

foliage is found in some of the coniferce, or trees of the pine
tribe,
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35. DEXTATE LEAK. 36. DELTOID LEAP. 37. DECOMPOSITE LEAF. 38. BENIFORH LEAF. 39. PINMATITID LEAF. 40. PALMATE LKAF. 41.

D1UITATE LKAF. 42. CAPILLARY LEAF. 43. SPIKT LEAF. 44. SESSILE LJUVES. 45. CILIATE LEAF. 46. SERRATE LEAF. 47. OVAL HAT.
48. PIMMATE LBAF. 49. BIPINKATK LEAF. 50. DISTICHOUS LEAVES. 51. ACUTE LEAVES.

Sagittate Leaf (Pig. 27). A leaf shaped like the head of an
arrow, from the Latin tagitta, an arrow, triangular in form, with

pointed lobea at the base extending backwards. A variety of

this form ia called hastate, or spear-shaped, from the Latin

hasta, a spear.

Spatulate Leaf (Fig. 28). A leaf formed something like a
spatula (Latin, spatula), abroad fiat knife used by chemists for

spreading plasters. It is broad and rounded at the end, but
tapers gradually towards the stalk.

Vertidllate Leaves (Fig. 29). When more than two leaves

grow on the same level, they are termed verticillate, from the

Latin vertieillus, the whirl of a spindle, derived from verto, to

turn. Leaves growing in this manner, in a ring round the

stem, are also said t be \chorled.

Pinnate Leaf, with Tendril* (Fig. 30). Here we hare two

opposite leaflets, with a tendril issuing from the point of

junction between them. Found in the leaf of the everlast-

ing pea.
Cordate Leaf (Fig. 31). A leaf, such aa the loaf of the lime-

tree, so called from being shaped like a heart, from the Latin
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cor, cordis, the heart. A cordate leaf is broad at the base, where
it is attached to the petiole, and pointed at tho extremity.
When a loaf i.- narrow or pointed at tho base and broad at the

end, or shaped something- like the figure presented by the

section of a pear, it is called obcordate.

Confluent Leaves (Fig. 32). Leaves which are joined together,
or which surround the stem in such a way that it appears to

pass through the centre of them
; from the Latin con, together,

and./iiw), to flow. Leaves of this kind are more often called

perfoliate.
Lanceolate Leaf (Fig. 33). A leaf formed like the head of a

lance, oblong, narrow, and' tapering from the broadest part in

the centre towards the base and extremity.
Orbicular Leaf (Fig. 34). A leaf circular in outline, from the

Latin orncidus, the diminufire of orbis, a globe or sphere.
Leaves of this kind resemble peltate leaves in shape, but differ

from them in being cleft as far as the point of junction with

the petiole. A good example may be found in the leaf of the

common mallow.

Dentate Leaf (Fig. 35). When the edge of a leaf is

notched or indenv.-d 'i, i-; said to bo dentate, from the
Latin dens, a tooth. When the margin of the leaf is un-

broken, ad ia tho leaf of tho myrtle, or nasturtium, it is

said to bo entire.

Deltoid .pea/ (Fig. 36). A leaf with a broad base and

triangular in form, so called from its resemblance to the Greek
letter A, oi capital D, called delta.

^ecommfite Leaf (Fig. 37). A leaf divided into a great
number of leaflets, as in the illustration, in which leaflets are
attached on either side to the branches which issue from the

petiole. It should be noted that the meaning of this term is

very different to decomposition, which means a state of decay
or dissolution, the word decomposite being derived from the
Latin compono, to put together, with de prefixed to increase the
force of its signification, and indicating a composition of things
already compounded, the leaflets of the compound leaf being
also themselves compound.

Reniform Ltfo (Fig. 38). A leaf shaped like a kidney, and
so called froin the Latin ren, a kidney.

Pinnatifid .J,eaf (Fig. 39). A leaf indented along the

margin with doop irregular notches extending about half way
into the mid-rib, as in the leaf of the dandelion, or sow-
thistle ; so called from the Latin penna, a feather, and findo,
to split.

Palmate Leaf (Fig. 40) A leaf consisting of five leaflets

attached to a common petiole, so called from its resemblance to
the extended fingers of the hand, from the Latin palma, a hand.
Leaves of this kind are sometimes termed quinaie.

Digitate Leaf (Fig. 41). A leaf consisting of several leaflets,
or lobes proceeding from the same point of a common leaf-

stalk, so called from the Latin digitus, a finger, the lobes being
extended like tho fingers of a hand. An example may be
found in the leaf of the horse-chestnut. Scarcely differs from
the last.

Capillary Leaf (Fig. 42). A leaf branching out in all direc-
tions in narrow hair-like divisions, so called from the Latin

capillus, hair. Examples of this kind of leaf are found in some
of the tribe of umbelliferae.

Spiny Leaf (Fig. 43). A leaf with spines or sharp points
projecting at intervals round the margin, like the leaf of the

holly, so called from the Latin spina, a thorn.
Sessile Leaves (Fig. 44). When leaves are attached to the

stem of a plant without any petiole or leaf-stalk, they are
termed sessile, from sessuin, a part of the Latin verb sedeo, to

sit, because the leaves are closely attached to the stem as if

sitting on it.

Giliate Leaf (Fig. 45). When a leaf is bordered or edged
with short hair-like appendages it is termed ciliate, from the
Latin cilia, eyelashes.

Serrate^Leaf (Fig. 46). When the margin of a leaf is toothed
sharply, liko a saw, the teeth projecting forward, as in the rose-

leaf, it is termed serrate, from the Latin serra, a saw.
Oval Leaf (Fig. 47). A leaf longer than it is broad, but

equally rounded at the base and extremity, so called from the
Latin ovum, an egg. Oval leaves'-which are broader at the base,
where the loaf is attached to the petiole, than at the extremity
are called ovate ; but leaves which are narrower at the base
tban-afr tho extremity ,re

Pinnate Leaf (another variety). (Fig. 48). Consisting of

pairs of leaflets ranged along a common petiole opposite to
each other, and attached to the common petiole by leaf-stalks ;

so called from the Latin penna, a wing, tho attachment of
each pair being like the wings of a bird, or the small feathers
that branch out on either side of the mid-rib of a complete
feather.

Bipinnate Leaf (Fig. 49). A leaf consisting of pairs of

pinnate leaves arranged along a common petiole opposite to each
other ; the leaf, in other words, being pinnately branched, and
each branch pinnate with leaflets. Leaves are tri-pinnate, or
three times pinnate, when the mib-rib is pinnately branched,
the branches again pinnately branched, and these last furnished
with leaflets pinnately arranged.

Distichous Leaves (Fig. 50). Leaves springirg from alter-

nate points in two rows, one on the right of the stein, and the
other on the left, from the Greek SHTTIXOS (pronounced dis'-

tick-os). a couplet.
Acute Leaves (Fig. 51). Narrow leaves terminating in a sharp

point, from the Latin acutus, sharp.
The above list includes the principal terms applied to leaves.

Sometimes, however, to describe a leaf correctly, it is necessary
to apply two or three of these terms ; as, for example, when a
leaf is long, narrow, and pointed at either end, fringed with
hair-like appendages, and notched with small regular inden-

tations along tho margin projecting forwards, it is described as
lanceolate ciliate serrate.

READING AND ELOCUTION. V.

PUNCTUATION (continued).

VII. THE PARENTHESIS, CROTCHETS, AND BRACKETS.

[]
41. A PARENTHESIS is a sentence, or part of a sentence, enclosed

between Iwo curved lines, thus ( ).

42. The curved lines in which the parenthesis is enclosed are

called Crotchets.

43. The parenthesis, with the crotchets which enclose it, is

generally inserted between the words of another sentence, and

may be omitted without injuring the sense.

44. The parenthesis should generally be read in a quicker
and lower tone of voice than the other parta of the sentence in

which it stands.

45. Sometimes a sentence is enclosed in marks like the&e [ ],

which are called Brackets.

46. Sentences which are included within crotchets orbrackets,
should generally be read in a quicker and lower tone of voice.

47. Although the crotchet and the bracket aro sometimes

indiscriminately used, the following difference in their use

may be noticed : Crotchets are used to enclose a sentence,
or part of a sentence, which is inserted between the parts of

another sentence ; brackets are generally used to separate two
subjects, or to enclose an explanation, note, or observation,

standing by itself. When a parenthesis occurs within another

parenthesis, brackets enclose the former, and crotchets enclose

the latter.

Examples.

I asked my eldest son (a boy who never was guilty of a falsehood)
to give me a correct account of the matter.

The master told me that the lesson (which was a very difficult one)
was recited correctly by every pupil in the class.

When they were both turned of forty (an age in which, according to

Mr. Cowley, there is no dallying with life), they determined to retire,

and pass the remainder of their days in the country.

Notwithstanding all this care of Cicero, history informs us that

Marcus proved a mere blockhead ; and that Nature (who, it seems,
was even with the son for her prodigality to the father) rendered him
incapable of improving, by all the rules of eloquence, the precepts of

philosophy, his own endeavours, and the most refined conversation in

Athens.
Natural historians observe (for whilst I am in the country J must

fetch my allusions from thence) that only 'the male birds have voices ;

that their songs begin a little before breeding time, and end a little

after.

Dr. Clark has observed that Homer is more perspicuous than any
Other author , but if he is so (whieh yet may be questioned), the per-

spicuity arises from his subject, and not from the language itself in

which he writes.
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'< -r sii-iilar horrors, from tho li 611r when I

shut up uuder lock and key, I believe; to indite a dutiful

'int ?

To such unhappy persons, then, I would fain offer a few hints (the
fruit of long experience,!, which may prove serviceable in the hour of

T you should come to Modeua (where, among- other relics, you
Tassoni's bucket ', st.ip at a palace near the Beggio gate, dwelt

in of old by one of th.- 1 >

My father and my uncle Toby (clever soul) were sitting by the fire

with Dr. Slop; luid Corporal Trim (a brave and honest fenow) was
reailiug a sermon to them.

As the sermon contains many parentheses, and affords an

opportunity also of showing you a, sentence in brackets (you,
will observe that all the previous parenthoses in this lesson are

enclosed in crotchets), I shall insert part of it in the following

paragraph :

To havo the fear of God before ant eyes, and in .our mutual dealings
v, ith aeh other, to govern our actions by the eternal measures of

viaut and wrong : the first of these will comprehend the duties of

religion ; the second those of morality, which, tiro .so inseparably con-

'r, that you cannot divide these two tables, even in

imagination (though, tha attempt is otteu made iu practice), without
brcakiu Here my father ob-

BI i-v.-d that Ir. S:. : ;Ho attempt is often
made ;

; 'ing more common than to soe a
man who has no sonso at all of religion, and, indeed, has so much
honesty < it as the bitterest

fFroiit ehoiiM >it, at a suspicion of his moral character, or

imagine he was not conscientiously just and scrupulous to the utter-

most i

1 know tin- banki r I deal with, or the physician I usually call in

re is no need," cried Dr. Slop I waking) "to ciJl in any phynickui
iu this case" J, tn 1 : nc-ither of them men of much religion.

ienccd schoolmasters may quickly make a grammar of boys'
. and reduce them all (saving some few exceptions) to certain
rules.

Ingenious boys, who are Mlo, think, with tho liar- in tho fable, that,
with snails (so they count the rest of their school-fellows),

:11 come m '> the poet; though sleeping a good
while before their starting.

VIII. THE DASH.

48. Tlie Dash is ash occurs in n
'C/i a manner as to

befaralkl tv tlw top or the bottom of the page.

..< diu*h in Homctimoft wed to exprciw a sudden top,

of a pi :

brackoto, and a parenth-

sllilcl.'ll .-I'lll, UK l-ililllj,'

If you will give mo your attention, I will show yoo bat top, I do
not know tliat yo wish v.

Alufl! thut folly and fulnehooJ uhouhl be o hrd to ^rappltf with

.a hope to mk muakind tbe wiser for hi* labouni, mujit

!-.

rce wolf prowls nrountl thr-c-thcre h itandJi KU?ir

!, for lie nothin-- ft-arfl.
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flios forwiird o'er hi:-. Uick lie buudg hi* Cutely liornh tb* UOM*.

less ground his hurried f.-ft imi-r' .-. uot^and hi track is loct Jitf,

ult Of tho hi ce/.--, and

trees.

The wild horse thee approaches in hi turn. His mano at

erect his nostrils burn he suorto he prick* hi* e.

aside.

was silence not a word was said their meal was be-fore

had been thanked, and they began to cat.

They hear not see not know not for their eye are covered with
thick mists they will not aee.

And ye like fading autumn leaves will hill ; your throne bat dut
your empire but a grave your martial pomp a black funen.-:

your palace trampled by your meaue&t slave.

To-day is thine improve to-day, nor trust to-morrow's
dfefjHt

ray.
For some time tho struggle was most amusing-'-the fish

;

and the bird screaming with all ita might the one attempting to fly,

and the other to swim from its invisible enemy the '.Milder at one

moment losing and the next regaining his centre of gravity.

54. The dash is sometimes to be read as a period, with the

falling inflection of the voice.

The favoured, child of Nature, who combines in herself these united

perfections, may justij i>e < "u.sMered as the masterpiece of creatiM**(
as the mo>t pei ity here below.

Now launch tin. 1 loat upon the wave the wind U blowing oii' Ui

shore I will riot livi> a cowering slave, in these pel.

more.
The wind is Mowing off the shore, and out to aea the stean

my music is the dashinij roar, niy canopy the st:i . >

above, so fair a blue, that heaven seems opening i

He had stopped, soon after beginning the t..

ment away among his papers, and had never looked at it again.

The exaltation of his swul left him he snnk down and his misery
went over him liko a flood.

Mr. Playfair was too indulgent, in truth, and favourable to his

friends and made a kind of liberal cllowuuce for tho faults of all

mankind except only faults of baseness or of cruelty ; againtt which

he never foiled to manifest tho most open scorn and detestation.

Towards women he had the most chivalrous feelings of regard and

attention, and was, beyond almst nil men, acceptable and agieeabta in

their society though witliout the teaat lerlty or pretension unbecom-

ing hiv age or condition.

55. The dash is sometimes to be read like a comma, with the

voice suspended.

" I have always felt that I could meet death with composure ; bat I

did not know," she said, with a tremulous voice, her h'i-

did not know how hard a thing it would be to leave my children, till

now that the hour is come."
And Babylon shall become she that wa the beauty of kingdoms,

ddeana aa the overthrow of Sodom
and Gomorrah by the hand of <

Our laud the first garden of liberty's tree it has been, aud shall

yet be, tbe land of tho free.

They shall find that tho name which they have dared to proscribe
that the name of Mao Gregor is a spell.
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Delightful in his manners inflexible in his principles and gene-

rous in his affections, he had all that could charm in society, or attach

in private.
The joys of life in hurried exile go till hope's fair smile, and

beauty's ray of light, are shrouded in the griefs and storms of night.

Bay after day prepares the funeral shroud ; the world is grey with

age : the striking hour is but an echo of death's summons loud the

jarring of the dark grave's prison door. Into its deep abyss devour-

ing all kings and the friends of kings alike must fall.

She made an effort to put on something like mourning for her son
;

and nothing could be more touching than this struggle between pious

affection and utter poverty : a black ribbon or so a faded black hand-

kerchief, and one or two more such humble attempts to express by
outward signs that grief that passeth show.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. V.

SIMPLE GEOMETEICAL THEOEEMS.

BEFOKE entering on the consideration of problems in geometry
which will be found to be practically useful to all who are

engaged in any mechanical art, it will be necessary for the

learner to become acquainted with a few simple statements or

facts in geometry, the truth of which is so clear and plain that

they require but little, if any explanation. These are called

theorems, or self-evident propositions, from the Greek eeupr)/j.a

(the-o-re'-ma), literally a sight, or something which can be

seen, in contradistinction to problems, or propositions which

require something to be done in order to effect their solution.

The word "problem" is derived from the Greek irpo/3A.rjjua

(pro-ble'-ma), which is derived in its turn from irpo (pro) before,

and $aAAo> (bal-lo) to cast >r throw, while the word "propo-
sition

"
is derived from the Latin pro, before, and pono, to

place. Hence the meaning of the words "
problem

" and "
pro-

position
"

is precisely the same, namely, something that is

placed before you to be done or solved.

1. When one straight line intersects another straight line, the

vertical or opposite angles are equal to one another.

Let the straight line A B intersect the straight line c D in the

point E. Now, by the intersection of

these two straight lines, four angles
v\

are formed, namely, c E A, A E D, ^.^
DEB, and EEC. Of these the ver- JL"~~ E""--^. B
tical or opposite angles are equal, ^^"-^
namely, c E A to DEB, and A E D .

to c E B. Fig. 1.

The truth of this may be shown in

a very simple and practical manner by copying the figure on a

piece of paper, and then cutting out the angles and placing
them on each other, the greater on the greater and the less on
the less. This mode of proof will frequently be found useful in
similar cases.

Opposite angles are also called vertical angles, because the

top or vertex of each angle is directly opposite to the vertex of
the other.

2. When a straight line intersects two parallel straight lines,
the alternate angles are equal.

Let the straight line E F intersect the parallel straight lines

A B, c D, in the points G H. The angles
A G H, G H D are alternate angles, and

\ are equal to one another, and the angles
* \- B c H G, H G B are also alternate and

\ equal.

c \ D There are eight angles formed by
\ the intersection of the straight 'lines

p A B, c D, E F, in Fig. 2. Of these the

Fig. 2. reader will find that there are two sets

of four angles that are equal to one
another namely, AGE = BGH = GHC = DHF, and E G B
= AGH = GHD = CHF. Let him demonstrate the truth of

this practically by drawing the figure on paper, cutting out
one of the greater angles and one of the less, and placing them
on the remaining angles in each set of four.

3. The adjacent angles which are formed when one straight
line stands on another straight line, are together equal to tivo

right angles.
In Fig. 3

'

the adjacent angles ABC, A B D, which are
formed by the straight line A B standing on the straight line

c D, are equal to two right angles. The truth of this is

evident? when we consider that each of the angles C B K,

Fig. 4.

DEE is a right angle, the straight line B E being at right

angles to the straight line c D, and making the adjacent

angles D B E, EEC equal to one ano- ^
ther. The pupil will remember that the

measure of an angle is the extent of the

opening of the lines or legs of which the

angle is formed. Thus, the sum of the

openings of the two angles ABC, A B D,

or the sum of the openings of the three D

angles c B A, A B E, E B D is equal to the sum Fig. 3.

of the openings of the angles c B E, E B D.

Thus we learn that if any number of straight lines meet in a

point in another straight line on one side of it, the sum of the

angles which they make with this straight line and with each

other are equal to two right angles ; and if any number of

straight lines meet in the same point on the other side of it, the

angles thus made are also equal to two right angles. Hence
the angles made by any number of lines meeting together in the

same point are together equal to four right angles.

As a familiar illustration of this, the spokes of a wheel may
be taken, which radiate from the nave as a common centre. If

a chalk" line were drawn down the middle of each spoke, these

lines would meet in the centre of the nave, and the angles
formed by these lines at their point of meeting would be equal
to four right angles.

4. Any awgle drawn in a semicircle is a right angle.
An angle drawn in a semicircle is one which has its top or

vertex in the arc, while its legs pass through the extremities of

the diameter at its points of contact with
the arc. Thus, the angle A c B in the

semicircle A c B is a right angle. The
truth of this may be shown by cutting
out a right-angled triangle and applying
it to a semicircle. If large enough, it

will be found that the legs of the right

angle will pass through the ends of the diameter of the semi-

circle, no matter at what point in the arc of the semicircle the

vertex of the right angle may be placed.
5. The greatest side of every triangle is opposite the greatest

angle.
In the triangle A B c in Fig. 5, of the three angles A B C, B c A,

cA B AB c is manifestly the greatest ; B ^
while of the three straight lines

A B, B c, c A, which form its sides,

A c is the greatest. A c, the greatest

side, is opposite the greatest angle

ABC; or, in other words, A c, the

greatest side, subtends the greatest

angle ABC.
A moment's reflection will show that the greatest angle of

any triangle must have the greatest opening between the lines

of which it is formed, and that the line which is opposite to or

subtends the greatest opening, must of necessity be greatest of

the three lines which subtend the three openings of the angles
of the triangle.

6. If one side of a triangle be produced, the outer or exterior angle
is equal to the two interior and opposite angles of the triangle.

In the figure that accompanies the preceding theorem let the
side A c of the triangle A B c be produced to D. The outer or

exterior angle B c D is equal to the two interior and opposite

angles c B A, B A c. For if at the point c in the straight line

A D the straight line c E be drawn parallel to A B, then the

alternate angles E c B, c B A are equal to one another, and by
Theorem 2, the angle D c E is equal to the angle CAB; but the

angles D c E, E c B together make up the angle D c B, which is

therefore equal to the angles c B A, B A c.

7. The three interior angles of every triangle are together equal
to hvo right angles.

In Fig. 5 the angle BCD has been shown to be equal to the

angles C B A, B A c ; to each of these equals add the angle B c A.

Now, by Theorem 3 the angles D c B, B c A are equal to two

right angles, and C B A, B A C, A C B, the three interior angles
of the triangle ABC, which are equal to these two angles, must
therefore be equal to two right angles.

i-EOBLEMS IN PEACTICAL GEOMETEY.

PROBLEM: A. To bisect a given straight line that is, to divide

U into two equal parts.

Fig. 5.



to bo bisected.

(ho tv. .'1 i:, with a radius of any !

thun half of tin- lim-, d.-i-riin- or draw arcs of > rsecting
. .u-h otluT ut tin' point, c, above tho straight 1.

i>, lidnw il . Thru,
from tlio point of C

draw a straight linn to tlm ioii

iutorspction n ; a-id !!,, M r.u^ht lino

A B will l)< lii-ivti-d l.y thn .t might
lino C D, at tho point K ; that K
is divided into two equal parta, A E, A
B B, at tho point

By this method of construction, a

straight lino may bo divided into any
numhiT <>f f.[unl ].:irt-, denoted by
tho scries 2, 4, 8, 10, 3J, Gl, 128, etc.

It is not necessary in tho above
ruction that tho two arcs at D

Fig. C.

Fig.

bo drawn with tho same radius as tho two arcs at c ; but it is

.iry that r<>r/i, ;/i'r bo drawn with tho samo radius ; that

is, practically speaking, without shifting tho legs of the com-
passes.

It is self-evident that in Fig. 6 the straight lino c D is bisected

by tho straight lino A B at tho point E ; and that A B and c D
intersect each other at right angles. The problem therefore
teaches us how to draw two straight lines at right angles to
each other.

PROBLEM II. To draw a perpendicular to a straight line from
a point in it.

Let A F (Fig. 7) be the straight lino

to which tho perpendicular is to bo

drawn, and B tho point in it. From
tho point B, with any convenient

radius, less than B A or B F, cut off,

or measure off equal parts of the

straight lines B A, B F namely, B c,

B E ; and from the points c, E, with

any radius greater than c B or E B,
describe arcs of circles intersecting
each other at the point D. Then
join D B, that is, draw a straight lino

from the point D to tho point B, and B D will bo perpendicular
to A v.

PROBLEM III. To draw a perpendicular to a straight line

from one of its extremities.

Let A B (Fig. 8) bo the straight line, and B one of its

extremities, from which tho perpendicular is to be drawn. Take
any point c, at a convenient distance from B, and nearly over
the middle of the straight line A B ;

then with c as a centre, at the dis-

tance c B as radius, describe the
arc D B E, so that it shall bo greater
than a semicircle ; from the point D,
draw through the point c, the

straight line D c E, to meet tho aro D

in the point E; and join E B, that is,

draw a straight line from the point E
to the point B, and B E will be per-

pendicular to A B, at the extremity of

B, as required.
The demonstration of this proposition is founded on the fact

that tho angle contained in a semicircle is a right angle. This
fact, indeed, is well known to intelligent workmen, who aro
accustomed to make use of the F or the T square ; for they try tho

accuracy of that instrument by this

property of the circle. Thus, if in

Fig. 9 A o c were an angle drawn by
means of an F or T square, in order
to test its accuracy, and consequently
that of tho instrument, they -join any
two points in the legs of the angle,

fay l> c, by drawing the straight line

D c ; they bisect it in E by means of

the arcs shown in the figure on either

side of the straight lino c D, and
drawn by the method explained in

Problem I. ; and then, with radius E c or E D, they describe tho

semicircle D a c
; if tho arc of this Hemicircle passes exactly

Fig. 8..

Fig. &.

through tho : angle and tho instrument are correct ;

if not, thoy are incorrect, and the instrument must be adjoited.
Mi.EM IV. To draw a perpendicular toaitraiijHt liiufrom

<tt it.

Lot A ; bo the straight line, and c tho point from
\vhirli tlio perpendicular is to be ^
drawn. From the point c an ac*i.'

with iiny radiur, nuffi'-it.-ut to extend

beyond the straight liuo A n, describe

an aro of a circle D E, intersecting
tho straight lino A n in tho points

D, E ; then, from those point* an

centres, with any radius greater than
half tho straight lino D E, d

arcs intersecting each other in tho

point K; then join c *; that is, draw
a straight line from c to r, cutting
A B in the point G ; then c a is per-

i
Tig. 10.

pendicnlar to A B, and is drawn from tbo point c, as required.
PROBLEM V. To draw a perpendicular to a tlraiyht line at or

near one of Us extremities, from a point without it.

Let A o (Fig. 9) be the straight line, o ono of its extremities,
and c the point without it, from which the perpendicular is to

bo drawn. Take any point D in A o, and join D c ; bisect it

in K ; and from tho pom
1

; E, as a centre, with radios E D or K c,

describe the semicircle DOC; then join o c, and it will be per-

pendicular to A o. It is evident, from the remarks made on
Problem III., that c o is perpendicular to A o, and it ia drawn
from the point c, as required.

Observe, that unless tho point happens fb be exactly in the
vertical line above tho point o, the semicircle will not pass

exactly through o, but will pass through a point either nearer

to or farther from tho point A. In tho latter case, the straight
lino A G must be produced till it meets the arc of the semi-

circle. This problem is considered as merely a case of the

preceding problem, although tho construction bo different.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. V.

THE RISING OF THE LABOURERS UNDER RICHARD II.

ON Whit Monday, 1382, Sir Simon Burley, who is called by one
historian " a favourite of King Richard II.," and by another,

"
>

Knight of the King's Household," rode into Gravesend, and

seeing one of the townsmen, claimed him as his slave. There
was great dissatisfaction and open murmuring among the

people, with whom the man was a favourite, and they protested

against his removal. The townsman himself loudly declared

that he never was slave to any one, to Sir Simon or another,
and seeing the sympathy the crowd had with him, he appealed
to them for help. Sir Simon claimed the man as the son of one
of his female slaves, called nicfs, and disregarding the earnest

entreaty of the crowd, would not abate his claim unless he were

paid three hundred pounds ef silver a price he well knew the

friends of the bondman could not possibly raise. Some disorder

ensuing, Sir Simon, who was attended by two Serjeants of law

and a following of armed men, pushed on through the crowd,
and gave orders that the prisoner should be taken to Rochester

Castle.

As soon as the great man's train had left, the awe inspired by .

its presence died away, and the people, whom tho seizure of

their fellow had taken completely by surprise, and had also

deprived of their power to act, recovered their self-possession, and ;

began to cry out with one voice,
" Down with the tyrants ! Let

us go to Rochester ! Let us join our brethren of Essex !

"

Tho Essex men had already risen in arms, and were vowing
vengeance on all the lords and owners of land, and especially

against lawyers, whom they hated as the ministers of the law

that crushed them. Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridgeshire, and some
of the other home counties, had been infected with the same

spirit. In them the bubbles of rebellion were beginning to rise

to tho surface and to break, though as yet there was nothing
liko united action. The above-mentioned claim of Sir Simon

Burley, made in spite of tho ferment which was going on only on
the opposite bank of the river, was the spark which fired tho

train of the Kentish men's anger.
Before time enough had elapsed to throw cold water on the

fire, another and more serious offence had been given to th.
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people of the county, which, not only caused them to make
ju cause at oneo with tho men of the Eastern Comities,
jw to the front men of a certain kind of ability such as

I'yler and the priest John Ball who marshalled the mal-

contents into something like order, and put them under

leadership.
This second cause of offence is well known by tradition to

almost every one. A poll-tax, that is to say, a tax of so much
a head in this case it was fourpence -"had been ordered to be

levied on all persons above the age of fifteen. The tax was

very unpopular in itself, but the manner in which it was raised

rendered it almost unbearable. To begin with, it was not

committed to the royal officers to collect the money, but men of

influence about the Court gave the king a certain sum in lieu of

the tax, and then were permitted to make as much profit as they
could out jf the tax-gathering itself. Under these circum-

stances it is no wonder the tax was hated ; the farmers of it

naturally strove to make the yield as large as possible, and

they instructed their agents to see that no one who was liable

to the tax every man and woman above fifteen years of age
was liable escaped payment.
One of these agents came to Dartford, in Kent, and began to

pursue his business. The household of John of Dartford, a
hellier or tiler, consisted of himself, his wife, his daughter, and
two other person's. John himself was from home, at his work

roofing a house, when the tax-gatherer came and demanded the

dues. John's wife paid for herself, her husband, and the

two servants or apprentices, but claimed exemption for her

daughter, as being under the taxable age. The man disputed
the woman's statement about her daughter, who, he .averred,

must be quite fifteen, and to this he held, demanding the tax

for her, in spite of her mother's statement, which was sup-

ported by the witness of all her neighbours. High words

followed, the tiler's wife refusing to. submit to an injustice,

and the collector, presuming on his position and his authority,

speaking in most'unseemly way about the maiden. A friend

ran off to where John was working, and told him what was

going on at home, and probably magnified the true state of

the case, after the manner of rumour-bearers. Anyhow, John
no sooner heard his neighbour's words than ho jumped down from
the work he was engaged upon, and snatching up his heavy
helving hammer, ran away home. Arrived at his own door, he
found a crowd assembled, the tax-man still insisting on the poll-

tax for the maiden, and in the very act of taking an indecent

liberty, for the purpose, as he said, of ascertaining whether she

was of full age or not.

The same practice, it seems, had been pursued in other places,
where the people had not had the strength or the spirit to resist

it; but Dartford was not the place in which to try such a

thing, and John the Tiler was the last man in Dartford to put
up with it. The scoundrel collector had barely time to draw
his sword, which was all too useless as a guard, when the

enraged father attacked him. No fence, however well sustained,

could ward off the tiler's blow. Quickly the hammer rose in

the air, swung by sinewy arms ; more quickly still it descended,
cleaved a way through the idle guard, which it shivered and
broke, and falling with tremendous force on the skull of the

collector, Sashed out his brains on to the adjacent wall. With-
out a struggle or a groan the man fell dead, and the people stood

around wondering at what was done. Yet no man laid hands on
the tiler, no man regarded him as a murderer; and when
he broke the silence, and told them in a few short words how
that his cause was theirs, that this act for which the collector

had died was of a piece with the rest of the treatment the

people received from those above them, they rent the air with
shouts of approval, and proposed to march at once to Canter-

bury and join their brethren who were already under arms.
John the Tiler was a working man, and the people he ad-

dressed were of the same class* To that class also belonged
"
the brethren," who were in rebellion all over the Eastern

Counties ; agricultural labourers, fishermen, and some artisans

employed in towns, composed the army if it could be so called

which Wat Tyler of Maidstone, Jack Straw, Hob the Miller,
John Ball, and others, led to Rochester, Canterbury, and Black-

heath, and bearded the king even in the Tower of London.

Working men alone were concerned in the affair ; none of the

knights, clergy, lawyers, or landowners taking any part in it,

except for its suppression. Had some such men put themselves

at the head of the movement, they might have succeeded in

restraining the fury of the mv.i. ing- its

energy into a channel where it would have borno ;;ood fruit.

But there was no Stephen de Langton no prophet,, 'iho people

merely knew they were oppressed both by the lords and by the

law which the lords had made ; they knew nut how to provide a
remedy. Goaded to desperation, they turned and kicked, as a
worm will twist when trampled on, and they became drunk in

their fury, and turned away even such sympathy as otherwise

there might have been in the breasts of their rulers. With
blind guides, demagogues, and men whose heads were turned by
the possession of power,

" the Commons of England
" went from

place to place, committing all sorts of excesses, cutting off the

heads of all lawyers they could lay hands on, burning books and

records, houses and colleges, opening the prisons, getting very
drunk on the wine for which they ransacked the cellars of castles

and mansions, and, for the purpose of enjoying the contrast,

making earls, barons, and knights attend upon them in the

capacity of servants and stable-men. To women, however, it

is not reported that they did any harm, though they sadly

frightened the Princess Dowager of Wales, widow of the Black

Prince, and mother of King Eichard, by detaining her on her

journey from Canterbury to London, and declining to let her

proceed until she had kissed some of them, which she did, the

old chroniclers report, with a very ill grace, though glad to get

away at such a price.

Butwhatwas the cause of this rising of the Commons ? The end
of it we know. The rebels marched from all the homo counties

to London, sacked the Temple, the Duke of Lancaster's Palace

of the Savoy, and burnt many other houses ; they broke into the

Tower, cut off the head of the Archbishop of Canterbury, with

that of the Prior of St. John's, and some other noblemen ; and

proposed to do the like to all the knights and lords in the

country, though' they still professed affection for the king, and
rallied to the cry of "

King Eichard and the true Commons."
Then came the end of all. Many of the insurgents had left

London with charters of liberties which they obtained from the

king, but Wat Tyler, at the head of several thousands, chiefly

Kentish men, remained, and venturing to be insolent to the king
himself at an interview which took place in Smithfield, was
slain in view of his host by Sir William Walworth, the Lord

Mayor of London. The men, disconcerted by the fall of their

leader, were partly cajoled, partly driven from the metropolis,
and when they were dispersed, commissions were issued for the

trial and punishment of the leaders, the charters already granted
were taken away, and the people were reduced to a- state of

bondage worse than before. The commissions to punish were

carried out with so much excessive zeal, that eren in those days,
when might was not over squeamish about the way in which it,

kicked right against the pricks, an Act of Indemnity was

thought necessary to hide the acts of the officers of the Crown.
But what was the cause of the rebellion ? We Have seen a

part of it in the odious claim made by Sir' Simon Burley at

Gravesend, and in the outrageous conduct of the tax-gatherer
at Dartford. These, however, were only the outward, visible

signs of a very oppressive state of things winch had their

foundation in the laws and institutions of the country.
In King John's time (1199 1215), when the population of

England was under two millions^ there were upwards of one

million villeins, that is to say, half the population were in a state

of bondage. A villein was one, man or woman, who was sold as

a separate chattel, or with the stock on the land one who, in

the terse language of the chronicler,
" knew not in the evening

what he was to do in the morning, but ho was bound to do

whatever he was commanded." His children were slaves like

himself hence Sir Simon Burley's claim to the Gravesend man
he might be 'beaten, chained, ill-fed, over-worked : his master

might do anything to him short of lulling him. The whole of

the agricultural labourers were of this condition. In towns

there were free workmen and free labourers, but their number
was not large, and their influence was a creature of slow

growth. Their wages were, moreover, fixed, not by the means
of competition in an open market, but by regulations made by
those who employed them. Thus, in the reign of Edward I.

(A..D. 1272), the wages of carpenters, tilers, masons, and

plasterers, in London, where the terms were probably more
liberal than in the provinces, were fixed at fourpence a day. As
time went on, the number of free men increased, both m town
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One of these parts, or a collection containing any number of

them, ia called a. fraction of the original number or thing.

Thus, if a straight line be divided into seven parts, each part

is one-seventh of the line, and any number of the parts as,

for instance, five of them, i.e., five-sevenths of the whole is a

fraction of the whole line.

The number of parts into which the unit or whole is divided

is called the denominator, because it indicates or denominates

the number of parts into which the whole is divided.

The particular number of these parts taken to form any frac-

tion of the whole is called the numerator, because it expresses
the numbei of parts taken.

Thus in the case given above, 7 is the denominator, because

the line is divided into seven parts, and 5 is the numerator of

the fraction.

Fractions are expressed by writing the numerator above the

denominator, and drawing a line between them. Thus the

above fraction would be written f, one half would be written ,

eight-ninths, g,
and so on.

The word fraction, which means a part or portion broken from

any integer or whole, is derived from fractus> broken, a part of

the Latin verb frangere, to break. The word integer is simply
a Latin adjective meaning fKeeh, entire, or unbroken, which has

been adopted into the English language.
2. A proper fraction is one whose numerator is less than its

denominator, as
^, f,

.

An improper fraction is one whose numerator is not less than
its denominator, as

, f, etc.

A mixed number consists of a whole number and a fraction

expressed together; for example, 3 and f. This is generally
written thus, 3 ; similarly, 4jj, 7J, eto.

Fractions in which the denominators are 10, or any power
of 10 (Lesson VI., Art. 5), are called Decimal Fractions, or

Decimals. All other fractions are called Vulgar Fractions.

A compound fraction is a fraction of a fraction, as i of
|, f of

| of J ; for any fractional part of a unit may be regarded as a
new unit. This fractional part may itself be divided into any
number of equal parts, and a certain number of them may be
taken.

A complex, or mixed fraction, is one which has a fraction in

its numerator or denominator, or in both ; as, for instance

|' 5* 3| SA -Jof9'

Every whole number may be looked upon as a fraction, of which
the denominator is unity ; thus 5 is f .

3. Fractions, it will readily be seen, are expressions of un-

executed division, the numerator being the dividend, and the

denominator the divisor. Take, for example, |. We are sup-

posed to have one unit or thing to be divided, and dividing it

into 9 equal parts, to take 4 of them. But it will be the same

thing if we take 4 such units, and dividing this collection into

9 equal parts, take one of these parts. This gives the same
fraction of the original unit as before ; but, looked at in this

lightj it expresses the quotient which results from dividing the
numerator by the denominator.

4. To multiply a fraction by a whole number.

Multiply the numerator by the whole number. For instance,
to multiply | by 4. Here the unit is divided into 9 parts, two
of which are taken ; four times as many of these parts will give
eight parts, or ; therefore 4 x =

jj.

5. To divide a fraction by a whole number.

Either divide the numerator or multiply the denominator by
the whole number. Thus, f 2 = J ; for, the unit being
divided into 7 parts, 6 are taken, halving which gives 3 parts,

or f . Again, f -r- 2 = -- =
-. In

{j
the unit is divided into

7 parts, 5 of which are taken. In the unit is divided into
14 parts, 5 of which are taken. But each of these latter 14th

parts is equal to each one of the former 7th parts divided by
2, and therefore ve of the latter will be equal to five of the
former divided by 2, or = -i- 2.

}. From the above reasoning we see that it produces exactly
the same result whether we divide the numerator or multiply
the denominator by any number. Hence, if we multiply both
numerator and denominator by the same quantity, the value of

the fraction is unaltered. Multiplying the denominator divides
the unit into so many more parts, and multiplying the nume-

rator takes exactly so many times more of them. Similarly it

follows, that if we divide both the numerator and the denomi-
nator by the same quantity, the value of the fraction remains
unaltered.

7. To reduce a fraction to its lowest terms.

The numerator and denominator of a fraction are sometimes
called the terms of the fraction. If both the numerator and
denominator of a fraction can be divided by the same number
(an operation which we have just seen does not alter its value),
it is said not to be in its lowest terms. A fraction, then, may
be defined to be in its lowest terms when the numerator and
denominator have no common factors. Hence to reduce a frac-

tion to its lowest terms, we must first find the greatest common
measure of the numerator and denominator, and then divide
them both by it.

EXAMPLE. Eeduce g to its lowest terms.

The greatest common measure of 27 and 36 is 9, and there-
fore dividing numerator and denominator by 9 we get the frac-

o x g
tion expressed in its lowest terms. It is not

U = j-^-g
=

j necessary always to find the G. C. M. of the
numerator and denominator, but it is often

more convenient in practice to divide the numerator and deno-
minator by numbers which are seen to be factors common to
both until we arrive at the lowest terms. Thus

10 x 231 3 x 77 _ 7x11 _~
5t
~

7 x 13
~

"'57Si 10 x 273 2 3 x 91

the fraction in its lowest terms.

EXERCISE 22.

1. Eeduce the following fractions to their lowest terms :

1- ft-

'

9. ti. 17- HJS-
2. ff . *0. tf$3. 18. fHj.
3. is. 11. H. 19. *m.
4. . 12. m- 20. H-JiJ.

5. ^r- 13. Ml. 21. igttiSS*
6. ??;, 14. TVA- 22. ttttJA.

7r, 22 It 379* oo Apeoe
io*. lij . flSl' * TIsT'

8. J5-S-. 16. !-;-;. 24. $**.

2. In a joint-stock company which was divided into 10,800

shares, what part of the whole concern belongs to the individual

who holds 4,050 shares ?

3. A ship is worth .21,600; what fraction of the ship belongs
to him who contributed to this sum no less than .12,960 ?

8. To reduce an improper fraction to a whole or mixed number.

Divide the numerator by the denominator. If there is no

remainder, the quotient will be the equivalent whole number.
If there is a remainder, the improper fraction is equivalent to a
mixed number, of which the quotient is the whole number (or,

as it is called, the integral part), and the remainder the nume-
rator of the fractional part, which will evidently have the same
denominator as the original improper fraction. Thus, ^ = 3, a
whole number ; and S

T
3 =

3f . Since 7 sevenths make one whole

unit, 23 sevenths will make as many whole units as 7 is con-

tained in 23, i.e., 3 whole units, and 2 sevenths over. Hence
13 Q2
1 6

1-

9. To convert a mixed number into an improper fraction.

Multiply the integral part by the denominator of the frac-

tional part, to which product add the numerator of the fractional

part. This sum will be the numerator, and the denominator of

the fractional part will be the required denominator. Thus,

+ f
= y + f, and 284 = Lli-6 = s

?
*

; for 4f = 4 + ?
=

sevenths and 6 sevenths make 34 sevenths, or y.

EXERCISE 23.

1. Reduce the following improper fractions to whole or mixed
numbers :

1. H-
2. -?:

!! 7.3. V- I

4. Vo'. I 6. V- I & iHs9- I 10. i-H

2. Eeduce the following mixed numbers to improper fractious
j

in their lowest terms :

1. 17J. I 3. 115.V \
5. 25|. I 7. 4725|. I 9. 62'!.

2. 48?. I 4. 1304*. I 6. 856JJJ. |
8. 525&. I 10. 891T\.

3. Reduce 445 to tenths, fourteenths, seventeenths and thirds.

4. Eeduce 672 to eighths, twelfths, eighteenths and fourths.

5. Eeduce 3830 to hundredths, fifteenths ami jfchirty-fiftha.
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AM.MAL PHYSIOLOGY. V.

mi: i:.\i:

THK external oar of brutes is ofton BO marked a feature in Hi--

.lii"<, it ii'Ms BO much grace and finish to the

vomenta give such animation to the gestured, and it

-o ornamental, that it is almost f

tin- reader that its form and folding* sir.'

throughout tho class Mammalia. Every one who is alivo to

of iiuiiiiatod nature and there are fow who arc

dead to their attractions must have looked with di-li-ht on tho

ear of : !, with its tassel of soft brown hair. That

be, the rabbit, tho dainty littlo fcnnoo fox,

T, despite tho excelling majesty of its

horns, would all cut but sorry figures without tho external ear.

strongest forms of cars, wo may mention that of

which makes liim look like a warrior

i double whii'ld. So flat and ample aro these ears

that Sir Samuel Uaker cut a tolerably good mattress out of one

of them. The membraneous and delicate ear of our larger

It hon been remarked, that while the ear* of carnivorous

animal* are directed forwards, thoM of herbivorous animal*

nod backwards ; so that, in the pursuit of the latter

by tho former, the cars of both are so placed as to catch

the sound from the object whose movements it is of the highest

importance they should ,be acquainted with. Perhaps this idea

has been dwelt on too much, yet every one must have noticed

how the cat, the fox, and the ferret, carry their ears pricked

forward, while the ears of the deer and hare are, at least, a*

readily turned backward as forward. In the case of the ham,

however, tho shape and direction of the ear seems to be given
in relation to tho hubit it has of crouching in its form. While

in its form, tho long ears stretch along the flanks, with their

orifices turned outward, and must be very efficient in appre-

hending tho sounds which proceed from tho feet of man or dog
as they beat the stubble.

Tho concha, or external ear, is very generally found through-

out the whole of tho class Mammalia, but in a few it is
" con-

spicuous from its absence." Thus, two of our native in-

sectivorous mammals, tho mole and tho shrew, are without it

THE AFRICAN ELEPHANT.

English bat is proportionately as monstrous, but instead of

being flat, its foldings are so decided, that it looks like an ear
within an ear. The long trumpet-shaped ear of ruminants and
horses, capable of being turned in any direction, is admirably
suited by its shape, and by tho fringe of hair which encircles it,

and partially extends across its orifice, to accomplish the double

purpose of receiving aerial waves, and excluding any small par-
ticles of dust, rain, or hail, which would otherwise get down to tho
sensitive tympanum. This oifiae of protection is, indeed, by no
means unimportant, as any foreign body on the drum membrane
canses exquisite annoyance, and the steadiest horse will become
restive when thus troubled. In the setter and spaniel dogs, tho
function of protection seems paramount to that of collection of

sounds, so that tho thick matted ear hangs down, when at rest,

right over the orifice of the ear. In the above cases the ear is

not only an organ of definite utility, but of conspicuous beauty,
and, indeed, it is a fine exemplification of how use and beauty
go hand in hand throughout all God's works. Why stupidity
should, in popular estimation, be especially associated with the
ears of the ass, is even more inexplicable than why it should be
considered as the special attribute of that much-abused animal.
The fairy Titania, when "enamoured of an ass," showed a
discriminating appreciation of good points when she kissed tho
"fair larfc'o card" of her "gentle joy."

VOL. L

In tho whale and his tribe, it is not only absent, but the very
foramen which leads to the internal ear in this enormous animal

will scarcely admit a pin. Indeed, this entrance to the ear

seems to be retained only to establish or strengthen the affinity

between the whale and the land mammalia, for tho impressions
of sound are probably conyeyed to tho internal ear through the

substance of the animal's body, as in tho case of fish. The

tympanic cavity, however, is kept supplied with air by an

i

eustachinn tube that communicates with the passage which
runs to tho blow-hole near that orifice ; BO that when the monster

discharges the air from tho reservoir of its lungs with so forcible

{

a jet that it carries the sea-water before it like a fountain, the

! air of the tympanic cavity is, at the same time, partially renewed ;

I and when he plunges once more unseen into the depths, this

|
cavity is in communication with the air he carries with him.

j

This arrangement, whereby sound, which has been conveyed
! from the exterior through the solid structures of the bo<~:;

made afterwards to traverse, or to be regenerated in, an internal

air cavity, is not uncommon among the denizens of the water,
and sometimes it is effected by such singular contrivances, as we
shall find when we describe the ear of some fish, that we are

almost justified in supposing that there is some quality in tho

vibrations of an elastic fluid, like the air, which makes it a
better medium for transmitting sound to the nerve fitted to

11
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receive such impressions, than those inelastic or solid media in

which its vibrations are more energetic. This is the more

singular, because in no case is air or gas the last substance

through which sound passes to the sentient nerve, only it seems

desirable tliat it should be one link in the chain for conveying

Bound. It is difficult to conceive how the message should bo

made more distinct by the fact, that air carries it for one postal

stage in the central part of its course, yet such seems to be the

case.

In the case of the whale, the bony sheath of the tympanum is

not embedded in the substance of the ear-bone, as in other

animals, but hangs below ib, and is shaped like a scroll, or like

the shell of a volute, or bulla', with a very thick column or inner

central part, and a very thin ou-ter lip. By this thin outer

margin of the scroll it is attached to the remainder of the ear-

bone, but the attachment is so slight that in the dry skull it is

easily broken off. In some geological strata this part of the

ear-bone is found commonly, while the other bones of the whale

are rare ; and some attribute this anomaly to the easy severance

of the bone, by fracture, from the rest of the skull, just men-

tioned. It is supposed that from the huge rotting carcase,

distended with gas, and beaten about by the waves, the dense

tympanic bones may have dropped and been quickly covered by
preserving sediment, while the remainder of the animal, drifted

to shore, and being left to the influence of the atmosphere,
left no other vestige behind to attest the presence of these

whales in the ancient seas.

We have dwelt thus long on the outer courts of the ear, in

the animals that give suck to their young, because the variety

displayed in these non-essential parts of the car is not shown in

the parts of the internal or essential car. All the parts of the

internal ear, the semi-circular canals, the vestibule, with its oval

hole, and the cochlea, are always present in all mammals. There

are, however, some slight differences in the proportion of the

parts ; thus the so-called circular staircases which mount the

cochlea have three and a-half turns, or whirls, in the guinea-

pig and porcupine, and only one and a-half in the whale, and in

this last it can scarcely be called a staircase at all, as it does

not mount upward, but only curls inwards on the same plane,
like the hollow of the shell of the nautilus, instead of that of the

trochus, or top-shell. There is some variation also in the little

chain of bones which spans the drum from the drum membrane
to the oval hole ; thus the hammer and anvil bones are fused

together in the pouched animals. These slight differences,

however, do not invalidate the statement that the ears of all

mammals are made on the same pattern ; and if the reader have
the patience to accomplish the by no means easy task of dis-

secting out from its bony case the ear of any such animal, while

referring to the description of the human ear, given in the first

article on the ear, he will be able to identify the several parts,
or if he fail to do so, he may search again, for they are all

there, though minute and difficult to trace.

The efficiency of the sense of hearing in brutes is a matter of

notoriety. Whoever has had the opportunity of watching a
herd of wild animals, while unobserved by them, will have been
struck with the vigilance with which each unaccustomed sound
is remarked. The electric start, by which every individual of the

community is thrown at once into an attitude of attention and
preparation for a hasty flight, is a beautiful sight. When we
remember how many animals are nocturnal in their habits, how
many find their home in dense tangled forests, and also how
necessary it is that dispersed members of a gregarious tribe, the
eexes of wandering species, the helpless young, and protecting
dams, should bo able to find each other, it is not surprising
that this sense is made so wonderfully acute. So much is this

cense relied upon for the above-named purposes, that the crafty
backwoodsman finds no better expedient for alluring shy game
to within reach of his rifle than by imitating the call of the

species ; yet so discriminating are the wild animals, that the

slightest error in the intonation, or even the frequency, of the

try, will send them scampering away from the ambush.
it would seem as though man, who employs this organ so

generally in the higher uses of the mind and soul, necessarily
sacrifices to these uses some of the acuteness to mere sound of
which the ear is capable. The savage starts like the brute when
a sound, such as the European would scarcely bo aware of,
reaches him from the distant hill ; but civilised man, who passes
his life amidst the hum of crowded cities, striving rather to

abstract his thoughts from intrusive noises, and directing his

attention, even when most attentive, to the thoughts that
sounds embody rather than to the sounds themselves, is at a

disadvantage when brought into contact with the unthinking
brute, and he will sometimes pass through scenes teeming with

life, and think them inanimate solitudes, because he, the object
of dread, has no corresponding acuteness of observation to
detect the animals which hide themselves at his approach. Yet,
as we have seen, his organ is as delicate and complicated as any
of theirs, and the disadvantage arises rather from neglect than

deficiency, and when the kind of impression comes which strikes

the mind, the sense is found to be wonderfully wakeful. Many
will remember the thrilling anecdote of the Scotch woman,
who, when besieged at Delhi, expecting with all the Europeans
nothing but cruel massacre, for no earthly help seemed avail-

able, started up, and said,
" I hear them ; they are playing

' The
Campbells are coming.'

" And those who then thought her mad
rejoiced with her on the same day, for a regiment of Scottish
soldiers had marched to their relief.

LESSORS IN GERMAN. X.

SECTION XVIII. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN VERBS OF THE
OLD AND NEW CONJUGATIONS.

VERBS of the Old Conjugation (commonly called irregular verbs)
differ from those of the New, not only in respect to termina-
tional variations, but also in regard to changes of the radical

vowels, as -. 3d; foinme, I come ; id; fatn, I came ; id; fctytcifce, I

write ; id? fcfyricfc,
I wrote ; id; fcf;c, I see ; id; faty, I saw. (See

77 ; also list of irregular verbs, 78. 1.)

The form of the past participle, in verbs of the Old Conjuga-
tion, frequently differs from that of the infinitive only by the

augment ojc, as: Infinitive, fommcn. Past participle, gefommen.

Infinitive.

n, to fall ;

ckn, to give ;

ct;cn, to go ;

,f?ommcn, to come ;

<yrcd;en, to speak ;

Spvingcn, to spring ;

<rf;rabcii, to write ;

tngen, to sing ;

Sc^cn, to see ;

Imperfect.

?rf> fief, I fell ;

3d; gab, I gave ;

3cfy oing, I went ;

3d) fam, I came ;

3<$ fpvad;, I spoke ;

3d; fprang, I sprang ;

3d; fd;ncb, I wrote ;

3d; fang, I sang ;

3d; falj, I saw ;

Present.

id; fafle, I fall,

td; gc&e, I give,

id; gelje, I go.

id;
ffin me, I come,

id; fprecfye, I speak.

id; fpringc, I spring,

id; fcfyrcifre,
I write,

id; fingc, I sing,

id; fefye, I see.

Past Participle.

oefaffen, fallen.

gcgcfren, given,

gegangen, gone,

gcfommcn, come.

gcfpved;en, spoken,

gcfptungcn, sprung,

gcfdjricfccn, written.

gcfungen, sung.

gcfcf;en, seen.

1. The present tense of some verbs of the Old Conjugation is

irregular in the sepond and third persons singular, as :

Solicit, to fall.

3d; fatle, I fall.

u fa flft, thou fallest.

<r faflt, he falls.

<& c
1)

e n, to see.

3d; fd)e, I see.

S)u ficftft, thou seest.

(5r ftd)t, he sees.

c 6 c n, to give.

3d) getic, I give.
3>u gibft, thou givest.
(Jr oji&t, he gives.

V r c d; c n, to speak.

3d; fprecfye, I speak.
T.U frvirf>fl, thou speakest.
6r fpridjt. he speaks.

2. In the imperfect tense of verbs of the Old Conjugation, as
well as of the New, the second and third persons are regularly
formed from the first person singular in the following manner
as:

c
I;

e n.

3d; fling, I went
;

foir oingcn, we went.
!u gtitirfl, thou wentest ; ifir gingct, you went.

Gr, fie, or (3 ging, he, she, or it ")

went ; j
l̂c 3l"3en ' tliry wcnt
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3eb gab, I gave ;

tf r gab, ho gave ;

c b e n.

:

fu g.iben, Ihey gave.

;ATION OF THE IRREGULAR VERB .boben" I

:>ICATIV*.

Participles.

PRE8. $abcn, to 1 PRE8. -Oabent, In

.i't ju Itabcn, to havo ba>l. i i.... Mbabt, had.

.SENT TENSE.
Pit'.

'

f, I have ; h?ir babcn, wo have.

in hast ; ibv babrt, you have.

tfr b. at, ho has ; fie dabcn, they hare.

IMPERFECT TEN8E.

3cb batte, I had ; Irir flatten, we had.

.'.ten, thou hadst ; ib,r f>attet, you had.

(it l-.ittc, ho liad ; fie fatten, they had.

PERFECT TENSE.

3rb babe gebabt, I have had ;

jebabt, thou hast had ;

.: gcbabt, ho has had;

nnr baben gebabt, wo have had.

ibr fi.ih gcbabt, you have had.

fie b.abcn gcb.abt, they havo had.

PLUPERFECT TENSE.

3cb battc gebabt, I had had ; n>ir batten gcf;abt, we had had.
!Pu battcfl qcfyabt, thou hadst had; ibr battct gcbabt, you had had.

<5r b.atte gebabt, ho had had ; fie fatten gefyabt, they had had.

FIRST FUTURE TENSE.

3$ ftcrte fyabcn, I shall havo ;

3)u luirfl fyabcn, thou wilt

Gt n>irb b,aben, he will have ;

U'ir teerten fiafren, we shall have.

tfir iv:rtct babcn, you will have.

ft: ircrtcn babcn, they will have.

SECOND FUTURE TENSE.

3$ ftctte gebabt T;abcn, I shall nnr ircrtcn gcbabt $abcn, we shall

have had ; have had.
u iriril gebabt b.aben, thou wilt ib.r nxttct gcfiabt b.aben, you will
have had ; havo had.

fift nnrb gebabt babcn, he will have fie tvcrtcn gcBabt babcn, they will

had ; havo had.

IMPERATIVE.

Singular. Plural.

fcabc tu, have thou ; baben nnr, let us have.
&abe er, fie, or tS, let him, her, or babt or b.abet ibr, or

}
have ye, or

it have ; baben Sic, ) you.
babcn fie, lot them have.

Slb'reife, /. departure.

Sln'gene^m, adj. agree-
able.

(fbcn, just, even, now.

ramma'tif, /. gram-

, m. glove.

VOCABtTLART.

, to-day.

.Rteib, n. dress, gar-
ment.

9liemant, nobody, no
one.

Sc^iub, m. shoe.

EESUM OF EXAMPLES.

3cb babe i^n beute gefe'ben.

3<t> babe ibn geflcrn gefe'ben.

2Ba ic ^offen, ifl jc^c un'gooi^.

tn>3 36r ^err SBruter geflern nacfi

Sen-;

S^leiii, tt ging nacb Trcrtcn
;
nber

irf) locrte reabrfcbcinhf!), mermen
tiad) Vnnio, ge^en.

3;u fmgft ufi'ii ; aber teine 3d;we.
fler fang in ibrer Sugenb gottlicb.

2Bem na^mfl tu tieft ebtt>ert?

3c6 babe e meinem Seinbe gencm-
men, unb gab e meinem greunte.

I have seen him to-day.
I saw (have seen) him yesterday.
What you hope is very uncer-

tain.

Did your brother go to Leipsio

yesterday ?

No, he wont to Dresden ; but I

shall probably go to Leipsio
to-morrow.

Yon sing beautifully, but your
sister sang in her youth
divinely.

From whom did you take this

sword ?

I took it from my enemy, and
gave it to my friend.

EXEBCUB 25.

1. 8Ba bat 3br $err 93ruter? 2. Gr bat nnie JHctot tub BOK 9B*
(tier ::. tLJarum baben Cic beute metne ttxijrn >jaiKtyib^ grfcik 7 4.
3eb (;atte fie jtftetn ;

abn beute babe ty fu nid?t qtbat-t. 5. 38ir wertm
if n ii.i inul'iiuii Tag fabm. 6. 9Retn tUatrr irt mnnra 6ruf

cr feiner brei|e gebabt baben 7.
^kfer

otnw OMann graj wtgrfUni pi
meinem Cnfcl. 8. ttt gab ibm yon ZafytniMtn unt oner. nn J&w.
9. eiebtl tu meinen Crater oft unb frri^fl tu {utwtkn mil Ujn-.

3eb fab ibn gefUrn ,
abec u^ babe nid;t mit tbm gti't-re^en. 11. Cmpa

iie beute Worgen, oter fang 3bre Srdulein ZcfbtetV 12. 34 babf u
meiner Juqenb gefungen; aber je^t finne u$ nu^t mebr. 13. J&abni die
meine neue tcutfebe Wramn: 'Ian. ebrn niib.t, aber u| bait fu

fleftern qebabt. 15. SNiemant ifl gtudlu^ U ter 3ufnrtrac (Sect
unt> tfiicmant ill retife al nur ter gcomme. 10. $at 3bre ^rau cma^*
lin einen i'ncf an 3bren errn letter gt

: 17. 9lnn, n*$ ni^t,
abet fie mitt morgen an ibn febteibett. 18. (5af.:r f.tneb naeb Wctn : 34
fain, fab, unt fiegtc." 19. 3eb gab lie'em amun l':.i:i:ie nume alien Z4/*)t.

EXERCISE 26.

1. Have you seen my [meinen] brother ? 2. No, I hare nt Men
him, but my wifo Raw him tho day before yesterday.
wrote a long [(angenj letter and spoke not a [tin] word [2Drt].
4. She has given to me [mir] a new dress and a beautiful hand-
kerchief. 5. Do you think [glauben Sie] that wo ahall have fioe

weather [^Better] to-morrow '( 6. No, but I think [alaubc] that
it will rain [cegnenj.

SECTION XIX. DEMONSTRATIVE AND SUBSTAKTIVB
PKONOUNS.

SBetcbcr? njelebe? toelcbea? (which?) as interrogative, is declined

precisely liko ticfer, ticfe, tiefea. The genitive is seldom used.

DECLENSION OF THE DEMON8TRATTVI ^ROMOUM,
biefe, tiefe (this).

SINGULAR. PLURAL,

Masc.

91. >iefer,

. 2)iefe,

3). 2)iefem,

21. 35iefen,

Fern.

kiefe,

fciefet,

fciefer,

tiefe,

Nntt.

kiefe, this,

fcieftf, of this.

ttcfcm, to this.

biefe. this.

Att gender*.

Itefe, these,

liefer, of these.

>iefen, to these.

Iiefe, these.

D e r, tie, bat frequently stand independently ; i.e., not
belonging to a noun. When BO used, it is called a substantive

pronoun, and answers to our demonstrative pronoun that. Its

inflection, as seen in the Declension following, differs from that
of tho article, and it is likewise commonly pronounced with a
stronger emphasis.

DECLENSION OF THE SUBSTANTIVE PRONOUN ber, tie, fcol.

SINGULAR. PLTTBAL.

AU genders.

Tie, those.

!Teren, of those.

Xenen, to, for those.

JDie, those.
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5>et flnabe 6,at fein SSud; unb b a 8 The boy has his book and that

feineS SSaterS. of his father.

JDie tfnaben tyaben tyre 33dtle unb The boys have their balls and

b i e ib.ret Sreunbe. those of their friends.

Slbofyfc,, m. Adolphus.

Slmerifa'itifd;, adj.

American.

S3Ub, w. picture,

image.
S3uV6.aucr, m. sculp-

tor.

S3ricf, m. letter.



N DRAWING.

i. r 1, i> r _. .!<:: ; M .

' m e u will be a square in por-
in whichwe drau uy hand as follows: The

diagonals ( c and a m intersect each <>'

a (see p. 138) ; through thin centre n draw the

parallel to a c. Now observe where the lines from h h out

Canals in , , , t; through thetie points, and also through
draw bj hand the perspective circle as in the figiin U

reoommond the pupil to draw this figure several times, as it re-

auich pnwtii-f to draw the perspective circlo properly.
When this difficulty has been overcome, ho may try to draw

tho circlo without the geometrical perspective lines, aa follows

DP'2.

more underneath the eye than the top, he has a more enlarged
view of the base ; through k draw p r, the diameter of tho base,

equal to the diameter a 6 of the top, and mark the distance k n,
; rom it* being lower to the eye than the distance oeal

the upper circle, the line k n will be somewhat longer. (Now
here, again, we should like to prove this by another geometrical

drawing, bat we decline it at present for reasons already stated;
but tho pupil may very easily, for his own satisfaction, draw
again Fig. 48, placing tho H L doable the height from the plan*
of the picture as therein shown, keeping DP! and D p 2 the

same distance from p M before ; the remit will show him

(see Fig. 49) : First draw a b, according to the required width
or diameter of circle, say the top of a wine-glass ; through o,

the centre of a b, draw the perpendicular c d, mark the point e

from o (if the pupil has a glass before him, let him stretch a

piece of thread over the top of the glass to represent a l> ; he
will then perceive that the distance o e must be regulated ac-

cording to the view the object presents to the eye) ; make o h

equal to o c, and divide o h into three equal parts, add one of

these parts from 7i to/; then through o e b /draw, by hand, the

perspective view of the circle as in the copy. This, we allow, is

an approximation, but sufficiently near for practical purposes.
To complete the wine-glass, Fig. 50, continue the line c / to m
any length ; mark / i for the depth of the glass, and i k for the

length of the stem. If the pupil will ploco a wine-glass before
him on the table, he will notice that tho circular base, being

that, when the circle is placed lower, the eye looks more upon
it.) Proceed with k //i and tho divisions as before, and draw by
hand the circle through the points p n r m. There is scarcely

anything more difficult for a beginner than the circle, under any
conditions ; therefore we earnestly recommend him to practise
it well from the foregoing instructions. Our reason for giving
the above simple geometrical problem for constructing the per-

spective view of a circle is to satisfy the mind of the pupil upon
the proportions and changes of its retiring dimensions, according
as it is seen nearer to or further below the level of the eye.
Let him raise the glass until the top is on a level with tho eye;
tho top will then present a straight line ; let him lower it gra-

dually, and he will see that the retiring diameter of the circle

seems to expand, until, when it is exactly under his eye (looking
down upon it), it then presents the true circle.
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LESSONS IN LATIK VI.

NOUNS, SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE. THE FIEST
DECLENSION.

WE now pass on to the several declensions. By declension,

you know, is meant the manner of forming the cases of a
noun.

FIRST DECLENSION.

Sign JE in the Genitive Singular.

CASE-ENDINGS WITH THE ENGLISH SIGNS.

Singular. Plural.

Coses. tATIN. ENGLISH. Cases. LATIN. ENGLISH.
Norn. -a Csubject) Norn. -SB (subject)
Gen. - of Gen. -arum of
Dat. -SB to or for. Dat. -is te or for.
Ace. -am (object) Ace. -as (object)
Voc. -a 0! Voc. -e 0!
Abl. -a by, with, or from. Abl. -is by, wiili, or from.
Here you may remark that in the singular two case-endings

are the same namely, those of the nominative and the

vocative, both being a ; and that in the plural taken with the

singular, four case-endings are the same namely, in the plural
those of the nominative and the vocative ; in the singular,
the genitive and the dative. This undoubtedly is a defect
in the language. By practice only can you learn in reading
to ascertain which, in any particular instance, the writer in-

tended ; the difficulty, however, is not so great as you might
imagine.

EXAMPLE.

Mensa, ce, 1, fern., a table.

Cases. Singular. Cases. Plural.
Noni. Mensa, a table. Nona. Mensrc, tables.

Gen. Menace, of a table. Gen. Mensarum, of tables.
Dat. Menace, to a table. Dat. Mensis, to tables.
Ace. Mensam, a table. Ace. Mensas, tables.
Voc. Mensa, table .' Voe. Mensa;, O tables .'

Abl. Mensit, by a table. Abl. Mensis, by tabls.

Mensa is thus seen to consist of two parts. These two parts
are the stem mens and the case-endings. To the stem mens
add the several case-endings, and you form the several cases.
Thus, if to mens you join am, you obtain the accusative singular;
if to mens you add o/ru,m, you obtain the genitive plural ; and
so on with the rest.

Before you proceed further, you should make yourself per-
fectly master of the case-endings and the example. Exercise
yourself in giving from memory any case-endings you may
please to require; also in giving the corresponding English
sign.

Observe that in the example, after the word mensa, ce, stand
1 and fern. Here 1 with a noun denotes the first declension, as
afterwards 2 with a noun will denote the second declension, 3
with a noun the third declension, and so on ; f. or fern, denotes
the feminine gender, and intimates that mensa is a noun of the
feminine gender. It may appear strange to you that a thing
which in English is of the neuter "

gender," as being without
sex, should in the Latin be of the feminine gender. So, how-
ever, it is. In Latin, one way of determining gender is by the
termination. Thus, all nouns ending in a (with an exception
which will be pointed out by-and-by), are of the feminine gender.And as all nouns ending in a are of the first declension, so all
nouns of the first declension, generally speaking, are of the/emi-
nine gender.

Decline the following nouns like mensa :

Alauda, a lark.

Aquila, an eagle.

Columba, a dove.

Insula, an island.
Puella, a girl.

Silva, a wood.

OBS. These nouns should be written out like the example
meiisa, from memory, distinguishing the case-endings and sub-
joining the English to each case of each noun.

A (prep.), by.

Aqua, water.

Ciconia, a storfc.

Coaxo, 1, 1 croafc.

Copia, abundance.

Devoro, 1, I devour.

VOCABULARY.
Gigno, 3, I produce.

Herba, a herb.

Noceo, 2, I mjure.
Planta, a plant.

Praxla, prey, [/ully.
Pulchre (adv.), beauti-

Procella, a storm.

Quam (adv.), how!
Eana, a frog.

Soepe (adv.), often.

Terra, the earth.

Turbo, 1, I disturb.

Note that the preposition a becomes ab, for the sake of sound
before a vowel or a silent h.

EXEKCISE 15. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. liana coaxat. 2. Bana ssepe est prajda ciconias. 3. Ciconia nocet

ranee. 4. Ciconia devorat rauam. 5. O rana, coaxas. 6. Aqua tur-
batur a rana. 7. Plantce florout. 8. Terra vestitur copia plaiitarum.
9. Procelte nocent plantis. 10. Terra gignit plantas. 11. O plantae,

quain pulchre oruatis terram ! 12. Terra vestitur plantis.

On this exercise I must give a few words of explanation.
In the sentence Ciconia nocet ranee, you have the object in the
dative case. Generally the object is in the accusative case, but
noceo is one of the verbs which govern their object in the dative
instead of in the accusative case, as will be more fully set forth
hereafter.

After the passive verb turbatur, you have the instrument rand
with the preposition a ; whereas after the passive verb vestitur,

you have copia without the preposition. The reason is that,
in Latin, when the instrument is a person or living creature,
the preposition a is usual

; but it is not used when, as in the
second case, the instrument ia a thing, that is, something with-
out life.

VestUur is not given in the vocabulary to this declension,
because it has been given before. Here, as in other instances,
words, the English of which has been previously stated, are

repeated without the English, in order to secure attention and
to assist the memory by repetition.
As the English sign of the dative is to or for, so you must

use the one or the other as the sense requires. And as the

English sign of the ablative is by, with, or from, so must you
use either by, or with, or from, according as the English idiom
requires.

EXERCISE 16. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. The plants flourish. 2. The storm injures the plant. 3. Plants

are injured by the storm. 4. Frogs are swallowed by the stork.
5. The earth produces plants. 6. Plants are produced by the earth.
7. O plants, how beautifully are you produced by the earth! 8. I

praise abundance of water. 9. The storm moves the waters. 10. The
waters are moved by the storm.

After having learnt each vocabulary, you will do well to try
to ascertain what words in it have representatives in English.
These English representatives (denoted by the initials E. E.)
are words in English derived more or less directly from the

corresponding Latin words. Thus, from aqua we have E. R.

aquatic; from copia, we have E. E. copious; from herba we
have E. E. lierb ; from prceda we have E. E. prey ; from terra
we have E. E. terrene, etc. You will soon acquire skill in dis-

covering the E. E. in all cases, and in the discovery you will

gain an aid to memory, as well as an insight into the exact

original meaning of many English words. Indeed, you should
never allow a Latin word to pass you without endeavouring
to ascertain whether it has any E. E., and if any, whether one
or more, what they are, and what their signification.

Adjectives in the feminine gender are declined like mensa.
This you see exemplified in the following example :

DECLENSION OF SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE.
TIKST DECLENSION, FEMININE GENDER.

Cases. Singular. Cases. Plural.
N. Bono puella, a good girl. N. Bonce puella!, good girls.
G. Bono? puella!, of a good girl. G. Bonarumpuellarum, ofgood girls.
D. Bono: puella;, to a good girl. D. Bonis pnellis, to good girls.
Ac. Bonam puellam, a good girl. Ac. Bonos puellas, good girls.
V. Bona puella, good girl ! V. 'Bonce puella;, good girls /

Ab. Bond puella, by a good girl. Ab. Bom's puellis, by good girls.

EXERCISE. After the same manner write out and learn by
heart

Alba rosa, a white rose. I Pulchra columba, a beautiful -pigeon.

Magna prseda, great booty. | Quadrata mensa, a square table.

VOCABULARY.
Ancilla, a maid-servant. Est tibi, thou hast. Mihi, to me.
Augusta, sacred. Magn;i, great. Tibi, to thce.
Est mib.i, I have. Mea, my. Tua, thy.

OBS.-* The Latin word ne is employed in asking a question,
and is placed after a word and joined to the word it follows ;

the Latin word an is employed in asking a question, and is

placed before a word or sentence ; nonne asks a question with
not included, as, nonne vituperas ? dost thou not blame ?

EXERCISE 17. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Est mihi pulclira alauda. 2. Estne tibi pulchra alauda ? 3. Kea

ilauda est pulclira. 4. Estue inea alauda pulchra? 5. Nonne esfc
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s. Mcu linrllU f- ..i <-Mt uUtfi.

..i uiuuaUt puluhnf 14.

ubt j.uli-i. i luuusj. UOU ul
.

11. Mugaa out liibuU.

.K 18.-
1. I !i:i\,- :i pigeon. 2. Thou ht ft (?od girl. 3. Hut thou a good

ive not a good girl

:t ? 7. Tho iaUnd i not great. H. Il.isttht.ua good
'

9. I have not a good muiil-Mnront. 10. The lurk of

! irk) is buuutiful.

In dea, a goddess, and filia, a daughter, tho dative a

ablativti end in u6i:.s, in'-toad of t'.;
, thus, doabus, i<> or l>j th>-

-, (:> or /'|/
<

<;
. Thin change ia made

iish tho dative and the ablative cases of these

feminine n<i uns from tho same cases of tho corresponding mas-

oulino in urn*, namely, <l.-ns, n yod ; which lias deis or

the ii .Miitive; and filius, a son, which has /i<<

Nouns of tho first declension which denote male beings are

of the masculine gender (denoted by m). This fact remains a

fact, though tho termination of those nouns should happen to

be feminine. Thus, nauta, a sailor, is masculine, though its

termination is tho same as 1
, and paella,

a girl. Masculine nouns of the first declension are <i

like feminine nouns of tho first declension. Observe, however,
that they t:iko their adjective* in tho masculine ; thu:

adjectives n^ree not in form but !th those masculine

nouna of tho first declension, as in the following example :

DECLENSION OF 6UDSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIYE.

FIRST DECLENSION MASCULINE GENDER.

Singular. .Plural.

N. Bonus uauta, a good sailor. N. Bout uauta, good sailor*, [sailors.

O. Boni nauta, / a good sailor. G. Bonoriini nautarum, of good
D. Bono nauta, to a good sailor. D. Boui.s uautw, to gooci wtfl

Ac. Bonum uaufcim, a gootl sniior. Ac. Bonos nautas, good sailors.

V. Bono nauta, good sailor.' V. Bom' nautfc, good sailors.'

Ab. Bono uauta, by a good sailor. Ab. Bontj uuut.V, lj good sailors.

EXERCISE. Write out after the same manner and learn by
heart

Bonus agricr.la, a good husbandman. I Magnus Nerva, great Acrro.

Malus piruta, a lad pirate. \ Trepidus auiijja, a timid charioteer.

VOCABULARY.

Ad, to.

Auriga, -ac, m., a cha-

rioteer.

-A-, a mare.

Equito, 1, I rid.

Erro, 1, / wander, I err.
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'

giving way to Bleep, the forerunner of death. Having spent

several hours in great distress, and having witnessed two of

their servants sink under its power, the imprudent explorers

with much difficulty reached the coast. After this delay m the

Strait of Magellan, Cook stood out for Tahiti, where the astro-

nomical observations entrusted to the care of the expedition

were to be made.

The natives of Tahiti welcomed this expedition in the same

way as they had done that under Bougainville, in a hospitable

and agreeable manner. During their three months' residence in

this island, Cook and his learned companions made an ample

collection of specimens of its natural history, and of observations

on the manners and customs of its natives. They then visited

eeveral other islands of the Tahitian group, and gave to the

whole archipelago the name of the Society Islands. They

explored New Zealand, and found the natives the very opposite

of the Tahitians in their disposition, both hostile and cruel.

They discovered that this country, supposed to have been a

angle island, consisted of two separate islands divided by a

expedition proceeded directly southward ; but in latitude 67

13' S. it met with rocks which appeared to be impassable. No
attempt was made to get beyond this obstacle, and the expedi-

tion returned northward to the nearest cape, under the con-

viction that if any southern continent existed, it could only be

at a very great distance, and quite in the vicinity of the south

pole. The two vessels, which were separated from each other

among the ice, proceeded to New Zealand, where they again met.

After useless explorations to the east of this island, as far as

the 46th parallel of latitude, Captain Cook made for the

Society Islands, where he remained until the health of the expe-
dition was recruited.

A second attempt to discover the southern continent soon

brought the expedition to latitude 71 S., but here again the

passage to the south was blocked up by ice, and it was obliged

to return northwards. In a new exploration of the seas of

Oceania, Captain Cook re-discovered Easter Island, which Com-
modore Byron, Carteret, and Bougainville had searched for in

vain; he also discovered some new islands belonging to the

NEW ZEALANDEKS- CAPTAIN COOK. SIB JOSEPH BANKS.

strait, which now bears the name of Cook ; but they durst not
examine the interior of the country, as it would have been too

dangerous to have ventured into the midst of a race of cannibals,
whose savage habits were very soon observed by the expedition.
Cook left the shores of New Zealand on the 31st of March, 1770,
and in twenty days afterwards beheld those of New Holland, or

Australia, where he discovered Botany Bay, an inlet on which
stands Sydney, the metropolis of our Australian colonies, and
one of tho most important of our colonial settlements. Pro-

ceeding northward, he was nearly shipwrecked in latitude 16 S.

by the vessel striking on a coral rock. The Endeavour was pro-

videntially saved, and enabled to reach a small harbour where
she was repaired, and put into a condition to resume her home-
ward voyage, which she completed without meeting any further
disaster.

The second voyage of Captain Cook, undertaken in July, 1772,
tad for its object the discovery of that great southern land
which had been for ages supposed by navigators and geographers
bo exist in the southern part of the Great Pacific Ocean, and
which Abel Tasman fancied he had seen when he landed on
New Zealand. Two vessels called the Resolution and the
Adventure were put under the command of Captain Cook. The

Marquesas group, returned to Tahiti, and re-visited Tongataboo
and the Friendly Islands, where he discovered Savage Island,

and Batoa or Turtle Island, belonging to the group of the

Feejee Islands ; he then re-established several points of New
Guinea, and discovered Tanna, Erromango, and several other

islands of the group called the New Hebrides, as well as New
Caledonia and Norfolk Island. The point of departure for a third

exploration of the Antarctic or Southern Seas was New Zealand,

Captain Cook endeavoured to reach the south pole in a more

easterly direction than formerly. Having arrived at latitude

55 48' S., he sailed towards Cape Horn, and continued his

route towards the east. In this route he discovered the island

of South Georgia, to the east of Tierra del Fuego ; and south,

east of the former a group of islands which he called Sandwich
Land. Here he terminated his voyage toward the southern

circumpolar regions. He had circumnavigated the globe in high
southern latitudes, and had demonstrated that no southern con-

tinent existed in the immenso zone which he had explored. The

hypothesis of its existence was thrown many degrees nearer the

south pole ; and the illusion of this problematic continent, so

richly endowed by nature, was dissipated for ever !

In this remarkable expedition Captain Cook was absent from
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I UKITI throe yean ; and ho arrived at Portsmouth iHlandn of Watohoo and OUkootai, in the MOM MM. Bailing to

vol. Home other voyage* tho nortli of Tahiti, h arrived at tbo Kandwich lalandi, whero
1 the inland* of Marion and ho WM token for a mperior being, and an each received by the

.. , \M-11 lu that -uek-u Land, were dUoovered I native*. On the let of January, 1778, he made the discovery

CAPE HORN, THE MOST SOUTHERLY POINT OP SOUTH AMERICA, IN LAT. 55 59' 8., LONG. 67 16' W.

by the navigators whose name they bear. Again the inde-

fatigable Cook resumed hia voyages of discovery. This time he
intended to search for the north-west passage to India, by pass-

ing through Eehring Strait. He left England on the 12th of

of this important group. Captain Cook then prepared for the

accomplishment of the principal object of the expedition. He
Bailed along the north-western coast of the New World, until he

reached a point of land which he called Icy Cape, in latitude

ANOTHER VIEW OF CAPE HORN.

July, 1776, with the ships Resolution and Discovery nnder his

command. He first visited the islands above mentioned, and
then touched at Van Diemen's Land and New Zealand. Soon
after he discovered the central Polynesian proup Toubouai, the

archipelago of Hervey Islands or Monaian group, and the

70 27'. Here a solid mass of ice, ten feet thick, extending to

the opposite coast of Asia, presented to him an insuperable
barrier. He returned to the Sandwich Islands, where, alas!

his fate awaited him. On the island in this' archipelago called

Owhyhee, he fell by the hands of a savage ; and thus, unfortu-
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nately, ended the life of tho greatest navigator of modern times.

Captain Clerke, who was second in command, took charge of

the expedition, and sailed to the north-east in search of tho

passage to the Atlantic ; but the same obstacles compelled him
to abandon the enterprise, and he died on the voyage home.

To attempt to describe all the benefits which the discoveries

if Captain Cook have conferred on the sciences of geography and

hydrography, is more than can be done in this historical sketch

of these memorable expeditions. The accuracy with which

this illustrious navigator determined the geographical positions

of the places which he discovered or visited, rectified numerous

errors in tho maps and charts of the century in which he

flourished, and accelerated the progress of the science to which

these remarks form our introduction, in a degree hitherto un-

known. Mathematical geography has, since this time, taken

her place among the exact sciences.

In concluding this lesson, we may remark that Cook lifted

the veil of darkness which hung over the extremities of the

Pacific Ocean, and the junction of the continents of Asia and
America. His last voyage, by disclosing the vast breadth of

America at the latitude of Behring Strait, made the hopes of

discovering the north-western passage darker than ever. That
continent had, previous to the time of the English navigator,
been considered as terminating to the north in a point or cape,
after passing which, the navigator would find himself at once

in the South Seas, and in full sail to China or Japan. But the

discovery of Cook showed that there was found intervening a

space of land of nearly three thousand miles in breadth, a very

large portion of the circumference of the globe. Hence, geo-

graphers viewing the coast running northward from Behring
Strait, Hudson Bay, and Baffin Bay, all enclosed by land,
received tho impression, and constructed their maps accordingly,
that an unbroken mass of land reached onwards to the pole,

and that all these boundaries were for ever barred against the

enterprising navigator.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XI.
FRACTIONS (continued).

19. To reduce fractions to equivalent fractions having tlie same
denominator.

RULE. Find the least common multiple of all the denomina-
tors. Multiply the numerator and denominator of each fraction

by the quotient obtained from dividing the least common mul-

tiple by that denominator.
EXAMPLE. Reduce |, f, ^,

J
2 ,

to a common denominator.
1260 is the least common multiple of 9, 7, 10, 12 (see page 134),
and the quotients of 1260 by these respectively are 140, 180,
126, 105. Multiplying each numerator and each denominator

by these numbers respectively, we get ^jj{j, -ggj, ^jgj, j^ which
are fractions equivalent to the given ones, and" all of which have
the same denominator.

It may be observed that the common denominator found in

this case is the least. Any common multiple of the denominator
of the original fractions would have given fractions with the
same common denominator ; but the least common multiple gives,
of course, the least common denominator.

11.' Fractions may also often conveniently be made to have
the same denominator by the following method : Multiply each
numerator into all the denominators except its own for a new
numerator, and all the denominators together for a common
denominator. The reason of this will be clearly seen from an
EXAMPLE. Reduce |, -jj, 5, |, to fractions having the same 1

common denominator.

Following the rule, we get for the first fraction

2x6x5 x 9

3x6x5x9
where we have multiplied the numerator 2, and denominator 3,

by 6 X 5 X 9, the product of tho denominators of the other
fractions. The fractions will therefore be

2 x 6 x 5 x 5x3x5x9
3x6x5x6 3 x 6~x 0x9

Or, 540, 675,

810 810

Here, evidently, the common denominator is not the

3 x 3 x 6 x 9
?

3 x 6x5 x 9

486
( 630.

8To' 8lo'

7x3x6x5
3x6x5x9

much as 3 X 6 X 5 X 9, the common multiple of 3, 6, 5, and
9, which we have taken, is not the least common multiple.

12. Wo are enabled by this means to find which of two
fractions is the greater'. For instance, if we wished to know
which of the four fractions given in Art. 11 is the greatest,
having reduced them to a common denominator, 810, we are
able to say that the second fraction, |,

is the greatest, because
it contains the greatest number of the 810 parta into which the
unit is divided, viz., 675 ; and in the same way we- see that the
order of magnitude of the four fractions is

f, J, , |.

EXEECISE 24.

Place in order of magnitude the following sets of fractions :

1.

2. ?-, |, I, J-.

3. 5- A, , I.

6. ft,*f,2!,it. tt,#V,tt.

13. Addition of Fractions.

Required to add and \ together. Reducing the fractions to
a common denominator, =

-J'j , and {!

= ^ :

Therefore } + * = ^9 + ^ =
1 ;

or, as it could be written, 1^ (Art. 3). We have here effected

the addition, i.e., found a single fraction which is equal to the
sum of tho two given on9s, by reducing the fractions to a com-
mon denominator, 15.

The same method will apply to any other two or more frac-

tions. Ho'nce we are able to enunciate the following
Rule for the Addition of Fractions.

Reduce the fractions to a common denominator, add the new
numerators so formed for a numerator, and take the common
denominator for a denominator. The single fraction so formed
will bo the sum of the given fractions.

Obs. It will generally be most convenient to reduce each
fraction, before commencing the operation, to its lowest terms,
if it is not already in them, and then to take the least common
denominator.

EXERCISE 25.
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KOU3 EXAMI'LBH IN PIUC :

V;i'-tions to fraction* of tho

.iring a common denominator :

1. 1

7. V, and

9- 1. 1, ',.,',. and, J,.

6. , j.aud;,.

J. Which of tho two fractions fc and
\

is tho greater ; what
in tho difference 1 m ; and what is their KUIU 'f

:;. TV... ]..
: . A -. . I II, aro shareholders in different oom-

: 0,000 of stock in a company worth .560,000 ;

nn.l It li:i-i 480,000 of stock in a company worth .840,000:
whii-h of tin-in has tho largest fraction of tho concern to which

.'iips 'f

4. Find tho integral or mixed value of the following fractions :

,,*, and
-r mixed value of tho fractions S

J.

%, V?. all(1

(,. i : ,. liolo numbers 25, 48, 301, 4000, and 5876934
to imi>ri>;-r fractions.

7. !. iiug whole numbers to improper fractions

ili-iiDininat^r-i hh:i!! 1/r lii, (, 5, !, and '2 respectively.
s. Reduce tho following mixed numbers to improper frac-

/

duco tho following mixed numbers to improper fractions :

. and 21&J.
10. Reduce the following compound fractions to simple frac-

tions :
.}
of

:J
of J of

I ; $ of 3 of of }j ; and of fc of ^ of *?.

11. Reduce the following compound fractions to simple frac-

tions :

1. : of ; of J of .

2. | of f of J of
,

of .

3. ; of j of I of f .

4 i of J of V of ? of J.

*> j of
-,'j

of -ff of f
c. jof of >;, of u.

IL'. Find the sum of the following fractions and mixed
numbers :

1. !, 1, ;, J.and .

V, ;,andy.
3. I. {, ft, and J.

4- 5>, 6J, 7J,and21J-.
5. 111,18;, 19 ,'-, and !&.
0. 635>i, 427;, and 1625J.

13. Find the difference of the following fractions and mixed
numbers :

1. Between J J-
and ,',.

2. Between ,V f^d Y
3. Between 1 and JJ.

4. Between 4 and 2 ,>.

5. Between 13065 an
6. Between 49 t JT and 24tft.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. VI.

HAVING thus furnished yon with some criteria or means of

ascertaining what words have their origin in Saxon, or, as it

is more correctly called, the Teutonic branch of our language,
I must now n quest, that in all your studies you will constantly
ask yourself, whether each word you meet with, is, or is not, of
Saxon derivation ? Among English writers, no one has a larger
portion of Saxon in his compositions than Dean Swift

; and no
one writes the language more correctly. I shall therefore make
use of his writings in this part of my task. William Cobbett's
works may be advantageously studied for the Saxon treasures
which they contain.

EXERCISES ix PAUSING.

It is a miserable thing to live in suspense. To live in suspense, is

to live the life of a spider. No wise man ever wished to be younger.
An idle reason lessens the weight of good reasons. Complaint is the

largest tribute paid to heaven. Complaint is tho sincerest parl of our
devotion. Praise is the daughter of present power. Every man
desires to live long. No man is willing to be old. Kings aro said to
have long hands. Kiugs ought to have long ears. Vision is the art

of seeing things invisible. Good manners is the art of making asso-

ciates easy. Flattery is the worst and falsest way of showing our
esteem. A flue gentleman has both wit and learning. Come into
the garden, Maud. He gave me half-u-crown for my trouble. The
king's crown is made of solid gold.

The reader may excroiso his ingenuity, as well as his gram-
mar, while ho di^ovora the explanation of n. riddle of tho
learned Dean, which is appropriate to my subject :

" We ore little miry eraatem,
All Of different roioo and (ensures;
On* of us in glass is net,

One of us you'll find i* jet 5

T'other you may Me in tin,

And a fourth u box within ;

If tho fifth you should punoe.
It can never fly from 700."

An excellent practice in composition u letter-writing. I Khali

therefore give, in thin loiwon, gome specimens of epistolary corrw-

Hpondoncc. And I advise my pupils to aoouiitom themselves to

express their thought* in the form of letter*. Let the letter*

bo real ; I mean, lot them be written, not a* exercise* in eom
position, but on some business, and to some friend or acquaint-
ance. Your chief want at first, as I hare before intimated,
is tho want of matter. " I don't know what to nay," U a

complaint with young composers no less true than embarrassing.
You will find something to say if you take your pen in hand,
and eit down to address a few line* to an absent friend. Only
do not attempt anything great or fine. Be simple. Consult

your heart, if your head is silent. Just say what occur* to you,
without being anxious whether it in very wine or very foolish ;

whether it is trivial or imptrlant. Specially would I advise my
pupils to correspond one with another. For instance, say that
a young man in Exi-ter writes a letter to a former companion
who has gone to reside at Bristol. B., living at Bristol, replies
to his friend A. at Exeter. The two continue to interchange
letters. If they have nothing else to write about, they may
write about these lessons. Let them endeavour to give each
other aid in their study of the English language. Let them
freely and kindly criticise each other's letters. Let them ask
and give explanations. Let A. correct B.'B exercises, and let B.
do the same for A. Let them agree on some book which they
will both read, with a view to make in writing and submit to
each other remarks on the composition. For this purpose I

would suggest to them the Spectator, in which they will find

many papers by Addison and other eminent writers.

In this counsel I have mentioned young men, by no mean*
intending to exclude young women. Most desirous am I that

young women should receive a good education. Most necessary
to them, as being tho future mothers of our land, is a good
education. A far better education ought they to receive than
the best which they do receive. But to be well-educated they
must be self-educated. Let young women then consider them-
selves specially addressed in the lessons I supply, and the advice
I give.

LETTER I.

FROM DEAN SWIFT TO THE KZV. WILLIAX DRAPER.

To the Rev. Mr. William Draper,

Dean, near Busingstolce, Hampshire.

London, AprH 13, 1713.

SIR, I am ashamed to tell yon how ill a philosopher I am, and that
a very ill situation of my affairs for three weeks past made me utterly

incapable of answering your obliging letter, and thiring you for your
most agreeable copy of verses. The print* will tell you that I am
condemned again to live in Ireland ; and all that the court and minis-

try did for me, was to let me choose my situation in the country
where I am banished. I could not forbear showing both your letter

and verses to our great men, as well as to the men of wit of my
acquaintance ; and they were highly approved of by all. I am alto-

gether a stranger to your friend Oppuux ; and am a little angry when
those who have a genius lay it out in translations. I question
whether " Bes angusta domi " (narrow means) be not one of your
motives. Perhaps you want such a bridle as translation, for your
genius is too fruitful, as appears by the frequency of your simile*; and
this employment may teach you to write like a modest man, a*

Shakespeare expresses it.

I have been minding my Lord Bolingbroke. Mr. Harcourt, and Sir

William Windham, to give you a living; as a business which belong* to
our society, who assume the title of awarders of merit. They are very
well disposed, and I shall not fail to negotiate for you while I stay in

England, which will not be abovo six weeks ; but I hope to return in

October, and if you are not then provided for, I will move heaven and
earth that something may bo done for you. Our society has not met
of late, else I would have moved to have two of as sent in form to

request a living for you from my lord chancellor ; and if you have any
way to employ my services, I desire you will let me know it ; and
believe me to be very sincerely,

Sir,

Your most faithful, humble servant,
JONATHAN Swm.
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LETTER II.

FROM CHARLES LAMB TO SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE.

[Giving a detailed account of the deaXk of his mother, who teas stabbed by
his sister, in a fit of delirium,.]

October 3rd, 1796.

MY DEAREST FRIEND. Tour letter was an inestimable treasure to

me. It will be a comfort to you, I know, to know that our prospects
are somewhat brighter. My poor dear, dearest sister, the unhappy
and unconscious instrument of the Almighty's judgments on our

house, is restored to her senses ; to a dreadful sense and recollection

of what has passed, awful to her mind and impressive (as it must
be to the end of life), but tempered with religious resignation, and
the reasonings of a sound judgment, which, in this early stage, knows
how to distinguish between a deed committed in a transient fit of

frenzy, and the terrible guilt of a mother's murder. I have seen her.

I found her, this morning, calm and serene ; far, very far from an
indecent forgetful serenity ; she has a most affectionate tender concern
for what has happened. Indeed, from the beginning, frightful and

hopeless as her disorder seemed, I had confidence enough in her

strength of mind and religious principle, to look forward to a time
when even she might recover tranquillity.

God be praised, Coleridge, Wonderful as it is to tell, I have never
once been otherwise than collected and calm ; even on the dreadful

day, and in the midst of the terrible scene, I preserved a tranquillity
which bystanders may have construed into indifference a tranquillity
not of despair. Is it folly or sin in me to say that it was a religious

principle that most supported me ? I allow much to other favourable

circumstances. I felt that I had something else to do than to regret.
On the first evening (September 22nd), my aunt was lying insensible,
to all appearances like one dying, my father, with his poor forehead

plaistered over, from a wound he had received from a daughter dearly
loved by him, and who loved him no less dearly, my mother, a dead
and murdered corpse in the next room yet I was wonderfully sup-
ported. I closed not my eyes in sleep that night, but lay without
terrors and without despair. I have lost no sleep since. I had been

long used not to rest in things of sense, had endeavoured after a

comprehension of mind, unsatisfied with the "
ignorant present time,"

and this kept me up. I had the whole weight of the family thrown on
me ; for my brother, little disposed (I speak not without tenderness
for him) at any time to take care of old age and infirmities, had now,
with his bad leg, an exemption from such duties, and I was now left

alone

I mention these things because I hate concealment, and love to give
a faithful journal of what passes within me. Our friends are very
good. Sam Le Grice, who was then in town, was with me the first

three or four days, and was as a brother to me. He gave up every
hour of his time, to the very hurting of his health and spirits, in con-
stant attendance and humouring my poor father ; talked with him,
read to him, played at cribbage with him (for so short is the old man's
recollection, that he was playing at cards as though nothing had
happened, while the coroner's inquest was sitting over the way) !

. . . Of all the people I ever saw in the world, my poor sister
was most and thoroughly devoid of the least ^tincture of selfishness.
I will enlarge upon her qualities, poor dear, dear soul, in a future
letter, for my own comfort, for I understand her thoroughly ; and, if

I mistake not, in the most trying situation that a human being can
be found in, she will be found (I speak not with sufficient humility, I

fear, but humanly and foolishly speaking), she will be found, I trust,
uniformly great and amiable. God keep her in her present mind, to
whom be thanks and praise for all His dispensations to mankind !

C. LAMB.
LETTER III.

FROM LADY MARY WORTLEY MONTAGU TO HER SISTER, THE COUNTESS
OF MAS.

[Giwng o brief description of her journey from Ratisbon to Vienna, and.
some account of the last-named city.]

Vienna, September 8ih, 1716.

I am now, my dear sister, safely arrived at Vienna ; and, I thank
God, have not at all suffered in my health, nor (what is dearer to me)
in that of my child, by all our fatigues.
We travelled by water from Eatisbon, a journey perfectly agreeable,down the Danube, in one of those little vessels, that they very pro-

perly call wooden houses, having in them almost all the conveniences
of a palace stoves in the chambers, kitchens, etc. They are rowed
by twelve men each, and move with an incredible ewiftness, that in
the same day you have the pleasure of a vast variety of prospects ;

and, within a few hours' space of time, one has the different diversion
of seeing a populous city adorned with magnificent palaces, and the

j
most romantic solitudes, which appear distant from the commerce of

' mankind, the banks of the Danube being charmingly diversified with
woods, rocks, mountains covered with vines, large cities, and ruins of
ancient castles. I saw the great towns of Passau and Lintz, famous
for the retreat of the Imperial Court when Vienna was besieged.

This town, which has the honour of being the Emperor's residence,
did not at all answer my idea of it, being much less than I expected to
find it ; the streets are very close, and so narrow one cannot observe the
fine fronts of the palaces, though many of them very well deservo
observation, being truly magnificent, all built of nne white stone, and
excessively high. The town being so much too little for the number of

people that desire to live in it, the buildings seem to have been projected
to repair that misfortune by clapping one town on the top of another,
most of the houses being of five, and some of them of six storeys.
You may easily imagine that the streets being so narrow, the lower
rooms are extremely dark, and what is an inconvenience much more
intolerable, in my opinion, there is no house that has so few as five of
six families in it. The apartments of the greatest ladies, and even of
the ministers of state, are divided but by a partition from that of a
tailor or a shoemaker; and I know nobody that has above two floors
in any house, one for their own use, and one higher for tneir servants.
Those who have houses of their own, let out the rest of them to who-
ever will take them; thus the great stairs (which are all of stone) are
as common and as dirty as the street. 'Tis true, when you have once
travelled through them, nothing can be more surprisingly magnificent
than the apartments. They are commonly a suite of eight or ten
large rooms, all inlaid, the doors and windows richly carved and gilt,
and the furniture such as is seldom seen in the palaces of sovereign
princes in other countries the hangings the finest tapestry of Brussels,
prodigious large looking-glasses in silver frames, fine Japan tables,
beds, chairs, canopies, and window curtains of the richest Genoa
damask or velvet, almost covered with gold lace or embroidery, the
whole made gay by pictures and vast jars of Japan china, and almost
in every room large lustres of rock crystal.

I have already had the honour of being invited to dinner by several
of the first people of quality, and I must do them the justice to say
the good taste and magnificence of their tables very well answers to
that of their furniture. I have been more than once entertained with
fifty dishes of meat, all served in silver, and well dressed, the dessert

proportionable, served in the finest china. But the variety and rich-
ness of their wines is what appears the most surprising. The con-
stant way is, to lay a list of their names upon the plates of their

guests, along with the napkins ; and I have counted several times to
the number of eighteen different sorts, all exquisite in theii? kinds.

I was yesterday at Count Schonbrunn, the vice-chancellor's garden,
where I was invited to dinner, and I must own that I never saw a
plase so perfectly delightful as the Fauxbourgs of Vienna. It is very
large, and almost wholly composed of delicious palaces; and if the
emperor found it proper to permit the gates of the town to be laid

open, that the Fauxbourgs might be joined to it, he would have one of
the largest and best-built cities of Europe. Count Schonbrunn's villa

is one of the most magnificent ; the furniture, all rich brocades, so
well fancied and fitted up, nothing can look more gay or splendid ;

not to speak of a gallery, full of rarities of coral, mother-of-pearl, etc.,
and, throughout the whole house, a profusion of gilding, carving, fine

paintings, the most beautiful porcelain, statues of alabaster and ivory,
and vast orange and lemon trees in gilt pots. The dinner was per-
fectly fine and well ordered, and made still more agreeable by the good
humour of the count.

I have not yet been to court, being forced to stay for my gown,
without which there is no waiting on the empress ; though I am not
without a great impatience to see a beauty that has been the admira-
tion of so many different nations. When I have had that honour, I
will not fail to let you know my real thoughts, always taking a parti-
cular pleasure in communicating them to my dear sister.

EXERCISES IN COMPOSITION.
1. Form sentences, each having in it one of the following

words :

Debts; light; sing; come; health; water; sky; home; day; night;
ark; rose; Victoria; Mary; Henry; mother; bread; England;
wife ; buttercup ; linnet ; daisy ; stone.

2. Give brief descriptions of the following objects and
places :

A chair ; a wheel of a coach ; a kite ; a waterpot ; an oak-tree ; the
room in which you write; and the place where you work.

3. Write historical themes on the following subjects :

1. The patriarch Abraham's visit to Egypt.
2. The battle of Hastings.
3. The conversion of St. Paul.
4. The murder of Thomas a Becket.

4. Write letters on the following subjects :

1. A letter of condolence to an intimate friend on the death of a
tear relation.

2. A letter to a friend in town, inviting him to pay you a visit in
he country, and describing the scenery of the neighbourhood in which
rou live.

3. A letter of thanks to a gentleman who has enabled you to obtain
situation in a house of business by his recommendation.
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LESSONS IN TKN.M ANSI 111'. -XI.

DUE attention to tii in-t ructions that have been given

preceding loaaona in tho art of Penmanship, and assiduous

l"-ut on hour a (lay, will havo rendered any one,
> learn to writo from our copy

ilo jiruiirii nt. in making letters, composed of right or

straight liiuM, or linrH that are commenced, or fini*
!

Mishcil, as in tho case of tho top-and-bottom-

turu, with a hook or turn.

A tfri'iit number of copies, conaisting of letters of this kind,
havo boon supplied to give tho learner a sufficient variety in the

> >r combinations of letters that ho is copying, and to give
him conli'li-mu) in his power to make the four strokes which cnt r

into tho formation of by far tho greater part of the letters of

present it will bo sufficient to deal with those into whoM forma-
tion it enters without any alteration or modification whatever.
Tho letter O is purely a curve-: no portion of it

consists of a perfectly straight stroke, M the other letters which
havo already been brought under the reader's notice. It may
be commenced on the straight line c e, but it is better to begin
and end the letter at the point *, a little above the line, as it U
from this point that a fine hair-line is carried to the right, when
it is necessary to connect the letter o with any letter that may
follow it, as the learner will see in Copy-slip No. 40. Commenc-
ing, then, at tho point c, tho hair-line, of which the right side of
tho letter consists, is carried upwards to the line a a, and then
turned to the left and brought downwards. By a gradual pres-
suro on the pen the hair-lino is now turned into a thick i

which attains its broadest part at the line e e, when the
;

a

r

t
COPT-BLIP NO. 35. THE LETTER O.

COPY-SLIP NO. 36. THE LETTEE O AND THK " BOTTOM-TURN.

COPY-SLIP NO. 37. THE LETTER a.

COPY-SLIP NO 38. THE LETTER d.

COPT-SLIP NO. 39. THE LETTER

the writing
1

alphabet, before ho begins to make the remaining
elementary strokes, which are of less frequent occurrence. The
practice that he has now had, and the knowledge and amount of

skill in writing that he has already acquired, will enable him to
advance more rapidly, and wo shall proceed as quickly as pos-
sible to the end of our elementary lessons in the formation of

the small letters of the writing alphabet, as exhibited in large
text, giving fewer copies than we have hitherto done, for tho
sake of affording practice in the formation of each particular
letter in combination with others.

In Copy-slip No. 35 the learner's attention is directed to the
letter o, which is a complete and perfect letter in itself, while,
at the same time, it may be considered as a simple elementary
form, since it enters into tho composition of tho letters a, d.,
and q. It also influences the formation of many other letters

of the alphabet, as tho learner will see hereafter ; but for tho

of the pen is relaxed, and tho thick down-stroke is gradually
narrowed again into a hair-line, which is turned upwards to-

wards the right and joined to the hair-line with which the letter

was commenced at the point r. The learner will notice that the

upper part of the letter o, which lies above the line c c, is the

only portion of the letter that is really new to him, for tho lower

part of the letter is very nearly the same as that portion of the

bottom-turn or top-and-bottom-turn which is below the lino e e.

In Copy-slip No. 36 tho letter o and the bottom-turn are

given. Those strokes, in combination from tho letter a, as in

Copy-slip 37, the bottom-turn being appended to the letter o in

such a manner that the point where tho hair-line forming tho

right side of the letter cuts the line c e lies in a line passing

along tho centre of tho thick down-stroke of tho bottom-turn.

Tho letters d and q ore formed by adding modifications of the

bottom-turn to theTotter o, aa shown in Copy-slips 38 and 39.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. XL
SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued) .

IV. NAME AND SOUND OF THE CONSONANTS.

58. P, p. When initial, and in the body of words, p is

usually sounded ; and then it has the sound of p in English.

When final, it is generally silent. Exceptions will best be

found out by consulting a French dictionary.
59. Q, q. Q is pronounced liko the English L
60. E,, r. The sound of this letter is somewhat peculiar,

having a rolling
1 or jarring sound, produced by vibrating the tip

cf the tongue against the roof of the mouth, near the upper
front teeth. It is never sounded in the French words messieurs

and monsieur.

Its sound in other respects is that of English r. It is often

dropped, or nearly so, in the body cf a vrord, but especially in

the last syllable, in common conversation, namely :

Notre as if printed Nitr'.

Votre Votr'.

But in solemn and dignified reading or speaking it is

Bounded very distinctly (when at all), with the rolling sound.

61. S, S. S has two distinct sounds, which are determined

by its position, viz.: the sharp, hissing sound of s in the

English words dissever and kiss, and the soft sound of s in the

English word nose, equivalent to the English letter z. It has
the sharp and hissing sound whenever it is initial.

It has the soft sound whenever it occurs between two vowels,

namely :

FBKHCH. PRONTO. ENGLISH.
|
FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.

Baptiser Ba-tee-zay To baptise.

Baser Bah-zay To base (upon).
Choisir Sh'wah-zeer To choose.

Desordre Day-zordr Disorder.

DesoWir Day-zo-bay- To disobey.
eer

Maison May-zonk A liouse.

Saisir S.iy-zeer To seize.

There are, however, a few exceptions to the above rule. 8
final, before another word commencing with a vowel or h mute,
has the sound of the English z, and is connected with the follow-

ing word in pronunciation, as if it were its first letter, namely :

as if printed Apray zavoir dine?.

Di za mon frere de venir.

Apres avoir dind

Dis a mon frere de venir

Pas excusable

Vous avez

Vous dtonnez.

8final, under other circumstai

FRENCH. PRONIJN. ENGLISH.
Avis A-vee Advertise-

ment.

Des Dai From.
Divers De-vayr Various.

Jacques Zhahk James.
Judas Zbu-da Judas.



18. MiNiiuux ET MKTAIIX, i . IRALH AND

Acier, ni. .

.1. ni., I'Hidttone, ).

in., 6 COM.

Altai,

.. nnd'moniy.
\

Artonic, in., antnif.

. in., brotu.
,

itt.

i., <in.

! iron.

nrLU.

latr,

iMoni' .

Similor, m., jiimMect.

Vif-arg> ilr.
Vermeil, m., *.i . r-<>u.

Zino, in
.

1:>. PIKRRES PBECIEUBKS. PRECIOUS STONES.

t(t-.

ynto, f., nnuthytt.

. i-orn^Ii'iiii.

i, in., diamond,

aid.

. f., carbuncl*.

Grenat, in.,

Jaspo, m., jaxptr.

Onyx, m., onyx.

Perlo, f., pearl.

Rubis, in., i

Sanguine, f., bloodftone.

S.ijihir, m., sapphire.

Topazo, f., iojMH.

Turquoiso, f., turquoise.

SECTION XX. THE FOUE CONJUGATIONS OF VEEBS.

1. Tho four classes, or conjugations, into which the French
verbs arc- divided, are distinguished by tho endings of the

present of the infinitive [ 44]. Tho first conjugation ends in

r, as chanter, to sing; donner, to give; parlor, to speak; cher-

oher, tt>

The second conjugation ends in ir, as cherir, to cherish; pnnir,
to punish; munir, to provide with; finir, to finish.
Tho termination of tho infinitive of the regular verbs of the

third oonj ugation is evoir, as, devoir, to owe; recevoir, to receive;
that of tho irregular verb is oir, as, valoir, to be worth.
The fourth conjugation ends in re, as rendre, to render; fendre,

to split; tcndro, to stretch; vendre, to sell.

2. A verb preceded by another verb (other than tho auxiliaries
avoir and etre), or by a preposition (other than en), is put in
tho present of tho infinitive :

H va travailler ou lire, He is going to tcorfc or to read.

3. In French, verbs aro often connected with others by pre-
positions not answering literally to those which accompany tho
same verbs in English. They also often coire together without
prepositions. Tho student will find, in 129, and tho following
Sections of Part II. of these Lessons, lists of verbs, with tho
prepositions which they require after them.

4. The following idioms aro followed by tho preposition do
when they como before a verb [ 132] :

Avoir besoin, to want.
Avoir couturac, to be accustomed.
Avoir dessein, to intend, to design.
Avoir envie, (o liave a wish, a desire.

Avoir le temps, to fcae time, or
leisure.

Avoir peur, to be a/ra:d.
Avoir raison, (o le right.

Avoir honte, to be ashamed.
\ Avoir regret, to regret.

Avoir intention, or 1'intention, to ! Avoir tort, to be u row.
tnfend.

j Avoir snjet, to have reason.
Avoir 1 courage, to have courage. Avoir soin.to ts/:e care.

5. Tho following are examples of the use of tho preposition
after the above idioms :

Cet enfant a besoin de donnir,
Vous avez houte do courir,

BESUMK OF
Avez-voua quelquo chose a dire ?

Jo n'ai rien a diro.

Votre sowr n'a-t-elle rien a I'criro ?

Elle a deux lettrea a dcriro.

le temps do lea <<crire ?

Elle n'n
]

Ello n'a pas 1'intention de les ecrire.
Elle n'a pas envie de les ^criro.
Avez-vous pour de duuser ?

J> n'ai pas honte de dnnaer.
Votre cousin a raison de sortir.

N'avez-vous pas soin dYcrire ?

Avez-vous le courage d'aller a la

guerre?

T7tat child wants to slurp.
You are, ashamed of running.

EXAMPLES.
JIave j;ou anything to sayt
I have nothing to >--iv.

Jloti I'our sisU-r nothing to write t

i'he ha.s- , irrife.

Has the time to write (hem.'
She does not tl them.
She doc* not tutend to write them.
She has no desire to write tlicm.

Are you afraid to dance .'

I am not ashamed to dance,
your cousin is right to go o-it.

Do 1011 not tufce rare to write f

Have you the cuuruge to yu to thi

war'

AchAter, to bty.

Champ, m., ;UW.
Dancer, to dane.
[> I,. :.... I..- ir.

.
, ../..

Donnir, to tlttp.

fierire, >

VOCABULARY.

Fain, to malu.

Journal, m.,
t, ro../ly."

ritma.

! Lire, (o read.
i Marcher, to watt.

Man, m.. Marc*.

Ife-ricv. *,.

Pa, L, ftt.
Parler, (o tjxck.

tM.
Tntalll. r, to vtrk,

Ey.Knci-.iK 35.

1. Votro. belle-mere a-t-cllo qoelqoo cboM a (sire? 2. Ella
n'a rien a faire. 3. A-t-ollo deux pages a. i-criro ? ;

! n'cn a qu'une. 5. AVCZ-TOU* 1'intcntion de lire
'

'ui, Madame, j'ui ri.-it<--:itijn <! 1-: lire. 7.

Avez-vous rairon d'acheter on habit de Tclotm ? 8. J'ai raixon
d'cn achoter un. 9. Votro potito fillo a-t^ello betoin do i

10. Oui, Monsieur, olio a becoin de donnir, ello cut fatigu.
Avez-vona pcur do tomber ? 12. Je n'ai pan pear do tomber.
13. Lo jardinicr a-t-il lo temps de travailler dan* lea champ* P

14. II n'a pas enrio do traTaillcr dan* lee cham,
champs Hont-ils annei grand* quo lea mieiui ? 16. U tout pins
grands quo les Yotres. 17. Avez-voau honto do marcher
Je n'ai pas honto do marcher, mais j'ai honte de daaser. 19.

-avotro fil.-:- jo. II a eeire ana. 21. Avons-nom le
deux Mars ou lo cinq Juin P 22. Noun avons lo vingt-bnit
Juillct. 23. Est-il midi .- :.' 1 . Xon, Mon'-ienr, il n'eat pM
encore midi, il n'ost que onzo heurea et demie. 25. II eat encore
do bonne heure.

EXERCIBE 3G.

1. What has your brother-in-hvw to do ? 2. Ho has letters
to write. 3. Does ho want to work ? 4. Yes, Sir, he wanta to
work. 5. Does ho intend to read my book ? 6. Ho does not
intend to read your book, ho has no time. 7. la your sister
ashamed to walk ? 8. My cister is not ashamed to walk, bat
my brother is ashamed to dance. 9. Has your cousin anything
to say ? 10. My cousin has nothing to say, she is afraid to

speak. 11. Is it late? 12. No, Madam, it is not late, it is

early. 13. Havo you a wish to read my sister's letter (f.) ? 14.

Have you the courage to go to the war ? 15. I have not tho

courage to go to the war. 16. Is your sister right to bay a mTV
dress (f.) ? 17. Yes, Sir, she is right to buy one. 18. Docs that
child want to sleep ? 19. No, Sir, that child does not want to

sleep, ho is not tired. 20. Has your brother's gardener a wish to
work in my garden ? 21. Ho has a wish to work in (dans)
mine. 22. How old is that child ? 23. That child is ten years
old. 24. What is tho day of the month ? "25. It is the ninth of
March. 26. Are you afraid to walk ? 27. I am not afraid to

walk, but I am tired. 28. Havo you time to read my brother's
book ? 29. I have time to read his book. 30. Has the joiner a
wish to speak ? 31. He has a wish to work and to read. 32.

Is your son afraid of falling ? 33. He is not afraid of falling,
but ho is afraid of working. 34. What o'clock is it ? 35. It

is twelve.

OUR HOLIDAY.
GYMNASTICS. IV.

THE HORIZONTAL BAB.
THIS contrivance, which is also called tho <;

Rack," 13 ono of the
most useful within tho range of gymnastic appliances. It is

also one of the most simple in its character, consisting of two
stout upright posts, firmly embedded in tho ground, and croisod

by a movable round bar, about two inches in diameter. The
pdbts should be about seven feet high, and drilled with holea

commencing at a distance of three feet from tho ground, and

continuing to the top. These holes are for tho ready insertion

of the bar at any desired height from tho ground. For secnrify
in its position, each end of the bar should bo provided with a

cap, screwed on or otherwise fixed after it b placed in the

uprights.
1. The exercises upon tho bar aro commenced from tho position

shown in our illustration (Fig. 13). From this position a variety
of simple movements may bo practised, all tending to assist

the development of the muscular powers. Thus, tho body
may first be gently swung to and fro ; then the hands may
bo used in travcllin'j from < nd to end of the bar; and next the

body may bo raised by the arms until the bar is below the

level of the head. Free movements of the legs are also de-
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eirable kicking forwards, backwards, or in a straddling posi-

tion; raising the knees and then extending the legs down-

ward, and so on. The position of the hands may be changed,

the bar being held with the grasp reversed, or the arms

crossed while the same movements are practised. And the

learner should include the hanging by either hand alternately

among these elementary exercises, to which it is necessary

to bo perfectly accustomed before attempting the higher rack

movements, 'i

The position taken by the body in Fig. 13 is called hanging

sideways. To hang crossways the gymnast must, in start-

ing, turn his back to one of the supports, and grasp the bar

either hand over hand, or one hand before the other, while he

has the length of the bar in front of him. This distinction

between sideways and crossways it will be necessary to bear

in mind. While hanging crossways, practise such of the

movements previously mentioned as are suited to the altered

position.
2. When familiar with the preliminary

exercises, the learner will proceed to the

more difficult, commencing with the rising

and sinking movement, and practising it

until he is sufficiently expert to be able

to bring the body above the bar, and to

rest upon the hands while the bar is level

with the thighs. This is called rising into

the rest, or resting position. A jerk and
a spring of the legs will at first be re-

quired in the progress upward, and it will

be facilitated by pausing in an intermediate

position, known as the drop rest. This is

reached when the bar ia level with the pit
of the stomach, the arms being bent upward,

ready for the completion of the rise. Or
the rest may be attained by the help of a

swinging movement, first backwards and
forwards two or three times, and then taking

advantage of the next backward motion to

spring upwards towards the resting posi-
tion. The rise may also be practised with
the bar behind the gymnast, but this is a
more difficult feat.

3. Circling the 'bar should be performed
with the bar at the height of the chest or

shoulders. It consists, as will probably be
understood from the name, in turning a sum-
mersault completely over the bar, and is not
difficult when the swinging and rising move-
ments have been well practised. Grasping
the bar firmly, the gymnast starts from the

ground with a spring, throws the legs up-
wards, and, bending the arms, turns over

by the impetus which the spring and the
throw give to the body. He may next turn
from the swinging position, without touching
the ground, and should practise both the
forward and the backward circle.

4. The circling movement is defined by the dotted line in

our next illustration (Fig. 14), which also shows one method of

practising the next series of exercises, namely, hanging 'by the
arms. The gymnast may hang either by the armpits, as in the

cut, or by the elbow joints ; but in the latter case he will lack the

necessary purchase for the performance of such feats as the
circle. He should, however, practise each method, in order to

strengthen all the muscles of the arm alike.

5. At present, in holding the bar we have exercised the arms
exclusively. But the legs also may be employed for this pur-
pose. Commence by hanging crossways with tho liynds, then
swing one leg over the bar, so that it is held firmly in the hock.
If it is intended to place the right leg over the bar, the right
hand should be held foremost, and vice versa. After one leg has
been hooked on, the hands may be brought nearer together, and
the other leg placed over the bar. Travel, then, along the bar
from end to end.

6. Hang crossways with the right hand in front, and bring
over the right leg; then advance the left hand nearer to the
right, o.nd remove the right hand to the other side of the leg.
The position is then sideways to the bar, with one leg over it,

Fig. 14.

and the knee between the hands. This is a convenient position
for a variety of movements swinging, twirling, etc.

7. From the position just described release the left hand,
holding firmly on with right arm and leg, and pass the left leg
over ; then bring up the left hand. The position will then be

sideways, both hands and both legs over the bar, and the knees
between the hands. From this you may easily rise to the sitting

position on the bar, sinking again and again., until you have

practised the movement sufficiently.

8. From the pitting posture, perform twirls both backward
and forward; for the backward twirl grasping the bar in the

ordinary manner, with the knuckles forward ; and for the for-

ward twirl, holding it with the grasp reversed.

9. When both legs are over the bar, as described in No. 7,

release the hold of the hands, first one and then the other,
and hang by the hocks, with the head downwards. Recover
from this position by a swing to and fro, to give an

impetus, grasping the bar as the bodj
rises. This exercise should only be at

tempted by the learner who has attained

some degree of proficiency in the fore-

going movements, and has become familiar

with this form of "practice at the bar"

generally.
10. Tke lever exercises upon the bar are

accomplished in the following manner :

Grasping the bar firmly, with the hands in

the position known as the drop-rest, and

throwing all the weight upon the arms,
gradually raise the body until it extends
in an horizontal position above the bar.

You may then move the body from side

to side, as upon a pivot, but being care-

ful to keep the legs close together and fully
extended.

11. After the learner can perform the last

exercise, resting upon both arms, he may
attempt it with one arm only, the other being
stretched forward on the same level as the

rest of the body. These exercises will try
the wrists, but may be safely attempted by
the learner who has gone through the pre-

liminary movements.
12. It is an easy matter to descend from

the positions last described to that known
as lying upon the bar. In this the stomach
alone must rest upon the bar, the body being

properly balanced and fully extended, some-
what as if in the act of swimming. But

lying with the back upon the bar is much
more difficult, and it is well not to attempt
this feat unless, as in a properly-conducted

gymnasium, some one or two persons are by
to prevent your falling in case of failure.

But, with caution, there is very little hazard
of injury, and in practising movements of

this kind for the first time it is well

to have the bar fixed at a moderate height only from the

ground.

Very expert gymnasts more expert than our readers are

likely to desire to be, or, perhaps, than it is advisable they
should become are able, from the last-named positions, to

twirl a summersault, alighting easily upon the feet. But no use-

ful end can be served by the practice of hazardous experiments
of this kind, and therefore we wish to be understood as in no

way recommending them to our readers, although we include

them in the list of feats, the accomplishment of which may
occasionally be witnessed.

We have now described the principal, varieties of the exercises

on the horizontal bar ; but, to the learner who is partial to

practice with this contrivance and it is a general favourite

many other movements will suggest themselves. Those which
are simple in. character are frequently the best, for, in increasing
the difficulty of performance, there is not necessarily a propor-
tionate advantage in physical development and the accession

of bodily strength.
We come next to the Parallel Bars, reserving these exercises

for another paper.
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NEARLY five h.m.lr .1 yean have elapsed since the snbjoct of

tlio following sketch presented itself, but thu intoroMt

|.riiiciplos which it brought into notice, can

never die. Wo are all interested very deeply in the matter of

freedom of conscience, freedom to worship God in the way
suggested by the light lie has given us ; and we can never afford

to lose eight of the principle then vindicated, oven to the death,
that it is not competent to a ruler to vimt with the punishment
of a crime, a man whoso sole offence consists in differing from
jus brethren on points of spiritual belief. The first occasion on

were made to silence him, but bo npoko on and spoke out,

and, strong in the protection of John of (Jaunt, the Duk* of

Lancaster, brother to the Black Prince, and unclo to King
Richard II., managed to weather the several storms which hi*

opinion^ lirought upon him. He was arraigned more than one*
before spiritual tribunals, and many of hU opinion* were de-

clared to be erroneous, and many more were condemned an

heretical, by an assembly of Church magnate*. Ecclesiastical

censures, however, were the only weapons with which the

spiritual courts could enforce their decrees, and Wyclifle WM
offered to die a natural death at his rectory of Luttenrorth,
in LciooNternhire, whither he retired after a life of

toil and labour in aid of what he deemed to be the troth.

JOHN WTCLIFFE, OR WICKLIPPE, THE FIRST ENGLISH REFORMER. BORN ABOUT 1324, DIED 138-i.

thia principle -was vindicated in England was in 1401,
and the man who was the first martyr to the cause of free con-
science in England was William Sautre, a harmless, inoffensive

man, the rector or curate of St. Osith's Church, London.
William Sautre" was one of a numerous body who had been

Btirred to the very bottom of their hearts by the teaching
of John Wycliffe, or Wickliffe, and his followers. Wycliffe had
taught with as much boldness as ability his enemies said with
more that certain doctrines inculcated by the clergy of the
day were erroneous, and contrary to the teachings of our Lord
and his apostles ; he taught that the Bible was the only
standard by which men might measure the truth or falsity of
their creeds; and ho denounced in emphatic and somewhat
rough language, the vices and corruptions which had infected
the clergy, especially the clergy in monasteries. Upon these
topics Wycliffo preached with considerable effect at Oxford,
where he was a professor, and in many other places. Attempts

VOL. I.

After the death of Wyoliffe. the spirit which had animated
him passed into the breasts of his disciples, "the poor

preachers," who went about with the English Bible (a new and
forbidden article) in their hands, and preached so convincingly
and cheeringly that, as was seen in the ministry of our Lord,
" the common people heard them gladly." The attention of the

Church authorities was soon drawn to them, and letters called

bulls (on account of tho bullse, or lead seals, which were attached

to them) were sent from the Court of Rome, addressed to the

Archbishop of Canterbury and the English bishops, to the

University of Oxford, and to the king, commanding them eaok

and all to help in suppressing the heretics, and in uprooting
the tares (tho Latin word for tare is folium, from which the

nickname " Lollard
" was afterwards derived and affixed to the

reformers), which, while men slept, the enemy had sown in the

garden of the Lord.

Edward III., who died in 1377, was not the king to br?y

12
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himself overmuch in such matters, unless the reformers in

religion proved themselves to be reformers in the State also ;

butto Eichard, his grandson, these exhortations of the Pope

appeared in the light of a duty. Eichard agreed to a law which

was passed through a Parliament of which the Upper Chamber

was at that time far more powerful than the Lower, and was

composed of more spiritual than lay peers, by which it was

ordered that preachers of heresy should be apprehended and

imprisoned
"

till they will justify them according to the law and

reason of Holy Church." No other punishment of a penal

nature was permitted during this reign (1377-1399) ; but when

Henry IV. in 1399 usurped the throne, and wanted the support

of the clergy to back his bad title, he consented, as the price of

their assistance, to a law called the Statute of Heresy, which was

intended to crush out effectually the troublesome Wycliffltes,

who had increased in numbers and audacity during the late

king's reign, and were leading many out of the fold of the

Catholic Church. The Wycliffitea no more wanted to go
out of the Catholic Church than John Wesley wanted to go
out of the Church of England; but the Catholic Church said

t0 them as the Church of England in effect said to him,
"
Holding opinions such as these, you are. not of us, and we

will have nothing to do with you while you continue to hold

them."
Had the Catholic Church stopped there, no one could have

complained. Perfect liberty of conscience requires- that men
shall be free to choose what tenets they will embrace and
what reject, but it forbids them to go further and say to those

\vho differ from them :
" Think and believe as we do, for if you

will not we will burn and hang you." The Church of the day
would not act upon the advice given by Gamaliel to the Jews,
who wished to persecute the apostles : it could not bear the

idea that any one should presume to differ from what almost all

Christendom accepted as true. Believing firmly that acceptance
of all that the Church taught, and in the system of government
which the Church had established, was the only way to salva-

tion, she was grieved beyond measure at the sight of her chil-

dren going astray, and deemed any means, however violent, to

be more than justified by the laudable end of bringing back tho

wanderers. She hoped to make such an example as would
deter fresh truants, and she hoped even for the offenders that

God would accept the sufferings she inflicted upon them as an
atonement for the sins they had committed against Him, sup-

posing Him to be represented by the Pope and the Eoman
Church.
How easily does fanaticism of any kind cheat itself into

the belief that its cause is God's cause, and that to perse-
cute its own opponents is to do God service. The Church

accordingly procured from the king in the year 1400 his assent

to a law passed by a Parliament constituted as above described,

by which persons who refused to renounce their so-called errors,
or relapsing after they had so renounced them, were to be given
over by thj spiritual authorities to the sheriff, who "the same
persons after such sentence promulgate shall receive, and them
before the people in an high place see to be burned, that such

punishment might strike fear into the minds of others, whereby
no such wicked doctrine, and heretical and erroneous opinions,
nor their authors, nor fautors (an old English word meaning
favourers) in this realm and dominions against the Catholic

faith, Christ's law, and determination of Holy Church be sus-
tained or in any wise suffered."

This infamous and dreadful law was the price paid by Henry
for the support of the clergy, and the clergy, as has been sug-
gested, believed they were only doing a meritorious thing when
they procured the king's signature to the act. For awhile the
new power remained like a sword in its sheath ; the clergy were
almost afraid to handle the now weapon, till taking it out and
looking at it with curious and admiring eyes, they perceived
that they themselves were not called upon to do any of the

dirty work. They were merely to find guilty or not guilty; upon
the sheriff devolved tho invidious task of execution. So they
grew bolder, and the year following that in which the act was
passed, the Convocation of the province of Canterbury an
assembly of which all the bishops and abbots were members,
and in which the inferior clergy appeared by their representa-
tives determined to draw the sword against those who dis-

tented from their religious opinions.
Some persons who were brought before them were so terrified

at the danger of standing 'firm that they recanted and renounced
their belief rather than go to the stake. Let no man mock
them for their weakness, but rather pity them, as men who
might excusably fear lest they should be doing wrong in depart-

ing from the faith as delivered to them and as taught by the

existing Church, which was presumed to have the Holy Ghost
for its guide, and as men many of them fathers and husbands
who feared to wrench asunder the ties which bound them to

this world, who looked in their children's faces, and who listened

to the entreaty of their wives, and then failed to pronounce the
words which would make the children fatherless and the wives
widows. Others there were, cast in another mould, who by.
their nature could not accept life as the price of their creed,
who looked upon the offer with scorn, and asked if that were
all they were to have in exchange for their souls. Equally
enthusiastic with their persecutors, though in another direction,

they made this matter "
very stuff o' the conscience," and reso-

lutely refused to abjure. Not among the physically strong only
were these men found ; indeed, the delicate and sensitive, and
the men with highly strung nerves, were the boldest and most
courageous professors of their faith. Such esteemed the claim*
of wife and child, of kindred and friends, as merely so many
temptations, strong temptations no doubt, which must be over-

come, and they pointed for their justification to the words of
the Saviour, where He declared that the man who loved wife and
children and friends more than Him, was not worthy of Him,
and they clung exultingly to the assurance,

" There is no man
that hath left house, or parents, or brethren, or wife, or children,
for the kingdom of God's sake, who shall not receive manifold
more in this present time, and in the world to come life ever-

lasting."
Of this class was William Sautre, priest of St. Osith's. It ia-

not told us if he was a married man (the rule by which celibacy
was the appointed lot of the clergy was not yet of universal

application) indeed, the chroniclers of the time speak very little

about him and his case, one of them, Thomas Walsingham,
monk of St. Alban's, merely mentioning that " a certain false

priest was burnt in Smithfield in the sight of many people."
But married or not, he seems to have been a very good and
honest man, bold to speak and preach the truth, according to

his vision of it, in his parish church of St. Osith, Wood Street,
in the City of London. His character, as far as we know it, or

can judge of it from his behaviour before his judges and at hia

execution, would seem to have been not unlike that of the "
poor

parson of a town," of whom Chaucer wrote in 1380.
" To draw folk to heaven by faimesse,

By good ensample was Ms business.******
A better priest I trow there nowhere none is.

He waited after no pomp lie reverence,
Ne mated him a spiced conscience,
But Christ's lore and His apostles twelve

Ho taught, and first he followed it himself."

His opinions, however, openly expressed, were in direct oppo-
sition to what the Church authorities permitted, and were in

strict accordance with the teaching of Wycliffe. He was cited,

to appear before his bishop, the Bishop of London, and was
ordered to renounce his error ; but this proceeding proving

ineffectual, and his preaching continuing to attract many, he
was summoned before the Convocation of the province of Can-

terbury, and put upon his trial for heresy, as in a court of

justice.

Earnestly the charge was pressed, and boldly was it met, till-

argument for the defence was answered with invective by the

prosecution, and the prisoner stood loaded with obloquy. This,

however, was not hard for a man like Sautre to bear ; the most

difficult and trying part for him, the real temptation, lay in the

entreaties of his friends and they were many and the friendly

prayers even of his judges, that he would be converted and live.

But even against such mighty levers the man's mind was proof.
" Whether it be right in the sight of God to hearken unto you
more than unto God, judge ye," was the answer he gave back,
and nothing could persuade him but that he spoke by the inspi-
ration of God.

Faithful as his friends called him, obstinate heretic as his

enemies called him, William Sautre was ready to die, if need

were, for his religion. Horrible to relate, that sacrifice was

required of him. The men who were supposed to represent to
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ir his apostles, fou

in, a eentenoo which they well

.y pemuadcd
night have smiled,

., ho refused to condemn
,> vast lovo made Him lay down His own life,

.it l' anoCi !-. fuit all mankind might follow tho

oxnm humility.
. or to tho Boculor arm, it behoved
from hia rank in the Church. This

hod by menus of a cere-

ichi'vcry purl, told with bitterness upon the poor
btod to \si(h a pationco worthy of tho

.heroin were gathered a large com-

pany of thr "gy, Sautre was brought, attired in

tho robes and furniture appertaining to him as a priest. Set in

the observed of all observers, ho was gradually
d of the various emblems of his pastoral authority, prior

:i handed over to tho tender mercies of tho sheriff and
bis officers.

First, they gave into his hands a chalice and paten,* which
were then taken from him, together with tho scarlet robe or

!o which priests only might wear, and in this way hw
authority as priest was visibly taken away from him. A copy
of tho Holy Scriptures in Latin, and tho deacon's stole or

tippet were then taken from him, and he ceased to bo a deacon ;

tho alb or surplice, and tho maniplo were removed, and with

them the dignity of sub-deacon ; the giving and taking away of

8 candlestick, a taper, and a small pitcher, showed that tho

degree of acolyto had been abandoned ; and then followed other

forms, which signified the completeness of the poor man's de-

gradation. With his book of exorcisms he gave up his power
as an exorcist ; with his book of daily lessons his task of reader;
with a sexton's gown and a church door key his authority as

sexton; and then, his priest's cap being removed, the tonsure,
or hair lock, was obliterated, and a common hangman's cap was

pnt on his head.

What follows ? A scene too awful, too horrible to be minutely
described. Let a veil be drawn over the details

;
let us "

pro-
vide a charitable covering for the sins of our forefathers."

Suffice it to say that, on a gloomy February evening in tho year
1401-2, the man wo have been describing, the man whose solo

crimo was that ho believed differently from his ecclesiastical

masters, and taught men so, was bound with an iron chain to a
stake at Smithfield, and burned to death on a spot nearly in

front of the present gate of St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
He was the first of a long list of men ay, and women too

were included who were tried by bigotry in tho fiery trial of

their faith, and showed themselves superior to their fate. Not
all the blame must fall on Catholic shoulders. Unhappily, alas !

it is the duty of tho historian to record that those who might
bo supposed to have learned tolerance and kindness, if not from
the purer faith which they professed, yet in tho hard school of

persecution through which they had passed, proved themselves
almost equally cruel with their adversaries. If the Catholics
burned Sautro and Savonarola, Calvin himself burned Servetus ;

if Latimer, Kidley, Cranmer, and many moro perished for con-
science' sake under "

bloody Mary," Joan Bocher and Van Paris
were burned to death by order of the founder of Christ's Hos-

pital, and " Good Queen Bess " had as long a list as hor sister

of victims to the oause of freedom of conscience.
The principle which actuated the destroyers of William

Sautro in 1401 actuates tho intolerant of all kinds in 1868.

Law, custom, and modern habits of thought preclude tho

rekindling of Smithfield fires ; but the old hatreds are not dead,
the old evil is still alive ; and we are prone, in the absence of
chain and fagot, to make these hatreds felt with weapons
which cut deeper than swords, whose scathe is worse than the

fire, and whose bito is as that of the deadly serpent. Bat what
said the apostle of Him in whoso name bigotry slew its victims,
tho apostle of Him who condemned no man ?

" Be ye kind one
to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one another, even as God,
for Christ's sake, hath forgiven yon."t

* The cup for the wine, and the plate for the bread in the office of

Holy Communion.
t For Synopsis of Events in the Life and Reign of Richard II.,

and list of contemporary Sovereigns, see page 139.

SECTION XX.-P088E8B1 .'GUNS.

THE pOMflMire pronoun* nuin, feis, etc., as already seen (Sect.

u-o rendered aUoluto possomves by mourn of the cumrac-

terwtic ending* re and rt (.' 58. 4).

1. The poNsesttive pronoun* are likewise converted into abeo
Into possessives by profiling to thttn the definite article, and
suffixing the toilriniltieM e or ije, as : dJiun iu iit s, cat la
tfin-f tit f$n>arj ; my hat in white, and ttuoo U blade. 3&t uo

ifl nth, unc u fcin-i.)< ift blau
;
hor ribbon is red, had hu in tine.

The termination \qt U the mom common.*

Observe, that tho absolute poesossiTos mew-rr, etc., are in-

flected like an adjective of

Masculine.

91. SWctn-er,

. 9Hcin-e,

D. SWcin-em,

91. iKcin-en,

THE OLD
feminine.

nmti-f,

mcm-er,

mtin-fr,

mein-e,

AH,

Ne

mcin-c;, mine.

mciu-cJ, of mine.

tnein-fm, to, for mmn.
mnn-c:, mine.

Note, also, that those preceded by tho definite article, are, in

respect to terminational inflection, varied like adjectivu (Seek.
IX. 2) in the same si: uation ; that it, according to

TUB NEW DECLENSION ; AS,

Masculine. Feminine.

31. !cr mein-ige, tie mcin-ige, ta mein-ige, mine.
. c mein-igen, tcr mcin-igcn, trt metn-tgen, of mine.

25. item mcin-igtn, tcr mcin-tjcn,
'

teir -o, for mine.
M. Sen mcin-igen, tic mcin-igc, to* mein-ige, mine.

ABSOLUTE POS8E8SIVES AS INFLECTED IN ALL GEXDE28 OF
THE PLTTRAL.

After the Old Declension.

SI. Wtm-c,
. SKcin-cr>

S>. SD?cin-en,

31.

After ike New Declension.

tie metn-tgen, mine,

tcr mein-tgen, of mine,

ten mein-tgen, to, for mine.
tie mrin-ig:n, mine.

2. When the absolute possessive pronouns do not relate to
some noun previously mentioned, they refer, in the plural, to
one's relatives or family,f and in the neuter singular, to one's

property, as : 33a iWeine or ta 2Retnige, my property ; to* Xeine

or ta9 JDcinige, thy property ; to* Seine or tat emige, his pro-
perty ; taS 3tyre or taS 3fjrige, her property, your property, or
their property. Sic iDIcincn or tic 'JWeimgen, my family, et

cincn or tie Scinigcn, thy family, etc. ; tie Seinen or tie

his family, etc.

VOCABULARY.

$cmt, TI. shirt,

.ffutfctyer, m. coach-

man.
to take.

, /. wafer.

-.!, n. fate, des-' woman.
tiny. SSMtmcrr, n. ocean.

ScbleiTcr, n. lock- 9Stnc, /. meadow.
[, between.

, m. key.
wb( all, as well

as.

"Stcmrd, m. stamp.

adj. al-

mighty.
(Jt'oenfieit, /. peculia-

rity.

ScHcr, m. mistake,
error.

General', m. general.

ott, m. God.

ant, /. hand.

RKSUMK OF EXAMPLES.

SSejicn Itfir fiat 3frc Gutter ? YHiose watch has yonr ttc .

2ic 1 .u tic id'rigc. She has hera (or her own).
>jf>cn Sic mcinc Grille ctet tie Have yon my spectacles or

3&rige ? yours ?

3$ Ijafce lie mci'nigc. I have mine (or my own).
3e'tcrmann ftyiifct

ta Sein'i>je. E\-cry rnr.n pri.-es his own (pro-

perty).
Stebt aucf 3etermann tie ei'nigen? Does every man likewise love

his family?

EXERCISE L'9.

1. at ter (Fapitln frin oter tc (Vcner.il* 2it!\>crt ? 2. (fr tat ta$

feintge. 3. >&aben Ste meine Sk^eert? 4. Stein, u$ JaFt tie mcinige. 5.

In the same way are treated Seiner, Trine, tcinc*, thine; and
Seiner, Seine, etne*, his.

t They may likewise refer (when the connection makes the applies*
tion evident) to dependents, as servants, soldiers, subjects, etc.
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SBer Ijat mcinen tec! ? 6. err . Ijat tyn. 7. at meine d;n>cfte

3fi,rcn 9lcgenfd;irm? 8. Stein, fie I;at ten ifyrigen. 9. <&at ter d)loffc

meinen ctjfuffct? 10. Stein, cr fyat ten feinigen. 11. at He SBafty

frau tie emtcn ntcincS SrubevS unt mciner greunte? 12. ic I;a

fonjoljl tic feinigcn, ate tie ityrigen. 13. 2lKe 5ttenfd;en tyaben ifyre gcfyfe

unt igcnfyciten id; 6,abe tic meinigen, @ie fyaben tie Styrigen unt er fya

tic feinigcn. 14. 4iott ift attmdd;ttg ;
tie @d;icffale te 3ftcnfd;en ftnt in

feincr -&ant, aud; ta meinige unt ba keinige. 15. 3>a8 2Be(tmccr if

jnrifc^cn mir unt ten 2)ieinigcn. 16. at err 91. 36,r papier oter ba

meinige ? 17. (5r tyat ba fcinige. 18. 9JZein S3ruber
6,
at mein S3ud; unt

id; fyabe bag fcinige. 19. at er 3^re Oblaten unt tempel oter tic fct

nigen ? 20. @r $at tie meimgen. 21. SCBeffen SBagen Jjat Sfyr guter

grcunb, J&err . ? 22. @r I)at ten feineS Dljcimg. 23. Unt tteffcn qjfcrt

bat cr? 24. @r tyat tie mcinigen. 25. SBeffen flutfd;er 6,at er? 26. (

Ijat ten feinigcn. 27. SBcffcn ctyafe fint tiefe auf tcr SDiefe ? 28. if

fmb tic unfrtojen. 29. -Saticn tiefe >eutfd;en ifyre Spferte unt tfyre SBagcn,

oter tic unfrigcn? 30. @te I;aben tie unfrigen. 31. SBeffen 23ud;cr l;abcn

ticfc 5d;utcr? 32. ie Ijabm tic ifjrigen. 33. -iftefymen ie tmmcr ba8

3r;rigc ? 34. 3a, Scbcrmann nimmt ba3 Seine. 35. 2Bann tyaben @t<

tie Sfyrtgcn gcfefjcn ? 36. 3d) f>abc fie sorgeftern gefefyen. 37. abe

@ic mid; unt tie SJJciniijen gcftcrn 2lbcnb in tent (Concert gefefycn ?

38. 3a, id; Ija&e @ie uut tic S^rigen gcfetyen. 39. 3)er gett^err tobtc tie

(Seinigen.

EXERCISE 30.

1. The coachman of [te8] Count [@rafen] B. has my spectacles
but not yours. 2. The daughters [Sifter] of the infirm [tranlcn]

general are more proud [ftoljer] than mine. 3. I have lost [act-

lorcn] my letter-stamp [i3viefStem^el], but here is yours and his.

4. To whom [n>cm] belong [ge^oren] these beautiful meadows ?

Are they yours ? 5. No, they are not (the) mine ; they are the

[bciS] property [igcntt;um] of my friend, the coachman. 6. Have
you his key or mine ? 7. I have neither his nor my own, but
that of [tenjcnigen] my wife. 8. They discovered [enttecften] the
thief [3Mcb] by [an] the [tern] shirt which [e(d;e3] he wore [trug],
and which was not his own. 9. When [hjann] did you see your
friends ? 10. I have not seen them since last [feit jiingftcm] sum-
mer. 11. He loves too fju] much [feljr] his (property). 12.

Have you seen me and mine, and Henry and his, last night
[geftcrn 2l6cnt] between seven and eight o'clock [Ufyr], in the [ter]
avenue [2ltfee] ?

SECTION XXI. RELATIVE PEONOUNS.
In compound sentences, connected by a relative, the verb

stands at the end of the last clause, as well when the relative is

in the nominative, as when in an oblique case, as : 2)a SSud;
tocldjeg id) Jjak ;

the book which I have. a JBud; focfdjeS fyier tft ;

the book that here is (is here). In compound tenses the main
verb immediately precedes the auxiliary, as : ag SSud; h>cfd;eg

id; gc^abt Ija&e ;
the book that I had have (have had). !Da8 23ud;

tcctdjeS id; tyaben merte
;
the book that I have shall (shall have).

The same position of the verb is required when the second of
two connected clauses is introduced bya conjunction or an adverb,
as :

3c(> faufte e8, tteil e tco^tfeit tft ;
I bought it, because it is

cheap. @r tocfynt nod;, wo er getoofynt ^at; he still resides where he
has resided. @r fommt, njenn tr nid)t franl tft ;

he will come, if he
is not sick (he comes, if he is not sick).

1. 3)crientge (that or the one) always points to something
specified by a relative in a succeeding clause. It is compounded
of the substantive pronoun bcr, tie, bag, and jener with change
of termination. It is frequently used instead of ber, tie, or ta8
for the sake of greater emphasis, as : @r Uefct nur bagjcnige

(instead of ta), a (Sect. LXIX. 2) er ad;tet ;
he loves only that

he esteems.

JDerjcnigc is inflected like ker meinige (Sect. XX.), that is,
its first component is declined like the definite article, and its

<last like an adjective of the new declension.

DECLENSION OF kerjenige, SINGULAR AND PLURAL.

Singular.

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter.'

91. Serjcntge, ktejentge, fcagjenige, that (the one).
@. JDcSjenigen, fccrjcnigen, kegjenigen, of that.
J>. JDemienigen, berjcntgen, temicnigcn, to that.
21. iDenjcntgcn, kieienige, fcagjenige, that.

Plural, all genders.
21. >tcicnigen, those. I

. ^enjentgen, to those.
^. JDeqenigen, of those.

|
21. Stejcnigen, those.

2. SEelcficr (relative) usually adopts the genitive of the sub-
stantive pronoun ter ( 65. 1. 2.).

The genitive of 2Beld;ev is only used interrogatively in the
masculine and neuter singular, and is SBcffcn, whose, of whom,
or which.

DECLENSION OF THE RELATIVE

Masc.

SI. 2Bdd;er,
. effen,

3). 2Be(d;em,
21. 2BeId;en,

Singular.

Fern.

keren,

toddler,

Neut.

toe(d;e8,

beffen,

toetdjcm,

Plural.

All genders.

toctd;e, who, which, that.

fceren, whose, of whom, etc.

toelcfycn, to whom, etc.

toe(d;e, whom, which, that.

Examples o/etd;er (interrogative and relative) and berjentgc.

2Befd;er 5iann tft franf ?

5)ericnige, a>etd;er im -aufe t(l.

SBcld;e 5cter f;aben ie ?

3d; ^abe fciejcnige, eld;e ie getyabt

^aben.

28effen 23ud; I;a6cn te ?

34 ^abe ta teg 3Ranne, beffen

tod: ic fyabcn.

aBetcf)en Jlnaben f;aben ie ba8 etb

gcgcben ?

3d; fjabe e tenientgcn gegeben,

h;e(d;cn ie S3rct gakn.

Which man is sick ?

The one who is in the house.
Which pen have you ?

I have the one that you have
had.

Whose book have you ?

I have that of the man whose
stick you have.

To which boys have you given
the money ?

I have given it to those to whom
you have given bread.

3. For both biPj-nige and the relative to etcher the pronoun
ber may be substituted, as: 3)er 3Jlann ber franf tft; the man
that (who) is sick. 2Beld;e3 33ud; $aben ie ? which book have
you? 3d; l;abe ba (taSienige), ba (cfd;c) ic gel;abt tyaben; I
have that (the one) that (which) you have had.

CDer, when substituted for berjenige, is in the genitive plural
terer (instead of kercn), as: art tft bag @d>icffal bcrer (terjent.

gen), tie fid; nici)t ernafyren fonnen
;
hard is the'fate of those who

cannot support themselves.

The use of tcrjenige often corresponds to that of our per-
sonal pronoun, as well in the singular as in the plural, as :

SDeqenige, ben ie fud;en, tft nid;t Ijier ;
he that (whom) you seek is

not here. JDiqentgen, bie @ie fuc^en, fink nid;t fyier ; they (those)
whom you seek are not here.

VOCABULARY.

2lmtmcmn, m. magis-
trate.

2lr'bcitcr, TO. labourer,
workman.

Sin'fiebler, m. hermit,

griebe, m. peace, tran-

quillity.

Scrj, n. heart.
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t 3br 'i'tuter ijtfauft ? 12. <fft b.at

<\it<c\\ gel Eteot \\ II

Cit? 14. J<1> U'l'f icii|diu)i-u, Kiji'ii iil'ii iit lut'cn !.'>. i!i!cld;c

JBucbcr fabtn Bit qfl.uut Y 10. .'ui> bal't tititnigen gtfauft, tvttctyt mrin

tul in ten (Sect. XVI. (I) iiucn qelMbt b.at. 17. 2l5tffen JBu^n:

jabtn SitY 18. 3$ babe ttf 4<ud;cr trricniqtn Anabtn, tcuii butt it

MOL iy. Tififiii^fn, h)tl($t taikrlwft fint, b.il'ni fcincn 8ri(ttn lt

4trjfii. 20. Tfrjeiugt, tl<$fr tit SJlarit an ttr Stirnt fat, ifl let altr

'.'lintmanii 21. I .itirnijt ifl gut, a ( 65. 5.) nu$li<$ if*. 22. 3)itft

QJMinifr fint titfdbtn, ttrtn $tuntn, StAlU unt iBcbnbauftr Sit gtfttrn

fltfeben babcu. 2:5. Tcr V'lrbfttcr in tcin 2Beinber>je trticniijen, wilder ten

Itfcttn tfobn gibt, fins nxnijt. 24. Ict (JinfittUt jtner JlaptUe ifl tin

grtunt ter (Soot. XXJ. 3), tie b.uIfJe unb wttafftn fint. 25. tt

(Sect XXI. 3) ijl nxiff, ttt tugtnt^aft ifl.

EXERCISE 32.

1. Tho friend whom I have ia faithful [tteu]. 2. Whose

[ttxfftn] key hare yon F 3. I hare that of the woman whom
[terra] daughter you know [fcniun]. 4. I ahall gire [ytcnj thi*

Liicfrt] book on) who will be ftnt [jwill] ban. 5.

Hare you Men my book '( 6. No, I bare not Men the one which

you mention [meabntn]. 7. The joy [9t*xt<] which I nhall hare.
8. I came, SeoaoM I bad promiMd [wrfprn^n] it to hie.

(Trannlatu in the following order :

" Beeaiue I it to him pro*
miacd had.") 9. Where [mo] do JOB lire [rcbn] ? 10. I IJT

in the name houae in which I lived when you called [btfiu^un]

upon me. 11. Which of these ladies [Doom] u your wife?
12. The one who IB talking [fpn^t] with the old gentleman
[Sam]. 13. The friend whom I have lost wu very dear [teener]
to me. 14. I have bought [acfouft] that coat [9taf] which you
Baw [Men] in the window [ Jcnftrt] of my tailor [ZQnntn-
Kcmomber me [<finpfe(>Un Sit] to that gentleman who is so very
polite [boflu$].

COPY-SLIP NO. 40. THE WOEP Oil.

COPT-SLIP NO. 41. THE WORD ant.

COPT-SLIP NO. 42. THE WOED d.UH.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XII.

IN Copy-slip No. 40 the learner will see how tho letter o is

joined to any letter that follows it, namely, by carrying a hair-

stroke to the right from the point a little above the central line,

in which point the letter is completed, and a junction effected

between the hair-strokes with which the letter is commenced
and ended. The position of this point is shown in Copy-slip
No. 35 by the letter x, a little above the line c c, to the right of

the letter o. There are different modes of beginning the hair-

stroke by which the letter o is joined to the letter that comes
after it. Sometimes a dot like a period or full-stop is made
at that part of the right side of the letter from which tho

hair-stroke turns off towards the next letter ; sometimes the

pen is turned round to form a small curved line, open in

the centre, like the line which is called tho circumference of

a circle, or resembling in general appearance the outline of a
comma placed thus, O; while in some cases the hair-line is

carried on from the letter o without any dot or curved lino

whatever.
Tho hair-stroke that is used to connect the letter o with any

letter that follows it, influences in some measure the commence-
ment of the formation of letters that begin with the top-turn
or top-and-bottom-turn, such as m and n, and some other

litters as y and y, which have not yet been brought under the

reader's notice. In our copy-slips np to the present lesson,

letters commencing with the top-turn have always been begun
from the central line that, in all cases when we have found it

necessary to designate it by letters, has been marked e c, but

when they follow the letter o it is manifestly impractic:.

commence them at or on this line, and the connecting hair-stroko

must be carried to the right and turned with a graceful curve

into the hair-stroke of tho top-turn about midway between c c

and the lino immediately above it, which we have always marked
a a in copy-slips to which small italic letters have been appended
for the sake of explanation. This will be found to be tho case

whenever letters beginning with the top-turn are joined to letters

such as b, f, O, r, 8, W, and V, which do not end in a bottom-

turn or top-and-bottom-turn, or anything resembling in forma-

tion the lower portions of these turns.

The learner may now begin to test his recollection of the

forms of the letters he has hitherto been copying from our

copy-slips, by selecting words from the POPULAK EDUCATOR,
into whoso composition those letters only enter with which he

has already been made acquainted. There are some that ho

may select even from the lesson that is now before him, snch a*

top, not, that, dot, and, etc.; although they are not many
in number, they arc amply sufficient to test his skill in copying
words in type, without having the writing alphabet before

his eyes.
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LESSONS FRENCH. XII. EESTJME OF EXAMPLES.

SECTION I. FEENCH PEONUNCIATION (continued).

V.-COMrOUND VOWELS.

67. THERE are seven compound vowels, whose different sounds we
now proceed to illustrate, viz. : ad, au, eau, ei, eu, oi, ou.

AI. Name, ay; sound, like the letters ay in the English
word day.

FRENCH.
Connais

FRENCH. PRONUN.
Ai Ay
Aimer Ay-may
Aurait O-ray

ENGLISH.
Have.
To love.

Would have.

Dirai

Fait

PRONUN.

Ko-nay
De-ray
Fay

ENGLISH.
Know.
Shall say.

Fact.

When the last letter i of the compound vowel ai is under the

circumflex accent, thus, at, the character of its sound is not

materially changed from that illustrated above ; it is merely
prolonged.
AIT. Name, o; sound, like the letter o in the English

word no.

Avez-vous besom d'argent?
J'ai besom d'argent.
Je n'en ai pas besom. (B. 3.)
En avez-vous besoin ?

J'en ai besoin, et mon frere en a
besoin aussi.

Avez-vous besoin de votre frore.

J'ai besoin de lui.*

De quoi avez-vous besoiu ?

J'ai besoin d'un dictionnaire.

Avez-vous soiu de votre livre ?

J'en ai soin.

Avez-vous soin de votre pore?
J'ai soin de lui *

Votre frere est-il fach centre moi ?

II est facb.6 contre votre soeur.

Avez-vous peur de ce chien ?

J'en ai peur.
De qui avez-vous honta ?

Do you want money ?

I want money.
I do not want any.
Do you want any ?

I want some, and my brother wants
some too.

Do you want your brotlier.

I want him.

What do you want ?

I want a dictionary.
Do you take care of your boolc'.'

1

I take care of it.

Do you take care of your father 1

I take care of him.
Is your brother angry with me ?

He is angry with your sister.

Are you afraid of this dog ?

I am afraid of him.

Of whom are you ashamed ?

FRENCH. PEONUN. ENGLISH.

Aupres O-prai Near.
Aussi O-see Also.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. VI.

SECTION IX.- -OEGANS WHICH LOOK LIKE LEAVES, BUT
WHICH ABE NOT LEAVES.

WE already discovered, at a very early period in our investiga-

tions, that Nature plays some strange tricks in the construction

of plants, causing one thing to look like another, as though for

the express purpose of deceiving us. We discovered that

neither pine-apples, nor strawberries, nor figs, were merely

fruits. We shall now discover that certain things which

appear like leaves are not leaves.

What would the reader think as regards many of the cactus

tribe ? Would he not think these curious plants were all leaves ?

Botanists denominate an enlarged and flattened organ of this

kind by the term phyllodium, a word derived from the Greek

cpuAAoj' (pronounced ful'-lon), a leaf, and fiSos (i'-dos),form, and
which therefore means having the form or semblance of a leaf.

One example more of a portion of a plant resembling a leaf,

but which is not a leaf, and we have done. It might have been
mentioned whilst we were treating of the cactus, to the condition

of which the phenomenon about to be mentioned is similar.

Perhaps the student has occasionally seen growing in the hedges
the shrub called the butcher's-broom, Ruscus aculeatus. Like
the cactus, this plant seems to present the curious appearance
of flowers springing from the surface of a leaf. Flowers, how-
ever, never grow in that position. The part resembling a leaf

52. STIPULATE LEAP LEAP OP PANSY. 53. BRANCH OF THE BUTCHER'S-BBOOM. 54. LEAVES OF THE ATJSTBALIAN ACACIA. 55. 1ATHYBUS
AFHACA. 56. VINE TENDEIL. 57. PITCHEK PLANTS.

The fact is, they are totally without leaves, the leaf-like portions

'being merely flattened stems which fulfil the functions of leaves.

What would he think, again, of those two little leaf-like expan-
sions recognisable in the pansy, of which we give a drawing

(Fig. 52) ? These are not separate leaves, but leaf appendages
which botanists denominate stipules. Hence the leaf of the

pansy is said to be stipulate ; and the reason why we did not

represent the pansy leaf amongst the other leaves a short time

back was, because the term stipulate had not been explained.
The word stipule is derived from the Latin stipula, the husk
round straw, because the stipules stand out from the stem of

the real leaf in much the same manner as the leaves of wheat
or barley spring from the stalk at intervals.

Occasionally the petiole, or leaf-stalk, itself becomes expanded
into a leaf-like form, and the real leaves are stunted. This

peculiarity characterises many of the acacias which grow in

Australia. The appended diagram (Fig. 54) will render the

peculiar condition more evident.

is no leaf at all, but only a flattened branch. The accompanying-
diagram (Fig. 53) represents a sprig of butcher's-broom, in

which this peculiar conformation is very evident.

SECTION X. METAMOKPHOSES OK CHANGES TO WHICH
LEAVES AEE SUBJECT.

Just as certain parts of vegetables not leaves may assume the

general appearance of leaves, so, on the other hand, leaves occa-

sionally lose their own specific appearance, and look like things

they are not.

For example, who at first glance would think that the prickles
on common furze were leaves ? Nevertheless, they are ; the

ordinary flat leaf-like appearance being lost.

Again, many of those tendrils which shoot from slender plants,

enabling them to lay hold of neighbouring objects and derive

support, are nothing mere than modified j.eaves. This is the

case with the plant Lathyrus Aphaca, a representation of which
we give above (Fig. 55).
The student is not, however, to imagine that all tendrils are
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tain plant* cucumber
:.Tgo this metaiiK :

linuichea themselves which change; auoh for example,
urv tho tcinlril.s of the vino :

Hut tho uiost curious modification of the leaf is seen in tho

pitcher-plants, Borne of which are roprosonted in the diagram
7 ). In one of those tho leaf tapers into a stalk, at the ex-

tremity of which tho

pitcher irt mtuutcd, tho

arangomont being such
1 hut tho pitcher shall al-

ways retain its upright

position. The pitohor is

covered by a well-fitting
lid.

In another kind, also

fitfurod in our plate, tho

pitcher is made up of tho

whole loaf, and there is

no lid, BO that the orifico

is constantly wide open ;

and there are also other ^

varieties.

We must not qnit tho

subject of leaves without

devoting a passing word
to the gigantic leaf of

tho Victoria regia, one of

the tribe of Nymphaeacece,
or water-lilies, and a na-

tive of Central America.
A specimen of this truly

and finding that it sprang Irom a mall root which ran horiion.

tally (about as largo as two fingtr* or a little more). I soon

detached it and removed it to oar hat. To tell yoa the

had I been alone and had there been no nitnesase, I ib< i

think, have been fearful of mentioning the dimensions of this

flower, ao much does it exceed every flower I hare ever seen or

heard of ; but I had Sir Stamford and Lady Baffle* with ice,

and Mr. Palagravc, * re-

spectable man resident

at Manna, who, though
all of them are equally
aatonuhed with BiyaelS,

yet are able to testify to

the truth.
" The whole flower was

of a very thick substance,
the petals and nectary
being in bat few places
less than a quarter of an
inch thick, and in aome

places three-quarters of

an inch ; the substance
of it was very succulent.

When I first aaw it a
swarm of flies was hover-

ing over the month of

the nectary, and appa-
rently laying their eggs
in the substance of it.

It had precisely the
58. THE VICTORIA EEGIA WATKB-XJLY, IN TUB COMSEEVATOttT AT CHATSWOETH. Smell of tainted beef.

The calyx consisted of
several roundish, dark-brown, concave leaves, which seemed
to be indefinite in number, and were unequal in size. There

wonderful plaiit is now flourishing in great vigour at Kow
Gardens. Its leaves are from fifteen to eighteen feet in , .,

diameter, and its flowers and capsule, or seed-case, proper- I were five petals attached to the nectary, which were thick, and

tionately large. Fig. 58 is an engraving of this wonderful
'

plant. A child is represented standing on one of its floating

leaves, which, on account of its size, acts the part of a boat,
and supports the child on the surface of the water.

While we are calling
attention to the enor-

mons leaves and beau-
tiful flowers of the
Victoria regia, we may
direct" the student to

another giant flower,
the largest indeed

known, Rajjlesia Ar-
noldi (Fig. 586), which
was discovered by a
botanist of repute, Dr.

Arnold, in 1818, when
on an excursion into

the interior of Suma-
tra with Sir Thomas
Stamford KafHes and
some other friends.

The following is Dr.
Arnold's account of

the discovery of this

monster plant and tho

general appearance of

itsblossoms. Theplant
was found on the banks

ofthoMannariver.not ^ ^ a^siA AEKOLDI

covered with protuberances of a yellowish-white, varying in

size, the interstices being of a brick-red colour. The nectarium
was cyathiform (cup-shaped), becoming narrower towards the

top. The centre of the nectarium gave rise to a large pistil,

which I can hardly
describe, at the top of

which were about

twenty processes,
somewhat curved, and

sharp at the end, re-

sembling a cow's horn ;

there were as many
smaller, very short

processes. A little

more than half-way
down, a brown cord,
about the size of com-
mon whipcord, bat

quite smooth, sur-

rounded what perhaps
is the germen, and a
little below it was
another cord, some-
what moniliform
(shaped like a neck-

lace).

"Now for tho di-

mensions, which are

far from Pulo Leb
ban:

"
Here," says Dr. Arnold in a letter to a friend,

" I rejoice to

tell you I happened to meet with what I consider as the greatest
prodigy of the vegetable world. I had ventured some way from
the party, when one of the Malay servants came running to me
with wonder in his eyes, and said,

' Come with me, sir, come ! a

flower, very large, beautiful, wonderful !

'

I immediately went
with the man about a hundred yards into the jungle, and he

pointed to a flower growing close io the ground, under the

bushes, which was truly astonishing. My first impulse was to
cut it up and carry it to the hut. I therefore seized the Malay's
parang (a sort of instrument like a woodman's chopping-hook),

the most astonishing'

part of the flower. It

measures a full yard
across ; the petals,

which were snbrotund, being twelve inches from the base to the

apei, and it being about a foot from the insertion of the one

petal to the opposite one. The nectarium, in the opinion of all

of us, would hold twelve pints ; and the weight of thia prodigy
we calculated to be fifteen pounds."

This curious plant forms one of a distinct order called Rajle*-

iaceae, which will be noticed in a future lesson. Like our

mistletoe it is a parasite, and grows on the prostrate stems and

roots of plants ; but unlike the mistletoe, the plant is peculiar

in having no leaves, or any organ like the phyllodium, or en-

larged petiole of the Australian acacia, that resembles a leaf.
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LESSON'S IN ARITHMETIC. XII.

FEACTIONS (continued).

15. Multiplication of Fractions.

To multiply | by |.

This means to take four-fifths of the fraction | ; that is, it is

the same thing as finding- the value of the complex fraction |

of .

Now, if | be divided into five equal parts, i.e., if f be divided

by 5, we get T
2
? ; because, to divide a fraction by a whole num-

ber, we multiply the denominator by that number (Art. 5) ; and

taking four of these fifth parts of f viz., four times fs we get
as the required result .

This result is plainly got by multiplying the numerators

together and the denominators together of and
|, to form a

numerator and denominator respectively. The same method
would evidently apply to any other two or more fractions. Hence
the following

Rule for the Multiplication of Fractions.

Multiply together all the numerators for a numerator, and all

the denominators for a denominator.
06s. -In multiplying fractions we can often simplify the

operation by striking out or cancelling factors (as we arc at

liberty to do, Art. 6) which are common to the numerator and
denominator of the fraction formed by multiplying the numera-
tors and denominators together.
EXAMPLE. Multiply together f, f, , s . Their product is

equal to

1. IJ x 15.

2. ij x a
3. f* x 27.

4. 12| x 8.

5. 250/j x 50.
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the denominators of whieh .. .power
of li>. .

'

\, jfo, ^{KJ, ^Jf, are Decimal Fract

iro represented by a method of notation which

is an extension of that employed for whole numbers.
In w!m!.- numbers tho figures increase in a tenfold ratio from

; or, what is tho same thing, decrease in a tenfold

right. If wo extend this method of r<
;

:o wanl-< tho right beyond tho units' place, any figure one

right of tho units' place will bo one-tenth of what
it" it were in tho units' place, and will thus really

:'>n ; any figure two places to tho right of

ice will bo one-hundredth of what its value would
in tho units' place; and so on for any number of

. -us.

.vi! ehooso somo means of indicating tho point in

any row of figures at which tho units' place occurs, wo can
cimol fraction without tho trouble of express-

imal denominators. This is done by putting a dot,
1 1 orally called, between tho figure in

':ico and the liirni-o in tho place to tho right of it,

which we may call tho tenths' place. Thus, 1'4 would mean
1 + *

;

-3 would mean ^; 3-14159 would mean
3 + A + T ;,, +

2. Wo generally speak of any figure in a decimal as being in

of decimals. Thus, in tho last example wo should

say that tho 5 is in tho fourth place of decimals, the 9 in tho
fifth place, and so on, reckoning from left to right.

Observe that the denominator of tho fraction corresponding
to tho figure in any decimal place is unity followed by tho same
number of ciphers as tho decimal place'; or, what is tho some
thing, that the power of 10, which is tho denominator, is the
Bamo as the number of tho decimal place.

3. The figures 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 in a decimal are some-
times called significant figures, or digits. Thus in such a decimal
as '0002356, we should say that 2 is tho first significant digit,
because it is the first figure which indicates a number, the

ciphers only serving to fix tho place in which the 2 occurs.

4. To express a Decimal as a Vulgar Fraction.
Qjt'7 ,.9 .1. < 4- _T**** ~ To Tuo ' To o ff

Or (reducing the fractions to a common denominator, 1000)
300+40 + 7

1000 1'
0237 * fs + y-hs + fifoo + TooTTo-.

Or (reducing the fractions to a common denominator, 10000)

_ + 200 + 30 + 7 _
10000

~ iu"'

Again 43-25037 = 43 + + & + r o + loSoo +^
Or (reducing tho fractions to a common denominator, 100000)

_ 4300000 + 20000 + 5000 + 0x 100 + 30 + 7

100000

Hence we see the truth of tho following

Rule for expressing a Decimal as a Vulgar Fraction.

Write down the figures which compose the decimal (both
integral and decimal part, if there is an integral part) for the

numerator, omitting the decimal point ; and for tho denominator
put 1, followed by as many ciphers as there are decimal places
in the given decimal.

5. Conversely, if we have a fraction with any power of 10 for
its denominator, wo can express it as a decimal by placing a
decimal point before as many right-hand figures in tho nu-
merator as thcro are ciphers in tho denominator. Thus

53459.

If the figures in tho numerator be fewer than tho ciphers in the

denominator, we must place before the left-hand figure of tho
numerator ciphers equal in number to the excess of tho number
of ciphers in the denominator over tho number of figures in tho

numerator, and then prefix tho decimal point. For example
rtWsv - '00235.

06s. It will bo perceived from tho foregoing remarks that
placing ciphers on the right of a decimal does not niter its value,
for this does not alter the place of any of the figures.
Thus, -23, -230, -2300 are all equal in value, for, expressed as

fractions, they are respectively &, *J, flgg. But prefixing

cipher* between the decimal point and the first significant

figure doe* alter the value of the decimal, beeatue this alien
th.i pi*.-,.* uf th, bi-i.ili.-ant .li-it*. Tin* -_':;, .::. -IM.J-;

all different values, being respectively equal to& jjfo,

MECHANICS. V.
PARALLEL FORCES. CENTRE OF GRAVITY.

BEFORE proceeding to tho subject of the Centre of Gravity, I
muut direct your attention to two consequence* which flow

directly from the principle* establiahed in the but 1ta*on, and
furnish tho basis on which the properties of that centre rent
You have seen there that tho centre of a system of parallel
forces ia found by cutting in succession certain line* which join
certain points in certain definite proportions, namely, inversely
as tho forces acting at their extremities. Now, snob cutting can

give for each line, and therefore for all, as final result, only one

point. For example, tho centra of two parallel forces of six and
four pounds acting at two points, A B, of a body, a* in the last

lesson, is got by dividing A D into ten parts, and counting off

four parts next to A, or six to B, and the result evidently can be
only one point. If wo now suppose a third parallel force of
five pounds added, acting at some other point, c, of the body,
and join the point lost found with c, and divide the joining K*M

into fifteen parts, taking ten next to c, hen again only one

point is the result. And so on for any number of forces it can
be shown that there is but one centre.

But, lest it should be thought possible that, on cutting these
lines in a different order of tho points, ABC, etc., a second
centre should turn up, let UH think that possible, and apply
forces at these points parallel to each other, but not parallel to

the lime joining these two centres. Their resultant then passes

through both of these points, and therefore must act in tho line

joining them, which is impossible ; since, as I have proved, it

must bo parallel to its components.
Furthermore, you will observe that all these lines are cut

only in reference to the maynitudes of the forces ; no account is

taken of their direction. Whether they pull upwards or down-

wards, or obliquely to left or to right, so long as the magnitudes
remain the same, or even keep the same proportion say that of

six, four, and five the centre cannot change. Of course, tho

points are supposed not to change. Whatever be the number
of points and forces this is true ; as for three, so for any other

number. And mark, moreover, that it makes no difference how
this change of direction is produced, whether, leaving the body
in one fixed position, you make tho forces change directions as at
a and b (Fig. 17), or, preserving the direction, yon turn the body
round, as from a to c in the same Fig. In neither case does the

centre change. These results may be summed up in tho two

following propositions :

1. A System of Parallel Forces acting at given points in a

body, has ONE Centre of Parallel Forces, and only one.

2. Tho Centre of Parallel Forces does not change its position
when tho direction of tho forces is changed in reference to the

body.
THE CENTRE OP GRAVITY.

The centre of gravity is the particular case of the centre we
have been last considering, in which the forces are those by
which bodies on the earth's surface are drawn by attraction

towards its centre. The smallest body, particle, or atom, ia

drawn in proportion to its mass, equally with fhe largest ; and
it is to the tendency of these bodies so to move downwards in

obedience to this attraction, that we give the name of "weight."
The term "gravity," carries a similar meaning, being derived

from tho Latin gravis, heavy.

Now, since every particle of matter is thus drawn to the

earth's centre, it is evident that the weight of all largo maimp (

such as of a block of marble, beam of timber, or girder of iron,

is the joint effect, or the resultant, of the attractions of the sepa-
rate atoms. But these attractions are all so many parallel

forces ; for, pulling, as they do, towards the earth's centre,

which is nearly 4,000 miles away down in tho ground, they in-

cline, even in the largest objects, so little towards one another

that practically they may be considered not to meet, that is, to

bo parallel. Hence yon see that all the principles we h.ivo

proved about parallel forces hold good of the earth's attraction

of these atoms, and that wo may affirm that
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1. A body has one Centre of Gravity, and only one.

2. The Centre of Gravity is not changed by the body being

turned round after any manner in any direction.

It thus appears that the weights of all the separate atoms of

any mass of matter are equal to a single weight supposed to act

at some point within that mass, or, as sometimes happens (and

we shall see), even without, equal to their sum. There is great

advantage in this simplification ; for, instead of having to con-

sider millions of diminutive forces acting at all its points,

we direct our attention to only one force, acting at only one

point.
You can now understand how it is that a piece of card or thin

board may be supported on the point of a rod, wire, or needle.

All that is necessary is to bring the point under the centre of

gravity of the board ; then, the resultant of all the forces by
which its several parts are pulled downwards passing through

that centre, will be resisted by the rod, and there will be equili-

brium ; the card will be balanced.

Another consequence follows. Let the body be of any shape,

regular or irregular ; and suppose that, having determined its

centre of gravity, we fix or support that point in some way so

that the body may freely turn round it, as on a pivot, in every

direction. Then, since, as I have shown, the centre of gravity

cannot change as the body turns round, whatever position I

place it in, the centre remains supported, and the resultant

weight, G P, passing through it, will be resisted by its supports,

and the body will be in equilibrium, as in Fig. 18, where G is the

supported centre of gravity.
Now suppose that instead of this centre we make the body

pivot round some other one of its points, o (as in Fig. 19). Then,
if I place it so in the position o A B, that the centre of gra-

vity, G, may lie exactly under o, as a plumb-line would hang,
the weight acting along the line, o G, may be taken to have o

for its point of application, by which, as it is fixed, it will be

resisted. In such case there will be equilibrium, G being under

E_ -KB;/ c--::MI

\

Fig. 18. Fig. 19.

O. And so, also, if G were exactly above o, as in o c D, in the

vertical line produced upwards, the weight would press down
wards on o, and be there resisted. But if I put it in any other

position, o E F, where G will not be either above or below o

the weight acting downwards, in the direction G P, will not be

opposite to the line o G of resistance of o, and there cannot be

equilibrium. There are thus two positions in which -the body

Fig. 20.

may be at rest, both on the vertical line through o ; but one in

;he lowest position it can attain and the other in the higliest.

We thus learn that

1. If a body be suspended by or supported at its centre of

gravity, it will be at rest, whatever be the position in which it is

jlaced.

2. If the body be suspended by or supported at any other

point, it will be at rest when the

centre of gravity is in its highest
lowest possible position on the

vertical line through the point of

suspension or support.
If two points A, B (Fig. 20), are

fixed, all the points of the line A B are

fixed, but the body is free to turn

round that line
;
and if in that case

the centre of gravity is somewhere
on A B, as G, it also is fixed, and the

weight there concentrated will be

borne by the two points of support, A B, divided between

them in two portions inversely proportional to their distances,

A G, B G, from the centre of gravity. The body will, therefore,

be in equilibrium in every position into which it can be turned

round the line A B. But if, when two points are fixed, this

centre is not on the line A B, it is free to move round it. There

are, therefore, two positions, a
lt
G2,

in a plane vertically passing

through this line one below, the other above, in which it may
rest, and the result is similar to that stated in the above pro-

positions. Familiar examples of this are furnished by all pieces

of machinery in which bodies move round fixed axles, such as

the fly-wheel of a steam-engine, or the smaller wheels round

which the bands pass, which set the printing presses at work in

the machine-room all the points along the line which runs down
the centre of the axle are at rest. A trap-door, which opens both

downwards and upwards, is another instance ; in that case the

centre of gravity is under or above the axle-line of the hinges
when the do'or hangs in equilibrium.
But bodies may be kept in equilibrium in other ways than that

of fixing points within their substance. A horse poised in the

air, as it is about to be lifted into a transport ship, by a rope

which descends from the top of a crane and is attached to a belt

which goes round his body, is an instance. Here the centre

of gravity of the lifted animal is under the point of support

and on the line of direction of the rope which transmits its

weight to the crane above. But observe, in this case, there is

only one position of equilibrium namely, the lowest. The rope

not being rigid, you cannot wheel the horse half round, heels up
in the air (Fig. 21) until he reaches the highest position the

chain would allow him to reach, and make his weight thence

press downwards on the crane. To do this a rigid bar should

take the place of the rope.

But bodies are most commonly kept at rest by being sup-

ported from below by the

earth, either on the

ground itself, or on some

floor, table, etc. What
conditions will secure

a steady equilibrium ?

First, there must be some
base or bottom to the

body on which it may
rest, such as the bottom
of a teapot or candle-

stick. Secondly, it must
be broad enough to keep
the body steady, to pre-

vent its upsetting or

rocking. A candlestick

resting on the socket

into which the candle is

put, would soon over-

Fig. 21.

turn, and the slightest touch would set an egg rocking.

Now, in order to ascertain the equilibrium and stability of

bodies so placed, let us suppose two of the forms in Fig. 2!

to rest on a level table, touching it on the two perfectly fiat

basi* x Y z, x, Y, z,, there represented. Let G be the centre of

gravity of that to the right, and G P the perpendicular to the

table through that point. Let, moreover, GJ and G, ^ be the
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corresponding centre and perpendicular of tho body to 1

roaistanoe distributed equally over

f tho first body, prevents its moving down-
.uioo at every point ia perpendicular to

r, these reaiatanoes, taken together, are a system of

: fureos, and have a parallel centre somewhere in that

baso. Lot this centre bo o. Join now o p ; and, aa the same

reasoning holds good of

the body to tho left, l.-t

o, P, bo tho corresponding
lino in it. Moreover, let

x, x,, bo tho points in

which the lines O p, o, P,
cut tho circumference, or

boundary of tho bases

x T z, x, T, z,. Tho body
to tho right is thus acted

Fig. 22. on by two forces ; tho re-

sistance at o upwards
supporting it, and the weight at o pulling downwards. But,
as tho point p falls, in this case, outside the base x T z, tin n-

is nothing to prevent tho body obeying it by turning over on
its edge at x.

But, in the other case, whore P
t
is within tho base, tho weight

at QI tenda to make the body fall inwards, turning on its edge
at x r But then, there is tho resistance of tho tablo at o

l , acting
upwards to prevent that motion ; and consequently tho body
remains at rest, or is in equilibrium.
And this statement holds equally good when the piano on

which tho body rests is sloped or inclined to tho horizontal

piano ; aa is evident from Fig. 23, whore tho cylindrical body
on tho slope A B must upset if a p falls outside tho baso x Y z.

We may, therefore, conclude generally both as to horizontal

and inclined planes that a body will rest in equilibrium on a

plane, if tho vortical line, passing
through its centre of gravity, meets
the plane within the baso. If it

meets it outside tho base, the body
will overturn.

Between these two, it should be
observed that there is an interme-
diate case, in which the perpendicu-
lar meets the piano neither within
nor without the baso, but on ita

circumference. When this happens,
the body is equally disposed to
Btand or upset ; but, in fact, it will

overturn ; for in such an unsteady Fig. 23.

position the slightest touch or shake
would send it over. It is a case of unstable equilibrium.

In interpreting and applying this principle to practice, you
must bo on your guard as to tho meaning of tho word " baso ;

"

else you may imagine some day yon have discovered that a body
does not upset when the vertical from tho centre of gravity
falls outside the base. Suppose tho baso to be bent inwards
into a horse-shoo form, as in tho cone, a (Fig. 24), or into the
form of the semi-circular wall, b, in which latter case the centre

of gravity is u-ith-

out the substance

of the body ; then
the point p is on
tho floor, outside

the spaces along
1

which the bodies

arc in contact with
it. Still, neither

body will upset; for

the advanced spurs
Fig. 24. of the bases at T

and z will act as

props, and in order to upset they must turn over the line
T z joining them. This shows that the real baso includes
all tho open space within T z ; and you learn that, when-
ever the base of contact bends inwards, you must measure
the base of support from one projecting point to another
all round, making no account whatever of the inward bends.
A common table touches tho floor only at four points, and a
round table at three; but in both the baso of support is

all tho space within the oblong or triangle got by joining these

There is another class of oases to be noticed, those which are

round all ov.-r their surface like a ball, or egg, or sea-shore

pebble, and have no jiat bases to rest on that is, which oan be

supported at only one point of their surface ; or, where there are

hollows on them, along a line of points surrounding the hollow.

This latter case we ,

need not consider, for ct -^*-

such bodies rest, like

those we hare already

examined, so far as tho
hollows are concerned

(as in d, Fig. 25), on
wide bases.

Confining attention,

therefore, to cases in ^^^B^BI
which there are no Iff* 25.

hollows, or the surface

is convex all round, if yon place such a body, say an oral,
in the position represented at a (Fig. 25), the perpendicular,
a P, from its centre of gravity, o, on the plane will fall out-

side its base, or point of support, o, and it will roll over

until, after rocking for a few turns, it settles into the position

b, in which o is above o. Vow movo it further from this until

it reaches the position c, in which again o will be over the

point of support, o ; and again you will havo a pouible equi-

librium, that is, possible in imagination, for tho body it supported
from below. But actually to produce equilibrium in this case is

tho celebrated problem of Columbus, which that great navigator
solved after so summary a fashion. So unsteady is it, that the

body drops immediately into the position b.

Of this unsteady, or unstable equilibrium, we shall have more
in the next lesson ; my object hero is to point out the fact that

in both positions, b and c, the lino o o ia perpendicular to the

surface of the body. It is evidently perpendicular to the plane
on which the oval rests ; but, since the latter' s surface touched,
or coincides at o, with that plane, o o must bo perpendicular
also to that surface. Hence wo learn that, whatever bo the

number of points at which a convex body can rest, steady or

unsteady, on a horizontal plane, for every one of these points
the lines connecting them with the centre of gravity must pierce
its surface at right angles ; or

Tho number of positions of equilibrium of a convex body,

supported on a horizontal plane, is equal to that of the perpen-
diculars to its surface which can bo drawn from ita centre of

gravity.
A few instances in illustration of the principles explained in

this lesson will now bo useful. When a man stands upright, the

baso by which he is supported is so much ground under him as

is covered by his feet, together with the space between them.

If he widens that space to left and right, ho makes himself more

steady as to being thrown sideways, but ia more easily cast on
his face. If he puts one foot before the other, he becomes
steadier at front and back, but less so to his sides. A two-

wheeled gig, or Hansom, to be properly balanced, should have

its centre of gravity over the lino joining the points at which

the wheels touch the ground. If it bo in advance of that line,

it will throw a weight on the horse's back ;
if behind it, the gig

will upset backwards should the

belly-band break.

A body may be made to roll up
an incline by loading it at one

side. Take a round boll of cork,

for instance, and put some lead

into a hollow scooped out near its

surface, closing the hole so as to

leave the ball perfectly round.

The centre of gravity will then

no longer be at the centre of tho

boll, but to one aide, let it bo at

a (in a, Fig. 26). Put tho ball now on the incline, with the

leaded side looking up tho slope ; tho perpendicular o P will

meet the incline above o, and tho ball will roll upwards until o
comes over the point of support.

This experiment may be tried in another form without the

use of the lead, by simply scooping a hollow on one side, or as

in the following example: Get a round cylinder of cork a
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common bottle cork and scoop out its substance on one side,

as represented at
b, Fig. .26, preserving carefully the roundness

of the two circular faces at its ends. Put this cylinder on the

incline, with the scooped part facing
1 down the slope, and you

will find that it will also run upwards, as did the ball. The
reason of this you will easily discover, but be careful, in making
the experiment, that the incline be not great. The following

are other common instances which you can try, as

EXAMPLES FOR PRACTICE.

1. A man walking up a hill stoops forward ; why ? And why, also,

when coming
1 down, does he lean backward ?

2. A person rising from a chair leans his body forwards, and draws
his feet close to the chair; why?

3. Carrying a bucket of water, he leans to the side opposite.
4. "Why does a corpulent person generally hold his head up and

throw his shoulders backward ?

5. A horse and rider are more apt to fall coming down a hill than
on the level road; why?

6. An omnibus, or coach, is safer for travelling when it is well filled

inside, than when outside.

ANSWERS TO THE QUESTIONS IN LESSON IV.

Polygon of Forces.

1. The resultant is a little over 13 Ibs., and makes an angle of nearly
45a degrees with the force o A.

2. The force which supports the roller on the slope is 56 Ibs., and
the pressure 97 Ibs. nearly.

3. The strain on tho three-foot cord is 48 Ibs., and on the four-

foot cord 36 Ibs.

4. The point of meeting of the three cords is below the pulleys, at
the distance of six feet from the top of that over which the 4 Ib. weight
hangs, and of 8 feet from the top of the other pulley.

Parallel Forces.

1. The required parallel centre in this case is on the line joining
1

any vertex of the triangle with the middle point of the side opposite,
at a distance of two-thirds of that line from the vertex, or one-third
from the side.

2. The required centre is distant one-third of 'the length of the
beam from the end at which the three-pound force acts.

3. The required centre is 8 inches distant from the end of the rod
at which the three-and-a-half pound weight acts.

4. The strain on the upper hinge is 20 Ibs. 3 oz. nearly, and on the
lower 39 Ibs. 13 oz. In doing this question the student must first

find the centre of parallel forces for the 23 Ibs. and 37 Ibs. This point
will be found by cutting the 7 feet of height of door into 60 parts (the
sum of 23 and 37), and counting off 23 of these from the bottom. Tho
resultant then acts at the end of the 23rd subdivision. But as the
hinges bear the drag of this force, it is divided between them in the
inverse proportion of their distances from this point. Divide then the
60 Ibs. into two parts, which have this proportion, and the above
strains will be found. It is better to do this question by arithmetically
calculating the position of the point and magnitudes of strains. The
strain caused by the weight of the door is not here taken into con-
sideration.

BEADING AND ELOCUTION. VI.

PUNCTUATION (continued).

ix. THE DASH (continued).

56. THE dash sometimes precedes something unexpected; as
when a sentenco beginning seriously ends humorously.

Examples.

Good people all, with ono accord, lament for Madam Blaize : who
never wanted a good word from those who spoke her praise.
The needy seldom passed her door, and always found her kind; she

freely lent to all the poor who left a pledge behind.
She strove the neighbourhood to please, with manner wondrous

miming; and never followed wicked ways except when she was
sinning.
At church, in silks and satin new, with hoop of monstrous size ;

she never slumbered in her pew but when she shut her eyes.
Her love was sought, I do aver, by twenty beaux, and more; the

king himself has followed her when she has walked before.
But now her wealth and finery fled, her hangers-on cut short all ;

her doctors found, when she was dead her last disorder mortal.
Let us lament, in sorrow sore ; for Kent Street well may say, that

Iiad she lived a twelvemonth more she had not died to-day.

57. The dash is sometimes used with other pauses to lengthen
them.

Examples.

God, whom you see me daily worship, whom I daily call upon to
bless both you and me and all mankind ; whose wondrous acts are
recorded in those Scriptures which you constantly read, God, who
created the heavens and the earth ; who appointed his Son Jesus
Christ to redeem mankind : God, who has done all these great things,
who has created so many millions of men, with whom the spirits of the
good will live and be happy for ever

; this great God, tho Creator of
worlds, of angels, aad of men, is- your Father and Friend.

It is not, therefore, the use of the innocent amusements of life
which is dangerous, but the abuse of thorn ; it is not when they are
occasionally, but when they are constantly pursued ; when the love of
amusement degenerates into a passion ; and when, from being an occa-
sional indulgence, it becomes an habitual desire.

In every pursuit, whatever gives strength and energy to the mind
of man, experience teaches to be favourable to the interests of piety,
of knowledge, and of virtue ; in every pursuit, on tho contrary,
whatever enfeebles or limits the powers of the mind, the samo
experience ever shows to be hostile to the best interests of human
nature
'From the first hour of existence to the last, from the cradle of the

infant, beside which the mother watches with unslumbering eye, to
the grave of the aged, where the son pours his bitterest tears upon the
bier of his father, in all that intermediate time, every day calls for
exertion and activity, and moral honours can only be won by the
steadfast magnanimity of pious duty.
They say they have bought it. Bought it ! Yes ; of whom ? Of

the poor trembling natives, who knew that refusal would be vain-; and
who stvove to make a merit of necessity, by seeming to yield with
grace, what they knew they had not the power to retain.

It is not the lifeless mass of matter, he will then feel, that he is

examining, it is the mighty machine of Eternal Wisdom : the work-
manship of Him, in whom everything lives, and moves, and has its

being.

When suffering the inconveniences of the ruder parts of the year,
we may be tempted to wonder why this rotation is necessary ; why
we could not be constantly gratified with vernal bloom and fragrance,
or summer beauty and profusion.
Then a spirit passed before my face ; the hair of my flesh stood up :

it stood still, but I could not discern the form thereof : an image was
before mine eyes : There was silence, and I heard a voice Shall
mortal man be more just than God ?

58. Tho dash is sometimes to be read as a note of inter-

rogation.

Examples.

Is it not enough to see our friends die, and part with them for the
remainder of our days to reflect that we shall hear their voices no
more, and that they will never look on us again- to see that turning
to corruption, which was but just now alive, and eloquent, and beauti-
ful with all the sensations of the soul ?

He hears the ravens cry ; and shall he not hear, and will he not
avenge, the wrongs that his nobler animals suffer wrongs that cry out
against man from youth to age, in the city and in the field, by the way
and by the fireside ?

Can we view their bloody edicts against us their hanging, heading,
hounding, and hunting down an ancient and honourable same
as deserving better treatment than that which enemies give to
enemies ?

Are these the pompous tidings ye proclaim, lights of the world, and
derni-gods of fame ? Is this your triumph this your proud applause,
children of truth, and champions of her cause ?

Was there ever a bolder captain of a more valiant band ? "Was there
ever but I scorn to boast.

And what if thou shalt fall tmnoticed by the living and no friend
take note of thy departure ?

Seest thou yon lonely cottage in the grove with little garden
neatly planned before its roof deep-shaded by the elms above, nioss-

grown, and decked with velvet verdure o'er ?

What shall we call them ? piles of crystal light a glorious company
of golden streams lamps of celestial ether burning bright suns
lighting systems with their joyous beams.

59. The dash is sometimes to be read like a note of
exclamation.

Examples.
What dreadful pleasure ! there to stand sublime, like shipwrecked

mariner on desert coast, and see the enormous waste of vapour,
tossed in billows lengthening .to the horizon round, now scooped in
gulfs, with mountains now embossed and hear the voice of mirth
and song rebound, flocks, herds, and waterfalls, along the hoar
profound !

The chain of being is complete in me ; in me is matter's last grada-
tion lost, arid the next step is spirit Deity ! I can command the
lightning, and am dust !

Above me are the Alps, the palaces of Nature, whose vast walls have
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.ad was never beard of more.

of corn would hardly auffloo me fine floor enough for a
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this r. f.-j.-.i strainer of meat and drink! And
'1 this tun. 1 man? What a vast pro-

u of good things upon a useless Ufa and a worthless liver 1

X. THB HYPHEN.

60. The hyphen is a mark resembling a dash, but not so

tU Tho hyphen is used to separate the syllables of a word ;

i >no word of two ; as, semi-circle, sea-water.

. there is not room enough in the line for the whole

of a word, some of its syllables arc put into the line with a

hyi>h<'!i. :md the remainder are put into the next lino.

'Alien a hyphen is placed over the vowels, it shows that

they have their long sound.

Examples.

Extrfmeons, sea-water, somi-circla, domi-gods, plane-trees, 1

over-cauopied, toil-hardeued, prey-haired, to-morrow, SaM>

Sardanapulus, ill-requited, thunder-cloud, European, Epicurean, i>in<>-

oovercd, clay-cold, snow-clad, parish-dork, night-steed, moon-eyed,
azure, oil-wise, diet, fellow-creatures, icy, well-founded, omega, fellow-

. uniform, prophesy, earth-born, far-wandering, storm-cloutis,

hymcnfal, chamber, dither, fairy, lever, upiary, cfilinary.

XI. THE ELLIPSIS.

64. Ellipsis means an omission of some word or words. Some-
times a sentence is unfinished, or some parts of it are purposely

'
; and the mark which indicates an ellipsis is put i,i the

place of that which is left out
65. 'An ellipsis is sometimes indicated by a long straight line,

thus, , which resembles a lengthened dash.

66. Sometimes the ellipsis is denoted by asterisks, or stars,

thus, *##**
67. Sometimes the ellipsis is marked by small dots, or

periods, thus,
68. Sometimes the ellipsis is indicated by hyphens,

thus, -

69. Tho ellipsis sometimes BO closely resembles a dash in its

effects, that it is scarcely distinguishable from it.

70. The voice is generally suspended at an ellipsis ; but the

falling inflection is frequently used when the ellipsis follows a

question or exclamation. In some of the following examples
the dash and ellipsis are both used.

Examples.

Hast then But how shall I ask a question which must
bring tears into many eyes !

The air breathes invitation ; easy is the walk to tho hike's margin,
where a boat lies moored beneath her sheltering tree.********

Forth we went, and down the valley, on tho streamlet's bank,
pursued our wy", a broken company, rnuto or conversing, single or in

pairs.
What man is there so vile, that will not love his country ?

If any, let him speak ; for him have I offended, -I pause for a

reply None ! then none have I offended.

It is hi vain to explain : the time it would take to reveal to

you Satisfy my curiosity in writing them.
Indeed he is very ill, sir, Can't help it. We

are very distressed,

children, too,

Can't help it.

Can't help that, neither.

Our poor

Now, if he had married a woman with money, yon know, why,
then The suppliant turned pale, and would have
fainted.

I have been, my dear S on an excursion

through the counties which lie along the eastern side of the Blue

Bidge.
You have my answer :

* * let my actions speak.
No, no, Dionysius ; remember that it was I alone who displeased

thee : Damon could not
If lie were all Remember haughty Henry, the nephew

of his wife, whose word could speed a veteran army to his kinsman's
aid.

I would not wound the*, Douglas, wall thou knowesti but thu t
hazard on a desperate cut tby golden fortunes .

Still mult I wonder ; for no dark a cloud Ob, dftftrsr
*lt n

tli.,11 tliink'nt l'v read thy he:

Your grace will pardon me for obeying Bay no more, xnjr
chili) : you are yet too raw to make proper distraction*.

.i" or suppose I edAreM BjrMtf to some
ir sufferer there to something atom rtiBfliteidiil in that

manner of communicating one's ideas as Moor* says. Heart speaks
to heart-1 say, then, take especial care to write by candle-h

Thit spares manual labour (hi* would relievo from mental drudgery,
and Ui'iiiKauds yet unborn But hold ! I am not so
sure that the female sex in general may quite enter into mjr views on
the subject.

Fig. 11.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. VI.

PROBLEM VI. To bisect a rectiluual angle, that is, to divide it

into two equal parts.

Let A B o (Fig. 11), be the rectilineal n

angle to be bisected. From B an centre,
with any convenient radius B A, describe
the aro A c, and from tho point** A, c, OH

centres, describe area intersecting each
other in D; then join B D, and it will

bisect the angle ABC, that is, it will

divide it into tho two equal angles A B D,
C B D, as required.

By this method of construction an

angle may be divided into any number
of equal parts denoted by the series 2,

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, etc.

PROBLEM Vll. To draw an angle equal to a given rectilineal

angle, at a point in a yiven straight line.

Let ABC (Fig. 12) be the given rectilineal angle, D r the

given straight line, and D the point
. in it. From the point B as a centre,

with any convenient radius B A, de-

scribe the aro A c ; from the point D, in

the straight line D F, draw the indefi-

nite aro F E, with the same radius ;

and from the point V aa a centre, with
radius equal to the distance A c, describe

an arc intersecting the arc E F, in the

point E
; then, through the points D, E,

draw the straight line D E ; the angle
E D F will be equal to the given angle
ABC.

If any of our students should not see the preceding construc-

tion clearly, we add the following one. Let L K I (Fig. 13), be
the given angle, A B the given straight line, and A the point in

it. From the point K as a centre, with any radius K L, describe

the arc L I ; from the point A as a centre, with the same radius,

describe the indefinite arc B D ; draw the chord L I, and with

the point B as a centre, with radius equal to the chord L I,

describe an arc intersecting the aro B D in the point c ; then

join A c, and the angle B A c is the angle required ; that is, it is

equal to the given angle L K i.

Fig. 12.

Fig. 13.

If the chord B c be drawn, then the two triangles L K i, c A B
are two equal isosceles triangles. Hence, if an isosceles triangle
L K i be given, this construction shows how to make an isosceles

triangle DAB equal to the given one.

PROBLEM Vlll. To draw a triangle equal to a given triangle,

or in other words, to describe a triangle of which the three sides

are gi

Let A B c be the given triangle. A triangle is to be drawn,

having its three sides equal to the three straight lines A B, B c,
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c A, the sides of the given triangle ABC. Draw a straight line

D E equal to A B, and from the points r>, E, as centres, with

radii respectively equal to the straight lines A c, B c, describe

arcs intersecting each other in the point F ; then join F E, F D ;

and the triangle D E F is the triangle required ; that is, it has

its three sides equal to the three sides A B, B c, c A of the given

triangle ABC; or it is equal to the triangle ABC.

Fig. 14.

The mode of construction is the same if it be required to draw
a triangle having its sides equal to three given straight lines

such as the straight lines A, B, c, in Fig. 14.

PROBLEM IX. To draw a straight line through a given point,
that shall be parallel to a given straight line.

Let B c (Fig. 15), be the given straight line, and A the given

point, through which a straight line parallel to B c is to be

j, p drawn. Take any point E in the

straight line B c', join E A ; and
from the point E, as centre, with
the radius E A, draw the arc A F,

TD A cutting 3 c in F. Then from the

Fig. 15. point A, as a centre with radius

A E, draw the indefinite arc E o ;

and from the point E as centre, with radius E D equal to the

distance A F, describe an arc cutting the arc E o, in the point D;
then join A r>, and it will be parallel to B c, as required.

Another ivay. Another mode of constructing this problem
may be inserted here. Let A B (Fig. 16) be the given straight

line, and c the given point through which a straight line

parallel to A B is to be drawn. Take any point o, at a con-

venient distance from the straight line A B, but nearer to it

than to the point c ; join o c, and from o as centre, with radius

o c, describe the circle c D E G, intersect- B

ing the straight line A B, in the points

D, E ; join c D, and then from E as a

centre, with radius or distance equal to

D c, describe an arc cutting the circle

c D E G in the point F
; and through

the points c, F draw the straight line

c F. The straight line c F is parallel to

the given straight line A B, and it is

drawn through the given point c, as pig. IQ_

required.
There are various other ways of drawing a straight line

parallel to a given straight line, by means of the single ruler

and compasses ; but these are about the easiest. But parallel

straight lines are most easily drawn by means of the parallel
rulers described in a former lesson. Such instruments, however,
are not always at hand ; hence the utility of knowing how to
work the preceding problem.
The only exercises or questions that could be given on the pre-

ceding problems, would be simply to desire the student to draw
all the figures above described according to the rules of con-
struction laid down in the different problems, which we earnestly
advise our self-educating students to do accordingly, by means
of the single ruler and compasses.
PROBLEM X. To draw a straight line parallel to a given

straight line at a given distance from it.

. Let A B be the given straight
I line, and c the given distance

- at which it is required to draw
a straight line parallel to A B.

Take any two points, D and E,
in the straight line A B, and
from these points as centres,

Fig. 17. with a radius equal to the given
distance c, describe the arcs

T G H, K L M. Draw G L touching these arcs, but not cutting
them. The straight line G L is parallel to the given straight
line AB.

F
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3ON8 IN <:i:<><;i; AI'IIV. VII

KBKTR

.if taking her shore in the progreM of mari-

tiiMK ,!. it, in 1786, a now i-\|i.'iiiti<m m,

::,! nl' I.:L I'.T use, nil ill.:. r. TllO

li squa-
.1 north-wcM Aiiu-rii-ii, ami tlm Mhorei of

Tartary ami Japan. Th.-ir\- . 1- / ' ItauMoU and L'Attrolabe,
. -ii IH!CH, and reached

coiwt of America. Th ex-

witli great oaro a largo extent of thin lim- .,:'

Uurini; their hydrographical operations, a sad aooidont

bffrll them, whii-ii r<>*t twenty-one persons tlioir HTOH, while

attempt to land. -..j-iitmiis l..-in^ liiii^hr.l,

1 tli.' I'a.-itii 1

, ilrtiT-iii r way the poitiou
. uinl iirrivod at Macao on tho 2nd of

Jiuiimry, 17^7. At tho uut.-ut of his second expedition, La

so disa*trouly , bo purposed to explore the Tonga Isles, the tooth

part of New Caledonia, tho Lonisiade Archipelago, New Gain**

Carpentaria, and the coast of An*-

tralia from thiu gulf to Van Diemen'i Land. He left the shore*

of New Holland full of hope and enterprise ; but his task, no

courageously self-imposed, was left unfinished ; his career cam*
to a clone. From that moment he was never more heard of;

for two yean, expectation wan kept on tho stretch, looking for

news of tho squadron. La Peroiuo and hu companion* were

lost to their country. The cruel uncertainty which remained in

France regarding the fate of tho expedition, ceased the National

Assembly to para a deereo in February, 17D1, by which it en*

treated tho king, Louis XVI., to solicit tbo assistant* of the
other soTuroigns of Kuropo in tho search for La Perooso.

This decree also directed tho organisation of an expedition,
wliic-li hail the double object of endeavouring to find some trace

I" tin- unfortunate navigator, and of completing the discoveries

which had beon left unachieved. This expedition took place
under tho command of Admiral D'Entrecauteaux, but without

'-

ENTRANCE TO POET JACKSON, NEW SOUTH WALES.

Perouse went along the coast of Coroa, and discovered Capo
Nota on the coast of Japan. Tho officers of tho expedition
applied themselves particularly to tho determination of the lati-

tudes and longitudes of the places which they visited. In latitude

45, they discovered a harbour which they called the Bay of

Tornay. They next discovered the strait which separates the
island of Jcsso from Tchoka or Saghalien, and which is called
tho Strait of La Perouse. The expedition then sailed for

Kamtschatka, where it was hospitably received. At this point
M. Lesseps, who hod accompanied La Perouso aa interpreter
of the Russian languages, was sent overland to France. This
intrepid young man, to whom had been entrusted the journals
and charts of tho voyage, traversed the old continent through
its whole extent from east to west, and happily arrived at Paris
with the valuable observations which had been made during the
expedition. La Perouse returned to Oceania, to meet severe
trials. At Mamma, one of the Navigators' Islands, his com-
panion, De Langle, the captain of L''Astrolabe, and twenty of
his attendants, were cruelly murdered by tho natives. Lamanon,
the naturalist of tho expedition, perished in this attack. After
a short stay at Botany Bay, on the oast coast of New Holland,
now called Australia, La Perouso prepared for his third and
lost expedition. In this new voyage of discovery, which ended

VOL. I.

success. It was almost as unfortunate as that of La Peronaw,

although it was useful in making those coasts better known
which had been carefully explored in search of him. The place
of his shipwreck, in fact, was not discovered till 1827, by Captain
Dillon, who ascertained that he and his unfortunate companions
were lost on tho rocks of one of the Feejee Islands, and found

tho remains of the vessel and part of the articles that belonged
to him. The singular voyage of Captain Bligh, who, owing to

tho mutiny of his crew, was obliged to traverse an immense
extent of ocean in an open boat, led to the discovery, in 1789.

of some of the southern islands of the Feejeo Archipelago.
The surprising explorations, also, of Captain Flinders and

Surgeon Bass, who attempted to effect tho circumnavigation of

New Holland, in a sorry boat, ended in the discovery of the

strait which separates that continent from Tasmania, then called

Van Dicmen's Land, and which still retains tho name of Bass ;

and, at the same time, in tho delineation of an immmne line of

coast on the same continent. Flinders especially has a right

to the remembrance of geographers, for the steadiness with

which he pursued, during many years, his difficult and dangerous

labours, almost always in an open boat or frail skiff which the

smallest storm would have fonndared in a moment. To him we
owe tho discovery of Kangaroo Island, the hydrography of Van

13
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Diemen's Land, the exploration of the southern and eastern

coasts of New Holland, and the determination of numerous

points in Torres Strait and the Gulf of Carpentaria. The ex-

pedition to the same coasts under the French captain, Baudin,

was productive of,,
little utility in a geographical point of view,

after the labours/of Flinders.

The voyage of Vancouver preceded the French erpedition

above mentioned, and added to the knowledge of the Australian

continent. He discovered the harbour of King George in the south-

western extremity of New Holland, and completed the labours

of Cook at New Zealand. To the east of the latter, Captain

Broughton, commander of the tender, discovered Chatham Island,

'and the expedition proceeded to Tahiti to prepare for exploring

the north-western coast of America. Vancouver, in company
with a Spanish expedition, which he met, under the command
of Captain Quadra, discovered the island which for some time

was called Vancouver and Quadra Island, in commemoration of

its discoverers, and which is now known only as Vancouver

Island, and .is the most important of our colonies on the west

coast of North America. He then explored the river Columbia

as far as the expedition could ascend its streams. A rest at

the Sandwich Islands, and new expeditions on the American

coasts detained Vancouver till the winter of 1794, when he re-

turned to the same archipelago. Having, in a new hydro-

graphical expedition, explored another part of the coast of the

New World, including Cook's Inlet, Vancouver returned to Eng-

land, laden with geographical information, and signalised"by not

a few discoveries. These regions were scarcely re-visited until

the voyage of Kotzebue, which took place in 1815-1818. This

Kussian navigator discovered to the north of Behring Strait,

between latitudes 67 and 68 N., and in longitude 163 37' W.,
a great bay or sound to which he gave his name. His object

was to find a passage to the Atlantic, and to ascertain first

whether Icy Cape was an island; but illness prevented him
from carrying his designs into execution. He discovered several

unimportant islands in the Pacific, particularly the eastern part
of the Caroline group.
As to the northern passage between the Atlantic and the

Pacific, it seemed to elude all the skill and vigilance of navi-

gators. Captain Phipps, in 1773, had reached latitude 80 37' N.

from the Atlantic side ; Captain Cook, as we have seen, attempted
it from the Pacific side ; Pickersgill and Young succeeded no
better by sailing through Baffin's Bay ;

and Lowenorn, Egedo,
and Eothe, in 1786-1787, attempted, but without success, to

explore the eastern shore of Greenland, which is said to be

unapproachable in consequence of the accumulation of ice since

the early part of the fifteenth century. At the beginning of

the present century, northern expeditions were revived
;
and

they have been pursued with more or less ardour till the present

day. In 1818 two expeditions were fitted out for the north.

The one was placed under the command of Captain Boss, who
sailed from England towards the end of April of that year,

accompanied by Lieutenant Parry, who commanded under his

direction the ship Alexander. Between latitudes 76 and 77
40' N. they discovered land which they called the Arctic High-
lands. This country occupied a space of 120 miles in the north-

east comer of Baffin's Bay. On the 30th of August they reached
the entrance of Lancaster Sound, and as it was fifty miles broad
from north to south, and as the soundings were 750 fathoms,

they fancied they had discovered the north-west passage; but

they soon perceived their mistake by observing land in their

course at a distance of thirty miles from the entrance of the
sound. Having reached latitude 70 N., the expedition returned
and explored the coasts as far as Cape Walsingham, in Cum-
berland Island, whence it sailed for England. The other expe-
dition to the north was undertaken by Captain Buchan and
Lieutenant Franklin ; but it was productive of no new discovery,
as they were compelled to return when they had reached Spitz-

bergen. glad to escape the alarming dangers of sailing in the
midst of floating icebergs. Captain Parry continued the ex-

ploration begun by Captain Eoss. In a new expedition, he
discovered a passage called Prince Regent Inlet, south of Lan-
caster Sound, Wellington Inlet, farther north in the same sound,
and the islands of Cornwallis, Griffith, Bathurst, Byam Martin,
Melville, and others, all included under the name of the North

Georgian Islands. He also discovered Banks Land, south of

Melville Island, and North Somerset, which forms the north-

\rest point of PiHnca Eegent Inlet, and wintered, in 1819-1820,

in Melville Bay, where, during the long months from the 4th
of November till the 3rd of February following, they lived in

continued darkness, and in an atmosphere whose temperature
was below the freezing point. In a second voyage executed in

1821-1822, Captain Parry discovered Melville Peninsula, north
of Southampton Island, in the northern part of Hudson Bay.
He passed through the strait which he named after his two
vessels, the Fury and Hecla, and which separates Melville Penin-
sula from Cockburn Island, on the north. Captain Scoresby,
at the same period, explored a part of the east coast of Green-
land. Parry made a third voyage, in 1823, to the same regions
he had formerly visited ; but the Fury was shipwrecked, and
the expedition failed. During the period from 1823 to 1826,
Lieutenant Beechy sought for the passage between the two
oceans by Behring Strait, and reached latitude 71 23' N., and

longitude 154 3' W. The indefatigable Parry attempted a
fourth expedition to the north in search of the same passage ;

but it entirely failed, because he disregarded the experience of

former navigators, as well as his own in preceding voyages.
The illustration that accompanies this lesson affords an excel-

lent and accurate representation of the entrance to Port Jackson,
a magnificent harbour about nine, miles to the north of Botany
Bay, on the coast of New South Wales, where the ill-fated La
Perouse stayed for about three weeks with the vessels under his

command before he sailed on the expedition which terminated in

his death, and on the shore of which there was erected, in 1825,
a column to the memory of this unfortunate French navigator.

Botany Bay, it will be remembered, was so called by Captain
Cook from the number of plants and herbs that were found on
its coast, when he first visited it in 1770. In January, 1778,

just before La Perouse reached this spot, the first batch of con-

victs sent from England to Australia had arrived there, under

Captain Arthur Phillip, the first governor of the colony of New
South Wales. Botany Bay, however, was not found to be a
suitable spot for the settlement (which was subsequently trans-

ferred to Port Jackson), and is now known as Sydney, the metro-

polis of Australia.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. VII.

DERIVATION. PBEFIXES.

THE Saxon may be called the native English stock. The Latin

portion of our language is of foreign growth, it is an exotic. As

being of foreign growth its elements are not easily understood,

and must therefore receive the greater attention. In entering

on the necessary course of instruction, I am met by a distinction

already spoken of, namely, the distinction of simple and com-

pound words. Compound words are made up of parts. Those

parts are either simple words or particles, that is, fragments of

simple words. Country-house is a compound term consisting of

two simple words, namely, country and house. Departure is a

compound word which comprises these three particles, namely,

de-part-ure that is

de part (pars) ure.

from, part ffl termination.

Of these three particles, part is the most important, inasmuch

as it determines the specific meaning ; as you may learn by

comparing with debenture, a word exactly the same in the first

and third particle :

de
de

part
bent

ure.

ure.

In the second word the substitution of bent for part has

entirely changed the meaning. The reason is that part and leni

are the roots of the two words. Every word has a root. Some-

times tne word, especially in Saxon terms, is its own root, at

least in the actual state of the language, as heart, think, ivise.

The root is not always the middle portion as it is in departure

and debenture. In contradict, the root (dictum) is at the end,

and in mental the root is at the beginning. It is, however,

clear that in compound words three things have to be con-

sidered namely, 1, the root; 2, that which is put before the

root ; 3, that which comes after the root. That which is put

before the root is in grammar called a prefix (from the Latin

pree, before ; and figo, I fix), and that which is put after the root

is called a suffix (from the Latin sub, under; and figo, I fix).

Here, then, are three subjects to be considered namely, roots,



and suffixes. 8u/uces are sometimes called vffiatet (ad,

1:17 also bo designated
i so much fragment* of w

'
,' the specific part* of speech

in i-ach cu.-'i'. Thus i-ijlil liri-iiun-s nxiit' "'-, ''{ riyhtt

becomes rightoonsn***, ami . where tout, nets, and

.M:' HP- ad
'

the second chang-
iji-i-tivo into a noun.

.r.-o tlnvi- classes, the roots arc by for tho most nume-
roots also undergo v- :i cations from
:.!:! tho suffixes. On tlicso accounts, it scorns

desirable to stud;. EM and Miflixon bcforo wo H)

note
- into tho requisite details, I wish to make

another distinr'

tin- .!.; .--. Analyse tho word. Obvieusly
-, .i'.'V . ::, ness. Truth

i-i tli" primitive word. l!v tho addition of full (or /c
boeonit ivo; and tho adjective truthful in

made into a noun by tho uniirxntlon of the syllable ness.

I of a noun, I might have formed an adverb by subjoining

ly ; tin: '/i/. I have said that truth is tho ],

word. Frimititv is here used in opposition to tho word deriva-

la relation to its derivatives truthful, truthfully, and

trtttJifalness, tho word truth is a primitive word, for it is their

source. It is another question whether truth may not bo
reduced to a simpler form. In the same way, truthful is a

primitive term when viewci in relation to its derivative {,-tttli-

fidhj. As with human beings, each word is in turn child and

parent. Still there must bo a common stock. But genealogies
in language aro scarcely less obscure than other genealogies.
In linguistioal genealogies, authority must receive groat defer-

ence. Now tho word truth can be reduced to a simpler form,
and yet remain a word. From truth tako th, and you have tru

that i?, true. So from strength take th, and you have streng,
an old form of strong. But fowl is not a derivative word,
because you cannot reduce it to another word in a simpler form;
for, if yon remove the I or the wl, the remainder is no word at

all. Words, then, which appear to bo primitive, may bo deriva-

.nd the rule by which to ascertain whether a noun is

primitive or derivative is this : words which, on tho removal of

one or more of their letters, have a distinct meaning, are id rirn-

tives ; and words which, on the removal of one or more of their

letters, have no distinct meaning, are primitives. By the appli-
cation of this rule, wo learn that king\dom is a derivative, and
ad\ditfon a derivative ; while pen and head are primitives.
Tho prefixes and tho affixes in tho English language are nume-

rous. Without a correct acquaintance with their import, the
exact force of words can scarcely be understood. But those

prefixes and affixes are of Latin and of Saxon origin. Conse-

quently, in our attempt to ascertain their meaning, we must
borrow aid from tho Latin and from the Saxon. A few prefixes
come from the Greek, the signification of which is to be found
in tho Greek. I shall treat first of prefixes, and, for the sake of

facility of reference, take them up in alphabetical order.

PBEFIXES IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
A (an), of Saxon origin, has the force of tn or on ; as along,

alongside, aback, ahead, abed. In this sense it is used in con-

nection with present participles, as, a hunting ; that is, in or at

hunting. Tho form occurs in our common version of the Scrip-

tures, in John xxi. 3, being a relic of the^language in its older

state, such as in part it is now found in colloquial diction. The
phrase may bo exemplified, and its meaning shown by com-

paring together the renderings of different versions of this

passage:

Common Version. Simon Peter saith unto them, I go a fishing
1

.

JViclif (1380). Symount Petir seith to hem, I go to fische.

Tyndale (1534). Simon Peter sayda vuto them, I goo a fysshinge.
Oranmer (1539). Simon Peter sayeth vnto ttumi, I will go a fisshinge.
Geneva. (1557). Simon Peter sayd vnto them, I go a fysshing.
Jtheima (1582). Simou Peter saith to them, I goo to fish.

Authorised (1611). Siiuou Peter saith vato them, I goe a fishing.

Not only aro those instances curious as exhibiting varieties of

spelling, but they seem to show how thoroughly a part of the

language is this prefix in the sense now illustrated. Yet is the

usage disallowed, and by some regarded as a vulgarism. I

that the healthful sympathies of the people will do
to rentoro the original idiom* of tho English tongue.

A, of Saxoi: also used a* an intensive. An intensive

(in, on, and tcndi- '

i that which increases the force of
a word, expanding, an it wore, it* essential power. A, as an
intensive, I* of frequent use, and in exemplified in these word*,
ashamed, afraid (old form afearod), arise, amain (a and mogoa,
to be able} maebt, power, in tho German; compare the T^*f-

magnua, great). Thus Drydon

"She Mid i her brimful ey*s that ready stood.
And only wanted will to w*ep a flood,

Rslnssod their wat'ry store, and pounxl amain.
Like cloud*, low-hung, a sober show'r of rain.**

A, of Latin oriyin, meaning from, is found in the forms a, at,
abt e.g., abatement (French, abattrc, to beat d*jwn), a beating
from or down; ab\, .<, /is>r<), a shortening;
abstraction (Latin, trohu, / draw), a drawing frum, at away.

" But man the alatraci

Of all perfection which the workmanship
Of Heaven bath modelled, in himself contains
Passions of several qualities." .Ford.

A, of Greek origin, found chiefly in scientific words, has a

negative or primitive forco; that it, it reverse* the "**""g. or
denies what is implied in tho term, as acephalous (Greek,

Kftj>a\7j, pronounced k -f-a-le, head), wittout heads a term applied
in anatomy to the young of any animal born, from original
defect of organisation, inthout a head. To avoid an hiatus

(Latin, hiatus, yaping), a becomes an before a vowel ; as anarchy,
the absence of government ; government in Greek being ofxit
pronounced ar'-koy.

Ad, of Latin origin, to, passes into the forms ac, of, ag, al, an,

ap, ar, as, at that is, the terminating consonant of the prefix

is, for the sake of ease in pronunciation, changed into the initial

(Latin, initium, beginning) consonant of the noun ; e.g. :

Ad. " An adjournment is no more than a continuance of the
from one day to another, as the word (Jour, French, day) itself

signifies." Blackxtone.

Ac. "The greatness of sins is by extension and accumulation."

Jeremy Taylor.

Af.
" Tis most true

That musing meditation most n/fects
The pensive secrecy of desert-cell

Far from the cheerful haunts of men and herds." JlHttm.

Ag.
"
Corporations aggregate consist of many persons united together
into one society, and are kept up by a perpetual succession of

members, so as to continue for erer." fttacfetoM.

Al. "Then by libel (libellus, a little book), or by articles drawn oat in

a formal allegation, set forth the complainant's ground of com-

plaint." Blaclutanc.

An. " This god-like act

Annuls thy doom." JfiUon.

Ap.
" God desires that in his church, knowledge and piety, peaee sad

charity, and good order should grow and flourish ; to which

purposes he hath appointed teachers to instruct and governors
to watch over his people." Barrow.

Ar.
"
Arrogant is he that thinketh he hath those beauties hi him that

he hath not." Chaucer.

.! .,-.

" Are you discontent

With laws to which you gave your own absent ?" Pop*.

.-If.
" The most wise God hath so attempered the blood and bodies of

fishes, that a small degree of heat is sufficient to preserve ther*

due consistency and motion, and to maintain life." Bay.

Amb, of Latin or rather Greek origin, found in the Greek

a/j.<f>i (pronounced am'-fi), around, and in the Latin ambo, oott,

signifies on both sides, as ambidextrous (Latin, dexter, the right

literally, having a right hand on both sides; that is, one

who uses his left hand equally well with the right.

" Should I that am a man of law

Make use of soch a subtile claw,

London or in Exeter ;

And bo of both tides, as you were.

People would count me then, I fear,

A knavish ambodexter. Brom*.

Ami is found in the form of amph, as amphithtatrt, a theatre

of two sides or circus
; amphibious, double-lived, that is, living

on land and in v. .

Ana, of Greek origin, up, back, as in ottoefcrvmsm (Greek,

, pronounced krou'-oe, time), an error in date by which an
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event is placed too high up or too far back ; generally a devia-

tion from the order of time.

" The dresses and buildings of the time are preserved, though by

frequent anachronisms." Walpole.

The ana is found also in anagram (Greek, ypa/j./j.a, pronounced

gram'-ma, a letter), which is a word produced by the transposi-

tion of its letters, having a, meaning different from the original.

" And see where Juno, whose great name
Is Uuio in the anagram,

Displays her glittering state and chair." Ben Jonson.

Ante, of Latin origin, fee/ore, as antedate, to date before time,

to anticipate
"
Andromache, my soul's far better part,

Why with untimely sorrows heaves thy heart ?

No hostile hand can antedate my doom,
Till fate condemns me to the silent tomb." Pope's Homer.

Anti, of Greek origin (avn, pronounced an'-te, against), in

opposition to, as in antichrist, opposed to Christ
" If once that antichristian crew,

* Be crush'd and overthrown,
We'll teach the nobles how to crouch,
And keep the gentry down." Quarks.

In theology, antitype stands correlatively over against type, as

the counter-pattern to the pattern, the corresponding and com-

pleting form.

" The Mosaic law was intended for a single people only, who were
to be shut in, as it were, from the rest of the world, by a fence of

legal rites and typical ceremonies; and to be kept by that means

separate and unmixed until the great antitype, the Messiah, should

appear, and break down this fence and lay open this inclosure."

Atterbury.

The i in anti is sometimes dropped before a vowel, as in

antarctic, which means opposite to or over against the north.

COPY-SLIP NO. 43. THE WORD quill.

COPY-SLIP NO. 44. THE LETTER C.

COPY-SLIP NO. 45. THE WORD Cftn.

COPY-SLIP NO. 46. THE LETTER X.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XIII.

ITU Copy-slip No. 43 the learner is shown how the letter q is

connected with the letter 11. which may be justly termed its

inseparable companion, as there is no word in the English
language in which q appears without being immediately followed

by 11. It is just possible, however, to give a word which forms
an exception to this rule ; and to satisfy those who may be
curious on the point, and to make some slight addition to their

stock of geographical knowledge, we may at once tell our readers

that if they will take the trouble to search the map of France,
they will find it in the name of a little country town called Acqs
or Ax, whieh is situated in the department of Arriege, near the
foot of the Pyrenees, and noted for the hot springs that are

found in its neighbourhood. In writing the word qtlill, the
lonrner will find a useful exercise in carrying letters above and
"below the lines a a, bb, in the same word, the practice afforded

being similar to that which was given by the words put and

pull in Copy-slips 30 and 34.

In a former lesson (see page 173) it was remarked that

there were some letters of the writing alphabet whose form is

based on that of the letter O- These letters, which are C, X, e,

and S, may be fairly termed modifications of the letter O, in the

same way that we have the letters t and 1 as modifications of the

pot-hook or bottom-turn. The first of them, the letter C, is con>
menced about the same^distance above the line c c as the letter

O, but instead of beginning with a hair-line, a dot is first formed

from which a hair-line is carried round to the left, and the rest

of the letter is formed in the same way as the letter O, with this

exception, that the fine turn at the bottom of the letter is carried

to the right and joined to the letter that follows it, as may be

seen in Copy-slip No. 45. The dot with which the letter c is

commenced is made (the self-teacher must carefully note this),

not exactly in the same spot in which the letter o is usually

commenced, but about a hair's breadth to the left of it, and the

hair-line is carried on from the bottom of the dot, and not from
the top of it, in a direction which turns first to the right and then

upwards, after which the letter ia completed as described above.



LESSONS IN 101

sS IN GERMAN.- XII.

SECTION XXII. KB TO BE, ETC.

liui- tlio corresponding English verb, is very irregular in
< iiffuront parts having boon derived from word*

obsolete.

i aa the auxiliary to many active intransitive verbs

such as fommen, geben, etc., where bateti cannot (like h<r

Uh) bo substituted, as: Or ifl gefommcn, ho ia oome. (J

ift iicijan^tn, he ia gone. ( 71. ::

t i it ia employed as the auxiliary in its own conjugation
as : 3$ bin goocfcn, I have boon ; literally, I am boon. For com-

conjugation, see 72. L'.

CONJUGATION Or THE PERFECT TENSE OF ft tit, fommen,
AND ge^en.

3$ Hn gerocfen, I have been , n?tr finb gewefen, wo have been.
Tu ti|l Qeivefen, thou hast boon ; ibr fcib gcrocfcn,'you hare been.

<5r ifl gewcfcn, ho has been ; fie finb geroefen, they have been.

3* tin gefemmen, I have come ; n?ir fiitt gefemmen, wo have come
u till gcfoimnen, thou hast il;r feib gefommcn, you have
como ; come,

(fr i|l gefomntcn, he has come ; fit ftitt gefommen, they have come.

3$ bin geaangen, I have gone ; nnr ftnb gcgangen, wo have gone.
ITu till gcgangen, thou hast gone; tb,r feib gegangcn, you have gone.
<5r ift gcgaugen, ho has gone ; fie futb gcgangen, they have gone.

VOCABULABY.

ffierltn', n. Berlin.

JBleibeit, to remain.

SBringen, to bring.

a, there.

S)reten, n. Dresden.

Sltegcn, to fly.

3rictricf;,Tn. Frederick

dHauben, to believe.

3tmanb, somebody,

EXKUCIBK 84.

1. Is your water who gare DM tbM flower* [Sim*] a* boa*?
2. No, aha haa gone into the country. 3. Than baa MOB ome-

dy in the garden. 4. Do you read* in Berlin r 5. No, I
reside in Dresden. 6. The Queen hiw returned [ytridytmmn]
."rom Belgium [von Celgitn]. 7. Do you know the merchant who
came from Vienna P 8. Yea, I know him. 9. Too hare had
little pleasure [weitig 'Serjnu^n ] on your journey [9tctft] ; you bar*
not boon far [nxit had more pleasure than we had,
but wo hare been an much pleaaed [cfreafo vctgragt] a* yon.

SECTION XXIII.-VABIOUS IDIOMS.

The word $au. without the article, when preceded by ae$,
answers to our "homo "

after verbs of motion, aa : Qrr geft na$
& a u f t, he ia going home.
3u auft auawera to oar "at home," aa: Gr i ju Vouft, he ia

at horn*.

U3ei (with) ia commonly used with verbs of rest, and "(P'far
(with a pronoun following) at one's house or place of basiness,
oa : (Sr njobnt bet un, he lives at our house. 3$ faufu rt M
mcincm Setter, I bought it at my cousin's.

3)1 i t (with) ia chiefly uaod with verbs of motion, as : 34 gtfc
mit ibm, I am going with him.

3u 3emanten gcb.cn signifies, frequently, to go to the house or
residence of some one, as : 3c$ aebe ;u tntincm Cbtim, I am going
to my uncle's. SBoUen it tytutt Went ^u un fcntmen ? will you
come to our house this evening ? ( 112. 3. 7. 8. 13.)

1. Derfelbe (the same) is compounded of tec and ftlbtr. It
ia inflected precisely like terjenige.

in. cage.
i Jtenntn, to know, to

be acquainted
with.

.Roinmtn, to come.

I'aufen, to run.

SDiarft, m. market.

9la$rtrbt, /. news.

$reu$tn, n. Prussia.

anybody. JRintfleifc^, n. beef.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Scbnct, m. snow,

etyrciben, to write.
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jcncr tft fieufc fef;r (abm. 10. SBent fdjtcfen ie ben fdjencn 3ling ? 11

3fy fcfjicfe t^n bent SJZanne, n>eld;en ie fo fetyr getobt I;a0cn. 12. -fcakn

@ic bie grcunbe meineS JBrubev! getofct ? 13. 3a, id; fyabc fie getofct. 14

abcn ie btcfclfcen nid;t gclicbt ? 15. 3d? fyafce
eine Heine @d>n>efter

tt>e(d;c id; Itcfee; lie&en @ie bicfelfee ? 16. 2)er %im liefct (einen Sleffen

abet berfet&e tft untanfbar. 17. 3)er SJater Uef>t feinen Heinen o!)n, line

betfetbe gut tft. 18. SBarum fmb fo ie(e tuwm in bcr Statt? 19

SQ3eU fie "S bem JTricge gefommen ftnb. 20. SBarum liefccn uitS unfen

<ltcrn ? 21. 2Bei( n)ir ifjre Jlinfcer fmb. 22. 3u n>em ge(;cn ic ? 23

3d; gefye $u meinem SSetter. 24. 2)lit ioem gef;cn ie ? 25. 3d; gcfje mit

mcinem SSkuber.

EXERCISE 36.

1. Is your brother at homo ? 2. Yes, but he is ill. 3. Where
have you bought this watch ? 4. I bought [gefaitft] it of the

watchmaker. 5. These rings are beautiful, will you give me one

of thorn ? 6. The troops which went to Leipsic returned yes-

terday. 7. The teacher loves the boy, because ho writes beaiiti-

fully. 8. Do you go to your parents ? 9. I go with my brother

10. These children love their teacher, because he is good to

them. 11. Do you require my books any longer ? 12. I wili

give you them back [juntcf] to-morrow.

LESSONS ARITHMETIC. XIII.
DECIMALS (continued).

6. IT is evident, also, from the explanations given in Lesson

XII., that to multiply a decimal by any power of 10, we need

only move the decimal point as many places to the right as

there are ciphers in the multiplier. For example :

345S7 x 100 is 34'567.

Tor -34567 x 100 - iVJaVo x 100 = Vol" = 34'567.

Similarly, to divide a decimal by any power of 10, we must
move the decimal point as many places to the left as there are

ciphers iu the divisor. If there are more ciphers in the divi.sor

than there are places in the decimal, we must prefix a sufficient

number of ciphers (Art. 5). For example :

456-329 + 100 is 4'56329.

For *58^?29--rz- = isow? 4-56329*X \<M 1000 x 10y loiwuu

329 * 100 is -00329.

399
For ^2 =- - 32J = -00329* or 100 1000 x 100 10UUUO

Here, in order to move the decimal point two places to the left,

we must place two ciphers before 3, the first significant digit of

the dividend.

EXHECISE 29.

1. Express as decimals

I- A, TSo, fS-

2. 25/ff, Via, 9ro53o-
3. 7^0, 43iAA^, 3 wjiiVa. 9fJ-^;ii,

7
;a.

2. Express as fractions, or mixed numbers

1. '32, -246, -3624.

2. -03687, "00046.

3. 42-068, -007006, 1-100492, 'OOOW08.

3. Multiply and also divide each of the decimals in the pre-

ceding examples by 100 and by 1 0000.

4. Divide '1 and 40'0059 by 10000 and also by 10000000.
5. Express as fractions or mixed numbers the following

decimals :

82344

13236

46274

00368

00009

17-401

23-07

81-4339

90-0104

12-683

20-064

35-0072

67-4008 .

9-0007

6-00754

3-0463

2-306843

1-710236

2-463126

6-004534

9-000028

8-001249

0-100010

4-306702

1-13004

9-203167

9-2000076

8-0403842

4-3008004

7-4627350

1-0006003

5-8493001

6. Write the fractional part of the following mixed numbers
in decimals :

1. 30^ 1 3. Sj'Jjj I 5. 41 T
=
,^, 5

2. 72^% 4. ISyiftky 6. B^,*^
7. Addition of Decimals.

To add together 28'35, 345-3294, -0018, and 6'4.

Write the units under units, tenths under tenths, ete.; or,

what is the same thing, write the decimal points under one
another, and then proceed to add thus : 8 ten thousandths and
4 ten thousandths are 12 ten thousandths, i.e., 1
thousandth and 2 ten thousandths

; write down 2
under ihz ten thousandths' place, and carry the 1 to
the ness cciimiu of figures, as in simple addition.
The same method will evidently apply for all the

columns, since the value of each place of figures in-

creases tenfold from loft to right. The decimal point in the
answer mil clearly fall under the column of decimal points.
We oay also exhibit the process thus :

28-Sfs = Iff, 345-3294 = si^, -0018 = IJ^5, 6-4 = %.

And -bnerefcre reducing all these fractions to a common denomi-
nator, IOOO&, cad adding them, we get for their sum-

28-35

345-3294

0018

6-4

380-0812

283500 + 3453294 + 18 +64000
10000

= 380-0812.

Hence we get the following
Rule for tJie Addition of Decimals.
Write the decimals under one another, so that the decimal

points may fall under each other. Begin at the right hand, or
column of the lowest order, and add as in simple addition,
placing the decimal point in the row of figures so obtained
under the other decimal points.

EXERCISE 30.

1. Find the sum of the following decimals :

1. 25-7, 8-339, 23'OoG, and 57'145.

2. -001G2, -1701, 325, 27031, and 3'000701.

3. 1-03041, 6-578031, 2-4178, and 472103.
4. 467-3004, 28-78249, 1-29468, and 3782il.
5. 293-0072, 89-00301, 29-84567, 924'00369, and 72'39602.

6. 394-01, 81-928, 3624 '8103, 640'203, and 51216291-30003.
7. 36-258, 2-0675, 382'45, and 7'3984.

8. 327o4, 5-78, 16'0037, and 49 '3046.

9. 4-25, ti 293, 4'612, 3S'07, 2'056, 3'248, and 1'62.

10. 35-7603, 47-0070, 129'03, 100'007, and 20'32.

11. 24-6434, SOO'7, 29'461, 1-7506, and 3'45.

12. 45-001, 163-4231, 20-3045, 634-2104, and 234'90213.

13. 1-721311, 8-620047, 51720345, 2'684, and 62-304607.

14. 1-293062, 3-OOOi2, 97003146, 3'600426, 7-0040031, and 87200489.

2. Add together the following, after writing them as decimals:

1. 45 thousandths, 6 millionths, 9 tenths, and 11 ten millionths.

2. 25 huudredtlis, 8 tenths, 65 thousandths, 16 hundredths, 142

thousandths, and 39 huiidredths.

3. 9 tenths, 92 hundredths, 1C2 thousandths, 489 thousandths, and
92 millionths.

4. 29 hundredths, 7 millionths, 62 thousandths, and 12567 ten
millionths.

5. 95 thousandths, 61 millionths, 6 tenths, 11 hundredths, and 265

hundred thousandths.
6. 1 tenth, 2 hundredths, 16 thousandths, 7 millionths, 26 thou-

sandths, 95 ten milKonths, and 7 ten thousandths.

7. 96 hundred thousandths, 92 millionths, 25 hundredths, 45 thou-

sandths, and 7 tenths.

8. Subtraction of Decimals.

It is evident, from the remarks we have made with respect to

the addition of decimals, that the process of subtraction will be

performed in exactly the same way as in simple subtraction.

Thus, to subtract 3'275 from G'14, we write the decimal

points under each other, as in the margin, adding a cipher
to 6"14 for convenience, to make the number of decimal

places correspond with that of the number to be sub-

tracted. We then say borrowing 1 (really ^ or jJJk)

Torn the next highest order of figures, as in simple addi-

tion 5 from 10 leaves 5, then 8 from 14 leaves 6, and so on,
;he decimal point in the row of figures obtained falling under
ho other decimal points.
We may also exhibit the process as follows :

6-140

3-275

2-865

6-14 - 3.97CA'd 10

Therefore 6'14 3-275 = TJOO-
=

fSSo
=

06s. The methods of simple addition and subtraction apply
:o decimals, because the only condition upon which their truth

depends is, that the places of figures should increase in value

n a tenfold ratio from right to left, which is the case with

decimals.
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::CIHK 31.

1 Find tho diflforenoo in the following pairs of doeimak :

md -799W.

3. 450-05W I

.

Jl-87 and -ftc

oSSHOl an.l

7. 100-530 ui,

9. 1 in

10. 10 and -000001.

and -0000001.

n. Band -MM*
iv i..;', ..ui ;... i.

,0050 and W393.
17. 702784 and 29-84384.

-W001 and -ooul.

19. -0000004 and '00004.

.-i. j.'iMi.i OHM.
21. 24681 find -87083.

22. 25 and -25.

23. -00045 and 45.

24. -00000099 and 99.

2. Subtract tho leas from the greater of tho fallowing

numbers :

1. 7 hundred and 7 hunJrodths.
In and -10 thousandths.

3. 95 thousandths aud 909 ten thousandths.

V 1 billionth :ml 1 trilUonth.

5. 1 thousandth and 1 millionth.

liOHsandths.

'nillions and 250 thousandths.

8. 2874 milliontliH and 211 billionths.

1 hundred thousandths and 154 inillionths.

8. Find tho valuo of 3-1-203 - '0049 -f -175 - 17'5.

4. Find tho value of 356'001 - 219-123 - -0303 + 1-00007.

ESSAYS ON LIFE AND DUTY. II.

THERE is a sense of accountability in every human breast.

Savage and civilised races alike manifest its existence. The

degree of its intensity, as a power, may differ, but it is aa much
an integral part of the moral nature of man, as the eye and
the ear are parts of his physical economy. All injustice is

contrary to our moral sense. It may be indulged to gratify

passion, pride, ambition, covetousneas ; but it is condemned

by the high court of judicature within, and sooner or later

injustice brings its terrible penalty with it. Naboth's vine-

yard may be unjustly secured by covetous pillage, but neither

the groves nor the grapes can minister lasting happiness : the

gnawing sense of wrong will be awakened. That which a
man sows he if. sure to reap. This fine and delicate sense,

it is admitted, may bo dimmed by ignorance, darkened by
superstition, and sometimes, by long neglect, it may but slumber
in the breast ; but it never dies out. All nations havo more or

less honoured the God-given sentiment of justice. Tho Greeks

had their Justitia, called Astraea and Themis ; tho Romans had
a goddess, which was at one time an abstraction rather than a

deity possessing personality. The coins, however, that have
been preserved, represent Justice as a maiden wearing a diadem,

holding a sword and scales. Sometimes sho is represented as

holding in tho one hand a cup, and in the other a sceptre. Nor
can we forget that in the earlier ages of history, three years
before Xerxes invaded Greece, the Athenians hastened to call to

their political councils, and to tho command of their armies, one
who had before received the memorable cognomen of Aristides

tho Just. It need scarcely be said that the Scriptures also are

full of honours paid to tho just.

Nothing is so mean as injustice. Lacking tho element of

justice in character, no other qualification will be of much
avail. Generosity is only a misnomer where justice is set at

nought. If we give prodigally to some whilst we are defrauding
others, wo are not generous but merciless. Injustice, however,
does not merely relate to our dealings in material commodities,
it appertains to our estimates of each other, to our expressions
concerning each other, and to all the aspects of our common
life. We may do the very greatest injustice to others even

by the suppressio vcri, or the mere keeping back of truth con-

cerning them. Justice is of immense importance to nations.
The preservation of treaties, the payment of bonds and interests
on national loans is of the highest moment to the reputation
of any people, and tho infraction of just principles is sure to
work out national punishment in tho loss of credit and prestige.
As it is with nations, so it is with individuals. Men como to
Bhrink with disdain from the wilfully unjust, and the old

proverb reoeirM it* fulfilment in human history,
" When God

loathe* aught, men ooino presently to loathe it

the administration of the law U a glory to any
people. It U well known that in tho degenerate day* of Borne

! -nit were in the guilty habit of receiving bribe*, ami it

is neediest to 4&y that at thin period the national character

had degenerated, when other things beside the ermine of

justice were dragged in the dirt English law is above BUS-

picion for purity and honour in ita administration. Trial by
jury answers to a very large extent the high ends of justice,

whilst the Courts of Equity, now so much moro used than in

olden days, save the caiwe of troth from being lout by men
legal quibbles and technicalities.

Justice in commercial life in the very cement of society. When
it is infringed upon by wrong-doing, depression settles down on
trade and commerce, and for thin single reason, that in civilised

states of society all bartering and exchanging is carried on upon
credit, which is only another word for confidence ; if, therefore,

that be damaged, it is easy to see how all the interests of the

nation must Buffer with it Then only are we safe from paltry

jobbery and trickery, when we can honestly say,
"
I hate op-

pression and robbery."
We are not to be just only because it will be rewarde 1

and hereafter : we are t > do right because it is right. At the

same time we cannot conceal from ourselves the fact that in the

system of tilings in which we live there are rewards accompanying
an upright life such as no wealth can purchase. To be looked

upon as unimpeachable for integrity, and unquestionable concern-

ing justice, is to havo that atmosphere of respect around as which
can only be ensured by persistent continuance in well-doing.

Injustice, whatever form it assumes, apart from its inner.

penalties, will bring coldness and suspicion with it, acu
lose two of the sweetest enjoyments of life the sense of an

approving conscience, and the good name which, we are told on

the highest authority, is rather to be chosen than silver er gold.

Only quibblers ask,
" What is justice ?

"
They try to eet

aside its claims by casuistical questions concerning its nature.

Justice is, in a word, the practice of those essentially Christian

maxims, doing unto others as we would they should do unto

us, and loving our neighbour as ourselves. Wo have treated of

justice first amongst the moral principles in our consideration of

life and duty, because we have in it the basis of national, as it

is of individual, prosperity and honour. Above all, let ns re-

member that it is this faculty in the moral sense which, whilst

it ensures for us tho favour of man, keeps ns also in the fear

of God.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. VIL
To draw Fig. 51, proceed as follows : draw the horizontal liu%

H L, arrange the P s, and place the point a where the corner of

the wall crosses the horizontal line ; next, the points d and

the perpendiculars passing through them. As the arch is semi-

circular, its centre will bo at h, perpendicular to t, found by the

intersection of the diagonal lines / k and b m; the point h is then

the radiating point for the points of the stones forming the

arch. If the arch were lower, as Fig. 52, draw the chord 06;
from the centre d mark the required height c J, draw c o and
c b, bisect a c and c 6 by the lines fe and g e, a will then bo the

centre of tho circle of which a e b is a segment; the lines

1, 2, 3, 4, etc., will radiate at e. To bisect a line, as f 6 in Fig.

52, from c and b, with the same distance in the compasses make
arcs to cut one another in p and s ; through these points p and

draw a straight line, which will bisect the line c 6, that is, it will

divide it into two equal parts.
It will be seen that the heights of many kinds of arches are

regulated by their diameters ; the two pointed arches, Figs. 53

and 54, will exemplify this. Let the diameter of the pointed
horse-shoe arch, Fig. 53, be a 6, bisect it in t, and draw to any

length e /; bisect a e in c, and e b in d ; from c, with the radios

c 6 (or distance of c b taken with tho compasses), describe the arc

b j; also from d, with the same radius, describe the arc a/. Tho

higher-pointed arch, called the early English, Fig. 54, radiates

from a and b, with the distance a b producing the arcs a d and b d.

The scmi-eUiptical airJi, Fig. 55. Let a b be the diameter
-,

bisect a b in e by tho line c d ; bisect b and e a in the points

/ and g ; from /, with the radius /<7, draw the arc g h, and from

g, with the same radius, draw the aro fh; draw from h, through
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/, the line h m, and through g the line h n ; from /, with the

radius / b, draw the arc b i ; from g, with the radius g a, draw the

arc a k ; and from h, with the radius h i, draw the arc i & ;

afeibwill be the arch required. It will be noticed that the

radiation of the joints of the stones composing these various

arches, is to the centres from ivhich the cwcs themselves are drawn.

We give these few instances of the principles upon which arches

are constructed, in order to assist the pupil when drawing a

building from the object, or from a copy where these facts are

not indicated by additional lines, to understand at once how ho

is to proceed in free-hand drawing, when placing his points of

direction or arrangement. "VVe shall have frequent occasion to

seek for help in Geometrical Problems, as they so materially
assist us in our explanations, and we hope the pupil also in

comprehending them ; we desire, therefore, that the pupil will

practically go through the few problems given, in order to fix

the principles of construction permanently in his mind. To
draw an arch in perspective that is, in a retiring position the

points of the arch and the points which help us in the construc-

tion must all be used, as they are when the arch (like Figs. 51

to, 55) is in a parallel position. We will first give an example
of a single retiring arch (Fig. 56), and then a group of them
under different arrangements. Draw the horizontal line H L, and
the line a b; from a draw a line to the v p ; this wiH determine

the length of the line c d ; these are the perpendicular heights
from which the arch springs. To find the centre, e, draw c b and
a d, draw e g, and mark /, the height of the arch. The difficulty

will be to find the point p in the curve fa, this curve not being
so straight as/c; through/ draw the line mk from the vanish-

ing point ; continue d c to m, and b a to Jc; draw the curve /c,

observing its distance from the line (or chord) cf; draw mi,
cutting the curve / c in r, draw i k ; through r from the v p draw
the line o n, cutting U i in p ; fp a will be then the course of the

curve to form the remainder of the arch ; the outer edge of the

arch, t m g k I, can be understood from the drawing ; all the

joints of the arch will radiate, as in Fig. 54, those fooin a to g
in c, and, those from c to g in a ; the horizontal lines of the

wall will vanish, as previously explained, at the point v p. If

the arch had been a semi-circular one, the joints of the arch
would then have radiated in the perspective centre i. So the

pupil will see that to accomplish the difficulties of a retiring

arch, he must first dot in that which may be termed the scaffold-

ing or perspective, and build his arch upon it.

Fig. 57 represents the interior of a tower having recesses

crowned by pointed arches. After the instructions given for

the single arches, it will not be difficult to understand the

principles of drawing these.

LESSONS IN LATIN. VII.

NOUNS OF THE SECOND DECLENSION, ETC.

THE second declension is known by the ending of the genitive
singular in i. The terminations of the nominative are us, er,

ir, and um ; of these terminations us, er, ir, are masculine, and
um is neuter; that is, nouns ending in us, er, ir, are of the
masculine gender, and nouns ending in urn are of the neuter
gender.

SECOND DECLENSION.

Sign i in the Genitive Singular.

CASE-ENDINGS.
LATIN. ENGLISH. LATIN. ENGLISH.

Coses. Singular. Cases. Plural.
N. tts, 6r, Ir, am, (subject) N. I, &, (subject)
G. i, of G. orum, of
D. 6, to or for. D. is, to or. for.
Ac. um, (object) Ac. 6s, a, {objeet)
V. 6, 6r, Ir, iim, 0! V. I, a, 01
Ab. 6, by, etc. Ab. Is by, u-ith or/i-om.

A few remarks will make the meaning of the above table
clear. First, let us speak of the singular. In the nominative
there are four terminations. The arrangement is meant to
show that of all these four i is the genitive-ending, and o the

dative-ending. In the nominative plural, there are two ter-

minations. The arrangement is meant to show that of both
these orum is the genitive-ending, and is the dative-ending.
The dative-ending and the ablative-ending is the same, being in

the singular o, and in the plural -is. In both the singular and

the plural, three cases are alike in nouns ending in um. These
three cases are the nominative, the accusative, and the vocative,
which in the singular end in um, and in the plural in a.

I subjoin an instance of each of the four terminations, thus:

hortus, a. garden, has the first termination ; puer, a boy, the
second ; vir, a man, the third ; bellurn, war, the fourth.

Coses.

N.
G.
D.

Ac.

V.

EXAMPLES IN THE SECOND DECLENSION.

Singular.

hortus, garden, puer, a boy. vir, a man. bellum, war.

horti, of a garden, pueri, of a boy. viri, of a man. belli, of war.

horto, to a garden, puero, to a boy. viro, to a man. bello, to war.

hortum, a garden, puerum, a boy. viritm, a man. bellum, war.

horte, garden/ puer, boy/ vir, man.' bellum, Owar!
Ab. horto, by a garden, puero, by a boy. viro, by a man. bello, by war.

Cases. Plural.

N. horti, gardens. pueri, boys. viri, men. bella, wars.

G. hortorum, of gar- pueromm, of virorum, of bellorum, of
dens. boys. men. wars.

D. hortis, to gardens, pueris, to boys, viris, to men. bellis, to wars.
Ac. hortos, gardens. pueros, boys. viros, men. bella, wars.

V. horti, gardens/ pueri, boys! viri, men.' bella, wars.'

Ab. hortis, by gardens, pueris, by boys, viris, by men. bellis, by u-ars.

In ager, afield, and some other nouns, the c is rejected in all

the cases except the nominative and vocative singular. Thus,
ager makes in the genitive singular agri :

Cases. Singular. Cases. Plural.

N. ager, a field. N. agri, fields.

G. agri, of a field. G. agrorum, of fields.

D. agro, to a field. D. agris, to yields.

Ac. agrum, a field. Ac. agros, fields.

V. ager, field I V. agri, yields .'

Ab. agro, by a yield. Ab. agris, by fields.

Adjectives have terminations similar to the nouns of the first

and second declension. Thus, bonus, good, is declined like

hortus, a garden, in the following manner :

Cases. Singular. Cases. Plural.

N. bonus hortus, a good garden. N. boni horti, good gardens, [dens.
G. boni horti, of a good garden. G. bonorum hortorum, of good gar-
D. bono horto, to a good garden. D. bonis hortis, to good garde?is.

Ac. bonum hortum, a good garden. Ac. bonos hortos, good gardens.
V. bone horte, good garden .' V. boni horti, good gardens !

Ab. bono horto, by a good garden. Ab. bonis hortis, by good gardens.

Write out the following adjectives and nouns according to

these models :

Bonus ager.
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the masculine gender, and is declined lik a noun masculine

mnpla is of IK gender,
nod like a first dunlciBsrion i

nder, and is declined like a

of the second declension. I subjoin the full <!-

>m. Like it are declined all adjectives
in ; which uro Haiti to have tlireu ternn

: that Htich threo terminations, u, a, um, et'., tin -y

rrvxs OF TIHCKE TERMINATIONS or THE FIRST ANU
SECOND DECLE.N

EXAMPLE. Amplus, m. ; ampla, f. ; amplum, n. ; large.

Sinj\il:r. Plural.

M. F. If. M. F. X.

N. amplu* ampla atnplmiv ampli ampla amplu
G. ainpli ainpl.e ampli amplorum amplirum amplorum
J>. u;:i!.: i

iini|il,f! ampl ampli* ampli* amplu
Ac. umpl i:u amplaw amplum amplo* ampla* ampla
V. anijil) ainpli amplum ampli nniplie amplu
Ab. ampb ampla amplo amplu amplis amplu

This form and other similar forms I advise you to learn

by heart in three ways ; first, vertically, that is, from top to

bottom; you will thus see tho identity in form of the adji rtive

with tho corresponding noun. Then learn it from tho left hand
to the right ; thus, amplus, ampla, amplum ; learning the

singular first, and then tho plural. Finally, learn tho case-

endings in the same two ways ; thus :

Colo, 3, I <m!MMl, I

Committo, 3, I fcUmst.

Celoriter, *u

Equus, -i, m., a liom.

Fecundus, -a, -urn,

fruitful.
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ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. VI.

THE EAE (concluded).

WE have to search for the orifice of the ear of birds beneath

the feathers. In a few cases, as in the owl and wild turkey, a

circle of feathers surrounds the ear-hole ; but generally there is

no external indication of an ear. On examination, however, a

zone of fine feathers with peculiarly fine barbs, through which

the air passes readily, is found round the ear. Internally, the ear

is not unlike that of brutes, except in the following particulars.

The cochlea is rudimentary, that is, it is not developed into a

coiled double canal, but is only a slight process from the vesti-

bule, occupied by two cylinders of fine cartilage, representing
the two staircases, but of very simple form. The semi-circular

canals are similar and similarly disposed, except that two of

/ them, the horizontal and one of the vertical ones, communicate
where they cross one another. The most marked difference is

that the chain of ossicles is reduced to one long one, forked at

its tympanic end, and stretching right from the membrane of

the oval hole to the cartilage of the drum-membrane. The
whole organ is very compact and embedded in bone, and even

the canal whieh runs from the tympanum to open at the top of

the throat is of bone.

No one can doubt that the sense of hearing in birds is keen
and appreciative. Indeed, if the correlation between the capa-

bility of producing a variety of sounds and the appreciation of

the same be as close as we should naturally suppose it to be,

the sense of hearing in our song birds is most exquisite. If the

hen nightingale experiences a corresponding happiness in listen-

ing to the song of her mate to that wliich he evidently feels

while his little throat is pouring forth its changeful notes ; or if

either of them can appreciate the impressions produced by the
varied music, ranging as they do from a sweet melancholy to a

thrilling joy, then these little summer visitants have an avenue
to a constant pleasure, and by the possession of this they make
a nearer approach to us than we have been disposed to admit as

possible to any of the lower animals. That such should be the
case may seem in the highest degree improbable to some minds ;

yet, before it is dismissed as a sentimental fancy, it should be
remembered that our greatest naturalists hold it as a principle
that a species is endowed with no habit or instinct, no product
or power, which is solely for the benefit of other species in

fact, that the primary use of every such endowment is for the

advantage of the species which possesses it ; and if in the great
harmony of Nature other species benefit from it, this is inci-

dental, though not accidental. The bee makes honey for its

own community, though man and the brown bear despoil its

comb. Though leather and fur are so useful and almost indis-

pensable to us, they were more useful and wholly indispensable
to the beast that they once clothed. By analogy, therefore (to
which there is no counter analogy), when we listen delighted to
the strains of the nightingale in May, we may infer that the

brooding bird experiences a yet more exquisite delight. So
general is this principle, that it is considered certain that every
species which produces sounds for its own sake, and dis-

connected with other necessary movements of the body, also

possesses an organ of hearing.
The class of cold-blooded animals called reptiles, and which is

ill represented except in the tropics, contains creatures of very
different structure. The higher of these animals are more like
to birds than to the lower members of their own class, and these

again have a close resemblance in some respects to fish. Hence,
as in the case of the eye, the ear of a typical reptile cannot be
described as the ear of the class, because there are such great
differences in this organ. Thus, the ear of the crocodile is

almost precisely like that of a bird, and it is only in the means
of letting the air into the -tympanic cavity that there is much
difference. The crocodile while it lives in the water breathes
air, and it is provided with a means of drowning its prey under
water while it is itself inhaling the air. This is effected by the
channels of the nostrils being carried far back before they com-
municate with the throat, while a double valve in front of the
communication closes and cuts off the throat from the mouth.
By holding the prey crossways, and far back against the corners
of its widely-gaping jaws, it keeps it under water while its own
long snout and nostrils are thrust above the surface. Now we
have seen that the tympanic cavity must be supplied with air, and
water moist be excluded from it ; hence the Eustachi&n tube, or

rather complicated system of tubes, is carried backward instead
of forward, and opened by a single orifice, behind the hind opening
of the nostrils, into the throat, and therefore behind the valve,
and the opening is on a projection and closed by a half-moon-

shaped valve. Every precaution is thus supplied to exclude the
water from, and include the air in, the tympanic cavity. Lizards,
turtles, and also frogs, have a drum and drum-membrane ; but
this is on a level with the rest of tho skin, so that there is no
ear-hole, and in the case of the turtle the drum-membrane is

covered by that hard scale which is next but one above the
corner of the mouth. In the serpent there is no drum-membrane
or air cavity ; the long bone running from the oval hole through
a cellular substance, and fastened by cartilage to the sealy
skin ; while in some of the lower fish-shaped reptiles the oval
hole is brought right up to the surface, to the exclusion of drum,
drum-membrane, and ossicles.

In tracing the organ, then, throughout this class, we have
gradually lost all the outer courts of the ear, and also what
remnant of a cochlea was left.

In the bony fishes all these parts are wanting, as might be
supposed ; but the ear, instead of being brought to the surface,
is walled up by the bones of the large skull. If the roof of the
skull of a fish be removed, a central compartment will be seen,
much too large for the small brain, and on either side, at the back
part, a large chamber, which communicates with the central one,
and in which the large main portion of tho ear is lodged ; while
the three semi-circuiar canals springing from this part by dilated

bags run, two of them upward into tubular hollows ef the skull-

bones, and then unite to run into the same vestibular sack

by a more central communication, while the third is horizontal
and runs outward. Tho main vestibular sack has itself several

compartments which sometimes communicate with it only by
narrow constricted necks, and in these are found the otolites, or

ear-stones, which are suspended over the parts to which the
strands of the ear-nerve are most largely distributed. These
ear-stones are no longer fragmentary particles, as in tho case of

mammals, or soft chalk, as in the internal ears of frogs, but

dense, hard, pearly bodies, one of which is of large size, and is

represented in the engraving with its concave, streaked side

towards the observer, this side being upward when in its natural

position.
In illustration of what has been said concerning the advantage

of causing the sound waves to be reverberated in air, a peculiar
connection between the labyrinth and the internally situated

air-bladder of some fish ought to be mentioned. In the carp,

each ear-sack sends a passage to a central cavity in the base of

the skull, and this has two bags at its hind end, all filled with

fluid, as the cavity of the ear is, and from these a chain of three

bones runs to the bladder. In the little fish called the loach,

which is one of the first captives obtained by the searcher of

the little pools left by the retreating tide, the air-bladder seems

to be retained solely to minister to the ear ; and in the herring
the bladder itself sends processes to be applied to other pro-

cesses sent to meet them from the vestibule.

In the other great order of fish distinguished from the fore-

going ones by the general character of the skeleton, this being
not bony, but grisly from the fact that elastic cartilage is not

so resonant a body, and not so good a conductor of sound, as

bone, other appliances are given to bring the ear in closer

relation to the external water, whence the sounds come. Tho
whole labyrinth is closely surrounded by gristle, and in sharks

from the gristle cavity a canal runs to the top of the head, and
is there closed by the skin. In the ray, a canal runs from the

union of the two semi-circular canals to a similar orifice. Both
of these canals are of course filled, not with air, but with fluid,

that of the shark being filled with what is called perilymph, or

external fluid, and that of the ray with endolymph, or internal

fluid.

So much has been conjectured, and so little is really known,
about the organ of hearing in the invertebrate classes, that it

is scarcely advisable to enter upon the subject in a popular
publication. The great diversity of sounds produced by insects,

some of which, like the cicada (which makes the Italian coppices

ring perpetually with its loud, grating cry), have very elaborate

contrivances for the production of noises, makes it almost certain

that this large order of the jointed animals have the sense of

hearing. On the other hanov the almost universal muteness of

the mollusca might have led ua to suppose that the organ of
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hearing would bo wanting to them. Yet, strange to say, whilo

1, tint Hunt t hearing in innoct* in still ondetermined.

j"iutod appendages of the head, have been
l..dknl uj. -:i as tho neat of the sense of hearing:, but

io baHol joint or tho terminal one in a matter
in. I in ono instance it wan supposed to have been

:it tho hip joint of tho front pair of legs a singular
!, it must bo confeased. To show tho difficulty of dotor-

matters, wo have {riven a sketch of tho external

.if two supposed organs of sense in tho common lobster.

The lit protuberance, with a holo through the shell at

tho summit, \\hirh i> closed by a nn-mliriiii 1

, beneath wh.

little bag of llui.l with a nerve running to it, which is found on

problems may be thus propounded : What itroctur**, in the
nh, are the representatives of the ossicles of the tympanum
called the hammer (malleus) and anvil (incut) in the "^Bir-ml ?
To this question an answer U given by BOOM of onr best
anatomists which is almost startling from its strangeness, bat

hi.-ii, on further examination, has much to support it. These
anatomists affirm that the two bones, which form the joint of
the lower jaw in the fish, are the representatives of the hammer
and anvil, taken out, so to speak, of the ear-dram, much enlarged
and np|>lii to quite a different purpose. Such question* as
these require much research to determine them, and are only
mentioned hero to give a slight insight into the difrhH+W found
in unravelling tho plan of Nature, though there U undoubtedly
a plan in all her works.

I. BONE CONTAINING THE EAR OP A BABBIT. II. EAR-BONE OF THE WHALEBONE WHALE, ONE-FOURTH NATURAL SIZE. ITL INTERVAL EAII
OF A BIRD. IV. EAB OF A COD. V. EAB-STONB OF COD. VI. UNDER SIDE OF LONG ANTENNA OF A LOBSTER. Vn. UFFER SIDE OF
SHORT ANTENNA OF A LOBSTER.

Et to Nos. in Figs. II. 1, tympanic bone ; 2, its point of attachment to the skull. III., IV. 1, cochlea; 2, vestibule : 3, oral hole ; 4, 5, G,

semi-circular canals; 7, sack of ear-stone. VI., VII. 1, organs of sense.

the Tinder side of tho first joint of the first, or long, pair of

antennae, has been long considered the organ of hearing. Now,
however, the opinion seems to prevail that this is an organ of

Email, while that found opening on tho upper side of the first

joint of tho second, or short, pair of antcnnse, is now thought to
bo the true car. In scorching for the ear, the presence of hard
bodies suspended by threads in a sack containing liquid, and
capable of striking upon a nerve filament, is considered as

characteristic and indicative of an ear, just as the expansion of
a norve in front of black pigment and behind a transparent
membrane is thought to denote an eye. The first-named
structure is found in the organ of the lobster lost described,
but not in the other.

It will be eeen that much remains to be mode out about the
ear, and the subject is extremely difficult to study. Indeed,
some of the most perplexing problems of the comparative
anntomiat peem to be associated with the ear. Ono of tho

The temporal bones which, in man, lodge tho internal and

support tho external ears, and besides these functions, close in

the brain-case at the sides, send out strong buttresses forward to

strengthen the bones of the face, ud others to sling tho throat

bones upon, and also give attachment to the lower jaw ore the

most difficult bones in the body to describe and remember.

Many vessels and nerves enter them by numerous holes, and
these subdivide and find their way out in such strange ways,
that many a poor medical student has trembled when, in 04.

examination, a temporal bone has been placed in his hand.

These bones are no doubt composed of many elements which are

distinct in reptiles, birds, and fish: but, to moke confusion

worse confounded, the student of comparative anatomy finds on

the ono hand that Professor Owen divides the bone into at least

nine elements, and gives them names according to his theory ;

on the other Professor Huxley transposes all the relations, and

christens them by new names.
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LESSONS IN FKENCH. XIII.

SECTION I. FBENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued).

v. COMPOUND VOWELS (continued).

ETT. Name, uli; sound, like the e mute or unaccented, which

has been already explained, except when it is a verb, or com-

mences a verb, in which latter case it has the sound of French

u, which also has been explained.

FRENCH. PHONUN. ENGLISH.
Demeure D'muhr Residence.

Eux Uh
Fleur Fluhr
Heureux Uh-ruh

Uhr
Zhulin

Heure
Jeune

Them.
Plover.

Happy.
Hour.

Young.

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.
Leur Luiir Their.

Mi-lieu Me-le-uh Middle.

Peuple Puhpl' People.
Pleu-voir Pluh-v'walir To rain.

Plusieurs Plu-ze-uhr 3fany.
Veuve Vuhv Widow.

Sometimes the u of this combination is tinder a circumflex

accent, thus, eu, in which case the sound of the compound vowel
is prolonged.
The correct sound of this compound vowel is no more difficult

to be acquired than is tho correct sound of e mute or unaccented.

But it often happens that the letter, or combination of letters,

which immediately follows it, adds vastly to the difficulty of

pronouncing it. Bring the lips nearly together, ovally, in speak-
ing this compound vowel. Practise patiently and thoroughly
upon the above and other examples, until you are satisfied you
have mastered the difficulty.

OI. Name, oah, or ivah; sound, like the letters odh of the

proper name Noah. Do not give this compound vowel the
sound of loor, or oo-aiue, as is too commonly done.

FRENCH. PRONUN.
Ardoise Ar-doahz
Auditoira O-dit-oahr

Avoir Av'wahr
Bois B'wah

D^sespoir Day-zes-p'-
wahr

Devoir Dev'-wahr

OU. Name, oo;

word moon.

ENGLISH.
Slate.

Assembly.
To have.

Wood.

Desperation.

To owe.

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.
Histoire Is-t'wahr History.

(trill the r)

Manoir Man'wahr .Manor.

Noir N'wahr Slack.

Pouvoir Poo-v'wahr To be able.

Eoi E'wah (trill King.

ther)

sound, like the letters oo in the English

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.
Bouleversd Bool-ver-say Distracted.

Coup Koo A blow.

Douche Doosh Douche or
bath.

Fouet Foo-ay A whip.
Ou Oo Where.

Oubli Oo-blee Forgetful-
ness.

Poudre Poodr Pojdr.



DUE HOLIDAY."

The words oui or non, without a verb,

ud'hui P Do you coin* to my houM to-day t

..- lirre* choz YOU* ? II i' . <jn book* at horn*?

UT,
iioiut on uvou, Yet, Sir, vr liave.

EKSUM or EXAHPLES.

Oil cat le colonel ?

M'est-il pua cher noun?

ir, il n'y est pas.

Htuluuio votre mero est-olle A la

1111118011 P*

Lidiune, elle n'y eat pa.
.-. noun, ou >

capitaino.

N'est-i

NOD, Monsieur, il i-st choz nous.

N'envojrez-Yous pua voa habits chez

Je les euvoio chez ellcs.

N'allez-vous pas chez co monsieur?
, iis pus, jo n'ui pas le temps

:ll..-r iiujourd'liui.

H"hrf t* t/i M
H u at hi* #Ukt broth^t.

t at our houMf
.-,

he if not.

Il your inot/itr at horn* t

No, Madam, h if not.

Do you go to our house, or to in*

/|I>I'-V
'

JP go to th cajitatii'f.

Jf /w not at your brother'* t

, he is at our house.

Do i/oH not tend your cloth** to your
fisfcr'f 7

I tend them, to their house.

Do you not go to that gentleman'* ?

I do not (R. 12), I have not tim* to

go thre to-day.

VOCABULARY.

All-cr, 1, ir., to go.

Ami, ui., ;V

Associo, m., partner.

, in., captain.

rr, 1, to liff,

Gilet, m., u-ausicoaf.
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the ground, for a dexterous shove at the ball inay sometimes be

quite as effective in serving the purpose of your side at a critical

moment as a swinging blow, the opportunity for which may,
indeed, very rarely occur. If the ball receives a good hit, and
flies forward to the goal, a general rush is made in pursuit, one
side aiming to follow up the advantage, and the other to over-

take the ball first and restore the balance of the game.
It will be apparent that in a rush and struggle of this de-

scription a fall or a hard knock is exceedingly likely to occur,
and that Hockey is therefore not a game suited to weakly or

timid players. But there are rules by which it is sought to

avoid, even in the heat of the conflict, any chance of more than
a comparatively slight injury to the players, and to confine that
result purely to the effects of accident. It is forbidden, in the
first place, to raise the head of the stick higher than the

shoulder, under the penalty of a blow on the shins from the

hockey-stick of one of the opposite side ; and thus a check is

given to the reckless and promiscuous flourishing about of the

player's stick, to the imminent hazard both of his friends and
opponents. Moreover, any player proved wilfully to have struck
another is at once excluded from the play. Besides these rules,
the following are generally accepted :

1. A player must not cross to the side of his opponents before
a rush or scrimmage has commenced.

2. The ball must be fairly struck through the goal, and not
thrown or kicked.

3. It is forbidden to kick or throw the ball during the general
game, but the ball may be stopped by any part of the person of
a player who may intervene between it and the goal.

4. If the ball be struck beyond, but not through the goal,
and if it be passed through the goal otherwise than by a fair

hit, the youngest player of the side owning that goal shall

return it by a gentle throw towards the centre of the ground.
These, with the two rules given before, comprise all that it

is necessary to observe in playing the game of Hoekey, except
the general rules of good temper and forbearance, which are

required in all games alike.

The Scottish form of the game, known as Shinty, calls for no

special remark, more than that the goals are called "
hails," and

that the game itself may owe its name either to the frequent

danger to the player's shins, or to the shindy which charaeterises

the culminating struggle.
"
Hurley," the Irish variation of the

game, also differs but little from that here described ; but in

Ireland the game has been, perhaps, a more general favourite,

and played occasionally on a larger scale, than in either of the

sister kingdoms. Wo borrow from Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Hall's
" Ireland

" an amusing anecdote in illustration of this fact.

"About half a century ago," we are told, "there was a great
match played in the Phoenix Park, Dublin, between the Munster
men and the men of Leinster. It was got up by the then lord-

lieutenant and other sporting noblemen, and was attended by
all the nobility and gentry belonging to the vice-regal court, and
the beauty and fashion of the Irish capital and its vicinity.

The victory was contended for a long time with varied success ;

and at last it was decided in favour of the Munster men, by
one of that party running with the ball on the point of his

hurley and striking it through the open window of the vice-

regal carriage, and by that manosuvre baffling the vigilance of

the Leinster goalmen, and driving it in triumph through the

goal."
There is no record of matches on quite so extensive a scale

having been played in the sister kingdoms ;
but we learn on the

authority just quoted that, in the last generation, several good
matches at hurley were played on Kennington Common between

the Irish residents of St. Giles's and those of the eastern por-

tions of the metropolis, the affair being got up by some of the

sporting noblemen of the day. Besides Kennington Common,
several of the other open spaces around London were once noted

as favourite spots for the exhibition in perfection of the game of

hockey, and especially, in the last century, the extensive fields

which then lay at the back of the British Musetm. The amuse-

ment is not so frequently seen now, having yielded somewhat

before the rival attractions of football and cricket, but it is a

favourite still in many parts of the country.
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U CRY.- VII.

XIV. To Jlnd a third proportional to two givtn

\ mid it bo tlio two given straight lino* to which it in re-

quired to find a third proportional. Draw two straight lines c v,

c Q, forming with each other a small angle p c Q. On c P set

off c n equal to A, and n F equal to 6, and on c Q set off c K

o<[uul to B. Join D E, and through tho point P draw F a parallel
to D E, and cutting c Q in o ; the straight line E a is a third

proportional to A and B ; that is, A is to B as B is to E o.

If we know tho length of A and B, we can find the third pro-

portional to them by dividing the square of tho length B by the

length of A. Thus, if A be three feet, and B be six feet, tho
third proportional to A and B measures twelve feet, for the

square of 6 divided by 3, or 36 4- 3 = 12.

PROBLEM XV. To Jlnd a fourth proportional to three given
straight lines.

Let A, B, and c be the three given straight lines to which it is

required to find a fourth proportional. Draw two straight lines

P, D Q, forming with each other a small angle, p D Q. On D p

Fig. 22.

ot off D E equal to A, and E p equal to c, and on D Q set off

D o equal to B. Join E G, and through F draw F H parallel to

E a, and cutting D Q in H. The straight line H G is a fourth

proportional to A, B, and c ; that is, A is to B as c is to H o.

If we know the length of A, B, and c, we can find the fourth

proportional to them by multiplying the length of B and c

together, and dividing the product by the length of A. Thus, if

A be four feet, B six feet, and c two feet, the fourth propor-
tional to A, B, and c measures three feet; for 6 X 2 = 12, and
12 H- 4 = 3.

PROBLEM XVI. To divide a given straight line into any num-
ber of parts which shall be to one another in a given proportion.

Let A B be the given straight line, which it is required to

divide into five parts, which are to one another in tho following

proportions namely, 5, 2, 3, 1, 4. First draw the straight

Fig. 23.

line A o of indefinite length, making a small angle B A c with the

given straight line A B. Along A c, from a scale of equal parts,
set off in regular succession A D equal to 5 of these equal parts,
D K equal to 2, E F equal to 3, p a equal to 1

,
and a H equal to

4. Join H B, and through the points D, E, p, o draw the straight
linos D i, E K, P L, G M, cutting the straight ]iae" A B in the

points I, K, L, M. The given straight line A B is now divided
into five parts, A I, I K, K L, L M, M B, which are to one another
in the required proportions namely, 5, 2, 3, 1, and 4.

This method of dividing a straight line into any number of

parts, which shall be to one another in a given proportion, is

based on Problem XII. (page 192). Supposing it had been

required to divide A B into 15 equal parts, it is manifestly only
requisite to set off along AC 15 equal parts, denoted by the
dots on the lino A c, from A to H, and then draw straight lines

in succession through each dot on H A, from H to A, parallel to
HB.
The process that has been described in this Problem ensures

VOL. I.

Pig. 21.

an accurate divuiou in COM* where the different parU *

represented by fraction* or mixed number* (Me Leak'

tic, page 160), if we endearoorod to arrive at them by aa
arithmetical process. For example, had the line'A B in fig. S3
measured 80 inched, we can ao at onee that, as the com of the
number* wbieh show the proportion of the lines into whi

required to divide it i* equal to 15, the half of 30, we bare

only to multiply each number by 2, and mark off A I equal to 10
(or 5X2) inches, I K equal to 4 (or 2 X 2) inches and *o on.

But supposing A B had measured 29 inches, instead of 30, then
A i would be represented numerically by 9, i x by 3tf inches,

etc., and lines involving fractions of inches such as y, which
are not to be found on an ordinary scale, would be very difficult

to mark out without making a special scale for the purpose, or

resorting to the plan given above.

PROBLEM XVII. To draw an equilateral triangle on any yiv*
straight line.

Let A B bo the given straight line on which it is required to
draw an equilateral triangle. From the point A as a centre,
with A B as a radius, describe the arc B c ;

and from the point B as a centre, with
B A as a radius, describe the arc A c, cut-

ting the arc B c in the point c. Join A c,

B c ; the triangle A B c is equilateral or

equal-sided (see Definition 19, page 53),
and it is drawn on the given straight line

A B.

If the arcs c A, c B be extended to cut

each other in the point D below the straight
lino A B, by joining D A, D B, we get another

equilateral triangle A B D, which is equal
to the equilateral triangle ABC, and which
is also drawn on the given straight line

A B. By taking any straight line as a

radius, and from each of its extremities as

centres striking arcs intersecting or cutting
each other on opposite sides of it, we get, by drawing straight
lines from the points in which the arcs cut each other to the
extremities of the straight line used as a radius, a regularly-
formed diamond-shaped figure, whose four sides and shortest

diagonal or diameter are all of equal length, such as A c B D in

the above figure. This figure with four equal sides is called a
rhombus. (See Definition 30, page 53.)

The learner should construct Fig. 24 on a large scale by the
aid of his compasses and ruler. On applying a parallel ruler to
the opposite sides of the figure A c B D, he will find that they are

parallel to each other, namely, A c to B D, and BCtoAD; A c B D
is therefore a parallelogram, and A B, c D are its diagonals. (See
Definition 26, page 53.) From Theorem 5 (page 156) the
student learnt that the greatest side of every triangle is opposite
the greatest angle, and that the greater the opening of the angle
the greater must be the line that subtends or is opposite to it.

Now in the triangle A B c, or in any other equilateral triangle,
the three stright lines or sides by which it is contained are all

equal to one another, and as equal sides must necessarily subtend

equal angles, tho three angles of the triangle A B c namely,
A B c, B c A, c A B are also all equal to one another. Again,
from Theorem 7 (page 156) we have learnt that the three interior

angles of any triangle are equal to two right angles. A right

angle contains 90 degrees, and as two right angles contain just
twice as many, or 180 degrees, each of the equal angles ABC,
B c A, c A B, in the interior of the equilateral triangle ABC,
contains 180 -r- 3 or 60 degrees.

Continuing our investigations a little further, we find that

each of the angles A c E, B c E is half of the angle A c B, and is

Jierefore an angle of 30 degrees. The angles A D E, B D r are

also angles of 30 degrees, because each of them is half of the

angle A D B, which, like the angle A c B, is an angle of 60

degrees. The angle c A D is equal to the angles c A B, D A B,

and as each of these equal angles contains 60 degrees, the angle
CAD contains 120 degrees. In the same way tho angle c B D
also contains 120 degrees. The diagonals of the rhombus
A c B D intersect each other at right angles, therefore it wfll

be seen that each of the angles CEA, CIB,DEA, ozsia
a right angle.

Fig. 24 teaches us how to draw an angle of 45 degrees with-

out the aid of the protractor, as we will proceed to .show.
A c E is an angle of 30 degrees, and so is its adjacent angta

14
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BOB Bisect the angle B c E by the method shown in

Problem VI. (page 191). Each of its halves is an angle of 15

degrees, and the angle formed by the angle ACE and the half

of B C E must necessarily be an angle of 45 degrees.

To describe or draw an equilateral triangle, whose sides shall

be of a given length, it is manifestly only necessary to set off

A B of the length required, and then to proceed to form the

triangle by the mode of construction given above.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XIII.

SECTION XXIV. CONJUGATION OF VERBS.
S) urf c n expresses a possibility dependent upon the will of another,

or upon a law, as : 3d) barf btefc JShimcn nid;t pflucfen, I cannot (I

am not allowed, permitted to) pluck these flowers. 3)cr JBaucr

barf ntcfjt ftfd;cn, the peasant is not allowed (by law) to fish. 3d;

barf bicfe gviid;tc cffcn, a&cv id;
fann ftc nicfjt crrcidjcn, I can (have the

right to) eat these fruits, but I cannot obtain (get at) them.

( 83. 1. 2.)

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPEKFECT OF kUtfctt.

Singular.

3d; barf, I am permitted ;

<Du barfft, thou art permitted
(Sr barf, he is permitted ;

Plural.

hnr tiivfcn, we are permitted.

il;r biirfct, you are permitted,

fie biirfcn, they are permitted.

IMPERFECT.

3d; burfte, I was permitted ; loir burftcn, we were permitted.
2)u burfteft, thou wast permitted; ttyt burftct, you were permitted.
@t burfte, he was permitted ; fie buvftcn, they were permitted.

1. .ffonnen corresponds in the present and imperfect to the

English
"
can," as : 2)er Stfd; fann fdjnninmcn, the fish can swim.

<r fcnnte ntdjt lefcn, he could not read.

.Riinnen also answers sometimes to "may," as: 3)a3 fann fein,

that may be. d'r fann fd;on ba fein, he may be already there. &
lann regncn, it may rain. ( 83. 1. 3.)

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT OF fcntten.

Singular.

3d; fann, I can ;

S)u fannft, thou canst ;

@r fann, he can ;

PRESENT.
Plural.

nnr fonncn, we can.

ifyr fonnt, you can.

ftc fonncn, they can.

IMPERFECT.

3d; Tcnntc, I could ; hnr fenntcn, we could.
2>u fennteft, thou couldst; tljr fonntct, you could.

@r fonntc, he could ; ftc fcmntcn, they could.

2. 5Kogcn expresses a possibility dependent on the will of the

Btibject or the speaker, as : (Sr mag gekn, he can (may, is at

liberty to) go. @tc mogcn geljen, you may (have permission to)

go. 3d; mag ifm mcfjt fcficn, I do not wish to see him. 2>a3 mag irf;

ntdjt glauccn, I do not like to believe that. ( 83. 4.)
3. aJlogen, like "may," denotes a concession on the part of the

speaker, as : r mag cin trcncr <yremit fein, he may be a true friend.
@ie mogcn eg gcti)an fyaocn, they may have done it.

( 83. 4.)

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT OF mijgctl.

PRESENT.

Singular. . Plural.

3d; mag, I may or am allowed ; tetr mogcn, we may or are al-

lowed.
JDu magft, thou mayst cw art al- tfjr mogct, you may or are al-

lowed ; lowed.
* mag, he may or is allowed ; fie mogen, they may or are al-

lowed.

IMPERFECT.

3d; morf;tc, I was allowed ; h)ir molten, we were allowed.
3>u morftfcft, thou wast allowed ; tfa mocfytet, you were allowed.
Gr modf;te, he was allowed ; fie molten, they were allowed.

4. SWuffen in those tenses in which its English equivalent
"must" is defective, is to be rendered by "to be obliged, forced,

compelled," etc., as : @r mujjtc cS tljitn, he was obliged to do it.

See complete conjugation, 83. 5.

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT OF

Singular.

3d; rnitp, I must ;

>u mujit, thou must ;

(5v mup, he must ;

PRESENT.
Plural.

nnt miiffcn, we must.

il;r miijit, you must.

fie miiffcn, they must.

IMPERFECT. '

3d; mupte, I was obliged ; nnr muf ten, we were obliged.
5)u muptcft, thou wast obliged; tfyt ,mnptet, you were obliged.
(5r mnf tc, he was obliged ; fie muften, they were obliged.

5. < oil en indicates necessity, dependent upon the will of
another person ; thus corresponding in signification with the-

second and third persons of our word "shall," as: !!>u foflfi fier&cn,

thou shalt die. Sr futt eS tfyun, he shall do it. @ie folltcn t;ier blctbcn,

you should (ought to) remain here. SBenn er fommen fodte, if he
should come. ( 83. 6.)

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT OF

Singular.

3d; fofl, I shall ;

5)tt fottft, thou shalt ;

<r fed, he shall ;

Plural.

urir fodcn, we shall.

tf)r fottct, you shall.

fte foUcn, they shall.

IMPERFECT.

3d; foHte, I should ; toir fofttcn, we should.

S)u fclltcfl, thou shouldst ; il;r foUtct, you should.

@r fottte, he should ; ftc fofltcn, they should.

6. SBollcn expresses a desire, but not a positive intention,,.

and is rendered by "to wish," as: 2Ba3 hnfl er? What does h&
wish ? 2Ba8 \vitt er tfyun ? What does he wish to do ?

The imperfect often answers to our " was going," when ex-

pressive of purpose, as: 3d; >collte fagcn, I was going to say..

( 83. 8.)

CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT OF hJoHcit,

WITH AN ACTIVE VERB.

PRESENT.

Singular. Plural.

3d; trntl gcfien, I wish to go ; toir hjcftcn gcfcn, we wish to go.
!Tu njtrtjl gcf)cn, thou wishest to t^r lucftct gefjcn, you wish to go.

go;
(Sr njtH gef;cn, he wishes to go : ftc hjcttcn gcf;cn, they wish to go.

IMPERFECT.

3d; ftclltc gcf)cn, I wished to go ; vmr ftjottten gc^en, we wished to go.
Su ftotttcfl gc^en, thou wishedst iBr njoHtct gcficn, you wished to-

to go ; go.

@r wcdte gcf;en, he wished to go; fte toefften gctyen, they wished to

go.

7. The perfect and pluperfect tenses of these verbs, .as also of

taffen, to permit, to cause, is formed by means of the infinitive,

instead of the participle ( 74. 3), as :

r Ijat md;t gel;en fonncn. He has not been able to go.

28iv tyafccn nic fd)te^en burfcn. We have never been allowed to-

shoot.

3d; ^ate eS nid;t t^un mogcn. I have not wished to do it.

@tc I;aben fdf;rei6en miiffcn. They have been obliged to write.

te ficitte (efcn fcttcn. She ought to have read.

<Stc ^afccn ntd;t avbciten tocttcn. You have not been willing to-

work.

3f;r ijatt if;n md;t gcT;cn taffen. You kave not caused him to go
(have not sent him).

8. In the future, therefore, these verbs (except in the tens&

auxiliaries) are, in form, like the perfect. Compare the follow-

ing examples :

3cf> tocrtc rebcn biirfen. I shall ie allowed to speak.

3d; ^afcc rcben biirfen. I have^been allowed to speak.
>u toitft t^n fet;en fonncn. You will be able to see him.

u fiaft ifm fef;cn fonncn. Thou hast been able to see Mm.
@r h)irb btcifcen mogen. He will wish to remain.

(Jr I;at blctben mogcn. He has wished to remain.

9. The phrase, 2Bte ict It^r ijl cS ? like the corresponding one
in English, is abbreviated ;

the full form being Sie oiet auf fcec



: tt ? What o'clock (li; .1 tho clock)

n a part or tho whole of tho hut quarter of an hour M
lonignated, as in English, by in diatonce from the

'itg, aa :

'

a4t, oter jcb,n OTi- It lacka fire, eight, or ten
nuten !'iJ (/ -mi . minutes to tw.

ff fe^It ciii 'iHcrtel bi ywlf. -ka a quarter to twelve.

M a lui!f-l'.our i nunidl, it in not measured, aa in Englinh,
he preceding hour, but from the one that follow-

tho cone with any part or the whole of
.:! though it may, aa in English, bo referred to

tlio li ing, aa :

Itps half (towards twelve) past
eleven.

It is ten minutes (towards
twelve) past eleven.

It is a quarter (towards twelve)
past eleven.

It is ten minutes past one.

It is a quarter past one.

<S ifl Jjalb*

(5* ifl jeftn 'JHinuten

(S ifl eiu 'I'icrtcl auf jmolf.

(5? ifl jcbn i'limitcn n.irf) fin?.

(5 ifl ein 'J'icrtct na4 ein.

10. Tho prepositions bei, nadji, mit, von, ju, etc. ( 111) govern
no case but the dative, while an, auf, in, untcr, etc. ( 115) govern
the dative only when used with a verb of rest, or of motion,
within specified limits, as :

Ter SRann arbettet an b e m (am,
4. 2) Sif4e.

3>a JJinb tanjt auf b e m 33rette.

er Jtnabe fpieU in tern (Varton.

Tho man is working at the
table.

The child is dancing on the
board.

The boy is playing in the

garden.
The dog is under the tree.3>cr $unt ifl untcr b e m SPaume.

But when motion towards a given point is signified, the accu-
sative is used, as :

!Ter SRann gcbt an ben 2tf4.
JDa &\m fpringt auf ta (auf,

4. 2) 2km.
er Jlnabe cilt in t e D attcn.

Ter -&unt (Suft untct b c n 93aum.

The man is going to the table.

The child springs upon the
board.

The boy hurries into the gar-
den.

The dog runs undor the tree.

Dative and Accusative.

Star gif4 frfjnnmmt in tern SBafjer. The fish swims in the water.
cr 2tcin faflt in baS SBafier. The stone falls into the water.
t flcfyt an bcr X^ure. Ho is standing at tho door.

<tr getyt an bte 3$ure. He is going fo the door,

VOCABULARY.
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EXERCISE 9. Don, ME, Son. TJiree-pulse Measure. KEY D (OB C).

Take a low sound of your voice for the key-note in this

exercise. If any one gives you the pattern from an instrument,

tell him to play in the key of D with two sharps. You under-

.-stand that the letters under the " staff" are the initials of the

notes on the modulator, and direct you in tracing out the tune

there. The notes are placed within the accent marks to which

ihey belong. Don occupies the whole of the loud "
pulse

"
of

the measure. ME fills the first soft pulse, and SOH the second.

This is the Trinary measure. The second measure is easily

understood. In the third measure you have the first Don
occupying two pulses (loud and soft), and the second Don only
one pulse. The horizontal stroke, as in the second pulse, always
Indicates that the preceding note is to be continued. Thus the

last note of the exercise is continued through the whole measure.

In the fourth measure the third accent-mark is followed by no
note. In the time of that pulse, therefore, the voice rests. If

the previous exercises have been perfectly learnt from the

modulator, you will probably be able to make this out without

pattern. Be careful to give the proper accent. You are

strongly recommended not to study the "
staff," at present, in

any of these exercises. It is printed here that you may be able
to return to it when you have gained some command of voice
and some knowledge of music itself, and are not likely to be

perplexed by its numerous signs ;
but if we may suppose that

you have done this, then the following remarks will be of use.

[The open note is twice as long as the closed notes. The empty
"
pulse," during which the voice rests, is represented by a

distinct character, called a "
rest." It tells you to rest as long

as one of the closed notes, in the same time, would be sung.
A dot after a note, in the old notation, bids you sing that
note half as long again. Thus you perceive that the relative

length of notes is expressed by symbols, and not, as in the solfa

notation, measured out pictorially by the regularly recurring
accents placed along the page.]

EXERCISE 10. THE SCALE. Three-pulse Measure.

d :r :m
d :tj :d

f :s :1

r :m :f
t : d 1

: r
1

S =1 =t

Take a low note for the key-note of this exercise also. Point
it from memory on the modulator, like the last, and all you
learn. Mark the accent well, and learn t sing both the upper
and the lower line of notes. [The key-note is placed on the

lowest line to prevent your accustoming your eye to look for it

always in the same place on the staff. It would be well for you
if it could be so. But as it is to be found, in different tunes,
on every position on the staff, it is important that we should not
mislead you. We prefer, however, that this exercise should be
sung in the key of I) or C, not of E.J

EXEBCISE 11. Don, ME, Son. Four-pulse Measure. KEY G. Quickly.

Dl J J



EXEBCISE 13. THE SCALE. Sve-pvlte Measure. KIT D. QuicLl.j.

?
r :m : f Is : 1 : t

t, : d : r
I
m : 1' : s

t :1 :s If :m :

s :f :m | r : d : t, d:-:- -

Take a low sound for tho key-note. Sin?, when you havo the dotted open note and the close note, to show that these two
traced tho tuna on tho modulator, rapidly &nd lightly, marking

|

notes ahould bo sung M one. The note U written in this way,
delicately tho accents. In singing from tho book, your eye will instead of being written a* a dotted open note without a stem

scarcely rest on tho soft accents. You will only have time to think (which would give tho same length), that the accent may b
f tho " loud

" and " medium "
marks. [A curve is placed over ! marked.]

EXEBCISJI 14. TROUBADOUB.
(The words from " Ballads for tho Times," by M. F. Tuppcr, Esq.) KEY F. M. 96.

-*
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parts of the tone are repeated, so that it is not so long as it

looks. If you find the " second
"
part of the tune low for your

voice, pitch the key-note a little higher. Be careful to point on

the modulator from memory. Remember that every tune, thus

thoroughly learnt, becomes a power by which others will be

more easily mastered. You need not attempt the words yet.

When you do, let those printed in CAPITALS be sung with

increased force and loudness of voice, and those in italics with in-

creased softness. [The square note is used to indicate the place

of DOH at the beginning of the staff, but it is not to be sung.

The place of DOH, being thus once marked, is not afterwards

indicated by a square note as in previous exercises. The pupil

must learn to keep the place of DOH in his mind. The notes

with a tail to the stem are to be sung half as long as those

without the tail.]

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XIY.
SECTION I. FBENCH PBONUNCIATION (continued).

vi. DIPHTHONGS (continued).

TJA. Name, ivah. Sound : this diphthong hag the com-

bined sound of the French u, together with that of a in the

English word fat, unless the latter be under a circumflex accent ;

in which last case the a has the sound of a in the English
word mark.

FRENCH. PRONUN. ENGLISH.

ficuage Ay-kuazh Scutage (in

fewdallaw).

Empuan- Anh-puanh- To infect.

ter tay

FKENCH. PRONUN.
Guano Gua-no

Uar
Nuazh

Huard
Nuage
Puant Puanli

ENGLISH.
Guano.

Sea-eagle.

Cloud.

Offensive.

Sometimes this diphthong has the sound of a in the English
word fat, viz. :

Aiguaue Ay-gad A watering-place.

To an Englishman, at least, the sound of a w is naturally
suggested in the pronunciation of this diphthong.
We might illustrate its sound by the use of a w in the above

words, viz. :

Ecuage Ay-k'wazh
Empuanter Aiih-p'wanh-tay.
Guano Gwa-no

Huard
Nuage
Puaiit

War.
N'wazh.
P'wanh.

This last illustration, however, is not strictly correct, because
it does not preserve the distinct sound of the French u, which
sound, especially in combination, many Frenchmen themselves
are not careful to preserve. In common conversation, this

diphthong sounds like an English w.
In French words commencing with qua, the diphthong Tta has

two different sounds. In some the sound of ua would be illus-

trated by the letters koua or k'wa, but in others by ka, viz. :

. Quadrangle is pronounced kouah-dranh-gl' , or k'wah-dranh-gl.
Quadrature, a geometrical phrase, is pronounced kouah-dra-

ture, or k'wah-dra-ture. But the same word, used as a term of

horology, is pronounced Tiah-dra-ture.

Quai, a wharf, is pronounced hay.
Quaiclie, a naval term, meaning a ketch, is pronounced Icaish.

Until the learner has become really familiar with the French
language, the surest way to be correct in the use and pronun-
ciation of words commencing with qua, will be to consult a
dictionary.

UE. Name, we. Sound : this diphthong occurs most fre-

quently as ike final letters of French words, after the consonants
q and q, in which cases both are silent.

When final, and before other consonants, they have the usual
sound of the French u.

UI. Name, we. Sound : this diphthong has the combined
sound of the French u, together with that of French i, which
latter is like the letters ee in the English word bee.

FKENCH. PRONTO. ENGLISH.

Appui Ap-puiorA-pwee Support.
Conduite Konli-d'weet Tube.
Huit Ueet or Weet Eight.
Lui Luee or L'wee Him.
Nuit Nuee or N'wee Night.

FRENCH. PRONTJN. ENGLISH.
Oui Ooee or Wee Fes.
Puissance P'wee-sanhs Power.
Kuine Eueen or Ruin.

B'ween

(trill the r)

69. The ten diphthongal combinations of three successive

vowels, in the same word, are thus divided, to show their pro-
nunciation :

iau

ieu

oua
cue

i-ai

i-au

i-eu

ou-a

ou-e

ea.

eo.

euh.*

ooah or wah.

ooay.

oui

uai

uei

uie

ou-i

u-ai

u-ei

u-ie

u-eu

ooe or wee.
ua or wa.
ua.

uee or wee.

nub*.

70. Diphthongs of four successive vowels in the same word are
thus divided for pronunciation :

ouai

oueu
ou^e

ou-ai

ou-eu

ou-6

oo-a.

oouli.*

ooay.

VII. NASAL VOWEL SOUNDS.

71. The sound of am and an, em and en, im and in, is repre-
sented by the letters anh, and is like the sound of the letters an
in the English words an-chor and can-Tier, with an effort to speak
through the nose, as it is termed. But be particular to avoid
the sound of English g in all nasals.

There is, strictly speaking, a real difference between the
nasal sounds of an, en, and in, but it is so slight, and so pecu-
liarly delicate, that scarcely any one not a native Frenchman
can detect and describe it intelligibly. In common reading and
conversation, these nasals above-mentioned have but one sound,
viz., that which has been assigned them in our previous Lessons.
It is considered correct enough for all practical purposes.
When extraordinary nicety of pronunciation is demanded, as

is always the case in using the language of prayer, and in holy
and devotional language, the a of the nasals am and an should
be pronounced broader than the e or i in the nasals em, en, im,
and in. In the former case, let the a have the sound of aJi; in

the latter, the sound of a in the word fat.

The sound of om and on is represented by the letters onh,
and is like the sound of the letters on in the English word con-

quer, uttered with an effort to speak through the nose, as it is

termed.

The sound of um and un is represented by the letters urih,

and is like the sound of the letters un in the English word un-cle,

uttered with an effort to speak through the nose.

Concerning these nasals, remember these two general rules,
viz. :

Rule 1. Single m'a and n's followed by vowels are not
nasals.

Rule 2. When the m and n are doubled, the nasality is

destroyed.

Exceptions to this last Rule will appear in their prope1-
places.

We now proceed to illustrate these nasal sounds, commencing
with examples in which the sounds am and an are found.

FRENCH.
Ambassade
Ambre
Chambre

FRENCH.
Ancetres

Cantique
Sans

Quand

AM,

PRONUNCIATION.
Anh-bass-ad
Anhbr'
Shanhbr'

AN.
PROlTCNCIATIOir.

Anh-saytr'
Kanh-teek
Saub.

Kanh

ENGLISH.

Embassy.
Amber.
Chamber.

ENGLISH.
Ancestors.

Song.
Without.

When.

Aim, ain, and ein have each the nasal sound of an, repre-
sented by anh. The reason will be obvious, if we but dissect

these combinations, which we now proceed to do, viz. :

In the first, aim, ai is equivalent in sound to a only ; hence,

substituting a for ai in the combination aim, we have simply
am, whose sound has been explained.

In the second, ain, its sound is represented by anh, for the

same reason.

In the third, ein, ci is equivalent only to a in sound ; hence,

substituting a in the place of ei in the combination ein, we have

an, whose sound is represented by anh.

Again, ean and oan have each the aasal sound represented l(y

the letters anh.

Aen in the proper name Caen have also the sound of om,

represented by the letters anh; hence the word Caen is pro-
nounced Kanh.
The following will afford good examples in illustration of the

nasal vowel sounds em and en :

* Like the sound of e mute.
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In past ages these tree-ferns must have been amongst the

most numerous of vegetable productions. Coal, we need hardly

say, is well known to be nothing more than the remains of

vegetable substances, so long buried under great pressure in the

earth that they have changed to the condition in which we at

present find them. Notwithstanding the change of quality, yet

in many cases the original shape of the vegetable has not under-
'

gone alteration. So that a person sufficiently acquainted with

Botany can readily tell the kind of plant from which any speci-

men of coal under consideration has been formed.

Although fronds are the substitutes for leaves in ferns and

several other cryptogamic plants, nevertheless these organs are

not the universal substitutes; but the general complexity of

cryptogamic plants, the microscopic nature of these organs, and

the comparatively limited acquaintance with this division of the

vegetable world, render it undesirable to state much concerning
them in a series of papers like these, in which so many tribes of

flowering plants claim our notice.

SECTION XII. ON THE EEPEODUCTIVE OEGANS OF
PLANTS: THE FLOWEE AND ITS APPENDAGES.

Having written what is necessary concerning the nutritive

parts of plants, we shall now de-

scribe their reproductive members,
the flower and its appendages. It

would be folly, indeed, to describe

formally what is meant by a flower,

but the purposes to which a flower

is designed in the economy of vege-
table nature will require our 'atten-

tive consideration. Without flowers

there could be no fruit; without

fruit there can be no seed; and
without the latter the greater num-
ber of vegetables could not be

multiplied. The reason, then, for

denominating flowers the reproduc-
tive organs of plants will be mani-

fest. To state this fact, that flowers

are the reproductive portions of a

plant, is very easy. To demon-

strate, however, the elaborate means

by which the functions of reproduc-
tion are discharged is very difficult.

Indeed, the laws affecting the mul-

tiplication of animals and vegetables
are so similar in many respects,
that many of the terms employed
in this department of Botany are

borrowed from the sister studies of

animal anatomy and physiology ;

and without some preliminary know-

ledge of these sciences it would be
next to impossible to make the
reader comprehend the intricacies of vegetable reproductions.
We therefore shall not attempt to deal with these intricacies,

but shall content ourselves by saying that all plants most pro-
bably, certainly all evidently-flowering or phsenogamous plants,
possess sexes, and these sexes are usually in the same plant, in
the same flower of the plant. Occasionally, however, the two
sexes are on different flowers, and sometimes on different

plants. We may, therefore, popularly say, that the greater
number of flowers contain both gentlemen and ladies ; but occa-

sionally, on some plants, the gentlemen and ladies have flowers,
each sex to itself; and occasionally, again, the gentlemen mono-
polise all the flowers on one plant, and the ladies all the flowers
on the other. When the two sexes reside in two sets of flowers
on one plast, then such a plant is said to be monoecious, from two
Greek words, /J.OVQS (pronounced mon'-os) and OIKOS (pronounced
oi'-fcos), signifying ""one house;" the plant, we suppose, being
regarded as a house, and the flowers as chambers in the same.

W}ien, however, the males all reside in the flowers of one plant,
and the females in all the flowers of another, then such plants
axe said to be di&cious, or "two-housed," the reason of which
will be obvious.

SECT. Xni. ANATOMICAL EXAMINATION OF A FLOWEE.

Pleasing objects of contemplation as flowers are, beautiful to

look at and agreeable to smell, the botanist is obliged frequently
to destroy them before he can make himself acquainted with the

peculiarities of their structure ; that is to say, he is obliged to-

cut or pull their various organs from their attachments ; this

operation is termed dissection. Presently, then, we shall have
to dissect a flower and learn its various parts. As a preliminary
to this examination, however, it will be necessary that the learner-

should make himself acquainted with some general terms em-

ployed in this department of Botany.
First of all, then, the manner in which flowers are arranged-

upon any plant is termed the inflorescence of that plant. By
this term botanists understand not merely the flower itself, but
various appendages to the flower; in short, the term inflorescence-

has a very wide signification.

SECTION XIV. MANNEE IN WHICH FLOWEES AEE
ATTACHED.

The attachment of flowers to the parent stem usually takes--

place through the intervention of a little branch-like appendage,
to which the term peduncle, or occasionally pedicel, is applied..
The reader will therefore remember that a peduncle or pedicel
stands to a flower in the same relation as a petiole to a leaf. It

is also called the primary axis of"

inflorescence, and the flower-stalks

which spring from it are called,

the secondary, tertiary, etc., axes.

These pedicels or flower-stalks are

arranged on various plants in dif-

ferent ways, and thus give rise to

various terms indicative of the na-

ture of inflorescence. The word
1

peduncle is derived from the low
Latin pedunculus, a little foot, while-

pedicel is derived from the Latin

pediculus, which has the same mean-

ing. Both words are diminutives

of the Latin pes, a foot.

The inflorescence, or mode of"

flowering, is said to be definite or

terminal when the primary axis is

terminated by a flower. When the

original stem goes on growing in

a straight line, giving off as it pro-
ceeds little flower-shoots or second-

ary axes of various degrees oir

either side, but does not terminate

in a flower, then the term indefinite-

inflorescence is applied; the pro-

priety of which term will be ob-

vious. The term axillary ia some-
times given to this condition of
inflorescence. If the reader glance-

for an instant at Fig. 60 in the

opposite page, he will be at

no loss to comprehend what is meant by indefinite or

axillary inflorescence. The reader will here please to ob-

serve the little leaf-like things from the axillae (or junctions,

with the primary axis) of which the flower-peduncles spring-

in this example. Such leaf-like appendages are frequently

to be seen attached to the peduncles of many flowers. They
are called bracts, from the Latin bractea, a thin plate of metal,

and although their usual appearance is green like a leaf, yet they
sometimes undergo very strange modifications. Thus, the pine-

apple, which we discovered long ago to be no fruit, is, in reality,,

nothing more than an assemblage of fleshy bracts, and the sealer

of the fir-cone is nothing more than hard leathery bracts. la

proportion as bracts are developed nearer to a flower, so doea

their natural green colour give place to the colour of the

flower itself. Occasionally the flower actually springs from

the upper surface of a bract, as in the case of the linden.

(Fig. 61).

Sometimes bracts unite at the base of each group of flowers,

and on the same plane, as, for example, we find it in the

carrot. This association of bracts gives rise to what botanists

term the involucrum, a Latin word, which is derived from volvo^

to wrap or roll, and which means anything that serves to wrap
or cover. f

Under Mie classification indefinite inflorescence are compre-

TREE FERN.
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tended tho raceme, the panicle, the corymb, the umbel, the spilce

the capitulum, and the cyme, all of which we shall now proceec

to describe.

The raceme, from the Latin racemus, a cluster, is that kind o

inflorescence in which the pedicels or secondary axes are almos

equal in length, and arise immediately from the primary axi

or stem. Of this kind of inflorescence the black, white, ant

red currant-trees offer familiar examples (Fig. 62).

The panicle (from the Latin panicula, anything
1 of a lifctl

round swollen figure, the diminutive of panus, a woof about the

quill in a shuttle), sometimes called a compound raceme, is a
form of inflorescence in which the secondary axes or pedicels

springing from the primary axis or stem, do not at once bear

each a terminal flower, but ramify a third, and sometimes even
a fourth time. Of this description is the inflorescence of the

horse-chestnut (Fig. 63).

The corymb, from the Greek Kopv/j.&os (pronounced Icor-um'-bos),

a branch, is that kind of inflorescence in which the lowei

pedicels, much longer than the upper ones, terminate, in conse-

quence of this difference of length, at the same level, or nearly
so, as the latter. An example of this is afforded by the
Mahaleb cherry, of whose inflorescence a diagram is appended
(Fig. 64).
The umbel, from the Latin umbella, a little shade, the dimi-

nutive of umbra, a shade, is an inflorescence in which the

pedicels or secondary axes, being equal in length amongst
themselves, spring from the same level, rise to the same
height, and diverge like the ribs of an umbrella or parasol.
An umbel is simple when each pedicel terminates at once in a

flower, as, for example, in the common cherry (Fig. 65) ; and
compound when the pedicels, instead of terminating at once each
in its own flower, severally give off other pedicels on which the
flowers are arranged. An example of this is seen in the common
fennel (Fig. 66).
The spilce, from the Latin spica, a point, may be either simple or

compound. The compound spike is that form of inflorescence in

which the pedicels are completely, or almost completely wanting,
and the flowers accordingly are sessile, as may be seen in the
vervain (Fig. 70). The compound spike is that form in which
tho secondary axes, instead of terminating in a flower, emit each
a little flower-bearing pedicel. Of this description is the inflo-

rescence of wheat flFig. 69).
The capitulum, from the Latin caput, a head, is the form of

inflorescence in which sessile flowers are collected upon the
thickened head, called torus, of a peduncle. This torus may be
flat, as we see it in the marigold and the scabious (Fig. 71), or

concave, as in the fig. It appears, then, that the capitulum is

that form of inflorescence to which the fig belongs.
The cymfijfrom the Greek KV/JUI (pronounced ku'-ma), a wave,

is a definite inflorescence which imitates by turns several of the
indefinite kinds of inflorescence, from all of which it essentially
differs in the circumstance that the primary axis is itself termi-
nated by a flower which appears before the others ; each of the

subsidiary axes also terminates in a flower, but the secondary
axes flourish before the tertiary ones, tertiary axes before

quaternary ones, and so on in like manner for the rest. The
chief varieties of the cyme are the racemous cyme, as in tho

. campanula or blue-bell; the dicJiotomous, or divided, cyme (Fig.

67), from the Greek Stxa, apart, and re/iva (pronounced tern-no),
to cut; the corymbous cyme (Fig. 72) ; the umbellar cyme (Fig. 74) ;

the scorpioidal, or scorpion-like, cyme, as in the myosotis or

forget-me-not; and the contracted cyme, in which the flowers are
crowded together through the extreme shortness of the axes.
The fascicule, from the Latin fasciculus, a little bundle, is an
inflorescence in which the axes preserve a certain length and an
irregular distribution, as in the sweet-william.

Mixed inflorescence is that which partakes of tho characters of
both definite and indefinite inflorescence. In the dead-nettle
the general inflorescence is indefinite, whilst the partial inflo-

rescence consists of true cymes or fascicules. In the mallow
there is a similar arrangement (Fig. 73). In the groundsel
(Fig. 68) and the chrysanthemum the general inflorescence is a
definite corymb, but the partial inflorescences are capitulous.
In the family of plants called umbelliferous, and to which the

carrot, the fennel, angelica, etc.. belong, each umbel in itself is

indefinite, but the aggregate of umbels is definite ; frequently,
indeed, the axis of an umbel bears a little central umbel of
its own.

BEADING AND ELOOUTION.-
PUNCTTJATION (continued).

XI. THE APOSTROPHE.

-VII.

71. THE Apostrophe is a mcw-fc which differs from a comma in its

being placed above the line, and in being used for a. different
purpose.

72. The apostrophe shows that some letter or letters are left
out ; as, 'tis for it is, tho' for though, lov'd for loved.

73. The apostrophe is likewise used in grammar to designate
the possessive case ; as, John's book.

XII. THE QUOTATION MARK.

74. A Quotation mark consists of four commas placed above tlie

line ; two at the beginning and two at the end of a word, sentence,
or part of a sentence. The two which are placed at tlie beginning
are inverted, or turned upside down.

75. A quotation mark shows that the word or sentence was
spoken by some one, or was taken from some other author.

XIII. THE DLERESIS.

76. A Dicercsis consists of two periods placed over a vowel :

thus, a.

77. The diceresis shows that the letter over which it is

placed is to be pronounced separately ; as, Creator, Zoonomia,
aerial.

In the following examples the student will recognise each of
the above-mentioned marks, and read them accordingly.

Examples*
The kindling fires o'er Leaven so bright, look sweetly out from yon

azure sea.

Banished from Borne ! what's banished, but set free from daily
contact of the things I loathe? "Tried and convicted traitor"
Who says this ? Who'll prove it, at bis peril, on my head ?

"Banished?"! thank you for 't. It breaks my chain! I held
some slack allegiance till this hour but now my sword's my own.
Your consul's merciful. For this all thanks. He dares not tonch

a hair of Catiline. " Traitor !

"
I go but I return. This

trial ! Here I devote your senate ! I've had wrongs to Stir a fever
in the blood of age.

* * * * This day is the birth of sorrows.
The eye could at once command a long-stretching vista, seemingly

closed and shut up at both extremities by the coalescing cliffs.

It seemed like Laocoon struggling ineffectually in the hideous coils

of the monster Python.
In those mournful months, when vegetables and animals are

alike coerced by cold, man is tributary to the howling storm and
the sullen sky; and is, in the pathetic phrase of Johnson, a "

slave to

gloom."
I would call upon all the true sons of humanity to cooperate with

;he laws of man and the justice of Heaven in abolishing this " cursed
;raffic."

Come, faith, and people these deserts ! Come and reanimate these

regions of forgetfulness.
I am a professed lucubrator ; and who so well qualified to delineate

he sable hours, as

"A meagre, muse-rid mope, adjust and thin ?"
He forsook, therefore, the bustling tents of his father, the pleasant

' south country
" and the " well Lahai-roi ;" he went out and pen-

ively meditated at the eventide (see Genesis xxiv. 62).

The Grecian and Koman philosophers firmly believed that " the
ead of midnight is the noon of thought."
Young observes, with much energy, that " an undevout astronomer

s mad."

Young Blount his armour did unlace, and, gazing on his ghastly
ace, said "

By Saint George, he's gone ! that spear-wound has our
master sped ; and see the deep cut on his head ! Good night to
Maruiion !

" " Unnurtured Blount ! thy brawling cease
; he opes his

yes," said Eustace, "peace !"

A celebrated modern writer says,
" Take care of the minutes, and

* In this lesson, as well as in some of the preceding lessons, there
re several sentences of poetry, which are not divided into poetical
nes. The object of printing these lines without regard to this

ivision, was to prevent the student from falling into tlt "
sing song

"

tterance, into which he is too apt to fall in reading verse. It
mains to be observed here, that abbreviations and contractions,
uch as occur in poetical sentences in this lesson and others, which
wcear in the form of prose, are not allowable in prose itself.
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I,.- hours VM!! t.il.o care of thonwelvoii." Thin in an u

1'vo nota. thu in mountain's brow ; I'vr

o deep, 10 calm, tunl so holy . m noft on tho thrill which
. i M thwart tlio soul in the boar of repoM.

Blest l>o the day I 'leaped tho wrangling orew from Pyrrho'H maze
:unl KpiuurniT Bty ;

iin.l liuld liitfh conrene with the godlike few, who
art, and ear, and eye, toach beauty, virtu.;, truth,

vi, mill ni'-lody.

i:ut ; 1 1. uven's just vengoanoe dar'nt defy, tliia deed, with

>ss tears, shalt soou deplore.
ruler of the inverted year ! thy scatterM hair with sleet-

los till .1, thy breath congeal'd upon thy lip*, thy cheeks friu^'d

L beard made white with other snows than those of age, thy
flojohoad wrapt in rlniuls. a leafless branch thy sceptre, and thy throne

a Hlidiir-r cur, indebted to no wheels, but urg'd by storms along its

way, 1 luvo th. .-, oil unlovely as tltou scom'st, and dreaded as

irt
'

.id I passed by, and beheld your devotions, I found an altar

with this inscription,
" To TIIE UXILNOWN GOD." WLoin therefore ye

ignore ii liiui declare I uutu you.

XIV. THE ASTERISK, OBELISK, DOUBLE OBELISK, SECTION,

PARALLEL, FABAOBAFH, INDEX, CARET, BREVE, AND
BRACE.

The student should take particular notice of the following

marks, so that he may call them by name, and discover their

use in the following examples :

An Asterisk, or Star.

t An Obelisk, or Dagger.

J A Double Obelisk.

5 A Paragraph.
A Section.

II A Parallel.

78. The Asterisk, Obelisk, Dotible Obelisk, Paragraph, Section,

Parallels, and sometimes figures or letters, are used to show that

there is a note at the bottom of the page. Wlien. many notes occur

on a page, these marks are sometimes doubled.

79. The Paragraph was formerly used to show the beginning
of a new subject in a chapter.

80. The Section is generally used to sub-divide chapters into

lesser parts.
81. The Index or Hand igg* points to something which

requires particular attention.

82. The Breve ~ is placed over a letter to show that it has

a short sound ; as, Helena.

83. The Brace , , is used to unite several lines of poetry ;

or. in prose, to connect a number of words with one common term.

84. The Caret A is never used in printed books ; but in

Vrriting it shows that something has accidentally been left

ut ; as,
recited

George has his lesson.
A

OBS. When several asterisks or stars are placed together,

diey represent an ellipsis.

Examples.

Many persons pronounce the word HelCna* incorrectly. They call

it Helena; and the words acceptable, rec'ognise, Epicure im, and

Europe'an, are sometimes incorrectly called acceptable, rccog'uisc,

Epicurean, and Euro'pcan.
The leprosy, therefore, of Noaman shall cleave unto tliee.

* * * * And he went out from his presence a lc?per as white as

snow.

The Cougar t is the largest animal of the cat kind, found in North
America ;

and has occasionally received the name of the American

lion, from tho similarity of its proportions aud colour to those of tho

lion of the old world.

The keeper of tho elephant gave him a gallon of arrack, J which
rendered the animal very furious.

I fell upou my knees o.n the bonk, with my two servants, and the

dragoman of the monii.

The history of Joseph is exceedingly interesting and full of

instruction.
||

* This with the St. before it, is the name of a small island t

on the west of Africa, noted for the exile of Napol
t Pronounced Coo'-gar. The name given to this animal by the

Americans generally is painter, evidently a corruption of panthtr.
J Arrack is a very strong spirituous liquor.

Dragoman means an interpreter.
II The whole history of Joseph will be found in the Bible ; from the

37th chapter to the end of the book of Genesis.

It was a cave, a huge recees, that keep* till June December*! i

a lofty precipice lit (rout, a uUmt Uru . below.

C-e-o-u.i. \

;.
I

)

are pronounced like.!*,.
8-c-.

u-s,

See where the rector's'

in new enclosed I*ad*,-l*ad* wrested from the indigent and poor.
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When the young blood danced Jocund through hi* reins, 'tti Mid

I.. . :... i ,....-;; i .-.. i MB Itamm
TLeir wanU are promised bridewell, Jj or the stock*.

-. VI.

FINDING O !'> OF GRAVITY.

IN the last lesson it was shown that every man* of mattir has a
ni : of gravity, but we did not inquire bow mob

found in bodies of known shape*. To thai part of <

wo now proceed.
As a general rule, tho problem require* high mathematics for

its solution ; but there are some cases in which the centre can be
discovered without much difficulty. I take, first, the practical
method by suspension, which gives it exactly whenever the body
is of a uniform thickness, such an a deal board, or card, or piece
of paper. The two opposite faces should be equal and alike,

the edges being cither perpendicular or square to them, or

running off at the same slope. In all such emeu it is evident

that the centre of gravity is within the substance of the board

half-way across between the faces. If, therefore, we can find

the point on either face under which it lies, by boring straight
in half-way at that point, tho required centre is reached.

But how find the outside point ? Let the board be of any
irregular shape, as at a (Fig. 27), and bore two holes through it

perpendicularly at any two points, near its edge, o and Q. Pot
a straight iron rod now through o, and on the rod, by a small

ring, hang a plumb-line, o A, close to the board. Put rod, line,

and board now across two supports, so arranged that the rod

may be Jiorizontal. Tho board having settled to rest, the centra

of gravity will, as I showed in List lesson, be somewhere behind

the plumb-line. Chalk now, or mark with a pencil, the coarse,

o A, of this line on the board. Perform the same operation with

the hole Q, pencilling in like manner the line Q B. What now
have we ? Two lines, behind both which the centre of gravity

lies; whence we infer that their intersection, o, is the point

required.
But the method in part applies to bodies which have not

parallel faces like boards, or are not cut perpendicularly, or at

the same slope across at their edjes ; but in snch eases the

sought centre is not midway across. All that is necessary is

that there should be one flat face on it, as in that represented
at b (Fig. 27). Yon can still determine the point o, behind

which the centre of gravity lies, by boring two passages at o
and Q, perpendicularly to the face, into its' substance, suspending
and marking tho lines o A, Q B, as before. The centre of

gravity will still be behind the point o ; but tcfccra, or how far

in. is another question, tho answer to which depends on the

shape of the body.
If the board which above first occupied our attention be op-

posed to become very thin to be cardboard, or even paper the

body becomes almost all surface, and the point o and the centra

of gravity nearly coincide. I they become identical ;

and tho operation is sometimes spoken of as " the finding of the

centre of gravity of an area or surface." In strictness, a mfare
cannot have a centre of gravity, for (see Lesson I. on Gee:

it has no thickness, and therefore can have no \ccight, no force,

no centre of force. But, for all that, the inquiry is useful.

We may agree, for mechanical pwposet, that a surface should

have such a centre ; and the best course for that purpose is to

give it a thickness the smallest we can
conpeiTO, namely, that of

one particle or atom. Imagine, then, a triangle, or portv

circle, one atom thick; and let us agree that, when we ;.

V Tarn is a small MM, high up in the mountain*.
* A clergyman.

ft Cure. The office of a clergyman.

J* Stolt. A lonp robe worn by the clergy of England.
JSruUiwU. A house of correction.
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Fig. 27.

centre of gravity, we have the centre of gravity of an " area"

or " surface." Also let it be understood that the centre of

gravity of a line, straight or curved, means that point for such

a line of atoms.

TO FIND CENTRES OF GRAVITY BY CONSTRUCTION.'

This is done by the rule for finding the centre of parallel

forces, given in Lesson IV. (page 123). We shall commence
with the most gene-*=**
ral case, namely:

1. Tofind the com-
mon Centre of Gra-

vity of any number

of Bodies, the sepa-
rate Centres and

Weights of which are

given. The masses

may be anyhow
placed, but the ope-
ration is the same
whether they are all

on the same plane,
as in the case of the

balls on the ground,

in Fig. 27 above, or are some in that plane, some above, and

some below. Let them be four in number and on the same

plane, their centres being A, B, C, D ; then four parallel forces,

the weights, act at these centres : what has to be done ? Join

first A with B, and cut the joining lino at x inversely as the

weights at these points. Next connect x and c, and cut c x
at Y inversely as the two first weights to that at c. Lastly,

Y being joined to D, divide D Y at z inversely, as the weights of

the three balls already used are to that of the fourth, D. This

last point, z, is the required common centre of gravity.

You observe that the joining and cutting of the lines is in no

way influenced by, or dependent on, the bodies being on the

same or in different planes, or of their number. How many
soever they be, the operation is the same. Note, also, that a

common centre of gravity can be outside the bodies of which it

is the centre.

2. To find the Centre of Gravity of a Eight Line. A mechanical

right line being, as we have agreed, a line of atoms of equal
size and weight, the case is that which we have considered in

Lesson IV., of a number of equal parallel forces acting at equal

distances from each other, along a right line. The resultant

passes through the middle point of that line ; hence the centre

of gravity of a righf- line is its middle point.

This enables us to find the centre of gravity of a uniform rod.

By
"
uniform," I mean such that the cross sections are of the

same size

and form
throughout
its length.
Such a body
may be con-

sidered a col-

_ lection of
sg_J equal mecJia-

nical right
lines placed
side by side,

their ends

being made
flat or level.

As the cen-

tre of each

line is in its

middle, the centre of the whole bundle is in the cross section

at the rod's middle. Aud observe that this holds good of

all other bodies, besides mere rods, which can be considered

made up of equal parallel lines, such as of a cylinder or uni-

form pillar, or_of a beam of timber, a cubical block of stone;
fche centres of gravity will be in the cross sections at their

middle points. And it makes no difference whether the flat

ends of the cylinder, pillar, beam, or block are perpendicular to

Hie lines of which it is supposed to be composed, as in c and e

{Fig. 28), or oblique to them, as at d and / (Fig. 29) ; the

entre of gravity is still in the middle cross section parallel to

Fig. 28.

the flat ends. Moreover, as aJl bodies so shaped may foe con-
sidered a collection of areas, one atom thick, piled on top of
each other, either perpendicularly or with a slope, like cards, or
a, pile of sovereigns, the centre of gravity of each must lie also
on the line joining the centres of gravity of the two areas which
form their ends. The centre itself, therefore, is the point in.

which this line pierces the middle cross section, as at c and e,

Fig. 28, in the cylinder and cube. But this requires us to be
able to find the centre of gravity of such areas, of which take
first the triangle.

3. To find tlie Centre of Gravity of a Triangle. This wo do by
considering the triangle made up, as in the triangle a, in Fig. 30,
of lines an atom thick, all parallel to the side A B. The centre
of gravity of each line is at its middle point. If, therefore,
I can satisfy you that the middles of all the lines are on the-

line c M, which joins the vertex c with the middle M of A B,
the centre for the whole triangle is somewhere on that line,

I have, then, to prove that

c M bisects, or divides into g.

two equal parts, every line

parallel to A B. Suppose,
now, that I cut c M into

three equal parts, ex, x y,

y M, as in the triangle o, in

Fig. 30, and draw paral-
lels to A B at the two

points of section inside,

meeting A c and B c each
in two points from which

parallels to c M are drawn,

meeting A B in four points,
two on each side of M.

Now, since c M is equally

divided, and the white
Fig. 29.

figures inside are parallelograms, it is evident that the line

parallel to c M marked a, o, on each side, are equal to each other,
and to c x, the third part of c M. Hence the three small shaded

triangles nextto A C are equal to each other, and have equal angles.
Their three sides parallel to A B are therefore equal, which shows
that A M is cut by the parallels to c M into three equal parts. For
the same reason B M is cut into three equal parts ; and since

A M is equal to B M, the six parts into which A B is divided are

equal to each other. You thus see that the first parallel above
A B is made of parts, two on either side of c M, equal to the

parts below, and is therefore bisected by c M. The next ahovft

is also evidently bisected, being composed of two parts, one
on either side. Now, if I divide c M into five parts instead of

three, I have four other parallels also bisected by c M ; if into T
or any other number, it is the same I can fill the whole triangle
with parallels to A B bisected each by the line c M. The centre-

of gravity of the triangle is therefore on c M.

But by a similar reasoning it can be shown that this centre

of gravity must be in A L (in triangle a, Fig. 30) bisecting A c^

Hence we have for rule that, in order to find the centre of

gravity of a triangle, we
must join any two of its

vertices with the middle

points of the sides opposite
to them, and that the in-

tersection G of the joining
lines is the required point.

This centre G is distant

from M one-third of C M,
and from L one-third of A L.

The centre of gravity of

a parallelogram can now
be shown to be the inter-

secting of its diagonals
A C, B D (see c, Fig. 30) ;

for, since the diagonals
bisect each other, the line

B D is the bisector of the common side A c of both the trianglea,

ABC and A C D. The centre of each, therefore, is on that

line, and therefore the common centre of both thai is, the

centre of the parallelogram. But, by the same reason, con-

sidering the parallelogram made of the two triangles on BD,
the centre is on A C. Being thus on both diagonals, it is at

their intersection.

Fig. 30.
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4. To jind tin- (?fnt .,n. Let A BCD K

lines A c, A D to tho remote angles c ami i>. Tin- i*>lygon is

thns out up into Mir.- triangles. Lot a, n :m ! K ! tin; centres

of gravity of these latter figures ; there are thus thro..

whose centres, a, u, aud K, are known, and whose masses are the

three areas of tho three triangles.

Suppose now that you had calcu-

late 1 these areas, and had thorn

written down in numbert. Then
join o with H and cut o n at x

'y as the numbers express-

ing tho areas of the triangles ABC,
ADC, Connect x now with K,

>o and cut K x at Y inversely, as tho

quadrilateral A D c D to the triangle
A E D ; tho point Y is the required
centre. If tho polygon had more
sides than are in Fig. 31, tho

process is the same, and must be
continued until all tho triangles into which it is necessary to

divide tho polygon have been gone over.

5. To find the Centre of Gravity of the Circumference of a
"Circle, Let tho circumference bo taken to be a curved lino of

atoms, as in a, in Fig. 32, to tho right ; and through tho centre

o of tho circle let any line, A G B, bo drawn passing through two !

of thorn, one on either side. Since these two aro of equal !

31.

tant from o, their oommon centre <*.

i the middle of A B, that is, the point o. Bo, likewise,
>und the figure, the oentre of gravity of every opposite

Kiir of atoms is o, and therefore o is the oommon oentre of

all, or of tho circumference.

ntro of gravity of a ring I* thns seen to be the centre
of the circle in which it is formed, for the ring may be oon-
sidorod a handle of circles an atom thick, bound together, one
above and around the other, so as to have for oommon oentre of

gravity tho centre of

the central circle.

The centre of gra-

vity of tho area of

a circle is also the
centro of figure of

tho circle, for tho

area may bo con-

sidered as made up
of a number of cir-

cles of atoms, lying
one inside tho other, and having tho same centre, o, which, by
the above, is therefore their common centre of gravity.
The centro of gravity of a hollow sphere may, in like "*Ttfr

bo proved, by drawing lines through o to the atoms on its sur-

face, to bo the centro of figure of the sphere; and a solid

sphere may be considered as consisting of a number ut these

hollow ones inside one another.

COPY-SLIP NO. 47. THE WORD tax.

COPY-SLIP NO. 48. THE LETTER 6.

COPY-SLIP NO. 49. THE WORD 0X6.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XIV.

IN Copy-slip No. 46 (page 196), an example was given of the

letter x. This letter is formed of the letter C twice repeated ;

the first, or the one to the left, being turned upside down, while

the second, or tho one to the right, is formed in the ordinary way.
The left half of the letter is commenced on tho line c c with a
hair-lino which is turned at tho top to the right, and brought
downwards without being thickened by pressure on the pen.
Tho hair-lino is turned to the left as it approaches tho line b b,

carried round, and terminated in a dot about midway between
tho lines bb,cc. The right half is then added. It is made in

precisely the same way as the letter c, the thick down-stroke

touching the thin down-stroko of tho turned C, and forming
the thickened centre of the letter.

In Copy-slip No. 48 tho learner will find an example of the

letter e, which is commenced on tho central lino, c c, by a hair-

-ijoke carried up in a slanting direction to the right. This
hair-line is then turned at the top line, a a, and carried to the

left, and the letter ia finished in the same manner as tho letter

C-or tho right half of the letter X; but in making tho thick

down-stroke care must bo taken to let it pass over the point in

the line c c, at which tho np-stroke forming the loop or bow of
the letter e was commenced.

Copy-slips Nos. 47 and 49, comprising the words tax and

axe, are given to show the learner how the letters x and e are

connected with letters that precede or follow them.
In the last lesson it was said that the letters c, X, and 6 are

modifications of tho letter o. Tho learner may prove this in a
practical manner for his own satisfaction, if ho will take the
trouble to make the letter o in pencil, on a piece of ruled paper,
and then trace tho letter C or e over it in ink ; or otherwise, by
making tho letters c and 6, and then adding to thorn the fine

hair-stroke on the right side that is required to form the com-

plete oval of the letter o. To show that X is a modification of O
it will be necessary to make tho letter o twice over, so that the

right side of tho first touches the right side of the second, and
then trace the letter x over tho donblo o thns formed ; or, as in

the case of c and e, the hair-stroke that is necessary to com-

plete the oval of o may be added on the right and left ef the

letter X. In the letters c, X, and e, tho bottom-turn is carried

to the right, beyond the limit of the bottom-turn of the 1<

in order to join them the more readily to any letter that may
follow them.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XIY.
DECIMALS (continued.).

. Multiplication of Decimals.

To multiply 6'34 by 2'149.

6-34 x 2-149 = fg* x
634 x 2149

Now the numerator shows us that we must multiply the

figures together as in whole numbers, and the denominator

shows us that the result will have as many decimal places as

there are decimal places in the multiplier and multiplicand

together.
634 x 2149 = 1362466,

and the required result must have 5 decimal places. Hence the

answer is, 13"62466.

Hence we see the truth of the

Rule for the Multiplication of Decimals.

Multiply the two numbers together, as in whole numbers, and

cut off from the resulting product as many decimal places as the

sum of the number of decimal places in the multiplier and

multiplicand.
Ols, When the number of significant figures in the product

is not as great as the sum of the number of decimal places in

the multiplier and multiplicand, we must prefix ciphers.

EXAMPLE.- -Multiply -013 by -02.

Mubi.iCT-g as in whole numbers, we get 26 ; but since there

are 5 decimal places in the multiplier and multiplicand together,

we prefix 3 ciphers to 26, and the required result is by the rule

00026.

The reason of this may also be seen analytically thus :

013 X -02 = T&b X TOO
=

fiSoou
= '00026 (Arts. 5, 6).

EXERCISE 32.

1. Find the products of the following numbers, and point
them according to rule :

15. 213-02 x 4-318.

16. 10-2016 x 38-26.

17. 164-023 x 1-678.

18. 9-40061 x 15-812.

19. 7-31042 x 10-021.

20. 40-4368 x 1-2904.

21. 75-35060 x 62-3906.

22. 31-50301 x 17-0352.

23. 0-000713 x 2-30561.

24. 42-10062 x 3-821013.

25. 1-0142034 x -0620034.

26. 64-301257 x 1-000402.

1. -96 x -5

2. '358 * -096.

3. 1-0013 x -25.

4. 3-6051 x 4-1.

5. -1003 x 6-12.

6. 8-0004 x -004.

7. '0006 x -00012.

8. -3005 x -0035..

9. 100-0008 x -000306.

10. 25067823 x -0000001.

11. 394-20023 x -00000003.

12. 2564-21035 x 4 '300506.

13. 44-046 x -43.

14. 35-601 x 1-032.

27. 840003-1709 x 112-10371.

28. 0-834567834 x -00000008.

2. In 1 rod there are 16'5 feet : how many feet are there in

41-3 rods ?

3. In 1 degree of the earth's circumference there are 69'05

British miles : how many miles are there in 360 degrees ?

4. In 1 barrel there are 31 -5 gallons : how many gallons in

65-25 barrels ?

5. In 1 inch there are 2 "25 nails : how many nails are there

in 60'5 inches ?

6. In 1 square rod there are 30'25 square yards : how many
square yards are there in 26'05 rods ?

7. In 1 square rod there are 272'25 square feet : how many
square feet are there in 160 rods ?

HISTORIC SKETCHES. YIL
KING CHARLES'S VETO ON EMIGRATION.

FATE was almost cruel to King Charles the First. One act of

his, or rather let us call it one act of his government, recoiled

more upon his head than ever foul cannon recoiled upon its

gunner. Eight vessels were lying in the Thames in the early

part of the year 1637, bound for
" the plantations" in America.

When they were about to sail, an order came from the king in

council forbidding the masters of them to go. Obedience was
exacted by the royal officers from the all-unwilling masters, and

the intending passengers were compelled to land again, to dis-

embark their baggage, and to renounce the object of their

voyage. The ships were emigrant ships, laden with colony-

founders' stores, and 'intended for colonists' use; the people
who had taken passage in them were of the stuff from which

colonies nay, empires are made ; and the object of the people
in going was to establish a settlement where politics and religion,
which were discouraged at home, might have freedom to live,

and liberty to grow. An embargo wr,s laid upon the ships, and
for the time their departure was delayed. Some of the would-bo

voyagers never pursued their journey ; they refused to give the

guarantees which were required of them before they could get
licence to go ; they returned to their homes and their duty, an<2

made themselves names in English history for ever. Among
them were John Hampden, who first tried conclusions with the

king by refusing to pay a tax levied by the royal authority only ;

Sir Arthur Hazelrig, one of the most determined enemies the

kingly power ever had ; John Pym, the future leader of the
House of Commons, and promoter of all the constitutional

resistance which Parliament subsequently offered to the king's

illegal pretensions ; anil last, not least, Oliver Cromwell ! These
and many kindred spirits were flying from tyranny and oppres-
sion at home, going with their worldly wealth to follow in the

footsteps of the Pilgrim Fathers, who, a few years before, had
sailed and founded in the wild regions of the West a colony
where freedom was to flourish till it grew up and overshadowed!
the land.

Certainly fate was cruel. Had these eight ships sailed'.

Had Cromwell, and Pym, and Hampden, and the rest, been
suffered to depart, how might not English history have been
written differently ? None, of course, can tell whether, among
the noble army of patriots who at that time thronged Parlia-

ment, there might not have been found another Hampden,
another Pym to impeach Lord Strafford, another "

Cromwell,

guiltless of his country's blood;" but taking the men as they
were at the time, and considering what they afterwards became,
it is excusable to speculate upon what different scenes would
have presented themselves, had not the unlucky order of em-

bargo been issued from the privy council.

But why were these men going ? England had been the

home, not of themselves only, but of their forefathers for gene-
rations. Cromwell's family counted among its recent members,
as poor Charles afterwards found, and tried to use the knowledge
in bribing his enemy that same Henry Cromwell who was

secretary to Cardinal Wolsey, and who, after that statesman's

fall in 1530, had risen in King Henry's service, till he became
Earl of Essex, and was finally promoted to the honour of being

executed, by order of the master he had served too well the

master " whose commands," as Mr. Hallam tersely observes,
" were crimes." The other emigrants were no less illustrious,

no less bound by the strongest ties to the land of their birth.

What motive could they have for voluntarily forsaking all that

was dear to them in nationality, and turning their backs upon
the country they loved ? Disgust at things as they were in the

country, and despair of ever seeing them become better. Shortly-

stated, these were the causes which drove such men away.

" We strove for honours 'twas m vain : for freedom 'tis no more,"

they might have said with the indignant Eoman citizens.

Henry the Eighth had begun that system of ruling by virtue

of his own strong will, which the nation afterwards, for national

purposes and under circumstances of national danger, allowed

his daughter Elizabeth also to exercise. But even under her,

beneficent and nationally glorious as her reign was, the people,

by their representatives in Parliament, were perpetually striving

to put a bridle on that sovereign power which the queen was so

fond of wielding. They loved her much, but they loved their

children more, and they would not suffer her to forge chains for

freeborn limbs, nor permit that they and theirs should breathe

by royal permission. When the dangers which caused the

people for a while to submit themselves wholly to her, had

passed away, no time was lost in winning back rights and

privileges which Elizabeth and her high-handed father had

taken into their own hands. In the re-conquest it was inevitable

that collisions should take place between the queen and the

Parliament, and collisions did actually take place ; but owing-

to the perseverance of the House of Commons, and to the great

good sense of Elizabeth, who always knew when to loosen the

reins which were being held too short, the result of these dis-

putes was always favourable to right and liberty, and never cost

the queen a whit of her people's affection. But when she died,

in 1603, and was succeeded by James of Scotland, there wero

still some ugly instruments at the disposal of the crown againsv
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man in this way of tho right of trial by his peers, which had
d for him by Magna Charta. The lords of the

1 1 wore at onco judges and jury, even in cases where tho
orowu was concerned ; there was not any appeal from their

'o, and the sentences of tho court wore often most ruinous

( IK >t\v it 1 1landing tho clause of the Groat Charter which forbade

any man to be fined to such an extent as would prevent his

getting a livelihood), even where they did not condemn a man
to imprisonment, and sometimes to torture. Any pun :

short of death and many of tho punishments came only just
short of it the court of Star Chamber asserted its power to

inflict ; and the claim having been put forward in action at a
time when men were not able to question it, came at length to

be looked on almost as a matter of course, except by those who
sufferec by it, and by those faithful guardians of tho liberties of

id who only bided their time to announce that the court
itself was an illegal thing, and ought to be abolished.

The High Commission was a tribunal invented under Queen
Elizabeth, a sort of ecclesiastical Star Chamber, composed of

lastics, who made it their business to "
sniff out moral

. and to bo down on any one who worshipped God in any
other way than that prescribed by the Church of England. It

lued with power to fine and imprison, and this power it

used till resistance became so strong, even under Elizabeth,
that it was deemed prudent to admonish it from above. It was
a sort of Protestant Inquisition ; but Englishmen were not

Spaniards, and the seeds of priestly tyranny were crushed ere

they could grow into a plant. Still it existed, in company with
the Star Chamber, which ever waxed more and more intolerable
In its administration under the successors of Elizabeth.
Men had endured much from the Tudor princes, as they

always will endure at the hands of rulers whose strong personal
character makes them respected, even though feared ; but from
princes of tho House of Stuart, they were by no means ready to

put up with insult and oppression, so that when members of
Parliament were cited to appear in tho Star Chamber to answer,
as to a crime, for language spoken by them in their place in Par-

liament, they resisted, and remonstrated with the king, and
declared what he had done to be a breach of privilege of
Parliament. Against other acts of the Star Chamber, and of
the government, tho Houses also protested, and Puritans in

well as in religion, who had been trained up in

Elizabeth's parliaments, and who sat in the parliaments of

James, uttered their words of remonstrance and warning, not

fearing even the dismal dungeons in the Tower, which the
chances were would be their reward for their boldness.
The king was despicable, his government was weak : the

Parliament men were for the most part noble, and un<:'

ably they were strong ;
so all through the reign of James I.,

!'!25, there were perpetual conflicts between tho sovereign
and the people, and though when the king died the Crown had

von up any of $s so-called prerogatives, there had been
ronjured up a deep spirit of resistance to them, a spirit which
found expiession in the reign of James's successor, his ill-fated

son, Charles I.

But much had yet to be borne before order-loving, law-fearing

Kndi-hintn ...'. 1 bo tadOM : \ r. > up ;.-: i ,-,. "'I;.. ;. .,+,

hall not be . government as weak, or weaker than
James'*, Charlcn pretended even gmsAor nhhns than his father,
andexoroutid bin pmgogrtfru evon BOW annoyinfly and nor*

tpMufaafly. n- i.-vi-d tjti .::. :,- - . n Iks i* ;.;.-. ( .

without the consent of Parliament, bat fa dine*
of several statute*; h issued proclamations, and required i

to be obeyed as laws ; be resented the osr of adrvw as on.
MIMtsllu inteffensues t and he refused finally to stumon the

counsellors, whose advise was always so np-dstaKlr Brooght
up in the notion that kings are appointed directly by God, and
that the Church of England was also of Divine tintitntif^i. he

put forward offensively his own claims on the one hand, and
with all hi* might the claims of the Church on the other.

In order to do this he was necessitated to employ very exten-

sively, in the face of increasing opposition, the two coasts of
which mention has been made.
Two members of Parliament, Sir John Eliot and Sir Dudley

Digges, were imprisoned by order of tho Star Chaml
UH" words used by them, as members, when the 1

'ham was impeached ; and when the House refused to
-.ill its members were released, the king threatened*

them, but gave way about his prisoners. Then came a series of
attacks on the constitution by tho king and his ministers, which

1 with more or less damage to the good-will between
him and his people- ; tho king tried to govern without Parlia-

ment, and Parliament was resolved there should be no peace for
him if he did. With the Earl of Strafford as chief adv
state affairs, and Archbishop Laud as head of theChurch, Charles
strove to make himself an absolute king, caring little apparently
how rough-shod he rode over the feelings and affections of his

people. The honour of the nation was forgotten by a disgraceful
'

foreign policy, pirates from Morocco were allowed to prey upon
ships in the English Channel, the influence of England abroad
had sunk to zero, and at home all power and statesmanship were
directed to the one object of laying the nation, bound hand and
foot, at the feet of the king.
The Star Chamber was set in motion against the opponents of

the kingly power, and indeed against all who ventured to
criticise tho actions of government. Sir David Fonlis was fined

.5,000 for dissuading a friend from paying an unlawful tax ;

Prynne, a barrister of Lincoln's Inn, for an abusive book he had
written against some of the practices in the king's household,
and against the ultra-High Church practices of the primate, was
sentenced to .be disbarred, to be put in the pillory at Clieapside
and at Westminster, to have both ears cut off, to be fined

.5,000, and to be imprisoned for life ! People were ruinously
fined for turning tii .ato posture, in contravention

of some obscure law of Henry VTL ; for refusing to lend money
to the king ; and for encroaching on the royal forests. One
man, IU > for reviling and striking one of

the king's servants at Whitehall ; another, named Allison, was
fined .1,000, imprisoned, and pilloried at Westminster, for

ly that the Archbishop of York had incurred

the kin _ are. For calling the Earl of Suffolk " a base

lord," Sir Richard Granvillo was ordered to pay ^4,000 tr tho

carl and .4,000 to the king ; Sir G. Markham having thrashed

Lord Darcy's huntsman for abusing him, and having promised
to do tho like by Lord Darcy, should he approve his servant's

conduct, was fined 10,000.* Landed proprietors being ordered

by the king's proclamation not to live idly in London, but to go
to their estates, were fined in tho Star Chamber for non-com-

pliance. In 1G37 Burton, a divine, and Bastwick, a physician,

were condemned for sedition and schism to the same punishment
as had been inflicted on Prynne, and that unfortunate man
having again offended, was further mutilated and fined another

.5,000. Williams, Bishop of Lincoln, was fined 10,000, and
sent to the Tower, for some trumpery offence against I

Osbaldistone, the master of Westminster School, for having-

nicknamed Laud in a letter to Williams, was ordered to bo

pilloried before all his school, and to pay 5,000, but he

himself by flight Lilburne, charged with distributing set!

pamphlets, was whipped by the hangman, pilloried, and im-

prisoned with irons on him.

It was under circumstances like these, when despair
c

This case occurred in the previous reign, but it shows the tension

to which the power of the court could be strong.
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to have seized the minds of men ; when the king was hurrying

forward headlong in a career of violent misgovernment, and no

one was found to stand in his way and styp his mad course ;

when oppression seemed to be triumphant, and right and justice

were openly trodden under foot; when honour had gone from

England, and the homes of her people were no longer pleasant

places, that Hampden, and Pym, and Hazelrig, and Cromwell

proposed to quit her shores and begin life anew in America.

The royal order, arbitrarily issued, prevented them as we have

seen. They returned to their homes and their duties, and when,

compelled as a last resource to summon Parliament, whose

advice he had not sought for eleven years, the king again ad-

dressed the House of Commons, these men were in their places,

resolved to do their duty to the uttermost, even to exceed it

Earl of Strafford, the supporter of the impeachment of Land,
the life and soul of all the constitutional opposition which the

parliament made to the king. His name is not to the warrant
for the execution of Charles I. (January 30, 1648-49), though
with Hampden, Hazelrig, and two more, he was one of those
five members whose arrest the king in 1641 endeavoured to
effect in person (see

" Historic Sketches," IV., page 120) ; but
his name stands out brilliantly among those advanced patriots
and purely disinterested men who in 1641, immediately after

the execution of Lord Strafford, wrung from the king a consent
to the abolition by statute of the courts of Star Chamber and

High Commission.
Of Oliver Cromwell, the fourth man among the detained,

it is unnecessary now to write. Much has been said for him,

JOHN PYM. BOEX 1584. DIED 1643.

some will say. Be that as it may, of the men whom Charles's

order stopped from emigrating, Hampden in the same year
brought forward the question of the king's right to levy taxes,
when he resisted even to trial the demand which was made
on him for ship-money; and he fell subsequently, mortally
wounded, at Chalgrove, early in the war between the king and
the parliament. Sir Arthur Hazelrig was foremost among the

more intemperate enemies of the king in all the subsequent
troubles, but he did not identify himself remarkably with any of

the great questions upon which the sword had finally to pro-
nounce judgment. Of Pym much, but scarcely enough, has been
written. Unselfish, truly persuaded as to the course he was

pursuing, unswerving in his fidelity to that course, incorruptible,
calm amidst tumults, a fountain of wisdom in a sea of folly, he
was eminently fitted for the post which he a long while filled,

that of leader of the popular party in the House of Commons.
He waa the framer of the articles of impeachment against the

much more, but less weighty, has been said against him ; but
his name and his character have brightened since the light of

honest, critical inquiry was turned upon him. Some there are
who cannot admire him enough for his policy, which raised the

foreign influence of England to a height it had not attained
since Henry the Fifth wa*s crowned in France, and which at
home brought order, albeit by a stern method, out of the chaos
into which the Great Rebellion had thrown all things. Others
there are who seem to think that nothing can atone for a usur-

pation which nevertheless declined to perpetuate itself by sta-

blishing a dynasty, and who can never forgive or forget the faot

that Cromwell's name appears among the first signatures on
Charles's death-warrant, and that but for him that death-warrant
would never have been written.*

* For Synopsis of Events in the Life and Keign of Charles I., and
List of Contemporary Sovereigns, see page 122.
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I.MAI. PHYSIOLOGY. VII.
Tin. . if DOLL,

IN the pri- i'.-s on the organs of sight and hearing
it waa remarked that while the sensations excited through their

agency wore HO ditlVri-ni, thu external causes which operated on
the eye and ear respectively wore not dissimilar. Rapid vibra-

tions, propagated by bodies themselves in violent but otherwise

ilnution, are convoyed through inti-rvnnir,' modia
for great, oiid, in the case of light, unlimited distances, by
Waves which are capable of indicating tho direction from which

neoted with mental operations. Their nses hare
to our animal than to oar intellectual life, and the appetite*

arise from a daeire to gratify thsss ssnsss have always
been oonsidered to be lees refined and move sensual than those

which pertain to the senses of sight and hearing. It is true

that a spurious delicacy and refinement of the sense of smell

have caused the wealthier elaesee in time* of high civilisation

to delight in costly and rare essences and scents; but the
extenaivu use of these has been the characteristic of

races, and of times when civilisation, in its highest MOM,
begun to succumb to luxury. When Borne boasted of

J. VERTICAL SECTION OF HUMAN HEAD, SHOWING THE BELATION OP THE PASSAGES FOE AIB AND FOOD. II. FRAMEWORK or THT Voex.
III. MUSCLES OF THE NOSE. IV. SEPTUM OF THE NOSE AND ITS NERVES.

Ecf. to NOB. in Figs. I. 1, upper turbinated bone ; 2, middle do. ; 3, lower do. ; 4, hole leading to the canal which drains the eye; 5, Eusta-

chian hole ; 6, palate ; 7, uvula
; 8, epiglottis ; 9, pharynx ; 10, larynx ; 11, cricoid cartilage ; 12, thyroid cartilage ; 13, cavity of the

mouth. II. 1, part of upper jaw bone ; 2, nose bone; 3, upper side cartilage ; 4, lower do. ; 5, cellular tissue. III. 1, pyramidal mnsel*

of the nose ; 2, muscle to lift the side cartilages ; 3, compressor of the nose ; 4, front dilator of the nostril ; 5, small compressor of the

nostril ; 6, hind dilator of the nostril ; 7, muscle to pull down the side cartilages. IT. 1, nerve of the lobe of nose ; 2, olfactory lobe ;

3, nerves of the septum ; 4, nerve of palate.

they proceed. These vibrations, therefore, can inform the mind
concerning objects far removed from its instrument, the body,
with an accuracy which makes us scorn tho idea that we can be
deceived in that which our eyes have seen and our cars heard.

Through those avenues the human mind extends itself, till it

touches, and by the aid of reason may be said to grasp, the

universe ; and the highest powers of the mind are employed
in interpreting tho messages brought to us by light and
sound.

In marked contrast to these are tho remaining senses of

which we have to write namely, those of smell, taste, and
touch. These senses are excited by material particles applied
directly to those ports of tho body which can take note of their

peculiar qualities, and henco they are for less necessarily con-

YOL. I.

costly perfumes, she had almost ceased from the prouder boast

of being mistress of the world ; and tho more manly tone of

modern and western society has decided between Hotspur and

the fop, to the prejudice of the latter.

Matter or material substances exist in three forms tho solid,

liquid, and gaseous ; and almost all substances can be made to

assume each of these forms. Thus ice may bo transformed

into water and into steam. When the particles of matter

hang together so closely and rigidly that they will not move

over one another without the application of force, they form a
solid. When the particles hang together so loosely that they

will move over and round each other with the slightest force,

so that they can scarcely be said to hang together at all, tha

substance is called a liquid. When the particles not only do

15
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not hang together, but exert a force to fly off from one another,

the substance they form is called a gas. The sense of touch,

strictly and properly denned that is, excluding the sensation

of heat and of resistance has to do with solids. The sense of

taste has to do with liquids only, as nothing is sapid which is

not liquid or capable of being dissolved. The sense of smell

occupies itself with gases ;
for these alone can gain access to

the organ, or cause the sensation of smell. Lest the reader

should suppose this statement opposed to the testimony of his

experience, from the well-known fact that solids, such as cedar-

wood, camphor, and rnnsk, excite the sensation of smell, while

ordinary scents are preserved and carried about in a liquid

form, it must be explained that these substances contain volatile

essential principles, which, on free exposure to the air, are slowly

given off in a state of vapour. Some solids give off particles

of their substance in a state of vapour without first becoming

liquid, as is ordinarily the case. Thus snow, which coats the

earth in winter, will diminish daily, even though the air is

fijosty, and there is no melting process going on. In other

sases, as in cedar-wood, oils naturally volatile seem to be long

entangled in the solid matter, and but slowly rendered to the

air; but their odoriferous power is so great that very small

portions of them produce strong perfumes. This is sometimes

truly wonderful. Dr. Carpenter states that a grain of musk

may be freely exposed to the air for ten years, during which
time it perfumes the whole surrounding; air; yet when weighed,
there is no perceptible loss observed. Matters which exhale

odorous emanations are detected at a great distance, from the

tendency of gases to pass through and diffuse themselves

equably throughout all other gases. Thus, though there be but
a very small escape of coal-gas in one part of the room, it soon

announces itself to the nose in every corner of the apartment.
This is a faculty peculiar to gases, and produces many in-

teresting results, which, however, cannot now be dwelt upon.
The final cause for which the sense of smell is given to the

higher animals i.e., to beasts, birds, and reptiles is primarily
to warn them against receiving into the lungs and stomach
noxious matters, and secondarily to guide them in the search

for wholesome air and food. As a rule, to which, however,
there are many exceptions, nauseous smells are associated with
noxious gases, and that food which gives off a pleasant aroma
is of a nature, and in a condition, to supply good nutriment.
The bulk of the atmosphere consists of inodorous gases, admi-

rably mixed so as to suit the purposes of respiration, and the
main products of vegetable life are nutritive and bland ; but
small quantities of destructive effluvia and of deadly poisons
are no uncommon things in natiire, and unless some kind of

quarantine were exercised on air and food, the system could not
be maintained in health. True, therefore, to its office of

sanitary inspector, the organ of smell holds a position at the
entrance of the passages for air and food. In order to appre-
ciate its office it is necessary to understand the relation of these

passages to one another. This is best done by a reference to
the illustration. The largest figure represents the nose chamber
of the left side; the hollow of the mouth below it ; the pharynx,
or channel for food, running down towards the stomach on the
left side (of the figure) ; and the larynx, or channel of the air,
when pursuing its course to the lungs, parallel to it, on the

right-hand side, as they would appear if the head were cut in
two with the downward stroke of a sharp, resistless knife, made
as near to the middle plane as possible, yet so as to be on the
left of the upright partition between the two nose-chambers.
The ordinary course of the air, when no food is being swallowed,
is upward through the nostril, then horizontally through the
lower part of the nose-chambers, then downward and forward
behind the soft palate, entering the hole immediately below
the part marked as the "

epiglottis," and so on to the lungs.
The simpler course of the food is horizontally through the

tnouth, and then vertically downward. If the reader has
understood the engraving, he will see that the air and food

passages cross one another ; or, perhaps, it makes it more clear
to say that the air passage enters the food canal from above,
and passes out again below and in front of it. This is a

singular arrangement, and open, one would have said, to the
obvious objection that the food might get into the lungs, where
it IB not only not wanted, but could not bo for a moment
endured. This catastrophe is, however, provided against by
the act of swallowing, in which the soft palate closes the air

entrance above, and the epiglottis is bent down, while the sides

of the hole below are so contracted beneath its overhanging
and protecting hood, that the food passes over it, and the drink
on each side of it, without danger of their making an entrance
into the larynx. It will be seen that the effluvium from food
not only rises into the nasal organ when it is presented to the *.

mouth, but passes to it, also, after it has been introduced into
the mouth, so that the nose is an effective guard to this entrance,
as well as to that which it more immediately occupies.
The external protecting framework, or nose, covers in tho

nasal chambers in front, and, on account of its oblique direction,

overhangs the orifices, which are further defended from intrusive

solids by a number of stiff hairs. At the upper part, or roof of
the nose, this framework is of bone, because there no flexibility
is required, but towards the point it is composed of cartilages,
which are more elastic, and which can also move in relation to
one another, while the outer and lower sides of the orifices are

composed of yet more bendable cellular tissue. These wings of

the nose can play up and down, and to and from, the central

partition by the action of muscles, so as to enlarge, contract, or

slightly alter the direction of the openings ; but the framework
is, nevertheless, stiff enough to keep the nostrils moderately
distended while in a state of rest. Stretching horizontally
backward from the nose are the nasal chambers, divided from
one another by a plain partition, which is bony behind and
gristly in front, and they pass under the chamber of the brain
and over the cavity of the mouth, to open backward over the
throat. Solid floors of bone divide this second storey of the head
from the upper and lower rooms, and bones also wall in the

right and left sides. These walls, however, are not smooth and
plain like the central partition, but have three bony projections
one above the other, which are called turbinated bones, because

they are curled upon themselves like scrolls, the first convex
surface of the scroll being directed inwards. These turbinated
bones stretch inwards, nearly reaching the plain partition, and
thus divide each lateral chamber into three horizontal passages,
called the upper, middle, and lower meatuses. All the interior

of the chambers is covered with a membrane, which is very
thick and pulpy on the scroll bones, the roof of the chamber,,
and central partition. This membrane is peculiar in that it

secretes a slimy mucus, it is very vascular, and so contain*

much blood, and the ultimate fibres of the nerve of smell lose

themselves in its substance. The nervous apparatus of smell

on each side arises from under the brain by three roots ; it is in

tho shape of a little round horizontal bar of brain matter, ending
in a bulb, and it lies in a groove of the soft brain above, and of

the hard bone beneath, being separated from its fellow by a
crest of bone. These bulbs being placed in the brain-case, send

down, from all along their course, through many holes in the
bones on which they lie, nervous cords, which divide and sub-

divide, and run, some to the vertical central partition, some to-

the top scroll-bone, and some to the roof of the chamber. Their

distribution, of course, indicates where the sense of smell resides,
that is, not in the main channel of the air, which passes along-
the floor of the passage, but in the upper part of the chamber.

Hence, when we want to smell anything, we take means to get
the gas driven upward into the upper part of the nose. This is

effected by contracting the nostrils, and drawing the air suddenly
and sharply in, BO that it is directed upwards instead of along
the floor of the passage.

It has been remarked that the membrane of the nose is very
full of blood-vessels, and this is important, because the presence
of much warm blood, distributed over a surface purposely folded to

give it a greater extent, has a tendency to warm the cold air as
it passes through the complicated channels before it is intro-

duced into the lungs. That cold air, introduced through the

nose, instead of through the mouth, is less likely to be injurious,
is so far recognised, that respirators are used by delicate persons
in cold air, while it is not thought necessary thus to protect
the nose.

There are curious connections botween the nasal chambers
and the hollows in many of the bones of the face and head,
which are analogous to the air cavities of birds' bones. The
nose has also another office, in that it serves as a sewer for

the eye. Two little ducts from the inner corner of the eye
join and form a tube, which, after passing through a bony canal,
delivers its drainage into the lower mcatus of tho nose by a,

small orifice, shown in the engraving. Hence, violent blowing
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.f tin- ii<>- sorted to in order to dear the eye from

So far a* "f tlio olfactory organ
ti-acli ua wl.

pleasures of smell I to <: in-r I:
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i thoRO odours, and make them

they arc nearly always suggestive of a sickly effeminacy, and
have called down sneers on their possessors. Thou, Cowper
writes

" His better bond, more busy, gives the note
Its burgamotj"

und Tennyson
< essences turned the lire air sick ;"

and again Shakespeare
" lie was perfumed like a milliner."

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. VIII.

PREFIXES (continued). ;

Apo, of Greek origin, from; as apostle, from tho Greek ao
(pronounced ap'-o),/rom, and <rrA\o> (pronounced stel'-lo), Isend;
that i>>, a person sent from one to another, a messenger.
Apo has the force of our English prefix ttn, as in uncover.

Thin is its exact import in tho word apocalypse, a revelation,
from tho Greek ctiro, and KoAfirrw (pronounced ka-lupo'-to), I
conceal; that is, according to the Latin, an unveiling ; and
according to tho Greek, an uncovering.

" O for that warning voice which he who saw
Th' apocalypse, heard cry in heaven aloud." Ifilton.

Arch (ch sounded like fc)> of Greek origin (from apxr/, pro-
nounced ar'-ke, a beyinniitj), in the forms arch, arche, and archy,
denotes tho orijin, the head, and hence government. It ia the
second syllable in monarch, monarchy ; and as the letter which
in Greek represents the ch ia pronounced like fc, arch thus intro-
duces a Greek pronunciation into our tongue. Hence you may
learn the error which pronounces architect (from apxy, first, or

head, and TC/CTOV, pronounced teck'-ton, a maker or builder), as
if its arch was pronounced like the monosyllabic word arch;
that is, the arch in a building.

Besides a type and an antitype, theology recognises an
/,>e, or original type, an original mould or model, in which,

in virtue of which, and after the likeness of which, all created

beings were formed, as ms taught by the Greek philosopher
Plato.

"There were other objects of tho mind, universal, eternal, im-
mutable, which they called original ideas, all originally contained in
one archetypal mind or understanding, and from thence participated by
inferior minds and souls." Ciulicorf/i.

This word arch (from opxrj) is found also pronounced in the
ordinary English manner, as in archbishop that is, a chief
bishop, the chief bishop of a province. In its signification of
flitrf it is used also to denote something questionable, bad, or
humorous.

"
Doggett thanked me, and after his comic manner spoke his request

with so arch a leer that I promised," etc. Taller." '

Come, tell us honestly, Frank,' said the squire with his usual
archness, 'suppose the church, your present mistress, drest in lawn
sleeves, on one hand, and Miss Sophia, with no lawn about her, on tho
other, which would you be for ?

' "
Goldsmith.

Auto, of Greek origin, equivalent to self, is found in autocrat,
from the Greek avros (pronounced aw'-tos), one's self, and
Kparia (pronounced krat'-e-a), power, government, one who governs
of himself and by himself ; hence autocracy ia arbitrary power,
despotism.

" The divine will is absolute ; it is its own reason
; It is both the

producer and the ground of all its acts. It moves not by the external
impulse, or inclination of objects, but determines itself by an absolute
autocracy." Smith.

Be, of Saxon origin, in tho forma be and by, connected pro-

bably with the verb to be and the preposition by, denoting tit*
active power or agent, as a prefix, performs the part at a*
intensive, and increases, sometimes in a bad sense, the inherent
import of a word ; e.g., belovud, bedaub, besmear, bepraise. In

ies it seems to do little more than aid in forming words,
as an adverb out of an adjective ; it ."tar), before,
fclow, beneath. Tho adverb betimes (early) is made u,

>, bytime; that is, in time.

" He that goes oat bttm* in the morning is mow like to Hqntih
hi* journey than he that lingers till the day be spent." Bfatep JfaO.

By means also, near, as " Stand by me."

"And as be (Jesus) passed by, be saw Levi" (Hark ii. 14).

Hence tho phrase by and by denoted immediately, as may be
seen in Mark vi. 25, in which, and in other passages of Scrip-
ture, it ia tho representation of a Greek word which signifies

straightway, forthwith. The repetition of the by may have had
emphasis for its object. Hence is explained the word by-dander.
that ia, one who stands near. At present, by and by ftinmj ill

conversation to intimate some little <l
''t-ff

t"f of tiro* from the
actual moment.

Bene, a prefix of Latin origin (from bonus, good; bene, >

found in union with won!a of Latin origin ; thus with faci
and its parts faccrc, factum (in combination a may pass into i),
it forms benefaction, benefit, beneficial, beneficent ; so in union
with dico, I say (dicerc, dictum), ben forms benediction, and
with volo, I am willing, it forma benevolent. Hence, one who is

benevolent is one who Irishes well
; and one who is beneficent is

one who dues well ; a benediction is a good word, a blessing, and
a benefaction ia a, good deed, a gift. Tho opposite prefix is the*

Latin male (pronounced ma'-lc), ill or ceil. Tho contrast is well
illustrated in these words, where, as iu other inntances, the old

spelling is retained, as offering so many historical facts

" The kyng, willing to show that this benefit was tohym much accept-
able, and not worthy to be put in oblivion, called this grant of money
a benevolence, notwithstanding that many with grudge and malfeoUnc*
gave great suinuies toward the new foude (found) benevolence." Hall,
"Edward IV."

Bi, in the forms of l>i and bis, of Latin origin (bis, twice), has
in English the force of two or twice ; biped (pea, Latin, a /oof),

two-footed, biscuit (cuire, French, to cook), ticice-eoolxd.

"The inconvenience attending the form of the year above men.
tioned, was in a great measure remedied by the Romans in the time ef
Julius Caesar, who added one day every fourth year ; which (from the
place of its insertion, viz., after tho sixth of the calends of

was called bissextile or leap-year." Priority, on llitlory.

Cata, of Greek origin (KOTO, pronounced kat'-a, down), properly
denotes motion in a downward direction, and appears in the
word cataract (from the Greek Kara and puaav, pronounced
ras'-so, I strike or dash), which, according to its derivation,

signifies a breking-down ; that is, of the rook which leads to s>

downfall of water. This prefix is found in other words of Greek

origin, as in cataclysm (from tho Greek KarcucXvir/ios, pronounced
kat-a-klusc'-mos, a dchtyc, from the verb K<rraic\va>, pronounced
kat-a-klu'-zo, to inundate), a term applied to the deluge.

" The catacomb.'! are subterranean streets or galleries from four t

eight feet iu height, ami from two to five in breadth, extending to an
.mmcnse and almost unknown length, and branching oat into various
walks under the city of Kome." Euttace,

"
Italy."

Cent, of Latin origin, from centum, a hundred, ia found is

centenary, a hundred or hundredth; cenfuple, a hundred-fold ;

centurion, a commander of ;-. soldiers in the Roman
army. Tho old Saxon word Aundredor may be compared with
centurion.

"
Hundrcdors, aldermen, magistrates, etc." Spelma*.

The import of hundredor or hundredcr may be learnt from
the following words, describing tho ancient cavil division of

ngland for the purpose of government :

" As ten families of freeholders made up a town or tithing (a tenth),
so ten tithings composed a superior division, called a hundred, as con-

sisting of ten times ten families." Bbukttont,
" (.\mnwnfaru*.

M

Circum, of Latin origin (Latin, circus, a circle or ring), signifies

.round, in in < ;
- (from circua, and tho Latin verb sto,

id), litorui'. .
which stand around you; what has
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been called " a man's surroundings." Circum enters into the

composition of many words ; e.g., circumnavigation, circumlocu-

tion, circumspect, circumscribe, etc.

" The circumscription of a thing is nothing else but the detennina
tioii or denning of it3 place." More,

"
Soul."

Cis, of Latin origin, signifying on this side of (Rome being
considered the centre), is found in Cisalpine, this side of tlie Alps.
in opposition to Transalpine, on the other side of the Alps; Oallia

Cisalpina was what we call Lombardy; Gallia Transalpine!, was
Gaul or France.

Co, of Latin origin (cum, with), occurs in the forms cog, col,

com, con, COP.

Co, as in coalesce (from co and aleo, Latin, I grow), to grow
together; it is found in the derivatives coalescence, coalition.

"No coalition which, under the specious name of independency,
carries in its bosom the unreconcilable principles of the original dis-

cord of parties, ever was or will be a healing coalition." Burke, on
the Nation.

Cog, as in cogrnate (from cog, and natus, Latin, born), born

with, of the same family or kind ; cog is found also in cognition

(Latin cum, u-ith, and nosco, I know), knowledge ; a means of

knowing, a cognisance or token.

" Tor which cause men imagined that he gave the sunne in his full

brightness for his cognisaunce or badge." Hall,
"
Henry IV."

Col, as in coHoquial (Latin cum, u-ith, and loquor, I speak), re-

lating to conversation ; as also in collusion (from col, and ludo,
Latin, I play), a, playing togetlier; that is, to deceive.

"
Well, let us now leve the cloked collusion that remayned in France,

and return to the open dissimulacion which now appeared in Eng-
Jande." Hall,

"
Henry VI."

Coin, as in commemorate (from com, and memor, Latin, mind-

ful), to keep in mind, to recall to mind ; found in commensurate,
comminute, commute, compact, etc.

" A different spinning every different web
Asks from your glowing fingers ; some require
The more compact, and some the looser wreath."

Dyer, "Fleece."

Cor, as in correct (from cor, and rego, Latin, I rule), and cor-

respond, corrode, cojTupt, corrugate (from cor, and ruga, Latin, a

wrinkle).
" The full lips, the rough tongue, the corrugate cartilaginous palate,

the broad, cutting teeth of the ox, the deer, the horse, and the sheep,
qualify this tribe for browsing upon their pasture." Paley,

" Natural

Thcoloay."

Contra, of Latin origin (contra, over against), as in contraband

(bannum, low Latin, a decree, laiv), against tlie law, smuggled ;

and in contradict, contrary. Contra appears in another form
namely, counter, counterfeit (from counter, contre, and faire,

French, to make), and in counterpane, a covering.
" On which a tissue counterpane was cast,

Arachnd's web the same did not surpass,
"Wherein the story of his fortunes past
In lively pictures neatly handled was."

Drayton,
"

TJie Barons' TTars."

De, of Latin origin, denoting motion downward, has, in com-
"bination, the following meanings, being modifications of its

original import.
1. Down, as in decrease, develop (Latin, volvo, I roll) ; de-

throne, to put down a king.
" The question of dethroning or cashiering of kings will always'be an

extraordinary question of state, and wholly out of the law." Burke," French Revolution."

Also in debase (from de, and battre, French, to l>eat), which ori-

ginally meant to lower in regard to material things ; e.g. :

"King Edward III., in the sixteenth year of his reign, proclaimed
that no man should sell wool-fels or leather under such a price, so
that these staple commodities might not be debased." State Trials, 1606.

The application of the word debase to a moral influence is

exemplified in this citation :

" Sam. So let her go. God sent her to debase me,
And aggravate my folly, who committed
To such a viper his most sacred trust

Of secresie, my safety, and uiy life."

Milton,
" Samson .^Qonisfes."

2. From, as in debar, to bar or keep from, to prevent.
" His song was all a lamentable lay,
Of great uukindness, and of usage hard,
Of Cythia, the lady of the sea,

Which from her presence faultless him debarred." Spenser.

3. Out, thoroughly, as in declare (de and clarus, Latin, clear),
in which the prefix has the form of an intensive ; to make clear,
that is, by utterance.

4. Not, with a force like un in undo, reversing the sense ; as,

decompose, to do the opposite of composing, that is, compound-
ing; decollation (de and collum, Latin, the neck), un-necking,
that is, beheading, decorticate (de and cortex, Latin, bark), to

strip off the bark ; defame, etc.

" Bless ye men that cursen you, preye ye for men that defamen
you." Wiclif,

"
Test.," Luke vi.

Deca, of Greek origin, meaning ten, is found in decade, a
period of ten years ; in decalogue (from the Greek Se/ca, pro-
nounced deck'-a, ten, and \oyos, pronounced log'-os, word, dis-

course), the ten words or commandments of God. Deca is found
also in the Latin form of decem, as in decemviri (Latin, decem,
ten, and vir, a man), the decemvirs.

"
By this time were the ambassadors returned with the Athenian

lawes. And therefore the tribunes (at Borne) were so much the more
earnest and urgent that once at length they would set on to describe

and put down some lawes. And agreed it was that there should be
created decemvirs above all appeale." Holland,

"
Livy."

Demi, of Latin origin, in the forms demi, semi, hemi, a half,
is found in demy, in semibreve, and in hemispJiere.

"Thou wouldst make an absolute courtier, and the firm fixture of

thy foot would give an excellent motion to thy gait, in a semi-circled

farthingale." Shakespeare,
"
Merry Wives of Windsor."

A farthingale is a hooped petticoat or gown.
Dia, of Greek origin, through (so as to divide), is found in

diameter, a measure through, from one side of the circle to the

opposite ; in diagonal (from the Greek 5io, pronounced dy'-er,

through, and 701/10, pronounced gon'-i-er, a comer or angle), a
line drawn from corner to corner; in dialogue (from dia. and
logos, Greek, a discourse), etc.

Far. How dost, fool ?

Ape. Dost dialogue with thy shadow ?

Far. I speak not to thee. S7iafcespeare,
" Timon."

Dia is abbreviated into di, as in dichotomy (from the Greek

Sta, through, and rejui/w, pronounced teru'-no, I cut), a twofold

division, or class.
" All things reported are reducible to this dicTiofomie : 1. the foun-

tain of invention ; 2, the channell of relation." .FwHer,
"

Worthier."

Dis, or dia in another form, may be rendered by the phrase,
in, two directions, or in different ways, as in distract (from dis

and traho, I draw) ; to distract is to draw a person's mind in

two or more directions so as to produce confusion and pain.
Dis is found in these forms, namely, di, dif, div.

Di, dif, etc., as in diverse (from di and versus, turned), turned
in opposite directions, different, opposed

" And for there is so great diuersitie

In English, and in writing of our tong,
So pray I God that none miswrite thee,
Ne misse the metre for defaut of song."

Cliaucer, "Troilus."

Dif, as in di/ficult, where the dif (dis) has a reversing force ;

difficult comes from dis and facilis ; facilis is the Latin for easy,
bhe a being changed into i, as is customary in compounds of

facio ; so that difficult is equivalent to our uneasy ; that is, not

easy.
Dir (of Latin origin), as in dirge, a sacred song, so called

:rom the beginning of the Psalm,
"
Dirige nos, Domine "

(Direct

us, Lord), and accustomed to be sung at funerals.
" The raven croaked, and hollow shrieks of owls,

Sung dirges at her funeral."

j?ord,
" Lover's Melancholy."

Doicn, of Saxon origin, is the expression of descent; henoo
motion from a higher to a lower level ; and hence, perhaps, the

application to " the downs," that is, hillocks viewed in relation

10 their declivities. Down was formerly used as a verb.
" The hidden beauties seemed in wait to lie,

To down yroud hearts that would not willing die."

Sir P. Sidney,
"
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. in Saxon, signifies an elevation, a lull, and even ..

ty be the origin of our ton a*

'us may be henoe derived. In "
WoljrtU-i-

tons are defined aa Bridget / injk //<.', -non an lie

i he coasts of Essex and SUBHOX, in roads
li ships lie on* these hilly coasts at anchor." V>

'

Salisbury Plain
"

is, in the parts near the city, a chalky
. famous for feeding sheep.

ut will do woll to continue his study of the Saxon
:ts of our language. For this purpose I reoommoud to

him the poetry of Wordsworth, the simpler portions of which
are pre-eminently Saxon. In order that ho may have a speci-
men under his eyes, the opening stanzas of

"
Lucy Gray," by

worth, are given in the following

EXERCISE.
1 . Parse the following stanzas :

-I heard of Lucy Gray,

-I to MO *t break of day
The solitary child.

No mate, no comrade, Lucy knew;
She dwelt on a wide u.

i Tb eweeteet tbiug tbat ei

Ifceile a human door f

Ton yet may spy tbe fawn at play.
Tbe bare upon tbe green >

I: .'
'

.-.- f J ,.;/
Will never mom U oea.

2. Form sentence* baring in them the following words :

Compound, simple, primitive, derivative, departure, wWrtirUoa,
affix, prefix, dutwotiou, ahead, amain, aflection, allow, ittrtirt. am-
biguity, anarchy, onticbrwt, anteobamber, apotbeoarjr. aatoetit, Une-
footor, malefactor, conversion, coUuiuoit, contravene, dialogue, dtt>
traction.

3. Write a theme on each of the following subjects :

1. The Convention of St. Paul. 2. The Battle of tbe Boyne. 3.

The Structure of tbe Eye. 4. Jacob's Journey to Padac-anm.

z
COPY-SLIP NO. 50. THE LETTER 8.

COPY-SLIP NO. 51. THE WORD Six.

COPY-SLIP NO. 52. ELEMENTARY LOOPED STROKE, BOTTOM-TURN.

COPY-SLIP NO. 53. THE LETTER j.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XY.
THE last of the four letters that may be considered as being
modifications of the letter o is the letter 8, examples of which
are given in Copy-slips Nos. 50 and 51. That its form is based
in a great measure on the letter o, may be seen by drawing a
fine line through the middle of this letter diagonally from right
to left, from the point in which a line drawn in the direction of

the slope of the letter (as in our early copy-slips), and touching
its right side, would cut the line a a, to the point in which a line,

also drawn in the direction of the slope of the letter, and

touching its left side, would cut the line b b. The letter s is

formed in the following manner : First, a hair-stroke is carried

upwards diagonally from left to right, a little above the line a a;
the pen is then brought downwards, and a curved down-stroke is

made, which is turned upwards to the left when it has reached

tho line 6 b, and terminated in a dot made about midway

between the lines b b, c c on the diagonal hair-line with which

the letter was commenced. The letter 8 is connected with any
letter that follows it by a hair-stroke carried to the right from

the middle of tho curved down-stroke on the right of tho letter,

as may be seen in Copy-slip No. 51. When s is preceded by
anv letter which terminates in a bottom-turn, the hair-line of

the bottom-turn is carried into the diagonal np-ttroke with

which tho letter is commenced ; but when tho letter that precedes

it does not end in a bottom-turn, as b. f, O. r, V, and W, the

connecting hair-stroke is carried into the dinetvm of the diagonal

np-stroke midway between the linos o a, c c, tho lower part of

the diagonal up-stroke being of necessity omitted, and the letter

is finished in the usual manner, as will be seen in Copy-slit

No. 59. When double 8 occurs in any word, the first 8 is som

times made by a hair-line looped above the line o o, like the *

of the letter "f, turned at tho top to the left, and conve-

gradually into a thick down-stroke, which U brought down*
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below the line b b, and finished with a loop like the elementary



1

ffiitttir

m), In- /( is -iittura, HUI.-

throat* : gutturu mini ..

Ihroatt.

EXXBCISB 25. LATIN-EN..

1. Ma;rmu dolor et mihi. 2. Nona* tibi est magnus dolor? 3. Bunt

nat;ui dotores matribus. 4. Color \< uohor Ml.
'

l>ulviuaris color? 0. Fuuestus error t illi. 7. Cur (uuenti

suut i>atri ? 8. Fratcr eat i . i sunt miu;ui
iiiimalia. 11. Kuuuo iiiatres torrent

: ;tira terrcut passeres.

ExsncisK 26. ENULISII-LATIN.

1. I have a spur. 2. Hast thou a gooso ? 3. They haro geese. 4.

.1111.1? 5. The odour of tho lightning is on the cushion.
. not like taxes. 7. Humours aro troublesome. 8. Have they

a c.m, h : '.i. They hTO not a goose. 10. 'Sou have a father, a
.1 mother. 11. They hnvo griefs. 12. Thou host a great

(ii.) Tbo stem and the nominative aro different; stem in nand r.

MASCULINES AND FEMINIZES.

Singular.

homo, a man.

houiiui's, of a man.
homini, io a man.

honiiui.ru, a mun.

homo, man!

honiinc, by a man.

Plural.

homines, men.

hoiniuum, of men.

homiui'biis, to men.
homiii' .

honimt'x, men!

hominibius, by men.

NECTEES.

Singular.

nomcn, a name.

nomtnis, of a mi me.

iiomiui, to a name.

nomeu, a name.

nomeu, name !

nomiiic, by a name.

Plural.

nomina, names.

corporum, of bodies. nomiuiuH, of names, geueritm, of races.

corporibiis, to bodies, nomimbus, to names, generibus, to races.

N. leo, a lion.

Ill'*, ()/ (I llOll.

1). leoni, to <i )i.>n.

Ac. Icon*m, a lion.

V. leo, lion I

Ab. loone, ly a lion.

Cseis.

V. leones, lion*.

-G. leonum, o/liona.
B. loonilnt.t, to lion*.

Ac. loom 1

, lions.

V. leones, lions!

Ah. Icoui'biu, bj lions.

N. corpus, a body.
O. corpiSris, of a body.
D. corpori, to a body.

Ao. corpus, a body.

V. corpus, body /

Ab. corporc, by a body.

N. corpora, bodies.

D.

pater, a father.

pair's, of a father.

patri, to a fatJitr.

pater, father!

putre, by a father.

putrcs, father*.

patrtou, of fathers.

patr.'bua, tofatliers.

patrcs, ftitherg.

patrca, fathers!

patrilos, by fathers.

genus, a race.

genfris, of a race.

generi, to a race.

genus, a race,

genus, race.'

geuere, by a race.

genera, races.

Ac. corpora, bon . nomina, names. genera, races.

V. corpora, bodies.' noiuina, names.' genera, races .'

Ab. corporibus, by bodies, nomiuibm, by n.-unes. generii>u.s-, bj races.

In two of tho words declined above, corpus, corporis, corpor,
and genus, generis, gencr, the stems namely, corpor and gener

saem to end in r. The r, however, is only the representa-
tive of s, for between two vowels, as in corporis, the s by the
laws of pronunciation passes into r. Thus, instead of corpus,
corpwsis, wo have corp<5ris, tho s being changed into r and the u
into o. Similar changes talco place in tcllus (tellusis) telluris,
Vie earth; pulvis, pulverin, dust ; mas, maris, a male; BBS, ffiris,

brass; flo.s, floris, a }l,i

Carbo, carbonis, m.,
charcoal.

Cardo, carJinis, m., a

Carmen, carmlnis, n.,

a poem.

Cinis, cin?ris, m.,
'!' .

Decus, decoris, n.,

VOCABULAET.
Littus, u'tWris, a shore. Pectus, pectoris, n., a

breast.

Piguus, pignoris, n., a

Pulvis, pulvfris, m.,
dust.

Eegio, regiouis, f., a

region

Vuluus, vuhiiris, n.,
a truand.

Lumen, lumVnis, n.,

light.

Occasio, occasVonis, f.,

an opport unity.

Opus, opPris, n., work.

Ordo, ordlnis, m., order,
N. i- m,

Pavo, pavonis, m., a

ptacock.

EXEIICISB 27. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Carbonom tiuieo. 2. Pavonos ferit puer. 3. Pulchrce sunt

regiones. 4. Occasio ost tibi. 5. Movemus cineres. 6. Cardo more-
tur. 7. Ordinis decus Jelectat matre. 8. Magnus efit pulvis
9. In littore sunt pavones. 10. Carmina non snnt nobis. 11. Vuhuis
cst in pectorc. 12. Repiouis magnum et lumen. 13. Illi est nomea
magnum. 14. Pignora uon luuduutur.

EXERCISE 28. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Dost thou fear charcoal? 2. Why does the mother strike tho

toy ? 3. Tlu-y luivc no bscomingness. 4. Thou hast a wound. 6.

Thy fathers turn woando * frighten mothers. 7. POMM
flourish la th raffioa. 8. Tbou but a great BUM. >. I ba? ut a
ltedf. 10. Tnjr ha M opportiiaity. 11. Tho IBM'S

KEY TO EXEBCISBS 1M LE88OV8 IX LATIN.-YII.

Bxntcisi 21. LATIS-ESOLWM.
1. Oood men love good boys. 2. Good boys aro lored by food men.

3. A rood boy loroe school. 4. Tbo good molten of good boys are
lored. 5. Hut thou a good master? 0. Tbo war to deadl;
have a rood female friend. 8. Tbo boys aro ia school. 9. Aro
not tbo boys ia school? 10. Han/ foreigners sail iato Britain.
11. Tho boar of ay friend to groat. 12. There to play o tbo ri*or*s
bank. 13. Scholars lore (like) loiters. 14. Them are frogs on tbo
banks. 15. Tho goat to groat. 16. There aro deadly wars ia tbo

EXERCISE 22. ENCJLJSU-LATIJC.

1. Bonos discipulos amo. 2. Boni ducipuli a boato Tins
3. Aniosne amicum ? 4. Aper est mihi. 5. Tibi est caper. 6. Capri
Hunt in ri;.'i. 7. Et tn insuli magnum ot foaostum bellum.
BritauniA suut agri multi. 9. Funesti stepe sunt apri ? 10. O riri,
amatisuo pueros? 11. Amici mei porogriaos BOB amant. 12. LuJua
amant pueri. 13. Amantue pucri ludum ? 14. Estao tiU "trf t
15. Maguus aper uou cat mihi. 10. Amies) epUtola ost la borto.

EXERCISE 23. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The horse neighs. 2. The horse's maoe to beautiful. 3. Tbo

flies are troublesome. 4. Are the flies troublesome t 5. Good scholars
aro not troublesome. 6. Long wars are troublesome. 7. Horses mo
quickly. 8. A man guides the horse. 0. A hone to guided by a nun.
10. I am delighted by a beautiful horse. 11. The fields are

'

12. The herbs of the fields are various. 13. Tho husbandman ftfmmUs1

to the fields grains of corn. 14. Tho husbandman tills tbo fields.

15. How beautifully tho fields flourish. 16. Various herbs flourish ia
the fields.

EXERCISE 24. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Fccundus est ager. 2. Suiitne agri fecundi ? 3. Bella fecund*

non suut. 4. Agri coluntur. 5. Deos colis. 6. Dii coluntor a
Tullio. 7. Equus ct equa a Tiro reguntur. 8. Celeriter currant apri,
0. Curruntne capri celeritcr ? 10. In pulchro horto sunt muscat.
11. Equum agro committis. 12. Boui discipnli coluntur. 13. O mi
fili ! diis et deabus cominittuntur templa. 14. O Antoni ! dii dosBqno
in templis coluutur. 15. O bone Deus ! in fecuudis agru colons.
16. Boni viri a filiis et filiabus coluntur.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. VIII.

HAVING gone thus far in our instructions for drawing an outline,
we think it necessary to detain the pupil a little longer upon this)

early and most important part of our subject, for reasons that
will bo apparent as we proceed. So essential is good drawing-,
that without a correct outline the most laboured performance in

other respects will be a failure ; it may be very neat in its execu-

tion, carefully shaded, or perhaps cleverly coloured ; but if it fail

in tho outline by not giving a truthful representation of the form
of the object, it is then for all practical purposes nsele*-

know what a great temptation it is to tho young to begin io

paint, but they do not consider that to bo able to paint well

they must be able to draw well. Painting, in its practice that is,

the execution is nothing more than placing colours, as we hare
said of lines, in their right places, and the power of handling
the brush successfully depends upon the pupil's ability for

handling the pencil. Of course we make no allusion to the

arrangement of colours themselves, their harmony and tones; we
moan simply the power of using the brush where it is necessary
to perfect the form of the object being painted, without having
to lay down the brush to resume tho pencil. We wish also to
worn the pupil against that slovenly, dangerous, and unsatisfac-

tory manner of drawing which is generally termed iketckbiff,

. producing a hurried, careless outline, its oorrectneaa

being tho last thing considered. Sketching, with an imperfect

power of drawing, in the majority of cases amounts to nothing
more than - there may be thousands of individuals

who can sketch, but amongst these there are comnarr.tivcly
few who can draw. Tho dogs, horses, and ships with which the

schoolboy adorns the pages of his dictionary, or the margins of

his exercises, may, on the whole, bear a strong TBSJCssiMini'ie to
the general character of tho class of animals or objects in-

t drawing: it is quite another thing
to piv, of these objeota : in this is the tost of

ability. It is true that the hand of a master may by a few
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lines express an idea with great force and power, but for a
learner to begin the art by sketching is altogether a mistake.

We once heard an eminent landscape painter say that " sketch-

ing is the ruin of hundreds of young artists ; it is beginning
at the wrong end; let them draw well first and secure the

power, then afterwards they may sketch." Sketches are clever

and valuable only when they are done by men who can really
draw well ; the unfortunate result of the habit of sketching by
an inexperienced hand may be compared to that of the very

objectionable system which compels schoolboys to write out

pages of Latin or English for punishment. There are many
who acknowledge in after years that their handwriting was

under our notice, to draw which we shall be materially assisted

by principles borrowed from geometry. But though we cannot

employ compasses to draw the forms of flowers and leaves,

yet by the practice of geometry we easily associate lines, angles,
and centres with curves, although they are not visible upon the

object. Instruments are usually depended upon for drawing
architectural curves, mouldings, and the like, because they must
be constructed according to received proportions. We propose
now to place before our readers some examples of architectural

curves, with the rules for constructing them ; our reason for

doing so being simply to show the pupil a way of making his

eye familiar with the construction of curves on geometrical prin-

63.

spoiled by these "tasks" or "impositions," and who were
never able afterwards, with all their efforts, to write well. Let

the pupil therefore give up all idea of sketching, and seek

to draw well, if he at all hopes to make the art useful for

practical purposes, or to secure in its practice a pleasurable _

resource in leisure hours.

There is much to be said upon the advantage to be gained by
a knowledge of geometrical drawing, a branch which depends
for its accuracy upon the use of compasses, scales, and rulers.

We have already explained a method of drawing curves by
hand, that is, by previously placing points in the course of the

intended curve, and then drawing the line through these points.
There are innumerable instances of curves which may be better

drawn without the aid of instruments than with them. Leaves

and flowers, for instance, afford an inexhaustible supply of

curved lines, to copy which we usually depend entirely on the

eye and the hand ; while there are curves which frequently come

ciples. From long experience we have found it to be the case

that they always make the best and quickest draughtsmen,
and do their work with the least labour, who have dipped

deeply into geometrical drawing and lineal perspective. In their

practice they have acquired a habit of precision, and have

learnt the means to arrive at it readily, and have become fully

impressed with its importance ; they know the reasons why in

such and such directions lines must be drawn ; the mind and

the eye have acquired a keener perception of the principles of

proportion ; a feeling for arrangement has grown from the use

of instruments in geometrical exercises, and then in the end the

hand readily takes up the practice.
The curve called the Scotia (Fig. 58). Let a b and c d be the

two lines between which the curve is to be formed. Draw b d

perpendicular to c d, and divide it into three equal parts ;

through e draw the line g f parallel to a I; from e, with the

radius e b. draw the arc b g, and at the same time mark tho



-, from /, with the radius f<j, draw the arc g i; >'
>j

i

will b

59). Let the curve bo
.-. i-i'ii tlin liin-.s n ') mill d

t and
it into tivo equal parts; uiurk the HUCOI

. upon 6 e dosoribu tho I'nuihit.-i-.il triangle b /, ami up..n

scribe the equilateral I :/ .-
fnuu /, with tho

radiuH / b, draw tho arc l> c, and from <j,
with tho radios g e,

ho arc e d ; b c d will bo the cur\

Tln> pupil can draw an equilateral triangle upon a given lino

th<> I. |..-t ' '
( I

!;.'. GO) bo tho lino upon
i angle ia to bo described ; from a and 6 as centres,

< radius l> a, describe two area intersecting each other

point c; join c a and c b ; tho triangle a b c is an equi-

trkmglo. (Seo Lessons in Geometry, VII., page 209.)
' tlic Ogee (Fig. Gl). Let it be drawn between

the lines a b and c d; draw d e perpendicular to c d, and divide

it into four equal parts ; through the first from e namely, h

draw the lino h i g parallel to a 6, make h i equal to he; draw
the lino k i I parallel to e if, and from t, with the radiua i k,

of a little help from goonwtry ; we advise him also to draw all

these lines of arrangement with a light hand, that they may be
more easily effaced when done with.

To draw the pear (Fig. 63), we will fint draw a line to

represent the length or aiw, and from this line
"
offsets

"
oc

each aide as shown by dotted lines. The pupil may please him-
self M to the number of these "

offsets
"
and their whereabouts ;

he will not be long before be finds that such lines are best

arranged opposite, and to meet, angles, and the greatest dis-

tance of curvature from the axis. He will then proceed to
draw the outline through the extremities of these offset*,

especially observing tho kind of line requisite between each
point: in some part* tho outline is more outwardly carved than
in others, in some it is nearly straight, in others the curve
ia inward. If the pupil will exercise his observation in this

way when looking at solids and natural objects, which be can
do at all times, whether he has a pencil in his hand or no^
even when out for a walk, he will be not a little surprised
should he make this his general practice, to find how rapidly bt

will gain confidence and power, and be able to produce trutlls.

draw the semicircle k g I
, join I d, and upon it draw the equi-

lateral triangle I m d; from r,i as centre, with the distance
m d or m I as radius, draw tho arc cl n I ; the line d n I g k

will be tho curve required. By recommending the practice of

geometrical drawing, \vo only wish to direct the pupil where to

find further assistance in free-hand drawing ; we will now show,

by a few examples, how these principles .may be applied. An
oval or epg-shaped figure (Fig. 62) would be very difficult to

draw, if tho boundary line only were to bo attempted without
some assistance from geometry ; there would be a great deal of

rubbing out and alteration before it was finished. Let the pupil

try the figure in the following manner : first by the help of com-

passes, then by hand only. Draw the straight lino a b, and
divide it into two equal parts in tho point cZ. Through d draw
c d e at right angles to a b, and make d c equal to a d or d b.

Construct upon a b the equilateral triangle a e b, and take tho

point g at one-third of tho distance from e to b, and determine
tho point / in tho same way. Then from tho points /, g, draw
the lines fi,gh, perpendicular to a e and e b respectively, and
make each of them equal to one-half of c f or c g. After this

arrangement has been made, draw the semicircle a c b and tho
arcs 6 e and a e through h and t. It will bo necessary to repeat
it a few times, when the pupil wiH begin to see the advantage

and useful drawings. We will give him another example
(Fig. 64), for which ho must arrange the scaffolding I :

with one exception, because it includes a principle which we
will merely allude to now, as we shall have better and more
frequent opportunities by-and-by to enlarge upon it. The
exceptional assistance we offer in this case, is that of the dotted
line which runs through the centre of the handle of the trowel,
and passes in a direct course to the point of the blade. V

may here observe that an implement of this kind, to be reallr

useful, ought to be so constructed ; and if we look at it with ar
artistic eye, the composition of lines which nrako np this vcr"

simple subject, must strike any one as being more symmetries,
than if the handle and the blade had been united at any otha

angle. This remark upon so insignificant an object as a garden,
trowel may appear trivial, but it ia the principle we contend for,

and which is, in reality, of the greatest importance. It is true

we might have selected a more noble object, but it would not
have better illustrated our moaning, or have made it mon>
evident, and at the same time have provided the pupil with a*

example for his practice more suited to the experience he has at

present attained as a draughtsman. Nature teaches us thia

lesson, and it ia evident everywhere that harmony of line and

proportion always accompany the greatest utility and strength.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XV.
DECIMALS (continued).

10. Division of Decimals.

CASE 1. Divide 120-3033 by 3'27.

120-3033 -i- 3-27 = ^ggg? -f- ?& - J?gip X t^Jo
=^

3679 is the quotient arising from dividing the dividend by the

divisor as if thoy were whole numbers, and the denominator 100

shows that there must be two decimal places in the quotient.

These two decimal places arise, as will be seen by the fraction

Su8ub>
from the . fact of there being two decimal places more in

the dividend than in the divisor.

CASE 2. If the number of decimal places in the divisor and
dividend were the same, the result would be exactly the same
as if the divisor and dividend were whole numbers. Thus,

1203-033 -4- -327 = -3 -=-
$Jb = ^$22 X jgg = 3679.

CASE 3. Suppose that there are more decimal places in the
divisor than in the dividend.
'

Take, for example, 120303-3 -f- '327.

120303-3 -T- -327 = ^^ 4. gg.
-

isosp x ^ = 367900.

The true* quotient in this example is an integer, but it will

not be so in all cases. .

It will be better in practice, before commencing the operation,
to annex ciphers to the dividend sufficient to make the number
of decimal places equal to the number in the divisor, in which
case the result will be exactly the same as if the division had
been in whole numbers.
ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE OF CASE 2. Divide 411-95 by T25.

1-25) 411-95,00 (329-56
375

1195

1125

700

625

750

750

Dividing as in whole numbers, we get a quotient 329, and a
remainder 70. Now annex ciphers to the dividend, which will

not alter its value, and continue the division. We now find

that, the true quotient is 329'56.

ADDITIONAL EXAMPLE OF CASE 3. To divide 356-7 by 2-31.

Annexing a cipher to 356'7 before commencing the operation,
we have

2 31
) 336-70 ( 154
231

1257

1155

96

The part of the true quotient already obtained is an integer,
the division being in fact the same as that of 2Sp. If more
ciphers be annexed to the dividend, we shall get decimal places
in the quotient, and the more we obtain the nearer to the true

quotient shall we arrive.

11. These examples will sufficiently illustrate and explain the

following
Rule for the Division of Decimals.
Divide as if the divisor and dividend were whole numbers.
If the number of decimal places in the dividend exceed the

number in the divisor, cut off from the quotient as many

* ^Ve shall use the expression true quotient to indicate the total
result obtained by the division of ono number by another, thus distin-

rniishins it from the quotient defined in Lesson V., Art. 1 (page 69),
wtiich is only the Integra', part arising from a division.

decimal places as are equal in number to this excess, prefixing
ciphers if necessary.

If the number of decimal places in the dividend and divisor
be equal, the division will be the same as in whole numbers.

If the number of decimal places in tho dividend be less than
the number in tho divisor, annex as many ciphers to the dividend
as will make the number equal to the number in the divisor,
and then proceed as in whole numbers.

12. We subjoin other examples of division of decimals.
EXAMPLE. Divide 1 by 10-473, carrying the quotient to 5

places of decimals.

We are at liberty to write 1 thus 1 -00000, putting as many
ciphers after the decimal point as may bo required. Since there
aro to be 5 decimal places in the quotient, and since there are
3 in the divisor, we must add 8 ciphers.

10-473) 1-00000000(9518
94257

57430

52365

60650

41892

87580

83781

3796

Hence tho required answer is '09548, prefixing a cipher In
order to get 5 decimal places in the quotient.

13. EXAMPLE. Divide '8 by -00002.

Annexing 4 ciphers to '8, since there arc 5 decimal places in
the divisor, we have

00002) -80000(40000

the division by tho rule being, in fact, the same as that of
80000 by 2.

14. It will be observed that wo are not required in some
cases to find more than a certain number of figures of tho

quotient when it is a decimal. Sometimes, by continuing the
division far enough, we shall find that there is no remainder

i.e., that tho quotient can exactly be found in the form of a
decimal. But if by continually dividing we cannot arrive at a

stage where there is no remainder, then we can only get what is

termed an approximation to the result. Tho more figures of the

quotient we take, the nearer we shall be to the value of the

truo quotient.

Thus, in the division above performed in Art. 12, if we
stopped at four decimal places in tho quotient, the result would
be "0954. Carrying on the operation one step further, we seo

that 8 is the next figure of the quotient, and therefore this 8

meaning ^^ we aro nearer to tho true quotient by usSjoa-
Where wo are required to find a quotient to a given number of

places, it is customary to carry on the division to one place
more than is actually required, in order to see whether tho next

igure is greater or less than 5. If it is greater than 5, then we
shall be nearer to the true result if we increase the last figure
of tho required number of places by unity.

Thus, in the case above given, finding that the fifth decimal

place is 8, tlia quotient to four decimal places will be more,
accurately written '0955 than '0954, because -0955 or, what is

the same thing, '09550 is nearer to '09548 than -09540 is.

Now -09550 is ^^ more than -09548
5 whereas -09540 is j^g

less than -09548.

The same method is applied whenever a limited number of

decimals is employed. We shall return to this subject hereafter,

EXERCISE 33.

1. Find the quotients of the following examples in division of

decimals :

1. 5' 04 * 4.
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aid correctly to 4 places of decimal* the quotient* roanlt-

3. 2-3748
-

i

4. 180 + 3-14WO.

:; How many boxos will it require to pack 71 '5 pound* of

butter, if >DII put .V-"> pnii::iU in a box ?

l >w many units of clothca will 20'6 yards of cloth make,

allowing 3'7 yunU to a BtiitP

; a man can walk .".'> -."> milo* per day, how long will it

illl l.i v, :i! - :! P

; li . ii-iiny loads will 134642-156 pound* of hay make,
tn<l* for a load?

p!.>ugh 2-3 acres in a day, how long will it

. plough 63-75 acres ?

low many bales of cotton are there in 56343'75 pounds,

allowing 375 pounds to a bale ?

:'. Determine the quotient in the following examples in divi-

sion of decimals by removing the point in such dividend to the

left, and adding ciphers when necessary :

5. 426-13-621 + 100000.

<>0-45 + 10000000.

7. 1-U300456 -( 100000.

8. 2-00703JC -* 1000000.

10. Multiply the following numbers together by removing the

decimal points :

5

1. 4672-3 -f- 100.

2. -8 -* 10000.

3. 672515-67 -i- 10.

4. 10342-306 * 100.

1. 85-1321 x 100.

J13401 x 10.

3. 1067-2350123 x 100.

4. 608-34017 x 1000.

5. 30-467214067 x 10000.

6. 446-3214022 x 100000.

7. 21-3456782106 x 100000.

8. -5 x 1000.

9. -75 x 100000.

tea thousandths x 1000.

11. 48 hundrod thousandths
x 100000.

12. 248 thousandths x 100000.

11. Multiply -8635-11 by -10983, retaining 5 decimal places.

12. Multiply 1-123674 by 1-123674, retaining 6 decimal places.

13. Multiply '26736 by -28758, retaining 4 decimal places.

14. Multiply -1347866 by -288793, retaining 7 decimal places.

15. Multiply -681472 by '01286, retaining 5 decimal places.

16. Multiply -053407 by -047126, retaining 6 decimal places.

17. Multiply -3857461 by -0046401, retaining 6 decimal places.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XY.
SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued),

72. THERE are a few exceptions to the preceding illustrated

pronunciation, which will be given, namely:
Ennui. According to Eule 2 (page 214), the first en of this

word would not be nasal, because the n is doubled. In this

word, however, en is a nasal.

Ennui Anh-nuee Tediamness.

In the following words the en is a nasal, viz. :

Anh-nuee-eeanh Annoying.
Anh-nuee-eeuhz-manh Tediously.

Anh-nnee-eeuh <>u.

Anh-nuce-ecuh ,,

Anh-xiuee-eeuhz

The same is true of all

derivatives from that word.

Ennuyer Anh-nnee-eay To annoy.

73. There are some exceptions, also, to the pronunciation

illustrated under the nasal em (page 214), in the following

words, in which the m is doubled, but the nasality is not

destroyed, namely:

Ennuyont
Ennnyeusement
Ennuyeu
Ennuyeux
Ennuyeuse

In the word ennuyer, the en is nasal.

P*0:

FRENCH.

Emmagasinage
Emmagasiner
Etnmaifrrir

Emmaillottement
Eaimaillotter

Emmanchemeut
lu-lier

Emmancher
Kmmiiii.

Emmanchure
Emmannequiaer

PROXTJXCIATIOS.

Anh -nuiir-az-t'e-nazh

Anh-inag-a*-ee-nay

Anh-may-grer
Anh-inah-eegl-ot-manh
Anh-mau-eegl yo-tay
Anh-mauhsk-mauh
Anh-mauh-shay
Anh-manh-shay (naval term)
Anh-in;m]i shi-uhr

Auh-inaali-sliiiro

Auh-man-kee-nay

ENGLISH.
Wartho

.

To grow U-au.

113.

T | i-i :',-.

Piiltinj on a handle.

To put a h<iiu!lt! to.

. a channel.

I

Arm-hole.

To put into* a bastcf.

Bntmanu-U
1. ':.!.. .1 ...

J .!:.!;. . I . J: r

EmntfUr
J . ; : : : i : !..:.*

l.uiiij. | ,.-. .,,,-nU

Km:n. ii..,-. r

BB* :. .. .

K i ..:... . . r

i:::i:n. :, M. r

Kinmiolli'-

Her

Emmitoufler
EmmitriT
EmmorUteer
Eiiimotttj

Eiumuacler

.' '. ;.:> r> I IV

1.

I! '.
'

J I *fc

A:. .'i .'i.a.i -:i^i:i r.. :... -.

> ,).....fW
Auh-m'najr
Auh m uo-tay

To : ^ .i^u-;.

Auli roca-lay

Auh-mee- too-flay
A !. m " T y

Auh-mor-Uijr-tay

Aah-mo-Uy
Aj.l. .:. ./. !-.v

.

j

j
.

/ . .

It is believed the above li*t comprue* newly every word in

the French language which departa from the general role at

nasals in em.

74. The following words are exceptions to the firtt general
rule concerning nasals (page 214), namely :

FRENCH. PUOVUVCIATIOX. XMUL
Enivrant Ant. nae-rranh ;

' - .: - ;.

Euivremeut Anh-in-cvr'-inahn /
'

-
'

.

Enivrer (aiid all do- Anh-uee-vraj To \*tnrit*t.

rived from it)

Enorgueilh'r (ditto) Anh-or-gunygl-yer To render proud.

SECTION XXV. IDIOMATIC USES OF VEHBS. ETC
1. The verb aller is used, in French, in the same manner as

the verb to go, in English, to indicate a proximate future.

Allez-vous <
:crire ce matin ? Are you going to writ* (hit morning?

Je vois ocrire ines lettres, I am going to vriU my letter*.

2. The verb venir is used idiomatically, in French, to indicate

a past just elapsed. It requires, in this signification, the prepo-
sition do before another verb.

Jo viens dVcrire mes lettres, I nave jvtt irrifkn my letter*.

Nous veuoua de recevoir des lettres, We havt jutt rteeired letttn.

3. Aller trouver, venir trouver, are used in the sense of to go

to, to come to, in connection with nouns or pronouns representing

persons.

Allez trouver la ferhlontier, Go (o the tinman.

J'ai envie d'aller lo trouver, I have a de*tr to go to KM.
Venez ine trouver a due hcures, Conu to me at ten o'clock.

4. Aller chercher means to go for, to go and fetch.

Allez chercher le medecin, Go and fetch On pfcftfaftm.

Je vais chercher du sucre et du I am going for yT * ifr.

aatf,

5. Envoyer chercher means to send for, to tend and fetch.

Envoyez chercher le marchand, Send for fft merthant.

J'envoie chercher des legumes, J tend for vefetaNm.

6. The first and second persons of the plural of the impera-

tive are, with few exceptions, the same as the corresponding

persons of the present of the indicative. The pronouns noua,

vous, are not used with the imperative.

7. PLURAL OF THE IMPERATIVE OF AT.TJTR, ENVOYER, AXD
VBNIR.

Aliens, let tw go. I EnToyona, let m tend,
j
Venons, let * com*.

Allez, 30. | Envoyet, nul.
| Vne, eomt.

8. Tons, m., tontes, f., followed by the article lea and a plural

noun, are used in French in the same sense as the word every in

English.
Votre frcre vient tous les jours, Your broOUr eom* Wirj iay.

Vous allez a 1'coolo tous les matins, l'<m 70 to tefcool *9ry morning.

9. Tout, m., tonte, f., followed by le or la and the noon in the

singular, are used for the English expression tht whole, coming

before a noun.

10. A day of the week or of the month, pointed out as the

time of an appointment or of an occurrence, is not preceded by

a preposition in i'rench.

Vcncz Lundi ou Mardi, Co** on Monday or Tmrfay.
^

Vencz te quinze ou le eeixe Avril, Ccmt on the fiflctnlh r t*mtJi <tf

.4. ..:.
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11. When the occurrence is a periodical or customary one,
the article le is prefixed to the day of the week or the time of

the day.
II vient nous trouver le Lundi, He comes to us on Mondays.
II va, trouver votre pere 1'apres- He goes to your fatlier in the after-

rnidi, noon.

EESTJME or EXAMPLES.

Je vais parler a M. votre pcre.
Nousvenons derecevoir del'argent.

Que venez-vous do faire ?

Je viens de de'chirer moa habit.

Votre frere va-t-il trouver sou ami ?

H va le trouver tous les jours.

II vient me trouver tous les Lundis.

Allez-vous chercher de 1'argent ?

Je n'en vais pas chercher.

Allez-vous chez cette dame Lundi?

J'ai 1'intention d'y aller Mardi.

J'y vais ordinairement le Blercredi.

H va a I'dglise le Dimauche.

I am going to speak to your father.

We have just received money.
What have you just done 1

I have just torn my coat.

Does your brother go to his friend 1

He goes to him every day.
He comes to me every Monday.
Do you go and fetch money ?

I da not. (Sect. XXIII. 12.)

Do you go to that lady's house on

Monday?
I intend to go there on Tuesday.
I generally go there on Wednesdays.
He goes to church on Sundays.

VOCABULARY.

Annee, f., year.
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:i:i.l intonating; BO tlmt in no portion of tin- globe have greater
< lu-.-n mini.' in tin- knowledge of physics Mid geography,

mid i.i' :ill Hi.- MMi'iicr.-i connected with them. Botanical geo-
. may, in fact, be said to hare originated with Baron von

H mill. ol.lt. If to this wo add that tho aulhor of ti

in In Nature
"

Htudk'il tho count ri.-i in wlii<-h In- travelled both

in an economical and political point of view, his merit OH a
i ill.- traveller stands unrivalled.

i ruvolH of La Condamine in Pern and on the river Amazon ;

of Smith oiid Maw, on the aamo river ; of Messrs. Spix, Martins,
nn.l Augnate St Hiloire, in Brazil; of Don Felix A/am, in

Paraguay; of Captains Kin? and Fitzroy, in Patagonia and
Tirrra del Fuego ; of M. Stephonaon, in Chili and Peru; of M.
< !:iy, in Chili ; and of M. Schomberg, in Guiana, have all con-

tributed to the perfection of our knowledge of tho geography,
tho productions, the geology, and the population of South Amo-

Among these later travellers must bo mentioned M. A.

d'Orbigny, a learned French geologist, who, in 1826, after a

sojourn of seven months at Buenos Ayres, ascended the Parana

tone, some of which weigh eighty ton*. The great gate* are
each composed of one single mass; and that* are eoloessi

image* rudely sculptured, showing that at a very early period
there most have been some communication between the Old
World and the New. The traveller above mentioned than visited

in roooession the cities of Cochabamba and of Santa Cruz da
ra; oonrageonsly penetrated into the province of the

('hi'juitos, which he surveyed in every direction to the river

Paraguay and the Brazilian province of Matto-0rosso; noted the
manners of the GnarayoK, a tribe still entirely savage; traversed
tho province of the Mozos, to the north-cant of Upper Pern;
passed some time in tho forests inhabited by the Yuraoares)
Indians ; discovered the points of discharge of the Bio Bcni and
Bio Mamon', tributaries to the Amazon ; returned to
Cm/.; visited Potosi, the city of inexhaustible mines; and finally
sailed for France from the coast of Peru. This mnarkabU
expedition lasted for tho space of eight years, and produced
valuable results for the geographer, tho natural historian, and
the geologist.

OTAHEITE OR TAHITI, TIIE " GEM OF THE PACIFIC."

as far as 1,000 miles from its mouth, travelled over the province
of Corrientes, and other ports of the Argentine Confederation,
visited the hordes of savages which people tho Grand-Choco, and
returned to a civilised territory, passing through the provinces
of Entre-Bios and Santo-Fe. He then travelled into Patagonia,
ascended the Bio Negro, and sojourned eight months in that

country amongst the stalwart savages, whose Herculean forms
and size had been described with so much exaggeration by
Pigalotta, Drake,' Sarmiento, Lemaire, Byron, Bougainville, and

many other navigators. This intrepid naturalist then proceeded
to Chili, having doubled Capo Horn and reached Bolivia, some-
times called Upper Porn, of which he explored the western

region, rendered so remarkable by the labours of the ancient

Quichuos. He ascended the summits of the Andes, and on his

reaching the opposite sides of these amazing heights, beheld a

jiagnificent panorama of snowy peaks, and of immense chains
of mountains. He at lost reached the vast table-land on which
is situated tho great Lake of Titicaca, 150 miles long, rendered
so famous by the Temple of the Sun, built by the Incas, on an
island in its centre. At tho village of Tiahuanaou, near tho
banks of this lake, are also to be seen the remains of the

stupendous palace erected by tho ancient Peruvians. The
interior courts, 360 feet square, are built of enormous blocks of

From tho extremity of South America lot us pass on to the

regions which surround the Antarctic pole. There we see navi-

gators of all nations braving tho storms and the icebergs of

those seas which are covered with everlasting mists, in order to

enrich geography with important observations and discoveries.

After the immortal name of Cook, come those of William South

(1818), of Lieutenant Barnsfield, of the Bussian officers Belling.

hausen and Lazareff (1819), of Botwell (1820), of Weddell and

Palmer (1822), of Biscoe (1830), and of Balleny (1839). It is to

these navigators, some commissioned by the government of tho

nations to which they belonged, and others who were simply
whalers or seal-catchers, that we owe the successive discoveries

of New South Shetland, the South Orkneys, Palmer Land,

Trinity Land, the islands of Peter and Alexander, Enderby Lacd,

Adelie Land, Graham Land, and the islands of Biscoe and

Balleny. Three voyages in the southern oircnmpolar seas those

of Dumont d'Urville, of Captain James Clarke Boss, and of the

American Commodore Wilkea deserve particular notice. The
French expedition, under the command of Captain Dumont

d'Urville, after a careful exploration of the Strait of Magellan,

proceeded in 1838 towards tho icy regions, and was stopped by
an iceberg in latitude 64 S. The two vessels endeavoured to

overcome the obstacles which opposed their progress, but they
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were blockaded by the ice during five successive days, and only

iecured their safety by a sudden change of the wind to the

south, and the immediate efforts of the crews, who cleared their

way through the immense blocks of ice with which they were sur-

rounded. Sailing in a different direction, they discovered Louis

Philippe Land ; and returning northward, Captain D'Urville

visited, agreeably to his instructions, the island of Juan Fer-

nandez, the Marquesas Islands, Otaheite or Tahiti which has

gained the name of the " Gem of the Pacific" from the exquisite

beauty of its scenery Samoa, Varaoo, Hapaee, and the Feejee
Islands. He then touched at Banks Island, the Vanikoro,

Solomon, and Caroline Islands, and others, and arrived at the

hospitable port of Guam. He then sailed through the great
Asiatic Archipelago, and explored the banks of New Guinea,

Australia, and the isles of Sunda ; he made the tour of

Borneo, and stayed a short time at Hobart Town, in Tasmania.
In January, 1840, the vessels of the same expedition, L'Astrolabe

and La Zelee, sailed again towards the icy regions of the south,
and swept over the immense space from 120 to 170 E., which
had not hitherto been fully explored by navigators. Having dis-

covered some land and coasts which they supposed to belong to

the yet undiscovered Antarctic continent, they returned to New
Zealand, and explored its coasts, and those of the islands of the

Louisiade Archipelago and New Guinea, including the dangerous
reefs of Torres Strait.

The object of the expedition under Captain, afterwards Sir

James Ross, was to investigate the problem of the Artarctic

continent of which D'Urville was considered to have seen the
shores. He sailed for this purpose, with the Erebus and Terror

under his command, and early in 1840 he discovered land in

latitude 70 47' S., and longitude 174 56' E., consisting of a
collection of peaked mountains, varying from 9,000 to 12,000
feet in height, covered with snow, and surrounded with immense
masses of ice which jutted into the ocean like huge promon-
tories. An island discovered in the vicinity of tliis land was
called Victoria. In latitude 76 8' S., and longitude 170 32' E.,

they discovered another island; and next day they beheld a
mountain 12,400 feet high belching forth, at an immense eleva-

tion, flames and smoke ; to this volcano they gave the name of

Mount Erebus. Having reached latitude 78 4' S., the farthest
south point yet reached in the Antarctic Ocean, tho expedition
proceeded on its way in a retrograde direction, coasting, as it

were, the land first discovered, it being impossible to get on
shore on account of the ice in which it was enveloped. It was
thus ascertained that this land extended in latitude from 70 S.

to 79 S. ; and it was named Victoria Land. A second voyage
of Captain Ross was fruitless, and a third ended in the discovery
of a small volcanic island in latitude 64 12' S., and in longitude
54 29' W. The expedition of Wilkes, the American navigator
already mentioned, was practically useless

; as it was proved that
his claim to the discovery of the Antarctic continent could not
be supported even by the testimony of his own officers,. Recent
attempts to penetrate into the land around the south pole have
proved unsuccessful.

LESSON'S IN GEBMAN. XIV.
SECTION XSV. THE INFINITIVE, ETC.

WHEN not governed by an auxiliary verb of mood, the infinitive
takes the preposition 311 ( 146) before it, as : 3d; I;ak 3ett $u
Icfcn, I have time to read. <r gel;t in tie Scfmte, urn ;u lerncn, he
goes to school, in order to learn. <r gefit aitf ten 2Narft urn glcifd;
jtt faufen, he goes to market, in order to buy meat. Urn, in order,
is, as in English, often omitted, as : r gefa auf ten SKarft, SfeifA
311 faurcn, he goes to market to buy meat.

1. flonnen often signifies to know, to have learned a thin"-, and
may be followed by a noun in the accusative, as : Jftnncn Sie
Seutfd; ? Do you know (understand) German ? Followed by a
verb, funjwn signifies either to be able (see Sect. XXIV. 1), or to
know how, as : ton cr fd;rcikn? Can he write? or, does he
know how to write, has he learned to write ?

2. fflSiffen, to know, is frequently placed before an infinitive
with

311, and corresponds to our phrase
"
to know how," as :

Gr itcip 3U
jtyretten,

he knows (how) to write. @r rccip m &fen he
knows (how) to live. @r irei fid; ju $elfcn, he knows (how) to
get on.

3. Jtcnneu also signifies to 'know, but only in the sense of to

be acquainted with, as : Jlcnncn Sie ttcfc Scute ? Do you know
these people ? .3d; fcnne fte, I know them, I am acquainted witto

them.
4. The indefinite pronoun man has no exact correspondent in

English. It is variously translated, according to its position ;

thus, 2ftan fofltc tmmcr cfyrttd; fyantcln, one should always act honour-

ably. 3Wan lauft, they are running. SJian kfjrcit, they are crying.

Grrtragcn mufj man, tuaS tcr -pimme! fcntet; what (the) Heaven sends,
must we endure ( 59. 1, 2). 3J?an is often nominative to an
active verb, which latter is best rendered by a passive one, as :

9)Jan tocip, tr-o cr iff. it is known where he is. !BZan Ijat ten >te&

gcfanaen, the thief has been caught.
The above use obtains especially in the phrase ,,man fagt"

(French on dit), which, though more literally
" one says," is

often better rendered by
"

it is said, rumoured, reported," etc.

VOCABULARY.

Gffcnb, wretched. i Satei'ntfd;, Latin.
j

(gotten, shall.

n'tclkrg, n. Heidel- 3fiad;cn, to make, to Sfradje, /. language.
berg. do. i lint ( 114. 4).

dcn, to go for. Sd;nciten, to cut. 2Batyl, /. choice.

Jlafc, m. cheese. Sdjnlc, /. school. SBtcfe, /. meadow.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

(?r ift fTcijnoj, ntd;t mtr um taS Sob

fcincS ?c[;rerS 311 ertoer'kn, fon*

tern um feinc tfennt'mjfc ju cr=

toci'tern,

2Bir cffen, um ju tekn
;

a&er lutr

lekn nicfjt, um 3U cffcn.

in ftugcr 2JJann racip ju fd;n:et-

gcn.

in un'kftctfteS ^erj tft ein flitter

kffcr Sec, tern man auf ten

runt fietyt.

in grcnnb tft cine SUJunje ;
man

pruft fie, e(;c man fie numnt.

He is diligent, not only to ob-

tain the praise of his teacher,
but in order to extend his

knowledge.
We eat in order to live, but wo

do not live in order to eat.

A judicious man knows (how)
to be silent.

An unspotted heart is a still

clear sea, which one Bees to
the bottom.

A friend is a coin, it is proved
before it is received.

EXERCISE 39.

1. 3d; mufi auf tie SBtcfc gckn, -cu ?u Men. 2. 23aS foff 3T)r 93ru*

tcr in tcr Sd;ulc tT;un ? 3. @r foff in tie Sc&ulc gckn, um tie (atcintfctyc

( 5, 8) Sprad;e 3u fernen. 4. 2)er SKenfd; mup ctyrfid; otcr dent fein.

5. SBal foff td; tfwn ? 6. <Sic fonncn tijun, toaS Sic rooffen, unb fotttcn

t^un, was Sic fonncn. 7. SBarum ftnt ie nid;t geftern 311
unS (Sect.

XXIII.) iiefommen? 8. 3d; njoffte, afcer td; lonnte nid;t; id; mupte 3U
&aufc fckikn unt Icfcn. 9. 2Birb ter Scfjiicitcr mir dncn 3U'd mad;cn
hjoffcn ? 10. (5r irirt Slmcn cinen mad;en njollen, afccr cr iuirt e nid;t
tfnin fonncn. 11. SBarum lutrt cr c3 ntcfjt t(mn fonncn? 12. 6r njtrb

incviH'n auf taS I* ant a.ckn miiffen, fcmen franfen Svutcr 311 bcfud;cn. 13.
iiV.C' unit tcr ^tnak mit feincm SWcffcr? 14. (5r milt SSrob nnt ^afc
fd;neitcn. 15. akn @ic 3cit, in ten Staff 3u gel;cn ? 16. 3d; ^a6c
3cit, afccr id; ttiff nicl)t gckn, id; irtff ju aufe blctkn. 17. SSaS fyakn

tc 3U -aufc ju tfmn ?. 18. 3d; f;ak JBricfe ju (cfcn unb ju ftyrcikn.
19. 3Jiuffcu Sic ftc I;cutc fd;retbcn ? 20. 3d; mup fte kutc fd;rcitcn, toeil

id; morgcn nad; J?ctte(kr;j ,ickn miff. 21. 3Ran mup in tcr SBafit feinev

grcuntc orftd;ttg fein. 22. 3>tcfcr Stna&e Ijat kute gar nidjtS gclernt.

23. akn @te aud; ntd;ts gclernt ? 24. 3d; fyi&t cnua gclernt, abet

ntdjt ie(.

VOCABULAKT.

2tuS, out of, from.

SBatcr, m. Bavarian.

S3evg, m. mountain.

S3o6,me,ra. Bohemian.

SBrunncn, m. well.

H>icnfi'matd;cn, n. ser-

vant-girl.
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EXERCISE 41.

1 . If wo desire to bo
'

must not deviate from the

;.<nv ihiit lio IK not
;. I, hut I

i'.-t(id;fcit]. 3.

only a riunotir [rue$tj. 4.

. . 5. You must bo Tory
careful Wo ought to know to

;>l>ly. 7. Will you toll tho tailor, when ho luw
t, to call on mo? 8. Havo you time to go

:o to tho city? J). If he had not been able to \>

a -St.uicc brin^n fcnncii] tho \\or!; ho would not
lunteviu'inntcn fyaben] it. 10. Havo you time
rj' 11. He goes to school, in order to learn

the Latin language.

SECTION XXVI.-SEPARABLE PAETICLES.
Tho particles nb, an, auf, CM-}. b:i, nut, ntcccr, um, wan? etc.

( 89, 1, 90, 92), aro often compounded with verbs, and, as

they may stand apart from tho verb, they are called separable
!es.

1. In principal sentences
( 160) the particle is separated from

the verb and placed at tho ond. In subordinate sentences, how-

ever, tho particle and the verb remain always in union, as :

r iru-ft ten illswen um, ho overturns tho wagon. cr 2Bag.cn, ten

er u in ttnrft, the wagon which he overturns. 3rf> M' ten 2tcin

auf. I liftrd the stone up. cr Stein, toeJfben iff) auflu'b, tho stone

which I lifted up. 3?cr SRann fit aii-3, the man goes out. cr

SRann, n<clcl'cr .luSijcR the man vrho goes out. PT frhricb ten S3ricf

at, ho copied the Ictt. r. Tor 'i'ncf, ten cr a b fcbricb, the letter

which he copied. Gv brad) tic i'htmnt ab, he broke off the flowers.

@ic ifl traurta, uvil cr tic iUnmcn abbracb., she is sad, because he
broke off tho flowers.

In tho above words,
" overturn and uplift," it will bo seen

that tho usajjo of the two languages is similar. In nearly all

other English compounds, however, this resemblance to tho

German does not exist ; thus, for ,,icf fann ten SBaocn Ktnnjcr'cn,"

we may say, I can overturn the wagon, or, I can turn tho wagon
over. The sentence, (*r fann auSgcfitn, however, wo can only trans-

late by placing the particle at the end of the sentence ; as, he
can go out.

2. In the infinitive mood, the particle is never separated from
the verb, except by 511, which, when used, stands between tho

two, as : Grr ii'ill aitfgcficn, ho will go out. Jtann fie abfobreiben ?

can she copy ? (5r ill bcrclt ten aBaa.cn um juwcrfcn, ho is ready to

overturn tho wagon.
3. In the past participle, the augment, qc, comes between tho

particle and the radical ; tho particle of course being always pre-

fixed, as : Gr bat ten IMcf ab a,c fchrtcben, he has copied the letter.

(*r bat ten Saa.cn um gcirerfcn, he has overturned tho wagon. 3cb.

lube ten S3vicf, rcclcb.cn cc abgcfcfc,rkbcn b,at, I have the letter which
he has copied.

VOCABULARY.

?ln'}i;bcn, to attract. <

-11%, m. lightnirg.
'.Huri'cbcn, to revoke, "Tot), yet.

B "P- /. thrcatcE-

8lut'rkl;tcu, to elevate, ing.

support. Svucfcn, to afflict, op-
2lun'ci;icbtn, to defer, pl
put off.

Gile,/. haste, speed.
2luf|>d*crn, to gar- Sin'fiimnitln, to col-

nor, store up. Icct.

'.'luf'turi-n, to ascend, Gin'fctlicpcn, to shut

mount. up, confine.

9!iU5'trcfebcn, tothrash. Cntlarfcn, to dis-

. t, j. pn^i charge, pny off.

i'ccirtiijHng, .'.
i iniit.

ion. . len, to fill.

nq, /. reward. oc!tfrud-t, /. fruit of

/. BftOa, the fi

cn, sepo-

?lb'fc(}cn, to dispose

of, sell.

Jlb'ilctj.-ii. to descend,
dismount.

Jln'teittcn, to indicate,

dee'

2ln'pcet|Vn, to praise,

extol.

8n'fporncn, to incit?.

Jlu'trabcn, to urge,

1 apply,

employ.
. to point out,

flho'.v.

&cbci'. n. prayer.
lAtirj/r, ti. ciuua of

i:,. tfM.

Ml ' h -T'li-

gru.
Alaufc, /. cell.

jcimtc. m. cuciomer.

4t, n. ,

Kicbc,/. love.

m. load*

tone.

jtjnrfnatcf. /. mag-
13 noodle.

el;r, more.

3u y^n. to go with.

red, weary.
Wcttra, m. North.

.

ful.

attaint
:Kt net, M. rider.

Xtutn. to *Te, rac*

mild, HofL

Smite , j. nun.

Crti^wcrt, n. adage.

:..:

U*Ut#*H. tO go
down. <f-t.

*'fag, /
:.. .

9**, to

pro-

fly

to carry
off. dontror.

worid.

3nfu, m. greenfinch.

or EXAMPLES.

a Ocunf'fcn tfl tic 2timmt ttr

celf
;

tic i'ci'tcnfct>aftcn ftnfc tie

timmcn tc Acveat; auf irld<f

Vim tcueti itimmcn foil man

llnti uc nnqen 3o'nat$an narf", att

cr binau'5r,j ju I

Da gcfit mi* ni<$t a.i (Scot.

LXXVni. G).

Hie Seiine gc^t um funf Uftr auf.

The ronncicneo it the roiee of

the Koul, the pttfaann are tho
- of tho bodj ; t/

of thow (both) TOIOM shall

one listen?

And they went after Jonathan
M he drew (forth) toward
David.

The son rises (goes up) at fire

o'clock.

The snm has already :Xic icnnc ifl fcb.cn

EXERCISE 42.

1. ic better rricben W tiefcr Shd'r.c: ifre $fert yt gr^erer ffilr

on. 2. $cr fefirnc 3fiU3 til tern (5 12:>. S ^nabot wcgqcfbgr*.

!9ufKf)t cincr reicfjlidjen iBclobnti; c an, to* JHnk t* rtirfttn

GtclmanneJ ;u rettcn. 4. !Ter S?aucr J^at fcinc Scttfrii^tc ctegcfomdt,
auactrcf*cn unb aufcjcfrttdjcrt. 5. cr 9ta*fu*tigc nxntct tan (Beet.

XLIII. 1) ta Spvic^ttctt an: ..auf.vfchcfrni tft niefit aufachebcii.* . ftt.

gefrfiietcn Bon ten SWcnfcfjcn Ubt ter (yremtt in fHnrr Shufe. 7.

bat wctc IPienffiien wcggcrafft, abcr tcs* noeb, mcbr tit 5t(t. 8. Tie

tft untcrgcgangtn. 9. !Tcr JliT.t.] bat nsc^ SJefnttgimg te Xrwgct irfe

oltatcn entlaffcn. 10. ct il.'ajuct jicbt ta Sifcn unt t<n *lt^ on.

11. Tic QHagnctnatcI jfi^t tern Steutrmann 97crt unb Cut

JTrpfiungcn fcnjcbl al tie i'crbeinunjen in tnr 9?ifrd tcntcn tie 8irf<

<Sottc an. 13. ^er tutftmt -Reffel bat @runi>an angqegtn. 14. Sfcr

ajJudcr bat fetn ffiebl abgefc^t. 15. X i: ater tat ten $unt a fete

3immrr cinaefrbloffen. 16. Tcr Jlaufmann rreift ta lu* ftiHen JTantfli

an. 17. TaS (Mebet rid'tct ein getrucftrt &erj auf. 18. S'et TOcHb jleijt

bintcrtem (Webtrqe auf nut etfullt tie (Jrte mit fctnem fanncn Jtehte. 19.

3cb fteige in ten 2i>aacn, 2t: uci-cn au tern Saoen, unt er jlrigt <nf to*

5pfert. 20. Tie miiren ;)feiter fidjen wm ibrtn ilfetten at. 21. Srflm
ie micf) mttnehmen, >renn Sic nac^ 2cutfi^lanfc tnjen? 23. 3$ gloAc

nic^t, tap 5ie mitgclten n'ollcn.

EXERCISE 43.

1. After the termination of the war, the soldiers will be paid
off. 2. I shall go with your brother to the hermit, who lives

separated from the world. 3. The farmer has collected the corn

in the field. 4. The citizens are shut up in the town from the

enemy. 5. Tho war and tho plague have destroyed a great

many people. 6. The weary rider dismounts his horse. 7.

The merchant has disposed of hi.; stock. 8. The sun rises in

the cast. 9. The pun rises at twonty minutes past five o'clock.

-i at half-past six. 10. You most incite yonr scholars to

be more studious. 11. Will yon defer yonr visit for to-morrow?

12. The magnetic needle points to the north. 13.

has copied his lessons.

OUR HOLIDAY.
OTHNASTICS. V.

THE PARALLEL BARS.

THE parallel bars afford advantages similar to those of thr

horizontal bar, which was the subject of our last paper; and

also give scope for a still higher and more attractive series of

exercises which ore highly bonodcial in strengthening the mus-

cles of the arms, chest, and back. Tho form and construction
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Fig. 15.

of this valuable addition to the apparatus of the gymnasium
are shown in Fig. 15. Two bars, made of deal, ash, or any

light wood, rounded so as to be readily grasped by the hand,

and from six to eight feet in length, are fixed on strong upright

supports, either firmly embedded in the ground, or standing

on a solid frame like that represented in the illustration.

The distance between the bars is generally about a foot

and a half, or such that the shoulders of the individual

waotising may readily pass between them. The bars should
also be about

j |
the height

|fl ID of the shoul-

ders from the

ground.
The gym-

nast starts

from one of

the cross-

pieces which
are seen at

either end of

the figure.

Placing the
hands firmly

on the bars, he springs up into the position illustrated in Fig.
16. This is known as the rest. The heels should be close

together, the toes turned out, the head erect, and the chest

thrown forward. The hands may be with the knuckles out-

ward, as in the cut, or with this grasp reversed
; or, again,

with the palms and fingers extended flat on the tops of the

bars ; according to convenience or inclination in executing the

different movements.
From this position you may (1) travel along the bars from

nd to end by the movement of the hands. Keep the legs still,

and let the progressive movements of the arms be equal on
either side. Do this first with the ordinary, and then with the

reversed grasp.
2. From the rest, give a rapid turn, releasing one hand

and bringing it to the same bar that is held by the other.

This is called facing, and after performing the movement
you may travel as before,
but grasping the one bar

only.
3. Other rests are the rest

on the fore-arms, in which

they are placed flat along the

top of the bar ; and the drop
rest, in which the weight is

thrown upon the hands, while

the body sinks partially down,
the elbows being raised above
the shoulders.

4. liaising the legs should

be practised in the following
manner. With a firm grasp
in the rest, begin by wing-
ing them slowly backwards
and forwards, to acquire free-

dom of action. Then raise

first one and next the other

alternately. Lastly, raise

Pig. 16. them gradually in front

of you, keeping them close

together and stiffly extended, and endeavour to bring them so

high that they form a straight line parallel to the line of the

bars, but two or three inches higher, while the body is, as

it were, in a sitting position. This will try your muscles, and

you must not expect to do it at the first or the second attempt,
but you will derive benefit in practising it until you are able

to accomplish it with ease. When you have succeeded, open
the legs, moving them from side to side, and still keeping them
on a perfect level.

5. Next, from the rest, raise the legs the reverse way i.e.,

backwards. With a gradual movement this will not be so easy
as the last exercise ; but with a swinging motion the body may
be brought to the position shown in Fig. 17. Again open the

legs, and stretch out as in swimming.
6. The last exercise brings us to the actual swing, which

Fig. 17.

must be practised cautiously, and the movement gradually
increased according to the strength and skill of the beginner.
The expert are able to swing so high, simply grasping the bars
in the ordinary manner, that the feet in the forward movement
rise above the level of the head, and in the backward progression
the body is brought almost into the perpendicular position, the
head being nearly level with the hands. But we do not advise

any one who practises for health's sake alone to attempt thisj

although he may see others perform it.

Here we must note, once for all, that in these and other
exercises the young gymnast must keep steadily before him the

object with which he set out, namely, to develop and strengthen
the physical powers, thereby securing health and activity ;

and not

to equal or exceed some other and perhaps more expert gymnast
or gymnasts in the performance of striking feats. If this is not
borne in mind, and the practice regulated accordingly, it 13

not only possible, but certain, that more harm than good will

result to the learner

from the usual rou-

tine of either a pub-
lic or a private gym-
nasium.

7. The following
is the method of

accomplishing the
turn over. You
start from a stand-

ing position, and,

grasping the bars

firmly, bring the

legs forward and up-
ward with a spring,
until the body hangs perfectly level below the bars. This we
will call the first stage of the turn ; and each stage should be
well practised before proceeding to the next. Now, from this

horizontal position, the weight resting upon the hands, carry
the legs upward until the body resumes the perpendicular, but

with the head downmost ; thus half the circle is described.

Then bring the legs downward, the reverse way from the

previous movement, until the body again hangs horizontally,

but the face directed towards the ground. This is the third

stage of the turn, which will be completed by a light spring

downwards, bending the knees as the feet touch the earth.

The quick and regular performance of each of these movements
in succession constitutes the perfect turn backwards, which will

not be difficult after the preliminary exercises have been

thoroughly mastered. The turn over forwards is accomplished

by reversing these movements, the legs being thrown behind

you in starting.
8. To perform the roll you sit astride the bars, bend the

body forwards until the head is between thorn, the arms being

placed outside, and then throw the legs upward, and turn

quickly over, legs outside, which brings you back to the

straddling position. This may be done again and again, until

you have traversed the length of the bars, when you may
reverse the roll and go
back to the other end ;

but for the backward
roll let the forearms

rest upon the bars,

which should be

grasped firmly behind

you.
9. The sling or ham-

mock (Fig. 18) must
be performed by the

backward turn as pre-

viously described, but
instead of bringing the

legs between the bars in the descent, let the feet rest on them,
and the body hang from the bars by the hands and feet in the

manner shown in the illustration.

10. To vault out of the bars, raise the legs slightly above

them, and then turn and jump downwards cleanly to the

ground, either over the right bar or the left, throwing the

weight upon the arm, and not touching the bar with the body
as you descend. The light vault downward from the rest at

the end of the bars will need no explanation.

18.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. VIII.

I'lON XV.-FAUTS OK AN INDIVIDUAL FLOWER.

HAVING already described tho chiof arrangement which flowers

assume, wo may now prone. ,mo tho parts of v. hi.-h

themselves are ma<lu up. For tho purpose of our lir.-it

it will l>o well to Boleut a flower in which tho
I p.irU uro all dovolopod ; for thin co-existonoe of all

osaary to constitute a perfect flower in not invari-
s one or more of those parts are want-

s' in

iilant.

Tims In i.uiical pro-
ihi -tiona arc very apt
to assume monstrous

appoarauces, somo-
by tho suppres-

sion of organs, at other
times l>y their change,
or their presence in

i-odnmiiliers. In

point of fact, tho
number of

flowers are,

:ically speaking:,

monsters, core and cul-

tivation having suc-

ceeded in effecting re-

markable changes.
They are beautiful for

a mere lover of flowers

to look at, and often

the objects of much
solicitude, but quite
unfit for tho purpose of

being the subjects of a

young botanist's first

investigations. Thus,
how striking is the dif-

ference between the
wild and cultivated

roses ! The flower-

loaves of tho former
are few and distant,
the flower-leaves of tho
latter numerous and
tightly packed. Yet
tho additional flower-

leaves, called petals,
of the garden rose are

only modifications of

the stamens, or littlo

thread-like growths of

tho wild flower. In

saying, therefore, that
we will commence our

study of tho parts of

a flower by examining
a perfect specimen,
wo mean the perfec-
tion of nature, not tho

perfection of tho gar-
dener.
* Tho reader cannot do better than select a ranunculus or

buttercup as the subject of his first floral dissection.

On examining this flower it will be seen to consist of several

circular rows of organs, or whorls, as they are termed. Com-
mencing externally, wo first meet with tho whorl (Pig. 75), made
up of five parts coloured greenish-yellow. These five parts

collectively form what is termed the calyx, from the Greek

;:aAu{ (pronounced ka'-lux), a husk, or shell, and each individual

cf the five parts is termed a sepal, said by Professor Henslow to

bo derived from a Latin word sepalum, a leaf, obtained by sub-

stituting cr (a) for tr (p) in the Greek word vtro\oy, which also
means a leaf.

Proceeding with our dissection, we next arrive at the bright

VOL. I.

yellow flower-learo. (Fig. 76), each of which u termed a
fr.,m tho Greek vrro\ov (pronounced yet'-n-lo*), a leaf, and the

:.ve oolloctiTely are termed the corolla, from the Latin

cui-tilla, u. diminutive ef corona, a crown or garland. Tneee

portion- r flower, are not ito repro-

, but are merely to be regarded iw protective covering*

for tho reproductive organ* within. Tho U-rm perianth, from

. k */> (peri), around, and oyfloi (an'-tbo), a flower,

U frequently given to the calyx and tho corolla of a flower

taken collectiTely, on account of tho fructifying portion* of

a flower being surrounded by thoM part*. Proceeding utill

with our examination,
we next arrive at

many whorl* or cir-

cular row* cf <*-

ment (from the Latin

stamen, a thread or

fibre), or mala part*
of the flower. Our
diagram (Fig. 77) ro-

preoent* one of them
cat off. LUy, we
arrive at several whorl*

i "In, from the

Greekvapvoi (lar'-p^i)

fruit, or j<itil, from
the Latin pittillum, a

pounder, and to called

from their likeness to

the pestle used by
druggists (Fig. 78),

each consisting of the

ovary, or seed-Teasel

(from the Latin OKU..,

an egg), below; and

terminating above in

what is called the

stigma, from the Latin

stigma, a mark or

brand, the intermedi-

ate portionbeingcalled

the style, from the

Latin stylus, an iron

pen used for writing
on tablets by the Bo-
mans.

Let the reader, then,
not fail to remember
that the stamens are

the male parts of

plants, and the carpels
or pistils are the female

parts. The carpels or

pistils we have already
stated to be each com-

posed of ovary below,

style in the middle,
and stigma above.

Each stamen is also

divided into &jilai*ent
or thread-like portion,
and anther or head.

This anther or head ia

filled with a dust,

called pulU-n, from the

Latin pollen, fine flour, which, by falling upon the stigma,

causes the ovary to expand, tho fruit to open, and the *eed

to grow. This pollen the reader, we doubt not, hat wen a

thousand times over. It is very easily recognisable in moat

largo flowers, especially tulips, into which if we thrunt oar

fingers or our noses, one or the other, as the case may be,

comes back covered with a yellow powder. This yellow powder
is pollen, without which tho tulip plant would be totally in-

capable of producing seed.

SECTION XVI. DIFFERENT FORMS WHICH THE CALYX
AND THE COROLLA MAY ASSUME.

First of all, as to the calyx. In our example the buttercup

16
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we have seen it to consist of five separate portions, and
to be coloured yellowish-green ; but the calyx is not always
thus, being

1

subject to modification both as to shape and to

colour. In the pimpernel (Fig. 79) the calyx is divided into

five separate portions, as we find it in the buttercup. Such
a calyx is called polysepaloiis. In the gentian tribe it ia

no longer divided into five distinct sepals, but the calyx dis-

plays five clefts or fissures. Hence it is said, in botanical

language, to be monosepalous, or composed of one piece, and
quinquefid, or with five divisions (Fig. 80). In the lychnis
tribe there is a calyx in which the rudiments only of these
fissures are apparent, giving rise to the appearance of five

teeth ; hence such a calyx is said to be qwnquedentate (Latin
dens, a tooth). The calyx is termed regular when the sepals
of which it is composed, whether equal or unequal, form a

symmetrical whorl, as in the pimpernel (Fig. 79) ; but irregular
when the sepals do not form a symmetrical whorl, as in the
dead-nettle (Fig. 81). The calyx is said to be free when it

is not attached to the pistil, adherent (from the Latin ad,
to, and hcereo, to stick to) when it is partly or wholly con-
solidated with the pistil. Although in our example, the but-

tercup, and in most other examples, the calyx is easily

recognisable, yet in certain other flowers it grows so tightly
to the ovary that its discovery is rather more difficult. In
the madder (Fig. 82) the calyx seems to have altogether dis-

appearel, so tightly has it become attached; in the sun-
flower (Fig. 83) the calyx adheres to the ovary, which it quite
surrounds, but eventually becoming free, separates in thiead-
like prolongations. In each of the little florets of the dan-
delion (Fig. 84) the calyx is at first attached, but separated
eventually in the form of an aigrette or plume. In the cen-
tranthus (Fig. 85) the calyx, first adherent, separates in various

feathery branches.

The real calyx is made up of an association of sepals ; but a
sort of imitation calyx, called the involucrum, a term which has
been already explained, is made up of bracts, those little modified
leaves which we have already spoken of as being often found
on the peduncles or flower-stalks. The extra calyx on the

strawberry flower (Fig. 86) is made up of these. The acorn-

cup (Fig. 87) and the spiny involucrum of the chestnut (Fig. 88)
are also different modifications of the same thing.

I. QUALITY OP VOICE.

The chief properties of a good voice are

1. Roundness. 3. Versatility,
2. Smoothness. 4. Eight Pitch.

1 . Roundness.

READING AND ELOCUTION. VIII.
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE.

IF we observe attentively the voice of a good reader or speaker,
we shall find his style of iitterance marked by the following
traits. His voice pleases the ear by its very sound. It is

wholly free from affected suavity ; yet, while perfectly natural,
it is round, smooth, and agreeable. It is equally free from the
faults of feebleness and of undue loudness. It is perfectly
distinct in the execution of every sound, in every word. It
is free from errors of negligent usage and corrupted style in

pronunciation. It avoids a measured, rhythmical chant, on the
one hand, and a broken, irregular movement, on the other. It

renders expression clear, by an attentive observance of appro-
priate pauses, and gives weight and effect to sentiment, by
occasional impressive cessations of voice. It sheds light on
the meaning of sentences, by the emphatic force which it gives
to significant and expressive words. It avoids the "school"
vone of uniform inflections, and varies the voice upward or

downward, as the successive clauses of a sentence demand. It
marks the character of every emotion, by its peculiar traits of
tone ; and hence its effect upon the ear, in the utterance of

connected sentences and paragraphs, is like that of a varied

melody, in music, played or sung with ever-varying feeling or

expression.
The analysis of the voice, for the purposes of instruction and

practice in reading and declamation, may be exteaded, in detail,
to the following points, which form tlie essential properties of
good style in reading and speakmg :

1. Good "
Quality

"
of Voice. 6. Appropriate Pauses.

2. Due "
Quantity," or Loud- 7. Eight Emphasis.

ness. 8. Correct "
Inflections."

3. Distinct Articulation. 9. Just "
Stress."

4. Correct Pronunciation. 10.
"
Expressive Tones."

5. True Time. 11. Appropriate "Modulation."

This property of voice is exemplified in that ringing
of tone, which belongs to the utterance of animated and ear-

nest feeling, when unobstructed by false habit. It is natural

and habitual in childhood ; it is exhibited in all good singing,

and in the properly cultivated style of public reading aiul

speaking.
To obtain roundness and fulness of voice, it is exceedingly

important that the student observe the following suggestions.
Be attentive to the position of the body. No person can pro-
duce a full, well-formed sound of the voice, in a lounging or

stooping posture. The attitude of the body required for the

proper use of the voice is that of being perfectly upright, with-

out rigidness. The head must never be permitted to droop ;

it should be held perfectly erect. The back must be kept

straight, and the shoulders pressed backward and downward.
The chest must be well expanded, raised, and projected ; so as

to make it as roomy as possible, in order to obtain full breath

and full voice. Breathe freely and deeply ; keep up an easy
fulness of breath, without overdoing the capacity of your

lungs. Make your utterance vigorous and full, by giving free

play to the muscles situated below the bony part of the trunk ;

these should move energetically, in order to drive the breath

upward with due force, and thus give body to the sounds of

the voice. Keep the throat freely open, by free opening of

the mouth, so as to give capaciousness and rotundity to every
sound. A round voice can never proceed from a half-shut

mouth.
The largo and full effect of vocal sound, produced by the duo

observance of the preceding directions, forms what is called

by great authorities in elocution, the " orotund "
(round, or,

literally, round-mouthed) voice, which is considered the ample

style of oratory, or public reading, in contrast with the limited

utterance of private conversation. The attitude of body, and

the position and action of the organs, demanded by
" orotund

"

utterance, is likewise highly favourable to health and to easy
use of the voice; while stooping and lounging postures, a

sunken chest, and drooping head, tend both to suppress the

voice and injure the organs, besides impairing the health.

Practice in the style of vehement declamation, is the best

means of securing a round and full tone. The following exer-

cise should be repeatedly practised, with the attention closely

directed to the management of the organs, in the manner which

has just been described, as producing the "orotund," or reso-

nant quality of voice.

Exercise on the "Orotund."

Who is the man that, in addition to the disgraces and mischiefs of

the war, has dared to authorise, and associate with our arms, tho

tomahawk and scalping-knife of the savage ? to call into civilised

alliance the wild and inhuman inhabitant of the woods ? to delegate

to the merciless Indian the defence of disputed rights, and to wage
the horrors of this barbarous war against our brethren ? My lords,

we are called upon as members of this house, as men, as Christians, to

protest against such horrible barbarity ! I solemnly call upon yonr

lordships, and upon every order of men in the state, to stamp upou
this iufamous procedure the indelible stigma of the public abhor-

rence !

2. Smoothness of Voice, or "Purity" of Tone.

Smoothness of voice, in reading and speaking, is the same

quality which, in relation to vocal music, is termed "
purity

"

of tone.

This property of voice consists in maintaining an undisturbed

liquid stream of sound, resembling, to the ear, the effect pro-

duced on the eye by tlie flow of a clear and perfectly trans-

parent stream of water. It depends, like every other excellence

of voice, on a free, upright, and unembarrassed attitude of tlie

body, the head erect, the chest expanded. It implies natural

and tranquil respiration (breathing) ;
full and deep "inspiration"

(inhaling, or drawing in the breath); and gentle "expiration"

(giving forth the breath) ; a true, and firm, but moderate

exercise of the "
larynx

"
(or upper part of the throat) ; and a

careful avoiding of every motion that produces a jarring, harsh,

or grating sound.
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>ne is free from (1) the heavy and hollow note of

"guttural," choked, stifled, or hard iioand of

:i!i'l compressed throat ; (.'!) the hoarse, husky,
:

"
uiul grating Ht;. !-, winch comes from too

and too wide opening of the throat;
<> nasal twang, which is caused by forcing the breath

nasal passage, and, at the same time, partially

5) tho wiry, or false ring of the voi--.-, which unites

the guttural and the nasal tones; (6) the affected mi:i-iu-/

f tlu- mouth, which is caused by not allowing tho duo
: 1 !<:!th to escape through the nose. The natural,

i, and pure tone of the voice, as exhibited in tho vivid

itunil to healthy childhood, to good vocal music, or

1 leaking, avoids every effect arising from
uii undue preponderance, or excess, in the action of the muscles

chest, of tho throat, or of any other organ, and, at the

game time, secures all tho good qualities resulting from the just

11-proportioncd exercise of each. A true and smooth
- resonance from the chest, firmness from the

. : , and clearness from the head and mouth.
Without these qualities, it is impossible to give right effect

to the beauty and grandeur of noble sentiments, whether ex-

pressed in prose or in verse.

ihood and youth are tho favourable seasons for acquiring
mid fixing, in permanent possession, tho good qualities of

agreeable and effective utterance. Tho self-taught cannot exert

too much vigilance, nor toko too much pains, to avoid the
encroachments of faulty habit in this important requisite to a

elocution.

The subjoined exercise should be frequently and attentively

practised, with a view to avoid every sound which mars the

purity of the tone, or hinders a perfect smoothness of voice.

Exercise in Smoothness and "
Purity

"
of Voice.

No sootier had the Almighty ceased, but all

The multitude of angels, with a shout,
Loud as from numbers without number, sweet,
As from blest voices uttering joy; heaveu rung
With jubilee, and loud hosauuas filled

The eternal regions ; lowly reverent,
Towards either throne they bow ; and to the ground,
With solemn adoration, down they cost

Their crowas, inwove with amaranth and gold.
Then crowned again, their golden harps they took,

Harps ever tuned, that, glittering by their side,
Like quivers hung, and with preamble sweet
Of charming symphony they introduce
Their sacred song, and waken raptures high.

The various passions and emotions of the soul are, to a great
extent, indicated by tho "quality" of the voice. Thus, the

malignant and all excessive emotions, as, anger, hatred, revenge,

Jen,-, and horror, are remarkable for "guttural quality," and
strong "aspiration," or "

expiration," accompanying the vocal

sound, and forming "impure" tone; substituting a "harsh,"
husky, aspirated utterance, for the "

ototnnd," or the "
pure

"

tone ; while pathos, serenity, love, joy, courage, take a soft and
smooth "

oral," or head tone, perfectly pure, or swelling into
" orotund." Awe, solemnity, reverence, and melancholy, take a

deep
"
pectoral

" murmur ; the voice resounding, as it were, in

tho cavity of the chest, but still keeping perfectly
"
pure

"
in

tono, or expanding into full "orotund."
Tho young student cannot be too deeply impressed with the

importance of cultivating early a pure and smooth utterance.
The excessively deep

"
pectoral

"
tone sounds hollow and sepul-

chral ; the "
guttural

"
tone is coarse, and harsh, and grating to

the ear ; the " nasal
"
tone is ludicrous ; and the combination

of "
guttural

" and " nasal
"

tone is repulsive and extremely
disagreeable. Some speakers, through excessive negligence,
allow themselves to combine the "

pectoral,"
"
guttural," and

"
nasal

"
tones in one sound, for which the word grunt is the

only approximate designation that can be found. Affectation
or false taste, on tho other hand, induces some speakers to

assume an extra fine, or double-distilled,
" oral

"
tone, which

minces every word in tho month, as if the breast had no part to

perform in human utterance.

The tones of serious, serene, cheerful, and kindly feeling, are
nature's genuine standard of agreeable voice, as is evinced in

the utterance of healthy and happy childhood. But prevalent
neglect permits these to bo lost in the habitual tones of boys

and girls, man and women. Faithful advisers may b of much
service to young KtudenU in thin particular.

/ or Pliancy of Vote*

signifies that power of easy and iiwtant adaptation, by
it take* on the Appropriate utterance of every emotion
occurs in the reading or speaking of a piece characterised bj
varied feeling or intense passion.
To acquire this invaluable property of voice, the moet useful

course of practice i the repeated reading or reciting of psssacosj
marked by striking contracts of tone, at load or soft, hi^h 01

low, fast or tdow.

The following exercises should be repeated till the student
can give them in succession, with perfect adaptation of voice
in each case, and with instantaneous precision of effect.

i*e$for Vertatility or Pliancy of Voice.

Very Loud.
And dar'rt thou, then,
To beard the lion in his den,
The Douglas in hi* hall ?

And hop'st tbou hence unscathed to go ?

No ! by St. Bride of Bothwell, no !-
Up, drawbridge, groom ! What ! warder, ho !

Let the poitcullis fall !

Very Soft.
I've seen the moon climb the mountain'* brow,

. I've watched the znirts o'er the river stealing,
But ne'er did I feel in my breast till now,
So deep, BO calm, and BO holy a feeling :

'Tis soft as the thrill which memory throws
Athwart the soul in the hour of repose.

Very Low.
I had a dream, which was not all a dream,
The bright sun was extinguished ; and tlm stan
Did wander darkling in the eternal space,

Rayless, and pathless ; and the icy earth

Swung blind and blackening in the moonless air.

Very High.
I awoke : where was I ? Do I see

A human face look down on me ?

And doth a roof above me close ?

Do these limbs on a couch repose ?

Is this a chamber where I lie ?

And is it mortal, yon bright eye,
That watches me with gentle glance ?

Very Slow.

Of old hast Thou laid the foundation of the earth; and the

heavens are the work of Thy hands. They shall perish, bat Tbou
shalt endure; yea, all of them shall wax old, like a garment; it a
vesture shalt Thou change them, and they shall be changed : but Thou
art the same ; and Thy yean shall have no end.

Very Quick.
I am the Eider of the wind,
The Stirrer of the storm !

The hurricane I left behind
Is yet with lightning warm ;

To speed to thee, o'er shore and sea

I swept upon the blast.

4. True Pitch of Voice.

The proper pitch of the voice, when no peculiar emotion

demands high or low notes, is for the purposes of ordinary

reading or speaking a little below the habitual note of con-

versation, for the person who reads or speaks. Public discourse,

being usually on graver subjects and occasions than mere private

communication, naturally and properly adopts this leveL

But, through mistake or inadvertency, we sometimes hear

persons read and speak on too low a key for the easy and

expressive use of the voice, and sometimes, on the other hand,

on a key too high for convenient or agreeable utterance.

The following sentences should be repeated till the note on

which they are pitched is distinctly recognised, and perfectly

remembered, so as to become a key to all similar passages.

Exercise on Middle Pitch.

In every period of life, the acquisition of knowledge is one of the

moet pleasing employments of the human mind. But in youth, there

are circumstances which make it productive of higher enjoyment. It

is then that everything has the charm of novelty ; that curiosity ana

fancy are awake, and that the heart swells with the anticipations of

future eminence and utility.

Contrast this pitch with that of the pieces before quoted, as

examples of "
hijh

" and " low."
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XVI.

IN our last lesson, in Copy-slip No. 52, we gave an example of

tho elementary looped stroke which enters into the composition

of the letters j, y, and g, and, with a little modification, into

tH formation of the letter Z. To make this new elementary

strike, a thick down-stroke must be commenced at tho lino a a,

as in Copy-slip No. 57, for example, and carried downwards in a

slanting direction towards the left. As the stroke approaches

the line b b, the pressure on the pen must be lessened and

gradually reduced until the thick stroke narrows into a hair-

turned in an easy and flowing stroke. To show the necessity of

this, the learner has only to turn tho loop before reaching tho
line h h, when be will find that this imparts a stunted appear-
ance to the stroke, or to any letter into whoso composition it

enters, which is far from satisfactory.
To form the letter j, it is only necessary to place a dot above

the elementary looped stroke that has just been described, on
the line d d, which is, as it has been stated in a previous lesson

(page 61), three-sixteenths of an inch above the lino a a. In

Copy-slip No. 54 the elementary strokes entering into tho com-

position of the letters y and g are shown, tho first of these

COPY-SLIP NO. 54. ELEMENTARY STROKES FORMING y AND g.

COPY-SLIP NO. 55. THE LETTER

COPY-SLIP NO. 56. THE LETTER g.

COPY-SLIP NO. 57. THE WORD

line, which is turned at the line h \ and brought upwards over
the line b b, in a direction slanting upwards towards the right,
crossing the down-stroke in a graceful curve a little below the
last-named line.

The distance between the lines b b and h h should be
exactly nine-sixteenths of an inch. The learner, on referring

+ ri
py"

slips No- 30 (page 133) and No - 39 (pa e 173) wil1 see
that letters carried below the line b b terminate on a line at the
distance of seven-sixteenths of an inch below it, when the stroke
below b b is of uniform thickness throughout, as in the letter p,or has a bottom-turn to the right, as in the letter q. In the
formation, however, of looped letters, an eighth of an inch more
w required to give space enough to admit of tho loop being

letters consisting of the top-and-bottom-turn and the elementary

looped stroke, while the second is formed by a combination of

this stroke and the letter o. In Copy-slips No. 55 and 56, tha

letters y and g are given, showing bow the elementary strokes

of which they are composed are joined together, while in Copy-

slip No. 57 an example is given of the method in which the

letter j is joined to any letter that follows it, and the letter y
to a letter that precedes it.

The learner has now been taught how to make nineteen out of

the twenty-six letters of the writing alphabet, and these we shall

bring under his notice in a single lesson, after giving a few more

examples for practice in writing letters looped below the line b l)t

and combining them with others.
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>SONS IN <JK K.MAN.-- XV.
. XXVII. SKI'AKAIU.K IV\!:THT,E8-(flmlM<0.

.lace where anything may bo supposed to exitt

. nn- 2Bc ifl mrin 2Me|ir. ? 2Do

(it XnttcrV \Ylirrr (in what place) are the children run-

- used in answer to too
; that is, to detiffnaic some parti-

alar pliCf, a*:--Ja ifl tt, hero it is. Da iauftn fU, they are

ilitf IKTO.

Via d.'ii.iti-s diivli" 11, or motion from the upeakor.as: SBarum

;ic .(\uitcr l-iii
'' Why uro tho oliildn-n riinniii},' thit!.

- tho opposite, in signification, to b,in; denoting motion or

ii towiird tho speaker, as : 2Barum Iauftn tie Winter b,erV

are tho children running hither ?

itfirilic*
"
in this place," as: iffiarum Meiben tit Winter I>icr?

AVliy do tho children remain hero?
f words aro frequently compounded, ono with tho other ;

thus, from HP and Inn, wo have the compound tocbjn ;
from too

and 1'iT. toebcr; fnnn t.i and Inn, tabin; from ta and ber, tabrr; from

iMcr un<l Inn, Incvlnn
;
and from tyter and b,er, fyiertyet (sometimes con-

tracted to b,icb,er). ( 103. 3.)

,>7es of tlie use of o, ba, tyin, 1)tr, and $ier compounded.
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11. I could when I was young. 12. He bade [bat] me go thither,

that he might speak to me about it.

SECTION XXVIII. SEPARABLE PARTICLES (continued).

2Bo, ta, Ijin, etc., besides being compounded one with another

(Sect.' XXVII.) are also united with prepositions ; thus pro-

ducing a separate class of adverbs, as : 2Bocn fpredjen k ? Of

what (whereof are you speaking ? 3cf; frred;e con meinen ud>ern
;

njollen ie tins taon fyaben ? I am speaking of my books; will you

have one of them ? (one thereof ?) 3d; bin auf bent 3)aci>e ;
fom

men ie tyerauf ! I am on the roof ;
come up ! 3d; fann nid;t

I)inauf geb,en ;
fommen ie tyerab '. I cannot go up ; you come

down !

inab, Ijtnauf, f;mau, Ijerab, etc., when used with nouns, are

translated by prepositions ; and the adverb, unlike its English

equivalent, is placed after the noun, as: 3d; geb,e ten JBerg

Ijinauf, I go up the mountain, tfommen ie ten Serg Ijerab,

come down the mountain.

1. The verb fommen frequently answers to our "
get," as:

2Bie tfl er in tiefen arten gefomnten? How did he "get" into this

garden? r tocijj nicfyt,
nrie er tyerauS fommen felt, he does not

know how to "get
"

out. 3d; fontme mit tiefem Oftanne fetyr gut

fort, I "get" along with this man very well.

VOCABULARY.

RESUME OP EXAMPLES.

@ie fe^en $ind>' in baS toUbe 2Jleer.

JDa giejjt unenb'lidjcr SKegen Ijerab'.

>ie tfnaben etlten ben SSerg fjtnaitf'.

Der 33ergmann fletgt fjeraitf an8

ber Siefe be cf;aci)te8.

3petru ging ^tnauJ' unb toeinte Bit'*

terticl).

llnb fytnctn' mtt bebddj'ttgem cfjrttt

etn 5n>e trttt.

Sc icirft ftc^ in kte brau'fenbe Slutf .

!Cer 9{tc$ter rief ten SSauet ^erein'.

SaS Sekn te 3Menfcf;eP. fcljwanft,

ttne etn iJladfjen, ^tnfl'bec unb

Ijeru'fcer.

Jtet iJac^'beier fiet om ftaufe

^erun'ter.

They look down into the wild
sea.

There pours down interminable
rain.

The boys hastened up the
mountain.

The miner comes up out of the

depth of the shaft.

Peter went out and wept bit-

terly.

And thither (therein) with con-

siderate step a lion strides.

He throws himself into the

roaring flood.

The judge called the peasant in.

The life of man, like a skiff,

fluctuates hither and thither.

The tiler fell down from
house.

the

EXERCISE 48.

1. abcn ie meinen Sreunb gefefyen ? 2. 3a, er tfl tie trafe I;tnab

gegangen. 3. 2BoUen ie in tie Sajute Ijtneingefyen ? 4. Sftein, id; gefye

in taS 3n)ifcf)entecf tyinunter. 5. gafyren ie tyeute mit
( 112. 7) tent

JDampfboote nad; dftahtj Ijinuber ? 6. 3a, unt tiefen Slbenb hjerte id; mit

fctr Gnfenbafc,n tiber bie neue cbiffSbriicfe tnteter tyeruber fommen. 7. -Sin*

SBrau'fen, to roar.
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and therefore by
10 X 10 X 10, or 1000.

by 5 x 5 x 5, we make it

Hence }
=

-j-

3 x 5 x 5x5
10 x 10 x 10

= = '375.

17. We Bee from the preceding remarks tho truth of the

following
; wltetiur a yiiwi Vulgar Fraction will

l\rnrinating Dri-inml.

I:. -i luce tho given fraction to its lowest terms, and eplit tho

denominator into its prime I'.

It' the denominator h factors 2' or 5's, or both,
unit no other factors, tho fraction will give a terminating

decimal, but not otherwise.

18. 1 tins case tli* Decimal witlxnit actually

"K7-

It c.i 10 of the factors 2 and 5 occur fewer times than the

otluT, multiply numerator and denominator of the fraction by
that power of the factor which occurs the fewest times in the

denominator, which will make the number of times it occurs

; 1 to tho number of times the other occurs.

Thus, in the instance already given, 250 is made up of three

5's and one 2 as factors. We therefore multiply numerator and
denominator by the second power of 2.

Similarly, in
j,

8 being the third power of 2, we multiply
numerator and denominator by the third power of 5.

06s. It will be perceived that the number of decimal places
in the terminating decimal which is equivalent to a vulgar frac-

tion, will be tho samo as the greatest number of times that either

of the factors 2 or 5 is repeated in its denominator, when the

fraction is reduced to its lowest terms.

EXAMPLE. Determine the decimal which is equal to ffgj.
JU*> *)&2

Reduced to its lowest terms this is
-j^r

or jr. Multiplying

numerator and denominator by 23
,
or 8, the fraction becomes

Sgj, or 3-056.

19. Circulating or Recurring Decimals.

Decimals in which the same series of figures is repeated in-

definitely, are called circulating or recurring decimals ; and the

series of figures thus repeated is called the period.

Thus, 3-21737373, etc., . . . ., where 73 is continually repeated
"'' i i

ijiii Hum, is a circulating decimal.

Similarly, -01342342342 . . . ., and '6666 . . ., are recurring
decimals.

A recurring decimal is indicated by writing a dot over each

figure of the period, or, sometimes, where the period is long, by
writing a dot over the first and last figures only of the period.

Thus, the decimals we have given before &s examples would be

written

3-2173, -01312, or 'OlSt', and "6.

Decimals in which the period commences immediately after

the decimal point, are sometimes called pure circulating or

recurring decimals ; others being entitled mixed circulating
decimals.

Thus above -6 is a pure, while the other two are mixed circu-

lating decimals.

20. Fractions producing Circulating Decimals.

Wo have seen that all vulgar fractions in their lowest terms,

which have any other factors besides 2 and 5 in their denomina-

tors, will not produce terminating decimals ; that is to say, in

performing the division wo shall never arrive at a remainder
which is zero. Wo shall, however, arrive at a remainder which
is the same as one of the remainders which has already occurred.

This is evident from the following considerations :

The largest possible remainder in any division is the divisor

diminished by unity, and therefore there cannot possibly be more
than this number of different remainders. Hence, at the very
farthest, after this number of remainders have occurred, a re-

mainder will occur which is the same as one of the preceding re-

mainders. Now it is plain that when this is the case, the whole
of the operation which has been performed since that remainder
last occurred will be repeated, and that the same remainder will

occur again after exactly the same interval, and so on ad injini-

Xow to every remainder there will correspond a figure iu

the quotient, and therefore the figures in the quotient corres-

ponding to the interval between two remainders which are the

same will continually recur.

Jl. This will be

Bedooe | to decimal.

14

M
40
as

BO

U

H
Here it will be seen that at the point indicated by the star

the remainder 2 occurs, and therefore the division will, after

this point, be identical in every respect with that already per-
formed. Hence the figures in the quotient, 285714, will con-

tinually recur, or the quotient is the pure circulating A**l~*&^

285714.
It will be observed that the period here is as large as it could

possibly be, for the greatest possible remainder is 6, and all the

remainders from 1 up to 6 inclusive occur.

[The process has been exhibited in the form of Long Division,

to allow of the remainders appearing in the operation.]

22. Keduce ^ to a decimal.

We see at once that the quotient will be a circulating decimal,

since being in its lowest terms, 3 is a factor of the denominator.

30) 17-0000 (-566 ....
150

200

180

Here the remainder 20 is at once repeated, and therefore th

quotient after the first figure 5 will consist of 6 continually re-

peated, or it will be the mixed circulating '56.

23. Reduce '$ to a decimal.

55)129-00(2-315 Answer.

110

190

165

250

290

HO
275

25

Here the remainder 25 ocean again, and therefore the

periodical part of the quotient will, after this point, consist of

the figures 45 continually repeated.

EXERCISE 34.

1. Determine which of the following fractions will produce

terminating decimals, and find the equivalent decimals without

executing the division :

A. il. Vft. U. A. i! A!i. *? A'A. VA1
. 'HP-

2. Reduce the following fractions to decimals :

L I. 2. |. S. J. 4. I. 5. I- 7. H*

8. 2* x rfj. 9. A 0* 3A- 10. 8ft of l$rf,.

U -?-
271

83

V
2734

375"

*

lit
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MECHANICS. VII.

AXIS OF SYMMETRY STABLE AND UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM
INTRODUCTION TO THE MECHANICAL POWERS, ETC.

AXIS OF SYMMETRY.

THERE is a large number of cases in which, though we may
not be able actually to find the centre of gravity, we can say it

is on some line in reference to which the body is symmetrically
formed. In an egg, for example, the line joining the round and

pointed ends
is an axis of

symmetry. If

we make
cross sections

of it perpen-
dicularto this

line, they will

be all circles

through the

centres of
whichtheline
will pass.
The elliptic

oval at a,

Fig. 33, and
Fig. S3. the cylinder

at c, and tho

right cone at d, are instances. The cubical box at e, is another

in which tho cross section is a square, the line joining the meet-

ings of the diagonals on the upper and lower
faces being a symmetrical axis. The oval

board at b, also, in which all the dotted

lines are bisected by the arrow perpen-
dicular to them, is another instance, the

arrow being the axis of symmetry. Wher-
ever two such axes exist, of course the

centre of gravity is their point of inter-

section ; but if there be one only, as in

the portion of the ring in Fig. 34, the Fig. 34.

tt

position of the centre on it must be ascertained by other means.

STABLE AND UNSTABLE EQUILIBRIUM.
In the last lesson, I showed you that when a body rests in

equilibrium on a horizontal plane, the perpendicular from the
centre of gravity falls within its base. This condition being
satisfied, it will not upset of itself, but may be overturned from
without by a force acting sideways. What are the conditions
on which depend the ease, or the difficulty, with which it can be
Bo upset? Let three cylinders, a, b, c, Fig. 35, be taken in
illustration; the first of broad base and small height, the other

two of equal heights and
bases, the latter narrow in
each. Suppose that a force,

say of one pound, repre-
sented by the dotted arrow

pointing to the right, is ap-
plied transversely to. each,
and let the weights of the

p bodies be represented by
6 arrows pointing downwards

on the vertical lines in

which their centres of

gravity lie. Now, the 're-

sultant in each cylinder of
these two forces, repre-
sented by the arrows slant-

ing to the right, is the up-
setting force. If this arrow

brikes_
the ground outside the base of any cylinder, it will over-

turn ; if within, it will remain standing as before.
1. Now, taking any one of the cylinders, say a, it is evident

that the transverse force remaining the same, and the height at
which it is applied the same, the greater its weight is tho
longer will the arrow o p be, and therefore the more will the
resultant o R elope downwards towards o p, tending to fall
within the base. Therefore, everything else being the same, the
greater the weight of the body the less easily is it upset, that is,we more stable it is.

Fig. 35.

2. Again, supposing the weights of the two cylinders a, c, to
be equal, but the base of the former greater than that of the
latter, if equal transverse forces, be applied to both at equal
heights, then o R being also equal in both and equally inclined
to o p, the resultant will tend more to fail within the base in a
than in b., that is, everything else being the same, the broader
the base, the greater the stability.

3. Further, if, as in b and c, the bases and weights being the

same, and the transverse force applied to each cylinder being
still one pound, the force is applied higher up in one cylinder
than in the other, then the resultant is more likely to meet
the ground within the base in the latter than in the former ;

that is, the lower down the transverse force is applied, every-

thing else being the same, the greater the stability.

4. Lastly, as is evident from d, e, /, in Fig. 35, when the
bodies incline to one side, the perpendicular from the centre of

gravity meets the base nearer to its circumference on that side
;

and, if the transverse force is applied in that direction, the

resultant tends more to fall outside the base ; that is, everything
else being the same, the stability is least when the upsetting
force acts in the direction in which the body leans.

These are truths known to everybody from experience, but of

which here you see the "reason why," and what is of no less

advantage, you obtain a rule by which you may measure the
amount of stability or instability in any case that may come
before you. If you draw figures for bodies of different weights,
different bases, different transverse forces, and their heights of

application, you ,-\
will by trial feel /'

your way, and /

soon clearly un- "j
derstand the

subject.
But the casea

to which the

terms "sta-
f

bility
" and "

in- .^

stability
"

are f
more commonly
applied, are

***

those in which
there is only one

point of support,
and the slightest
force from with-

out causes dis-

turbance. In

Fig. 36, as was shown in Lesson V., (page 188) the body
supported at the point o is in equilibrium in the two positions
o A B and o c D. Now the first of these is one of stability,
the second of instability. What do these terms denote P

This ; that, if you pull the stable body out of its rest into

any other position to right or left, say o E F, back it will

return to A o B, as though by a free choice. In the dis-

turbed position o E F, the weight acting downwards at o pulls
it back ; it can descend, but not ascend. Try the same on the

position o c D ; the body, no longer supported from below, can-
not re-ascend ; down it will rush to the stable position ; and,
after oscillating there for a few turns, come to rest. We see
thus that in stable equilibrium the centre of gravity is in the
lowest possible position ; in unstable in the highest.

!?ow take the same body attached to the post at its centre of

gravity, G, Fig 37. However you turn it round, G is sup-
ported, and the body rests. The equilibrium, therefore, is

neither stable nor unstable. It

neither returns on disturbance

to the first position nor rushes

away from it. This is termed
" neutral equilibrium ;

"
the

f|j

centre can neitlier ascend nor

descend.

Now take the e

bodies, Fig. 38 : that represented ;

at b is stable, for the centre of

gravity, supported from below, is

in the lowest possible position. Disturb it into the position, a,
this centre ascends, and the weight pulling downwards brings it

back to b. The body in the position c is unstable. It is in

Fig. 37.

Fig. 38.



M0

: am, hut en disturbance roll* through the po

|M.-itii.ii
'. In this case also you MO the centre, for

in its /OKV.S/ iiontianf for instability, i" ^
.:i<l balls, vuoh aa in l

Fip. 40.

Fig. 39.

(page 220), oro nevii-'tl, 1'n-ir centres, as yon roll thorn on the

ground, can wither ascend nor descend.

Tak.- :lla in n, Fig. 39, which represents a geological

of hills and valleys. Those on the tops of the hills are

unstable, becauso thrir centres of gravity arc in their highest

positions. Disturb them, and down

they roll into stable positions in

the valleys, tho lowest positions of

those ci'iilrrs. But hero now a

new principle is brought to light.

A body may admit of several posi-

tions of equilibrium, but an unstable

'ays betu-een two gtables, and
a, stable between two unstables.

The ball in tho valley has a ball

perched on the hill on either side,

und the ball on tho hill has a ball

in the valley on either side.

Take another illustration. Let

it bo a convex body, like a sea-

shore pebble, with one side, as in Fig 39, b, flatter than the

other. I showed you in the last lesson that such a body should

have as many positions of equilibrium on a plane as you can

draw lines from its centre of gravity piercing its surface at

right angles. Lot such points in this pebble be A, B, c, D, the

first and third more distant from the centre

o than the other two. If I now try to

make it rest on tho ground at A, the centre

being higher than it would be if the body
touched the ground on either side of that

point, it will roll down to either B or D,

which are two stable positions. We thus

learn that,

The Positions of Equilibrium of a convex

body, supported from below, are alternately

stable and unstable.

As a further illustration of the peculiarities of the centre of

gravity, take an egg. Why does it generally rest with its pointed
end downwards, as at d, Fig. 39, while an egg, as at c, turned

in wood of the same size and form, rests broad-end down ? Ex-

plain, also, the reason the prancing-horse toy, represented at

Fig. 40, supported at the edge of a table,

and having a wire attached to him, which
carries a heavy ball at its other end, does

not fall on the ground, but when disturbed,
rocks backwards and forwards. Also, how
a rocking-horse is set rocking by the child

on his back. The four-oared boat and
crew in Fig. 41, supported by tho point
of a needle on the iron upright below, imi-

tates a boat's motion at sea, rising, and

j-'unging, and going round, if the oars are

ioaded at their ends ; explain this. Also,

how the harlequin, Fig. 42, is balanced on

his pedestal, as he twirls round and bows,

leaning forward and falling backward at

the imminent peril of coming to the ground. Instances of this

kind could be multiplied without end, but as much as our space
allows has been said on the centre of gravity, which we shall

now leave to apply the principles BO far set forth to practice,

commencing with the Mechanical Powers.

Fig. 41.

Fig. 42.

IXTBODOCnON TO THE MECHANICAL POWKKS.

Before turning to the pif*"**"*1 power*, the following prin-

iplo*. which are necessary to complete a knowledge of parallel

force* tho unit of them required for explaining the lerer nust

be established and understood. In the account given of parallel

force* in Le**on IV. mob only were considered M wet in the

tame direction, poll or push together, each adding to the effect

of every other ; and of thaw the subject of the centre of gravity

In Lesson* V. and VI. furnished numerous exemplification*, tie

force* all palling
towardstheearth's
centre. Now you
have to consider

twoforcefl.unequal
and parallel, bat

acting in ojtporite

direction*.

Supposetwosnob

applied to a body,
aa in Fig. 48,
where A and B are

the point* of ap-

plication, and the

arrows A F, B Q,

represent their magnitudes and direction*. Let A P be 7 pounds
and B Q 3 pounds ; how can we find their resultant? From
a very simple consideration. Whatever it be, or at whatever

point it acts, it must be such that a force at that point, equal
and opposite to it, will balance it, and therefore make equili-

brium with its components A F, B Q. Now, that point cannot be
inside the line A B, for in that case the resultant of the two
which pull together could not be opposite to the third. The

point must, therefore, be outside A B and on the ride of the

greater force A P. Let the point therefore be o, and o B the

resultant, o B being the force equal and opposite to it, which

makes equilibrium with A F and B Q.

Then, since there is equilibrium, the resultant of the two that

pull together, B Q and o s, most be equal and opposite to A P ;

and therefore, as proved in Lesson IV., A P is the sum of B Q
and o s. But A P being 7 pounds, and B Q 3 pounds, evidently
o s must be 4 pounds, the difference of these force*. The re-

sultant in, magnitude therefore is the difference of the com-

ponents.
Now for the point of application. Since the resultant of 4

pounds at o and 3 pounds at B must cat B o at A inversely a* the

forces, if I divide A B into four equal part*, three of them will

be in A o ; or, which is the same thing, seven parts in B o and
three parts in A o, showing that o i* the point whose distances

from A and B are inversely as the forces. Putting all together,

wo learn that

1. The Resultant of two Unequal Parallel Force* which act

at two points of a body in opposite direction* is equal in magni-
tude to their difference.

2. Its point of application is outside of the greater force,

at distances from the points of application of the components,
which are inversely as these forces.

The rule to be observed practically in finding this centre is,

to cut 'A B into as many equal parts as there are pounds, or

other units, or fractions of a unit, in the difference of the force*,

and then to measure outwards from A along the production of

A B as many of these parts as there are pounds or other unite in

B <J ; the point o so obtained is the parallel centre required.

And you see that what is thus proved for the number* 3 and 7

must hold equally for other numbers, whatever they be.

There is one particular case of this principle, which I shall

just notice. Suppose A P become* equal to B q ; what of their

resultant ? how large is it, and where applied ? In magnitude
it is nothing, being the difference of the forces ; and the point of

application i* nowhere, at least within reach ; for on A B pro-

duced no point o can be found such that A o be equal to B o.

Pairs of forces of this kind are termed "
couple*," and they play

an important part in Mechanics, in producing a tendency to

rotation ; but we shall not consider them here.

One consequence more : How find the resultant of any num-
ber of parallel forces, some acting in one direction, others in the

opposite? Evidently by compounding separately, and finding

the centre* of, those which act in the opposite direction*. You
thus get two single parallel and opposite forces the reenltaota
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Fig. 44.

of the opposing sets, and their centres of application; and there-

lore, by the aid of tlie principle above established, learn that

1. The Eesultant of a system of Parallel Forces, which act,

some in one direction others in the opposite, is in magnitude
the Difference of the Sums of the Opposing sets of Forces.

2. Its Point of Application is had by finding the parallel

centre of each opposing set, and taking a point on the side of

the greater sum, on the production of the line joining these

centres whose distances from these points are inversely as the

sums of the opposing forces.

For example : Suppose eight parallel forces are applied to the

eight corners of a box, five of 2, 4, 6, 7, and 9 pounds directed to

the east, and three of 10, 11, and 15 pounds to the west; the

resultant will be 8 pounds, acting towards the west and at a

point on the line joining the parallel centres of the two sets,

and outside the greater, whose distances from these centres are

inversely as 36 to 28.

These principles, with others previously established, we now

apply to the Lever; first taking the cases in which the

forces, usually termed the " Power " and the "
Resistance," or

"
Weight," are parallel. The principle of leverage may be

understood by the aid of Fig. 44. Two balls, say of iron,

connected by a
thin bar, are sup-

ported by a cord

at a point o.

How is this point
to be selected so

that the balls

may equally ba-

lance each other,

the weight of

the rod not being
taken into con-

sideration ? Again, having recourse to numbers, let the balls

be 13 pounds and 4 pounds, and their centres the points A and B
;

how is o to be found ? Evidently by cutting A B so that A o

be to B o inversely as 13 to 4 ; or, on dividing that line into

seventeen equal parts, so that four of them be in A O and

thirteen in B o. If the bar be supported by the cord from

above, or by a prop from below, at this point there is equilibrium.

This is the principle of the Lever, of which the ball, B, may be con-

sidered the Power, and the ball, A, the Resistance. We say, there-

fore, that the support, or prop, commonly called the "
fulcrum,"

must be so placed that the arms A o, B o of the lever on each

side of it be to one another inversely as the Power and Resist-

ance.

But, as inverse ratio puzzles some persons, I shall put the

matter in another light. You observe that at the end, A,

of this lever, there are only 4 equal parts in the arm, but

13 pounds in the resistance, while in the arm, B O, the parts are

13, and the pounds only 4. Now, suppose the parts were all inches,

then if you at either end multiply the number of indies in an
arm by the number of pounds on that arm, you get the same
number namely, 52, for product. Choose any other numbers
different for 13 and 4, and the result is the same ; the numbers
at either end multiplied together give the same product. There-

fore another way of stating the Condition of Equilibrium in a
lever is, that the product of the Power and arm on one side

should be equal to that of the Resistance and arm on the

other.

But here be careful to be clear as to what is meant by
" the

product of Power and arm, Resistance and arm." This

puzzles some persons extremely, from its never being clearly

explained to them. Strictly speaking, the product of a force

and a line, or of a resistance and an arm, is nonsense. Multiply
a bag of flour by the Iron beam from the end of which it hangs,
and who can divine what the result of the operation is to be ?

neither flour nor iron, but something between ! Well, then, to

remove every possibility of confusion on this point, keep in mind
(as the example above shows) that we multiply numbers only, not
the Power and its arm, or the Resistance and its arm, but the

NUMBER which denotes the units of FORCE in one, by the NUM-
BER which denotes the units of LENGTH in the other. Then you
can make no mistake, there will be no confusion ; and you can still

say, knowing the meaning of your words, that the Power multi-

plied by its arm is equal to the Resistance multiplied by the

other arm. This product is commonly termed the " Moment"

of the Power or Resistance, and the Condition of Equilibrium
is stated as follows :

For Equilibrium in a Lever the Moments of the Power, with
reference to the fulcrum, and Resistance should be equal.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS IN LESSON V.

1. To prevent the perpendicular from his centre of gravity falling
outside his base as he springs on the fore-foot to advance. On coining
down to counterpoise the centre of gravity's falling forward.

2. He draws his feet under the chair, in order to get a base over

which, by leaning forward, he brings his centre of gravity, aud lifts

that centre upwards by his muscular strength.
3. He leans to the opposite side in order to keep the Common centre

of gravity of himself and bucket over the base of support.
4. Else the perpendicular from his centre of gravity would meet the

ground in advance of his feet.

5. Because the resultant of the forward motion, and the weight of

horse and rider acting at their common centre of gravity, is then more
apt to meet the ground outside the base of support of the horse's legs.

6. Because in that case the perpendicular from the centre of gravity,

being lower down, is less apt to meet the ground outside the base
when the road slopes to one side.

[It will be noticed that some of the figures which have been

employed in Lesson VI. in Mechanics, have been introduced a
second time in the present lesson. This has been done to spare
the reader the trouble and annoyance of having to turn' from
one page to another when reference has been made in the course

of a lesson to any figure which has been used before as a means
of illustrating the text. Whenever, therefore, any figure is re-

peated, it must be understood that this is the reason for its

repetition.]

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XVI.
SECTION I. FBENCH PEONUNCIATION (continued).

75. WE proceed with our illustrations of the nasal vowel sounds

im and in, om and on :

The nh in the pronunciation of anh and orih must have a short

stopped sound, as in the im of timbre, and the on of bon-bon.

The full sound of n, which would give vann for vin, and bonn

for 6011, should be studiously avoided.

IM.

FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

Imbecile Auh-bay-seel Foolish.

Impenitence Anh-pay-uee-tahns Impenitenct.

Impdratoire Anh-pay-rat-oahr or t'wahr Mastcr-u-ort.

Impossible Auh-po-sibl' Impossible.

Limbo Lanhb Limb.

Limpide Lanh-peed Limpid.

FRENCH.

Cinq
Cheinin
Fin
Instant

Medecin
Vin

FRENCH.
Bombe
Comble
Lombard
Nombre
T'loinb

Trompette

IN.

PRONUNCIATION.
Sanhk
Sh'manh
Fanh
Anh-staunh

Mayd'-sahn
Vanh

OM.
PRONUNCIATION.

Bonhb
Konhbl'
Lonh-bar
Nonh-br'
Plonh

Tronh-pett

ENGLISH.
Five.

Road.
End.
Instant.

Physician.
Wine.

ENGLISH.
Shell.

Consummation.
Lombard.
Nvmler.
Lead (a. metal).

Trumpet.

ON.
FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

Bon Bonh Good.

Canton Kahn-tonh Canton.

Done Donh Tlwn.

Long-temps Lonb-taunh A great while.

Maison May-zouh House.

Mon
.
Monh Mine.

liaison Eay-zonh Reason.

Eepondit Kay-ponh-dee Replied.

76. The French word monsieur is pronounced by foreigners

all sorts of ways, except the right way, in common conversation.

The author knows of no one French word so much in use by

those who speak the English language as this, and yet pro-

nounced so variously and incorrectly. Let us analyse this word,

and, if possible, set forth its correct sound.

Remember, then, that the n and r of the word monsieur tiro
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alwayn -il'-ut ;
tin" n in Hilent by the rnlo of cuntom, and tho r in

.. .i.i-.lini,' to tho general rule which obtain* ooncerniug
:mts.

out of the word tho letters n and r, and we hare morieu.
' now into sylliibloH, and wo have mo and *ieu. In tin-

is short, like tho letter o in the English word
n t'oro the pronunciation of tho first syllable, mo, U

.-.ri:iin.-cl. But in tho second and last syllable, rieu, we
have a diphthong of three tueeenive vowtli, viz., w?u, divided

thus, i > ". )>i it pronounced aa one syllable, preserving the sounds
,.f l,..t :i !:. isions. Tho Bound of i is short, like t in tho Knplinh

d the sound of eu is exactly like e mute or un-

ted.

Those aro tho elements of the different sounds in tho French
.uid aro thus pronounced, viz., mo-sieu, or

Sometimes' it is pronounced moa-neu, but incorrectly, because

the Pari.-i:m critic and scholar gives it but one , and that at

tho beginning of the second syllable.

Hence it will bo perceived that it is simply ridiculous to pro-
noimco this word mong-seer or mon-seeuh. The on in this word
is not a nasal, because the n is silent. The i is not long, and
< imiH't bo illustrated by ee, but is short, as above explained.

,7. \V>< now proceed to examples in which the nasal vowel

Bounds twn. and un are found.

FRENCH.
Huinhlrim-iit

Turfurn

UM.

PRONUNCIATION.
Unh-bl'-manh
Par-fuuh

ENGLISH.

Humbly.
Perfume.

The following are exceptions to tho above illustrated pronun-
ciation, viz. :

PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.

Lonli-bag-o Lumbago.
Rum .Rum.

fta
Lumbago
Bum, Bbnm,
and Rumb

Uiuble Onb-bl* Umber.

UN.

FRENCH. PRONUNCIATION. ENGLISH.
Aucun O-kunh Any.
Chncuii Shak-unh (first syll. short) Koch.

Comniun Ko-muuh Common.
Un Unh On*.

The following are exceptions to the above illustrated pronun-
ciation, viz.:

Nuncupatif
Nundinal

Nonh-ku-pah-teef
Nonh-de-nal

Nuncupative.'
JNundtnal.t

78. Ym and yn are now very seldom found in the French

language ; they are, however, pronounced like irn and in, which
have been already illustrated.

NASAL DIPHTHONGAL SOUNDS.

79. There are seven nasal diphthongal combinations, and they
are thus divided and pronounced, viz. :

ian divided into i-an and pronounced eanh.

eanh.

eonh.
uaub or wanh.
uanb or wanh.
ooauh or wanh.

ion

ion

nan
uiu

ouan
ouin

i-eu

i-on

u-an
ii-in

ou-an

ou-in ooanh or waiili.

SECTION XXVI.-PLACE OF THE PRONOUNS.
1. The personal pronoun used as the direct [ 2 (2), 42 (4)]

object of a verb,J is in French placed before the verb, except in

the second person singular or in the first and second persons
plural of tho imperative usid affirmatively.

He sees me, 'he loves him.
He loves us, he loves you.

2. Tho personal pronoun representing the indirect object of
the verb [ 2 (3), 42 (5)] answering to the dative of the Latin,
and to the indirect object of the English with the preposition to

II me voit, il 1'aime,
II nous ainio, il vous aime,

* A law term meaning
"
verbal," in the sense of " not written."

t Pertaining to a fair, or market.

J The young student will easily distinguish the personal pronoun
nsed as the direct object of a verb, by the fact that there is in English
no preposition between the verb and this pronoun.

expressed or understood, U also in French pladvd More tha
verb:

II me park, U lui park, He spook* tome, he spt+ks to turn,

II nous douno uue flour, tie fMM* ut Jto**r.*
n vous p*rl, il tour parle, He >i*kt la y*M, JU spooks to them.

3. The personal pronoun U generally placed a/tor the follow-

ing verbs < aller, to yot aooounr, in run to; courir, to nut; venir,
to come ; penscr i, songer a, to think of.

II virat i moi, He comet to me.
D pease vous, euz. lie th\nks of you, of tk*m.

4. In the imperative used affirmatively, the pronoun* follow
the verb.

Aimez-le, parles-lenr, Lois (Urn, speak to U>em.

5. The words en and y follow the above rules, except the
third.

J'en porle, j'y pense, I speak of it, I think of it.

6. The pronoun used aa the indirect object of a verb, answer-
ing to the genitive or ablative of the Latin, and to the indirect

object which in English is separated from the verb by a pre-
position other than to, is in French always placed after the verb.

Je parle de lui, d'elle, d'eoz, I speak of him, of her, of thtm.
Je reate avec TOUS et avec euz, I remain icith you n4 wilt, tfem.

7. All pronouns used as objects of verbs must be repeated.
Je les aime, je les respects, je les I love them, rosptct, and fcwow

honore, them.

RKSUMK OF
M'entendez-vous ?

Je ne vous eutends pas.
Les entendez-vous ?

Je les vois et je les entends.

II nous aime et il nous honore.

Me parlez-vous de votre ami ?

Je vous parle de lui. (B. 6.)

Nous parlez-vous de ces dames?
Je vous parle d'elles.

Ne leur parlez-vous pas ?

Je n'ai pas envie de leur parlor.

Parlez-lui ; ne lui parlez pas.

Allez a lui, courez a lui.

Parlez-leur ; ne leur parlez-pas.

EXAMPLES.
Do you hear [or understand]
I da not understand [or JUar] yov. .

Do you hear them?
J MO them. <nd **dnt<m4 Uum.
He loves and honours us.

Do you speak to me of your friend f

I speak to t,ou of him.
Do you speak to 11* about Utoosltdiett
I speak to you of thorn.

Do you not spook to them r

I have no wish to spook to them.

Speak to him or her; do not tjxak to

him or her.

Go to him, run to him.

Speak to them; do not speak to them.

VOCABULARY.

Affaire, f., affair.

Arbre, m., tree.

Avis, m., adn'c.

Cerisier, m., cherry-tree.

Communiqu-er, 1, to

communicate.
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Yes, Sir, I speak to them about (de) this affair. 11. Do they

give you good advice ? 12. They give me good advice and good

examples. 13. Do you go to your sister every day ? 14. I

go to her every morning at a quarter before nine. 15. Does

she like to see (voir) you ? 16. She likes to see me, and she

receives me well. 17. Do you think of this affair ? 18. I think

of it the whole day. 19. Do you speak of it with (avec) your
brother ? 20. We speak of it often. 21. Do you send your

companion to my house? 22. I send him every day. 23. Are

you at home every day ? 24. I am there every morning at ten

o'clock. 25. Do you like to go to church ? 26. I like to go
there every Sunday with a companion. 27. Do you speak of

your houses? 28. I speak of them (en). 29. Does your brother

speak of his friends ? 30, Yes, Sir, ho speaks of them (d'eux).

31. Does he think of them ? 32. Yes, Sir, he thinks of them

(d eux). 33. Does he think of this news ? 34. Yes, Sir, he
thinks of it (y). 35. I love and honour them.

SECTION XXVII. BESPECTIVB PLACE OF THE PEONOTJNS.

1. When two pronouns occur, one used as a direct object of

the verb (accusative), and the other as the indirect object (dative),

the indirect object, if not in the third person singular or plural,
must precede the direct object [ 101 (1)].

Je vous le donne, I give it to you.
II me le donne, He gives it to me.
II nous le donne, He gives it to us.

2. When the pronoun used as an indirect object [dative, Sect.

XXV. 2] is in the third person singular or plural, it must be

placed after the direct object [ 101 (2)].

Nous le lui donnons,
Nous le leur donnons,

We give it to him.
We give it to them.

3. The above rules of precedence apply also to the imperative
used negatively :

Ne nous le donnez pas (E. 1), Do not give it us.

Ne le lui donnez pas (E. 2), Do not give it to him.

4. With the imperative used affirmatively, the direct object
precedes in all cases the indirect object [ 101 (5)].

Donnez-le-nous, Give it to us.

Montrez-le-leur, Show it to them.

5. En and y always follow the pronouns :

Je lui en donne,
II nous y envoie,

I give him some.

He sends us thither.

6. PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

VOIK, to see. VOULOIR, to be witting. POUVOIE, to be able.

Je vois, I see, do see, or Je veux, I will, or am Je puis, or je peux, I
am seeing. willing. can, I may, am able.

Tu vois. Tu veux. Tu peux.*
II voit. II veut. II peut.
Nous voyons. Nous voulons. Nous pouvons.
Vous voyez. Vous voulez. Vous pouvez.
Us voient. Us veulent. Us peuvent.

7; The above verbs take no preposition before another verb.
8. The preposition pour is used to render the preposition to,

when the latter means in order to.

Je vais chez vous pour parler a I go to your house to speak to your
votre frere et pour vous voir, brother and to see you.

J'ai besoin d'argent pour aoheter I want money to (in order to) buy
des marchandises,

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.
Voulez-vous nous le donner ?

Je veux vous le preter.
Pouvez-vous me les donner ?

Je ne puis vous les donner.

Votre frere peut-il le lui envoyer ?

II ne veut pas le lui envoyer.

Qni veut le leur preter ?

Personne ne veut le leur preter.

Envoyez-les-nous.
Ne nous les envoyez pas.
Donuez-nous-en.
Ne leur en envoyez pas.

Envoyez-le-leur, pour les con-
tenter.

Je puis vous 1'y envoyer.

Will you give it to us ?

I will Zend it to you.
Can you give them to me ?

I cannot give them, to you.
Can your brother send it to him 1

He will not send it to him.
Who will lend it to tliem ?

No one will lend it to them.

Send them to us.

Do not send them to us.

Give us some (of it).

Do not send them any.
Send it to them (in order), to satisfy

them.

I can send it to you there.

* After the verbs pou^oir, to be able; oser, to dare; savoir. to know,
the negative pas may be omitted.

Commis, m., clerk.

Connaissance, f., ac-

quaintance.

Croi-re,4, ir., to belieue.

Dette, f., debt.

D-evoir, 3, to owe.

VOCABULARY.
Gucre, but little.

Marclmnde de modes,
f., milliner.

Montr-er, 1, to sTiow.

Oubli-er, 1, to forget.

Pay-er, 1, to yay.

Poisson, m., fish.

Pologne, f., Poland.

Preter, 1, fo Zend.

Semaine, f., week.

Souvent, often.

Voyage, m., journey.

EXERCISE 49.

1. Voulez-vous donner ce livre a mon frere? 2. Je puis le

lui preter, mais je ne puis le lui donner. 3. Voulez-vous nous
les envoyer ? 4. La marchande de modes peut vous les envoyer.
5. Les lui montrez-vous ? 6. Je les vois et je les lui montre.
7. Avez-vous peur de nous les preter ? 8. Je n'ai pas peur de
vous les preter. 9. Ne pouvez-vous nous envoyer du poisson ?

10. Je ne puis vous en envoyer, je n'en ai guere. 11. Voulez-
vous leur en parler? 12. Je veux leur en parler, si je ne 1'oublie

pas. 13. Venez-vous souvent les voir ? 14. Je viens les voir

tous les matins, et tous les soirs. 15. Ne leur parlez-vous point
de votre voyage en Pologne ? 16. Je leur en parle, mais il ne
veulent pas me croire. 17. Est-ce que je vois mes connaissances
le Lundi? 18. Vous les voyez tous les jours de la semaine. 19.

Vous envoient-elles plus d'argent que le commis de notre mar-
chand. 20. Elles m'en envoient plus que lui. 21. En envoyez-
vous au libraire ? 22. Je lui en envoie quand je lui en dois.

23. N'avez-vous pas tort de lui en envoyer? 24. Je ne puis
avoir tort de payer mes dettes.

EXERCISE 50.

1. Will you send us that letter ? 2. I will send it to you, if

you will read it. 3. I will read it if (si) I can. 4. Can you lend

me your pen ? 5.1 can lend it to you, if you will take care of

it. (Sect. XXI. 3.) 6. May I speak to your father ? 7. You
may speak to him, he is here. 8. Are you afraid of forgetting
it? (Sect. XX. 4.) 9. I am not afraid of forgetting it. 10.

Will you send them to him P 11. I intend to send them to him,
if I have time. 12. Do you speak to him of your journey. 13.

I speak to him of my journey. 14. I speak to them of it. 15.

Can you communicate it to him? 16. I have a wish to com-
municate it to him. 17. Do you see your acquaintances every
Monday ? 18. I see them every Monday and every Thursday.
19. Where do you intend to see them ? 20. I intend to see

them at your brother's and at your sister's. 21. Can you send
him there every day ? 22. I can send him there every Monday,
if he wishes (s'il le veui). 23. Can you give them to me ? 24. I

can give them to you. 25. Who will lend them books ? 26. No
one will lend them any. 27. Your bookseller is willing to sell them

good books and good paper. 28. Is he at home ? 29. He is at

his brother's. 30. Are you wrong to pay your debts ? 31. I

am right to pay them. 32. Will you send it to us ? 33. I am.

willing to send it to you, if you want it. 34. Are you willing
to give them to us ? 35. We are willing to give them to your
acquaintances.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. VIII.
THE GORDON RIOTS.

" MY Lord George, do you really mean to bring your .rascally
adherents into the House of Commons ? If you do, the first

man of them that enters I will plunge my sword, not into his

body, but into yours." Strong language, certainly, especially
for the House of Commons, and yet never was speech spoken
more earnestly or significantly than this, and the unusual

character of it passed without rebuke from the Speaker. The

person addressed was Lord George Gordon, the man who
addressed him was his own kinsman, Colonel Murray ; the date

of the speech was Friday, the 2nd June, 1780, and the occasion

on which it was delivered will be set forth in the following
sketch.

Soon after the death of Henry VIII., in 1547, the policy or

impolicy, the religious zeal or the intolerant spirit which you
will of the English Government, deemed it necessary that those

who lately had been subject to systematic persecution for their

religious opinions should change places with their persecutors.
Laws of the most stringent kind were passed by the Protestant

king, Edward VI., against Papists, as the professors of the Roman
Catholic faith were then commonly called, and by them it was
made an offence punishable with heavy fine and imprisonment,
and in certain cases capitally, for a man to hold the faith in
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which hi* h:ul boon educated. Queen Mary, in 1553, repealed
law*, luit tin y wore ro-enaotud with fresh rigours by

ho came to tho thrum- in 1558. At
laws wore !n;i<li>, it WUH not contemplated that them

i-mil.l bo Much a thing aa dissent from tho nowly-etitablwhod
Church of England, but when tho Puritans arose the men who

is iui'l i>'hti-.il freedom against a
Tin lor qaeon, and against all tho Stuart kingti fresh laws were

1 to chuck them, and fottors tho most oppressive and tho

.anuwing wore forged for them as they had boon forged
for the Roman Catholics. Every one within tho realm was

I to go to church on Sunday, or to bo fined twelvepeneo
a sain in tlioso days equal to moro than two days' wages

for a laliouriu',' man and those who did not go for a month
iJ-i. Su!.-c.|iii-ntly, in tho reign of Charles II.

. it was ordered that no one should bo admitted to

offioo in any corporate town who had not within a year pre-

viously taken tho Lord's Supper according to tho rites of tho
Church of England, and certain oaths were prescribed to

persons elected which no Romanist could take. Tho Book of

Common Prayer was ordered to bo used in every place for

public worship, and no ono was allowed to bo a schoolmaster,
or to have anything to do with the instruction of yonth
(dancing, for instance), unless he had signed a declaration
of conformity to tho Liturgy. Meetings of moro than five

persons for the purpose of worshipping God otherwise than by
using the Prayer Book were liable to be broken up by force,
and the preachers fined. The Test Act, passed in the twenty-
fifth year of Charles II., required all civil and military officers,

and all persons in tho service of the Crown, to tako the oaths
of allegiance and supremacy, to declare their disbelief in the
doctrine of transubstantiation, and to receive the sacrament
in the Church of England ; and another law of the some
kin forbade any one to sit in Parliament or to vote for a
member until ho hod token such oaths aa no Romanist could

possibly take.

William and Mary (1688-1702) assented to a law granting
Protestant dissenters the right of meeting for public worsliip
if the place of meeting were duly registered ; but the laws
which gave this and certain other privileges to Protestants,
welded yet closer the rivets of intolerance on tho unfortunate

Catholics, who were still forbidden to meet, or to celebrate tho
Moss. Statutes of George I. (1714-1727) and George H.

(1727-1760) confirmed tho odious Test Act, and extended it.

Not only were all officers in the army and navy, and all persons
in public posts still compelled to desecrate the sacrament of
the Lord's Supper, and to tako startling oaths, but all eccle-

siastical and collegiate persons, all preachers, teachers, school-

masters, lawyers, and high constables were compelled, under
pain of deprivation, fine, and forfeiture, to tako the oaths of

supremacy and allegiance, and to abjure the Pope and the
Pretender.

In 1779, the year before the words at the beginning of this

article were spoken, an Act was passed relieving the Protestant
dissenters from almost all their disabilities, those created by the
Test Act and Corporation Act excepted. But the people thus
enfranchised could not bear that a slight concession made tho

year before to Romanists, and allowing them to meet for worship
under certain restrictions, should remain unrepealed. It was not

enough that the Romanist should be shut out from every post
of every kind in the public service, that he should be precluded
from getting a living by instructing in any branch of knowledge,
and that ho should be unable to practise at tho bar ; the lately
persecuted felt they could not erjoy their freedom if their

fellow-sufferers by the law were also relieved, though only
in part.*
A number of organisations, calling themselves Protestant

Associations, had been formed in England and Scotland for the

purpose of obtaining tho removal of disabilities from Protestant
dissenters. They ohoso Lord George Gordon for their chief,
and had they searched tho whole country over they could not
have found a representative moro thoroughly unsuited to guide

them to their legitimate aspiration*, though it mart be nnnfsesod
then wan no fitter incarnation of thir weaknesses and their

folly. They w.-ro indignant at the alight conoestton given to

l<ivr.<;hri*tiaiw, and they rewired, if possibU, to procure
tho repeal of it, and if that WM not to be, then they would do
whatever their too ready hand* might find to do. At Ui.-

suggestions of Lord George, petition* were got op and name-
rounly signed, begging the Legislature to dolirer the land from
the guilt of allowing certain of the inhabttante to pray together!
Every mean* were taken to make the petition from the Pro-
testants of London a " monster petition." AdvertisemenU went
waned, speeches were mode to inflame the public mind, and per-
sonal entreaties were not wanting to induce the people to add
their names.
Towards the end of May, 1780, a crowded meeting WM held

in Coaohmakent' Hall, where Lord George spoke at length,

addressing the people in a highly inflammatory harangue. He
promised to present their petition to the Home of Commons,
of which he was a member, if they would attend him with not
less than 20,000 persons, on the 2nd June. **

It was not till 1829 that tho Catholic Emancipation Act allowed
Roman Catholics to sit in Parliament, or to vote at elections, nor was it

till the present reign that a fall measure of freedom was meted out
to the professors of all religions, including the Jewish religion, and
that the law both In principle and practice ceased to persecute.

passed pledging the Association to meet with as many friends
as they could muster on that day in St. George's Fields ; and
in order the better to distinguish those of the "

true Protes-
tant "

party, it was agreed that the petitioners and their frmvfo
should wear blue cockades in their hats.

On Friday, the 2nd of June, Lord George Gordon met his

followers, some 60,000 strong, in St. George's Fields, sad after

addressing them in a foolisu speech, full of intolerant and
strife-stirring words, marched them, six abreast, over London
Bridge, up Fleet Street and the Strand to Palace Yard, of
which they took riotous possession. The Houses hod not yet
met when tho processionists arrived ; there were not any police
to keep order, and the troops had not any instructions.

Very soon the disposition of the assemblage was apparent.
Thousands had only availed themselves of the Protestants'

petition to indulge their natural instincts to commit robbery
and violence, and as soon as the members of either House of
Parliament began to arrive, these persons commenced to be
natural. Earl Mansfield, one of the most upright and able
Chief Justices England ever had, had agreed to preside over
the House of Lords instead of Lord Chancellor Thurlow, who
was ill at Tunbridge. As soon as his carriage come into

Palace Yard it was attacked, the windows were broken, the

body was much damaged, and the venerable old aian with

difficulty escaped into the House, with torn robes and disordered

wig. Tho Archbishop of York was subjected to like violence,
and the Bishop of Lincoln, whose carriage was literally de-

molished, was taken fainting into a house, whence he escaped
in disguise over .the leads. The Duke of Northumberland was
pulled out of his carriage and robbed of purse and watch ; the
Lord President of the Council and other peers were also so

roughly handled that they could hardly get into We
Hall. The Lords continued to arrive, and busir

but little progress,, had been made when Lord Montfort rushed
in to say that Lord Boston was in the hands of the mob,
and in imminent danger of his life. One who was present

says :
" At this instant it is hardly possible to conceive a

more grotesque appearance than the House exhibited. Some
of their lordships with their hair about their shoulders : others

smutted with dirt ; most of them as pale as the ghost in
'

Hamlet;' and all of them standing up in their several places,
and speaking at the same instant. One lord proposing to

send for the Guards, another for the justices or civil magis-

trates, many crying out,
'

Adjourn, adjourn 1
'

while the skies

resounded with tho huzzas, shoutings, or hootings in Palace

Yard."
Lord Boston escaped from the crowd just as the House of

Lords were proposing to go out and rescue him ; but it being

impossible to go on with business, the House adjourned at

eight o'clock, and its members managed to get away unper-
ceived by side ways and passages.
Some 200 members of tho House of Commons ssnninUed.

but the noise of the Protestant rioters almost drowned their

voices in debate. Lord George Gordon presented the mntintar

petition, and moved that tho House should consider it in com-
mittee forthwith. An amendment was moved that it should
not bo considered till the 6th instant (four days on), but tho

BCUSO of the HOOK could not ba taken, because tho rioters had
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possession of tlie lobbies, whence they kept up a cry of " No

Popery!" "Repeal, iiepeal !

" Lord George constantly went

out to encourage the people to persevere, bade them keep up
the demonstration, and compel the House to listen to them at

once. The uproar was tremendous.

Within the House there was wisdom and dignity, and some

anger. One member was for sending Lord George Gordon

instantly to Newgate, others were for refusing to consider

anything in connection with the petition while the House was
under intimidation, and Colonel Murray, when tho rioters wero

actually knocking at the door of the House, addressed to his

kinsman the words which appear at the head of this paper.

Lord North, however, the Prime Minister, sat serenely in his

place, and by his conduct succeeded in infusing a spirit of

confidence into the wavering members. Privately he sent for

a detachment of the Guards, and these coming about nine

o'clock in the evening, the rioters dispersed, the House divided,

and rejecting Lord George's motion, adjourned till June the 6th.

With the exception of the burning of the chapels of the

Bavarian and Sardinian ministers, which were utterly destroyed,
no great damage was done by the rioters in London that night.
The magistrates thought the disturbances were over, but on

Sunday, June the 4th, the Roman Catholic chapels in Moor-

fields, and the houses belonging to Romanists in that district,

were attacked and gutted. Next day the like fate befel the

chapels and houses of the obnoxious religionists in other

quarters ; and the rioters growing bold at the non-interference

of authority, resolved to attack the house of Sir George Savile,

who originated the slight measure of toleration which had been

granted to the Catholics. Savile House in Leicester Fields,
now Leicester Square was accordingly besieged, carried by
storm, and destroyed with all that was in it.

On June the 6th the House of Commons met under the pro-
tection of a body of soldiers, and Lord George Gordon appeared
with a blue cockade, the sign of the rioters, in his hat. Colonel
Herbert drew the attention of the House to the cockade, and
recommended Lord George to remove it, adding that if he did not,
he (Colonel Herbert) would step across the House and remove it

for him, upon which Lord George put the obnoxious sign into

his pocket. While the debate was going on, a mob attacked
the official residence of the Prime Minister in Downing Street,
but made oil at the appearance of some soldiers. During the
afternoon a vast multitude assembled before Newgate, and
demanded the release of their friends who had been committed
a few days before. The demand being refused by the governor,
an attack was made on the gaol ; fire and levers, pickaxes and
crowbars were freely applied, and in the course of a few hours
the prison, which had lately been rebuilt at great cost, was a

smoking ruin, portions of the stone walls alone feeing left. The
liberated prisoners increased the number and the audacity of

the mob, who proceeded to break open the prison at Clerken-

well, and to liberate the prisoners there ; and the houses of

several obnoxious persons were destroyed in open day. Towards
night, however, the mob, drunk with success and with liquor also,

grew bolder. At midnight they congregated in front of Lord
Mansfield's house, in Bloomsbury Square, and burned it with its

contents, including a library of inestimable value, and a priceless
collection of materials for history. Lord and Lady Mansfield

escaped by a side entrance.

From six-and-thirty different places the fire and smoke went
up, promoted by the efforts of incendiaries; but for magnitude,
perhaps, the worst fire was that which finally caused the Govern-
ment to act decisively against the offenders the fire at the

distillery in Holborn. The distillery at the time belonged to
Mr. Langdale, a Roman Catholic, and this fact, coupled with
the attraction caused by the stores of spirit, was sufficient to
draw the attention of the rioters. The place was sacked and
then fired. Hundreds of drunken wretches perished in the

flames, the gin ran down the gutters in a blaze, and the flames
from the burning premises lighted the sky over all London.

There were no police. The officers in command of troops
were afraid to fire upon the people, doubts having been raised
whether by so doing, even at the bidding of a magistrate, they
did not render themselves liable to prosecution for murder.
But the danger increased. The king, in council, had the

question of military interference debated, and upon the Attorney-
General giving it as his opinion that under the circumstances

'which then existed the soldiers might legally be called upon to

act, the king announced that there was at least one magistrate
(meaning himself) in the country who was determined to do
his duty. Soldiers were forthwith ordered to take military
possession of the town, and the instructions to their officers

were that if the people would not disperse on being summoned,
they should be fired upon.

Upon these orders the officers acted. Troops marched
through the streets, and in some houses they were quartered as

garrisons. Unhappily, the march of the soldiers was not

unimpeded, though it can scarcely be said to have been resisted.

The people would not disperse, the soldiers fired, and the gutters
which lately ran gin now ran blood. Two hundred persons
were shot dead in the streets, besides those who perished in
the flames of the distillery, and 250 more were sent wounded to
the hospitals. A few hours served to replace the authorities
in possession of London, and " on the morning of Thursday,
June the 8th, no trace was to be seen," says Lord Mahori (Earl

Stanhope),
" of the recent tumults, beyond the smouldering

fuins, the spots of blood upon the pavements, and the marks
of shot upon the houses."

On Friday, June the 9th, Lord George Gordon was arrested
and sent to the Tower, but subsequently escaped trial in conse-

quence of some technical flaw in the legal proceedings. His
followers were not so fortunate. Out of a large number con-

demned to death at the July Assizes, many experienced the

king's mercy, but twenty-one were hanged for the part they had
had in the Gordon Riots.

SYNOPSIS OF THE LIFE AND REIGN OF GEORGE III.

George III. was the son of Frederick, Prince of Wales, and
the Princess Augusta of Saxe-Gotha. His father was the eldest

son of George II. He was the thirty-second monarch of Great
Britain and Ireland after the Norman Conquest, and the third

of the Hanoverian Dynasty, or House of Brunswick. He mar-
ried the Princess Charlotte of Mecklenburg, by whom he had
nine sons and six daughters.

Born in London . June 4, 1738
Death of Frederick, Prince

of Wales 1751

Began to reign . . Oct. 25, 1760

Married .... Sept. 8, 1761

Stamp Act for American
Colonies 1765

Tax on Tea Imported into

American Colonies en-

forced by Lord North . . 1770

Royal Marriage Act passed . 1772

Riot at Boston. American
Colonists meet at Phila-

delphia 1773

Boston Port Bill passed . . 1774
Revolt of the American

Colonies 1775

Bat. Bunker's Hill, June 17, 1775
Declaration of Independence
by the American Colonies,
which are now called the
" United States," July 4, 1776

Death of Earl Chatham
May 11, 1778

"No Popery" Riots . . . 1780

Siege of Gibraltar .... 1782

Independence of the Ameri-

can Colonies acknowledged
Nov. 30, 1782

|

Peace of Versailles . . . 1783

William Pitt, Prime Minis-

ter 1783

Warren Hastings impeached
for misdemeanour in India 1788

'

Temp. Insanity of the King 1788

Commencement of the
French Revolution. De-
struction of the Bastile

July 20, 1789

Louis XVI. of France and
Marie Antoinette beheaded 1793

Declaration of War against

England by the French

Republic ..:... 1793

Lord Howe's Victory off

Ushant. . . . June 1, 1794

Partition of Poland . . .

War with Spain ....
Battle of Cape St. Vincent

Feb. 14,

Suspension of Cash Pay-
ments .... Feb. 25,

Mutiny at the Nore, June,
Bat. of Camperdown, Oct. 11,

Irish Rebellion commenced
May 4,

Battle of the Nile . Aug. 1,

Capture of Seringapatam
(India) .... May 4,

Legislative Union of Great
Britain and

of

Ireland

Jan. 1,

Copen-
April 2,

Bombardment
hagen .

Peace of Amiens
Renewal of War with France
War with Spain ....
Bat. of Trafalgar and Death

of Nelson . . . Oct. 21,

Death of William Pitt

Jan. 23,

The " Delicate Investiga-

tion;" an Inquiry into

charges a gainst the Prin-

cess of Wales . May 22,

Death of Charles James Fox
Sept. 13,

Abolition of the Slave Trade

procured by Wilberforce .

Peninsular War begins .

Battle of Vimeira . Aug. 21,

Convention of Cintra, Aug. 22,

Bat. of Corunua and Death
of Sir John Moore, Jan. 16,

Riots and Arrest of Sir

Francis Burdett, April 6,

Battle of Talavera . July 27,

Expedition to Walcheren

Aug. 10,

Battle of Busaco . Sept. 27,

Return of the Insanity of

the King .... Nov.

1795

1796

1797

1797

1797

1797

1798

1798

1799

1801

1801

1803

1804

1805

1806

1806

1806

1807

1808

1808

1S03

1809

1809

1809

1809

1809

1809
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altitude, height, because it shows the height of the top or vertex

of the triangle from its base. In Fig. 24 (page 209), c E is the alti-

tude of the triangle ABC, and D E the altitude of the triangle

A B D. If, then, we have to determine the altitude of an equilateral
. triangle already drawn, as in

~ " H c the triangle A B c in the same

figure, it is manifest that we
have only to draw a straight line

from the point c perpendicular
to the base A B ; or, what is the

same thing, bisect the base A B,

and join the point of bisection

and the point c, which is the top,

vertex, or apex of the triangle.
Fig. 26.

But to proceed with the problem under consideration.

Let the straight line A represent the altitude of the equi-

lateral triangle required. Draw any straight line B c of indefinite

length, and from q, point D, taken as nearly as possible in the

centre of the line, draw D E at right angles to B C. Then, along
the straight line D E set off D F equal to A. and from D as a

centre with the distance D F, describe the semicircle H P G,

cutting the straight line B C in the points G and H. Then from

G as centre with the distance G D, describe the arc D i, cutting
the semicircle H P G in L, and from H as centre with the distance

H D, describe the arc D K, cutting the semicircle H p G in M.

Through p draw the straight line i K parallel to B c, or, what is

the same thing, touching the arcs D I, D K (see Problem X.,

page 192), and through the points L and M, draw the straight
lines D N, D o, meeting I K in N and o. The triangle D N o is

an equilateral triangle, having its altitude D p equal to the given
altitude A.

If we join L p, the triangle D L p is an isosceles triangle,

having the side D L equal to the side D I 1 As the sides

D L, D F are equal, the angles which they subtend, namely,
the angles D L p, r> p L, are equal to one another. Now, the

third angle, LDP, of the triangle D L F, is an angle of 30

degrees, and each of the angles D L F, D F i is therefore equal to

180-30 divided by 2, or 150-^ 2 = 75 degrees.

Again, in the triangle L N p, the angle L N p is an angle of

60 degrees ; the angle F L N is equal to 180 75, or 105 degrees,
since the angles F L N, p L D are together equal to two right

angles, and of these the angle p L D has been shown to be an

angle of 75 degrees ;
and the angle N F L is equal to 90 75,

or 15 degrees, since the angle N F D is a right angle, and L F D
an angle of 75 degrees. Its value can also be found by sub-

tracting the value of the angles FNL, NLP from 180, thus:

180 - (60+ 105) = 180 - 165 = 15 degrees.
PROBLEM XX. To draw an angle which sJiall contain a given

number of degrees.

Although it is plain, from the preceding problems, that it is

possible to draw many angles containing a given number of

degrees without the aid of any instruments, except a pair of

compasses and a ruler, it is necessary to resort to the protractor
or scale of chords in drawing the great majority of angles when
the extent of their opening is stated. The protractor has been
described already (page 113). The scale of chords will bo found
on any "Plane Scale" of boxwood or ivory, sold by mathe-
matical instrument makers, and consists of a line graduated

^ or divided in such a manner
as to show the opening of any
angle from 1 degree to 90, in

degrees only. The method of

using the scale of chords is as

follows :

On any straight line, x T, set

off a portion, A B, equal to the

opening of an angle of 60 de-

grees, as marked on the scale of

chords. From the point A as

a centre, with A B as radius,
Fig. 27.

describe the arc B z. Then, supposing it be required to draw
an angle of 40 degrees, apply the compasses to the scale of

chords, and open the legs to the extent of 40 degrees, as marked
on the scale. From B as a centre, with the radius thus ob-

tained, draw an arc, cutting the arc B z in the point c. Join A c ;

the angle B A c is an angle of 40 degrees.
To construct a scale of chtirds, a quadrant of a circle is drawn,

and the arc of, the quadrant is divided into ninety equal parts,

corresponding to the number of degrees in a right angle. Straight
lines are then drawn from one extremity of the arc to each of

the points of division, and the length of each line in succession,
from that which is drawn to the point nearest to the extremity
of the arc from which the lines are drawn, to that which is

drawn to the other extremity, is transferred to the scale. The
radius of any circle, whether large or small, is the chord of an

angle of 60 degrees ; but the

learner must bear in mind
that no chord of an angle of

60 degrees, except that which
is marked on his scale, will

suffice for the length of the

line A B, as the proportions
of the chords of the other

angles of the scale have been
determined by the aid of

the quadrant of a circle

whose radius is equal to the

SO 45 60 75 00

Fig. 28.

chord of an angle of 60 degrees of the length laid down on
the scale.

To render this perfectly intelligible, in Fig. 28 B A c is a

quadrant of a circle, and th'e angle B A C is an angle of 90

degrees. As it would require an arc of considerable size to

divide it clearly into 90 portions of equal size, let us be
satisfied with dividing the arc B c into six equal parts in the

points D, E, F, G, H. The straight lines drawn from A to each
of these points divide the angle BAG into six equal angles of

15 degrees each, and the angles BAD, B A E, B A F, BAG,
BAH, are respectively angles of 15, 30, 45, 60, and 75 degrees.
Draw the lines B D, B E, B F, B G, B H, B c, from the extremity
B of the arc B c through the points D, E, F, G, H, c. These
lines represent the chords of the angles BAD, BAB, B A F,

B A G, B A H, and B A c respectively, or chords of angles of 15,

30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 degrees, and by setting off the length of

each in due order along any straight line, we construct a scale

of chords for angles having these openings, based on the quad-
rant of a circle whose radius is equal in extent to the length of

the chord of an angle of 60 degrees, as marked on the scale.

To make an angle greater than 90 degrees by means of the

scale of chords, it is only necessary to draw a semicircle instead

of a quadrant of a circle, and having set off 90 degrees on the

arc, to set off in addition the chord of the number of degrees

by which the given angle exceeds 90. Thus, in Fig. 28, to

draw an angle of 120 degrees, first draw the semicircle B x, with

a radius equal to the chord of an angle of 60 degrees, as marked
on the scale. Open the compasses to the whole extent of the

scale, and setting one foot on B, with the other draw a small

arc, cutting the arc B X in c. Then reduce the opening of the

compasses to the extent of the chord of an angle of 30 degrees,
and setting one foot on c, with the other cut the arc c x in K.

Join A K
;
the angle B A K is an angle of 120 degrees, being

formed by the angles B A C, G A K,

the former of which is an angle of

90 degrees, while the latter is one of

30 degrees.
A scale of chords can be readily

constructed without drawing lines

from one extremity of the arc of the

quadrant to every point of section in

succession between the extremity from
which the chords are drawn and the

other extremity. The method which
we are now going to bring under the

reader's notice has the advantage of
Fig. 29.

simplicity ; but in Fig. 28 the actual chords of the angles from
15 to 90 degrees are shown in succession, and the angles them-
selves that the chords subtend are also shown by straight lines

drawn from the point B to the different points of section of the

arc. In Fig. 29, having drawn a quadrant of a circle, ABC,
as before, join A B, the chord of the right angle A c B, and divide

the arc A B into nine (or ninety, if it be large enough) equal

parts in the points a, fc, c, d, e, /, g, h. Then, setting one foot of

the cpmpasses at A, draw arcs through the points a, b, c, etc., in

succession, cutting the straight line A B in the points numbered

10, 20, 30, etc. The distances along A B intercepted between the

extremity A and each arc in succession are respectively chorda

of angles of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 degrees,
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ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. VIII.
THE ORGAN OF 8MELL-(concIu<l*d).

To us the sensations of nmoll are far less vivid and reliable than

those of sight and hearing, or even those of touch and taste.

This in shown by the fact, that the ideas which these sensations

leave behind them ore loss distinct : the memory retains them

students in chemistry, will have been struck with the number of
men whose sense of smell is imperfect and unreliable ; and even
those who think they have this sense unimpaired are often misled,
from the fact that they are conscious of a sensation, not pro-
duced by odour, bat which is, in fact, only the general eense of

touch, common to the surface of the body, and only more
in the dfllioatfi lining membrane of thf nose.

I. VERTICAL SECTION OF HEAD OF PORPOISE, SHOWING THE NASAL PASSAGE. II. VERTICAL SECTION OF BABBIT'S HEAD, SHOwnra Orrrm
WALL OF THE NASAL CANAL, LEFT SIDE. III. UNDER-SIDE OF HEAD OF SPOTTED DOO-FISH. IV. NASAL SAC OF STURGEON.

Bef. to NOB. in Figs. I. 1, 2, cavities of the skull ; 3, septum between the lobes of the brain; 4, nasal passage ; 5, slit-ljjto orifice; 6, foblod

membrane ; 7, upper end of air-passage, grasped by the sides of the nasal canal
; 8, soft palate ; 9, hard palate ; 10, tongue ; 11, valve,

II. 1, cavity of the brain; 2, 3, ethmo-turbinals ; 4, lower turbinal; 5, nostril; 6, palate; 7, nasal canal; 8, bulls of ear; 9, bristle

running through Eustachian tube.

for a shorter time, and will not reproduce them at will. More-

over, those sensations furnish but few starting-points for thought,
or speculation, or reason to proceed from. We seldom employ the
smell in investigation, unless it be upon objects which give no in-

dication whatever to any of the other senses ; and when wo do so,

wo are not satisfied until we have other confirmatory evidence

as to the nature of those objects. The chemist in the laboratory
will make use of this sense, as a rough-and-ready method of

detecting gases which cannot be otherwise easily dealt with, but
ho always confirms their presence by other tests if possible.

Any one who has presided over the practical experiments of

VOL. I.

detect pungent gases like ammonia and chlorine, but cannot dis-

tinguish between them, or between aromatic gases like alcohol

and chloroform. On the whole, we make such little nee of oar

organ of smell, its acuteneea being as often an inconvenience M
an advantage to us, that we endure the loss of this sense with

more patience and with less sense of privation than that of any
other. The estimate we form from experience of the compara-

tively small value of this sense, is apt to make OB misjudge its

importance to the lower ^nimala. But if we imagine that the

impressions which this sense brings to animals are as dull, in-

distinct, and unreliable to their consciousness as to our*, a litu

17
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observation of the habits of animals will soon lead us to suspect

our error. The sense seems to be the keenest in the camivora,

and man is so sensible of his inferiority to these in the sense of

smell, that he supplements his deficiency by their acuteness.

The little terrier will inform his master, the rat-catcher, if the

rat is at home, by his impatient scratching at the mouth of the

hole. The huntsman sees a fox cross an alley in a wood;

jieynard has gone he knows not whither, and has left no trace

which is available to his dull sense. But a hound comes in sight,

and when motioned to the place he sniffs the ground in uncer-

tainty but for a moment, and then flings up his nose towards

the sky, and with one long, melancholy howl calls his comrades

of the pack, and, in almost less time than it takes to write it,

they are all in full cry on the trail, making the echoes ring with

their confident music. Who has not observed the pointer, as

he stops in the midst of his swift, business-like beat, motion-

less, as if Medusa's head had turned him to stone ? Yet, if

you mark him well, his whole frame is instinct with tremulous

emotion ; his eyes glisten, and seem starting from his head ;

his nostrils twitch, and his limbs quake with' excitement. The

game lies hidden in deep cover; it is impossible for him to see it;

but as you look at him you feel certain that he is as vividly
conscious of its presence, as if his eye saw, or Ms foot were

upon it.

We have seen, in writing of the other senses, that while beasts

Beem to have these in greater efficiency than men, this is

because their attention is not abstracted from their indications,

and not because the organ is any more perfect or elaborate

in its structure ; but in the case of the smell, a corresponding

development and complication of structure accompanies a keener

sense. The great difference between the skull of man and that

of the beast consists in the fact, that in the latter the brain and
the brain-case which it accurately fits are much smaller ; the

jaws and therefore the hollow of the mouth are much larger
and longer. Now, the nasal cavity which lies between these

partakes, in the beast, of the elongation of the jaws, and not of

the curtailment of the brain. The nose is almost always at the

end of the muzzle, and the long chambers of the nose only pass
under the brain -at the posterior part of their course, where they
also begin to descend to enter the throat. Hence, instead of

comparing the face to a three-storeyed house, as we did in

speaking of the man, it should be compared to a two-storeyed
shed, with a lean-to behind for the accommodation of the brain.

The turbinated bones are, therefore, not so much one above as one
behind the other, the front or inferior one beingverymuch enlarged
and contorted, or folded, so as to fill up the large chamber. This
bone is very differently shaped in the different animals. In the

sheep it arises by a broad plate, which runs inward from the

outer wall of the nose, and then divides into two plates, both of

which assume the form of scrolls, one curling upwards and the
other downwards ; and the number of turns of these scrolls is so

great, that if a transverse section of the nose be made, the edge
of the bone looks like the capital of an Ionic column. In the
hare and rabbit the bone has a different form, and consists of a
number of plates one above the other, which subdivide into

other smaller horizontal plates or ridges, all of which are, so to

speak, gathered together into one stem at each end. The seal

has a bone of the same structure, but much more subdivided
and complicated ; and the extraordinary development of the

organ in these swimming carnivora, would lead us to suppose
that they hunt by scent. It will be seen that the design of all

these structures, however different their form may be, is to
increase the surface over which the pituitary membrane, as it is

called, can be spread. Now, in man, the membrane of the lower
scroll-bone is not so specially the seat of the organ of smell as

of a refined and acute sense of touch; for the nerve which

supplies it is not from the olfactory bulb, but from the fifth pair
of nerves. It is this nerve which is excited by the application
of snuff : so that the snuff does not act as an odour, but as an

irritant, and the pleasure may be compared, by those who do not

appreciate it, to the pleasure of scratching in other parts of

the body. In beasts, however, the nasal branch from the iifth

pair of nerves would seem to be a nerve of special sense ; and,
besides this, since the turbinated bones are not one above, but
one behind the other, the air passes successively over them all,

instead of below the ethmo, or upper turbinated bones, as in man.

Perhaps it is not out of place here to remark upon some
functions discharged by the nose, which are not olfactory. In

the porpoise the brain has no olfactory lobe, and there are no
olfactory nerves; and therefore the nasal passages are made
subservient to the supply of the lungs with air. A reference to
the engraving will show how the canal from the slit-like opening
at the top of the head passes down past a valve, which closes it

against the water when the animal is submerged, and then
onward to the head of the windpipe, which here does not open
on the floor of the oesophagus (or food-throat), but is continued

up, and thrust into, the nasal canal, while the muscles of the
soft palate and food-throat grasp it firmly. If the animal

chooses, however
;
he can force the water from his mouth past

this perforated plug, and make it issue in a stream from the
blow-hole. Though the function of smelling seems to be thus

entirely sacrificed to other uses, in the nose of the whale and

porpoise, it will be seen from the engraving that an orifice lead-

ing from the part of the canal external to the valve passes
into a chamber, upon whose folded sides a membrane is spread
which has branches of the fifth pair of nerves distributed to it.

Through this organ, no doubt, the porpoise can test the purity
of the water in which it is immersed.
The hog uses his disc-shaped snout to turn up the earth, and

the tapir curls his flexible nose round the grass to tear it up;
but these slight differences from the usual development of the

organ sink into insignificance beside the enormously elongated
trunk of the elephant. In this beast, the two narrow tubes
into which the nasal chambers are continued forward, run to the

very end of the organ, where there is, on the upper side, a finger,

which seems to be as serviceable as any of our own. Strong
bundles of muscles run along the trunk on all sides, and

radiating ones pass between these, so that the beast can move
his trunk in any direction he pleases.

In birds the sense of smell is by no means so efficient as in

mammals. This we may pronounce with certainty, because not

only is the organ, and its accessory apparatus, less developed,
but the habits of birds indicate that they are but little guided

by the sense of smell. Eaptorial birds, like flesh-eating animals,
have better-developed olfactory organs than grain-feeding fowls.

The main nerve of smell of the vulture is five times the thick-

ness of that of the turkey, although the carrion-feeding bird

(first-named) does not exceed the other in weight ; but it would
seem that this sense in the vulture and condor is only useful to

them in selecting while at their meal, and does not guide them
to the meal itself. A number of confined condors had some
steaks of flesh, wrapped in paper, placed before them, but they

gave no sign of being aware of their presence ; when, however,
the paper was removed, they were seen tumbling over one
another in their eagerness to snatch the food.

The general peculiarities of the organ of smell of birds are

the following : The nerve leaves the skull by one hole, and not

through many, as in beasts ; the membrane to which the nerve

of smell goes is confined to the base of the beak, and the outer

nostrils are not at the end, but at its sides or base ; and though
these nostrils are sometimes protected by a scale (as in the

pheasant), or a sheath (as in the stormy petrel), or a bunch of

stiff feathers (as in the raven), there are never any flexible

cartilages moved by muscles. That singular wingless bird,

thence called the apteryx, affords the only exception to the

above statements, for its nostrils are at the end of its bill, the

upper turbinated bones are of very large size, and many nerves

pierce the skull, as in the mammalia. These peculiarities indi-

cate greater acuteness in the sense of smell; and this is

thought to. be associated with its habit of probing among loose

earth, to hunt for worms, by scenting them.
In the pelican there are no external nostrils whatever ; and

this is, no doubt, reasonably accounted for by the fact that this

bird fishes under water with its long bill, and detains its prey
for inspection in its capacious pouch. While in this position,

the contents of the bill send off effluvia to the nose by the back

way of the palate ; and since the nostrils of the bird, if it had

any, would be above the water, and its prey below it, they could

be of no service.

In the higher reptiles, the internal organ is very like that of

birds ; but in some the nostrils are wide apart, and in others, as

in all the crocodiles, they are united into one, which in the true

crocodile of the Nile is shaped like a half-moon, and closed

by a valve from behind ;
and in the gavial, or slender-snouted

crocodile of the Ganges, the skin round the nostril can be raised

so as to allow it to be just lifted above the surface, while the
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rest of the animal is concealed. In both oases the nostril i-.

placed at tho tip of thu snout, for reasons which thane who have

read the lesion* on tho ear will understand. Space foils to

write of the organ in the serpent, tho frog, and the siren ; but,

in pawing on to describe it as it occur* in the fish, it should

:irkfd, t li:it iii nil thu foregoing animals there is a com-
iiiuiiir.il;. .n between thin organ and the air-passage to the lungs.

Tln< position of these hind nostrils, as they are called, ore, as

we have seen, very various. In some oases, they open just
1>. Inn. t the teeth, as in the toad ; and in others, far book in tho

alimentary canal. They aro sometimes double, and sometimes

singlo ; but they are always present : and consequently these

Is all breathe naturally through tho nose: and for this

reason it bos been difficult to discuss the function of smell

without trenching ou tho function of respiration. In fish, on
the contrary, there ore no lungs ; and therefore the hind outlet

of tho nose is not present, and tho organ is solely an organ
of smell.

It." usual form is that of a roundish sac, opening on tho side

of tho muzzle by one or two external holes. The sac ia either

round, iu which case a column of cartilage rises in the centre, and

radiating folds run from this to the circumference; or elongated,
when a bar of cartilage runs across it ; and on each side of this

plates pass off to the aides ; and these secondary plates at their

middl portion ore elongated into flaps, which float freely in the
water of tho sac. An example of tho first form is seen in the

sturgeon, and of the last in the ray and dog-fish. In the

drawing of the dog-fish, one sac is represented with a fore-and-

aft flap to tho nostril, the fore-flap being pulled forward by
two threads, so as to disclose tho interior; while, on the other

side, these flaps have been wholly removed, to expose the organ.
These cartilaginous flaps are moved by proper muscles, so

that tho water in the sacs can be rapidly changed by their

action ; hence these fish have been said not only to smell, but to

scent their prey. In tho lamprey, or nine-eyed eel, tho nasal

sac is single, and in tho middle line above the head.

In the nautilus, Professor Owen has detected an organ
of smell ; and the pretty little organs which are thrust up
from the back of the naked sea-slug are considered to be
of the same nature. We have already pointed out the organ
in tho lobster; but where the sense resides in insects is yet
unknown.

Notwithstanding these difficulties and uncertainties, it ia

hoped that it has been shown that there is sufficient evidence of

contrivance in tho nasal organ in the animal kingdom, to make
us exclaim with David,

" How wonderful are thy thoughts !

how great is tho sum of then.1 !"

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XVI.
SECTION XXIX. POSITION OP THE VEBB, ETC.

WHEN for the sake of emphasis a word (which is not the

subject) is placed at the beginning of a principal sentence, or if

a subordinate sentence precedes the principal sentence, the

subject is placed after the finite verb (a present or imperfect),
as : a gefjt 3bt 3teunt, there goes your friend. 4>iet ftel)t fein

JBtuter here stands his brother. 3u lange fdjon b.aft Du gefcb-

(umnicvt too long already hast thou slumbered. 3efct mufi tcb

qcfyen, now I must go. 9U id) gcflcrn nacfy J&aufe fam, tegnete tt

fcfyt ftarb, when I returned home yesterday, it was raining very
hard. ->cutc fann cr nicbt lefen, unt motgcn will n nid;t, he cannot
read to-day, and to-morrow he will not.

1. Sabvcn is both transitive and intransitive ; when transitive,
it is conjugated with fjabtn ( 71. 1), and signifies to convey in a

vehicle, to drive, as : ct flutfcbct 6,at mid; ftyncll gefabtcn, the
coachman has driven me rapidly. ICei Differ bat mid? febnctl

gcfal'ti'n, the boatman has rowed me rapidly. When intransitive,
it is conjugated with fein ( 71. 1), and signifies to ride in a
vehicle, as : 3d; bin gefab.ten, I have ridden (in a carriage, boat,
or other vehicle).

2. JRciten is also used transitively and intransitively, and
signifies to ride, as on horseback, as: 3)et Slrabet reitct tat

$fcrb unt tat .ftamcel, the Arabian rides the horse and the camel.

3d) Kite (in fd,ncUc8 5>fctt gcrittcn, I have ridden a fleet horse.

When used intransitively ( 71. 1), it ia conjugated with fein,

as (Sr tft ftfir fcb. ncll gcrittcn, ho has ridden (on horseback) very
rapidly.

Sabrcn. to drive, to

ride (in a vehicle).

.u.iai'urt, n. Frank*
fort.

Srty, early.

fflcfunf, healthy.

$olj, n. wood, timber
of any kind.

VOCABULABT.

6cC|>uuT. m. wood-

lab, cold,

to live.

temperate,

temperately.

9Rr|grr, m. butcher.

Drttntlu}, orderly.

to rid* (osj

horseback).
fllrttpfot. n.

kill, or slay.

Cu4*s, to seek.

BkUUME OF EXAMPLE*.

a blftyct cine Nofc, unt t>\et fallt

cine ab.

4tcr itebt ter bungling, unfc ta tcr

ail

SKorgen vetlafit ta< nruc Danipfboct

ten J&afen.

3u lange fd>en bafl tu qefaumr. tic

vetlot'ne jctt

Them rnin lilnsanins, nil!>
one falls off.

Here stands the youth, and
there the aged man.

To-morrow the new steamboat
leaves the harbour.

Too long already hast thoa

delayed to redeem the lost

1. 1:..-.

3efct mup id; meincn JBrief fcbttcjkn. I must now close my letter.

fceutc fann et nicbt frrb fein, unc To-day he cannot be joyful, and
tnorgen nicbt lad;cn. prid;n>cct. to-morrow not laugh.

AiJaT

EXEBCIBB 50.

1. SBiO ter alte eottat beute in ten SBalt geben ? 2. 9r mil *
gcb,cn, abet b/ute fann et nidit. tcnn ct bat sul )u tbun 3. Der Qts<
fncdit i|"t auf ten iDiatft gcgangen, um dltifd; ju boUn 4. Um armat 91

bleibcn, mup man oitcntlut unc majiig lebcn. 5. let ol$auet in in trs

Wain gcgangen, um 4?olj )u bauen. 6. let SDie^get gcbt con CUMOI

Dorfe jum antetn, um Deafen ju faufen. 7. Ct gef-t au* tinem Xon'e u
ta antere, fann abet feine Oibfen finten. 8. 2i! a will et mit tea

Ccbfcn ? 9. St will fte fcblacbtcn ;
wit muffen ja Sleifb) baben 10.

cr iBauet bat jmei ^fertc, iceldie tct i'tauet faufcn will. 11. 34 94*
in tic itact, um einen 'jut ctet cine 3)iu$e ju faufcn. 12. (ft bat tPu^er

ju lefcu unt cine 2lufgabe ;u fd;teiben. 13. 3Bo will let Steunt

!tutet6 binge^en? 14. &t will uitgtnt* bingebcn, a will t>ci fdi

Cb^eim bleibcn. 15. iffioHen fie auf ten befcn *ctg gcben ? 16. 34
will tab.in geb.cn, abet nicbt l-cutc. 17. .<cnnen Sic nu-t-jen auf ta Sam

geb.cn ? 18. 3d; fann ta^in ^eben, abet tcb mil nuM. 19. Sans Ml
3b.r aSatet feine $fette wietct baben? 20. (Jt mug fu morocn fhs>

I;abcn, wcil et motgen Slbcnt nad; Stanffutt fatten will. 21. 'JDanrm

will et nify tabin teitcn ? 22. SBeil ct fein guteJ Kcutfctb ^at. uut tf
aBcttct fe^t fait tfl.

EXERCISE 51.

1. It ia too cold for him to-day to go over to Frankfort. S.

There runs the hare over the hill. 3. There drives your brotiier.

4. The confectioner is gone to the bakehouse in order to

bread. 5. The butcher goes to market in order to bay i

6. Your coachman has driven me rapidly here. 7. Do yon see

that man upon that horse which we saw yesterday ? 8. The sal*

diers ride on beautiful horses. 9. They say one rides in t!we

carriages comfortably. 10. We have ridden in your coach to

pay our visits. 11. Tread not beyond the law ! 12. The *

steamboat passes down the river to-day for the first time.

SECTION XXX. COMPABISON OP ADJECTIVES.

German adjectives arc compared by suffixing to tho simple
form of the positive, cr for the comparative, and

e|l
for the suprr-

/.'/,''. ; thus, positive milt (mild), comparative milt ct (milder),

supei-lative milt.efl (mildest). (See 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.)

1. When the positive ends in el, en. or er. the e of this termi-

nation is, in the comparative, omitted, as : ctcl (noble), ette*

(nobler). It may be here remarked, that adjectives of this etas

add for the superlative ft only; thus, etel, el let, cretft Adjco.

tives, when compared, are commonly contracted when eaphomy
admits.

Adjectives in the comparative and superlative are subject '.-

tho same rules of inflection as when in the positive degrt

( 37. 1.)

The disposition to contract two concurrent ijIUbiM Unas a ptnue*
iu almost every language. Thus, in English, wo have UIVM for

eutcraiict ; tromdrou* for woiuUroiu, etc. So tuftt, pray**, etc., words

containing each two syllables, are pronounced as though enasrfsHsg ef

but one. This is a serious difficulty in the wajr of foreigners fearniac

our language, hat out- which iu the German, by a conformity of ortso

graphy to pronunciation, is entirely avoided.
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INFLECTION OP THE



LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP.

LESSONS IN 1'KN.M.\NSI 111'. XVII.

AWT intelligent solf-toachor, who ha* carefully followed oar

instructions from the beginning, and has been able to find time

to write for at least an hoar daily, will now find that he Inn

acquired the proper position of the band in writing, and the

right mode of holding the pen, while he has also gained sufficient

control over the muscles of his hand and wrist to be able to

make the movements necessary to form the letters that have

already been brought under his notice, without the temporary
inconvenience which a beginner invariably experience* from an

|

undue tension of the ball of the thumb and the muscles on the
j

opposite side of the palm of the hand, canned by holding the i

pen too stiffly, and not permitting the fore-finger and thumb to
,

graved copy-slip*, there mart utill be many of our readers who
do, and fur their benefit examples for practice are given im

Copy..lip No-. 58, 59, and 60. After furnuhing example* of

the seven letters of the writing alphabet that yet remain to

be mentioned, we shall proceed to five a aerie* of oopy-clipe
in the various kinds of writing generally taught in schools,

from which the learner will be able to make himself acquainted
with the forms of the capital letters. The inrtroetiona already

given for tracing out the shapes of the small letters have, of

necessity, been copious and ample, and to those of oar readers

who may be able to write, the explanations of the methods need
in forming each letter of the writing alphabet, may have ap-

. It mart be remembered,peared minute and tedious.

that these elementary lessons in Penmanship are intended rather

COPT-SLIP NO. 58. THE WORD gay.

COPY-SLIP NO. 59. THE WORD gllOSt.

^7777737-

COPT-SLIP NO. 60. THB WORD yacht.

play freely on the joints by which, so to speak, they are hinged
together and connected with the wrist and arm. On the con-

trary, through having gained sufficient confidence in his skill

and powers by daily practice, he begins to move the pen freely
and rapidly over the paper, while the down-strokes of his letters,
which were at first crooked and unevenly formed, ore now
regularly sloped and sharply and clearly defined at the edges.
He begins to find, too, that he no longer requires so many exam-
ples for practice in words composed solely of the small letters
of the writing alphabet to be placed before him by means of

engraved copy-slips, inasmuch as he can select words enough for

himself, in writing which he finds a useful exercise in testing his

knowledge of the forma of the letters with which he is already
acquainted, the way in which each is connected with letters by
which they are preceded or followed, and the relative propor-
tion of the parts which extend above and below the lines

that contain the body or main part of the letters. But although
the majority of our self-taught students may not require en-

for learners who are trying to teach themselves to write, and
for those who are endeavouring to improve a faulty style of

handwriting, than for those who have had the benefit of being
shown how to shape their letters by a writing master : and it is

for the guidance of self-teachers, who have no one to show them
how each letter should be formed by writing it before them,
that our instructions have been made as elaborate and preeiee
as they are.

But even to those who know how to write, these minute direc-

tions may be of the greatest importance. Many of our readers,
we trust, are engaged in the good work of teaching adult* in

evening schools. To such as these oar lessons will afford assist-

ance in conveying in suitable terms the instructions they are

giving, and accompanying that instruction by accurately-formed

diagrams on the black-board, which will serve as examples to

all the members of a large class, and save the labour and loss of

time involved in writing separate copies for each individual of

which the class is composed.
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LESSONS IN LATIK IX.
THE THIED DECLENSION (continued).

CLASS I.

NOUNS WITH CONSONANTAL STEMS
; IMPARISYLLABIC

(continued).

2. With the termination s.

Consonantal stems with the sounds fc (c), t, p.

MASCULINES AND FEMININES.

Coses. Singular.

N. judex, a judge. comes, a companion. princeps, a chiefor prince.

G. judicts, of a judge, comltis, of a companion, principis, of a prince.

D. judici, to a judge, comiti, to a companion, principi, to a prince.

Ac. judicem, a judge. comitem, a companion, priucipem, a prince.

V. judex, judge .' comes, companion ! princeps, prince !

Ab. judice, by a judge, comitc, by a companion, principe, by a prince.

Cases. Plural.

N. judices, judges. comites, companions. principes, chiefs orprinces.

G. judicum, of judges, comitum, o/companions, principum, of princes.

D. judicibus, to judges, comitibus, to companions principibus, to princes.

Ac. judices, judges. comites, companions. principes, chiefs orprinces
V. judices, judges ! comites, companions .' principes, princes .'

Ab. judicibus, by judges, comitibus, bycompanions principibus, by princes.

Cases. Singular.

N. rer, a king. lapis, a stone. urbs (/), a city.

G. regis, of a king. lap'fdis, of a stone. urbis, of a city.

D. regi, to a 7cing. lapidi, to a. stone. urbi, to a city.

Ac. regem, a fcing. lapidem, a stone. urbem, a city.

V. rex, fcing .' lapis, stone/ urbs, city !

Ab. regc, by a king. lapide, by a stone. urbe, by a city.

Cases.

N. reges, kings.

G. regum, of Icings.

D. regibus, to kings.

Ac. reges, kings.

Y. reges, Icings !

Plural.

lapides, stones,

lapidum, of stones,

lapidibus, to stones,

lapides, stones,

lapides, stones .'

nrbes, cities.

urbium, of cities.

urbibus, to cities,

urbes, cities.

urbes, cities/

Ab. regibus, by Icings, lapidibus, by stones. urbibus, by cities.

A few words of explanation may here be desirable. The Latin
c represents the Greek g (gamma), and for the most part was
pronounced like our fe. Thus, the Romans pronounced Cicero,
the name of their great orator, Kikero. Now the x in judex is

made up of these letters, thus, judecs the c and s blending
together to form x; hence, judec, judicis, judecs: in the genitive,
the laws of pronunciation convert the e of the nominative into

if as it does in comes, comitis. From this example you see
that the variations which words undergo are not arbitrary.
Those variations depend on the nature of the letters that come
together, and in their ultimate causes, on the structure of the

organs of speech, as these organs are in each nation modified

by natural endowments, climate, culture, and a variety of other
circumstances.

The b in urbs may be considered as equivalent to p, for b

and p being labials that is, letters in pronouncing which the

lips are chiefly used are, as letters of the same organ, inter-

changeable, or may be used the one for the other, under certain
conditions.

VOCABULARY.
JEtas, setatis, t., age.

\
Grex, grCgis, m., a 1 Plebs, plebis, f., the

Artifex, artiflcis, m., flock, people (plebs has no
an artist or ai-tificer. Lex, legis, f., a law. plural).

Cselebs, caellbis, m., a Merces, mercedis, f., Seges, segStis, corn-
bacJielor. a reward. land.

Cervix, cervicis, f., the Miles, militis, m., a Stirps, stirpis, f., a
neck. soldier. race, stem.

Eques, equltis, m., a Pollex, pofflcis, m.,
horseman or fenight. the thumb.

EXERCISE 29. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Artifices debent pueros docere. 2. Pollicem movet rex. 3. Reges

custodiunt leges. 4. Leges custodiuntur a regibus. 5. Filius polli-
cem mordet. 6. Equites vexantur. 7. Artifices ornant urbes. 8.

Merces artificum nutriunt filios et filias. 9. Calebs dormit. 10. Plebs
defenditur. 11. Stirps artificis laudatur. 12. Estne tibi seges ? 13.

Cervix militis Iseditur. 14. Cselibis stas magna est.

EXERCISE 30. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. I defend artists. 2. Artists are defended by me. 3. Has he a

reward ? 4. He has not a flock. 5. I am pricked in the neck. 6.

Artists paint flocks. 7. The laws of the kings are deadly. 8. The
corn-land of the horseman is yielded. 9. Why is the bachelor blamed ?

10. The people blame bachelors. 11. Soldiers have rewards. 12. Age
teaches many things (multa).

Cases.
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a fleet; meuis, a crop of corn; olavis, a key; navis, a thip. Tho
uMutivo singular has for tho rnont part (perhaps from ie) in-

etead of in parisyllabios with tho vowel-

parisyllabics with consonantal stems, is the tunal ablative

termination, bat i ia sometimes found, derived from the usago
in tho vowel-stems.

Nouns which maize the ablative singular in i, make tho

p-intivo plural in turn instead of unt; and nouns neuter, which
in tho ablative singular end in i, in tho nominative, accusative,
and vocative plural end in ta.

Adjectives of tho third declension, in general, follow tho
declension laws of tho nouns, only that in tho ablative singular
they prefer i. Adjectives of tho third declension are of two
sorts : first, those that have throo terminations, as, alacer, m.,
aliens, f., alacro, n., lively, active: second, those that have two
terminations, as tho comparative, vilior, m. and f., viliua, n.

meaner ; under this second class may stand such as forox, fierce,
which in tho nominative singular is m., f., and n. (accusative,

ferooem), but in tho plural haa for tho neuter a separate form in

ia, aa ferocia.

DECLENSION OF AN ADJECTIVK OP THREE TERMINATIONS.
EXAMPLE. Acer, aoris, acre, sharp, acute, pungent, energetic.

Singular. Plural.

Casts, x. r. N. Ca. K. F. N.
N. acor. acris. acre. N. acres. acres. acria.

Q. acria. acris. acris. O. acrfum. acrTum. acrtuin.
D. acri. acri. acri. D. acribus. acribus. acribus.
Ac. acrem. ucrem. acre. Ac. acres. acres. acria.

V. aoer. acris. acre. V. acres. acres. acres.
Ab. acri. acri. acri. Ab. acribus. acrtbus. acribus.

DECLENSION OF AN ADJECTIVE OP

EXAMPLE. Suavis, m. and f. ;

Singular.

N.
a.
D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

x. and T.

suavis.

suavis.

SIUIV1.

suavein.

suavis.

suavi.

N.

suave,

suavis.

suavi.

suave,

suave,

suavi.

Cases.

N.
0.
D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

TWO TERMINATIONS.

suave, n., sweet.

Plural.

x. aud r. jr.

suaves. suavla.

suavlum. suavtum.
suavlbus. suavlbus.

suaves. suavla.

suaves. suavla.

suavlbus. suavlbus.

OTHER FORMS OF ADJECTIVES OP TWO TERMINATIONS.
EXAMPLES. Major, m. and f.

; majus, n., greater ; audax, m.,
f. and n. (audacem in ace.) ; audacia, n. plural, bold.

Singular. Plural.
Cases. M. p. u. M. T. K.
N. major. major. majus. majores. majores. majora.
Q. majoris. majoris. majoris. majorum. majorum. majorum.
D. inajori. majori. majori. mojoribus. majoribus. majoribus.
Ac. majorem. majorem. majus. majores. majores. majora.
V. major. major. majus. majores. majores. majora.
Ab. majore. majore. majore. majoribus. majoribus. majoribus.

Audax, m. and f . ; audacia, n., bold.

Singular. Plural.
Case*. M. and F. N. Cases. M. and F. u.
N. audax. audax. N. audaces. audacia.
Q. audacis. audacis. Q. audacium. audacium.
D. audaci. audaci. D. audacibus. audacibus.
Ac. audacem. audax. Ac. audaces. audacia.
V. audax. audax. V. audaces. audacia.
Ab. audaci. audaci. Ab. audacibus. audacibus.

KEY TO EXEBCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. VIII.

EXERCISE 25. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. I have great grief. 2. Hast thou not great grief ? 3. Mothers

have great griefs. 4. The colour of the cushion is beautiful. 5. Is
the colour of the cushion beautiful ? 6. Ho has (is under) a deadly
error. 7. Why has father (is under) deadly errors ? 8. I have a
brother. 9. Brothers have great griefs. 10. Lightning frightens
animals. 11. Does not lightning frighten mothers? 12. Lightning
frightens sparrows.

EXERCISE 26. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Est mihi calcar. 2. Estno tibi anner? 3. Illis sunt anseres.

4. Estne tibi agger ? 5. Fulgaris odor in pulvinari est. 6. Vectigalia
non diligo. 7. Molosti sunt rumores. 8. Pulvinar est no Ulis ? 9.

Non est illis anser. 10. Tibi sunt pater, frater, et mater ? 11. mis
sunt dolores. 12. Tibi est magnuin pulvinar.

EXERCISE 27. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. I fear charcoal. 2. The boy strikes the peacocks. 3. The regions

are beautiful. 4. Thou hast an opportunity. 5. We move the ashes.

9. The bloc* to moved. 7. The
mothon. 8. There to a mat dust at the sibm 9. Peacock* an 00
the shore. 10. W bar* not toafft. 11. Then to a wmu4 ia (kto)
breut. 12. Tb light of Uve n*ion to great IS. H bat a grtat
name. 14. PtodfM are not praised.

EXBBCUB 28. EVOLUH.LATIM.
1. Timwine carbonemf 2. Cor pimttm (ertt mater f S. Dtem

BOO est iUw. 4. Vulaiui ert tibi. 6. Tula patribns mat rulaMa. C
Vulnero torrent matrw. 7. In region* flormt pnemsta. 8. Tibi *
nomen magnum. 9. Mihi non rt figatu. 10. Illis t neessln. 1L
Viro magna est oocasio.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. IX.
THE aim of all instruction in drawing ought to be, fart, to

convey in as clear and simple a manner a* possible the beet
means of judging of the relative proportions of object*, not only
with regard to their individual component part*, bat also with
reference to tho proportions these objects bear to one another;
and, secondly, to place before the pupil the most ready <4lH>4n
of representing these objects, subject as they are to an find!en
variety both of form and position. How is it that when
standing upon tho side of a hill, and looking over a large extent
of country, if wo raise tho hand and hold it parallel to oar eyes
at arm's length, it will coyer or prevent oar seeing probably
many miles of landscape, including houses and Tillages?
Or, if we select a closer object for instance, the boose on the

opposite side of tho street and place the hand as before, fM
find the result to be tho same? Simply because as objects
retire, or are further from the eye, they occupy lees space upon
the vision than when nearer. Here, then, we have practical
evidence that to represent these objects correctly we most
inquire for some means which will enable us to accomplish oar
task, and satisfy our minds that we have given these object!
their right proportions as they retire, and that each object, and
each part of on object, occupies its proper space upon the paper
as it does in the eye ; in short, giving them their true scale of

representation according to their distances from ourselves and
from one another. The science of perspective enables as to

accomplish this end, and although we do not attempt, in these
lessons upon free-hand drawing, to go very deeply into geome.
trical perspective, yet we find it absolutely necessary to make
some use of it in order to render our explanations clearer ; for

by the assistance of rules, difficulties are lessened, especially
when we can classify many objecte and tho circumstances ia

which they are placed under the same principles.
We said in a previous lesson that there were rules in perspec.

tivo for regulating the retiring horizontal distances of objects,
as well as their heights ; and we now propose to give such of
these rules as are absolutely necessary for tho pupil's guidance
in free-hand drawing. We must first remind the pupil of what
has been already said respecting the theory of planes or surfaces.

A horizontal plane is a plane parallel with the earth ; a perpen-
dicular plane is one perpendicular to tho earth. The top of a
table and tho ceiling of a room are horizontal planes ; the walls

of the room are perpendicular planes. These are visible plane*.
We are sometimes, in practical perspective, compelled to use

imaginary planes. These more properly belong to tho practice
of geometrical perspective. It will bo very necessary for the

pupil, if he wishes thoroughly to understand the principles of

drawing objects at a given distance from him, especially

buildings, to go very attentively through future lessons on geo-
metrical perspective, given in tho pages of the POPULAB
EDUCATOR, for this reason : no one ought to be satisfied with

tho result of his work, even if it be correct, unless he know*
the whole of the why and the wherefore which have brought oat
tho result. It is, unfortunately, a very common practice in

some books of instruction upon drawing, when the subject ia a

building, to mark a copy with letters o, 6, c, d, eto, and carry
the instructions no further, but merely tell the pupU to draw
from a to b, and from c to d, and to observe that d is a little

higher or a little lower than c, as the case may be, without any
mention whatever as to why d should be higher or lower. Now
in this, and all similar cases, a little knowledge of perspective
would make the practice simpler and the result certain. The
pupil may make an exact imitation of his draw* copy, bat tfcak

is not enough ; ho must bo able to do the same from the object ;

and how is this to bo done correctly by such a system M Ihe4

which only enables a pupil, parrot-like, to reproduce a copy ecd
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nothing more ? But we hope that very few of our readers will

like to stop there. To draw from nature and the real thing, we

trust, is the ambition of every one who makes up his mind to go

through these lessons, that he may make the art of drawing
a useful and valuable auxiliary to his occupation as a means
of expressing himself, as well as a pleasing recreation for leisure

hours. Another reason why we recommend the pupil to study
our lessons in geometrical perspective is, as we have said before,

when treating upon drawing a simple outline from the flat (a

term used by draughtsmen when copying from a drawing), that

the practice of geometrical perspective assists the eye to under-

panying barns, stables, strawyards, etc. etc. that we must
first make a measured plan of the whole, and go through
the drawing geometrically, before we can hope to make a
truthful picture. It would be as ridiculous to suppose that
when we write a letter or an essay, we ought to repeat all

the rules of syntax, so that the grammatical construction of the
sentences may be correct. Every educated man knows that the

right words flow naturally into their places in proper agree-
ment and sequence. The phrases harmonise without any effort

on his part, simply because he knows the rules, and experience
makes them easy to apply.

PP

r\



LESSONS IN DRAWING.

for finding the vanishing point (see page 137): vp2 is tho

vanishing \<
> tho vanishing point of a b

;

v B an '^ual rays that in, they arc im
U nt:S poshing from tho extremities of tho object through tho P v

to tho eye. Those linos will indicate where tho point* a, 6,

and c would bo depicted on the picture plane viz., at e, f, and g.

Pig. 69.

VP...

extremities of each wall coma clour tofrtttr on the plan* of

representation that U, the pictore plane and therefore we da
not see the whole extent of the wall a* we ahoold do if we stool

parallel to it We will carry oat the snbjeet, and show the walk
a* they would naturally appear. To do thfc we mtut meirs a
fresh diagram, because, to prerent confusion, we do not wish to

These visual rays must always be drawn from the extremities

of lines, or any especial point which is to be represented in

the picture, in the direction of the station point, or eye, but

stepping at the picture plane (see Fig. 65) ; afterwards, from

e, /, and g, they are drawn perpendicularly. For the reason why
they are drawn perpendicularly, we refer the pupil to future

lessons on geometrical perspective. Then produce or draw out
one of tho lines of the plan, say a c, to meet the picture plane.
The point of meeting is called the point of contact, P c. Draw
a perpendicular line from the P c to the base of the picture.
We will call that P c 2, meaning the point of contact brought
down. Join tho P c 2 to V P 2, and somewhere on this last line

will be the picture of the object a c represented in the plan.
This is determined by the visual rays being perpendicularly
drawn to a2 and c2

, therefore between a2 and c2 is the picture
of the line a c

; ::o, for the other line a b, draw a line from a2 to

v P 1, and the visual rays, as before, brought down, will deter-

mine the perspective length of a b viz., a
2 o2. Perhaps some

add any more lines to that already given. We recommend the

pupil to repeat tho perspective view of the plan in Fig. 65, M
given in Fig. 66. In this figure P c and p c 2 represent the

points of contact of the line a, c that is, supposing the line were

brought to the picture in other words, to touch it. Then, hi

this case, it would be represented in the picture its natural sixe,

therefore we call the perpendicular lino drawn from PC to P c 2
the line of contact, marked L c. Upon this line we always maann
and set of heights of objects. Suppose, then, the height of the wall

to be marked at r, draw a line from r to v P 2 : ttot will be the

top of the wall a c ; draw a line from s to v P 1 ; sm will be the

top of the wall a b. Now if we wish to draw the course* of the

bricks, we must set them off also upon the line, of contact as we
did to represent the top of the walls, and draw them to their

respective vanishing points ; also, the perpendicular joints of

the bricks must be marked in the plan, and brought down by
visual rays in the same way as the ends of the walls were
found. We have represented a few of the bricks, leaving the

reader may ask why wo do not draw the line from P c 2 to v P 1,

instead of v P 2. Our answer is, because P c is the point of

contact for a c and not a b
; if a b had been produced to the

PP for a point of contact, then it would have been right to
draw a line from P c 2 in the direction of v P 1.

All that we have now done in this perspective diagram is,

that we have shown tho horizontal retiring length of the base
ot the wall each way viz., a2 c3 on one side, and a* b- on
the other. To have drawn these lines equal to the length
of the walls themselves that is, those of the plan would have
been a very great mistake, because as they retire the further

pupil to complete the drawing ; the plan of the door is shown at

n o, its height at p. (We will observe, by way of parenthesis,
that all heights of objects are marked or set off on the Km tf

contact ; all horizontal lengths and breadths are shown in the

ground-plan, and brought down by visual rays.) We wfll give
one other method of showing the horizontal perspective length of

a line or plane, and then leave the pupil to think over and prac-

tice all that we have been trying to teach him. Let a 6 (Fig. 67)

represent the length of a line to bo shown in uer*ueoti*e at

a given angle with our position or with the picture plane. Let

p s represent tho point of sight, s P the station point, H L the
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horizontal line or height of the eye, B P base of picture. Let

a? be the point where the line commences, and from which

it retires ; and, to simplify the matter, let P s also be the V P.

(The pupil will remember that all retiring lines vanishing at the

point of sight, are lines going off at a right angle with our

position, or with the picture plane. We advise him to turn

to page 72, and read the perspective rules and axioms again.)

Make the distance from P s to r> equal to P s s p. Draw a line

from a? to P s, and on B P make the distance a? b2 equal to the

given line a b ; draw a line from b2 to D, which will cut off the

space a?c; a? c is then the perspective length of o,l. The

lengths of the retiring sides of planes are determined by the

same rule. Let it be required to draw a series of retiring

square slabs (Fig. 68). On the base of the picture B P, beginning

at a, set off any required number of divisions to represent the

length of the side of each slab ; from these points, a, I, c, etc.,

draw lines to P s. Find the distance point, D, as in the last

case ; draw lines from b, c, d, etc., to D, cutting a P s in g h i.

From g, h, i draw lines parallel to the base of the picture, which

will complete the squares required ; for as a b of the first square

is parallel with our position, and touching the picture plane,

its true length is therefore shown, whilst ag is its retiring or

perspective length.

Having now shown, as we promised, how the retiring

horizontal distances of objects may be faithfully represented

on paper, we will give some examples as subjects for exercises.

Fig. 69 is an example of a retiring row of posts, their distances

being purposely shown by the geometric method of the last two

problems. It is almost needless to direct the attention of the

pupil to the diminishing retiring spaces between the posts ;

however, he will see, as we have previously endeavoured to

make clear to him, that those retiring distances can be satis-

factorily proved. Fig. 70 is given as an exercise, including

many of the principles we have before explained viz., angular

perspective, horizontal retiring lines, inclined lines of the roofs,

and horizontal retiring distances, all of which the pupil, we

trust, will now be able to arrange for himself, and to find his

vanishing points.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XVII.
DECIMALS (continued).

24. To reduce a given Circulating Decimal to a Vulgar Fraction.

Take the decimal -34567.

Denote the true value of the equivalent fraction by /. Then

J
= -34567567567 ,

the period 567 being supposed con-

tinued ad infinitum.
If we multiply /by 100000, and also the decimal by 100000,

the results will still be equal.

Hence 100000 / = 34567'567567567

The decimal place being moved five places to the right, and the

period 567 being still continued ad infinitum on the right of the

decimal point as before.

Similarly, 100 / = 34-567567567

Now the difference of 100000 /and 100 f i.e., 99900 /must
be equal to the difference of the decimals to which they are

respectively equal. Now this difference is 34567 34, because

the infinite recurrence of the period '567 on the right of the

decimal point is the same in each decimal, and therefore vanishes

when the subtraction is performed.

Hence 99900 / = 34567 - 31;

and/, the fraction required, = 3<5 T ~

Now observe carefully how each part of this fraction has

arisen. The numerator is obtained by writing down the figures

of the decimal as far as the end of the first period without the

decimal point, and then subtracting from the number so obtained

the figures which occur before the period, or, as we may call it,

the non-recurring part. The denominator 99900 arises from

subtracting 100 (i.e., 10 raised to the same power as the number
of figures in the non-recurring part) from 100000 {i.e., 10 raised

to the same power as there are figures in the non-recurring part
and period together).

This subtraction will necessarily produce a number 99900,

Containing, that is to say, as many nines as there are figures in

the period, and as many ciphers as there are figures in the non-

recurring part.
25. It will be seen from the above detailed explanation of the

method by which the equivalent vulgar fraction may be deter-

mined, that an analogous method would apply to any circulating
decimal whatsoever.

Hence we get the following
Rule for reducing a Circulating Decimal to a Vulgar Fraction.

Subtract the number formed by the figures of the non-recur.

ring part from the number formed by the figures taken to the
end of the first period, and set down this difference as a nume-
rator. Take as many nines as there are figures in the period,

and, annexing to them as many ciphers as there are figures in

the non-recurring part, set down the number so formed as a
denominator.

26. We have proved the rule in the case of a mixed circulat-

ing decimal. The case of a pure circulating decimal is included
in it; for in a pure circulating decimal there is no non-recurring
part, and therefore nothing to be subtracted, and the denomina-
tor will consist wholly of nines, their number being equal to the
number of figures in the period.

Thus 67 = f, -053 = JJ>
a-.

27. For the sake of clearness, however, we will perform the

process for a pure circulating decimal. Take "67, for instance.

Let, as before, / = '676767 . . . . ;

Then, 100 / = 67'676767 ..... ,

and therefore subtracting, as in the previous case,

99 / = 67,

Or,/ =11;
and it is evident, from the way in which they arise, that the

number of nines in the denominator is equal to the number of

figures in the period.
28. Of course, if there is an integral part in the original

decimal, that will remain unaltered, and the required answer
will be a mixed number, which may be reduced to an improper
fraction if necessary.

EXAMPLE. 3'14i5.

Taking the decimal part separately, '145 =
Hence 3'l-d.5 = SJ^gJ = 3

uVo(? expressed as an improper fraction.

Or it may be expressed as an improper fraction at once :

s-uis = ^VfoV14 =
V..MM,

1
-

The truth of this latter method may be established exactly in

the same way as the two cases we have already explained.

29. The learner is recommended at first, in reducing circulat-

ing decimals to vulgar fractions, to perform the operation in the

way we have indicated in the examples already given i.e., by
multiplying by the requisite powers of 10, subtracting, etc. He
will thus better appreciate the truth of the rule which he will

afterwards employ. It is evident that the equivalent fractions

found by the rule will often not be in their lowest terms.

EXERCISE 35.

Eeduce to their equivalent vulgar fractions the following

decimals :

1. -3.

2. -03.

3. -032.

4. -523.

30. Approximation.

places, etc.

5. -2349.

6. -42623.

7. -3-1416.

8. 357-003129.
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We thus see that tin- dUbnnM between the ^"HnfO and the

true value of tin 1 > .' nnuih diminishes. IntheoMeof
mating decimal this difference becomes sero when we hare

tiik.'ii all tin- ti'-ruivs iti. In the case of a circulating decimal,
r actually becomes zero, but we can make it M small as

we please by taking a sufficient number of decimal places.
31. When a result ia required correct only to a certain num-

ber of decimal places, it ia better, aa wo have already explained

(Art. 14), to find one figure more of the result than i* actually

required, so as to ascertain whether this figure in greater or less

than 5. If it ia greater, we increase the figure in the last place
which is required in the result by 1.

The following ia an example of a decimal continually approxi-
mated to in thin way, by taking successive figures, and increas-

ing, where necessary, the last figure by unity
Let 4-80169 be the decimal. The aucoessive approximations would be

5, 4-9, 4-89, 4-892, 4 8917, 4*89169.

Hero 5 ia nearer to the true value than 4 would bo.

4-9 4-8

4-892 4-891

4-8917 4-8916

82. Operations in which circulating decimals occur are better
conducted by reducing the circulating decimals to their equiva-
lent vulgar fractions, if absolute accuracy is required. If an

approximate result is desired true to a certain number of decimal

places, then, in additions and subtractions, it will be sufficient

to take in two or three figures of the period beyond the number
of places required, and then add or subtract. For instance, in

adding '4567 to '812468J correctly to 9 decimal places, we
should write the decimals as follows :

45675675675
31246894689

769225703

In all cases, however, where circulating decimals are involved
as multipliers or divisors, it will bo best to reduce them to their

equivalent vulgar fractions before performing the multiplications
or divisions, and then afterwards to reduce the resulting frac-

tions to decimals.

EXERCISE 36.

1. Write down the decimals containing respectively one, two,
three, four, five, and six decimal places which are the nearest

approximation to the decimals -67819473, '203781947.
2. Find the value correctly to seven decimal places of tho

following expressions :

1. 2-0127 + 89-3897 + '003704.

2. 15-379 + 2-13159 + 18 + 70'2178

-* 5-34567.

& 27-459
- 3-876439.

4. 7-28705 - -378 + W34567.

5. 85'6 *- 7-5.

. 2} + 5-123 - 2-345.
o.

2-39 + 3-28.

EXERCISE 37.

1. Eeduce tho following decimals to vulgar fractions :

3.

6.

18.

123.

297.

6. -72.

7. -09.

8. -045.

9. -142857.

10. -076923.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

8567923.

138.

53.

'5925.

16. -583.

17. '0227.

18. -4745.

19. -5925.

20. -008497133.

3. '27, '3, and -045.

4. 4-32*., 6-4263, and '6.

2. Change the following sets of decimals to similar and con-
terminous periods :

L 6-814, 3-26, and -083*.

2. 46-162, 5.26, 73'423, '486, and 12'5.

3. Add together the following sets of decimals :

1. 24-132 + 2'23 85-2*4 + 67'6.

2. 328-126 + 81*23 + 5'624 + 61'6.

3. 31-62 + 7-824 + 8'392* + -027.

4. 462-31 + 60-82 + 71-164 + '35.

5. 60-25 -t- -34 + 6-435 + -45 + 45'24.

6. 9-814 + 1-5 + 87-26 + 0'83 * 124-09.

7. 3-6 + 78-3476 + 735-3 + 375 + '27 + 187'4.

8. 5391-357 + 72-38 + 187-21 + 4'2965 + 217-8496 -f 42-176 '523

58-30048.

9. *i62 + 154-09 + 2-93 + 97'28 + 3-769230 99-083 + 1'5 + -814.

4. Subtract the greater from the less in the following sU of
decimals*

1. 85-02 - 1878431

I. 47-3i - 84-7097.

8. 3-8504 - -0882*.

4. 4'128 *

5. 801 -0-400-75.

6. 4-7824 - -87.

7. UW - 1200.9

5. Multiply together the following decimals

1. 87-23 x -20.

2. 'itS x -0.

3. -245' x 7-3.

4. 24-0 x 15 7.

5. 48*23 x 10-13.

0. 8574'3 x 87'5.

7. 9-973 x -8.

8. 40440-54 x 4MM.
*. 7"7t x -W.

6. Work tho following examples in division of
decimals;

1. 319-28007112

764-5.

2. 18-56 + -3.

8. -6 -123.

4. 2-297 + '2*97*.

8. 750730-518 + '

8. 24-081 + 191.

87'5.
j

. -36 + -25.

fl. 54 * -15. -28-4375 + 20-87.

7. 10-5160533 '. 1L 76*32 -Oisi

4-27. 12. 15-379 * 7-28705*.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. IX.
DEBITATIUN : PREFIXES

BEFORE proceeding further with these prefixes, we may now
expose a common error. It is generally thought that words
have several disconnected significations. Several sipilflnstitsas

many words have, but these significations are all allied one with
another, and they are allied one with another in such a way
that a genealogical connection runs through them alL I mean
that the second ensues from the first, and conducts to the third.

Tho meanings of words flow from a common source, like the
waters of a brook. That common source, or parent-signification,

is, in all cases, one that denotes some object of sense, for objects
of sense were named before other objects. Our first duty, then, is

to ascertain the primary meaning of a word. From that mean-

ing the other meanings flow, as by natural derivation. Those

secondary or derivative significations, then, can scarcely be
termed meanings ; they are not so much meanings as mn/Kfan-
tions of the primary import of the root. Certainly they are not

independent significations. Thus viewed, words have not two or
more senses, but in the several cases the one sense is varied and
modified. Even in instances in which opposite meanings are

connected with the same word, the filiation may be traced, aa
both Jacob and Esau sprang from the same stock. I will take-

an example in the word prevent. Prevent means both to guide
and to hinder, to lead to, and to debar from. The opposition
is sufficiently decided. Tet these two opposed meanings are

only modifications of the root-sense of the word. First I will

exhibit the diversity, and then explain it

Prevent, signifying to guide, aid forward :

" Prevent us, O Lord, by thy grace."
" Book of Common Prayer."

" T- Love celestial, whose pmwMuiU mid

Forbids approaching
1

ill." Mattft.

Prevent, signifying to hinder, obstruct:

" Where our pretrnfvm ends, danger begins." Cart*.
"
Which, though it be a natural prtttntiv* to some erilm, yet without

either stop or moderation, must needs exhaust his spirits." fettf.

Wottonianae.

"Physick IB either curative or preventive; preventive we call that

which preventeth sickness in the healthy." Brwc*,
"
FwJ^or Brron."

"Prevent us, O Lord, by thy grace," means "aid us forward."

"Preventive of sickness," signifies that which causes m'olnae

not to 'come. There is the contrariety. Now for the explana-

tion. Prevent is made up of two Latin words, namely pne,

before, and venio, I come or go. Now. yon may go before a

person for two opposite purposes. Toa may go baore him in

order to guide, aid, and conduct him onward ; or you may go
before him to bar up his way, to hold him back, to prevent hia

advance. And as either of these two purposes is prominent in

the mind of the speaker, so the word is used by him to signify

to guide or to hinder. The proper meaning, then, of prevent is,

to come before: hence, 1, to guide, or, as a natural consequence,

2, to aid; or again, 1, to obstruct, and, as a natural consequence,

2, to stop, etc. And how the moral and spiritual imports come
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cut of the physical, is also seen in the diverse application of the

word ; for, as we have just read of preventive medicine, so in

divinity you may read of "prevenient grace."
These remarks, illustrations of which occur in what has just

preceded, and will occur in what is about to follow, may serve to

Bhow you that language must be studied genealogically. Indeed,

every word has a history ; and in the dictionaries, every account

given of a word ought to be a complete history of the word ; a

history of its origin, uses, and application, the one traced from

the other logically, or according to the laws of thought, and

philologically, or agreeably to the laws of language. Very
different, and very inferior, is the character of most dictionaries.

But to return to the subject of English prefixes.

3, of Latin, or rather Greek origin, in the forms e, ef, ex,

denotes out of, as in egress (e and gradior, Lat. I walk), a walking

cut; excess (ex and cedo, Lat. I go), a going beyond that is, too

far ; effect (ef and facio, Lat. I do), a thing made out, produced;
a result.

E. " All occasions must be taken of sending forth pious heavenly

ejaculations to God." Bishop Hall.

Ex. " The ecclesiastical courts possessed the power of pronouncing
^communication ; and that sentence, besides the spiritual conse-

quences supposed to follow from it, was attended with immediate
effects of the most Important nature. The person excommunicated
was shunned by every one as profane and impious; and his whole

estate, during his lifetime, and all his movables, for ever were forfeited

to the crown." Hume, "History of England."

Ef.
" Two white sparry incrustations, with e/florescences in form of

shrubs, formed by the trickling of water." Woodward,
" On Fossils."

En is a prefix found in the English, the French, and the Greek

languages. Into the English it appears to have come from the

Latin, through the French. Many words of Latin origin have

passed through the French into the English. En is the form in

Greek. In Latin, en becomes in. In French, both en and in

are used. The same is the case with the English. Though en

and in are the same particle, it may be advisable to handle them

separately, in order that their respective usages may become

apparent.
En is found in the forms en, em. The prefix signifies in or

into, e.g. :

" He (Samson) rises and carries away the gates wherein they thought
to have encaged him." Bishop Hall.

So in encamp, encase, enchain, enchant, enclose (or inclose), en-

demic (en and demos, Gr. a people), peculiar to a district. En
sometimes has an intensive or augmentive effect on the verb of

which it forms a part; as in encourage, enfeeble, enkindle

(candle), encrease (increase), encumber (incumber, from the
French encombre, Lat. cumulus, a. heap).

" Encumbered soon with many a painful wound,
Tardy and stiff he treads the hostile round;
Gloomy and fierce his eyes the crowd survey,
Mark where to fix and single out the prey."

Bowie,
"
Pharsalia."

En has also, though seldom, the force of a negative ; as in

enemy. Enemy is from the Latin inimicus, where the English
en represents the Latin in. Inimicus is made up of in, not;
and amicus, a friend.

En, for the sake of euphony, becomes em before b and p; em-

bitter, emblem, embosom, embroil, emprison (imprison), employ,
mpoverish (impoverish).

" At eve within yon studious nook,
I ope my brass-embossdd book,
Pourtrayed with many a holy deed,
Of martyrs crowned with heavenly meed." Warion.

There ia a tendency to substitute i for e in many words. This

tendency deserves encouragement, if only for the sake of

uniformity.

Enter, coming from the Latin (intra, within) through the

French (entre, between, among), is found in enterprise (enter and
Fr. prendre, Lat. prehendere, to take, to take hold of), an under-

taking ; also in enterment (in and terra, Lat. the earth), now
more common as interment. It is found also in entertain (Fr.

entretenir, Lat. inter and tenere, to Jwld).

" His office was to give entertainment
A.ud lodging unto all that came arid went,

Not unto such as could him feast againe,
And double quite for that he on them spent ;

But such as want of harbour did constraine,
Those, for God's sake, his dewty was to entertaine."

Spenser, "Faerie Queene."

Epi, a prefix of Greek origin, from eiri (ep'-i), signifying upon,
as epidemic, upon or over (widely spread over) a people. .En-

demic declares that a disease is in-born, native to the soil ;

epidemic that it is very prevalent. Epi is found in epigram (epi
and the Greek ypa/j./j.a, pronounced gram'-ma, a writing, from the
verb fpa.<pia [graph'-o], I write), epilepsy (epi and A/^io, pro-
nounced leap'-si-a, a taking), epiphany (epi and Greek Qaivca,

pronounced phai'-no or fi'-no, I appear), epistle (epi and ffrf\\co,

pronounced stel'-lo, to send), etc. etc.

" He that would write an epitaph for thee,
And do it well, must first begin to be
Such as thou wert ; for none can truly know
Thy wortb, thy life, but he that hath lived so." Donne.

Equi, of Latin origin (aequus, equal), denoting equality, forms
part of several words, as equipoise (equi and peser, Fr. to weigh;
pendere, Lat. to hang), equity; equivocal (equi and vox, Lat. a
voice).

" Faith ! here's an eqwivocator that could swear in both the scales

against either scale; who committed treason enough in God's sake,
yet could not equivocate to heaven ; oh, come in, egitivocator." Shake-

speare, "Macbeth."

Es, of French origin (Lat. e, ex), is in English found in words
borrowed from the French, as in escalade (es and scala, Lat. a
ladder), a scaling (of a city), escape (Fr. echapper, to get away),
escheat (old Fr. escheoir, to fall due), a forfeit, eschew (old Fr.

eschever, to shun), escutcheon (es and scutum, Lat. a shield).

" Hence without blushing (say whate'er we can)
We more regard the escutcheon than the man;
Yet, true to nature and her instincts, prize
The hound or spaniel as his talent lies." Cawthorn.

Eu, of Greek origin (eu, pronounced you), signifying well,

occurs in ephony (eu and the Greek q>u>vi), pronounced pho'-ne,
a sound), euthanasia (eu and the Greek Oavaros, pronounced
than'-a-tos, death), a happy death; the eu in ewnuch is a part of

the word ; eunuch being from the Greek evvri, pronounced n'-ne,

a bed, and ex*"* ek'-o, to have, or have charge of ; eunuchs were
chamberlains. Men were made eunuchs by the jealousy of

Eastern despots. They were also made so in order to give them
a contralto voice. The latter fact is well alluded to in this

quotation :

" Our present writers, for the most part, seem to lay the whole

stress in their endeavours upon the harmony of words ; but then, like

eunuchs, they sacrifice their manhood for a voice, and reduce our

poetry to be like echo, nothing but a sound." Lansdown,
" Peleus and

Thetis."

Ever, of Saxon origin, signifying ahvays, is seen in everlasting,

evermore ; evermore appears in the older writers as evermo.

"I shall readily grant that the words for ever and ever-lasting do

not always, in Scripture, signify an endless duration." Barrow,
" Sermons."

Extra, of Latin origin, with the meaning out of, appears in

eatfraneous, out of (not belonging to) the subject ; earfroordinary

(extra and ordo, Lat. order), out of the usual order.

" Some lands, either because they were in the hands of irreligious

and careless owners, or were situate in forests and desert places, or

for other now unsearchable reasons, were never united to any parish,

and therefore continue to this day extra-parochial." Blackstone,
" Com-

mentaries."

For, of Saxon origin, whose original is probably found in the

German ver, which denies and reverses the action expressed in

the verb, occurs in forbid (not to bid ; that is, to bid not).

" Rather how hast thou yielded to transgress,

The strict /orbiddance, how to violate

The sacred fruit /orbidd'n." Milton, "Paradise lost."

For is found also in /orbear, not to bear or take; to abstain.

"
Phidias, when he had made the statue of Minerva, could not /or-

bear to engrave his own name, as author of the piece." Dryden.

Fore, a different word from the preceding, of Saxon origin (vor,
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Gorin., tn advance; vorwartu, Germ. t forward*), appears in fore-

toll, /oreoast, /ojvfathors, /o>vhoad.

"The /0rknower is not the oaiua of all that are /unknown."

In /orgive (Germ, vergoben), tho idea nooma to be that of

giving away, giving mth"t -/ H-im-n, giving /reefy, and henoe to

u (Fr. pardonnor, in low Lat. perdonare).
" Not soou proroked, however stung and teased,
And If perhaps nimlo angry, soon appealed ;

She nithor wares, than will dispute her right,

And iujurod makes /orgiveness her delight." Cowper.

Hept, of Greek origin (irra, pronounced hop'-ta, $even), forms

t Hyllublo of /i. 7./agon (Greek yovia, pronounced gon'-i-a,

on angle), that which has icrrn <t,t'jl''!<, and consequently seven

sides; and Jtepfarohy (Greek ttpxt) pronounced arise, government),
a sevenfold govern

" Seven independent thrones, the Saxon /uptarchy, were founded by
the conquerors." Gibbon.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY. I.

THE SNAIL.

IT ia to be feared that there are not many among us who are

disposed to regard the little animals that may be classed among
tho "common objects" of our fields, gardens, and even houses,
with the same attention and curiosity as we examine the form
and inquire into the habits of a lion, elephant, or gorilla, fresh

from the deserts of Africa or the jungles of Asia, or a walrus

lately brought from northern climes. And yet the beasts that

find a hiding-place in our woods and thickets, the birds that fill

the air with melody at the approach of spring, and the insects

that often destroy our best and choicest fruits and blossoms,
are as "

fearfully and wonderfully made
"
as the larger animals

of foreign lands ay, even as ourselves, for whose use, or

pleasure, or perchance correction, they were created. Each has
been called into being for some wise end by the Maker of us all,

even though our limited knowledge may fail to discover its

iitility, and the purpose which it serves in the economy of

Nature. The structure and habits of each beast or bird or

insect, however small, however unattractive in appearance,
claim our consideration as much as the graceful figure of tho

antelope or giraffe, or the instinct and docility of the horse or

dog ; and as a lesson may be learnt from each and all, more

potent in its teaching than the precepts of the best of all books
nave one, we invite the attention of our readers to our studies

in Natural History, which may be termed recreative in two
senses first, as they will do much to relievo the strain that our
lessons in languages, mathematics, and science may exert on
the mind of the student ; and secondly, in the first and truest

meaning of the word, as by a thoughtful inspection of some of

God's lesser works, we may reneio from time to time and build

up again what we may have lost of our reverential love of Him
without whom not even a sparrow falls to the ground unnoticed
or uncared for.

In such a spirit, then, we introduce to the notice of our
readers the snail, an animal that finds small favour, generally
speaking, with those who love their gardens.

THE SNAIL.

We will imagine that while strolling round your garden or in

the fields you have just picked up a snail. Hold him tenderly,
n,nd not long in your hand, or you may make him very wretched.

How HO ? Bemomber his body is cold, your hand is hot, almost
like a furnace to him, and the temperature must be enough to

make him faint. In truth, while on a human hand the snail

must, feel about as comfortable as St. Lawrence on his gridiron.

Besides, St. Lawrence gained honour and applause for his

suffering, but no such reward awaits the snail ; so, out of a

kindly feeling, do not keep him long in the hot hand.

Then how shall wo observe oar friend and study his comfort
also P Get a piece of clean window-glass, and place the nail
II1...H it. Ho will bold firmly to the flat* with his broad,
expanded, sucker-like foot. Then, by looking at the gentleman
through tho glass, an be more* along, the reader will be able to
note the mode in which such animals walk, mark the ware-like
motions of the foot on the glass, and remember that all soft-

bodied animals with a foot like the snail's, are named GasUro-

pod*, a word which means "
having the feet and belly joined,"

and whioh is derived from the Greek ymmtp (gas-tetr

belly, and wout (poiw), a foot

Having noticed the sucker-like foot, and tested the force with
which it cling* to the glass, let a* look at the head of oar
snail. The first noticeable object* are what children call the
horns or feelers. Look closely at them. What is that black

shining spook on the top of each feeler '< The eye of the snail,

according to the judgment of most naturalists. Strange sort of

eye, whioh can thus be lifted np above the body, when its owner
wants to take a survey of the world. If we want to obtain a
wider view, we get on an elevation ; the snail manages msftsis
in another manner, he lifts np the eye itself. As the nail eon-

templates one of us through those black specks, the question
rises, is he not terribly frightened at a being having an eye as

large as his whole body '( However, unfortunately, in the

present state of snail education, it is impossible to impart his

views to us, so we will let that topic pass.
Touch the tip of his feeler; see how ingeniously he tucks

the whole machine into its case, just as the top of the finger of
a glove is turned in sometimes, when the glove is drawn off.

Now wait awhile ; see, the tube is pushed out again, and the

eye is slowly rolled out from its remarkable hiding-place.
Have you a pair of scissors in your hand ? Would you like to

cut off those feelers, eyes and all 't No, some will say, respect
even a snail's feelings. Others may answer yes, cot them off,

if we shall get any knowledge by so doing ; we do not believe

such creatures feel pain. Well, yon cannot prove they do not feel

when thus treated, that's certain ; and it shows a better heart to

believe they suffer when injured. Those who believe in Shake-

speare will probably take this view. They will remember his

remark that a worm when crushed feels as much pain as when
a giant dies. However, we will dare to be rather cruel for once

only; we will do violence to our tender feelings, and, earnestly

begging the snail's pardon, we cut off both feelers at one snip of

the scissors. Now we have killed the snail, have we not t At
least we have blinded him for life ? Indignant the snail is cer-

tainly ; see how he goes back into the innermost part of his

house. He may well retire from a world which treats him thus.

Now what will be the result ? If the snail be in good health,

and the operation be not performed too late in the year, that

poor despicable-looking creature will begin to form a new pair
of eyes and feelers in about twenty-five days. This operation
was often performed on a great number of snails by Spallansani,
a celebrated Italian naturalist of the hist century. Such a re-

production of organs proves the possession of singular vital

powers in so lowly a creature. But Spallanxani and others

have gone beyond this. They repeatedly cut off the heads of

snails, and those heads, with all their organs, have been in a
few months reproduced! That is a power which some men
might have envied. Even tho little finger of a human being
when out off is gone for life ; no power of making a fresh one

grow on the old place belongs to the greatest philosopher on

the earth. Yet here we have a poor despised creature often

able to recover its lost head, eyes, feelers, and month. The snail

beats us all on such a work, beyond doubt.

Let us not forget the mouth of the snail. It is an instrument

capable of doing no light work, as those know to whose garden*
the animal pays its unwelcome visits. The two lips are formed

of a horny substance, which acts in the manner of a file on

vegetables. The tough leaves of the white lily are often rasped
off in a few nights by this cutting machine. If any one should

be desirous of examining minutely the structure of the snail's

mouth, he will find some fine specimens in the Physiological

Gallery of the Hunterian Museum in the College of Surgeons,

Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Of tho snail's brain we may just make this remark, that the

complete nervous system of the creature's first cousin, the slug,

ia to be seen in the same museum, and Professor Owen has

given a learned description of the whole. Both snails and
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slugs may therefore know, as well as human beings, what it is

"to suffer from nervous attacks.

Would any one like to see the heart of a snail ? The keeper
of the above-mentioned museum will gratify the wish. It is a

hard matter to look into the human heart, but readers may
there inspect the inner part of a snail's heart, which is generally

placed near the middle of the animal's back.

The snail must, of course, breathe. How does the air enter

lis system ? The snail's nose, if we may use the expression, is

on the back, or right side of the nock that is, the hole through
which the air enters is there placed. Can the snail smell ?

Philosophers are not agreed upon the point. There is not, how-

ever, the least doubt that they soon find out vegetables for which

they have a liking, as many an indignant gardener will admit.

Snails exhibit in spring and early summer a strange pecu-

liarity. Their bodies are then covered with little spikes or

darts of a horny substance, about a quarter of an inch long.

Some of the older books have engravings representing these

darts flying as if shot off from the bodies of the snails. They
are, however, a puzzle to the snail philosophers up to the

present time.

Let us now look at the shell. In what light shall we regard
this ? Is it the snail's house, or the snail's skeleton ? Either

notion may be held. If we deem it the house, then we may
well envy the animal for his power, not only of making his own
house, but of repairing damages which may happen to walls or

roofs. He is not only his own mason, builder, and architect,
but provides his own quarry. We need not say, perhaps, that
the lime of the shell is produced from the pores of the animal's

body. When he grows too largo for his first house he enlarges
it, and thus inhabitant and mansion are always accommodated
each to the other. As his family never live with him, ho has
but his own good-will and pleasure to consult in the building.
Two things deserve special notice. Readers must have observed

great differences in the coloured markings of snails' shells.

Now each snail has his own colour manufactory. A series of

glands, like so many chemical workshops, produce the colours

which give the various tints to the shell. It is a singular fact

that even the baby snail begins its work of builder before it is

hatched. Even when yet in the egg, the little creatures are
found to have formed a thin shell. This is something like

infant precocity. One thing, however, seems beyond these
babies ; they cannot form the colouring matter of the shell; the
house is built first and ornamented after.

We must now call attention to the snail's winter house.
When food begins to fail, and the autumn nights get cool, the
creature becomes drowsy, and makes up his mind to a long
sleep. Some bury themselves in the ground, others crowd into
sheltered corners. But note the preparation for the winter.
Some species retire deeply into the shell, building up four or
five thin walls of lime at the entrance, so that the animal is

completely blocked up and separated from the outside world.

Having performed this building feat, the snail bids good-bye to
all care and sorrow, dropping into a comfortable sleep for the
whole winter. Some of these are indeed rudely roused from
slumber by hungry birds, which, discovering the shells, drive
their beaks through the thin walls, and tearing out the luckless

snail, devour him before he has time to awake.
Are snails of any use at all ? Readers who wish for variety

of food may make wholesome soup of their bodies. Start not
at the proposal ; one species of snail was eaten in England in

the time of Elizabeth, and " a snail feast
"

is said to be still

celebrated on special days by some trades in the North of

England. A modern cookery book describes no less than
twelve modes of preparing the animals for food. Is any
reader anxious to try a dish ? Then take our recipe : Get a
sufficient quantity, according to appetite, of the edible snail

(Helix pomatia is the learned, name), boil them in spring water,
then strew pepper and salt over and dine. The Emperor Nero
is said to have preferred them fried ; any reader who pleases
can, of course, try them that way.
Our friends will bear in mind that we purposely avoid in

these articles technical descriptions of species and genera, deep
physiological discussion, and anatomical details. Our main
object is to call attention to the richly varied facts which are to
be seen in every field and garden throughout the year. There
is much to excite wonder, and remind us of our infinite Creator
in the meanest creatures of the waters, land, or air.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XVII.
SECTION I. FRENCH PRONUNCIATION (continued).

VIII. LIQUIDS.

80. L and LL. Whenever I and II are preceded by ai, ei,

oui, and sometimes by i only, they receive a sound very different

from that which they have when initial. In the former case,

they become liquid, and are so called from their peculiar sound.
Yet it is a sound with which foreigners are well acquainted.
The only difficulty is, in expressing or illustrating the sound by
means of English analogous sounds.

It is the same sound which is given to the letters Hi in the
correct pronunciation of the English words collier, billiard, bril-

liant, and William. If you pronounce any one of these words very
carefully, observing at the same time the peculiar sound of the
letters Hi, you will have the correct liquid sound which is illus-

trated by the peculiar sound of yl in the word seraglio.
In French words containing liquid sounds, observe the follow-

ing general rules, namely :

Rule 1. Pronounce the letter a before il and ill as a in the

English word ah.

Rule 2. Pronounce the letter e before il and ill as a in the

English word day.
In the illustrated pronunciation of the following examples of

liquid sounds, the last syllable ye of many of them is scarcely
sounded. Let it be but the mere faint echo of the voice.

Name, gl ; sound, like gI in the English word seraglio.

TRENCH. PRONUNCIATION.
Accueil Ak-uhyl
Briller Breel-yay
Castillo Kas-teeyl

D^pouille Day-pooyl
Enorgueillir Ahu-or-guhl-yeer
Famille Fain-eeyl
Feuille

Fille

Mouiller

Oreille

Paille

Pouiller

Kdveil

Sillon

Soleil

Tailleur

Tourbillon

Travail

Fuhyl
Feeyl

Mool-yay
Or-ayl

Pahyl
Pool-yay
Eay-vayl
Seel-yonh

Sol-ayl

Tie-yuhr

Toor-beel-yonh
Trav-i-yl

ENGLISH.

Reception.
To brighten.

Contention.

Spoil.

To be proud of.

Family.

Paper, ora sheet ofpayer.

Daughter.
To wet.

Ear.

Straw.

To abuse.

Alarm-clock.

Furrow.
Sun.
Tailor.

Wliirlwind.

Labour.

But there is another very different and common method of

pronouncing the liquid sound illustrated in the preceding

examples. Its chief merit is, the ease with which it may be

acquired. It cannot bo stigmatised as absolutely vicious, though
it be, at least in our opinion, inelegant.
The following examples will be used to illustrate the kind of

pronunciation just spoken of, viz. :

FRENCH.

Aiguille
Bouilli

Bouteille

Cuiller

Fauteuil

Groseille

Muraille

PRONUNCIATION.

A-guee-y'

Booee-y'

Boo-tay-y'

Kuee-yeair
Fo-tuh-y'

Gro-zay-y'

Mu-rah-y'

ENGLISH.
Needle.

Soiled. Beef.
Bottle.

Spoon.
Arm-chair.

Currant.

Wall

Speaking of these different methods of pronouncing the

liquids, the following opinion is taken from Bolmar's "Levizac's

French Grammar," namely :

" This last pronunciation being the easiest of the two, has

been adopted by so many people in France, that it is no longer
considered a fault, except by grammarians. However, I recom-
mend the former, not only on account of its correctness, but
also on account of its being a sound very common to the Spanish,

Italian, and Portuguese languages, in which languages this sound
does not admit of any variation. It is represented in the Spanish

by II, in the Italian by gli, and in the Portuguese by Ifi."

81. GW. This liquid is much used in the French language.
Its correct sound is peculiar, and by no means difficult to

attain. It is the sound of the letters gn in the English words

bagnio, mignonette, and vignette.

Pronounce the word mignonette correctly and carefully, observ-

ing, at the same time, the peculiar sound of the letters gn,

which will be the correct sound of this liquid.
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Hi.rn..uio

i>u-m-

:.iW

F|.:in;no

Gntrner

PKONUNCUTIOX.
l:.i.-n

Uay-pnay
Bee-nron-nee
I ),,., i

Dee-tfuee-toir

Dee-gnewtajr
Ay-pargn
(i:i. MI>

ENGLISH.

Oo/Uy.
JBotfed.

Worthy.

Dignitary.

Dignity.

Jfoonomy.
To tarn.

Comb.

Ray.guonh i:. /. -.nj.

S.-.-L-II

S'wah-Kuyay
Veegn'-ronh

The oxceptiona to this method of pronouncing: the letters

gn occur only in these words, in which they belong to different

syllables ; that is to Ray, in dividing those words into syllables,

it would be found that <j belonged to one syllable, and n belonged
to the next succeeding syllable, viz. :

To atttnd to.

F*w-drsr.

Ignicole

Ignition

Ignivome
Ignivore

Magnificat

Begnicole
Stagnant
Stagnation

PBONUHCIATION.

Ig-namm
Ig-nay
Ig-nee-kol

Ig-nee-seonh

Ig-nee-vom
Ig-nee-vor

Mag-uec-fee-kat

aig-noe-kol

Stag-nanh
Stag-nah-seonh

ENGLISH.
Indian jwtafo.

Igneous.

Fire-v>or*h\ppr,

Ignition.

Fire-vomiting.

Fire-eating.

Name of a sacred Jiymn.
A native.

Stagnant.

Stagnation.

To the above may bo added a few proper names.

SECTION XXVIII. USE OF THE ARTICLE [ 77].

1. The article le, la, les, as already stated, is used in French
before nouns taken in a general sense.

Les jordins sent les ornaments des Gardens are the ornaments of villages

villages et des compogues, and of rural districts.

2. The article is also used in French, as in English, before

nouns taken in a particular sense.

Les jardius de co village sont su- The gardens of this village are su-

porbes, yerb.

3. It is also nsed before abstract nouns, before verbs and
adjectives used substantively.

Idleness is odious.

Youth is not olicays tractable.

Eating and drinking are necessary to

life.

La paresse est odieuse,
La jeunesse n'est pas toujours

docile,
Le boire et le monger sont ncces-

saires a la vie,

4. The article is used before the names of countries, provinces,

rivers, winds, and mountains [ 77 (3) (4)].

La Prance est plus grande quo Prance is larger than Italy.

1'Italie,

La Normandie est tros-fertile. Normandy is wry fertile.

5. The article is used before titles.

Le G(5m!ral Cavaignac,
Le Marshal Ney,

General Caraignac.
Marshal Ney.

6. In respectful address or discourse, the words Monsieur,
Madame, Mademoiselle are placed before titles and designations
of relationship.

Monsieur le President, (Mr. ) President.

Madame la Comtesse, (Madam) Countess.

Mademoiselle votre sceur, (Mi*-*) i/our sister.

7. The plural of Monsieur, Madame, and Mademoiselle, is

Messieurs, Mesdames, and Mesdemoiselles.

8. The student should be careful to distinguish a noun taken
in a general or in a particular sense from one taken in a parti-
tive sense [ 78].

GENERAL OB PARTICULAR SENSE.
Nous aimons les livres,
We like books.

Kous avons les livres,
We have the books.

PARTITIVE SENSE.
Nous avona des livres,

We hare bool-x, Le., com* toofcs.

Vous avez fcrit des lottres,

You have icrittn letters, i.e., some
letters.

RESUM OF EXAMPLES.

La modestie est aimnble. 3fode(;i is amiabTr.
Le courage eat indispensable au Courage is indispensable to the

general, general.

desjar-
dins.

Les Dears desjsrdias de ee ekatsaa.

Avez-vous 1'intention de visitor la

Franc* ?

J'ai 1 intention <le visitor 1'IUlie.

Le CapitaiiM Dumont est-il ici ?

Le Major GullUume est cht lot

Voyez-Tou* Madam* Totre mire t

Jo roU Munaiaur vote* fr*re.

Mon fren n'aim* pM IM lonaagM.

Tk* Jlewm of 0*
OU.

Dp you i*imt vWltaf

I* Cajt( D*m**t turtt

Major William u at ftom*.

Do you *M your otarf
/ M yor brotJur.

Jfy brotfctr u *ot/<md o/praiM*.

VOCABULAET.
Aim-cr, I, to le fond of,

to like.

Apport-er, 1, to briny.

Bob, m., wood, fontt.

Capitaine, m., captain.

Caporal, m., corporal.

Orine, f., efctrry.

Lertme. m.t

Loto./w.
Lnadi, m,. VUf.

PeaiM, t. jMMfc.

Prune, (., plM.

CtadUr, 1, to stiMiy.

Fleur, f../lotrr.

Pr&ue, f. f swttwoofTy*

EXEBCIHI 51.

1. Aimez-Toas le pain ou la viando? 2. J'aime le pain, U
viande et le fruit 3. Avona-non* dec pcches dans notre jar*
din P 4. Nona y avonn des pechew, des fraisM, dec framboisaa
et des cerises. 5. Monsieur votre frere aime-t-U les oeriaMf
6. II n'aime gnere lee c -rrises, il ph-fere lea prunes, 7. Arez-
vous des legnmes P 8. Je n'aime point lea legumes. 9. Nona
n'avons ni legumes ni fruits. (Sect. VI. 3, 4.) 10. Nona n'ai-

mons ni les legumes ni les fruits. 11. Allez-vous tons lea joon
dans le bois de Monsieur votre frero P 12. Je n'y rais paa toiu lea

jours. 13. Votre sccur apporte-t-cllc les flcurs? 14. Elle lea

apporte. 15. Madame votre mere apporte-t-elle dea fleam f

16. Elle en apporte tons les Lundis. 17. Voyoz-vous le Gnral
Bcrtrand ? 18. Je ne le vois pas, je vois le Caporal Daohfae.
19. Mesdempiselles vos scenrs sont-elles fatiguces ? 20. Heft
sceurs sont fatiguees d'etudier.

EXERCISE 52.

1. Does your sister like flowers P 2. My sister likes flowers,
and my brother is fond of books. 3. Is he wrong to like books?
4. No, Sir, he is right to like books and flowers. 5. Hare you
many flowers in your garden P 6. Wo hare many flowers and
much fruit. 7. Is your cousin fond of raspberries? 8. My
cousin is fond of raspberries and* strawberries. 9. Is the cap-
tain fond of praises ? 10. He is not fond of praises. 11. Has
the gardener brought yon vegetables ? 12. He has brought ma
vegetables and fruit.* 13. Is he ashamed to bring you vege-
tables r 14. He is neither ashamed nor afraid to sell vegetable*.
15. Is your mother tired P 16. My mother is not tired? 17.

Is your brother at Colonel D.'s ? 18. He lives at Colonel D.'a,

but he is not at home at present (d present). 19. How many
peaches have you P 20. I have not many peaches, but I have

many plums. 21. Does Captain B. like peaches ? 22. He likes

peaches,* plums, raspberries, and strawberries. 23. Are 700
going into (dans) your brother's wood P 24. I go there every
morning. 25. Is General L. here ? 26. No, Sir, he is not here,
he is at your cousin's.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. IX
DISCOVERIES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

THE Russian Admiral Kruscnstern, in 1804-5, made an ex-

ploratory voyage in Oceania, which enlarged our hydrographies!

knowledge of the Pacific Ocean. In 1819, Bellinghanscn
re-visited a part of Polynesia, and made additions to some of

the groups. About the same period, Freycinet discovered Rose

Island, and solved some interesting questions relating to those

distant seas. In 1823 and 1824, Captain Duperro made some
additional discoveries in Polynesia, and re-explored the Papuan
group and New Zealand. Captain Liitke, of the Imperial
Russian Marine, who navigated the seas of Oceania, discovered

Rome new islands in the Caroline group, and Olimaran, between
them and the Ladrone Islands. In 1831-32, Captain Laplace,
of the French sloop of war La Favorite, visited the coasts of

Arabia and other countries washed by the Indian Ocean and
China Sea; while about the same time Captain Du Petit-Thonars,
of the IVii >!., made surveys along the shores of Kamtchatka, Cali-

fornia, and Australia, The Russian Admiral, Krusenstern, also

The student must not forget that the article is repeated before

every noun.
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made additions to the geography of the Kurile Isles, the coasts

of Japan, and the Sea of Okhotsk. Captain Maxwell, of the

suite of Lord Amherst, our ambassador to China, extended our

knowledge of these Asiatic regions. The squadron under

his command made several important discoveries in the Yellowy

Sea, particularly Sir James Hall's Islands. This expedition'

ascertained that the western coast of the peninsula of Corea

had been placed on our maps greatly to the westward of its true

position; and made known to the world a vast archipelago

which no European had previously visited. Captain Maxwell

also visited the Loo-Choo Islands, where he was only welcomed

by feigning shipwreck, and seeking the assistance of the in-

habitants.

The northern coasts of Asia having been previously im-

perfectly known, M. Gedenchtrom was commissioned to explore
them in 1808 ; but his efforts were limited. Lieutenant (after-

wards Admiral) Wrangell was charged to complete the explora-

tion of these coasts, and to fill up the blanks which then existed

in the maps of Siberia, by re-visiting the most northern latitudes

of these dreary regions. The object of this expedition was to

examine the whole of the coast from Cape Chelagsk to Cape
North, discovered by Cook to the west of Behring Strait, and
to determine whether there existed in the vicinity of these

capes an isthmus uniting Asia and America. This dangerous

expedition occupied from 1820 to 1824. Beyond Cape Chelagsk,
he discovered Cape Baranoff, and surveyed the coast from this

cape to the mouth of the river Kolyma. He discovered that

the hypothesis of the existence of land in this vicinity was un-

founded ; and he rectified and completed the geography of this

part of the continent of Asia. In 1843, M. Middendorff suc-

cessfully explored, in the midst of innumerable dangers, the

coasts of the Frozen Ocean between Tnrukansk, the sources of

the Khatounga, and Cape Taimoura. Traversing Siberia from
north-west to south-west, he visited the coasts of the Sea of

Okhotsk, and part of Tartary.
In the quarter of a century that has elapsed since this time,

our knowledge of Central Asia has been greatly extended, by
the advance of the outposts of the Russian empire towards the

south into the heart of Independent Tartary, and to the north
bank of the River Amur, or Amoor, in the east, which now
forms the greater part of the northern frontier of Manchooria,
that part of Central Asia, nominally tributary to China, which
lies to the east of the great sandy desert of Gobi. Commencing
at the Caspian Sea, on the western side of the continent, the

acquisition by Russia of the Kirghiz Steppes, and the great

plains round the Sea of Aral, that are traversed by the Syr
Daria or Jaxartes, and the Amoo Daria or Oxus, has led to the

thorough exploration of these regions, of which comparatively
little or nothing was previously known with any degree of cer-

tainty. In 1825 an expedition was sent to the Sea of Aral by
the Russian Government, under the command of General, now
Count de Berg, who was commissioned to make an accurate

exploration of the Russian frontier ; and in 1848 an eminent
Russian sailor, Admiral Alexis Boutakoff, cut out and fitted

together ships at Orenburg, and carried them in pieces across

the steppes to the shores of the Sea of Aral, where they were
built and launched. These ships were the pioneers of the

establishment of regular steam navigation on the Sea of Aral,
and up the great rivers Oxus and Jaxartes, which discharge
their waters into it on the south and west, establishing along
the coast of the last-named stream a line of water communica-
tion through the centre of Turkistan, by which an active com-
merce is and will be carried on between the Celestial Empire
and Russia. For this achievement, the Founder's Gold Medal
of the Royal Geographical Society was awarded to Admiral
Boutakoff in 1867. Our knowledge of the scenery and the
manners and customs of the inhabitants of Khiva, Bokhara,
Thibet, and other parts of West Central Asia, has been increased

by M. Arminius Vambery, an enterprising Hungarian, who has
travelled through these regions, visiting many places hitherto

unseen by Europeans, in the disguise of a dervish, at the risk of

his life and liberty.

Passing eastward along the line of the Jaxartes, through the

sandy wastes of the desert of Gobi, down the wooded slopes of

the mountains that divide Manchooria from Mongolia, and over
the rich plains that are watered by the Songari and its tribu-

taries, we stand at last on the shores of the Japan Sea, and
make our way across its waters to the crescent-formed chain of

islands, stretching from the island of Saghalien on the north to
the south-eastern extremity of the peninsula of Corea, that
form the Empire of Japan. Of this island empire, the most
reliable account that we possessed, until Lieutenant Silver's

recently published work, was one written by Engelbert Kaempfer,

in 1 690. Several attempts have been made by the Portuguese
and Dutch, since the commencement of the sixteenth century,
to establish commercial relations with Japan; but trade with
this country has always been attended with great difficulty and

danger, owing to the repugnance of the inhabitants to hold
intercourse with foreigners. In 1853, however, the Japanese
government entered into a commercial treaty with the United

States, and in the following year another was concluded with
Great Britain. Since that time several ports have been opened
to British commerce, while embassies have been sent from Japan
to visit Europe and America, the Japanese showing a disposition
to abandon many of the customs, and even the costume to which

they have adhered without change for many hundreds of years,

according to their own account, and to adopt in a great measure
the usages of the most civilised portions of the world. Much of

an efficient and thorough survey of the Japanese waters has

recently (1865-8) been carried out by Commander Bullock, of

the Royal navy.
Expeditions into the interior of Asia have, from time to time,

thrown great light on the geography of this part of the Old
World. We owe much of our knowledge of China to the Jesuit
missionaries who laboured in that country; of the northern
frontiers of this empire, to Klaproth, Timkowsky, De Humboldt,
and Pierre de Tohihatcheff; of Thibet, to Turner; of the

Himalaya chain of mountains and the adjacent countries, to
Lieutenant Webb, Captain Raper, Moorcraft, Colonel Crawford,
M. Frazer, Victor Jacquemont, and Major Rennell. Sir H.
Pottinger made us acquainted with Beloochistan and Scinde ;

Elphinstone and Burnes with Afghanistan ; Burnes with Bok-
hara ; and Mouravief with Turcomania and Khiva. Persia has,
at different periods, been visited by a number of able travellers,
to whom we owe a knowledge of this country ; as, Tavernier,
Chardin, A. Jubert, Moorcraft, Morier, Frazer, Kerr Porter,

Alexander, and Messrs. Coste and Flaudin. Of Arabia, we
have gained information from Niebuhr, Burckhardt, and Riippel;
but of late years a great deal of additional light has been
thrown on the western districts of this enormous peninsula,
and the condition of its inhabitants, by Captain Richard F.

Burton, who visited Mecca and Medina in 1853, and travelled

through that part of the country which borders on the Red Sea,

by a route hitherto untrodden by Europeans. A considerable

part of Captain Burton's adventurous journey was performed in

the disguise of a pilgrim to the cities sacred to Mahometans as
the birth-place and burial-place of Mahomet, the founder of

their religion, as it would be impossible for a European to pass
through that country in quest of information, otherwise than
in the garb of the inhabitants of some Mahometan country.

Captain Burton's researches were further supplemented and

augmented by Mr. William Gifford Palgrave, who travelled from
the Dead Sea to the Persian Gulf, through Central and Eastern

Arabia, in 1862-3. This gentleman also made his way through
the country in disguise, and found, contrary to his own expecta-
tion and the general belief, that the interior of Arabia, instead

of being a trackless waste, resembling the Sahara in its cha-

racter, and peopled only by a few wandering Bedouin Arabs, is

inhabited by tribes who live in towns and villages, under sheikhs

and native princes, actively engaged in trading with each other

and the countries bordering on the coast. Mr. Palgrave' s dis-

coveries, indeed, were of so important a nature, as to give quite
a new character to the map of Arabia, the interior of which,

previous to his visit, has been represented as being little better

than a sterile uninhabited desert.

Of recent discoveries in Asia little remains to be said, but
that the acquisition of territory recently made by the French
in the south of Cambodia and Cochin China, has led to an
extended knowledge of this part of India beyond the Ganges, or
the Indo-Chinese Peninsula; while our wars with China, and
the spirit of enterprise shown by such men as the "

English
Tai-ping," and other adventurers in the service of the Impe-
rialists, and the so-called Tai-pings who are seeking to overthrow
the present dynasty in that country, have secured a more
elaborate survey of the Chinese coast, and much information

respecting the interior of that wonderful country.



SONS IN MUSIC.

UBS80N8 IN MUSIC. V.
'I'll r learner must bo careful not to let his thoughts be confusec

by the <l < of the word "tum-" in ordinary rnunioa

language. You will meet with the phrases "common time,'"
triple time," etc. The word "

time," then, refer* to thi

orderly reourrenco of accents the meature. In the phnMM
"quick tini.-."

" nlow time," etc., it means rate of movement, the
speed with which the accents recur. And when we an re-

quested to "
keep tho time," it ia commonly meant that (though

we may have been correct in the rate of movement, and accurate
in tho recurrence of accenta) we have not given the exact proper-
tiona' note. It is known that tho swings of the
name pendulum are of equal length in time, whether they are
long or nhort in respect of the distance traversed ; and that the
longer the pendulum, tho tilower ita movement ; and tho ahorter
the pendulum, the quicker ita movement. Thin given us the
means of regulating tho "

rate of movement "
in music aa well

.IM in clockwork. There is an internment called a " metronome'
or measure-ruler, the pendulum of which can be lengthened or

ic<l according to a graduated scale, so aa to awing any
required number of times in a minute. Let each awing of the
metronome correspond with an aliquot or "

pulse
"

of the
measure, or in tho quick senary measure, with the loud and
medium accents. Then, if the number at which the weight ia

set, on tho graduated scale of the metronome, be given in the
signature or title of the tune, it will indicate to others the rate
at which that tune should bo sung. Thus, "M. 66," placed at
tho hood of a tuno, signifies that, while this tune is sung, tho
metronome should swing at tho rate of sixty-six swings a
minute ; and that each aliquot of the measure should keep pace
with a swing of the metronome. The larger metronome, which
is kept in motion by clockwork and "

ticks
"
to every accent of

the measure, costs thirty shillings and upward that which
Ktrikes a bell on the recurrence of each stronger accent being
much more expensive. The smaller metronomes, which simply
oscillate without noise, arc sold at four shillings and upward,
and there are even cheaper instruments than these which
are sold at sixpence or eightpence. Each teacher, however,
and scholar too may make his string pendulum, which will
answer tho end very fairly. For this purpose fasten a penny or
some such weight at the end of a piece of string. Then, at four
inches and five-eighths from the weight, tie a double knot.
Hold the string by this knot, and the weight will swing at the
rate of 160 swings a minute, and make your pendulum corre-

spond with M. 160. At 6J inches tie a single knot, and that
length of pendulum will correspond with M. 138. Tho double
knots may mark the distances most used, and the single knots
those used occasionally between them. The rest of the pen-
dulum may be constructed to the following table S. standing
for single, and D. for double knot.

1st D. at 41 inches from weight =*= M. 160.
1st S. at 6J in. *= M. 138.
2nd D. at 9J in. = M. 112.
2nd 8. at 1 foot 1[ in. = M. 96.
3rd D, at 1 foot 7! in. = M. 80.
3rd S, at 2 feet 6| in. = M. 66.
4th D. at 3 feet 10J in. *= M. 50.

A silk tape with the metronome figures marked at the proper
distances would bo preferable to the string. A lath of wood
might bo graduated in a similar manner, with holes punctured
for the points of suspension, but it would require different dis-
tances according to its own weight.
Tho "string pendulum" which is hero recommended for its

convenience of measurement by a common carpenter's rule, is

slightly inaccurate, though quite near enough to the truth for
all practical purposes. Some such instrument should be used
by every pupil. Though it need not be always used for the
exercises, it should be constantly referred to as a standard, and
strict attention should be given to it in the earlier lessons.
When you have learnt to sing the notes of a tuno correctly, then
set your metronome swinging, and practise singing the tune at
the proper rate, or "

in the right time." After considerable
practice has taught you to keep tho accents at regular and
fqual distances, you will only need your pendulum to give yon a
correct idea of the "

rate of movement," before you commence
singing a tune. An accomplished solo singer, or instru-

mentalist, need not confine himself to strict clock-time, but
should vary tho rate of movement according to the emotional

VOL. I.

expression. Ton, however, are a loaf way from that position,
and ahoold carefully practise Yourself with thi* instrument
until yon have established in your mind and -ar * sense of time.

It in not an a*y thing for an unpractised singer to keep
on equal rate of movement throughout a tun<
he must learn to do it, and we are penmaded that a careful and
frequent OM of the pendulum U the beet tneaiu hitherto pro-
posed for tho attainment of this power ; bat it U eaetomary to
recommend the practice of

"
beating tame." To those who nay

wish to adopt this plan, the diagrams below explaining tho
method of

"
beating time

"
for the different measure* may be

of use. But to many persons this is only a hindrance. Let as

keep in mind that the object to be gained is first a mental per-
ception of equal movement, or the regular reoarrenoe of the
pulses ; and secondly, a mental command, by which the minoissj
of the larynx are made to obey the conception* of the mind.
Both these may be gajned by careful practice, <KenipHne. and
effort on the part of the pupil. If a regular movement of the
muRclea of the arm is easier to him than a regular movement
of the muscles of the larynx, then let him ose the first as a
guide to the second not otherwise. It is, however, frequently
necessary, when many sing together, that the leader of the
band should beat time, either with a wand, or by the movement
of his own hands. Th tenary measure may be beaten in the
same way as the binary.

THE BIVAKT
XEASCRE.

Down (!) Up (:)

THE TKIXAKT
MEASURE.

Down (!) Right (:)

Up (:)

THE QfATEEBAST
MIAOW.

Down (!) Left (:) Eight 0)
Up(:)

" To enable a number of performers," Biys Dr. Bryce,
" to

'xep time, it is usual for a leader to guide them by a precon-
certed movement of his hand. This is called beating time.

. . Though it is most essential that every learner should be
made to keep time that is, follow his leader it is by no ""TTf
necessary that he should at first be able to beat time, that is,

act as leader. It may be said that he requires to keep time
when singing alone. This is true. But if his mental conception
of time cannot guide him to a correct and regular movement of
;he muscles of the larynx, neither will it guide him to a correct
and regular movement of the muscles of the arm. On the con-

arary, by making him first to regulate the motion of the arm by
mental feeling of time, and then to regulate the motions of

us organ of sound by that of his arm, we give him two things
o do instead of one, and therefore double the chance of going
wrong by the very measures we take to keep him right. There
can, therefore, be no greater practical blunder in teaching than
lie premature attempt to teach tho beating of time to those who
are yet struggling with the difficulties of the scale ; and, 'mta^
f being any assistance to them in keeping time, it is the most

effective hindrance." Dr. Barney, in his "Dissertation on the
dusic of the Ancients," prefixed to his

" General History of

onsic," seems to have proved satisfactorily that one of the

greatest improvements of modern music is, that we have learned
to keep time with less external flourishing and hammering than
was necessary in ruder ages, whose music was little more than
an exaggerated way of marking the feet of the poetry to which
t was sung. He concludes his account of the operations of the
ancient Corypheus, or leader of a choir, in the following words :

"
It was not only with the feet that the ancients beat the

ime, but with all the fingers of the right hand upon the hollow

f the left; and he who marked tho time or rhythm in this

manner was called
' Mann-ductor.' For this purpose they used

yster-shells and the shells of other fish, as well as the bones of

animals, in beating time, as we do castanets, tabors, etc. Both

He*ychius and tho Scholiast of Aristophanes furnish

18
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to confirm this assertion. "What a noisy and barbarous music ;

all rhythm and no sound ! ... It would afford us no very
favourable idea of the abilities of modern musicians if they

required so much parade and noise in keeping together.
' The

more time is beaten,' says M. Rousseau, 'the less it is kept.'
"

Rousseau's opinion is, perhaps, too strongly expressed ; but we
think no person of good taste can doubt that it is, in the main,
well founded. The practice of making a whole class beat time

while they sing, is a return to barbarism. The proper mode of

teaching this part of practical music would be to make the

members of the class act as leaders in turn ; or, if the class be

large, one or two at once might be taken out, placed in front of

the others, and employed to beat the time first with the assist-

ance of the teacher, and afterwards by themselves. See Dr.

Bryce'a
" Rational Introduction to Music."

The peculiarities of the old notation on the staff of five line*

will be explained as we come to them, and at the proper period
of his course our pupil will be more systematically introduced

to them. Ho is already acquainted with most of the points

relating to our "interpreting notation." They are, howev T,

repeated below for the sake of distinctness. Observe that thu

notation of "
slurs, repeats, and expression," applies alike to

both notations.

NOTATION OF THE RKLATIVB LENGTH OF NOTES. As the

accents recur at equal intervals of time throughout a tune,

marking aliquot parts of the measure, the relative length of

notes can be clearly indicated by showing what proportion of

the measure each note occupies. This is done by first placing
the accent marks at equal distances along the page, thua

I
'

I
'

Or thus :

Or thus :

d : -.f
|
m : d .f m : d.

Or thus :

|

: I : etc.

And then observing the following rules :

a. A note placed alone immediately after an accent mark is

supposed to occupy the time from that accent to the next.

Thus :

|
d :d :d

|

d :d :d
1

d
Or thus :

|
d : r I m : d

b. A stroke indicates the continuance of the previous note

through another aliquot (or pulse), thud :

|
d :d

[
d :

Or thus :

.J d
|

d :d :d|d : :
|

d : : d
|

d :

c. A dot divides an aliquot into equal parts, and shows ttat

the note before it filla half the time from one accent to the neri;,

leaving only half an aliquot to the note or notes which follow,
thus :

|
d : d.d

|
d : d

|
d : d.d

I
d :

Or:

|.
d : m.r

|
d : B, I

d : m.r
|

d :
| 1, . d

I

8
t

: m
j

m.r : d.t, |
d :

d. The dot after a mark of contiauance shows that the pre-
vious note is to be continued through half that aliquot, thus :

(
d.r : m.f

|

m : d
|

d :-.f
|
m : d

e. A comma signifies that the note before it fills a quarter of

tho time from one accent to the next. The last note in an

aliquot does not require a mark after it, as the proportion left

to it is sufficiently evident. Thus :

|

d : d .d,d I
d : d

Or,

1
d : tj .d,r |

d : d

/. The dot and comma together show that the note before
them fills three-quartera of the time from one accent to the next,
thus:

j d.,r : m.,f | m.,v : d

y. This mark
,
indicates that the note before it fills one-third

of the time from one accent to the next, thns :

: d
|

9 : l,s.f |

m : r
|

d

fr. An aliquot or any part of an aliquot left unfilled indicates

A pause of the voice, thua :

J d:IP:| m : I :t, |
d:d I r :r jm:

bark I hark I hark! while infant voices sing.

NOTATION OK -.TEATS, AND EXPRESSION.

a. When two or more notes uro :-;ung to the same syllable.

they are said to be slurred. The .-lur i indicated by a strok*:

beneath the notes.

b. In some taues it is re-quhvl
' Ttain parts of th'-

strain. The maniier iu which this is done is indicated by thu

following signs :

D. c. abbreviated from the Italian Da Capo, means " Ke-
turn to the beginning."

D. s. abbreviated from Dal fr"jn'>, means
"
Return, and sing

from the sign."
8. is used for the sign, and*
F. abbreviated from Pi/ic, shows where such repetitions cm/.
R. placed over a note shows that a repetition of mrJs com-
mences there.

c. Greater "expression
71

is sometimes given to music by
ivjrulating the degree of force with which certain parts of tho

j

strain are to be delivered. This is done by means of the follow-
i ing signs placed over the notes :

.

/. abbreviated from forte, signifies loud,

p. from piano, signifies soft.

ff. very loud.

pp. very soft.

d. Sometimes it is needful to indicate tho manner in which
that force is to bo thrown in. For this purpose the following
marks are used :

denotes a sioell, the voice commencing softly, becoming
louder, and then closing softly.

< denotes increasing force.

> denotes diminishing force.

1 or over a note shows that it should be sung abruptly
and with accent.

6. The same piece of music often requires to be sung with
different expression, according to the different words with which
it may be used. In that case the marks of expression should
be placed on the words. It is proposed that

CAPITAL LETTERS, in printing, or double lines under the

word in writing, should distinguish words to be sunp
louder than others ; that

Italic letters, in printing, or a single line under the word iu

writing, should indicate softness ; that
The acuto accent

'

should denote special abruptness air!

decision of voice ; that

A stroke above the words, in printing, a succession of

little strokes over or a stroke through the word in

writing, should show a heavy movement; the accents

being <Jragged along, and the lighter ones little distin-

guished from the stronger ; and that

The grave accent
'

placed on tho words which fall to tho

strong accent of the music, should indicate a spirited

movement, with marked attention to accent.

A slower or quicker movement may be expressed by the words

slowly or quickly. The "heavy movement" mentioned abovn

necessarily tends to slacken, as tho "
spirited movement" does

to quicken the pace of the singer.
An analysis of the markings used in the Tonic Sol-fa System

has elicited the following principles, which may be of use to tho

student : Passages should bo marked to be sung softly in which

(1) any peculiarly solemn or awe-inspiring thought is expressed ;

(2) a change from praise to reflection, or (3) from reflection to

prayer. Passages should be marked to 1>o -
:

ttir_r l<n'.Ji\i which

express (1) joyful praise, (2) strong desire, ('!) ardent gratitudi',

(4) high resolve, or (5) some inspiring thought. For y, much
fuller development of this subject of envvst'"/' (.verbal and

musical) see the " Standard Course
"

of Tonic i; Soi-fa Lo-

and the " Tonic Sol-fa Reporter," Vol. VIII.

THE STANDARD SCALE. A certain note " about midway
between the highest and the lowest that can bo perceived by
the ear" is fixed on by musicians as the standard of PITCH, and
the notes arranged upon it, according to tho order of the

"common mode" or scale already described, are called the

standard scale. This note is called c. The second note of the



.- called D, th third R, the fourth v, U*- fifth v. tli-

replicate or ocUivu c Utfaui.

a tone higher than a

of thueu in- <

'

on "n
\ noti- N>mrt)ii: ..m half

a tone lower thin w>y out of thaae uoUw
t Mud to !>< tli:it li. -t-' flt'tUmd, M " B fl^t."

\vdl-kiKiv. i truly
i .MI i not bo altered or

substituted for another without eaaain*; to
1

'< (<>r o) itharp M no longer DOB
(or ci. to call it, :md it

;

> have tended to

But no it is called,

ra luiwt be content with this warning

agaiusi tiie dan" u-ity. The parti-

cular pilot aesifiK'd to thw uot* c, and coiue-

>tos of its scale, u called

"concert pitch." The modem* gVMcalljr fix

und of c as that which would be pro-
156 vibrations of a sonorous body.

'i meort pitch" baa been gra-

dually ri-i,:: >Hjd thin standard within the last few

years, BO that Handel's inu^ic (unless wo lower the key) ia snug
nearly a tone higher than he meant it to bo.

Tho pitch of tJjc key-note may be given in the heading or

title of a tune, thua "
key A,'' key a,"

"
key B flat," etc. In

"
pitching u tanr

"
-'t i- usual to take the wpper c 1 of ike

standard scale from the tuning-fork or the pitch-pipe to deeoead
to tho pitch-note re. ji'ir-d. and then give its sound to the syllable
DOH. Dun, thiw ii\< d, e.~Uibli:ilu'.i the relative position of all

tho other notes of a tune. Suppose the "
pitch-note

"
required

i.-, t>. Then you would t:il.e <j
l from tho tuning-fork, and run

down til yu" ", which you would "swell out" a little,

and then sin-,' the tainc sound to DOH, taking the "chord"
afterward*. Thus :
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and) and cent (meaning a Jiwndred) is never earned to the

following word in pronunciation.
XIII. The letter a in the word Aout, the month August (pro-

nounced oo, and not ah-oo), is not sounded.

XIV. In the compound word est-il, and a few others, the t is

carried to the second syllable in pronunciation.
XV. "Whenever a word ending with a silent e is immediately

followed by another word beginning with a vowel or h mute,
the consonant preceding the silent e of the first word is carried

to the next word in pronunciation ; as :

La France entitsre, as if printed la Fran-ccnti&re, and pro-
nounced lah franh-sanh-teair.
Honn6tc homme, as if printed honnS-tomme, and pronounced

on-ncvy-tom.
XVI. With the words ah, eh, oil, ouest (one of the points of

the compass), ouf, oui, omse, onetime, pho, v/nidnie, yacht, yatagan,
yolc, and yucca, no final consonant of a preceding word is con-
nected in pronunciation. Neither is any elision of the article

made before any of these words.

XVII. In the phrase vers les une Iwwre, the s final of the
wecond word, les, is not carried to the following word, une, in

pronunciation.
XVIII. The word cinq is pronounced scvnh whenever it comes

before a consonant or an aspirated h. But before a vowel or h
mute it is pronounced sanhk.

XIX. The letters ue have the sound of u, when they are not
silent, after g and q.

XX. The word die, ten, before a consonant, is pronounced
dee ; before a vowel or h mute, deez; and at the end of a clause,
us d^ess.

XXI. The word sir, six, before a consonant, is pronounced
see; before a vowel or h mute, seez; and at the end of a clause,
as sees.

XXII. The word huit, eight, before a consonant, is pro-
nounced uee, or nearly wee ; before a vowel or h mute, as ueet,
or nearly weet.

XXIII. The letters er final are usually pronounced like the
letters ay in the English word day. The following words, how-
ever, constitute an exception to the above rule. In them the
letters er are pronounced like air in English.

Alger Cher Pier Hier Magister Sadder
Amer Cuillor Frater Hiver Mer Stathouder
Belve"der Enfer Ouster Jupiter Niger and
Cancer Fer Gessner Lucifer Pater Ver.

XXTV. Divide each word naturally into syllables, as you
would in the English language.

SECTION XXEL-USE OF THE ARTICLE (continued).

1. Adjectives of nationality will, according to Rule 4 of the
last lesson, be preceded by the article.

H apprend le fran^ais, 1'anglais, He learns French, English, German,
Fallemand et 1'italien, and Italian.

2. After "che verb parler, the article may be omitted before an
adjective of nationality, taken snbstantively.
Votre frere parle espagnol et por- Your brother speaks Spanish and

togais, Portuguese.

3. The article is not used in French before the number which
follows the name of a sovereign. This number (unless it be
first and second), must be the cardinal, and not the ordinal
[ 26 (3)].

Vous avez 1'histoire de Henri You haw the history of Henry the
Quatre, Fourth.

I. A noun placed in apposition -with a noun or pronoun is not
in French preceded by un, une, a or an, unless it be qualified by
an adjective or determined by the following part of the sentence,
Votre ami est mddecin, Your friend is a physician.
Notre frere est avocat, Our brother is a barrister.
Votre ami est un bon m<5decin, Your friend is a good physician.
Notre frere est un avocat celebre, Our brother is a celebrated advocate.

5. PRESENT OP THE INDICATIVE OF THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

6. Connaitre means to be acquainted with ; savoir, to know, ia

said only of things.

Connaissez-vous ce Franfais, cet

Anglais, cet Allemand, et cet

Espagnol ?

Savez-vous le fran^ais, 1'anglais,

1'alleiiiand et 1'espagnol ?

Do you know that Frenchman, thaf

Englishman, that German, and
that Spaniard?

Do you know French, English, Ger-

man, and Spanish?

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Le Capitaine G. sait-il le fran?ais ?

II ne le salt pas, mais il 1'apprend.

Connaissez-vous le Docteur L. ?

Je ne le connais pas, mais je sais

oil il demeure.
Ce monsieur est-il peintre ?

Non, il est architecte.

Ce monsieur est un architecte dis-

tingue'.

Ce Francois parle grec et arabe.

II parle le grec, 1'arabe et 1'italien.

Avez-voua vu Charles Dix, fr&re de
Louis Dix-huit ?

Does Captain G. know French?
He does not know it, but he is learn-

ing it.

Do you know Dr. L. t

I am not acquainted with him, but

I know where he lives.

Is that gentleman, a painter 7

No, ho is an architect.

That gentleman, is a distinguished
architect.

That Frenchman speaks Greek and
Arabic.

He speaks the Greek, Arabic, and
Italian languages.

Have you seen Charles the Tenth,
brother of Louis the Eighteenth ?

Allemand, -e, German.

Ancion, -ne, ancient.

Anglais, -e, English.

Bibliotheque, f., 6oofc-

case, library.

Chinois, -e, Chinese.

Danois, -e,Danish,Dan e.

AFPEENDEE, to learn.

J'apprends, I learn, do

learn, or aw, learning.
Tu apprende.
H apprend.
Nous apprenons,
Vons apprenez.
Be apprennent.

CONNAJTBE, to know.
Je connais, J know, or

do know.
Tu connais.

II commit.
Nous connaiasone.
Vous connaisser.
Us conaai36ut.

SAVOIR, to know.
Je sais, I know, or do

know.
Tu sais.

I! nait.

Nous savona.
Vous savez.

Us eavent.

VOCABULARY.

Grec, -que, Greek. I Quatorze, fourteen.

Hongrois, -e, Hunga- Qnatre, four.
rian. Russe, Russian.

Langue, f., language. ; Su^dois, -e, Sioedtn/',

Moderne, modern. Swede.

Polonais, -e, Polish,
'

Tapissier, ni., uphol-

EXERCISE 53.

1. Connaissez-vous ce monsieur? 2. Oui, Madame, je le

connais fort bien. 3. Savez-vous de quel pays il est ? 4. n
est hongrois. 5. Parle-t-il allemand ? C. II parle allemand,

polonais, russe, sue'doia et danois. 7. N'est-il pas m&decin ?

8. Non, Monsieur, avant la revolution il ^tait capitaine. 9.

Avez-vous envie d'apprendre le russe ? 10. J'ai envie d'ap-

prendre lo russe et le greo mcderne. 11. Connaissez-vous lea

messieurs qui parlent a votre sceur ? 12. Je no les connais pae.
13. Savez-vous ou ils demeurent ? 14. Us demeurent chez le

tapissier de votre frere. 15. N'avez-vous pas 1'histoire de Louis

Quatorze dans votre bibliotheque ? 16. Je n'ai ni oelle de
Louis Quatorze, ni cello de Henri Quatre. 17. Avez-vous tort

d'apprendre le chinois? 18. Je n'ai pas tort d'appreudre le

chinois. 19. Vos compagnons apprenupnt-ils les langnes an-

ciennes ? 20. Us savent plusieurs langues anciennes et modernes.

21. Parlez-vous anglais ? 22. Je sais 1'anglais et je le parle.

23. Connaissez-vous 1'Anglais que nous voyons ? 24. Je ne le

connais pas. 25. II ne me commit pas et je ne le oonnais pas.

EXERCISE 54.

1. Does our physician know French ? 2. He knows French,

English, and German. 3. Does he know the French physician ?

4. He knows him very well. 5. Aro you acquainted with that

lady ? 6. I am not acquainted with her. 7. Is she a German
or a Swede ? 8. She is neither a German nor a Swede, she is a

Russian. 9. Do you intend to speak to her ? 10. I intend to

speak to her in (en) English. 11. Does she know English?
12. She knows several languages ; she speaks English, Danish,

Swedish, and Hungarian. 13. Is your brother a colonel ? 14.

No, Sir, he is a captain. 15. Is your upholsterer a Dane ? 16.

He is not a Dane, he is a Swede. 17. Are yon a Frenchman ?

18. No, Sir, I am a Hungarian. 19. Do you know Chinese ?

20. I know Chinese, Russian, and modern Greek. 21. Are you
wrong to learn languages ? 22. I am not wrong to learn lan-

guages. 23. Do you know the Englishman who lives at your
brother's? 24. I am acquainted with him. 25. I am not

acquainted with him. 26. Do you like books ? 27. I am fond

of books. 28. Have you a desire to learn Russian ? 29. I

have no desire to learn Russian. 30. Have yon no time? 31.

I have but little time. 32. What do you learn ? 33. We learn

Latin, Greek, French, and German. 34. Do yon not learn

Spanish? 35. We do not learn it. 36. Have you fine flowers

in your garden ? 37. We have very fine flowers ; we are fond

of flowers. 38. Do you give them to him ? 39. I give them to

you, 40. Give us some. 41. Do not give us any. .-
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LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XVIII.

IN tho popy.xlipn that arc given on thin page, a now elementary
form in brought undor the reader's notion tho first of the four

ntary strokes entering into the composition of the seven

letter* of the writing ulpliah.-t. that yet remain to bo considered.
{

stroke, which u shown separately in Copy-slip* No*. 61

mill <;;>, outers into the formation of V, W, and b. When exhi-,

y its,-]f. it may be dottoribed aH a fine bottom-turn or

, consisting of u ha ; r-lmo oommonood at the linn

tho looped form of termination u useful when til* not lst**i

happen* to be e. as by making the finuhing-turn larger, we an
the better able to carry it into the AIM upstroke *"^nmM4nf at
e c, which form* the loop of this Utter. la Copy^lip Ho. 61, a*
our reader* will perceive, the stroke that we have been de*crit>

ing u giren with the top-and-bottom torn, to which tltmsntarj
utroko it U added in order to form the Utter V. tit* dajilMi of
the three letter* into whose oompoaitioo it enter*, la Cowslip
No. 63. the bottom-turn U giren, to which, twice repeaUd. thu
new elementary form I* added to form the Utter W. while with

SL/
Ol'Y-HLll' NO. b'l. ELEMENTARY STKOKJCH FOltMINO TH LXTTKB V.

COPT-8LIP NO. 62. THE LFTTIE V.

COPT-SLIP NO. 63. ELEMENTARY STROKES FORMING THE LETTERS W AND b.

COPY-SLIP NO. 64. THE LETTER W.

COPY-SLIP NO. 65. THE LETTER b.

COPY-SLIP NO. 66. THE WORD VOW.

f- c, and brought downwards, like the lower half of the ordinary
bottom-turn, as far as the line b b, where if is turned to the right
and carried upwards, with a slight inclination to the left after

it has crossed the line c c, until it reaches the line a a. The
pen is then brought down the line again to a point about mid-

way between a a and c c, to thicken it, and then turned abruptly
to tho right, making a small curved stroke, which completes tho

olementary form. The short thickened stroke which is made
by the downward course of the pen along the hair-lino already
carried up to the line a a, must have its broadest part at this

line, and taper gradually downwards until the point is reached
ut which the curved line completing tho stroke is turned to tho

right. Sometimes this utrok* is finished with a small loop at tho

top resembling the loop of the letter e. The method, however,
adopted in our copy-slips is neater and more compact, although

the modification of tho bottom-turn, known as the letter L which

stands third in order in Copy-slip No. 63, it forma tho letter b.

The three letters V, W, and b. are given separately in Copy*

slips Nos. 62, 64, and 65. It will be noticed that although in

exhibiting the stroke by itself it has been oommenoed at th

line e c, and carried downwards and then upwards with a bottom*

turn, practically it is nothing more than th* extension of th

fine up-stroko of tho bottom-turn as far an the lino a a, where

it is finished in the manner already deecrh-ed. It should b

remarked that the letter W is frequently mads by adding thin

termination to the fine up-stroke of the bottom-torn of tho letter

n. The form, however, that we would recommend our reader*

to adopt is given in Copy-slips Noa. 04 and 66, whexc W >

formed by the addition of thin termination to the fin* up-strok*

of the second ojttom-turn of the letter U-



HISTORIC S .

THERE are *om& historical events of which we gladly cherish

tho memory, bccanao f>f tho Instro they spread around our

Matioiml character, or because of the intrinsic worth of the

f!vent themselves. Such are the great victories of the nation,

nbroad and at home, the enforcers of our foreign and colonial

policy against external foes, tho winners of steps onward in the

path of constitutional freedom, in opposition to the tactics of

absolutists and tyrants. Other events there are over which we
would gladly draw a veil, if it were permitted us to do so, events

HO sad and disgraceful, not only to our national character, but

to humanity itself, that we would fain not look at them. But
\va cannot afford to lose sight of them, much as the contem-

plation may disgust us; we are bound in our own interests, and
in tho interests of those who are to come after us, not to "let

oblivion damn" the record in which these ugly histories are

written. There is, seemingly, a natural tendency in politics to

ropeat themselves, and in principles to re-assert themselves : and

if, according to this rule, we may look for a re-appearance of

past glories, so we must look also for a fresh advent of past
Mvils- They may not come in the same shape indeed, the

chances are strongly against their doing so but come they

will, and it behoves us to watch very diligently against the evils

lest they take us by surprise, and furnish for posterity a chapter
of horrors, a counterpart of those old chapters which we are

bound freshly to remember. To use the emphatic language of

Lord Erskine, with reference to some irregular proceedings in

the law courts, presided over by the subject of this sketch

(Judge Jeffreys), which were taken off the file and burnt, "to

the intent that the same might no longer be visible to after

agea:" "It was a sin against posterity; it was a treason

against society; for, instead of being burnt, they should have
been directed to be blazoned in large letters upon the walls of

our courts of justice, that, like the characters deciphered by the

prophet of God to tho Eastern tyrant, they might enlarge and
blacken in your sight to terrify you from acts of injustice."

It is a sketch of one of those subjects which, for the above

reason, should never bo forgotten, that it is proposed now to

bring under the notice of our readers.

The Duke of Monmouth, the illegitimate son of Charles II.

!ind Lucy "Waters, having been engaged in many intrigues to

procure his own elevation to the throne instead of the Duke of

York (James II.), had got into trouble during his father's life-

time; but when Charles died in 1685, and his brother, James II.,

succeeded him, tho Duke of Monmouth renewed more energeti-

cally his intrigues, and succeeded in fastening to his cause a

very considerable following. There were said to exist proofs of

Charles II. having been married to Lucy Waters, and though
they did not actually exist, many believed they did, and on that

rroUnd alone, apart from their dislike to James, regarded him as

their lawful king. Finding his party, as he fancied, sufficiently

strong
1

, he determined, in the spring of 1685, a few weeks after

the king's accession, to try his hand at an invasion. With a
slender force he landed on the llth of June, at Lyme. in Dorset-

shire, where many of the country people joined him. Shortly
afterwards he proclaimed himself king, denounced James as a

usurpei-, and all his adherents as traitors. In a lengthy decla-

ration, Monmouth asserted the reasons why James ought to be

deposed, and stated the measures which he intended to introduce
if the people would put him in possession of the throne.

Four days after landing he left Lyme at the head of over
3.000 men, raw levies for tho most part, badly officered, and
without the countenance or help of any of the country gentlemen.
At Taunton, where the Duke was received with open arms, some
r.ddition was made to the number, but hardly to the quality of

l.'s army. At Bridport, where a detachment of his men first

camo iu contact with tho royal forces, ho experienced a check,
and nowhere did he gain anything by force of arms. Wells,

Bridge-water, and Exeter received him; but Bath and Bristol

shut their gates on him, and refused him supplies. At Sedge-
moor, about five miles to tho south-east of Bridgewater, in

Somersetshire, he was compelled to fight on the 6th of July, by
the king's general, Lord Fevershum ; and after a combat of some
hours' duration, in which the royal troops lost about 300 men,
and the rebels 800, besides three times that number of prisoners,
be was completely cbfraicd, Tho dukv. with two companions,
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fled before il - done, nn<l gallops] oft' in hop? i.f ulti-

mately reaching the Hu.inpshi: it after ^kulkm:
for several day* in various diigui

Monmouth, who had been already condemned by A--;

ment, was brought to London and .

Perhaps it cannot be said, on a c-ulm ivvii.".r <* the facts, that

the Duko of Monmouth received anyf.hin;j but. <

He was "the head and front of tho person
it might be said that the law fairly claimed its due. Not much
could have been said on tho score of strict justice if tho other

leaders in the rebellion had shared hi.-i fate, but tho proceedings
of Judge Jeffreys on the circuit, well called the "Bloody
Assize," were of such a kind as to make one doubt whether
even the guilty were not unwarrantably condemned. Imme-

diately after the battle of Sedgemoor thirteen of the prisoners
were hanged without trial, by order of Colonel Kirk, a brutal

commander of brutal soldiers, who were called by the satirical

nickname of "Kirk's Lambs." Further military executions

would, no doubt, have taken place; but the king decided to

have the rebels tried according to the law of the land, a

decision which would have been recorded to his advantage, had
he not chosen the man he did choose to put the law in motion.

The prisons in the western counties, except Cornwall, which
had remained loyal, were crowded with prisoners. On account
of the disturbed state of the country there had not been any
summer assize on the western circuit, so that the ordinary

prisoners remained for trial, but the people who crowded the

gaols to overflowing were the captives taken at and after Sedge-
moor. For the trial of these a special commission was issued,

with Jeffreys, Lord Chief Justice of England, at its head. A
second commission was given to Jeffreys alone, appointing him

temporarily commander-in-chief of the troops in the west, with

the rank of lieutenant-general.
Now Jeffreys was a man who had risen at the bar by brute

force exhibited through his mind. Was there any dirty, disgust-

ing case to be taken in hand, any utter scoundrel to be defended,

any honest man to be hunted down, Jeffreys was the counsel

employed. His knowledge of law was small, but the amount of

his brazen hardihood was enormous, and by dint of this ques-
tionable quality he acquired a large practice of the baser sort.

When the Crown, during the life of Charles II., wanted such

talents for the purpose of prosecuting its enemies to death,

Jeffreys came forthwith to the front. He was rapidly promoted
to the highest official dignity at the bar, and when Lord William
Russell and Colonel Algernon Sydney were to be tried for com-

plicity in the Eye House Plot a plot to waylay and assassinate

the king and Duke of York on their return from Newmarket
with which neither of the accused had any real connection, it

was recognised as a necessity that Jeffreys should be promoted
to the office of their judge. The selection was thoroughly justi-

fied by the result. In defiance of the rules of evidence, even
such as they were in those days, with brutal browbeating and

cross-examining of witnesses from the bench, the prisoners all

the while being undefended by counsel, Jeffreys, the judge,

helped the Crown lawyers to procure a verdict of guilty; and

having succeeded, he had the indecency to mock the prisonoi-s

after having sentenced them to death.

The public of that day, not over-squeamish, were scandalised

at his proceedings, and many about the Court made no secret of

their disgust for him ; but the man was necessary to such a

government as then existed, and the king distinguished him
with favour. When James II. succeeded his brother, the chief

justice found favour in the sight of the new king, to whom ho
was as necessary as he had been to Charles. When Monmonui'a
rebellion had filled tho West-nountiy gaols with prisoners, there

was no fitter man than Jeffreys to clear them in the only waj
the Crown meant thorn to be cleared.

With an escort of soldiers Jeffreys opened his commission at

Winchester, when tho only trial connected with Monmouth's
rebellion wan that of Alice, Lady Lisle, the widow of one of the

judges of Charles I. This lady had given shelter to two refu^o^s
from the rebel army after the battle of Sedgemoor, and had denied

them, when Colonel Ponruddock. one of the king's officers, came
to search her house. The men were found concealed on the

premises (tho event furnishes a subject for one of tho beautiful

frescoes on tho walls of the entrance to the House of Commons).-
phe was arrested for having harboured known traitors, and was
indicted aa a participator in thoir guilt. Hftr case waft, that &



-.iT'ili !

v-!f

uji in vi'.lrni language against
<omo aCOOli: !i .it. tin- tii. ;u-it tin- jury

1 1 ud a verdict, and that it wan only in

consequence of tho threats of the judge that thuy at length
found h.T guilty. It Js but right to say that the account given

Trials says nothing about thia, though it tfiv*M

to show tho ili-'irniorful \i\u--- of th'- . :i t HIM

an. I th" unjudicial part, and that a ,
, which

llr expressed the greatest surprise that the jury
should have hesitated so long about their verdict, adding, '"If I

n among you, and she hod been my own mother, I should
have found her guilty." Ho then passed sentence, the sentence
of Hi" law be it observed, not of the judge,

" That you bo con-

iionce to the place from whence you came, and from thence
to be drawn on a hurdle to the place of execution, wl&re

~ tn br bvrnt alive till you be dead. And the Lord

y 011 your soul."

:itence to death by fire was changed by the

the mark to death by beheading, the

utmost King James could be induced to grant to a woman.
U'h.'ii .Tame.-* himself was sent into exile, an Act of Parlia-

ment : attainder of Lady Lisle, on the ground that

injuriously extorted by the menaces and
, and other illegal practices of George, Lord Jeffreys,

Hnron of Wein, tho Lord Chief Justice of tho King's Bench."
A I Siilislniry, tho next town on the circuit, various punish-

inputs, including flogging and imprisonment, were passed on rebel

r-Titipathisers who had wished "the cause" good speed; but there

>i :iny actual rebels for trial till tho judge came to Dor-
ro the real campaign began. He charged tho grand

jury to the effect, that he would punish with the extreme rigour
law, not only principals, but all aiders and abettors, all

who had encouraged traitors, whether by word or deed, and all

rt-hn had helped any of them to escape. Several hundreds of
<; true Mils" v. ITO found, when the meshes of the net were

1 i.> bo so ample, and Jeffreys, alarmed for his own
convenience if so many prisoners were tried singly, announced
that those who would plead guilty

' should find him to be a
merciful judge; but that those who put themselves on their trial,

if found guilty, would have rery little time to live ; and, there-

fore, that such as were conscious they had no defence, had better

spare him the trouble of trying thorn." To show that ho \\ n- in

earnest, ho ordered thirteen out of twenty-nine of those first

convicted to bo hanged in thirty-six hours after sentence, and
the remainder tho next morning. To ono man who objected to

the competency of a witness, he exclaimed, "Villain! rebel!

methinks I see theo already with a halter about thyneokj" and
this poor man he ordered specially to be hanged first. Two
hundred and ninety-two were condemned to death at this town,
and seventy-four of them were actually hanged ;

tho others were
sold as slaves, and sent to the plantations in the West Indies.

Cruel floggings took place, in addition to these severities, on
those who Imd taken smaller part in the rebellion ;

ono poor
wretch was sentenced to be whipped through every market town
in the county for seven years, that is to Ray, once a fortnight for

\ oars.

At Exoter, the first man convicted was sent to instant execu-

tion. Thirty-seven more suffered death at the same place, and
206 were condemned to whipping, slavery in tho West Indies,
or imprisonment. At Taunton 500 prisoners awaited their trial,

and Jeffreys observed, in his address to the grand jury, that "it

would not be his fault if he did not purify tho place." One
hundred and forty-three were ordered for execution, 284 were to

bo sent to tho plantations, and, in order that the rebellious county
might be duly \\;irned for the future, Jeffreys ordered some of

tho condemned men to bo executed in the surrounding villages.
At Wells, tho sconos enacted at Taunton wore repeated with

.' itendfcm, and the* JsAVvje went OB to Bristol,
... Lad but threw victim*. Two own of tb

.eg been cx.nvu.-ud in Somersetshire, one of

.-id to dttath, *ud th* other procured a pardon;
bqt before hii rvlaaae, tke other ua ^fijf, Jeffrey* nndersa

>.o oo the pardon** one, homos* WU* faattiy
owud a life '.

"

A Jnitr* nm ./ mrmwy wan mad* by the jodg* ia tfce sale of

-unding !,- .|.ilHy of blood actoaUy ssttd.

A mi< "tt* oa*e, 43,000 was vafBaed
in fiiH.i- :* rirruil was over, Lord Jeffeqn
fuuud liim -.-if rich enough to support tbo dignity of Inrd ehe.n

ivllor. a )>okt which was the reward of M* sealam eerrioes ia

the west
our king nor judge profited in th*. end. The former loet

his throne, which has boo* erer sine* banwd agates* the retail

of any of hi* dynasty, and the plritu di*embodied OB the Bloody
Attttizo eat heavily on tho wml of the judge, and pressed ft down
to death. As soon OH it was found that King Jamee bod ted
on tho approach of the Prince of Orange, fat 1669, th* people
demanded with loud voioos that his ifl adrieers should nol

escape. The chief one for whose punishment they thirsted

was Jeffreys, and search was made high and lew for hint.

Almost he escaped. 8-eps to ensure his departore froes Eng-
land had been "secretly taken, and, disguised as a ataatan, his

eyebrows shaven off, the better to conceal his ftatejee, he ha-1

arrived on board the collier which was to take him to Hamburg,
when he took it into his head to go on shore. At an alehcoso
in Wapping he was recognised by one to whom he had, as judge,
behaved brutally; a mob surrounded the boose, and would bar-
torn the fugitive to pieces, had not some soldiers tesausd him-

and taken him to the Lord Mayor. By order of the temporary
Government he was sent to the Tower, where he died miserably,

before he could be brought to trial on a charge of high treason.'

In the West of England the man's memory is still pieeeiisd
as that of an incarnate fiend, the true representative of perfect

injustice, the fit sign of brutal cruelty and oppression. Pro-

bably some inventions to his disadvantage hare been Blade by
the fertile brains of angry foes, and possibly some traits of

goodness may have been forgotten amidst the universal execra-

tion which has been his historical epitaph ; but there are few
even now-a-days who think the epithet "bloody," whieh fa

usually prefixed to Jeffreys' name, too strong for the man who
presided over the special commission after Monmoath's rebellion,

and who, in his capacity of judge,
"
played eneh fantastte trioka

before high Heaven, as made the Bagels weep."

SYNOPSIS OF THE LIFE AND REIOH or JAMES II.

James n. 'was the third son of Charles L by his Qnec-n,

Henrietta Maria of France. He was the twenty-seventh sove-

reign of England after the Norman Conquest, and the fourth of

the Stuart dynasty.
Born at St. James's, Oct. 14,

Began to reign . . Feb. 6,

Rising in Scotland in favour

of the Duke of Moninouth
Monmouth laud* at Lyuie,

Juno 11,

Battle of Sedgttuoor, July u,

Execution of Meunioutb,
July 1J,

1333
'

1685 ,

1698

1

lt*i

The "
Bloody Assize

"

Revocation of the Edict of

Nantes, in France. Oct. 12,

Christian V. . . 1670

Franc, King of.

Louis XIV. . . 1643

Germany, Emptror of.

Leopold I. . . 1658

Poland, King of.

John Sobieeki . 1674

[Thu umrck vaj
tht but ttiUpnd*n(
L-iity of Poland. U*
dtj*i'.ra tin Twrfcj in

many fudl.*. and com-

pttted thtm to raiM tht

rigt of ft^nns, <n 1683,

1685

10S5

Test Act Suspended . . .

The King goes to Uatt . .

The Universities copelUd
to admit Papists ... II

Trial of the Seres Bishops.
June*. 1(

Birth of the "Old Piwtsa-

der"... JUD 1(\ II

William of Orange land* at

Torbay .... N\v. 5. li

|
Abdication of James, De-i 11, 1

16S5 Died at St. Germain*, Ang. 4 1!

.SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPOEABT WITH JAHIS II.

D*ninark, King of. Portugal, King of.

Peter II. (prtrv-

oiuli *onl) . 1683

JtoMM, Pep* of.

Innocent XI. . 167<

Kn**i, Ctart of.

Iran IV. and
Peter I. (the William Heary
Great) con- (afterwards
jointly . . . 1681 William 1
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.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. IX.

SECTION XVII. ON THE COROLLA, ITS PAETS AND
MODIFICATIONS.

As the calyx may be made up of one sepal, in which case it is

termed monosepalous, or of many sepals, in which case it is

termed polysepalous, so the corolla may be made up of one or

many parts called petals. In the former case a monopetalous,

in the latter a polypetalous, flower results. Even the most

casual observer of flowers must have noticed some of the various

modifications of form and arrangement to which petals are

subject. Hence have
arisen various botani-

cal designations, some
of which we shall now

proceed to explain. In

the disposition and ar-

rangement of petals,

those which assume the

cross form are very con-

spicuous. Vegetables
of the cabbage tribe,

indeed, including tur-

nips, watercresses, and

many others, have had
the botanical designa-
tion cruciform or cru-

<:ij'erous (Latin crux,

f.i-ucis, a cross, and/ero,
I bear) given to them
from this very circum-

stance (Pig. 89). The
rosaceous disposition of

petals is also very well

marked, not only being
observable in the wild

roses, but being shared

by numerous other ve-

getables. The straw-

berry flower, for exam-

ple, is rosaceous in the

disposition of its petals

(Fig. 90). The long

tapering clawwhich cer-

tain petals have is also

highly characteristic,
and gives rise to corollse

which are said to be

caryophyllate, from re-

sembling that of the

pink Dianthus caryo-

phyllus. Of this the

lychnis (Fig. 91) fur-

nishes us with an exam-

ple. The papilionaceous

(Latin, papilio, a but-

terfly) corolla consti-

tutes an exceedingly
well - marked natural

division, the name being

acquired from the cir-

cumstance that they re-

semble a butterfly in

general appearance. No
person, we are sure, who has ever seen a pea-flower and who has

not ? can have failed to be struck with the marked resemblance
in question. Hence the technical name papilionaceae has been

applied by botanists to plants bearing such flowers. Our dia-

gram (Fig. 92) represents the flower of a common garden pea.
Such are amongst the chief of the modes in which the petals of

polypetalous flowers are arranged. Monopetalous corollas evi-

dently do not admit of these variations, since they only consist

of one organ ; nevertheless, so numerous are the forms which
these one-petaled corollas assume, that many distinctions may be
drawn between them. Thus, for example, we have tubular, from
the Latin tubulus, the diminutive of tubus, a pipe (Fig. 93) ; in-

fundibuliform (Latin, infundibulum, a funnel), or funnel-shaped

(Fig. 94); hypocrateriform (Greek, viroKparitp [hu-po-cra-teer],

a saucer, from into under, and Kparyp a cup), or saucer-shaped

(Fig. 97); campanulate (Italian, campana, a bell), or bell-shaped

(Fig. 95) ; rotate (Latin, rota, a wheel), or wheel-shaped (Fig. 98) ;

labiate (Lat., labium, a lip), or lip-shaped (Fig. 96) ; personate

(Lat., persona, a mask), or mask-like (Fig. 100) ; and ligulate

(Lat., ligula, astrap), or strap-shaped (Fig. 101 ) flowers. When ir-

regular corollas are neither labiate, norpersonate, nor ligulate, they
are sometimes called anomalous, from the Greek o, negative, and

6/j.a\os (hom-a-los), equal or similar, as in the fox-glove (Fig. 99).

SECTION XVIII. ON FRUITS AND THEIR VARIETIES.
We have already remarked that the female parts of a flower

are termed carpels,
from Kapiros, fruit, be-

cause fruit is the result

of the development.
Sometimes the ovary
alone becomes deve-

loped into the fruit, but

occasionally other parts
of the flower attach

themselves to the ovary,
and thus become incor-

porated with its sub-

stance, helping to form
the fruit. In the ma-

jority of cases fruit will

not ripen except the

ovary has been fertil-

ised ; but many excep-
tions occur to this rule.

Thus certain varieties

of oranges, grapes, and

pine-apples ripen freely

enough, although the
ovaries from which they
spring have never been

fertilised, and conse-

quently they bear no
seed. Now, even in or-

dinary language, we
employ various terms
to denominate various

kinds of fruit : it fol-

lows, therefore, that

since botanists recog-
nise many growths as
fruits which we in or-

dinary language fail to

dignify by that pleas-

ing term, many botani-

cal designations become

necessary. There are

two methods of commu-
nicating to the reader

these distinctions. The
first is by telling in

what the distinctions

consist ; the second by
showing the various

formswhich result. Per-

haps the latter method

will, of the two, be the

more simple. We shall

therefore give drawings
of some of the chief varieties of fruit, which are as follow :

Pomes, or fruits resembling apples (Fig. 102) ; drupes, or
fruits resembling cherries, peaches, plums, so called from falling

1

from the tree when ripe the term drupe being derived from
the Greek Spvirirct (drup'-pa), an over-ripe olive, or SpvirfT-qs

(dru'-pet-ees), quite ripe, which is derived from Spur (clroos),an oak
or tree, and wiirru (pip'-to), to fall (Fig. 103) ; the achanium

(from the Greek a, negative, and xatvta [fci'-?io], to gape), a term

applied to hard, dry fruits, such as the fruit of the ranunculus,
which do not adhere to the shell or pericarp, and do not open
when ripe (Fig. 104) ; the caryopsis (from Kapvov [kar'-ru-on^, &

nut, and oirrw [op'-to], to see), a small, dry, seed-like fruit which
coheres inseparably with the seed within, as in buckwheat

(Fig. 105); fae follicle (from the Latin J'olUeulus, the diminutive

CRUCIFORM COROLLA OF THE CELANDINE. 90. ROSACEOUS COROLLA OF THE STRAW-
BERRY. 91. CARYOPHYLLATE COBOLLA OF THE LYCHNIS. 92. PAPILIONACEOUS COROLLA
OF THE PEA. 93. TUBULAR COROLLA OF THE CORN CENTAURY. 94. INFUNDIBULIFORM
COROLLA OF TEE BINDWEED. 95. CAMPANULATB COROLLA OF THE CAMPANULA. 96.

LABIATE COROLLA OF THE DEAD-NETTLE. 97. HYPOCRATERIFORM COROLLA OF THE
PERIWINKLE. 98. ROTATE COROLLA OF THE PIMPERNEL. 99. ANOMALOUS COROLLA
OF THE FOXGLOVE. 100. PERSONATE COBOLLA OF THE SNAPDRAGON. 101. LIGULATE
COROLLA OF THE CHRYSANTHEMUM.,
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ot foil is, a windball or bag), a fruit or seed Teasel which splits
Hide only, as in tho columbine (Pig. 106) ; the Uyume or

pod (from the Latin leyumen, from the verb lego, to gather),
a seed-vessel whioh splits into two valves, having the seeds

.-(1 only to ono Huture or seam at the union of tho margin
valves, as in tho whole pea-flower tribe, example tho lotus

"'.'i: the capsule (from tho Latin captula, a little chest),
a perioarp whioh

may havo ono coll

only, or many colls,

ixnd whioh splits into

pieces by valves, aa

in tho gentian (Fig.

107) ; tho oolchioum

(Pig. 110), tho iris

(Fig. Ill), tholych-
nis (Fig. 117), and
the corn-poppy (Fig.

108); thepyxis (from
theGr. wn^ts [puke

1
.

sis], a box), a fruit

which is like a box
and throws off a cap,
as in the pimpernel
(Fig. 118); thesiH-

qua (from tho Latin

riliiiua, a husk or

pod), a pod which

splits intotwo pieces
or valves separat-

ing from a frame,
and whioh is longer
than it is broad, as
in tho celandine

(Fig. 112) ; the sili-

cule (from the Latin

silicula), a little pod
or husk, the diminu-
tiveof siliqua,a.pod,
which splits intotwo
pieces or valves, se-

parating from a
frame, and which ia

about as broad as it

is long, as in the

Shepherd's Parse

(Fig. 113); the sa-

mara (from the La-

tin samera, an elm-

seed), a fruit whioh
is hard, thin, and
extended into a
wing, as in tho maple
(Fig. 114) ; the nut r*\VPfcs\^V H7
(from the Anglo-
Saxon hnut, or the
Latin nux, nucis, a

nut), as in the chest-

nut (Fig. 115); and
the berry (from the

Anglo-Saxon beria,
a grape), a succu-

lent or pulpy fruit

containing seeds

which havo no co-

vering but the pulp or rind), as in tho deadly nightshade, the
fruit of whioh is shown in Fig. 116.

SECTION XIX.- THE SEED.
Tho seed, everybody knows, is that part of a plant which,

being sown, gives rise to a new plant. Wo might write a
whole treatise on tho nature and varieties of seeds, especially
as concerns their anatomical construction, but much of this
information would bo out of place in a series of elementary
papers : wo shall, therefore, content ourselves with recapitulating
some points that have already boon adverted to in relation
to soods, and shall then mention some general facts concerning
seods which must not be forgotten.

108

102. POME. 103. DRUPE. 104. Acoamnnr OP THE RANUNCULUS. 105. CABYOPSIB or THE BUCX-

WHEAT. 106. FOLLICLE OF THE COLUMBINE. 107. CAPSULE OF THS GENTIAN. 108. CAPSULE
Of THE CORN POPPT. 109. LEGUME OF THE LOTUS. 110. CAPSULE OF THE COLCHICUM. 111.

CAPSULE OF THE IRIS. 112. SILIQUA OF THE CELANDINE. 113. SIUCULE OF THE SHEPHERD'S
PUBSE. 114. SAMARA OK THE MAPLE. 115. urr OF THE CHESTNUT. 116. BERRY OF THE
DEADLY NIGHTSHADE. 117. CAPSULE OF THE LYCHNIS. 118. PYXIS OF THE PIMPERNEL.
119. GEBMINATION OP THE BEAN. 120. GERMINATION OF INDIAN CORN.

Seeds, the reader will remember, belong exclusively to

flowering plants; and we shall presently dwoover that seed*
admit of two natural divisions characterised by a difference

of structure one division corresponding with endogenous, ta*
other with exogenous plant*.

Did the reader ever remember planting a bean for amuse-
ment ? Most young people have done this, and we will assume

that the reader of

this lesson has don*
it.

After having re-

mained in the earth
a few days, the bean
throws np a shoot

terminating in two
little leaven. These
little leaveswereem-
bedded, in miniature

proportions it is

true, in the bean, and
may be recognised
there by careful ex-

am ination; however,
by planting the bean

they are rendered
much more evident

(Fig. 119). These
two thick seed-
leaves are termed

cotyledons, from the

Greek xorv^rj (fco-

tu'-le), a cnp ; and
the bean, from pos-

sessing two of these

cotyledons, is called

a dvcotyledcnaut
plant.

Again, perhaps
the reader has at
some period of his

life planted a grain
of wheat, barley, or,

still better, Indian
corn (Fig. 120). If

he has done this, he

may have remarked
the result to have
differed from that

noticeable when the
bean was planted.
Instead of two seed-

leaves, or cotyle-

dons, only one in

this case appears on
the young plant,

which, therefore, is

said to be a mono-

cotykdonous plant.

Extending these in-

quiries still further,
it will be found that
all plants whose
fibro - vascular sys-
tem grows by exter-

nal depositions, and
which possess reticulated leaves in other words, all exogenous
plants yield dicotyledonous seeds ; and all plants whose steins

grow by internal depositions, and which possess straight-veined

leaves, yield monocotyledonous seeds.

Thus, then, it follows that even already the reader is so far

master of tho principles of botanical classification, that he could
indicate the grand division of the vegetable kingdom to nhich

any plant belonged by one of three classes of signs namely,

* The germination of a bean may be watched from day to day by
suspending the seed over water in the month of a byaciuth-glaa*. or
crocus -glass. The bean should not be allowed to do more than
barely touch tho water.
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the signs of the section of the stem, the signs of tho loaf,

and, lastly, the signs of tho flower. We may, therefore, divide

the various members of the vegetable kingdom as follows :

Cryptogatnic, or flowers

not apparent.

Phffinogamous, or

flowers apparent.

/Endogenous. Monocotyledonous. Leaf-reins

J parallel. Paris of the flower in fours or fives.

J
Exogenous. Dicotyledonous. Leaf-veins reti-

V ciliated. Parts of the flower in threes.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XVII.

SECTION XXXI. INSEPARABLE PAETICLES.

BESIDES the separable particles (Sect. XXVI.). there is another

class (be, cmv, cut, cr, imp, w, etc., 94) that, unlike the former,

are never used apart from the radical words to which they are

prefixed, and hence are called inseparable particles ; thus by the

union of these particles be, ctnp, cnt, cr, etc., with the radicals

fcbjcn, etc., we have the compounds bcfcfytcn, empfinrcn, entbe&rcn,

<r&.otcu, mipfafleii, ccr^crcn, jermalmcn, etc., corresponding in forma-

tion to the English compounds be-tray, de-rive, dis-may, mis-

take, etc. With few exceptions (as begcifiern, bcfcctcn), however,

German, unlike most English radicals, may be used as well alone

as in combination with prefixes ; as, fiorcn, to disturb ; jcrftcvcn,

to demolish.

Many particles iii German, which are used to modify radical

verbs, have their exact equivalents in English, as : 3>cutcn, to

interpret ; mijiicutcn, to misinterpret ; fatten, to fall ; befallen, to

befall, etc. ( 97. 1, 2, etc.)

in German, as in English, the inseparable particles never take

the primary accent. ( 98.)
1. i>cr, which is often rendered by the English "ago," unlike

tho latter, always prcceJcs the word of time to which ifc refers,

as -. ftr irar ?or \\vti Stuntcn f;icr, he was here two hours ago
ly, ho was hero before two hours).

<2cit (since), when used with words denoting time, often

answers to "for" or "during," as: G'r ift feit ciner SBoctye franf,

been (literally is, see Sect. XVII. 6) sick for a week.
c tfyn fcit cincin ganjen 3al)rc nid;t gcfcfycn, I have not seen him

./!!,(,;;/ a whole year (a whole year since). .

Sln'fangcn, to begin.

Sin'fomnicn, to arrive.

Slii'madKit, to kindle

(to make a fire).

2ln'ninten, to light.

3lufTtc(jen, to rise.

9tu6'gef;cn, to go out.



>4iij w, with a Ttrb, aignineu
*
precisely," or "

,,r
-
like," M : ft fH|s* ), ***! (am), he is >*

.". ie lentt qan< nm er, ithe thinks preciMly at he
. ), M!II' thinks y..

iiini.

. meaning
"
nor," when used in conjunction

with weter,
"
neither," is variously rendered by "still some, or

yet mo r, besides," etc., as (Sr fdjlart noeb. he sleeps
cm .Sintc r. . o the child <om more bread.

nod) em 'i
' when did he buy another

:i-n '.'U-iel Kit la* Jlmt qea,efieu, .ifcer el bat mx* ewes,

;id has i; ; it IIMH one bcsidt* (or

.

.xmectcd with a iii'tf:iti\.- word, is used like its

equivalent more," as: 3<fc babe fcin* mebr, I have no more.

.- in.tt vul nu-lT. 1 have not, miu-li HUM-.-. Used with
wliilo in English it precede* the

.irer ni^nil\es ,,H t , ,; in the sense of tliff>.-iViit ; it must not

! in phrases like,
"

I saw him the ntlfi- </".",' win-

Mb ihn nculwb (literally, recently); </,; 3rb fa$ ibn tcr

.-ini.ltH Sa.jen (liter.illy, u
.). day* ago).

uter ,nucrci< preceded by ettoaA (in conversation

contracted to ttal), is rendered by the phrase ;

as : Dal lit ctrvai flntere*, or, tat ifi iva '.Inttrc?, that is

another thing.
The adverb antrrl is readily distinguished by its form,

ami i> rendered by "otherwise, differently," etc., as: (ft fpvufct

I, all er tenft, he speaks othi-nnsc than he thinks.

VOCABULARY.

11. Tn

2lb'f.ihrcn, to depart,
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Fig. 47.

Second Order. This is a no less important class ;

forces, acting downwards. A poker put into a fire to raise

the coals is also an example, the bar of the grate being the
fulcrum ; the handle by which a pump is worked is another. A
pair of scissors is a double lever of this kind, of which the

connecting rivet is the fulcrum, the force of the finger
and thumb at one end being the power which overcomes the

resistance of the cloth to be out. A gardener at work with his

spade is also a familiar il-

lustration. After he has

driven it into the ground
he forces the handle down-

wards, making a temporary
fulcrum of the harder earth

at its back. In all the

principle is the same.

but the

Power and Eesistance, not as in the former case, act in opposite

directions, as in Fig. 47 ; and this accounts for the fulcrum

having both these forces on one side of it, for, as I have shown
in the last lesson, the forces being opposite, the resultant, which,
for equilibrium, must pass through the fulcrum, cannot lie between
them. Moreover, as it has been shown there that the distances

of o from A and B (see Fig. 44, page 250) are inversely as

the forces, so here the distances P F and w p must be inversely

as the power and resistance, or, what is equivalent, the power
multiplied by its arm p p is equal to the weight multiplied by
its arm w p. In this order of

levers, as in the former, it should

be observed that there is a
mechanical advantage gained
a larger weight atw is overcome

by a lesser at p, a result always
to be secured where the larger
arm can be given to the power.

Fig. 48.

As an example of this lever, take the crowbar in the illustration

in Fig. 48, used differently from that in Fig. 46. The workman
makes the ground at the point of his bar his fulcrum,
throws the weight of the chest about the middle, and, instead
of pushing downwards with his hand, lifts upwards. The
mechanical advantage is clearly on his side. The oar of a boat
is also a lever of the second order ; the arms of the oarsman
furnish the power ; but most persons at first imagine that the
rowlock is the fulcrum. This is natural, for it looks very like

one, but that it is not such is evident from the fact that tho

boat is the thing he wants
to move. To spurt the

water about with the blade

is not his object, but with
each stroke he makes a

temporary fulcrum of the

F .

jg water, by which he imparts
a smart blow to his boat,

and sends it ahead. The fulcrum is then in the water at one

end, the resistance in the middle, and the pcwer at the other
end. A nut-cracker furnishes another instance the fulcrum
at the joint, the resisting nut in the middle.

Third Order. Here again the Resistance and Power, as in

Fig. 49, are parallel forces acting in opposite directions, and the

condition of equilibrium is the same as in the last order, and for

Fig. 50.

a similar reason ; but the mechanical advantage is against the

power, which from being nearer the fulcrum must be greater
than the resistance. The best examples are found in the limbs
of animals. The leg of a horse is a pair of levers with a joint
in the middle, which he can make into one or use separately as

he likes by means of the muscles attached to them along their

lengths. The fulcrum is in the shoulder-joint or the knee-joint,
and the resistance is at the hoof when he puts forth his strength
to poll a load.

If a man stretches his arm out straight, and so lifts a weight,
that weight is the resistance ; the shoulder is the fulcrum, and
he must put forth a strength by his muscles in tho middle

greater than the weight before he succeeds in lifting it. If he
moves only the lower joint, as in Fig. 50, his elbow is tho
fulcrum, and the power is midway.

It may be asked, Why
ever use a lever in which
the power is at a mechanical

disadvantage ? The answer
to be given is, that to lift

a large weight by a small Fig. 51.

force is not the only object aimed at in mechanism, natural
or artificial. It is as often desirable to give the end of a
lever a very rapid motion, and this can be done with most
advantage when it is of the third order. The amount of force

put forth in such cases is no consideration in comparison to

rapidity of action, especially in animal mechanics. To strike
a swift and smart blow with the closed hand, or with a sword
in the hand, as it is often necessary to do, a lever of the third
order is the most effective.

Levers of the various orders are often worked togetlier, so as
to make compound levers, the resistance end of one working
into the power end of the other. In this way the effect of a
small power is often very largely multiplied, and a very great
resistance easily overcome. Such a compound lever is that in

Fig. 51, where all are of the first order, three fulcrums at p, P t , P.,

a power at P overcoming a resistance at p
t , and there multiplied

overcoming a second resistance at P2 ,
and this eventually lifting

the still greater weight w. The power is multiplied in the first

lever inversely as the length of the arms, also in the second,
and so also in the third. Suppose, for example, the power at r
is one pound, and the short arm of each lever a third of tho

long one, then the 1 pound at p produces at the end of the long
arm of the second lever at P

x
a force of 3 pounds. This again

produces at p, in the third lever 3 times 3, or 9 pounds; and
thus 1 pound eventually balances a weight of 27 pounds at w, the
mechanical advantage gained by the combination being 27 to 1.

But suppose that the lengths of the arms were in the propor-
tion of any other numbers in the several levers say 9 to 4 in

the first, 7 to 3 in the second, 5 to 2 in the third
; what weight

would 1 pound at P support atw ? It is not difficult to discover,
if you know something about multiplying fractions. Now, in

the first lever, by the principle of moments, already explained, 9
times the 1 pound at P is equal to 4 times the power produced by
that pound in the second lever at PJ ; that is to say, this second

power is | of a pound. But this force, for the same reason,
is multiplied at P2 in the proportion of 7 to 3, and therefore

becomes J of g of a pound, and this eventually balances a

weight at w of | of | of f of that unit, or, on making the

calculation, the 1 pound balances 13 pounds 2 ounces. And,
of course, what 13 true of these numbers is true of all others,
and the rule you arrive at is this

Rule. Multiply together the fractions which represent tho
ratios of the Power arms to the Eesistance arms, and the product
obtained is the number of pounds of the Eesistance which each

pound of the Power balances. When the Power is more than
1 pound, multiply this number into that of the pounds and
fractions of a pound in it.

And this leads us to another result, which expresses the rela-

tion between the power and resistance without fractions. Since,
in the above example, we had the resistance equal to | of

| of | of the power, it is evident that the three denominators

multiplied into the resistance must be equal to the three nume-
rators into the power, and thus, extending the principle, we
may say that

The Power multiplied by the several lengths of the Power
arms is equal to the Eesistance multiplied by those of the Eesist-

ance arms.
And you thus have a result not unlike that established above

for a single lever. And observe that this, though proved abovo

only for a combination of levers of the first order, holds equally
good of other combinations, mixed or unmixed, all of the second.

or all of the third, or of two kinds, or of all three together.



The principle of momenta ia true for each kind, and therefore

this reaaon I have above avoided,

statement of tho <ic.u>ral principle, the terms "long arm"
and " matead "

power arm "
and " reist-

anoo arm," indicating thereby the arms that work with tho

power or idth the resistance.

The example of a combination of levers which in most likely
to interest you, is tho common u'dyhiwj machine, used for

weighing loaded markpt carte, or luggage at railway station*.

In I .l:in of

I:IM piece of moohanism, whore
at A, n, c, D, tho four corners

of tiio bottom of a shallow box,
are the fulcrum* of four levers

of tho eooond ordor, which meet,
two and two, on cither side at

F, and aro joined across by a
stout steel pin, by which they
arc also connected with tho lever

of the second order, E o, which
has its fulcrum at E. Tho end,

o, of this lever is connected by
a rod which ascends perpondi-

Fig. 52.

cnlarly from the ground, and is attached above to the short

arm of another lever one of the first order, generally a steel-

yard, to be afterwards described to the longer arm of which tho

weighing counterpoise is attached. We thus have a triple com-
bination of levers, the firsb four at the bottom, by being united
at F, being virtually one lever. On these four at a, 6, c, d, are

four points of hardened steel, presented upwards, on which rests

the square wooden platform, on which the cart or luggage to be

weighed is placed. Tho weight pressing at a, b, c, d, tends to

depress the common end, F, of the four levers, and with it also

the end, o, of the lever E F G. The latter tries to pull down the

rod, and with it the short arm of the steelyard above, which

pull is resisted by the counterpoise on tho longer arm of tho

steelyard, producing equilibrium, and making known the weight
of the cart or luggage.

For example, taking the four platform-levers as one, suppose
the resistance arms in tho combination arc each one-fifth of the

power arms, then evidently, as proved above, the resistance is

5 multiplied three times into the power that is to say, 1 pound
above on the steelyard balances 125 pounds, or 1 cwt. and 13

pounds on the platform. If tho proportion wero one-eighth, it

would balance 4.1 cwt. 8 pounds, which strikingly illustrates tho
mechanical advantage gained in these machines. We will now
consider the common balance, and, in the next lesson, examine
the principles of other weighing instruments, bent levers, and
tho wheel and axle, and their combinations.

THE COMMON BALANCE.

Of weighing instruments, the scale, or common balance,
claims the first attention. It is a lever of tho first order, in
which the counterpoise, or power, is equal to the resistance, or
substance weighed. There is first the beam, A B, at tho ends of
which (Fig. 53) are tho hooks, from which hang the chains or
oords which support the pans or scales below. Since tho

weights in the scales are required to be equal, the fulcrum, F,
should be in the middle of the beam, equally distant from the

points of suspension of the chains, elso the balance is fraudu-

lent, for the purchaser who has his tea or sugar served to him
from the end of the longer arm is getting less than his money' e

worth. I shall direct your attention to the case in which the
line joining the points, A B. of suspension passes through the

supporting point of tho fulcrum, as it is tho simplest ; and
balances of this kind, as you will see, have a peculiar advantage
as to their sensibility.

Now, it is evident, since A B is bisected at F, and tho scales,
chains, and weights on either side aro equal forces, that what-
ever be the position in which I place the beam, the resultant of
these forces must pass through F, and, being there resisted,
leave the whole apparatus at rest. Moreover, if tho centre of

gravity of tho beam is at F, so far as its weight is concerned,
there will be equilibrium in every position. But such a pair
of scales would be utterly useless, since, for equal weights, tho
arms should rest only in an horizontal position.
How, then, is this latter object accomplished ? By having

the centre of gravity of tho beam below the fulcrum, when tho

armH are horizontal. The desired petition U then one of ttaJblo

equilibrium (see Lesson VII.), to which the beam will revert

-placed from it, and in which the line F o is perpendi-
cular to the line A B, joining the potato of suspension of the
scales. For a good pair of scale*, therefore, there must be

liability as well M accuracy.
But a balance should also be icntitice should indicate ft

light difference of weights in the scale*. How U this secured ?

Suppose tho scales equally loaded, and that a slight additional

weight (call it P), ia thrown into the scale a in Fig. 53,

causing it to decline through some angle agreed upon M suffi-

cient to indicate a difference of weights to the eye. As A de-

scends, the centre of gravity, o, of the beam ascends at the other

side, until it weight (call it w), acting at o, balances i

have thus a new lover, A D, tho fulcrum of which also is F, and
at whoso ends the forces p and w act. And since in that case,

i as proved in the last lesson, p multiplied by A F must be equal to

;

w multiplied by F D, the length A B, and the weight w, of the
beam being the same in any number of balances in a manufac-

tory, that one which moves through the angle agreed on, with
tho smaller additional weight p, must sJao hare F D smaller; or,

which comes to tha same thing, since the angles of the triangle
F a D are given, that at F being a right angle, it must hare F o
smaller. Everything else, therefore, being the same, that balance
has the greater sensibility, the centre of gravity of whose beam
is as little as possible below the fulcrum. Summing up, then, we
have for the requisites of a good balance the following :

1. For Accuracy. That the arms be equal.
2. For Stability and Horitontality. That the centre of

gravity o^ the unloaded beam be below the fulcrum, on a line

through its supporting point, perpendicular to that which joins
the points of suspension of tho scales.

3. For Sensibility. That tho centre of gravity of the beam be
as little as possible below the fulcrum.
You will observe that the second and third conditions oppose

each other. The lower the centre of gravity is below the

fulcrum, the greater is its stability, but the less its tennbility.
Both qualities aro essential, and are therefore secured only by a

compromise; the centre for sensibility may approach the ful-

crum, but not too close ; for stability it keeps off, but not too
far.

Further, observe the consequence of making the line joining
the points, A B, of suspension pass through tho fulcrum. How-
ever the pans are loaded,
it is only the difference (r)
of the weights in them that
affects the sensibility. Tho
resultant of the lesser one
in B, and of as much of that
in A as is equal to it, passes
through and is resisted by
F, and affects neither stabi-

lity nor sensibility. If A B
were not to pass through
F, then these weights would
have influence as regards
these qualities, but that
kind of balance we are not
hero considering.
A most important qnes- a pjg 53.

tion is, how to detect fraud
in a pair of common scales. The arms in that case not being
equal, all tho purchaser has to do, if he doubts the honesty of

hia tradesman, is, after tho first weighing, to make the shop
weight and the substance weighed change pans. If the two
balance each other equally as before, the scales are honest

the arms are equal ; but if not, fraud is proved.
But how, in that case, may the purchaser still get his true

pound of tea, or sugar, or other commodity r The shop weight
being supposed true, tho imperial stamped weight, let the

deficient tea be weighed as before from the longer dishonest

arm. Leaving it then in the scale, let him require the shopman
to remove the weight from tho other scale, and fill it with tea

until that in the first one is balanced. He now has a true

pound of tea balancing the deficient pound, as the imperial

weight first did. Lot him carry off this pound, and he has his

money's worth.

But there ia another way by which the purchaser may not
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only get his due quantity, but turn the tables on tho vendor,

and by the very fraudulent balance itself get more than his

money's worth. Suppose he is buying two pounds; then let

him have one pound weighed in one scale and the other pound
in tho other scale ; it so happens that invariably tho two to-

gether are more than two pounds. The reason you will under-

stand by an example. Suppose one arm is 14 inches long,

and the other 15 inahes. Then, weighed at the latter arm, the

purchaser gets only ^|ths, which is less, but at the former ^f bhs,

which is more than one pound. But by the latter he gains
a Jfth of a pound more than he is entitled to, while at the for-

mer he loses only ^th. So on tho whole, xinon a Jjth is greater

than a j'gth, ho is a gainer ; ho h;w caught tho vendor in his

own trap. Or, you may add up the two fractions {>-ths and

]|ths, and the sum you will find to be greater than 2 by the

fraction
5*5.

And what is true -of these numbers is true of

all others, which represent the proportion of the arms what

you lose at the long arm is more than recompensed by what

you gain at the short one.

BEADING AND ELOCUTION. IX.

ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE (cxmtiniwd).

II. DUE QUANTITY, OR LOUDNESS.

THE second characteristic of good reading, is the use of that

degree of loudness, force, "volume," or "quantity," of voice

which enables those to whom we read or speak, to hear, without

fifort, every sound of the voice ; anil which, at the same time,

;;ived that degree of force which is best adapted to the utter-

of the sentiments which are read or spoken.
All undue loudne** in a great annoyance to the ear, and an

to the expression : while a feeble aiul imperfect utterance

f.iils of the main purposes of speech, by being partly or entirely
>ul consequently utterly unimpressive.

; allure, as regards loudness, is usually made on passages
.rate force, which do not furnish an inspiring impulse of

emotion, and which depend on the exercise of judgment and
aination, rather than of feeling.

It is of great service, however, to progress in elocution, to

: . B the power of discriminating the various degrees of force

the utterance of sentiment requires. The extremes

<>i vr.v
' loud

'' and very
li

soft," required by peculiar emotions,

h>.v\o been exemplified in the exercise 'on "versatility" of

voice.

There are three degrees of loudness, all of great importance
to tho appropriate utterance of thought and feeling, required
in the usual forms of composition. These are the following :

"Moderate," "forcible," and "impassioned." The first, the

"moderate," occurs in the reading of plain narrative, descrip-

tive, or didactic composition, addressed to the understanding,
rather than to the feelings ; the second, the i;

forcible," is

exemplified in energetic declamation ; tho third, the "
impas-

sioned," occurs in the language of intense emotion, whether in

the form of poetry or of prose.
Watchful attention will be required, on tho part of the

student, in practising the following example?, so as to enable

him to detect, and fix definitely in his ear, the exact degree of

loudness appropriate to each passage. The exercises should be

repeated till they can bo executed with perfect precision, so as

to form a standard for all similar expression, in !-.u<-

reading.
Exercise in "Moderate" Ford'.

An author represents Adam as using the following language : -"I

remember the moment when my existence commenced : il was :i

moment replete with joy, amazement, and anxiety. I neither knew
what I was, where I was, nor whence I came. I opened my eyes :

what an increase of sensation ! The light, the celestial vault, the

verdure of the earth, the transparency of the waters, gave animation

to my spirits, and conveyed pleasures which exceed the powers of

utterance."
"
Declamatory

"
Force.

Advance, then, yo future generations ! We bid you welcome to this

pleasant land of the Fathers. We bid you welcome to the healthful

skies and the verdant fields of New England. We greet your acces-

sion to the ?reat inheritance which we have enjoyed. We welcome

you to the blessings of good government and religious liberty. We
welcome you to the treasures of science and the delights of learning.

We welcome you to the transcendent sweets of domestic life, to the

happiness of kiudrt-d, and parents, itutl children. We welcome you in

tho immeasurable blessings of nitiouul existence, the immortal liov . ul

Christianity, uiid the light of everlasting truth !

"I:>>! i-'ofce.

Shatnc ! thame ' that in such :i JTIM-). i>r>iimut of life,

Worth ages of history, wli > it hurled

One bolt at your bluody iiiv

Between freemen and tyrants hu'I i^u'^.id through the world,

That then, oh ! dixgrar : *-!ia

You should falter, sii. yo'iv pitiful breath,

Cower tlowu inn 'i you might have stood lueii,

And prefer a slave's life to a glorious death !

It is strange ! it is dreadful ! Shout, Tyranny, shout,

Through your d-uugeoui? and palaces,
" Freedom is o'er !"

If there lingers one spark of her lire, tivad it out,

And return to your empire of darkness once more.

III. DISTINCT ARTICULATION.

Correct articulation is tho most important exercise of tho

voice and of the organs of speech. A reader or speaker, pos-
sessed of only a moderate voice, if ho articulates correctly, will

be better understood, and heard with greater pleasure, than one
who vociferates. The voice of the latter may, indeed, extend

to a considerable distance ; but the sound is dissipated i

fusion : of the voice of the former not the smallest vibration k
wastod every sound is perceived at the utmost ilist.-iv

which it reaches; and hence it even pemtratos f

one which is loud, but badly articulated.

In just articulation, tho words arc not hurried over, nor

pitated syllable over syllable ; nor, as it were, malted t<,-

into a mass of confusion ; they are neither abridged nor pro-

longed ; nor swallowed, nor forced, and, if I may so

myself, shot from the mouth ; they are not trailud nor dr.

nor let slip out carolessly, KO as to drop unfinLslied.

are delivered out from tho lip.-, as beautiful coins a

from the mint, deeply and awurateh

finished, neatly struck by the proper organs, distinct, tsl; ;

due succession, and of due weight.
This department of correct reading belongs, properly. Lo !''

stage of elementary lessons. But negligence in geu<;r]
and remissness in ea.rly practice, are extensively the ca<

an imperfect articulation.

A paragraph or two of every reading lesson .should

vious to the regular exercise, be read backward, for the purpu : .<

of arresting the attention, and securing every sound in ever;-

word.

The design of the present lesson does not admit of <.!<

the department of elocution now under consideration. T ; >

importance, however, of a perfectly distinct enuneiatk

never be impressed too deeply on the mind of the student. An
exact articulation is more conducive than any degree of loud-

facility of hearing and understanding. Young reader-;

should be accustomed to pronounce every word, every syllablr.

and every letter, with accuracy, although without labour^ 7
,

effort. Tho faults of skipping, Blighting, mumbling, swallow-

ing, or drawling the sounds of vowels or of consonants, am
not only offensive to the ear, but subversive of meaning, a-;

may be perceived in the practice of several of the followiuj.;

examples.

Examples.

\. That lasix till night : that last still night.
:.'. He can debate on either side of the question : he OMI debate <?*

r side of the question.
.".. Tho steadfast stronger in the forests strayed.
i. Who ever imagined such an ocean to exist ? Wbo evor imagiuf!

such a notion to exist ?

5. His cry moved me : his crime moved me.
6. He could pay nobody : he could pain nobody.
7. Up the high 7dll he heaves a 7mge round stone,

8. Tho' oft the ear th open vowels tire.

9. Heaven's first star alike ye see.

The following description of a whals chase, taken from

Goodsir's " Arctic Voyage," will furnish a useful exercise in

distinctness of articulation. Bead it with animation
1 and

" moderate force," but not too fast.

We pulled in the direction in which the whale was "
heading," where

the rest of the boats already were ; before we got up to them, she had

made her appearance at the surface j a second boat had got fast to her,



and just la tluio, M fclw wan B. i >oe " from tho Ant. She

MtonlshsMi
.va " blown. . H good

.10 u'l of tin)

rw. mi'l (.

, VSV.IJI..M n:' poor whale ; whilst tone
u. i- 1 fi.li.iiMii'.- plii-ii tho bleeding wrstoh wi

haoer o that nh wan soon obliged to betake herself again
,

.is iininsdiut

linn-it OUt ol <!.;:.

UuK with weiipoun. Our bout was ou litr very !

'..ill, which wmt it ;

.oiv of f:ith.>ms, until II;

= r way, by 1 or four

ill wry f'-w HI-COII.

tho boat almost hcud under, until tli '

in, wiii.-li, 08 it did so, umdo a. nri>

:iio tho hard lignum vitto of th

-moke, aud canning the most distinct nui--ll of burning,

:ily pruvfiitril fro a :u-tu:dly tikiui; pl;u:o by the liuu-

niauugor throwing water constantly ou it .

1 1 10 surface, but fur exhavsted ;
still slio made

. fight for it, hushing about with bur t.iil :iiul Iir.n iu fury when-
rrath. It TV:IM no rery pleasant

trifjht to Kt'O IHT t.iil iiuivvriii',' hi;,'h u;. in : ..in but a short

of us im.l n ming down on I, sharp

crack, like the report of a dozen riiles, and v. lited ou

any of our boat*, had power sufficient to have oouvurt'ji.1 th- ir

into something very like lucifer matches. A few mere lances soon

her; ami ere long, sho was rolling on her lurk. The usual

f triumph were given, und we had time to breathe aii

it niuy 1*3 bMi-jved wo had riot escaped tho showers of

.'uuct had sent about so liberally. Tho v.

1 with blood, and covered with a thick pellicle of

oil, upon which tho Mollys wore as busy as they could be, whilst the

edges of the ice, as far as we could see, were deeply crimsoned; mnl :i

hiininioi-k, on the edge of the floe, beside which tho liu. 11

taken place, was from the summit downward streaked with the black

blood v, t few blasts of tho dying monster had sent over it.

IV. CORRECT VROI.'UNCIATION.

That pronunciation is correct which is sanctioned by good
or custom. Good usage implies tho habit of persons

of good education, as regulated by tho decisions of learning
1

and taste, exemplified in standard dictionaries a style which
is equally free from the errors of uneducated or negligent

custom, and the caprices of pedantry which falls in with

the current of cultivated mind, and docs not deviate into

peculiarities, on tho were authority of individuals. Go'

in pronunciation, while it allows perfect freedom of choice

an to tho mode of pronouncing words liable to variation in sound
or accent, requires a compliance with every fixed point of

sanctioned usage.
The subject of pronunciation, like the preceding one

articulation belongs properly to the department of elementary
instruction. But as this branch of elocution docs not always
receive its due share of seasonable attention, many errors in

pronunciation are apt to occur in tho excrcisa of reading, as

performed by even tho advanced classes in schools. To avoid

ench errors, it will be found useful to discuss, closely and

minutely, the correct pronunciation of every word which in any
lesson is liable to bo mispronounced, the standard of reference

being nny good dictionary of the English language.

.:. MMfibf tofttf :-.;..,,. ; ,.<

:

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. IX.
IN tho construction of triangles tho stuuuit has learnt, by
Problem XVI. (page 20D), how to draw an equilateral tri;;

any dimensions, tho only tv/o data (or facts given from which
other facts may be deduced) that are required in the formation
or construction of an equilateral triangle being, the length of

one of its three equal sides on tho one hand, or its altitude on
the other.

It will bo remembered that, in Definition 18 (page 53), it was
Rtated that triangles are classified according to the relation of

their sides, a*

QSJBI , . -.
i ,.,

1! . . '..10.

angle, and, ut stsess*

voacuteoitgiss.

thsee acuU

EO.CILATKRAI,
Having three equal

ISOSCELES,

Having two equal Having three unequal

sidos;

IKMlU: mi;; let ;

Now, u the three interior angle* of a triangle are together

equal to two right angle* or 180 degrees), aod M an obtu

aagle in any angle greater than a right angle or 90 dofrre*.
while an aoato angle is any angle lees than a right angle or 9C'

degrees, it in manifest that

;iiilutoral triangle nrast nwoo-.ir.lT be an actrto-aitflsd

triangle, since it has throe equal angles, each of which is lest.

than 90 degrees, being one-third of 180 degrees ;
v.

An isosceles, or a ftoalane triangle, may be a ri^ht-augfe-l

triangle, or an obtuse angled triangle, or an acute-angle. 1

triangle.
To proceed still farther into an analysis of tho co:

under which the different kimN of triangles will appear,
bo said that

I. An aoute-angled triangle may have

1. Three sides equal, and three angles equal, when it is an erpiilatim.!

2. Two Bides equal, and two angles equal, wlien it is an acute-

angled isosceles trianglo.
3. All its sides unequal, and all its angles unequal, when it is sn

acute-angled scalene triui.

II. An obtuse-angled trianglo may have
1. Two sides equal, and two angles equal, when it is an obtuv-

angled isosceles triangle.
-'. All its sidas unequal, and all its au^los un -qual, when it is sa

obtuse-angled scalene triangle.

III. A right-angled trianglo may have
1. Two sides equal, and two angles final, when U IK a right-angled

isosceles triangle.
2. All its sides unequal, and all its angles nnequfj, whim it Is a

right-angled scalene triangle.

Wo have already learnt, as it has been said above, how to
draw an equilateral trianglo of any dimensions, the conditions

necessary for its construction being given. Let us now see what
data wo require to enable us to draw any isosceles or scalene

trianglo characterised by having ono right angle, one obtuse

angle, or three acute angles.
To determine any isosceles triangle, it i- plain thit we most

have one or the other of the following series of data.
I. With regard to the sides without the angles :

1. The length of the two ,-,ii..l sides, aud the length of the third
side or base.

2. The length of the two equal sides, and tho altitude of the triangle.
3. The length of the base, and tho altitude of the triangle.

II. With regard to the hides tu. -mbiiied :

4. The angle at the vertex of the triangle, and the length of tk
two equal sides.

5. The angle at tho vertex of the triangle, and the length of the

6. The angle at the vertex of the triangle, and the altitude.

7. The equal angles at the base, and the length of the equal sides.

8. The equal angles at the base, and the length of the base itself.

9. The equal angles at the base, and tho ultitu.K

In any case, when the length of the sides or altitude is given,
either with or without the extent of tho opening of all or any
of its angles, an isosceles triangle can be constructed, which is

the only form of the isosceles triangle which wi 1 parti-
cular requirements laid down in the data : but where the anglea

only are given, an endless number of triangles .similar in form,
but of different superficial areas, may be drawn, all of which
shall satisfy the general requirements set forth in the data, for

it must bo remembered that the size of an angle is determined

by tho extent of the opening between the lines that form itf

sides, and not by tho length : and this leads as to

the construction of an isosceles triangle under general condition?,

namely :

HI. With regard to tho angles without the sides :

10. The angle at the vertex of the triangle.

11. The equal angles at the base of the triangle.

Tho first case named above of tho oonstruction of tho isosceles

triangle, when tho length of the two equal sides, and that of

tho third side is given, is met by Problem VIII. (page 191), in
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- 30.

which the learner is shown the method of drawing any triangle

having its sides equal to three given straight lines; but the

second, in which the length of the two equal sides and the alti-

tude of the triangle are the data given, requires further explana-

tion, and brings us to

PROBLEM XXI. To draw an isosceles triangle of which the

length of the two equal sides and the altitude are given.

Let A represent the length of the two equal sides, and B the

altitude of the isosceles triangle required. First draw the line

c D of indefinite length, and through the point E, taken as nearly
as possible in the centre of the line as drawn, draw the straight

line F G perpendicular, or at right angles to c D. From the

point E along the straight
line E G set off a straight line

E H equal to B, and from the

point H along the straight line

H F set off H K equal to A.

Then from the point H, as

centre, with the distance H K,

describe the arc L K M, cut-

ting the straight line c D in

the points L, M. Join H L,

H M. The triangle H L M is

the isosceles triangle required,
for the length of its altitude,

H E, is equal to B, and the

length of its equal sides H L,

H M, is equal to A.

PROBLEM XXII. To draw
an isosceles triangle of ivhich

the length of the base and the

altitude are given.
In the above figure (Fig. 30),

iet B) as before, represent the

altitude of the isosceles triangle required, and x the length of

its base. First draw the lino c D of indefinite length, and
within its limits set off a straight line L M equal to x. Bisect

L M in E, and at the point E draw E G perpendicular or at right

angles to c D, and from the point E, along the straight line E G,

set off E H equal to B. Join H L, H M. The triangle H L M is

the isosceles triangle required, for it has its base L M equal to x,

while its altitude, E H, is equal to B.

By the aid of Fig. 30 we may easily discover some more facts

in geometry, which the student may prove to be correct to his

satisfaction by means of his compasses and parallel ruler.

First join L K, and bisect L K in the point N. Join H N. The

straight line H N bisects the angle L H K, or divides it into the

two equal angles L H N, N H K. Now apply the parallel ruler

to the straight line H N, and by its aid draw through the point L
a straight line L o parallel to H N. This straight line L o meets
the straight line E G in the point o, and if the circumference of

the circle of which the arc L K M is a part, be completed, it will

also pass through the point o, in which the straight line L o
meets the straight line E G. Now by Theorem 2 (page 156)
when a straight line intersects two parallel straight lines the

alternate angles are equal, therefore the alternate angles NHL,
H L o, formed by the intersection of the straight line H L
with the parallel straight lines H N, o L, are equal to one
another. But since the triangle L H o is an isosceles triangle,

of which the side H o is equal to the side H L, being radii of the

same circle, the angle H L o is equal to the angle L o H or L o K
(as it does not matter whether we call the opening between the

lines o L, o K, the angle L o K or L o H), and as the angle I. H N
was shown to be equal to the angle H L o, it must be also equal
to the angle L o K. Now the angle L H K is double of the angle
L H N. Therefore the angle L H K is also double of the angle
L O E.

The next thing to be observed is that the angles L H K, L o K,

each stand on the same base L K, and that one of them, the

angle L H K, has its apex or vertex H at the centre H of the

circle o L K M, while the other, the angle L o K, has its vertex or

apex o on the circumference of the circle o L K M. And the

geometrical fact to be deduced from this is, that when two

angles stand on the same base, and on the same side of it, one

having its vertex at the centre of a circle and the other having
its vertex at the circumference of the same circle, the angle
which has its vertex at the centre is double of that which has

its vertex at the circumference. This is true at whatever point

of the circumference the vertex of the angle at the circumference

may be, the term circumference being understood to apply to
that part of the whole circumference of the circle which lies on
the same side of the base as that on which the angles are found,
as the arc L o M of the whole circumference of the circle o L K M.
Thus the angle L H M, standing on the base L M, and having its

vertex at the centre H of the circle o L K M, is double of the angle
L o M, which stands on the same base and has its angle at the
circumference. It is also double of the angles L p M, L Q M, which,

have their vertices at the points P, Q, of the arc L o M. The angles
L P M, L 6 M, L Q M, being each of them equal to half of the angle
L H M, are equal to one another, from which we learn another

geometrical fact, namely, that all angles standing on the same
base and on tlie same side of it, and having their tops or vertices

in the circumference of a circle, are equal to one another.

In Case 4, where the angle at the vertex of the triangle is

given, and the length of the two equal sides, all that is necessary
to be done is to draw an angle of the opening required bj
Problem VII. (page 191), and to set off the length of the two

equal sides along the legs of the angle, joining the points in

which the legs of the angle are cut in order to form the base ;

and in Case 10, when the angle of the vertex of the triangle is

given, but the length of the equal sides is not stated, the

triangle may be completed by cutting the legs of the angle in

any two points equidistant from the apex, and joining these

points to form the base as before. Case 5, however, on which
the length of the base and the angle at the apex of the triangle
is given, will require explanation in

PROBLEM XXIII. To draw an isosceles triangle of which the

angle at the vertex of the triangle and the length of tlic base are

given.
Let A be the angle at the vertex of the isosceles triangle

required, and let B represent its base. Draw any straight line,

c E, of indefinite length, and along c E set off c D equal to B.

Then at the point D in the straight line E D make the rectilineal

angle E D F equal to the given angle A by Problem VII.

(page 191) ; bisect c D in G, and through G draw G H perpen-
dicular to c D or c E. Now, because the three interior angles of

a triangle are equal to two right angles, the three interior angles
of the isosceles triangle required are together equal to the two

angles c D F, F D E, of which F D E is equal to the angle at the

vertex ; and as the angles at the base of an isosceles triangle
are equal, each of the remaining angles is equal to half of the

angle CDF. Bisect the angle c D F, by Problem VI. (page 191),

by the line D K, and from the

point K in which the straight
line D K cuts the perpendi-
cular G H, draw the straight
line K c to the extremity c

of the base c D. The triangle
K c D is the isosceles triangle

required, for its base c D is

equal in length to B, and the

angle c K D at the vertex of

the triangle is manifestly

equal to the given angle A.

For Case 6, when the

angle at the vertex of the

triangle and the altitude

are given, if in Fig. 31

the straight line x repre-
Fig. 31.

sents the altitude, it is manifestly only necessary to make the

angle c K D equal to the given angle A, and then bisect it by
the straight line K L, and after setting off K G along the straight
line K L equal to the given altitude x, to draw c D through the

point G at right angles to K G, cutting the legs K c, K D, of the

angle c K D in the points c and D. The triangle K c D is of the

required altitude, and has the angle c K D at its vertex equal to

the given angle A.

From what has been already said in Problems XXI., XXII.,
and XXIII., the student will find no difficulty in forming
isosceles triangles under the conditions or data set forth in

Cases 7, 8, 9, and 11, which will afford useful exercises for

practice. The mode of construction is in all cases the same
whether the isosceles triangle be a right-angled triangle, an

obtuse-angled triangle, or an acute-angled triangle ; or in other

words, whether it have a right angle, an obtuse angle, or an
acute angle at its vertex.
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: ORGAN OP TASTE.

portion as sensations or*- I from our mental

processes, BO arc they more closely linkcil \vit

wants. Sensation ha two functions ; ono in to inform the
' M t tho thoughts a-going, and tho other to prompt
it for tho well-being of the body, or for tho good of

p, which wo should not do, or not do BO well and fittingly,

wo were BO prompted. All sensations perform both of

.nrtioiH. but they perform them in very different degrees :

:lu- rye, of

all tho organs of

is tho most
nt caterer to

the mind ; but it

scarcely prompts
directly to any in-

stinctive act. It

may stir pleasur-
able ideas in tho

mind, but the sen

Rations of sight,
of the

they leave,

scarcely bo
culled cither plea-
suniMo or'painful.
Now if we contrast

with this most in-

! ual of all

our senses that

which is asso-

l with the

, we shall

find that its rela-

tion to these two
functions is re-

versed. The mind,
it is true, discrimi-

nates bct\ve> II st n-

sations of taste,

but it does not
dwell upon them,
and it cannot

readily recall the

distinctions to me-

mory. If this state-

ment should bo

thought to be in-

correct because

gross sensualists

may bo said to

dwell much upon
the gratification of

their appetite for

meats and wines,
it may be an-

swered, that they
dwell not so much
on the distinctive

ideas of the sensa-

tions, as on the

general remem-
brance of the gra-
tification they caused ; and they dwell on it not as in itself worth
entertaining, but as useful knowledge to aid them in repeating
tho pleasure at some future time. Few men take delight in

dwelling on, or describing the sensations of taste ; but oven an
anchorito will own that tho pleasures of this sense are, while

.1. intense, and quite sufficient to cause ordinary indi-

viduals to keep the body well supplied wjth good food, even
though the thought of what quantity or quality of aliment ia

iry never crosses the mind. Tho young, whose tastes
have not yet been vitiated, usually eat heartily, with a keen
sense of enjoyment while at their meals ; but between these their
minds are wholly unoccupied with tho nature or the pleasures
of these meals. The contrast drawn above seems fully to bear

VOL. L

I. HUMAN TONGUE. II. TONGUE OF CHIMPANZEE, WITH LARYNX. III. CIRCUJJVALLATE PAPIUJC.
IV. FUNGIFORM PAPILLA. V. FIUFORM PAPILIJE.

Bef. to Nos. in Figs. I. 1. Epiglottis; 2. Mucous follicles. II. 1. Bristle passing into the pouch

out tho statement that sensations which are good incentives to
intellectual action are not good prompters to instinctive action ;

become pleasurablo or painful. A pleasurable or a painful
sight means one which impresses the intellect favourably or not;
but an agreeable or disagreeable taste is strictly confined to
the sensation iUelf.

It will bo Bhown, in speaking of the organ of taste, how inti-

mately the gratification of this sense is bound up with the
necessities of the body. In the meantime, assuming this to be
the ease, we remark that, inasmuch as the wants of the mind

are insatiable,
while those of the

body

intimately con-

nected with each

partake of the

nature of these
different wants ;

hence, while the

eye is never satis.

fied with seeing,
the gustatory
sense is soon

cloyed, and the

appetite it engen-
ders is only inter-

mittent. Again,
with regard to

those sensuous im-

pressions which
are pleasurable, it

would seem that

Providence has or-

dained that tho

pleasure shall be
so united to the

requirements of
the body, as that
it shall be impos-
sible fully to en-

joy the pleasure
without supplying
the requisites to
healthand use. On
the other hand, no
natural necessity
can be satisfied

withoutgratifying
the se--cH. Kvi-n

our limited under-

standing recog-
nises that it would
be dangerous to

entrust men with
an animal enjoy-
ment wh'-.h is ob-

jectless, ^nd which
could be con-

stantly excited ;

for this would bo
a bar to all thoof the larynx.

higher aspirations
of the soul. Tho

Divino Wisdom has not only recognised this danger, but has

provided against it, by such elaborate contrivances, that the

attempt to gratify tho senses irrespective of the ends for which

they were given us an attempt sure to prove abortive sooner or

later is considered to be not only sensual, but unnatural.

The preceding remarks are necessary to tho appreciation of

some points in the structure and position of tho organ of taste.

Tho sense of taste is not of quite so simple a nature as those of

sight and hearing, or even of smell. This sense seems to

away insensibly on tho one hand into that of ordinary
which tho inside of the mouth shares with the whole surface

the body ; and on the other, it graduates into another sense, which

may be called a sense of relish, which the mouth shares with the

19
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stomach and alimentary canal. The seat of the sense of taste

is the tongue ; but here again it is necessary to remind the

reader that the uses of this organ are not confined, as those of

the eye and ear are, to the reception of the impressions which

excite the sense. The tongue is, in its substance, a sheaf of

muscles, and it is largely employed in keeping the food between

the teeth, that it may be ground down, in crushing the softer

mass and mixing- it with the saliva, and in propelling it into the

throat. It is further employed as an instrument of speech ; so

much so, indeed, that in poetry, and even in common speech, it

is more prominently associated with this office than with any

other, and in this capacity has been the object of that powerful
and poetic description contained in the Epistle of James.

Nevertheless, since the organs of taste are distributed over the

surface of the tongue, it seems necessary to describe it as a

whole. If the reader will refer to the engraving, he will find

the surface of the tongue drawn as it would be seen if the whole

of the roof of the mouth and skull was removed, so that he

could look down upon it from above. The tongue covers the

floor of the mouth
;
its border lies against the teeth. From the

tip it rises to its central part, then slopes away backward to the

throat, so that it nearly fills the closed mouth, and its upper
convex surface lies along under the concave palate. It has

great freedom, of movement, so far as its tip and edges are

concerned, but cannot be curled completely over and thrust

down the throat, because it is confined by a membrane, which

attaches the middle line of its under surface to the bottom of

the mouth. At one time it used to be the barbarous custom of

nurses to cut this membrane in new-born infants, a custom
which not unfrequcntly resulted in the child being choked by its

own tongue. It is with the upper surface of the tongue we
have to do, as there the organs of taste are found, and thereby
the food passes, seldom getting below the edges of the tongue.
The tongue is covered with a mucous, or slime-secreting, mem-
brane, and this membrane, on its upper surface, has a number
of little projections. Th.esc projections, or papillae as they are

called, are of three kinds,' named respectively circumvallate,

fungiform, and filiform papillae. The circumvallate papillae are

situated at the back of the tongue, and are from eight to

fifteen in number, ranged in the form of a V, with its point

backwards, towards the throat. They are of singular shape,
best explained by the small figure which gives both a section of

9ne of them, and half its surface. They each consist of a button-

like projection of the mucous membrane, surrounded by a

depression, and then an elevated ring which has another depres-
sion around it. They are called circumvallate, or walled round,

papillae, because they may be compared to a central tower
surrounded by a wall ; but the wall is a sunken wall, only made
by sinking two ditches, one outside and the other inside it.

The outside ditches of these miniature imaginary fortresses

touch one another, and that which lies behind the hindermost
ono is so deep as to be called the foramen caecum, or blind hole.

These papillae are the largest of all ; they are more powerfully
affected by flavours than any others, and it is thought that the

sapid juices run into the depressions around them, and thus the

sense of taste is agreeably prolonged. It will be seen from the

engraving that all the papillae have secondary ones ; biit while

the main papillae thrust up the outer bloodless coat' of the
mucous membrane before them, the secondary ones (i.e., the

papillae on the papillae) do not do this.

The fungiform papillae are scattered irregularly over the front

two-thirds of the tongue, but are more plentifully distributed

towards the edges and tip than at the central part.' This

arrangement prevents the delicate papillae being crushed by the

tongue while it squeezes the food against the hard palate, while,
at the same time, they are so placed as that the juices of the
food so squeezed run off the summit of the tongue, and come into

contact with these little rounded eminences. Should the reader

examine his own tongue, he will perhaps not at once detect these

round "papillae, for they are obscured by the dense coating of

filiform papillae, which are, under ordinary circumstances, longer
than they. If, however, he press his finger on the middle of

his tongue, these round knobs will at once start out and become
visible, being distended with blood. If, further, a little

vinegar be placed on the tongue in a space between these

papillae, no taste is observed ; but if it run on to them, they
immediately erect themselves, and the sour taste is distinctly

conveyed.

The filiform papillae cover the fore part of the tongue, running
in lines from the middle obliquely forward towards the edges,
and other lines of them run, outside those, round the extreme

point of the tongue. They are long and slender, and much
smaller than the others, and are surmounted by a tuft of threads,
consisting of thick epithelium (or outer bloodless layer); and
hence they look white or yellow, and impart to the whole top of
the tongue a light colour, which contrasts with the deep red of
its edges and under side. These papillae are probably rather
the iiltimate organs of touch than of taste.

All these papillae are well supplied with blood-vessels, so that,
when the outer coat is taken off, they look, under the micro-

scope, to be little else than tufts of blood-vessels. Nerves
forming loops have been traced into them, and these are the
carriers of the sensuous impressions. These nerves proceed by
two different routes to the brain. Those which proceed from
the papillae (including the circumvallate) at the back of the

tongue, are gathered into a bundle which joins the eighth pair
of nerves; and those from the papillae at the front unite to
form a branch of the fifth pair. Each of these sets of nerves

conveys both common sensation and the special sense of taste ;

but the branch of the eighth is more concerned in carrying
gustatory impressions, for the sense of taste is keenest in the

large walled-round papillae, and the pleasures of taste become
gradually more intense in proceeding from the front backwards.

Considering, then, the sense of taste in relation to its uses,
we find that not only does it stand at the entrance of the pas-
sage for food, to guard the gate, in order to admit good citizens

and exclude conspirators against the constitution, as the sense
of smell does, but it has other important functions.

First, it stimulates to the act of grinding the food and reduc-

ing it to a pulp, giving, by the pleasure it occasions during the

process, an inducement which the bare knowledge of the fact
that this comminution is necessary for the after digestive opera-
tions of the stomach, could hardly supply. Secondly, from the

sensibility of the tongue becoming greater as the food proceeds
backwards, it causes it to be carried in that direction while

being masticated ; and finally, in order to enjoy the most exquisite
sensation of taste, the feeder finds it necessary to fling the bolus

backward on to the root of the tongue, and there it becomes
the subject of a curious mechanical process. Until the food has
reached this point, it is perfectly under the control of the will of

the feeder, and it can be moved in any direction, and entirely

ejected from the mouth, if he find it hard or nauseous , but

directly it has reached this point it passes at once out of his

control. The presence of food at this point excites what is

called the reflex, or involuntary, action of the muscles of the

throat, so that the soft palate above the throat behind seizes it

and thrusts it at once rapidly down into the stomach. This

involuntary action is curious, rot only because the presence of

food invariably excites it, but it cannot be excited unless by the

presence of some substance at that part. The act of swallow-

ing cannot be effected unless there be something to swallow.

Further, if a foreign body touch this sensitive part, and it can-

not be swallowed, the stimulus is so violent that, being denied

its legitimate result, it will excite the reversed action, and occa-

sion vomiting. Thus, while Nature ungrudgingly grants sensuous

gratification where bodily wants exist, she imperiously denies all

pleasure if no good end is connected with its gratification.

However sad the fact may be to him, the glutton knows that

there is a strict limit to his enjoyment. Alas for him ! he cannot

by any device revel in the pleasures of the table without filling

bis stomach, and this is of very limited capacity.
In the case of taste, then, the mutual dependence of bodily

necessities and the gratification of the sense is very marked ;

and a consideration of the whole circumstances connected with

this sense will furnish a strong argument in favour of the unity
of the creation and the omniscience of the Creator; for we have,
as essential conditions of the pleasure of eating, four distinct

things, in no way necessarily connected with one another, except
as they are designed to relate to each other. They are these :

The body, requiring aliment ; the sense of taste, prompting to

feed ; wholesome food, fitted to maintain the body in well-being;

peculiar, and often superadded flavours, to tempt the sense.

Putting these in the order in which they are related to one

another, we have food, flavour, pleasure, health. The distinct

links in the chain are all wonderful, but the union proves a

unity of design and a benevolence of purpose.
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SgUAKK AM) CUIJE BOOT.

I already stated that when any number in multiplied
t any number of time*, th pMduot* are called the second,

third, fourth powers, etc., of tho nuinbor respectively.

The second and lliird powen of any number are generally

called the square and cube of that number. Tliun, 81 U tho

square of 'J, 27 IM tho cube of 3.

Any power of a number is expressed by writing the number of

the power in small figures aboro th> littlo to the right.

Thin, the i would be written 1J ; the cube o;
'

th- tit'th power of 7, 7f
; and so on.

ersely, tho nuinbor which, taken twice an a factor, will

it |_'i\.n ininil.er, i-t called the square root of that num-
at which, taken three times as a factor, will produce a

'ailed the cube root of**it ; that which, taken

four tiinei as a factor, will produce a given number, is called

"ftk root of it ; and BO .on.

Any root of a number is represented by writing the sign */

over tho number, and placing tho number corresponding to the

number of tho root on the loft of the symbol, thus : V$ indi-

cates tho cube root of 8, \/8l tho fourth root of 81.

The square root of a number is generally expressed by merely

writing the symbol V over tho number, without the figure 2.

Thus, K/3 moons the square root of 3 ; V84 the square root

of 84.

2. Every number has manifestly a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc.,

But every number has not conversely an exact square, cube,

third root, etc. For example, there is no whole number which,
when multiplied into itself, will produce 7 ; and since any frac-

tion in its lowest terms multiplied into itself must produce a

fraction, 7 cannot have a fraction for its square root. Hence 7

has no ernct square root. But although wo cannot find a whole

number or fraction which, when multiplied into itself, will pro-

duce 7 exactly, we can always, as will be shown hereafter, find

a decimal which will be a very near approximation to a square

root of 7, and wo can carry the approximation as nearly to n/7
as we please. And the same will be true of every number which

has no exact square root, third root, etc.

It is desirable that tho student should know by heart tho

squares and cubes of the successive numbers from 1 up to 12,

appended in tho following table :

NO.
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pkted divisor into the last figure of the root must not exceed

the dividend. Hence, in finding the figure to be placed in the

root, care must be taken to observe whether, when the multi-

plication is effected, the product will exceed the dividend or not.

Thus, in the last example, in the case of the dividend 334, the

partial divisor 4 will go eight times in 33, but since the product
8 X 48 is greater than 334, 7 is the next figure of the root, and
not 8.

7. In the case of a decimal, if the number of decimal places
be odd, it should always be made even by annexing a cipher, in

order that the last period may be completed.
EXAMPLE. Find the square root of 41 '341 56.

Here, adding a cipher, we point the decimal thus :

41-341560 (
6-429

36

124) 534

496

1282 ) 3815

2564

12840 ) 125160

115641

9519

And there will be 3 decimal places in the square root obtained.

Here there is a remainder, or the given decimal is not what is

called a complete square. By adding, however, more ciphers,
more and more figures can be obtained in the root, to any extent

of approximation.

This is a similar case to that of */7 spoken of in Art. 2.

To approximate to the square root of 7, we shpuld proceed
thus :

7-0606 (
2-64

4

46)300
276

521) 2400

2096

304

By continually adding ciphers we can carry the approximation to any
degree of nearness.

8. Similarly, in the case of any whole number which is not a

complete square root, an approximation to the root by means of

decimals can be obtained.

The integral part of the root obtained is, of course, the square
root of the largest integral complete square, which is less than
the given number.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. X.
DISCOVERIES OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

IN tracing the discoveries that have been made in different

parts of the world, and the fresh details of foreign countries
that have been added to our knowledge of geography during
the last forty years, or thereabouts, from 1830 to the present
time, our best course, after noting the progress of discovery
and expleration in Asia, which was done in the last lesson, will

be to glance at Oceania, which comprises the whole of our
colonial empire on the south-western borders of the Pacific, and
eee what has been effected by travellers, voyagers, explorers,
and adventurers in that portion of the world's surface.

Lying along the equator, and pretty nearly within a belt

bounded by the tenth degree of north latitude on one side, and
the tenth parallel of south latitude on the other, are a number
of large islands, which form a long chain between South-Western
Asia on the north and Australia on the south. These islands,
which belong chiefly to the Dutch, are rich in vegetable and
mineral produce of all kinds. Chief among them is Borneo,
the largest island in the world (since geographers are now agreed
in considering Australia as a continent), peopled by a ferocious

race of savages, who, like all the inhabitants of the seaboard
of the islands of Malaysia, are greatly addicted to piracy. Our
knowledge of this part of Oceania, more especially the islands
of Java and Sumatra, has been gathered from the works of Sir

Stamford Raffles and others, but since 1840 it has been con-

siderably extended by the investigations made by Sir James
Brooke in the Eastern or Asiatic Archipelago.
The story of the adventurous career of this gentleman may

be told in a few words. He was an Indian officer who was
severely wounded in the Burmese war of 1824-26, and shortly
after quitted the service. During a voyage to China in 1830,

hp saw for the first time the islands of the Asiatic Archipelago,
and soon became convinced that they offered a splendid field

for enterprise and research. Disliking an idle life, and being a

wealthy man and well able to follow up any scheme on which
he had set his fancy, he determined to devote his energies and
his means to the attempt of civilising the Malay races, and im-

parting to them the benefits of commerce, gathering at the

same time information about the geography and natural history
of these almost unknown regions. Returning to England, he
made himself acquainted with the practical duties of a sailor,

and having purchased the Royalist, a schooner yacht of 150

tons, he equipped her and furnished her with costly instruments

for surveying, etc., and sailed again for the Eastern Archipelago
in 1838, arriving off the coast of Borneo, August 1, 1839. Here
he became acquainted with the Rajah Muda Hassim, the uncle
of the Sultan of Borneo, and immediately commenced a survey
of the north-west coast of the island, which he relinquished in

consequence of a rebellion of the Dyaks in that part of Borneo.
He then visited Celebes and surveyed the Gulf of Boni, and
made a large collection of the quadrupeds, birds, and plants of

that island. In 1840 he returned to Borneo, and having ren-

dered considerable assistance to Muda Hassim in the suppres-
sion of the rebellion, he was rewarded with a large tract of land
called Sarawak, on the north-west coast, and received the title

of rajah. He now turned his attention to the suppression of

piracy in the Malay waters, and in this he was successful,

though the means at his command were but small. Ultimately
he was instrumental in procuring the cession of Labuan, an
island also on the north-west coast of Borneo, to Great Britain,
which is still retained as a British dependency, although the

British Government, as lately as 1858, declined to purchase Sir

James Brooke's province of Sarawak.
In Australia, prior to 1840, the explorations had been chiefly

confined to surveys of the coast, and short excursions inland for

distances varying from fifty to one hundred miles from the shore

such as the expedition of Lieutenants Grey and Lushington
in 1839, which resulted in the discovery of the Glenelg River on
the north-west coast except in New South Wales and South

Australia, where the researches of the colonists had been pushed
farther inland with the view of discovering suitable localities

for settling and pasture lands fit for sheep-farming. In 1841,
Mr. Edward John Eyre left Fowler Bay, on the south coast of

South Australia, on February 25, and reached St. George's

Sound, a distance of 1,040 miles from the point whence he

started, on July 7, having had no other companion during the

last half of his journey than a native Australian. The first

attempt to traverse the interior of the country, and ascertain its

general character, was made in 1844 by Captain Start, who had

proposed to go through the length and breadth of the country
from north to south and from east to west. His scheme was
found to be impracticable from its magnitude ; but the British.

Government supplied the necessary funds for the equipment of

an expedition under Captain Start's command, to proceed along
the Darling as far as Laidley's Ponds, and to try to go thence

northwards across the country to the Gulf of Carpentaria.

The expedition, however, was a failure as far as crossing the

continent was concerned, but Captain Start reached a spot ia

latitude 24 5' south, longitude 138 15' east, about 200 miles

from the centre of the continent, beyond which it was found

impossible to penetrate, owing to the impracticable character of

the country and the want of food and water for the horses. He
was therefore reluctantly compelled to retrace his steps and
abandon his explorations.

Another Australian traveller, Dr. Ludwig Leichardt, was more
successful. Proceeding from Moreton Bay to Jimba, the farthest

station on the Darling Downs, Dr. Leichardt, accompanied by
a party of seven persons, quitted this point on October 1, 1844,
and made his way through the interior by a route nearly parallel

to the coast to the south-east corner of the Gulf of Carpentaria,

and thence to Port Essington, a distance of 1,800 miles, arriving

at his destination on December 17, 1845, after a journey of a
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little moro than fourteen months. Many riTera were discovered,
whioh wa tho Mackenzie, on whose bank* some good

i'ls were found, and several tract* of coumtry wore
crowed confuting of rich arable land, admirably adapted for

.iv'rii-ultiir.il purpose*, lli.s subsequent expedition!, however,
IMP.- not attended with the same good fortune. In 1847 he set

out on a journey across the Australian continent from Sydney
to Swun liioh he waa compelled to abandon by event*
over which h<> h.i.l no control, after reaching as far as the downs
of the Upper Mackenzie and Peak River. Nothing daunted by
the uuHucuessful result of hi* attempt to traverse Australia, he

1 once moro on bin great undertaking about the beginning
of 1848, from Moreton Bay, only to meet with freah failure and
death. From that time nothing hau been heard either of the

of so barren and desolate a character as had been imagined from
the discovery of the great central deiiert by Captain Start in

1844.

To Barke and his companion* belong the honour of baring
been the first to make their way from south to north, across the
trackless centre of the Australian continent ; but three out of

the four were doomed to purchase the distinction they had so

gallantly won, at the cost of their lives. Having feasted their

eyes with the sight of the blue waters of the Gulf of Carpen-
taria, the adventurers, worn and weakened by the privations
they had endured, and the fatigues and hardships they had
undergone in their journey northwards, turned to retrace their

steps. Gray died soon after commencing the march home-
wards ; but the three survivors struggled on till, in April, they

IEEK, AUSTRALIA ; THE SPOT WHERE BURKE AND WILLS DFKD IN 1861.

leader of the expedition or his companions, and although a few
traces of their route after quitting the west bank of the Con-
damine River and Fitzroy Downs have been found, nothing
definite respecting their fate and what led to the failure of the

expedition has ever been discovered.

The principal journeys of discovery in Australia since the

disappearance of Dr. Leichardt hare been the expeditions of
Mr. Augustus C. Gregory, in West, North-West, and North Aus-
tralia in 1856 and 1858, in which many important discoveries
were effected, and the perilous march of Richard O'Hara Burke,
and his companions Gray, King, and Wills, across the continent
from Melbourne to the Gulf of Carpentaria in 1860-61. Tho
exploring party started from Melbourne on August 10, 1860,
and reached the Gulf of Carpentaria, near the embouchure of
the Cloncurry River, on February 11, 1861, having passed
for miles and miles through a fertile and well-watered country,
thus proving that the whole of the interior, at all events, is not

reached Cooper's Creek, a stream that crosses the boundary line

between South Australia and New South Wales, towards its

northern limit, where, the year before, Burke had left a few men
in charge of a store of provisions. By some sad fatality, the

man who had been placed at the head of the little party left to I

guard the depot, weary of awaiting the return of the travellers,

and thinking that they had all perished, had left the spot only
a few hours before Burke and his companions reached it.

Knowing that it would be utterly useless to try to overtake

them. Burke and his friends directed their steps towards Mount
Hopeless, a short range on the west side of Lake Blanch, where

they found some settlers who had "
squatted" in that locality in

as wretched a condition as themselves, without clothes and
without food, endeavouring to prolong existence by searching in

tho marshes and swamps for a plant called rusrdou, whioh they
knew was frequently eaten by the natives when nothing better

could be had. Again disappointed of procuring aid. and un-
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able to advance any further, Burke and Wills soon died of

exhaustion, and King himself was at the point of death, when

he was discovered by a party of the natives, who .treated him

with the iitmost kindness, and, when he was sufficiently re-

covered, brought him on his way towards Melbourne, which he

reached in safety towards the close of the year, having met with

an expedition which had been sent out to see if any traces

could be discovered of the missing travellers.

In other parts of Oceania, little of any importance besides

surveys of the coast and different parts of the waters of the

Pacific has been effected of late years, nor have any further

discoveries been made with regard to the outlying lands of the

Antarctic continent that is supposed to encircle the South Pole,

girdled by volcanic ranges that seem to forbid all access to

whatever may lie beyond, although it may bo mentioned that a

theory has been broached to the effect that within the belt of

burning mountains that line its gloomy ice-bound shores, it is

possible there may be a country in which human life may be

sustained, and in which may be found productions suitable to

its soil and clime, that are amply sufficient for man's require-
'

ments.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XIX.
SECTION XXX. RELATIVE PRONOUNS [ 38].

1. Qui, used as nominative, may relate to persons or to

things.

Lea fleurs qui sont dans votre T7i fan-era which are in your

jardin, garden.

2. Qui, used as the object of a verb, can only be said of per-

Bons. It is used interrogatively with or without a preposition.

Arriv-er, 1, to arrive.

Avec, with.

Coffre, m., trunk.

Coinmand-er,l, to order,

ficossais, -e, Scotch.

Enfant, m., child.



3 IN 1)RAWING.

::<> verb fain if used before another verb, in the MUM of

t ilUtirunomauon? Dot* your brother have a hotutluMr
II eu fait bitlr plua d'uiie, lit hat mart than on* built.

may be used in the same MOM before its own infinitive.

Jo fail faire un habit de dr.ij. ?

You* faitM faire des soulien de
i-uir.

-iil-.ir [Seot. XXVII. 6] followed by dire ia used in the
MUM of to mean.

I have a cloth eoat made.
you have leather hOM made.

Que vouloz-vous dire P

Votre MBUr quo vuut-cllo dire?

What do you man f

What dots your titter mean f

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

No mottoz-vouB pas TO* habits P

J'ai pear de lea gater.
Ne portez-vous jamois rotre habit

uoir?

Je le uieta tout) les Samodis.

I'ouriiuoi n'otez-vous pus votre
111:111tcau P

J'ai trop froid, j'ai peur de 1'uter.

Do you not put on your clotlut f

I am njraid of spoiling them.

Do you. never wear your Hack coat t

I fill it ,,,i.every Saturday.
Why do you not take off your cloak J

Faites-vous ruccommoder vos sou-

liers P

Je fais roccornmoder xnea habits.

Je fais faire uue paire de bottes.

Je fais creuser un puits.
Votr frere quo veut-il diro ?

Que veut dire cela ?

Cell ne vout rieu dire.

Otez-voiis vos souliers et vos bos ?

Je n'ote iii les uns ni les autres.

Le diner eat pret ; le douiestique
va inottro lo couvert.

Voulez-vous otor le couvert ?

Jo vais mettro le couvert.

Je vais otor le couvert.

J aw too cold, I am afraid to take it

off.

Do you have your shoes mended t

I have my clothes mended.
I have a pair of boots made.
I liave a well dug.
What does your brother mean?
What doet that mean f

'

That means nothing.
Do you take off your shoe* and stock-

nt'jK /

I take off neither these nor those.

Dinner is ready; the servant is going
to lay the cloth.

Will you take away the things from
the table 1

I am going to Ian ""' cloth.

I am going to take au-aij the things.

VOCABULARY.

Apothicaire, m., drug-
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LESSONS IN DRAWING.

at the other itide ; observe the tone, and consequently thu

union nt ..(" pressure required fur the cant ithadow.

imoful littlo instrument for shading, called a

made .! ii.-r of leather or paper, rolled op to about

tin- lrKth .111.1 thii-kn.-Hs of the finger, and pointed at each end.

. -i.-.l. lila< -k chalk or lead U ground to a powder, the point

..p.'il int.. it, and then rubbod over the part to

be shadi'il until an oven tint in produced. We merely n.

MI- here and explain its use, but at present we will put
:, and keep to the line method until the pupil has tho-

rmujhly mastered it ; afterwards we will draw his attention to

of the stump, as capable of producing a ground for aha-

:<> be lined over afterward*. The (Treat art of shading a

Irawing well U to make use of the sluvdowx, half tints, and

oar admiration is excited by the uuueutuesi and beauty of the

form which the line alone determines : BOW this feeling most be
carried on, ifhen introducing the shadows and the infinite num-
ber of minor tones, by preseffinu all that the line intended to

gire, whilst our attention is engrossed upon the shadows. la

Fig. 73 there are several point* of importance which most not
be passed orer : the pupil will notice that the wall to the left

has the upper edges of each stone left untouched, because these

edges, as they "round off" to the horizontal surface, meeting the

mortar, catch the light more forcibly than the faces of the stones

which are in a perpendicular position. In old stone walls of

ruins these effects are continually to be seen, and must not be

disregarded. The depth or intensity of shadows may not only
be increased or diminished according to the pressure of the pencil

Fig. 75.

minor (or lighter) tones, as a means of distinguishing the form
of the object, whether as to its general effect, or to the most
minute and delicate details. We know that, in nature, objects
are not represented to us by lines drawn about their edges ; they
are distinguishable from each other only by light and shade and
colour : therefore, as it is necessary in the first instance to deter-
mine by an outline the boundary or form of the object, with all

its various changes of surface, so we must as we proceed with
the picture, by adding light, and shade, and colour, gradually
lose the drawn lino in the work, so as to avoid harshness, and
that appearance which would strike us as if it had been cut out
with a penknife. Of course we cannot altogether do without
the line of the form, nor is it desirable that we should ; and since
our intention is to give as intelligible a representation of the
object as we con, lines may be judiciously left without offending
the eye by any unseemly harshness of expression. A line only
determines the boundary of an object that is, it gives the form ;

and in simple outline only, where no light and shade are added,

employed, but also by the distance the lines are drawn apart
closer together when depth is required, and wider when the

shadows are to be lighter. The lines which produce the oast

shadow of the wall on the horizontal surface of the steps must be
drawn, towards the vanishing point of the steps, and the edge of

the shadow is determined by the following rule : Let A. (Fig. 74)
be the wall causing the shadow on the steps ; let the dotted lines

a 6, c d, e /, etc., represent the inclination of the sun's rays (at
an angle with the horizon, but parallel with the picture plane).
As the end of the wall rises perpendicularly from the end of the

step at k, therefore the shadow of the upper edge a will be at 6,

and the shadow of a c will be 6 g, directed towards the vanishing

point of the wall ; and because the sun's rays are parallel with

the picture plane, and the wall at right angles with the picture

plane, therefore its shadow will be the same, and consequently
both the edge of the wall and its shadow have the same vanish-

ing point, which in this case is the F s (point of sight). Thus it

will be seen that the edge of the shadow on the front of the
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steps is according to the inclination of the sun's rays, whilst the

edge on the top or tread of the steps is directed towards the

p s
;
therefore the upper edge of the wall casts its shadow on the

line bgdhfimn. In Fig. 75 the pupil will find a useful

example for practice in shading. In copying this he must
determine the extent of the shadows and the depth of their

tints by the directions that have been given above.

EXAMPLES. Audax vir, m., a bold man; audax femina, ., a
bold woman ; audax animal, n., a bold animal.

LESSONS IN LATIN. X.
THE THIRD DECLENSION (continued).

ADJECTIVES AKD NOUNS OF THE THIKD DECLENSION
DECLINED TOGETHER.

Coses. Singular.

N. acer odor, m., a pungent smell. dulcis mater, f., a sweet mother.

Gr. acris odoris, of a, pwngent smell, dulcis matris, of a sweet mother.
D. acri odori, to a pungent smell. Avici matri, to a su'eet mother.

Ac. acrem odorem, a pungent smell, dulcem matrem, a sweet mother.
V. acris odor, pungent smell ! dulcis mater, sweet motlier !

Ab. acri odore, by a pungent smell. dulci matre, b,y a sweet motJier.

Coses. Plwrdl.

N. acres odores, pungent smells. dulces matres, sweet mothers.

G. acrium odorum, of pungent smells, dulcium matrum, of sweet mothers.

D. acribus odoribus, to pungent smells, dulcibus matribus, to siceet mothers.

Ac. acres odores, pungent smells. dulces matres, siceet mothers.

V. acres odores, pungent smells .' dulces matres, sweet mothers !

Ab. acribus odoribus, bypungent smells, dulcibus matribus, by stceet mothers.

Cases. Singular.

N. majus opus, n., a greater u-orfc. rudis miles, m., an untrained soldier.

G. majoris opSris, of a greater u-orfc. rudis militis, of an untrained soldier.

D. majori open, to a greater ux>rfc. rudi militi, to an untrained soldier.

Ac.majus opus, a greater work. rudem militem, an unfrai?ied soldier.

V. majus opus, O greater work ! rudis miles, untrained soldier .'

Ab.majore op6re, by a greater uwfc. rudi milite, by an untrained soldier.

Cases.



LESSONS IN ENGLISH.

EXIRCIBK 30. I AT1N.

1. Artifices defeado. 2. Artifice* a me deftnduntnr. 3. Estne illi

woroes ? 4. Pecus non est illi. 5. In oenrioo pungor. 0. Artifices

phiKuut pecoro. 7. Funestss nuut rogum kges. 8. Beges equitis
ur vituperotur calol,s ? lu. CwLbes vitoperat plcbi.

11. Suut luilitibus meroodes. 1-'. Multu dooet sstas.

EXXRCISX 31. LATIN-KNOUHH.

.Is deceive bachelors. 2. Mothers are slain by fevers. 3. I

Kreutly like the sea. 4. The Ma i* liked by wuloni. 6. Husbandmen
, coru-flclJg. 6. There ore Bailors in the ships. 7. There is

:. in the globe. 8. The brothers are in the fires (flames). 0. The

goddesses have altars. 10. Hare not the {rods altars? 11. The
husbandmen defend the sheepfolds with a hatchet.

EXERCISE 32. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Corporibus naves defendant nautm. 2. In rnpibns snnt ares.

3. A uautia rupes ne nmantur? 4. Nocot plebi erodes. 5. Ares
feriuut nubes. 6. Secures defendant naves. 7. Civium aves nooentur.

!-. Principiu sedile laudatur. '.'. Viiicimus principum comites.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. X.
DERIVATION.-PEEFIXES (continued).

IN tho prefixes and quotations given in former lessons, we may
find a species of indirect history. Tho facts sot forth in connec-
tion with them, show ns how much ours is a composite language,
a language that is like the composite order of architecture, mode
up of elements derived from different sources. Tho facts also
inform us that the English nation has been ckmely connected
with tho French, and so is much indebted to the ancient Latins.
To tho corrupt Latin of tho Middle Ages we are also obviously
indebted ; and from tho Greek tongue we have derived words
and parts of words. Nor have Italy and Spain failed to con-
tributo to the enrichment of our language. In historical or

genealogical relations, we Englishmen of this day are connected
with tho Norman baron as well as the Saxon churl ; with tho
monk and the schoolmen, no less than with the conquerors of
tho world ; and may fancy tho lino of our relationship to stretch
from tho Thames to the Rhine, and from the Rhino even to the
Indus and tho Ganges. If every sentence that has been written
to convey to tho world a history of England had totally perished,
still scholars, out of the fossil remains of the nation discover-
able in its words, would, after the manner of the geologists, be
able to reproduce the great outlines of our English life. Even
single words are full of the elements of history. Those ele-

ments are often beneath tho surface; at least they are not
obvious to the common eye. I give you, however, an instance,
the historical value of which is clear to all. When, in the early
part of the reign of Charles I., the Puritan party began to rise

against the royal authority, the more demure members of the

party wore their hair cropped so close and short, as, in contrast
with tho full and flowing locks of tho courtiers, to give their
heads the appearance of so many bowls. Queen Henrietta
Maria, tho spouse of Charles, observing this marked peculiarity,
graphically as well as wittily termed them roundheads. The
particular occasion was tho following :

" Samuel Barnadiston,
a noted republican, was, in his youth, tho leader of a deputation
of London apprentices, for tho purpose of communicating to
Parliament their notions regarding civil and religions govern-
ment. The queen, who saw this posse arrive at Whitehall, then
first noticed the extraordinary roundness of their closely-clipped
heads, and saw at the samo time tliat Samuel was a personable
apprentice ; upon which she exclaimed,

' La \ what a handsome
young roundhead \' The exactness of tho descriptive appella-
tion fixed it at once as a party name ; roundheads they were
called from that moment, and roundheads they will remain
while history endures."* You thus eee that tho term "Round-
head "

contains a history. It also paints a picture. In the
word " roundhead

" we possess an historical picture ; and the
picture which it paints all can appreciate. Why ? Because tho
word consists of Saxon terms, nursery terms. Translate tho
Saxon " roundhead "

into Latin, rotundum caput, and so far from
painting a picture, tho term does not convey any meaning to the
mere English scholar. If, then, you would be understood by the

"Lives of the Queens of England," by Agnes Strickland
vol. riii., p. 99.

people, one word* of maun origin. ifot If you
acquainted with UM English laming*, tody its Latin, an4
generally it* foreign elements, M UMM are they with which TO.
do not become familiar in the nonary, and which nnsMiqiiaatlj

present difficulties, and obstruct the pathway to knowledge.
These remarks suggest Masons why we are entering to folly
into the composition of English word*.

Hyper, of Greek origin (forp, pronounced ho'-per, wjMm, over,
too much), found in hyper-critic ; that in, one who i* tov critical,

unjustifiably critical.

"The hyptreritioaU eeatroMOer of poeU, Julius Seahfer, doth so
evenly oeusure nations, that he ssstasth to ait ia the chairs of the
cornfull." dm*..

Hypo, of Greek origin (two, pronounced hu-po), with the import
of under, appears in hypocrisy, acting under a mtuk, acting an
assumed character, involving both simulation or pretending to
something you are not, and dissimnlation or concealing what
yon are. Hypo appears also in hypotenuse (Greek, rcwir,
pronounced ti-nino, to stretch).

" The square of the hypotatuM ia a right-angled triangle is equal to
the squares of the two other sides." Lock*,

" JTmisn TTmfiisfnss<iij|.-

Hypo appears also in hypothesis (Greek, 0ij<m, pronounced
the-sis, a placing), wh :ch by its derivation signifies a placing
wider, as is intimated in the Latin supposition (sob, under; and
ponere, to place). An hypothesis, then, is a supposition some-
thing put under certain phenomena or appearances in order
to explain their cause or immediate origin.

" Any hypothesis which possesses a sufficient degree of plansfbilitr
to account for a number of facto, helps na to digest these facts in

proper order, to bring now ones to light, and to make ttjimtmmtj
cruets (that is. decisive tests) for the sake of future inquiries."

Hartley,
" On .Man."

In, of Latin origin, signifying in, into, and upon, having also
a negative force, appears in these forms, namely, ig, H, im, in,

ir, is.

ly, as in the Latin word umoramus, denoting one who knows
nothing. Here ig makes the statement in the verb equivalent
to a negative proposition. Jjmoramns properly signifies we arc

ignorant. An ignoramus once in a letter to me spoke of igno-
rami, fancying, with a smattering of Latin, that the plural of
mus was mi. If ignoramus is used in the plural, it must stand
as ignoramuses ; but Beaumont uses ignoramus itself as a
plural.

" Give blockheads boere.
And silly ignoramus, such as think
There's powder-treason in all Spanish drink."

Ignoramus is used also as an adjective ; e.g.,

" Let ignoramus juries find no traitors ;

And ignoramus poets scribble satires."

II, as in illegal, not legal ; illegitimate, not legitimate ; the
root of both being lex, legis, Latin, a {ate. In illustrate (Latin,

lux, light), the il denotes upon ; illustrate is to throw light upon
a subject. In ittusory (Latin, ludo, I play, cheat), deceptive, the
il seems to be little more than intensive.

Im, into, as imbibe (Latin, bibo, I drink), imbody (embody).
" The soul grows clotted by contagion,
Imbodte* and tmbruts, till she quito lose

The divine property of her first being." Jfflton.

In imbitter, the im (or em) is intensive or angmentive. In
immature (Latin, maturns, ripe), the tm is negative immature
means unripe ; im is negative also in immemorial (Latin, memor,
mindful) ; immemorial usage is usage time out of mind.

" And though some impious wits do questions move,
And doubt if souls immortal be or no,

That doubt their immortality doth prove,
Because they seem immortal things to know."

The root of immortal is the Latin more (mortis in the genitive),
death; whence mortal.

In, in, as in inclose (Latin, clando, I dote), to shut in ; in,

info, as income ; in means also not. as incognito (abridged into

incog.), a word coming to us from the Latin incognitus, unJbuwn,
through the Spanish incognito. Inconvenient is made up of in,

not, cum, trifh, and venio, I come; inconvenient, therefore, is

that which does not come with you, does not agree with your
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condition, position, or wishes. In indigent (Latin, indigeo, I

want, from in and egeo), needy, the in is augmentive.

"
Themistocles, the great Athenian general, being asked whether he

would choose to marry his daughter to an indigent man of merit, or to

a worthless man of an estate, replied, that he should prefer a man
without an estate, to an estate without a man." Spectator.

Ir, not, as in irreparable (from the Latin through the French ;

Latin, reparare, to get again), not to be got again, not to be re-

gained or restored.

" Nor does she this irreparable woe
To shipwreck, war, or wasting sickness, owe;
But her own hands, the toois of envious fate,

Wrought the dire mischief which she mourns too late."

Lewis,
"

Statins."

In MTuption (Latin, rumpo, I brcali), the ir has the force of into ;

the opposite of irruption, a breaking into, is eruption, a breaking

out of. Compare corruption, a breaking tvgetlier, a breaking up,

a crumbling.
In passes into the form is in isolated (Latin, insula, an island),

derived immediately from the French isole ; isolated, or rather

insulated, means standing alone, like an island in the sea. The

French form gains prevalence, and has given riae to the verb

isolate and the noun isolation.

Inter, of Latin origin (compare enter as above), signifying be-

tween, among; as intermarry, said of families, members of

which marry one another ; inter is found also in interpolate, to

introduce. This is a word which has given trouble to the etymo-

logists. Both Richardson and Du Cange connect it with polire,

to polish. This view makes interpolation a sort of amendment,
whereas the word carries with it the idea of corruption and de-

privation. In terpolation seems to me a low Latin word, whose

root is the classical Latin pello (pulsus), I Urive, BO {hat inter-

polation is something thrust in, something foisted on. This is

the sense in which the word is generally used, denoting the un-

justifiable additions and insertions made to manuscripts by later

hands than those by which they were originally composed.
" The very distances of places, as well as numbers of the books,

demonstrate that there could be no collusion, no altering nor inter-

polating one copy by another, nor all by any of them." Bentley,
" On

Freethinking."
" The larger epistles of Ignatius are generally supposed to be inter-

polated." Jorfin,
"
Ecclesiastical History."

Inter-minable is thus printed in " Richardson's Dictionary," as

though the word was from the Latin inter, and minor, J threaten;

whereas it is made up of in, not, and terminus, a limit, or

boundary, and so is equivalent to unlimited, or unbounded ;

as in
" Plains immense

Lie stretched below, interm.ina.blc meads
And vast savannahs, where the wandering eye,

Unfixt, is in a verdant oceau lost."

TTiomson,
" Summer."

Intra, of Latin origin, signifying ivithin, occurs in the forms

infra, and intro, e.g., as in the recent word intramural (Latin,

murus, the wall of a city), intramural interments, and introduce

(Latin, duco, I lead), to lead ivithin; also intromit (Latin, mitto,

I send), to send or let in.

" So that I (Guido Reni) was forced to make an introspection into

mine own mind, and into that idea of beauty which I have formed in

my own imagination." Dryden, "Parallel."

Magn, of Latin origin (magnus, great), in the forma magna
and magni, enters into the composition of the following words :

magnanimity (Latin, animus, mind), greatness of mind ; magnify
(Latin, facio, I make), to make great, extol ; magniloquence
(Latin, loquor, I speak), great talk. Magnify is connected with

the words magnificence, magnificent, magnifier. From magnus,
great, comes also mog7iitude.

" To these, thy naval streams,

Thy frequent towns superb, of busy trade,

And ports maynific add, and stately ships,

Innumerous." Dyer.

Mai, or male, of Latin origin (malum, evil), forms a set of

words the opposites of words containing bcne ; as malevolence,

oenevolence; malediction, fcenfidiction. Male is found in mal-

administration and maltreat ; maZefactions (Latin, facio, I do),

are misdeeds.

" I have heard
That guilty creatures sitting at a play,

Have, by the very cunning of the scene,
Been struck so to the soul, that presently
They have proclaim'd their male/actions."

Shakespeare, "Hamlet."

Melan, of Greek origin (jueAas, pronounced mel-as, black), to

disorder, presents itself in melancholy, literally, black bile (from
the Greek fj.t\as, black, and x ^' pronounced kol'-e, bile),

whence it was thought came habitual sadness.

" But hail, thou goddess, sage and holy,

Hail, diviuest mclancJioly .'

Whose saintly visage is too bright
To hit the sense of human sight ;

And therefore to our weaker view
O'erlaid with black, staid Wisdom's hue."

Milfon,
" K Penseroso."

Meta, of Greek origin (yuero, pronounced met-ta), signifying

after, and denoting change, transference, is found in metaphor
(from the Greek <pfp<a, pronounced fer'-ro, I bear), a figure of

speech in which there is a transference of the literal meaning of

the word. Words originally represented objects of sonse. It is

only by accommodation or transference that the word which set

forth some sensible objects has come to denote a state of mind
or feeling. Thus acute, which now describes a shrewd, clever

mind, properly signifies sharp, piercing from the Latin acu, a.

needle. In this view, all words now applied to mental or moral

phenomena, contain metaphors. Instances may be given in re-

flect (Latin, re, back, and flecto, I bend), abstract (Latin, ab,

from ; and traho, I draw), conceive (Latin, cum, with, and capio,
J tafce), and of course their corresponding nouns

; also, in hard

(liard heart), open (open, disposition), light (%/it-hearted). The
term metaphor, however, is specially given to more marked and

striking, not to say artificial instances of transference, on the

ground of some real or supposed resemblance between the

material and the mental objects. Thus, the sun is termed tlie

king of day, and the moon tlie queen of night.
" An horn is the hieroglyphick of authority, power, and dignity, and

in this metaphor is often used in Scripture." Brown,
"
Vulgar Errors."

Meta forms the two first syllables of metaphysics (in Greek,

fj.fra TO. <pvrrtKa., pronounced met'-ta tar fu'-se-ka, after tlie

physics or natural sciences). The force of the word will be learnt

in these quotations :

" The one part which is physic (physics, relating to matter) in-

quireth and handleth the material and efficient causes ; and the other,
which is metaphysic (metaphysics, the plural is now generally used),
handleth the formal and final causes." Bacxm,

" Advancement of

Learning."
" From this part of Aristotle's logic there is an easy transition to

what has been called his metap/iysics ; a name unknown to the author

himself, and given to his most abstract philosophical works by his

editors, from an opinion that these books ought to be studied imme-

diately after his physics, or treatises on natural philosophy." Gillies,
"

.Analysis of Aristotle's Works."

Meta also enters into the Greek word metempsychosis (em, in,

and ifi'x'?* pronounced su'-ke, the soul), the passage of the soul

from one body to another.

" The souls ef usurers, after their death, Lucan affirms to be metem-

psychosed, or translated into the bodies of asses, and there remain cer-

tain years, for poor men to take their pennyworth out of their bones."

Peacham.

EXERCISE.

1. Parse the following sentences -.

July is a very hot month. In July the grass and flowers are burnt.

Why do you not water your garden ? The children go under the

bushes. A bee is on the honeysuckle. The bee will carry the honey
to the hive. Look at puss ! She pricks up her ears. She smells the

mice. Puss wants to get into the closet. The mice have nibbled the

biscuits. February is a cold month. It snows. It freezes.

2. Form sentences having in them these words :

Signification ; prevent ; incrustation ; excommunicate ; efflores-

cence ; encamp ; survey ; office ; entertainment ; epitaph ; equivoca-

tion; despot; forbid; pardon; hieroglyphics.

3. Write a theme on each of the following subjects :

1. Joseph and his brethren. 2. A May morning. 3. The Invincible

Armada. 4. The Solar System. 5. The chief river in the neighbour-
hood where you live, and any objects of interest on or near its banks.



LESSONS IN PENMANSITII'.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XIX
IN Copy-slips Nos. 67 and 68 the learner will Me how the letter*

V, W, and b aro joined to lottorn that preoodo and follow them,
iui.1 in tin-so hu will aluo find example* of the method of bringing

il ourvo to tho ri/ht. which terminate* the letter* that
have jut boea named, in a downward direction, in order to

carry it with greater facility into the lino that forma the loop

No. 70. An inspection of th* elementary itrolM* wfll chow
that the letter r U formed of the top-turn, with the addition of
a fine hair-stroke brought upward* along the right-hand mde
of the thick down-itroke of the top-turn M far a* the line c t,

when it in carried out to the right, in a graceful curve, a* far

an the line a a. The pen u then brought downward*, and th

letter in terminated by a curred or hooked ttroke, resembling if

a great measure a mall bottom-turn. When the letter r i*

COPT-SLIP NO. 67. THE WOBD WEVO.

COFY-ELIP NO. 68. THE WORD

COPY-SLIP NO. 69. ELEMENTARY STROKES FOBMINa THE LETTER T.

COPY-SLIP NO. 70. THE LETTER T.

COPY-SLIP NO. 71. THE WORD roller.

COPY-SLIP NO. 72. ELEMENTARY LOOPED STROKE, TOP-TURN.

of the letter e, which would be greatly curtailed in size and
robbed of its proper proportions if the final curve of tho v, b,
or w that precedes it were carried to the right midway between
the lines a a, c c, in the ordinary way, instead of being brought
downwards as far as the line c c and then turned into the loop
of the letter e.
The four remaining letters of tho writing alphabet namely,

r, f, k, and z each exhibit a peculiarity of form that is

not to be found in any other letter. Tho elementary strokes

which ore combined to form the letter r are shown in Copy-slip
No. 69, and the letter r itself in a complete form in Copy-slip

followed by e, the finishing turn, as in the case of the final

curve terminating tho letters V, W, and b, is made larger in

order to carry it into the fine np-stroko commencing at c c,

which forms the loop of the letter e.

An example of the letter r, in conjunction with letters pre-

ceding and following it, will bo found in Copy-slip No. 71. in

the word roller. The elementary looped stroke, turned at the

top, which generally forms the upper part of the letter f, i*

given in Copy-slip No. 72. It resemblea the loop-stroke, turned

at the bottom, which enters into the composition of the letters

j, g, and y, in a reversed position.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XVIIL

SECTION XXXIII. PECULIARITIES IN VEBBS, ETC.

1. THE infinitive of the active voice, in certain phrases, is, espe-

cially after the verb @etn, often employed in a passive significa-

tion, as : @r ifl ju eb,ren, he is to be honoured, (5r ifl 511 loben, he

is to lie praised. Sap ilm rufen, let him be called. This use of

the infinitive prevails to some extent in English. Thus, we may
translate literally the following examples : <DtefeS au ift ju er*

rotetfjen, this house is to let. JDiefer .ffnabe tft 311 tatetn, this boy is

to blame.

2. Jpcipen signifies "to name, to call;" also, sometimes, "to com-

mand." In the sense of naming or calling, it is most generally

used in a passive signification, as : 2Bie Ijeipen @ie ? how are

you called? or, what is your name? 3cf; tyctfe Siuboftit;. I am
called Ealph, or, my name is Ealph.

VOCABULARY.

e, /. pronun-
ciation.

93ei'tragcn, to contri-

bute.

33raunfd;toeig, n.

Brunswick.

Surd;, through, by
means of.

Grinsuj, single, only.

(Srflim'tnen, to climb.

"Srler'nen, to learn.

etoin'nen, to win,

gain.

lucf'fe'Iigfett, /. feli-

city.

BESUME OF

<Jin BofeS etotf'fen tfl nitty
t gu be

ru'BJgen.

in etefyr'tcr tfl Icictytcr ju uber*

jeu'gen, a( ein 2)ummcr.

2Bei86,eit tfl ntctyt tote cine SBaare 311

faufen.

S>ie JRofe tyeipt tie -fto'nigin ter

SStumen.

JCcr Sotoe ftctjjt ter Jlfntg ter

ipetpcn, to name (R.

2.)

?et'flcKen, to restore,

re-establish.

Sjtmmet, m. (the)

heavens, sky.

Safob, m>- James.

Sestcflo, or je^jc, the-

the (Sect. XXX.
6).

Jtunfltoerf, n. work of

art.

SJlutye, /. pains, toil.

Dfync, without.

, quick, rapid-

ly-

llebung, /. practice,
use.

lleberrc'ten, to pe-
suade.

lte'bcrfd;ufi, m. over-

shoe.

Itcberjeu'gcn, to con-

vince.

SSermie'tljcn, to let.

Sjevjct'fycn, to pardon,
excuse.

SSottfom'men, perfect.

2Bcrl^oH, valuable.

EXAMPLES.

An evil conscience is not to be

quieted.
A learned man is easier to con-

vince, than a stupid (one).
Wisdom is not to be bought

like wares.

The rose is called the queen of

flowers.

The lion is called the king of

the beasts.

EXERCISE 60.

1. Stefe grofjen, fctyonen fiufcr ftnb atte 3U sermictficn. 2. Da etne

ifl ju sermtetljen, ba8 anbcre 3U wrfaufcn. 3. 8 ifl nid>t 3U glau*

ben, bafj er un8 ertaffen Ijat. 4. 2>iefe SBucty ifl bei -^errn SBcftermann

in 3Sraunfd;toetg 3U tyaben. 5. J?ctn ein;tger tern toar am gan3en $\m--

md su feljen. 6. 2Bie ift biefeS tange SBort au83U|>retyen ? 7. 2Bo ftnb

tie beften @tiefet, @d;uf)e unb ltcberfd;ul}e ju ftnten ? 8. 3Me bcflen, tie

id; gefeljen tyabe, ftnb bet meincm atten Siadjbar 31. 3U finten. 9. !Da$

Seuer brannte fo fctynell, bap nid;t im djloffe 3U retten toar. 10. 9}td;t8

SOBert^oIteS ifl o^ne SKu^e 3U getoinnen. 11. JDtefer ^ofie ffelfen ift nictyt

ju erHimmen. 12. 2)iefe3 alte J&au8 ifl nidjt me^r tyerjufleHen. 13.

35urd; btefen SBalb ifl nid;t 311 fommen. 14. @r ifl toeber 311 uberjeugen.

nod; 3U ftberreben. 15. @etn SBetragen ifl gar nidjt 3U cr;cib,en. 16.

28ie 6,eipt 36r greunb? 17. Sr tycipt 3afob. 18. SBie tyeipt ba8 auf

5)eutfd; ? 19. @3 ^eipt cine aSrifle. 20. @tn J?unfttocrf ifi befto fd;6ncr,

je coUfommener eS ifl, ba8 tyeipt, je metyr X^citc c3 I;at, unb je mc^r aKe

tiefe X^cite 3um Stoecfe beitragen.

EXERCISE 61.

1. The pronunciation of foreign words is only to be acquired

through practice. 2. Nothing is to be learned without pains.
3. Perfect felicity is not to be found in this world. 4. You
speak so quick, that you are not to be understood. 5. Health
is not to be bought with money. 6. The peace of the town was
not to be restored through severe orders. 7. How do you call

these flowers ? 8. They are called tulips. 9. The intelligent

scholars are to be praised. 10. The difference between to buy
and to sell must, by this time, be known to the scholar. 11.

This book is to be had of the bookseller C. in London. 12.

A valuable work of art cannot be made without much toil.

13. The rose and the violet are valued for their perfume, the

tulip for the brilliancy of its colours. 14. James ia going to

Brunswick to-morrow. 15. The heavens declare the glory
of God.

VOCABULARY.

Slb'boten, to fetch, call

for.

9lb'retfen f
to depart.

2lb'fci)rei6en, to copy.
m.

instruction on the

piano,

artncr, m. gardener.

erum', about, round.

*?tn'fdncfen, to send to.

3ob,ann, John.

Sufi, /. desire, wish.

2JHt'bringen, to bring.

3ftit'geb,en, to go with.

@eit, since.

,
m. walk.

| 2Bte'berneb,men,totake

again, back.

|
SEilljclm, m. William.

j
3itrittf', back.

i
3uturf'fommen,tocome

back.

n, to send
back.

EXERCISE 62.

1. SBo fcfnrfcn @te Sfyrcn S3eticntcn Ijin? 2. Gr ift fran!, er fann

ntrgenbS Mngefycn. 3. cfyreibcn @ie tiefcn SBrtcf ab ? 4. 3d; tyabe ilm

fc$on abgefctmeben. 5. lauben @ic, bap ter S3ucb.btnter mir metne

S3itdb.er auritcfftytcft ? 6. -at Sljre @^tocfter tie 23tumen erb,alten, tie ic^

i^r gcfauft b,abe? 7. 2>er artner !ommt morgen unb toirb fie mttbringen

(Sect. XXVI. 2). 8. SBann geb,t Sc^ann in tie <gd>u(e ? 9. <5r
gefjt

morgen tatiin, unb ter Heine Jjetnrici) gc^t aud). 10. 2Bo fmb tie

ncucn JTifcfye, toctrf;c ter @d;rciner gcmacfyt ^at? 11. abcn @ie ten

fdjonen SBagen gefef;en, in toetd;cm -crr . fcine Srau unb fcine tftnbet

ob^otte ? 12. 2Bann lommt 3br -err JBruber son $ari jiaud ? 13.

Sr ifl fd;on fcit (Sect. LVII.) funf Sagen 3iin"trf. 14. -aben @te

Sufi, eincn @ajicrgang ju madjen ? 15. SJlcin, id; ^abe fcfjon einen

S^ajiergang um tie @tabt gemad;t.

EXERCISE 63.

1. He was beginning to tell us what he had written, but he

was interrupted by the arrival of a stranger. 2. When did

your sister start for France ? 3. She left the day before yester-

day. 4. Has she taken little Mary with her ? 5. It will be very
difficult to make his conduct agree with the principles that he

professes. 6. You, who have forsaken your friends, are entitled

to no confidence. 7. Good women are the most charming class

of society; they comfort us, raise our minds, constitute our

happiness, and have no vices but those which we communicate

to them.

SECTION XXXIV. PECULIARITIES IN VERBS, ETC.

(continued).

SCcrten is used as an auxiliary in forming the future of all

German verbs ; and, in this use, is translated by our auxiliary
"
shall

"
or "

will." ( 70. 6.)

1. As an independent verb toerten signifies,
" to become, to

grow, to get," etc., as : r toirb alt, he is grovjing old. a

SBetter toirb fatter, the weather is growing colder. (&$ toirb bunfet,

it is getting dark. >cr 9tabc toirb febr alt, the raven becomes very

old (lives or attains to a great age).

2. SBerben with the dative often denotes possession, as : SDJtr

toirb immev ta8 2)2eintge, I always obtain my own (to me comes

[becomes'] always my own). 5DIcinen armcn ilntcrtljanen mufi baS

Sljmgc toerten, my poor subjects must have their own (property).

CONJUGATION OF THE

Infinitive.

PRES. aSJcrten, to become.

PERF. etoor'ten fcin, to

become.

Singular.

3d; toerte, I become ;

!Du toirft, thou becomest ;

@r toirt, he becomes ;

VERB toerben, IN THE INDICATIVE.

Participles.

PRES. 28ertent, becoming,
have PERF. etoorten, become.

PRESENT.
Plural.

toir toerten, we become.

it;r toertet, you become,

fte toerben, they become.

IMPERFECT.

3d; tourte or toarb, I became ; ttir tourten, we became.

2)u tourteft or toartft, thou be- if>r tourtet, you became.

earnest ;

(Srr tourte or arb, he became ; fie tourben, they became.

PERFECT.

3d; bin getoortcn, I have be- 'toir ftnt gctoortcn, we have be-

come ;
come.

>u bifl getoortcn, thou hast be- ilir frit getoorten, you have be-

come ;
come.

@r tfl gettcrben.. he has become ; fie ftnb getoorten, they have be-

come.
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PERFECT.

3d? n.,u geivorien, I had become ; tr marcn geircrten, we bad be-

come.

Tu re.uft geroorten, thou holst tb,r aw gewctten, you had bo-

becomo ; <-c>mr.

tfr ii'-ir swerten. he hod be- fie toaren gewcrten, they hod be-

come : come.

FIRST FUTURE.

3eb roerte tverten, I shall bo- n>ic roerten njerten, wo Khali be-

come ; come.

XHi HMD! n<erten, thou wilt be- tb,r rcertet roerren, you will bo-

oome ; oomo.

iccrtrn, ho will become ; fit roerten werten, they will be-

come.

SECOND FUTURE.

3rfi rcerte gen* art en fetn, I shall tr nxrten geroorten fetn, we shall

liavo bocomo ;
have become.

Tu ivirft geu-orten fetn. thou wilt tftr u<crtet gewirten fetn, you will

have bocomo ; have become.
<r (Ctrl' genjorten fetn, he will fte njerten gcreorten frin, they will

havo become
;

have become.

IMPERATIVE.

2Berte tit, become thon ;

SBerte tr, lot him become ;

rertet t6,r, become you.
iverten fie, let them become.

3. Often, when repeated or customary action is implied, the

genitive of a noun is made to supply the place of an adverb,
as : X>e8 aJiergenJ fcblaft, re SDHttagS lieft, tint teS 9lbent faielt er, ho

sleeps in the morning, reads at noon, and plays in the evening.

( 101.)
4. 'JUS (as), after fpbalt, fc sief, fo welt, etc., is frequently

omitted, but must be supplied in translating, as : 2o triel
icfy

ittetjj, so far as I know. So gut td> fann, as well as I can. Scbalfc

cv fi'tnmt, as soon as he comes, etc. For other uses of alt. see
Sect. LX.

VOCABULARY.

to end,

Suge,

'.fluj'nnintcrn, to emi-

grate.

^een'ttgcn,

finish.

(Jamerat'.m. comrade.

X>arau3', thereout,
therefrom.

Xrucf, w. pressure.
Surfeit, to bo per-

mitted ( 25).

Chrbh'cfen, to descry,
see.

GrriDar ten, to await.

gertig. ready.

i Stnfcn, to sink.

as soon as.

r, m. day-
labourer.

Saufenfc, thousand (

44).

iBermiJ'gen, to be able.

iUor'ljaben, to intend.

JIBcrtcn, to become,
etc. (E. 1).

3iel, n. limit, goal,
aim.

3temlicfc., tolerably.

3uver, previously.

Su'funftig, future.

Smfter, dark,

gublen, to feel.

on*, hot.

yoffen, to hope.
ijimtcrt, hundred.

3ab,r, 11. year.

flrtcgcr, m. warrior.

2ager, n. couch.

2dngften3, at tho

longest.

SKeer, n. sea.

$lc$lic$, suddenly.
Scbladit, /. battle.

iRetubltf ', /. republic.

Seufjen, to sigh.

HSUM OF EXAMPLES.
'

er ta Ijorte, flant cr auf. As soon (as) ho hoard that, he
stood up (got up).

2o ciel tcfc wcijj. tft er ein ebr'hcfcer As much (as) I know (so far as
JKann. I know), ho is an honourable

man.
As soon as the report of the

treachery of Gorgey arrived,
tho courage of tho Hunga-
rians sank,

cnne un'terge&t, njtrt As soon as the sun goes down,
it (becomes) is night.

What has become of him ?

Tho hours (become) grow to

flays, the days to weeks, tho

weeks to months, and the
months to years.

EXERCISE 64.

1. 2Btr irertu alt unt Alter, tint fint eficr ant 3iele, aT u angeneSm
2. (J$ wait jo nnfter, tap ivtr unfcrc JjAnte nieht wr ten 'JIugen ju

erbticfen
vermo^ten.

3. Urn funf llbr n?trt tt tttnfel. 4. e:..
'ea 3Wotaen frii&, auf? 5. Sobatt e* Jag mirb, cerlajfe tc^i

metn Sager.

'
tie JJ7acf)rief)t vcn tent 55cr-

ra't^e (Hcr;jep'3 einttvif, fan! ter

tcr Unjarn.

Sobatt' tic

c 9lAd)t.

5Ba trt an* ibm gewcr'ten Y

te tuncen ivcrtcn ju ilagen, tie

Sage ju Sffio^en, tie 2Boc$cn ju

SDio'natcn, tint tic fflic'nate ju

3al;rcu.

6. 50cllen CU tiefel Jui-t nrt> na* ammla amatt<ni? 7. 34 |ai
el or, aber id) glaube nu^t, ia> emal karaiu wetten nnr. 8. Sraafrt^
tcurte nit J.ifcre etntaufent o^ibunim ad>t unto nafa tint flbtwMtf. ft

Q)ctt fpra^: el erte, unb el wan b.re ntmt Ohamnuhf f^cn
beentigt V 11. 9loeb nit^t, aber <$ fcoffe, tap fie in Un^ftral mcr^R
Xagen fertig tverten tmn. 12. SBal fcU aul mtr it. : (fl nnrt

ein b,etjier Xag nxrten, fprac^ ein alter Jtheger, twnLje fttvMfeo IMC Mr
tyla$t, {u fetnen Uameraten. 14. Xie cnne fanf ii U< Blot, ink rt

.(tit. 15. Xrr Jlranfe ftufit auf feinem fcager : .anil tt kora k
Sag werien'r

1

unt ter lagtibner unter tern Xrwfe feinet flrMt: .nr> d
teim nic^t bait Slae^t merten V

"
16. Xal SDettn ift fe^on jiemlu^ fait

gewcrten.

EXERCISE 65.

1. The present [fitgtnttwrt] we know, the future [3f*fl] w
know not of, and honour to that man who can quietly await

[rubig erroarten
j
the future. 2. Became your sister suddenly ill ?

3. No, she felt a violent headache eight days previously. 4. Do
yon intend to become a learned man? 5. Let us go bom* before
it gets dark. 6. Most people become 01 through neglect (km)
$ernacblaiTtgung]. 7. Many a one [Stonier] ha* become quite
another man, after he has received a more careful education. 8.

Most people become slaves of wealth instead of masters of it
9. As soon as it becomes spring, tho whole of nature revives

again [belebt firb tmeter].

OUR HOLIDA V

GYMNASTICS. VI.

THE construction wo have next to notice among the appliances
of tho Gymnasium is that known as

THE VAULTING HORSE.

This consists in a figure made of wood, something in the form
of the body of a horse, and the character of which will be seen

by our illustration (Fig. 19). It is desirable that the block
which forms the body of the horse should be covered with
leather and well padded, but this is not indispensable. The
legs, which must be very firmly fixed in the ground, should be
so contrived as to be capable of elevating or lowering the body
of the horse at pleasure, and the pommels also should be
movable, so as to be adjusted at the most convenient distances
for the performance of the different exercises.

In some gymnasia a more simple kind of construction, named
a Vaulting Buck, is employed for the use of learners in the

preliminary exercises among the Vaulting Horse series. The
buck is a solid block, in form an oblong square, and supported
either on four logs, or on one stout one, so fixed in the centre
that the body of the buck revolves upon it. But as the first

few of the exercises we have now to mention closely resemble
those which are performed on the vaulting buck, we need not
hero make more than a passing allusion to the hitter.

The body of tho vaulting horse is divided into three portions,
the neck, tho saddle, and the croup. The saddle is, of course,
the space between the two pommels ; the neck, the narrower

portion in advance of tho pommels; and the croup, behind
them. Near side is the side on your left hand, looking towards
tho neck from behind ; and off side, the side on your right.

1. Tho first position for the learner to practise is Ute rest (Fig.

20). You vault into this position from the ground, either with
or without a run. Placing the hands on the pommels of the

horse you spring lightly up, until the thighs rest on the body of

tho horse, as in tho illustration. Then descend to the ground,

and, without leaving your hold of the pommels, spring up again
and again several times in succession.

2. Still in the position of the rest, practise tho freemovement
of the legs, first one and then the other, sideways as far as you
can extend them. Afterwards move both together in the same

way. The object of this exercise is to prepare the learner to

mount the horse in a free and easy manner.

3. The saddle mount is performed in the following manner :

Go into the rest on the near side, then throw the right leg

upward, and let it pass over the croup ; remove the right hand
at the same time, and place it either upon the saddle or upon
the front pommel, when you can come down easily astride tho

horse. This position is said to be crosncoys to the horse, and

yon are s\dev:aya when in the rest.

4. For the croup mount, yon raise both legs upward from the
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rest, and, opening them when they are above the croup, you
como lightly down into the seat.

5. In the neck mount, you start as with the saddle mount, but

throw the right leg over both croup and saddle, removing both

hands as the leg passes.

6. In dismounting from the saddle seat, the right hand rests

upon the pommel in front

of you, and the left is placed

upon the saddle ; you then

throw the left leg backward
over the croup, and, at the

same time, grasp the back

pommel with the left hand.

This brings you back to

the position of the rest,

Fig. 19. but on the off-side of the

horse, and you then spring

lightly to the ground. In dismounting from the croup, you
throw up both legs backwards, and come to the ground on the

off-side, without an intermediate position. From the neck you
dismount as from the saddle, by swinging the left leg back-

wards, or you may occasionally descend to the ground by the

direct leap forward.

There are various other ways of mounting and dismounting,
more or less fantastic in their nature, but it would require too

much space, and serve no practical purpose, to describe them
here.

7. In descending from the horse, both in the exercises just
described and in the more advanced of the series, the backward

siving off may be performed with advantage, as follows : When
the position of the rest is reached, grasp the pommels firmly,

throw up the legs backwards, and, at the same moment, push-

ing off lightly with the hands, you descend to the ground some
distance from the horse. In descending in this manner, you
may also either turn to the right or to the left before coming to

the ground, or completely round, so that the back is towards the

horse when the feet touch the earth.

8. Balancing upon the horse is performed in a variety of

ways, but in these exercises the legs must not touch the horse.

One form of balancing is shown in Fig. 21. In executing this

balance you start from the croup seat, and throw your legs

gradually behind you, leaning well forward upon the hands at

the same time, the weight of the body resting upon them. In
this way you raise the legs to the position shown in the illus-

tration, and, as you become more expert and confident, you may
continue the upward movement until you stand upon the hands.

But when attempting to perform this teat, it is necessary that

some one should be close by the gymnast to render assistance

in case it is required.
9. The same kind of movement may be performed from the

position already described as the rest (Fig. 20), but in this case

the legs, even from the moment of starting, may be kept entirely
clear of the horse. Grasping both pommels firmly, gradually

raise the legs from the ground until the
knees pass between the arms, but without

touching the saddle. Then you may con-

tinue the movement until the legs are thrust

entirely through the arms, and extended

straight before you, when you are, as it

were, in a sitting position, but resting en-

tirely upon the hands. This is a capital

exercise, and, with a little care, may be per-
formed in perfect safety. When weary of

the position, spring forward to the ground,
descending on the other side of the horse,
hut without allowing any portion of the

body to touch it in passing. Remember
here the rule already given in our paper
on leaping exercises, to alight on the balls

of the feet, bending the knees slightly as

you touch the earth, and you thus come
down without a violent shock.

10. Starting from the saddle seat, grasp the forward pommel,
and then, keeping the legs just clear of the horse, raise the
back until it forms almost a straight line with the head, the legs

extending straight downwards on either side. After you can
do this with ease, you may bring the head downward until it

touches the horse, and stand on your head, the hands, of

Fig. 20.

course, grasping the pommel; but here, again, it is necessary
to have one or two persons by to assist you in case of a
slip.

11. The balancing movement will assist you in changing
readily from one seat to another. Thus, from the croup seat

you raise the body as in Fig. 21, the legs being close together ;

you then throw the legs downward and forward along the side

of the horse, and, when level with the saddle seat, pass one leg
over ; then removing the hands to the front pommel, the change
of seat is complete. The change from the saddle to the neck

may be made in the same manner.
12. In changing from the croup to the neck without the inter-

mediate seat, you first grasp one pommel in each hand, then
raise the legs (Fig. 21),
and swing them forward
as before, but as you
pass one leg over the
neck you face about, and
come into the seat with
the forward pommel in

front of you. These
exercises may be done
on both the near and
off sides of the horse
in turn.

13. Sit on one side of Fig. 21.

the croup, and grasp one

pommel in each hand, then raise the body and pass it com-

pletely over and round the horse until you reach the neck

seat, and descend into it, facing about as before. In this

exercise the body describes a complete semicircle, the weight
resting upon the hands.

14. There are various ways of vaulting over the horse, one of

which is shown in Fig. 22. Grasp both pommels before taking
the spring, but relinquish the hold of one hand as the body
passes over. A run of a few paces will give an additional

impetus for the spring, but the movement should also be prac-
tised from the standing position.

15. Vault straight over the horse, after a short run, by placing
the hands upon the pommels and springing upward,*the legs

passing between the arms, and the knees being. raised towards
the chest as you pass over. This exercise may afterwards be
done with the knees lowered and the legs bent straight behind
in taking the jump, which will give variety to the movement.
But these vaults should be practised only by an expert

gymnast.
Other vaults are taught in our gymnasia, some of a much

more difficult and daring character. Among these may be men-
tioned the leap over the horse without touching it with any part
of the person, technically known as the free leap. It is usual

to prepare for this exercise by vaulting from the ground on to

the saddle, resting one foot thereupon ; and after the gymnast can

accomplish this, he is allowed to attempt the free leap.- There
is a still more hazard-

ous feat, known as

the tiger leap, which
is performed by
springing from the

ground with the head
thrust forward and
the arms extended,
and so clearing the

horse something in

the manner in which a
cat would perform the

movement - whence
its name. Again,
somersaults over the

horse are practised

occasionally, generally starting from the position of the rest;

but we cannot commend any of these performances to the

emulation of our readers. In the gymnasia in which they may
occasionally be seen, only advanced gymnasts are allowed to

attempt them, nor is even the expert performer left without the

aid of one or more attendants, who stand by in readiness to

give any assistance that may be required. Even in the simpler

performances upon the horse caution is requisite, as in ma.uy
other gymnastic exercises.

Fig. 22.
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SONS IN BOTANY,
SECTION V88IFICATION OP

VE(1 1

(Via fire stamen*. C. Hvcandria six kUunott*. 7.

-oven stamen*. 8. Ociandria, eight stamen*.
ft nine stamen*. 10. Decandria ten stamen*.

11. Dodtcandria eleven to nineteen utamei. indrta

twenty or more on the calyx. 13. J'olynndria twenty or more
on the receptacle. 14. DtJynamto four, two long, two khort.

15. Tetradynamia six, four long, two short. 16. Monad-

ALL the general principles we have discussed and taken advan-

tage of hitherto have merely furnished us with tho means of

Im.lintf vegetable* into three sections; t n, there-

fore
i inssents itself, how we are to oontinuo tin- division, how stamen* joined by their filament**into one body. l7.lHad-

arrange the classification of tho hundred* of thousands of stamens joined into two bodies. 18. I'olyaddphia stamens
plants which exist ? Various method* have been at different

'

joined into more than two bodies. 19. Byngenetia stametw
times proposed for accomplishing thia. Wo shall not mention joined by their anther* into a cylinder. 20. 6'ynandria tamen
ilu'in in tho order of their organisation, nor ahall we fully ,

adherent to pistil. 21. Mcmcecia flowers bearing pistils exola>
describe thorn, such not being tho object with which these paper and flowers bearing stamens exclusively, on the *t plant.
aro written. We shall mention tho general priuciplua involved in . i!li. IJiu.cia flower* bearing piitil* exclusively, and flowers bear-
effecting some of these classifica-

tions, and shall point out in what

respects certain classifications aro

better than others.

Of all the different schemes of

classification which have ever been

proposed or carried into execution,
that of the celebrated Swede, Linne
or Linnaeus, undoubtedly attained to

the greatest popularity. Indeed,
o firm is tho hold which it took of

popular appreciation that no incon-

siderable number of those who even
now study Botany fancy they havo

nothing more to learn than tho

number of pistils and stamens
which are contained in different

flowers, totally unconscious of all

natural alliances. Suppose that

eome eccentric ethnologist should

Adopt the grotesque idea of classify-

ing human races according to tho

number of wives tho individuals of

each race were in the habit of mar-

Tying. Suppose that in reference

to this master-idea the ethnologist
hould arrive at the conclusion that

inasmuch as Mussulman Turks, and
Mussulman negroes, and Mussulman
Kalmncs, and Malays, all marry
A great many wives, that for this

.reason Turks, and negroes, and

Xalmucs, and Malays, must all

belong to tho same race of men.
Would not such a classification

awaken a smile at its grotesque
whimsicality ? and would it not be
considered an eminently false classi-

fication, not to say absurd ?

Yet this is almost a parallel

arrangement to that of Linnams,
who effected his celebrated artificial

division of plants according to tho
number and position of the male
And female parts (stamens and

pistils) of flowers.

Nevertheless, the artificial classi-

fication of Linnaeus has acquired a
celebrity so great, and is so interwoven with popular botanical

ideas, that it cannot bo dismissed with tbo casual notice wo
havo already afforded it. Let us, therefore, proceed to examine
the general principles on which it is based.

In the first place, Linnaeus divided plants into cryptogamio
and flowering, as we have done. The department of crypto-
pamio botany was, however, very imperfectly known to

Linnaeus ; it was to the classification of flowering plants that
his chief efforts were directed, and it is his modo of effecting
ihis that we have to examine. Linnaeus arranged all flowering

plants under twenty-three classes, founded on the number and

arrangement of the male parts (stamens) of the flower.

The names of his twenty-four classes, including cryptogamio
plants as the twenty-fourth, aro as follows :

1. Monandria one stamen. 2. Diandria two stamens. 3.

THE IKIS, A3 EiAill'Li: OF ZU

ing itamen* exclusively, on different

plant*. 23. Polygamia, flowers

bearing stamens exclusively, or

putils exclusively, or hermaphro-
dite, on the same or on different

plant*. 24. Cryptoyamia.
In the annexed illustration, a

representation is given of the fleshy

rhizome, leaves, and flower

Jrii florentina, or White Iria, a
beautiful species of the family
Iridaceas, and a native of South, m
Europe. It flower* in May. Ac-

cording to tho division adopted
by T.inntrus, this plant belongs
to tho first order Jfottoyynia

(having ono pistil), of the third
class Triandriq (having three sta-

mens).
From an inspection of this ar-

rangement, we observe that up to

the eleventh class the number of

stamens alone furnishes the dis-

tinctive sign, after which other
circumstances aro taken cogni-
pance of. These circumstances
are sufficiently indicated in the
list of classes given above; but
it is desirable to present the reader
with the derivation of tho name*.
It will be remembered that the
etamens aro the male organ* of

tho flower, and tho names given
to the first eleven classes are com-

pounded of the Greek word* for

the numerals, one, two, three, four,

five, six, seven, eig-ht, nine, ten, and
twelve, and the Greek noun ayr,p

(an'-eor) t genitive ay&pot (an'-drc/*),

a man. Icosandria is formed of

ihe same Greek conn, and ci*o<r

(ei'-Tco-si), the Greek for twenty ;

polyandria from the same Greek

noun, ayrjp, and the adjective
iro\t;j (pol-\ise), much or many.
The term didynamia means tvo-

powered, from the Greek tvo

(Ju'-o), two, and 8wo/m (do-no-

rm's), power ; tho reason why tho tonn ia applied will be seen

by referring to the explanation given above, ilonadtlphia
means one brotherhood, from tho Greek noyot (mon'-o*), one,
and a5Ajj (a-dd'-phos), brother, because all the stamens
aro connected together. Syngenesia is another term signifying
u srowiny together, from the Greek <rvr (sune), together, and

yivopai (pi'-no-mi, tho g hard), I grow. GynanJn'a is derived
from tho Greek yvyj] (yu'-ne, g hard), woman, and arr)r\ genitive

avtipos, a man, because tho pistil* and stamens are attached.
Moncecia, signifies one-housed, from the Greek nofot, one,
and OIKOS (oi'-kos), house, for a reason which will be evident.

Pobi'jamia ia derived from the Greek oXi/j, many, 70^0*
(yam'-os), marriage ; tho meaning of which term will also be
evident by a simple inspection of the list of classes. In order
that tho student may become practically acquainted with the

CLA.S.-, TKUXMIIA.

Triandria three stamens. 4. Tetrandria four stamens. 5. res; c.tivo peculiarities of these classes, we hall now mention u
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connection with each class a corresponding flower, in which the
ciiaracteristic mark of distinction may be recognised :

Examples. Classes.
1. Ceiitranthus .

2. Veronica . .

3. Iris

4. Plantain . .

5. Pimpernel . .

6. Lily . . .

7. Horse Chestnut .

8. Evening Primrose.
9. Bay-Laurel .

10. Pink .

11. Houseleek . .

12. Strawberry .

13. Ranunculus . .

14. Foxglove .

15. Wall-flower .

16. Mallow.
17. Pea ...
18. St. John's Wort .

19. Blue Corn-Flower .

20. Orchis .

21. Arum .

22. Nettle .

23. Pellitory of the wall

Monaudria.
Diandria.

Triandria.

Tetraudia.

Pentandria.
Hcxaudria.

Heptaudria.
Octaudria.

Eunoandria.
Decandria.

Dodecaudria.
Icosandria.

Polyandria.

Didynamia.
Tetradyuatnia.

Monadelphis.
Diadelphia.

Polyadelphia.

Syugenesia.
Gynandria.
Monceeia.

Dicecia.

Polygamia.
"With respect to further divisions of these classes, the first

thirteen of them are divided into orders founded on the number
of free carpels or styles entering into the composition of the

pistil. In the order monogynia the pistil is formed of one

single carpel, or many carpels united into one single body by
their ovaries or their styles ; in digynia there are two distinct

ovaries, or styles ; in trigynia, throe ; in tetragynia, four ; in

pentagynia, five ; in hexagynia, six ; in polygynia, a number
exceeding ten. The fourteenth class includes two orders :

gymnospermia, in which the pistil is composed of four achccnia,

having the appearance of naked seeds ; angiospermia, in which
the seeds are included in a capsule. The fifteenth class,
or tetradynamia, is divided into two orders, siliquosa; or

siliculosce, according as the fruit happens to bo longer than
broad, or broader than long. The sixteenth, seventeenth,
eighteenth, twentieth, twenty-first, and twenty-second classes,
have their orders established in conformity with the number
and the mode of connection of the stamena and the styles
(triandria, pentandria, polyandria, monogynia, polygynia, mona-
delphia, etc.). The nineteenth class is sub- divided into poly-
gamia cequalis,in which all the flowers of the head contain both
stamens and pistils ; polygamia superjlua, in which the
central flowers of the capitulum contain both stamena and
pistils, and those of the circumference pistils only; poly-
gamia frustranea, when tha flowers of the circumference have
neither stamens nor pistils ; polygamia necessaria, when all

the central flowers contain stamens, and those of the circum-
ference pistils.

The botanist who sets about applying the principles of Lin-

nseus soon finds that the same class is made to contain plants
of different natural families, whilst others having affinities to

each other are widely separated.
It would be unjust to the memory of Linnaeus not to say that

he recognised the desirableness of classifying vegetables accord-

ing to their natural alliances, if this could be done ; but at the
time when he lived a sufficient number of facts to admit of this

liad nob been collected. " All plants," remarks Linnceus, in his

botanical philosophy,
" are allied by affinities, just as territories

come in contact with each other on a geographical chart. Bota-
nists should unceasingly endeavour to arrive at a natural order
of classification. Such natural order is the final aim of botani-
cal science. The circumstance rendering such a plan defective

now is the insufficient knowledge we have of plants, so many
species of which are yet undiscovered. When these species are

discovered and described, a natural classification will be accom-

plished, for nature does not proceed abruptly, as it were by
leaps."

These sentiments, made known by the great Swede himself,

prove to us that he only intended his artificial classification to

be a provisional arrangement.
Waiving the question of its intrinsic utility, the artificial sys-

tem of Linnseus is not always so easy of application as it might
at a first glance be thought. The characters of the stamens
and tha pistils necessary to be made ut before the class and

order of any particular vegetable can be determined, are not so

easily discriminated as might be supposed. Dodecandria, ioo-

sandria, and polyandria, are occasionally very difficult to distin-

guish one from the other. In didynamia and tetradynamia tha
stamens are sometimes equal, whilst in other classes, in which
they form two series, their inequality is manifest ; snch ia the
case in pinka and geraniums. Monadelphia and diadoiphia are
sources of continual mistakes ; many plants called monadel-
phons in the system of Linnseua scarcely present an appreciable
junction of the stamens ; many plants called diadelphous are
really monadelphous. Syngenesia should as fairly include the
cyclamen as the violet. Monoeeia and dioecia furnish many
characteristic appearances which are not taken cognisance of;
and many other objections might be readily cited.

READING AND ELOCUTION. X.
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE. (continued.)

V. TRUE TIME.

BY true time in elocution is meant an utterance well-propor-
tioned in sound and pause, and neither too fast nor too slow.

We should never read so fast as to render our reading indistinct,
nor so slow as to impair the vivacity, sr prevent the full effect,
of what ia read.

Everything tender or solemn, plaintive or grave, should be
read with great moderation. Everything humorous or sprightly,

everything witty or amusing, should bo read in a brisk and
lively manner. Narration should be generally equable and
flowing ; vehemence, firm and accelerated ; anger and joy,

rapid ; whereas, dignity, authority, sublimity, reverence, and
awe, should, along with deeper tone, assume a slower movement.
The movement should, in every instance, be adapted to the

sense, and free from all hurry on the one hand, or drawling on
the other. The pausing

1

, too, should be carefully proportioned
to the movement or rate of the voice ; and no change of move-
ment from slow to fast, or the reverse, should take place in any
clause, unless a change of emotion is implied in the language of

the piece.
The " slowest" and the "quickest" rates of utterance have

been exemplified under the head of "
versatility

"
of voice, and

need not be repeated here. They occur in the extremes of grave
and gay emotion.

There are three important applications of " time "
in connec-

tion with ' rate
" or "

movement," which frequently occur in the

common forms of reading and speaking. These are the "
slow,"

the "moderate," and the "lively." The first of these, the
"
slow," is exhibited in the tones of aioe, reverence, and solemnity,

when these emotions are not so deep as to require the slowest

movement of all : the second, the "
moderate," belongs to grave

and serious expression, when not so deep as to require the
" slow

" movement ; it belongs, also, to all unimpassioned com-

munication, addressed to the understanding more than to the

feelings; and it is exemplified in the utterance of moderate,

suldued, and chastened emotion : the third rate, the "
lively," i*

perhaps sufficiently indicated by its designation, as character-

ising all animated, cheerful, and gay expression.

All the exercises on " time
" should be repeated till they can

be exemplified perfectly and at once. Previous to practising

the following exercises, the student will be aided in forming-

distinct and well-defined ideas of "time," by turning back to

the example under "
versatility," marked as "

very slow," and

repeating it, with close attention to its extreme slowness. He
will observe that, in the repeating of this example, the effect of

"time," or proportion of movement, is to cause a remarkable

lengthening out of the sound of every accented vowel; an

extreme slowness in the succession of the sounds of all letters,

syllables, and words : and along with all this, an unusual length
in all the pauses. It is this adjustment of single and successive

sounds and their intermissions, which properly constitutes the

office of "time" in elocution: although the term is often inde-

finitely used rather as synonymous with the word "
movement,"

as applied in music.

The "slow" movement differs from the "slowest," in not

possessing the same extreme prolongation of sound in single

vowels, or the same length of pause. The slow succession of

sound is, however, a common characteristic in both.
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Efample of
" Slow " Movement.

'I'huii, who .U.lst i-ut t Ililfht

Primeval Kil.-n.-.', when th.> I.J..M.B:.- ktunt

.ill ;

.1, whom) \v. ..lies* truck

Tbut .-l'.u-k.. thu HUH, htriko windum fnnu Uiy NOlUl

" Moderate."

There in something nobly iiimple and pure in a ta*te for the cultiva-

tiou of forest troo*. It argue*, I think, a sweet oud generous nature,
to huTo a strong reliuh for the beauties of vegetation, and a friendihip
fur th. i hardy and glorious sons of the forest. There is a grandeur of

thought connected with this part of rural economy. It is worthy of

liberal, and freeborn. and aspiring man. lie who plants an oak looks

forward to future ages, and plants for posterity. Nothing can be lets

elfish than thin. He cannot expect to sit in its shade, and enjoy iU
shelter ; but he exults in the idea that the acorn which he has buried

in the earth shall grow up into a lofty tree, and shall keep on flourish-

ing, and increasing, and benefiting mankind, long after he shall hare
ceased to tread bin paternal fields.

"
Lively."

How does the water come down at Lodore ?

Here it comes sparkling,
And tliero it lies darkling ;

Here smoking and frothing,
Its tumult and wrath in.

Till in this rapid race

On which it in bent,
It reaches the place

Of its steep descent.

The cataract strong
Then plunges along,

Striking and raging,
As if a war waging.

Its caverns and rocks among;
Bising and leaping.

Sinking and creeping,

Swelling and sweeping.
Showering and springing,

Flying and flinging,

Writhing and ringing,

Eddying and whisking,

Spouting and frisking,

Turning and twisting
Around uiul around,
With endless rebound}

Smiting and fighting,
A sight to delight in

;

Confounding, astounding,

Dizzying and deafening the ear with ita sound.

And so never ending, but always descending,
Sounds and motions for ever and ever are blending,
All at once and all o'er, with a mighty uproar ;

And this way the water comes down at Lodore.

VI. APPROPRIATE PAUSES.

The grammatical punctuation of sentences, by which they are
divided into clauses by commas, although sufficiently distinct

for the purpose of separating the syntactical portions of the

structure, are not adequate to the object of marking all tho
audible pauses, which sense and feeling require, in reading
aloud. Hence wo find, that intelligible and impressive reading
depends on introducing many short pauses, not indicated by
commas or other points, but essential to the meaning of phrases
and sentences. These shorter pauses are, for the sake of dis-

tinction, termed "
rhetorical."

Powerful emotion not unfrequontly suggests another species
of pause, adapted to the utterance of deep feeling. This pause
sometimes takes place where there is no grammatical point
used, and sometimes is added to give length to a grammatical
pause. This pause may bo termed the "

oratorical," or tho

pause of "
effect."

The length of tho rhetorical pause depends on the length of

tho clause, or the significance of the word which follows it. Tho
full

"
rhetorical pause

"
is marked thua

|| , the
"
half-rhetorical

pause
"
thus

| , and the short " rhetorical pause
"
thus '

.

Rules for
" Rhetorical

"
Pauses.

The "
rhetorical

"
pause takes place, as follows : .

1 . Befere a verb when the nominative is long, or when it is

emphatic :

Life
11

is short, and art
||

ig long.

2. Before and after an intervening phrase :

TalenU | without application | an BO security tor frregress hi

learning.

3. Wherever transposition of phnuei nay take place :

Through dangers tin. most appollinc i 1m advanced wua Untie
intrepidity.

4. Before an adjective following it* noon :

Hen was a soul || replete with every noble quality.

5. Before relative pronoun*, prepositions, conjunctions, er
adverbs used conjunctively, when followed by a ulanse depending
on them :

A physician was colled in || who prescribed appropriate remedies.
Tho traveller began bis journey ij in tho highest spirits . and with

tfco most delightful anticipations.

6. Where ellipsis, or omission of words, take* place :

To your elders manifest becoming deference, to your companions |

frankness, to your juniors 'J condescension.

7. Before a verb in the infinitive mood, governed by another
verb:

The general now commanded his reserve feroe to advance to the
aid of the main body.

Ejcercite on "Rhetorical" Pawes.

Industry fl is the guardian ' of innocence.
Honour || is the subject

' of my story.
The prodigal H lose many opportunities

' for doing good.
Prosperity || gains friends, adversity |]

tries them.
Time || once passed i|

never returns.

Ho I that huth no rule ' over his own spirit, hi like a city
' that is

broken down, and without walls.

Better ' is a dinner of herbs
Ij
where love

| is, than a stalled

hatred
|

therewith.

The veil
||
which covers ' from our sight |

the events ' of succeeding
years, is a veil ' woven by the hand of Mercy.

Blessed
1|
ore the poor in spirit.

Silver I and gold ji
have I none.

Mirth
||

I consider ' as an act, cheerfulness as a habit ' of the
mind. Mirth

||
is short ' and transient, cheerfulness

,
fixed ' and

permanent. Mirth '! is like a flash of lightning, that glitters
' for

a moment: cheerfulness
|| keeps up a kind of daylight

' in the

mind.
Some !| place the bliss ' in action, some ", in ease;
Those

ij
coll it pleasure, and contentment these.

Tho habitual tendency of young readers being to hnrry, in

reading, their pauses are liable to become too short for distinct-

ness, or to be entirely omitted. In most of the above examples,
the precision, beauty, and force of tho sentiment, depend much
on tho careful observance of the rhetorical pauses. The student

may obtain an idea of their effect, by reading each sentence

first, without the rhetorical pauses secondly, with the pausing
as marked.

Rule on tJie
" OratoruraZ

"
Pause.

Tho " oratorical
"

pause is introduced into those passages
which express the deepest and most solemn emotions, such

as naturally arrest and overpower, rather than inspire utter-

ance.

Examples.

Tho sentence was DEATH ! There is one sure refuge for the

oppressed, one sure resting-place for the weary THB GJU.VE.

It was the design of Providence, that the infant mind
j
should

possess the germ ' of every science. If it were not so, the sciences

could hardly be learnt. The care of God l| provides
' for the flower of

tho field
|
a place

' wherein it may grow, regale the sense
|
with its

fragrance, and delight the soul | with its beauty. Is his providence
'

less active |
over those, to whom this flower offers its incense t No.

Tho soil ' which produces the vine II in its most healthy luxuriance, is

not bettor adapted to that end. than the world we inhabit, to draw
forth tho latent energies of the soul, and fill them ' with life ' and

vigour. As well might the eye |
see ' without light, or the ear I hear

1 \vi: hont sound, as the human mind
|
be healthy

' and athletic |
with-

out descending into the natural world, and breathing the mountain

air.

Is there aught in Eloquence |
which warms the heart ? She draws

her fire ' from natural imagery. Is there aught in Poetry |
to enliven

the imagination ? There
|
is the secret ' of all her power. Is there

nn-ht iu Science
|
to odd strength

' and dignity
' to the human mind?

Th natural world j is only the body, of which ' she | is the sonL In

b*oks, Science ' is presented to the eye of the pupil, at it were, in a
dried ' and preserved

' state. The time may coma, when the im-
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structor ' will take him by the hand, and lead him ' by the running

streams, and teach him all the principles of Science, as she comes

from her Maker ; as he would smell the fragrance
' of the rose, with-

out gathering it.

This love of nature ; this adaptation of man ' to the place assigned

him ' by his heavenly Father
;
this fulness ' of the mind

||
as it des-

cends into the works of God, is something, which has been felt ' by

every one, though to an imperfect degree, and therefore
|

needs no

explanation. It is the part of science, that this
|
be no longer a blind

affection ; but ' that the mind ' be opened |

to a just perception
' of

what it is, which it loves. The affection, which the lover first feels '

for his future wife, may be attended ' only by a general sense ' of her

external beauty ; but his mind '

gradually opens |

to a perception
' of

the peculiar features of the soul, of which ' the external appearance
|

is only an image. So it is ' with nature. Do we love to gaze on the

sun, the moon, the stars, and the planets ? This affection
|

contains
' in its bosom

|

the whole science of astronomy, as the seed ' contains

the future tree. It is the office of the instructor ' to give it an

existence ' and a name, by making known the laws which govern the

motions of the heavenly bodies, the relation of these bodies to each

other, and their uses.

Have we felt delight
' in beholding the animal creation, in watching

their pastimes
' and their labours ? It is the office of the instructor '

to give birth to this affection, by describing the different classes of

animals, with their peculiar characteristics, which inhabit the earth,

the air, and the sea. Have we known the inexpressible pleasure |

of

beholding the beauties ' of the vegetable world ? This affection
|

can

only expand ' in the science of botany. Thus it is, that the love of

nature ' in the mass
|| may become the love of all the sciences, and

the mind will grow and bring forth fruit
[|
from its own inherent

power of development.

LESSONS IN GEOMETRY. X.

IN our last lesson we considered the various series of data

necessary for the construction of an isosceles triangle : we will

now do the same for any kind of scalene triangle, or triangle of

which all three sides are unequal.
A scalene triangle, as it has been stated, may be an acuto-

angled triangle, an obtuse-angled triangle, or a right-angled
triangle. To determine any scalene triangle, it is plain that wo
must have one of the following series of data.

I. With regard to the sides without the angles :

1. The length of each of the three unequal sides.

2. The length of two sides and the altitude of the triangle.

IE. With regard to the angles without the sides :

3. Any two of the angles of the triangle.

m. With regard to the sides and angles combined :

4. The length of any two of the sides of the triangle and one of its

angles.
5. The length of one side of the triangle and two of its angles.
6. The length of one side of the triangle, its altitude, and one of its

angles adjacent to the given side.

As in the construction of the isosceles triangle, the first case
ia met by Problem VIII. (page 191), but the second brings
us to

PROBLEM XXIV. To draw a triangle of which tJie length of

jtco of its sides and the altitude are given.
Let A and B (Fig. 32) represent the length of two of the sides

dL the triangle required, and c its altitude. In any straight line,
D E, of indefinite length, set off r a equal to B, and by Problem X.

(page 192), draw the indefinite straight line, H K, parallel to
D E, at a distance from it equal to c, the altitude of the required
triangle. Then from F as centre, with a radius equal to A, draw
an arc cutting H K in the point L. Join L F, L G ; the triangle
L F G is a triangle answering the requirements of the data, for

its sides, L F, F G, are equal to A and B respectively, and its

altitude shown by the dotted line L N is equal to the given
straight line c. The triangle M F G, drawn in the same way, is

also a triangle which meets the requirements of the data, for its

sides, M G, G F, are equal to A and B respectively, and its altitude,
shown by the dotted line M o, is equal to c.

The triangles L F G, M F G, are equal to each other in every
respect, namely, the length of their sides, their altitude, and
their superficial area. They are upon the same base, F G, and
between the same parallels, D E, H K, and they are what we may
term symmetrical triangles. From this we learn that symme-
trical triangles on the same base and between the same parallels
are equal to one another ; and this ia true, not for symmetrical

triangles only, but for any triang3es, whether symmetrical or

not, that are upon the same base and between the same
parallels. Thus, the triangles L F G, M F G are each of them
equal to the triangle P F G, which is on the same base, F G, and
between the same parallels, D E, H K, and each of them would
be equal to any triangle that may be formed by drawing lines

from the points F and G to any point in the straight line H K,

produced both ways indefinitely.

Triangles also which stand upon equal bases and between the
same parallels are equal to one another. Thus, the triangles

L N G, M o F, which

B_ stand on equal
c bases, N G, F O, and

K between the same
parallels, D E, H K,
are equal to one

another, as are also

the triangles L N F,
M o G, which are

Fig. 32.
between the same

parallels and stand
on equal bases N P,

G o. And this is also as true of unsymmetrical triangles as of

symmetrical triangles, for if we join the dotted line N P, the

triangles L N F, P N F, are equal to one another, because they
are on the same base, N F, and between the same parallels ;

and since the triangle M G o is equal to the triangle L N F, it

must also be equal to the triangle P N F.

In Case 3, when two of the angles of the required triangle are

given, it is manifestly necessary only to make at two points in

the same straight line, and on the same side of it, two angles

equal to the given angles, each having its opening turned
towards the apex of the other, and then, if necessary in order to

complete the triangle, to produce the sides of the angles that are

inclined to the side that is common to both. The student must
notice that when two angles of a required triangle are given
without any special requirement as to their relative position,
an endless number of pairs of symmetrical triangles may be

drawn, similar in form but of different superficial areas, all

satisfying the general requirements set forth in the data.

Thus, in Fig. 33, if A and B represent the given angles of the

triangle required, it is plain that to make a triangle having two

angles equal to the given angles A and B, we have only to make
at any point, C, in a straight line, x Y, of indefinite length, the

angle T C E equal to A, and at another point, r>, in the same

straight line, the angle x D E equal to B, each angle having its

opening opposite or turned towards the apex of the other, as, in

this figure, the opening of the angle at C is opposite the apex D
of the angle at r>, and vice versA ; and to complete the triangle

produce the sides, c E, D E, of the angles at c and D that are

inclined to the common side, c r>, until they meet. If we reverse

the position of the angles, making the angle at c equal to the

angle at B, and the angle at D
equal to the angle at A, the

triangle assumes the form shown

by the triangle F c D in the

figure. The triangles BCD,
F c D, are symmetrical and equal
in every respect. The triangles
K G H, L G H, shown by dotted

lines, are also equal and sym-
metrical in every respect, and

satisfy the general conditions of

the data, although their super-
x

ficial area is greater than the

area of the triangles E c D, F c D,
because the points G and H, at which the angles necessary for

the construction of the triangle required are made equal to A
and B, are taken on the indefinite straight line, x Y, at a greater
distance apart than c and D.

PROBLEM XXV. To draw a triangle of which two sides and
one of the angles are given.

First, let the given angle be included between the given sides,

and let the straight lines B, C represent the length of the given
sides of the triangle required, and A the given angle included

between them (Fig. 34). Draw any straight line, x Y, of inde-

finite length, and at any point, D, in x Y, make the angle Y D E

equal to the given angle A. Along r> Y set off D F, equal to c,

Fig.



;:.,

F N

Fig. 34.

and along D B aet off D Q, eqnal to B. Join o F ; tho triangle
n tho requirement* aet fortli in

alao the triangle K o H, obtained by nutting off o n along D T

equal to B, and D K along D K equal to c.

Tho triangloa o D F, K D a are symmetrical and equal in every

reapeot; but if tho position of the given angle had been required
to be opporite to one of the given aides, instead of being in-

diiil.-<l Ix'twoen thorn, a Tory different result would have been
obtained.

ill suppose, firstly, that it ia required to place tho anglo

opposite tho shorter of tho two given sides. At tho point L in tho

straight lino of inde-

finite length, x Y,

make the anglo x L it

eqnal to tho given

angle A, and as this

angle is to bo opposite
to tho shorter aide,

Bet off along L x the

straight line L N,

equal to c ; and from
N as a centre, with
a radius equal to B,

describe the ore o p, cutting the straight line L M in tho points

o, p. Join o N and P N. Either of tho triangles o N L, p N L,

will satisfy the requirements of the data, for in the triangle

O N L the sides O N, N L are equal to B and c respectively,

while the angle o L N is opposite to the shorter side o N ; and
in the triangle p N L, tho sides P N, N L are equal to B and c

respectively, while the angle p L N ia opposite to tho shorter

side P N.

If it bo required to place the angle opposite to the longer of

the two given sides, it is manifest that we must set off L Q along
ii X equal to B ; and from Q as centre, with a radius equal to c,

describe on arc cutting tho straight line L M in R. By joining
B Q, we get a triangle, R Q i>, that satisfies the requirements of

the data, the sides L Q, Q R being equal to B and c respectively,

and the angle Q L R, which is equal to tho angle A, opposite to

the longer side R q.

The learner may make an endless variety of practical exercises

on this problem, by varying tho length of the given sides and
the opening of the given angle. Practice of this kind will bo

found to ensure neatness and accuracy in geometrical or

mechanical drawing, and will tend to render tho draughtsman
skilful in the use of his compasses and parallel ruler.

PROBLEM XXVI. To draw a triangle of which one side and
two of the angles are given.

Let A represent the length of tho given side of tho required

triangle, and B and c tho given angles, and first let both of tho

given angles be ad-

jacent to the given
side, or in other

words, let them be
at its opposite ex-

tremities, on tho
same side of it.

Draw any straight

line, x Y, of indefinite

length, and in it take
D E equal to A. At
tho point D make the

anglo E D F equal to

the angle B, and at the point E make the angle i> E F equal to c.

Let the sides D F, E F meet in the point P ; tho triangle F D E

satisfies the requirements of the data; as will also the trianglo

ODE, constructed by making the angle a D E equal to c, and
the angle o E D equal to B.

Next, let one of tho given angles be opposite to the given

ride, as, for example, when the anglo eqnal to tho larger angle B
is required to bo in this position. Take H K, in the straight
line of indefinite length, x Y, and at the point H make the angle
K H L equal to the angle c. Through K draw K M parallel to

H L, and at tho point K in the straight line M K make tho anglo
M K N equal to the anglo B, and let tho straight lino K N meet
the straight lino H L in N. The triangle N H K has the anglo
K H N equal to c, and tho angle H N K equal to B (for it is equal
to its alternate angle N K ar, which was made equal to B), and tho

larger angle H N K ia opposite to tho sido u K, which is equal

to A. If it be required to havo the (mailer angle opposite to
the given ido, the angle K H o mnat be made equal to the laifet

angle B, and the amo method of construction followed M indi-

cate! by the dotted line* in the figure.

PKOULKM XX VII. To draw a triangle of wktck on* tide, itt

A /

D H

M* It

altitude, and one of ilt angle* adjacent to the yiven rids, an
given.

Let A represent tho length of the given side of the required
triangle, B its altitude, and c the given angle. Draw any
straight line, x Y, of indefinite length, and, by Problem JL

(page 192), draw the straight line D E, also of indefinite length,

parallel to it, at a distance from it equal to B. Set off r a ia

x Y equal to A, and at the point F in the straight line a w make
the angle o F H equal vo the given angle c. Let F H meet D K
in H. Join o H. The triangle FOB answers the requirement*
of the data, for it has a side r a equal to A, an angle o r H
equal to o, and it is of the altitude H K, which is equal to the

given altitude B. A triangle equal to tho triangle o F H in

every respect, and symmetrical with it, may be obtained by
making an angle at o, in the straight line F o, equal to c, and
following the same process of construction.

If the given angle be an obtuse angle, as c, the line which

represents the altitude of the triangle required will fall on a
point in x Y without the line which is set off upon it eqnal t>

the given side. If it be an acute angle, as the angle z, the

line representing tho altitude of tho triangle may fall between
the extremities of the line set off equal to the given aide, a*
N o in tho triangle N L M, which is drawn having the aide L x
equal to A, and the angle M L N equal to the given angle z ;

but whether this be the cose or not depends entirely on the
size of the angle and the relative proportions of the altitude and

given side.

In the construction of right-angled triangles, as one angle U
always necessarily known, less data are required than in the

construction of obtuse-angled and acute-angled triangles ; thu*

any right-angled triangle may oe constructed if we know

1. The length of either of the sides containing the right angle (a*

A B and A c in Fig. 37).

2. The length of either of the sides containing the right angle, and
the side which subtends the right angle (a* A B and B c, or A c and B c,

in Fig. 37).

3. The side which subtends the right angle, and the perpendicular
let fall on it from the right angle (as A D aiid B c in Fig. 37).

Thus, if the sides that contain the right angle be eqnal to r
and R, draw at right angles to each other A B and AC, and
make A B equal to P, and A c equal to K, and join B c : ABO
will be the triangle required.

Again, if one of tho sides containing the right angle be given

equal to P, and tho side that sub- P .^
tends the right angle equal to 8,

draw B c equal to 8 ; bisect it in

E, and from E as centre, with the

distance E B or EC, describe the

semicircle BAG. Then from B as

centre, with a radius equal to P,

draw an arc cutting the semicircle

BAG in A. Join A B, AC; tho

triangle ABC will bo the trianglo

required.
If tho sido which subtends the

right angle be given equal to s, and the perpendicular let fall

on it from the right angle equal to Q, dw B c equal to a, bisect

it in E, and draw tho semicircle B Ac as before; through x draw
E P perpendicular to B c, and along it aet off B o eqnal to Q.

Through o draw o A parallel to B c, cutting the circumference

in A, and from A draw A B, AC, to the points B and C, The

altitude, A D, of the triangle A B c is equal to q.

IV. J7.
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LESSONS IN GERMAN. XIX.

SECTION XXXV. PECULIARITIES IN VEEBS, ETC.

(continued).

FOR "
any

" and "
some," as generally used before a notfn, the

German has no corresponding word, as : kabcn @k Jlkob? have

you some bread ? Jpa&en te (cite V have you awy silk ? 3d;

liabe S3urf;cr, I have sonio books.

1. .The indefinite adjeeltive pronoun
" some "

is expressed in

German by wdefier, n>dd;c, wddjeS, as : aben @te SBaffcr ? 3d; fiabc

ojicbcs; I have "some." For the genitive of rodcfier which,

liovrever, is usually left out we employ the personal pronoun
jreoeded by "of," as: abcn @te mel SBaffcrV have you much
water ? 3d; fiabc (beifcn) siel, I have much of it (literally, I have

of it much). $at>etl @te iet ute? have you many hats? 3d;

"vibe (bcren) side, I have many of them (I have of them many).
.?rom these examples it will be seen that the partitive word in

German is placed after the pronoun, while in English it is

placed before it. In this use it is declined like the relative nxlcficr.

DECLENSION OP ircld;cr AS A PARTITIVE.

Singular. Plural

Masculine. Feminine. Neuter. of all genders.

91. Iffici'cficr, trekbc, it>dd;c3, U'dcbc, who.

2)effcn, term, brfien, tcren, whose.

<D. 2Bdd;cm, rodcbcr, rcdcftcm, wdcfien, to whom.
S
2l. 2Ddrf;en, icdcfyc, tocl.-ic?. rodchc, whom.

2. cnug. like "enough," is indeclinable, and generally follows

its noun, or stands independently. Sncl and nxntg are frequently
used without declension. ( 53.)

8. JDiiS. as also ttc8 (ticS being a contraction of the neuter ticfcS)

is frequently used in referring to nouns of both numbers and all

genders, as : 2Bcr tfl tag ? who is that ? S)ic3 tft mcin Sreunt,

This is my friend. S)a8 fmb Sranjcfen, those are Frenchmen. 2>a8

and ttc'3, however, never precede and qualify a noun, except of

the neuter gender. ( 134. 1.)

4. (58, like its English equivalent, may refer to nouns of both
numbers and all genders, as : 8 tfl ntctn 5r-cunb, it is my friend.

When e3 refers to a noun in the plural, the verb must agree in

number with the noun, while in English it agrees with the pro-
noun, as : @8 ftnb tic Sfitffen, tic Ungnrit ubcrmunbcn fiabcn, it is

(German, fint) the Russians who have overpowered (conquered)

Hungary. ( 57. 8.)

5. (5<S sometimes answers to our word " so
"

or "
one," as :

(r tfl gcfunb. eber fcfictnt c3
511 few, bo is healthy, or appears so to

be. dr tft ettat, abcr id; bin cS nid;t, he is (a) soldier, but I am
not one. ($$ is likewise rendered by "there" (Sect. XXXVI.
3), as : (S'8 fhnb in alien 3citcn ctn cfilofl fo fi,ec& unb fi,efi,r (llfilant),

tJiere stood in ancient times a castle so high and lofty.
8 roar etn flentg in 6ulc (octfi,c), there was a king in Thule.

( 57. 8.)

6. 3 is often so used as to have no equivalent in English,
as : 8 reben unb trdumcn tie 2JJcnfd;cn tct wn bcffcrn funfttgcn agen

(cfiiflcr), men talk and dream much of better future days.

3d; trcifj e3, bail cr ta roar, I know (it) that he was there. @3
Icbcn tic SmficttSfatnpfcr, (long) live the champions of liberty. 3

kbe bie Jlcjni&itf, (long) live the republic.

"i. physician.
f!, m. diligence.

mfcit, /. em-
dition, learning,

lucf, n. luck, for-

tune, happiness.

VOCABULARY.

ram, m. grief, afflic-

tion, sorrow.

fflug, prudent, judi-
cious.

JTod;tn, /. cook.

.Rummer, m. anxiety,
distress.

short.

8RUc$, /. milk,

iftagd, m. nail.

Culver, n. powder.
@taf)l, 171. steel,

totj, m. pride.

EESUME" OF EXAMPLES.

Gr Ijat mtr Sleffcl unb SMrnen gc* He has given me (some) apples
gc'ben. and pears.

SBcKcn 2te 23rob obcr Jtud;cn !}a- Will you have (some) bread or
ben ? (some) cake ?

abcn <te feineS fd;it\Ujc8 3^ud;? Have you (some, any) fine

black cloth ?

$at er db genug', oter T;at cr Has he money enough, or has
femes? he none?

<?r fiat (tcffen) genug'. He has enough (of it).

Oat fie
S

3ud;er genug' ? Has she books enough ?

@ie fyat (tcrcn) genug', a6er ju teeing She has enough of them, but
3eit, ticfct'&cn ;u Icfen. too little time to read them.

SBiffen @ie, n>cr ta ift
* Do you know who that is ?

3 ift mctn '-Barer, m.tnc '.''Itu'tar, It is my father, my mother, my
metn J?tb. child.

EXERCISE 66.

1. 2Bte dt ifi btefcr SRann? 2v gr ift nid;t fc?r alt. 3. $at cr s{l
olb ? 4. 3a, unb cr tyat and; sick Sreunte unb vide iyetntc. 5. SfBcf3;cr

Stnabt I;at td (E. 2, above) ?lcpjiel unb JQirncn ? 6. (Slner von ten

u^ncn tcS Snucrn ^at oiel -2lepfd, ter anbcre cid SSirncn. 7. >er ciae

fiat ttid @iii(f, ber anterc fiat nur ram unb Jlummct. 8. SBie vid iBrcb

fiat bet Sarfer? 9. r fiat fefir ind 33rob, aljcr nur racnig SRefil. 10.

Siefcr 5Kann ^at teenig ctb, abcr loiel SSerftanb. 11. 35tcfe tiefcl

ftnb mtr ttid jn grcf, unb bie cfiufie ftnb mcinem S3nttc etn tt>emg ju

fnvj. 12. SBtrb 3!)r Dl;etm iel 55ulucr faufcn? 13. r teitb nur rocntg

faitfen, bcnn er ^at ju tuentg db. 14. 2Bcr ift bag? IS. 6 tft etn

alter Svamb tcS SlrjteS. 16. 2Bcr ^at gutcS 28affcr ? 17. 3?er SWatrofc

l)at wdd;c8. 18. SBerbc icfi mcrgcn bie Surficr bcfommcn ? 19. @tc fcllcn

fd;on I;cute mdcfic I;abcn. 20. at ter S3aucr vicl SBcijcn? 21. r fiat

tcffcn nid;t sict. 22. J&at ber Scfimict vtcl @tal;l ? 23. (5r ^at (bcffcn)

stct. 24. -Oat cr sicl 3t5gcl ? 25. r fiat (tcrcn) vid. 26. Sffier 1>U

?JJt(d; ? 27. 3)er Waiter l;at mdcfie. 28. -at er (teren) fe^r id ? 29.

r fiat genug.

EXERCISE 67.

1. We must be cautious in the choice [sorftctytig in ter 3Baf;(] of
him to whom we confide important concerns [nncfitigc ?lngdegen

I)cttcn anccrtraucn]. 2. They that (who) speak evil [fibd] of others
are often worse [fd;limmcr] than those whose failings they lay
open [blofiftdlcn]. 3. He professed [bcfanntc] that religion whose
origin is divine [Urfprttng gottlid; tft]. 4. This boy has too much
pride and too little diligence. 5. That is the man through
whose help he was saved. 6. Which pleased you the most ?

This or that ? Neither. 7. Can those be loved whoso vices are
detested by everybody [Sctcrmann] ? 8. How many hats has
that boy ? 9. He has three of them. 10. Who sells here good
bread ? 11. Our baker sells very good bread.

SECTION XXXVI. IMPEESONAL VEEBS.

Impersonal verbs are confined to the third person singular,
and have as their subject or nominative only the pronoun e,
as : (?S rcgnct, it rains. <&S bonncrt, it thunders. G'8 blt(3t, it

lightens. ( 81. 1.)

1. Besides those verbs that are merely impersonal, others may
bo thus employed, as : 8 fcfietnt, bap cr (tan! tft, it appears that he
is sick. 3 frfimcrjt mid;, fcaS ju I;evcn, it pains me to hear that, etc.

2. Many verbs, however, that in German are used imperson-

ally have, in this respect, no verbs of the same kind in English to

correspond, as : -Ss gdtngt mtr, I succeed (it succeeds to me),
etc.

3. cbett, "to give," is often, with its proper case (the accusa-

tive), employed to denote existence in a manner general and in-

definite, and is translated like fein,
" to be," as : @3 gtcbt (not e3

ftnt) Scute, tie a((e Sage auf ten SJJarft gekn, there are (i.e., there

exist) people who go to the market every day. @3 ftnb fycute (not
c3 gtcbt) side Scute auf tent DJiar!tc, there are many people to-day at

the market. 8 gtebt fctnc Sfcfcn cfinc 3)ornen, there are (there

exist) no roses without thorns. @3 ftnb (not eS gtcbt) side Winter in

ttcfcr <2cfi,u(e, there are many children in this school. ($ giebt

(there exist) nod; JKiefcn in ter SBclt, tkere are still giants in the

world.

VOCAHULART.

Jlrmce', /. army. (5td, noble, magna-
Slttfgang, m. rising, nimous.

ascent. StS, n. ice.

S3iS, until, tip to. G'rfla'rcn, to explain.

SSlt^en, to lighten. tfcintltcfi, hostile.

33rcd;en, to break. 5itvd;tcn, to fear.

ing, n. thing, af- @eorg', m. George.
fair. -Oagdn, to hail.

Scnncrn, to thunder. Setefit, easy, easily.

I SJJcipenb, ravenous.

SRudfjug, m. return.

<2d;ncicn, to snow,

airmen, to storm.

Jtagcn, to dawn, be-

come day.

S'fyaucn, to thaw.

iScrge'bcn, to forgive.

SSafir, true.

iSolf, m. wolf.

3uflud;t, /. refuge.

EESUME OF EXAMPLES.
8 hnrb immcr Scute gcben, btc ftcb There will always be people

gegen tic ficflftcn aBafirfeeiten who exalt themselves against

cmpa'rcn, icie ctele gicbt c3 tcrcn the clearest truths ; how
fiettt ju Sage nicfct ! many of those are there (not)

at the present day !
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EXERCISE 68.

1. G gictt tiefe 3afit far iri Dbft. 2. ff* ifl Ijeutc fcfir

SBetter. 3. P' qictt nicbr arme, aU reid;c Scute. 4. (J iji ctu

iDcramta.cn, ticfcn 2Rotgn fvajieren ju getycn. 5. irl-t cS in Teutfc$(anfc

icntc S&iere? C. < giebt nod; tide SBi-lfc in ten <chra.cn.

icinUi'.t' '.'IriiKc i|l auf ityrcm Stucfutge. 8. tebt c etwaJ

r-<, al-< ten Nufgang ter Sonne? 9. (i fiat ten ganjen Sag

<]cM<!ifit. 1<\ I'Micn Sit ttefen Siarfmiittaa. nut mic auf' <Si? 11.

.- tftaut fd;on, unb fca 6i-J faun leic^t bwdjen. 12. SBenn ei

tagt, ttjcrtc id? Ste ju rinem avM"1^'1 "'] aMu'tcn. 13. V?t fd;ncit fteute

ten canjen Sao.. 14. 9tca.net e fcbcn ? 15. Slein. afrcr e-3 unrt Kilr

anfana.cn ju rcgnen. 1C. 2Bie lange 6at t-3 gcrcgnct ? 17. (** Kit h
etcr lliir gcrco.net. 18. Icnncrt e? 19. 3a, e tennert nut Mtyt. unt>

ie^> furcate, taji e aucf) hageln irt. 20. 2Bo joaren 5ic, wabrent c3

f4>neite? 21. 3d; fucfjte in ter CaptHe tc St. eorg 3uflnd;t, tcnn e.3

fdmeitc ni-;bt r.nr, fontcrn c ftiirmte unt ^agcttt aud;. 22. 3d; (age

Sbncn nur ta, a (Sect. XXI. 1) id; gefii'rt ^abe.

EXERCISE 69.

1. It seemed this morning as if it [n( cb eS] would rain, but

now tho weather begins to bo fine. 2. It happened [eS crcignetc

.it it rained just as the battle commenced, and it thun-

:uid hailed throughout the whole day. 3. It has rained,

hailed, snowed, and frozen this winter. 4. As long as it rains

I cannot depart. 5. It appears that there are many strangers

in this hotel. 6. There are (exist) many things which wo cannot

oecplain. 7. As soon as it becomes day, I shall call upon you to

go and seo the rising of the sun. 8. Exists there anything more
noble than to forgive an enemy ? 9. Do you intend to go to-

morrow with mo upon the ico ? 10. No, I fear that it thawa

already, and it would be dangerous to venture it [qcfdbrttd; fcin. e3

git nxjgcn]. 11. As soon as tho wind abates it w?H rain. 12. In

every community there exist mcro blockheads than villains, and

more ignorant men than learned.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. X.

THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS, OE BED CROSS KNIGHTS.

ON tho borders of tho debateablo land where the jurisdictions
of tho Queen and of tho Lord Mayor of London conflict and con-

join, is a stately monument (not Temple Bar), rich in historic

; . and in memories of bygone men. Hidden away under
tho block of buildings which form the south side of Fleet Street,

ono does not notice, without seeking for them, tho colleges of

tho Inner and Middle Temple, which constitute the monument
alluded.to. It is from tho river, from Waterloo or Blackfriars

Bridge, or better still from the Surrey shore, that ono sees

" Those bricVy towers,
Tho which on Thames' broad, aged back do ride,
Where now the studious lawyers have their bowers,
Thero whilomo wont the Templar kuights to bide,
Till they decayed through pride."

Within those "
bricky towers

"
do now study and work the

apprentices, barristers, and serjcants of the law who are mem-
bers of tho two societies of the Temple ; there are collected some
of the brightest mir.ds which tho Universities of tho kingdom
have trained, some of the wittiest heads that ever Nature looked

upon and smiled, some of tho moat intellectual, poliakod, and

learned man that are owned by tho thre* kingdoms. Thvj call

thum*olvM Templars, tht-y worship in common in tho Tempi*
Church, and tho v prwerra tho device* and tradition* of an order
of knight* whooe name they bear, and in wboM anati they aiL

How in thin '( Wat it always so t Certainly sot The Unw
of Edmund Spencer, quoted above, testify a* much, and their

witnoM, a* wo shall aoo in the ooone of thii ketch, M exactly
oven with tho truth. Let tu inquire omewhat into the history
of these colleges of law, and see how they came to be oollsyss
at all; let u* glean something out of the historio memories
vrhjch cling around them, and follow tho path pointed out by
tho finger of Time till it leads us to tho epoch when the lawera

dwelt not in tho Temple, but armed Chrutiaaity staUea her
horse and sharpened her sword there.

Thoro wan a cry in Christendom that the heathen had entered

into tho inheritance of God, and had defiled His holy place*
Stories tho moat pitiablo were told of what the infidels had
dono to thoso who went up to Jerusalem to worship ; how that
onco moro tho wicked hod given the dead bodies of God's ser-

vants to bo meat for tho fowls of the air, and the flesh

saints to tho beasts of tho land. A thrill of horror went through
men as they listened to tho accounts, moxt likely exaggerated,
which were repeated from mouth to mouth,

" and the sensation

vibrated to tho heart of Europe." .Swiftly thoro followed upon
this a determination t > be up and doing, a stern sentiment

founded on religion and soldierly anger, prompting men to exact

satisfaction at tho risk of their lives for the blood of . Christ's

children which had been shed. This was in the year 1090.

The Saracens (a people often confounded with Turks, from
whom they were altogether dissimilar), from Arabia, had con-

quered Palestine in tho year of our Lord 637, driving out the

authority of tho declining Greek emperors, and establishing the

religion and tho state system of Mahomet. The Caliphs, or

chiefs of the Saracens, had so far respected the religion and
social habits of tho conquered Christians, that they had allowed

them to retain about one-fourth of tho city of Jerusalem, besides

numerous places in the provinces. Among other things which

they were permitted to keep was tho Church of tho Holy Sepul-

chre, which tho Empress Helena, mother of tho first Christian

Emperor, Constantino, had built over the spot where tho Saviour

\ras supposed to have been buried. The Christians experienced
at the hands of tho Saracens the greatest moderation, though
the character and principles of the two religions were essentially

different, and in some particulars diametrically opposed. Pil-

grims flocked in hundreds and thousands from all parts of

Europe, to ECO the places which had been honoured by the real

presence of their Lord, to utter their prayers in the very places

where Ho had prayed, to abaso themselves on the very scene of

His sufferings, and to adore Him in Jerusalem,
" the place

where God ought to be worshipped." Though their numbers

must have proved inconvenient, one would think, to the Mussul-

man authorities, and though their enthusiasm was not unlikely

to have produced breaches of tho peace, we do not hear of their

having been interfered with. Occasionally, perhaps, there was

a disturbance, but that in all probability was due rather to the

imprudence of the Christians than to tho tyranny of the Caliph;

so the pilgrimages went on, and were accounted by the reli-

gious system of the day for righteousness in those who per-

formed them.

But a change came. In the year 1065, the year before the

conquest of England by the Normans, Palestine was wrested

from the Saracens by tho Turcoman troops, whom they had

hired, in tho decline of their own vigour, to defend them. The

power of tho Arabian Caliphs was over ; that of the Turkish

Sultans or Emirs had taken its place. A very different sort

of power tho Christians found it. Though professing the same
< the Saracens, tho Turks had none of their moderation.

Brutality coupled with fanaticism these were the principles

on which tho now rulers proceeded to gevern. Forthwith

came a wail of misery from tho Holy Land; pilgrims wen
ill-treated, insulted, and put to death. Women (it was cus-

tomary oven for women to go) were outraged ; taxes the most

ollVnsivo were exacted from those pilgrims who had money, and

thoso who had none were driven back with tho sword, whilst great

numbers perished through tho instrumentality of the Turks.

A golden fee was required of every ono before he could be ad-

mitted to tho Holy Sepulchre. The Patriarch of Jerusalem was

dragged across his church by the hair of his head, and flung into
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a dungeon, in order that he might be induced to procure the

large ransom demanded of him. These and other tales came to

Europe, brought by the wayworn and. pitiable-looking objects who
returned from their pilgrimage with life, and the effect of them
was to arouse in the minds of all men the feelings of indignation
and pity which have been already referred to feelings akin to

those, though far more ecstatic, which were felt in England when
the story of the Indian mutiny came over, or, in a less degree,
which were felt when the refusal of Abyssinian Theodore to give

up his captives was made known.
Men's minds were ripe for action. They only wanted, as they

ever want, some master-mind to take the lead. That master-

mind was found in Peter the Hermit, who marched barefoot

ihrough Europe, preaching up a holy war, and exhorting Chris-

tians not to suffer infidels to crucify the Lord afresh in the

parsons of His children, and to put Him to an open shame.

Pope Urban II. backed the hermit with all his influence, and
Christendom roused as one man. " It is the will of God ! it is

the will of God !

"
the

people shouted on the

plains of Auvergne,
when Peter stirred up
many thousands of

them with the burning
wordsof his eloquence.
A. vast mob, num-
bering over 500,000,

possessed with plenty
of enthusiasm, but
little military know-

ledge, marched forth-

with under the guid-
ance of Peter the

Hermit and Walter
the Moneyless ; but

they melted like snow
under the hardships
of the journey and by
reason of the divi-

sions which sprang
up among them. Be-
fore they reached

Constantinople, then
the capital of the
Christian Greek Em-
pire (Constantinople
was not taken by the
Turks under Maho-
met II. till 1453),

they became a mere

rabble, and went
no farther. Other

hordes, under mili-

tary leaders, and in

numbers 700,000

strong, marched to

the Crusades notwith-

standing. Princes,

barons, knights, esquires, yeomen, priests, hastened to enrol

themselves under the banner of the Cross, and streamed cast-

ward, possessed with the one idea of rescuing the Holy Land
from the clutches of infidels, happy if only they might tread

the land which had been trod by holiest feet. There were

many of these crusades, the most notable being that led by
Bichard the Lion-hearted in the year 1190.

It is not surprising that such desperate enthusiasm should
have succeeded in doing some'what. Jerusalem was taken by
the Crusaders. The Mussulmans were driven to the mountains,
and a Latin kingdom, based upon the feudal principle (for an
account of this principle see " Historic Sketches," I., p. 9), was
established in their place.
The dangers surrounding this kingdom were great and peren-

nial. The Turks, commingled now with their Saracen brethren
in faith, were ever on the watch to inflict injury on the invaders,
anJ to play the part of the enemy who sowed the tares, if per-
chance at any time the Christians slept. For a while the con-

queror5", reinforced by numerous additions from home, held their

own, and kept up thc:r comir anieations with the sea ; but gra-

AR5IS AND COSTUME OF THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS.

dually, as zeal grew faint, these succours became less, and there
was considerable difficulty experienced by the Kings of Jerusalem
in protecting their subjects, let alone visitors. It should be
mentioned that the first and most renowned of the Christian

Kings of Jerusalem was Godfrey de Bouillon, who mortgaged
his Duchy of Bouillon in the Ardennes in 1095 to the Bishop
of Liege, to raise the funds necessary to enable him to take

part in the first Crusade. Following in the track of Peter the
Hermit, he reached Palestine after encountering and sur-

mounting difficulties of no ordinary nature ; and having been
joined by the forces that marched under Robert of Normandy,
Bohemond of Tarentum, and other leaders, he was unanimously
elected to the supreme command of the Christian hosts in the

Holy Land. After a long siege Antioch yielded to the repeated
attacks of the Crusaders in 1098, and about a year after
Jerusalem was taken by assault, July 15, 1099. The guardian-
ship of the Holy City was vested in Godfrey de Bouillon, who
received the title of King of Jerusalem. He did not long enjoy

his sovereignty, for

in a year and three

days after the cap-
ture of Jerusalem, he
died suddenly, hav-

ing been, it is sup-

posed, poisoned by
the Emir of Cajsarea.

Pilgrims continued
tojourneyto the Holy
City, receiving as their

reward the assurance
from the priests of

absolution even from
the most deadly sins.

And certainly they
deserved something
substantial, for at this

time they had not

only to bear the enor-

mous expense which a

pilgrimage, say from

Northampton to the

East, cost in those

days, but they had to

incur, in addition to

this, to say nothing
of the risks of climate,

etc., the certain hos-

tility of deadly foes,

well acquainted with
the country, and
whose business in life

it was to go about

seeking what Chris-

tians they might de-

vour. The journey
from the coast to

Jerusalem, no matter
at what port the pil-

grims disembarked, was full of peril. Numbers of travellers

were cut off even in sight of the Holy City, and the King of

the place was not able to succour them. Afflicted beyond
measure at the sight of so much wrong, anxious to redress,
as far as in them lay, the injuries suffered by the pilgrims,
nine knights bound themselves by a solemn vow to devote them-

.

selves wholly and unreservedly to the sacred duty of shielding
the pilgrims and of punishing their oppressors. A brotherhood

of arms was formed under the most solemn circumstances, and
vows were taken by the nine in the presence of the Patriarch,
to the effect that they would devote themselves to this work ;

that they would be chaste, poor, and obedient, and do all to

the glory of God. They called themselves The poor Fellow-

soldicrs of Jesus Christ.

They acted as the police of the Latin King in the matter of

Turks, infidels, and heretics ; and the idea on which the brother-

hood was founded, coupled with the reputation their prowess
soon acquired, made the service of the Poor Fellow-soldiers

very popular in Europe. A humorous writer has thug

analysed the motives which induced men to go to the Crusades,
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.: that "for sako of tho party" moat men were moat
I :

.. -i

Tliu wili of my luily-lovo

BeoinM If* tho fuhlon . . -I

Lore of Lloodabwl ....'
For the Mike of tho party . . 15

It limy luivo boon BO with thoo who joined tho brotherhood.

tlio iiiimKtT of the order soon exceeded the original

muul'iT, and Borne of tlio "best blood" and the first military
tiikmto were to bo found among its members.

f&^ Iwin II., King of JiTu-i-ilom in the year
1118 (uinotcon years after tlio conquest of tho

place), granted tho kui '.iing-placo in

tho enclosure of tho Temple on Mount Moriah,
the ro-edified Temple of Solomon, and from

that timo tho knights woro known as the

\th'>"<l >/// T-Mnlc of Solomon.

Ten years afterwards, tho knights having
formed themselves into a body of military

monks, bound by the same rules as monks,
and yet soldiers still, obtained recognition from
tho Pope (Honoring ;m>l woro favoured with ... fp
many honours of an ecclesiastical kind. St.

! tho order at Jerusalem. In ot

IScrnard, Abbot of Clairvaux (author, among ; countries, especially in Franco, t
other things, of tho hymn " Jerusalem the

Europe, amassing gUU, and getting recruiU for the brotherhood.
In England he was well received in tho year 1128, and there he
founded a branch establishment of th Knights, under the war-

donship of a Prior, who was, on the appointment of nub-prior*
iior branches in England, called the Grand Prior, and

subsequently Master of tho Temple, the title of the supreme
head in Palestine being at the same time changed into that of
Grand Ma>:
On the spot where "now tho studious lawyers hare their

bowers," tho English Templars dwelt, their Master a peer of
Parliament At first, however, they lircd in the Old Tempi*
wit'.iout Holhorn IUr, close to tho spot where Southampton,

now stand ; and it was not till many years after the
-hmontof tho order in Eng-

land that they bought tho ground
i

on which they built tho New Tom-
i pie, tho sito of tho present law

! colleges. Numerous branch depots
in the country sent up men and

i money to the central body in Lon-

;

don, and tha Master and KnighU
in London supplied tho wants of

Golden "), himself drew up the rules of tho

order, which are exceedingly curious and suffi-

ciently stringent.
Constant attendance on prayer, self-morti-

fication, complete self-surrender, fasting these

wero the principles on which the rules were
framed. The twentieth rule prescribed whito
dresses for the knights.

" To all tho professed
knights, both in winter and summer, we give,
if they can bo procured, whito garments ; that

those who have cast behind them a dark life,

SWORD OF COD- ma7 know that they are to commend them-

FREY DE BOUIL- selves to their Creator by a pure and whito life.

LON. FROM THE For what is whiteness but perfect chastity, and
ouitiixAL PHE- chastity is tho security of tho soul, and tho
SERVED AT JE- health of the body. And unless every knight
RUSALEII. shall continue chaste, he shall not come to per-

petual rest, nor see God, as tho Apostle Paul
witnesseth : Follow after peace with all men, and chastity, without
which no man shall see God." Esquires and retainers wero to be
clothed in black cloth, or, failing that, of brown or some mean
colour ;

"
it is granted to none to wear whito habits, or to have

whito mantles, excepting the above-named knights of Christ."

Gold or silver was forbidden to be worn on tho harness and trap-

pings of the knights simplicity and unrichness were to be the

order of the brotherhood. All money and all gifts wero to be in

common. There was not to be any communication with tho outer
world except through the master, and sporting of all kinds was
strictly forbidden. For the purposes of tho brotherhood it was

permitted the knights to possess lands

and husbandmen,
" and tho customary

services ought to be specially rendered
unto you." Rule 66 says,

" It is,

moreover, exceedingly dangerous to

join sisters with you in your holy pro-

fession, for the ancient enemy hath
drawn (St. Bernard spake as a monk)
many away from the right path to

paradise through tho society of women."
In tho last clause, of the rules this

warning is repeated, with a prohibition :

"
Lastly, we hold it dangerous to all

religion to gaze too much on the coun-

tenance of women ; and therefore no
brother shall presume to kiss neither

widow nor virgin, nor mother nor sister,

nor aunt, nor any other woman. Let the knighthood of Christ

shun fVmimne kisses, through which men have very often been
drawn into danger, so that each, with a pure conscience and

life, may be able to walk everlastingly in the sight of

God."
-; were confirmed by the Pope, and Husrh do Payens

was chosen Master of the Knights. De Payens travelled through

SHIELD Or A MIGHT TXXrLAJU

TOMB or GODFRET DE BOV1LLOS AT JERUSALEM.

Templars took deep 'oot, :in-l

enormous possessions in land and

money were bestowed upon thorn.

Tho order became very popular,
and its numbers increased so that

the ruuster-roll of the Knights in-

cluded the names of many thousands of warriors, picked men
from the flower of European chivalry. In the course of a few

years they rose into such prominence that kings were glad to

court their favour ; to the King of Jerusalem they were in tho

stead of a standing army, and upon them devolved tho never-

ceasing warfare which was necessary to defend the Latin settle-

ment from destruction.

About tho year 11-46, when the second Crusade was being pre-

pared, tho Templars assumed, by permission of the Pope, a red

cross, which was worn on the left breast of their mantles, and
which obtained for them tho namo of Red Friars, or Red Crosa

Knights. They also obtained, at the same period, large addi-

tional benefices. Their work was not all rose-water, however ;

far from it they had rough and constant employment against
enemies both to race and religion, men embittered by yean of

mutual injury, by fanaticism, by every strong impulse. At times,

they conquered, at others they fell even their Grand Master
on one occasion being taken and kept in prison till he died.

Saladin, tho hero of many a romance, a most able warrior and

statesman, was the great foe of the Christians ; and as under his

auspices the Crescent grow, the light of the Cross became polo
in Palestine. At one time the whole of tho brethren in garrison,

at Jerusalem having been captured, and offered tho alternative

of death or the Koran, elected the former, and were beheaded

accordingly. By way of reprisal for

those things, it often happened that

the Knights forgot the Christian quality
of mercy, and involved in one common
destruction tho whole of their captives ;

indeed, in the end the war between
Cross and Crescent became a war ta

the knife. The Templars were a terrot

to all but the best of the Turkish

soldiers, and rode through their lines

in splendid charges, which made tho

earth quake beneath them.

Tho Knights Templars had been in-

stituted as a rival order to that of the

Knights of St. John of Jerusalem,

which was organised as a military body
about 1099. This order was never at

any timo of ita existence so wealthy and powerful as that of tho

Templars, and on this account always held a higher posr

popular favour. The Templars, on tho other hand, were being

spoiled by prosperity, and their wealth was now beginning to

stir up tho en ire of tho needy. In every country in

Europe they had property either in land or money nine thou-

sand manors in all, besides other riches ; and their privileges.
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obtained both from kings and from the pope, were calculated to

arouse the jealousy of the people. Riches, too, in the hands of

the " Poor Fellow-soldiers of Jesus Christ," the men who had

taken vows of poverty, did not cause their possessors to prosper ;

the military monks grew less and less chary of going to fight in

the Holy Land ;
and when, in 1187, Saladin re-conquered Jeru-

salem, and put all the Templars there, together with the other

defenders of the place, to the sword, the rest of the fraternity

were still less inclined to make an effort to rescue the city, and to

re-fonnd the Latin Kingdom in the East. They remained, there-

fore, at home, living upon their property, jealously preserving
the rights granted to them under widely different circumstances,

and making themselves obnoxious by their pride and worldli-

/ioss. The annual income of the order was estimated at

6,000,000.
A society so rich and so powerful could not but have enemies.

It began to be whispered that not only did they visibly neglect

the obligations of their vows, but secretly they conducted them-

selves in the most abominable manner ; that they worshipped the

devil, and dealt in magic, and that ono part of the ceremonial on

admission to the order was the act of spitting on an image of

the Saviour. These and other grave charges were brought against

them, but their pride would not allow of their making any reply,

till colour having been given to them by the irregularities of

some of the brethren, Philip the Fair, of France, who had an eye
to confiscations, resolved, in 1296, to proceed against them. As

they had no friends, he thought ho might safely kick them.

After a splendid defence of each one of their posts in Syria,

which they lost in succession, overwhelmed by great numbers,
after the death in battle of their last notable Grand Master, and
after their final expulsion from tho Holy Land, their influence

diminished with the disgrace that had come upon them.

Philip gave ear to tho scandal bruited concerning tho Knights.
James do Molay, of a noble Burgundian family, was Grand
Master. He was an illustrious warrior, who had fought in all

the latest battles in Palestine, and had, in conjunction with the

Persian King, to whom he at one time allied himself, re-conquered
for a while tho lost ground in Syria. Ho had held King Philip
at the baptismal font. He was approved an honest man as

well as a noblo soldier in the sight of all men, and the voice

of calumny was not able to speak against him. Yet Philip,

having invited him from Cyprus, his stronghold, flung him into

prison, and kept him there five years and a half. Meantime in-

formation, much of it of an absurd and ridiculous character,
was gladly received from any quarter by the King. Pope
Clement V., who was wholly under French influence (the Papal
Court was then at Avignon), issued bulls ordering inquisition
to be made into the conduct of tho monks. In Franco this

inquiry was made under torture, and more than a hundred

Knights died under the tormentors' hands. Some confessed,
under the smart of pain, to foul and unnatural crimes, which

they denied afterwards to the death ; and upon evidence of this

kind, and other evidence quite as unsatisfactory, several hun-
dreds of Templars were burned at slow fires more than a hun-
dred and ten in Paris on one occasion. Franco was tho only
country in which this excessive barbarity was practised, but
,is in all countries the wealth of tho order was a great crime,
,he fate of the order itself was decided simultaneously every-
where. Their possessions were confiscated throughout Europe,
jind given, part to the rival order of tho Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem, part to the princes who had seen them to their end ;

and the Pope, in 1327, issued a decree abolishing the whole
order.

James de Molay, the Grand Master, having endured five

years and a half of rigorous confinement, and Laving probably
suffered tcrture therein, was led out in company with three of

his chief officers, on the 18th of March, 1313, to recite in the

hearing of the people of Paris the charges he had confessed
while under torture. The Bishop of Alba read the confes-

sions, and then called on the prisoners to affirm them. Two
of the unhappy Knights, worn out by torture and suffering,

assented, but the Grand Master, loaded with chains, called out
with a loud voice that for him to affirm an untruth was a crime
of which he would not be guilty ; and he added,

" I do confess

my guilt, which consists in having, to my shame and dishonour,
suffered myself, through the pain of torture and the fear of

death, to give utterance to falsehoods imputing scandalous sins

and iniquities to an illustrious order, which hath nobly served the

cause of Christianity. I disdain to purchase such a wretched and
disgraceful existence by engrafting another lie upon tho original
falsehood." Guy, the Grand Preceptor, having said something
to tho same effect, Philip became enraged, and that same even-

ing, at dusk, the two unfortunate Knights, tho last Grand
Master, and tho last Grand Preceptor, were taken to a spot
outside Paris, and slowly roasted to death.

Fuller says,
" Tho chief cause of the ruin of the Templars

was their extraordinary wealth. As Naboth's vineyard was tho
chiefest ground of his blasphemy, and as in England Sir John
Cornwall, Lord Fanhope, said merrily, not he, but his stately
house at Ampthill, in Bedfordshire, was guilty of high treason,
so certainly their wealth was the principal cause of their over-
throw."

In England, while much of the property of the Knights was
seized by the King (Edward III.), a large portion, including the
Temple in London, was given to tho Knights of St. John of Jeru-

salem, who let it to the lawyers, and continued to do so down to
tho time of tho suppression of monasteries in 1539, when the
Knights of St. John, in common with all other conventual insti-

tutions in England, ceased to exist. Tho property of the Knights
was resumed by tho Crown, and various noblemen enjoyed the
grant of the Temple in London, until the reign of James I.

That monarch granted it to the executive members of the two
law societies which had flourished there since the downfall of
tho Templar Knights, and they still hold it by virtue of King
James's grant, on condition of paying a quit rent of ten pounds
a year.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE CRUSADES AND PRINCIPAL
EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OP THE ORDERS OF THE KNIGHTS
TEMPLARS AND KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM.

Crusades suggested by Peter
tho Hermit, aiid sanctioned

by Pope Urban II. . . 109-1

First Crusade under Godfrey
de Bouillon and others

(temp. William II.) . . 1096

Jerusalem taken . July 15, 1099

Latin Principalities of Jeru-

salem, Antioch, and Edessa
founded 1099

Military Order of the Knights
of St. John of Jerusalem
founded 1099

Order of Knights Templars
founded by Baldwin II. of

Jerusalem 1118

Templars establish them-
selves in England . . . 1128

Edessa conquered by the
Saracens 1144

Fresh Crusade preached by
St. Bernard of Clairvaux 1146

Second Crusade under Con-
rad II. of Germany and
Louis VII. of France (temp.

Stephen), unsuccessful . 1147
Jerusalem taken by the Sara-

cens under Saladin . . . 1187
Third Crusade commenced
by Frederick Barbarossa,
Emperor of Germany . . 1189

Carried on by Richard I. of

England and Philip II. of

France 1190

Fourth Crusade under Henry
V. of Germany (temp.
Eichnrd I.) 1195

Fifth Crusade under Baldwin
of Flanders, who stopped
at Constantinople instead
of going to the Holy Land
(temp. John) 1204

Jerusalem taken by tho Turks 1217
Sixth Crusade under Frede-

rick II. of Germany (temp.

Henry III.) 1228
Jerusalem again taken by the
Turks 1239

The Temple Church built . 1240
Seventh Crusade under Louis

IX. of France (temp. Henry
III.), unsuccessful . . . 1249

Eighth and last Crusade com-
menced by Louis IX. of

France (temp. Henry III.) 1270
Carried on by Prince Edward,

afterwards Edward I. of

England 1271
Christian Troops finally with-

drawn from the Holy Land 1291

Knights of St. John retire to

Cyprus 1291
Ehodes occupied by Knights

of St. John 1310

Order of Templars suppressed
in Franco 1312

Grand Master, James de

Molay, burned in Paris . 1314

Templars suppressed in Eng-
land .... about 1340

Rhodes taken by Solyman II. 1522

Knights of St. John retire to

Sicily 1522

Malta given to the Knighta
of St. John by Charles V.
of Germany 1530

Order of Knights of St. John
finally suppressed in Eng-
land 1539

Malta taken by Bonaparte . 1798

Malta taken by the British . 1800

From this time the Knights
of St. John have ceased to
hold any territory.

CHRISTIAN KINGS OF JERUSALEM.

Godfrey de Bouil-

lon .... 1099

Baldwin I. (bro-
ther of God-
frey) . . . 1100

Baldwin II. . . 1118

Fulk of Anjou . 1131

Baldwin III. . 1144

Amaury . . .1132
Baldwin IV. . 1173

Sibyl .... 1185

Baldwin V. . . 1185

Guy de Lusignan 1186

Henry de Cham-
pagne . . . 1192

Amaury do Lu-

signan . . . 1197

Jeanne deBrienne 1210

Frederick II. of

Germany . . 1229

This King was ex-

pelled by the

Turks . . . 1239
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I.K.SSONS IN FRENCH, -:

SECTION XXXII. -UNII'KRSONAL

1. BT iMiii>T*iiii:il v.i' meant thoM rerbfl which aro

used onl> in tin thirl p.-r "ii Hingular. Having, properly peak-
. aro sometimes callud impersonal ;

:i Hinjnilar, unod in Kniflixh, w neuter, and in

tlniutfli if ho ii i-.l, it in understood and translated an

by tho word it. Thono verbs express chiefly an abstract

opinion !>r smtinn-nt ; most frequently they donoto tho ntato or

!n r ; and they generally prooodo or announce

the oocnrronco of an ovont, as, it hapi*

2. Tho unipersonal verb is conjugated only in tho third person

angular of a tense. Its nominative pronoun il, it, is umxl abso

^^Ei.e., it represents no noun previously expressed.

II plout aujourd'hui, It rain* to-day.

': imipersonal verb assumes tho termination of the class

or conjugation to which it belongs. Some verbs are always
rial, :n:il will bb found in 68. Others are only ooca-

Hionally HO, ami if irregular, will bo found in tho personal form
-:vmo 62.

4. PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE OF THE UNIPEBSONAL
:BS.

Y AVOIR, to he there.

U y a, there it, there

or*.

GRXLER, (> h:\il.

11 trr,'-l,) ( 49), it /toils,
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9. INDICATIVE PRESENT OP THE IRREGULAR VERBS.

E, 4,fo conduct.

Je conduis, I conduct,

do conduct, or am
conducting.

Tu conduis.

II conduit.

Nous conduisons.

Vous conduisez.

Us conduisent.

ECRI-RE, 4, to write.

J'ecris, I write, do

write, or am, writiiig.

Tu e"cris.

II ^crit.

Nous ^crivons.

Vous ^crivez.

Ils e'crivent.

LI-RE, 4, to read.

Je Us, I read, do read.

or am reading.

Tulis.
II lit.

Nous lisons.

Vous lisez.

Ils lisent.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Votre parent forit-il Men ?

H e'crit assez Men et assez vita.

Nous avons assez de livres.

Nous sommes assez attentifs a nos

169OUS.
Voila la demoiselle dont vous

parlez.
Votre cheval n'est-il pas dans le

champ ?

II n'y est pas, il est dans le jardin.

AUez-vous en France cette annee f

Nous aliens a Paris et a Lyon.
Ou conduisez-vouscejeunehomme?
Je le conduis en Alleinagne.

Demeurez-vous a la ville ?

Nous demeurons a la campagne.
Allez-vous souvent a la chasse ?

Nous allons quelquefois a la peche.

Docs your relation write well f

He writes well enough and rapidly

enough.
We have boots enough.
We are attentive enough to our les-

sons.

There is the young lady oj whom you
speak.

Is not your horse in the field f

It is not there, it is in the garden.
Do you go to Prance this year f

We go to Paris and to Lyons.
Where do you take this young man ?

I take him to Germany.
Do you live in the town J

We live in the country.
Do you go often hunting ?

We sometimes go fishing.

Associi^, m., partner.

Campagne, f., country.

Canif, m., penknife.

Chasse, f., hunting.

Commis, m., clerk.

Fort, very.

VOCABULARY.

Italie, f., Italy.

Peche, f., fishing.

Prusse, f., Prussia.

Eapidement, rapidly.

Eend-re, 4, to return.

Si, if.

EXERCISE 61.

Suisse, f., Switzerland.

Terre, f., farm, estate.

Ville, f., town, city.

Vite, quickly.

Voyage, m., journey.

1. flcrivez-vous encore la meme lecon ? 2. Je n'ecris plus la

meme, j'en ecris une autre. 3. Votre commis ecrit-il rapide-
ment ? 4. H ccrit fort bien, mais il n'ecrit pas vite. 5. N'avez-

vous pas assez d'argent pour acheter cette terre ? 6. J'ai assoz

d'argent, mais j'ai 1'intention de faire un voyage en France. 7.

Voila votre livre, en avez-vous besoin ? 8. Je n'en ai pas besoin,

j'en ai un autre. 9. Avez-vons encore besoin de mon canif ?

10. Je n'en ai plus besoin, je vais vous le rendre. 11. Notre
cousin demeure-t-il a la ville ? 12. II ne demeure plus a la

ville, il demeure a la campagne. 13. Aime-t-il aller a la

chasse ? 14. n n'aime pas aller a la chasse. 15. II va tous

les jours a la peche. 16. Notre associe est-il a Paris ou a

Eouen ? 17. H est a Marseille. 18. Ou avez-vous 1'intention

de conduire votre fils ? 19. Je vais le conduire en Italie. 20.

Demeurez-vous a Milan ou a Florence ? 21. Je ne demeure ni a
Milan ni a Florence, je demeure a Turin. 22. Votro ami
demeure-t-il en Suisse ? 23. H ne demeure plus en Suisse, il

demeure en Prusse. 24. Votre domestique est-il a 1'eglise ?

25. Non, Monsieur, il est a 1'ecole.

EXERCISE 62.

1. Does your clerk write as well as your son ? 2. He writes

tolerably well, but not so well as my son. 3. Have you books

enough in your library ? 4. I have not books enough, but I

intend to buy some more. 5. Here is your sister's letter, will

you read it ? 6. I intend to read it. 7. Does your son like to

go fishing ? 8. He likes to go fishing and hunting. 9. When
does he like to go fishing ? 10. When I am in the country.
11. What do you do when you are in the city? 12. When I

am in the city, I read and learn my lessons. 13. Do you
intend to go to France this year ? 14. I intend to go to Ger-

many. 15. Will you go to the city if it rains ? 16. When it

rains I always remain at home [E. 1]. 17. How many friends

have you in the city ? 18. I have many friends there. 19. Are
there many English, in France ? 20. There are many English in

France and in Italy. 21. Are there more English in Germany
than in Italy ? 22. There are more English in Italy than in

Germany. 23. Is it fine weather in Italy ? 24. It is very fine

weather there ? 25. Does it often freeze there ? 26. It freezes

sometimes there, but not often. 27. Does that young lady read

as well as her sister ? 28. She reads better than her sister, but
her sister reads better than I. 29. Is there any one at your
house ? 30. My father is at home. 31. Is your brother-in-law
absent ? 32. My brother-in-law is at your house. 33. There is

no one at home to-day.

SECTION XXXIV. THE INDEFINITE PBONOUN ON, ETC.

1. The indefinite pronoun on has no exact equivalent in

English. It may be rendered by one, we, they, people, etc.,

according to the context. On has, of course, no antecedent, and
seldom refers to a particular person [ 41 (4) (5), 113].

On doit honorer la vertu, We should honour virtue.

On nous apporte de 1'argent, Jlfoney is brought to us.

2. As may be seen in the last example, on is often the nomi-
native of an active verb, which is best rendered in English by
the passive [ 113 (1)].

On dit qua votre e'pouse est ici,

Onraconte des histoires singulieres,
On r^colte beaucoup de ble" en

France,

They say that your wife is here.

Singular histories are related.

Much wheat is harvested (grown) in

France.

3. Avoir lieu answers to the English expression to take place.

Cela a lieu tous les jours, That ta7:es place every day.

4. Au lieu de answers to the English instead of. The verb
which follows it must, according to Sect. XX. 2, be put in the
infinitive.

Au lieu d'etudier, il joue, Instead of studying he plays.

5. Devoir, to owe, is used before an infinitive, like the English
verb to be, to express obligation.

Je dois lui ecrire demain, I am to write to him to-morrow.

Nous devous y aller demain, We are to go there to-morrow.

6. Eecevoir des nouvelles means to hear from.

Devez-vous recevoir des nouvelles Are you to hear from your sister J

de votre sosur?

7. Entendre parler answers to the English phrase to hear of or

about.

Entendez-vous souvent parler de Do vow often hear of your friends f

vos amis?
EESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Que dit-on do nous dans la ville ?

On ne parle pas de vous.

Ne mauge-t-ou pas tous les jours ?

On mange quand on a faim.

On trouve beaucoup d'or en Cali-

fornie.

Dit-on quelque chose de nouveau?
On ne dit rieu de nouveau.

A-t-on re9U des nouvelles de

George ?

On n'a point entendu parler de lui.

On ii'a point recu de ses nouvelles.

Devez-vous dcrire a notro ami ?

Je dois lui ecrire demain.

Le concert doit-il avoir lien ce

soir ?

II doit avoir lieu ce matin.

Je viens au lieu de mon frere.

II danse au lieu de marcher.

TPhat do they say of us in the city f

People do not speak of you.
Do not people eat every day ?

People eat when they are hungry.
Much gold is found in California.

Do they (people) say anything neic ?

Nothing new is said.

Has anything been heard from
George ?

Nothing has been heard of him.

They have not heard from him.

Are you to write to our friend }

I am to write to him to-morrow.

Is the concert to tafcc place this

evening ?

It is to take place this morning.
I come instead of my brother.

He dances instead of walking.

Afrinue, f., Africa.

Alger, Algiers

Apport-er, 1, to bring.

Demain, to-morrow .

Diamant, in., diamond.

Fouru-ir, 2, to furnish.
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aujminl'luu 11. < '11 i'"in .lit i[..

lidi. !.". 11 iiuiM li.-n

. vvuir :iu i

: i. Avei-vou
U). 11 Miit

20. Savoz-voua co nu'ou (lit di

nouvoau. -1. Tn.uvr : ip d'or -u t'aliforui-

. .,1 l.i'aiie.mp. ill. Y trouve-t-on auggi dos diamante?

'!i n'y en trouvo point, oil n'y trouvo quo do 1'or.

EXEBCISK 64.

1 . What do pooplo aay of me ? 2. People say that yon are

not very attentive to your lesions. 3. IB it said that much gold

is found in A it U said that much gold in found in

California. 5. Do tlmy bring you books every day ? 6. Books

are brought to me [R. 2] every day, bat I hare no tune
them. 7. What hould one dl tire) when one i* ick:

8. Ono hoold Mud for a physician. 0. Do you nead for mj
brother? 10. I am to send for him this morning. 11. Do you
hear from your son every day ? 12. I bear from him every time
that your brother conn*. 13. Doe* the nalo take place to-day '<

14. It take* plaoe this afternoon. 15. At what time doe* it

take place? 1G. It take* place at half after time. 17. I have
a wtth to go there, but my brother U sick. 18. What am I to
do ? 19. You are to write to your brother, who, it i* aaid (dit

on), U very nick. 20. IB he to leave for Africa? 21. lie U to

leave for Algiers. 22. Do you oome instead of your father f

23. I am to write instead of him. 24. Doee the concert take

place thin morning ? 25. It ia to take place thin afternoo.

Do you know at what hour ? 27. At a quarter before fire.

COPY-SLIP NO. 73. THE LETTER f.

COPT-SLIP NO. 74. THE WORD frog.

COPY-SLIP NO. 75. ELEMENTARY STROKES FORMING THE LETTER

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XX.
THE simplest method of writing the letter f, and that which is

most generally used in writing large-hand copies, is shown in

Copy-slip No. 73. In this form, which is repeated in Copy-slip
No. 74, where f is given in conjunction with other letter*, it is

commenced with a fine hair-stroke a little above the lino c c,

which is carried upwards until it reaches the line fc k, where it

is turned towards the left and brought downwards across the
fine up-stroke, the pressure on the pen being gradually increased
until a thick down-stroke is formed, which terminates at the
line g g. The letter is finished with a hair-stroke carried out
from the back of the letter, about the line c c, to the left, ami
then brought to the right in a curve across the down-stroke.
In small-hand writing, the lower part of the letter f is generally

made in the form of a loop, the pressure of the pen being
relaxed, and the down-stroke narrowed gradually until it U
turned at the bottom in a hair-stroke, which is carried upwards
and across the down-stroke about the line c c, or centre of

the letter, in a small loop. Sometimes the loop at the upper
part of the letter is omitted, the down-stroke being commenced
at the line ee (see Copy-slip No. 10, p. 60, for the height of
this lino above a a), and thickened very gradually until it reaches
its thickest part about the line bb, when the pressure on the

pen is immediately lessened to narrow the stroke into the fine

line that forms the loop below the line b b. Examples of tho
methods of making the letter f that have just been described

will be found in future copy-slips. In Copy-slip >

tho learner will find tho elementary strokes that form the

letter k.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XIX.

SQUARE AND CUBE EOOT (continued).

9. THE square root of a fraction is obtained by taking the

equare root of the numerator for a numerator, and the squaro

root of the denominator for a denominator. This follows at once

from the consideratio* that the multiplication of fractions is

effected by multiplying the numerators for a numerator, and the

denominators for a denominator. When either the numerator

or the denominator is not a complete square, in which case the

fraction, itself evidently has no exact square root, instead of

finding an approximate root of both numerator and denominator

in decimals, and then dividing one by the other, it will bo better

first to reduce the fraction to a decimal, and then to take the

square root.

EXAMPLE. To find the square root of
f.

Reducing f to a decimal, we find it to be '285714 (see Lesson

XVI., Art. 21).

Hence we should find by the previous method the square root

of '28571428571428 ... to as many decimal places as we please,

by continually taking in more and more figures of the recurring

periods.

Similarly, in finding the square root of f ,
we should proceed

thus : = '4, and then find the squaro root of '400000, etc., to

as many places as we please.
06s. It does not follow that because the numerator and

denominator of a fraction are not complete squares, that the

fraction has no square root ; for the division of numerator and
denominator by some common measure may reduce them to

perfect squares. Thus, ||, when numerator and denominator are

divided by 7, gives J,
the square root of which is

f.
A fraction

must bo reduced to its lowest terms to determine whether it be
a complete square or not.

10. Abbreviated Process of Extraction of Square Root.

When the squaro root of a number is required to a consider-

able number of decimal places, we may shorten the process by
the following

Rule for tJie Contraction of the Square Root Process.

Find by the ordinary method one more than half the number
of figures required, and then, using the last obtained divisor as
a divisor, continue the operation as in ordinary long division.

EXAMPLE. Find the square root of 2 to 12 figures.

2-0000, etc. ( 1-414213 | 56237

24) 100

281 ) 400
281

2824) 11900
11296

28282
) 60400

56564

282841 ) 383600
282841

2828423) 10075900
8485269

15906310
14142115

17641950
16970538

6714120
5656846

10572740
8485269

20874710
19798961

1075749

Here, having obtained by the ordinary process the first seven

figures, we get tho rest by dividing as in ordinary division by
the last divisor, 2828423.

11. We might extract the square root of a perfect square by
splitting it into its prime factors, but unless the number is not

large this would be a tedious method.
EXAMPLE. Find the square root of 441.

Following the method given in Lesson VIII., Art. 5

3)441

3)147

Therefore 441 = 32 X 7 2
; of which the square root is 3 X 7,

or 21.

06s. Unless a number is made up of prime factors, each of

which is repeated an even number of times, it is not a perfect

square.
EXERCISE 39.

1. Find the square root of the following numbers :

1. 529.

2. 5329.

3. 784.

'4. 4761.

5. 7056.

6. 9801.

7. 27889.

8. 961.

9. 97 to 4 places of decimals.

10. 190 to 5 places.

11. -81796 to 4 places.
12. 1169 64.

13. 3-172181 to 4 places.

14. 10342G56.

15. 2li lint ?S>-?Vi
s
;-

16. -| to 4 places.

17. 17-J to 4 places.

18. 964-51923G02U.

19. -00000025.

2. Find the square root of the following numbers by the
abbreviated method :

1. 365 to 11 figures ill the root. 3. 3 to 17 figures.

2. 2 to 12 figures.

3. Extract tho square root of 2116, 21316, and 7056, by
splitting them into their prime factors.

12. Extraction of the Cube Root.

To extract the cube root of a given number is the same thing
as resolving it into three equal factors.

As in the case of the square root, we must content ourselves

with giving, without explanation of the reason of its truth, the

Rule for the Extraction of the Cube Root of a given number.

Mark off the given number into periods of three figures each,

by placing a point over the figure in the unit's place, and then
over every third figure to the left (and to the right also, if there
be any decimals). Put down for the first figure of the root the

figure whose cube is the greatest cube in the first period, and
subtract its cube from the first period, bringing down the next

period to the right of the remainder, and thus forming a number
which we shall call a dividend. Multiply the squaro of the part
of the root already obtained by 3 to form a divisor, and then,

having determined how many times this divisor is contained in

the dividend without its two right-hand figures, annex this

quotient to tho part of the root already obtained.* Then deter-

mine three lines of figures by the following processes :

1. Cube tbe last figure in the root.

2. Multiply all tbe figures of the root except the last by 3, and the
result by the square of the Just.

3. Multiply the divisor by the last figure in the root.

Set down these lines in order, under each other, advancing
each successively one place to the left. Add them up, and
subtract their sum from the dividend. Bring down the next

period to tho right of the remainder, to form a new dividend,
and then proceed to form a divisor, and to find another figure of

the root by exactly the same process, continuing the operation
until all the periods are exhausted.

13. In decimals, the number of decimal places in tho cubs
root will be the same as the number of points placed over the

decimal part, i.e., as the number of periods in the decimal part.

05s. If, finally, there be a remainder, then tho given number
has no exact cube root, but, as in tho case of the squaro root, an

approximation can be carried to any degree of nearness by
adding ciphers, and finding any number of decimal places.

The rule will be best understood by following the stops of an

example.

* It will be found necessary sometimes, as will be seea by the

exnmple given in Art. 15, to set down as the next figure in the root,
one less than this quotient.
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. Find tho cube root of 78314C01.

78314601
64

48} 143,14

8
48

98

10088

5292) i

3760483

460118

Placing tho points as indicated in tho rule, wo observe that

tho oubo of 4 is tho greatest cube in tho first period 78. Sub-

tracting I3
, or C4, from 78, wo got a remainder 14, to tho right

of which wo bring down the next period 314, to form a dividend.

Multiplying the square of 4 by 3, wo get for a divisor 48, which
will go 2 times in 143 (the dividend without its two right-hand

fig-arcs). Wo set down 2, therefore, to tho right of 4 as tho

next figure in tho root, and then proceed to form tho three lines

according to the rule.

1. 8 is the cube of 2.

2. 48 is 3 x 4 x 2*.

3. 96 is tho product of 2, the lost obtained figure in the root ;
and

48, the divisor.

Placing those three lines under each other, but advancing each

ively one place towards the left, and adUm;,', wo get

10088, which we subtract from tho dividend 14311, leaving a

remainder 4226. To tho right of this wo bring down the next

period 601, thus forming another dividend.

Tho next divisor 5292 is 3 X 42 s
, and is contained 7 times in

42266. Putting down, then, 7 as the next figure in tho root, we
form three lines as before :

1. 343 is the cubo of 7, tho "last figure in the root.

2. 6174 in 3 x 42 x ?.
3. 37044 is 7 x 5202.

Adding these up when properly placed, wo get 3766483,
which we subtract from tho previous dividend 4226601, leaving
a remainder 460118.

There are now no more periods left. Hence 427 is the num-
ber whose cubo is the nearest cube number to tho given number,
and loss than it. If there were no remainder, the root obtained
would be the exact cube root of tho given number.

14. In such an example as that worked out above, we could

place a decimal point and as many periods of ciphers as wo may
wish after the original number, and thus, by continuing tho

process according to tho rule, get as many decimal places as

may bo required as an approximation to tho cubo root.

In finding tho cubo root of a decimal, tho periods must be

completed by adding ciphers, if necessary.
15. When tho cube root of a fraction is required, the cubo

root of tho numerator and the cubo root of tho denominator will

be tho numerator and denominator respectively of the fraction

which is the cube root of tho original fraction. If tho numc-
rator and the denominator aro not both perfect cubes when tho

fraction is reduced to its lowest terms (vide 9, 06s.), tho best

plan generally will be to reduce the fraction to a decimal, and
then to find the cubo root of that decimal. In tho caso of

mixed numbers, they must be reduced to improper fractions, in

order to see whether tho resulting improper fraction has its

numerator and denominator both perfect cubes. Thus, 5JJ
reduced to an improper fraction gives ^s

, of which tho cubo
root is

J, or If. But if, when so reduced, tho numerator and
denominator are cot perfect cubes, then it will bo better to

reduce tho fractional part of the mixed number to a decimal,
and placing the integral port before it, find tho cube root by
the above rult.

EXAMPLE. Find the cube root of -ilj to two
decimals.

}
= 44-0, . . .

44-000000(3-54

27) 1700

15870

place* of

3C75 ) 1725000

1480864

238136

And BO on to as many more decimal places aa we may desire.

Obs. Exactly aa in tho caso of the aqnoro root, when 000
more than half tho nun ber of figures required of the root hare
been found by tho role, the rest may bo found by simply divid-

ing, as in ordinary division, by the last divisor.

16. Obs. It will bo observed that although 27, the fint

divisor, is really contained C timoa in 176, we only put down 5
in tho root. Tho reason is that, on examination, we find that 6
would bo too large, for it would make tho sum of the three

linos which wo odd up greater than tho dividend 17600. This

explains tho noto at pago 818. We must, therefore, always be
careful to observe whether tho figure put down in that root wfll

or will not mako the Hum of the three lines too large. The
dividing tho dividend without its two hist figures by the divisor

is not, therefore, an infallible guido to the next figure of the

root.

EXERCISE 40.

Find the cubo root of tho following numbers :

1. 2107. 6. 11543-176. 11. 376.

2. 91125. 7. 20-570824. 12. 575.

3. 571787. 8. -241804367. 13.

4. 2515456. 9. 37. 11. 49fr.

5. 10218313. 10. 6. 15. 399501-352125.

Where tho given number is not a complete cube, the root

may bo found to seven decimal figures in each case, attention

being paid to Obs. of Art. 16.

LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE I.

ARCHITECTURE is tho art of planning, constructing, and adorn-

ing public or private buildings according to their intended use.

Tho word architecture is derived from tho Greek apxv (ar'-io), 1

command, and rtK-ruv (tcck-tone), a vxnrkman. Thia etymology
indicates tho operatives engaged in tho building on the one

hand, and tho leader or chief, tho man of science and practical

skill, putting in action all his resources in order to execute

his plan on tho other. Such a division as this was, BO

doubt, established from the beginning of tho art. According,
therefore, to tho literal moaning of tho etymology, mankind
must have, at tho origin of architecture, possessed a degree of

civilisation sufficient for the organisation of different kinds of

industrial operations, and acquired a degree of skill in tho art,

which enabled some men by tkoir experience to be the leaden
or directors of others. In thia way, wo may suppose that the

art itself, or rather tho symmetry, tho harmony of proportion*,
and good taste in structures, at first began to bo developed.

Before arriving at this point, mankind must hare overleapt

ages. One of the first wants of society was a covering or shelter

from tho inclemency of tho weather, whether of he.\t or of cold.

Simple was tho art employed in constructions of this kind.

Grottoes or caves hollowed square to mako them more habitable,

and cottages constructed of branches of trees and blocks of

stone such were tho primitive constructions in wood and stone

which formed tho rudiments of architecture. From the simpli-

city of early structures men passed to the study of proportion* :
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they then dared to attempt the grand ; and, at last, reached the

sublime.

The origin of architecture cannot be assigned to any particular

country. Every nation produced its own art, or style, by
employing the various materials within its reach, and by giving
to them such forms as their wants required. Proceeding at first

from the high table-lands of Asia, in order to people the earth,

the early fathers of our race could have but little idea of archi-

ture, or of a well-established system of construction. As wan-

dering and pastoral tribes, like the Hottentots of the present

day, they lived in tents or wretched huts, which had no preten-

sions to architecture. It was not until they became more
settled that they sought the means of rendering their buildings
more durable, by employing in their construction wood or

stone, and bricks baked in the sun.

From the differences in the materials, and from the variety of

tastes and feelings, arise the varied appearances which the

monuments of different nations present, and which constitute

their peculiar style of

architecture. Thus ^s^^90Ei^^H
the Egyptian, born
in the hot climate of

Africa, in a country
destitute of wood fit

.for building, and near

the mountains of the

valley of the Nile, con-

taining large blocks of

freestone and granite,
created for himself

a vigorous style of

buildings, which com-

pletely sheltered him
from the burning raya
of the sun. These

buildings were formed
of colossal masses,
which were easily

transported along the

waters of that famous
river. The Greek, in-

habiting a milder cli-

mate, surrounded by
forests and quarries,

gave a lighter form
tohis edifices, and em-

ployed wood in their

construction, which
harmonised well with
the marble a mate-
rial of which the fine-

ness admitted of a

greater delicacy of

structure and arrangement. The Chinese, surrounded by rivers
"bordered with bamboo, had only a meagre and tortuous species
of architecture, as ephemeral in its duration as it was fragile in
its origin and construction. The very different character exhi-
bited in local architecture enable us to judge of a country by
its monuments, inasmuch as the buildings themselves are the

expression of the various wants of the people who constructed
them. It is easy to understand how their different arrange-
ments and structures are but the reflection of the religion or the
manners of the people. The general style of the monuments of

a, country is a durable image of the different phases of its

civilisation. In these, we see it in its primitive, refined, or de-

graded state, as civilisation arose, approached to perfection, or

decayed.
Nations naturally established great divisions in their architec-

ture. They first built their private dwellings, then their public
buildings, and these, in their numerous subdivisions, constituted
civil architecture. Religion caused them to build temples and
ether edifices, attaching to them ideas of duty and moral obliga-
tion : thus arose sacred architecture. The fortification of their

frontiers, their towns, and their conquered countries, gave birth

.to military architecture. In this tasty sketch, we see how
extensive is the series of buildings which cover the face of the

globe, some of which belong to the first ages of its history, and
others of which are being re-discovered in our own day. The

THE HUT OF THE HOTTENTOT : AN EXAMPLE OF THE PRIMITIVE ATTEMPTS
OF MAN TO CONSTRUCT A DWELLING.

study of these will be duly appreciated by the historian, the

philosopher, the archaeologist, and the artist, who, each with his
own particular view, knows how to find a great lesson in these
silent witnesses of past civilisation, as well as in those existing
in full vigour around us.

Architecture is founded upon three great principles, which
ought to be immutable : 1, the useful, without which states and
private individuals would be led into superfluous and ruinous

expenses ; 2, the true, because it ought to express in all its

varied forms the great principles of construction upon which it

rests ; 3, the beautiful, which is the end of all the arts depend-
ing upon design, and no less of architecture the most useful.
On these principles, every style of architecture has the samo
value; and an artist should not curb his genius by confining
himself to the study of one particular style. It is only the
man of talent, to whom the construction of an edifice is entrusted,
who can combine the different arrangements and forms, har-
monise the various parts, and particularly express by plans,

skilfully worked out,
the disposition of the

whole or of every part
of the building. Upon
these arrangements
and plans rests the

reputation of an ar-

chitect, and science

demands of him a

well-grounded assur-

ance of the good con-

struction and dura-

bility of his work.
Architecture is not

an imitative art, like

her sister arts, sculp-
ture and painting.
We see nothing in

nature like our build-

ings as a whole; or

rather nothing which
could serve to guide
us in its applications,
or in the harmony of

its lines. In this art,

man has done every-

thing himself. He
has employed matter;
he has invented forms
and proportions to

produce in the minds
of his fellow-creatures

ideas correlative of

order, harmony, gran-

deur, richness, and

durability. He has been enabled, by the force of art, to give,

as it were, thought to matter, without being indebted for his

ideas to any of the external forms of nature. Like the poet
and the musician, the architect can transport the spectator
into an ideal world, by creating forms and effects formerly
unknown ; but, very different from them in results, he renders

his creations palpable, and gives them durability. Moreover,
the iiseful, the true, and the beautiful, must be ever present
to his view; and, however fruitful his imagination may be,

he cannot emancipate it from science, the eternal basis of all

the productions of his art.

The architect should therefore spend his youth in the study
of his art, and of the splendid examples left on the face of

the old world by ancient civilisation. In conjunction with
these studies he should make himself master of the exact

sciences, in order that he may execute his plans with precision,
and study the nature of their construction. He should also

become familiar with the physical sciences, in order that he

may understand the nature of the materials which he must
some day employ, and be able to calculate their effects. In

short, he should devote himself to practical experience, and
to the working part of architecture, in order to render himself

capable of executing public or private buildings, and to

make himself responsible for the stability of edifices entrusted
to him.
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AN I.MA I, PHYSIOLOGY.
THE OHOAN Or TAHTK (c.

IN treating of the objects which exoito tho nonso of taste, wo
tnuat draw atU-n:

:u.-l i
1 !" iilim diary sensation of relish. That these sensations

tfuront, will :rom the conwidoration that many
tiling which are Tory appet :i^' of which
there is groat pleasure, have but liltlo <l.

and animal flosh are good instances of tip of tho

tongue ap]>! would givo but li;tl- indication of tho

o of sapid bodioH ; but tho succeeding parts of tho organ
and thi) month declare them very good. On tho other hand,
Bwoet and bitt>T principles arc detoctcd at onoo by tho tip of

: u'uo, thmgh they bo entirely indifferent to tho sonao

of relish. Alum is thus Bwcet to tho sense of tosto, but dia-

pusting to tho sense which wo have called alimentary. Tho
of tasto proper, or the appreciation of what in sweet,

sour, etc., is more connected with tho intclluct than the

sense of what i-<

. ; and
hence it is less

dependent on
the state of tho

body, and it

leaves behind
it a multitude

of distinct
ideas which
can bo held

tho memory
Thus a person
when suffering
from sea-sick-

ness can well

discriminate
between sugar
and quinine ;

but he would
be a very in-

different judge
of tho flavour

of a beef-steak

at such a time.

Tho multitude

of flavours
which can be

distinguished
is truly re-

markable ; for

not only does

tho apricot,

plum, cherry,
and apple each
have a charac-

teristic taste,

though they all belong to the same order of plants, but a
hundred varieties of apples all challenge recognition from
this sense. The grape produces a thousand wines, each with
a bouquet of its own, even though alcohol and water are tho

main constituents of them all, and that which causes the

difference is so small in quantity, that the chemist cannot

separate it. Some sensations described as tastce, aro but little

removed from those of touch ; thus, tho taste of nutgalls, called

an astringent taste, and the fiery taste of alcohol, aro probably
caused by mechanical action on the outer skin. In tho first

case, the forcible contraction of the parts occasions a roughness ;

and spirit will produce a burning sensation on any delicate part
of the body.
We have now to apply our experimental knowledge of the

sensation derived through tho tongue and mouth to tho inquiry
How far do brutes participate in these sensations ? In order to

answer this question we must observe the gestures and exhibi-

tions of animation of animals while feeding on those substances
whoso tastes we are ourselves acquainted with. Observation
Booms to lead to tho conclusion which wo should naturally have
arrived at from reasoning on the question. The conclusion is this,

that the sensation which we have called the alimentary feeling,

VOL. I.

mid which ix of a more animal character, is enjoyed in a
j

degree . than in man ; while the true gustatory sense,

being more connected with the exercise of the mental powers
of comparing and distinguishing, is osrtainly weaker in the
lower animals.

Brutes may be roughly divided into two great dirisums, the

r:i, or flesh-eaters, and the herbivore, or vegetable eaten.
iho firat class is the tiger, or, to give a more fami-

at ; while the other is represented by iho

ox. In each of thoso, tho whole body seems to hare been eon-

struotod in relation to the food. The tiger has jagged batik

tooth, and pointed sido fangs which lock deeply into one an-

other, hut liavo no grinding surface. The jaws that wield

thoso are short, strong, and can play only to and from one
another. It can therefore grip and hold, bat cannot chew.
The stomach is small and intestines short, because flesh is very
nutritious, and needs but little digestion.

' Tho fore limbs can
movo freely in all directions, and aro furnished with claws to

atriko and seize. Tho ox has lon jawH, rough bat flat hind

teeth, and a
close - fitting
.

onos in tho
front of the

lower jaw,
playing on a

pad in the

upper, and the

lower jaw can

swing side-

ways and so

grind the food.

Ho can there-

fora clip and

chew, but can-

not K
This compa-

rison might be
carried into

almost every
de-toil of struc-

ture. Wo can-

epealdng of
tiio sense of
taste in ani-

mals, speak of
. .

vLok, becaaee
the objects of

the sense aro

I. TONGUE OP A CAT. II. FILIFOBM PAPILLS or A LEOPARD. III. TONGUE or A FIELDFAUE.
IV. TONGUE OF AN OSTEICH. V. TONGUB OF A CHAMELEON.

posed that this division of

tho two divi-

sions of the
class. It most
not bo sup-

brutes is sharply drawn ; for

between the two types of tiger and ox, *nimaJ of every

grade of intermediate structure are found. W
division is not a good one for tho purposes of zoological

classification; for though both tho tiger and the Taamanian
devil eat flesh, and the kangaroo eata grass liko tiio ox. yet
even the tiger is more liko the ox, and the To.-;

moro like the kangaroo, than aro those ^TiimnJs

coupled, as in the first sentence. Further, some brutes

on the flesh-eating type, eat all kinds of vegetable i, as the

bear does; and others built on the plan of herb-eater*, will

out flosh, as tho pig will. In fact, the division is a false one
when wo aro treating of tho classification and structure of

animals, but is nevertheless a useful one when we are writing

of their powers and functions. In other w< a good
physiological bat a bad anatomical division. Wo have en-

tered so far into the question, not only because it boars on our

special subject, but also because it explains the term "
physio-

logy," with which these lessons are headed.

Of carnivorous animals, it may be stated that the alimentary

sense, which is associated not only with the tongue, but with

tho throat and palate, is keen and pleasurable in tho

II
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while the other branch of the sense of taste is feeble. That

which wo call ravenous hunger in a dog or lion, is not the un-

easy feeling of privation, which wo associate with excessive

hunger, but is an all-engrossing desire to gratify the sense of

taste, and this ia altogether distinct from a dainty apprecia-

tion of flavour.

These animals can endure privation from food for considerable

periods without manifesting any signs of starvation ; but the

smell, sight, and, most of all, the partial taste of flesh, excite

them to eager, and even ferocious craving. Hence the popular

notion of the dangerous nature of wild beasts which have once

tasted blood is a true one. On the other hand, when the food

is once obtained, it is torn to pieces, flung to the back of the

mouth, and swallowed with a rapidity which altogether forbids

the idea that these animals possess to any extent the faculty of

discrimination in their tastes.

This view of the question is also borne out by an inspection

of the tongue. In the illustration, the reader will find a repre-

sentation of a cat's tongue. This tongue is long, and has but

fow round papillae ; but it is covered with a dense pile of long,

thin, pointed, overlapping projections (filiform papillos), which

are directed backwards, and towards the mid line. The cir-

cumvallate papillae, again, are but four in number, two on each

side. It is this pile of pointed papillae which makes the cat's

tongue feel rough when she licks. The covering of these

papillae is so dense, hard, and thick, when compared with that

of our own, that wo are justified in thinking them mechanical

only in function ; and yet they cover the whole tongue almost

to the exclusion of the other kinds.

In the larger members of the cat family, these pointed papillae

are quite like hard thorns or spines ; and with them the lion,

tiger, and leopard can rasp away the last adhering fragments of

flesh and ligament from the bones. A patch of these papillae

from the leopard's tongue are represented in the engraving.

They are two-lobed and rounded, and have from their back part
a single sharp s"pine running directly backward, and they are set

in a very regular pattern, alternating in each row. On the

summit of the leopard's tongue a number of papillae were found

without spines, as though worn off, or perhaps not developed,
lest the palate should be injured by them.

In illustration of those remarks we may give an incident. A
gentleman had reared a tame leopard from a cub, and havin

always fed it on bread, etc., the animal was very docile, and
showed no sign of savageness. It was often caressed by its

master, and returned the blandishments after its manner.

While thus engaged, it one day took its master's hand into its

mouth, and began to lick it gently, but owing to the roughness
of the tongue it caused some blood to flow. The gentleman, no
doubt feeling some pain, tried to withdraw his hand, but, to his

surprise, the beast for the first time in its life began to growl.
With great presence of mind the gentleman relented from his

effort to release his hand, rang the bell, asked his servant for

his loaded pistol, and then shot his now dangerous favourite

through the head.

'In herbivorous animals, while the sense is far less keen, so far

as the alimentary sensation is concerned, we have no reason to

suppose that the distinguishing gustatory sense is in any degree
stronger.
The c.ain mass of the food of the ruminants is insipid.

Freshness is the strongest term that can be used to express its

desirability. A large bulk is required for but a little nutriment.

Thus we find the ox occupies a considerable number of its

wakeful hours in grazing and chewing, and it feeds along the

pasture, tearing up the grass.with but little discrimination'. It

is true that a cow will avoid noxious or disagreeable plant;
when they grow in clumps ; for a field, otherwise closely cropped,
still presents long stalks of the common buttercup. It would

seem, however, that this avoidance is rather due to instinct than to

disgust. Many plants have very powerful, bitter, sour, and astrin-

gent principles, and they are intimately mingled with the grass ;

yet, as we seldom see a cow eject the food from its mouth, we
cannot suppose it to have any very delicate sense of taste.

From the fact that oxen ruminate, we might suppose that they
enjoy the sense of taste while chewing the cud. So doubtless

they do in a minor degree ; but the act by which the food i:

returned to the mouth is probably quite involuntary ; and the

lazy, dreamy way in which an ox ruminates contrasts strongly
With the avidity with which a carnivorous animal feeda.

The tongue of a ruminant is very long and flexible. II is

often twisted round the herbage to tear it up, or break it off;

and the qualities which fit it for this use are manifested in the

lighest degree in the tongue of the camelopard. This animal
an extend by the length of this member its already great
>owers of reaching high, and thus hook down the branches of

;he palm. Well might this animal suggest to Lamarck that ita

whole organism had been modified by a constant endeavour t

reach higher and higher.
The position of the large walled-round papillae ia very various

n different animals. The reader will have observed their posi-
tion in the chimpanzee, in one long lino of about twelve in

number down the middle of the tongue, with a few scattered

ones on each side. In the pig, otter, and seal they have the

V-shaped arrangement which they have in man, but are fewer in

number. In the sheep they form a thick, raised ridge on each

side at the back of the tongue.
One of the most singular uses to which the tongue is put in.

this class is manifested by the ant-eaters, whose long slimy
tongues are used to thrust into ants' nests, so that when they
are retracted into their long tubular mouths the ants are carried

with them, adhering to the mucus.
If this article had been headed "The Tongue," instead of

" The Organ of Taste," we should have a long task before us to

describe the various shapes of the organ in toads and reptiles,
and also in snails and insects. The organ to which the word

tongue has been applied has a wonderful diversity of form, and

many interesting peculiarities ; but in most cases its main office

is to seize or to masticate the food, and the function of taste is

subordinate to this.

In birds the tongue is almost as diversified in form as the

beak ; but it is usually cased in horn at its fore part, and there

are only a few papillae above the air-hole. In parrots it is-

fieshy ; and these birds seem to have more of the sense of taste

than most birds, for they will turn a lump of sugar or a nut

about in their beaks for some time to test its qualities before

eating it. It is certainly singular that birds, whose proper food

is fruit, should be so little endowed with a sense to appreciate
its delightful and delicate flavour; nevertheless, it seems as

though the tongue were only applied to test the softness, and
therefore the ripeness of the fruit. The tongue drawn to repre-
sent that of the fieldfare, may be taken as the typical tongue of

a bird. The small triangular tongue of the ostrich, supported
on its slender arch of bone, is given because- of its singular

shape and shortness. The length of the tongue has but little

relation to the length of the beak. Thus both the pelioan and
the toucan have enormous beaks ; but the former has a tongue
as short as that of the ostrich, while that of the latter is very

long. The tongue of the woodpecker is a living harpoon.
In some reptiles there is evidence of a sense of taste, but it is

doubtless inferior to that of higher animals. The tongue of the

chameleon, given in the engraving, is of curious shape; and the

mechanism by which it can be darted upon a luckless fly is elabo-

rate and interesting ; but its description would be out of place

here. In the toad and frog the tongue grows as the tail drops
off. It sprouts from the inside of the lower jaw, and grows
backward, so that its bi-lobed end lies free in the mouth, and

can be filliped forward out of that cavity. This is also rather

an organ of prehension than of taste. The forked tongue of the

snake is familiar to every one. Its reiterated protrusion and

vibration has led the vulgar to consider this action as a threat,

and to believe that it is the sting of the animal. It, however,

has no such function. It may have some power of tasting, but

it is more probable that it is an organ of touch; for this creature,

limbless and covered with hard scales, is greatly in need of a
means of feeling outward objects.

Fishes' tongues have seldom any soft parts, and cannot there-

fore be organs of taste. They are not unfrequently furnished,

with teeth. In some fish a cushion of soft substance, well

supplied with blood-vessels, is found on the roof of the mouth.

All the higher orders of mollusca hr/re an organ to which the

name of tongue has been given, and some authors have proposed
to group together the head-walkers, belly-walkers, and wing-
footed classes under one sub-division, calling them odontophora,
or animals which have a tooth-bearing tongue. This organ ir.

snails (gasteropods) bears transverse rows of teeth arranged in

complicated and beautiful patterns, and is sometimes so long ae

to be called the lingual ribbon. As Jt is oftea used to fiie^away



the animal contained within, iU function

<1 ;ii otli. r uf tanto.

i . c(>iii]>l).-x tongne; bat

used to tasto the sweat compound elabo-

ra. An internal cavity to hold fcxxl

oSHary to its digestion is BO generally present in

niiiiiMls, that it almost servos as a character whereby to out

:i tho vegetable kingdom. A prompting to fill this

; course always associated wiili thu organ; but

ipting is automatic, instinctive, or rational, it

A Bonse that may be pleasurable or painful

:ue power of reasoning to make it useful. A
pleasurable nor painful may utir but a

blind to i s however, a lower impulse to action than

i-v.-ii ! ;i li"th iiiU'lliiri-nco and sense may not be at

nil i:r. /n the contact of food causes the sea anemone
nrius around it, and force them into its month,

In that sense is no link in tho chain of causes of this

process of ingostion is parallel to that part of

. f swallowing which takes place in us after tho

senses have done then-work, an I tin- tliru;it srurs tho morsel of

food and carries it down to tho stomach by an involuntary act.

uvtic and consensual acts are often as violent a those

-<>n, so that eagerness in feeding is

evidence of taste in tho lower animals. We abstain,

re, from describing those various and interesting organs
which lio in such a relation to tho entrance of the alimentary

canal of snails, flies, bees, etc., as to have been called tongues,

as though they were organs of sense.

LESSONS IX GERMAN. XX.
SECTION XXXVII. REFLECTIVE VERBS.

REFLECTIVE verbs ( 86. 1, 2, etc.) aro those that represent
tho subject as acting upon itself, as: Gr beftnnt fid;, IM be-

thinks himself, etc.

ia of this class ore much more numerous than in En^linh,
and are variously translated, as : (sr nud;t fid; fiber mid; hifluj, he

if merry over me (i.e., he ridicules nio). <Sv fyiirmt
1

KiiiiMi ^crliiji, he mourns over (or on account of) liia loss.

(*r frcut fid; ill-cv fcin lucf, he rejoices at his prosperity. Gr miter

fc|}t ftd; ten i'cfi-f'tcn tea ^rranncn, he opposes (himself to) tho com-
mands of tho tyrant. Dal *$utf) ^at fid; gcfuntcn, tho book has been

found (active form, tho book has made its appearance). cr

(>immel tctecft fid) mit 93olfen, the sky is covered with clouds, ctt

\-{ fid) vcr unfcrn ?lun soflcnten V shall the outrage bo ac-

complished before our eyes ? Gr Kilt firf> in Berlin auf. ho (holds
f up) stops in Berlin. Crr F/at fid; bei let 5lrbcit ju (anac auf.

cchalten, he has Ocept himself) remained too long at the work.

J 86, 87.)

.lufKilten fiber signifies to find fault with, to sneer at, to

, as : G?r ^alt fief; immer ubcr Jltcinigfeitcn auf,

ho is always finding fault tibout trifles (stopping over trifles).

G'r f)Ut ftd; ubcr 3f>rcn i'ricf auf, he criticises your letter.

Cr Ijiilt fid; fiber tie ganjc @cfcllfcf;aft auf, ho sneers at tho whole

company.
VOCABULARY.

filter, n. age.
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able, as : (sS fragt fid;, 06 cr ba >var, it is questionable whether he
was there. id; jutragen, fid; tyanbetn, etc., are of the same cha-

racter, as : @8 tragt ftd; jUfoeitcn jtt, bap anfyaftcnber 9lcgen tie gattjc

(rnte tterbirbt, it happens sometimes that continued rain destroys
the entire harvest. @3 tyanbett ftd; nid;t um Jileinigfetten, it is not a

question (an affair) of trifles. (See also 86. 6.)

VOCABULARY.

"2lb'fd;tagcn, to refuse.

3ld;tcn, to respect.

3in'netjmen, to adopt,



LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP.

nt, hut fnrooionft raoo of savages that are f<

:ue, hare given comudurable

troops in '

..-"and "
Caflre." Copj-nlip

ilia !), f..uiul u-ci'iil i.y th.. -. If-t.-aobcr, in ih

brought downward* in a Untipg direction toward* the left.

On reaching the line 6 6, it U turned onot more in a loop over
th- tin., down-iftrokf, an<l a^ur. '.i.n.-i al.mj? m a --rj:i.t.n

form from left to right In the Meond form the letter U com-
menced in the name manner, but toe dowm-rtroke on reaching

COPT-SLIP NO. 76. THE LETTER

COPT-SLIP NO. 77. THE WORD

COPT-SLIP NO. 78. THE LETTER Z.

COPT-SLIP NO. 79. THE WORD ZOUC.

COPT-BUP NO. 80. THE WORD zebra.

him how the letter f is connected with letters that precede and
follow it when it stands in the middle of a word.

The letter Z is formed in two ways, an shown in Copy-slip
No. 78. The first form consists chiefly of hair-strokes in the

shape of the italic printed letter . It is commenced with a

hair-line a little below the line a a, which is carried along in a

serpentine form from left to right. The pen is then turned to

the left in a loop over the first part of the stroke, and the line is

the line 6 b is turned in a larper loop towards the right, and

brought downward* towards and as far as the line h *, the

letter being finished with a loop, resembling, in a great measure,

the loop of the letter j. In Copy-slips Noe. 79 and 80, CTampiee

I

are given of the letter Z ia combination with other letters.

We will now say a few words in recapitulation of the instrae-

I

tion in the art of writing, and the directions for forming the small

letters of the writing alphabet that hare been given in this an<?
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the preceding lessons on Penmanship. In our first lesson, we
endeavoured to explain to students who are seeking to teach

themselves how to write, or trying to improve their handwriting,

the proper position of the body, the hand, and the pen ; and in

subsequent lessons we showed how each letter was formed of

one or more simple elementary strokes and their modifications,

the proportions of each letter being regulated by horizontal

lines placed at certain distances from each other ; thus creating

a system which has never before been attempted in teaching

writing, and which possesses the merit of enabling the self-

teacher to test by actual measurement how much he knows of

the regular proportions of the letters in relation to each other",

when he casts aside his leading-strings as the lines within and
on which copies are written may be appropriately termed and
endeavours to write on a blank sheet of paper, with no other

guide to the form, connection, and proportion of the letters than

that which is furnished by memory, of the copies he has written

in lines for practice, and the instructions which have been given
in our lessons.

The eaB]y copy-slips, numbered from
1 to 6, wete traversed by fine diagonal
lines running from right to left, in

a downward direction. These lines

served to show the proper slope or

inclination of the letters for writing.

They are inclined to the horizontal

lines crossing the paper from side

to side, at an angle of 60 degrees.
This inclination is shown in the

annexed diagram by the diagonal
line running upwards from the

point 7j, in the loft-hand column of

letters, from left to right, and cross-

ing the perpendicular line on the

right at a -point between a and d, in

the right-hand column of letters.

The horizontal lines that cross

the copy-slips from side to side, and which are shown at one
view in the accompanying diagram, are designed, as it has been

said, to fix the proper proportions of the letters in height and

depth. Starting from the centre line c c, the line a a above it,

and the line b 6 below it, show the common level of the letters

that are written within these lines, and do not extend beyond
them either above or below. The letters that are contained

within the lines a a, I b, are a, C, 6, i, HI, n, O, r, S, U, V, W,
X, or exactly half the alphabet. Of the remaining thirteen,
eix namely, lb, d., h., k, 1, t extend above the upper common
level a a; five namely, g, j, q, y, Z extend below the lower

common level b b, while the remaining two, p, f, extend both
above a a and below b b. Of the last-named thirteen letters, t
is included between the lines dd,bb; b, d, h, k, 1, between
the lines ee, bb; q, between the lines a a, g g; g, j, y, Z,
between the lines aa,hh; f, between the lines kk, g g ; and p,
between the lines //, g g. The student is advised to rule a piece
of paper in this manner, and write the alphabet upon it. He
will then have all the letters together at one view, in their

relative proportions. The distances of the lines from the cen-

tral line c c, on either side of it, are shown by the numbers
annexed to the diagram. Those on the left-hand side represent
the distances in sixteenths of an inch ; those on the right-hand
side, in fractional parts of an inch. These are the proper pro-

portions for large-hand writing ; but in small-hand, the space
between the lines a a, bb is considerably reduced, while the

loops and tails of the letters that extend above a a, and below
b b, are greatly extended in proportion, as will be seen from our
future copy-slips in small-hand.

The width of the letters contained within the lines aa,bb,
and indeed the width of all letters used in large text, except
i, m, and w, should be exactly one-half of that part of the

diagonal line that is intercepted between them. In the annexed

diagram, the proper width of a letter in large-hand is shown by
the line intercepted between a in the left-hand column of letters,
and o, the point in which the line a a is crossed by the diagonal.
It measures exactly seven-twenty-fourths of an inch in width.
The elementary forms of which the small letters of the writing

alphabet are composed, in large-hand writing, are ten in number,
namely :

1. The "bottom-turn," which in its simple or modified form

enters into the composition of nine letters, namely, a, b, d, i,

1, q, t, U, and W. Of these i and U are formed of the bottom-

turn, without any modification; while t and 1 consist of tho
bottom-turn slightly modified.

2. The "
top-turn," which enters into the formation of threa

letters of the alphabet, namely, m, n, and r. This elementary
stroke, unlike the bottom-turn, does not form a complete letter

without some other elementary stroke being joined to it.

3. The "
top-and-bottom-turn," which enters into the com-

position of six letters of the alphabet, namely, h., m, n, p,
V, and y.

4. The "
straight-stroke," which enters into the formation of

three letters of the alphabet, namely, h., k, and p.
5. The letter o, which is a complete letter in itself without

any addition, and which, as an elementary stroke, enters into the

composition of four letters of the alphabet, namely, a, g, d, q ;

and in a modified form into the formation of four additional

letters, namely, c, 6, 8, and x.
6. The elementary looped form turned at the bottom, which

enters into the composition of three letters, namely, g, j, and

y ; and in a modified form into the composition of z.

7. The elementary stroke, that completes the formation of

three letters, namely, b, V, and w, in combination with the
bottom-turn or top-and-bottom-turn.

8. The elementary stroke that is added to the top-turn to

form the letter r.

9. The elementary looped form turned at the top, which
enters into the composition of the letter f, which is finished

below the line b b, with the straight-stroke. In small-hand

writing, this form is used instead of the straight down-stroke
for those portions of the letters b, h, and 1, which extend above
the line a a.

10. The elementary stroke, that may be called a modification

of the top-and-bottom-turn, added to the "
straight-stroke," to

form the letter k.
The following table shows at a glance the formation of all

the letters of the alphabet in reference to tho numbers attached

to the recapitulation of elementary forms that has just been,

given :

a ... 5.1 Ji ... 4.3 o . . . 5 v ... 3.7

I . . . 1.7 * . . '. 1 p . . . 4.3 w . . .1.1.7

c . . . 5 j . . . 6 g ... 5.1 ... 5.5

d . . . 5.1 k . . . 4.10 r ... 2.8 y ... 3.6

e . . . 511 ... 1 s . . . 5 z . . . 6

/ . . . 9.4 m. . .2.2.3 t . . . 1

g . . . 5.6 n . . . 2.3 u . . . 1.11

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XL
DERIVATION : PEEFIXES (continued).

Meter, metro, with tho signification of "
mother," of Greek

origin (/MJTTJP, pronounced meet-ear, a mother), enters as the

first two syllables into the word metropolis (iro\is, pronounced

pol'-is, a city), a mother city, the capital of a country, the chief

city of a province.
" By consent of all churches, the precedency in each province was

assigned to the bishop of the metropolis, who was called the first bishop,
the metropolitan." Barrow.

Micro, of Greek origin (/it/epos, pronounced mi-kros, tittle), is

seen in microcosm (Greek, Koff/j.os, pronounced kos-mos, the

world), that is, a little world.

" Because in the little frame of man's body there is a representation
of the universal, and (by allusion) a kind of participation of all the

parts there, therefore was man called mtcrocosmos, or the little world."

Raleigh,
"
History of tlie World."

Micro appears also in microscope (Greek, fficoirew, pronounced

skop'-e-o, I look at, see).

" The works of art do not bear a nice microscopical inspection ; but

the more helps are used, and the more nicely you pry into natural

productions, the more do you discover of the fine mechanism of na-

ture." Berkeley,
" Sin*."

Mid, of Saxon origin (compare middle), halfway, makes a part
of several English words, as midland, midnight, micZday, mid-

ship, midsummer ; the meaning of which is very plain. MidnS
(rif, rib, Saxon, division) is the diaphragm, the skin or membrane
which separates the heart and lungs from the lower belly.
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Saxon, U an Indo-Germanio
i mu-Oi), T;U. ''/(:; una

in median,

Ih ; in the Banscr

rUson, * ''
mod-wife, a

how doea the meed dis-

!i th.> midwifo ? Arc ; ! for meed or

nut all professions receive a meed or reward?
; ly, from oar pre-
from having been

notes, becomes u

v of aviating o: 1 women at child-

" Nor noocl ! claim tin- MuKf.-i
1 M 'Ivifry,

To I'riiu: t j h-rht b<> worthies* poetry." Jty. JTofl.

origin (mil! appears in millen-

: ;vutions. .Millennium (Latin, anuus, o year)

prop' i a period of a thousand years.

" \Vhcu at your second coming you appear,

(For I fon

Tlio dliarpcuoil share shall vex the soil no more,
But Earth unbidden shall produce lier store."

Drydcn,
"

Pal'.rmo/i and Arciia."

.1/7--, of Saxon origin, found in the verb to miss, and in the

adverb ciiuVs, <1. 'noting something wrong, forms a prefix to many
word-. 1, i/usa;>i>ly, misbecome, 7>iisconccive, misjudge,

represent. Mischief (Fronch v achever, to aca>.

is a bad or wicked deed ; tho second syllable is not the same as

our word chief, that is, head. \ :.ow call inis'-ehie-

voin was formerly pronounced, according to the vulgar error,

jiua-chie'-vous.
" And every one threw forth reproaches rifo,

Of 1: >< doedos, and sayd that hee

Was the disturber of all civill Hio,

The enemy of peace, and author of all strife."

l3pcn*ci;
"

1'aerle Queens."

ivo is used in tho derivative sense of yielding, weakly
yielding, and a3 yielding weakly, so improperly, tho notion of

impropriety lying in tho mis.

" Great joy he promised to his thoughts, and new
Solace iu her return, so long delayed ;

Yet oft his heart, divine of something ill,

Misijave him." MLUon,
"
Paradise Lost."

Mod, of Latin origin (modus, manner, limit), appears in

modify (Latin, facio, I maJce), to state with some restriction or

qualification ; to alter slightly ; also in modest, moderate, com-

modious, commodity, etc.

Molli, of Latin origin (mollis, soft), appears in mollify, to

make soft , to appease, render gentle ; modifier, modification,

modifiable, etc.
" While the vocal flute,

Or numbered verso, by female voico endeared,
Crowns his delight and mollijies tho scene." Shenttone.

Mono, mon, of Greek origin (/toj/oj, pronounced mon'-os, alone),

gives rise to monachos, a monk, one who lives alone ; monachism,
tho society of monks ; monas, a 7>u>jiad, a single object, a unit ;

monarch (Greek, apxr], pronounced ar'-ke, government), one who
rules alone; monogamy (Greek, yafj.os, pronounced garn'-os, mar-

riage) : monopolise (Greek, irwfau, pronounced po'-le-o, I sell), to

Tiavo the sole power of selling; monotheism (Greek, 6tos, pro-
nounced the'-os, God), tho belief in one God; monosyllable, a
word of ono syllable.

"
Conjunction, preposition, adverb join
To stamp new vigour on the nervous lino ;

In monotyllables his thunders roll,

Ho, she, it, and we, ye, they, fright the soul."

KoseiaA."

Mart, of Latin origin (mors, death, genitive mortis), forms tho

basis of mortal and immortal. .Mortgage is a dead gage or

pledge; that is to say, something so pledged, as what are called

deeds or writings, so that it cannot bo used for raising money.
" 3Iorluv.m t-icl.'uiii, a dead pledge, mortgage, is when a man borrows

of another a specific sum, 0.3. , 11 estate in foe

on condition that if he, the mortgagor, shall repay the mortgagee the
.:-ui of 1'iiOO on a certain day mentioned ia tho deed, then tho

mortgager may ro-nu.r on the estate trusted ia pUif*,"

.Mortmain (Latin, mortal mana, in a dead hand) U explained

"
All parrhssM made by corporate bodiei were said to be parchaM*

ia morti, . reacon, tboM pariahMM wore onuJljr mad by
ecclasiasUcal bodies, UM nwinbors of which brtaf profsMil (ti orders).
WOT* reckoned <U*d ptnmu ia law ; kad, therefor*, holdm by them
might, with irwt propriety, b Mid to to bld ia mortiU ***.

Multi, of Latin origin (moltnc, much), appears in

of many aorU; iu/h'form, of many ahapw; multiply (Latin,

plica, a fold), to tako many folds, etc.

" Tha beanteoos Uke
Tho pines wldo-brsaebiny. falls of water dear,
Tho mull /:! ,iu glow oa Flora's Up

attrmctiou.'' Gloitr,

Neo, of Greek origin (xo , pronounoed nc'-os, new), doubUen
the same as our new, which thus appears to be Indo-Oermanic.
Kco forms tho first syllable in neology, or new-science, new-doe*

trine terms that might be used as fittingly an the Greek word

neology. Neo is found aluo in neophyte (Greek, <pmot, pronoonoed
fu'-toa, bom), a new-born person, a recent convert.

A'on, of Latin origic . not, stands before words of historical im-

portance, as, non-conformist, ntm-juror.
" By that Act (tho Five Mile Act), pawed ia the Parliament held at

Oxford. October 9, 1635, and entitled,
' An Act for restraining Xo-

confofmitts (to tho Established Church) from inhabiting Corporations,'
the non-conforming ministers were prohibited, upon a penalty of forty

pounds for every offence, to come, unless only in pa**in? upon the

road, within five miles of any city, corporation, etc." Locke.

Aron-juror is a term usually applied to thoao persons who refused

to tako tho oaths of allegiance to William III. at the Revolution.

" The nonjun'tv; prelates were Bancroft, Turner, Lake, Ken, White,
Lloyd, Thomas, and Frainpton." Sm-Btt,

"
liutory qf England."

Ob, of Latin origin (as a preposition, on account of), has the

general meaning of towards, and hence at, near, and varies with

the word with which it is connected, tho meaning of w
sometimes merely strengthens. In objecf (Latin, jacio, / '

to tlirow before or against, it conveys the idea of obstruction,

an idea which it expresses more fully in obstruction (Latin,

strno, I build), which, according to its constituent*, signifies a

building or blocking up. In obliterate (Latin, litura, on eroture),

to blot out, it has an augmentivo fore*. Passing into the first

letter of its principal, ob becomes oc, as in occasion (Latin, cado,

I fall), a suitable fall, a fall before you so as to suit yonr purpose,

something seasonable and convenient, by which you may profit.

06 passes also into of, aa in offer (Latin, fero, I bear). This of

must not bo confounded with of or off signifying from, and found

in ojf-scouring and offspring.

" Our prayer hath

No power to pass ; and thou hast made na fall,

As rofus3 and ajT-scourinj to them all." DOMM.

" Whcnco it follows that these were nations not descendlti;? from

us, but born with us ; not our off-tpnnj, but our brethren." :

Octo, also octa, of Latin origin (octo, eight), appears in o

eight-a., yllable, of eight syllables ; oc<otench (Greek,

rfvx^i, pronounced tn'-ke, a fold or volume), the first eight books

of tho Old Testament__
LESSONS IN DRAWING. XI.

No one, we presume, will question our statement when we lay,

that in giving these instructions in drawing, there are two great

and important considerations to fulfil, both of which are indis-

pensable and cannot be treated independently of each oil:

ono is to lay down data or rules for practical nse, tho ot:

direct the pupil in what way ho may ascertain for himself

principles upon which rules are founded, aa well as to | nido him

in his method of observation. The root of all knowledge of any

real value, is found in the capability of giving a satisfactory

answer to the simple questiona, trTiy rnd
vher^fare.

One man,

who takes for granted all facts as they are piren to him, may
gain a groat deal of information upon many subject" ; another,

'

who stops to inquire into the truth or foundation of those facts

that is, to satisfy himself thoroughly respecting* tne vky
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the wherefore will be the better educated man of the two, and
his information, though not so extensive as the other, will be
found in every way to be more serviceable to himself and to
those who errploy him. The latter can boast of possessing a
few coins of the true metal ; the larger stock of the former is

merely electro-plate. After the above remarks, we hope our

pupils will be anxious to accompany us into a little inquiry re-

specting the laws which regulate the disposition of shadows as

they occur under various circumstances. The extent of the
shadow is ruled by the position of the source of light. On any

Figs. 76, 77, and 78 are intended to show the position of the
shadow of an object in three cases. In Fig. 76, the su
is parallel with our position, or with the picture plane, anfi

is on our right han-d, casting the shadow of the post at a b,

which is parallel with the horizontal line and picture plane.
In Fig. 77, when the sun is in front of the picture, or behind
us, the shadow is cast in a retiring position. In Fig. 78,
when the sun is behind the picture or before us, the shadow is

cast in advance of the object, or, in other words, approaches
us. We intend to give only a single geometrical example,

Fig. 76.

day at noon, when the sun is high in the heavens, the shadows
of our own figures are shorter than in the morning or evening,
when the sun is lower: this, then, suggests the consideration,
how are we to regulate or decide upon the extent of the shadow
of an object in a picture according to the sun's inclination.
This may be said to be the statement of the question relating to
all shadows under whatever conditions they may be found. We
propose now to take it up with reference to a few cases only, as
it will be more thoroughly answered in the lessons on Geometri-
cal Perspective. Sometimes the position of the sun may be

Fig. 78.

and that a very simple one, of the first of these positions,
and leave the pupil at present to take for granted much that
might be said, not only on this, but on the others also, as they
belong more especially to geometrical perspective. The position,
we have chosen is the parallel position, when the sun's rays are
in the picture. Let A, B (Fig. 79) represent two walls, forming a
right angle, one of which, A, is parallel to the picture plane,,
and the other, B, at a right angle, or perpendicular with the-

picture plane ; there is also a doorway in the wall B. Let the-
sun's rays be supposed to have an inclination of 45. The-

Fig. 79.

HL

behind us, at other times before us, and again it may be, as it is

technically termed,
" in the picture ;" that is, the sun is either

on our right hand or on our left, meaning by that neither

before us, nor behind us : consequently the rays are parallel
with the picture. Sometimes the source of light is a lamp or

candle, and although the rules for constructing the shadows
under this light are very much the same as those we employ for

shadows resulting from the effects of sunlight, yet there is this

characteristic difference : the sun's rays are always considered

to be parallel on account of its remote distance from the earth,
whilst the light from a lamp or candle radiates above, below,
and on all sides, and consequently the rays are not parallel.

angle a b c (45) may be made anywhere on the ground line,

as it is only so placed for the purpose of drawing the dotted

lines, d e, f g, etc., parallel to a b, to ensure the given inclination

of the sun's rays, by which the extent of the shadows are deter-

mined. Our purpose then in introducing this problem is to

prove that the edges of the shadows of objects in a horizontal

position have the same vanishing point as the lines of the object
itself have when in parallel perspective. It wil-l be seen that

the shadow, g h, of the upper edge of the wall, B, as well as

the wall itself, are directed towards the point of sight, also the

shadow of the top of the doorway, and e i, of the end of the

wall A, are subject to the same rule. We should like to go
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further into this very interesting inquiry, but refrain, from a

desire not to present too many difficulties at present. Fig. 80 ii

an example of the rule set forth by Fig. 79. It will be observed

that the dotted lines representing the sun's inclination, deter-

mine the extent of the cast shadow of the buildings on the

ground ;
and according to the heights of the buildings, so is the

extent of their shadows : the shadow of the chimney is on the

roof, which being above the eye cannot be seen. Let us again
remind the pupil that the tone of the cast shadow on the ground
is darker than the broad shadow on the walls. Observe when
the shadow of a perpendicular object is cast horizontally on the

ground, and is found to be equal in length to the height of that

object, then the inclination of the sun's rays is at an angle of 45.
Therefore, to determine the extent of a shadow caused by the

sun's inclination at 45, we have simply to make the object and
its shadow of the same length ;

should the sun's rays be at any
other angle, the method, as shown in the problem Fig. 79, of

first constructing the angle, must be adopted. The dotted hori-

zontal retiring lines from the shadows in Fig. 77 and Fig. 78,
meet on the H L, or line of sight, at the vanishing point of the
sun's direction ; whilst the inclined dotted lines from the top
of the post to the extremity of the shadow, are drawn from
the vanishing point of the sun's elevation, in one case above, in

the other below, the line of sight. We merely mention this,

and purposely decline giving any further rules at present for

the construction of shadows, asking the pupil patiently to wait
until he is a little more advanced, for fuller and more direct

information, with a promise on our part that he shall not be
left without proof and further instruction upon these interesting

points. In the case of Fig. 81, the sun is behind us to the left,

and therefore in front of the picture ;
cast shadows are thrown

upon the projecting walls and on the ground : this hint will re-

mind the pupil of their difference of tone. In working a shadow
cast on the ground, we recommend the practice of drawing the
lines of the shadow (that is, the shading) horizontally, so that the

retiring shadows will then appear horizontal on a like surface : if

the lines of the work were drawn in the direction of the vanish-

ing point to which the shadow retires, the shadow would then

appear to be inclined to the horizon, similar to the roof of a

housej or to a board placed upon an edge and leaning against a
wall. Cast shadows on perpendicular planes, such as upright
walls, should be worked perpendicularly. As a general rule,
vve may decide that the working of a shadow should always be
with especial reference to the position or inclination of the

object upon which it is cast, whether it be perpendicular, hori-

zontal, or inclined, so that the lines of the shading, though
representing the shadow, should also represent the character of

the ground, object, or plane upon which the shadow is cast.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XL
SUBSTANTIVES of the fourth declension have in the nominative
two case-endings, one in its, the other in u. The nouns which
end in us are for the most part masculine ; those which end in
u are neuter. The u belongs to the stem. With this u are
blended the case-endings of the genitive and ablative singular,
and the nominative and accusative plural ; thus u and is become
us in the genitive singular ;

u and c become u in the ablative

singular ;
u and es become its in the nominative and accusative

plural. The fourth conjugation, then, is only a contracted form
of the third ; contracted, I say, that is shortened, as when u
and s are melted together to form us, the case-ending of the

genitive singular.
FOURTH DECLENSION.

Sign us in the Genitive Singular.

CASE-ENDINGS.
Singular.

Cases. ar. and r.

N. as
G. us
D. ai or u
Ac. am
V. as
Ab. u

us
u
u
u
u

Cases.

N.
G.
D.
Ac.
V.

Ab.

Plural.

M. and F.

us
Mm
Ibus

us
us

Ibus

N.

as.

aam
Ibus

as
as
Ibiis

The following words have in the dative and ablative plural
tibus instead of ibus; namely, ticus, f., a needle; arcus, m., a bow;
artus, m., a limb ; partus, m., a birth or offspring ; lacus, m., a

lalce or inland sea ; quercus, f
., an oak ; spccus, m., a cave or

grotto ; tribus, f., a tribe; pecu, n., cattle; veru, n., a spit.
As u belongs to the stem, ubus is the regular form in the

dative and ablative plural ; but the u has been set aside by tho
connecting vowel i, as in fruct-i-bus.

EXAMPLE. Fructus, in., fruit; cornu, n., a horn.

Cases. Singular. Plural. Singular. Plural.
N. fructas, fruit. fructus, fruits. cornu, a horn. corntia, horns.
G. fructus, offruit, fructaani, offruits cornus, ofahorn. cornaam,o//iorns
D. fructul, to fruit, fructi'bus, tofruits, cornu, to a horn, cornibus, to horns

Ac.fructdm, fruit, fructus, fruits. cornu, a Iwrn. coriiua, horns.
V. fructus, fruit ! fructus, fruits! coruu, horn! cornii5, floras.'

Ab.fructu, by fruit, fructibus, byfruits coruu, by a Iwrn. cormbiis,b.;;ioni3

Domus, f., a luwsc, partakes of the second as well as the fourth
declension : thus, from the second, it has the ablative singular
in o, as domo, and one form of the genitive plural in arum, aa
domorwm ; from the fourth declension, it has most of ita other
cases. It is declined thus :

Domus, us, f., a house.

N.
G.
D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

Singular.

douius.

domus.
doinui.

domum.
domus.
domo.

N.
G.

D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

Plural.

domus.
domuum or doruorum.
douiibus.

domes (rarely domus).
domus.
domibus.

Domus has also domi, genitive singular ; but domi is not used

except in the sense of at home; with domi, you may connect
other words, as, domi tua3, at tUy liouse; domi alienaa, at
another's Itouse.

VOCABULARY.

Amlcus, -a, -urn, bitter.
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ESSAYS ON LIFE AND DUTY. III.

TRUTH.

THE love of truth is one of the main elements in all honourable
characters. To preserve a keen and delicate edge of feeling in

the moral sense in this respect is to conserve the happiness as

well as the excellency of character. Where there is little self-

respect there can be little real blessedness, and the consciousness
of habitual untruthfulness cannot co-exist with any moral satis

faction in ourselves. To be true, as it ranks us amongst the

noblest, so it ranks us with the happiest of men. To be false is

not only to be despised, but to despise ourselves.

Scarcely any psychologists will doubt the existence in all men
of that moral sense wliich is able to discern the true when pre<

sented to it, nor will their investigations have been carried on
without the discerning of another faculty closely connected with

it, and that is a sensation of pleasure in the perception of it.

Truth is meant to meet not only the eye which perceives, but
the instinct which admires and approves. In other words, truth
meets not only a mental perceptivity in us, but has a moral

affinity with us.

In all human relationships wo see how valuable is the posses-
sion of a love of truth, and how difficult it is to preserve at all

times a strict adherence to its behests.

Unquestionably it is our duty always to be obedient to the
truth without dread of consequences. Inasmuch as likes and
dislikes may meet us in the way, we shall often have to conquer
ourselves. Passion and prejudice may stand on one side, and
truth on the other, and the solicitations of the former may bo so

strong as to make it very hard work to comply with the com-
mands of the latter. Moreover, to act according to truth brings
with it sometimes disadvantage loss, for instance, of pecuniary
profit, or of flattering reputation ; but in the end these gains
if secured would be counterbalanced by the after-loss of our

character, and we should have risked and ruined that upon
which our ultimate success as well as our ultimate happiness
alike depend.

Lying is of many kinds and degrees, but all lies are hateful
and injurious. There is the sitpprcssio vcri. or the hiding of

truth, the keeping back that which, if the jury knew it, or if our

neighbour know it, would altogether alter the value of the

bargain and the complexion of the whole matter ; consequently,
though in such cases we remain silent, we may yet air the time
be denying the truth by the reservation which keeps back that
which is essential to its claims. There is also the speaking
falsely for the sake of supposed good ends, a doctrine which
has been of old defended by some casuists, but which has not
one word to be said in its favour, inasmuch as it leaves open to

every man's judgment the decision of what in the end will be
best ; a decision which, apart from all other considerations, is

only too likely to fall in with his own selfish desires and inclina-
tions. There is no more immoral doctrine than this, as it cuts
at the very root of an immutable morality. There is also one
more form of falsehood which demands exposure, and that is the
acted untruth, where the lips indeed are silent, but where the
look and the manner give assent to the falsehood. We must ever
remember that there is a speech of the glance and the gesture
as well as of the lips and the voice, and that it is as base to de-
ceive with the one as with the other.

It is proper, however, to draw a distinction which does seem
to exist between the two English words truth and veracity.
Truth is always truth, whether we know it to be so or not;
whereas veracity seems to relate to the connection between what
a man says and what he honestly believes to be true. Thus a
veracious man may sometimes err from the truth. He may
have been misinformed or mistaken ; he is veracious in respect
to his own consciousness of what was done, whilst in regard to
the actual truth of things he is wrong. It is not true that the
sun moves round the earth ; but astronomers of the Ptolemaic
school, who declared it did, were still veracious men. They
spoke that which they believed to be true.

Fidelity to truth has much to do with the stability and pros-
perity of nations. The just payment of bonds, the righteous
adjustment of claims, and the earnest adhesion to a course of con-
duct marked by persistent rectitude, constitute one of the surest

guarantees of progress. Empires suffer most severely from all

fraudulent breaches of trust towards others in the great commu-
nity of nations. That which is true of peoples is true of indivi-

duals. Whatever material gains may bo secured by fraud and
falsehood, the dishonour which is an inseparable part of the har-
vest is more than a counterbalance for all the success. Falsehood
brings with it in many ways its own punishment. It has been
well said that " Liars should have good memories "

so sure are
they in after days to speak accidentally the truth, and thus not
only to reveal the real fact, but also to uncover themselves ta
the shame and derision of mankind.

Fidelity to truth is one of those virtues which cannot suddenly
be either learned or practised. Savage and uncivilised people,
who have been habituated to falsehood, take many long years of
moral education before they lose the lying habits of their nature.
It must therefore commend itself to us as one of the first duties
of life to inculcate the love and admiration of truth upon the
young, that they may be early drilled in its exercise, and accus-
tomed to its yoke. In the end it is easy, but in the beginning it-

is hard enough to fulfil the injunction,
" Lie not at all."

All pretences and shams are actual untruths
; but it is impos-

sible in this article to follow into fullest details all the ramifica-
tions of falsehood. Enough has been said to show that there are*

many forms of falsehood, and not one of them oven allowable or
excusable.

Truth is as beautiful as it is powerful, and constitutes ono of
the richest adornments, as it is indeed one of the strongest bul-
warks of character.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXL
SECTION XXXV. REFLECTIVE VERBS [ 43 (6), 56],

1. A VERB is called reflective or pronominal, when it is conju-
gated with two pronouns of the same person, i.e., the usual
nominative pronoun and the pronouns me, to, so, etc. [ 56]_
In these verbs the subject is represented as acting upon itself.

Je m'applique a 1'^tude, I ofply (myself) to study.
Je rne propese de voyager, I propose (to myself) to travel, i.e.,

it t* my intention, to travel.

In these verbs, the second pronoun is, in fact, only the objec-
tive pronoun direct or indirect, which, according to Sect. XXVI.,
1, 2, is placed before the verb.

2. The reflective form of the verb, which is much more-

frequently used in French than in English, often answers to ther

passive form so common in the latter language.

Cela se voit tous les jours,

Cette marchandise se vend facile- ( That merchandise is easily sold.

. \

is se

Tliat sees itself every day.

That merchandise sells itself easily.
That is done thus.

ment,
~ ,,.... f
Cela se fait ainsi. < ~, ,

I T7iat does \tself so.

3. The verb se porter, literally, to carry one's self, is used

idiomatically for to do or to be, in speaking of health.

Comment vous portez-vous ? Hoia do you do ?

Je me porte tros-bien, I am very u-ell.

4. S'asseoir [4, ir. ; see 62], to sit down, is also a reflective

verb.

Votre frere s'assied, Four brother sits down.

5. So promener means to walk, to ride, etc., for pleasure or
health.

Je me promcne tous les jours, I tal;e a walk every day.
Je ine prornene a cheval, I take a ride.

6. Marcher, aller a cheval, aller en voiture, signify to walk
or to ride, when we wish to express simply the manner of pro-

gressing.

Marchez-vous teaucoup tous les Do you walk much every day 1

jours ?

Je vais a cheval et en voiture, I ride on horsebaek and in a carriage.

7. CONJUGATION OF THE PRESENT OF THE INDICATIVE
OF THE REFLECTIVE VEKBS.

SE PORT-EB, 1, to le



: it Joion.

Let ui no! lit down.

8. Tli" rvl!

\.\vi . ud Bules :<, -i of Back xxvii
ami al-*J 100 ('_') (15).

Anaeyous-uouH ; Mseyoz-vous,
us oBsevons pas,

RKSUM OF EXAMPLES.
A i|i<>i vous appliquoz-vous ? To what do you apply yourel/f

i res. -.elf with my affair*.

my friends.

Vous adressoz-voM re? Do you apply to your father t

Je m'adrewe ii lui
|

100 (4,)]. I ai>j>ly t"

Continent M porto Mousieur votro 1/om i* your father f

pore ?

II se porto passablement bien. Et it tolerall

' ^ 'usassfyez-vous pas ? Why do you not it down .'

Je m'assieds quuud jo suis futigu<5. / n't doini u-hcn 1 am tired.

Je n'ai pas ! : '.issooir. I have no time to sit

Vonsproiaenex-voustoiislcsjours? Do you take a walk ecery day f

Jo tin- u voiture au- I take a ride to-day (in a carriage).

jourd'hui.

Vosainissoproinonont-ils acheval? Do your/riende take a ride to-day f

N'uituoz- vous pas a marcher? Do you not lifce \calking /

J'uiuiu beaucoup aller a choval. I like riding much.

Aimez-vous a vous promencr ? Do you lika talking (for p!eoure) f

Asseyons-uous, s'il vous plait. Let us sit down, if you please,

No nous assoyous-nous pas ? Do we not it doioi /

Ne nous assoyous pus, il est trop Let us not sit down, it u too late.

turd.

C'liuliii-n ce drap so vcnd-il lo* How much is that cloth sold a yard J

yard ?

U se vend vingt-ciuq francs lo It is sold at twenty-five francs the

t ro. metre.

Comment cela s'appelle-t-il ? Ifou is that called / TFhat is the

name of that 1

Comment vous appelez- [ 43 (4)] TFhat is your name? How do you
vous? call yourself f

VOCABULARY.

EXERCISE 65.

1. Comment ce Monsieur s'appelle-t-il ? 2. Je no eais com-
ment il s'appelle. 3. Cette damo no s'appelle-t-elle pas L. ?

4. Non, Madame, elle s'appelle M. 5. Monsieur votro pero so

porto-t-il bion ce matin ? 6. II se porto beaucoup rnieux. 7.

Fait-il beau temps aujourd'hui ? 8. II fait un temps mag-
nifique, n'allez-vous pas vous promencr ? 9. Nous n'avons ni

heval ni voituro. 10. Ne pouvez-vous marcher? 11. Je suis

trop fatigue pour marcher. 12. N'allez-vous pas i choval tous

les matins ? 13. Je me promene tous les matins. 14. Com-
ment vous promenoz-vous ? 15. Quelquefois a pied et quelque-
fois en voituro. 16. A qui vous adresscz-vous quand vous
avez besoin d'argent? 17. Je m'adresse ;\ mon banquier? 18.

Ne voulez-vous pas vous assooir P 19. Nous vous sommes bien

obliges. 20. Ce drap se vend-il fort bien ? 21. II se vend fort

cher. 22. Ne devez-vous pas aller a la campagnc, s'il fait beau

temps ? 23. Votro frero doit-il quitter la villo aujourd'hui ?

24. n doit partir demain matin.

EXERCISE 66.

1. Does your sister walk every day ? 2. She takes a walk

every morning. 3. She likes riding on horseback and in a

carriage. 4. What is that little girl called ? 5. She is called

L. 6. Is not that gentleman called L. ? 7. No, Sir, he is

called G., and his cousin is called H. 8. How is your brother ?

9. My brother is very well, but my sister is not well. 10. How
are your two daughters? 11. They are tolerably well to-day.
12. Will yon not sit down, gentlemen ? 13. We aro much
obliged to you, Madam, we have not time. 14. Does that book
Boll well ? 15. It sells very well. 16. How is that pilk sold

an ell (I'aune) ? 17. It is sold at six francs an ell. 18. Is it fine

weather to-day ? 19. It is very fine weather, will you not take
a walk ? 20. I have no timo to walk. 21. To whom does your
brother apply ? 22. He applies to his brother. 23. Is his

brother at home ? 24. No, Sir, he is at Paris. 25. When does

* Tin- English a or an before a measure is rendered into French by
tho article le or la, etc.

Banquier, m., banker.

Choval, m., hone.

Comment, how.

Drap, m., cloth.

Putigui5
, -e, weary, tired.
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six hcures. 17. Votro associe ne veut-il pas s'asseoir ? 18. H
n'a pas le temps de s'asseoir. 19. Vous souvenez-vous de voa

promesses ? 20. Jo m'en souviens parfaitement. 21. Ne vous

chauffez-vous pas quand TOUS avez froid ? 22. Je ne me chauffe

presque jarnais. 23. No se couclie-t-on pas quand on a sommeil ?

24. On se couche quand on a sommeil, et on mange quand on a

faim.

EXERCISE 68.



. I VK NATURAL I

a fu-ry trinpor, iiii'l mutfh pugn;i ri thcao

.md wo

.th has boon told about him.
< r two respecting bin name*, which we three

.it"uMttirarp. The second of

thosci nmtmn to havo been derived from th !! iuni-.

rig n,
" thrower up

of mould." Lear little fri> :.

is thus deaignn: il history.
\Vf vfiitiiro to answer

11 Oinii-.h K:,'fnd, trllin;? how the first molo
oamo into exist*!; must not venture entirely to pass

tory. Tho story must bo well known to

y not object to a repetition, which
lition to tho knowledge of others. Bo it then

> to till, that many ages ago thcro lived in Cornwall a
. cnda. She was fair, as became a

. t.ill, ami tfififd with a pair of blue eyes of the soft,

typo. Evqry unmarried gentleman in Corn-
to make her happy," of course. But Gwenda was

.1 of hrr 1 (flinty that she scorned all advances, and for a

long time loved her own sweet self only. But at last the hour
of her fata came ; she fell in love with a famous knight, by
name Sir Aymeric. Will our readers believe tho abounding

:fnt, that the gentleman did not return tho love ? Perhaps
he was looking out for " a good match," and preferred a long
purse to beauty ; perhaps ho wanted a learned lady, who would

'

study with him in winter evenings the poems of tho bards and
the philosophy of the Druids ; perhaps ho wanted a musical

lady, who would sing soothing ballads to the knight when out of

temper through indigestion, or worried with politics ; perhaps
but wo give up guessing. The simple fact was, that the unwilling
Sir Aymeric did not return the lovo of Gwenda. She, however,
determined to conquer his obdurate heart. Her sole trust was,
not in her sense, her education, or goodness, but in her beaiity.
A great feast was to be given on a certain day by the Prince of

Cornwall, at Tinta^rel, to which Gwenda, her mother, and Sir

Aymeric were invited. Tho damsel procured the "most lovely"
dross which Cornish taste conld design, and, thus armed for heart

conquest, took a last look at her mirror before leaving for the

foast. She uttered one exulting exclamation of certain triumph,
her mother heard, and "hoped" her beautiful daughter might suc-

ceed. "
I am suro to conquer," was tho bold and self-confident

answer of the haughty lady. What followed ? A piercing scream
was heard ; tho startled mother looked round, and lo ! Gwenda
iriil vanished. They

"
sought for her high and they sought for her

low," but Gwenda was never seen again. All Cornwall was in a

panic ; other fair ladies might disappear in the same unaccount-
able manner ; it woe really a serious matter for mothers, dam-

sels, and lovers. Was no clue ever discovered ? One day, while

tho old gardener was- at work, he picked up a richly jewelled

ring, which he knew had belonged to tho long-lost Gwenda, and
which she had worn on the night of her disappearance. The
ring was discovered close to a hillock from which the gardener
often saw a molo emerge, and then run up and down tho garden
path with a strangely melancholy cry. A " wise woman " was
called in ; she watched for the appearance of the mole, and then

declared, in mystic words, that Alice had been turned into that

very mole, as a punishment for her pride, by the mighty spirits
of Fairy Land. Such was the origin of tho first mole in Cornwall,
and this became the mother of all the moles in England. The
legend does not inform us where the first gentleman mole came
from, and wo must leave this matter in a teazing obscurity.

Let us now consider the mole's works and ways. Has the

reader ever seen one of this animal's castles ? If not, ho knows
little of the creature's engineering skill. Its fortress resembles
some of those ancient camps found in various parts of England,
where a central stronghold is surrounded by two or three circles

of earthwork. The innermost homo of tho molo may bo called

his citadel ; round this runs the first circular gallery, bored

through tho earth by tho active engineer. The central house is

connected with thin first gallery by three roads running from
tho citadel. Eonnd the first circle stretches a second, and to
this four or five roads run from tho first gallery. From tho
second circular work seven or eight tunnels extend far under

ground, opening np a large hunting domain to the subterranean

1. Headers will thus see that all th road* i

witli tho central hotwo, and form one combined h>-u of Miaul
engineering. One "

highway" run* airtight from tb fortress
to tho oxtrt-i ing ground, and in thie the trap*
are Mt by the experienced mole^ateher*. Mo*t of these
galleries aro just huge enough to allow toe animal to pass, and
the spoc-d with which ho can gallop through sneh eloM I minis
in amazing. Experiment* ware mmd* on thu point by a French

in, named Lo Court, who devoted many yean to the
Btudjr of the mole's habit*. He often frightened the creator*
when feeding by sending the bhut of a trumpet into iu dining-
room. Of COOTM the horrified quadruped Mt off at full epeed
towards it* citadel, and those who observed the experiment*
declare that the pace was equal to the swift trot of a hone.
How could tho speed be ascertained when the animal wa*

:- Lo Court and his helpers, having ascertained the
direction of tho "

highway," inserted bite of straw into the long
passage while tho molo was out feeding, and at the top of fifth
straw was a small paper nag. As the startled creature dashed
along tho gallery each straw was of course foroed aside, and the
corresponding motions of the paper banners fndiosjtod tho pace
of the little racer.

Tho mole, we may well suppose, has a nursery, which he doe*
not place in the citadel, but at a distance, where a special apart-
ment is formed for the education of his five or six babies. When
tho infants aro able to run about there in plenty of playground,
tho nest being usually at a spot where three or four roads cross.
Most readers will now admit the mole to be an engineer ; but
they may ask, where aro his tools ? He always goes about with
a patent pickaxe, a shovel, and a boring machine, so beautifully
made that tho most famous engineers have never been able to
equal them. These tools are all combined in one piece, and the
reader may see them whenever he takes up a mole. Look at
the two fore feet, how like hands they are ; see how they are
turned sideways, so that as the earth is scooped ont it is all

flung behind, not to impede the animal's work in front. Notice,
in the next place, what an admirable miner's dress the mola
wears, and how suited it is to his work ! As the passagea
through which he moves are but just the size of his body, rapid
motion would bo hindered if the earth stuck to the fur. But m>
soil con cling to a coat which lias the softness and smoothness,
of tho finest \vlvot, combined with a peculiar surface, repelling
tho most adhesive mould. The mode in which the fur is

inserted in tho skin is worthy of notice. Each hair grows from
the skin in such a direction that tho fur will lie even and close,
whether rubbed forwards or backwards, without irritating the
mole. But while the fur is thus soft and yielding, the skin
itself is hard, and so tough that a very sharp knife is needed to
out through it. A tender skin would have been liable to con- ,

stant injury by friction against rough ground. See, then, how
well tho little creature is fitted for his work as an underground
engineer. A hand or foot adapted for boring, scooping, and
shovelling back the earth ; while tho fur and skin are beautifully
fitted for subterranean operations.
Has the mole eyes ? How do our readers answw the ques-

tion P Tho ancient Greeks, Bomans, and many moderns, have

replied by a " No." Let the reader examine for himself

will find two little, black, shining points deeply fixed in the head,
and almost hidden by the fur. These are the eyes. But can the
creature really see by these minute organs P The same question
occurred to Le Court, and he answered in the proper way by an

experiment. Some moles were placed in disused water-pipes, open
at tho end. If none of the observers stirred, the animals soon
made their escape, but if even a finger was pot before the-

opening, they instantly retreated. This seemed to prove the
existence of vision. How, then, could such a naturalist ae

Aristotle deny the possession of sight to the animal ? Tho

ixplanation is easy. There is a species of molo in the South of

Europe which has the eyelids quite closed, and which is of course

blind. The ancients were probably acquainted with this mole-

only, and man;,- of the moderns carelessly applied the observa-

tions of tho old writers to all kinda of moles. Shakespeare
describes the animal aa "

blind," following the notions of his

age. But what can a subterranean worker want eye-

Perhaps one use may be to give notice to the animal of it*

approach to the surface, the first gleam of light warning the

molo back to deeper recesses. Sometimes, too, our underground
labourer does leave his dark caves for a moonlight hn:.
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object being to catch and eat as many fat snails as he can find.

It is during these nightly rambles that the mole is sometimes

snapped up by a hungry owl, in want of a supper for herself and
ravenous family. The owl and owlets have, probably, little

cause for rejoicing ;
a severe fit of indigestion must surely be

their fate after swallowing the tough skin of the mole.

This animal is a great eater ; in what food does he most

delight ? Earth-worms form the daintiest dinners of the hungry
little fellow. But he is a bit of an epicure, objecting to eat the

worms until they have been skinned. He is said to perform
this operation for himself in the neatest manner. Those who
are acquainted with the structure of the earth-worm will not be

surprised at the mole's objection to the skin. Even a hungry
man would object to a mutton chop with 120 bits of gristle in it.

The earth-worm has that number of gristly rings in its body,
and the epicure mole is therefore quite justified in separating
them with the skin. Of course it is very bad for the worm, but

then it ia very good for the mole.

fights. How so ? Surely his name would not make a good
party cry ; he could never aid in blinding the eyes of voters, nor
is he valuable enough for a bribe. Will the reader be kind
enough to imagine himself present at a dinner party of Jacobite

gentlemen in the reign of Queen Anne ? What toast is that
which excites such uproarious applause ? They all drink it ;

every glass is emptied at the words,
" Here's to the little gen-

tleman in velvet." What can bo meant ? One of the party
explains that " the little gentleman

"
refers to the mole which

raised the hill against which the horse of William III. stumbled,
breaking the royal rider's collar-bone, and thus causing the death
of the king. The delighted Jacobites expressed their frantic

joy by thus toasting the unknown and unconscious mole. What
if the very animal which raised that hillock had been discovered ?

Surely he would have been feasted on the fattest earth-worma
off silver plates while living, would have been embalmed when
dead, and preserved as a precious mummy in a golden shrine
with rushlights burning round it day and night.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF A MOLE'S NEST AND THE SUBTERRANEAN GALLERIES AND TUNNELS SURROUNDING IT.

We have called this quadruped a teetotaler, for in respect to

wate, the little fellow may well be called
" a thirsty soul." So

incessant is the desire to drink, that it actually constructs a

series of tanks for collecting and holding water, unless a stream

or pond be near.

A mole has what may be called
" a bit of a temper," and will

fight most desperate battles with its own kind. Especially does

this occur when one happens to bore into the gallery of another.

The two pugnacious engineers meet ; there is no room for pass-

ing ; perhaps neither will go back ; all the dignity of mole nature

forbids that ; and there is nothing left but " a set to." This is

no joking matter to either of the warriors, for the mole's bite is

like that of a bull-dog, as any reader may test for himself

whenever he catches one of our black little friends alive.

Our mole has the character of being an affectionate husband ;

in truth, many of bis most furious battles are fought in defence

of wife and babies. He will often die rather than desert his

spouse. The lady mole is sometimes caught in traps, and the

devoted husband has been known to perish rather than aban-

don her. What a nice text this would be for a sermon addressed

to certain bipeds !

Politicians have sometimes used the mole in their partisan

Hero some may torn from politics to more prosy matters, by
asking whether the mole does not do a great deal of mischief.

The farmers certainly bring heavy charges against him, but

these accusations may be reduced to two eating or injuring the

roots of crops, and disfiguring the meadows by the numerous
"

hills
" which the busy animal throws up. This last result

would be in reality a benefit if the agriculturist would level the

hillocks, and thus distribute a surface-dressing of rich soil over

his land. The reader will see how small are the evils produced

by the mole.

A war of extermination has, however, long been waged against

our active engineer. In this contest mole-catchers are the field-

marshals, the artillery consisting of cleverly devised traps, which

only moles of first-rate talent are able to avoid. Great has been

the slaughter of the quadrupeds ; one " catcher
" summed up

his own slain at 40,000 moles, and even their enthusiastic his-

torian, Le Court, captured 6,000 in five months. The mole has,

we think, made a good fight for life, or not a. single one of his

race would be now alive. He seems still determined to keep up
the " battle of life," and has not given the slightest hint^

of

surrender, or even of emigration. We cannot help honouring
such pluck, and wish him all the success he deserves.



LESSONS IN OKOMLTIIY.

i

I.KSSONS IN GKoMi.i l:Y.-

M XXVMI. To drat' tins late, the

iig tides, and one of tk angles at the bate are

lino A represent the length of the base of the

i t ri.ui/l.', n the Hum of it* remaining sides, nni the angle
tii" angles at its base. Draw any straight lino, x T, of

iiny point, i>, in it, make the angle
Y i) K equal to the given

B angle c. Then sot off

D r equal to A along D Y,

and D o equal to B
along D E, and join o r.

At the point r in the

straight line o F make
!tho angle o r u equal
to the angle D o r, pro-

ducing F u, if neces-

sary, until it meeta the
eide D o of the triangle
T> o F in the point n.

The triangle H F D ia the triangle required, for its base, D F,

ia equal u> the given straight line A, one of its angles F D H
is equal to the given angle c, and the length of its remaining
sides, D H, H F, taken together, is equal to B, for since the angle
H F o is equal to the angle u o F, H F is equal to u o, and

DO, or D H + H o, was made equal to B.

Tito position of the point H in the straight lino D a may also

be found by bisecting F o in K, and drawing K L perpendicular
to F o, and cutting D o in H.

PROBLEM XXIX. To draw a triangle having its angles equal
to tin' angles ofagiven triangle and its perimeter, or the sum of its

three sides, equal to a given straight line.

Let the straight line A B represent the length of the perimeter,
or sum of the three sides of the required triangle, and CDS the

given triangle to whose angles the angles of the required triangle
must be equal. At the extremity A of the straight line A B make
the angle B A F equal to the angle E D c of the triangle c D E,
and at its extremity B, make the angle A B a equal to the angle
c E D. Bisect the angles B A F, A B G by the straight lines A H,
B K, and let these straight lines bo produced far enough to inter-

sect in the point L. From the point L draw L M parallel to A F,

meeting A B in u, and L N parallel to B o, meeting A B in N.

The triangle L M N thus formed is the triangle required, for it is

manifest that its angles at L, M, and N, are equal to the angles at

c, D, and F. of the triangle c D E, for the angle L M N, by Theorem
2 (page 156), is equal to the angle B A F, which was made equal
to the angle c D E, and the angle L N M, by the same Theorem, is

equal to the angle A B G, which was made equal to the angle c B D ;

and if there be two triangles each one of which has two angles
which are equal to

two angles of the

other, theremaining
angle of the one
must be equal to the

remaining angle of

the other, since the

throe angles of

every triangle, whe-
ther great or small,
are together equal to

180 degrees; and as

in the triangle L H N
there are two angles L H N, L N M, equal to the angles c D B,

c E D of the triangle c D E, the remaining angle M L N of the

triangle L M N must be equal to the remaining angle D c E of

the triangle c D E. Now the side M L is equal to u A, be-

cause the angle M L A is equal to the angle M A L, M L A being

equal to L A F or H A F, because they are alternate angles, and
H A F being by the construction equal to u A H. For the

same reason the side N L of the triangle L M N is equal to N B.

Therefore the perimeter of the triangle i, :t v, or the sum of its

i, u, M N, N L, is equal to the given straight lino A B.

XXX. To describe a square that shall be equal in

,-ea to the sum of the squares described on two given

straight lines,

Lot A and B be the two given straight lines ; it is required to

Tig. 39.

describe a square that shall be equal in superficial arm to the

squares described on these line*. First draw two -traigbt line*

of indefinite length, r Q, E s, intersecting each other at right

angles in the point c. On P and c Mt off c D, c , each

equal to A, and on c , c q set off c r, CO, each equal to B.

Complete the squares o D H K, c r K o, by Problem XVHL
(page 255) and join o . Upon a construct the square o E L M,
alo by Problem XVII I. The square o L K U equal in super-
ficial area to the squares c D a B, c r K o, described OB the giren

Htraight lines A and B respectively.
Now at first sight it is difficult for any one who is ends*.

vouring by elf-tuition to acquire a knowledge of practical geo-

metry, whether for an agreeable change from other pursuits and
a useful mental exercise,
or to aid him in the pur-
suance of his calling
and there are many call-

ings, such as those of

the carpenter, mason, gar-

dener, wheelwright, etc.,

in which a knowledge of

geometry is indispensable,
if ho who chooses any one
of them as the avocati >n

by which he must earn hts

daily broad wishes to rise

among his fellows, and
so deservedly command
the reward of his in-

dustry and intelligence
it may, we say, seem
at first difficult to

perceive that the largo

Fig. 40.

square G E L M is exactly equal in superficial area to the two
smaller squares c D H E, c F K G, taken together. We will,

therefore, first give him the means of proving to his satisfac-

tion, by the aid of his compasses and parallel ruler, that it is

so, and then endeavour, as in former cases, to deduce from a
consideration of Fig. 40 several geometrical facta that may be

gleaned from this problem, without the necessity of treating

them in separate problems.
And first, for proof positive from ocular demonstration that

the area of the large square G B L H ia equal to the joint area of

the smaller squares c F K o, c D H B. An inspection of the

annexed figure, which is drawn on rather a smaller scale than

Fig. 40, but in precisely the same proportions, will ahow the

truth of the assertion. The two larger squares are divided into

their component parts in the following manner. Through c

draw c T parallel to G M or E L, meeting B o in T, in order to

fix the point T. Then through T draw T u parallel to c B, and
T v parallel to c o. Along T u set off T o equal to c o, and

through o draw o x parallel to T v or c o, meeting L M in x, and

through v draw v w, parallel to T u or c E, meeting o x in w.

Next, for the necessary division of the square c D H E, through
c draw c z, parallel to B G, and produce L B, to meet the straight

line D H in the point T. If this

figure be drawn on a piece of

paper, and the squares c F K o,

c D H B be cut out and divided, and
the pieces put together on the

square a E L M, so that the pieces
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, in the

smaller squares, be placed on the

divisions similarly numbered in

the Urge square, it will be found

that the area of the large square
is exactly equal to the joint area

of the smaller squares.
It will bo noticed that the

straight lines p q, R 8 in Fig. 40

were drawn at right angles to each

other, and that the straight lines

c a, c E, that were set off along
c q, c B are at right angles to each other necessarily. Tin's is the

point in the construction on which the solution of the problem

depends, whatever may be the length of A and B, and to effect it

we have only to draw a line equal to A, and at right angles to

one end make a line equal to B, and join the extremities of the
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lines which have been thus put together at right angles. The tri-

angle formed in this manner, as the triangle c E a in Fig. 40, is a

right-angled triangle ; and as in the case of this triangle it has been

shown practically that the square G E L M described on G E, the

side which subtends the right angle E c G, is equal in superficial

area to the squares c F K G, c D H E, described on the sides G c,

C E, which contain the right angle E c G, so it is true that in any
and every right-angled triangle the square described on the side

which subtends the right angle is equal to the squares of the

sides by which the right angle is contained.

But there are yet other facts that may be gathered from an

examination of Fig. 40, and a consideration of the dotted lines

that are drawn in the figure. First, through the point C the

straight line c N is drawn parallel to G M or E L, intersecting

the straight line E G in the point T, and dividing the square

G E L M into the unequal rectangles (see Definition 27, page 53)

T E L N, T G M N. Of these the rectangle T E L N is equal to

the square c D H E, and the rectangle T N M G equal to the

square c G K F, as we will proceed to show.

The reader will remember that in Problem XXIV (page 308)
it was shown that triangles on the same base and between the

same parallels are equal to one another, and that triangles on

equal bases and between the same parallels are also equal to

one another, Now in the trapezoid (see Definition 31, page 53)

G D H E, of which the sides G D, H E are parallel, there are two

triangles, D H E, G H E. These triangles stand upon the same
base H E, and between the same parallels G D, H E, and are

therefore equal to one another. But the dotted line D E is a

diagonal of the square c D H E, and divides it into two equal

parts ; therefore the triangle D H E is equal to the triangle

c D E, or, in other words, the square c r> H E is double of

the triangle D H E, and as the triangle r> H E is equal to the

triangle G H E, the square c D H E is also double of the triangle

G H E ; and this brings us to the fact, that when a square and a

triangle happen to be on the same base, and between the same

parallels, the area of the square is double the area of the triangle.

Now let us turn to the trapezoid c E L N, of which the sides

C N, E L are parallel, and which contains the rectangle, or rect-

angular parallelogram E L N T within its limits. In this there

are also two triangles, c E L, E L N, standing on the same base,
E L, and between the same parallels, the parallel sides E L, c N,

of the trapezoid c E L N, and these triangles are consequently

equal to 'one another. Now the rectangle E L N T is divided

into two equal parts by the diagonal E N, and the triangle E L N
is therefore equal to the triangle E T N, or in other words, the

rectangle E L N T is double of the triangle E L N, and as tho tri-

angle E L N is equal to the triangle GEL, the rectangle E L N T
is double of the triangle GEL. And this teaches us that when
a rectangle or right-angled parallelogram and a triangle are

upon tho same base, and between the same parallels, the area

of the rectangle is double the area of the triangle.

And as it is true that when a square and a triangle, or a rect-

angle and a triangle, are upon the same base and between the

same parallels, the area of the square or rectangle, as the case

may be, is double that of the triangle, so it is equally true that

when a square and a parallelogram, or a rectangle and a paral-

logram, are upon the same base and between the same parallels,

the areas of tho square and rectangle, or the areas of the rect-

angle and the parallelogram, thus situated, are equal to one

another, as may be seen by drawing the straight line H o through
H, parallel to E G. when we have the square c D H E, and the

parallelogram o H E G on the same base E H, and between the
same parallels H E, G D, equal to one another

;
and by drawing

the straight line L v through L, parallel to E c, when we get the

rectangle E L NT andthe parallelogram c E Lv equal to one another.

Parallelograms also on the same base and between the same

parallels are equal to one another, and when a parallelogram
and a triangle are on the same base, the area of the parallelo-

gram is double the area of the triangle ; and more than this, as

triangles on equal bases and between the same parallels are

equal to one another, so also rectangles and parallelograms on

equal bases and between the same parallels are equal to one

another.

But to proceed to show that the rectangle E L N T is equal to

the square c D H E, let us look at the triangle G H E, which was

proved to be equal to half the square c D H E, and the triangle
C E L, which was proved to be equal to half of the rectangle
JP U N T, and compare their sides and angles. On inspecting

them we find that the side E L of the triangle c E L is equal to
the side E G of the triangle G H E, each being also a side of
the square G E L M, and that the side C E of the triangle c E L
is equal to the side E H of the triangle .G H E, each of them
being also a side of the square c D H E ; and the angle C E i^

contained by the sides c E, E L of tho triangle C E L, is equal to
the angle G E H contained by the sides G E, E H of the triangle
G H E, for each of these angles is composed of a right angle and
the angle C E G, which is common to both, the angle c E L being
composed of the right angle LEG and the angle G E c, while
the angle G E H is composed of the angle G E c and the right

angle c E H. Here, then, we have two triangles, each having
two sides of the one, namely, G E, E H, equal to two sides of the

other, L E, E c, and the angles contained by these sides equal,

namely, the angle G E H to the angle GEL; and this being true, it

is plain that their bases or third sides are also equal, namely,
H G to C L ; and the areas of the triangles are equal, as we may
prove practically by cutting out the triangle GEL, and turning
it, as on a pivot, round the point E, until it rests on the triangle
G H E. But the square c D H E has been shown to be double of

the triangle G H E, and the rectangle E L N T has been shown to

be double of the triangle GEL, and as things which are double
of equal things must be equal to one another, the rectangle
E L N T must be equal to the square c D H E. In the same way
it may be shown that the rectangle G T N M is equal to tho square
c F K G, and the learner is recommended to work out the proof
of this as a useful exercise.

READING AND ELOCUTION. XL
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE (continued).

VII. RIGHT EMPHASIS.

EMPHASIS distinguishes the most significant or expressive
words of a sentence.

It properly includes several functions of voice, in addition

to the element of force. An emphatic word is not uiifrequently

distinguished by the peculiar "time," "pitch," "stress," and
"inflection" of its accented sound. But all these properties
are partially merged, to the ear, in the great comparative force

of the sound. Hence it is customary to regard emphasis as

merely special force. This view of the subject would not be

practically incorrect, if it were understood as conveying tho

idea of a special force superaddcd to all the other character-

istics of tone and emotion, in the word to which it applies.

Emphasis is either " absolute
"

or "
relative." The former

occurs in the utterance of a single thought or feeling, of great

energy ;
the latter, in the correspondence or contrast of two

or more ideas.

"Absolute" emphasis is either "
impassioned

"
or "distinc-

tive." Tho former expresses strong emotion, as :

False wizard, AVAUNT !

*

But the latter designates objects to the attention, or distin-

guishes them to the understanding, as :

The fall of man is the main subject of Milton's great poem.
" Relative

"
emphasis occurs in words which express compari-

son, correspondence, or contrast, as :

Cowards die many times ; the brave but once.

Rules on Emphasis.

Rule 1. Exclamations and interjections usually require
"
impassioned

"
emphasis, or the strongest force of utterance, as

in the following examples :

Woe ! to the traitor, WOE !

UP ! comrades, UP !

AWAKE ! AEISE ! or be for EVER PALLEI; !

Te icefalls !

Motionless torrents ! silent cataracts !

Who made you glorious as the gates of heaven,
Beneath the keen full moon ?

GOD ! GOD ! the torrents, like a shout of nations,

Utter : the ice-plain bursts, and answers, GOD !

The silent snow-mass, loosening, thunders, GOD !

* Three degrees of emphasis are visually thus denoted in type : the

first by Italic letters ;
the second, by small capitals ; and the third, by

large capitals. Thus,
" You shall DIE, BASE DOG ! and that before

you cloud has passed over the sun!" Sometimes a fourth, by Ital'C

capitals, thus : NEYEE, NEVER, NEVER!
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Rule 2. Every new incident in a narration, every new object

vi-ry new subject in a didaotio pMiifii,

.mphasis, or a force of utterance raffl-

Lriking or pronn

Tboir frmil bark was, in a moment, ottntt, and a watery grave

Menu .icvitablo doom of tbo wbole party.
,.|\Mtii di IOUK, low range of beautifully

'It was the subject of the preacher*! discourse.

;J. All oorrespoii<lriit. an'l all untithutio, or contrasted

M'-luiro a force sufficient to di*tiiiK'ii*li tlu-m from all tho

:uul to mako thorn stand out ]>ro-

miuriitly. Wli.'i, '. . comparison or contrast is of equal force

in its runHtitui lit parts, tho emphasis is exactly balanced, in

tho words to which it in apiilird : win n one of tho objects com-
r.ist .1 i^ tin ant. to preponderate over tho other, tho

stronger on the word by which tho preponderance
is expressed.

The gospel is preached equally to the rich and to the poor.
.no of urise mou, and the idol ol fools.

The mail ia more KNAVE thoii fool.

Exercises tn " Relative
"

Em/jjhasia.

ViitTUK
||

is better than riches.

Study ||
not so much to show knowledge, as to acquire it.

They went out from us, but they were not of us.

}!
|

tint cannot bear a jest, should not make one.

It is not so easy to hide one's faults, as to mend them.

I
j

that denied theo gold, will give my heart.

You aN done that
| you thould be sorry for.

Why beholdest thou the mote
||
that is in thy brother's eye, but con-

t. not the beam
||
that is in thine own eye P

As it is tho part of justice ||
never to do violence, so it ia the part of

modesty \\
never to commit offence.

A friend ||
aanuot be known

||
in prosperity, and an enemy ||

cannot be

hidden
\\
iu at! i

Emphatic clauses (those in which every word is emphatic) are

BOlnotimes pronounced on a lower, sometimes on a higher key,
but always with an intense force.

Examples.

Heaven and earth will witness

If ' ROME ' MUST ' FALL that we
||
are innocent.

This state had then jiot one ship NO, NOT ' ONE ' WALL.
But youth, it seems, ia not iny only crime : I have been accused

|| of

actirt'j a THEATRICAL port.

As to the i/rcsent ministry, I cannot give them my confidence.

Pardon me, gentlemen : Confidence is a plant of SLOW growth.

General Remark. Young readers are commonly deficient in

emphasis, and hence feeble and unimpressive, in their style of

reading. Students should exert much vigilance on this point.

At tho same time, an overdone emphasis is one of the surest

indications of defective judgment and bad taste. Faults which
result from study are always the most offensive.

Exercise. TJie Duty of a True Christian.

The true Christian must show that he is in earnest about religion.

In the management of his worldly affairs, he must let it clearly be

seen, that he is not influenced by a trorldly mind ; that his heart is not

upou arf/i ; that ho pursues his worldly calling from a principle of

DUTY, not from a sordid love of 30111 ; and that, iu truth, his treasure*

are in IIEAVEN. He must, therefore, not only
"
provide things honest

in the sight of all men;" not only avoid everything which is/raiuful<mt

and unjust iu his dealings with others
; not only oj>cn!;/ protect against

those tnt'/uitous practice* which the custom of trade too frequently coun-

I and approves , but, also, ho must "let his moderation be known
unto all men." Ho must, not push his gains with seeming eagerness,

even to the utmost LAWFUL extent. He must exercise /orbearanc*. He
must be content with moderate profits. He must sometimes even

/"iv./o advantages, which, in themselves, he might innocently take,

lost he should seem to give any ground for suspecting that his heart is

secretly net upon those tl:

Thus, also, with respect to worWl;; pleasures : he must endeavour to

convince n\eu that tho pleasures which RELIGION furnishes, are fat

nrtater than those which tho MOrid \VliiK-, therefore, ho

conscientiously keeps from joining in those trijln'i. an.l, too often,

pro/one amusements, in which inijoifo-/ men profess to seek their hopjn'-

'ess, he must yet labour to show, that, in keeping from thots' 1 thinirs.

Je ia, in respect to rcai happiness, uo I

ralii<m. Tft nt 1 T '

TTtrrthlnt irhlrt majrlnnk His
and gloom. He an*t oaltivaU. a ehtufitlmmt at spirit. H
deavour to abow, ia hi* whole deportment, the

h nstwaUy flow from heoMnttf <tftuu. from a Me*** aft

I from a hope full of IMMOKTAUTY.
Tbo > njota* and produce* to to widely

different from DM spirit of UM vwtd, and so immmttfy inferior to it,

that, as it cannot fail of brine *<****, so it eaanot fail at beta*
admired, even by tfeoM who am ttnmgtn to its powtr. Do yo a*k ia
what particular, thi* spirit *** itself F I answer, ia the excweteM of

humility, of meeimcc*, at tnOtmtmt in a patient (Mar.** at <%*>; ia a
readinetf io forgitt offences ; in a mtform endeeeour to emnmt enl with

iu eeif-dt*M and dUmtHidtinm , in
iu tlovntm to vrath ; in an wmwOUrngmm to ae*r or

*
; in a forwsrdnMS to <Ltftnd, to adtW, and to *

in laving our enemi ; in lla*i*g them that CMTM us ; in doinc toad to
them that hate us. ThM are mtuM/riUtt of true CfcrutuwUy.
The Christian muiit " Ut his liyht ehine before mm. by dtechargiac

in a faithful, a diligent, and a ooiwuteiU maiiuer, the jxntrnal and parti*
ctdar duties of his station.

Asamemberof .octet y. he must b dtettnfotolttd bjr a Uoauiwi and
an inoffensive conduct ; by a simplicity and an i*9***o*tmm at rttaricttr,
free from every degree of guile; by nprigUnest and jUbUy ia all his

nyoyemente.
As a neighbour, he most be hind, frievUy. and eoommtittimg. Hto

dieoourae must be mild and iiutructiee. He most labour to prMU
quarrels, to reconcile thou who differ, to comfort the a^Ut*d. IB abort,
he must be "ready for (very good work ;" and all his (UoUofe with oCara
must show tho HEAVE*LT raucirui which d*<ll and icvrfa in hi*
HEART.

ExerciM. The Benefits of a Popular Gorernmcnt.

The real glory and pro*p<;rity of a nation does not oondst in the here-

ditary ranJc or titled primU-jes of a very small class in the community ; in
the oreat wealth of the /eic, and in the great poverty of the ma*y ; in UM
splendid palaces of noblee, and the vretched hute of a mimrrotu and kalf-

famished peasantry. No ! such a state of things may give pleasure to

proud, ambitious, and seljuh minds, but there is nothing here on which
the eye of a patriot can rest with unmiiigled satisfaction. In his

deliberate judgment
" IU fares the land, to hastening: ills a prey,
Where wealth accumulates, and men decay ;

Princes and lords may flourish or may fade ;

A BREATH can mole them, as a breath has mode;
But a BOLD PEASANTRY, their country'* pride,

When once BESTEOTED, can NEVER be supplied."

It is an intelligent, virtuous, free, and crfenMM population, ablo by
their talents and industry to obtain a competent rapport, which con-

stitutes the strength and prosperity of a nation.

It is not the least advantage of a popular government, that it brings
iuto operation a greater amount of talent than any other.

acknowledged by every one, that the occurrence of yrtat ntmti awakens
the dormant energies of the human mind, and call* forth the most

splendid and powerful abilities. It was the momentous question,
whether your country should be free and independent, and the rtnnlsrs-

tion that it WAS so, which gave to you orator*, statesmen, and amsnsli,

whose names all future ages will delight to honour.

The characters of men are generally moulded by the cirrwMfanecs ia

which they are placed. They seldom put forth their strenjtA, without

some powerfully exciting motives. But what motires can they have to

qualify themselves for stations, from which they are for ever t*d*ded

on account of PLEBEIAN EXTRACTION ? How can they be expected to

prepare themselves for the service of their Conakry, when they know
that their services would be REJECTED, because, unfortunately, they
dissent from the established religion, and have the honest]/ to AV,

But iu a country like OURS, where the most obscure individual* in

society may, by their talents, virtue*, and public cervices, rise to tho most
honourable distinctions, and attain to tho highest ojffeei which the people

can give, the most effectwd inducements are presAed. It is indeed

true, that only a few who run in the race for political honour, ean

obtain the price. But, although many come short, yet the eMrfoae and

the progress which they make, are not lost either on tAenwlw* or secMy.

The suitableness of their talents and character* for some ether t*jwr>.

tont station may have been perceived ; at least the cvltiMtien of their

minds, and tho effort to acquire an honourable rvpntatte*. may reader

them active and useful members of the community. ThM are cosu of

the benefits peculiar to a POPULAR government; benefit which .< haw
long enjoyed.

LESSONS IN MUSI
FOB Exercise 15, in tho following page, tho pnpfl v

own key-note aa indicated in the title. If, however, he has no*

got a tuninir-fork, let him take Don at a rather low pitch. A stroke

beneath two or more notes shows that they arr to b

syllable of the words, or
"
sJurred." The comma aftera note gire
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it a quarter of an aliquot ; the dot and comma, three quarters.

Be careful in singing this correctly. Exercise yourself in singing
the two notes, first with a dot only, and then with a dot and
comma between them. The tune is Mr. Burnet's copyright.
It may be found harmonised for four voices in "People's Service

of Song." All the early exercises in this course are given in

two-part harmony, because we are persuaded that, by two-part

harmony, the ear is best taught to understand that which is

more complex. These exercises should be sung by
"
equal

voices ;

"
that is, by two male voices, or by two female or

children's voices. It will not sound quite so well if the air (or

upper part) being sung by a female voice, the lower part is sung
by a male, for the male and female voice are naturally an octave

apart, and the intervals cannot be so " close" and sweet.

When you have traced and sol-faed this tune from the modulator

perfectly, your next step will be to "
figure

"
it ; that is, sing

it to the words "one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight; one,

two, three, four, five, six, seven," etc. As you know these words

very familiarly, your attention will not bp distracted by them
(as it might be by other words), while you try to strike the

intervals correctly, without that help to the memory which the
sol-fa syllables give. You may afterwards sing the words ; but
remember that this tune must be sung with spirit (abrupt deci-

sion), or not at all. A curve over or under two or more notes,
indicates a slur. In previous exercises we have had a black
note (crotchet) to correspond with an aliquot or pulse of the

measure. In this tune we have used an open note (a minim)
for the aliquot. We prefer using the crotchet as the standard

aliquot; but, as it is not always so used, we have made this

change to indicate that fact. It makes no difference to the
music. There are still four pulses to the measure, and they
move at the rate indicated by the metronome.

EXERCISE 15. GRIFFIN. KEY F. METRONOME, Minim = 58.

(Music by H. Burnet, Esq., of Manchester. Words by Longfellow.)
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'*il>lt; and ascending M high an Inn voice will allow

(with th cork, if neoessnry, to keep lm niuili <>IM-II), a:

i

by drawing i" tin- m olM "i '*" lower belly, luap th* ribt th\u

will allow free and cany play to the lungs.
\uroises on these subjects, BOO the two small

I.I'M-M.ll V.

'l'!i.- : the voice, in singing, should bo delivered

</ mid easily. If tlm voioo ia given out carelessly, it

ninthly through the tliroat, and is called guttural} and
it' pi-ndm-. .1 in :i r.,!. I iiuiiiinT, it is ilmvu through the noae,

> becomes nasal. Correctness in singing depends upon
whirli commands the d

, of tho lurvnx an<l throat. Lazy Hinging ia always flat

and misorablo ; honce we always sing musically bettor when our

hearts are most engaged in the song.
A note may bo loud or soft. The loudness or softness of the

^ called its force. It ia very important to cultivate tho

habit of using a medium force of voice, HO that it may bo always

easy to sing a note or strain moro loudly or more aoftly tlian

the rut Thin habit i* important to comfort and pleasure in

Hinging, and absolutely neeemary for xproMton and rermssaeat.

The medium voice of on* person u, of ootme, diflenmt from
that of another, according to the UM of the larynx and Uw
strength of tho long*.
The suggestions given above must be kept constantly in mind

in every daily practice. If you enjoyed the advantage of ft

private teacher, tnch point* an these would be constantly in kit

mind, and he would ice to it that yon obMnred them. Tndd,
one of the chief MM of a private teacher u to keep us to our

work. The self-educator, however, most inmntnn to hu aid

sturdy determination and steady perseverance. A lady went to

a distinguished teacher of singing, to receive a count* of costly
lessons in the art For a large proportion of the* lamina, ia

the early part of the course, he did not permit her to ring a

single note, but made her simply pace the room, expanding her

lungs, and taking breath in every way which was required to

givo her command of the material of which voice U made. W
have heard that even the great public singer* do not think of

omitting the daily practice of the scale and chord in long
"
holding

"
notes, as we have recommended.

EXEBOIBK 16. LEYBTTRN. KBT B. M. Crotchet = 60, boating only twice in a :

(An old English Ballad Tune. Words by M. A. Stodort, from "
Poetry" by the Home and Colonial School Society.)

(HUB-
:x,f,

ri 3
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LESSONS IN FKENCH. XXII.
SECTION XXXVIII. USES OF REFLECTIVE VERBS (continued).

1. THE reflective verb se passer is used idiomatically in the

sense of to do witlwut. It is followed by the preposition de,

when it comes before a noun or a verb.

Vous passez-vous de ce livre ? Do you do without that book ?

Je ne puis m'eu passer, I cannot do inthout it.

2. Se servir [2, ir. ; see 62], to use, also requires the prepo-

sition de before its object.

Je me sers de votre canif, I use your penknife.

Je ne m'en sers pas, I do not use it.

3. The second example of the two rules above shows that,

when the object of those verbs is a thing, it is represented in

the sentence by the pronoun en.

Je m'en sers j je m'en passe, I use it ; I do without it.

4. The pronoun* used as indirect object of a reflective verb,

if representing a person, follows the verb [ 100 (4)].

Je puis me passer de lui, I can do without him.

Je m'adresse a vous et a elle, I apply to you and to her.

5. S'endormir [2, ir. ; see 62], to fall asleep, and s'eveillor,

to awake, are also reflective.

Je m'endors aussitot que je me I fall asleep as soon as I go to bed.

couche,
Je m'eveille a six heures du matin, I awake at six o'clock in the morning.

6. S'approcher, to come near, to approach ; s'eloigner, to draw

lack, to leave, take the preposition de before a noun. Their

object, when a pronoun, is subject to Rules 3 and 4 above.

Votre fils s'approche-t-il du feu ?

II lie s'eu approche pas,

II s'dloigne de moi et de vous,

Does your son draw near the fire 1

He does not come near it.

He goes from me and from you.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

Do you use that knife ?

I do not use it, it does 1

What knives do you use?

We use steel knives.

Vous servez-vous de ce couteau ?

Je ue m'en sers pas, il lie coupe pas. I do not use it, it does not cut.

De quels couteaux vous servez-

vous ?

Nous nous servons de couteaux

d'acier.

Pouvez-vons vous passer d'argent? Can you do without money ?

Nous ne pouvons nous en passer. We cannot do without it.

Vous passez-vous de votre maitre ? Do you do without your teacher ?

Nous nous passous de lui. We do without him.

Vousadressez-vous aces messieurs? Do you apply to those gentlemen?
Nous nous adressons a eux et a We apply to them and to you.

vous.

Vous vous endormez facilenieut. You go to sleep easily.

Je m'dveille de tros-boune heure. I awake very early.

Pourquoi vous approchez-vous du Why do you come near the fire ?

feu?
Je m'en approche parceque j'ai I come near it because I am cold.

froid.

Nous nous eloignons du feu. We go from the fire.

Nous nous en eloignons. We go from it.

Nous nous approclions de notre We go near our father.

pere.
Nous nous approehons de lui. We go near him.

Aussi, also.

Anssitot que, as soon

CM.

Canif, m., penknife.

Demoiselle, young lady.

Domestique, m., ser-

vant.



MECHANICS.

expressed l-y p>int, or by inverting the fraotirm which exprewie*

A ratio in said to be compounded of two otbr ration when it

to the product of th<> two ratio*. Thou, JJ is a ratio

.o ratios | nod {.

i .airs of number* may hare tho same ratio. Thnn,

the ratios f , jj, $g, are all oquul.
, of nnmbera hare the same ratio, the four

:-( involved are noid to form a proportion; an

solves, in reference to tl. a subsisting among them, are

called jintiMirtioii.' 16, are proportional*,
because tho ratio j,

or 8 : 4 = the ratio }J,
<

A |.!-..|...
:::: i fxpresBod i i ling tho sign of equality

: ro o<iu:il rutiii , in- l>y placing four dot; m tin;

fui-ni of :i Ki|iimv, thus : : between them.

Tims, tin- proportionality of U, 4, 12, 1G, might be expressed
in uiiy one of tin* throe following ways:

{-*; 3:4-12:10; 3:4 "12:16.

Th.> last expression would be read, 3 is to 4 aa 12 ia to 1(J.

Tin- i

' and " terms of a proportion are called tho

extremes ; thminiddlo two, the means.

I, tlio product of the extremes
!

t'J
til'' ir '

any proportion, 3 : 4 : ; 9 : 12, for instance. Expressing
ual form, we have J

= $, and reducing these

fruitions to a common denominator 12 x 4, we get

l*JLl = *JL, or 12 X 3 = 4 X 0.

Now, 1 2 and 3 are the extremes, and 4 and 9 are the means,
of the given proportion.

Conversely, if the product of two numbers is eqnal to the pro-
duct of any other two numbers, the four numbers will form a

proportion. Thus, since

8X3-6X4 8, 4,

or, 8:4
Or we may write it thus, 8 : 6

or, 3:6
or, 4:8
or, 4:3

3 form a proportion ;

: 3

:3;

9,

e

i

4

3:6;
:8:6.

Thus we see that either product may be separated to form
tho extremes, and that, the order of either the means or the
extremes being interchanged, the numbers still form a pro-

portion.
5. If three numbers bo given, a fourth can always be found

which will form a proportion with them.
This is tho same thing as saying that if three terms of a pro-

portion be given, tho fourth can be found.

Take any three numbers 3, 4, 5, for instance. Then we have

3 : 4 : : 5 : fourth term.

Therefore

3 x fourth term = 5x4 (since tho products of the means and
extremes are equal).

Therefore, dividing both of these equalities by 3

5x4
Fourth term = 5 , the required number.

a

He-re we have found the fourth term, but we. could in tho
fiii ii ii' way find a number which would form a proportion with
the three given numbers when standing in any of tho terms.
For instance, for the second term wo should have

and therefore

3 : second term : : 4:5,

4 x second term 5 x 3.

Hence, dividing both of these equalities by 4

_ 6 x 3
second term = 7 ,

and similarly for the other two term*.

Tho most important application of proportion is the solution

of examples of this kind, whore three terms of a proportion ore

p-iven to find R fourth. This is what is usually called Rule of
which will be dealt with in a future lesson.

i'.. It is evident that if the two terms of a ratio be multiplied
or divided by tho same quantity, the ratio is unaltered.

Any set of numbers are said to be respectively proportional to

any other set containing tho same number when the one set can
be obtained from the other by multiplying or dividing all the
numbers of that set by the same number. Tims, 8, 4, 5 are

proportional respectively to 9, 12, 15, or to L }, f.

7. To divide a givtn number into parti which tkatt be proper'
tional to any pfcwn number*.

h given numbers together, and then, dividing the given
number into a number of parts equal to this sum, take as many
of these parts M are equal to the given numbers respectively .

EXAMrut. Divide 420 in proportion to the numbers 7, 5,
:md :',.

And therefore tho respectiYe parts are

A x 400-1M.
A x 480 - 140.

A x 480- 84.

These parts are evidently in the proportion of 7, 5, and 3,
and their sum, 1M + 140 -f 84 - 420.

8. The same method will apply if the given number or

quantity is to bo divided proportionally to given fractions.

EXAMPLE. Divide 266 into parts which shell be respeetfrerj
proportional to

}, J, and f.

Following exactly tbe same method M before, the
without reduction, would be

,-T-f-,
* ^nrn x ^-"rrfn * *

Or we may proceed thus :

Reducing tho fractions to their least cominc
which is 60, we get

.',!, and }8.

Now these fractions are proportional respectively to 40, 45, 48.

Hence we have to divide 26G in the proportion of 40, 45, and
48, to which tho required answer in, since 40 -f- 45 + 48 = 133,

M x 866, to x
866, and A *

,

or 80, 90, and 90.

EXERCISE 41.

Find in their simplest form :

1. The ratio of 14 to 7, 36 to 9, 8 to 32, 54 to .

2. Tho ratio of 324 to 81, 802 to 99.

3. The inverse ratio of 4 to 12, and of 49 to 6.

4 Find the fourth term of the proportions, 3 : 5::6 '.
; 4 : 8'.:9

'

-j

5. Insert the third term in the following proportions 3 : 5 :: - : 6;
4: 8::- :9; i : f :: - : ;.

6. Insert the second term in tbe foDowing proportions 3 : : : 5 : 6 ;

4:-:: 8: 9; J : - .: \ : |.

7. Insert the first term in the following proportions - : :: 5 : fl

8. Find a fourth proportional to 2*13, '579, and 3'1-USO,
5 places of decimals.

9. Divide 100 in the ratio of 3 to 7.

10. Two numbers are in the ratio of 15 to 34, and the smaller is 75 ;

find the other.

11. What two numbers are to each other ss 5 to 6, the greater of

them being 240 ?

*#* As tests by which tho correctness of the processes of

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division may be

ascertained, were given in Lessons in Arithmetic, H to V., it

has not been thought requisite to give answers to the Exercises

already given in attract Arithmetic. The answers will, how-

ever, be supplied to future examples in concrete Arithmetic.

MECHANICS. IX.

Tin STEELYARD.

ANOTHER weighing instrument is the steelyard, which (Pig. 54)

is a lever of the first order, to tho shortann of which is attached

at 6 a hook from which the substance, w, to be weighed is

suspended, while on the long arm slides tho movable counter-

The object aimed at hi this instrument being that a

small weight, p, should balance a huge one. w, on the hook, it

ia clear that there must be a corresponding disproportion in the

arms the fulcrum, a, must be near one of the ends of the beam.

Further, since it is necessary that the steelyard should take an

horizontal position, both when loaded and unloaded at it* hook.
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it is essential that its own centre of gravity should lie some-
where on the short arm ; for then the counterpoise can balance
it when placed in some position on the other arm, such as that
marked o, in the figure. For this reason steelyards are made
heavy at one end.

To Graduate a Steelyard. The centre of gravity of the beam
being on the hook side of the fulcrum, let it be brought into an

horizontal position,
no weight being on
the hook. Then, as

proved in Lessons
VH. and VIII., the
moment of P is equal
to the moment of the

beam, that is, the

weight of the beam
multiplied into the

distance of its centre

of gravity from a ver-

tical line through the

Fig. 54. fulcrum, is equal to

P multiplied into the

distance of o from that line. At the point o so found draw a

line across the beam ; that line represents the zero division of

the long arm, or the division at which P produces equilibrium,
the weight on the hook being nothing, cipher, or zero.

Now, supposing that any number of pounds, w, of any sub-

stance are hung on the hook, while P is shifted to the left until,

as in the figure, the arm is again horizontal, we have P multi-

plied by the distance of its ring from the fulcrum a equal to w
multiplied by a 6 (this line a b being supposed horizontal), together
with the moment of the beam. But P multiplied by the distance

of the zero division from a, is equal to the moment of the beam,
as already proved ; therefore it follows that P multiplied by its

distance from the zero division is equal to w multiplied "by a b.

Now, in order to graduate, let us suppose P one pound and w
seven. Then we have in numbers seven times a, b equal once
the distance of the counterpoise from o, which tells us the exact

position of P for 7 pounds on the hook, namely, that you find it by
measuring from o to the left seven pieces each equal to a b.

Let w be 13 pounds or 3 pounds, then in like manner you
measure 13 or 3 pieces equal to a b. It thus appears that the
subdivisions for the successive pounds are equal to each other ;

and we may therefore lay down the following rule for graduating
a steelyard :

Find first the zero subdivision by bringing the unloaded in-

strument into an horizontal position by the counterpoise. Put
then on the hook, or in the pan, such a number of even pounds
aa will push the counterpoise to the greatest distance it can go
on its arm for even pounds, and divide the distance between this

last position and the zero point into as many equal parts as

there are then pounds on the hook. The points of division so

obtained are the positions of the counterpoise for the several

pounds up to that number.
For half and quarter pounds these divisions must be sub-

divided ; and for greater weights than one pound will balance
on the long arm, the counterpoise must be doubled or trebled,
etc. If the steelyard be intended for weighing small objects,
such as letters, the counterpoise may be ounces, or tenths
of an ounce, or even smaller weights, as occasion requires.
It thus appears that the construction of a steelyard is very
simple, and that any handy person of a mechanical turn

may make one of steel or iron,
or even of a piece of hard

wood, without much trouble.

THE DANISH BALANCE.

This is a species of steel-

yard, in which (Fig. 55) the
fulcrum is movable, and the

counterpoise is the weight of

the beam acting at its centre
of gravity, P, the substance to be weighed being suspended
from a hook or placed in a pan, at the extremity, R, on
the other side of the fulcrum. The question is, how may you
graduate such an instrument ? To do this, let us suppose
the beam to weigh 1 pound, and that 1 ounce of some substance
is placed in the scale ; then it is evident that the fulcrum, F,

Fig. 55.

must be shifted to the point in which F R is to F P in the pro-
portion of 16 to 1, there being 16 ounces in the pound. This
comes to dividing the distance R p (which is known) into

seventeen equal parts, as proved in Lesson IV., and taking the
first point of division next to p for the fulcrum. If there be 2

ounces in the pan, RF must be to F p as 16 to 2 ; that is, you
divide R P into 18 parts, and take the fulcrum 2 from p. If

there be 7 ounces, you divide into 23 parts, and take 7 next to

P; and so on for all the ounces from 1 to 16 you may determine
the several positions of the fulcrum, marking them as you pro-
ceed. If the beam be of any other weight, you follow a similar

course, dividing R P into as many equal parts as there are ounces
in the sum of the weights of the beam and substance, and count-

ing off as many divisions from P as there are ounces in the
latter.

From all this it is evident, first, that the subdivisions are not

equal to each other, as in the steelyard; secondly, that the

operation of graduation is more troublesome than in that instru-

ment. The Danish balance, however, has the advantage of not

being encumbered with a movable counterpoise ; it carries its

own imperial standard weight within itself.

THE BENT LEVER BALANCE.

The principle of this instrument, a species of which is largely
sold for weighing letters, may be understood by the aid of the

accompanying Fig. 56. On an upright stand is placed a quadrant
arc, M o, of which c is the centre. Round c as a fulcrum revolves
a lever, usually bent, but in the figure represented as formed of

two arms at right angles to each other. The arm c B is gene-

rally of small weight, being lightly constructed, while the other,

CG, called the "index arm," is heavily weighted at its lower

end, the centre of gravity of the whole lever thus being nearly

^c at some point, G, on that arm.
On some substance, w, to be

weighed, being suspended
from B, the index moves from
its zero point, o, up the quad-
rant until the weight of the

lever acting at G balances w
at B, that is, until the mo-
ments of these forces are

equal, which will be when w
multiplied by B H is equal to

the weight of the lever mul-

tiplied by G I. The divisions

of the quadrant corresponding
to the several weights 1, 2, 3, 4> etc., suspended from B are,

however, best determined by experiment for each weight.

THE LEVER WHEN THE FORCES ARE NOT PARALLEL.

In all the cases of levers and weighing instruments wo have
so far considered, the forces were supposed parallel in weighing
instruments necessarily so. The treatment of the subject is,

however, not complete until the condition of equilibrium is de-

termined for levers the forces acting on which are not parallel.

This is the most general case that can occur, and indeed it

includes all the others. To clearly understand it, let a lever be

defined a mass of matter of any shape ivhich has one fixed point
in it. It may be a bar straight, or simply bent, or bent and

twisted, or it may be a solid block. So long as there is one

point fixed, we may treat it as a lever, that point being the

fulcrum.

Moreover, the two forces which act on it are supposed to be

such that their directions when produced meet, and that their

plane passes through the fulcrum. In cases where the two
forces do not meet, or their plane does not pass through the

fulcrum, there cannot be equilibrium. For example, the out-

stretched right arm of a man is a lever, of which the fulcrum is

in the right shoulder. Suppose, as he stretches it before him in

a horizontal position, one force is applied to the hand obliquely
from him towards the left to the ground, while another acts

horizontally at his elbow towards the right and at right angles
to the arm ; these forces cannot meet, and therefore would not

under any circumstances keep the arm in equilibrium ; further,

even were they to meet, they would not so keep it unless their

plane passed through the fulcrum in the shoulder socket. Sup-

posing the forces, therefore, to be as described, namely, that

their directions meet and their plane passes through the fulcrum,

Fig. 56.
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v/li;it i- tin- i-'.ii.iition of equilibrium ? In !!.: ilmt you may
clearly UM<I . tho kuowlod;- .lowing goo-

.! pruM-inles U necessary.

UOPIBTIKS 07 A PARALLELOGRAM AMD TR1ANOLB.
1 . The area oj a triangle is A . ralletogram which

haa -Utilise for one side," . rtea parallel
to tluit bate for tlui tide opposite. Thin

appourx I:

triiint,'l., unl A B o D any parallelogram
on A B formed by drawing from A u

any two j.a -< AD, BO to me
parallel D o to A B through v. For, draw
VK parallel to A D, and therefore parull.-l

to B c, to meet A B in K. Thentho triangle
is m;ulf illicit' th<> two tnungleS A V B

and B v E. But since A K v j > in a parallelo-

gram, the triangle AV K (London 111.) H
equal to A D V, and is therefore half the

illelogram A E v D. So likewise is B V
half UK v c- ; iiiul thcnloiv the triangle A VB half A B CO.

J. I'lia area of a <*, half the product of its

,>d tin' p<;-i nJicular from its vertex on that base. This
follows from the previous principle. Let tho number of inches
or tVrt, say inches, in A B (Fig. 58) be 6, and in the perpen-
dicular, v E, be 7, and construct on A B a parallelogram,
A B c D, whoso sides are parallel to this perpendicular. Such a
parallelogram is termed a "

rectangle," on account pf its angles
being all right angles. Mark out the inches
on A B and v E, and draw the dotted lines in

the figure parallel to A B and v E, cutting
this rectangle into the smaller ones tho sides

of which are all equal to one inch, and which
are therefore so many square indies. Now
there are seven rows of these squares, one row
above the other, and there are six squares in

each row ; and therefore there are altogether
7 times 6, or 42, square inches in the rectangle.
But tho triangle being half the rectangle, is

Fig. 58.half of 42 square inches, that is, it is, in num-
bers, half tJie product of the base and perpen-

r. Were the numbers 13 and 9, or any other pair whatever,
the reasoning would be tho same.

3. // two triangles stand on opposite sides of a common base,
and the line joining tlieir vertices is bisected by that base, the

triangles have equal areas. In Fig. 59, the triangles A B o, A B D
stand on the common base, A B, at opposite sides, and D c join-

ing their vertices is supposed to be bisected at if ; I have to

prove that the areas of the triangles are equal. Draw E F and
H Q through A and B parallel

P toD c, and also through D and
c draw H E and Q F parallel
to A B. Then we have a

large parallelogram E F a H,
which is divided into four

smaller ones by A B and D c.

But since D c is bisected

at M, making u c equal to

M D, and therefore A E equal
to A F, the parallelograms

A F a B and A E H B are equal to each other. But, as proved
above, tho triangles ABC and A B D are half of these parallelo-

grams, and therefore are also equal to each other, as was
required to be proved.
Wo now return to our Mechanics, applying these geometrical

principles to determine

THE MOMENTS IN THE LEVER OF FORCES NOT PARALLEL.
Two such forces, A p, A q (Fig. 60), being supposed to meet at

some point, A, to which they are transferred, and there com-

pounded into a resultant A R, represented by the diagonal of the

parallelogram, A p R Q, and o being a point taken at random on
that diagonal, we can prove the following proposition :

The moments of hoo intersecting forces in reference to any point
mi tht-ir resultant are equal to each other. Now the moment of a
force in reference to a point, as has been already explainr.l. i-

the product of the force by tho perpendicular dropped on it from
that point. In Fig. 60, therefore, the moment of A P in refe-

ronoo to o, a point on tho resultant, is A P multiplied into o x,

CO.

I
r

Ife B.

the perpendicular from o on A p. Bo likewise is the
of A g in reference to o equal to led into o r. the

corresponding perpendicular. What I have then to prove i*

chat these product* or* equal. But they are equal ; for, from
y |M BdfMMfai al

principle above, the

areM of the trianglas
A OP, A oq, or* half

these products; and,
by the third, since

these triangles stood
:. .....

A o, and the line pq
vortices, being a diagonal, is bisected by A R, that U,

by that base, their areas are equal. The momenta of A p an<l A g,
uce to o are equal, as I undertook to prove.

Now, to apply thw to the lever, using the same figure, lei us
suppose the two forces to be A p, AQ, meeting, as I have stated
to be necessary, at some point A. Then it is evident, since then
is but one point fixed in the body, that there cannot be equi-
librium unless the resultant of A p and A Q passes through that
point, and is there resisted by the support* that fix it. The
fulcrum, therefore, yon see, must be on the resultant, and there-
fore taking o to bo the fulcrum,wo must have A p multiplied into
o x equal to A Q multiplied into o T, thu
the moments of the forces in reference to
the fulcrum must be equal. We arrive
thus at the two following modes of stating

*

the condition of equilibrium in a lever,
cither of which may bo selected for use as
the occasion requires :

1 . In a lever, the forces not being parallel,
the power multiplied by the perpendicular
from the fulcrum on its direction is equal
to the resistance multiplied by the perpen-
dicular on its direction.

2. Tho power and resistance are to each other inversely as the

perpendiculars dropped from tho fulcrum on their respective
directions.

THE WHEEL AND AXLE.

This useful mechanism, of which several forms ore given in

Figs. 61, 62, and 63, is a kind of lever, or succession of levers,

revolving round an axis, from which they project at right mgUtf,
Corresponding to this central axle
line is a cylindrical axle of some
thickness, round which winds the

rope which bears the resistance, or

weight, to be raised. In Fig',

the simplest form of the instrument)
consisting of on horizontal axle and
four levers, which are worked in

succession by the power. In the

ship's capstan for raising the anchor

(Fig. 62), tho resistance acts horizon-

tally, a man pushing also horizontally
at the end of each lever, the power being multiplied in tho pro-

portion of tho number of levers and men. We have in Fig. 63
another form, where tho lovers are the spokes of a wheel, and the

power A works in succession on them along
the tire as they come round.

The principle in all is the same, whether
tho resistance and power be parallel or not,

and may be understood from Fig. 64, which

represents a transverse section, the outer

circle being the wheel and tho inner the

axle. Tho central lino of tho axle, which

you must conceive perpendicular to tho

paper at tho centre of these circles, is the

fulcrum, represented by the point o. Tho
line A B thus is seen to be the lever, at the

ends of which tho power, p, and resistance,

w, act; and, as already proved, these forces

must bo inversely as O A to o B, which lines

are the radii of the wheel and axle respectively. When the power
and resistance act parallel to each other this is evident ; but the

same holds good were they not so to act, as in the capstan, where
thepower is continuallychanging direction as the sailors go round ;

for, referring again to Fig. 64, if tho power were to act not in the

Fig. 62.
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line A p, but along any other tangent to the large circle, the per-

pendicular from the fulcrum o on its direction would still be the

radius of the wheel ; and, by the general principle of the lever

established in this lesson, the power and

resistance would be still inversely as the

radii of wheel and axle.

A treadmill, used for punishment in prisons,

is another instrument of this kind, the power

being the weight of the prisoners ascending
the steps placed on the outside of the wheel,

and the resistance the weight of the water

pumped, the corn ground, or other work done.

The windlass is another, turned generally by
a winch handle, and used to raise water from

wells, or lift goods into stores. In Fig. 21Pig. 6i.

(page 188) the reader will find an example of the utility of the

wheel and axle as a mechanical power in the crane, by which two

men, by turning the winch-handle attached to the axle, are able

to lift a horse out of the steamer alongside of the quay.
A particular form of the windlass, which was first invented in

China, and which may therefore be called the "Chinese windlass,"

is given in Fig. 65, where only the axle is represented, consisting

of two parts, one thicker than the other, but both forming one

solid piece. The winch handle,
or wheel, is to the right con- ^
nected with the larger axle. The

weight to be raised is suspended
from a hook attached to a pul-

ley, round which the lifting rope

passes, one part winding round
the thick axle while the other

unwinds from the thin. The

weight with each turn of the

wheel ascends by the difference

between the length of the rope
that winds and unwinds, that

is, by the difference between
the circumferences of the

two axles. Moreover, since

the weight is equally divided

between the two ropes which
ascend from the pulley, the Fig. 65.

force acting at the circumference of each axle is half (he weight.
It is evident, moreover, that the power applied to the winch

handle has to balance the difference of the actions of these

forces at the axle, or the moment of the power must be equal to

the difference of the moments of these forces. But each force

being half the weight, its moment is half the weight multiplied

by the radius of the axle at which it acts ; and therefore their

difference is equal to half the weight multiplied by the difference

of the radii of the axles, or, which comes to the same thing-,

to the weight into half the difference of these radii. But the

moment of the power being that force into the radius of the

wheel, we immediately learn that

In the Chinese windlass the power multiplied

by the radius of the wheel is equal to the resist-

ance multiplied by the difference of the radii

of the axles.

THE COMPOUND WHEEL AND AXLE.

This is a combination of wheels and axles, of

the kind already explained, made for the same

purpose as. the similar combination of levers in

Lesson VIII., namely, the mechanical advan-

tage of a multiplication of the effect of the

power. The wheel and axle being once clearly

understood to be a lever, there can be no

difficulty in. extending the rule which holds

good of the compound lever to this combina-

tion. In Fig. 66 is such a combination. By
cogged teeth the axle of each wheel works on the circumference

of the next succeeding, the power, p, being applied by a rope to

the circumference of the first wheel, which does not require teeth.

It is evident that, as explained of the compound lever, the condi-

tion of equilibrium must be that

In the compound wheel and axle, the power is to the resistance

as the product of the radii of the axles is to the product of the

radii of the wheels.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXI.
SECTION XL. PECULIAR IDIOMS (contwwed).

2Ba8 fur em ( 66. 5), literally, what for a, answers to the English
" what kind of," or simply

" what ;" as : 2Ba8 fur em '-Bud) l;afcen

@ie ? what kind of a book have you ? 28ag fur etn 3fteffer ifl ka *

what kind of a knife is that ? gitr, in this connection, loses its

prepositional character, and may precede any case, as : 2Ba3 fur

SSudKt ftnb tte8 ? what kind of books are these ? SSaS fur SSudjer

l;akn @te ? what kind of books have you ? 2ftit n>a8 fur etnent

S3ttd;e fint <Sie 6efrf;afttgt? with what.kind of (a) book are you em-

ployed ?

1. 3Ba3 fur is likewise used in the way of exclamation, corre-

sponding to "
what,"* as : 2Ba3 fitr !EI)orl;eit ! what folly ! 28a

fur etn 9Wann ! what a man ! SOeld;, abbreviated from njelcfyer, is

used in the same manner, as : SBeld; etn 3ftann ! what a man !

2. 3eter and iegttclja- are often preceded by the indefinite article,

and are then, accordingly, inflected after the Mixed Declension.

(Sect. X.) They are never used in the plural, as : Dcr ob iete

9Jhnfd;en, or eineS jeten 2Jicnfd)en ifl gcnnfi, the death of every man is

certain. (Sin 3eter mujj ftevkn, every one must die.

3. 2l(ler, unlike the English
"

all," is joined directly to its

noun without any article intervening, as:- 2lller SBetn, all the

wine. 2lllc3 SBaffer, all the water, etc.

Our word "all," when connected with the names of countries,

towns, etc., as also in such phrases as "all day, all the time,

all my life," etc., is not expressed in German by all, but by
gan$, as : an$ Suropa, all Europe. auj SSo^men, all Bohemia.

3)tc ganjc djnjctj, all Switzerland. !Den gonjcn Sag, all the day, or

the whole day. J>ie gaitje 3ett, mcin ganjcS Seben, etc.

2U(e or all, in some elliptical phrases, is equivalent to our "
all

gone," "no more," and the like, as: cm elb if! afle, his money
is all gone.

4. dUanrfKr answers to "many a," as: 2Wattd;cr 3Wd;e ifl im

gtucf (tdt), many a rich man is unhappy.
5. olcfjcr is often preceded by the indefinite article, as also

by fetn, and is then, like jefcer and iegltdjer, inflected after the

Mixed Declension, as : @r ifl etneS fefctyen ScfeenS nictjt tuurtitg, he is

not worthy of such a (a such) life. 3d; I;ci6e fetn fetches 33ud;, I

have no such book.

6. 2U(er, manner, fold;er (and ttelcfyer, see E. 1) often drop the

last syllable, and are then undeclined. Thus, aller, when it pre-

cedes a pronoun, is often abbreviated to all; manner, when it

precedes an adjective, often becomes ma net); foWjer (as also

ledger) is always thus abbreviated when it precedes the indefi-

nite article, as also, sometimes, when it precedes an adjective,

as: 3d) fyabe all me in elb Dtrfcttn, I have lost all my money.

3d; fyabc all btefe 58ud;er gcfauft, I have bought all these books.

Hi a nd; el)rltd;cr SDJann tft arm, many an honest man is poor.

old; etn Sag tft angcnefym, such a day is agreeable. old;

fd;onc3 Javier ifl rlieucr, such beautiful paper is dear, etc. It

should however be noted, that, as in the above examples, when
the abbreviated form is followed by an adjective, this latter, in-

stead of being inflected after the New Declension (Sect. IX. 2),

follows that of the Old ( 29).

7. G'inigcr and etlid;er are regularly declined. They are

nearly synonymous, and answer to our words "
some, a few,"

etc., as : @r farad; nur etnige SBorte, he spoke only a few words.

(r Jjrtt nod; ctltcfje greunbe in S)eutfd;lanb, he has still some friends

in Germany. @r luotynt in cimgcr ntfcrnung son bcr tabt, he re-

sides at some, or a little distance from the city. Siarf; ctntger 3eit

fam er, after some time he came. 3d) I;abe nod; ct(id;c6 aftefyl, I still

have got some flour. @tlid;c5 fiel an ten 2Beg, some fell by the way-
side (Mark iv. 4).

8. GtnjaS, besides the signification noticed in Sect. XIV. 2, has

also an adverbial use, and answers to "
somewhat," as : @r tft

efiuaS alter, af3 id;, he is somewhat (or something) older than I.

(5-3 ift ctiuaS falter, al8 sorgeftcrn, it is somewhat colder than the day
before yesterday.

VOCABULARY.

916'legen, to lay aside.

SlnMtdf, m. aspect.

21n'nal)cnmg, /. ap-

proach.

SSegeljen, to commit.

S3cfcfyaf'ttgcn, to em-

ploy.

a3efd;aier'te, /. hard-

ship.

a3eft$'en, to possess.

2?en.ntn'terung, /. ad-

miration.

Stlten, to form, con-

stitute.

it,

SBltnr, blind.

Savii'dcr, about
thereon.

5>acn', of it, there-

of.

Scnncd;, still, not-

withstanding.
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described ; or, if the reader do not happen to possess a flower

of this kind, ho may convince himself of the truth of this de-

scription by reference to the accompanying diagram (Fig. 121),
in which the little central bodies, marked c c c, are the carpels,

or female parts of the flower ; the little thread-like things, p p,

being the stamens, or male parts of the flower ; the curved lines,

mm, representing the position of the corolla, and the lower curved

lines, n n, that of the calyx. Hence the meaning of the term hypo-

gynous petals will now be evident, for the curved lines, m m, the

representatives of their position, are evidently below the little

carpels, c c c. Stamens ordinarily numerous; anthers iisually
adnate. The general term stamen, the reader already knows,
is applied to each of the little threads, p p, together with its

appendages ; the anther is the mace-like knot at the upper
extremity of the stamen. We have, therefore, to consider the

meaning of the term adnate, which is derived from the Latin

ad, to, and natus, grown, which, therefore, signifies grown to a

thing by its whole surface ; for example, in the buttercup the

.anthers adhere to their filaments in the manner represented in

the accompanying diagram (Fig. 122). Here the anther consists

of the little projections a and b;

evidently they are attached to

the filament, s, by their whole

surface, and not a portion of

the same. Carpels one or nu-

merous, never combined. This
is shown by the figure, c c c,

where the numerous carpels are

quite unconnected with ono
another.

Ovule reflexed. Let us begin
by getting exact ideas respect-

ing the ovule; we will then treat

about its reflection afterwards.
The casual observer of a butter-

cup would take the little central

protuberances or carpels as they
exist in a ripened flower for

seeds. They are not seeds, but

fruits; verysmall,butstillfruits.
If the student possesses a mag-
nifying glass, he may, on cutting
a ripened carpel or fruit open,
find the real seed inside, present-

ing an appearance of which Fig.
123 is a magnifiedrepresentation.
Now, if the fruit be so small,

what must the real seed be ?

Nevertheless, by the aid of a

good magnifying glass, all its

various parts may be rendered
evident. Fig. 124 is its mag-
nified appearance. When the seed of a buttercup is cut open,
the observer will perhaps at first see nothing but a mass of

white flesh, termed by botanists albumen; but if the seed has
been accurately divided from top to bottom, a little thing will

be observed at a; this is the embryo, and, small as it seems,
this embryo is the portion of the seed which represents the future

plant. The albumen of the plant is really only so much food

for the young embryo to eat before it has grown big enough to

shift for itself. The embryo consists of a radicle, or represen-
tative of the root, and two cotyledons or rudimentary leaves.

This the reader might have predicted, without finding these

cotyledons, from a consideration that the leaves of buttercups
are reticulated, not straight-veined, from which circumstance

they must belong to the dicotyledonous division of plants.

Still, we have not arrived at the reason why the ovule is said
to bo reflexed ; and, indeed, this determination belongs so com-

pletely to microscopic botany, that we should scarcely have
explained the meaning of the term, were we not desirous that
no expression should appear useless or unmeaning. This reflected

state of the ovule the reader will scarcely see even by the aid
of glasses. The word, however, which is derived from the Latin

re, back, and flecto, to bend, means bent suddenly back upon
itself, as represented in Fig. 125. At the base of a horny albu-

men. If the reader refers to Fig. 123, he will see that the

embryo really rests at the base of the albumen, as described ;

and inasmuch as this albumen ia very bard, it is termed horny.

121. BOTANICAL SECTION OP THE RANUNCULUS.
OF THE BUTTERCUP.
OP THE BUTTERCUP.

Thus we have almost got through our analysis of the various
terms applied to designate the natural order Ranunculaceaj.
The reader will admit each term has had a meaning, and that,
when understood, these terms are very expressive. Perhaps he

may think that the remarks concerning the manner of adhesion
and the number of the petals are all well enough, but he may,
at the same time, think that the microscopic examination of the
seed and its fruits are a little far-fetched. Nevertheless, the
reader will find, when his botanical studies have been a little

further prosecuted, that the shape and disposition of the embryo
constitute some of the most reliable distinctive marks of various

orders. We admit, however, that these microscopic signs are,

for the most part, iinavailable to the botanical student, who
must content himself with broader characteristics.

Fruit apocarpous. This is a proper opportunity for making
ourselves acquainted with certain general facts in botany, not

necessarily connected with the Ranunculacete, but which a mem-
ber of that family of plants may serve to illustrate. Eeferring
to the carpels, or the central or female parts of the flower, these

will be found scarcely to alter in appearance, except in size,

from the first period of inflores-

cence to the last, when the

perianth or floral envelopes fall

off, and the fruit is developed.
This fruit, in point of fact, con-

sists of nothing but ripe carpels.

Hence, without any other

addition, the fruit of Ranuncu-
laceas furnishes us with the

simplest conditions underwhich
a fruit can exist. All' fruit

may bo defined in strict botani-

cal language to be the matured

carpel ; but in by far the ma-

jority of instances of what are

popularly called fruits, the real

fruit is masked by the attach-

ment of other appendages. For

example, the carpels, or real

fruit, bear a very small propor-
tion to the absolute size of an

apple or pear. In these by far

the greater portion of the fruit,

in the ordinary acceptation of

the term, consists of a highly

developed and succulent calyx.

Referring to our buttercup

again, the carpels were observed

to remain quite distinct ; they
never adhere

;
hence the fruit

of a buttercup is said to be

apocarpous (Greek, OTTO, ap'-o,

from, in the sense of apart ; and Kapiros, karpos, fruit), or non-
adherent. Had the carpels been united, then a syncarpous
(Greek, crvv, sune, together, and Kapiros, fruit) fruit would have
resulted.

Several other distinctive signs of the natural order Eanuncu-
laceae might be mentioned ; but even fewer than those already
enumerated might serve pretty clearly to separate it from all

others. These essential characteristics are the hypogynous
stamens and apocarpous fruit. If the student meets with any
plants having these characteristics, no matter how different the

general appearance of such plant may be from the general ap-

pearance of the buttercup, no matter whether the size is different,

the shape or colour of the flower different, still it is almost sure

to be a Ranunculus. But what is the use of this classification ?

the reader may ask. Take a supposed case. You are ship-

wrecked on some unknown island, or you are a farmer in some

unexplored land, and you meet with some gay-looking flowers and

tempting-looking herbs; the fruit is apocarpous and the stamens
are hypogynous ; take care of such plants, neither eat them nor

permit your cattle to eat them. They are, most likely, poisonous,
this being a leading physiological characteristic of the tribe ; and
and in certain species the poisonous principle is so extremely
virulent that death would speedily result from swallowing a small

portion. Such knowledge constitutes the really useful part of

botany, not a mere classification of plants without reference to

the properties of the members falling under each group.

ADNATE ANTIIEES

123. FRUIT OP THE BUTTERCUP. 12i. SEED
125. REFLEXED OVULE OF THE BUTTERCUP.
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I! 1.1:1 t.i i- !:!.! lii" 'uorol oharactoriftticii of the Ranun-

up in our tttandard of comparison,
ral appearance* may alter without the

J characteristics being interfered with.

plant is apparently more unlike the buttercup than the

holcss, it will bo found on dissection to present
; iioteristios of a ranunculaoeoua plant

lifferont, again, from the buttercup are the

i fir utruoture at once points out the family
t.. \\liich they belong.

lint the Larkspur tribe, including the Delphinium, differ

BO greatly in appearance from the yellow buttercup, that none

but iliu botanist can see any alliance between them. To his

educated eye, bowerer, the affinity in erident. The
stance in reference to which the term larkspur i* given depend*
open a carious formation of one of the sepals of the ealyx,

something like the par on a bird's foot ; but it i* ft con-

dition of less botanical importance, that riiUlif to indicate

a genus, not an order ; and colour is of still leas hotaniosl im-

portance. Inside the sepals or ealyx of ft larkspur are foor

petals strangely shaped, two of them baring long tails. Thus
the larkspur wears a complete mask ; bnt the botanist at one*

recognises the order by the essential signs of apocarpous fruit

and hypogynous stamens; and once recognised, once referred to

BanonoulacesD, larkspurs would be justly held in suspicion ft*

poisonous plants, a character which they richly deserve.

COPY-BUT NO. 81. AOINCOUIir, l-U.%.

COfl'-SMl' NO. 82. BATHUiUT IN AF1UCA.

COPY-SLIP NO. 83. CANADA WAS DISCOVERED, 1497.
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XI.

SIMON DE MONTFORT, AND THE FIRST ENGLISH PARLIAMENT.

ON the 12th of December, 1264, a groat act was done for England,

though by the hand of a rebel. Simon de Montfort, Earl of

Leicester, son of tliat stern, capable soldier, and inexorable

bigot, who commanded the cruaado against the dissenting

Albigensea in 1206-8, took upon himself to recognise the existence

of a power that was being rapidly developed in this country,

namely, the power of the towns and townsmen. lie wrote

letters in the king's name to all the barons and high clergy,

bidding them assemble in Parliament, or in Grand Council, as

Parliament was then called, and for the first time he invited the

counties and all the important towns to send representatives to

London, in order to confer with the lords and the clergy upon
the affairs of the kingdom. It is much to be regretted that

none of these letters are extant. Few historical documents

could possess more interest for a people who have for GOO years

recognised a political constitution with king, lords, and com-

mons, than the writs by virtue of which borough members first

took their seats.

But how came the Earl of Leicester to write the letters on his

own responsibility, though in the king's name? and what was the

object which the earl sought to attain when he sent the writs

out ? The writing happened on this wise. Ever since the

beginning of the young king's (Henry III.) reign, in 1216,
there had been a perpetual succession of political troubles. To

begin with, the king at that time being only nine years old, it

became necessary to appoint a council of regency, a fruitful

source of jealousy and heart-burning at all times, and especially

so in days when men 'were wholly swayed by a passionate pride,

which was but too ready to take offence, and a spirit of revenge-
ful restlessness which forthwith made them take up arms upon
the faintest appearance of real or imaginary slight.

From this regency sprang the never-ending commotions known
as the Barons' wars. The barons were too nearly equal in rank

and power to admit of one set being in the government while

the others were excluded, and the matter was made worse by the

ill-advised proceedings of those in power, who availed themselves

of the opportunity to annoy and oppress their peers. Besides

these causes of disunion, there was another in the fact that the

French Dauphin (the eldest son of the French king was always
called so, from Dauphine, of which ho was Count) claimed the

crown by virtue of an invitation he had received from some of

tho barons, when King John misgoverned the land. The dis-

contented among the English barons made use of the Dauphin
for a time, till the growing unpopularity of the French inter-

ference obliged the prince to quit England, which would not have
him at any cost.

In order to put a bridle into the barons' mouths, for they
were not disposed to render allegiance to Rome, the Pope de-

clared Henry to be of full age when he was but fifteen, just
after the Great Charter, which John had given, had been con-

firmed by the regent and the barons in a council at Oxford.

Soon after this Henry was persuaded to claim the Duchy of

Normandy, which his father had lost for the English crown; and
the French king (Louis VIII.), who had won it, very naturally

refusing to give it up, war was declared, and a campaign fol-

lowed, which nearly had the effect of losing for England the
remainder of her French provinces, Poitou, Gascony, and
Guieimo ; and this, of course, did not tend to make Henry's
government more popular. But, to make things worse, just at
this time (1231) Henry, who was now twenty-four years old,

began to commit an error which Englishmen have never for-

given in their kings. He began to cherish foreigners and to

neglect his own people.
This conduct in the king was soon resented by tho English

barons, who, for a time, laid aside their intestine quarrels, and
openly declared their intention to dethrone Henry unless he
dismissed his foreign friends. Divided counsels among the

confederates, however, helped Henry, and he took occasion to

punish some of the rebels, and to bestow their property on the
Frenchmen, till tha Archbishop of Canterbury (like his prede-
cessor Becket), in the interests of liberty, threatened to excom-
municate him and his unless he acted differently. For a time
Henry submitted, and allowed the Primate to rule

;
but marrying,m 123G, the daughter of tho Count of Provence, and the arch-

in the meantime, the king returned to his former

ways, and the alian nuisance became greater than ever. The
kingdom swarmed with the countrymen of tho queen, and with
other foreigners. The Bishop of Valence, of tho house of Savoy,
was made chief adviser of the crown, and another Savoyard was
made primate. The English nobles were nowhere, and in deep
disgust they would not come to court.

Bitter and deep was the exasperation of tho English, nobles
and otherwise ; and the irritating method adopted by the king
to defray the expenses of his extravagant court, and of his

liberality to the strangers, served to heighten it. He exacted
loans from private persons whom he never repaid ; and he levied

taxes and imposts quite regardless of the- Great Charter which
he had ratified, and which forbade him to do so without con-

sent of Parliament. He was so driven for money after an un-
successful French war in which he lost Poitou, that he had to

sell his jewels and plate to the citizens of London. But things

grew ever worse and worse. The clergy were at length dis-

gusted, as well as all other ranks, for the king filled those

English benefices which he could control with Italians :ind

Frenchmen. His chaplain, a foreigner, had seven hundred

livings at one time.

At length the people, backed up secretly by the nobles, took
the matter in hand. They resisted the exactions of the royal

officers, and they burned the estates of the foreigners, and the

king, knowing who were behind them, was afraid to punish.
But resistance unchecked is fatal to authority, as Henry found
out. The barons, who had hitherto kept in the background,
and had contented themselves with keeping aloof from the

court, and so discouraging the king's practices, now came to tho

front, having a strong force to support them, in the shape of an

angry and jealous town population, besides their own tenantry
and dependents. They had attempted, some years before, to

get tho appointment of the Chancellor, and of the Grand Jus-

ticiary (this office is now extinct, but at this time it was tho

highest in the kingdom), into their hands, but they had not

succeeded : now they revived the proposition with additions to

it, and wished to take all power, direct and indirect, out of the

king's hands. In unmeasured terms they reproached him in

Parliament for his extortions and his misconduct, and flatly re-

fused to give him any money till he should have sworn once

more solemnly to observe the Great Charter. They were not

to bo taken in by a sham request for the supply under the plea
of the king's intention to go to the Crusades. Henry had to

swear in tho presence of the assembled prelates and barons that

he would govern according to the charter before he could

touch a farthing of the money of which he stood in so great
need.

Chief among tho barons who resisted the king was Simon de

Montfort, Earl of Leicester. Something has been said of him
at the beginning of this notice ; let us now look more closely on

tho man, and fill in the details which aro wanting. His father

was a French count, whoso name is too well known in the history

of religious persecution ; his mother was a Montmorency ; and
he himself, the child of French parents, was also born out of

England, so that in no sense was ho an Englishman except by

adoption. The adoption of England as his country came about

in this way. Simon's paternal grandmother was Petronilla,

sister and co-heiress of Robert Beaumont, last Earl of Leicester

of his house. The English barony thus devolved, in default of

issue born to Earl Robert, upon tho descendants of Petronilla.

Simon de Montfort the older was thus Earl of Leicester, in

addition to his other honours, and ho did homage for it, and the

lands belonging to it, to King John. In consequence of some

dispute with that king, ho lost both title and lands, and though
he afterwards got back tho lands he never recovered the title.

When Simon died, his eldest son Amauri succeeded him ; but

tho English king refused any longer to receive a homage half

of which was owed to tho King of France, and Amauri, there-

fore, was obliged to come to an arrangement by which ho should

be the liegeman of the King of France, while his younger brother

Simon was admitted to homage for tho honour and lands

of tho barony of Leicester. Another fact contributed to make
him more and more the Englishman and less the Frenchman.

He married, clandestinely it is said, the widowed Countoss of

Pembroke, sister to Henry III., and the prominence which this

alliance gave him forced him to take his place in the ranks of

English nobles, with an English nobleman's responsibilities and

interests.
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niuriage, clandestine or not, of a princess of tho

vul with a foreigner ili>l

iotr oonMnt had not been Hint H.

marriage one moro uotablu instance uf the king's p.i

ignore ; and tho clergy professed to bo soandaliacd ut t i..

." death of bar husband, bad vowod
'

1 hud betakun herself to a convent an a rdi-

giause. On > iiu storm off WIT Mont-
. tttrong personal applications, and,

UHO of hii money, obtained the

Pope's oonHont to B> oamo back, was
i with great juy by tho king, ami in \-'^'J was created

Karl ut' I.' i'-estor in his own right. Then came. di~ grace, for

reasons upon which it in diiliuult to ^
i

i. there

oanin at tho present day to hare been BO little reason that it in

.\arrantablo to attrilmtc tin- di -grace to the caprice of tho

king. Simon do Montfort left tho country, and continued

to reside- abroad and a useful

one. In- had learned during his short i-xperiene,- of jioiitical lit'.',

namely, tlmi he should not put lun trust in princes. Ho
:rgot that lesson, and the fact that, he had to learn it

iderahly the ties which bound him to tho king,

though it does not appear to have diminished hU sense of tho

:d duty ho owed him. Thus wo find him len<i

sword -ho "whom tho Gascons feared as the lightning" to

Henry during tho short and inglorious campaign which that king
made against Louis IX. (Saint Louis) in 1242, and in tho course

of which Do Montfort, by his own prowess, saved Henry from

being tnken prisoner.
For six years after this the Earl of Leicester lived almost all

his time abroad. To him, as to the fittest man, was committed
the government of Gascouy, and tho arduous task of fighting
and subduing tho professional rebels who dwelt there. In spite

of gross neglect on Henry's part, in spite of lack of money and

men, tho earl succeeded in breaking the heads and tho spirit of

tho Gascons ; and when he had recovered the province for

Henry, and laid it once more at his feet, it was only to be re-

warded with charges of dishonesty and malversation in his office

as seneschal, or governor. De Montfort had obliged tho king
too much, served him too well, and the king resolved therefore to

crush him and his claims to gratitude together. But for the

unanimous voice of the barons against the step, the earl would
have been sent to the Tower, and probably thence to his death ;

but Henry, thwarted in this, abused the carl before the whole
court for his misconduct. Do Montfort replied by reminding
tho king of his great services, and of the broken promises with
which they had been requited.

"
I will never keep promises made to a traitor," said tho king.

Whereupon De Montfort, unable to control himself, gave him thc>

lie, and told him that but for his royalty he should not have
lived to repeat tho word. " Who can believe that you are a

Christian ?" he continued. " Have you ever confessed ?"
"
Certainly," replied Henry.

" To what end have you done so, since you have neither re-

pented nor made amends ?"
"
I never repented of anything so much," returned the king,

" as of suffering you to set a foot in England, or to hold land or

honour in the realm."

Thus a great gulf was fixed between Henry and his powerful
subject, a gulf which, as will be seen, could not bo bridged over

during their respective lives. De Montfort went his way and

Henry went another, and the former waited for an opportunity
to settle his accounts with his debtor. Something has been said

of tho way in which Henry went. Read what an eminent
writer and reviewer (

'

for January, 1866) says
of it: "He aimed at making the crown virtually hide;
of the barons. The sons of tho men who had extorted the Great
Charter were told that it was their business to find money for

every rash enterprise which the interests of the king's Conti-

rolations and advisers might suggest ; but that they must
not presume to demand tho resignation of one officer of state, or

to murmur if the most important the realm, .

.::'es in the state, -,v< r< COD alien*.

In all this his connection with Loui M brother-in-law ho

became, was certainly a misfortune to him. In France the royal
power had dtiring the last fifty years been steadily on the ad-

vance ; in Fxiplanc' if. had as steadily receded ; and Henry was

ever bearing from the other ride of the Channel maxims of
government and idea* of royal authority which were utterly in-

applicable to the actual statu of bin own kingdom."
Tho htraiU to which thin policy, vehenwnUy opposed as it WM

by the , n'ht the king ha been partially

having to ratify the Great Charter before be could get a supply,
the barons oame armed, and with armed follower Simon de

rt wan the guiding pint among them, and hie tnflnmv*
waa all powerful. Actii. nggeetioM, they rtnejienrtert.

to prevknu requirement*, that toe government of
gdom should be entrusted to a council of twcnty-four

baron !, who should continue to govern until the flagrant abas**
which had crept in should have been reformed i and Henry,
unable to say

" No" with effect, was obliged to listen while th<

barons fixed the llth of June (1258) at Oxford for the frnvt and
place of a meeting at which arrangements should be made for

carrying this resolution into effect In tho interim De Mtmtfurt
and his friends seized the Cinque Ports (Dover, Hastings, Bytbe,
Romnoy, and Sandwich), as a precaution against the king's
foreign friends ; and when t f June oame they ap-
peared at Oxford in arms, as their fathers had appeared at Run-
nymedo when they presented the Great Chatter for mgnarmr

This council, for it was not a parliament, in the modern
acceptation of that word has been called "tho mad parliament*"
for no other reason that one can discover ^y beoanse tho
measures agreed to by the members were of a more revolu-

tionary and "thorough" character than were nsnally debated
in such assemblies. Henry was obliged to submit, and the
barons proceeded to draw up their resolutions, called the Pro-
visions of Oxford, to the observance of which they required the
oath of every lord. By these provision* it was declared that .

four knights from each county should attend the next parliament
in order to represent grievances ; that there should be three
sessions of the parliament in a year; that the election of shcriffti

(officers having much moro power then than now) should bo
annual, and by the votes of the freeholders ; that the power of
the sheriffs should be curtailed ; that nc new forests should bo
made ; that the revenues of the counties should not be fanned ;

and last, not least, that no foreigner should be guardian of any
English ward, or be allowed to hold any English castles. It was
also arranged, as previously determined, that a council of twenty-
four barons, with the Earl of Leicester at their head, should take

upon themselves temporarily the government of the kingdom.
The royal power was completely subverted.

Had the barons only chosen to act unitedly, and with a single

eye to what they had undertaken, they would have had the

popular feeling wholly with them, and would have been the
means of conferring a lasting benefit on their country. But
tho old divisions sprung up again, the old jealousies and tho old
hatreds were revived, and tho cause which the barons had in

hand was well-nigh lost on the rock on which the friendship of

the Earls of Leicester and Gloucester split Instead of carrying
out the much needed reforms, the barons wasted the precious
time in striving, after the old fashion, which should be tho

greater. The king was unkinged, and tho twenty-four kings
who proposed to reign in his stead could not arrange how they
should do so. De Montfort was disliked because he was a

foreigner, and because he was too clever for his companion-,
though as regards his alien origin he set a good example to

oilier aliens by being the first to give up the English castles

which hod been committed to his care. Unable to settle matters

with the other lords, ho threw up in disgust and went abroad.

In his absence things grew worse. Little was done by the

council of government after the first six months, and the people

began to tire of them and to pity the sorry plight to which

Henry was reduced. After three years tho king was so strong
in friends that ho determined to resume his authority, and the

barons, deprived of the Earl of Leicester's influence and ability,

were without tho means of thwarting him. The Pope, too, was
induced to annul the Provisions of Oxford, or rather he released

from the obligation of their oaths all who had sworn to respect
them ; and, armed with those powers, Henry, in the early part

-', resumed his authority by means of a sort of coup df

Simon de Montfort refused to accept the terms offered by tin-

king when 1; :o power, and aoeopUxl by the majority
of the barons. His rival, the Earl of Gloucester, having died
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in July of 1262, lie returned secretly from his voluntary exile

in October following, and immediately assumed the leadership
of the barons' party. Patiently, artfully, he laboured to re-

organise their ranks, and he appealed at the same moment to

their patriotism and their pride when he showed them that the

Provisions of Oxford were as important to the nation as the

Great Charter itself; and when he pointed out that their de-

liberate act- had been ostentatiously set aside by a foreign

bishop whose authority in such matters they could not possibly

recognise. Under Leicester's skilful guidance the barons re-

united as one man, and demanded in the spring of 1263 a

ratification of the Provisions. Henry refused, the barons drew
the sword, and England was once more the scene of domestic

piolence and civil war. But the barons had it all their own

way. Combining their forces with those of Llewellyn, Prince

of Wales, they carried all before them, captured the royal castles,

imprisoned the obnoxious aliens who were in posts of authority,
and laid that part of the country which was devoted to the king
under heavy contributions. London opened its gates, and
received them with bells ringing and with flags flying, while the

king, who had retired to the Tower, was compelled to be a
witness of their triumph. There was no resisting them, and at

a Parliament, holden in September, 1263, the Provisions of

Oxford were solemnly confirmed by the king, and by Edward,
the crown prince (afterwards Edward I.).

In a few weeks only all De Montfort's work had to be done
over again. Henry ignored his own solemn act so soon as the

barons' army had dispersed, and by the autumn chaos was come
again in English politics. It was decided to refer the questions
at issue to the arbitration of Louis IX.,

" a king, a hero, and
a man," as Gibbon said of him, and at Amiens, in January,
1264, Louis's award was given absolutely in favour of the king.
The barons, who had been somehow or other inadequately repre-
sented before the French king, were astounded, but they offered

to bow to the decision if only the objectionable claim to thrust

foreigners into English honours were withdrawn. This was
refused, and war once more broke out.

After the signal victory which De Montfort won at Lewes when
he captured both the king and Prince Edward, the earl was com-

pletely master of the position. He summoned the Grand Council,

supplemented by four knights chosen by each county, to meet him
on the 23rd of June, and when they met they conferred despotic
power upon him, until the differences between Henry and the

barons, which were again to be submitted to French arbitration

(the alien question excepted), should be settled. Arrangements
were in progress for the new arbitration when the Pope inter-

fered, excommunicated the Earl of Leicester and the barons,
and declared Henry free to do as ho liked.

The declaration must have sounded rather like a mockery to
the king, who was a close prisoner to his own subjects, and it

served only to show De Montfort that he must go on steadily,

knowing that he had nothing to hope for short of success. He
did what in him lay towards doing justice to those under him
who were most oppressed by the prevailing system. He tried
to free the Anglican Church from the tyrannical authority which
the Roman Church arrogated to have over her, and he tried to
let the voice of all those who were obliged to contribute towards
the burdens of the state, heard in the councils where their

political fate was decided. Not merely because he wanted their

help, but because he deemed they were entitled to them as of

right, he sent summonses to the chosen of the counties, to
the chosen of towns, and to the chosen of the inferior clergy,
to meet him in Parliament assembled. As the exponent of the

popular will he could do no less, and he acted as he did out of
conviction that he ought to do so.

On the 12th of December, 1264, the writs went out, directed in
the king's name, to the barons and prelates as heretofore, to
an extra number of abbots, to the deans of cathedrals, and to

every county and every important town. Each county and each
town addressed sent up two representatives apiece to the Grand
Council of the realm, and their members, in common with the
lords of Parliament, settled the affairs of the nation. For him-
self, De Montfort took nothing; he even allowed another, an
Englishman, to be made Grand Justiciary, or chief officer of
the kingdom, by a Parliament of his own creation.

What was the upshot of it all ? Simply this. The barons,
weakened by their own mutual jealousies and distrusts, and by
the glittering promises of the king, fell away like water from

their best friend, and left De Montfort to fight out their quarrel,
not only alone, but against their own opposition. The final

result of it all was, that when Simon de Montfort, with his eldest

son, and a few good men and true who remained to him, saw
the army of Prince Edward approach his army at Evesham,
there was nothing for it but to fight to the death against men
whom he himself had trained to discipline and war. "

May
God have mercy on our souls, for our bodies are Prince Edward's,"
exclaimed the earl as he saw the enemy advancing against him
in force, and he entered on the battle with a full conviction that
it was his last.

He died, with his eldest son, Lord Basset, Lord Despencer,
and many more, bravely fighting in defence of those principles
which he had advocated all his political life. His example and
his statesmanship survived him, and we must recognise in him
the founder of that system of Parliamentary government which
it has been our pride and our privilege to preserve to the present
hour. We will finish this article in the words of the Ediiiburgli
reviewer, to whose essay we have already referred: " And when
the full survey is taken we shall not forget what is due to the
statesman who first struck the key-note of constitutional govern-
ment, and showed that there was more both of wisdom and of

strength in a confiding appeal to a free people, than in the coer-

cive despotism of the first Plantagenets. We shall remember,
too, that he applied his principles with a breadth of view and
an evenness of hand too rare in later times to the Church as
well as to the State, and that almost alone of feudal statesmen
he perceived that the just privileges of a national clergy might
become, not the chronic difficulty of the State, but her surest
and least perishable safeguard. Lastly, we shall bear in mind
that, over the coarse ignorance and impure rudeness of the old
feudal manners, he bore himself in calm, gentle superiority,
cultivated, refined, and unsullied the very model of an English
gentleman : so English in heart, so true to the land of his adop-
tion, that we almost forget, as wo think of him, the parentage
that is implied in the name of Simon do Montfort."

SYNOPSIS OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE AND EEIGN OF HENKT III.

Henry III., the eldest son of King John, by his second con-

sort, Isabel of Angouleme, was the eighth king of England after
the Norman Conquest, and the fourth of the Plantagenet
Dynasty.

Born at Winchester Oct. 1, 1207
j Disputes between the King
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THK m ran of touch liavo boon placed lout in the lint,

beoauMi! wo huvo boon all along proceeding from tin- m.-n- Hpociiil

general sensation*. T . o i specially
! iiml act apart to roooivo and interpret th<- hi/ht. Light

i her moaning nor effect when applied to other part* of

!y ; and the rotina U out of thu roach of other kinds of

,
uiitl i- quite insensible even to great heat, a* Professor

Tymkil has shou y. The ear appreciates the

aorial waves which uro otherwise unknown. Tho nose and

When ay part is dLwrdored, a general feeling of depression
cannot be shaken off. The ana* at touch it allied to thii

general oonsdoasness, but it differs from it in th;.

sions an distinctly referred to the part* from which they
- i th., iiiin.1 11 able v, with

regard to the locality of the impressions which proceed from the
viscera, we know bat little except by reason. Hence ignorant
people will refer maladies yery wrongly. Thai we hear of
heartburn and stitch in the side. Nenroos people will flUrflnrtr

rheumatic muscular pain to the fangs, stomach complaints to
the heart, and lumbago to the kidneys. This wrong reference is

made even when the pain or inconvenience it oooMJonod by ft

I. SECTION OF THE IlAinLESS SKIN (MUCH MAGNIFIED). II. SECTION OF THE HAIET SKIN (MITH MAC.SIFIEIO. III. TIP OF THK Fournwn.
Eef. to Nos. in Figs. I., II. 1, epidermis or scarf skin ; (o), superficial layers ; (I)), rote mucosum. 2, cutis or vascular akin. 3, sub-

cutaneous layer, composed of fibres, enclosing i, sweat glands ; and 5, fat cells. 6, papillae. 7, hair bulbs a&d their papillae. 8, 9,

nutrient arteries. 10, oil glands. 11, hairs.

mouth, though they aro less exclusively devoted to smell and

taste, and not so specially modified to receive these impressions
as aro the foregoing organs, yet their special sensations aro

peculiar. Tho sense of touch is more akin to what may be called

Common sensation, or general consciousness, and the organ is

nora widely extended and more intimately connected with other

functions than the organs of the other sensations. If the eyes
wore closed, and no objects presented to the senses of hearing,

taste, or smell ; and if, further, the body could be floated in a

liquid of such temperature and consistence as to present to the

mind no sensation of contact, there would still doubtless be a

general consciousness of the existence of the body, not only as

an intellectual deduction but as a sensation. Ti

forms an indissoluble link between mind and body. When all

goes well there is a feeling of pleasurable existence, which may
bo called general and massive, rather than special or intense.

VOL. I.

mechanical cause, as by distension or pressure ; but directly tbo

cause of theso obnoxious sensations reaches the skin, we can at

once fix on the locality. Thus we learn that the sense of touch
is distributed orcr the surface of the skin, and to those exten-

sions of it which proceed from it to line tho interior of the pas-

sages leading from tho exterior of tho body. The organ and
sense of touch does not go far as wo proceed into the interior of

the body by these passages. Thus tho throat is only sensitivo

to touch at its top part. The enmrtfawi of heat and cold pro-
ceeds further down towards the stomach, and below this all

local i > nsation ceases.

hi .'..'M-riMiKr the organ of touch, we must therefore explain tho

nature .ment and its appendages, although in sodoinp
wo aro awaro that this internment has many other functions, and
is intimately blended with other structures which hare nothing U>

do with the sense, but which wo are compelled to notice.

23
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The skin consists of two layers. The outer one is called the

cuticle or scarf-skin, and the deeper layer the cutis. The cuticle

has neither blood-vessels nor nerves, but consists of cells which

are formed at its inner surface (where it lies on the cutis or true

skin), and are pushed outward as fresh strata are successively

formed below them. When first formed, these cells are filled

with fluid ; they are oval, and longer in the direction perpen-

dicular to the surface than in the other. As they are tlutust

outward, they become flattened in the contrary direction, so that

.at the surface they form dry, transparent layers, which are

capable of being shredded off and stripped away in scaly or

scurfy fragments by the ordinary wear and tear to which the

oater surface is subjected.
The office of this part of the skin is simply protective; and in

relation to this office of clothing and defending the blood-bearing

skin, it is found thickest where there is the greatest friction,

>uid thinnest where there is least. It is, however, thin every-

-where, varying from ^ of an inch in the palm of the hand to

.-7*0
of an inch in less exposed parts. As, however, this scarf-

skin is in continual process of being rubbed away, it is not only

thicker in much-used parts, but is much more rapidly formed on

those parts. Moreover, if any peculiar employments make the

wear and tear excessive, unwearied nature still supplies the

demand, and an excessive manufacture of fresh cells is stimu-

lated from below. Thus, in the polishing of japanned articles it

is found that no other fabric but the human cuticle is sufficiently

delicate to produce the shining surface. The finest wash-leather

would scratch; and hence women are employed to scour trays,

etc., all daylong; and yet they never wear down to the true skin

so as to make the fingers sore, except during the first few weeks.

"The provision for the repair of this closely-fitting vestment is

even carried beyond this, for if the whole cuticle be stripped off,

o as to leave the cutis naked and sore, there is an immediate

outpouring of fluid from the blood, which forms at once into a

scarf-skin.

As this scarf-skin has no blood-vessels running into its sub-

stance, it has no means of self-repair ; so that in proceeding
from the deeper layers to the surface, the cells go through all

the processes of birth, death, decay, and dissolution, though the

raembrane is so thin. Since, also, this skin has no nerves

entering it, it has no sensation, and the sensation of touch must

be felt through it in the same way though in a much more per-

fect manner as we feel anything which touches us through our

clothing. It will be seen, then, that it must fit very accurately
and closely to the sensitive skin beneath, or the sense would bo

dull and imperfect. The skin below has an immense number of

small hillocks, and each one of these is closely surrounded by,

and inclosed in, the inner layer of the cuticle which is moulded

upon them. When the cuticle is stripped off after being long
soaked in water, it shows an infinite number of small pits, out

of which the hillocks or papillae have been dragged. If the

whole be torn away before maceration, i.e., from the living akin,

it usually tears away the papillae with it, leaving a bleeding
surface.

In providing at once for the protection of the cutis, and also

for the preservation of the acuteness of the sensation of touch,

there is this difficulty: those parts which are most used to

gain information by touch, are necessarily those which are most

subject to friction. In such situations, then, the cuticle must
be thick ; yet a solid thick sheet would be liable to make us

confound impressions made by two points near together which
were in contact with the skin. There is a beautiful arrange-
ment to obviate this difficulty, which is found in the cuticle of

the tips of the fingers, palm of the hand, etc. Here the surface

of the skin is seen to be thrown into small ridges and furrows,

which run in curved lines parallel to one another, so that an im-

pression made on the surface, or tops of the ridges, is only con-

veyed down to the papillae Immediately beneath it, and does not

press sideways on those of the other ridges. A more minute

examination of the tip of the finger with a lens, will show that

these wavy ridges are subdivided into square-shaped masses by
cross furrows, which occur at regular intervals, so as to leave

the thickened part between of the same width as the ridge.

Each one of the square-shaped masses has in its centre a little

pit, which is the opening of a sweat-gland. No such definite

arrangement of ridge and furrow occurs in other parts of the

body, where the sense of touch is comparatively obtuse, or

rather, not nicely distinguishing.

The cutis, or blood vascular skin, is tough and elastic, and
consists in its deeper layers of interlaced fibres which hold in
their interspaces little masses of fat, sweat-glands, oil-glands, and
hair-bulbs, with hairs proceeding from these last to rise above the
surface. It is also permeated with nerves, arteries, and veins.

This, therefore, is a structure having all the endowments of life,

and with the faculty of self-sustenance and sensitiveness. The
true seat of the sense of touch is, however, its external portion,
that which lies immediately under the cuticle. Towards tho
surface the fibres become closer and denser, and the various

glands and fatty masses cease, while the blood-vessels and
nerves are more numerous. In order to increase tho touching
surface, and to bring the nerve-threads closer to the exterior, the
outer surface of the true skin is, as we have seen, raised at in-

tervals into papillae. Each of these is well supplied with vessels
and nerves. Under the ridged surface of the palmar side of
the hand, these papillae run in lines corresponding to the ridges,
there being two rows to each ridge, and sometimes smaller ones
between. In other parts they are scattered irregularly, and are
much fewer in number. That these papillae are the true seats
of the sense of touch, appears not only from the fact that nerves
are traced into them, but because there is a strict relation
between their number in a given space and the delicacy of the
sense of touch in those parts. Thus in the space of one square
line (jij of a square inch) there are 108 on the tip of the finger,
40 on the second joint, and only 15 on the last; and this de-

crease in number is in direct proportien to the sensitiveness of
the surface to touch. Where the sense of touch is most acute
and discriminating, little oval-shaped bodies have been found,
one lying in the centre of each papilla, and these have been
called the "

little bodies of touch." It must not be supposed,
however, that each of these papillae is capable of transmitting a
separate impression to the brain, or that their office is simply
tactile. Nerves do not enter all of them, and they are concerned
in secreting the substance to form the cuticle. It would seem
as though each nerve which conveys a single distinct impression
to the mind, had a certain definite space of surface of skin, over

which its final branches spread themselves ; so that if two

objects touch the skin at two different points within this area,

they feel like one. In order to be felt as two separate contacts,

they must be placed one on one special nerve-surface, and one

on another. The size of the special spaces allotted to each
nerve-unit is very different in different parts of the body. The
determination of the size of these areas, and, by conseqiience,
tho accuracy of the sense of touch in various parts of the body,
was effected by Weber. His method was at once so ingenious

and so simple, that it is curious it should not have been adopted
before. He took a pair of compasses, and having placed upon
their points very small globules of sealing-wax, opened them

to a small distance, and applied them to the surface of the body
where the sense of touch was to be tested. The impression

produced was as of a single point. He then opened them

more and more until two distinct impressions were felt; and

then measured the distance on a scale of inohes and lines. He
thus arrived at very definite and very interesting results. Among
many other measurements of the least distances at which two

points could be distinctly felt, we quote the following:

in. lines

. 0|

.

Back of the hand ....
Scalp of the head ....
Breast ..........
Middle of thigh, arm,

and back ....... 2 6

in. lines

1 2

1 3

1 8

Tip of the tongue .

Tip of the forefinger . . 1

Second joint of forefinger 2

Back of the fingers ... 3

Palms of the hands ... 5

End of the great toe . . 5

The reader may verify these estimates for himself, but it

better to try them on some other person, because the impressions

produced upon the eye and the mind by the sight and knowledge

of the open compasses, have a tendency to bias the information

received from the sense alone. The legs of the compasses must

be applied both at the same instant, and not moved before the

estimate is given. If they are moved, very different results will

be given. From these statistics it will be seen that the tip of

the tongue is the most discriminating part of the whole body.

An easy verification of this will occur to every one when they re-

member how small a flaw in the teeth the tongue can detect a

flaw which is quite unnoticed by the tip of the finger, if that bo

applied to it. At first thought, it may seem strange that such

acutenesa of touch should be bestowed on an organ which ia
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quite a platform story, it has in it so much physiological truth

that there need be no hesitation in repeating it. Referring

Again to the probable theory that there is a separate area

to each nerve-unit, it will be seen that that area occupies a

space of six or seven square inches on the middle of tho back or

thigh, and only one square line on the tip of the finger. The
former measurement i.s approximately 1,000 times as largo as

the latter. It is curious how nicely tho discriminating sense of

touch is adjusted to those parts where it is most likely to bo of

K i-vice. Thus, since the angles of the body are more likely to

come in contact with other bodies than its depressions or the

middle parts of its segments, we find the skin over tho junction
of two long bones more able to discriminate than that over their

middle portion. The convexities of the joints aro usually more

discriminating than tho concavities ; the shoulder more than tho

arm-pit, and tho elbow than the inside of its joint. Yet when
we arrive at the hand tho reverse is tho case, for tho palmar
surface is more discriminating than the back part. This is for

tho obvious reason that wo usually avoid knocking our knuckles

uirainst anything, while to grasp is so natural to tho hand that

it is quite an instinctive action, as every infant manifests.

A multitude of other point? of interest might be dwelt upon
did space permit. Thus, sensitiveness to tickling, and the im-

proved appreciation of objects by moving the skin over them,
would lead n.s into considerations quit* different from those con-

d with simple touch.

The sense of heat and cold is different from that of simple
touch ; and sensitiveness to these has no relation to the cog-

' of tactile sensations. If with a cold finger you touch your

brow, though tho finger will feel any roughness on the brow far

sooner than the converse, yet tho brow feels the finger cold far

more distinctly than tho finger feels it to bo worm.
We pass on to notice briefly some yet more important appli-

cations of the sense of touch; and in order to do this it must bo

explained that tho means by which wo distinguish between hard

n,nd soft, rough and smooth, elastic and non-elastic, sticky and

flippery bodies, by which also we gain our ideas of tho form,

si/.e, distance, and situation of bodies, involves other sensations

than those of simple touch. These ideas lie at tho foundation

of all mathematical science which treats of time and space.

They aro derived from the joint senses of touch, and of what has

been called the " muscular sense." Simple pressure produces a

sensation, as when a body is placed on tho palm of tho hand

while its back rests on a table, but if wo remove tho table, or

the hand, from it, a further sense of weight is conveyed to tho

mind. This idea of weight is derived from tho knowledge the

mind has that tho muscles which hold tho hand up aro being

exerted. So if tho tip of tho finger bo passed along the <

tho table, it creates not only a consciousness of a number of

: neeesxivo contacts, but a.\fo a coscinnMicss that the in-.;

the arm ;-,nd hand are exerted, and their position and condition

IK being continually altered. Now tho nerves which run from tho

tQUBoles to the brain are quite distinct from those whioh. run from

tho hkin whioh overliaa those muscles. These ntr .

quite capable of conveying definite information to th*

irtcifttAnoe of the nerve* of ioneh. The naked arm
(in tho dark) may be passed through the air where it touches

ho range of it* weep, the petition to whioh it

.:. I tho amount of effort required to do all

known to the : some rare instance* this aenae is loat

without any of the other* being impaired, and acaae in on record

of a mother who could held her child while who looked at

directly she looked away ahe let it fall, because the "ff^frr
aenae (not the muscular power) waa gone.

Having indicated the distinction between the f""en)ar and
-enaea, we mu*t leave the reader to follow out for hiaaelf

tho complicated application* of these combined aenae* to gain a
knowledge of outward object*. How, for instance, both are

necessary to distinguish india-rubber from clay or from marble ?

and how tho idea* of length, extent, and solidity are gained by
passing tho hand in one, two, or many direction* over the outside

of bodies. Let him also notice the wonderful adaptation of the
human hand to obtain all thi* information. If he will take the

trouble to do this, he will be struck with the marvellous com-

plexity of tho idea* which come trooping into the mind when
so simple an action is performed a-s the grasping an object with

tho kand.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXIII.

SECTION XXXIX.-EEFLECTIVE VERBS CONJUGATED
WITH EN.

1. THE verb aller [1, ir. ; sec 62], conjugated reflectively,

and preceded by tho word en, i.e., s'en aller, corresponds to the

English expressions to go away, to leave.

2. INDICATIVE PRESENT OF THE VERB S'EN ALLEB, TO Go
AWAY.

Jo m'en vais, I go airay.

Tu t'eu TOS, Thou, art going
atray.

II s'en va, He gate aicay.

3. THE SAME TENSE CONJ
Est-ce que je Do I go aicay.'

m Vii vain ?

T'en vas-tu ? Act (Jioii -join-]

S'en va-t-il ? It he going airay /
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Nous nous depechons d'eerire. We make haste to write.

Nous nous plaisous en Augleterre. We like to be in England.
Nous ne nous plaisous pas ;\ Paris. We do not like to be in Paris.

Nous no nous y plaisous pas. We do not like to lie there.

V'ous plaisez-vous it New-York ? Do you lika to be in New York?

Nous nous y plaisons. Via like to be thera.



LESSONS IN 357

10. IH it (- !! t" < M ]>lunt trod*? 20. It is too warm.
'21. What liii-* th" giir

1 to your littln boy- I

i. '_'::. Him any ono done anything l

has done anything t-.

tko matter with him P 26. Nothing to to* matt-

r futher pat on hit black h*<

iaf,

9
^Y7^??T
ziz: /A/ L

COPT-SLIP NO. 85. EZEKIEL, 595 B.C.

COPY-SLIP NO. 8C. FUAN'CE IN EUROPE.

^T^^f^=^m^m^r
COPY-SLIP NO. 87. GREAT BRITAIN AND lie

COPY-SLIP NO. 88. HAROLD WAS KILLED AT HASTINGS, lOOG.

COPY-SLIP NO. 8y. IONIAN ISLANDS CEL-KD TO GKLECK IN

COPY-SLIP NO. 90. JEDDO, OE YEDDO, THE CAPITAL OP JAPAN.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXIII.
THE copy-slips that accompany this lesson contain two examples
of a kind of writing that wo have not yet brought under the
notice of our readers. Hitherto the turns of the letters in our

Copy-slips, both at top and bottom, have been curTcd ; but in

Copy-slips Nos. 89 and 90 it will be noticed that the turns of

the letters are angular or pointed. For this reason this elegant
style of writing is called "

Angular Hand." It is also called
"
Ladies' Hand," because this pointed kind of writing ia com-

monly adopted by ladies, and tanght in ladies' schools ; while
in the handwriting of men, for the most part, the letters ore

more rounded in the manner exhibited 1n Copy-Blip No, 88.

Roundness on the ono hand, and angularity on the other, will

be found to be the most essential mark* of difference in the

writing of men and that of women ; the former being ako dfc-

tinguished by the neatness and compactness of the letters and
the shortness of their loops and tails, while the Utter is nsn&lly

larger and spreads over much space, while the tails and loop*
of the letters are long and straggling. It most be remembered
that in pointing out these as tho chief points of differ* :

the handwriting of men and women, wo are only speaking

generally and directing attention to tho more striking charac-

torL-stios of the different stylos of writing usually adopted by
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the opposite sexes. Our readers will notice that, in pursuance
of the plan laid down in the last lesson, our copy-slips convey
the knowledge of some fact, scriptural, historical, geographical,
or chronological. Each may serve, too, as the basis or founda-

tion-atone of a theme or essay, and excite inquiry into the

condition of the countries or the history of the personages that

are mentioned therein.

7. By the solace of hope the mind of a sage is refreshed. 8. We osght
not to lose virtue in the miseries of life. 9. The wretchedness of the
condition beats down the man. 10. He loses the hope of a happier time

VOCABULARY.
m., Debeo, 2, I owe.

Etiam, couj., also.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XII.

THE FIFTH DECLENSION.

ALL the nouns of the fifth declension end in es in the nomina-
tive singular. This ending arises from the addition of the

termination s to the characteristic vowel of the stem -namely,

<?, which thus becomes cs. This characteristic vowel e appears
in all the cases. The ablative ending in e is blended with the
e of the stem. All the nouns of this declension are feminine,

except dies, a day, and its compound, meridies, mid-day, the

south. Dies, in good prose, is used as a feminine only when it

signifies generally a time, or duration, or a fixed day, an ap-

pointed time; as dies dicta, dies constituta, an appointed day ;

longa dies, a long period ; damnosa dies, a time of suffering ; dies

perexigua, a very brief period. In the plural, dies and meridies

are masculine.

FIFTH DECLENSION.

Sign EI in the Genitive Singular.

CASE-ENDINGS AND EXAMPLE.

Adventus, -us,

advent, coming.

Amicitia, -SB, i., friend-

ship.

Avcilo, 1, I fly away.
Cito, adv., quickly.

Conquiesco, 3, 1 am at

peace.

Convoco, 1, I call

together.

Cupide, adv.,desiringZy.

Exemplum, -i, u., an

exinnfle.

Exspecto, or cxpecto,

1, I e.rpect, an-ait.

Fides, -ei, f., fidelity.

Incorruptus, -a, -um,

Earns, -a, -nna, rare,
seldom,.

Salus, -utis, f., health,.

safety.

Serenus, -a, -um, serene,.

fine, brig/it.

Servo, 1, I keep.

Tristis, -e, sad.

Tutus, -a, -um, safe.

Ver, veris, n., spring.

Verus, -a, -um, true.

incorrupt.

Portns, -us, m.,

harbour, port.

EXERCISE 41. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Amicitiae fides animum recreat in aerumnis vitse. 2. "Verso amicitiae

exempla rara sunt. 3. Amicorum fidei debemus salutem in adversis
bus. 4. Verus amicus etiam in aerumnis vitae servat fidem. 5.

Fides etiam miseris portum parat. 6. Paratur mihi portus tutus.

7. Incorruptus amicus rarus est in rebus adversis. 8. In fide amicorum
conquiescit. 9. Veris adventus suavis est. 10. Cito avolat dies. 11.

Dies sereni rari sunt in vere. 12. Die coustitnta milites im urbem
convocat. 13. Certa die amici in domiun meam convocantur. 14.

Tristes snnt dies miserorum.

EXERCISE 42. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. True friends keep fidelity in the miseries of life. 2. The fidelity

of friendship is not a vain hope. 3. Is the fidelity of an incorrupt
friend a rare example ? 4. In adversity we owe (are indebted for) a-

Cases. Singular.
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1

mis, t.,

:a, -a, -uui,

f., tlio

.<otJ.

.IU1, Illl-

.

1

LIgneus, -a, -uui,

I' Oi'.d ii.

.in, Iij>-

yery.

Maguiflcus, -a, -um,
in.

!.;i.i.;i. V...I.

MOIVHUM, -ii. -HIM,

N.-m,,, ii.-nuuis, ,
,..

on*-.

Nox, uoctis. f. ,

I'uhirt, inUudia, f., a

I'lividii*. -:i. -um, fear-

ful, t

potent!*,

18, :>, -uui,

ittf,

Quies, qutotis, f., r*rt.

14, -a, -uui,

everla

:::.

Tardui, -u, -um, nloir.

, -a, -um,

L'lUmua.-n.-uui.t/u- l<ut.

ISZ 43. IiATIN-ENi,

niilii nmieus lldns et corns. 2. Inf i<lun eat servos tana. 3.

Hi'!:. 1. Vor.t iiinii-itia cut sempiterua. 5. Famea et

'iuin|ii;i:ii ost couteutus. 7. Kex cat
H. Qrudiis tuns tanlns esit. '.'. Virtm ]Mitris t

. 11. Nomcn clarum est lurit

::ini>i>lus ili-lectat oinnt'H. 13. Cervo saint alta cornuu.
trn et insolita. 15. Hie suut viistui poludos. 16. Op<--.

follit pueros. 17. Homiuibus exigua est dies. 18. Nemo aemper folix

eat. 19. Glacies est lubrtca. 20. Pona ligiieus custoditur. 1:1. N.m
militir.s stint fortes. 22. Magnifies portlctis defendunttir. J.:.

est coimiioclus. 21. Dentibua acutis edimus. 25. Nox eat

lonjja et frigida. 26. Bonus luudutur, impiVibus vituperatur. 27.

Seucctus siepe est niorosa. 28. lasperata sains venit. 29. Mare c:st

vastuui, profuudum, tuinidiim. 30. Quies valdo exoptata facilti amit-
titur. 31. ,Sermouem Latimuu disciiuus. :j_. Nonno docca Gnccam
lingiiam ? -33. Gentes barbaric remotin sun*. ::i. Lopores pavidi
evoliuit. 35. Flos est caductis. 3ti. Hora ultima vcuit. .'J7. Incertoo
eunt ilivitiro. 38. Mores antiques amat mater inca. 39. Verba tua
Bunt dura. 40. Quam humida est humus ! 41. Non facilo in hieme
agri arantur.

EXERCISE 44. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Faithful friends are loved. 2. I have great riches. 3. They
lose wished/for friendship. 4. The ground is wet. 5. Wet ground
injures. 6; Hares have sharp teeth. 7. "With sharp teeth we all eat.

8. Thy soldiers are brave. 9. Are thy father's soldiers brave ? 10.

They delight in (abl.) credulous hope. 11. The horns of the bull are

strong. 12. The virtues of the king are remarkable. 13. How beauti-
ful is the portico. 14. You ought to learn Latin. 15. Men fear the
last hour. 16. The house is guarded by a strong band. 17. Avaricious
men are avoided. 18. Ill-tempered women are never loved. 19. The
ill-tempered are troublesome. 20. la friendship eternal ? 21. Hope is

eternal. 22. How slow are thy steps ! 23. Ice is slippery in winter.
24. No one loves hunger and thirst. 25. Quiet quickly flies away. 26.

The harbour is convenient for ships. 27. The fearful are never safe.

28. Art thou satisfied with the speech of thy father ? 29. They strike
a powerful prince. 30. Falling flowers are gathered (lego, 3). 31. He
gathers flowers in the march. 32. The Greek language is beautiful.

33. Swelling seas are often found. 34. The rest and solace of true

friendship ore wished for. 35. No one is always happy.

To how large an extent Latin words enter into the com-

position of our present English is strikingly seen in tho last

vocabulary. These words found therein have their English
representatives.

LATT1T.

Acutus
Avarus

JJarbarus

Clarus

Commudns
Coutentus
Credulus

Famea
Felix

Fritfdus.
Gelidus
<i null is

Hmnidus

ENGLISH REP.

Acute, acutely.

Avaricious, <mm'ci-

outlij.

Barbarous, barbarism,

barbarity.

Clear, clearness, cla-

rify-

Commodity, commode.

Content,contentcdncs*.

Credulous, credulity,

incredulity.

Famiith, famine.

Felicity, j,-Hritatc.

Frigid, frigidity.

J*0y.

Grade, graduate.

Humid, humidity.

LATIN.

Infidus

Limpidiis
Lubricus.

Magniflcus

Morosus
Nox
Fotena

Profundns

Quies

Rotundus

Scnipiternus
Tardus
Tumidus

ENGLISH REP.

Jn/TcM, infidelity.

Lubricati:

Magnificent, magnifi-

cence.

Nocturnal, /uinojr.

I'uf.'iit, pottntate, po-

tency.

Profound, profundity.

Quiet, nuietne*f,

quietly.

Rotund, rotundity.

Sempiternal.

Tardy.
TII i/i i d, tumidity, tu-

mour.

The student of Latin will be greatly assisted if, before he
attempts te commit a Latin word to memory, he tries to find an
English word which is derived from it, and with which he may
usaociate it in his mind.

Ki;v TO j;xi:;icTs,.s i.\ LBMOM ::. i. ..::. :

EXEBCISK 35. LATI?

. 2. There are rations kinds d play. 3.

Boya . .- in play. 4. la not play plcMaat to boy*, ft.

1'l.iy ia pleaaaat to me. 9. Play i e*c*e<Jin*ly pknaaut to tfmr
7. OraT men aroid b*yUh i-bya (iruite.). a O plr, bow wet)y
thou deliKhtait boys' minda ! 9. JUugu ara not felifktod with boyiab
play. 10. Tho MBiai an keen. 11. I ha* keen aeaac*. 12. Great to
the power of UM MMM. IS. I* the power of the MMM =.

A bravo man doea not yield to feeUnga of pain. U. Beaafa nave ken
MBBM. 16. O ye aeuaea, bow ffroat plaarare y

-i^ai-m, uiui ! 17. Ihn ttuiumJj. uro ej. L,*. 1 n.-.i.

::: I!-. ;.: ii I. ..;:-..

1. Sraaua doloria eat amarns. 2. Eetne amnrua tibl doloria MBMS?
3. Omnibua huuiiuibtu et otnnibua aniiualibua aenaua doloria eat
omarua. 4. Uacns eat Inctbn -uauunt noo

non cedit. 7. Portene ri Mowmm oedantP
K. o InctiiM, ilium viucia hoodaum animoa! 9. Pneti Ifheater

ilta genora aunt liuoji. 11. Lu
Rrati aunt puoria . , non iW+frtnt pi
I :. v.i i i.ii.nli luau non delectii. lulgnt rolttptaii poeri et
homines. 15. Qnam manopero evitetar laetna a liberi*. 16. Arcubua
et aogittia del< 17. Acnbua delectant poelte.

ISE 37. LATIN-EN
1. The tvrr: -really more* the minds of men. 2. I* not

the sou 1 1 roaring of thunder ia friffbt/ul.
t. Tin,: -lituinif preoedea thunder. 0. Many
men fear thmnlor. 7. Tliuuder ia feared by many men. 8. O tliiiudei,
how frightful ia thy ron: The hooae reaoonda with tb
thunder, lo. Men'a kneea are strong. 11. The vigour of the knee*
indicates tho strength of tho body. 12. The knees have great
strength. 13. Suppliants fall on (their) kneea. 14. O knees, kow
much you tremble ! 15. In the knees there is great atrength.

EXERCISE 37. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Hominis genu validuin est. 2. Validis gnibas eat rigor. 3.

Suntne valida genna tua ? 4. Silvas resonant horribili Bonn tonitrus.

5. Sonus tonitrus animalia permovet. 6. Tonitru a ralidia bestiu
extimescitur. 7. Suut mihi dc-bilia geiiua. 3. Suntue p.:-

debilia gpnua ? 9. Nou ; valida genua aunt patri meo. 10. Permoreor
multo fulmino. 11. Froinitus tonitrus supplioes permoro:.-

Supplex pulchram domum iudicat.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XII.

IN the last two lessons wo have dwelt altogether upon the treat-

ment of shadows, which belong more especially to flat surfaces,

as they come more commonly under our general observation,
and are found to be under the most simple conditions. We now
propose to enter upon the consideration of shadows connected
with convex and concave or curved surfaces, where we have to

reprcsunt the relief and rotundity of an object. These require a
different stylo of treatment to those on a flat or evenly-shaded
surface. For flat shadows namely, those on the sides of wall.-,

or on thg ground we have employed straight lines only, without
'. them with other straight lines, and thus produce either

dark or light shades by making the lines broader, or closer

together, or wider apart, as the tone of the shadow required ;

but with rounded forms we must adopt the practice of crossing
linos by others, straight lines by straight, and curved lines by
curved, making the lines to follow the course of curvature, which.

independently of the tone employed, materially assist us in pro-

ducing the effect of rounded forms. The first essay will be a

flat tint, for which tho pupil must use a B or BB pencil with a

tolerably broad point. Fig. 82 is a series of regular perpesj

dicular lines crossed over with inclined lines at a very acute

angle with tho perpendicular ; the angle of inclination may be

understood by referring to tho crossed lines, o (we caution tho

pupil at present against crossing the lines at right angles,

thereby producing a kind of rectangular network) ; this first

example must be repeated over and over again tint:.

mastered. The first difficulty will be to draw the lines equi-

distant from each other, so that the intervals between thcmbe>

uniformly regular, both with regard to tho first-drawn perpen-
dicular lines and those which cross them. In the next place, the

beginner will at first be almost certain to make some of bis line*

broader, some darker than others. To avoid this, he must en-

deavonr to use equal pressure ; and then again, probably, they
will not bo parallel with each other. To overcome all these
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Fig. 85.

Fig. 84

little impediments to progress, he will require very considerable

practice before he thinks of attempting the next step in shading,
which differs from that already explained in the manner of

drawing the Kne.

It will be noticed that in Fig. 82 the learner placed the pencil

upon the paper before he began to draw each line, nor was it

taken off until the line was finished; in fact, it was very much
like drawing a number of downward strokes like the "

straight
stroke

"
in Copy-slip No. 25, in our Lessons in Penmanship (page

117). The kind of line we are now considering is one that must
have^uo perceptible beginning or ending, where the pencil either

commences the movement for drawing the line before it touches

the paper, as a (Fig. 83) or as 6, where, at the termination^. -&he

pencil is gradually raised from the paper ; or as c, where the>

manner of a. and 6 is combined ; that is, where the line com-
mences imperceptibly and ends imperceptibly, first, by loweuing-
the pencil in an inclined direction to the paper at the commence-
ment, and by raising it gradually at the end before leaving off,

so that the strength of the line when completed is in the middle.

Curved lines drawn in the same way must also be repeatedly

practised. The straight lines (Fig. 82) are for flat tints, back

grounds, etc. ; the curved lines are employed for rounded forms.

After the pupil has mastered the manner of drawing these

various kinds of line, he may then proceed to cross thei% as in



Fig. 84, observing again that ho must not as yet cross them at

Bright angles. Perhaps he may ask, why not as yet ? is there any
]

decided objection to lines crossed at right angles ? Certainly

not, when done by an experienced hand : hut tho reason why we

object to his crossing them in that w:iy at ]>ivs. nt is because ho

will have first to acquire tho power of making all his lin.

in ton?, thickness, and strength, and at regular intervening dis-

tances ; and this we know will demand all thi- thought and care

he can bestow for a while before he must attempt to cross them

|
direction.

The reason for commencincr tho lino (as shown at o, Fig. Si

rfirmly, and then gradually lifting up the pencil when drawing

lines for an even tint of shade of some extent is, that we
mag

continue tho line by the manner of c, ao that tho extremit

these lines as they lap over one another may form an even line

without any perceptible joint Very probably it may be neces-

sary to repeat tho example c many times ucoeiuan cly (I

depends upon tho extent of the shadow), and then we finally end

with the example a. Let tho pupil draw a square of about four ot

five inches' ride, and fill it up by this method of making an even

shade tint If ho were to work the whole spa

portions similar to Fig. 82, the joints

show, and spoil tho tint : the edge, 6 c (Fig. 82). would be shown

across tho shadow as many time* as tho portion was wncated.
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Believing the pupil now to be master of the method of draw-

ing
1 a single line under any one of the conditions above named,

whether straight or curved, we will proceed to apply them, or

rather to combine them so as to form tints required in shading.
Of course we can do little for the pupil towards helping him in

his judgment regarding the tones of shadows ; his own observa-
tion must be his guide in deciding how dark or how light a
shadow is. Shadows and tones must be compared with one

another, because the circumstances surrounding them will so far

influence their intensity that it would be impossible to give rules

for shadows under all conditions. They are so varied and so

changeable that we can do no more than give him a few general
principles to guide his practice.
We have said before that cast shadows are, for certain reasons

already given, generally darker than broad shadows ; we will

add now that the highest light and darkest shadow are togetJier ;

and as the strength of the light upon an object or collection of

objects gradually diminishes, so the depth or intensity of the
shadows diminishes also. Take an example : Place a chair
near to a window, and another chair in the part of the room
farthest from the window ; the light which falls upon the chair

near to the window will be much stronger than that which falls

upon the farther chair. Observe the broad shadows and the cast
shadows from the legs upon the ground, the latter especially, of the
first chair. Compare them with the corresponding shadows of the
second chair, or that farthest from the window. We venture to

say, without more comment, that the pupil will have seen enough
from this experiment to satisfy him upon this point. This prin-

ciple of the darkest shadow being near to the highest light is

found to be the same respecting the shadow on a ball (Fig. 85),
or on the side of a column (Fig. 86), and in thousands of casas

besides, so numerous that we need not look far for examples.
The great difficulty in shading is the management of the half tints.

Any one can make an extreme shade of black ; and if the right

feeling for half tints and semi-tones is not a natural one some-

thing analogous to that of a good ear for music it can oe

to a great extent acquired, though in some cases it will demand
a much greater amount of practical experience and observation
than in others before they begin to perceive the many va-
rieties of tone which are spread upon the surface of an object,

especially if it be an irregular one. But when we have to add
colour in connection with light and shade, we go farther into a
field of change and variety that is unbounded. And here is the
test of the painter. It is the management of the minor tones
which makes all the difference between a first-rate artist and a
common country sign-painter. The latter may paint a red cow
sufficiently well to answer the purpose of giving a title to the

village alehouse. We will grant that he has the ability to make
a tolerable representation of the animal in outline, but when he

attempts to paint it he will do nothing more than fill up the
outline with red, and darken the parts in shade with black,
because he can sec nothing further; but the eye of the true

artist would seize upon the innumerable tints spread all over the
surface the various degrees of colour influenced by the position
and strength of the light, some parts more brilliant, some more
subdued, intermingled with greys of various hues in every
portion added to which are the reflections of colour and of

light amongst the shadows, some warm, some cold : in short, to

name all the changes and tones that would require his especial
attention can only be done by him who is able to paint them.

Here, then, is the secret why one painter is greater than
another

;
and their comparative excellence is determined by their

ability to perceive and represent few or many of the infinite

varieties of tones scattered over every object in Nature.
It will be readily seen, on referring to Figs. 85, 86, and 87,where

curved lines in working the shadows are used in preference to

straight ones, and, on the contrary, where straight are preferred
to curved ;

curved lines must be used to represent curved sur-

faces, either convex or concave. The ball (Fig. 85), is altogether
shaded by curved lines, which render such important service in

giving effect to rounded forms. Straight lines are the principal

composing lines of the shadow on the cylinder (Fig. 86). On
account of its uniformity of surface and because it is perpen-

dicular, perpendicular lines are employed ; whilst the apparent
rotundity of the cylinder is made to depend upon the tone of the

shadow rather than upon the lines which compose it; the shado>

having its reflection, its deep shade, and its half tint, the last

blending into the highest light. As to the proper strength of

tone to be given to these portions of the shadow, the pupil must
be guided by his own judgment, which the more it is exercised'
the keener will be his perception of the tone of a shadow or
reflection by comparing it with other shadows and reflections,
for by comparison only we can undertake to say how dark or
how light a tint must be.

Fig. 87 is drawn from a cast of a geranium leaf, where a
mixture of lines is employed, some more curvilineal than others,

according to the rotundity of the surface to be copied ; for i

must be observed that in proportion as a rounded surface ap
proaches the flat, so will it require straighter lines to repre-
sent it.

In a former lesson we mentioned the stump, an instru-

ment used for laying on a tint by rubbing ; this may be used
for the first instalment of a shadow, that is, for rubbing in
a flat tint over the broader and more decided parts of the

shadow, the whole being afterwards passed over by the line

method. In using the stump, the tint must not be made as dark
as the shadow ought to be when finished, nor must it be carried
into the half tones uniting the shade with the high light. An
effect can be much more readily produced with the stump, but
the danger is lest the shadows should be made dirty or cloudy.
After a little experience this method will be found to be quicker
than doing it altogether by lines, inasmuch as it saves a little

labour ; but the shadows must be passed over with lines after

the stump has laid the foundation, otherwise all the crispness,
clearness of tone, and definite precision of character will be
sacrificed. We strongly advise the pupil to provide himself
with a few plaster casts of leaves, fruit, and ornament. The
advantages of casts are many. They can be placed in any light,
and they present so many different views that they may be said

to be inexhaustible copies.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XII.
DERIVATIONS: PREFIXES (continued).

PAUSING for a moment in the details of our subject, I would
ask you whether you know what words are. Take the word

father. What is it ? Father, as it stands here on the page, is

a combination of straight and curved lines. What does the

combination of lines represent? A combination of sounds.

What does the combination of sounds represent ? A state of

mind ; a mental conception. What does the mental conception

represent ? An external object; an external object that has the

quality of being a father, or that bears the relation which we
designate by the term father. So then the whole connection

between an external object and the written or printed name of

this book may be set forth thus : Lines make letters ; letters

make syllables ; syllables make words ; words represent sounds ;

sounds represent ideas ;
ideas represent outward objects that

is, persons or things. Consequently, objects are the basis of

language ; ideas are its essence ; sounds are its medium, and
lines are its forms. These outward objects, and internal realities,

are set forth by signs, signs made by the mouth signs made-

by the hand. The lips, then, and the fingers are the inter-

preters of the person. What progress in civilisation is implied
in this connection of the pen with the mind and with the universe ;

the pen describing, and the press diffusing, so as to be univer;

sally understood, the most subtle of all essences ; states of

thought and feeling ; and the widest, as well as the wisest of

all generalisations which we term the laws of God, or God's

own operations in the government of the universe ! The study of

language, thus viewed, is the study of the mind of man, as well

as the study of the works and the will of God. Deep and mys-
terious study, worthy of our best powers, and sure to be

attended by an ample reward ! And if the study of language is

the study of the human mind, and the Divine mind in their

activity and their utterances, then no one who has not made-

some proficiency in the study is, or can be, competent to inter-

pret or expound man's will or God's will, profane or sacred

literature. To resume our subject :

Olig, of Greek origin (0X1705, pronounced ol'-i-gos, afew), is the

first part of oligarchy (Greek, ap%rj, pronounced ar'-ke, government),

government by a few ; oligarch, one of a small number of rulers.

Omni, of Latin origin (omnis, all), is seen in omniscient (Latin,

scio, J fonotc), all-knowing ; omnipotent (Latin, potens, powerful),

I all-powerful ; omnipresent, existing everywhere ; omnivorous, ail-

I devouring.
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I as an Anu'ru-anism. To oiwtake is to coino up with iu

walking or running.
" And had he not in his extremest need
Been hi-lp<-d tlmni','li tho swiftness of his

. nl him oivrldtt'ii in his flight."- Sjieiuw.

In tho passive the verb overtake sooras to denote tho being sud-

denly suryK'i.-v' into an action ; *"r
t
///.- is from tho Frt>i.

prendro (consisting of sur, above or on-/-, and prcndro, / //. i,

whence surprise is tho same as overtake in both derivation and

meaning.
"
Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault." Gal. vi. 1.

It is not difficult to see how to overtake may moan to pet over,

overcome, surprise, but how it means to como up with is losa

easy to conceive. The notion of over, or of superiority may,
however, lie in tho act by which you succeed in coming up to

the person yon wish to overtake ; thus, by walking more quickly
than he, you overtake your friend, you take a step over his, and

get beyond him.

Out, of Saxon origin.
'

. is a very common
prefix, as in outbid, outdo, outface, outlaw, oit/live, outstrip, etc.

has nothing to do with out. Outrage comes from the

mediaeval Latin word ultraginm, through the French oultraige,
. Ultragium, from ultra, beyond, denoted a surplusage

paid to the lord by his subject on failure of paying his dues in

proper time, whence outrage came to signify something in excess

and to have an offensive meaning.
Pan, of Greek origin (was, pas, m. ; iracra, pa'-sa f. ; TW, pan, n.,

all), is found in 2>miacea (Greek, euceo/uu, pronounced a-ke'-o-mi,
/ heal), all-heal, a universal remedy ; in pancreas (Greek, /cpeaj,

pronounced kre'-as, flesh), all flesh that is, the sweetbread ;

and in pandects (Greek, 5*xM> pronounced dek'-o-mi, I receive),

a common title of the Greek miscellanies. Tho term is known
in history in its application to a digest of the civil law published

by tho Emperor Justinian. Again, pan occurs in pantheism
(Greek, 0tos, pronounced tho'-os, God), all-goodness that is, the

system whih regards God and the universe as the same. Pan
forms the first part of pantomime (Greek juijuos, pronounced
mi'-mos, a mimic; and the word mimic is from mimos), all-

mimicry, because the performance consisted solely of imitation.

" The pantomime* who maintained their reputation from the age of

Augustus to the sixth century, expressed, without the use of words,
the various fables of tho gods and heroes of antiquity ; and the per-
fection of their art, which sometimes disarmed the gravity of the phi-

losopher, always excited the applause and wonder of the people."

Gibbon, "Roman Empire."

Para, of Greek origin (irapo, pronounced par-ra, by the side of,

A3 in parallels, i.e.. parallel linos), has in English various accepta-
tions. In parable (Greek, 0aA\a>, pronounced bal'-lo, / thron-),

something put by the side of another thing, a comparison, a

similitude. In Scripture, tho parables of tho Old Testament are

short, pithy, and weighty sayings ; the parables of the New
Testament are short tales, setting forth religions truth under
similitudes ; tho former are apothegms : the latter allegories.
Para appears in paraclete (Greek, icaXtiy, pronounced kul'-iue, to

call), the Advocate or Comforter (John xiy. 16).

Paradi* is a Penian word, denoting a park, and has no con-
ueotfon with tho Greek para / in Hebrew, panLct, garden.

of Latin origin (pan, partis, a part), appears inparfiei.
pate (Latin, eapto, / teJb) thai is, to partake. Thi word par.

.1 hybrid, being* formed of MI Enffti*h Mid a Latin ward ;

refor* a cross in the brawl between Latin MM! BnffUsh.
or jx-nta, of Greek origin(, pronounced pen' -to. /tW),
'fajron, a figure baring fir* MdM; j-mtatnch (Jt*f/M),

the name given to what are called " the Are book* of MOM* "

...;.'. I .

- I. ..-. .. .--.-. v

"f L*tin origin, throuyh, by; w, pr/adrentarv. fry rhanrr.
>iind in prnunbalate (Utin, ambulo, I wo/1), to walk

through, ".

" The ancUmU ued to crown rirffM wHh the ftowen of tU* phai
(milkwort) when they jvnmluleUd the field., to iaplom IwtiUty
tboreto." Mi/Ur,

" (Jardrac/i Dictionary."

The per pane* into pol in poHuto (Latin, pollao, p*r, and Intern,
, found ahra in pofliciUtion, a promiidng, from the

Latin polliceor, I promite.
< >f Greek origin(pi, prononnced per'-re), meaning arownJ;

-k. ftp*, fer'-ro, / bear), a drenmfereaee j

yoriphnuU (Greek, fpeurit, fn,'-ri, a phratr, a fpeecfc).
or roundabout mode of utterance; a*, Un-

ion j .tl .

< >i Greek origin (<pt\ot, fil'-lo*. a loner), M in

philologor, a lover of science (particularly the science of lan-

guage) ; p/tt/osopher (Greek, <ro<pia, sof-i-a, vi*<Unn), a lorer of
wisdom ; philomel (Greek, ^Aor , mel'-loii, a tuny), applied to
the nightingale ; philanthropy (Greek, arOpwoi, ao-tkro -pot, a

the lore of mankind.
of Greek origin (Greek, wm, fu'-nw, nature), physic.

and physician, originally meant natural philosophy and a "ftnnl
philosopher; but derivatively, the words came to refer to a
knowledge of such natural objects as were held to conduce to
tho art of healing. Physics, plural, still means Natural Philo-

sophy; and the French word phijricien means a Natural Philo-

sopher, or one acquainted with the laws of nature.

/ '/. ysiognomy consists of the Greek words <pixru , fu'-sis, nature,
and yiyvuffieu, gi-no'-sko, I knov ; and so properly denotes a
knowledge of nature by outward appearances; but, as employed.
the word signifies a knowledge of a man's character, as gamed
from his countenance. Physiology is the science of nature, but
in a particular way ; a science, that is, of the structure and lawn

of the human frame in particular, and of animal organisation in

general.
" I find that the most eminent and original

(M. Cuvier) has been led, by his culight

*f the

the laws of the animal economy, into a train of thinking strikingly
similar.

'

Diu/aU Stnrart,
"

I'Uilotophy of tin Mind."

'. of Latin origin (plenns, full; henoo plenty), is found in

plenipotentiary (Latin, potens, powerful), one who has been
entrusted with full power or authority.

" Let the ploiipotentiary sophisters of England settle with the diplo-
matic sophisters of France in what manner right is to be collected by
an infusion of wrong, and how truth may be rendered more true by a
due intermixture of falsehood." Btirt*.

The Greek word *-Aor (ple'-os) is the same as the Latin plena*.
found in our "

plenty." This word supplies the first syllable in

pleonasm, a fulness of expression so as to become exce*-:

" It is a )dm<i*in, a fignre used in Scripture, by a muU>jlletty of

expressions, to signify some one notable thing.** 8*tfc.

of Greek origin (voAvr, pol'-nse, many, much\ appear*
.nithus (Greek, wtor, an'-thos, o flover), so called from

its many flowers; and in polygamy (Greek, yupot [gam'-oe"

uirri<ij/-), having many wives.

"
Polygamy was not commonly tolerated in Onsee, for Bsantage

was thought to be a conjunction of one maa with one wossss
"

fvtttr,

m of Grttci"

;lso the first syllable of polyglot (Greek, 7Xrrra, gloaf-U.
a tonyite), one who knows many languages ; also a book written

in ;ii.niy languages, as the "
Polyglot l:

Pott, of Latin origin, after, a/krmmb, appears in postdate,

fter the timf of \mtiay. at some later tune; in postpone

(Latin, pono, I ptacr), to put of; aad in porfsoript (Latin,

scriptum, a >(-.''-D. something added to a letter.
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Postumous, erroneously spelt posthumous, from the Latin postu-

raus, the same as postremus (from post, after), signifies late, very

late, the latest, the last. This word is applied to a child born

after the father's death, or a book published after the author's

death.

Sometimes the word is spelt postTiume, for postume. We
have here an instance of the effect on spelling of a supposed

etymology. Postume was thought to be composed of post, after,

and humus, the ground, and hence the word was written post-

hume. It is, however, the superlative of the Latin posterus,
and is used in the Latin language with the same applications as

in English. Richardson is wrong in the etymology which he

gives of this word.

Pre, of Latin origin, before, as in precaution (from Latin,

eavere, to beware), forethought.
" Precaution trudgeth all about

To see the caudles fairly out."

Churchill,
" The Ghost."

Pre is found in precede (Latin, cedo, I go), in precipitous (Latin,

caput, the head), headlong; in precocious (Latin, coquere, to

took), cooked before, forward, too soon ready.
" I had heard of divers forward and precose youths, and some I

Lave known, but I never did either heare or read of anything like to

this sweete child." Evelyn,
" Memoirs."

LESSONS IN GEOGEAPHY. XL
IN our last lesson it was stated that it is generally believed

by geographers in the present day that the southern pole of

the axis on which the earth revolves once in the course of

every twenty-four hours, is situated in the midst of a vast

continent to which access is forbidden by the masses of ice

that fringe its coasts, and the steep rampart of volcanic

mountains that rises abruptly from the very edge of its shore.

The northern pole of the earth's axis, on the contrary, is

supposed to bo in the midst of an open ocean, navigable by
vessels, if a ready and practicable means of entrance to its

waters could be found through the ice-fields that encircle it.

Possibly we are on the eve of solving the problem, and dis-

covering with certainty what may be the condition of the

regions that lie around the North Pole, for an expedition
thither is preparing under the auspices of the French Govern-

ment, which will in all probability set out for its destination

in 1869, under the command of its originator, M. Gustave
Lambert. It is M. Lambert's intention to avoid the routes

taken by former explorers, and to push his way to the north

through Behring Strait.

To tell the story of Arctic explorations since Sir John
Franklin left England on his third expedition of discovery to

the north in 1844, to die three years after on the dreary wastes

of King William Land, hard by Point Victory an apt name
for the last resting-place of a man to whom belongs the merit and
honour of having discovered the " north-west passage

" from

England .to the shores of Asia by sea" barren honour "
as it is

and must be to all save himself and his companions, as its dis-

covery can never be attended with results useful to commerce
would oeeupy too much space. It will, therefore, suffice to say
that of late years the most active and successful explorers of

the regions that lie north of the, line of waters that stretch from
Baffin Bay on the east to Banks Strait on the west, are Dr.

Elisha K*mt Kane and Dr. Isaac J. Hayes. Both of these

travellers are Americans, and both have received a gold medal
from the Royal Geographical Society as an acknowledgment of

the eminent services rendered to geography by their discoveries

the former having received the Founder's Gold Medal in

1856, for his services in connection with the American expedi-
tions sent out in search of Franklin in 1850 and 1853, and
the latter the Patron's Gold Medal in 1867, for his memorable

expedition in 1860-61, towards the supposed open polar sea, in

which he attained lat. 81 35' in Smith Sound, a more northern

point of land than has been reached by any previous navigator.

Coming southward from Smith Sound, up which Dr. Hayes
penetrated to within 9 25', or somewhat less than 600 miles of

the North Pole, we have Greenland or Danish America on our

right, which was visited by Mr. Edward Whymper, a well-

known Alpine explorer, in 1867. Owing to an epidemic, which
lad carried off about ten per cent, of the population, this

explorer was not successful in penetrating as far into the
interior as he intended, and another journey will be necessary
to ascertain from what sources sustenance is derived by the
herds of deer that come from the interior of the country to the
coasts at certain periods, and after a short stay return once
more to their yet undiscovered haunts. In Alaska Mr. Frederick

Whymper, an artist attached to the late Russo-American Tele-

graph Expedition, has been more successful, having advanced
more than 1,200 miles into the heart of the country along the
course of the Kwichpac or Youcon River, a magnificent stream
that discharges its waters into the ocean nearly opposite the
Isle of St. Lawrence, that lies like a breakwater across the
entrance to Behring Strait, between the opposing coasts of Asia

-,

and America.
Mr. Frederick Whymper' s journey into the interior of Alaska

was made in 1866-7. He travelled by sledge from Norton

Sound, a deep inlet to the south-east of Behring Strait, to the
banks of the Youkon River, spending the winter months at

Nulato, the last of the trading ports that the Russians have
established along the course of the river and the interior of the

country. In the spring he re-commenced his journey, and made
his way up the stream in a boat, consisting of a framework
covered with skins, to a point about 600 miles distant from

Nulato, where the Porcupine River enters the Youkon. He
then turned, and descended the course of the river to the sea.

The Youkon is navigable for 1,800 miles from its embouchure
during the summer months, but for at least eight months of the

year it is frozen over. The natives on the coast are Esquimaux,
while in the' interior, and on the banks of the river, parties of

Indians are occasionally met with. Public attention has recently
been directed to Alaska, formerly Russian America, on account
of its sale by the Russian government to the United States in

1867, for the sum of 7,000,000 dollars, or about 1,400,000.
Some hundreds of miles lower down the west continent of

North America, a little to the north of the boundary line

between the British dominions and the United States, lies a
broad belt of forest land and fertile pasture ground, watered

by the head-streams of the Saskatchewan and the Red River,
which stretches from the western confines of the new dominion
of Canada to the Rocky Mountains. This region was visited by
Viscount Milton and Dr. Cheadle in 1861-63; the expedition

being
" undertaken with the design of discovering the most

direct route through British territory to the gold regions of

Cariboo (in British Columbia), and exploring the unknown

country on the western flank of the Rocky Mountains, in the

neighbourhood of the sources of the north branch of the Thomp-
son River." This expedition has furnished us with much
valuable information about a country that has hitherto been

entirely abandoned to Indians and trappers, but which contains

upwards of 65,000 square miles of land, of unsurpassed fertility,

abounding in mineral wealth, and which is destined to become,
at no very distant period perhaps, one of the principal centres

of British colonisation, affording the true north-west passage

by land from Europe, through our colonies of Canada and British

Columbia, to the splendid harbours of Esquimault and the great
coal-fields of Vancouver Island, which offer every advantage for

the protection and supply of a merchant fleet trading thence to

India, China, and Japan. Our illustration* will give the reader

some idea of the beauty and grandeur of the scenery on jhe eastern

slope of the Rocky Mountains. It is a view ef the valley near

Jasper House, or Fort Assiniboine, a little trading station on the

bank of the Athabasca or Elk River, which emerges .from the

heart of the Rocky Mountains through a narrow gorge near this

point, and expands into a lake about three or four miles long,

the shores of which are beautifully wooded with clumps and

clusters of dark-green pines, and covered with luxuriant verdure.

In the background, on the right of the picture, is an ice-capped

conical mountain called the Priest's Rock, which forms a pro-

minent feature in the landscape, while on the left is seen the

flattened top and profile of a steep ascent rising almost perpen-

dicularly from the plains below, called the Roche a Myette.

Passing still southwards through the United States the

western parts of which are now being opened up by strong and

resolute backwoodsmen from the outlying districts of the Central

* Tliis illustration is taken, by permission of the authors, from the

"North-West Passage by Land," by Lord Milton, M.P., and Dr.

Cheadle. London : Cassell, Fetter, and Galpiu.
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taming eastward across the Atlantic we reach the* last of the six

great divisions of the world, the continent of Africa, fa which,

it is necessary to trace the history of geographical

since 1

After tho travels of Spomnan, Shaw, Norder.
f

t, Mungo Park, and Uorncman, which threw a fl

light upon tho geography of Afrfta fa the last century, we

owe much to Adams, Tuckey, Bowditoh, Mollien, M*jor Laing

THE UPPEB LAKE OF THE ATHABASCA RIVER AND THE PRIEST'S ROCK.

a continent of whoso central regions little more is known with

any degree of certainty than has been yet learnt of tho unex-

plored heart of Africa. But oven here travellers have been busy

in collecting facts to add to our limited knowledge of these parts

of the world's surface, for Mr. Henry W. Bates, the present

assistant secretary of the Royal Geographical Society, explored

the countries on either bank of tho mighty river Amazons between

the years 1848 and 1859, giving us a series of vivid and animated

descriptions of the habits of animate, sketches of Brazilian and

Indian b'fe, and aspects of nature under tho equator, during

eleven years of travel, in his work entitled "The Naturalist on

the Eivor Amazons." Mr. Bates's researches have been ably

supplemented by Mr. W. Chandless, who received the Patron's

Gold Medal in 18G6 for his exploration of tho river PUTUB, one

of the southern affluents of tho Amazons, which ho ascended

for a distance of 1,800 miles, making, by ol^-rvations as ho

proceeded, an accurate map of the windings of the river. Pre-

vious to this journey of discovery Mr. Chandloss hud travelled

through South America from tho head-streams of tho Paraguay

a river \vhirh rises in tho Brazilian province of Matto Grosso,

and joins tho Parana near tho town of Corriontc*. in tho Argen-

tine State of that nomo to tho mouth of tho Amazons, down

and Messrs. Ritchie and Lyon in tho present centurr.

labours of Messrs. Donham and Clapperton, and Dr. Oodney,

in exploring tho interior of this continent in 1828, added oo

Biderably to our knowledge of North-Central Africa. Whn
look npon a modern map of Africa, all the geographical pon

tions which are laid down in Bornou, round Lake Tchad,

, If, the direction of the course of rivers in ti-

the rectification of tho conrso of the Niger, and other tope

graphical details, such as the position of mountain*, etc

due to the last-mentioned travellers. Clapperton eta

successful career by reaching Sookatoo from the
QtUf^of

anc* died in 1826, leaving his labours nnflniahed, aft*

aojomplishod tho remarkable journey from Tripoli to Benin, and

enriched geogmphy with a rast collection of new and acci

discoveries. Timbnctoo, that singular object of African fa

lore, was reached by Major Laing in the aame year, but at

later period, when he also paid the debt of nature.

Richard and John Lander undertook to resolve the problem of

tho direction of tho Niger from the point to which it had been

traced by Park and Clapperton. They proposed to descend 1

urso from Bonssa, where it had so far been

rad to follow its coarse to tho Atlantic Ocean, in order to
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ascertain its embouchure. After encountering many and great

dangers, they reached, the sea by the central or principal branch
of the Niger, which is the river called Nun, and which disem-

bogues itself into the Atlantic Ocean, between the Bight of

33cnin and the Bight of Biafra. The source of this river, as

determined by Laing, is at the foot of Mount Loma, in the

Kong Mountains. From this point to Timbuctoo its course was
known ; but the brothers Lander made it known from Boussa
to the ocean, and so solved a part of the geographical problem
which had so long existed without a satisfactory solution.

LESSONS IK ARITHMETIC. XXI.
CONCRETE OK COMMERCIAL ARITHMETIC.

1. WE have hitherto been concerned with what are called
abstract numbers that is to say, numbers abstracted from their
connection with any special thing, object, or magnitude ; and
we have established all the principles connected with them
which are necessary to be known by the student of elementary
arithmetic. Wo now proceed to apply these principles to co-
crcte numbers that is to say, to numbers which indicate some
actual magnitude, object, or thing as, for instance, time, money,
length, etc.

Theoretically, we are already in possession of principles which
enable us to perform any calculation with reference to any con-
crete number. Take length, for instance. Suppose that we fix

upon a certain length, and call it a mile. By means of this mile
we could measure any other length whatever. Foe by fractions
or decimals we could express any part or parts of a mile whatso-
ever ; we could add, subtract, multiply, or divide any number of
miles or parts of a mile, etc. etc. But it is manifest that,
although this could be done, great inconvenience would arise
from the cumbrous nature of the operations. In treating, for

instance, of fractional parts of a mile, it would bo often very
difficult to realise the length indicated. What idea would most
people have of -^ of a mile ? But if they were told that this

length is very nearly indeed equal to a foot, they would form a
very clear conception of the length. Hence, in measuring all

magnitudes, the method of subdivision has been employed.
Certain magnitudes have been fixed upon and named, and then
these again divided and subdivided, and names given to the

divisions, as convenience best suggested.
Quantities expressed in this way by means of different sub-

divisions arc called compound quantities. Thus, a sum of money,
expressed in pounds, shillings, and pence, is a compound quan-
tity. The names of the various subdivisions are generally called
denominations.

2. Accurate Standard or Unit.
On proceeding to measure any magnitude or quantity, it is

evident that it is of the utmost importance to come to an exact
definition of some one fixed magnitude of the same kind, with
which we may compare all such magnitudes. Such a fixed

magnitude is called a standard. When this has been done,
then the standard can bo subdivided, or multiples of it can be
taken, as we please, and names given to the subdivisions or
multiples.
The subdivisions which are employed in England in the

coinage and weights and measures are, as might be expected,
not founded upon one carefully prepared and philosophical
system, but have gradually grown up during long centuries,
having often been suggested by special convenience or local

usage. The subject, has of late received much attention, and
the possibility and advantage of establishing a uniform decimal
system of coinage, weights, and measures, have been discussed
with considerable warmth.
On July 29th, 1864, an Act of Parliament was passed to

render permissive the use of a decimal system of weights and
measures called the "Metric System." Contracts r.nd transac-

tions, therefore, based on this system are now legal. We shall,
however, return to this subject hereafter.

We proceed now to treat of the subdivisions of various con-
crete quantities which are now generally in use.

MEASURES OP TIME.

3. The time of the revolution of the earth in its orbit can be
shown by the calculations of astronomical science to be an
unvarying quantity, or, at any rate, to be subject to no appreci-

able variation for an immense number of centuries. Now, it is

found that this time is 3G5-24224 (i.e., about 365-25, or 365)
mean solar days, a solar day being the interval which elapses
between noon and noon that is, between the times when the

sun is successively highest in the heavens.*

The year is made to consist of 365 days i.e., about | of a day
less than the time of the revolution of the earth in its orbit.

To every fourth year (Bissextile or leap year, as it is called) one

day is added, and thus at the end of every four years the earth

is again very nearly in the same part of its orbit as it was at the

beginning of them. We say very nearly, because the earth

actually revolves round the sun in 365'24224 days, which is less

than 365i days by -00776 of a day. This error in excess amounts
to a day in about 128 years i.e., to very nearly 3 days in 4
centuries. Hence, to make our reckoning still more accurate,
we omit 3 days in 4 centuries ; and this is done by making the

year which completes every century not a leap year, except such
centuries as are divisible by 4. Thus A.D. 1700, 1800, and 1900
are not leap years, but A.D. 2000 i.e., the year completing the

twentieth century is a leap year.
The establishment of the leap year is due to Julius Ceesar ;

that of the omission of the leap year three times in 400 years to

Pope Gregory XIII., who, in the year A.D. 1582, when the error

amounted to ten days, caused the ten days which followed
October 4th to be omitted in the reckoning. October 5th con-

sequently was called October 15th.

This latter system, the New Style, as it is called, was not

adopted in England until A.D. 1752, when the difference between
this and the old mode of reckoning amounted to about eleven

days. Tho difference between the Old and Now Style amounts
at present to about twelve days. Thus any fixed day
Christmas Day and Lady Day, for instance Old Style, would
occur twelve days later than our present Christmas and Lady
Day. Russia is now the only country in Europe which retains

the Old Style.

Having, then, thus established a fixed invariable standard

whereby to measure time, we are enabled to make any further

subdivisions for convenience.

DIVISIONS OF TIME.

= 1 minute, written thus, 1m., or 1'.

= 1 hour 1 hr.
= 1 day 1 d.

= 1 week ,, 1 wk.
= 1 common month 1 mo.

}
= i yt

60 seconds
60 minutes
2t hours
7 days
4 weeks

12 calendar months, or

305 days

Any number of seconds arc written either thus 35", 23'', or

35 sec., 23 sec.

It is better, however, in indicating time, to use the abbrevia-

tions sec. and min. for seconds and minutes, inasmuch as the

same names and the marks ' and "
are used for certain divisions

of the circle (Art. 18).

The Calendar months into which the year is divided do
not each contain the same number of days. The number in

each month, however, may be remembered by the following
lines:

Thirty days lias September,
April, June, and November ;

February twenty-eight alone-
All the rest have thirty-one ;

But leap year comes one year in four,
And February then has one day more.

MEASURES OF LENGTH.

4. Having determined, as above explained, an exact measure
of time, we are enabled, curious as it may appear, to deduce
from it a fixed and invariable measure of length. We might, of

course, take any object a piece of metal, say and, giving to
its length a particular name, thus obtain a means of measuring
all other magnitudes. But this object, whatever it might be,
and however carefully preserved, would be liable to be lost, to
alteration from decay, variation of temperature, etc. It is

therefore very desirable to have some invariable and independent

* A solar day is not actually of unvarying duration, but is at some
times in the year rather longer, and at others rather shorter, than its

average length. It is this average length of the solar day which is

called the mean solar day, and is divided into 24 hours.
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passed 1835, to be "tho straight lino or distance between tho
of the two points in the i/old studs in the straight brass

rod now in tho custody of tho Clerk of tho House of Commons,
"ii tho words 'Standard Yard, 1760,' ore engraved." Tho

Act further states that in tho latitude of London tho pendulum
vibrating seconds of mean time i/i vacua at the level of tho sea
is 39-1393 inches.

This standard, however, was, in fact, destroyed in 1834, at
the fire of tho House of Commons, before tho Act paused. The
Astronomical Society, however, had carefully prepared a standard

yard, which is calculated to differ from tho old one by not more
tlian
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th of an inch.

Wo cannot hero touch upon the ingenious and refined processes
by which measurements arc mode when extreme accuracy is

required, as, for instance, in determining a new standard length
from the old one, or in finding to what amount of variation a
given measured length is subject, from unavoidable external
causes. The reader may consult tho article Standard in tho
"
Penny Cyclopaedia," wliich will give him a good general idea

of tho subject.

SUBDIVISIONS OP LENGTH, OR LINEAR MEASURE.

5. The smallest measure is a barleycorn, or one-third of an
inch; so called because, originally, tho inh was obtained by
placing together lengthwise three barleycorns taken from the
centre of tho ear. Little more, however, than tho name of this

subdivision remains, measurements being generally conducted in
decimal or fractional parts of an inch.

TABLE OF LINEAR MEASURE.
3 barleycorns 1 inch written 1 in.

12 inches = 1 foot 1 ft.

3 feet = 1 yard 1 yd.

5^ yards =* 1 rod, perch, or pole 1 r. or p.
40 rods, or 220 yards = 1 furlong 1 fur.

8 furlongs, or 320 rods = 1 mile 1 m.
3 miles 1 league 1 1.

60 geographical miles, or ")

69.J common miles j
' 1 de*"** l ** or l '

360 degrees - 1 great circle of the globe.

Other measures of length are sometimes used, having reference
to special descriptions of magnitudes. For instance, 12 lines

make 1 inch ; 4 inches make 1 hand ; 9 inches 1 span ; 18 inches
1 cubit ; 6 feet 1 fathom. In measuring roads and land, a chain
22 yards or 4 rods long is used, called, from its inventor, '

.

<-hni,i. It is divided into 100 links, each of which therefore
contains ^ of a red, or 7'92 inches.

CLOTH MEASURE.
In tho measurement of cloth, linen, etc., the following lengths

arc sometimes used :

2$ inches 1 nail written 1 nl.
4 nails, or 9 inches - 1 quarter (of a yard' 1 qr.
3 quarters m 1 Flemish !! 1 Fl. e.

5 quarters = 1 English ell 1 E. e.

6 quarters = 1 French ell 1 Fr. e.

Tho last three measures arc now very seldom used in Kngland.

A degree is in reality an angle ; but, in measuring the earth's

circumference, we give the name of de^reo to that portion of it which
subtends an angle of one degree at the centre. See "

Angular Measure,"
iu Lesson 23.
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in rivalry for tlio palm of nuj u* gam*. Commencing
-l-day, tho pastime is often carried on as tho oho**n re-

luatnre yean; and with real benefit to him who
practises it >-t is a vigorou* and manly game, free
from abuses that attend BOOM other field sport*, and well ealen*
lated to refresh and strengthen the physical power*, *

has sufficient science in its elements to give a not unprofitable)
o to tho mental faculties also.

;>al a pastime, is a very modem gam*.
It owes itn origin, in iU present form, to a meeting in the year

t some noblemen and gentlemen, who wished to improve
-t and ball" of tho period, and drew up a set of rales to fix

tho character of tho implement* employed, as well as the mod*
of play. These rules were subsequently amended and mnAfH+4
ami they gradually gained general acceptance. The first gnat

clnb wan estab'uthed at the close of the last century.
It was called the White Conduit Club, from the circnmstoao*
of its j.ljiy usual!;. \V~hito Con
and from this club the far-famed Marylebone Club of the pre-
sent day took it- i

Tlu-re, are two forma of the game of cricket one known as
single, and the other as double wicket. For ungl>.-
a few players are required ; but for double v. neoes*

sory, to play tho proper game, that two sides should be formed,
with eleven players on each side. Any Urge open field, thst
is tolerably level, will do for the practice of the game ;

good cricket ground, fit for the set play of club against
should be at least that portion of it between the wi
as level and as well kept as a good bowling-green, or, as it

sometimes said with but little exaggeration,
" as a billiard-table."

Tho implements used in the game ore bats, balls, and wicket*.
In single wicket one bat and one wicket only are necessary ;

for tho double game there must be at least two of each, an extra

supply being always advisable in case of an accident d

the game. The form of tho cricket-bat i.-, no doubt, fami-
liar to all our readers; its length should be suited to the

height of tho player, and such that he may wield it readily and
with good effect ; but, by the rules of the gome, no bat must be
more than thirty-eight inches long, or moro than four-and-a-

quarter inehes in the widest port.
Tho ball is made of leather, and oa it has to undergo very

hard usage, it is best if mode with what is known as the "
treble

im." Its .-ize is fixed at not loss than nine inchce
than nine-and-a-qiuirter inehes in circumference. It must
weigh not less than five-and-a-half ounces, nor more than fin-

ounces and three-quarters. Both sides in the game play with
the same ball ; but at tho commencement of er.ch :

party may call for a new one. The player is i:

the precise bat he may use. provided it be a cricket-bat within
the dimensions above specified.
Each wick. .raps, usually made of strong

and polished wood, and pointed at one end so as to bo firmly
fixed in tho ground. The height at which they stand when set
is fixed at twenty-seven inches out of the ground. There must
bo sufficient space between the stumps to prevent the ball from

passing through. Tho top of each stump is grooved, and in

the grooves, when the stumps are set, two small piece* of wood
called bails are hud from stump to stump. The length of tho
sails is fixed at eiirht inches.

These :u-e all tho accessories that arc actually required for

;hc gome. But padded gloves and log-guards are fr*-.

nsed by the principal players the bitmnsn and tho v

cccper to prevent injury to the hands or leg* when playing.

They ore especially useful when the bowling w of the fast

which has become so much in vogue in recent times. O:

sufficient for a small club, or for a schoel party, for the ccm-
iTi u>e <f it* member.--. Imt yt-ung players can do very well

without them, when they hare only beginners like themselves to

contend agu::
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RETURN
CREASE.

Tfe come now to the preparation and allotment of the cricket

ground preparatory to play, confining our remarks at present

to the usual game of double wicket. If only an ordinary rfield

be available for the game, the most level portion of it, as near

the centre as possible, is selected for the purpose of pitching

the wickets. These must be directly opposite each other, and

at a distance of twenty-two yards

apart. A line six feet eight inches >

in length is drawn with chalk upon
the ground at each wicket, so that

the stumps stand in its centre. This

is called the bowling crease. At each

end of it another but short line is

drawn at right angles behind the

wicket, and this is named the return

crease. The object of these lines is

to mark out the space within which
the bowler must be standing when
lie delivers the ball. In front of the

wicket, four feet from it, and parallel

with the bowling crease, another line,

called the popping crease, is drawn.
No precise length is defined for the

popping crease, save that it must be
at least as long as the bowling crease

RETURN
CliEASE.

DIAGRAM NO. 1. THE BOWLING AND POPPING CREASES.

All being now in readiness for the game, the bowler takes thex

ball, and, after calling
"
play

"
before starting, delivers the ball

in the direction of the wicket farthest from him. His object is

to strike it with the ball, and if he succeed in the attempt, the
batsman stationed at that wicket is out. The object of the
batsman obviously is to keep the ball off his wicket, and also,

by striking it to a distance, to make
one or more rims towards the game
for his party. A run is scored when
the batsman is able to pass from
wicket to wicket without being put
out before he comes fairly behind
the popping crease, or places the

end of his bat within it. If the bats-

man runs from one wicket to the

other, and then returns to the wicket

he started from, he counts two runs

for his party, and so on.

When the ball is struck, the

fielders, waiting in eager expectation,
strive to catch it or otherwise stop it,

and return it immediately to the

wicket-keeper or bowler, that he may
strike the wicket with it before the

batsman reaches home. If this be

behind it. Within the space marked by these two creases



LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE.

<>NS IN AKOHITBOTUEK,-Jt
l;l ll.i.!',..s IN UNHKWN HTONI.

Wx will now proceed to traco briefly but ilitinctly tho progrM*
of architecture amougtit tho different nations of antiq .

tho purpOHO of readmit our own timea in chronological I.I-.I.T

:ntf into dutuila, we may point out the pa.
feature* which characterise the grand perioda of toe art, and
the different ayatems in which ita resources were developed in

order to satiny tho numeroua demanda of the civilisation 111

which it originated.

Arohitooture, like all tho productiona of the human mind,

The aimplioity of the first erection* for religion* purpoM* may
beaeraiatheooutruotionof the alUnof eariytimen. Tbefint
aacrifioea, which the Bible and ancient tradition traoe op to the
creation, were Bud* upon oonaecratod heap* of atone*, which
were collected upon high placea. Th*** fint alUra, called
BETH-CL (the House of God), were erected in Chaldea, in Judea,
and m Egypt They war* built, according to the Scriptures, of
atone* without cement, if the place* where they war* raised
afforded proper material*. In other place* they wen constructed
of turf and earth, where the plain country presented no tolid
material*. Such erection* or mound* are found in Afi Minor
and in India; at Heliopolis, celebrated for the worship of th

DRTTTDICAL REMAINS ON THB PLAIN OF CARNAC, IN THK DEPARTMENT Of KORBIHAN. TBAXO

at first only simple rudiment*, quite in accordance with

primitive manners. From the earliest ages wo find three great
divisions established amongst all nations : first, private buildings ;

secondly, religious edifices ; and thirdly, military constructions
of a defensive character.

The first care of a people, as we remarked before, would be
to construct individual habitations ; but being at first hunters
and shepherds, they would be necessarily wanderers, and their

dwellings would bo tents constructed of the skins of animals, or

cottages made of branches of trees. When they dwelt on tho
borders of rivers they would employ reeds ; Asia and Egypt
present us with examples of this kind. In some exceptional
cases they dwelt in caverns, or in shallow excavations. The
cottages were usually circular; piles of stones and earth, arranged
in a- circle, constituted their foundation. This form is found

amongst all nations
; that of tho square, requiring more compli-

cated combinations, was not adopted at first.

VOL. L

sun, and the great sidereal divinity of the Syrians. Lncian
(loHoribes a throne or altar to the snn composed of four great
stones arranged in the form of a table. At Ortosia, in Syria,
there is an edifice of this kind raised in an open enclosure, and
built of stones in a square form. Strabo relate* that, travelling
in Egypt, he saw his road covered with temple* deroted to the

god Mercury, which were composed of two unhewn atone*, which

supported a third, resembling the cromlechs which are to be
soon in some parts of England. Artemidorns, quoted by StraHo,

mentions that in Africa, near Carthage, the god Melkart (Moloch),
or the Phoenician Hercules, was worshipped in a similar manner
three or four stones being placed one upon another in the font

of a rnde altar or table.

This simple manner of building applied to primitive alters, and
to the sacred enclosures which surrounded them, after having
been developed, as we have seen, in Asia and Africa, extended

into Europe from the borders of the Black Sea and the Caucasus,

24
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where M. Dubois, of Neufchatel, saw a great number, even to

the Atlantic Ocean and to the northern seas. Pausanias de-

scribes some of these in Argolis, and recent travellers have seen

others in Greece. It is well known that they exist in France, in

England, in Norway, and in Sweden, where all these works of

early civilisation are known under the name of Celtic and

Druidical monuments. America presents numerous examples of

similar constructions, which show how rising nations exhibit

the same analogies, as their arts are in the process of formation.

Simple as this system of building is, for it cannot yet be
called architecture, we recognise the periods of its commence-

ment, its progress, and its development. Thus the most ancient

of these edifices, such as were erected by the most ignorant

people, were built of enormous stones in the shape which nature

gave them. Moreover, they selected those which presented the

square form, if they did not give them thia form by manual
labour. Stonehenge, in England, exhibits a number of square

pillars supporting enormous architraves, the whole appearing to

have constituted a large and well-constructed edifice. These

evidences of the first attempts of past civilisation are gradually
and daily disappearing under the progress of those which are

being developed around them. Thus Asia has lost most of her

ancient monuments, owing to the early state of her progress
in the arts. Africa, for the same reason, presents as few

examples, although they are mentioned by ancient authors.

Greece and Italy, and their neighbouring islands, only exhibit

examples of the same kind in places nearly deserted. The
northern countries of Europe alone preserve some, because that

civilisation was later there ; and the history of their sudden and

unexpected conquests extends only to a period of about two
thousand years. In America the later civilisation of the Aztecs

(1196) and the Mexicans caused the primitive monuments around
them to disappear, by the development of their own. This pro-
cess is perfectly analogous to that which took place first in Asia,
then in Greece, Africa, and Italy, and which we now see taking
place in the western countries, where their materials are used
for roads and private buildings.

This simple and primitive style of architecture appears to

have been originally universal, if it was not simultaneous with
the progress of civilisation, which marched from east to west ;

and has left monuments and edifices so varied as to occasion
them to be classified, and have names given to each class.

These names are borrowed from the old Celtic tongue, or lan-

guage of the Druids. Thus, erections of the first class, which
consisted of long stones, erect and isolated (standing singly) like

obelisks, were called Peulvans, or Menhirs. Buildings of the
second class, consisting of a huge unhewn stone, supported on
two or more rough stones set on end on the earth, are called

Cromleclis by British archaeologists and Dolmens by French

antiquarians. The third class consists of Uncovered Alleys, of

upright stones, placed in rows like trees, and occupying a very
considerable area, like those of the plain of Carnac, in the

department of Morbihan, part of the old province of Brittany,
in France. While in the fourth class these long rows of stones
assume a circular or elliptical form, and support stones placed
on them horizontally so as to form a lintel or architrave. The
military constructions of early times appear to have been mounds
or artificial hills, at the summit of which there was a shallow

excavation, of which the edges formed a rampart. It is certain

that in countries where hills naturally occurred they were for-

tified in the same way as those which were raised by art. These
natural fortifications are still to be seen in the neighbourhood
of Athens and the Pirceus, and they were of immense service

in the last war of independence. Mankind in a savage or wan-

doring state having no instruments for raising the earth or

digging ditches, made fortified enclosures with heaped stones,

having a double slope. The entrances to these fortresses were
defended by artificial hills, placed inside near the gates.

participle of these verbs undergoes. The feminine termination;
of the past participle of the irregular verbs will be found in th<

alphabetical table, 62.

3. The last letter of the feminine termination is always an <

mute.
4. The plural of a past participle not ending with an s it

formed by the addition of that letter to the singular, masculin<
or feminine.

5. The participle past, accompanied by the auxiliary verl

avoir, never agrees with the nominative or subject [ 134 (3)].

Les demoiselles out cliante, The young ladies sang.
Ces messieurs out lu toute la Those gentlemen read the whole day

journee,

6. The participle past, having etre as its auxiliary verb
assumes in its termination the gender and number of the subjec
[ 134 (2)].

Ma fille est arrivee ce matin,
Nos frcres ne sont pas venus,

My daughter arrived this morning.
Our brothers are not come.

7. The participle, accompanied by the auxiliary verb avoir

agrees in gender and number with its direct object or regimi
direct [ 2 (2), 42 (4)], when that object precedes it [S 13<

(4)].

Les dames que nous avons vues, The ladies whom we have seen.

Les iettres que nous avons lues, The letters which we have read.

8. When the regime direct or objective (accusative) follow!

the participle, no agreement t,akes place [ 134 (5)].

Avez-vous vu les dames ? Have you fecn the ladies ?

Avons-nous lu les Iettres ? Have we read the letters ?

9. A participle past never agrees with its regime indirect, o:

indirect object (dative or ablative) [ 2 (3), 42 (5)].

Les dames a qui nous avons parle, The ladies to whom we have spoken

10. The participle past used adjectively, that is, without ai

auxiliary verb, follows the rule of the adjective [ 66 (3)
134 (1)].

Des livres Men impriines, Well-printed books.

11. The participle, preceded by the relative pronoun en
remains invariable, although the en should relate to a feminim
or plural noun [ 135 (7)].

Avez-vous apportd des plumes ? Have you brought pens ?

J'en ai apportr, I have brought some.

12. The presence of en does not, however, prevent the agree
ment of the participle, when it is preceded by a regime dired

[ 135 (7)].

Les plumes que j'en ai apportees, Thepens which I have broughtfromit

RESUME OP EXAMPLES.

Vos sceurs ont-elles c'crit ?

Elles ii'ont pas encore ocrit.

Have your sistei's written 7

Tliey have not yet written.

Les Iettres que nous avous ecrites. The letters which u-e have written.

Avez-vous ecrit vcs lettres ?

Je les ai lues, je les ai ecrites.

Les avez-vous apportees ?

i Je ne les ai pas apportees.
Avez-vous appele ces dames?
Je ne les ai pas appelees.

Qui avez-vous vu ce matin?
Nous avous vu ces demoiselles.

Nous les avons vues.

Nous ne leur avons pas parle".

Avez-vous des livres relies ?

J'ai des livres brochds.

Avez-vous achet^ des pommes ?

J'en ai achete'.

Nous en avons achete
1

.

' Nous les en avons persuades.

Haw you written your letters ?

I have read them, I have written them

Have you brought them ?

I have not brought them.

Have you called those ladies ?

I have not called them.

Whom have you seen this morning ?

We have seen those young ladies.

We have seen them.

We have not spoken to them.

Have you bound books ?

I have unbound (stitched in pape'

covers) books.

Have you bought apples?
I have bought some.

We have bought some.

We have persuaded them of it.

VOCABULARY.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. XXIV.
SECTION .XLI.-THE PAST PARTICIPLE [ 134].

1. THE past participle, which in French forms a part of every
compound tense [ 45 (8)], is susceptible of changes in its

termination.

2. The student will find, in the table of the terminations of

wie regular verbs [ 60], the different changes which the past

Achet-er, 1, (o buy [
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iiCi8 77.

us avcE-vous apport,'- noH habits? 2. Nous no IM avons
::. Lea avoz-voua oublk-n P 4. None no

lea avons piu -us noun n'avons pan eu lo temp* do leu

; iuui n'avez-vons paa appelo
1

lea mawihanda P

^ ai appelea, main ila no ui'ont pas entondu. 7. Avez-

muuique P 8. Jo 1'ai enttraduo. 9. N'avez-

.n TU let jolios flours qui j'ai apporfc'os P 10. Jo lac ai

i 'i'ii lea avez-vous donnees? 11. Je no lea ai donnees a

persouno, je loa ai gordeoa pour VOHH. 12. AVOZ-TOUH bion

examhu- ,,-; gruvuri'.s 'i \\\. Jo los ai bien examinees. I

? 15. Jono loa ai point ach t- '. <. \>',. N'avez-

VOUH point rcx;u vos revonua ? 17. Jo no IOB ai point encore

.!!(-:!> [in- iv-t-ello oaaae oea tassea? 19. Kilo

lea a cossivs. i>0. A-t-ollo cause dos taaaoa exprea ? 21. Ello

n'en a paa oasae c.\ .'. Avez-vous achete dea livroa relics

ou bnx h. s. L'.!. J'oi aoheto" dos livroa relies. 24. Nous avoz-
. s ? 25. Nous voua lea avona ditos, maia voaa

lea avez oublii'itj. -o. Jo u'ai pas oublie votre commission.

EXERCISE 78.

1. Have yon seen my cnpa? 2. I have not yot seen them.
B you brought mo my books? 4. I havo not forgotten
1 havo left them at my brother's. 5. Has your "mother

callr-l your siatera? 6. She has not yet called them. 7. ila-

. ;mt told yon this news ? 8. She has told me this news.
9. She haa told it me. 10. Have you forgotten my errand ?

11. \Vi- ii.:vi not forgotten it, we havo forgotten your money.
r_'. Where have you left your purse? 13. Wo loft it at tho

14. Havo you bought tho beautiful engravings
which 1 saw at your bookseller's ? 15. I have not seen them.
16. Haa your mother bought them ? 17. She has bought books,
but she has bought no engravings. 18. Has that little girl
broken my cups ? 19. She has broken thorn on purpose. 20.

Does that lady receive her income every month? 21. She
receives it every six months. 22. Is the house which you have

bought largo ? 23. I have bought no house. 24. Did you
a letter from your father yesterday ? 25. I received a

letter from him four days ago. 26. Have you spoken to those
J7. 1 have spoken to them. 28. Have you given them

flowers ? 29. I have given them some (en}. 30. Are the books
which you have bought bound? 31. No, Sir, they are in

paper covers. 32. Have yon examined that house ? 33. I

have not examined it. 34. Your brother (i) has examined
several (piw.^

SECTION XLIL USE OF THE AUXILIARIES [ 48].

1. The active verb [ 43 (2) (3)], that is, the verb which has
or may have a direct regimen or object, always takes avoir as

its auxiliary [ 46 (1)].

Nous avons c!crit a notre banqvuer, We have written to our banlrar.

2. Almost all neuter verbs, i.e., verbs which cannot have a
direct object, take tho auxiliary avoir, when they express action.

Nous avons couru, marchd, parlo, We have run, icalfced, spoken.

3. The compound tenses of a few neuter verbs, expressing
action, are, however, conjugated with tre: Aller, to go; arriver,

to arrive; choir, tomber, to fall; decoder, mourir, to die; naitre,
to be born; venir, to come; parvenir, to succeed; devenir, to

become ; revenir, to return.

A quelle heure etos-vous venu ? At what hour did you come ?

Je suis no en France, I was born in fY>

Look carefully at the last example, and mark that, when the

person spoken of i :>> French use the present and not
the past of the auxiliary with tho past participle of naitre, to be

born : Cette dame est nee en Angleterre, that lady (is) was born
land. Mon Irore est ne en France, my brother (is) was

lit, France.

4. A few neuter verbs [ 46 (3)] take avoir, when they express
action, and etre, when they express situation.

Votre frcre a-t-il sorti uujourd'Lui ? Hat your brother gon* out this

morning t

Votro froro est-il sorti ? J your brother gone out T

5. The past indefinite of tho verb etre [4, ir.] (J'ai ete, etc.) is

used instead of the preterite indefinite of aller (Je suia alle),
when speaking of a place where one has been.

lie mddecin-H ^W a Paris, Th phytician has been at Fan*.
J'ai etc a IV^liso ce matin, I went to church thit morning.

Bijouterie, f.,jweQry.
C Impelier, in., hatter.

Eapogne, f., Spain.

EW, from etre, 4, ir.,

been.

Horloger, m., watch-

maker.

Mafon, m., mason.
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arrived. 33. When did he arrive ? 34. He arrived yesterday,

at nine o'clock in the morning.

SECTION XLIIL IDIOMATIC EXPKESSIONS.

1. Combien de temps corresponds with the English expression

how long.

Combien de temps avez-vous de- How long did you live in Italy ?

meuni en Italie ?

2. Combien de fois answers to the English how often, how

many times.

Combien de fois y avez-vous 6i6 ? How many times have you been

there ?

3. Jusqu'ou is used for how far, what distance, etc.

Jusqu'ou avez-vous 6i6 ? How far have you been ?

4. Jusqu'a quelle heure, till what hour, means also how late.

Jusqu'a quelle heure avez-vous How late did you wait ?

attendu ?

5. D'ou means whence ; par ou, which way, in what direct/ion.

D'oii venez-vous, mon ami ? Whence do you come, my friend ?

Par ou votre ami est-il al\6 ? Which way is your friend gont f

G. Mener [ 49], porter, to take, to carry; amener, apporter,
to bring, to take ivith one ; emmener, emporter, to take, to carry

away. We use mener, amener, emmener, for to take, to bring,
to take away, in the sense of conducting, leading, guiding, on foot
or in a vehicle. Porter, apporter, emporter, mean to carry, to

bring, to carry away, etc.

Menez votre sceur a 1'ecole, Take your sister to school.

Portez ce livre a votre sceur, Take this book to your sister.

EESUME or EXAMPLES.

Jusqu'ou votre frere est-il alle ? Hoio far is your brother gone 1

II est alld Jusqu'a Paris. He is gone as far as Paris.

Combien de temps va-t-il y rester ? Hoao long is lie going to stay there 1

II va y rester jusqu'au printemps. He is going to stay there until spring.
Coinbien de temps avez-vous de- HOUJ long did you live in London ?

meure a Londres ?

Nous y avous demeurt5 six ans. We lived there six years.

Jusqu'ou avez-vous etd ? How far did you go 1

Nous avons 6t6 jusqu'aux Champs We went as far as the Champs Ely-

Elyse'es. stes.

Juaqu'a quelle heure avez-vous Hoio late did you write ?

(Scrit ?

J'ai ecrit Jusqu'a minuit.

D'oii vienuent ces Allemandes ?

Elles viennent d'Aix-la-Chapelle.
Par ou sont-elles venues ?

Elles sont venues par Bruxelles.

Menez-vous cette petite fille i

1'ecole ?

I wrote until midnight.
Wlience come those German ladies ?

They come from Aix-la-Chapelle.
Which way did they come ?

They came by Brussels.

Do you take (lead) that little girl to

school ?

Je ne 1'y menepas, jel'yportejelle I do not lead her there, I carry her

est trop petite pour marcher. there; she is too small to walk.

Ameuez-vous vos enfants ? Do you bring your children ?

Portez-vous une lettre a la poste ? Do you take a letter to the post-offlce?

J'einmene mon cheval, j'emporte I bring away my horse, I bring away
ma moutre.

Aine
1

, -e, eldest.

Apport-er, 1, to bring.

Bruit, m., noise.

Drap, m., clotTi.

JBleve, m., pupil.

Fils, sen.

Pin, -e, fine.

magnifi-

Promis, from pro-

mett-re, 4, ir. f pro-
mised.

Quitt-er, 1, to leave.

Soieries, f.pi., silfcgoods.

Voiture, f., carriage.

Voyageur, m., traveller.

my watch.

VOCABULARY.
Ici, here.

Loin, far.

Magnifique,
cent.

Midi, noon.

Minuit, midnight.

Pied, m.,/oot.

EXERCISE 81.

1. Le jeune homme est-il alle loin ? 2. II n'est pas alle bien

loin, il n'est alle que Jusqu'a Paris. 3. Vos enfants font trop
de bruit, pourquoi ne les emmenez-vous pas ? 4. Us sont

malades, ils ue pouvent marcher. 5. Comment lea avez-vous

amenes ici ? 6. Je les ai amenes en voiture. 7. A quelle heure
amcnez-vous le medecin ? 8. Je 1'amene tous les jours a midi.

9. Combien de fois par jour menez-vous vos eleves a 1'eglise ?

10. Je les mene a 1'eglise deux fois par jour. 11. Combien de
fois y avez-vous ete ? 12. J'y ai ete plusieurs fois. 13. Par ou
ces voyageurs sont-ils venus ? 14. Ils sont venus par Amiens
et par Rouen. 15. D'oii apportez-vous cette nouvelle ? 16. Je

1'apporte de Cologne. 17. D'ou avez-vous amene ces superbcs
chevaux ? 18. Je les ai amenes d'Angleterre. 19. Si vous

quittez la France, avez-vous 1'intention d'emmener votre fils ?

20. J'ai 1'intention de 1'emmener. 21. Qu'avez-vous apporte de
Prance ? 22. Nous avons apporte de magnifiques soieries, des

draps fins et des chapeaux de Lyon. 23. Avez-vons amene
votre fille & pied ou a cheval ? 24. Je 1'ai amenee en voiture.
25. Voa freres nous ont apporte des livres.

EXERCISE 82.

1. How long did your son live in London ? 2. He lived there
ten years. 3. How far is the physician gone ? 4. The physician
is gone as far as Cologne. 5. Has he taken his son with him ?

6. He has not taken him. 7. How have you brought your two
little girla ? 8.1 brought one in a carriage, and my wife carried

the other. 9. Is she too little to walk ? 10. She is not too small
to walk, but she is ill. 11. Have you brought your horse ?

12. We have brought two horses. 13. Have you brought the
books which you have promised me ? 14. I have forgotten to

bring them. 15. Has that lady brought her eldest son? 16.

She has brought all her children. 17. How did they come ?

18. They came in a carriage. 19. Which way did your brother
come from Germany ? 20. He came by Aix-la-Chapelle and
Brussels. 21. Do you intend to take your son to school this

afternoon ? 22. _I do not intend to take him there, it is too cold.

23. Is that child" too ill to walk ? 24. He is too ill to walk,
and I intend to carry him. 25. Why do you not take him in a

carriage ? 26. My brother has taken my horse away. 27. Have
you brought the physician ? 28. I have not brought him, no
one is ill at our house. 29. Will you take this book to church?
30. I have another, I do not want it. 31. Have you taken my
letter to the post-office ? 32. I have forgotten it. 33. How Lite

did you write ? 34. I wrote until after midnight. 35. Whence
do your sisters come ? 36. They come from Paris.

HISTOEIC SKETCHES. XII.
THE PROTECTOR OF THE COMMONWEALTH.

AT the Eoyal Palace of Whitehall, on the 3rd of September, 1658,
a man lay dying. Eight days before he felt so confident of life

that he told his wife not to think he should die, as he felt sure

of the contrary. Now he was speechless, sinking ; and the last

thing about which he had seriously troubled himself was a
curious metaphysical one. " Tell me," he said to Sterry, a
minister who stood by him,

"
is it possible to fall from grace ?"

"
It is not possible," said the minister. "

Then," exclaimed the

dying man,
" I am safe ; for I know that I was once in grace."

And then he prayed,
"
Lord, though a miserable and wretched

creature, I am in covenant with thee through thy grace, and

may and will come to thee for thy people. Thou hast made me
a mean instrument to do them some good, and thee service.

Many of them set too high a value upon me, though others

would be glad of my death. Lord, however thou disposest of

me, continue and go on to do good for them. Teach those who
look too much upon thy instruments, to depend more upon thy-

self, and pardon such as desire to trample upon the dust of a

poor worm, for they are thy people too."

The attention of all England was riveted on the sick room at

Whitehall, with keen and sincere interest. From the lips of

many went forth earnest prayers that God would be pleased to

spare the invalid's life ;
in the hearts of many there were fears

and misgivings as to what would come in the event of that

prayer being rejected ; in other hearts there were joy and exulta-

tion over the death of a sinner ; while in others, that should

have been kindly disposed, there was a certain sort of assurance

that there is something in the misfortunes of our greatest friends

which is not displeasing to us. A frightful wind-storm raged,

rooting up trees in the park, and tearing off the roofs of houses

in London. The friends of the dying argued that God was

giving warning of his intention to take to himself the great soul

of the sufferer ; his enemies argued that " the princes of the

powers of the air" were holding fearful revels amid the storm-

driven clouds in honour of the prospect of seizing on a great
offender's soul.

The dying man was Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of Eng-
land and Ireland, the man who for ten years had governed the

kingdom in a right kingly way, and made it stronger and more

respected by all foreign powers than it had been since the days
of Henry V. and Agincourt ; the man who had subverted the

subverters of the monarchy, and had yet annihilated monarchy
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itself in the ponton of hi* own king, by 1 u to a public
.i i

l-
:i..i.- . I.-- u.. u. : .- in m who had overcome all

il r.-l>els against hia owu authority, and Mated

lirnily on th tlirone of king* (baring beon originally bat

ry i^ntl.-m i-i> i hon 'h he had refused, and refused reso-

lutely, the name and omblotns of royalty.
:inl .if S.-pt -mber, the day Cromwell was wont to

cull liU f..rtimut" .1 iv. i i.i .L :!nl of September he overcame tho

army lit I "an! . ir. w 1 ion, looking at the position of his army
in a military point of vi.>w, ho was committed to certain destrno-

tiou at ili.-ir h:iu. Is ; on a 3rd of September be had fought tho

i \V<>rivsti-r, the Ix>rd'B orowning mercy to him," an he

it, when the royalist cause was lout in Midland, HO long as

1 1.1 move a regiment or man a ship. His wife and
mis hopod much from this rinMimstanro, that the worst of

. <<r soomod to oomo upon him on this his fortunate day.
Fortunate imlf<l if ho ooaldNllM i his own case the assertion

of tli.' wise kintf, that tho day of one's death is bettor than tho

dny of hi birtli ; fortunate too, still, if ho could feol that death

. th" "iitranoe into life, the outlet from a world of which,
and of the people and things in which, he was heartily tired and

. -. by which, and by which only, ho could enter

into rest.

In this last sense surely tho 3rd of September was still Crom-
well's fortunate day, for if ever a man was weary of life and
anxious to be quit of the cares of it, Cromwell must have been

that man.
Whether he was to be blamed or not for tho part ho had taken

in the recent troubles whether ho was the murderer of the

kin _'. or whether in putting him to death he had done but a

solemn act of justice tho result to him was tho same: tho

weight of the government pressed heavily upon his shoulders,

and ho found at the end of ten years that all he had for the

labour which he hod taken under tho sun was vanity and vexa-

tion of spirit. Fatigue of body and mind, continuous and severe,

occasioned by causes acting from without, wore supplemented

latterly by a spring of bitterness welling up within, sapping the

strong man's energy, gnawing away at the very vitals of his

strength, overwhelming him with a dreadful sense of responsi-

bility and fear lest ho had striven in vain and in the wrong
direction. Once he had felt no hesitation about what he should

do, and believed that his decision was an inspiration direct from

the Spirit of the Almighty ; now he doubted whether all things
were lawful or expedient unto him. Once he had felt no difficulty

in telling his troopers, by way of assurance against their fears

as to the propriety of offering personal violence to the king,
"
If

I should meet tho king in battle, I would shoot the king;" now
he was uneasy in his mind when oven his favourite daughter,
Mrs. Claypole, suggested to him doubts as to tho integrity of his

conduct in the sight of God. Even his old friends, the men who
had stood by him through good report and evil until his genius

eclipsed them and turned them into rivals and opponents, these

too had forsaken him, and left him alone in the state like a lodge
in a garden of cucumbers. Then ho found how, without being
bitter, a man's household may be among his foes. His mother,
a homely woman, quite incapable of realising tho magnitude and
the difficulties of her son's position, disquieted him in return for

his filial devotion to her with the expression of her convictions

that they and tho liko of them had no business in tho royal

palaces. His children were incapable, excepting perhaps Henry,
of appreciating his statesmanship and his motives, and were
therefore divided from him by a great gulf of want of sympathy ;

while some of them, if tho accounts of those times are to be

trusted, actually reproached him for what he had done for the

country. On one side, a numerous and implacable enemy, burn-

ing with desire to revenge the unpardonable death of " the royal

martyr," and the losses they hod incurred in his behalf on
another side, a formidable array of enemies who had once been
frii'iids and associates ; tho hatred of foreign nations, only kej>t
from finding expression by the fear inspired by his sword ; chronic

rebellion at home ; within the camp lukewarm allies, ready to

fall away liko water as soon as they should "
perceive the least

rub in his fortunes ;" his own kith and kin not with him, and

uneasy in his own mind about grace and acceptance ; doubtful,

too, as has been said, whether or not he had striven in vain for

tho ultimate good of his country what comfort could he have
in livin<,' 'i Ho iv.is alone, and he felt it keanly ; tho still strong
man felt the need of somo sympathy, some didder of cores with

whom he ooold reliore himself of the grot burden of pabiio and

private oar* which came upon him daily in the ningnlarly excep-
tional position in which he found himself placed. AM age
increased he suffered more and more from the chilling wind of

isolation, and teemed to yearn after that rent which the weary
lore. Yet the j. y within him, the duty which ho
believed he was called to discharge in England, itrove to prevent
his wih to depart ; ho saw his work all unfinished, and he knew
that he bad no fit HUOOOMOT ; ha believed ome nay affected to
boliove that hU work was God's work, and ho wUbed to do it

to the utmost of hi* power. For duty's sake and religion'*, and
because it was " God's high gift," be guarded bis lift-

scathe and wrong," and his hold on life WM not a little treugUt-
enod by tho natural dread a man has of loosening it through
sudden violence and deadly malice. Snob a dread bad Cromwell
for a companion, in addition to hi* load of carking cares and
weighty trouble*. Plots to assassinate him were continually
being made, and were only baffled by tho most watchful energy
and the most exemplary punishments. The knowledge of their

existence, and tho consciousness that at any moment he might
fall a victim, contributed to make a man whose mind was
already overladen, a man who had a religious or superstitious
dread of being sent to his account suddenly,

"
disappointed,

unaneled," without any reckoning made, excitable and nerrous
to an almost unbearable deyree.

In August, 1658, he was at Hampton Court Palace, watching
tho sure progress of disease in the body of his best beloved

child, Elizabeth Claypole. He was, and had been for some time,
for from well, but the absorbing attraction* of hi* daughter's
state made him oblivious or indifferent to his own ills. On the
6th of August the strongest link of affection that bound him to

the world was snapped ; Elizabeth Claypole died, and then the
Protector found out, what other men had known long fince,

that ho was very ill. For a time he distracted himself by
the sad cares of the last offices for his daughter, whom he
caused to bo buried with imperial pomp among kings and
queens in Westminster Abbey ; but this done he had leisure to

find out that ho was mortal. At the moment of his daughter's
death he was confined to his bed with gout, and upon that fever

supervened. His pulse became intermittent, but bis physicians
did not seem to be anxious, and he, on his wife expressing her
fears as to the issue of his illness, bode her be sure he should
not die, since he knew he should not " from better authority
than any which yon can have from Galon or Hippocrates. It is

the answer of God himself to our prayers ; not to mine alone,
but to those of others who have a more intimate interest in him
than I have."
For sake of the change ho had moved from Hampton Court

to Whitehall, where he llook to his bed, and within a month of

his daughter's decease ho had followed her to her long home.

Thurloo, his faithful secretary and most devoted friend,

announced the event to the Deputy of Ireland in a letter

wherein ho said of Cromwell,
" He is gone to heaven, embalmed

with the tears of his people, and upon the wings of the prayers
of the saints."

With a magnificent ceremonial, copied from that which was
used at tho funeral of the Spanish King Philip II., in 1598, the

Republican Government laid the body of Oliver Cromwell in

Westminster Abbey, where it remained with those of prince* and
senators till the restoration of the monarchy, when the spirit of

revenge wreaked itself on the corpse of the spoiler of kings by
causing it to be exposed on the gallows at Tyburn, and then buried

in a hole liko the carcase of a dog. To Cromwell himself it could

scarcely have mattered much whore they laid his body or what

they did with it after he had done with it ; the splendid funeral

at St. Peter's was as little in accordance with liis habit* and

ways as the ignominious barbarity at Tyburn. He was beyond
the reach of honour and dishonour, insensible to flattery as to

blame ; but to those who remained these two ceremonial* sig-

nified something. What had Cromwell done that gave signifi-

cance to them ?

In order to answer this question it is necessary to take a

survey of the life of the man, as the history of it is presented to

us in the records of his time, and by the light of dispassionate,

truth-seeking inquiry instituted since then.

Oliver Cromwell was born on April 25, 15J>9, at Hunting-

don, and was the son of a country gentleman of moderate

estate, who was of the same family as that Thomas Cromwell,
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Cardinal Wolsey's favourite secretary, who was made Earl of

Essex by Henry VIII., and was afterwards beheaded by him.

Oliver was sent to the University, where he made but small

proficiency in his studies, and fell, it is said, into some wild

courses. Reforming his mode of life, however, on a sudden but
sincere conviction that it was a wrong one, Cromwell married,
and at the same time warmly embraced the puritanical faith,

which was then beginning
1 to acquire great influence throughout

the country. For reasons of economy he gave up housekeeping
as a country gentleman, and farmed some land which he took

near St. Ives ; but his operations in this direction were not

successful, the duties of the farmer being probably neglected
for those of the religious politician. In conjunction with his

kinsman, John Hampden, ho formed a project of emigrating to

America, believing- that there alone he could live in the enjoy-
ment of that freedom of conscience and of political action which
was denied to him and his brethren here. How that project was
frustrated by royal order, on the very eve of completion, has

been already shown at length in No. VII. of the present series

of Historic Sketches (page 222).
Soon after the veto was put on his emigration, Cromwell was

sent to Parliament as member for the town of Cambridge, and

though he seldom spoke, and when he did, not in a way to cap-
tivate or lead the house, his vote was invariably to be found in

the lists of those who had maintained the popular right against
the kingly power. He did not take a prominent part in the

political and domestic matters which brought about the rupture
between the King cind the Parliament, but he made good use of

his time, and of his great powers of observation and reflection,

to make up his mind thoroughly both as to the righteousness of

the common cause, and as to the integrity and capacity of the

men engaged on both sides of it. Having formed very strong

opinions upon the most important questions of the day, he
cleaved to them as a strongly persuaded man does with uncom-

promising intensity ; and the shape of the quarrel in the state,

and the peculiar habit of his mind, caused him to see plainly a

great gulf fixed between what ho believed to be on one side the

cause of God himself, and on the other the cause of God's

enemies.

In all important points before the breaking out of civil war we
find him voting on the popular side, lending whatever weight his

influence had to the cause of liberty ;
and when by the flight of

the king from London, and by the rearing of the royal standard

at Nottingham, August 25, 1642, war became inevitable,

Cromwell, then in his forty- third year, was among the first to

offer his sword to the Parliament, and. he was forthwith com-
missioned to raise a troop of horsemen to serve in the Parlia-

mentary army. This troop, which he soon increased to a regi-

ment, he raised from among the yeomdh and well-to-do farmers

in Cambridgeshire and the neighbouring counties, ensuring

thereby a certain amount of education among his men, and a

large admixture of that free spirit which cannot grow but in an

independent atmosphere. He severely disciplined his recruits

till they became the famous "
Ironsides," dreadful in battle ; he

prayed with them, preached to them, fought with them, and by
cool courage and fervent zeal succeeded in inspiring them with a
belief that a prophet had risen up among them.

First at Gainsborough, and then at Horncastle, in Yorkshire,
Cromwell displayed his military ability as a general, by de-

feating with severe loss some divisions of the Royalist army
under the Marquis of Newcastle; and soon afterwards, in 1644,
ho was appointed second in command of the Parliamentary
nrmy operating in the Eastern counties under the Earl of Man-
chester. In conjunction with Fairfax and Lambert, the Earl of

Manchester, having been victorious in the east, marched to York
and besieged it, the issue being the battle of Marston Moor,
where the cavalry and infantry under the command of Oliver

Cromwell broke the serried ranks of Prince Rupert, and carried

llie day "for God and the Houses."
At Dennington Castle, near Newbury, where King Charles

had left his baggage and artillery after the rout of his army at

the latter place, a difference arose between Cromwell and the

Earl of Manchester which first showed the firmness and dorni-

nancy of the spirit which actuated the future Protector. Crom-
well was for taking the castle and the guns, the earl was for

marching elsewhere, and upon this question the two men split,

Cromwell thereafter taking his own independent line across the

difficult country of politics which was before him. It matters

not now to follow him through all his military achievements

prior to the death of the king : suifice it to say that he was
incessantly employed, retaining by stratagem his seat as a
member of Parliament the while, and that he figured in all the

great battles of the war, including Naseby, June 14, 1645, and
always was attended by success.

Thoroughly persuaded of the dishonesty of the king ; con-
vinced that, unless he were completely overthrown, the last

state of England would be worse than the first ; persuaded also
that there was not any man, or any set of men on the Parlia-

mentary side, who could prevent this except himself, he deter-

mined, about the time King Charles was given up by the Scots,
with whom he had taken refuge, to gather up the reins into his

own hands, and to drive the chariot of the state along the only
road which in his opinion was a safe one. Firmly, harshly,

perseveringly, prayerfully, he addressed himself to his task,
which was to overthrow the power namely, the Parliament
which had overthrown the king, to subject the king utterly,
even by death if need be, and to bring under obedience those rival

chiefs and commanders, who, he foresaw, would never tolerate

quietly the assumption of power by one whom they looked on
as their equal or inferior.

It was by Cromwell's orders
;
or at least with his concurrence,

that Cornet Joyce, with a strong party of cavalry, made a sort

of raid on the captive king's guard at Holdenby, in Yorkshire,
where he was on his way to bo given up to the Parliament, and

snatching the king from the hands of the Scots' and Parliamen-

tary commissioners, brought him to the head-quarters of the

army. The army at that time was in open quarrel with the
Parliament on the subject of the limitations which that body
had thought fit to place upon the authority and influence of the

military. The Parliament itself was divided into many factions,
all pulling a different way, none of them seeking the general
good, but only the advancement of their own petty interests.

Cromwell, whose influence with the army was at this time para-
mount, resolved to crush the rival but divided power, and know-

ing the immense importance of the possession of the king's

person, gladly acquiesced in, if he did not order, the violent

taking of Charles from the custody of the Parliamentary com-
missioners.

Immediately he heard of. the king's re-arrest he left London,
hastened to the army, and putting himself at its head, marched
to St. Albans, where he opened negotiations with the Parliament
in London. The nation looked on approvingly, being disgusted
with the way in which the Houses had used their power, with
the taxes they levied, the harsh laws they enacted, and the

tyrannical manner in which the executive was carried on ; and

though London held out in favour of the Parliament, the army
marched up and demanded admittance, which was conceded to

them without show of resistance. This was in June, 1647.

On November 11, in the same year, King Charles, who was a
sort of prisoner at large at Hampton Court Palace, fled to the

Isle of Wight, where he was detained at Carisbrook Castle by the

governor, Colonel Hammond. Meantime the army, represented

by Cromwell, had completely overawed the Parliament, which
was allowed, however, still to exist till the dictator had used
them for his purposes. The negotiations between it and the

king having proved futile, Cromwell summoned a council of the

principal officers of the army to devise some means of settling
the nation. At this council it was resolved, after much prayer
and much deliberation, to bring the king to trial for having com-
mitted treason against the people by levying war upon them.

Plots and counterplots now took place, some having in view

the overthrow of the officers, some of the Parliament, some the

restoration of the king, the result being that a second civil war
broke out, aided by the Scots, and England was ablaze again
from end to end. Promptly, skilfully, successfully, Cromwell

and his friends crushed the rebellion and the invasion ; and that

being done, they resolved to bring the king to punishment for

the part he had had in them. The Parliament resisting, the

army came to London ; and the Houses having still declared tkeir

willingness to treat with the king, and their entire disapproval of

the course taken by the army, Cromwell resolved to coerce them
still more, and on the 6th of December, 1648,

"
purged

"
the

House by seizing some two hundred of the members inimical to

his interests, and allowing no more than some sixty of the most

partisan-like to remain. It was by a High Court of Justice

appointed by this
" Rump" Parliament that King Charles waa
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she woke from the etl'eets of it. With no worse malediction can
an Irishman curse to-day than with " the e.ur.-e of Crom'cll."

The Dutch won; punished for the aid they gave to tho king's
cause by a naval war, which was nhitfularly brilliant, and in

which the names of De Ruyter, De Witt, Van Troinp, Blake,

-cue, Venabh.'s, and Monk, shine out in bold relief. Scotland,
which had espoused tho cause of Charles II., and had proclaimed
him king, was overrun by the same irresistible man who had
crushed the opponents of the Commonwealth and Puritai.i-m

in. Ireland. At Dunbar, at Stirling, and then at Worcester,
whither the Scots' army had penetrated in order to bo over-

11, the strong
1 hand and wise head of Oliver Cromwell pre-

vailed, and the royal cause was irretrievably lost.

.
In 1653 it became obvious to tho army, or to the man who

commanded it, that parliamentary government must cease in

form as well as in reality. Tho exceptional state of England
rendered it impossible to have a divided government, and in

divisions and petty squabbles the Parliament, mutilated as it

as only strong. Every day the civil and the military

powers were coming into collision. In tho face of mouldering
war at home, avowed hostility abroad, and tho still unset tied

state of the realm, this sort of thing would not do. Cromwell
resolved to take the heln? himself, and alone to steer the

ship of the state. On the 20th of April, 1G53, he di>iii!

shorn Parliament, over which Praise God Barebones presided, and
was forthwith made Protector of the Commonwealth of England.
From that moment England rose to be a first-rate power in

Europe. The Dutch were ruinously beaten in a two days' naval

battle, in which Van Tromp, their great admiral, was killed.

Spain, the greatest power in Europe, was victoriously with-

stood, and lost, among other possessions, the island of Jamaica ;

France, under Cardinal Mazurin, was glad to be well with the

Republic of England ; and Portugal received condign punish-
ment for some assistance she gave to tho exiled king. At home
a firm and disinterested rule served to heal many of the

wounds from which poor England bled ; and with a commerce

protected afloat, and industry encouraged on shore, the English
people prow prosperous, wealthy, and in some sort contented.

Now and airain tho royalists, and those enemies of theirs who
were enemies of the Commonwealth also, gave the government
trouble ; and it was seriously proposed, in order to put an end to

their hopes, that Cromwell should make himself king, and found
a new dynasty. In 1657 the crown was actually offered to him,
but ho firmly refused it, and accepted instead " the humble peti-
tion and advice,'

1

wherein were laid down rules for his guidance
in the government, and in which his axithority was defined.

For twelve months he continued to carry on his work, hoping
against hope that it might be an abiding one ; welding the dis-

integrated mapses of English society into a strong, united com-

munity; striving to do justice to all, though many would not
suffer him

; making the country he had been called upon to

govern prosperous at home and respected abroad. Space fails

to tell of all he did. or to seek out a knowledge of the intentions

he was not allowed to fulfil. Regarded with respectful hatred

by the royalists, with envy by those whom he had outstripped

in the race, with admiration by those who lored their country
more than themselves, and prised the objeoU for which England

uggled and >ved by very few, unhappy in him*
>mwell wink to re*t ; and enough ha* been Mid bare to

make it intelligible why to many of hi* countrymen a funeral

and a tomb ls* than the most Hplendid seemed all unworthy of

him, and aUo why, when Charles II. was restored to hi* father*

throne, there were found men to suggest and approve the sense-

lew barbarity which led to the exposure of hi* dead body on
Tyburn gallows. Perhaps even these men, after "the merry
monarch " had reigned a few yean, might hare looked back and
aaid .:w the Dutch in the Medway, the French all-

powerful through money, the Spaniards insulting- the Kngiiah
flag in all places in the world, and the revenue* of the kingdom
squandered on mistresses and frivolity, while the servants of the
state died of hunger that sombre, harsh, ungenial as Cromwell
nii-hi hare been, be never allowed an Englishman to have cause
to blush for hw nationality, never made the state interest* sub-

servient to his own, never gave the people such provocation as
did the restored line of prince*, that in less than thirty years
after the day of their unfortunate restoration they buried them
off the throne, and forbade firmly and for ever their rci snnosaion
to it.

SYNOPSIS OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE or OLIVES CROHWELL,
LORD PKOTECTOU OF THE ENGLISH COMMONWEAL

Oliver Cromwell, who virtually held supreme sway over
England from the sujrender of Charles I. by the Scotch in 1647,
was the son of a gentleman of Huntingdonshire, and grandson
of Sir Henry Cromwell, of Hinchinbrook. By his wi:

Bourchier, daughter of Sir John Bourchier, he had two
and six daughters.

Born at Huntingdon April 25, 1599
'.

"
Long Parliament " ended

Elected Member of Parlia-

ment for Huntingdon . . 1628
Prevented from emigrating

1 to
New England by Charles I. 1637

Elected Member of Parlia-

ment for Cambridge 1640
Civil War between the King
and Parliament began

August 25, 1642

[Par Event* and Hattlc* in

Civil War, seepage 122.]
Members expelled from the
House of Commons by
" Pride's Purge" . Dec. 6, 1648

"Rump" or Bureboues' Par-
liament 1648

Charles I. executed. Jan. 30, 1C49
T. -injiorary abolition of House

of Lords 1649
('n.inwi.'ll goes to Ireland . 1649
rr'>.-laii>iitii.]i (if Charles II.

by the Scots .... 1649
Execution of Montrqse.Mu.

: Duultar . Sept. 3, 1650
Charles II. crowned at Scone

January 1, 1651
Battle of Worcester, Sept. 3, 1651

Navigation Laws enacted,

October. 1651
Dutch Admiral Van Tromp

is the English 1

riiunnel . .\..v J9, 1652
Blake defeat* the Dutch Fleet

off Portsmouth, Feb. 18-20, 1653

by Cromwell . April 2<>, 1653
Blake defeat* the Dutch off

theNorth Foreland,June 2. 1653
Blake defeats the Dutch off

the coast of Holland. Julv, 1653
Cromwell made Lord Pro-

tector . . December 16, 1653

Expedition under Blake sent

against the pirates of the
Mediterranean . . . .1654

War declared against Spain . 1054
Defeat of Penn and Venables

at Hispaniola, or Hayti . 1654

Capture of Jamaica . . . 1655
Cromwell refuses the Crown . 1657
Destruction of the Spanish

Fleet at Santa Crux by
Blake . . . April 20, 1657

Capture of Dunkirk . June, 1658
Death of Blake . August 27, 1658
Cn.ii.well dies at Whitehall

Septembers, 1658
RICHARD CBOMWKLL, LORD

PHOTKCTOR.
Born at Huntingdon . . . 1635
Became Lord Protector,

September 3, 1658

Deposed by the Army,
April 22, 1659

Restoration of Charles II.

May 29, 1660
Richard Cromwell dies

at Hartley, Hampshire.
July 17, 1713

SOVEREIGNS CONTEMPORARY WITH OLIVER AND RTCHABP
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XII.

THE reader will now begin to understand the general principles
on which a natural classification of vegetables is effected. In

the first place, we divide them into cryptogamic and phcenoga-
mous ; then we divide the latter into endogenous
and exogenous. Next we proceed to establish

orders, from a consideration of such characteristics

as the position of stamens, nature of fruit, cha-

racter of seed ; and, as we have already seen, we

usually give to each order a name derived from

some leading genus or sub-division. Thus, our

principal genus in the Ranunculus order is the

Eanunculus or Crowfoot ;
hence the generic name

Ranunculaceas is given ; and we subdivide this

genus into species by the addition of terms which
consideration will render obvious. For example,
there is one species of Ranunculus which is more

poisonous than the rest ; botanists, therefore,

apply to this species the appellation of wicked,
or sceleratus ; hence, when the expression Ranun-
culus sceleratus is met with, the reader is made

acquainted with the following facts in the follow-

ing order : The plant is a flowering plant, is an

exogenous plant, belongs to the order of Ranun-

culacese, to the genus Ranunculus, and is a
member of the species designated sceleratus.

More than one poisonous principle abounds in the

Ranunculacese, but of these the alkali, termedby chemists aconi-

tine, is the most violent. It is a white substance, something like

flour to look at, and so frightfully poisonous that the twentieth

part of a grain, or even less, is a fatal dose. Of all the various

126. CAPSULE OP THE POPPY.

sometimes prolonged into vertical plates, at other times filiform ;

fruit, capsular ; seed, dicotyledonous and albuminous.
Such are the botanical characteristics of this natural order

succinctly expressed. Some of the terms employed the reader
will understand ; but those which have not come under his

notice before, we will explain before we proceed.
The first new word that requires explanation is

caducus, used to describe the peculiarity of the

sepals. These the reader will remember are the

component parts of the calyx, and form the green
envelope of the poppy-bud which bursts asunder
when the flower is ready to open. Soon after the
flower has opened the sepals fall off, and for this

reason they are called caducous, from the Latin

caducus, which is derived from cado, to fall.

Estivation is the manner in which the sepals and

petals are fitted together before the flower expands,
from the Latin (estiva, summer quarters. Here
they overlap each other, as one tile laps over another
on the roof of a house. The Latin for a gutter-tile
or roof-tile is imbrex, so all that is meant by the
term imbricated in aestivation is, that before the
flower expands the sepals or petals overlap each
other at the edges. The ovary or seed-vessel is

termed unilocular because it is
"
one-celled," or

has only one cell, from the Latin unus, one, and
loculus, a cell, the diminutive of locus, a place. In
the fruit are found the parts to which the seeds are

attached, which are called placentas. These placentas are

flattened, and derive their name from the Greek irAa|, genitive
TrAaKos fplax, plak'-os), a term applied to anything flat, such as
a plate or flat cake. They grow out or project from the inside

species of aconitum, that termed Aconitiim ferox is the most
;
of the ovary, or as it were from the wall of the ovary, therefore

dangerous. This plant grows in the Himalaya Mountains, and
|

they are called parietal, from the Latin paries, a wall,

was on one occasion used by the Nepaulese as a means of ridding j

The reader may provide himself with a red corn-poppy as a
themselves of us, their invaders. A few leaves of this Aconiturn

\
specimen of the flower, and a white poppy- capsule, procurable

ferox being thrown into a well, poisoned all the water to such
j

at the druggist's, as a sample of the fruit. Like buttercups,
an extent that men or beasts drinking
of it were almost infallibly killed.

Many of the most beautiful and

striking flowers in our gardens belong
to the order of Ranunculaceaa. In
our last lesson we mentioned some
of these the Hepaticas ; the Lark-

spurs, short and tall ; and the Delphi-
niums of all shades and tints of blue,
from the brilliant azure of the Del-

phinium cceruZescenstothedark indigo
tint of the Delphinium grandiflorum.
Anemones, those pretty flowers with

their variously-coloured petals and

drooping flowers these, too, belong
to the order of Ranunculacese, as also

do. the large showy peonies and the

Monk's Hoods or Aconites, flowers

which have also the characteristics

of the Ranunculaceas, as the student
who examines them will not fail to

recognise.
Our space does not admit of more

being said concerning the order Ra-
nunculacese. We must conclude,

therefore, by stating that their fruits

are denominatedby botanists achosnia,
or follicles, terms which have been

explained in a former lesson.

SECTION XXII. PAPAVERACE.3:,
OR THE POPPY TBIBE.

Let us now commence the study
of another natural order, the Papave-
racese, or Poppy Tribe, bearing some

affinity to the order Ranunculacese,
but differing from it by certain characteristic signs, which are

described in botanical phraseology as follows :

Characters : Sepals two, rarely three, caducous ; petals

hypogynous ; their number double or quadruple that of the

eepals; imbricated and crumpled in aestivation ; stamens

Numerous, hypogynous ; ovary unilocular, placentas parietal,

127. THE DOUBLE POPPY.

poppies will be seen on examination
to have a great number of stamens ;

these stamens, moreover, are below
the carpels, or are hypogynous. Thus
far, the resemblance of the Poppy
tribe to the Ranunculus tribe is com-

plete. But when we come to examine
the fruit, what a difference is there !

In the Ranunculaceos the carpels re-

main distinct, and the fruit is, owing-
to that circumstance, denominated

apocarpous; in the Papaveracece the

carpels unite together and constitute

one capsule, the poppy-head of the

shops. This, then, is the grand broad
distinction between the two natural

orders. The carpels have all grown
into one common ovary, but what has
become of the stigma or upper expan-
sion of the styles ? These may be
seen at the extremity of the poppy
capsule, as represented in the accom-

panying diagram (Fig. 126) where

they may be observed forming a sort

of crown. If the capsule be now-

opened it will be found to consist

of one cell, into which numerous little

flattened plates project ; the latter

are termed placentas or placentas, a
term of which a full explanation has

already been given above ; they are

the parts of the fruit which give
attachmert to the seeds.

Such are the mechanical condi-

tions, if we may so term them,
in which the Papaveracece differ from the Ranunculacecc ; but
there is a well-marked physiological difference also. Plants

belonging to the Ranunculus tribe are supplied with a watery,
acrid, poisonous juice ; whereas in plants of the Poppy tribe the

juice is milky, and usually contains opium. The substance
known as opium in the shops is derived from the white poppy,
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by mal. i HID ripo capsules, and allowing the juice to
i- i-xputmro for a while to the HUH, tho juice, at firat

milky, HOUII tluokona into a dark waxy-looking mat*.

opium. <>f which uro numorourt, but th.it

till! chli'f.

Just an tho characUiriHticn of tho Ranunculus tribo become
:a tho larkspur, anemone, clematis, and peony, to are the

1 '";!'>' oharaoteriatioa obscured in certain plants belonging to
.' ural order. For example, on Home parta of the sea-coast

a plant termed thn "
hornc.l poppy," on account of

appearance of its fruit, which, instead of being
round like tho fruit of a
( imon red or white poppy,
ia shaped aomething like a
horn. Tho form may \- par-

tially explained lus follows.

In the fruit of tho ordinary

poppy numerous carpels are

i together, "'d thua a

globular body results, just
aa tho orange presents a

globular aspect on account
of Vho assemblage of so

many easily divisible sec-

tions ; but supposing many
of these sections removed,
then the orange would no

longer be globular, but elon-

gated. It is thus with tho

horned poppy. Ita fruit,

like tho ordinary poppy, ia

syncarpous ; that is to say,

compounded of carpels united

together ; but their number

being fewer only two tho

reaulting fruit is necessarily
more elongated.
The Celandine (Chelido-

niton majus) is another plant
of the Poppy tribe, in which
the fruits are elongated. All

these species of Papaveraceao
are characterised by having
a milky juice, by the pre-
sence of which, taken in con-

nection with hypogynous
stamens and syncarpous
fruits, the various members
of this tribe may always bo
discriminated. Tho milky
jui<:e of the celandine will

remove the excrescences

called warts.

SECT. XXIII. ROSACES,
OR THE ROSE TRIBE.
This is a very extensive

natural order of plants, com-

prehending not only the

roses proper, but almonds,
strawberries, apples, pears,
and many other plants.

Characteristics : Calyx monoscpalous, usually in five divi-

sions ;
sometimes adherent to the ovary ; imbricated in (esti-

vation ; petals five, alternate with the sepals free, inserted on
the calyx, imbricated in (estivation, sometimes absent ; sta-

mens almost always indefinite, inserted like the petals ; pistil,

various ; ovule, reflected ; seeds, dicotyledonous ; leaves alter-

nate, usually compound, with ctipules. All these botanical

terms have already been explained.

Perhaps the best specimen for affording tho general charac-

teristics of the Rose tribe ia a strawberry flower. Supposing
tho reader to have provided himself with one of these, ho will at

first be struck with a general resemblance to a buttercup flower.

In both the carpels and tho stamens are numerous, but tho fol-

lowing leading distinction between them may at onco bo seen.

In the buttercup the stamens do not grow from tho calyx, so

that the latter may be altogether removed without in any respect

disturbing the former. If, however, wo attempt to dissect a

roae or a strawberry flower in thU manner, we shall toon find K
impoMible to remove the sepals of which tho calyx U composed
will, ut at the same time removing all the stamens. ThU dis-

tinctive characteristic wan known to Linnsnu, and embodied by
him in the dUtinotion between hU levtandria and Polyandria,
as tho reader will observe if he tarns to page 305.

This peculiarity in the insertion of the stamens ia flowers of

the Rose tribe U shortly indicated in botanical language by the
term perigynout. We hare already seen that the term

128. THE WILD ROSE OB DOG-ROSE. (1.) THE FLOWER-BUDS ASD LEAVES. (2.)

YKUTIOAL SECTION OF FLOWER. (3.) CARPEL. (4.) FKUIT. (5.) SECTION
OF CARPEL, SHOWING SEED.

notu means below the carpel ; therefore the readerwill now be pre-

pared to understand that perigynoos means around the carpel j

and this is expressive of the

mode of growth of stamens
in the Rose tribe. Had we
not previously explained the

nature of the strawberry
fruit, that point would have
to be explained now ; but the

reader is already aware that
the real botanical fruits of

the strawberryarethose little

seed -like things scattered

over the surface of the part
we fat.

Very nearly allied to the>

strawberry in their botanical

aspect are the Cinquefoil or
Potentilla plant*. Their
flowers are almost exactly
like those of tho strawberry,
but strawberries, neverthe-

less, do not result. The
torus, which becomes juicy
and delicious in the straw-

berry, remains hard in the

potentilla.

Raspberries and brambles
are also members of the Roae

tribe, with which they agreo
in the easily-recognised es-

sential characteristic of peri-

gynous stamens. There is a
sort of general resemblance,

too, between the fruita of the

raspberry, blackberry, and
the edible portion of the

strawberry; yet tho bota-

nical distinction between

raspberries and blackberries

on the one hand, and straw-

berries on the other, is

very clear. Tho very part
we eat in the strawberry is

the portion wo throw away
in the raspberry and black-

berry. The fleshy and deli-

cious torus or receptacle of

the strawberrybecomea intho

lattera white.insipid,spindle-

shaped core, whilst the edible

part is a real fruit, or rather

an assemblage of real fruits, matured ovaries. How are we to

know this ? tho learner will ask. Simply thus : Did he never

observe that each of these little berry-like elevations is sur-

mounted or terminated by a sort of hair ? Now these hairs aro

nothing more than the styles of carpels, the lower portions or

ovaries of which have expanded in order to become fruit.

In the illustration on this page tho reader will find a good

representation of tho wild rose or dog-rose, tho Rosa ran ina of

Linnaeus, which is to be found in almost every hedge-row in the

country, and which furnishes excellent stocks on which to engraft
tho different varieties of garden rosea by budding. The smaller

cuts, immediately below the engraving of the rose itself, with

its flower-buds and glossy dark-green leaves, will help him in

distinguishing the component parts of the flower when dissecting

it, as No. 2 exhibits an accurate sketch of a vertical section of the

flower, and Nos. 3, 5, and 4, the carpel, tho seed within the carpel,

and the outer envelope in which the carpels are contained.
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BEADING AND ELOCUTION. XII.
ANALYSIS OF THE VOICE (continued).

VIII. CORRECT INFLECTIONS.

". INFLECTION "
in elocution signifies an upward or downward

"
slide

"
of voice, from the average, or level, of a sentence.

There are two simple "inflections" or "slides," the upward,
or "

rising," and the downward or "
falling." The former is

usually marked by the acute accent ['] ; the latter, by the grave
accent [

v

].

The union of these two inflections, on the same syllable, is

called the "
circumflex," or wave. When the circumflex com-

mences with the falling inflection, and ends with the rising, it

is called the "rising circumflex," marked thus [ ]; when
it begins with the rising, and ends with the falling, it is called

the "falling circumflex," marked thus [*].
When the tone of the voice has no upward or downward

slide, but keeps comparatively level, it ia called the " mono-

tone," marked thus [
- 1.

Examples. Rising Inflection.
"
Intensive," or high, upward slide, as in the tone of

surprise :

Ha ! Is it possible !

In the usual tone of a question, that may be answered by
Yes or No :

Is it really so ?

" Moderate "
rising inflection, as at the end of a clause which

leaves the sense dependent on what follows it :

If we are sincerely desirous of advancing in knowledge, we shall not
lie sparing of exertion.

The "slight" rising inflection marked thus [" ], is used
when the voice is suddenly and unexpectedly interrupted :

When the visitor entered the room * * * *

The last-mentioned inflection may, for distinction's sake, be
marked as above, to indicate the absence of any positive up-
ward or downward slide, and, at the same time, to distinguish
it from the intentional and prolonged level of the " monotone."

Falling Inflection.
"
Intensive," or bold and low downward slide, as in the tone

of anger and scorn :

DOWN, ruthless insulter !

The "
full

"
falling inflection, as in the cadence at a period :

All his efforts were in vain.

The " moderate "
falling inflection, as at the end of a clause

which forms complete sense :

Do not presume on wealth ; it may be swept from you in a moment.
The horses were harnessed ; the carriages were driven up to the

door ; the party were seated : and, in a few moments, the mansion was
left to its former silence and solitude.

The "suspensive," or slight falling inflection, marked thus

[ ], as in the members of a "
series," or sequence of words

and clauses, in the same syntactical connection :

The force, the size, the weight of the ship, bore the schooner down
below the waves.

The irresistible force, the vast size, the prodigious weight of the

ship, rendered the destruction of the schooner inevitable.

The "
suspensive

" downward slide is marked as above, to

distinguish it from the deeper inflection at the end of a clause,
or of a sentence.

TABLE OF CONTRASTED INFLECTIONS.

The Rising followed by the Falling.
Will you go, or stay ?

Will you ride, or walk ?

Did he travel for health, or for pleasure ?

Does he pronounce correctly, or incorrectly ?

Is it the rising, or the falling inflection ?

The 'Falling followed by the Rising.
1 would rather go than stay.
I would rather walk than ride.

He travelled for health, not pleasure.
He pronounces correctly, not incorrectly.
It is the falling, not the rising inflection.

Examples of Circumflex.

Tone of Mockery. I've caught you, then, at last !

Irony. Courageous chief ! the first in flight from pain !

Punning. And though heavy to weigh, as a score of fat sheep,
He was not, by any means, heavy to sleep.

Example of Monotone. Awe and Horror.

I could a tale unfold whose lightest word
Would harrow up thy soul, freeze thy young blood,
Make thy two eyes, like stars, start from their spheres,
Thy knotted and combined locks to part,
And each particular hair to stand on end,
Like quills upon the fretful porcupine.

Rules on the Rising Inflection.

Rule 1. The " intensive
"

or high rising inflection expresses
surprise and wonder, as :

Ha ! laugh'st thou, Lochiel, my vision to scorn ?

Rule 2. The "moderate" rising inflection takes place where
the sense is incomplete, and depends on something wliich
follows :

As we cannot discern the shadow moving along the dial-plate, so we
cannot always trace our progress in knowledge.

Note. Words and phrases of address, as they are merely
introductory expressions, take the " moderate rising inflection,"
as :

Friends, I come not hers to talk.

Sir, I deny that the assertion is correct.

Soldiers, you fight for home and liberty !

Exception. In emphatic and in lengthened phrases of address
the falling inflection takes place, as :

On ! ye brave, who rush to glory or the grave !

Soldiers ! if my standard falls, look for the plume upon your Icing's

helmet!*

My friends, my followers, and my children ! the field we have
entered, is one from which there is no retreat.

Gentlemen and knights commoners and soldiers, Edward the
Fourth upon his throne will not profit by a victory more than you.

Rule 3. The "suspensive," or slight rising inflection, occurs
when expression is suddenly broken oif, as in the following
passage in dialogue :

Poof. The poisoning daine
Friend. You mean
P. I don't.

F. You do.

Note. This inflection, prolonged, is used in the appropriate
tone of reading verse, or of poetic prose, when not emphatic,
instead of a distinct rising or falling inflection, which would
have the ordinary effect of prosaic utterance, or would divest

the expression of all its beauty.

Examples.

Here waters, woods, and winds in concert join.

And flocks, woods, streams around, repose and peace impart.

The wild brook babbling down the mountain's side ;

The lowing herd ; the sheepfold's simple bell ;

The pipe of early shepherd, dim descried

In the lone valley ; echoing far and wide,

The clamorous horn, along the cliffs above;

The hollow murmur of the ocean tide ;

The hum of bees, the linnet's lay of 16ve,f

And the full choir that wakes the universal grove.

White houses peep through the trees ; cattle stand cooling in tho

pool ; the casement of the farm-house is covered with jessamine and

honeysuckle ; t the stately greenhouse exhales the perfume of summer
climates.

Rule 4. A question which may be answered by Yes or No,

usually ends with the rising inflection, as :

Do you see yon cloud ?

Exception. Emphasis, as in the tone of impatience, of extreme

earnestness, or of remonstrance, may, in such cases as the abov.e,

take the falling inflection, as :

*
Shouting tone.

t The penultimate inflection of a sentence, or a stanza, usually rises,

so as to prepare for an easy cadence.
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,u be o infatuated as to pursue a oourM wliich you know will

I'llil in i HI- !

\ ruih on destruction f

hay no, if the owe wero your omt f

5. Tho i
or last inflection but one, in, in

moat Ht-ntoiicoH, a rising Kliih-, by whi.-h ihu voice prepare* for

an easy and natural descent at the cadence, as :

:.,-U . r,.ii,l.!.-. the trtfi fall, the leaves fade, and tbe gnu*

JBM2><i"/i. Kmpharis may sometimes make tho pcnultimato
;.-ud of rwing; a* the abruptness of that slido

gives a morr lon-iUc effect:

Tli. '
i i-i-ili.-.l tl.ro :.-li liko a hurricane ; like an army of locust*,

they li;r. the war baa fallen like a waterspout,

loluged tho luinl with blood.

s on the FaUimj Inflection.

1. Tho "
intensive, downward slide," or "low," falling

induction, occurs in the emphasis of r. // </<> id emotion, as :

*O* li.< just and tho glorioiu itrift!

2. Tho "
full

"
falling inflection usually takes place at

tho cadence, or close, of a sentence, as :

No life is pleasing to God, but that which is useful to mankind.

tion. When the meaning expressed at the close of one

sentence is modified by the sense of the next, the voice may
rise, instead of falling, as :

We are not here to discuss this question. We are como to act

upon it.

Geutlemeu may cry
"
peace, p<*aco !

" But there is no peace.

3. The " moderate
"

falling inflection occurs at the end

of a clause which forms complete sense, independently of what
follows it, as :

Law and order are forgotten : violence and rapine are abroad : the

golden cords of society are loosed.

Exception. Plaintive expression, and poetic style, whether in

the form of verso or of prose, take the "slight" rising inflection,

in its prolonged form :

Cold o'er his limbs the listless langonr grew ;

Paleness came o'er bis eye of placid blue ;

Pale mourned the lily where the rose had died ;

And timid, trembling, came be to my side.

The daks of the mountains fall : tbe mountains themselves decay

with years ; the ocean shrinks and grows again ; the moon herself is

lost in heaven;
* but thou art for ever the same, rejoicing in tbe

brightness of thy course.

Rule 4. Tho "
suspensive," or slight falling inflection, takes

place in every member but one of the "
series," or successive

words and clauses, connected by the same conjunction, ex-

pressed or understood.

Note 1. A succession of words is termed a "
simple series;"

a succession of clauses a "compound scries." A succession of

words which leave sense incomplete is termed a "
commencing

eeries ;" that which leaves complete sense, a "concluding series."

A "commencing series" is read with tho "suspensive," or slight

falling inflection, on every member but the hist ; a concluding
Beries, with the "suspensive" slide on every member, except
the penultimate, or last but one.

"
Simple commencing series :"

Tbe air, the earth, tbe water, teem with delighted existence.

"
Simple concluding series :"

Delighted existence teems in tie air, the ?arth,J and the water. J

"
Compound commencing series :"

The fluid expanse of the air, tbe surface of the solid earth, the

liquid element of water, teem with delighted existence.

"
Compound concluding series :"

Delighted existence teems iu the fluid expanse of the air, tho surface

of the solid earth, t and the liquid element of water.}

,1.Exception I. Emphatic, abrupt, and

may have the " moderate" or UM " bold" downward slid* on
every member, according to the intensity of sipisssion, an:

His meet**, hi* fime. bis Bit. wew all at Mate.
Tho roaring of the wiad, tb nubia* of U* water, tW asifciissi of

tho night, all cooapiml to overwhelm hi- ytulty pint with dnad.
Eloquence la action, oMf. Mime, gudliko actioa.

The abore. which, but a few aoaante btfovs, lay M lore!/ in iu
ealm serenity, gilded with the beau* of UM level ana, BOW raaouaded
with the roar of cannon, UM sbouta of battle, the cUah of arms, the
cones of hatred, UM shrJsk of atony.

Exception, 2. Light and humorous description rive* tbe
" moderate

"
upward slide to all tbe members of a series, a* :

Her books, her music, her piper* , ber etttbes, were all lying about
tbe room, in "most admired disorder.*'

tion 3. The language of pathos (pity), tenderness, and
beauty wh r*o or prose takes the "

suapenmc,"
or slight rising inflection, except in the last member of the

"commencing" and the last but one of the "
concluding

"
"
series," which have the nsual " moderate

"
rising induction,

as :

No mournful flowers, by weeping fondness laid.

No pink, no ruse, drooped, on bis breast displayed.

There wrapt in gratitude, and Joy, and Uve,
The man of God will pass in Sabbath :

* Kisintr slide, for contrast to the following clause,

t "Penultimate" rising inflection, preparatory to the cadence, or

closing fall of voice, at the end of a sentence.

$
" Full

"
falling inflection, for the cadence of a sentence.

There (in tho grave), vile insects consume tbe band of the artist,

the brain of the philosopher, the eye which sparkled with celestial

fire, and tho lip from which flowed irresistible eloquence.

Note 2. All series,. except the plaintive as by their form of

numbers and repetition, they partake of the nature of "
climax,"

or increase of signification should be read with a growing
intensity of voice, and a more prominent inflection on every
member, as :

The splendour of the firmament, the verdure of the tartb, tbe

varied colours of the flowers which fill tho air with thcit fragrance,
and the music of those artless voices which mingle on every trfe ; all

conspire to captivate our hearts, and to swell them with tbe saost

rapturous delight.

This remark applies, sometimes, even to the rising inflection,

but, with peculiar force, to cases in which the language is

obviously meant to swell progressively in effect, from word to

word, or from clause to clause, and which end with a downward

slide, on every member, as in tho following instance :

I tell you, thonph you, though all tbe WOBU>, though an
from H'EAVEJf, should declare the truth of it, I could not betters it.

/,'"' 5. All questions which cannot be answered by Fetor
No end with the falling inflection, as :

When will you cease to trifle ?

Where can his equal be found ?

Who has the hardihood to maintain such an assertion ?

Why come not on these victor* pruud ?

What was the object of his ambition ?

How can such a purpose be accomplished t

Exception. The tone of real or affected surprise throws such

questions, when repeated, into tho form of the rising inflec-

tion, a.s :

How can such a purpose be accomplished !

To the diligent all thing* are possible.

LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XXII.

MEASURES OF SURFACE OR SUPERFICIES.

C. Definition. A square is a four-sidod figure, of which the

are equal, and the angles right angles.

Surfaces are measured by means of tquart inches, souotw feet,

sguay yards, etc., i.e., by squares tho sides of which are respec-

tively 1 inch, 1 foot, 1 yard in length, etc.

7. To find the magnitude qf a Square, the lt*gtk of il tide

Raise the number expressing the number of linear unite

(inches or feet, etc.) in tho side to the second power. This will

give the number of square units of the same kind in the square.

For instance, a square, of which the side is 4 inches, contains
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Fig. 1.

1
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A in very like thu j.rint. <1 A, with a loop or

:i across tbo mi. I'll. , tint hair-troke generally begin*
with .L lull i>omt, iin-1 tin- bluok-Htroku tupi-nn.' (mm
tTiiiin;it.--t wiili a Imir-Hiroke like a I ., r with u

ii terminates in a straight stroke, as it docs

M printed forms (A).
B consists of the lettor I without ita head, and a

; Mark-stroke to the right with a lo<>j> in tin- mul<l

I. -ft ; this curved black-Mtroko commences with a curved hair-

stroke on tho left of thu middle stroke, ami terminates with th<-

same on tho ri^'ht of it, close to the bottom of tin- middlu Btroko.

Tin- l.-tt. r C in composed of a tapering black-stroke, beginning
with a loop in hair-stroko, and ending with a Boroll.

!!: l.-tt. T D in composed of tho letter I without ita head,
with th.- h:iir-stroke ending in a loop to tho loft at bottom, but

carried round the top and mado to terminate in a scroll.

i It. r E commences with a scroll, which merges into a
wn-.stroke after being carried to the left. Tho stroke

which has been gradually narrowed to a hair-lino is now carried

to the left and brought over the lower part of the down-etrofc*

.red line toward* the right.
Tho lettor M U like two A - joined together ; but the middle

down-ntroke it generally made to taper gently to a sharp point
at the bottom.

The letter Hf is anomalous; the middle ie a blaok-etroke,

tapering at both end. ; it U joined at top by a hair-etroke like

the hair-stroke of the letter A, and at bottom by a hair-stroke

running up into a cunre.

The letter O w like the small o, only it U left open at the

top, and generally turned round in a loop at the end of the

hair-stroke.

The letter P is like the letter B, wanting the latter part of

the curved black-stroke from the loop downwards.
The lettor Q is a curved tapering black-stroke, eommencanf

at tho top with a scroll, and ending in a loop to the left, of

which the hair-stroke is carried across the black-stroke at the

bottom in a waving curve.

The letter B is like the letter B, with this difference, the

COPY-SLIP NO. 91. KIRGHIZ ST:

COPY-SLIP NO. 92. LIMA, CAPITAL OF l'UL.

COPY-SLIP NO. 93. MAHOMET BOBN AT MKCCA, (j'2'2.

towards the right and looped, after which it is carried to the
left again, deepened into a thick-stroke, and finally turned, as

the letter was commenced, in a scroll.

The letter P is composed of the letter I with its head formed
in a scroll and loop to the right at the top ; it is also marked
with a hair-stroke across the middle of the black-stroke, and
terminating also in a small loop.
The letter G- consists of a tapering black-stroke curved to the

left, beginning in a loop at top, and ending in a hair-stroke, to

which is attached a black-stroke like the letter j among the
small letters.

The letter H is composed of tho letters I and C joined to-

gether by a hair-stroke in tho middle.

Tho letters I and J have been described. The letter K i

like the letter H, with this difference, that the black-stroke of

tho C part has a small loop in tho middle to the left ; the first

or I part is sometimes a mere black-stroke, tapering from top
to bottom.
The lettor TJ ia commenced with a loop in hair-stroko. Tho

fine line with which tho letter is commenced is turned to tho

right, and brought downwards in a thick down-stroke. This
down-stroke is again narrowed to a hair-stroke, which ia looped

latter part of the curved and looped black-stroke is turned to the

right with a scroll.

The letter 8 is the body of tho letter I, with a hair-stroke

loop to the right, at the top.

The letter T is like the letter I with a larger head, nude

exactly like the head of the letter F.
Th. 'otter U is a tapering black-stroke, commencing with a

scroll, and ending in a hair-stroke, to which is attached the body
of the letter C, with or without the head.

The letter V is like the first part of the letter U, but the

hair-stroke terminates in a small loop at the top.

Tho letter W is like the letter M inverted ; or rather, it

consists of two tapering black-struV".^. joined by a hair-stroke,

and commencing and ending w'-. jivcuuarly curved hair-strokee.

Originally the letterW was just bee TWO V's pat together,

and frequently this letter is still made like the latter half of

the letter W.
The letter X is formed very like the small X, only that it

begins and ends with a scroll.

The letter Y is like the letter TJ, with the eeoond black-

stroke drawn below tho line and terminated ia ahair-stroke loop.

Tho letter Z is like the same letter in ike aaiall alphabet, bat
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it begins and ends with a scroll ; sometimes the lower scroll is

formed into a loop below the line.

The above description of the method of making the capital

letters will prove of considerable assistance to the self-teacher

in tracing out their varied forms, although wo might reasonably

suppose that he could not err in beginning each letter and

ending it in the right place, after the experience that ho has

gathered in following carefully and sedulously the instructions

given in our lessons en tho formation of the small letters of the

writing alphabet. The mode of shaping out each letter is the

chief thing that each learner should aim at learning, and this

he can do only by repeated practice. Our Copy-slips are

arranged alphabetically, so as to give the student a sample of

each letter in the alphabet.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXII.
SECTION XLI. PECULIAE IDIOMS (continued).

SOMETIMES,, as in English, a clause or sentence is made to

supply the place of an adjective, as: 25te nte ju vergeffenbe cfylacfyt

Jet Seipjtg, the never-to-be-forgotten battle by (at) Loipsic. Scr
tmmcr ju bemunbcntbe 3But|) Sutler's, the ever-to-be-admired courage
of Luther ( 150).

1. 2lnftatt, like the corresponding English word "instead," is

compounded of a preposition and a noun, which components may
be separated, as: 2lnftatt fetncS JHatcr?, instead of his father;

or, an feme* SBatcvS @tatt, in his father's stead.

2. The infinitive preceded by anftatt is, in German, used where
we use the present participle preceded by

" instead of," as :

r JVicIt, anflatt $u arbeitcn, he plays
" instead of

"
ivorking. When

preceded by the preposition ofyne, it is to be rendered by a par-

ticiple governed by the corresponding preposition
"
without,"

as: r tft franf, ofyne (8 511 toiffen, he is sick, witlwut knowing it.

r ift tyicr gemefen, of)ne un $u fccfuctyen, he has been here with-

out visiting us. The infinitive is also often used where we em-

ploy the present participle preceded by from, as : r sevtyinbert

mid), ju fdjtafcn, he prevents me from sleeping.

3. The infinitive is also used substantively [without 311: 146.

(1) a], as : sBefefylcn tft Icicfjt, c$orctyen farcer, to command is easy;
to obey, difficult. It is often preceded by the article, as : 3d>

liebe bag cfyreiben, abcr mcfjt bag 3eicfmcn, I like writing, but not

drawing.
4. After gefyen, blctben [ 146. (1) e], etc., the infinitive often

answers to our present participle, as: r blicb fifcen, he re-

mained sitting (literally, he continued to sit), r blctbt ft el) en,

he remains standing. r tfl fifteen gegangen, he has gone a fish-

ing. In a sentence which is employed as the subject of a verb,
the infinitive frequently rejects the preposition ju ( 146.), as:

33cn Sctnb evtf)cibigcn tfl ebc(, or, ben Scinb 311 crt6,ctbtgcn tfl cbet,

to defend an (the) enemy is noble. 3u is generally omitted
before such verbs as lefyren, to teach; tern en [ 146. (1) c], to

learn, etc., as : 3cfy tcfyre tl;n fcfyvetben, I teach him to write. r

lernt fprecfjcn, he learns to speak. .

5. The past participle in German is sometimes used where we
use the present, as : JDort fommt ein iDtaitn in softer -&afl gelaufen
[ 149. (3)], yonder comes a man running at full speed (in full

haste).
VOCABULARY.

Slnftatt', instead of.
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alaiibt, fr fci a.ef.illcn.

'tj

iiibte, id; ware nif t,i ^t-

: t, cr (vertc nif UMeter gliiif

:v;rte b.ilt tie Dber-

Mben.

VOCABULARY.

Th-y i I been nick.

iit I had never been*

!>y again.
It in said *he will soon have tho

ascendancy.

Slllaenictit', in:
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of the base of the triangle say, for example, the extremity D of

the half C D of the base with a radius equal to x, describe an
arc cutting p Q in H; join D H, and through C draw C K parallel

to D H, and meeting p Q in K, thus completing the parallelogram
H D c K ; or, at the point c in the straight line D c we must

Fig. 42.

make the angle D c K equal to the given angle Y, and through
D draw D H parallel to c K in order to complete the parallelogram
as before.

This process will only be found practicable for the construction

of a square equal in area to a triangle when the triangle is a

right-angled isosceles triangle ; but for any other description of

triangle it will be found necessary first to construct a rectangle

equal in superficial area to the given triangle, and then to draw
a square equal to the rectangle thus obtained. How to do this

will be shown presently in Problem XXXI.
By Problem XXX. we are enabled to construct a square equal in

area to any number of given squares. Thus, suppose wa wsh to

construct a square equal in superficial extent to the five squares
of which the length of the sides of each is represented by the

straight lines A, B, c, D, E respectively (Fig. 44). Draw any
straight line, F o, equal to A, and at its extremity, O, draw G H
at right angles to it equal to B. Join F H : the square described

on F H is by Pro-

blem XXX. equal to

the squares de-

scribed on F Q and
G H. Next draw
H K equal in length
to the given line c,

at right angles to

H F. Join K F. The
square described on

Fig. 43.

F K is equal to the squares described on K H, H F, or to the

squares described on K H, H G, a F, since the square described

on H F is equal to the squares described on H G, G F. By con-

tinuing this process we at last obtain the straight line M F. The
square described on this line is equal to the sum of the squares
described on the given straight lines, A, B, c, D, E. Now let us

see how far this is of practical value to the artisan. Let us

suppose that a cabinet-maker has a number of small squares of

veneering of several kinds of choice wood, each square being
of a different size, and he wishes to use up this wood in veneer-

ing a table or the panel of a cabinet without wasting a single

scrap of it. By following the process just described it is manifest
that ho possesses the means of readily ascertaining the exact
area of the square that these pieces will cover, and after find-

ing this, he can, if it be desirable, by Problem XXXI. draw a

rectangle equal in area to the square if he prefer this form for

using up his squares of veneering, and then arrange his pattern
in such a manner that his squares

may be worked up without waste.

It is also a process that is useful

to the maker of floors in parque-

try, or to a stonemason who wishes
to know how large a square he
can pave with a number of smaller

squares of stone or slate of dif-

ferent sizes. Of course in such
cases the operator would work to

a given scale, and the process

might be used as a test of the correctness of the result of the

operation by which the whole content of the squares may be

found arithmetically, or as one which is far more certain and
involves far less trouble than the arithmetical operation, which
would be a long and tedious one.

PROBLEM XXXI. To draw a square that shall be equal in

superficial area to a given rectangle.
Let A B c D (Fig. 45) be the given rectangle ; it is required

to draw a square equal in superficial area to the rectangle
A B c D. Produce c D indefinitely in the direction of E,

Fig. 44.

Fig. 45.

and on the straight line r> E set off D F equal to the side
D A, or B c of the rectangle A B c D. Bisect c F in G, and
from G as centre with the radius G c or G F describe the semi-
circle c H F. Produce D A until it meets the arc c H F in K.
Then along the straight line D c set off D L equal to D K, and
through the points K, L, draw the straight lines K M, L M
parallel to c F, D K respectively, and meeting in the point M.
The figure D L M K is a square, and it is equal in area to
the given rectangle ABCD. If F N o L had been the
given rectangle, the same process would have been followed, p l>

would have been produced in the direction of L, and L c set off

on it equal to the side L o of the rectangle L o N F ; c F bisected
in G ; the semicircle c H F described as before, and L o produced
to meet the circumference c H F in p. The square drawn on L p
is equal in area to the rectangle F L o N.

If it be required to draw
a square equal in area to a
given parallelogram, we have

only to construct a rectangle
equal to the given parallelo-

gram, and proceed as above.
This will be seen from Fig.

45, in which the rectangle
A B c D is equal to the

parallelogram D c Q B.

PROBLEM XXXII. -To draw a rectangle that shall be equal
to a given square, and have one of its sides equal to a given
straight line.

Let ABCD (Fig. 46) bo the given square, and x the given side
of the required rectangle, and in this case let x represent the
shorter of the two pairs of sides by which the rectangle is enclosed.
First produce C D indefinitely both ways towards E and F, and
along c E set off C G equal to x, and also along c B set off c H
equal to x. Join B G, bisect it in K, and through K draw K L per-

pendicular to B G, meeting E F in L. Then from the point L as

centre, with the radius L G, describe the semicircle G B M.

Through the point M draw M N parallel to A D or C B, and
through H draw H N parallel to A B or E F, and let the lines

H N, M N meet in N. The rectangle c H N M is equal in area
to the square ABCD.
When the longer of the two pairs of sides that enclose the

rectangle is given, as Y in Fig. 46, produce c D indefinitely
both ways as before, and set off c M along c F equal to Y.

Join B M, bisect B M in O, and through the point O draw O L at

right angles to B M, meeting E F in L. Then from L as centre,
with the distance L M, describe the semicircle M B G. Set off

along c B the straight line c H equal to c G, and complete the

rectangle c H N M by drawing H N, M N through the points H and
M parallel to c M and c H respectively.
The learner must remember that tho side of a square is a

mean proportional be-

tween the sides of any
rectangle that is equal to

it in superficial area ; and,

therefore, that to find the

length of the side of a.

square equal to a given
rectangle, we must set off

on the same straight line,

but in opposite directions,
two lines equal in length
to the sides of the given

rectangle, bisect the line thus obtained, describe a semicircle on

it, and find the mean proportional to the two lines of which it is

composed, by drawing a perpendicular from their point of junc-
tion to meet the semicircle, as in Problem XIII. (page 192);

while, to find the lengths of the sides of a rectangle that shall be

equal to a given square, we must draw a straight line at right

angles to a line equal in length to the side of the square, and
from a point in this line on either side of the line that repre-

sents the side of the given square, draw a semicircle with a

radius equal to the straight line joining the point that is used

as the centre of the semicircle and the more remote extremity
of the line that represents the length of the side of the given

square. The lines intercepted between the other extremity of

this line and the extremities of the arc of the semicircle will

be equal in length to the sides of a rectangle, having a super-

ficial area equal to that of the given square.

Fig. 46.



ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. m
ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. XI 1.

TH* OBOAN or TOUCH (concluded).

IT has been shown in tho previous leMon that the MDM of

iom-li, in itci wider sense, is of a highly intellectual character.

As an informant of tho mind it is second only to the sense

of Bight, and in the suggestion of abstraot ideas it in, perhaps,
r even to vision itself. There is no fundamental con-

in relation to matter which it cannot impart. Though
i of every other sense, a man possessed of this can pursue

tho study of every science, if ho will bat surmount tho dilli-

managed that the eye it completely imposed upon, and it is

almost impossible to believe that the surface is flat, A rapid
weep of the hand, however, at once dinpels the illusion ; and
so effectually that when you move back to gate again, it is difi-

cult to retain the impression of an smboseed surface. The
unbelieving Thomas, however reprehensible bis soeptidn might
be, expressed it both with force and delicacy ; for lie atone*
recognised that his own sense of eight might be deceived, and
expressed a doubt, not of the truthfulness of the other disciples,
but of their correctness of vision.

That this sense, when combined with the muscular

II rr.

I. ORGANS OF TOUCH OF VERTEBRATA : 1, HEAD OF A SNAKE; 2, HEAD OF AN OSSEOUS FISH KOTKLLA ; 3, HBAD OF A FISH GYXXOLABES,
SHOWING THE TENTACLES. II. ORGANS OF TOUCH OF MOLLUSCA : 1, AMPULARIA (APPLE-SNAIL), SHOWING TENTACLES; 2, PLUMATKLLA
];i PKN8, SHOWING THE TENTACLES. III. ORGANS OF TOUCH OF ARTICULATA : 1, CARABfS VIOLACKUS (THE VIOLET CARNIVOROUS BEETLE)

(a) ANTENNA, (b) MAXILLARY PALPI; 2, ENLARGED VIEW OF UNDER PART OF HEAD, (c) LABI PALPI; 3, ENLARGED VIEW OF LABI PALTI ; 4,

LABRUM, OR UPPER LIP ; 5, MANDIBLES, UPPER OR BITING JAW ; C, MAXILLA, WITH ITS PALPUS OB LICIT LOWER JAW WITH m FEELEB. IV.
ORGANS OF TOUCH OF COLENTERATA AND PROTOZOA : 1, ANTHEA (SKA-ANEMONE), SHOWING TENTACLES ; 2, ACTINOPHBTS, SHOWING THE
PSEUDOPODIA.

cnltios which oppose themselves to his acquisition of the results

of the experience of other men. Thus, blind men have taken

to the study of mathematics, and by the aid of the figures of

Euclid, conic sections, etc., given in relief, have acquired a

knowledge which has placed them in an honourable position in

the examinations at Cambridge. Tho very theory of light and
all its laws are quite comprehended by such blind students. The
sense of touch is absolutely bounded by the surface of the body,
but it makes amends for being less far-reaching than other

senses by being the most real of all the senses. We make our

ultimate appeal to it when tho eye gives false or confusing
indications. In tho King's Palace at Amsterdam there is a

wainscot painted to express figures as if they projected from,
and were carved, upon its surface. Tho shading is BO well

of a highly intellectual character, does not at all contradict the

statement that it is also the simplest and most rudimentary of

the senses. That it is simple and rudimentary agrees well with

the fact that satisfactory evidence may be found of ite existence

in most animals. The possession of this sense reaches far

lower down in the animal scale than that of the other special

senses. Definite organs of touch are well developed in animals

in which no other organs of sense are found ; and the power of

extemporising feelers, or prolongations of the body into fingers

or filaments, is a character of the very lowest animals with

which we are acquainted. Reflection would tell us that this

surface sense is almost essential to animal life. How necessary

must it be for every animal that moves or feeds to know the

exact limits oS its body the confines of the domain over which

5
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it has control ; what is part of itself, and therefore has to be

nourished, cherished, and defended what is foreign, and there-

fore may be used or avoided, as it is wholesome or noxious.

Indeed, the sense seems indispensable to all animals that are

not plunged and fixed, through every stage of their life, in the

midst of a medium which is both air and food to them to all

animals, it might be said, if it were not tautological, whose life

is not purely vegetable.
In the higher animals, and in all those whose means of defence

lie more in their active powers than in defensive armour, the

sense of touch is distributed over the surface of the skin, as in

man. Every such animal may be compared to an island. The

boundary of its body is the coast-line. Along the whole of this

are placed, at various intervals, places of out-look, just as our

own tight little island has been surrounded with Martello

towers. These stations are few and far between where the

coast is rocky, abrupt, and inaccessible, but nearer together
at those parts where a descent could be easily made, and
crowded together at the outlets of ports, creeks, and river-

mouths, through which an active commerce is carried on. The

comparison of the extremities of the tactile nerves to Martello

towers is the more appropriate, because these have ceased to be
of any use in defence, and have become stations of out-look for

the coast-guard. So the tactile nerves are, in themselves, no

protection, but rather, being delicate organs, they need protec-

tion; few theyact as alarmists, awakening and callingup the active

powers to fight in defence of the common country. These two
functions of the skin namely, that of passiVe defence and active

alarm are complementary to one another : where one is very

efficient, the cither is less needed. In the scaled and mailed

fishes, and in such forms as the tortoise among reptiles, and the

armadillo among animals, the function of sensation is sacrificed

to that of defence ; but in the naked skinned animals the sense

of touch had need be very acute. In comparing man with the

lower animals of that class to which he belongs, we find that

his sense of touch is, perhaps, better developed than that of any
other animal. The lower animals have to sacrifice a certain

amount of their surface sensibility to the paramount necessity
of being shielded from the cold ; or, to put it more truthfully,
to the retention of their animal heat. Man has neither the

continuous thick coating of hair of the ox, the thick skin of the

rhinoceros, nor the dense accumulation of fat below it which is

found in the pig and in the whale. He is only cosmopolitan
because his superior intellect enables him to clothe and house
himself. His nearest relatives among beasts, though much
better supplied with hair than himself, are confined to the

tropics. Man makes himself at home everywhere, but only by
becoming a " clothes philosopher." His triple investment of

ordinary, nether, and over clothing, prove him to be an exotic

species. He supplements by art the line of defence at those

points where nature has left him exposed. The main use of the

coating of hair is, no doubt, to defend the brute from the winter's

cold, but that which will keep in the heat will keep it out, so

that it may also be considered as a defence against the excessive

heat of the sun also. Doubtless the universal presence of hair on
the heads of both sexes of the human species indicates that in

his native home man had more to fear from sun-stroke than
from the cold of winter. Besides this, the hair is sometimes a

real defence against the rough usage of the outer world. Thus
the manes of the lion and the buffalo are real shields both against
trenchant blows and the worrying of the teeth of hostile animals.

Even the matted hair of the negro is said to be able to resist a

tolerably forcible sabre cut. The principal use, however, is,

doubtless, to defend from cold ; and it is remarkable how this

main object is arrived at without much prejudice to the function

of touch.

Few solid substances are lighter than hair, even when pressed
close ; and few substances are worse conductors of heat so that

brutes retain their heat by the aid of a substance which costs

tkem but little in the way of carriage. Beyond this, the springy,

stiff, yet soft texture of hair, makes it always permeable to the

air ; and air, when motionless, is a bad conductor of heat, and

adds, absolutely, to weight. Hence on the coldest day, when
the thermometer stands below zero, the beast is still surrounded

with a layer of warm air, almost equal in temperature to its body.
So much to prove its efficiency for its main purpose. Now we
have to show how it leaves the sense of touch, if not unimpaired,
at least not obliterated. The reader must refer back to the

illustration in Lesson XI. (page 353) to understand the structure

and relation of each hair to the skin in which it is developed and
fixed. The hair is essentially a tubular projection of the cuticle,
firmer and denser in its composition, being made up of closely-

pressed, elongated, spindle-shaped cells, instead of scale-like,

easily-detached ones. It is not, however, produced from the
level of the surface of the body, but from a bag or follicle, which
is always narrow, and more or less deep as the hair is long or

short. This horny tube dilates at the bottom of its bag to

enclose a vascular papilla, similar in every respect to those

papillse which lie immediately under the surface of the super-
ficial cuticle. The hair itself, like the rest of the cuticle, is

without sensation, as indeed it must be for the comfort of the
animal

; but the papilla has not only blood-vessels but nerves,
and is very sensitive, so that the hair cannot be pulled or moved
in any direction without affecting the sensitive part. Though a
furred animal cannot precisely tell the exact point at which it is

touched, on account of the length and flexibility of its individual

hairs, yet the sensation of touch is as truly conveyed to the true

skin, as it is when the pressed ridges of the forefinger of roan
cause feeling to be excited in the papillas beneath them. In one
respect hairs are even advantageous to the sense of touch, inas-
much as they reach considerably beyond the surface, and thus
the range of the sense is extended. This advantage is so far

recognised by nature that certain hairs are specially developed
which have no other use than that of touch. These may fairly
be described as tactile organs. These hairs are usually, and
almost exclusively, situated in the upper lip, projecting from the
most prominent part of the muzzle. In quadrupeds the snout
is of course the most salient part of the body, and is most used
in investigation. These whiskers, as they are called (though
they would be better named moustaches), are remarkable for
their length and stiffness, the depth to which their large bulbs
run into the skin, and even protrude in the internal surface, and
also for the large nerves that enter the papillae of the bulbs.
Those coming from the whiskers of a seal as they run together
look like the strands of small cords as they become woven into

a rope of tolerable thickness. The animals in which these
whiskers are most developed are the carnivora and the rodentia.
This is not improbably associated with the fact that these are
for the most part nocturnal animals. Moreover, many of the
rodentia inhabit holes in the ground, trees, etc. ; and many of
the smaller carnivora are always poking about in holes and
crannies for prey. It certainly would be an advantage to a fox
on a dark night to be able to gauge with his whiskers the size

of the aperture in a hen-roost before he tried to force his way
through it ; and thus it has been thought that there is a rela-

tion between the width of the body and the extreme extent of
the whiskers.

In birds the place of hairs is supplied by feathers. The struc-
ture of these is very wonderful and beautiful, but a description,
of it would be out of place here, because they are certainly less

efficient tactile organs than hairs. Birds' feathers are coarser
than hairs

; they are less flexible ; they are inserted only on cer-

tain parts of the body ; and since there must be provision made
for moulting, they are more definitely cut off from the sensitive
skin below. For all these reasons they are not good organs for

transmitting the sense of touch, although they are formed in
tB'e same manner as hairs. Probably on account of this inap-
titude to transmit impressions, they are sometimes replaced by
hairs

1

in certain parts of the body ; but as a rule the whole of tho
bird's body is encircled with feathers, which lie overlapping one
another, and turned in one direction towards the tail of the bird,
in the same manner as tiles on a house-roof. A bird's jaws,
instead of being covered with soft, flexible and sensitive iips,

are covered with a hard, horny bill, and its legs, though often

devoid of feathers, have to be defended by scales or scutes, to

prevent the long tendons of their leg muscles being severed.

Under these circumstances, a bird enjoys little advantage from
its sense of touch. Indeed, it is only in the paddpd undor-sur-
face of the foot and toes, and sometimes in the beak and
tongue when the former is leathery, and the latter not capped
with horn where there can be any provision for the exposure
of a sensitive surface. It has sometimes been stated that the

heron, as he stands in shallow, muddy water, is guided by feeling
the eels twisting in and out, or even sucking his toes. This
statement seems rather suited for a fable of the biter bitten

than to be regarded as a scientific fact. That the sense is pro-



may bo staU'il that tho groat actr

.an on tho cironmscribod
senso of t <

Tin cold-blooded aiii: :io8 and finli) difTVr from the
warm-blood. .! (nialnm.. .' for tho i-

i8 no non-conducting or heat-rrt

Hairs and feathers are admirable retainers of heat ; but scales
and Bcutos, though good to roust blown and pressure, allow beat
to pass out or in v. ,,-h rosistanoo. This, of course, U
MMMiaUd with tho fact tlia avo but littlo

It duiM n.it follow, however, that because tho

iroly dofoudod by scales, wh.

i> tlio insertions of those next behind them in a
iimiiin-r \\liirii 1, i-.illrd imbricated," that therefore they are

riitirrly wit!. mo of touch. Tho scales are developed
iiiuc-h m the human nail- aiv, and we know that these are them-

ui-cn<ilil ; yd they are BO intimately connected with
tho sensitive parta by which they are formed, that tho nails are
the COL acute, and even morbid sensation. Tho quick
i'f tlir nail is proverbially sensitive to pain; witness tho common
phrase of being wounded, or cut to tho quick. Reptiles, how-
ever, slough at certain seasons, and the old skin, dissevered
from tho cutis, adheres to them for somo time in fact, until a
new and complete armour is formed below. During such periods,
and inforentially at all times, the senso of touch cannot bo
acntc. Scaled reptiles may be olive to blows or pressure, but
hardly to those sensations of soft touch which convey tho most
distinct impressions of all to ns. These remarks apply with yet
more force to the hard, stony, surface of tho bocks of crocodiles.

The under side of the body of crocodiles is leathery rather than

stony, and has fewer stony masses on its surface, and this is

therefore sensitive. Sir Emerson Tennent gives an amusing
account of a cayman, which he surprised before it could make
its retreat. Tho Ceylon crocodile threw itself on its side, and
feigned death ; but when it was tickled under its arm it found
the process too much for its gravity, and finally got up and
hobbled away. As wo before remarked in the article on taste,
the tongue is made use of by serpents and lizards to touch

objects with ; and this is probably its main, if not its only use.

In conformity with tho assertion that nocturnal animals often
have specially modified organs of touch, wo find that certain
nocturnal tree-snakes have their snouts prolonged into tactile

organs.
The large majority of fish are completely closed in by plates

tmd scales. With few exceptions even the lips are hard and
dry, so that they need to have some special organs of touch.
Sometimes certain rays of tho fins are detached from the oar-

liko parts, and become long styliform organs of touch. When
this is the case, they arc clothed with soft parts, which aro well

supplied with nerves. Thus, in tho gurnet throe soft rays aro
told off from the front of tlio pectoral fin, to form feeling
fingers. It is curious that in a creature so for removed from
man wo hare the samo parts modified to tho samo use, though
in almost all tho intermediate animals this part has a different

function. In the angler two rays detached from tho bock fin,

and situated on tho top of tho head, have this function, but tho
nso to which ho puts these feelers is remarkable. One of tho
feelers has at its end a flattened, shining, and flexible adjunct,
and this is used as a bait, just as a silver strip is used by tho
iroller. Tho angler is rapacious, but sluggish ; ho therefore
lies on the bottom, with his huge, ugly mouth wido open, and
stirs up the mud with his fins to conceal himself, while ho

drops his sensitive bait before his mouth and keeps twitching it

about, until he feels some hapless fish begin to nibble, when he
makes a forward rush and closes his mouth upon him. The
"whole of each of tho four limbs of tho lepiJo-siren are converted
into organs of touch. For tho most part, however, tho limbs of
fish which correspond to our legs and arms are entirely devoted
to locomotion, while quite new structures are developed for them
to feel with. These special tactile organs are called barbules.

They aro placed on tho head, and generally at tho fore part of
the jaws. When on or under the lower jaw they may be single ;

but they are more often, and when on tho upper jaw always, in

pairs. Two instances are given in the illustration : tho one
shows how they occur in an ecl-liko fish, and tho other in an
ordinary-limbed fish. Tho single medial barbulo under tho jaw
of tho cod is a familiar example. It is supposed that a cod

. .ut blind when caught had obtained its food to well by
1

it was quitu in good condition. IlarbuJw are
well adapted to tho purpose of touch. If in any other way
nerrM were conveyed through the scaly covering and Mpoeoil.
these delicate structures would be liable to bo injured by the
impact of hard external bodies, which would be crushed between
them and the hard and underlying MalM ; bat noee the main
nerve of the*e barbate* accompanies a cartilaginous core, and
since it Bpring* from a single point to be spread upon a flexible

pillar which hard bodies would drive before them, the chance of

having the nerve crushed is much roduocd. Barbaloa are for
the most part found on the jaws of grovelling fishes like stur-

geon* and barbels, which foel along the bottom for all kinds of

garbage which may have sank there.

The mollusca have received their name from their general
character of softness ; moUit being the Latin adjective for soft.
This namo was given them by Cavier to contrast them with the
hard-coated insects and Crustacea which belong to the sub-
kingdom artioulata. Hence in those species which are not pro-
\ i.l-i with a shell, and in the exposed parts of those spunies
which have this protection, there is a soft, sensitive !"'" The
skin, however, in this sub-kingdom has often superadded to the
functions which it possesses in vertebrata the inw&om of respi-
ration and of locomotion. Even those parts where the sense M
more or less localised have so many other offices to which the
sense is secondary or subservient, that it would lead us too far
from our subject to describe them. It U true that the gastero-
poda have horns as special tactile organs ; but we find in thft

cephalopoda tho sense of touch is intimately combined in th^t

arms with the elaborate apparatus for grasping and holding t^Mitr

prey ; and in tho brachiopods the sense is united with the organ*
for breathing and keeping up currents in the water. We moat,
therefore, avoid going into details in reference to them. It may
be stated generally, that the slower an .nim^l moves, and the
more fixed its station, the more will its sense of touch be deve-

loped in proportion to the other senses. Hence the sense of
touch is well developed throughout this sub-kingdom. Soft
bodies aro ill-suited to energetic motion ; but soft bodies are
well adapted to receive tactile impressions. In those ""tn^l

of this sub-kingdom which are wholly fixed, the organs of touch
are multiplied ; and in tho lowest class of all there is a hmso
shoe-shaped or circular series of tentacles round the mouth,
which aro extremely sensitive. This arrangement of feelers

around the mouth is so general a character of fixed *n;>n*l

that there is a striking similarity between the outward form of
these lower molluscs and the fixed animals of the sub-kingdom
coclenterata, although tho essential organs are quite different.

The articulata (though some of them are soft-skinned) are for

the most part covered with a hard, horny covering, which is as

resisting as plate-armour. It is therefore necessary that these
animals should have special organs of touch. We have already
referred to those of the lobster and its tribe in a former number.
Insects have, developed from their heads and mouth-organs,
jointed rods, which have nerves of touch running to them and
up into them. These jointed rods are covered with hard, horny
matter, like the rest of tho body ; but sometimes the last joint

exposes a naked membrane, and where this is not the case, the

jointed and therefore flexible nature of the organs make them
capable of receiving impressions of touch, and of measuring the
dimensions and resistance offered by external objects. The
normal number and position of these organs will be seen in the
illustration. There aro two long, many-jointed ones jutting from
tho head ; these ore colled tho antenna;. Another pair (or pairs)

spring from tho lower lateral jaws ; they aro called tho maxillary

palpi. Another pair (or pairs) spring from the rides of the

lower lip ; these aro called the labi palpi. The soft-skinned

spiders have no antenna) or labi palpi, but their maxillary palpi
aro so long and large as to look like legs.

Tho cchinoderms, or sea-urchins, are so enclosed in their more
or less spherical boxes of hard shell, that a casual observer would

suppose them to bo unfeeling wretches, capable of inflicting
wounds with their long spines, but insensible to softer emo-
tions. This is not tho case, however, for they can protrude

through tho small holes which perforate the shell and occupy five

doublo meridional bands of their globular boxes, a multitude of

soft, tubular, sucking feet, to each of which there runs a nerve.

Tho sea-anemone, with its streaming foolers, lives by feel-

ing; and the whole sub-kingdom to which it belongs u
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characterised by animals with largely developed and multi-

tudinous feelers.

Finally, those animals which we call protozoa, on account of

the simple condition of their bodies, can manufacture, from their

jelly-like substance, any number of long feelers. These they
often render so branched and long as to give to the animals the

name of "
rhizopods," or "

root-footed," because the feelers,

which also perform the function of feet, look like the branching
roots of a tree.

We have now set before our readers the principal facts con-

nected with what are called in popular phraseology the "
five

senses;" and we have given, as far as the discoveries of physio-

logical science extend in the present day, a description of

the organs with which an all-wise and beneficent Creator has
furnished his creatures, from the protozoa, the first link in the

great chain of the animal kingdom, up to man, who stands

but " a little lower than the angels," to enable them to see, hear,

smell, taste, and touch five great powers wonderfully contrived

to administer to our pleasure and gratification, as well as to

enable us to discharge the several functions that form the work
which Ho has allotted to each on earth.

To enable the unscientific reader, and those even who can do
little more than read, to follow us step by step, and appreciate
and understand all that has been advanced, the description of

each organ, its difference of formation in man and the lower

animals, and the various purposes for which it serves, has been

given in language which we have carefully sought to render
as plain and clear, and as free from technical terms as possible.

When, however, it has been found absolutely necessary to use
technical names, which are applied by scientific men for the
sake of brevity of expression, and a ready means of distinguish-

ing one animal or organ from another, by reference to some

peculiarity that it possesses, the explanation of these terms has
been supplied directly or indirectly in the papers in which they
occur. The illustrations, too, that accompany the description
of each organ of sense, will be found as useful by our readers in

enabling them to understand all that has been said of their

formation, etc., as the map of a country, or the chart of a sea
is to him who would become acquainted with the physical con-

figuration of the former, or the heights and abysses that lie hid
from view beneath the waters of the latter. It may be as well
to remind our readers that, in order to arrive at a thorough
comprehension of everything that is advanced in our lessons on
Animal Physiology, they should bo studied and mastered con-

secutively from the first to the last. Under the diagrams that

accompany the lessons are given the technical names of the
different parts of each organ under consideration.

In future lessons we shall enter on other branches of this

great subject as interesting and important in every respect as
that which has been treated in the present series.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XIII.

DEGREES OF COMPARISON.

WHEN two objects are compared together, the ideas involved in

the words more and most come into prominence. Thus we say," the father is more learned than the son ;

" " Cicero was the
most learned of the Eomans." The question which we have to
answer is, how are such forms of thought expressed in the
Latin ? Observe that at the bottom of more learned and most
learned is the quality learned; for no one can be more' learned
or most learned without being learned. This ground quality is

something positive, a real definite quality. Hence in grammar
it is called the positive degree. It is the first step. A higher
step is indicated by our word tnore; and the highest by most.

You thus see that besides the positive there are two other de-

grees, of which the one is the higher, and the other the highest
of the three. The higher is called the comparative degree,
and the highest is called the superlative degree. Accordingly,
there are three degrees of comparison, thepositive, the compara-
tive, the superlative. It has been denied that the positive is a

degree of comparison. The term may not be rigidly correct,
but it is in use, and no better substitute has been offered. Our
business is not so much to criticise as to explain ; and conse-

quently only then must we enter into criticism when it smooths
the way to explanation.

Now these three forms of speech which I have just given,
stand in Latin, thus :

Positive

Comparative

Superlative

{Pater
e*

Father i

{Pater
ei

Father i,

{Pater
est doctissimus

Father is most learned.

est doctus

learned.

est doctior

is more learned.

Look at the terminations of the adjective. In the first case
it is us; that is the positive, or ordinary form of the adjective.
In the second case, it is ior; that is the comparative. In the
third case, it is issimus ; that is the superlative. You thus sec
that what in the English is expressed by more is in Latin ex-

pressed by ior ; and what in the English is expressed by most
is in Latin expressed by issimus. Remember, then, ior is the
form of comparison, issimus is the superlative form. You
might thus obtain for yourself the rule, and say that to the
stem of the positive add ior, and you have the comparative.; ami
to the stem of the positive add issimus, and you have the super-
lative. Such in reality is the rule. These two endings, ior m.
and f., ius n. ; and issimus, a, um, are to be added to the stem
of adjectives and participles, in order to convert the positive

degree into the comparative and the superlative. I subjoin some
instances :

Positive.

Last-us, joyful

Pudic-us, modest

Imbecill-us, iceafc

Lev-is, light

Fertil-is, fruitful
Dives ) . ,

1-1. ... . > rtcft
Divit-ts

j

Prudens ) pru-
Prudent-is j dent

Amans ) , .

, , . > lovtn^

Felix

Felic-is

Comparative.

Icet-ior, more joyful

pudic-ior, more modest

imbecill-ior, weaker

lev-ior, lighter

fertil-ior, more fruitful

divit-ior, richer

prudent-ior, more pru-
dent

Superlative.

loet-issimus, most joyful.

pudic-issimus, most modest.

imbecill-isst>mis, weakest.

lev- issimus, lightest.

fertil-issimtts, most fruitful.

divit-issimus, richest.

prudent-issimus, most prw-
dent.

amant-ior, more loving amant-issimus, most loving.

felic-ior, happier felic-issmus, happiest.

If, however, the adjective ends in er, rimus is used instead

of issimus, for the sake of sound, as :

Miser, unhappy, miserable; miser-ior, more uriliappy; miser-rimua,
most unhappy ; pulclier (pulchr-i), beautiful ; pulchr-ior, more beautiful ;

pulcher-rtraus, most beautiful.

In like manner, vetus (gen. veter-is), old ; veter-rimws, oldest

(the comparative veter-ior is rarely used) ; also nuper-ws, late

(no comparative) ; nuper-rwnws, latest.

The six adjectives which follow take limus in the superlative,

namely :

Facil-is, easy, [/cult. I Simil-is, like. I Gracil-is, tJiiu.

Difficil-is, not easy, dif- 1 Dissimil-is, unlike. I Humil-is, humble.

In full, thus :

Facil-is, easy ; facil-ior, cosier ; facil-ltmus, easiest, etc.

There are some compound adjectives which form their com-

paratives and superlatives by endings different from these.

Such adjectives are those which in the positive end in dicus,

flcus, and vulus ; for instance, maledzcus, magni/zats, benero Ius.

I have called these compound adjectives, because they are com-

posed each of two words. Maledicus is formed from male,

badly (in an evil manner), and dico, I speak; and consequently
denotes an evil-speaker; magnificus is formed from magnus,

great, and facio, J do, and consequently denotes a great doer ;

benevolus is formed from bene, well, and volo, I wish, and

consequently denotes a well-wisher. To form the comparative
of these, add "to the stem entior ; and to form the superlative,

add entissimus ; thus :

Positive. Comparative. Superlative.

Maledic-us, abusive maledic-entior, more maledic-cntissimus, most

abusive abusive.

Magniftc-us, magnifi- magnific-entior, more magnific-entissimtis, most

cent magnificent magnificent.

Benevol-tis, benevolent benevol-entior, more benevol-eniisstmws, most

benevolent benevolent.*

* These comparatives and superlatives are evidently formed in the

regular way, from such nouns as maZediceus, magni/icen.s, and b<mevol?is,

two of which, at least, are in use in the language, aad have the same

meaning as the other positives above given.
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in Latin as well as in Kn^lL-h, some adjectives depart from
the usual modes of comparison. As we say, positive, good;

iiii|..i: r; Buperlativo, Lett; so the Romans said,

", better ; o^timui, best. Carefully learn by

.ULAR roans or COMPARISON.

Positive.

, jood
.
bail

,
littb

Multus, much

Comparative.

inelior, better

pejor, worse.

major greater

iiiiuor, leu

fplus (n), more
J plurvs (m. aiiil f.)

{plura and pluria(u)

Superlative,

optlmua, beet.

pVSSiUlUI, i'.., sf.

maxlwua, -,.

niiniiniii, Itait.

( I'liirimus, moet.

( plurimi, very many.

Many Latin adjectives do not tako any of those forma of

comparison. Such ore adjectives which have e beforo the ter-

mination us; as idone-ns, fit. Theso aro formed by prefixing
: and moxime, most ; as, magis idoncus, more fit ;

,no$t fit : ao, pius, pious ; mogia piua, more
M.tumo pius, most pious. Intho same way, form nearly

;i!l adjectives ami participles ending in icus, itnus, inns, ivus,

wruH, iindus, andus, and bundus.
In the English meanings added to facilis above, I have given

tho forms easy, easier, easiest. Hero you see changes made at

the end of tho positive, eimilar to those you have just been

instructed to make in the Latin. First, the positive easy is

changed into east, and then to this, as the stem, wo add cr

for the comparative, like the Latin ior, and est for the super-

lative, like the Latin iftitnus. This similarity of forms indicates

in the two languages a sameness of origin. As too, in English,
we use more and most, so do tho Latins use magi* and maxime,
to denote the comparative and superlative. Magis and maxime
must be used for this purpose, in the case of adjectives which

do not admit the termination forms.

Besides expressing tho formal degree of comparison, the

Latin superlative signifies a very high de<jree of the quality in-

volved in the positive, as doctissimus, very learned ; pater tuus

est doctissimus, thy father is very learned. So in English,
Milton uses wisest :

" The triscst heart

Of Solomon he led by fraud, to build

His temple right against the temple of God."

Latin comparatives are declined like adjectives of two termi-

nations, and according to the third declension. Thus, positive

altus, high, makes comparative altior, higher; altior is masculine

and feminine, tho neuter is oltius.

EXAMPLE OF A COMPARATIVE. THIED DECLENSION.

Cases.

N.
G.
D.
Ac.
V.
Ab.

Singular.
M. F.

nltior

altioris

altiOri

altiorem

altior

altiore (i)

If.

nltius

nltius

altius

Plural.

Caes. M. f. v.

N. altiores altiora

G. altiornm

D. altioribus

Ac. altiores altiora

V. altiores altiora

Ab. altioribus.

VOCABULARY.

Accotntnodatns, -a, -nm, suited

(E. E. accormnodute, commodious).

Adulutio, -iinis, f., flattery (E. li.

adulation).

Affinitas, -atis, f., relatioiuhip

(E. E. acuity).

Amabllis, -e, worthy to be loed

(E. E. amiable).

Amor, -oris, m., loce (E. E. amorous).

Beatus, -a, -um, ?uij>py.

Benoficentia, -te, f., trtll-doiny, kind

action (E. E. btneficenct).

BenefTcus, u-ell-dowj, beneficent.

Brevis, -e, short (E. E. brevity).

Celeber, -bris, -brc, soii-jht a/ter,

visited (E. E. celebrity).

Contemno, 3, I despite, contemn.

Corvus, -i., m., a raven.

Crus, cruris, n., fiio leg (from tha

leg to the ankle).
Garrulus, -a, -um, (uUcaft'w (E. E.

yarruiity).

Hirando, hirundluis, f., a swallow.

HomeruB, -i., m., Homer.

Humilis, -e, bumilis, low.

Labor, -oris, m., Itibour [man.
Lacedajinouius, -i., m., a Lncedemo-

Liberalitas, -atis, f., liberality.

Luna, te, f., the moon (E. E. lunar).

Lux, hicis, f., lifjht.

MOB, moris, m., ciufom; in the

plural, character (E. E. moruU).

MuuificuB, -a, -um, fret in jiving,

liberal (E. E. mimi/icettt).

Murus, -i, m., a vail (E. E. mural).

Natunx, -so, f., nature.

Niger, uigra, nigrum, black (E. E.

nejro).

Nihil (not declined), nothing.

Non nunquum, adv., sometimes.

Odium, -i, n., hatred (E. E. odioue).

Pauper, paupCris, a. poor man

(E. K. pauper).

Quam, conj., than.

Ratio. *nia, f.. nato* (. R. ratio),
j Bimpkx, stopftcU, *mpU.

Ree secundiB. /uwuroWe /.m-;e, that Bimulatio, 4aia. f.

is, yood/ortuiu. ;<, ..t. i
'.>

.a, -m, 1., wisdom (E. B.' Soi, aolis, m.. (I- e (E. R. aotsr).

i<).
;
Sonitos, -<ks, m,. <

Beonndua, -a, -um./drouraU* (E. R.
'

to ucvnd).

Simla, -a. f., m ope. [afoOta*).
BlmtHtndn, .mis, (fen*.

Vateo, *./ *rv*j, I um

VU. TAlfids. *r /t ( E. B. wlocily).

EXERCISE 45. LATIX-EXOLIKH.

1. Nihil est natnrsi homiuis accommodatiaa quam timsJMSjHs,
Nihil ost amabiliua quam virtus. 3. Lux est veloeior quam
4. Nihil et molius quam sapientia. 5. Multi

aunt q-owm hirundines. 6. I'aupfres sape snot
divites. 7. In advents rebus svpe aunt homines pradsstfofW quasi
in secnnlis. 8. Divitisaimorum vita s0pe est muwrrima. 9. Biass*

latio amoils pejor est quam odium. 10. Xihil eat melius qnam ratio.

11. Sol im\ior est quam terra. 12. Luna minor est qoam terra. IS.

Omnium twatiaaimus eat sapiens. 14. Homfrus omnium Onsooram

pootarum est veterrimus. U>. Adulatio est pessimum malnm. W.
Urbs Syraouate maxima et pulchvrrima est omnium Gneon
17. Pessimi homines aunt maledid. 18. Omnium bomin
centiaaimi sunt fratres tui. 19. In amiciUa plus valet

morum quam affinitas. SO. Soror tua smabilior set quam i

EXERCISE 46. ENOLISH-LATIS.

1. Nothing is worse than the pretence of love. 2. The sun Is very

great. 3. The sun is greater than the moon. 4. The life of men ill

very short. 5. The richest are often the unbappieat. 6. The poorest
are sometimes the happiest. 7. The labonr is very easy. . My
labonr is easier than yours. 9. The customs (character) of men are

very unlike. 10. The king is very free in giving. 11. The worst men
are not often happy. 12. Good men are happy. 13. Very good men
are happiest. 14. God is the happiest of all. 15. The best men are

sometimes despised by tho worst. 16. The health of my friend is very

weak. 17. Thy father's garden is very beautiful IS. Thy son's

garden is more beautiful. 19. The labonr is very difficult. 20. The
walls of tho city are very low. 21. Most (plurimi) men love their

native country. 22. Nothing is better than virtue. 23. The port is

very much visited. 24. God is the greatest, best, and wisest of an.

25. The customs (or character) of the Lacedemonians were very

simple. 26. The horse js very swift. 27. Ravens are very black. 28.

Thy father is very benevolent and very liberal. 29. Thy brother

builds a very beautiful house. 30. A very beautiful house is built by
thy brother. 31. Virgins must (debeo) be very modest. 32. Thy
sister is more modest than thy brother. 33. The ape is like men. 34.

Is the ape very much like men ? 35. Of all animals the ape is most
like men. 36. Nothing is sweeter than friendship. 37. The Laeede-

monians were very brave. 38. Light is very quick. 39. Light is

quicker than sound.

V TJi Key to E-wn-cieee in Lewon* in Latin, XII., iriU bt tMn i So.ttU

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XI11.

EXPLOEATIONS AND DISCOVEBIES IN AFBICA, 1890-1868.

To give a detailed account of the additions that Have been

made year by year to our stock of information respecting Africa

by travellers and explorers in all ports of tho continent einoo

the discovery of the principal embouchure of tho Niger by tho

brothers Richard and John Lander, would require more space

than that which we have at our command, as it is necessary now
to bring our sketch of the progress of geographical discovery to

a close, and proceed with those portions of tho subject which

treat of tho earth's position in space as ono of tho members of

our solar system ; the great physical features of its surface ;

and its political division into states, empires, kingdoms and

republics, and their various subdivisions. All we can do is to

touch briefly on the principal expeditions that have been set on

foot to effect explorations in Africa since 1830, and to mention

tho discoveries that have been made, first in Soudan or Nigritift,

by Drs. Barth, Overweg, and Vogel ; secondly, in the interior

of Southern Africa, by Dr. Livingstone and his companions;

and thirdly, in tho eastern part of the belt of land that extends

ten degrees north and south of tho equator, by Barton, Spoke,

Grant, Baker, and Pothcrick.

In 1841, the British Government having resolved to effect fc

further exploration of tho great river of Western Africa, tie

and the densely populated countries through which it

flows, sent out an expedition consisting of three steamers, the

Albert, SouJaii, and Wilbcrforce. The vessels reached the prin-

cipal mouth of the Niger in August, and the ascent of tho river

was commenced forthwith. The malaria, however, aruing from
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the marsh lands and tangled jungle by the river-side, combined

with the intense heat of the climate, proved fatal to the success

of the expedition. Fever broke out among the crews of the

vessels, and they were compelled to return and abandon the

enterprise after going northwards up the stream as far as Egga,
a large and populous town on the right bank of the Niger, about

325 miles from the sea, measuring in a direct line from the

mouth of the river Nun, the principal channel by which the

waters of the Niger enter the Gulf of Guinea.

Since that period the most notable journeys of exploration
that have been undertaken on the rrestern side of Africa have

been the travels of M. Paul B. du Chaillu in 1856-59 in the

equatorial tract watered by the Gaboon Eiver, in which is the

country of the cannibal Fans and the powerful gorilla ; and in

1863-4 in Ashango Land and the country of the Ashiras,

where he met with a race of dwarf negroes measuring from four

feet to four feet and a-half in height, and having skin of a light-

brown colour.

In 1845-46 the great desert Sahara, which forms the barren

centre of Northern Africa, bordered on the north and south by
a broad fringe of fertile country, teeming with luxuriant vege-

tation, was explored by James Richardson, who visited the

Touaricks and other wandering tribes of the people of Sahara,
and has given a full account of the cities of Ghat, Ghadames,
and Mourzuk, and the fruitful, well-watered oases in which they
stand. In 1849 he again set out to explore Central Africa, as

the leader of an expedition fitted out by the Foreign Office. To
this expedition Drs. Earth and Overweg were attached. Having
reached Tripoli towards the close of the year, they spent some
time in making the necessary preparations for the journey,

starting on their passage across the Sahara on March 23, 1850.
In the fall of the year they reached Damergu, and at this point

they separated, each traveller to pursue his explorations alone,
and to meet his companions once more at Kukawa, the capital
of Bornou, in the following year. Richardson died on his way
thither, at Unguratura, and Earth and Overweg were left to

continue their explorations alone. This tkey did with consider-

able success, but often at great personal risk, exploring Lake
Tchad and the rivers Shary and Yeou that enter it on the south

and west, and traversing Bornou, Baghirmi, Kanem, and- other

districts that lie grouped around the lake. On September 27,

1852, Dr. Overweg died, and Dr. Barth proceeded by way of

Sockatoo to Timbuctoo, which he reached on September 7,1853.
Here he remained until May in the following year, making
inquiries into the resources, commerce, and statistics of the sur-

rounding country, when he quitted the city, in which ho had

spent eight months, and travelling along the left bank of the

Nigar as far as Say, he made his way once more by Sockatoo to

Kukawa, and thence across the desert to Tripoli, arriving in

England in 1855, after an absence of six years. A young
German, Dr. Edward Vogcl, who was sent out in 1853 to join
Dr. Barth, was not so fortunate. He did not fall in with Dr.

"Earth, and while pursuing his explorations in Waday, a district

lying to the east of Lake Tchad, he is supposed to have been
assassinated by order of the Sultan of that country.
Few travels in Africa, in the present century, have been

attended with such important results, by way of extension of

our geographical knowledge of that continent, as the journeys of

Dr. Livingstone in South Africa, from 1849 to the present time,

although it may be many years before our trade and commerce
may derive any perceptible benefit by the establishment of com-
mercial relations with the natives of those countries through
which he has passed. Some years previous to commencing his

explorations Dr. Livingstone had been residing at Kolobeng, on
one of the head-streams of the river Limpopo, as a missionary
among the Bechuanas ; and his visit to Lake Ngami. in 1849,
seems to have created in him that zest for travel which has led

him to traverse so largo a portion of South Africa on foot,
undeterred by the perils that beset the explorer on all sides, or

the long years that he must frequently pass without meeting a

single human being who speaks the same language, or is even of

the same colour as himself. Two years afterwards he pushed
his way northwards as far as Linyanti, the chief city of the
district inhabited by the Makololo, situated on the Chobe, one
of the southern affluents of the river Zambesi. On his return
from this journey he determined to send his wife and children to

England, and having accompanied them as far as Cape Town he
Once more turned his steps towards the interior. Starting

1 from

Linyanti in June, 1853, accompanied by Sekeletu, the chief of
the Makololo, and a number of his people, Dr. Livingstone pro-
ceeded to explore the upper course of the Zambesi, which is

called the Leeambye above the Victoria Falls, a cataract not far
from its junction with the Chobe. In his first journey from
Linyanti he went northwards as far as the junction of the Leeba
and the Leeambye, passing on his way Nariele, the chief town of
the Barotse. In his second expedition from Linyanti, in Novem-
ber, 1853, he ascended the Leeba, reaching its source, a small
lake called Dilolo, in February, 1854. This lake is also one of
the sources of the river Congo, or Zaire, whose principal head-
stream is the Kasai. From this point Livingstone struck out
in a north-west direction for St. Paul do Loanda, on the west
coast of Africa, which ho reached at the end of May.

Leaving St. Paul de Loanda at the commencement of autumn,
and following the course of the Coanza for a considerable dis-

tance, Livingstone and his party of Makololo arrived once more
in the neighbourhood of Lake Dilolo in June, 1855, and reached.

Linyanti in the following September. From this point he
resolved to make his way down the course of the Zambesi to the

coast, and he started on his new journey on November 3, 1855,
and arrived at Quilimane, on the north mouth of the river, in

May, 1856, after travelling for nearly four years through the-

heart of Southern Africa from coast to coast.

Dr. Livingstone then repaired to England, but after a brief
rest he returned to Africa once more, to take command of an
expedition that had been set on foot for the purpose of exploring-
more thoroughly the country watered by the Zambesi and its

tributaries. In this expedition he was accompanied by his

brother, Charles Livingstone, Dr. Kirk, Mr. Thornton, Mr. T,
Baines, and other Europeans. The chief result of their explora-
tions was the discovery of the lakes Shirwa and Nyassa, from
the latter of which issues the river Shire, one of the northern
tributaries of the Zambesi. After traversing the country
watered by the Shire, and proceeding up the stream of the
Zambesi as far as Victoria Falls, an attempt was made to explore
the Rovuma, a river a little to the north of Capo Delgado, which
failed. A second attempt to ascend the river in September,
1861, was more successful, some rocky rapids being reached,,
about 160 miles from the mouth of the river, which prevented
further progress. After spending some time in retracing his

steps over districts that ho had already traversed, Dr. Living-
stone returned to England in 1864.

While Livingstone had been busily engaged in South Africa,,
other travellers, as we will show presently, had discovered the

large fresh-water lakes Albert Nyanza and Victoria Nyanza on
the equator, and Lake Tanganyika, the northern extremity of

which is about 100 miles to the south of the first named of
these lakes. As it is doubtful whether Lake Tanganyika may
not be the most southern of the great reservoirs which dis-

charge their surplus waters into the Mediterranean through the
channel of the Nile, Dr. Livingstone set out on another expedi-
tion in order to discover whether this were really the case or
not, and to explore the country between Lakes Nyassa and Tan-

ganyika, leaving the coast on his way inland in March, 1866. In
the following year some deserters from his party spread a report,

that he had been murdered on the west side of LaJ :e Nyassa,
near its northern extremity. The researches of an expedition
sent out from England for the purpose of making in< uiries into

his fate, have disproved the assertions of the men vrho aban-

doned him ; and it is possible that the traveller has been en-

gaged in exploring the coasts of Lake Tanganyika and ,'ollowing
the course of the Nile northwards from its southernmost head-

stream through the chain of huge lakes that form such conspi-
cuous features of the country in Eastern Equatorial Africa.

In 1854, about the time when Livingstone was at St. Paul de

Loanda, the first of a series of journeys was taken, that resulted

in the discovery of the great lakes about which we have just
been speaking. This was an expedition to Harar, a town in Lhe

country of the Somauli, about 200 miles south-west, as the crow-

flies, from Berbera, on the south coast of the Gulf of Aden.
The party was composed of Lieutenant (now Major) Burton, of

the Indian army, Captain Speke, the discoverer of the Lake
Victoria Nyauza, and Lieutenants Stroyan and Herne. A few

days after their return to Berbera, in 1855, they were attacked

by a party of Somauli, and in the conflict Stroyan was killed

and Captain Speke severely wounded.

This, however, did not prevent Burton and Speke from prose-
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their explorations; ami in Jutu-, 18u7,they setontonanex-
io coast of Zanzibar, having roc<

proceed west-
. ...lit,' tin' tilli par.ill.-l i.f huuUi latitu.lf, in -i-.ir.-h ,,( nonio of

r that were said to be in or new tbttfc

lutitu<l : lontliM latT, in Fi'liruary, 1858, they stood on
"0 luiloH from the ooMt ;

. who said there WM a large
.inning northwards out of tin- n</riin-ru uxtrctnit .

I thoy had roachril tii.' louroe "! tlio Nile.

.vv.'Y.T, tlu-y WITH not iu u condition to prove, and
finding thruiHolvea exhausted by illness, fatigue, and privations,
uiiil harassed liy tho natives, they were compelled to leave the

u:o their steps to tho coast. On
tlirir way back to /uiuilnir, Spi-ko left Burton at Kazoh, and

1 northward*. His solitary journey resulted in the dis-

! i Victoria Nyonza, and to Spoke belongs the honour
of In-ill;^ tho first Kiigli.shman whose eyes had rested on the

.] mso of tho lake which is perhaps the largest, though
not thi- only lake that helps to swell the waters of tho Nile.

In 1860-03 Captain Speke, accompanied by a brother officer,

Captain Grant, travelled along the northern coast of the hike
Victoria Nyonza and countries in its vicinity, and found a large
stream, now known as the river Somerset, issuing from the lake
at a point situated nearly in the middle of tho north coast, and
falling at a short distance from its point of exit from the lake
over a broad ledge of rocks, forming a cataract which has been
named Kipon Falls. Had tho travellers been able to trace tho
Somerset northwards through the whole length of its course,

they would have found that it was only a head-stream of the

Nile, and not the Nile itself ; and they would have discovered
the Albert Nyanza, the lake from which the Nile really issues,
about forty miles northward of the point where tho Somerset
enters the lake. Satisfied, however, that the sources of tho
Nile were discovered, they quitted the course of tho river and
proceeded northwards to Gondokoro, where they met Sir Samuel
and Lady Baker on their way to the south.

It was Sir Samuel Baker that ascertained in 1864 that the
main stream of the Nile issued from the north of Lake Albert

Nyanza, of which ho is the discoverer. Worn out by illness and
fatigue, he reached the edge of a precipitous line of cliffs tower-

ing above the lake, one bright and beautiful morning, and beheld
its waters spreading before him in every direction, with a back-

ground of blue mountains in the western distance.
"
It was

impossible," he writes,
" to describe the triumph of that moment.

Here was the reward for all our labour ; for tho years of tenacity
with which we had toiled through Africa. England had won tho

sources of the Nile !

"

With a brief mention of Mr. Petherick (who has resided for

some years as consul at Gondokoro, and has explored a consider-

able part of the country west of the Nile between Gondokoro
and the Albert Nyanza) and Dr. Charles Beke (who has travelled

through Abyssinia, and who must bo considered, for the pre.sent
at all events, tho chief authority on that country), as an inti-

mation to the reader of sources from which he may derive

much useful and accurate information on the Nile countries, we
closo our historical sketch of the progress of geographical dis-

covery from the earliest years to the present date.

LESSONS IN DRAWING. XIII.

OUR next subject in these lessons will be the theory and prac-
tice of drawing foliage ; by this wo do not mean merely the

leafage of trees, but we include all herbs and plants that enrich

the ground, and add so materially to the effect of a picture by
their variety of form, their colour, and wild luxuriant growth ;

all combining to make the meanest subject interesting. It

is not in the forest alone that we must look for beauty ; a
common without a single tree has its charms ; its uncultivated
and undulating surface varied with patches of purple heath,

yellow furze, and ferns, its many irregular gravel-pits, over the
sides of which grow untrained and uncared-for tho bramble, the
wild rose, the honeysuckle, the foxglove, with the broad-leaved

dock-plant, will compose a picture in which all lovers of nature
must delight. Each season of tho year makes its own demands
upon our attention, each brings with it the changes of condi-

tion to which the vegetable world is subject, so that the mind

of the observer mast be fully prepared at all time* to note down
the peculiarities which influence the growth of tree* and vege.

f all kinds and under all oiroumstanoss. When trees
are stripped of their leaves we have the advantage of studying
the eoorso of their growth. Trees in winter are not to some
such interesting objects as they are when clothed with their
rammer foliage, but to the student the/ offer, perhaps, even a
stronger claim to his attention, as they present many features
which an uninterested eye would pass over as lees worth/ of

regard. It is at this season that we have before us the rfrffffn
or framework upon which depends the strength and
of tho whole ; to understand a tree thoroughly we
acquainted with iU anatomy, that is, the "hflraHer and <MTH*-
sition of its branches. Trees individually differ as much in thfa

respect as they do in their foliage, and therefore wo are equally
capable of distinguishing any particular tree in winter as we are
in summer. Compare the branches of the oak with those of the
poplar, the willow, or the cedar. The disposition of the oak, in
a general way, is to send out its branches at right angles with
the parent stem from which they spring (Fig. 98) ; the poplar
collects its branches closer together, and lifts them upwards
parallel with tho main trunk ; the willow droops ; and the cedar

spreads out its branches horizontally. In short, each tree has its

own marked characteristics in its ramifications, and is worth/
of as much attention and study in winter as when covered with
its fresh summer leaves. To draw a tree successfully we must
divide our attention between two important considerations.

First, the trunk and its branches ; second, the foliage. We
repeat, that the first lesson to be received from nature is at the
time when the branches are totally bare of leaves, as then we
can study to very great advantage the dispositions of the
trunk and boughs of every kind of tree separately, which, as we
have remarked, may be called the skeleton framework of the

tree, and it is evident, therefore, that the disposition of the

foliage very materially depends upon the disposition of the
branches. Wo must now again recommend our pupils to follow
out the first instructions we gave respecting the drawing of a
line, by first marking in with a point the place where the tree
rises from the ground ; then observe the inclination of the trunk,
and place another point at that part of the main trunk from
which the first, and in most cases the largest branches start

off; then observe the proportion that the remainder of the

tree, as a whole, bears to the part already marked in, and with
a few additional points determine the general eixe of the tree
and the space it has to occupy upon the paper ; then return to
the points which are arranged for the commencement of the
branches from the trunk, and mark in their courses and extent ;

join these points by lines, and lastly go through the same pro-
cess with regard to the minor branches. All this is a prepara-
tion for the completion of the drawing, and for where it will be

necessary to follow out the method still further for the more
receding branches; in short, we must allow nothing to pass
unnoticed in the arrangement that has the stamp of individu-

ality upon it ; after this the dratrin^ will prove to be com-

paratively easy. When the places for the trunk, the most pro-
minent boughs, and other branches are settled, tho attention will

only have to be directed to the form that each sucoeraiv; part
presents. We will remind our pupils that there is a good moral
maxim which we must follow in arranging the characteristic

parts of a tree, as well as in anything else, as it contains a prin-

ciple applicable to drawing that should not be disregarded : let

each line individually be so placed that it may afford

advantage to its neighbour, and not take up tho smallest

which does not belong to it, or cause an adjoining line to be

pushed out of its proper place, or appear to claim for itself

greater consideration than it justly deserves. The next important
step towards drawing a tree is the foliage : in this we must be

guided principally by the light and shade ; when we look at a
tree, tho eye does not rest upon leaves singly, but upon foliage

':/.

'

Tho pupil may have remarked if not, the obser-

vation we are about to make will induce him to consul

that when we look at any object, but at trees especially, the eye
first rests upon the part* in light. They are the first to attract

the eye, and therefore, with regard to trees, it is the branchesM
light upon which the eye rests, and it requires an effort to look

into the shadows ; it consequently follows that in drawing a
tree we must be especially careful to distinguish the lights, and
of course this is done by adding the shadows, but the shadows
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Fig. 91.

Fig. 90.
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must be made subservient to the lights, that is, they must be

worked about the lights in such a way as to relieve them, anc

throw out their forms clearly. The first practical example we
will give is Fig. 98, and relates to the drawing, of the trunk and

branches. As we have already given the principles which are to

guide the pupil in first arranging the trunk and branches, anc

afterwards drawing them, we will proceed to the foliage ; anc

here we advise ,him to practise many times the examples from

Fig. 88 to Fig. 97. The first four are merely masses of foliage,

and it will require a considerable amount of repetition to secure

a free and flowing manner of accomplishing this first difficulty in

drawing foliage. Each example must be done, not by continued

lines, but by broken touches, the only way to arrive at that light

appearance peculiarly characteristic of foliage. The pencil may
be allowed to press a little heavier on the under parts on the

opposite side to the light, and it must be held almost perpendi-

cularly, because in that position the pencil can be guided

upwards, downwards, or to the right and left with equal ease

and freedom ; a tolerably soft pencil, say a B, will be the most
suitable. To relieve the lights straight lines may be drawn at

first, as in Figs. 92, 94, and afterwards the manner of Fig. 96

may be employed for the parts of the tree in shadow ; but before

attempting Fig. 96 let Fig. 97 be mastered, as the former is

but a combination of the latter. Fig. 98 is the same tree as

Fig. 99 ; one represents the branches as in winter, the other

when covered with foliage, as in summer ; and we advise the

pupil to make his drawing of the branches first from Fig. 98, and
then arrange the foliage from the other example. We again

repeat, all this will require a great deal of patient perseverance,
for no one can expect to overcome the difficulties without

making many failures ; but we particularly recommend the pupil
to execute slowly and carefully the first trials, and not on any
account to attempt a sleight-of-hand kind of treatment, from a

supposition that a rapid movement of the pencil is necessary to

accomplish the task.

Acier, m., steel.



LESSONS IN ARIT1IM

increased by 252'458 grain*. Of tho grain* thna

iiiK-J, 7,000 are a JWK. ....
TEOT WEIGHT.

1 ::. Tho derivation of tho word Troy is doubtful. One theory
ia that it comes from tho town Troyes, in France, because tho

Troy ia said to have been first used there. Another

<>ynovant," the prehistoric name of London; a
tliinl derive* it from f ,-..w (three), because it is the money weight,
.mi I that money and monoy weight have each three denominations

penny, shilling, pound j pennyweight, ounce, pound
weight is used in weighing gold, silver, precious stones, etc.,
Hud ;i!-i in <i-i. ntifio investigations.* Thojincnet* of gold that
i., t!u' ratio of the weight of pure gold in any given mass to tho

weight of the whole ia generally estimated by the number of
a 3$ grains) of pure gold contained in 24 carats of

the given substance, tftundard gold that in, the gold of our

coinage ia
" 22 carats fine." This means that out of 24 carats

of sovereign gold 22 are pure gold. Sometimes this is also

expressed by saying that standard gold is |! fine, this being.the
ratio of tho puro to tho alloyed metal. Diamonds and other

precious stones are weighed by carats.

Tho following ore the different denominations in Troy weight :

84 grains (24 grs.) make 1 pennyweight written 1 dwt.
80 pennyweights ,, 1 ounce 1 oz.

12 ounces 1 pound lib., orlb.

APOTHECARIES WEIGHT.
14. The weights used by apothecaries ore aliquot parts of tho

pound Troy, and are as follow :

80 grains (grs.) make 1 scruple, written 1 .

3 scruples 1 dram 1 3.
8 drama 1 ouuco 1 J.
12 ounces 1 pound 1 Ib.

APOTHECARIES FLUID MEASUBH.
1 minim written w\j.

60 minims moke 1 fluid dram f^j.

8 drama 1 fluid ounce fjj.

80 ounces 1 pint (octavus) Oj.
8 pints 1 gallon (cougius) cong. j.

This is calculated for pure water. Hence (in avoirdupois
weight), "A pint of pure water

Weighs a pound and a quarter."

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT.f
15. The pound avoirdupois contains 7,000 grains, and a cubic

foot of distilled water, 62 Fahrenheit, weighs 62'321 pounds
avoirdupois very nearly.
The following are the subdivisions :

16 drams make 1 ounce written 1 oz.

16 oz. 1 pound 1 Ib.

28 Ibe. 1 quarter 1 qr.
4 qrs. (112 pounds) 1 hundredweight 1 cwt.

80 cwt. 1 ton 1 ton.

A stone is the name given to the weight of 14 pounds.
A sack of cauls is 2 cwt.

A ton of shipping is 42 cubic feet.

A load of rough timber is 40 cubic feet.

A load of squared timber is 50 cubic feet.

IMPERIAL LIQUID AND DRY MEASURE.
16. The gallon contains 277*274 cubic inches, and contains

10 pounds avoirdupois of distilled water at a temperature of 02
Fahrenheit.

4 gills make 1 pint written 1 pt.
2 pints 1 quart 1 qt.
4 quarts 1 gallon 1 gal.

Tor measuring dry goods, such as grain, fruit, etc., we have,

farther, the following denominations :

2 gallons make 1 peck written 1 pk.
4 pecks (8 gallons) 1 bushel 1 bu.
8 bushels 1 quarter 1 qr.

In measuring liquids, the gallon is tho largest measure recog-
nised by legal enactment. There are, however, besides the

* In scientific calculations and measurements, a decimal system ia

most generally now used, as being much more convenient.

t The weight used for ^weighing heavy goods, goods of weigh*
(avoir du potas).

above, many denominations still used to trade, which are derived
from the names of the casks themselves.

For instance, to messtiring wine

31J gaOoas make 1 hogshead.
'-' isl * ,. 1 fere*.
S hogshssds ,. r.orbott.
* pipes 1 ton.

Also for spirit*

10 gallons
18 gftlloBS ,,

2 tisross (84 gallons),.

And in measuring ale or beer

9 gallons make 1 ArUm.
1 kU.lorkl

ll*rrl.

IrunM.
1

2 kilderkins

And in dry measure we have also

2 quarts

2 strikes

17.

5 quarters)
8 loads

]

1

1

I

lload.
llast.

MONEY. -COIN AGE.
MONET OF ACCOUMTS.

4 farthiuga make 1 penny written Id.

12 pence ,. 1 nhalling 1s.

20ahilliuga 1 pound 11.

A farthing is indicated either as a fractional part of a penny
thus, Jd. or by the letter "q" thus, Iq.
The symbols , s, d, q, are the initial* of the Latin words

Libra, solidus, denarius, quadrans.
These are the subdivisions of money in which accounts are

always kept. Besides these, however, we have several coins

representing other subdivisions, which are used to facilitate

traffic. From this they are called current coins. The following
is a list of our

CURRENT COINS.

( A Farthing.

Copper <. A Halfpenny.

I A Penny.
'

Threepenny piece.

Fourpenny piece.

Sixpence.
Sflwr Shilling.

2-shilling piece, or Florin.

2^-shilling piece, or Half-crown.

,5-ahilling piece, or Crown,
f Half-Sovereign.

Gold < Sovereign (the pound piece, equivalent

( to 20 shillings).

It has already been explained, under the head of Troy wdght
(Art. 13), that standard gold (that is, the gold of the coinage) is

ft, or 22 carats fine. Out of a pound Troy are coined 46g sove-

reigns, so that, by dividing this by 12, we find the price of

standard gold per ounce to be 3 17s. lOJd., no charge being
made at the Mint for coining gold.

Standard silver is Jj fine, and out of a pound Troy 66 shillings

are coined ; so that the Mint price of standard silver is 5s. 6d,

an ounce. The market price of silver bullion is less than this

generally about 5s. l|d. an ounce. The advantage which the

Mint thus gains is called scignorage.

In the new bronze coinage 48 pence are coined out of a pound
avoirdupois. Tho bronze consists of 95 parts copper, 4 tin, and
1 zinc.

Tho standard of our coinage is gold. By this is meant that

any amount of gold coin can be legally paid in liquidation of a

debt, the creditor being obliged to take it This is expressed

by saying that gold to an unlimited amount is the only leyal

tender. No one ia obliged to take more than 40s. worth of

silver, or more than 12d. worth of copper.
Other coins besides the above were formerly in use. The

guinea (21s.), the half-guinea, the 7-hilling piece, the noble

(6s. 8d.), mark (13s. 4U), the pistole (16s. lOd), moidore (27s.).

ANGULAR MEASURE.

18. The circumference of a circle being divided into 360 equal

parts, straight lines drawn to the centre will divide tho four
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right angles at the centre into 360 equal angles. Each of

these subdivisions, therefore, is equal to the 90th part of a right

angle. It is called a degree, and written thus 1. A degree
is divided into 60 minutes, one of which is written thus 1';

each minute into 60 seconds, one of which is written 1" (vide

Art. 3, "Division of Time," page 366). The arcs of the circle

which subtend at the centre an angle of 1, 1', V respectively,
are also called a degree, a minute, and a second respectively.
To know their actual magnitude, we must know the size of the

circle (see Note on page 367.

19.

MISCELLANEOUS TABLE.

12 units are called 1 dozen (doz.).
12 dozens
20 units

21 sheets of paper
20 quires
2 reams
5 bundles

1 gross.
1 score.

1 quire.
1 ream.
1 bundle.

1 bale.

A sheet folded in two leaves forms a folio.

four

eight
twelve

eighteen

thirty-six
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M.| in wdrangnlar, six>angled; Mvennial,

every six yean j tortuplo, sixfold ; ragenary, threescore, etc.

MO are the n.Konary fair one*, who, whether the/ were hand-
mime or not in tin- List routury, ought at least in thii to reduoe them-
aelre* to a decency of drew luiUble to their yean."
" Common SWIM."

1 . Parao tho following sentence* :

Apnl it come. The bird* ring. The tree* are in bloMom. The
flower* are coming out. The un ihinoi. Now it rain*. It raina

and tho sun nines. There u a rainbow. Oh, what fine colour* ! I

cannot catoh the rainbow. Tba> rainbow to gains? awmy. It

It U quite COM. I hear th ctickoo. It U Aucurt. Let w go fsto
the corn-field*, I the corn ripef Thu U a fraia of eon. Thu
U an ear of corn. Thu ulk makes trw. Mow UM corn nuwt to
tied up la snea*as.

rite a theme on each of tho following subjects:

1. Move* found by Pharaoh'* daughter. I 3. The Di^orery of imsrins
2. The Norman Conquest. |

4. The Dth of Prinoe Albert.

3. Write and carefully correct aa account of the last

speech, or lecture you heard.

-SLIP NO. 94. NELSON WON THE BATTLE OF THE NILE, 17U8.

COPY-SLIP NO. 95. OTAHEITE, AN ISLAND IN THB PACIFIC OCEAN

COPY-SLIP NO. 96. PEKIN IN CHINA.

COPY-SLIP NO. 97. QUEBEC FOUNDED, 1608.

WP7tfflJ7T,

COPY-SLU> Nu. 'J6. U03IULU8, FIUST KING OK KOMt.

LESSONS IN PENMANSHIP. XXV.
THE capital letters in tho present serie i of copy-slips, which
have been inserted to enable the self-teacher to acquire a

knowledgn of tho shape and modo of formation of each, will

servo as models for every variety of handwriting for largo-
hand as well as small-hand, and each of tho intermediate sizes.

It is necessary, however, for us to remind our readers that in

using the letters that are affixed to our Copy-slips in angular

writing, as in Copy-slip No. 95, aa capitals for copies in hands
in which tho strokes arc rounded at the top and bottom, as in

Copy-slips Nos. 94, 96, 97, and 98, caro muot bo taken to

substitute a well-rounded curve for the angles or points that

form BO conspicuous a feature in angular hand ; and, vice vend,
in using the round-hand capitals for angular hand, tho writer

must substitute points for the rounded curves.

As wo have said before, angularity is for the most part tho

distinguishing feature of a lady's hand; while roundneas i*,

generally speaking, the chief characteristic of men's hand-

writing ; and having proceeded thus far in acquiring a sound

knowledge of tho formation of the large and small letters of tho

writing alphabet from our copy-slips and instructions, we would
recommend all self-teachers, in practising writing, to direct their

attention more particularly to those copies which present the

characteristic features of the writing of the sex to which they

belong ; that is to say, that men and boys should copy our copy-

slips in round and commercial hand in preference to those in

angular hand, while girls and women should pay more attention

to copies in the hitter hand than to those in the former.

In drawing towards the conclusion of our present series of

copies and instructions in tho formation of letters, we cannot

urge too strongly on our learners tho necessity of unremitting

practice if they wish to write a clear and legible hand with a
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fair degree of rapidity. It is, however, a wearisome matter to

be always copying the same copy-slips over and over again.

There is nothing, indeed, that is more calculated to destroy the

learner's interest in what he is doing than to be, as it were,

always "harping upon one string;" and to prevent this, as well

as to save him the trouble of ruling lines for his copies, we

have prepared a series of cheap ruled copy-books, based on the

method which has been taught in our lessons on Penmanship,
and furnished with suitable head-lines, which will answer the

double purpose of providing the reader with a variety of subjects

for copying, and save him the trouble of ruling his paper.

In " Cassell's New Copy-books for the Million," the learner

will find everything that can be required for practice. The

eeries, the contents of which we append, comprises thirteen

books, price 2d. each, or the thirteen for 2s., and may be pro-

cured direct from the publishers of the POPULAR EDUCATOR,
and from all booksellers.

1. Initiatory Exercises.

2. Letters and Combinations
3. Short Words.
4. Capitals.

5. Text Hand.
6. Text and Bound.

7. Bound Hand.
8. Bound and Small Hands.
9. Small Hand.

10. Text, Bound, and Small Hand.
11. Introduction to Ladies' Hand.
12. Ladies' Hand.

13. Commercial Sentences.

ESSAYS ON LIFE AND DUTY. IY.
TEMPERANCE.

THE success of life and the happiness of life, as well as the

usefulness of life, depend to a very large extent upon the

cultivation of the spirit of temperance. Men of intemperate

speech and judgment, of intemperate likes and dislikes, are

apt to risk alike reputation and influence. The counsel to be

temperate does not, indeed, suit those whose passions predomi-
nate over their judgment, but all wise and thoughtful persons
will see at once that there is no virtue which has so much to do

with the force and excellency of character as temperance. It is

a word difficult strictly to define, but it is evidently a holding
of the mean between extremes in lawful things. Temperance
implies the right in the thing itself, as there are some things
which it would be wrong, under all circumstances, to be in any
way connected with. To be temperate in swearing, stealing, or

lying, would be manifestly a caricature of the word ; there can

be no temperance in that which is essentially evil. Can it then,

the reader may say, be possible to be temperate in right ? is it

not counselling us to stop short in that course of duty which
must get more right as we go on ? Strange as it may seem at

first sight to the student, there is a temperateness needed even

in the virtues themselves, without which their very existence as

virtues must be endangered. Amiability is
'

one of the most

beautiful excellences of character; and yet, if amiability is

pushed to the extreme, there may be no righteous indignation
at wrong, no earnest hatred of oppression, and no practical

effort to remove it. Contentment is another praiseworthy grace
of character ; but content may run into indifference and sloth,

and the God-given powers of the mind may be suffered to lie

fallow, and even to rot.

These instances are only adduced as illustrations of a law
which applies to all the virtues ; push any one of them, how-

ever honourable in itself, to an extreme, and it becomes a
vice. It will thus be seen what a careful nurseryman each

man ought to be of the vineyard of his own nature ; and also

what the Scriptures mean when they say, "Drunken, but not

with wine." It is easy to be intoxicated with pride and am-
bition : either of these two powers has, indeed, its proper

sphere, and their elimination from human life cannot take

place without serious detriment to character. In all ages of

the world men have been found to love and advocate extremes ;

some have been Epicureans, denying themselves no pleasure, and
some Stoics, denying themselves all

; and, doubtless, the disciples
of extremes attract more notice, and are often credited with

greater earnestness ; whereas it should be remembered that, as

it is more difficult to preserve the just balance, so is it more
honourable and worthy of praise.

One of the clearest American thinkers says,
" Men under-

take to be spiritual, and they become ascetic ; or, endeavouring
to hold a liberal view of the comforts and pleasures of society,

they are soon buried in the world and become slaves to its

fashion; or, holding a scrupulous watch to keep out every

particular sin, they become legal, and fall out of liberty; or,
charmed with the noble and heavenly liberty, they run to

negligence and irresponsible living. So the earnest become
violent, the fervent fanatical and censorious, the gentle waver,
the firm turn bigots, the liberal grow lax, the benevolent osten-

tatious. Poor human infirmity can hold nothing steady."
The more true we feel this to be, the more necessary will be

seen to be the exercise of a spirit of temperance, and how diffi-

cult its application to the manifold aypccts of human life and

duty. In no respect is mankind more in danger of becoming
intemperate than in speech ; for to lay an embargo upon the

tongue is among the most trying efforts of the spirit of temper-
ance. It is difficult to deny ourselves what often gratifies our

own pride, and, at the same time, damages the prestige of

another. From this propensity have sprung family feuds, pro-

longed law-suits, and party divisions innumerable. It would be
out of the province of this essay to specify all the evils which
have resulted to society from intemperance in other provinces
of character, but it must surely be admitted that no moral code

can be perfect which does not inculcate temperance as well as

justice. True, indeed, it is, that there is nothing high-sounding
in it, and it is not likely to enlist in its advocacy those who are

nothing, if not extreme. But it had of old amidst its advocates

the wisest and most illustrious of the philosophers ; and it is

made more authoritative on us by its enforcement on the page
of Inspiration. The pleasures of temperance are steady in their

development, but they are very lasting and real. When nature

is kept in proper equipoise of action, there is freedom from those

nervous depressions which are incident to excitements of any
and every kind. Instead of keen sensational measures, succeeded

by times of leaden indifference and dulnerr-, there is a quiet

glow of interest and energy in the exercises of the mind, which

bring with them a cheerful sense of healthful recreation. As

experienced travellers prefer, after all, the temperate zone

neither the frigid cold of the far North, nor the glaring light and
heat of the tropics so the most experienced student of life will

prefer the temperate zone of character as the one most con-

ducive to the health and longevity of the virtues.

Temperance keeps the body cool and the mind clear, and is

thus related to the other virtues in a vast variety of ways,

presenting to us that which is of inestimable value a sane

mind in a sound body. There is an insanity which results not

only from the excessive use of ardent spirits, but from the

intemperate exercises of pride and passion, and multitudes

would have been preserved in health and reason if they had

received and acted on the maxim,
" Be temperate !" It must

be seen that the exercise of this virtue is related to varieties

and differences of temperament. Some are in little danger of

excess of anger ; others need fear no excess of pride. Solon's

celebrated maxim,
" Know thyself," should be well pondered ;

for then, when the danger is clearly apprehended, the remedy
can be best applied, according to the specific difficulties of each

separate constitution. As the subject becomes clearly under-

stood,
1
' it will be seen that, instead of temperance being the

mere negation of things, it is rather the right enjoyment of

them. The dangers incidental to human character do not come
in one direction only ;

and in the multitudinous aspects of life

and duty it is as wise as it is right to be temperate in all things.

OUR HOLIDAY.
CBICKET. II.

THE following are the Laws of the game of Cricket, including the

latest revisions by the Marylebone Club, which is the recognised

authority on the subject. Besides forming the standard of

appeal in disputed cases, they will be found by the learner to

throw light on points which were but briefly touched upon in

our previous paper :

THE LAWS OF DOUBLE-WICKET.
1. The Ball must weigh not less than five ounces and a half, nor

more than five ounces and three quarters. It must measure not less

than nine inches, nor more than nine inches and one quarter in cir-

cumference. At the beginning of each innings either party may call

for a new ball.

2. The Bat must not exceed four inches and one quarter in the

widest part. It must not be more than thirty-eight inches in length.

3. The Stumps must be three in number, twenty-seven inches out of

the ground ;
the bails eight inches in length ;

the stumps of equal and

of sufficient thickness to prevent the ball from passing through.
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.- Bowling Crmuw must be in a liuo with the wtunij*. six feet

: h
;

t lio itumpt in the centre ; with a return w
ut each In the bowler, at right angle*.

Create must be four feet from the wicket, and
ll. i an the bowling

6. The Wickets muit be pitched opposite to each other I y tint

umpire*, at the distance of twenty-two yards.
7. U 'I not be lawful for either i-.irty .lunnu- u u

fhs) oonaent of the other, to alter the ground by rolling,', watering,

inning, .'I bo swept and rolled. This rule U
r from beating the ground with his bat

'luring the innings, nor to prevent tho

bowler from r.llm.; uj> holes with sawdust, etc., when the ground
ia w.'t.

8. After rain tho wickets may be changed, with the consent of both

p:irti-.s.

.lor shall deliver the ball with one foot on the ground
U'hm.l crease, and within the return crease, and shall bowl

! wickottf, which ho shall be permitted to do
only onco in the same innings.

!. l I ill must bo bowled. If thrown or jerked, the umpire shall

call "No ball."

11. Ho may require the striker at the wicket from which he is

bowling to stand ou that side of it which he may direct.

1_. If tho bowler shall toss the ball over tho striker's head, or bowl
it so wide that, iu tho opinion of the umpire, it shall not be fairly
within the reach of the batsman, he shall adjudge one run to the party
receiving tho innings, either with or without an appeal, which shall be

put down to the score of "wide bolls." Such ball shall not be reckoned
as one of tho four balls ; but if the batsman shall by any means bring
himself within reach of the ball, the run shall not be adjudged.

13. If the bowler deliver a " no boll," or a "wide ball," the striker

shall bo allowed as many runs as ho can get, and he shall not be put out

except by running out. In tho event of no run being obtained by any
other means, then one run shall be added to the score of "no balls" or

"wide balls," as the cose may be. All runs obtained for "wide balls
"

to be scored to " wide balls." The names of the bowlers who bowl
"' wide balls," or " no balls,

1 '

in future to be placed on the score, to
show the parties by whom either score is made. If the ball shall first

touch any port of the striker's dress or person (except his hands), the

umpire shall call
"
Leg bye."

14. At the beginning of each innings the umpire shall call
"
Play."

From that time to the end of each innings no trial ball shall be allowed
to any bowler.

15. The Striker is Out if either of the bails be bowled off, or if a

stump be bowled out of the ground ;

16. Or if the ball, from the stroke of the bat, or hand, but not the

wrist, be held before it touch the ground, although it be hugged to the

body of the catcher
;

17. Or if, in striking, or at any other time while the ball shall be in

play, both his feet shall be over the popping crease, and his wicket put
down, except his bat be grounded within it ;

18. Or if, iu striking at the boll, be hit down his wicket ;

19. Or if, under pretence of running, or otherwise, either of the
strikers prevent a ball from being caught, the striker of the ball is out;

20. Or if the ball be struck, and he wilfully strike it again ;

21. Or if, in running, the wicket be struck down by a throw, or by
the hand or arm (with ball in hand), before his bat (in hand) or
some part of his person be grounded over the popping crease. But if

both the bails be off, a stump must be struck out of the ground ;

22. Or if any part of the striker's dress knock down the wicket
;

23. Or if the striker touch or take up the ball, while iu play, unless
at the request of the opposite party ;

-t. Or if with any part of his person he stop the ball, which, in the

opinion of the umpire at the bowler's wicket, shall have been pitched
in a straight line from it to the striker's wicket, and would have hit it.

25. If the players have crossed each other, he that runs for the
wicket which is put down is out.

26. A boll being caught, no runs shall be reckoned.
27. A striker being run out, that run which he and his partner were

attempting shall not be reckoned.
28. If a " Lost ball

" be called, the striker shall be allowed six runs ;

but if more than six shall have been run before "Lost Ball" shall have
been called, then the striker shall have all which have been run.

29. After the ball shall have been finally settled in the wicket-

keeper's or bowler's hand, it shall bo considered dead ; but when the
bowler is about to deliver tho ball, if tho striker at his wicket go
outside the popping crease before such actual delivery, the said bowler

may put him out, unless (with reference to the 21st law) his bat in

liand, or some part of his person, be within the popping crease.

30. The striker shall not retire from his wicket and return to it to

complete his innings after another has been in, without the consent of
the opposite i

31. No substitute shall in any case be allowed to stand out or run
between wickets for another person without the consent of the oppo-

site party ; and ia OKM any parson ball be allowed to ran
..or shall be out if either he or his substitute bo off the (round

in manner mentioned In law* 17 and 21, while tho ball ia ia play.
32. In all COMM where a substitute shall be allowed, the ooassat of

the opposite party thill alto b obtained as to UM pones to act as

substitute, and the place in tba fteld which ho shall take.

33. If any fleldanaa atop the ball with his hat. tho ball sta*B bo ooo-
aldaMd dead, and tho opposite party shall add ore runs to their aooro;
if any be ran, they shall hat* flvo ia all.

3t. The ball baring bom hit, the .inker may guard Us wiokot with
his bat. or with any part of Us body except his haada; that tho t3rd
law may not be disobeyed.

35. Tba Wicket-Keeper shall not take the ball, for the purpose of

stumping, until it have pasted tho wicket j bo shall not more until tho
ball be out of the bowWt hand ; bo shall not by any noise toooaissodo
the striker; and if any part of bis parson bo ovtr or before tho wicket,
although the ball hit it, the striker shall not bo out.

30. The Umpires are tho sole judges of fair or unfair play ; and aU
disputes shall be determined by them, each at bis own wiokot; bat is
case of a catch which the umpire at the wiokot bowled from cannot
tee sufficiently to decide upon, bo may apply to tho other umpire,
whose opinion shall be conclusive.

37. The umpires in all matches shall pitch fMr wiekete, a*"1 **>+

parties shall tost up for choice of innings. The umpires snslTnhsijs.
wiekete after each party hat had one innings.

38. They shall allow two minutes for each striker to come to. sad
ten minutes between each unrngs. When the umpire shall call

"
Play,'*

the party refusing to play thUl lose the match.
imy are not to order a striker out unless appealed to by the

adversaries ;

40. But if one of the bowler's feet be not on the ground behind the

bowling crease, and within the return create, when be thill deliver tho
ball, the umpire at his wicket, unasked, mutt call

" No ball."

41. If either of the strikers run a short run, the umpire most caQ
"One short."

1-'. No umpire bholl be allowed to bet.

43. No umpire is to be changed during a match, unless with tho
consent of both parties, except in case of violation of the 42nd law ;

then either party may dismiss the transgressor.
44. After tho delivery of four bolls, the umpire must call

"
Orer,"

but not until the ball shall be finally settled in the wicket-keeper's or
bowler's Land; the ball shall then be considered dead; nevertheless,
if an idea be entertained that either of the strikers is out, a question
may be put previously to, but not after, the delivery of the next ball.

45. The umpire must take especial care to call
" No ball

"
instantly

upon delivery ;

" Wide boll,'' as soon aa it shall pats the striker.

46. The Players who go in second shall follow their innings if they
have obtained eighty runs less than their antagonists, except in all

matches limited to only one day's play, when the number shall bo
limited to sixty instead of eighty.

47. When one of the strikers shall have been put out, the use of tho
bat shall not be allowed to any person until the next striker sha3
come in.

NOTE. Complaints having been made that it is the practice of sons)

players when at the wicket to make holes in the ground for a footing;
the committee are of opinion that the umpires should be empowered,
to prevent it.

THE LAWS OF SINGLE WICKET.

1. When there shall be less than five players on a aide, bounds
shall be placed, twenty-two yards each, in a line from the off and
leg stump.

2. The ball must be hit before the bounds to entitle the striker to a

run, which run cannot be obtained unless he touch the bowling stump
or crease in a line with his bat, or some part of hit person, or go
beyond them, returning to the popping crease aa at double wicket,
according to the 21st law.

3. When the striker shall hit the ball, one of his feet mutt be oa
the ground and benind the popping create, otherwise the umpire shall

call "No hit."

4. When there shall be less than fire players on a aide, neither byes
nor over-throws shall be allowed, nor shall the striker be caught out
1-fliii.fl the wicket, nor stumped out.

5. The fieldsman must return the ball to that it shall cross tho play
between the wicket and the bowling stump, or between the bowling
stump and the bounds. The striker may run till

Us*,
ball bo so

returned,

I. After tho striker shall have made one run, if h* start again bo
must touch thn bowling stump and turn before the bau cross theiplay,
to entitle him to another.

. The striker shall be entitled to three runs for lost ball, and the

same number for ball stopped with hat, with reference to the toth and
33rd lawt of double wicket.

8. When there shall be more than four players oa a aids, there shall

be no bounds. All hits, byes, and overthrows shall then bo allowed.

9. The bowler it subject to the same lawt as at double wicket.

10. Not more than one minute shall be allowed beta-sau each ball.
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Fig. 1. THE BATSMAN IN

POSITION.

We come now to the practical part of the game, concern-

ing which a few hints will be useful to the beginner. A
good cricketer can only be made by practice, but it will

assist the learner to have right principles before him at the

outset.

The Batsman, at starting, should stand in the position shown

in Fig. 1 his right foot firmly planted on the ground, and his

left in readiness to move freely

either to the one side or the other,
as may be required in striking
the ball. He grounds the end of

his bat at a spot within the pop-

ping crease, and about the length
of the bat from the wicket ; and,
in order that he may guard his

wicket well, he is entitled to ask

the umpire stationed near the

opposite wicket to give him the

correct line for the middle stump ;

that is, to inform him when his

bat is so placed as to cover this

stump, looking from the bowler's

^5y end. He marks this spotby an in-

dentation with the bat, and is then

in readiness for the ball. One

,^, general rule must be laid down for

playing either fast or slow balls.

Iftheyappeartobe coming straight
into the wicket, they must be

blocked, or stopped, and the player
should not attempt to strike them.

In blocking, the bat is lifted only a short distance from the

ground, and the ball is struck downward, so as to bring it to a

dead stop if possible. For this purpose the handle of the bat

should be sloped well forward, by which means the front of the

bat is made to cover the ball, and prevent its rising from the

ground. Otherwise, in blocking, the ball may receive just such a

tip as will cause it to pass from the edge of the bat into the hands

of "point" or "cover-point," who will be on the look-out for it.

The position known as " the draw," which is engraved in our

second figure, is something between a block and a hit, partaking
of the nature of both. It is the mode of meeting a ball when,
after being pitched, it rises from the ground and is apparently

coming straight in towards the top of the wicket or the bails.

The bat is held straight before the wicket (Fig. 2), but the

surface of the bat, instead of meeting the ball full, is turned

slightly to one side, so that the ball,

when it meets the bat, is turned off

at an angle, and a run is frequently
the result.

If the ball, when delivered, ap-

pears to be coming somewhat wide
of the wicket, the batsman may
play it freely, either by a "

hit," a
"
cut," or a "drive." But it is fre-

quently difficult to tell what line the

ball is really taking, for, if you are

playing against an expert bowler,

you will probably find the balls come
towards the wicket with a twist from
the spot at which they were pitched,

__ and, instead of pursuing a straight

tjj course, turning in to the stumps.
The great art of bowling, indeed, is

to be able to give this twist to the

ball, as well as to direct it straight
at the wicket. Nothing but prac-

tice, and quickness both of eye and

hand, will teach the young bats-

man to guard effectually against this danger.
In striking, hit the ball, if possible, between the line of the.

fielders, or wherever you see the field most open and unprotected.
Strike low, so that you may 'not afford the opportunity of a

catch to one or your watchful opponents. Do not be too eager
to make rons ; let your object rather be to protect your wicket
as long as possible, waiting your opportunity for a good hit now
and then at a ball delivered with less care than usual. Do net

attempt a run after the ball is in the hands of one of the fielders,

Fig. 2." THE DRAW."

>///

ra
Fig. 3. THE BOWLER.

the

otherwise the ball may reach your stumps before you can return
to the wicket, and you will be " run out."

If practice is necessary to the batsman, it is still more essential
to make an expert Bowler. The learner should practise bowling
at a mark, either in a field or in an outhouse. He should acquiro
both the fast and the slow styles, for it is of the greatest service
in actual play to be able to vary the character of the bowling
to deliver a slow ball after a fast one, and vice versti. Nothing
is more embarrassing to the batsman than the uncertainty this
causes as to the kind of ball he is about to receive. The bowler
should acquire, also, the knack of twisting the ball in its delivery,
to which we have previously alluded. The ball should be held
in the fingers only, and not grasped in the palm of the hand.
It matters not whether the

style of delivery be " round-

arm," or " under-hand "
that

is, whether with a swing of the

arm from the shoulder,orbowled
in the ordinary meaning of the

word. The learner should adopt
that mode which gives him the

greatest command of the ball

and its direction. The round-
arm style is more generally
suited to fast, and the under-

hand to slow bowling; but this

rule has its individual excep-
tions. A few years ago, very
little bowling other than in the

round-arm style was seen in the

cricket field. The under-hand
fashion was regarded with seme

degree of contempt. Now, how-

ever, it has come again into

vogue, and may be seen prac-
tised almost, if not quite, as

frequently as the more modern
round-arm delivery. Fig. 3 represents the attitude of
bowler when about to deliver the ball in round-arm style.
Next in importance to batsman and bowler, in the duties he

has to perform, comes the Wicket-keeper. His duty is to stop
the ball, if he can, immediately it passes the wicket, and, if the
batsman be not sufficiently guarded, or within his bounds, to
knock the bails off before the striker can recover his proper
position. He should also receive the ball after the fielders have
secured it, and it is his place to throw it at the stumps before
the batsman can complete his intended run. Therefore, the fielder

who may stop the ball, instead of throwing it at once to the

wicket, should deliver it as quickly as possible into the hands of

the wicket-keeper ; otherwise, if he miss his aim and the ball

pass, by the wicket, the batsman may run again, and make as

many more towards the score as if the ball had been again hit.

The hands of the wicket-keeper should be protected by padded
gloves, especially if the bowling be of the fast order. The
watchful and ready attitude of

the wicket-keeper are depicted
in Fig. 4.

Balls which pass the wicket-

keeper should be secured by
Long-stop, who is stationed at

some distance behind him for

that purpose, as indicated in the

diagram of the relative positions
of the players, given in our pre-
vious paper. The other duties

of long-stop and the rest of the

fielders may be described in J
general terms. They must be on ~}?

the vigilant look-out when the

ball is delivered, that they may
catch it or stop it as soon as

possible, if it should chance to

be struck that way. Quickness
of eye, a firm hand for a catch,
and good legs, the power to throw a ball straight to the wicket-

keeper, and judgment not to over-throio it, are the essentials to

a good fielder. Such a player is often able to render his side

quite as good service as either the expert bowler or the batsman.

WlCKET.KEEPEB>
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3 IN BOTANY \m.
.IV. Uo- . l'KliiU(a)iUtnuil).

Lot us now uxiiiiiiiiu 11 rose, not HO mu.-li fur th>> -.u.,- <( looming
i .: tlio flower, M for the Bako of gradually

making ouraolves acquaint- 1 witli tin.- trurturo of Huuh fruit*

us apjilon and jn-ars.

ipa wo hin I hotter oommonco with tho fruits, u a rose

lion little to toaoh u*. After tho petals of a roue have all

remains, as everybody knows, a flank-shaped

then, tha calyx, nut being adherent, tho fruiU or carpel*,

although surrounding them, can readily be separated. But after

the examples of botanical transformation which we hare already
i-.-wn, tin- n-.i I-! Hurprised at the information that,

in certain members of the roae order, the calyx out only ur-

ronnds the carpels, bnt actually attach** itself to them ; thos

beooming, what we should term in ordinary language, a portion
of the fruit. This is the case with apples and pears, wi.

composed each of five carpels, recognisable by the fire seed-

Teasels olosely enveloped in a fleshy calyx. What we torm the

129. BLOSSOM, BUDS, AND LEAF OF THE BLACKBERRY (RUBUS FKUTIOOSUS). 130. FEAR BLOSSOM. 131. SWER BRIAR OB XOLAjmn (OiA
RUBIGINOSA). 132. APRICOT BLOSSOM (AUMENJACA VULOARIS). 133. BLOSSOM OT THE PEACH (PEKSICA VULOAJUS). 134.

BENNET, OR AVENS (OEUM COCCINEUM). 135. LADY'S MANTLE (ALCHEMILLAj .

body, which contains little hairy prominences termed seeds

in ordinary language. In reality, these are fruits, each contain-

ing a seed, and the external envelope in which they are oon-

I

tained is nothing more than tho calyx. This peculiar confer-

. mation will bo readily demonstrated by considering the various

parts of a roso flower, and the changes which these parts
undergo. If we open a rose flower, we see numerous stamens
bnt no pistils. On looking still more attentively, the tops of

pistils become evident, that is to say, their stigmas, but their

styles are hidden. If a vertical section of the flower be now
made, tho stigmas will bo seen to proceed from ovaries affixed,
as already described, to the inside of the calyx, and hidden by
the envelopment of the latter, which surrounds them on all

idea, only a narrow tliroat-likc opening being left at the top.

VOL. i.

eye of an apple ia nothing but the remains of tho free part of

the calyx enclosing withered stamens.

A precisely similar structure is observable in the pear

(Fig. 130), the quince, and the mountain ash ; the fruit of the

last-named, indeed, resembles common applee in every respect

except size and colour. The hawthorn U also a rosaceous plant,

belonging to the sub-order Pomcce ; hence the structure of the

fruit, haws, should resemble the structure of an apple. On a

casual examination this does not seem to be the case, for

whereas the apple contains internally some parchment-like

cavities, the fruit of the hawthorn contains seeds covered

by a hard strong investment, this is no other than a

thickened condition of the parchment -lika compartments of

tho apple.

86
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The apple tribe (sub-order Pomece) is thus seen to be nearly

allied to the roses proper ; the almond tribe (sub-order Amygda-

lece), containing almonds, peaches, apricots, nectarines, plums,

etc., is still more nearly allied, however little one might antici-

pate such resemblance from a casual examination of the fruit.

The reader will remember that in the sub-order Pomece, the

ovary, or lower portion of the united carpels, is inferior ; that is

to say, the calyx grows around it, adheres to it, and appears
above it. In the rose proper no such adherence takes place ;

hence the ovary may be said to be superior ; in Amygdalece, or

the sub-order of Rosacece, containing almonds, plums, nectarines,

etc., the ovary is also superior ;
hence the truth of our remark,

that this sub-order was more nearly allied to roses proper than

is the sub-order Pomece. If the flowers of paaohes, plums,

nectarines, etc., be examined, they will be found to be made up
of a corolla of five petals, a calyx of five sepals, and numerous
stamens arising from the sides of the calyx ;

these are all

characteristics of the rose tribe. Instead, however, of many
carpels, like the roses proper, the members of the almond tribe

have each only one, which ripens into the sort of fruit termed

by botanical writers a drupe, a term which has been fully ex-

plained. For another specimen of the rose tribe we refer the

reader to Fig. 131.

Let us now examine the chemical and physiological character-

istics of the Rosacece. The sub-order Rosece, containing the roses

proper, does not include one noxious plant. On the contrary,

the strawberry yields us a delightful article of food, and the

fruit of some species of rose is made into conserves. The leaves

of this sub-order are usually astringent, and so in like manner
are the petals ; those of the garden roses are frequently used by
medical men for the preparation of astringent draughts. Need
we call attention to the fragrance of roses ? That fragrance

depends on the presence of a volatile oil, which admits of being
extracted from the flower petals. It constitutes the otto or

attar of roses.

The sub-order Pomece is also harmless, if we except the seeds

and flowers of certain species which contain a minute amount
of prussic acid; not sufficient, however, to be injurious. The

fleshy part of pomaceous fruits is frequently an agreeable article

of food, containing much sugar in the sweet varieties, and various

acids, of which the malic is the principal. In the sub-order

Amygdalece (Figs. 132 and 133), the amount of prussic acid,

which becomes accumulated for the most part in the leaves,

petals, and seeds, is often very great ; nevertheless, the poisonous

principle rarely extends to the fleshy pericarp or edible portion
of the fruit. The seeds of the bitter almond, and the leaves of

the common cherry laurel, furnish examples of a great accu-

mulation of prussic acid in certain memberfe of this beautiful

sub-order, which is also further distinguished from Rosece and
Pomece by yielding gum, which the two latter never do.

Other plants belonging to the order Rosacece are represented

by Figs. 134 and 135.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XXIII.
SECTION XLIII. IDIOMATIC PHRASES.

1. ern, gladly, freely, fain, etc. (comparative ttcber, rather; see

106. 1), with an appropriate verb, forms the equivalent of our

phrase,
" to be fond of, to like," etc., as : Sr tttnft gcrit 2Betn,

he is fond of (drinking) wine. Sr raucf;t gern, he is fond of

smoking; or, he likes to smoke. @r tragt gern fd;ime .Rtctter, he
likes (to wear) fine clothes. 3d; mod;te* gern nnffen, ob mein Sveunb

nod; left, I would fain know whether my friend is still Hving.

3d; modjte Uebcr gefien, ate bleiben, I would ratlier go than stay.
With baben it may often be rendered by

"
dear," as : 3d; Ijabe

jnetne Sretmbe gern, I hold (have) my friends " dear."

2. SRotlnq !)aben signifies "to need, to have need of," as: aben

te btcfeg 3? ud; ni'tfytg? do you need (have you need of) this book ?

@r fiat e(fc noting, he needs money ; or, has need of money.
3. 3m tanbe fetn signifies "to be able;" literally, "to be in

the position or situation," as : tub te im tanbe, ju fd;mben ?

are you able to write ? In this construction the verb dependent
upon im tanbe fetn is often omitted, and the pronoun eg is intro-

duced (Sect. XXXV. 6), as : 3d; bin c3 ntd;t im tante, I am not
able.

* For conjugation of burfen, fcnnen, mogen, etc., in the subjunctive,
see 83 (2). See also remarks connected with these conjugations.

4. Several words, as bod;, ja, fd;on, teUeicl;t, luoW, and jn>ar, etc.,

are often used with a signification different from their primary
one, or where no corresponding one is employed in English,
as : Sinb ic uietlcidjt frauf ? are you (perhaps) sick ? JlBcvbcit

tc \w()l morgcit abreifcn ? is it true, shall you depart to-morrow ?

S'c nnvfc iiuS fdjon ftnten, he will already (doubtless) find us. SBcim

cr franf ift, fo fann er nidjt fommen, if he is sick, (then) he cannot
come. Sr Itefi ntcfyt,

imb jw>ar, melt cr fctn JSurf; fyat, he does not

read, (and indeed) because he has no book, efycu ie ja ntd;t, do
not go by any means. ($$ buvftc (see note) u>ob,t fo fommen, it

might indeed so happen (come). 2Bo((en Sic fcfjcit gcfycn? are you
going already ? Samoftf, yes (certainly) ; or, yes, indeed. 3d;

glaubte, cr fonnte un3 fcijon lictttc befitctjen, I thought he could (already)
visit us to-day. (J'r glaubte, er fonnte fid; mofyl jc|jt an Unit vacbcn, he

thought he could now (indeed) avenge himself upon him.

5. The causative adverbs, bcjHnub or bcjjn)cgen (therefore), babtird;

(thereby), etc., are frequently introduced into a leading sentence,

where the corresponding English word is omitted, as : (r ift

bepbalb un^ttfrieben, njetl fetn grcunb ntdit bier ift, he is (therefore) dis-

contented because his friend is not here.

6. dnilbtg with fetn signifies
' to be indebted, to owe ;

"
the

word denoting the amount being put in the accusative (
132. 3),

as : @r ift nttr nnr eincn ulbcn fdnilrig, he owes me but one florin.

i'crbanfen also signifies "to owe," but only in the sense of "to
be obliged for, to ascribe to," as : 3d) scrtnnfe mctne cnefung ber

reinen Sitft ber cfc.nxij, I owe my recovery to the pure air of Swit-

zerland.

VOCABULARY.

316'gcbcn, to deliver.
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KCI8E 83.

1. II boon able to perform the work, he wotild not
.ikon it. 2. Will he l>e able to fulfil his promise ?

. >t been able. 4. Wo ought not to promise more
able to perform. 5. Are you able to deliver u

utioii upon this subject P 6. I am indeed able, but
I Irnve no time now. 7. Does the boy go for my stick freely ?

8. If lie gH-s, (thru) ho does it unwillingly; I would rather go
51. Do you like to me your relations? 10. Yes, I do

in 11. When you have need of those books, then
I will K-ml you them freely. 12. He needed money yesterday,

re ht- <le-iiv<l mo that I would give him some. 13. There-

fore, it i- ii-i l.-ss to ask for more, when you already oy$ BO

much. 1 1. Who would not freely heal the wounds of a wounded
luurt .'

SECTION XLIV.-CONDITIONAL MOOD.

The conditional mood is used, whore a condition is supposed
whieh may or may not be possible. It is also sometimes used
in exclamation and interrogation, as : SBenn fit nod; Icbtc, ware

i.f) glucflidt, if she were still living, I should bo happy. 3d; ty&tte

: o antcv? gcmadjt, I should have arranged the matter dif-

y. SBArc cr tcrfj nod; am Sctcn! oh, that he were still alive !

uu\jlut, '-i'atcr? could it be possible, father ? (See lit.)

?ln'fortcrumj, /. clain..

demand.

Mn'gt(cgtn$tit /.trans-

action, affair.

'.'tn'lialtciu persevor-
eontinuul.

'.'InTi'.tt, /. view, opi-
nion.

Clurtvcttn, to step

forth, appear.
iM.U'tcn, to keep, re-

tain.

i'riufc /. bridge.

(nirlaffen, to engage.

l?iitfrrc'd;en, to an-

swer.

VOCABULARY.

(Jrfra'rtn, to spare,

avoid, save.

gcrne, /. distance.

Scft, 11. feast.

Sort'rtifitn, to carry

(tear) away.
(SVa,cnavm, /. pre-

sence.

cim'fud>rn, to vi-it.

itr'bltiben, to remain

here.

'JDiit'tbetlcn, to impart,
communicate.

d;rocia.fn, to be
silent.

3dn>crlid;, hardly. !

KESUM OF EXAMPLES.

@d;)i>ie'riijfcit, /. diffi-

culty.
2tranl in. strand,

shore.

lln'annrbmlul'fcit/.dis-

agrceableness.

liettrufi', m. vexation.

i'trfdic'ntrn, to em-

bellish, improve.

'icrrfTu^'ten, to oblige.

i'crfitivin'tcn, to va-

nish.

2BitcriVrr'*cn, to con-

tradict.

3oflncr, 7). toll-ga-

therer.

babcn,3d; njftrtt ta 3?d) nod;

rotiin id; H nid)t vtrtc'rtn

'in ii'iirtcfl jcft Srtutr rm
it'cnn !Cu ttint

i>-tban' Inltttfl.

(^'r rcurtf bcf'ftrt Srruntt

njtnn ?r auf'riditiqcr irarc

Ciiir ivurtrn 6V(t l;atcn, >vtnn ivir

I should still have the book if

1 hud not lost it.

Thou wouldst now feel ploa-

suro if thou hadst done thy

duty.
Ho would have better friends

if he were more sincere.

We should have money if we
were more economical.

You would have sorrow, instead

of joy, if tho child had died.

2 it triirttn flii^tr bantdn, Jvtnn fit They would act more prudently

mt^r 3>trjhnl' fatten. ^ if they had more understand-

ing.
Cr unirtt tin grefjtS 'i'frmp'qen bt> He would possess a large for-

fift'cn. nn-nn tr mt'niger trAge tune if he had been K-s-;

gewffcn iua slothful.

br irfirtft trailer flatt ftrcure

babcn nmn ta JJint

84.

1. 3* batit mtr f^ra ma^n. 4Jmru crfpott. MWM u. Mt p
rcitfn'prtdjrn, qff^itu 2. 34 me^U iwffoi, it

batun. inn iu an mnntr &uUt $rm(tn vm. 3. flBttR ta* e^Mfi'dl

i* (*crtK> { < nnfufctc yfcw-
mrn KIM i :tc -]li:dlid) |rtn lennt*. axnn a l (MtU^nKnt i J

l'fnut;n .itW ffl<kt tu Viitdt

VatU ut )u I r

io ii'iatt id> jrwij nuti bur yWubtn (nn 7. <i< iwint Uf
1.1, xnn fie M l r<t fi^wwrvjlni

8. UJcnn ut t j< 4tu fnruKn WffiU.
>a id; i ct unt -nbdluwft attcitfii muiint ft.

OBciin rr .jccu'cn b.uu. ivuiu i.i) ibn ybvn ^jfccn 10. tthr

nidjt aulybtn ;
tl nu-d'tc rrqnrn 11. Oow 6k mir cta<

(Ic^nbciirn iiuitbfitrii wcUun, fo, ttrt<n Ck mu^ wr-

I'flid'tcn 12. U mart mtint ati^tt 8rn(t. alU 2Rtnfd>tn ftludlt^ {

fcbtn. 13. 3d; baitt i-bnt ^rrftant fru mufftn. wrnn id; nidk raf

Mtft Sad;t battt <niUfin ivolltn 11. 4>frfdwuKn tft *<r Ctra
in rtc 8rrnt

;
O Kit gtrnt war, id? nod; tm silataluBt ! 15. Saul ft

ware, toit id; ibn nmnfd't, unt nxnn rr oUcn nuuun *f'otruiyn au<

fprod;tn battc, fo wurtt id; ibn btbalttn babm.

KXEECIBE 85.

1. Had your friend m t become ill, he would certainly bar*
embellished the feast by his presence. 2. If you were more pru-
dent you would not have met with thin inoonvenicno-
would have settled your bosineM if you had mentioned it to me.
1. Hit brother would have been better received if he bad had
letters of recommendation. 5. He would have Ivtt- r friend* if

he were more agreeable. 6. You would hare had moro diffiool-

ties it you had not followed the advice of your friend'

should not have the least doubt that . you would have mooeoded
if you had acted more prudently. 8. We should set sail for

Holland if we had a fair wind. 9. He would be the first atnon/
our merchants if he were more sociable. 10. If I had had tito

power, I should have acted in another manner, because I should
not have had so much patience. 11. What would

felicity of man if he always sought his happiness in himself ?

12. You would bo richer if you were more cnterpri-ing.
I had not lost my purse I should still have it. 14. He woold
not have so much money if he hod been idlo. 15. The greater
the difficulty, the greater pleasure there i-i in overcoming it.

16. If he had not crossed the bridge, tho toll-gatherer woold
not have demanded payment.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. VII.

EVERT art is lest taught individually. It H true that there

are some advantages to the singer in collective teaching. The
"
sympathy of numbers

"
both aids and encourage* him. But

his progress will depend entirely on individual attention ami
endeavour. In most classes the few make progroa* and food,

while the many some from timidity, and others from idleness

and inattention hang upon the leadeit, and soon begin to clog

their movements. As, however, singing for schools and con-

gregations must be generally taught in classes, the object of

the teacher must be to combine tho spirit and sympathy of

numbers with as careful an attention to individual progress a
He should also occasionally separate the lagger*

from tho more forward, and (without blaming or discouraging

them) cause them to retrace their steps and go by themselves,

while the others lire advancing freely and rapidly in a new claw.

For these purposes, the pupil should be led to expect a rigiJ

i<ni at the close of each stage of progreaa, ao*l

a division of tho class as the result. Several losson hours shoal 1

bo devoted to this examination. It might be conducted in R

separate room, while the rest of the class are practising. In

adult classes, most of tho questions might be announce.;

aid the answer given in writing at the time, and they

would only require separate examination in connection with U.e

exercises. The examiner would then decide by I

the two examinations. A register of each, examination should

be kopt by the teacher, and a memorial of it given to th>

To aid both the self-teacher and the class-teacher, the f"'

questions and test* of impress are given : Let no one consider

himself worthy to j.nrsuo the cour*e further until he has tho-

nmghly fulfilled : fJmicjj to I* done ara

:. asterisk. These especially muc-t not IKS oi~
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, QUESTIONS AND TESTS OP PROGRESS ON THE " FIRST
STAGE."

[The questions are to bo answered from book over and over again
until they can be also answered from memory.]

LESSON 1 (page 27;.

1. What were the reasons that encouraged
" our friend

"
to

think that he had a voice ? What kind of road to music do
we offer ? What are the conditions of admission to it ?

2. What is the difference between high and low in music ?

3. What must be chosen and fixed before the notes which

may be introduced into a tune are distinctly ascertained ? What
is this arrangement of notes called, and by what primary laws ia

it regulated ? On what grounds do we call it the scale of all

nations and of all times ?

4. What is a musical interval ? Is it a distance in time ? in

space ? in what ?

* 5. Draw from memory a diagram of the scale, with the sol-fa

syllable to represent the notes, marking carefully the two shorter

distances.

6. What is the general character of the 1st, 3rd, and 5th of

the scale ? How is the voice tuned ?
* 7. Sol-fa and point on the diagram, from memory, Exercises

1, 2, 3, 4.

LESSON 2 (page 90).

1. Give an account of the first experiments on the sounds of

a single string. What note does half a string give? two-
thirds ? three-fourths ? four-fifths ? etc.

2. Describe the "
syren." What is the relation of a note's

length of string to its vibrations ?

3. What is the smallest perfect measurement of the scale
in plain figures, and according to that how many degrees belong
to the great tone ? small tone ? tonnle ?

4. What is an " octave
"
note or "

replicate?"
* 5. Sol-fa and point on the diagram of the scale, from memory,

Exercises 5, 6, 7, 8.
LESSON 3 (page 145).

* 1. Explain the two sets of tetrachords. Arrange them by
memory, taking coins to represent your notes.

2. By what intervals are the tonules of the scale always sepa-
rated from one another ? Show this by drawing a circular dia-

gram.
* 3. Draw a modulator from me*nory. (Notice that the right-

hand column takes its DOH from the level of son, the left from
PAH.)

4. Explain fully the three great advantages of the modulator,
its picture of interval

;
its mnemonic (or memory-helping)

power ; and its aid to the pattern.
5. What is the effect of a " mental modulator "

on the hori-

jontal line of notes ?

6. Give three reasons for learning an "interpreting notation"
of music in connection with the other.

7. What is accent ? How many sorts of accent are there ?

8. What is a measure ? an aliquot ?

9. What is the structure of the BINARY MEASURE, and what
is its character ? TRINARY ? QUATERNARY ? SENARY ?

10. Give Dr. Bryce's views of the origin of our sense of

Ehythm, and its connection with the heart and lungs ?

LESSON 4 (page 211).
* 1. Sol-fa and point on the modulator, from memon/, Exer-

cises 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14.

LESSON 5 (page 273).
1. What are the three different senses in which the word time

is used in ordinary musical language ? Give examples of each.
2. What is the peculiarity in the swings of the pendulum ?

What regulates the speed of a pendulum ?

3. Describe the " metronome." With what is it proposed
that each swing of the metronome should correspond in the
binary, trinary, and quaternary measure? in quick senary
measure ?

4. How wojild you use the string pendulum ?

5. In learning to "
keep time," what is the double object to

be gained ? Will beating time help you ?

6. Describe the views of Eousseau, Dr. Burney, and Dr.
Bryce on "

beating
"

time.
7.

What^
is the standard by which the length of notes is

measured in the sol-fa notation? What proportion of time

belongs to a note placed alone immediately after an accent
mark ? What is the meaning of the horizontal stroke ? the
dot after a note ? the comma ? the dot and comma ? tho
inverted comma ? What means an empty aliquot ?

8. How do you indicate a slur ?

9. Explain the meaning of the following signs : B.C., D.S., 8.,

F., /., p., ff., pp., <, >, and ' or over a note.

10. How would you indicate "expression" in writing or

printing words ? loud ? soft ? abrupt ?

11. Take a book of hymns or songs, and mark ten pieces for

expression. [This is a really important and useful exercise of

judgment and taste.]
12. What are the vibrations of the TENOR c the standard

note of pitch ? Draw a diagram of the standard scale. What
is meant by G sharp ? B flat ?

* 13. Pitch the key-note A G F E D, and take the chord
in each case.

LESSON 6 (page 339).
* 1. Point on the modulator by memory, and afterwards sing

to words the tnne GRIFFIN.
2. What is the difference between the sound of the voice in

speaking and in singing ? What is a sound of the singing voice

called ? of the speaking voice ?

3. What is the best posture for the singer in reference to hia

head ? shoulders ? chest ? mouth ? tongue ? lips ?

4. What is the first daily practice for opening and strength-

ening the lungs ? How should tho chord and scale be sung,
and with what two peculiar observances, in this daily practice ?

5. What three faults should bo especially avoided by the

singer ?

6. What habit, in reference to loudness and softness of voice,

should be carefully formed ?

7. In what respects would you alter your phraseology and
mode of illustration if you had to set the facts and principles of

this first
"
stage" of our course before the minds of the young-,

or persons dull of comprehension ? [It will be a good exercise

of mind for you to answer this question. It will be better still

for you to do so practically. Teach what you know. There is

no better way of perfecting your knowledge.]
8. What are the advantages and disadvantages of class

teaching ? Show the importance of personal effort and exami-

nation.
* 9. Sing a high note with the low larynx, a low note with

the high larynx.
* 10. Sing (taking a very low note for DOH) DOH, HIE, son,

DOH', ME', and if you can without straining the voice, son, 1

holding each note with a long and steady breath. [You should

be more anxious about the chord than the scale in the present

stage of your course ;
for you may not yet have got all the

notes of the scale quite perfectly in tune.]
*11. Eepeat slowly and very distinctly (with good use of

tongue, lips, and teeth), and in one breath, "How doth the little

busy bee improve each shining hour." Take two more lines in

another breath, and so on.
* 12. Point and sing the tune LEYBURN from memory on the

modulator.

Sec

LESSONS IN FR ENCH. XXVI,
SECTION XLV. THE PASSIVE VEBB [ 54].

1. THE passive verb is conjugated by adding to the verb

in all its tenses, the past participle of an active verb.

model, 54.

2. This participle must agree in gender and number with the

subject [ 134 (2), Sect. XLI. 6].

Cea vieillards sont respects, Those old men are respected.

Cos enfants sont airnds de tout le TJiose children are loved ly every-

monde, body.

3. The genius of the French language seems to prefer the

active to the passive voice. Many expressions which are in the

passive in English, are accordingly rendered into French by the

active or reflective [ 128 (5), 113 (1)].

Cette maisou est a louer ou a That house istole let or sold.maisou

vendre,
Ma soeur est a plaindre,
Get homme est a eraindre,
Get homme s'appelle H.
XXXV. 2],

[Sect.

My sister is to be pitied.

Tliat man is to be feared.

That man is called II.
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!i nimo bo trompe [8oct. That man

On (lit quo cola eat aiuai [Soot. If u Mid (Mai it it to.

\\\\\ . .1,

: , t cola [Sect. XXXIV. 2]. Wt hare LMUI toU that.

!. !:: rat <" 11 question [see Sect. XX'III. 1

v. ith thn Kn^lixh word o

<>r It, cxprfs.scil or undcrst. ' & noun not

d.-ti-nn 1 by an urtirli- or a pOBftOfmive a<l

to a v>rl>, or oven to a whole sentence.

Hi)iit-i! iiin Art those children loved?

II n,' ], Him- " >t (to).

:-.\ . -lies sceura ? ^r (hoM young ladiw ritttn f

sont pan, TTw;/ ore not.

, Whan n !'. rs to a determined noun, it often corroHponds
. ideation to tho pronoun he, */ , or lli>:>i, which may or may

:u tho Kuglish sentence. Le must then assume
and number of tho noun to which it refers.

>us la scour do mou ami ? Are you. the tisttr of my friendt
J- J:i smis, I am (the).

OF EXAMPLES.
I their conduct approved t

If i approved, by nobody.
J that lady etcu'<t a

l,our rouduite cst-elle approuvto P

eat approuvoe tit- personno.
Lime est-elle estimee et re-

t< ;e?
Ello n'est ni estimoe ni respectee.

n-liandises sout a vcndre.

nfiiuts sout bieu n plaiudre.

A-t-on (lit quelquo chose a mon
fivrc ?

<'n no lui a rion difc.

vouscommentcclas'appelle?
s-vous niaHresse ici?

\a suis pas, Monsieur.

fiteB-vouslamaitressedelainaison?

Je la suis.

She is neither tmd nor respected.

Those goods are to be sold (for sale).

Those children are lo be pitid.
Has anything been said to my bro-

ther T

Nothing has been raid to him.

Do you, fcnoir how that is called?

Madame, ore you mistress heret

I am not (so), Sir.

Are you the mistress of the house?

I am (she).

VOCABULARY.

Diligent, -e, diligent.

'

[
> (4i].

Auteur, m., outlior.

Kltm-er, 1, to blame.

Car, for.

Conduits, f., conduct.

C'roi-re,*, ir.,to believe. Mere, f., mother.

ficolier, m., scholar.

Gros, -se, large, stout.

Jardin, m., garden.

Lon-cr, 1, to lt, to

jinn's.-.

Paresseux, -so, idle.

Pun-ir, 2, to punish.

Baremeut, .<<'

Relicur, m., boofcb ;ndr.

Sonvent, often.

TJs-er, 1, to var out.

Veu-dre, 4, to sett.

EXERCISE 85.

1. Votre mere est-olle aimee do sa scour? 2. Ellc cst aiuw'o

de son frero et do ea soeur. 3. Lea Italiens sont-ila aimes des

Fran(;aia ? 4. Vos ecoliers no sont-ils pas blames ? 5. Us sont

blames quelquefois. 6. Sont-ils souvent punis ? 7. II

rarement punis. 8. Par qui etos-vous puni quand vous etes

paresseux ? 9. Je no suis jamais puni. 10. Sa conduito a-t-cllc

^te* approuv6o? 11. Ello a etc approuvee do tout lo monde.

12. Elle a etc approuvee par* sea amis. 13. Cet autcur eat-il

estim6 ? 14. H est estime de tout le monde. 15. Le jardin du

relienr eat-il :\ vcndro ou a louer ? 16. On dit qu'il est a loner.

17. Le menuisier a-t-il fait fairo un habit? 18. II en a fait

faire deux. 19. Lea habits quo voua avez achetes sont-ils uses?

20 Ha sont uses, j' en ai fait faire d'autres. 21. Dit-on quo nos

amis aont aames do tout le monde ? 22. On no le dit pa, car on

no IP emit pas. 23. Les dames quo nous avona vuos a I'egliao

i soir. sont-elles sceurs ? 24. Elles no le sont pas, on dit

qu'elles sont couainoa. 25. On dit quo 1'officior qni vient

d arriver s'appelle S.

EXERCISE 86.

1. Are you blamed or praised ? 2. I am neither blamed nor

praised. 3. Is not your cousin esteemed by everybody ? 4. She

is esteemed by nobody. 5. What has been said of my brother?

6. Nothing has been said of him. 7. Do you know if your

brother's house is to bo let ? 8. I have been told (on m'a dit)

that it is to be sold. 9. Is not an idle person to bo pitied ? 10.

The idle man is to be pitied. 11. Is your son sometimes punished

at school? 12. He is always punished when he is idle. 13.

Are your scholars praised when they are diligent ? 14. They
are praised when they are diligent, and they are blamed when

they are idle. 15. la that lady esteemed and respected ? 16.

The prepositions d> and par are used indifferently aftr many

passive verbs.

She U loved, esteemed, and respected by everybody. 17. What
ha* been told yon ; 18. We have been told that your brother
is respected by everybody. 19. M4w, are yon Mr. S.'s

20. No, Sir, I am not 21. Madam, are yon pleased
with your son's conduct:- 22. No, Rir, I am not, for he is

blamed by everybody. 23. What U that rtont man called r

-y say ho in called H. 25. What U your brother's

name p 20. Ho is called James. 27. Have yon been told that

my brother has arrived ? 28. We have been told so. 29. Are
the goods which your brother has bought for sale 't 30. They
are not for saler 31. Has the bookbinder had a coat made?
32. Ho has had a coat made. 83. Is his other coat won out ?

34. Tho coat which ho bought last year is worn out.

SECTION XLVI.-IDIOMATIC BXPRE88IOH8.
1 . In the compound tenses of the verb s'en allor, to go away

[Sect. XXXIX. 1. j . the pronoun n will of coarse keep iU

general place, after tho other pronoun* and before the auxiliary.
It must never come between the auxiliary and the participle.

Je m'en snis I vent ' Moos BOOS ea W wnf away.

alii', sommc* sD/s,
Tu fen OB alW, Tho* irntrf ' Tons voos en Yon wait woy.

n r
i i.

n s'en est alW, Ha vent sway. Us s'en sont

Les domes s'en sont alU'es, The laditt an gone .

Les messieurs s'ou sont ailfs, The gentlemen, art foiu away.

2. The verb allor, when referring to articles of dross, answer*
to tho English loft, I

Mou habit va bien, Xy coat JUt or sett wM.

3. Scoir [4, Jr.; see table, 62] answers to tho English lo

.'> become.

Co chapeau ne vons sied point, Tint hat dots not btcomt yo.

4. Essayer [ 49] corresponds in signification to the English
to try on.

J'ai essayd mon gilct, il mi va I have tried on my waittcoal, it jU*

bien, "> woH.

5. Etre is often used in French for appartenir, to belong

[ 106 (3)].

, (To irhom does that hovM belong t
A qui est cette maison P

Elle est a mon cousin,

RKHUMK OF

A quello hcure vous en 6te-voos

alle?

Je m'en suis allc a neuf heurcs.

Tons en etes-vous allees trop tot,

Mesdames ?

Nous nous en sommes allies trop
tard.

Cette robe vous va-t-ellc bien ?

Elle ne me va pas bien.

Cet habit vous sied-il fort Inen ?

Je 1'ai essnyr, mais il no va pas
bien.

U lui va bien (indirect regimen).
II me gene, il me berre trop.

Cette robe no lui va pas bien.

Ces livres sont-ils a vous ou a moi ?

Us ne sont ni a moi ni a vous.

A qui sout-ils done ?

Les u'vres de qui avex-vous ap-

Jt is m

EXAMPLES.
At vhat hour did you 90 vay f

I irrnt ctray at MUM o'olodt.

Did you go atry too toon, laditt t

1T wmt may too latt.

DOM that drtttJU you
Tt does not JU r* teeO,

Does that coat become you very well f

I have tried it on, but it does not jU
m*.

Jf JU him veil.

It hurts me, it prttttt HM too Mix-*.

That dress dott not ft her vtf.

Are those book* vor or mine f

Thty belong neither to M Mr to yMb
tfhote art they, then f

Whost boob hart you brought .'

J'ai apporW ceux de mon fr*n>. I hart brwjht my broffc*r'.

VOCABULABT.

Beau-fn-ro, broUur-in- Fono#, -, dark. lOux, better.

law. G*n-er, 1, to hurt, to Nnf.

Botte, f., boot. press.

Clair, , light. Oilet, m., traittooat.

Court. -, hort. Grand, -e, largo. Tn-ir.

Etroit,-e, narrow, jW. Larg*, \eidt.
\ Vt, towcrdi, bol.

EXERCISB 87.

1. VOB bottes ne vont-elles pas bien ? 2. Ellea ne mo ront

pas bien, elles mo serrent trop. 3. 8ont-lles trop #troitcs?

4. Elles nont trop ^troites et trop courtes, ellee me g*nent. 5.

Le oordonnier s'en est-il alh:
': 6. II n s'en est pas encore all#.

7. A quello heure lee compares de votre SOMK s'en eont^Olei
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alleos ? 8. Elles s'en sont allees vers six heures de 1'apres-

midi. 9. L'habit quo vous tenez, est-il a vous ou a votre frere ?

10. II n'est ni a lui ni a moi, il est a mon beau-frere. 11. Lui

va-t-il bien ? 12. II lui va fort bien, et il lui sied bien. 13.

Oil l'a-t-il fait fairs ? 14. II 1'a fait faire en Prance ou en

Allemagne. 15. A qui sont les livres que lit Mademoiselle

votre soaur? 16. Us sont a moi. 17. Vofcre gilet va-t-il mieiix

que celui de votre beau-frere ? 18. II me va beaucoup mieux.

19. Votre habit no vous gene-t-il pas ? 20. II no saurait (cannot)
me gener, il est de beaucoup trop large. 21. Avez-vous essaye
votre habit neuf ? 22. Je 1'ai essaye, mais la couleur ne me
sied pas. 23. Est-elle trop claire ? 24. Elle est trop foncee.

25. Les couleurs foncees ne me sieent jamais.

EXERCISE 88.

1. Are your friends gone away ? 2. They are not yet gone

away, they are still here. 3. At what hour did your mother

go away ? 4. She went away early this morning. 5. Did your
little sister go away late ? 6. She went away too soon. 7.

Does your sister's new dress become her ? 8. It does not

become her. 9. Why does it not become her ? 10. Dark
colours never become her. 11. Do light colours become your
brother's wife ? 12. They become her very well. 13. Are

your new boots too narrow or too wide ? 14. They are neither

too narrow nor too wide, they fit very well. 15. Does your
brother's waistcoat fit him ? 16. It fits him, but it does not

become him. 17. Light colours never become him. 18. Does

your coat press you ? 19. It does not press me, it is by far too

wide. 20. Whose house is that? 21. It is my father's and
brother's. 22. Whose books have you brought this morning ?

23. I have brought my brother's and my sister's. 24. Whose
dresses pre those ? 25. They are my mother's, my sister's, and

my cousin's. 26. Are not those German books yours ? 27. They
are not mine, they are my friend's. 28. Are those pens yours or

mine ? 29. They are neither yours nor mine, they are my
brother's. 30. Does this hat fit you? 31. Yes, Sir, it fits me,
but it does not become me. 32. 1.5 your hat too small ? 33. It

is too large. 34. Are your gloves too large ? 35. They are too

small, I cannot put them on.

SECTION XLVII. UNIPERSONAL VERBS AND THEIR USES.

1. THE verb falloir [3, ir.], to be necessary, is always conjugated

unipersonally. See table, 62.

II faut, il a fallu, It is necessary, it teas or Tios been

necessary.
II faut e'tudier tons les jours, It is necessary to study every day.

2. As falloir has always a unipersonal pronoun for its nomi-
native or subject, a pronoun in the indirect regimen (dative

me, te, lui, nous, vous, leur), placed before the verb, will bo

equivalent to the pronoun used as nominative to the English
verbs must, to be obliged, etc.

Aller trouver, to go to

a person.

Centime, in. , 100th port

of a franc.

Chirurgien, m.,surgeon.

Combien, how much,
how many.

Davantage, more.
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A pJmil-ir priiid])!" applies to the reading: of conccfl-

i.l <>f uiiriiuiil iintitliones or contrasts. In tho latter,

MirmluT lias tho rising, and tho preponderant

falling' infliction, in whatever part of a sentence they
occur, ami even in M -purate m-nti-ncos, as:

o may raise you to Eminence. But virtue alone can guide you

I rather choose
To wroncr tho <K'ad, to wrong myself and you,
Than I will wrong ouch honourable men.

lion.- \\}\rn negation is emphatic or prepondorant.it
i ho falling inflection, as :

II.' may yield to persuasion, but he will never submit to force.

We are troubled on every Bide, yet not distressed ; perplexed, but
not in despair ; persecuted, but not forsaken ; cast elfwu, but not

destroyed.

Rule 2. In question and answer, the falling inflection ends

as far below tho average level of the sentence, as the rising ends
above it. In this way, a certain exact correspondence of sound
to sound, in the inflections, is produced, which gives to the full

downward slide of the answer a decisive and satisfactory intona-

tion, as a reply to the rising slide of the question, as :

Are they Hebrews ? So am 'I. Are they 'Israelites ? So am I.

"Wli.it would content you, in a political leader? Talent? No!
rise? No! Courage? No ! Reputation ? No ! "Virtue ?

i ha man whom you would select, should possess not one, but all

of tip

I! >' 1 1' 3. When a question consists of two contrasted parts,
connected in syntax by the conjunction or, need in a disjunctive

Hense, the former has the rising, and the latter the falling in-

flection, as :

Does he mean ySu, or mi ?

Is this book ydurs, or mine ?

Did you see him, or his brother?
Are the people virtuous, or vicious; intelligent, or ignorant; affluent,

or indigent?"

Rote. When or is used conjunctively, the second inflection

does not fall, but rises higher than the first, as :

"Would the influence of the Bible even if it were not the record of
a divine revelation be to render princes more tyrannical, or subjects
more ungovernable; the rich more insolent, or the poor more dis-

orderly ;
would it make worse parents or children husbands or wives

masters or servants friends or neighbours? Ort would it not
make men more Virtuous.t and consequently more happy, in every
situation ?

Rule on the Circumflex, or Warr.

The circumflex, or wave, applies to all expressions used in a

peculiar sense, or with a double meaning, and to the tones of

mockery, sarcasm, and irony, as :

You may avoid a quarrel with an if. ... Your if is the only
peacemaker : much virtue in an if.

From the very first night and to say it I am bold

I've been so very hot, that I'm sure I'v^ caught cold !

Oo bang a calfskin on these recreant limbs !

What a beautiful piece of work you have made by yonr carelessness !

The weights had never been accused of light conduct.

Tho tone* of grand and sublime description, profound ret*r.

ence or awe, of amt<.ini-nt and horror, are marked by the

monotone, or perfect level of roioe.

ne w always on a lower pitch than the pre-

ceding part of a aentenoe ; and to fire the creator ftsi to it*

deep solemn note which resembles UM tollinf of a heavy bell

it sometimes destroys all comma pauses, and keeps op one
continuous stream of overflowing sound, as :

form hd not yet lost

All her origin*! brightness,
I/4M than archangel mined, sad the

Of glory oUcured. As when the An, asw-risea,
I. . k , r;,r ugh UM boriBAntaJ mist/ air,

Shorn of his b6uns, or from behind the aaooa.
In dim eclipao, disastrous twilight shed*
On half the nations, and with fear of chance
Perpleies monarch*.

And I saw a grfat whit* throne and Him that sst OB it, fro?

face the heavens and the eurth n>d away , and there was t-oad a6 place
for them.

Upon my secure h'.ur thy uncle stole,

rsed hebcnon in a vial.

And in the porches of mine ears did pour
The irperous ditllment ; whose effect

H6lds such an enmity with bluod of man.
That swift as quicksilver it courses through
The natural gates and alleys of the body,
And, with a sodden vigour, it doth pOeset
And curd, like fager droppings into milk,
The thin and wholesome blood ;

so did it mine ;

And a most Instant totter barked about,
Host lazar-like, with vile and loathsome crust,

All my smooth body.

Rule on " Harmonic "
Inflections.

" Harmonic" inflections or those which, in emphatic phrases.
are intended to prevent tho frequent occurrence of emphasis in

tho same phrase from becoming monotonous to the ear am
applied in clauses of which every word is emphatic, and are

marked by a distinct and separate inflection, as :

He has been guilty of one of the most ihdmefvl acft [ that ettr dt-

yrdded |
the N'ATURE

j|
or the SA'ME

||
of M'AK.

Note. In such cases the inflections usually alternate, in order

to give the more vivid and pungent force to vehement emphasis.

Rule on Repeated Words, Phrates, and Sentence*.

Words, phrases, and sentences which are repeated for effect,

rise higher, or fall lower in inflection, besides increasing in force,

at every repetition.

From these walls a spirit shall go forth, that shall survive wbn this

edifice shall be,
"
like an unsubstantial pageant, faded." It hU go

forth, exulting in, but not abusing, its strength. It taU go f'irth,

remembering, in the days of its prosperity, the pledges it gave in UM
time of its depression. IT SHALL GO FO'RTH, uniting a disposition to

correct abuses, to redress grievances. IT SHALL GO FO'BTH. uniting

the disposition to improve, with the resolution to maintain and defend.

by that spirit of unbought affection, which is the chief defence of

nations.

What was it, fellow-citizens, which gave to Lafayette Us spotless
fame ? The love of liberty. What has consecrated his memory in the

hearts of good men? THB LOV* or LIBERTY. What nerved his yootb-
ful arm with strength, and inspired him in the morning of hi* day*
with sagacity and counsel? THE LIVING LOVE OF LI'BERTT.
To what did he sacrifice power, and rank, and country, and fieedooi

itself ? TO THE LOVE OF LIBERTY PROTECTED BT LA'W.

* In successive questions, the rising inflection becomes hiirhor at

every stage, unless the last bos, as in the above example, the falling
inflection of consummating emphasis.

t The last or is used disjunctively, and forms an example to the

Eulc, and not to the Note.

LESSONS IN PENM.\Nsllir XXVI.

WITH this lesson, which is accompanied by copy-dips headed

by the remaining capital letters of the writing alphabet, from

3 to Z, we complete our elementary aeries of Leasons r

manship, having enabled the self-teacher, by an easy and care-

fully graduated succession of steps, to advance from the formation

of the first elementary stroke that enters into the composition
of the sin:ill lottora, to writing sentences in which are to be

found capital letters and figures, as well as small letter-

have now dono as much for him as it is possible to do by verbal

instruction, and it remains for the learner to acquire an easy,

flowing style of writing, and facility and rapidity in the nse of
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COPY-SLIP NO. 99. SMEATON BUILT THE EDDYSTONE LIGHTHOUSE.

COPY-SLIP NO. 100. THE ART OF PRINTING INVENTED BY KOSTEE, 1438.

COPY-SLIP NO. 101. UL5I IN GERMANY.

COPY-SLIP NO. 102. VICTORIA REGINA, 1837.

/ // '

COPY-SLIP NO. 103. WELLINGTON, BORN 1769, DIED 1852.

COPY-SLIP NO. 104. XERES, CHIEF SEAT OF THE WINE TRADE IN SPAIN.

COPY-SLIP NO. 105. YARMOUTH, IN NORFOLK, FAMOUS FOK ITS HERRINGS.

'/

COPY-SLIP NO. 106. ZOL.LVEREIN, THE G3RJJ4N CUSTOMS UNION3 1818.
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aiding, by zealous practice,

future I.i-

will e.ivc specimens <>f i HtylcH of writing ml. ;

! ptirpotturt and for candidates :

.aiiimtioiiH, etc.

HISTORIC SKI XI If.

V A TRUE VKUU1CT UAVK, ACCORDING
TO TUK KVIUL

are many great men in tho world who never got

unity of asserting th> there are many
ry which ILIV si-lil.nn i:

.in' important, enough, not iH'-n-ly in :i political but
and it is well not to mil!, rtlii'in to languish

in t lc of olilivion. Such an c. Mihjuct of

u soloctodnot only because of its

inirin-i.' importance, but also AS showing liow great privileges

may In- won and valuable rights established by very humb.o
HIS.

Iii tho report books of proceedings in tho law courts in It;?')

is an account of a scene in which tho principal actors wore
tho Recorder of London, King Charles's Attorney-General,
:ind a citizen, Bushell, member of a jury. Tho case is called
" Bushell' H Case," and it is ono of tho most important pos-
for upon it was established once and for ever the grand right of

a juryman
" a true verdict to give according to the evidence,"

without reference to whether that verdict was or was not accept-
able to tho court to whom it was returned. Now-a-days, when
juries are chosen with tho utmost regard to tho ends of. justice,

and with a single eye to perfect impartiality, and, when chosen,
are treated with tho fullest respect, neither being worried into

verdicts nor molested after they have given them, wo who have
ni'vor seen a different state of things, are apt to suppose that

there never was one, and to take it for granted that the thing
which is, is the same that hath been. Let us look for a few
uiiiriteii at " BusheU's case."

Tho circumstances under which Bushell, tho juryman, came
upon the scene were these : Two Quakers, Penn and Mead, had

thought fit to preach to tho people from tho steps of a house
in Gracechurch Street. In tho course of their address they
had used language which was interpreted as convoying, and

perhaps was meant to convey, animadversions upon the govern-
ment. For this they were arrested, and, having been committed

by a city magistrate on the charge of stirring up a riot, were

put upon their trial. Like many of tho charges preferred at

that time by tho over-zealous agents of tho government, tho
accusation was an extravagant one, and considerable sympathy
was shown by tho Londoners in favour of tho prisoners. If

what the two men had said amounted to sedition, then, it was
felt, no man could safely talk politics even in tho mildest way ;

and it was further felt that tho prosecution was a tyrannical act

on the part of the government, and people were getting rather

tired of the thing. Notwithstanding such was tho case popular

sympathy at that time was but a whet to tho prosecuting spirit
of the crown lawyers tho trial was urged, and it came on
before tho Recorder of London at the Old Bailey.
Tho following scene, illustrative of tho manner in which

prisoners were treated under Charles II., presented itself on tho
entrance of Penn and Mead into the court : After the manner of

their brethren, tho two Friends kept their hats on in tho presence
of tho jud^'e, as they would have done in tho presence of tho

king himself. The gaoler rudely knocked their hats off, where-

upon the Recorder, not with a view to rebuking the man's

roughness, but to having a preliminary fling at tho prisoners,
ordered him to replace them. Being put in the dock, the

prisoners were thus addressed by their judge :

RECORDER : Do you know where you are ?

PENN : Yes.

RECORDER : Do you not know it is the king's court ?

PENN : I know it to be a court, and I suppose it to be tho

king's court.

RECORDER : Do you not know there is respect due to the

court?

Yes.

Why do you not pay it then ?

RDKK : Why do yon not pull off your hat than f

Because I do not believe that to bo any respect
!, tho court set* forty marks apiece upon

id*, ft* a fine for tho contempt of tho court.

it might bo observed that wo came into the
court with our huts off (that U, taken off), and if they hare boon

it wan by order from tho bench ; and therefore not
hhould bo fined.

inoncru, undoubtedly with much pert.
and Homo show of disrespect to the court, refuted to plead to

tinent, which charged them with having caoaed a
tiirnultuouM asHeml .<> questions they ralaed as to the

legality of it in point of form should have been answered. The
Recorder and tho Lord Mayor tried in rain to silence them,
resorting to threats, and abuse of a very ooane deaeription, and
not succeeding, tin . effect enter a plea of "not
guilty" for them, and had t ;,i,n th-ir trial.

Among tho jury was ono man, Bushell, who*e character
for conduct displeasing to tho court wan already well known,
and to whom several unworthy remarks had been made at the
time ho was sworn. Under hi guidance the jury retired, and
in a short time return-id into court with a

Mead, and saying that Penn was "
guilty of speaking in Grace-

church Street." This vcrd ; ot angered the court exceedingly.
Is that all r" they asked the foreman. "That is all I hare in

commission," was the reply.
" You had as good aay nothing."

Being further pressed, and also told,
- the law of England will

not allow you to part till you have given your verdict," tho jory

replied,
" We have given in our verdict, and we can give in no

other."

Tho Recorder refused to take such a verdict, and sent the

jury back again to reconsider it. In half an hour's tin:

camo back into court, and handed in a written verdict to the

same effect as before, and signed by all of them. Up
being received, tho Lord Mayor rated tho jury in these words:
MAYOR : What, will you bo led by such a silly fellow a*

Bushell ? An impudent, canting fellow. I warrant you, you
shall come no more upon juries in haste. You are a foreman,
indeed (addressing Bushell). I thought you had undcrstoo .

place better.

RECORDER : Gentlemen, you shall not bo dismissed till we
have a verdict that tho court will accept ; and you Khali be

locked up, without meat, drink, fire, and tobacco. Yon shall

not think thus to abuse tho court. Wo will have a verdict by
the help of God ; or you shall starve for it.

Tho jury declined to alter their verdict, and Penn, ono of the

prisoners, claimed to havo it recorded.
" The agreement of

twelve men is tho verdict in law ; and such a one being gi

tho jury, I require the clerk of tho peace to record it, as he will

answer at his peril. And if the jury bring in another verdict

contradictory to this, I affirm they are perjured men in law;"
and looking upon tho jury, he said :

' You are Englishmen !

Mind your privilege ! Give not away your right !"

The court was adjourned till next morning at seven o'clock,

tho prisoners were sent back to Newgate, and the jury were

ordered into tho custody of those who swore to keep them
without fire, food, (kink, or any other accommodation till the

adjourned sitting of tho court.

While tho jury are thus away in their retiring room, making
up their minds what verdi ! th.-y shall give chafing, some of

them, at tho manner in which they have been treated by the

court, and, under tho guidance of their foreman, resolving that

they will not submit to dictation, but act upon the exordium

delivered to them by the prisoner as they quitted their box
- -let us consider for a moment what right it was for which

they were contending, and the way in which that right waa '

acqui:
Trial by jury was an old-established institution in England, a*

old, some think, as the Anglo-Saxon laws. Something lil.

certainly to be found in tho history which has come down to n*

of those times, but tho jury system, as wo understand it now,WM
tho creation of a period subsequent to the Norman Conquest,
1066. Before that date the jury which tried causes consisted of

n number of "
compnrgators

"
as they were called, that

is to say, persons who did not give their opinion upon e\

adduced before them ou oath, but who merely swore that they
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believed what the defendant said under sanction of his oath.

The form of procedure was simply this. A man accused of

default, on civil or criminal process, was put on his oath if he

chose to be so, and then swore he was innocent of the offence

charged, or that his version of tho case between him and the

plaintiff was a true one. The compurgators, of whom the num-
ber varied from twelve to thirty-six, being also sworn, deposed
to their belief in what the defendant had said, and, as they were

commonly chosen from among the neighbours and- acquaintance
of the man, they were supposed to know something of the facts

connected with his case, as well as to be able to form an esti-

mate of the truth or falsehood of his statements. It can easily

be imagined that s-ach a tribunal was not one from which

to expect strict justice, and the shortcomings of the system
amounted in many instances to gross miscarriage of right.

Nevertheless, it continued to be used with other systems till

Henry II. (1154-1189) introduced the Norman form of trial

by jury for civil causes, and Henry III., or rather those

who represented him, introduced it about 1235 on criminal

process.
The Norman-English jury was not like ours of to-day. Instead

of deciding upon the case according to evidence for and against,

and after hearing the summing-up of the judge, the jury included

all those who under our system would be witnesses, and would
be rigidly excluded from the jury for the very reason that they
knew most of the facts. Then it was the duty of the sheriff to

summon specially on the jury all those who were, or might be

supposed to be, acquainted with the material points in the case,

and these persons compared notes with their fellows, but without

being subjected to any cross-examination, and gave their verdict

according to what then appeared to them to be right. Common
rumour, repetitions of what somebody else had said, unsifted

testimony of various kinds, were received by these juries, and
sometimes constituted all the evidence they had to guide them.

All such would be utterly rejected now, and any person who had
evidence to give would be summoned as a witness would cer-

tainly be precluded from sitting on tho jury. It was not till the

twenty-third year of the reign of Edward III. (1327-1377) that

witnesses, though still added to the jury, were not allowed to

vote as to the verdict ; and it was not till the eleventh year of

Henry IV. (1399-1413) that they were made to give their evi-

dence in open court, under the scrutiny ot the judge, and without

being associated in any way with the jury.
Under tho Plantagenet princes (from Henry II., 1154, to

Eichard II., 1399), though the grand provision in Magna Charta
that no free man should be tried by any but his peers was con-

stantly disregarded, it does not appear that juries as such
suffered any violence ; but with the Tudor princes came in this,

as in other respects, quite another order of things, and that

which the Tudors did the Stuarts did likewise. Juries were
called to account in the most direct and personal manner for

verdicts given according to their conscience (some authorities,

however, say they were frequently bribed), and were frequently

reprimanded by the judge or the king's council, and sometimes
cited before the Court of Star Chamber, where, if they did not

repent, they were heavily fined and also imprisoned. Some of

the fines imposed on individual jurymen were as much as .2,000,
a ruinous amount in Queen Mary's reign (1553-1558), when
such a fine was actually inflicted. Whether there was or was
not any ground for the interference of the Star Chamber on the

score of bribery of the jurors by the parties to suits, it is evident

that the offence might have been punished by more regular

means, and that the means actually adopted were liable to be

grossly abused. As a matter of fact they were grossly abused,
and the tyrannical conduct of the Star Chamber in dealing with

juries was one of the chief causes which contributed to its down-
fall. When the Star Chamber was abolished by Act of Parlia-

ment in 1641, with an indignant protest against its ever having
existed, and a solemn declaration that nothing of the kind should

be permitted in the time to come, this evil practice of threatening
and punishing juries, so as to compel them to give such verdicts

as the Crown wished, was abolished also. During the civil war

(1642-1648), and during the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell,

(1648-1658) it was not heard of ; jurymen were allowed to be

responsible alone to God and their conscience, and gave their

verdicts freely, no man making them afraid.

With the restoration of Charles II., in 1660, some of the old

governmental vices were restored also. The Star Chamber men

would not have back at any price, nor to please any one, but the

judges took upon themselves to revive the wicked old custom oi

polluting the very source of justice by intimidating those who
liad charge of it. Two Chief Justices of England, Hyde and
Keeling, were especially guilty of this crime, and made themselves
.o notorious that the Houso of Commons came to a resolution to

impeach the latter for his misconduct. He was suffered to speak
for himself at the bar of the House, and to go free on promise 01-

amendment.
In the face of this, and in spite of the expressed opinions oi

most of the legal luminaries of the day, including Lord Chief

Justice Hale, the Recorder of London, in 1670, ventured, under
the circumstances stated above, to fine the jury which acquitted
Penn and Mead, and to commit Mr. Bushell to prison when
lie refused to pay. Here was what followed when the jury
remained obstinate in their simple verdict of "not guilty,"
after having been browbeaten, threatened, and ridiculed, both

by chief magistrate and Recorder, and after having- been
sent back three times to consider their verdict, which indeed

they did alter to a simple verdict of "not guilty" as to both

prispners.
CLERK : Are you agreed upon your verdict ?

JUKY : Yes.

CLERK : Who shall speak for you ?

JUKY : Our foreman.

CLERK : What say you ? Look upon the prisoners at the bar.

Is William Penu guilty of the matter whereof he standa indicted

in manner and form as aforesaid, or not guilty ?

FOREMAN : William Penn is guilty of speaking in Gracechurch

Street.

MAYOR : To an unlawful assembly ?

BUSHELL (the foreman) : No, my lord, we give no other

verdict than what we gave last night. We have no other verdict

to give.

MAYOR : You are a factious fellow. I'll take a course with

you.
SIR T. BLOODWITH (alderman) : I knew Mr. Bushell would

not yield.

BUSHELL : Sir Thomas, I have done according to my con-

science.

MAYOR : That conscience of yours would cut my throat.

BUSHELL : No, my lord, it never shall.

MAYOR : But I will cut yours so soon as I can.

RECORDER : He has inspired the jury. He has the spirit of

divination. Methinks I feel him. I will have a positive verdict,

or you shall starve for it.

PENN : I desire to ask the Recorder one question. Do you
allow of the verdict given of William Mead '(

RECORDER : It cannot be a verdict, because you were indicted

for a conspiracy, and one being found not guilty, and not the

other, it could not be a verdict.

PENN : If not guilty be not a verdict, then you make of the

jury and Magna Charta but a mere nose of wax.

MEAD : How ! Is not guilty no verdict ?

RECORDER : No, it is no verdict.

After this fine judicial dictum there were other passages
between the jury and the court, and the jury being once more

asked as to William Penn's guilt, said, as before, that he was

guilty of speaking in Gracechurch Street.

RECORDER : What is this to the purpose ? I say I will have a

verdict. (And speaking to Edward Bushell, said) : You are a

factious fellow. I will set a mark upon you ; and whilst I have

anything to do in the city I will have an eye upon you.
MAYOR : Have you no more wit than to be led by such a

pitiful fellow ? I will cut his nose.

PENN : It is intolerable that any jury should be thus menaced.

Is this according to the fundamental laws ? Are not they my
proper judges by the Great Charter of England ? What hope is.

there of ever having justice done when juries are threatened, and

their verdicts rejected? I am concerned to speak, and grieved

to see such arbitrary proceedings. Did not the Lieutenant of

the Tower render one of them worse than a felon ? And clo you
not plainly seem to condemn such for factious fellows who
answer not your ends ? Unhappy are those juries who are

threatened to be fined, and starved, and ruined if they give not

in verdicts contrary to their consciences.

RECORDER ; My lord, you must take a course with that same

fellow.
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MAYOR: Stop hi* im.utli.

I matter nut \ ""' f> urii.

; Gentlemen, wo shall not bo at this trade always
'.\ liti'l tin- ii. -x( i-o. inn .f

]i:Lrliiii:ii-i.'

will ho ii l:iw iiiu-1-' Unit tin.-" tli.it uill n<.t i-.,iiform !-liall not

ha.\i' <: MI of tin- law. up lUiuthcr

\rrdii-t. t'::it they may brin^' it in ^jL-ciiil.

.nut toll hi>\v to ilo it.

I i. t.iincil, having all agreed, and
14 MTiHct.

i-.li.'t i.s Untiling. Yi.ll J.lay ilpull th"

hull tfl) together anil liriiij,' in i.imtin r

i- \uii shall - i.i'--, r. ami 1 will have you carted ubout the

in Edward tho Third's timr.

Wi- have given in our v.-nlirt, and all agreed to

it
-,
uiul if wo give in another, it will bo u tun-r upon us to save

our li

'y the jury gave their verdict "not guilty" against
both jirisoiii-rs. ainl t :u-h one of them aftiruiiMl tli name sepa-

rati'ly ; wlu'ivupon tin- KVronL-r fined them forty marks
IK! ordered them to be imprisoned till the fine nhould be

pud.
Imprisoned they were accordingly in the common gaol of

Newgate, a noisome, filthy den, which was a disgrace to any
ountry calling itself civilised. From Newgate, however, the

spirit which had made itself felt in opposition to the oppressive
conduct of the Recorder's Court made itself heard at the Court

of King's Bench. A writ of Habeas Corpus* was sued out and
made returnable immediately, and when the governor of Newgate
brought up his prisoners it turned out that they were detained

for in>n-paymont of fines imposed upon them on account of their

verdict.

Chief Justice Vaughan, in one of the most learned and

masterly judgments ever delivered, went into the whole matter.

What ho said may be found in the sixth volume of the State

Trials, and in the collected judgments of the eminent Chief

Justice. The studious who have opportunity will do well to

seek the judgment there ; but we have all an interest in tho

gist of what he said, and that can be reproduced without such

careful search. He laid it down as law that the fines were

illegal, and that the imprisonment consequent on them was

irily illegal also. But he went on still further, and
il . -hired in effect that the Recorder had improperly refused to

receive the verdict of the jury, and that tho jury had an unques-
tionable right to give what verdict they pleased, the remedy for

a stupid verdict being in the discretion of a judge to order a new
trial on the ground of the verdict being contrary to the evidence ;

mid for a corrupt verdict, in the power of any one to prosecute a

juryman for perjury if committed wilfully in the course of his

duty as a juryman.
As the law was thus settled It has remained ever since", few

occasions having arisen in which the rights of juries have been

imperilled. To Edward Bushell and his fellow-citizens we are

directly indebted for the establishment of tho law upon this most

satisfactory footing; and the occasion seemed to us so full of

-t, and the principle gained so full of importance, that we
have thought fit to make them the subject of this number of our

Historic Sketches.

SYNOPSIS OF EVENTS IN THE LIFE AND REIGN OF
CUARLKS II.

les II.. the second son of Charles I. and Henrietta Maria
<>f France, was the twenty-sixth king of England after the

Xonnun Conquest, and the third of the Stuart Dynasty. He
married a Portuguese princess, Catherine of Braganza, who

* A writ of Habeau Corpus is an order which a judge is obliged.

UHiler a penalty of 500, to send ou petition of a prisoner, to tho

gaoler who detains him, requiring him to bring up tho body of his pri-

Mul to fchow cause why he detains him, no that the judge may be

satisfied as to the propriety or otherwise of the detention, and may
remit tho prisoner to custody or discharge him ns he may see fit.

This is a British subject's great safeguard against illegal or tyrannical

imprisonment. Wlicu the Habeas Corpus Act ia suspended, the writs

of course do not ruu.

brought him as hr dower Tangier, in Maroooo; Bombay. U
o.OOO in money. Th fir^nanv-l

: M a place not worth the eatpenre
<if lioldin n' \>y an armed force ; while tho iwoood, now tho capital

five preaidcncu India, wa handed <m=r

Kant India Company for a small annual quit-rent.

Born at St. Jam*.'. Palace.

May 'J, UK
Crowned t Bcoae .... Uftl

1 to itin> to HolUod
after the Battle of WOTOM-
t.-r . . MM
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common piece B c D K from the trapezium A B c D and the

triangle B F c, we have the triangle A K B, the remainder of the

trapezium A B c D, arid the triangle K F D, the remainder of the

triangle B F c.

But these triangles are also parts of the triangles A D B,

B F D, which are equal in area, since they are on the same base,
B D, and between the same parallels A r, B D, and as the triangle
K D B is common to both, the triangle A K B is equal to the

triangle K p D. Iii the same iminncr, by drawing the diagonal
A c of the tra-

B pezium A B c D,

producing D c in

the direction of

G ; drawing B H
parallel to A c,

and meeting D G
in H ; and lastly,

joining A H, it

may be shown
that the triangle
A D H is also equal

in superficial area to the irregular quadrilateral figure A B c D.

It will be useful for the student to repeat this construction as

an exercise, taking the sides c B, B A, and A D in succession as

the base of the trapezium A B c D, or the side on which it

stands.

PROBLEM XXXIV. To draw a triangle tlmt shall be equal in

supeificial area to any given multilateral figure or polygon.

First let us take a five-sided figure, as being next in order to

a four-sided figure, as far as the number of its sides are con-

cerned, and lot A B c D E (Fig. 47) represent the five-sided figure

or pentagon, to which it is required co draw a triangle equal in

superficial area. From C, the apex of the pentagon, draw the

straight lines c A, C E, to the points A, E, the extremities of the

base on which it stands. By doing this we divide the pentagon
ABODE into three triangles A B C, C A E, and c E D. Produce the

base A E indefinitely both ways in the direction of F and G, and

through B and D draw the straight linos B H, D K, parallel to

c A, c E respectively, and meeting the base A E produced, in the

points H and K. Join C H, C K ;
the triangle c H K is equal

in superficial area to the pentagon ABODE. That this is

ti-uo may be seen as follows : Of the three triangles ABC,
c A E, and C E D, into which the pentagon was divided, the

triangle c A E is common to both the pentagon and the triangle
c H K. Of the remaining portions of the pentagon and triangle,

the triangle A B c of the

former is equal to the tri-

angle C H A of the latter,

because they are on the same

base, A C, and between the

same parallels ; and for the

same reason the triangle
c E D of the pentagon is

~o equal to the triangle c E K
of the triangle.
The learner will find it

Fig. 47.

useful to repeat this construction as an exercise, taking the sides

A B, B c, c D and D E in succession, as the base on which the

pentagon is supposed to stand.

That the learner may thoroughly understand the process of

drawing a triangle equal in superficial area to a polygon having
a great number of sides, and see that it is as easy as it is to

draw a triangle equal in area to a pentagon, which has only five

iides, vre will take the irregular seven-sided figure, or heptagon

A B c D E F G (Fig. 48), and proceed to construct a triangle equal
to it in area. As the figure is complicated, the lines which con-
tain the heptagon and the triangle equivalent to it in area have
been drawn thicker than the lines which are necessary in working
out the process (as in Fig. 47), that the reader may the more
readily distinguish the relative areas of the figures in question.
The first step is to draw straight lines from A, the apex of

the polygon, taking D E to represent its base, to the points
c, c, E, F, or to each salient point of the polygon except the two
immediately on the right and left of the apex. The straight
lines A c, A D, A E, A F divide the polygon A B c D E F G into
five unequal triangles, ABC, Ac D, A D E, A E F, and A F o.
The reader will note that however many may be the sides of the

polygon, it is divided by this process into a number of triangles
always less by two than the number of its sides. Thus in the

figure below the number of triangles into which it is divided by
drawing straight lines from its apex to its salient points is five,
the number of its sides being seven ; a dodecagon, or twelve-
sided figure, would be divided into ten triangles, and so on.
Now beginning with the triangle ABC, the highest triangle
on the left side of the apex by producing D C in the direction
of p, indefinitely ; drawing B H parallel to A C to meet c D pro-
duced in H; and joining A H

; we get a triangle, A H c, equal to
the triangle ABC, and by adding the polygon A c D E F G to
each of these triangles, we find that we have a hexagon or six-

sided figure, A H D E F G, equal in area to the original seven-
sided polygon A B c D E F G. By making the triangle A K D
equal to the triangle
A H D by the same
construction, which we
need not repeat, we
get a pentagon, or five-

sided figure, A K E F G,

equal in area to the

hexagon A H D E F G,
and consequently to _ i

the original heptagon
Q K

A B C D E F G. Con-

tinuing the process with making the triangle A F L equal to the tri-

angle A F G, the highest triangle on the right side of the apex, we
get an irregular quadrilateral figure, A K E L, equal to the pen-
tagon A K E F G, the hexagon A H D E F G, and the heptagon
A B c D E F G. Once more, by making by a similar construction

the triangle A E M equal to the triangle A E L, we get at last a

triangle, A K M, equal in area to the quadrilateral figure A K E L,

and the above-named pentagon and hexagon and the original

heptagon A B c D E F G.

The learner will find the value of this geometrical process in

determining the areas of irregular polygons in mensuration. To
calculate the area of the heptagon A B c D E F G, it would be
divided as in the above figure into five triangles, and by an
arithmetical process to be explained hereafter the superficial
content of each triangle would be found, and the five results

added together to obtain the area of the polygon. By reducing
the area of the polygon to a triangle, its area can be found by
one calculation instead of Jive, and a sum in compound addition ;

or, to ensure accuracy, both processes may bo gone through, each

proving a test whereby the correctness of the other may be

ascertained.

As in the preceding propositions, let the learner repeat the

above construction as an exercise, taking the sides E F, F G, G A,

A B, B C, and c D in succession, as the base on which the polygon
is supposed to stand, and the salient point which happens to ba

immediately opposite the base in each case as the apex.

48>
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